“Exposilzons are [be lime-keepers of progress.
reeord l/ze

world's

advaneernenz‘.

T/zey

T/zey slimulale i/le

energy, enterprise and z‘nlelleet of the people, and
quieken lluman genius. T/zey go into llze lzome. T/zey
broaden and brig/lien i/Ie daily life of [be people. They
open wig/11y siore/zouses of informaiion lo the sludenl.
livery exﬁosiiion, great or small, has helped to some
onward step. Comparison of ideas is always educational,

and as sue/z z'nslruels l/le brain and hand of man.
Friendly rivalry follows, w/lien is [be spur lo induslrial
z'mprovemeni, l/ze inspiration lo useful z'nvenlion and lo
big/z endeavor in all deparlmenis of lzurnan ae/ivily.
ll exaels a study of [be wanls, eomforts and even [be

w/zims of ilze people, and reeognizes t/ze (ﬂeaey q/kllglz
qualify and low prz'ees lo win their favor. T/zequeslfor
lrade is an ineeniive Io men of business to devise, invent,
improve and eeonoml'ze in [be eosl ofproduelion. Business
life, wlzeI/ler among ourselves or will: ot/zer peoples, is

ever a sharp slruggle for sueress. [I will be none ilze less
so in [be fuiure. lVil/zoui eornpetilion we would be
elinging to {be elumsy and antiquated processes of
farming and manufaeiure, and {lie mel/zods of business 11/
long ago, and [be iwenlz'et/z would be no farl/ler advanced

Man [he ezlg/lleenllz century.

But llzoug/z commercial

eolnpelilors we are, eommereial enemies we must no!

lief—LAST Pvnuc ADDRESS OF \VILLIAM Mcleusv.
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PUBLISHERS’ PREFACE.

result of an eﬁort, extending over more than two years, to

published anywhere.
Only a perfectly-equipped and per—
fectly-organized house could have accomplished the gigantic

prepare a volume that should adequately describe and illus

task of making the engravings, setting the type, printing

trate the greatest of all great Universal Expositions.

and binding so large a book, and doing all in the highest

The History of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition is the

Nothing

exactly similar had been attempted in connection with pre

possible style of the printer's art, within the brief space

vious \Vorld's Fairs. There were no rules or precedents to
guide the publishers of the History. Only a deep-rooted

of four months, the time actually occupied in the printing

faith that the Saint Louis Exposition would prove to be
greater than any of its predecessors, and that public interest
in its lessons and achievements would not wane at once,
justiﬁed the undertaking.

That

this faith was well

founded was demonstrated by

the support and en‘

couragement which the project

of the History. \Vithout the most enthusiastic co-operation
from such a source, the work of the many months of col
lecting and preparing material would have gone for naught.
Among others whose efforts proved invaluable, the pub
lishers desire especially to express their appreciation of the
work of Mr. Eugene Elkins, Mr. Arthur Buchanan, Mr.
Otto A. Sontag and Mr. Thomas

State Commissioners, Exhib

B. Sturges, to whose efforts are
due much of the interest in and

itors, Concessionaires,

support of the enterprise by

received

from

Foreign

and

Exposi

tion Ofﬁcials and the general
public, as soon as it was laid
before them. To those whose

Foreign and State Commis
sioners and others.

The result of these labors

moral and ﬁnancial support have

is offered to those who visited
the \‘Vorld's Fair as something

made the publication of the
History possible, the thanks

'.'l

of a pleasant holiday. To
the less fortunate, who failed

The publishers desire also to express

to see the Exposition, it is
FLAG OF TIIF. LOVISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.

here publicly their cordial appreciation
of the earnest endeavors of some whose

names could

not properly be included on the title-

page

volume,

results were of

days' wonder; that it was an education and an inspiration,

supreme importance in the preparation and production of
the History.
First among these should be mentioned the

reaching and ever-increasing; that it was an embodiment of

whose labors

and

their

of the

Saint Louis, and the heads of the various departments of
their establishment, into whose hands was committed the
mechanical

production of the largest

book ever

published west of the Mississippi River and, as the pub
lishers believe, the most profusely illustrated volume ever

a reminder of a lost opportunity.

In the belief that the

Universal Exposition of 1904 was something more than a nine

the effects and influences of which will be permanent, far

ideas and ideals worthy of preservation and perpetuation; an
epoch-marking incident in the forward march of mankind and,
as such, entitled to record in the archives of humanity, the
Hislory of the Louisiana Purchase Exposilion is oﬁ'ered to
the public as a brief epitome of the world's progress and
achievement, by the publishers, the

UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION PUBLISHING COMPANY,
FRANK PARKER STUCKBRIDGE,
General Manager.
Saint Louis, ﬂ/ay I, 1905.

“14*1'1'1

oﬁered as something besides

members of the \Noodward 8: Tiernan Printing Company of

entire

‘EJ

more than a mere memento

of the publishers are hereby
extended.

but
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INTRODUCTION.
iv \VALTER B. STEVENS,
SECRETARY or 11112 Exrosrrmx nxn Dnu-zcron or EXPLOITATION.
VVlTlI PERSONAL SKETCHES 1w SAMUEL WILLIAMS.
AN

a Universal Exposition be measured before the

palaces of plaster have begun to crumble ?

A genera

tion was necessary to see the impetus to manufacturing
industries in America given by the Centennial Exposition. In

"1"an"san-e-H.

the last half of the decade following the Columbian Exposition
came the earliest realization of what stimulus to the artistic
sense in the Middle West that Exposition had been. Before
the substance fades, the Louisiana Purchase Exposition is
being judged.
It was great—in length and width of area twice that of

u

H"I>4.ID\'1-:IHIANA

the \Vorld's Fair of 1893.
It had ﬁfty per cent more acreage under roof. It cost
twice as much.
Expansion of the United States found expression in par
ticipation by forty-three States, ﬁve Territories and all the
territorial possessions save Hawaii. This participation cost
$9,346,677. Ten years ago forty-one States and two Terri
tories expended on a \\*'0rld's Fair $5,539,428, and the United

States was proud of the showing.

HFl4\‘4.|N'r
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Respect for a world power showed itself in the presence at
this Exposition of sixty-two foreign nations and colonies and
in the expenditure of $8,134,500. This expenditure does not
take into consideration that of private exhibitors from foreign
countries, but only the amounts expended by the foreign
governments. At Chicago, in 1893, were represented forty
ﬁve foreign nations and colonies by expenditures aggregating
$5,982,894. Paris in 1900 had no approach to this degree of
universality. Foreign participation there was limited to ﬁfty
countries.
~
Financial results of this Universal Exposition were satis

factory. It has come to be the accepted condition of these
enterprises that they do not return dividends in cash. Exp0~

Interest on deposits. . . . . . . . . .$

125,000

Transportation Department collections . .

165,000

Music Department receipts . . . . . . .
82,871
Premiums on souvenir coins . . . . . .
67,000
The expenditures of the management to the close of the
Exposition aggregated $25,000,000, leaving a surplus sufﬁcient
to meet the necessities of the post-exposition period, econom
ically administered. The principal disbursements were clas
siﬁed as follows:
Construction, grounds and buildings . . $17,177.864
Maintenance and rents . . . . . . . . .
Division of Exhibits . . . . . . . . .

1,729,249
2,086,580

Division of Exploitation . . . . . . .
1,305,792
Protection, police, ﬁre, insurance. . . .
1,014,220
Division Concessions and Admissions 544,650
Executive and Administrative . . . . .
402,441
Division ofTransportation . . . . . .
260,446
Four-ﬁfths of the expenditure of the Exposition was for
the buildings and grounds. Of the $11,500,000 earned the
sum of $9,250,000 was from admissions and concessions. The
cost of the collection of this revenue barely exceeded$500,ooo.
The handling of the revenues was a model in methods of
This ﬁnancial showing does not take into consideration
one of the largest items of receipts and of corresponding
outgo. To the investment should be added a loan of $4,600,
000 by the United States Government, advanced in addition
to the original $5,000,000 appropriated.

To the disburse

ments must be added the return of this exact amount to the
Government from the revenues of the Exposition period in
strict compliance with the letter and spirit of the Act of
Congress. No previous \\'orld's Fair has shown such fault
less ﬁnancial conduct.

ization," not money-makers.

The capital invested looks to
If an exposition pays

its way in operation, makes to the greatest good of the greatest
number, then the individual, the corporation, the government,
the municipality, consider the trial balance satisfactory. So
judged, the Universal Exposition of 1904 passes into history
as having been eminently successful.

The years will tell how deeply have been made the
impressions of the Universal Exposition of 1904. There are
some surface conclusions and deductions which can be drawn
now. A second time in a generation the world has come into
the interior of this country, a thousand miles from the sea

board, to a Universal Exposition. It has come with skepticism;
it has remained to marvel; it has gone away to praise.

The capital was $15,000,000, contributed in thirds by the

In the early spring a writer came across the water to send

United States Government, by the municipality of Saint Louis
and by individual and corporation stockholders forming the
Louisiana Purchase Exposition Company. This capital was
invested permanently. It was the endowment of a great
institution for the public beneﬁt.

back to the Old World belittling accounts of what he saw.
He wrote of Saint Louis and 0f the Opening of the World's
Fair as one might who had remained at the Atlantic seaboard

The revenue from various sources amounted to $1 1,500,000,

the chief of these yielding as follows:
Admission collections .
. . . $6,250,000
Concession collections . . . . . . . . . 3,000,000

Intramural railroad fares . . . . . - - -

627473

Service, power and light receipts . . . .

600,000

\
v-I_‘
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economy and exactness for all expositions to come.

sitions are “time-keepers of progress,” “milestones of civil
indirect, but not to inadequate, returns.

am

feeding his imagination with “American Notes" and “Martin
Chuzzlewit.” This was one discordant note. There came
afterwards the representatives of newspapers in every capital
of Europe. From leading cities on both hemispheres ﬂocked
the members of the press.

The treatment of the Exposition by ﬁfty-two thousand
seven hundred and six writers who came and saw has been that
which will inure to its lasting glory. It neither boomed nor

"17’‘141Iy"
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HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.
were l
eye. Not merely progress in industrial art since the World's
Fair of 1893 was marked, but advance since 1900 was shown

discredited. It was fair. discriminating, just. It came tardily
for effect upon attendance. The Exposition was three months
old before it was accepted three hundred miles away at face
value. The heart of the Mississippi Valley was not exactly
Nazareth out of which no good thing could come, but it was

the steam locomotive in this country was told in the exhibits

an unknown land, and the ability of its people to produce

of the Transportation Department. Its ﬁrst successful chapter

such an Exposition was doubted long after the gates were
opened. The ripples from this center of interest grew larger,
spread farther and farther, gradually shocking apathy and
overwhelming incredulity. It was not until the waning days
of late autumn that wise ones journeyed numerously from the
Far East to exclaim that the
half had not been told them.
The Exposition grew upon
the world as a discovery, a

wasthe crude and clumsy product of 1831.

matter of marvel. It paSsed
into history with a practi
cally unanimous verdict by
writers as the greatest of
Expositions, as better en
titled to be called a Univer
sal Exposition than was any
of its predecessors.

prﬂtﬁ
in comparisons with the Palace of Industries at Paris.
From uOld Ironsides" to "Saint Louis," the history of

This was strik

ingly similar to the Planet which George Stephensoninvented
in England a year or two earlier, a model of which was
In the group of earlier inventions was a model
shown.
of the locomotive which Napoleon's engineer, Cugnot, fash
ioned in 1792, and which
upon its initial trial on the
streets of Paris became un~
manageable, butted into the
church La Madeleine and
was condemned as a device of

Two lessons were taught to
the thousands of visitors

tests, scientiﬁc and practical.
Coal was weighed. Ash was

who daily wandered over

measured. Steam was
gauged. Speed and power
were recorded. The iron
horse has reached his maxi

tic. The House Beautiful,
the Home Comfortable, the
Thing Useful and the Person

the t\venty-eight acres em
braced within these two
buildings. The luxuries of
life for the few in the Nine

mum growth. His future
development is the reﬁning
and perfecting process. The

teenth Century may become

ment. When their work was
completed more than seven
thousand grand prizes and

llcsid
<pr

and 11
line

Food
pent
tilt c
(lay.
wait

“The Spirit of the

Adorned were exempliﬁed.

were bordered by exhibits
utilitarian and exhibits artis—

of cX11_ibit§_kai.ﬂﬁs_depar -'

b11115
lion

ﬁll

Under far—spreading roofs
of the Palaces of Manufac
tures and Varied Industries
ninehundredindustries found
expression. Miles of aisles

hundred and thirty classes,

burin
Penna
Si:

time

Satan.

Twentieth Century," weigh
ing two hundred thousand
pounds, turning slowly upon
a great steel turntable, with
drivewheels revolving, with
electric headlight penetrating
the remotest recesses of the
great building, with mechan
ism running noiselessly,
completed the history. But
the record was not without
forecast. W'eek after week,
month after month, from the
opening to the closing of the
Exposition, the latest prod
ucts of the locomotive
builders of this and other
countries were submitted to

the utilities of life for the
many in the Twentieth. The
artistic and the beautiful are
no longer beyond the reach
of those moderately circum
stanced.
New wants were born in
millions of minds as the
means to meet them passed
in countless review. Dis
criminating judges consid
ered the displays in the two

[lith

\VILLIAM MCKINLEY.

locomotive tests of the Uni

Twenty-ﬁfth President of the United States. Born January 29. 1843. Died September 14, 1901.

versal Exposition, conducted
under the most perfect con

A PROCLA MATION.
Whereas. notice has been given me by the Louisiana Purchase Exposilfon Commission.
in acrordance with the provisions of Section 9 of the Art of Congress. approved Marc/t 3.
1901. entitled "An Act To provide for celebrating the one hundredth anniversary of the
Purchase of the Louisiana Territory by the United States by holding an international
exhibition of arts. industries. manufartures. and the produrts of the soil. mine. forest
autism in the City of Saint Louis. in the State ofMissouri." that provision has been made
for ground: and buildings/or the uses provided/hr In the said Act of Congress:
Now. therefore. 1. William Mt-A'inlwy. Presidvnt of the Ufltll’ti States. by virtue of the
authority nested in me by saui Art. do Iu'rrby derlore and proclaim that surh In trrnalzonnl
Erhzhilion will be opened in the City of Saint Louis. in the Staleofhlissouvi, not later
than theﬁrst day of/llay. nineteen hundred and three. and will bar/"ml not later than the
ﬁrst day of Decembrr thereafter. And in the name o/lhe Government and oflhe people of
the United States. I do hereby invite all the nations of the earth to take part in the com
mnnoration of the Purchase ofthe lumtsiana Territory, an event of great interest to the
United States and of abiding eﬂect on their dewlopment. by appointing representatiws
and sending surh erhibtls to tha Louisiana Purchase Exposition as will most ﬁlly andfully
illustrate their resources, their industries. and their progress in civilian/ion.
In testimony whereof. I have hereunto set my hand and caused the seal of the l'nilt'd
States to be aﬂxni.
[June at the City of W'ash inglon. this twentieth day o/August. in theyear one thousaan
nine hundred and one. and of the Independence of the United Stan‘s. the one hundred and
twenty-sixth.
'
[SEAL]
H’ILLIA M .Vrls'hVLE l'.
By the President.
JOHN HA Y, Secretary of State.

medals had been awarded for the superior excellence of
things which contribute to comfort of body and to pleasure of

ditions and under the closest

technical supervision, will be ‘
the standards to guide the
builders for years to come.

“'herein will this Expo
sition stand for lastinginﬂu
ence and practical beneﬁt?
In the tests and competitions
of various kinds conducted

publicly and by unbiased

experts. In the Mining
Gulch were carried on throughout the Exposition tests of coal.
The products of the ﬁelds North and South, Ea st and \Vest
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ince tulip.
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were brought in carload lots. Day and night the ﬁre burned.
Under the supervision of the United States Government the

at Pan“,
progress of consumption was studied in all of its stages and
'" the hlSltni

bearings.

tlin {ht
ICCCSSlllltbq;

permanent value for many years to come.

Results of the coal tests will constitute a record of

Six months before the Exposition opened model dairy

his “‘15 stir
"Willow
of “filling:

was 3 m2
, Cugnm‘ hi

barns built upon the most approved plans for such construc

tion and with the latest improved devices were occupied.
Besides them were silos ﬁlled with milk-producing forage
crops. The dairy tests, according to closely deﬁned conditions
and under rigid rules, began in December, 1903. They con

)2, and
it'll
m&

tinued through many months.

is 1mm: m.

perature and appearance of
the cows were noted day by
day. Milk product was
weighed. Cream, butter and

mtth intoti,

tladeleim my

‘liSadtrimf
Spirit of t}!

Food was measured.

Tem

ml'l'tnnig'g.

cheese came under critical
examination by experts as

retl thomf

to quantity and quality.

{SlOtllyupuq

Successively the barns were
occupied by representative
animals of various breeds.
The ﬁndings were based

of power-makers.

The heaviest single exhibit required one
hundred cars, hauled by three engines. It weighed three
thousand three hundred and twenty-ﬁve tons. In the sixteen
boilers of this exhibit were fourteen miles of four'inch tubes,
presenting two acres of heating surface. Yet this exhibit was
only one and a small part of the power plant required to make

the innumerable wheels go round. Steam was generated in a
building of ﬁreproof material about three hundred feet square.
It reached the engines, occupying a space six hundred feet

long in another building, being carried in great pipes through a
tunnel. The power created represented the combined strength
of forty thousand horses. It
was needed. A single process
in the Department of Manu
factures was a complete cot

ton mill, eighty-one feet long

and sixty-nine feet wide.
Marvelous performances of
the machinery were shown

story. Bm

Under scientiﬁc auspices

tot without
after week,
it, from th:

balloons containing delicate
instruments were sent up to
obtain records of tempera

Isingoflltt

ture, of currents and of

test prod

other upper air conditions
which will add to the know 1

in weaving, in shoemaking
and in scores of mechanisms.
Twice the power provided at
Paris-in 1900 and threetimes
that required at Chicago,
1893, proved to be none too
much in the Universal Expo
sition of 1904. The value
of the exhibits in the Depart
ment of Machinery exceeded
$8,000,000. They demon
strated the wonderful pro
gress in creation of power.
The prime movers of half a
dozen countries worked side

edge of aerostatics.

by side in competition.

mtahlmii
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6855650th

upon perhaps

'lfll machi
)iselessly,

elaborate dairy tests ever
conducted in this country.
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vnd other
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tractical.
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the most

Associ

ated with these ascensions
were kiteﬂying experiments
and aeroplane trials. \Vhile
no navigator of the air was
able to meet the conditions
for the $100,000 airship
prize, a new worlds record,
well in advance of what had

If travel is educational
how shall be estimated the
beneﬁts afforded the almost
twenty millions of visitors

r7113?!“

by the Philippine Exposi
tion, occupying thirty-ﬁve
acres and including in epit
ome, the resources, the in

been done, was made in
:tiniiig

. The
'L‘ni
llt‘lt'tl
con
Jsest
llbc
the

me.

dirigible ballooning.
Processes rather than

dustries, the
Copyrl‘hml ,luxi. by c. I. run rum L‘o
PRESIDENT THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
I

products, which it was pro

claimed should distinguish
the plan and scope of this
Universal Exposition, were
conspicuous in every depart
ment. \Vireless telegraphy
was illustrated by daily

From the death of President McKinley, September r4. moi. his successor. President
Roosevelt, was as pronounced and earnest as President McKinley had been in commending
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition to public favor. and in lending all proper ofhcial and to
insure its success. He improved every opportunity in his messazcs to Congress to aid the
enterprise and, by executive measures and diplomatic cﬁorts. to manifest to other countries
the greatinterest taken by the United States Government in making this Exposition the
greatest of “'orld's Fairs. This unflagginz interest was shown in the Government'sgrcat
and
loan money,
of 84.600.000
gift of $5,000.01»:
In the crsonal
liberal
rulessplendid
adoptedJ articipation—in
to facilitate theadding
use ofa this
and to
in aPresident
Roosevelt's

operation of the mechanism

visits evinced his appreciation of the great public service rend_er_ed'by_t_he men Wllglnﬂllb it.

participation in the dedication exercises. His dedication address was worthy of t e occa
sion and of a Chief Magistrate of the Great Republic. He sent his children and afterwards
came with M rs. Roosevelt to see the Exposition. and every word from his lips durimz these

in the Department of Elec
tricity.

\,. . t. .“

Under the observation of judges ofﬁcially appointed

messages were transmitted three hundred miles. The suc
cessful sending of zerograms short distances, from one to ten
miles, was demonstrated in countless instances.
Transmis
sion of sound without wire was shown to be possible. Rays of
light for medicinal purposes were produced in several forms.
It was this policy of processes which ﬁlled to overﬂowing
the great palaces and which demanded such an assembling

government

and the life of the Archi
pelago; by Jerusalem with
its reproduction of the sacred

and historic structures of
the Holy City ; by the Tyrol
with its Alpine scenery; by
the Kraal from South
Africa; by the Cliff Dwelling
community; by the Bazaars

of Stamboul; by the Streets
of Cairo; by India; by Fair Japan: by the Chinese Village!
It the proper study of mankind is man what shall be said
of the opportunities aﬁ'orded by object lessons such as the
Pygmies of Central Africa; the massive Patagonians; the
polite Ainus, original people of Japan; the Vancouver
Islanders with their wealth of folk lore; the Igorrotes; the
Negritos; the Visayans; the Moros; the Esquimaux; the Cliff
Dwellers; the representatives of seventy tribes of Indians!

xii
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If there is satisfaction 'in \c10se acquaintance with historic
and typical national architecture, among the beneﬁts of the
Exposition must be taken into account the Castle of Char
lottenberg, reproduced by Germany; the Grand Trianon,
reconstructed in the midst of a French Garden; the palace of
a prince of the royal family of China; the Orangery with its
quaint surroundings after the landscape methods of two cen
turies ago; the Villa of Italy; the Town Hall of Belgium;

the temple of Ceylon: the chalet of Switzerland; the Imperial
structures of Japan: the home of Holland: the country
mansion of Sweden; the sacred ediﬁce of Siam; the char
acteristic structures of Span—
ish America.
If there is
inspiration in the lowly
homes of some of the
world's greatest men, then
among the cherished mem
ories of the Louisiana Pur
chase Exposition will be the
cottage of Robert Burns;
the cabin in which Abraham
Lincoln, a boy of ten, lived;

the log house erected by
General Grant, built in his
earlier manhood; the ranch
cabin of Theodore Roosevelt
during his wild western
health-seeking experiences.
If historic sentiment is
worthy of cultivation in
these later days, let it be
recalled that the Exposition
included in its construction
many buildings which helped
to familiarize this genera
tion with the past. Notable
were the New Jersey tavern
where \Vashington had his
headquarters during one of
the memorable campaigns
of the Revolution ; the home
of Swedenborg, founder of a
religious philosophy; the
.Hermitage, associated with
Jackson; Monticello, the
pride of Thomas Jefferson;
the Beauvoir, of Jefferson
Davis; the colonial man
sions of Connecticut, Rhode
Island and Massachusetts.

grounds having hundreds of employes and thousands of guests
was one of the unusual features. The collection of Filipino

villages and camps housed a permanent community equal
to a small city.
The colonies of primitive people spread
over many acres and numbered several hundreds of persons.

Within their camps the British and lloers dwelt in harmony
by night as well as by day.
The Jefferson Guard and
the Fire Department were intramural contingents, having
no occasion to pass the gates when off duty.
Military
camps and barracks accommodated visiting bodies numbering,
at times, several thousand uniformed men. The Pike was an
avenue of a mile on which
communities from all parts
of the world had their abid
ing places for the Exposition
period.
There were other
elements of this permanent
population. Many of the
buildings erected by Foreign
Governments, States and
Territories, had their sleep
ing and living rooms as well
as the public accommoda
tions. Commissioners,

oﬁicers and employes seldom
left the grounds.

“'hen the music ceased,
when the lights went out,
when the Forest City rested,
it was still a community of
souls; many thousands re
mained within the gates.
The functions of a munici—
pality did not lapse.

During the ofﬁcial hours
of the Exposition the popu
lation averaged much more
than one hundred thousand
persons daily. “'hen the
gates were closed the popu
lation rarely fell below
twenty thousand. This resi

dent population is to be

taken into consideration for
more than its relation to the
DAVID ROWLAND FRANCIS.
aggregate of attendance.
The President of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition Company was born at Richmond.
The
presence gave to this
Madison County. Kentucky. October 1, 1850, son oleohn B. and Eliza Caldwell [Rowland]
Francis. His father was descended from the early cntucky settlers and his mother from
Exposition
a character of
David Irvine. one of the Scottish colonists of Virginia. His grandfather. Thomas Francis,
was a soldier in the war of 1812. He received his early education in the Richmond
its
own.
The
two square
Academy. and after removing to Saint Louis, Missouri, in 1866, entered Washington Univer
sity. where he was graduated in 1870.
He entered commercial life as a clerk in the
miles
of
territory
for seven
commission and wholesale grocery house of Shryock & Rowland. the junior partner being
his uncle, and gradually ascended until he was given an interest in the business. In 1877
months
was
a
city
of one
he established an independent commission business. and seven years later founded the
of D. R. Francis & Brother. entering into the exportation of grain. Though one of the
hundred
thousand
and
more
During the one hundred firm
youngest members of the Saint Louis Merchants’ Exchange. Mr. Francis was made I'res
ident of that body in 1884. He is identiﬁed with many important business institutions of
by
day
and
of
twenty
thou
and eighty-four days of the Saint Louis, being a Director of the Mississippi Valley Trust Company. and Vice-Pres
ident ot the Merehants’-I.aclede National Bank. \Vith many charities he is also closely
sand after midnight. Some
Exposition’s existence there identiﬁed.
In 1885. Mr. Francis was the Democratic candidate for Mayor of Saint Louis,
and in spite of an adverse majority of fourteen thousand at the preceding election. he was
passed through the turn successfully seated by a maiority of twelve hundred. In 1888. he was elected b the Dem wonderful facts of this
ocratic party “as Governor of’ Missouri. ln,1896. he was called to the Cabinet of, President
\Vorld's Fair community are
stiles and were counted nine
Cleveland. as Secretary of the Interior. and discharged the duties of that position with
the same energy and thoughtfulness previously displayed.
When the Saint Louis
to be recorded. Not a case of
teen million six hundred and World's Fair was ﬁrst considered, Governor Francis was called by
common consent and
absolute unanimity to head this gigantic enterprise. Entirely without compensation. he
contagious disease of serious
ninety-four thousand eight ' devoted
a very large part of his time to the work of the Saint Louis Exposition: and so
thoroughly and systematically organized it that success was assured from the beginning.
hundred and ﬁfty-ﬁve per Governor Francis was married at Saint Louis. January, 1876. to Jennie. daughter of John character was reported, not—
withstanding the residents
sons. These ﬁgures do not D. Perry. of Saint Louis. and has six sons.
No universal
comprise the census of the Exposition's population. A site came from the four quarters of the globe.
It remains
far exceeding any preceding \Vorld's Fair' encouraged condi
exposition has passed with so few casualties.
tions which were without precedent.
A hotel within -the to be added that a minimum criminal record was made. An
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serious accident to one of them.
The utilities for a great
gathering never failed.
The provisions for safety as well
as for comfort were adequate.
The morale of this \‘Vorld's Fair community is worthy of
mention.
On a balmy spring day, the last of April, the
invocation of the opening ceremonies ended with The Lord's
Prayer while one hundred and eighty-seven thousand people
stood reverent with bowed heads. At midnight of the ﬁrst
day of December the lights died away for the last time while
a vast dark mass of humanity
in expressive silence ﬁlled the
Plaza of Saint Louis. From
the ﬁrst to the last of those
scenes one reads the history
of this Universal Exposition
in vain if he seeks for un
worthy demonstrations.
There have been great Expo
sitions where fences were torn
down to gain entrance, where
riotous acts characterized the
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able distance.

A canvass by railroads and by communities

showed that many cities, towns and localities about the same
distance from Saint Louis and Chicago sent much larger
numbers of visitors to this Exposition than they did to the
Columbian.
Attendance from other countries was much
greater at Saint Louis than at Chicago. Paciﬁc slope States
sent to this Exposition perhaps three times as many visitors
as they did to Chicago. New York attendance was better at
Chicago.
Pennsylvania, Ohio and Indiana attendance was
better at Saint Louis.
Of the twenty-seven million
visitors to the Chicago Exposi
tion it was estimated that
sixty-ﬁve per cent was local.
Of the twenty million visit—
ors at Saint Louis, the railroad
statistics showed that about

closing hours; where panics

led to much suffering; where
a holocaust or a shocking
crime has cast gloom over all.
The Universal Exposition of

forty per cent was local. That

is to say, Chicago furnished
more than seventeen million
ﬁve hundred thousand visitors
to the Columbian Exposition,
while Saint Louis gave but
eight millions to her Exposi
tion.
It is not improbable
that the percentages of local

1904 was exceptionally, re
markably free from disorders

attendance at the two exposi

and untoward incidents. The
seasons favored.
Periods of
ideal weather with bright skies
and moderate temperature pre
vailed far beyond the average
duration.

than the estimates given.
The rules of Exposition
attendance were broken at
Saint Louis in other respects
than on lOcal percentages. In

tions were even wider apart

May and the ﬁrst half of June,
the attendance, which was

Analysis of the attendance

t'!.£?=¥41l‘51'

justiﬁes several conclusions.
Two elements were especially
notable. No other exposi
tion, universal, technical or
local drew such a large pro_

almost wholly local, fell short
of what it should have been
when compared with August
and September ﬁgures. The

portion of its attendance from

what it should have been,
applying exposition experience
to September attendance. But

October attendance was not

students, school children and
teachers. No other Exposi

\\'ILLIA.\I l I. THOMPSON.
Mr. W. H. Thompson, President of the National Bank of Commerce. .1 man of long

lane.

0 this
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not sustained at Saint Louis.
A larger proportion of the
attendance than experience promised came from a consider

IIOI1 has been StlltlICd 3.5 tlllS
.
by bOCII 65 Of students, by
,

established
Samson of
securing a
Exposition

reputation and personal inﬂuence in Saint Louis business elrclcs. was the
the prellminary work of raisirul $5.000.000 by opular subscription an
municipal subscri non of $5,000,000 more. The urther prosecutmn of the
enterprise depen ed absolutely on_the raising of a responsible local sub-

schools and bv classes In

scription of $10,000,000. which most Saint LouIsans considered impOSSthe until it was

.
'.
company With lllStI'llCtOI'S.
_
FI‘OIII the mldLllC Of June t0
. .
.
the Thanksgivmg l]OlIt.l3.)'S the

done. Thenccforward to the‘end, as Treasurer-pf the Com any. Chairman of its
Grounds and Buildings Committee and Vice-Chalrman Of its
xecutlvc (.ommittee.
Mr. Thompson continued to be a power in Its councils. with a comprehensive grasp
Of the details and trend ofits aﬁairs, a clear-Sighted. broad-minded and trusted adviser
in all emergencies. He drove the center stake at the ceremonial beginnIng of the
grounds and buildings operations September 3. tom. and when the Exposition was
brought toa grandly triumphant closing on December I. 1904, President Francis an.“c.

presence of the student and Of

his other colleagues seemed eager to acco rd :1 giant's share of the credit to him.

November was 3. ITIOSt gratify
_
_
111g surprlsc,
_ _
I

The Ex pOSItIon was un
11181158.

It was grand 35 a
_
_
\V 110“: _
It “'35 bea [11 1 [111 In
_
,
_
_ _
detm],
T1115 verdict the v15“

ing millions rendered with

Thompson was born in IIuntin don, Pennsylvania. October I3, I830, and began as a

the teacher was a marked plumbcrin shim Louisin 1853. I: established a lead pipe and sheellead m-IYHIIIICIOI'Y enthusiastic unanimitv, The
"
In I864, organized the Missouri Lead an d Oil Company in IS7I. and became President
feature of the attendance. oflhc HankofCommerceinIRSg. Hewa SPTCSIIIHIIPI the Saint LOUIS Gas Company. architectural picture ﬁrst
v
.
and is still oﬁicially connected with scor es of financial and busmess concerns.
.\cxt to schools of all kInds,
amazed and then charmed.
the element in attendance was notably the agricultural. The The scene southward from the Louisiana Monument, embrac
farmers and planters became a distinguishable feature about ing the Grand Basin, the classic facades of Education and
mIdsummer. In September and October they were present Electricity, the Cascades in motion, the majestic Colonnade
in great numbers.
of States, with the gem of all—Festival Hall—in this setting,
Perhaps a study of causes is not proﬁtable, but the fact will live as long as memory abides in those who saw it.
may be stated that the rule of the radius in exposition The music of the famous bands, of the orchestra swayed by
attendance was not borne out in this Exposition.
The Komzak, of the greatest of organs responsive to Guilmant,
usual division between the local and distant attendance was will be recalled in years to come.
The stately maples, the

ISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.
HE LOU
RY OFT

years hence, with the continuance of the present rate of
of the $h473'ooo expended on the exhibits of the United

the U
oi the
Saint

States Government at‘ Saint Louis no portion was better

tlti'tli

progress, the [.nited States W!" rank third in naval power_

employed than that \i'lucliullustratcd the growth of the navy.
The war Department exhibit emphasized the progress of the
decade by an elaborate illustration of seacoast defense. In
i803 hardly a beginning had been made in that direction.
The War Department exhibit at the Universal Exposition of
1904 showed a sixteen-inch coast defense gun recently erected
at Sandy Hook. With a weight of one hundred and thirty

Tl
other
tiitt i
intrea
Simi

Ft
tltl‘Ol

tons this gun throws a shell of two thousand four hundred

was i

pounds a distance of twenty-one miles, with a muzzle velocity
of twenty-three thousand feet per second.
Ten years ago rural mail delivery was almost unknown in

depar
ttt'u’;

haps
educa
ttutl"
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FREDERICK J. V. SKIFF.
‘
f E h'bits
selected
by theMassacliusctts.in1851.
Louisiana Purchase Exl‘prorn
osition
Company,
FregeiiielgilfgtPSlQiﬁ,:als
bornin
Chicopee,
i87ountill
1877
he was in the newspaper business at Lawrence. Kansas. and afterwards was manager of
the Denver Tribune. As State Commissioner of Immigration for. Colorado and manager
of Colorado exhibits at expositions in 1890. he was named by President Harrison as one of

the National Commissioners to the Coliinibian World‘s Fair at Chicago. This position he
resigned when his aptitude for exposnion work brought about his appomtmcnt as (.l'llel oi
the Mines and MiningDepai-tment at that exposition. _Beioreits closche was made Deputy
Director-General.and later was made I’lI'CCIOT-lnzCl'ltBl oi the Field Columbian Museum.
which, under his charge. has become one of the loremost museums of Natural Science
and Anthro ology in the world. \\ ith the consent of its trustees he was made Director
in~Chiefof the United States Commission to the Paris Exposition of i900. and it was under
leave of absence from the same trustees that he served as Director of Exhibits at Saint
Louis. He was named for the position as the best qualiﬁed man in sight. and his work
has largely increased hispreviously ~reat reputation as a master of World‘s Fair science.

For his services atParis in 1900 Mr. . kid was decorated by the French Government with
the Cross of the Legion Of HOHOF- HE had previously received a bronze medal from
France and a gold medal from Germany. He_is a member of the American Association
for the Advancement of SCience. the American Institute of Mining Engineers. the
National Geographical Society. and the International Museums Association of England.

Sunken Garden, the flowers, the lagoons. and, above all, the

myriads of lights will be fond recollections.
To those participating actively or as lockers-on, the cere

monies and the social events will furnish food for pleasing
reminiscences. In millions of lives the Universal Exposition
will be an experience treasured to the end.

WA LTER R. STEVENS.

In

The election of Walter B. Stevens as Secretary at the organization of the Exp0siti0n

magnitude, in participation, in number and character of
exhibits it was far in advance of its predecessors.
The
competition of the world was passed upon by a jury system
superior to any yet devised. The forty thousand awards of

by him as the most inﬂuential member of the cor s of press correspondents at \Vashington
City. Modest and_shy of publicity for himself. t e multifarious duties of Secretar made

But what shall the Universal Exposition inspire?

Company was a recognition of eminent ﬁtness and also of effective services rendered

the exhibitors stand for excellence and superiority which

him not onl€y the Director of the Publicity Department but the trusted assistant an repre
sentative 0 President Francis in all Exposition aﬁairs. and especially in directinl and
pushing the world-Wide work of exploitation. which eventually devolved on him to such

an extent that_he was elected Director of Exploitation as well as Secretary.

HOW hc

went through it all Without breaking down was a mystery to those aware of the constant

strain of the onerous details in his dealings with the army of World's Fair ofﬁcials. com
mittees and commissmners: dictating directions and essays for publication on all sorts of
matters; explaining or facilitating things for the evenpreserit newspaper People. iﬂd

appearing With graceful and effective addresses at ofﬁcial functions and banquets. di"

cannot be questioned.

and nightly.

But he ﬁlled all his assignments without a single failure. even when su -

denly called on to take the place of a missing orator; addressing press associations and
commercial conventions; accompanying Saint Louis delegations on speaking excurSian
to all_points of the compass. and yet kee ing in constant touch with the minutest interior

Justiﬁcation for an exposition is, in part, the measure of
progress established from the preceding milestone.
Since

working of the Exposition machinery.
lr. Stevens was born in Connecticut and passed
his school-boy days in _Peoria. Illinois. where his father was pastor of a church. Immedi

1893 the United States has moved up to a new relative posi

ately after his graduation from Michigan University, his long connection with Saint Louis
journalism began With his employment on the Saint Louis Daily Times in 1870- ,As the
\\ ashington correspondent o the Saint Louis Globe-Democrat during the ninetiesE he

tion among the nations in naval and military strength.

of the metropolitan press as among his professional conireres of Saint Louis.

made a reputation for character and talents as high among statesmen and representative!
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the United States, and had no place to speak of in the exhibit
of the Postof'ﬁce Department at Chicago. It was illustrated at
Saint Louis as one of the most notable features of postal
development.
The bureaus of plant industry, of animal industry, of
other scientiﬁc investigation by the Department of Agricul—
ture illustrated the methods by which that department has
increased the value of American farm crops by over
$100,000,000 annually.

For the ﬁrst time in exposition history a building was

5d and

devoted entirely to education.

lonr hung;

was placed ﬁrst in the classiﬁcation, emphasizing a notable

The Department of Education

lleC Vilma“,

departure in exposition practice which formerly gave chief

nnknonn ii

recognition to commercial and manufacturing interests. Per
haps the advancement most marked as compared with
educational exhibits of I893 was in the attention given to
economic conditions of industry and labor.

Civic improvement, organized charity, public hygiene—
ML: "r‘ M“?

".
'l

NORRIS B. GREGG.
Norris B. Gregg. tl-ie Exposition's Director of Concessions and Admissions. was born
in Saint Louis. November 8. i856. and was educated at \‘Vyman Academy and Washington
University. He began his business career in i876 with the Southern White Lead Corn
any. of which his father was president. In 1880 he became Secretary of the Mound City
aint and Color Company. and since i887 has been its President. As a member of the
Mercantile Club. the Business Men's League. the Noonday Club. the Country Club and

the Merchants' Exchange. he was one of the great workers in the beginning of the
World's Fair movement. His work as a group chairman in the raising of theéionomooo
was productive of magniﬁcent results. Elected as a Director of the Exposition ompany.
he served ﬁrst as Chairman of its Committee of Supplies. and afterwards as a member of
the Executive Committee. When the posnion of Director of Concessions and Admissions
was ﬁrst offered to him in February. 1902. he agreed to serve in that capacity for a time
and study the requirements of the place. reserving his acceptance of its res onsiblities
until satisﬁed that he might successfully discharge them. In August. i902. a ter he had
made a thorough study of the work of the same department at other expositions. he was
gleclied ills itscl Director and served to the satisfaction of the Company until the gates were
na y c ose .

these wereillustrated by many exhibits, the most notable being
a model street with model paving, model fountains, model
lighting, model buildings. Forestry exhibits at Saint Louis
were notable as emphasizing the recognition now being
given by the General Government and by the States to the
economical development of these natural resources.

ISAAC S. T.\ Y LOR.
Isaac S. Taylor. Organizer and Chairman of the Commission of Architects that designed
"16 Erounils and buildings scheme of the Exposition. was its Director of Works. the. man
who presided over the planning of all the buildings and landscape works: the organizer
and director of all the rofessional and executive forces; the expert upon whom the
Grounds and Buildings ommiiiee relied in the preparation. letting and execution of con
!l‘ilﬂs. and in making provision for light, power. water supplies, ﬁre protection, sewerage.
intramural trans rtation. and sanitary conditions generally.
it was a gigantic task.
requll'lnll I10! 0]! y a man of superior all-around professional skill and experience. but a
man of exceptional executive ability. decision and ﬁrmness. Director Taylor was in
""y rvﬁpcct equal to the task. and his completed work. if it could have been permanent.
would long have remained one of the greatest architectural wonders of the world. an
achievement overshadowing the fabled labors of Hercules. Though born in Nashville.
apnesseciln 1851. he was essentially a Saint Louis roduct. He was graduated from
ain_t Louis University in 1868. and studied his pro ession under a leading Saint Louis
architect._thelate George I. Barnett. who took him as a partner. Since going into busi
ness by himselfin i879. Mr. Taylor has planned and erected scores of immense factory
and Ofﬁce hulldlﬂls. hotels and banks. club buildings and newspaper oﬁ’ices. iiblic struc
inter! Ind residences that are recognized as distinguishing features of New . aint Louis.
"I Enltally. he has made a great reputation for the strictest professional rectitucle and
or Rem!!! bll work done well and in the shortest possible time.

When the plan and scope of this Exposition was laid
before one of the crowned heads of Europe he listened with
out much comment until was reached the proposal to bring
together in a Universal Congress of Arts and Science the

wise men of all the world. Thereupon the Emperor gave—
more than his assent to participation—his hearty approval.
The new thing of this Exposition was the harmonizing, the
uniﬁcation of all knowledge to the uplifting of humanity,

to the betterment of mankind.
That was the great lesson
attempted. That was to be the distinguishing note of progress
in this Universal Exposition.

Time only can demonstrate

the fulﬁllment of the high purpose.
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Emmanuel L. Masqueray. Designer; Karl Bitter. Sculptor.
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CHAPTER I.
THE LOUISIANA TERRITORY.
DISCOVERY or run MISSISSIPPI RIVER—NARVAEz's ILL-FATED EXPEDITION—CABEZA m: VACA's NARRATIVE—CORONADO'S OVERLAND TRIP—
De Soro’s EXPLORATIONS—PERE MARQUETTE AND Lows JOLIET DISCOVER rm: UPPER MIssIssIPPI—LA SALLE Cums LOUISIANA IN

THE NAME or FRANCE—IRERVILLE AND BlENVILLE TAKE POSSESSION—STRUGGLES or THE EARLY COLONISTS-CROZAT'S MONOPOLY or
COMMERCE—JOHN LAW AND “THE MISSISSIPPI BUBBLE"—CAPITAL ESTABLISHED AT NE\V ORLEANS—LACLEDE Fouuns THE CITY or
SAINT Lows—PONTIAc’s WAR—CESSION or LOUISIANA 'ro SPAIN—RISING or FRENCH COLoNIs-rs AGAINST THEIR New MASTERS—
LOUISIANA IN THE REVOLUTION—EXPLOITS or GEORGE ROGERS CLARK—GOVERNOR GALVEZ AIDS THE YOUNG REPUBLIC-Cums or
RIVAL NATIONS TO LOUISIANA TERRITORY.

HE cession of the Louisiana Territory by France to the
United States in 1803 more than doubled the area of
the young Republic.
It more than doubled the strength

of the Union.

The work of forming “a more perfect Union"

under the Constitution of 1789 remained incomplete, and its
success still doubtful, until this acquisition provided the broader
foundation needed for future harmonious growth, and pro
vided also a great central bond of union in the mighty Mis
sissippi River system, binding East and West and North and
South together in an indissoluble community of interest.
Its stupendous results in the course of a hundred years
have made this the most remarkable international transaction
recorded in history. Those results have far outrun the hopes
of the men who approved the treaty. They ﬁll Americans
with pride and gratitude, and all nations with admiration and
wonder. All the American States, therefore, and all the great
and enlightened nations, took part in the centennial celebra
tion of this great event.
Such a world-wide commemoration awakens a new interest
in the romantic history of the Territory—its partial explora
tion by both Spain and France, its colonization and uncon
tested occupation by France for more than half a century,
the subsequent contention of France, Spain and England for
its possession, and its ﬁnal transfer to the United States for a
few millions, the result of these contentions.

The new islands and vast extent of continental coast-dis
covered by Columbus and Cabot in the last decade of the
ﬁfteenth century ﬁred the adventurous spirits of maritime
Europe with dreams of easily acquired wealth and power.
The ease with which Spanish adventurers robbed and enslaved
the mild and harmless Caribs of Hayti and Cuba, and the
exaggerated accounts of the discoveries and acquisitions of
Cortes in Mexico and of Pizarro in Peru, gave currency and
credit to all sorts of fables about rich cities and priceless

mines of gems and precious metals awaiting seizure in myth
ical El Dorados of the New \Vorld. \Vhile these visions
excited the worshipers of Mamnion, the salvation of num
berless heathen souls strongly invited the missionaries of
religion also. And this strange combination of impelling
forces directed and characterized the ﬁrst European explora
tions of the Mississippi Valley.
The ﬁrst movements toward exploration came from the
South, from the direction of Florida. Juan Ponce de Leon in
his search for the fabulous fountain of youth in the fabulous
Island of Bimini, discovered the east coast of Florida on

Easter Sunday

(Pascua Florida),

March 3, 15I2.

He

naming the country Florida. The following year he was
appointed, by Ferdinand, governor of “the Island of Florida,”
with permission to colonize it, but did not succeed in planting
a colony.
In 1519 the Spanish navigator Alonzo Alvarez de Piﬁeda,
returning from the Mexican Coast, where he had met Cortes,

entered a Hvery large and deep river," which he ascended a

distance of six leagues and named it “Rio del Espiritu Santo."
He found “an extensive town" at the mouth of the river,
where he remained forty days, repairing his ships. Within
the six leagues of his voyage up the river he counted forty
villages on the banks, and reported that the people wore gold
ornaments. Piﬁeda’s account of this voyage along the Gulf
Coast leaves little room to doubt that he was the ﬁrst discov
erer of the Mississippi River, although his narrative attracted
but little attention and only vague accounts of his discovery
have been handed down.
In 1518 Francisco de Garay, who had been with Columbus
in his second voyage, made further explorations of Florida,
and in 1528 arrived the ill-fated Narvaez expedition.
Pamﬁlo de Narvaez, second in command under Governor
Velasquez in Cuba, had been sent with a military force to
supersede Cortes in Mexico. Cortes had surprised and defeated
Narvaez, who soon found himself a prisoner with only one
eye left, and his command incorporated with that of Cortes.
Returning to Spain, Narvaez obtained from Charles V. a grant
of Florida as far as “the River of Palms," now called the Rio
Grande. Before setting out upon his expedition, Narvaez

promulgated his famous “ Proclamation to and Requirements
to be made of the Inhabitants of the Countries and Provinces
that there are from Rio de Palmas to the Cape of Florida,”
the perusal of which conveys a very clear idea of the spirit in
which the Spaniards entered upon the exploitation of the
newly discovered lands in America:
In behalf of the Catholic Cacsarean Majesty of Don Carlos, King
of the Romans and Emperor, ever Augustus, and Dona Juana his
mother, Sovereigns of Leon and Castilla, Defenders of the Church, ever
victors never vanquished, and rulers of barbarous nations, I, Pamﬁlo dc
Narvaez, his servant, messmger and captain, notify and cause you to
know in the best manner I can, that God our Lord, one and eternal,
created the heaven and the earth, and one man and one woman of whom
we and you and all men in the world have come, are descendants and
the generation, as well as those who shall come after us; but because

of the inﬁnity of offspring that followed in the ﬁve thousand years and
more since the world was created, it has become necessary that some

men should go in one direction and others in another, dividing into
many kingdoms and provinces, since in a single one they could not be
subsisted nor kept.

spent several months exploring the coast and country after
All these nations God our Lord gave in charge to one person, called

taking p0$session in the name of the Spanish Monarch and

Saint Peter, that he might be Master and Superior over mankind, to be
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obeyed and be head of all the human race, wheresoever they might live
and be, of whatever law, sect or belief, giving him the whole world for
his kingdom, lordship and jurisdiction.
And he commanded him to place his seat in Rome, as a point most
suited whence to rule the world; so he likewise permitted him to have
and place his seat on any part of the earth, to judge and govern all
people, Christians, Moors, Jews, Gentiles, and of whatever creed beside
they might be; him they call Pope, which means admirable, greatest
father and preserver, since he is father and governor of all men.
This Saint Peter was obeyed and taken for King, Lord and Superior
of the Universe by those who lived at that time, and so likewise have
all the rest been held who to the Pontiﬁcate were afterward elected, and
thus has it continued until now, and will continue to the end of things.
One of the Popes who succeeded him to that seat and dignity of
which I spake as Lord of the world made a gift of these islands and
main of the ocean sea, to the said Emperor and Queen and their suc
cessors, our Lords, in these kingdoms, with all that is in them, as is
contained in certain writings that thereupon took place, which may be
seen if you desire. Thus are their Highnesses King and Queen of these
islands and continents, by virtue of said gift; and as Sovereigns and
Masters, some other islands, and nearly all where they have been
proclaimed have received their Majesties, obeyed and served, and do
serve them as subjects should, with good will and no resistance, and
immediately without delay, directly as they were informed, obeying the
religious men whom their Highnesses sent to preach to them and teach
our Holy Faith, of their entire free will and pleasure, without regard or
condition whatsoever, becoming Christians which they are; and their
Highnesses received them joyfully and benignly, ordering them to he
treated as their subjects and vassals were, and you are held and obliged
to act likewise.
\Vherefore, as best I can, I entreat and require you to understand
this well that I have told you, taking the time for it that is just you
should, to comprehend and reﬂect, and that you recognize the Church

charity, relinquishing in freedom your women, children and estates
without service, that with them and yourselves you may do with perfect
liberty all you wish and may deem well; you shall not be rcquiredto
become Christians, except when, informed of the truth, you desire to be
converted to our Holy Catholic Faith, as nearly all the inhabitants of

the other islands have done, and when His Highness will confer on you
numerous privileges and instructions, with many favors.
If you do not this, and of malice you be dilatory, I declare to you
that, with the help of Our Lord, I will enter with force, making war
upon you from all directions and in every manner that I may be able.
when I will subject you to obedience to the Church and the yoke of
their Majesties; and I will take the persons of yourselves, your wives
and your children to make slaves, sell and dispose of you as their
Majesties shall think ﬁt; and I will take your goods, doing you all the
evil and injury that I may be able, as to vassals who do not obey but
reject their master, resist and deny him; and I declare to you that the
deaths and damage that arise therefrom will be your fault and not that
of His Majesty, nor mine, nor of these cavaliers who come with us.
And so as I proclaim and require this, I ask of the Notary here that
he give me a certiﬁcate; and those present I beseech that they will
hereof be the witnesses.

AU'I'UGRAPII OF PAMFILU DE NARYAEZ.
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In April, 1523, Narvaez landed with four hundred men and
eighty horses on the west coast of Florida, probably at or

near Tampa Bay. He proceeded northward into the con
tinent. but met with so many difﬁculties and discouragements
that he returned to the coast, in the vicinity of Saint Marks, in
July. There he built ﬁve boats or rafts, and in September
began a coasting voyage toward Mexico. Two of these ves

sels went down in a storm near the mouth of the Mississippi
Narvaez and all on board were drowned. The others landed
and perished on the Texas coast, all but four, who, after wan

dering for eight years in Texas and New Mexico, part of the
time being held as prisoners by Indians, appeared at Culiacan

on the Gulf of California, in I536.

Those four were Alvaf

N'uiiez Cabeza de Vaca, the treasurer and historian of the
Narvaez expedition, two other white men, and a negro named

Stephen.
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Cabeza’s oral accounts of the “Rio del Oro" and the cit."
of “Cibola,” and other “cities” and “ﬁxed habitations” he

EARLIEST MAP SHOWING THE MOUTH OF THE MISSISSIPPI.
This, the ﬁrst map known to have been published showing the mouth of a river at
approximately where the Mississippi empties into the Gulf of Mexico, was published in
\‘enice, in the year 1513. less than twenty-one years after the discovery of America by

Columbus. From what sources the information regarding the river was obtained there
is now no clue. The map appeared in a geographical work by Ptolemy. under the title
of “The Admiral’s Map." As "The Admiral’ at that time was an expression never
used except in connection with Columbus, there is some ground_for the belief that the
great discoverer himself had, in one of his later voyages. obtained information of the
existence of the Mississippi, and had communicated it to the royal cartographers. The

existing records and reports of Columbus‘s voyages have been searched in vain, how

had seen, were responsible for the Coronado exploratiOn.

Although his written narrative, which is preserved in Madrid,
was less calculated to inspire the avarice of the Spaniards than
were his oral relations, yet as the record of the wanderings of
the ﬁrst white men to cross the North American continent
from sea to sea, it is of great historical value and loses no

ever, for any proof that he ever visited that portion of the Gulf coast.

interest after nearly four centuries, as the extracts which fol

as Mistress and Superior of the Universe and the High Pontiﬂ’, called
Pope, in its name; the Queen and King, our masters; in their place as
Lords, Superiors and Sovereigns of these islands and the main by
virtue of said gift, and you consent and give opportunity that these
fathers and religious men declare and preach to you as stated; if you
shall do so you will do well in what you are held and obliged; and their
Majesties, and I, in their royal name, will receive you with love and

low prove:
On the seventeenth day of June, in the year ﬁfteen hundred and
twentyrseveﬂ, the Governor, Pamphilo de Narvaez, left the town of
San Lucar de Borromeda, authorized and commanded by your Mill-CRY
to comluer and govern the territories that extend from the River PalmaS
to the C39e of Florida, which are on the mainland. The ﬂeet he took
was ﬁve ships in which went six hundred men, a few more or less. The

EXPEDITION OF PAMFILO DE NARVAEZ.
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oﬁicers he took (for we shall have to speak of them), were theSc, and
here are their names: Cabeza de Vaca, treasurer and high sheriﬁ;
Alonso Enrriquez, distributer to your Majesty, and assessor; and Juan

storms and the length of time that had been passed at sea, were dead,
and the few remaining were so lean and fatigued that for the time we

Suarez, a friar of the Order of Saint Francis, commissary, and four friars
besides, of the same Order. * * * *

came and, although they spoke to us, yet, as we had no interpreter,

The second day after the arrival, the Governor set sail with four

and they appeared to say that we should go away from the country.
With this they left us, offering no interpretation, and went away.

hundred men and eighty horses, in four ships and a brig.

The pilot,

Rh force, my.“

who had again been taken on board, put the vessel among the shoals
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they call Cunarreo, so that on the day following we struck, and thus we
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were ﬁfteen days, the keels of our vessels frequently touching on the
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could have little use for them.
we did not understand them.

They made us many signs and menaccs,
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At the end of this time a tempest from the south threw so
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much water upon the shoals that we could get oﬂ’, although not without

much peril.
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The next day the Indians of the town
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Having left this and arrived at Guaniguanico, another

storm overtook us, in which we were at one time near being lost.

Cape Corrientcs we had another which detained us three days.
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places being passed, we doubled Cape San Anton and sailed within
twelve leagues of Havana. Standing in the next day to enter the
harbor there came a wind from the south which drove us from the
land and toward the coast of Florida. \Ve came in sight of it on
Tuesday, the twelfth day of April, and sailed along the coast. On
Holy Thursday we anchored near the shore in the mouth of a bay, at
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the head of which we saw some houses or habitations of Indians.
On the same day the Controller, Alonso Eurriquez, landed on an
island in the bay. He called to the Indians, who came, and were with
him some time ; and, in the way of exchange, gave him some ﬁsh and
several pieces of venison. The day following, which was Good Friday,

GVATIMALA

the Governor debarked with as many of the people as the boats he
brought with him could contain. As we came to the bee hives, or
houses, that we had seen, we found them vacant and abandoned, for

the inhabitants had ﬂed that night in their canoes.

One of the bee

hives was very large; it could hold more than three hundred persons.
The rest were smaller. We found a little bell of gold among some ﬁsh
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The expedition of Franciscu de Garay in 1518 is the earliest recorded land explora
tion of any part of what is now known as the Louisiana Territory. Credit to Garay for
his discoveries was given in 1521, when the arbitrator appointed by the Spanish (‘rown
to decide between the claims of rival discovercrs concluded that the R10 del Espiritu
Santo was included in the “Ticra de Garay,” as is indicated on the map. The map,
from which the accom anying plate is taken, was drawn by Diego Ribcro, a Portu
guese in the service 0 Spain, who was appointed Royal Cosmographer in 1523. He
published this map in 1529. Two early copies of it, rintcd on parchment, are known
in the ArchiVes of the College of the Propaganda at Rome.

The day following, the Governor resolved to make an incursion to
explore the country, and see what it might contain. There went with
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should sail for Havana, and seek the ship of which Alvaro de la Cerda
was in command, and, taking some provisions, they should come to
look for us.
The brig having left, the same party, with some persons more,
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returned to enter the land.
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him the commissary, the assessor, and I with forty men, and among
them six cavalry, Of which we could little avail ourselves. We took our
way toward the north till the hour of vespers, when we arrived at a
very large bay that appeared to enter far into the land. We remained
there that night, and the next day we returned to where the ships and
people lay. The Governor. ordered that the brig should coast along the
shore of Florida, and search for the harbor that Miruclo, the pilot, had
said he knew (but as yet he had failed to ﬁnd it, and knew not in what
parts we were nor where was the port); that, if they did not ﬁnd it, she
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EARLIEST MAP NAMING THE MISSISSIPPI.
A copy of a map found by Navarette in the Spanish Archives. bearing the date of
1520. \\ hilc there is no record of the name of the cartographer nor 0 the sources
from_wh|ch he obtained his information, the conscnsus of opinion among scholars is
thin It Probably _emb0dies the results of Pineda's expedition to the north shore of the
ulf of hfexicp in 1519. This belief is borne out by the fact that the river bears the
name which I’iﬁeda gave it, " Rio del Espiritu Santo," In his report of this voyage he
stated that he_ had ascended the river a distance of six leagues. and had remained for
fort days at its mouth, re airing his ships. The map here published was sent to Spam
by aray, the Governoro Jamaica.

The next day the Governor raised ensigns for your Majesty, and

We kept along the shores of the bay we had

found, and, having gone four leagues, we captured four Indians. We
showed them maize, to see if they would know it, for up to that time
we had found no identiﬁcation of any. They told us they could take us
to where there was some, and so they brought us to their town near
there at the head of the bay, and in it they showed us a little corn,

which was not yet ﬁt for gathering.

There we found many cases, such

as are used to contain the merchandise of Castile, in each of which was

a dead man, and the bodies were covered with painted deer skins. This
appeared to the commissary as a kind of idolatry, and he burned the
cases with the bodies. We also found pieces of linen and of woolen
cloth, and bunches of feathers, which appeared to be those of New
Spain. \Ve also found some samples of gold. By signs we asked the
Indians whence these things had come; they signiﬁed to us that very
far from there was a province called Apalache, where there was much

d 11‘

took possession of the country in your royal name.
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his authority, and was obeyed as Governor, as your Majesty had com
manded. At the same time, we laid our commissions before him, and

gold. and an abundance of everything that was greatly valued.

[[35

twelve leagues, we found another town of ﬁfteen houses where there
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he acknowledged them according to their tenor. Then he commanded
that the rest of the people should debark, and the horses. Of these

TV

there were no more than forty-two; the rest, by reason of the great

also found some that was already dry.

He made known

Taking these Indians for guides, we departed, and, traveling ten or
was a large piece of ground planted with corn, which was ripe, and we

After staying there two days, we
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we could not move; so much can necessity do, which drove us to haz
ard our lives in this manner, running into a sea so turbulent, with not
related to him and the pilots what we had seen, and the information
a single one that went there having a knowledge of navigation. * “ * *
the Indians had given us. * * * *
.
The next day at sunrise, the time the Indians had appointed, they
The Governor called them all to him, and of each by himself he
came as they had promised, and brought us a large quantity of ﬁsh, and
asked his advice what to do to get out of a country so miserable, and
seek elsewhere that remedy which could not here be found, a third part certain roots that are eaten by them, of the size of walnuts, some a little
larger, others a little smaller, the greater part of them got from under
of the people being very sick, and the number increasing every hour;
for we regarded it as certain that we all should become so, and out of it the water, and with much labor. In the evening they returned and
we could pass only through death, which from its coming in such a brought more ﬁsh, and some of the roots. They sent their women and
children to look at us, who returned rich with the hawk-bells and beads
place was to us only the more terrible. These and many other embarrass
that we gave them, and they came afterwards on other days in the same
ments considered, and entertaining many plans, we coincided in one
way. As we found that we had been provisioned with ﬁsh, roots, water
great project, extremely difﬁcult to put in operation, and that was to
and other things for which we asked, we determined to embark again
build vessels in which we might go away. This to all appeared impos
and pursue our course. We dug out our boat from the sand in which it
sible, for we knew not how to build, nor were there tools, nor iron, nor
was buried; and it became necessary that we should all strip ourselves,
forge, nor tow, nor resin, nor rigging; ﬁnally, no one thing of so many
and go through great exertion to launch her, for we were in such state
that are necessary, nor any man who had a knowledge of their manu
facture, and above all there was nothing to eat the while they were that things very much lighter sufﬁced to make us much labor.
making, nor any knowledge in those who would have to perform the _
Thus embarked, at the distance of two cross-bow shots in the sea we
labor. Reﬂecting on all this, we agreed to think of the subject with
shipped a wave that wet us all. As we were naked, and the cold was
more deliberation, and the discourse dropped for that day, each going
very great, the oars loosened in our hands, and the next blow the Sea
his way, commending our course to God, our Lord, that he should
struck us capsized the boat. The assessor and two others held fast to
direct it as would best serve Him.
her for preservation, but it happened to be for far otherwise, as the boat
The next day it was His will that one of the company should come,
carried them over, and they drowned under her. As the surf near the
saying that he could make some pipes out of wood which with deer
shore was very high, a single roll of the sea threw the remainder into
the waves and half drowned on the shore of the island, without our
skins might be made into a bellows; and as we lived in a time when
losing any more than those the boat had taken under. Those of us who
anything that had the semblance of relief appeared well, we told him to
set himself to work. We assented to the making of nails, saws, axes,
survived escaped naked as we were born, losing all that we had, and
and other tools of which there was such need, from the stirrups, spurs,
although the whole was of little value, at that time it was worth much.
cross-bows, and the other things of iron that there were; and we said
As it was then in the month of November, the cold severe. and our
bodies so emaciated that the bones might have been counted with little
that for upport while the work was going on, we would make four
entries ii 0 Ante, with all the horses and men that were able to go, and
difﬁculty, we had become perfect ﬁgures of death. For myself, I can
say that from the month of May past I had not eaten other thing than
that ever third day a horse should be killed, which should be divided
among those that had labored on the work of the boats, and those that
maize, and sometimes I found myself obliged to eat it unparched; for
were sick. The forays were made with the people and horses that were
although the horses were slaughtered while the boats were being built.
of any use, and in them were brought back as many as four hancgas of
I never could eat of them, and I did not eat ﬁsh ten times. I state this
maize, but these were not got out without quarrels and conflicts with the
to avoid giving excuses, and that every one may judge in what condition
Indians. We caused to be collected many palmettos for the beneﬁt of
we were. After all these misfortunes there came a north wind upon
the woof or covering, twisting and preparing it for use in the place
us, from which we were nearer to death than life. Thanks be to our
Lord, that, looking among the brands that we had used there we found
of tow for the boats.
‘
_
sparks, from which we made great ﬁres. And thus we were asking
We commenced to build on the fourth, with the one only carpenter
mercy of Him, and pardon for our transgressions, shedding many tears,
in the company, and we proceeded with sogreat diligence that on the
and each regretting not his own fate alone, but that of his comrades
twentieth day of September ﬁve boats were ﬁnished of twenty-two cubits
about him.
in length, each calked with the ﬁbre of the palmetto. We pitched
At sunset the Indians, thinking that we had not gone, came to seek
them with a certain resin, which was made from pine.trees by a Greek
us and bring us food, but when they saw us thus, in a plight so dif
named Don Theodoro; and from the husk of the palmettos, and from
ferent from what it was formerly and so extraordinary, they were alarmed
the tails and manes of the horses we made ropes and rigging, and
and turned back. I went toward them and called to them, and they
from our shirts sails, and from the savins that grew there we made the
returned much frightened. I gave them to understand by signs how
oars that appeared to us to be requisite. And such was the country in
that our boat had sunk, and three of our number been drowned.
which our sins had cast us that with very great trouble we could ﬁnd
There, before them, they saw two of the departed, and those that
stone for ballast and anchors t0 the boats, since in all of it we had not
remained were near joining them. The Indians, at sight of the disaster
seen one. We ﬂayed the horses and' took oﬁ‘ the skins of their legs
that had befallen us, and our state of suﬁering and melancholy destitu
entire, and tanned them to make bottles in which we might carry water.
returned to where the controller with the men and ships were, and

During this time some went gathering shell ﬁsh in the coves and
creeks of the sea, at which the Indians twice attacked them, and killed
ten of our men, in sight of the camp, without our being able to afford
them succor. We found them traversed from side to side by the arrows,
and although some had on good armor, it did not afford sufﬁcient
protection against the nice and powerful archery, of which I have
spoken before. According to the declaration and oath of our pilots,
from the bay to which we gave the name de la Cruz, of the cross,
to this place, we had traveled two hundred and eighty leagues, or there
about. In all this region we had seen no mountains, and had no
information whatever of any.
Before we embarked, there died, without enumerating those
destroyed by the Indians, more than forty men, of disease and hunger.
By the twenty-second of the month of September the horses had been
consumed, one only remaining; and on that day we embarked in .the
following order: In the boat of the Governor there went forty-nine
men; in another which he gave to the controller and commissary, went
others as many. The third he gave to Captain Alonso del Castello and
Andres Dorantes, with forty-eight men; and another he gave to two
captains, Fellez and Pcnalosa, with forty-seven men. The last he gave
to the assessor and me, with forty-nine men. After the provisions and
clothes had been taken in, there remained not over a span of the gun
wales above the water; and, more than this, we went so crowded that

tion, sat down amongst us, and from the sorrow and pity they felt for
us they all began to lament, and so earnestly that they might have been
heard at adistance, and they continued so doing more than half an hour.
It was strange to see these men, so wild and untaught, howling like
brutes over our misfortunes.

It caused, in me, as in others. an increase

of feeling and a livelier sense of our calamity. Their cries having
ceased, I talked with the Christians, and said that if it appeared well to
them,I would beg these Indians to take us to their houses. Some,
who had been in New Spain, said that we ought not to think of it, for
if we should do so they would sacriﬁce us to their idols.

But seeing

no better course, and that any other led to nearer and more certain
death, I disregarded what was said, and besought the Indians to take
us to their dwellings. They signiﬁed that it would give them great
delight, and that we should tarry a little that they might do what We
asked. Presently, thirty of them loaded themselves with wood and
started for their houses, which were far off, and we remained with the
others until near night, when, holding us up, they carried us with all
haste. Because of extreme coldness of the weather, lest any one should
die or fall by the way, they caused four or ﬁve large ﬁres to be Placed
at intervals, and at each one of them they warmed us, and when they
saw that we had regained some strength and warmth, they took US to
the next so swiftly that they hardly permitted us to put our feet to the
ground. In this manner we went as far as their habitations, where We

found that they had made a house for us with many ﬁres in it.
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hour after our arrival they began to dance and hold great rejoicing,
which lasted all night, although for us there was no joy, appetite or
sleep, awaiting the time they should make us victims. In the morning,

came were Alonso del Castillo, Andres Dorantes, Diego Dorantes'
Valdevieso, Estrada, Fostado, Chaves, Gutierrez, Esturiano a clergyman.

they again gave us ﬁsh and roots, and showed us such hospitality that

reached the land they found another, who was one of our company,
named Francisco de Leon. The thirteen together followed thﬁ COBSt
along. So soon as they had crossed over my Indians told me of it, and
that there remained on the island Hieronymo de Alouez and Lope de
Oviedo.
But sickness prevented me from following my companions, nor did

we were reassured, and lost Somewhat the fear of the sacriﬁce.
This day I saw an Indian with an article of traﬂic, which I knew
was not one we had presented, and asking whence it had come, I was
answered by signs that it had been given by men like ourselves, who
were behind. Hearing this I sent two Christians, and with them two
Indians, to show them those men. They met near by, as the others
were coming to look after us; for the Indians of the place they left
had given them information of us. They were the Captains Andres

Dorantes and Castillo, with all the men of their boat. Having come
up to us, they were surprised at seeing us in the condition we were,
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Diego de Huelva, Estevanico a black, and Benitel; and When they

I see them. I was obliged to remain with the people of the island more
than a year, and because of the hard work they put upon me and their

harsh treatment I determined to ﬂee from them and go to those of
Charruco, who inhabit the forests and country of the main, for the life I

led was insupportable.

and very much pained at having
nothing to give us, for they had
no other clothes than what they
wore.
Being thus with us,
they related how that on the
ﬁfth day of that month their
boat had capsized a league and
a half from there, and they had
escaped without losing any
thing. We all of us together
agreed to reﬁt their boat, and
that those of us should go in

Beside much other labor I had to get out roots
from below the water and
among the cane where it grew

in the ground. From this em
ployment I had my ﬁngers
so worn that did a straw but
touch them it would draw blood.
Many of the canes are broken,
so that they often tore my flesh,
and I had to go in the midst of
them with only the clothing on
me I have mentioned.
Accordingly, I put myself
to work to get over to the other
Indians, and afterward, while I
was with them, affairs changed

her who might have vigor suf
ﬁcient and disposition to do so.

The rest should remain until
they became well enough to go
as they best might along the

for me somewhat more favor
ably. I set myself fo trafﬁck

coast, and be there until God,
ing, and strove to turn my em
ployment to proﬁt in the ways

our Lord, should be pleased to
lead us together into a land of

I could best contrive, and by
s. 1 size is

Christians.
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planned it, we put ourselves to

g many

work.

Directly as we

Before we threw the

boat into the water,
gentleman of our
died, and the boat
thought to use came

Tavera, a
company,
which we
to its end,

his corral"
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After Dorantes and Casnllo

of continual

The chief of

my wares was pieces of sea
snails and their cones, conches

that are used for cutting, and a
fruit like a bean, of the highest
value among them, which they

use as a medicine and employ
in their dances and festivities.
There are sea-beads also, and

other articles. Such were what
I carried into the interior; and
in barter for them I brought back

skins. ochre with which they
rub and color their faces, and

In depicting Narvaez, the leader of the ﬁrst expedition which sought to penetrate the wilds of
Louisiana. Herbert Adams, the sculptor. has followed closely the descriptions given by contcm.
porary chroniclcrs.who speak of Narvaez as havmz a piercing eye,a ﬁrm and determined carnage
and a pointed red beard. There is an atmosphere about_t_his statue,_which stood on the west
approach to Festival Hall at the Louisiana Purchase Exposmon, that gives one an_|mpresslon_ of
the indomitable courage and steadfast purpose that led the explorer on the journey which
resulted so disastrously for himself and his men.

had returned to the island they
brought together the Christians, who were somewhat separated, and
found them in all to be fourteen.

consequence

or ﬁfty leagues.

STATUE OF PAMFILO NARVAEZ.

* * *

'.'!

changes. With my merchan
dise and trade I went into the
interior as far as I pleased, and
I traveled along the coast forty

These men

were excellent S‘Vimmers' They
took with them an India“ of

I

of which they have need; for,
hostilities, they cannot travel
the country nor make many ex

tion of how we remained out on
that island, and of our sorrows

and destitution.

They would beg me to go from
one part to another for things
in

there they could give informa

the island.

to i=3?
n

this means I got from the In
dians food and good treatment.

I, as I have said, was on the opposite

shore where my Indians had taken me. and where so great sickness had
come upon me, that, if anything before had given me hopes of life, this
were enough to have entirely bereft me of them. * * * *
When the Christians heard of my condition they gave an Indian
the cloak of marten skins we had taken from the cacique, as before

ﬂint for arrow points, cement
and hard canes of which tu
make arrows, and tasscls that

are made of the hair of deer,
ornamented and dyed red. This
occupation suited me well, for the travel gave me liberty to go where I
wished. ,I was not obliged to work and was not a slave.

VVhereverI

went I received fair treatment and the Indians gave me to eat for the

sake of my commodities.

My leading object, while journeying in this

business, was to ﬁnd out the way by which I should have to go forward,

and I became well known to the inhabitants.

They were pleased when

as l.)

related, to pass them over to where I was that they might visit me.

they saw me, and Ihave brought for them what they wanted; and those
that did not know me sought and desired my acquaintance for my repu

i {it

Twelve of them crossed, for there were two so feeble that their com—
rades could not venture to bring them. The names of those who

tation. The hardships that I underwent in this it were long to tell, as
well of peril and privation as of storms and cold. Many of them found me
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in the wilderness and alone, but I came forth from them all by the great
mercy of God, our Lord.

Because of them I ceased to pursue the busi~

ness in winter, for it is a season in which the natives themselves retire
to their villages and huts, sluggish and incapable of exertion. I was in
this country nearly six years, alone among the Indians, and naked like
them. The reason why I remained so long was that I might take with
me from the island the Christian Lope de Oviedo. De Alouez, his
companion, who had been left with him by Alonso del Castillo, Andres
Dorantes and the rest, died soon after their departure; and to get the
survivor out from there, I went over to the island every year, and
entreated him that we should go in the way we could best contrive in
quest of Christians. He put me off every year, saying that in the next
coming we would go. At last I got him off, crossing him over the
bay, and over four rivers there are on the coast, as he could not swim.
In this way we went on with some Indians, until coming to a bay a
league in width and everywhere deep. From its appearance we sup
posed it to be that which they called Espiritu Santo. We met some
Indians on the other side of it, who came to visit ours; and they told
us that beyond them there were three men like us, and gave their
names; and we asked them for the others, and they told us that they
were all dead of cold and hunger; that the Indians further on, of whom
they were, had for their diversion killed Diego Dorantes, Valdeviese,
and Diego de Huelva, because they left one house for another; and

that other Indians, their neighbors, with whom Captain Dorantes now
was, had. in consequence of a dream, killed Esquirel and Mendez. We
asked them how the living were situated, and they answered us that
they were very ill-used, for that the boys and some of the Indian men
were very idle, and of cruelty gave them severe kicks, cuffs, and blows
with sticks; and that such was the life they led among them. * * * *
When the six months had expired which I had to spend with the
Christians, to put in execution the plan we had concerted, the Indians

went after pears. the place at which they were to be had being more
than twenty leagues oﬁ‘. Now when we were at the point of ﬂight, the
Indians among whom we were quarreled about a woman; and they
struck, beat, and bruised each other, and in consequence of their anger

each took his lodge and went his way; whence it became necessary that
the Christians there should also separate, and in no way could we come
together until another year.
In this time I passed a very hard life, caused as much by hunger as
the treatment I received, which was such that three times I was obliged
to run from the masters I had, and each time they went in pursuit and
endeavored to kill me: but God, our Lord, in His mercy chose to
preserve and protect me from them; and when the season of ripe pears
returned we again came together in the same place. After we had
arranged our escape, and appointed a time, that same day the Indians

separated us, and all went back. I told my comrades that I would wait
for them among the pear plants until the moon should be full. This
day was the ﬁrst of September, and the ﬁrst of the moon; and I said to
them that if in this time they did not come, I would leave them and go
alone. So we parted, and each went with his Indians. I remained with
mine until the thirteenth day of the moon, having determined to ﬂee to
others when it should be full.
.
At this time Andres Dorantes arrived with Estevanico, and
informed me that they had left Castillo with other Indians near by,
called Anagados; and that they had encountered great obstacles, and
had wandered about lost; that the next day the Indians among
whom we were would move to where Castillo was, and were going to
unite with those who held him, and become friends ; for until this time
they had been at war, and that in this way we should recover Castillo.
We had thirst all the time we ate the pears, and to quench this we
drank their juice. We caught it in a hole we made in the earth, and
when it was full we drank of it until satisﬁed. It is sweet, of the color
of must, and they collect it in this manner for lack of vessels. There
are many kinds of pears, and among them are some very good,
although they all appeared to me to be so, for hunger never gave me
leisure to choose them, nor to reﬂect upon which were best.

Almost all these people drink rain water, which lies about in spots;
for although there are rivers, as the Indians never have ﬁxed habita
tions they have no familiar or noted places for getting water. Through
out the country are very extensive and beautiful plains, having good
pasturage for animals; and I think it would be a very fruitful country
if it were worked and inhabited by civilized men. We saw no moun
tains in any part of it.
These Indians told us that there was another people next in advance
of us, called Cantones, living toward the coast, and that they had killed

all the people that came in the boat of Penalosa and Tellez, who had
arrived so feeble that even while killing them they could offer no resist
ance, and were all destroyed. We were shown ciothes and arms that
had been theirs, and were told that the boat lay there stranded. This,
the ﬁfth boat, had remained till then unaccounted for. We have

already stated how the boat of the Governor had been carried out to sea.
and that of the Controller and the friars had been cast away on the
coast, of which Esquirel had narrated the fate of the men. We have
once told how the two boats in which Castillo, I, and Dorantes came.
foundered near the island of Malhado. * * * "

Five days after our arrival all the Indians went off, taking us with
them, to gather more pears, at a place where there were other nations.
speaking different tongues. Having walked ﬁve days in great hunger,
since on the way there were no pears or other fruit, we arrived at a
river, where we put up our houses. This done, we went to seek the
fruit of certain trees which is like a pea. As there are no paths in the
country, I was detained some time in the search. The others returned
and left me by myself, and I, coming to look for them in the dark, got
lost. I thank God that I found a burning tree, and in the warmth of it
I passed through the cold of that night. In the morning I loaded
myself with sticks and returned to seek them. In this manner I wan
dered ﬁve days, ever with my torch and load, for if the wood had failed
me where none could have been found, as many parts are without any,
I should have had to seek for sticks elsewhere, and had no ﬁre to kindle
them. This was the only protection I had against the cold, while
walking, for I was naked as I was born. I prepared myself for the
night by going to the low woods near the rivers, and stopping in them
before sunset. I there made a hole and threw in the wood, which the
trees abundantly afforded, and collected it for fuel in good quantity from
the dry and fallen. About the hole I made four ﬁres in the form of a
cross, which I watched and made up from time to time. I also collected
some bundles of the coarse straw that there abounds, with which I cov
ered me in the hole. In this manner I protected myself from the cold
at night. On one of these occasions while I slept, the ﬁre fell upon the
straw in which I was, and it had begun to blaze so rapidly that notwith
standing the haste I made to get out, I carried some marks on my hair
of the danger to which I had been exposed. All this while I tasted not
a mouthful, nor did I ﬁnd anything that I could cat. As my feet were
bare, I bled a great deal. Through the mercy of God to me, the wind
in all this time did not blow from the north, otherwise I should have
died.
At the end of the ﬁfth day I arrived at the margin of a river where
I found the Indians who, with the Christians, had considered me dead.
and had supposed I had been stung by a viper. All were rejoiced to See
me, but the most so were my companions. They said that up to that
time they had struggled with great hunger, which was the reason of
their not having sought me. That night they all gave me of the pears
they had, and the next morning we set out for where we found a large
quantity, with which we all satisﬁed our great necessity, the Christians
rendering thanks to our Lord that He had ever given us His assistance.
We passed through many and dissimilar tongues.
Our Lord
granted us favor with the people that spoke them, for they alwayS
understood us, and we them. We questioned them and received their
answers by signs, just as if they spoke our language and we theirs; for
although we knew six languages, we could not everywhere avail our
selves of them, there being a thousand differences.
Throughout all these countries the people who were at war imme
diately made friends, that they might come to meet us, and bring us all
they possessed. In this way we left all the land at peace, and we taught

all the inhabitants, by signs which they understood, that in heaven there
was a man whom we called God; that He had created the sky and the

earth, and Him we worshiped and had for our Master; that we did
what He commanded, and from His hand came all good things, and if
they would do as we did all would be well with them. So ready DI
apprehension did we ﬁnd them, that if we had had the use of langllilge
by which to make ourselves perfectly understood, we should have left
them all Christians. Thus much we gave them to understand the best

we could; and afterward, when the sun rose, they opened their hands
together with loud shouting toward the heavens, and then drew them
down all over their bodies. They did the same again when the sun went
down. They are a people of good condition and substance, and capable
in any pursuit. * * * *
In the town where they gave us the emeralds they gave Dorantes
over ﬁve hundred split hearts of deer, of which they ever keep a grcat
abundance for their consumption, and in consequence we gave tth
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HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITIOX.

place the name of El Pueblo de los Corazones—the Town of Hearts. It

is the entrance into many provinces that are on the South Sea; and
whoever go to seek it and do not enter there, they will be lost; for
there is no maize on the coast; the inhabitants eat the powder of corn
and of straw, and ﬁsh caught in the sea from rafts, as they have no
canoes. The women conceal their nudity with grass and straw.
They are a melancholy and emaciated people.

\Ve think that near the coast, by way of the towns through which
we came, there are more than a thousand leagues of inhabited country.
It is plentiful of subsistence, for thrice a year it is planted in beans and
maize. There are three kinds of deer, one of them the size of the
young steer of Castile. There are immovable houses, which the inhabi
tants call bee hives. They have poison, which is from a certain tree the
size of the apple. No more is necessary for effect than to pluck the
fruit and moisten the arrow with it, or if there be no fruit, to break a
twig, and with the milk from it do the same. This tree is abundant.
and so deadly that if the leaves are bruised and steeped in some neigh
boring water, all the deer and other animals that drink of it soon burst.
We were in this town three days. I A day's journey farther there
was another town, at which the rain fell so heavily while we were there
that the river became so swollen we could not cross it, and we were
detained ﬁfteen days. In this time Castillo saw on the neck of an
Indian the buckle of a sword-belt, and tied to it a nail for a horse shoe.
He received them, and we asked the native what they were, and he
answered that they came from heaven. We questioned him farther as
to who had brought them thence, and they all responded that certain
men, who wore beards like us, had come from heaven and arrived at
that river, and that they brought horses, and lanccs and swords, and
that they had lanced two Indians.
In manner of the utmost indif

I was, and in the company of Indians. They stood staring at me;
length of time so confounded, that they neither hailed me nor drew

near to make any inquiry. I told them to take me to their chief; and
accordingly we went together for half a league to where Diego dc
Alcaraz, their Captain, was. After we had conversed he stated to me
that he was completely lost there, for he had been unable in many days
to take any Indians; he knew not which way to go, and they had
already begun to experience hunger and privation. I told him how
Castillo and Dorantcs remained behind ten leagues off with a multitude
that conducted us. He thereupon sent to them three cavalry, with fifty
of the Indians that accompanied him. The negro went back to guide
them, and I remained. I asked the Christians to give me a certiﬁcate

of the year, month and day that I had arrived there, and of the manner
of my coming, and they acc<>rdingly did so. From this river to the
town of the Christians, which is named San Miguel, within the govern
ment of the province they call New Galicia there are thirty leagues.

Francesco Vazquez de Coronado. Governor of “New Gal
icia," sent the negro Stephen with Marcos de Niza, a Fran
ciscan friar, to reconnoiter Cibola, the Zuﬁi city. They found

it and Stephen was killed there in 1539. Marcos returned
with marvelous stories of what he had seen.
The next year, on Easter Monday in 1540, Coronado left
Culiacan, in the present State of Sonora on the California
Gulf, with three hundred Spanish soldiers and eight hundred
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Pueblo villages, crossed the Rio Grande and the Arkansas
into the Platte Valley, and before tuming back reached the

that

River, probably somewhere

about the fortieth

named Quivira.

Two years had elapsed before this expedi

tion got back to Mexico. It is probable that Coronado was
crossing the prairies on his return toward Mexico in 1541,
when De Soto was making rafts to cross the Mississippi not

more than three hundred miles away.

It has been asserted

that an Indian woman, frightened by Coronado's party, ﬂed
to the eastward, and nine days later fell in with De Soto's
men. Castaﬁeda's narrative of the Coronado expedition
refers to this woman, the writer evidently accepting the state
ment as a true one:
AU'I‘OGRAPII OF FRANCESCO VAZQUEZ DE CORONADO,
fcrenCe that we could feign, we then asked them what had become of

my 1

lui.

parallel, after passing through Indian towns and undulating
grassy plains covered with herds of buffalo; a country he

those men, and they answered us that they had gone to sea, had put their
lances beneath the water, and went themselves under the water, and
that afterward they were seen on the surface going toward the sunset.
\Ve gave many thanks to God, our Lord, for that which we heard, for
we had despaired of ever hearing more news of Christians. But now
oppositely were we left in great doubt and gloom, thinking how that
people Were no more than some who had come by sea on discoveries.
However, as we had such exact information of them, we made greater
speed on our way, and as we advanced the news of the Christians con
tinually grew. We told the natives we were going in search of this
people, to tell them not to kill them, nor to make them slaves, nor to
take them from their country, nor do them other injustice, and of this
they were very glad. * * * *
After we saw sure signs of Christians, and heard how near we were
to them, we gave thanks to God our Lord for having chosen to bring us
out of a captivity so melancholy and wretched. The delight that we
felt let each one conjecture, when he shall remember the length of time
we were in that country, and the pains and perils we underwent. That
night I entreated one of my companions to return three days’ journey
after the Christians, who were moving about over the country, to which
we had given assurance of protection. They received this proposal
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Indians, conquered “the seven cities of Cibola" and other
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The guides said that this river joined that of Tigeux more than twenty
days from here, and that its course turned towards the cast. It is
believed that it ﬂows into the mighty River of the Holy Spirit, which
the men with Don Hernando de Soto discovered in Florida. A painted
Indian woman ran away from Don Juan de Saldibar and hid in the
ravines about this time, because she recognized the country of Tigeux,
where she had been a slave. She fell into the hands of some Spaniards
who had entered the country from Florida to explore it in this direction.

After I got back to New Spain I heard them say that the Indian told
them she had run away from other _men like them nine days, and that
she gave the names of some captains; from which we ought to believe

that we were not far from the region they discovered, although they said
they were more than two hundred leagues inland.

I believe that the land

at this point is more than six hundred leagues across from sea to sea

Biedma's narrative of the De Soto expedition does not
mention this incident, but the account of the “Gentleman 0f
ElvasH gives a version of it which, while the writer attempts
to throw doubt on the truth of the Indian woman's statements,
does not greatly lessen the probability that the two expedi
tions were very close to each other:
The Governor came in two days to Nazacahoz. Some women were
taken there; among them there was one which said that she had seen

badly, excusing themselves because of weariness and exhaustion; and

Christians and had been taken by them and had run away. The Gov

although either of them might have done it better than I, being younger
and more athletic, yet seeing their unwillingness, the next morning I
took the negro and eleven Indians with me, and, following the Christians
by the trail they left, I traveled ten leagues and passed three villages, at
which they had slept. The next day I overtook four of them on horse
back, who were astonished at the sight of me, so strangely habited as

ernor sent a captain with ﬁfteen horsemen to the place where the
woman said she had seen them, to see if there was any sign of horseS.
or any token of them being there. After they had gone three or four
leagues, the woman that guided them said that all she had told thﬁm
was untrue. And so they held all the rest that the Indians had said of
seeing Christians in the land of Florida.

the

NARRATIVE OF THE CORONADO IiXl’EDITlOX.
The narrative of the Coronado Expedition, as related by
Pedro de Castaiieda of Najera, from which extracts are given

here, is the only detailed account now extant of the first jour
ney by white men into the vast territory now comprising
Kansas, Oklahoma, Indian Territory, Texas, New Mexico
and Arizona :
In the year 1530, Nuﬁo de Guzman, who was President of New
Spain, had in his possession an Indian, a native of the valley 0r valleys
of Oxitipar, who was called Tejo by the Spaniards. This Indian said
he was the son of a trader who was dead, but that when he was a little
boy his father had gone into the back country with ﬁne feathers to trade

9

Salainanca, who had married a lady in the city of Mexico, the daughter
of Alonzo dc Estrada, the Treasurer and at one time Governor of Mexico,
and the son, most people said, of His Catholic Majesty Don Ferdinand,
and many stated it as certain. * * * It happened that just at this

time three Spaniards, named Cabeza de Vaca, Dorantes and Castillo
Maldonado, and a negro, who had been lost on the expedition which

Pamﬁlo de Narvaez led into Florida, reached Mexico.

They came out

through Culiacan, having crossed the country from sea to sea, as anyone

who wishes may ﬁnd out for himself by an account which this same
Cabeza de Vaca wrote and dedicated to Prince Don Philip, who is now
King of Spain and our sovereign. They gave the good Don Antonio
de Mendoza an account of some large and powerful villages, four and

for ornaments, and that when he came back he brought a large amount
of gold and silver, of which there is a good deal in that country. He
went with him once or twice, and saw some very large villages, which
he compared to Mexico and its environs. He had seen seven very large
towns which had streets of silver workers.
It took forty days to go
there from his country, through a wilderness in which nothing grew,

except some very small plants about a span high.

The way they went

was up through the country between the two seas, following the north

erly direction. Acting on this information, Nut-10 de Guzman got
together nearly four hundred Spaniards and twenty thousand friendly
Chm": '_

Indians of New

the C121:

he crossed Tarasca, which is in the province of Michoacan, so as
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to get into the region which the Indians said was to be crossed
towards the North Sea, in this way getting to the country which
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Spain, and, as

he

happened

to

be
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Mexico,

they were looking for, which was already named the “Seven Cities."
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He thought, from the forty days of which the Tejo had spoken,
that it would be found to be about two hundred leagues, and that
they would easily be able to cross the country. Oinitting several
things which occurred on this journey, as soon as they had reached
the province of Culiacan, where his government ended, and where the
new kingdom of Galicia is now, they tried to cross the country, but found
the diﬁiculties very great, because the mountain chains which are near
that sea are so rough that it was impossible, after great labor, to ﬁnd
a passageway in that region. His whole army had to stay in the district
of Culiacan for so long on this account that some rich men who were
with him, who had possessions in Mexico, changed their minds and

every day became more anxious to return. Besides this, Nuﬁo de Guz
man received word that the Marquis of the Valley, Don Fernando Cortes,
had come from Spain with his new title, and with great favors and
estates, and as Nuﬁo de Guzman had been a great rival of his at the time

he was President, and had done much damage to his property and to that
of his friends, he feared that Don Fernando Cortes would want to
pay him back in the same way, or worse. 50 he decided to establish

3 than £12?
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the town of Culiacan there and go back with the other men without
doing anything more. After his return from this expedition he settled

.l

EARLIEST KNOWN PICTURE OF A BUFFALO.
No animal or bird found in the new world so interested and amazed the early
explorers as the buffalo, which then roamed in countless herds over the prairies, being
found as far east as Florida, and westward to the foot-hills of the Rocky Mountains.
The earliest efforts to sketch these beasts were hampered somewhat by the terror
which they inspired in the would-be artists. and the lack of draughtmanship on the part
of the sturdy warriors who made the effort. Of the sketches sent back to Europe.
most were mere caricatures, and few have been preserved.

In 1553 Francisco Lopez

de Gomara, in his '_‘ llistoria General de las Indias" published the accompanying

picture, which is a fairly accurate representation of the American Bison. as early efforts
in that direction go.

ﬁve stories high, of which they had heard a great deal in the countries
they had crossed, and other things very different from what turned out
to be the truth. The noble Viceroy communicated this to the new
Governor, who gave up the visits he had in hand, on account of this,
and hurried his departure for his government, taking with him the
negro who had come with the three friars of the Order of Saint Francis,
one of whom was named Friar Marcos of Nice, a regular priest, and
another Friar Daniel, a lay brother, and the other Friar Antonio de

litil fl‘.

Santa Maria.

of l".:'.'

friars just mentioned and the negro, who was named Stephen, off in
search of that country, because Friar Marcos offered to go and see it,
because he had been in Peru at the time Don Pedro de Alvarado
went there overland. It seems that, after the friars I have mentioned and
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When he reached the province of Culiacan he sciit the
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the negro had started they did not get on well with the friars, because
he took the women that were given him and collected turquoises, and
got together a stock of everything. Besides, the Indians in those places
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they had seen him before.

to be" r

through which they went got along with the negro better, because

an ti
any:
menu.

This was the reason he was sent on

ahead to open up the way and pacify the Indians, so that when the
others came along they had nothing to do except to keep an account

16 30:

of the things for which they were looking.
After Stephen had left the friars, he thought he could get all the
reputation and honor hiinSelf, and that if he should discover those settle

EARLY ATTEMPT AT PICTURING THE BUFFALO.
The illustration is taken from a tracing made by the Rev. Edward Everett
Hale, D. D.. from an old Spanish manuscript. .The original drawing .was made about
l599 by order of Chat: and by his Sergeant-Major, Vincenle de baldiwa Mendoaa.

ments with such famous high houses, alone, he would be considered
bold and courageous. So he proceeded with the people who had fol

lowed him, and succeeded in crossing the wilderness which lies

guide they had, who was called Tejo, died about this time, and thus the

between the country he had passed through and Cibola. He was
so far ahead of the friars that, when these reached Chichilticalli,
which is on the edge of the wilderness, he was already at Cibola,

name of these Seven Cities and the search for them remains until now,
since they have not been discovered.
light years after Nuﬁo dc Guzman made this expedition the good

which is eighty leagues beyond. It is two hundred and twenty leagues
from Culiacan to the edge of the wilderness, and eighty across the
desert, which makes three hundred, or perhaps ten more or less. As I

at Xalisco, where the city of Compostela is situated, and at Tonala, which

is called Guadalaxara, and now this is the new kingdom of Galicia.

The

Don Antonio de Mendoza, Viceroy of New Spain, appointed as Governor

said, Stephen reached Cibola loaded with the large quantity of tiirquoises

of that province Francesco, Vazquez de Coronado, a gentleman from

they had given him and several pretty women who had been given him.
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The Indians who had accompanied him carried his things. These had
followed him from all the settlements he had passed, believing that
under his protection they could traverse the whole world without any
danger. But as the people in this country were more intelligent than
those who followed Stepheh, they lodged him in a little hut they had
outside their village, and the older men and the governors heard his
story and took steps to ﬁnd out the reason he had come to that coun
try. For three days they made inquiries about him and held a council.
The account which the negro gave them of two white men who were
following him, sent by a great lord, who knew about the things in
the sky, and how these were coming to instruct them in divine matters,
made them think that he must be a spy or a guide from some nations
who wished to come and conquer them, because it seemed to them
unreasonable to say that the people were white in the country from which
he came and that he was sent by them, he being black. Besides these
other reasons, they thought it hard of him to ask for turquoises and
women, and so they decided to kill him. They did this, but they did
not kill any of those who went with hitn, although they kept some
young fellows and let the others, about sixty persons, return freely to
their own country. As these, who were badly scared, were returning
in flight, they happened to come upon the friars in the desert
sixty leagues from Cibola, and told
them the sad news, which fright
ened them so much that they
would not even trust these folks
who had been with the negro, but
opened the packs they were carry
ing and gave away everything they
had except the holy vestments for
saying mass. They returned from
here by double marches, prepared
for anything, without seeing any
more of the country except what

the Indians told them.
After Francisco Vazquez Cor
onado had sent Friar Marcos, of
Nice, and his party on the search
already related, he heard an ac
count of a province called Topira.
He started to explore this region
with several of the conquerors, but
he did not get very far. When he
got back, he found the friars who
had just arrived, and who told such
great things about what the negro
Stephen had discovered and what
they had heard from the Indians,
that, without stopping for anything,
the Governor set off at once for
the City of Mexico, taking Friar
Marcos with him, to tell the Vice
roy about it. He made the things
seem more important by not talk
ing about them to anyone except his
particular friends, under promise
of the greatest secrecy, until after
he had reached Mexico and seen
Don Antonio de Mendoza. Then
he began to announce that they

being a gentleman. Had he paid more attention and regard to tin
position in which he was placed, and the charge over which he was

placed, and less to the estates which he left behind in New Spain, or,
at least, more to the honor he had and might secure from having such
gentlemen under his command, things would not have turned out as
they did.
T.

When the Viceroy Don Antonio de Mendoza had ﬁxed and arranged
a1nti.

everything he advanced a part of their salaries from the chest of His
Majesty to those in the army who were in greatest need. They all
ﬁnally assembled at Compostela by Shrove-tide, in the year forty-one.
[The correct date is 1540. Castaneda carries the error through his
narrative]. The army started 05 with its colors dying. The Viceroy.
Don Antonio, went with them for two days, and there he took leave of
them, returning to New Spain.
After the Viceroy Don Antonio left them, the army continued its
march. As each one was obliged to transport his own baggage, and all
did not know how to fasten the packs, and as the horses started off fat
and plump, they had a good deal of difﬁculty and labor during the ﬁrst
few days, and left many valuable things, giving them to anyone who
wanted them, in order to get rid of carrying them. In the end, neces
sity, which is all-powerful, made them skillful, so that one could see
many gentlemen become carriers,
and anybody who despised this
work was not considered a man.
During this time the army-master,
Lope de Samaniego, went off with
some soldiers to ﬁnd food, and at
one village they shot him through
the eye, and it passed through his
brain, so that he died on the spot.
They hanged those who seemed to
belong to the district where the
army-master was killed. Front
there the army marched to Culiacan.
The next day they entered the
settled country in good order, and
when they saw the ﬁrst village,
which was Cibola, such were the
curses that some of them hurled at
Friar Marcos that I pray God may
protect him from them. It is a
little, unattractive village, looking

as if it had been crumpled all up
together.

FRIAR JUAN DE PADILLA’S BELL.
Exhibited in the New Mexico pavilion at the \Vorld’s Fair was the bell which is
believed to have hung in the mission established at Cibola, by Friar Juan de Padilla,
one of the Franciscan monks who accompanied the Coronado expedition. The bell
weighs exactly one hundred and ninety-eight pounds. It was cast in Spain, in the year
1355, and bears the inscription “Maria osefa Aﬁo D 1355," the name being in accord
ance with the Custom of the early churc in baptizing its bells with the names of the
saints. In all probability the bell contains a considerable quantity of gold and silver
as it was the custom in the Middle Ages for devoted Christians to cast their iewcls and

had really found the Seven Cities,

ornamentsinto the crucible when a new church_bell was being made.

which N uﬁo de Guzman had tried to
ﬁnd. The noble Viceroy arranged
with the friars of the Order of Saint

brought to New Spain by some of the early missionary fathers and taken along by the
priests who accompanied Coronado in 1540. After Friar Juan was killed by the Indians
at Cibola the bell was taken by later missionaries to Gran Quivira. where it hung in an
early church. the ruins of which are still visible. Thence it was taken to Algodnnes.
where it hung in the parish church until it was sent to the “'orld‘s Fair through the

The bell was

There are mansions in

New Spain which make a better
appearance at a distance. The
people of the wltole province had
collected there, for there are seven
villages in the district, and some
of the others are even larger and
stronger than Cibola. The Span
iards attacked the village, which
was taken with not a little dith
culty. They discovered food there,
which was the thing they were
most in need of. After this the
whole province was at peace.
After Melchior Diaz and Juan

Gallego had arrived in the town of
Senora, it was announced that the

army was to depart for Cibola; that

Melchior Diaz was to remain in
charge of the town with eighty men:
_
,
efforts of Governor Otero of New Mexico. The data regarding the bell's history were
that Juan Gallego was going back
FranCIS 50 that Friar Marcos was unearthed by the Reverend Father Coudert of Bernalillo. New Mexico.
to New Spain with messages for the
made Father Provincial, as a result
Viceroy and that Friar Marcos was going with him, because he did not
of which the pulpits of that Order were ﬁlled with such accounts of marvels
and wonders that more than three hundred Spaniards and about eight
hundred natives of New Spain collected in a few days. There were so
many men of such high quality among the Spaniards that such a noble
body was never collected in the Indies, nor so many men of quality in such
a small body, there being three hundred men. Francisco Vazquez Coro
nado, Governor of New Galicia, was Captain-General, because he was the
author of it all. The good Viceroy Don Antonio did this because at this
time Francisco Vazquez was his closest and most intimate friend, and
because he considered him to be wise, skillful and intelligent, besides

think it was safe for him to stay in Cibola, seeing that his report had turned
out to be entirely false, because the kingdoms that he had told about had
not been found, nor the populous cities, nor the wealth of gold, nor the

precious stones which he had reported, nor the ﬁne clothes, nor other
things that had been proclaimed from the pulpits. \Vhen this had been
announced, those who were to remain were selected and the rest loaded
their provisions and set off in good order, about the middle of Septcm

her, on the way to Cibola, following their General.
went along in good Shape.

Everything

They continued their march until they
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FATHER HENNEl’lN'S DRAWING OF THE AMERICAN BISON.
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Of all the early explorers of Louisiana. the Reverend Louis llennepin. S. 1., displayed the greatest artistic talentI and the drawings and sketches with which he embellished
the printed reports of his explorations are of peculiar interest. To Father lienncpin. as to the early Spaniards. tlie_1\mcr|can Bison appearcduonc of the most wonderful and
interesting features of the new land. The illustration is a photographic reproduction from a copy of the ﬁrst edition of Father Hennepln s _ Description de la Louisiane.”
published at Paris, in 1693. now in the possession of the Misssouri Historical Society. and exhibited by them at the Louisrana Purchase luxposmon. _ Not only is the plcture of
the buffalo more lifelike than any other of the early representations of this beast. but the opossum and the ﬂamingo 1n the picture are the ﬁrst pictures of those creatures
known to have been published "1 Europe.

left in
The men in the advance guard saw a ﬂock

one village and another and the people do not leave the villages

of sheep one day after leaving this place.
I myself saw and fol
lowed them. They had extremely long bodies and long wool; their
horns were very thick and large and when they run they throw back
their heads and put their horns on the ridge of their back. Three days
after we entered the wilderness we found a horn on the bank of a river
that ﬂows in the bottom of a very steep, deep gully, which the General
had noticed and left there for his army to see, for it was six feet long
and as thick at the base as a man’s thigh. It seemed to be more like
the horn of a goat than of any other animal. It was something worth
seeing. The army proceeded and was about a day's march from Cibola

except to go to their farms, especially at this time, when they had heard
that Cibola had been captured by very ﬁerce people, who traveled on

reached Chichilticalli.
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when a very cold tornado came up in the afternoon, followed by a great
fall of snow, which was a bad combination for the carriers.

While the things already described were taking place, Cibola being
at peace, the General, Francisco Vazquez, found out from the people of
the province about the provinces that lay around it, and got them to tell
their friends and neighbors that Christians had come into the country,

animals which ate people.

This information was generally believed by

those who had never seen horses, although it was so strange as to cause
much wonder. This was where they obtained information about a large

river.

After they had gone twenty days they came to the banks of the

river. which seemed to be three or four leagues above the stream that

flowed between them.
While they were making these discoveries, some Indians came to

Cibolafrom avillagc which was seventy leagues east of this province, called
Cicuye. Among them was a Captain who was called Whiskers by our
men, because he wore a long mustache.

They described some cows

which, from a picture that one of them had painted on his skin, seemed
to be cows, although from the hides this did not seem possible, because
the hair was woolly and so snarled that we could not tell what kind of

skins they had. The General ordered Hernando dc Alvarado to take
twenty companions and go with them. Captain Alvarado started on

whose only idea was to be their friends, and to ﬁnd out about good lands
to live in, and for them to come to see the strangers and talk to them.
They informed him about a province with seven villages of the same
sort as theirs, although somewhat different. This province is called
Tusayan. It is twenty-ﬁve leagues from Cibola. The villages are high
and the people are warlike.
The General sent Don Pedro de Tovar to these villages with seven

days distant. The people came out peacefully, seeing that Whiskers
was with them. Five days from here he came to Cicuyc, a very strong
village four stories high. The Spaniards enjoyed themselves here for
several days, and talked with an Indian slave, a native of the country

teen horsemen and three or four foot soldiers.

towards Florida, which is the region Don Hernando dc Soto discovered.

Juan dc Padilla, a Fran

iti‘lll

ciscan friar, who had been a ﬁghting man in his youth, went with them.
When they reached the region they entered the country so quietly that

tiff

nobody observed them, because there were no settlements or farms between

this journey and in ﬁve days reached a village which was on a rock
called Acuco.
From here they went to a province called Tigcux, three

This fellow said there were large scttlements in the further part of that
country. Hernando de Alvarado took him to guide them to the cows.
but he told them so many and such great things about the wealth of gold
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and silver in his country that they did not care about looking for cows,
but returned after they had seen some few, to report the rich news to
the General. They called the Indian “Turk” because he looked like
one. Information was obtained about many towns up towards the north,
and I believe it would have been much better to-have followed this di
rection than that of the Turk, who was the cause of all the misfortunes
which followed.
The General felt no slight joy at such good news, because the Turk
said that in his country there was a river in the level country which was
two leagues wide, in which there were ﬁshes as big as horses, and large
numbers of very big canoes, with more than twenty rowers on a side,
and that they carried sails, and that their lords sat on the poop under
awnings, and on the prow they had a great golden eagle. He said also
that the lord of that country took his afternoon nap under a great tree
on which were hung a great number of little gold bells, which put him
to sleep as they swung in the air. He said also that everyone had their
ordinary dishes made of wrought plate, and the jugs and bowls were of
gold. He called gold acochis. For the present he was believed, on ac.
count of the ease with which he told it, and because they showed him
metal ornaments and he recognized them and said they were not gold,
and he knew gold and silver very well and did not care anything about
other metals.
The General sent Hernando de Alvarado back' to Cicuyc to demand
some gold bracelets which this Turk said they had taken from him at the
time they captured him. Alvarado went and was received as a friend at
the village, and when he demanded the bracelets they said they knew
nothing at all about them, saying the Turk was deceiving him and was
lying. Captain Alvarado, seeing that there. were no other means, got
the Captain, Whiskers, and the Governor, to come to his tent, and when
they had come he put them in chains. The villagers prepared to ﬁght
and let ﬂy their arrows, denouncing Hernando de Alvarado, and saying
that he was a man who had no respect for peace and friendship. Her
nando dc Alvarado started back to Tigeux, where the General kept them
prisoners more than six months. This began the want of conﬁdence in
the word of the Spaniards, whenever there was talk of peace, from this
time on.
When the river, which for almost four months had been frozen over
so that they crossed the ice on horseback, had thawed out, orders were
given for the start to Quivira, where the Turk said there was some gold
and silver, although not so much as in Arche and the Guaes. There
were already some in the army who suspected the Turk. The army left
Tigeux on the ﬁfth of May and returned to Cicuye, taking Whiskers
with them. The village was very glad to see him, and the people were
peaceful and offered food. The Governor and Whiskers gave the Gen
eral a young fellow named Xabe, a native of Quivira, who could give
them information about the country. This fellow said that there was gold
and silver, but not so much of it as the Turk had said. He went as
guide, and thus the army started off from there.
After four days' journey they came to a river with a large, deep
current, which flowed down toward Cicuye, and they named this the
Cicuye river. [Pecos] After ten days more they came to some settle
ments of people who lived like Arabs, and are called Querechos in that

region. They had seen the cows for two days. These folks live in
tents made of the tanned skins of the cows. They travel around near
the cows, killing them for food. They did nothing unusual when they
saw our army, except to come out of their tents and look at us, after
which they came to talk with the advance guard, and asked who we
were. The General talked with them, but as they had already talked
with the Turk, who was with the advance guard, they agreed with what
he had said. That they were very intelligent is evident from the fact
that, although they converscd by means of signs, they made themselves
understood so well there was no need of an interpreter. They said that
there was a very large river over where the sun came from, and that

one could go along this river through an inhabited region for ninety
days without a break from settlement to settlement. They said that the
ﬁrst of these settlements was called Haxa, and that the river was more

go at full speed toward the sunrise for two days and discover Haxa, and
then return to meet the army, which set out in the same direction the
next day. They came across so many animals that those who were on
the advance guard killed a large number of bulls. As these ﬂed they
trampled one another in their haste until they came to a ravine. So
many of the animals fell into this that they ﬁlled it up, and the rest
went across on top of them. The men who were chasing them on
horseback fell in among the animals without noticing where they were
going. Three of the horses that fell in among the cows, all saddled and
bridled. were lost sight of completely.
They followed the river down to the camp and told the General that
in the twenty leagues they had been over they had seen nothing but the
cows and the sky. There was another native of Quivira with the army,
a painted Indian named Ysopete. This Indian had always declared that
the Turk was lying, and on account of this the army paid no attention
to him, and even now, although he said that the Querechos had con
sulted with him, Ysopete was not believed.
The General sent Don Rodriguo Maldonado with his company for
ward from here. He traveled four days and reached a large ravine, in the
bottom of which he found a large settlement of people. Cabeza dc Vaca
and Dorantcs had passed through this place, so that they presented Don
Rodrigno with a pile of tanned skins and other things, and a tent as
big as a house, which he directed them to keep until the army came up.
When the General came up with the army, the men made a rush for the
skins and in less than a quarter of an hour nothing was left but the
empty ground. The natives who happened to see this also took a hand
in it. The women and some others were left crying, because they
thought the strangers were not going to take anything, but would bless
them as Cabcza dc Vaca and Dorantes had done when they passed
through here. They found an Indian girl who was as white as a Cas
tilian lady, except that she had her chin painted like a Moorish woman. In
general they all paint themselves in this way here, and decorate their eyes.
They do not make gourds, nor sow corn, nor eat bread, but instead
raw meat—or only half cooked—and fruit. From here the General set
out to explore the country and they found another settlement four days
from here. The country was well inhabited and they had plenty of kid
ney beans and prunes like those of Castilc, and tall vineyards. These
village settlements extended for three days. This was called Cona.
Some Teyas, as these people are called, went with the army from here
and traveled as far as the end of the other settlements with their packs
of dogs and women and children, and then they gave them guides to
proceed to a large ravine where the army was. They did not let these
guides speak with the Turk and did not receive the same statements

from these as they had from the others. These said that Quivira was
towards the north and that we would not ﬁnd any good road thither.
After this they began to believe Ysopete. During this journey a Teya
was seen to shoot a bull right through both shoulders with an arrow.
which would be a good shot for a musket.

These people are very intel

ligent. They wear shoes and buskins made of tanned skin.
Up to this point they had made thirty-seven days' marches, travel
ing six or seven leagues a day. It had been the duty of one man to
measure and count his steps. They found it was 250 leagues to the set
tlements. When the General, Francesco Vazquez, realized this, and saw
that they had been deceived by the Turk heretofore, he called the cap
tains and ensigns together to decide on what they thought ought to be
done. They all agreed that the General should go in search of Quivim
with thirty horsemen and half a dozen foot soldier-5, and that Don

Tristan de Arellano should go back to Tigeux with the army. \Vhen
the men in the army learned of this decision, they begged their General
not to leave them to conduct the further search, but declared that they
all wanted to die with him and did not want to go back. This did "0t
do any good, and the General set off with the guides he had and with
Ysopete. The Turk was taken along in chains. He appointed the
Alderman Diego Lopez his army master and took with him the men wll0
seemed to him to be most efﬁcient, and the best horses. The guides
ran away during the ﬁrst few (lays and Diego Lopez had to return to the
army for guides. The army spent a fortnight here, preparing jerked
beef to take with them. It was estimated that during this fortnight

than a league wide, and that there were many canoes on it. These folks
started off from here the next day with a lot of dogs which dragged
their possessions. For two days, during which the army marched in
the same direction as that in which they had come from the settlements
—-that is, between north and east but more to the north-they saw other
roaming Qucrechos and such great numbers of cows that it already
seemed something incredible. These people gave a great deal of infor

without any cows was something incredible. Many fellows were lost at
this time who went out hunting and did not get back to the army for
two or three days. The country there is so level that at midday. after
one has wandered about in one direction and another in pursuit of

mation about settlements, all towards the east from where we were.

game, the only thing to do is to stay near the game quietly until sun

The Turk (said it was one or t ['0 days to Haxa. The General sent Cap
tain Diego Lopez with ten c nipanions lightly equipped and a guide to

set, so as to see where it goes down, and even then they have t0 bL‘

they killed ﬁve hundred bulls.

men who are practiced to do it.

The number of these that were tllcl'c
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The General followed his guides until he reached Quivira, which
took forty-eight days'. marching, on account of the great detour they
had made towards Florida. He was received peacefully on account of the
guides he had. They asked the Turk why he had lied and guided them
so far out of their way. He said that his country was in that direc
tion, and that, besides this. the people at Cicuye had asked him to lead
them off on the plains and lose them, so that the horses would die when
the provisions gave out and they would be so weak if they ever returned

that they could be killed without any trouble, and thus they could take
revenge for what had been done to them. This was the reason why he
had led them astray, supposing that they did not know how to huntor to
live without corn, while as for gold, he did not know where there was
any of it. He said this like one who had given up hope and who found
that he was being persecuted since they had begun to believe Ysopcte,
who had guided them better than he had, and fearing lest those who
were there might give him some advice by which some harm would
come to him. They garroted him, which pleased Ysopcte very much,
because he had always said that Ysopete was a rascal, and that he did
not know what he was talking about and had always hindered his talking
with anybody. Neither gold nor silver nor any trace of either was
found among these people. Their lord wore a copper plate on his neck
and prized it highly.
The army left the ravine and returned to the Tcyas, where they took
guides who led them back by a more direct road. They readily fur
nished these, because the people are always roaming over this country in
pursuit of the animals and know it so thoroughly. They keep their road
in this way:
In the morning they notice where the sun rises and
observe the direction they are going to take and then shoot an arrow in
this direction. Before reaching this they shoot another over it, and in
this way they go all day towards the water where they are to end the day.
In this way the army covered in twenty-ﬁve days what had taken them
thirty-seven days going, besides stopping to hunt cows on the way.
They found many salt lakes on this road, and there was a large quantity
of salt. All over these plains there were a large number of animals like
squirrels and a great number of their holes. On the return the army
reached the Cicuye river more than thirty leagues below the bridge they
had made when they crossed it, and they followed it up to that place.
As the time had arrived which the General had set for his return
from Quivira, Don Tristan selected forty companions and started with
them in search of the General. When he reached Cicuye the people
came out of the village to ﬁght, which detained him there four days
while be punished them, which he did by ﬁring some volleys into the
village. Everybody welcomed the General on his arrival with great joy.
The Indian Xabe, who was the young fellow who had been given to the
General at Cicuye when he started off in search of Quivira. was with
Don Tristan dc Arellano, and when he learned that the General was

coming he acted as if he was greatly pleased and said: " Now when
the General comes you will see that there is gold and silver in Quivira,
although not so much as the Turk said." When the General arrived
and Xabe saw that they had not found anything, he was sad and silent,
and kept declaring that there was some. He made many believe that it
was so, because the General had not dared to enter into the country on
- account of its being thickly settled and his force not very strong, and
that he had returned to lead his army there after the rains. because it
had began to rain already. as it was early in August [1541] when he
left. It took him forty days to return, traveling lightly equipped. The
Turk had said when they left Tigeux that they ought not to load the
horses with too much provisions, which would tire them so that they

amuse himself, as usual riding with the Captain Don Rodriguo Maldonado.
He was on a powerful horse and his servants had put on a new girth,
which must have been rotten at the time, for it broke during the race
and he fell over on the side where Don Rodriguu was, and as his horse
passed over him it hit his head with its hoof, which laid him at the
point of death, and his recovery was slow and doubtful. The expecta
tion of death made him desire to return and die where he had a wife
and children. He ordered that everything should be ready to start on
the return to New Spain by the beginning of the month of April, 1543.
[The correct date is 1542].
Seeing this, Friar Juan de Padilla, a regular brother of the lesser
Order [The Order of St. Francis], and another, Friar Luis, a lay brother,
told the General that they wanted to remain in that country—Friar
Juan de Padilla in Quivira. because his teachings seemed to promise
fruit there, and Friar Luis at Cicuyc. The General sent a company to
eScort them as far as Cicuyc, where Friar Luis stopped, while Friar
Juan went on back to Quivira with the guides who had conducted the
General. He was martyred a short time after he arrived there. We
may be sure he died a martyr, because his zeal was holy and earnest.
Friar Luis remained at Cicuye. Nothing more has been heard about
him since, but before the army left Tigeux some men who went to take
him a number of sheep which were left for him to keep, met him as he
was on his way to visit some other villages. He felt very hopeful that
he was liked at the village and that his teaching would bear fruit,
although he complained that the old men were falling away from him. I,
for my part, believe that they ﬁnally killed him. He was a man of good
and holy life, and may our Lord protect him and grant that he may con
vert many of these peoples and end his days in guiding them in the
faith. \Ve do not need to believe otherwise, for the people in those
parts are pious and not at all cruel.
The General proceeded, leaving the men who did not want to follow
him along the way, and reached Mexico with less than one hundred men.
He made his report to the Viceroy, Don Antonio de Mendoza. who did
not receive him very graciously, although he gave him his discharge.
His reputation was gone from this time on. He kept the government

pass the winter there, so as to return with the whole army, because it

was said that he brought information regarding large settlements and
very large rivers, and that the country was very much like that of Spain
in the fruits and vegetation and seasons. They were not ready to
believe that there was no gold there, but instead had suspicions that
there was some further back in the country, because, although this
was denied, they knew what the thing was and had a name for it
among themselves—acochis.
After the winter was over, the return to Quivira was announced,
and the men began to prepare the things needed. Since nothing in this
life is at the disposition of men, but all is under the ordination of
Almighty God, it was His will that we should not accomplish this, and
so it happened that one feast day the General went out on horSeback to
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of New Galicia, which had been intrusted to him. for only a short time,

when the Viceroy took it himselfuntil the arrival of the audiencia which
still governs it. And this was the end of those discoveries and of the
expedition which was made to those new lands.
,

Hernando De Soto was born in Jerez, Estromadura, Spain,
about 1496. For the means of obtaining an education he was
indebted to Don Pedro Arias de Avila, who is more frequently
called Pedrarias or Davila. De Soto was with Davila in his
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second expedition to Darien in 1519. He served under Her
nandez in the Nicaragua expedition in 1527, and in 1528
explored the coasts of Guatemala and Yucatan in search of a
passage to the Paciﬁc. He led three hundred volunteers to

reinforce Pizarro at a critical time in 1531, and served with dis
tinction in the conquest of Peru. Going to Peru with nothing
but his sword, he returned to Spain with a fortune of “an
hundred and four score thousand ducats"

($500,000), and

married the daughter of his friend and patron, Don Pedro
Arias de Avila. He lent some of his money to Charles V,
who thereupon made him Governor of Cuba.

De Soto believed that the road to the mythical El Dorado

could not afterwards carry the gold and silver, from which it is very

evident that he was deceiving them.
The General reached Cicuye with his force and at once set off for
Tigeux, leaving the village more quiet, for they had met him peaceably
and talked with him. \Vhen he reached Tigeux, he made his plans to

1111"

lay through Florida and that he could ﬁnd it. Oﬁ‘ering to
head an expedition raised for this purpose at his own expense,
he was made Adelantado or President of Florida by the
Emperor. The prevailing belief that he would discover another

Peru, enabled him to set sail from Spain in 1539 in nine ves
sels, with twenty-four priests, twenty ofﬁcers, two hundred
and twenty-three horses and six hundred splendidly equipped
and enthusiastic men, some of whom had sold all their posses
sions to equip themselves for the enterprise.
After a short stay at Havana, he landed at Espiritu SantO

(Tampa) Bay, May 25, 1539. He reached Pensacola harbor
by land and was forced to winter there, and set forth again ill
March, 1540. The story of the difﬁculties he encountered in
Florida, his conﬂicts with and cruelties to the Indians need
not be recited here. On October 18, 1540, after wandering
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through Georgia and Alabama, he reached Mavila (the site

Florida."

of Mobile), and in an effort to massacre all the natives, lost

be traced, went up the west side of the river to some point in

From this point De Soto's route, as nearly as it can

eighty of his men and forty-two horses. He established him
self for his second winter at a Chickasaw village in the Yazoo

Missouri about New Madrid, thence westward to the head
streams of \Vhite River and thence to the \Vashita, where he

country.

In the spring of I 54I he demanded of these Indians

spent his third winter, including the now famous Hot Springs

'1th “5 AI;

two hundred men to carry his baggage. The following night
they burned the huts he occupied. All his baggage and stores

mm" 06 ,.

were destroyed and forty Spaniards perished in the ﬂames.
This caused a delay of some weeks before he could resume his

of Arkansas among his discoveries. Proceeding down the
\Vashita to Red River, and down the latter to its month, he
fell ill and died there May 21, 1542, after writing letters to his
wife in Cuba, and naming Luis de Moscoso as his successor in
command. To conceal his death from the Indians, his body
was sunk in the Mississippi at midnight. Three various
accounts of the death and burial of De Soto are given, the
popular tradition that his body was encased in the trunk of a
tree before being sunk in
the Mississippi not being
borne out by the contem~
porary chroniclers who ac
companied the explorer.
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march, his men by this time being no better clad than the
Indians. A march of seven days more through swamps, cane
brakes and tangled forests brought him to the Mississippi at
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the lower Chickasaw Bluff.
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of Elvas” contains the ﬁrst
description of the great
river and of the Mississippi
catﬁsh ever given by a
white man, so far as records
now in existence show :
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In thirty days' space, while
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the Governor remained there,
they made four barges; in three
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The “Narrative of a Gentleman

“The Narrative of a Gen
tleman 0f Elvas,” which is
now regarded as the most
accurate, as it is the most
picturesque, account of the
De Soto expedition, gives
a detailed relation of the
great captain‘s end:

In a morning,

three hours before day, men
which he trusted would land

in despite of the Indians and
The Governor sent Juan
Danusco with eight horsemen

make sure the passage or die,
and some footmcn, being cross
bow men, went with them and
rowers to set them on the other
side. And in the other barge
its and

down the river, to see what
habitation there was, and to

inform himself if there was any
sign of the sea.
He traveled
eight days, and at his return he
said that in all that time he was
not able to go above fourteen
or ﬁfteen leagues, because of
the great creeks that came out
of the river, and that he had

he commanded Juan de Guzman
to pass with the footmen, which
was made Captain instead of
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Francisco Maldonado. And
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because the stream was swift,
they went a quarter of a league
up the river along the bank and,
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of the barges on horseback to
a sandy plot, a very hard and

to sustain themselves in the
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clear ground, where all ofthem

country; and with that thought
he fell sick. But before he took
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landed without any resistance.
As soon as those that passed
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found no habitation. The Gov
ernor fell into great dumps to

crossing over, fell down with
the stream, and landed right

arles l'.

men and horses every day di
minished, being without succor
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side, the barges returned to the
place where the Governor was,
and within two hours after sun
rising, all the people were over.
The river was almost half a
league broad. If a man stood
still on the other side, it could
no‘ be discerned Whether he was

a man or no.

The river was

his bed he sent an Indian to the
cacique of Quigalta to tell him
that he was the child of the
sun, and that all the way that
he came all men obeyed and
served him, that he requested
him to accept of his friendship
STATUE OF DE SOTO.

and come unto him; for he
would be very glad to see him;

in sign of love and obedi
On _the western side of the Plaza of Saint Louis stood E. C. Potter's magniﬁcent heroic and
ence to bring something with

cguestnan statue of the great Spanish discoverer, Hernando De Soto. The strong, stern features
Cl the intrepid Spaniard. and his masterful poise. as with his steel morion lifted from his brow he
reins in his charger and surveys the country he has found b_y_the great river. made the statue one

Of great depth and of a strong of the most pleasing and vigorous works of art at the prosnton.

him of that which in his country
was mostesteemed. Thecacique

current; the water was always

answered by the same Indian:
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muddy; there came down the river continually many trees and timbers,
which the force of the water and stream brought down. There was great

store of ﬁsh in it of sundry sorts, and the most of it differing from the
fresh water ﬁsh of Spain.
anti)
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see how hard it was to get to
the sea; and worse, because his

over against the camp. Two
stones' cast before they came
to land, the horsemen went out

ﬁrst were on land on the other
[1 Phil
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There was a ﬁsh which they called bagl‘esi

the third part of it was head, and it had on both sides the gills and along
the sides great pricks like very sharp awls. Those of the kind in the
river were some of an hundred, and of an hundred and ﬁfty Pounds
weight, and many of them were taken with the hook.

“That whereas he said he was the child of the sun, if he would dry
up the river he would believe him; and touching the rest, that he was
wont to visit none; but rather that all of those of whom he had notice

did visit him, served, obeyed, and paid him tributes willingly or per
force; therefore, if he desired to see him, it was best he should come
thither; that if he came in peace, he would receive him with special

good will; and if in war, in like manner he would attend him in the
town where he was, and that for him or any other he would not shrink

one foot back.”
A month was consumed in constructing the rafts by which

the Spaniards crossed what they called Hthe Great River of

By the time the Indian returned with this answer the Governor had
hetal'cu himself to bed, being evil handled with fevers, and was much

r?"
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aggrieved that he was not in case to pass presently the river and to seek
him, to see if he could abate that pride of his, considering the river now
went very strongly in these parts; for it was near half a league broad
and sixteen fathoms deep, and very furious and ran with a great current;
and on both sides there were many Indians, and his power was not now
so great, but that he had need to help himself rather by cunning than
by force.
The Governor felt in himself that the hour approached wherein he
was to leave this present life, and called for the King‘s oﬂicers, captains
and principal persons, to whom he made a speech, saying:
“That now he was to go to give an account before the presence of
God of all his life past; and since it pleased Him to take him in such a
time, and that the time was come that he knew his death, that he, His
most untrustworthy servant, did yield Him many thanks therefor; and
desired all that were present and absent (which he confessed himself to
be much beholden unto for their singular virtues, love and loyalty, which
himself had well tried in the travels which they had suffered, which
always in his mind did he hope to satisfy and reward, when it should
please God to give him rest, with more prosperity of his estate), that
they would pray to God for him, that for His mercy he would forgive
him his sins and receive his soul into eternal glory, and that they would
quit and free him of the charge which he had over them, and owed unto
them all, and that they would pardon him for some wrongs which they
might have received of him. And to avoid some division, which upon
his death might fall out upon the choice of his succeSsor, he requested
them to elect a principal person, and able to govern. of whom all should
like well; and when he was elected they should swear before him to
obey him; and that he would thank them very much in so doing;
because the grief that he had would somewhat be assuaged and the pain
that he felt, because he left them in so great confusion, to-wit: in leav
ing them in a strange country, where they knew not where they were.”
Baltasar de Gallegos answered in the name of all the rest. And
ﬁrst of all comforting him, he set before his eyes how short the life of
this world was, and how God showed him a singular favor which soonest
left it, telling him many other things ﬁt for such a time. And for the
last point, that since it pleased God to take him to Himself, although
his death did justly grieve them much, yet as well he, as all the rest,
ought of necessity to conform themselves to the will of God. And
touching the Governor which he commanded they should elect, he
besought him, that it would please his Lordship to name him which he
thought ﬁt, and him they would obey. And presently he named Luis (le
Moscoso dc Alvarado, his Captain-General. And presently he was sworn
by all that were present and elected for Governor. The next day, being
the zrst of May, 1542, departed out of this life the valorous, virtuous and
valiant Captain, Don Fernando de Soto, Governor of Cuba and Adel
antado of Florida; whom fortune advanced, as it useth to do others,
that he might have the higher fall. He departed in such a place, and at
such a time, as in his sickness he had but little comfort; and the danger

wherein all his people were of perishing in that country, which appeared
before their eyes, was cause sufﬁcient why every one of them had need
of comfort, and why they did not visit or accompany him as they
ought to have done. Luis de Moscoso determined to conceal his death
from the Indians, because Fernando de Soto had made them believe
that the Christians were immortal; and also because they took him to

be hardy, wise and valiant; and if they should know that he was dead,
they would be bold to set upon the Christians, though they lived peace
ably by them. In regard of their disposition, and because they were
nothing constant, and believed all that was told them, the Adelantado
had made them believe that he knew some things that passed in secret
among themselves, without their knowledge as to how or in what man

ner he came by them, and that the ﬁgure which appeared in a glass,
which he showed them, did tell him whatsoever they practiced or went
about; and therefore neither in word nor deed dared they attempt any
thing that might be prejudicial unto him.
As soon as he was dead, Luis de Moscoso commanded to put him
secretly in the house, where he remained three days; and removing him
from thence, commanded him to be buried in the night at one of the

as many other times he did; and because he was to stay there certain

days he had left him in _his place.

The cacique thought with himself

that he was dead; and commanded two young and well-proportioned

Indians to be brought thither; and said that the use of that country was,
when any lord died, to kill Indians to wait upon him and serve him by
the way, and for that purpose by his commandment were those come
thither; and prayed Luis de Moscoso to command them to be beheaded,

that they might attend and serve his lord and brother.

Luis de Moscoso

told him that the Governor was not dead, but gone to heaven, and that of
his own Christian soldiers he had taken such as he needed to serve him.
and prayed him to command those Indians to be loosed, and not to use
any such bad custom from thenceforth; and straightway he commanded
them to be loosed and to get them home to their houses. And one of
them would not go, saying that he would not serve him who without
desert had adjudged him to death, but that as long as he lived would he
serve him who had saved his life.
Luis de Moscoso caused all the goods of the Governor to be sold at
an outcry: to-wit, two men slaves and two women slaves, and three
horses and seven hundred hogs. For every slave or horse, they gave
two or three thousand ducats; which were to be paid at the ﬁrst melting
of gold or silver, or at the division of their portion of inheritance. And
they entered into bonds, though in the country there was not wherewith,
to pay it within a year after, and put in sureties for the same. Such as
in Spain had no goods to bind, gave two hundred ducats for a hog.
giving assurance after the same manner. Those which had any goods
in Spain bought with more fear and bought the less. From that time for
ward most of the company had swine, and brought them up and fed upon
them; and observed Fridays and Saturdays and the evenings of feasts,
which before they did not, for sometimes in two or three months they
did eat no ﬂesh, and whensoever they could come by it they did eat it.

Biedma barely mentions De Soto's death and gives no
details of his burial. The “hollow tree" myth seems to be

founded on Garcilasso de la Vega’s HHistoria General de las
Indias,” compiled from unknown sources nearly ﬁfty years
later. La Yega says:
The Spaniards, who ardently loved Soto, very much regretted not
being able to give him an honorable funeral. They considered that if
they should inter him with pomp, the Indians, who would learn the
place of his burial, would come to disinter him and would commit

upon his body all the barbarities which hate would inSpire. They had.
indeed, thus acted toward many soldiers and committed upon them all
sorts of indignities. They had hung some and put others, quartered.

upon the highest trees, and very probably they apprehended that they
would be transported with more cruelty against the General than against

the other, in order to highly insult the troops in his person. Therefore
the Spaniards, in order to prevent them from knowing the place where
he should be interred, resolved to bury him by night. They chose. "831'
Guachoia, a place in a ﬁeld where there were many ditches which the
inhabitants of this town had made in getting dirt; and they put in one

of these trenches the body of Soto, over which they again shed many
tears. The next day, in order to thoroughly conceal the place of his
sepulchre, and to disguise their sorrow, they spread a report that the
General was better. They mounted their horses as through joy that he
had recovered his health and, as in public festivals, they caracoled a lonfs7
time over the trench, in order to conceal it from the barbarians, and
hide from them, in some manner, the body of their commander. In

order the better to succeed in their design, they even directed that
before the races they should, after having ﬁlled all the trenches to the
same level as that of the General's, cast a quantity of water there upon
pretense of preventing the horses from raising a dust in running
Nevertheless, notwithstanding all these precautions and feints, the
Indians suspected the death of Soto and the place where he was, for
when they passed over these trenches, they suddenly stopped and ﬁxed
their eyes upon the place of his burial. Our men began to fear for the
General, and agreed to take him from the trench and give him, for a

gates of the town within the wall. And as the Indians had seen him

grave, the Cllucaglla [so la Vega calls the Mississippi], of whiCh

sick, and missed him, so did they suspect what might be. And passing
by the place where he was buried, seeing the earth moved, they looked
and spake one to another. Luis de Moscoso, understanding of it, com
manded him to be taken up by night, and to 'cast a great deal of sand
into the mantles wherein he was wound up, wherein he was carried in
a canoe and cast into the middle of the river. The Cacique of Guachoya

beforehand they wished to know the depth; therefore, one evening,
Aniasco, Cardenioso and others, in order to sound the river, pretended

inquired for him, demanding what was become of his brother and lord,'

the Governor; Luis de Moscoso told him that he was gone to heaven,

to go a-ﬁShing, and reported that there were nine fathoms of water in
the middle. They immediately resolved to put there the body of Soto,
but as there were no stones in the province to sink it to the bottom.
they cut a very large oak, which they sawed and hollowed on one side
to the height of a man; and the night following Aniasco and his com
panions disinterred the General without noise, and put him in the hollow
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of this oak, over which they nailed a covering.

They then carried it
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immediately to the bottom. Carmona and Coles, who relate this
circumstance, add that when the barbarians no longer saw Soto, they
inquired for him, and that in order to deceive them, they answered
that God had sent for him in order to give him orders for important
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the river, to the place where they had sounded, and it went

affairs, and that at his return, which would be in a short time, he would
bravely execute them.
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Moscoso led the expedition westward toward Mexico for
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nearly a year, and is supposed to have reached the Pecos
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River, but returning to the mouth of Red River, built rude
barges on which he embarked on the Mississippi with three
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hundred and twenty-two men July 2, I 543, reaching the Gulf
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in eighteen days, and ﬁnally getting back to Spain by way of
Mexico. Several contemporary narratives and fragmentary
accounts of the De Soto expedition still exist. A letter from
De Soto himself to the municipal authorities of Santiago de
Cuba gives his own brief story of the beginnings of his pain

forty horsemen with him for the purpose of assisting Juan d'Anasco,
who has surprised a large body of Indians. When he returns 1 shall go
into winter quarters at Ocale, where I hope to ﬁnd all that my army
should stand in need of. I hope that God will prosper this expedition
for His service, and that I may ever be found useful to my country. In
spite of the arduous dutiesI have to perform, I can never forget my
country and the many obligations I am under to my friends. I am
indeed sorry it is not in my power to greet them in person. I beg of
you to continue to govern the country well, for which I shall never
eease to thank you. As regards the fort, which was commenced before
my departure, I wish you to have it ﬁnished, as the time may come
when it will be useful for the defence of the city. I now pray God to

keep your lordships from all harm and prosper your undertakings.

Your lordships' obedient servant,

ful march through the wilderness :
Mosr NOBLE SIRsz—Since my arrival in this country Ihave written

From th: If!

three letters by different opportunities to Havana, and without being
honored by a reply to either, I embrace this occasion to address you
another, believing it will always be agreeable to you to hear frotn me. I

%m up art}.

sailed from Havana with my ﬂeet on Sunday, May 18th, [1539] although
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I had written you I would not weigh anchor before the 25th. I set sail
sooner than I had intended, in order to proﬁt by a favorable wind. \Ne
had no sooner, however, entered the Gulf than we were becalmed, which

I

subscribe myself, in this city and port of Santo Espiritu, in the province
of Florida, this ninth day of July, 1539.

2907/0

prevented us from reaching this coast before Whit Sunday, the 25th.

t and give:
I) seen 1‘
General ﬂ: .
rly ﬁfty fa‘

We missed our port by ﬁve or six leagues, through the carelessness of
the pilots, which obliged me to embark on board of one of the brigan

But

The best light that can be thrown on the character and

another cause of this delay was my ignorance of the channel, which led
me into a bay some twelve leagues or more inland, from which I found

objects of De Soto's expedition is given in the opening chapter

tines to go in search ofit, which detained me three days more.

it difﬁcult to extricate myself.
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This loss of time, therefore, obliged me

to send Vasco Parcallo dc Figueroa, my Lieutenant-General, with the
brigantines to take possession of a village at the foot of the bay, and I

ordered him to land all the troops and horses there, where I afterwards
joined him, with some difﬁculty, on Trinity Sunday. The Indians

of the “Narrative of the Expedition of Ferdinando De Soto
Into Florida, by a Gentleman of Elvas,” published at Evora
in 1557 and translated from the Portuguese in 1609 by Richard
Hackluyt:

became frightened and deserted the country, so that in a distance of

Captain Soto was the son of a squire of Xeres of Badajos. He went
into the Spanish Indies, when Peter Arias of Avila was Governor of the

ers. (pm

thirty leagues or more we did not meet with a human being.
As soon as I landed I was informed that a Christian was in the

West Indies. And there he was without anything else of his own, save
his sword and target: and for his good qualities and valor, Peter Arias

add that

power ofacacique of the country.

made him captain of a troop of horsemen, and by his commandment he
went with Fernando Pizarro to the conquest of Peru; where (as many
persons of credit reported, which were there present) as well at the
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I accordingly dispatched Baltasar

dc Gallegos with for'ty horsemen and as many foot soldiers, to bring him
into camp. After marching a day's journey he overtook the Christian
in company with eight or ten Indians who were coming to me. I was
much pleased with this good fortune, for this man knew the language
of the country, although he had almost forgotten his own. His name

“'1' pl}: I.“ ‘

is Juan Ortiz, a gentleman of Seville.
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the cacique of this province and learned from him that his intentions

I afterwards went in person to
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were entirely paciﬁc. I then dispatched Baltasar dc Gallegos with
eighty lanccrs and one hundred foot soldiers to reconnoitre the country.
He found it cultivated with ﬁelds of Indian corn, beans, pumpkins and

ofed . '
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other vegetables, sufﬁcient for the supply of a large army. Having
arrived at a cacique's called Hurricupaxi, who is the chief of several

mitt

provinces. I negotiated with him a treaty of peace, which he broke very
soon after. I had him immediately arrested, with seventeen others,
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among whom were several old men, who were inﬂuential with the
Indians and acquainted with the interior of the country. They told me
that after three days’ journey I would come to a country well peopled
and cultivated, and to a large city called Aquerra; and after two days
more we should reach another city called Ocale, where it would be
pleasant for us to spend the winter.
They related to me so many improbable things about its magniﬁ
cence that I dare not repeat them all to you. They said we should ﬁnd
here all kinds of poultry and deer, Guayhacos, enclosed in parks.
Besides persons who carried on a brisk trade with them in gold and
pearls, which were found in their province in great quantities. I trust

in God it may be so, for I have threatened to punish them if they
attempt to deceive me. The Christian has so far rendered me very
important services. Indeed, I do not know what would have become of

us if we had not been so fortunate as to have met with him.

2

-..

taking of Atabalipa, Lord of Peru, as at the assault of the city of Cusco,
and in all other places where they found resistance, wheresoever he was
present, he passed all other captains and principal persons. For which
cause, besides his part of the treasure of Atabalipa, he had a good share;

whereby in time he gathered a hundred and fourscore thousand ducats
together, with that which fell to his part; which he brought into Spain;
whereof the Emperor borrowed a certain part, which he repaid again

with sixty thousand rials of plate in the rent of the silks of Granada, and
all the rest was delivered him in the contractation house of Seville. He
took servants, to-wit: a steward, a gentleman usher, pages, a gentle

man of the horse, a chamberlain, lackeys, and all other oﬂicers that the
house of a noble may require. From Seville he went to the court, and
in the court there accompanied him John Danusco of Seville, and Lewis
Moscoso D'Alvarado, Nuﬁo dc Touar, and John Rodrigues Lobillo.
Except John Danusco, all the rest came with him from Peru; and every

one of them brought fourteen or ﬁfteen thousand ducats; all of them
went well and costly appareled.

And although Soto of his own nature

was not liberal, yet because that was the ﬁrst time that he was to show
himself in the court, he spent frankly, and went accompanied with those
which I have named, and with his servants, and many others which

resorted unto him. He married with Donna Isabella de Bobadilla, daugh
ter of Peter Arias of Avila, Earl of Punno en Rostro. The Emperor
made him the Governor of the Isle of Cuba, and Adelantado, or Presi

dent, of Florida, with a title of Marquis of certain part of the land he
should conquer.
When Don Ferdinando had obtained the government, there came a

There are

gentleman from the Indies to the court, named Cabeza de Vaca, which
had been with the Governor, Pamphilo de Narvaez, which died in

My General has taken

Florida, who reported that Narvaez was cast away at sea with all the

stantly return thanks to God for His watchful care over us.

still at sea eighty soldiers in the brigantines.
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HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXI‘OSITION.

company that went with him. And how he with four more escaped and
landed in Nueva Espar'ia. Also he brought a relation in writing, of that

which he had seen in Florida; which said in some places: In such a
place I have seen this; and the rest which here I saw, I leave to confer
of between his Majesty and myself. Generally he reported the misery
of the country, and the troubles which he passed; and he told some of
his kinsfolk, which were desirous to go into the Indies, and urged him
very much to tell them whether he had seen any rich country in Florida,
that he might not tell them, because he and another, whose name was
Orantes (who remained in Nueva Espaﬁa with purpose to return into
Florida; for which intent he came into Spain to beg the government
thereof of the Emperor), had sworn not to discover some of these things
which they had seen, because no man should prevent them in begging
the same. And he informed them that it was the richest country of the
world. Don Ferdinando de Soto was very desirous to have him with him,
and made him a favorable offer; and after they were agreed, because
Soto gave him not a sum of money which he demanded to buy a
ship, they broke off again. Baltasar de Gallegos and Christopher de
Spindola, the kinsmen of Cabeza de Vaca, told him, that for that which
he had imparted to them, they were resolved to pass with Soto into
Florida, and therefore they prayed him to advise them what they were
best to do. Cabeza de Vaca told them, that the cause why he went not
with Soto, was because he hoped to beg another government, and that
he was loth to go under the command of another; and that he came
to beg the conquest of Florida; but seeing Don Ferdinando dc Soto
had gotten it already, for his oath's sake he might tell them nothing of
that which they would know; but he counseled them to sell their goods
and go with him, and that in doing so they would do well. As soon
as he had opportunity he spoke with the Emperor, and related unto
him whatsoever he had passed and seen and came to understand. Of
this relation, made by word of mouth to the Emperor, the Marquis of
Astorga had notice, and forthwith determined to send with Don Ferdi
nando de Soto his brother, Don Antonio Osorio; and with him two
kinsmen of his prepared themselves, to-wit: Francis Osorio and Garcia
Osorio. Don Antonio dispossessed himself of sixty thousand rials of
rent which he held by the church; and Francis Osoria of a town of
vassals which he had in the country de Campos. And they made their
rendezvous with the Adelantado in Seville. The like did Nuﬁcz de
Touar and Luis de Moscoso and John Rodrigues Lobillo, each of whom
had brought from Peru fourteen or ﬁfteen thousand ducats. Luis de
Moscoso carried with him two brethren; there went also Don Carlos,
which had married the Governor's niece, and took her with him. From
Badaios there went Peter Calderan and three kinsmen of the Adelantado,
to-wit: Arias Tinoco, Alfonso Rome and Diego Tinoco. And as Luis
de Moscoso passed through Elvas, Andrew de Vasconcclos spake with
him and requested him to speak to Don Ferdinando de Soto concerning
him, and delivered him certain warrants which he had received from the
Marquis of Villa Real, wherein he gave him the captainship 0f Ccuta in
Barbarie, that he might show them unto him. And the Adelantado saw

he made, at which the Portuguese showed themselves armed in very
bright armor, and the Castilians very gallant with silk upon silk, with
many pinkings and cuts. The Governor, because these braveries in

such an action did not like him, commanded that they should muster
another day, and everyone should come forth with his armor; at which
the Portuguese came as at the first, armed with very good armor. The
Governor placed them in order near unto the standard, which the ensign
bearer carried. The Castilians, for the most part, did wear very bad and
rusty shirts of mail and all of them head-pieces and steel caps and very
bad lanccs.
Some of them sought to come among the Portuguese.
So those passed and were counted and enrolled which Soto liked and
accepted of, and did accompany him to Florida; which were in all six
hundred men. He had already bought seven ships, and had all neces
sary provision aboard them. He appointed captains, and delivered to
everyone his ship and gave them in a roll what people every one should
carry with them.
In the year of our Lord 1538, in the month of April, the Adelantado
delivered his ships to the captains which were to go in them; and took
for himself a new ship, and good of sail, and gave another to Andre“!
de Vasconcelos, in which the Portuguese went; he went over the bar
of Saint Lucar on Sunday, being Saint Lazarus' day, in the morning of
the month and year aforesaid, with great joy, commanding his trumpets
to be sounded, and many shots of the ordnance to be discharged.

Brief, but complete, is the story of De Soto's trip as told
in the “Narrative of the Expedition of Hernando De Soto, by

Luis IIemandez de Iliedma, Facteur de sa Majeste: Presented
to the King and Council of the Indies, 1544," which is here
reproduced entire :
Having arrived at the port of Baya Honda [Tampa Bay] we landed
six hundred and twenty men and two hundred and twenty—three horses.

As soon as we had done so, we were informed by one of the Indians we
had captured, that a Christian was living a few leagues oft, who had
served in the expedition of Pamﬁle de Narvacz. The cacique of this
province, on hearing that we had landed, asked the Christian if he
wished to return to us. He answered him in the aﬁirmative, and
immediately sent him, with nine Indians, to our camp. His body “'35
naked, and in his hands he held a bow and arrows. As soon as we
perceived them coming we took them for spies, and marched out to
meet them, but they tied in every direction. The horsemen dashed after
them and wounded one of the Indians, and would have killed the
Christian if he had not invoked the Virgin Mary, and made signs that
he was a Christian, for he had almost forgotten to speak our language
[The Christian was the Portuguese, Juan Ortiz]. He was immediately
conducted to the Governor. He stated that he had been twelve years

among the Indians, and spoke their language perfectly; but that he was
unacquainted with the country, and was unable to tell us anything about
it, except that there was no gold in it.

them; and was informed who he was, and wrote unto him, that he

l/Ve now set out from the port of Baya Honda, to penetrate the

would favor him in all things, and by all means, and would give him a
charge of men in Florida. And from Elvas went Andrew (1e Vascon—
celos and Fernan Pegado, Antonio Martinez Segurado, Men Roiz
Pereira, Juan Cordero, Stephen Pegado, Benedict Fernandez, and Alvaro
Fernandez. And out of Salamanca and Jaen and Valencia and Albu
querque, and from all parts of Spain, many people of noble birth assem
bled at Seville, insomuch that in Saint Lucar many men of good amount,
which had sold their goods, remained behind for want of shipping,
whereas for other known and rich countries, they are wont to want
men; and this fell out by occasion of that which Cabeza de Vaca told
the Emperor, and informed such persons as he had conference with
touching the state of that country. Soto made him great offers, and
being agreed to go with him (as I have said before) because he would
not give him money to pay for a ship which he had bought, they brake
off, and he went for Governor to the River of Plate. His kinsmen,
Christopher de Spindola and Baltasar de Gallegos, went with Soto.
Baltasar de Gallegos sold houses and vineyards, and rent corn, and
ninety ranks of olive trees in the Xarafe of Seville. He had the oﬁice
of Alcalde Mayor, and took his wife with him. And there wont also
many other persons of account with the President, and had the oﬁices
following by great friendship, because they were offices desired of many,

interior of the country, with all the troops except twenty-six horsemen

and sixty foot-soldiers, which we left behind to defend the fort, until
they should reCeive word from the Governor to join him. We marched
in a westerly direction, and then northeast. We heard of a cacique who
received tribute from all the nations. His name was Hurripacuxi, and
lived about twelve leagues from the coast. We continued to march

across swamps and rivers for ﬁfteen or twenty leagues, and reached a
village about which we had been told strange stories. Among others,
they pretended that when the inhabitants shouted aloud, the birds Would
fall dead to the ground. We arrived at a small village called Eto-cale
[near the Suwanee]. Here we found some Indian corn, beans and little
dogs, which was not a meal for our hungry army. We remained here
seven or eight days, during which time we made an attempt to entrth

some Indians to serve us as guides to the province of Apalache. We
then set out in the direction of New Spain, marching ten or twelve
leagues from the coast. After ﬁve or six days’ journey we passed some

hamlets and arrived at a village called Aquacalecuen, when we found the
Indians had ﬂed to the woods.

We remained here ﬁve or six days to procure guides, and took with
us ten or twelve women, one of whom informed us that she was the

to-wit: Antonio de Biedma was factor, Juan Danusco was auditor, and

daughter of a cacique, who afterwards joined us. After six or seven
days’ journey, we met a hundred and ﬁfty Indians, armed with bows

Juan Gaytan, nephew to the Cardinal of Ciguenza, had the oﬁice of

and arrows, who were watching an opportunity to rescue the eacique

treasurer.

we had brought with us.

The Adelantado departed from Seville to Saint Lucar with all the
people which were to go with him. And he commanded a muster ot

the latter were some who were acquainted with the interior of the
country. VVQ then passed a river, and crossed a country called Veachile,

We killed a few and captured others; among
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where we found a great many deserted villages.

We came to a village

called Aquilc, on the frontier of the province of Apalache, and separated
from Veachile by a river, over which we threw a bridge of rafts tied
together [probably the Suwanee]. We crossed it with difﬁculty, for the
Indians had posted themselves on the opposite bank, and fought with

great bravery. \Ve marched to the village of Ivi-ta-chuco, but as soon
as the Indians saw us they set ﬁre to their village and ﬂed. The pro
vince of Apalache contains many villages, but we found provisions very
scarce there. From Apalache we marched to the province of Yustaga.
The Governor now thought it time to hear from those he had left behind

5. and drgp.

war against the Queen of Caﬁtachiqui they would furnish us with all we
needed on the road, and warned us that they had no communication
with her, as they were at war with her. Seeing that we were resolved
on going there, they furnished us with eight hundred Indians to carry
our provisions and baggage, and guides who took us in an easterly
direction, but after three days we found them deceiving us, nor did we
know what road to take to this province. The Governor sent men in
different directions to ﬁnd a road, and gave them each ten days to come

and go, with orders to report any villages which they might see.

Those

at Baya Honda, as it was not his intention to advance so far into the
country as to render it impossible to have any communication with

who went in the direction of south and southeast returned four days
after and reported they had found a little hamlet and some provisions.
They brought with them some Indians who understood our guides,

them.

which was very fortunate for us. as we had but few interpreters.

We had now traveled one hundred and ten leagues.

The Governor

We

immediately marched for this hamlet, to wait there until the messengers
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went in search of the sea, which was nine leagues distant. We had
now come to the part of the coast where Pamﬁle de Narvaez had built
lilC
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his vessels. We recognized the spot on which he had built his smithy,
and saw a great quantity of horses’ bones scattered about. [Supposed
to be the site of the present town of

who had gone in the other direction could join us.

Here we found

ﬁfty fanegas of Indian corn, some wheat and a great many mulberry
trees and other wild fruit. As soon as the other messengers came we

set out for the village of Caﬁtachiqui, which was twelve days journey
from this hamlet, situated on the

Saint Marks]. The Indians told us
the Christians had built their vessels
here. As soon as Juan d'Anasco had

banks of a river, which we took to

be the Saint Helene [probably the
Tennessee].
When we arrived. the Queen
sent us one of her nieces in a litter

marked the trees on the shore, the
Governor ordered him to go to Baya
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beads, canoes to cross the river with,
and gave us half the village to lodge

were buried the chiefs of the country,

the shore until he reached a bay

Spanish axes, a chaplet of wild olive
seed and some small beads, rescin
bling those we had brought from

came to trade with him. He spent
two months in making this explora
tion. As soon as he returned, the

Spain for the purpose of trading with
the Indians.

Governor ordered him to take the

Ayllon.
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in the Queen's village, and then set

out to explore the country. We
marched in a northerly direction

This portraitof De Semis probably the mostauthenuc ofthc several that were
printed in the early accounts of his expedition. It is taken from Herrera s Historia
(iem-ral dc las Indies." which was ﬁrst published in 1601. Herrera was the ofﬁcial
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\ve then asufnded to the

structed from those we _had previously
58811. They were dug In the ground, that the portrait published as that ol the great explorer is far from correct.
source of the great river, which we
and resembled caverns, while those
supposcd was the River of the Holy
we had passed were above ground and covered with branches of palm
Spirit. At the village of Guasuli they gave us a great many dogs and
trees and straw. We continued our march until we came to two rivers,
some corn to cat, which served us until we reached the village called
which we crossed by making rafts of pine trees, and entered a province
Chisca, where we found an abundance of provisions. It is built on an
called Chisi. From Chisi we went to a province called Attapaha. Here
island in the river and near its source. The Indians live here in walled
we found a river which ﬂowed toward the south, like those we had
villages, and make a great deal of oil from nuts. \Ve remained here
already passed and emptied into the sea where Vazquez de Ayllon had
twenty—six or seven days, to rest our horses, which had become very
landed. [Probably the Savannah.] This province is well peopled. The
thin. We continued our march along this river until we arrived in the
Governor questioned the Indians about the province of Caﬁtachiqui.
province of Costehe, where the villages were likewise built on the island
They told him it was impossible to get there, as there were no roads
of the river. The province of Coca is one of the best countries we have
nor provisions of any kind which he could obtain, and that he must die
seen in Florida. The cacique came to meet us, borne in a litter and
of hunger if he attempted it.

accompanied by a numerous train.

Nevertheless, we continued our march until we came to some
caciques who gave us some provisions, and told us if we \vould declare

deserted him. We kept the cacique a prisoner until he agreed to furnish
us with Indians to carry our baggage. In this country we found prunes
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him only ﬁfty-seven escaped.

eight or ten days, through a mount
ainous country, where there was but
little food, until we reached a prov
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de Ayllon had not penetrated far into
the country, but had mostly followed
the sea shore until his death. That
a large number of his soldiers died
of hunger, and out of six hundred
who had landed in the country with
We remained ten or twelve days
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The Indians told us the sea

was only about thirty leagues distant.

set sail again with them to the River
of the Holy Spirit, where he agreed
to meet him in six months, if he

very extensive swamps we could not

We conjectured they

had obtained these things by trading
with the companions of Vazquez de

brigantines, on board of which was
Donna Isabella de Bobadilla, t0
Havana, and on his arrival there to

This province is called Acapa-

The Governor opened a large

temple built in the woods, in which

which had a good harbor [Pensacola
Bay]. On the bank of the river was
an Indian village, some of whom

should not hear from him sooner.
As soon as the brigantines had
set sail for Cuba, we began our march
to the north, and journeyed ﬁve days
through a desert until we came to a
large and rapid river, which we
crossed over in boats.

She sent the

Governor a present of a necklace of

But the next morning his followers
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resembling those of Spain, and vines which produced excellent grapes.
Leaving this province, we marched west and southwest for ﬁve or
six days. We passed a great number of villages, and at the end of that
time we entered the province called Italisi. The inhabitants tied in
every direction ; but the cacique came soon after and presented us with
twenty-six or twenty-seven women and some deer skins. We then pro
ceeded south, and passing through some villages we arrived in the
province of Tascalusa, whose cacique was of such a height that we took
him for a giant. On arriving at his village we gave him a tournament
and oFfered him other amusements, of which he took no notice. \Ve
requested him to give us some Indians to carry our baggage, which he
refused with a sneer. The Governor then took him a prisoner, which
greatly enraged him, and was the cause of his treachery to us afterwards.
He told us that he could not give us anything here, but we must go to
his village, called Mavila, where he would furnish us with all the
provisions we stood in need of. We came to a large river which
empties into the bay called Chuse. The Indians informed us that
Narvaez's vessels had touched there for water, and lefta Christian called
Teodoro. who was still among the Indians. They showed us a poignard
which had belonged to him. We took two days to construct a raft to
cross the river. In the meantime, the Indians killed one of the
Governor's guard. The Governor punished the cacique for it, and
threatened to burn him alive if he did not deliver up the murderers. He
then promised to deliver them up at Mavila. This cacique had a
number of servants with him. He had one to brush off the ﬂies and
another to carry a sunshade.
We arrived at Mavila at nine o’clock in the morning. It was a
village built on a plain and surrounded by strong walls. On the outside
the Indians had pulled down their huts, so as not to embarrass them.
Some of the Chiefs met us and told us we could encamp 0n the plain,
but the Governor preferred going with them into the town. We saw
only three or four hundred Indians, who entertained us with
dancing and feasting, but there were hid in the town ﬁve or six
thousand men to surprise us. After the dancing was over the cacique
retired into one of the huts. The Governor requested him to come
out, which he would not do. The Captain of the Governor's guard
went in after him, and found it ﬁlled with warriors, armed with bows
and arrows. He reported to the Governor what he had seen, and
told him that he suspected they were going to commit some treason.
The Governor then sent for another cacique, who also refused to come.
The Indians now began to shoot their arrows from the loopholes in
their houses, while others discharged them from the outside. We were
not upon our guard, as we had supposed them friends, and consequently
we suﬁ‘ered severely. We retreated to the outside of the village. Our

baggage remained where it had been thrown down, and as soon as the
Indians discovered we had ﬂed they shut the gates of the village and
commenced to pillage our baggage.
The Governor ordered sixty or eighty horsemen to arrange them
selves into four platoons, and attack the village in four different places.
He directed the ﬁrst who should enter the village to set ﬁre to the
houses, while the rest of the soldiers were ordered not to let any escape.
We foughtfrom morning until night, without a single Indian asking for
quarter. When night came only three Indians were found guarding the

twenty women who had danced before us. Two of these were killed
and the other, ascending a tree, took the string from his bow and

hanged himself from one of the limbs.

We lost twenty men killed and

had two hundred and ﬁfty wounded. During the night we dressed the
wounded with the fat of the slain Indians, because our medicine was
burned with the baggage. We remained here twenty-seven or twenty
eight days, until the wounded could recover. We then departed, taking
with us the women, whom we distributed among the wounded, to nurse
them.
The Indians had told us that we were more than forty leagues from
the sea. We desired the Governor to approach it, so that we might
get some news from the brigantines, but he dared not do it, as it was
now already in the middle of November, and he wished to ﬁnd a
country where there were provisions and where we could go into
winter quarters. We marched north ten or twelve days, suffering
intensely from the cold, until at length we reached a. fertile province,
where we went into winter quarters. The cold here is greater than in
Spain. This province is called Chicaca. The Indians defended the
rivers we had to cross, but afterwards they ﬂed to the woods. In seven
or eight days after, the cacique sent envoys to the Governor. They
were well received by him, and he sent word by the cacique to present
himself. The cacique came in a litter, and brought with him rabbits
and whatever he could procure in the country to give us to eat. At

night we surprised some Indians, who pretended they had come into

our camp to see how we slept. Suspecting their motives we increased
our guard. As these Indians knew how we had placed the guards,three
hundred entered the village and set ﬁre to it. They killed ﬁfty-seven
horses. three hundred hogs and thirteen 0r fourteen of our men, and
afterwards tied.
We remained here the next day, in very bad condition. We had a
few horses left, but we had no saddles. lances or shields, for all had been

burnt.

In ﬁve days after. the Indians renewed the attack. They

marched to battle in great order, and attacked us on three sides. We
went out to meet them and put them to ﬂight. We sojourned here two
months, during which time we made saddles, lances and shields,
after which we marched to the northwest, until we reached the
Province of Alibamo. Here the Indians had built a strong palisade
and had three hundred men to defend it,

with orders to die rather

than let us pass through. As soon as we perceived the warriors
behind the palisadc, we thought they had provisions, or something
valuable behind it. We were in great want of provisions, and knew
that we had to cross a great desert before we could ﬁnd any. We.
therefore. arranged ourselves into two divisions and attacked the enemy.
We carried the palisadc, but we lost seven or eight men, and had
twenty-ﬁve wounded. We found enough provsiions behind the pali
sade to last us our journey of ten or twelve days through the desert.
The wounded and sick gave us a great deal of trouble, and on the last
day we very unexpectedly entered a village called Quiz—Quiz. The
people here were poor and miserable, and were working their corn ﬁelds
when we entered it. The village was built on the banks of the Rio de
Espiritu Santo. [De Soto's ﬁrst sight of the Mississippi]. It was
tributary, like many others, to the sovereign of Pacaha.
We left the village to encamp on the banks of the river. Here we
found the Indians had gathered to dispute our passage. They had with
them a great number of canoes.

We remained here twenty-eight or

twenty-nine days and built four large pirogues, capable of containing
Seventy or eighty mcn each and ﬁve or six horses. In the meantime,
everyday at three o'clock in the afternoon, the Indians got into two
hundred and ﬁfty canoes, dressed with flags, and approached our side of
the river to shoot their arrows at us, but as soon as we had ﬁnished 0ur
pirogues they made a precipitate retreat. The river here was about a
league wide and‘from nineteen to twenty fathoms deep. We ascended
this river to the Province of Pacaha, but before we arrived there we
came to another province, whose sovereign was named Yeasqui. He
came to us and professed a great deal of friendship, but he was at war
with the nation we had just left. He was well received by the Gov
ernor, and that night we encamped on a plain in sight of his village,
where we remained two days. The caciques of this country make a
custom of raising, near their dwellings, very high hills. on which they
sometimes build their huts. On one of these we planted the cross and
went with much devotion on our knees to kiss the foot of it. On Ihc
same evening we returned to our camp, and on the following morning
we set out for Pacaha. We journeyed two days and reached a village in
the midst of a plain, surrounded by walls and a ditch ﬁlled with water.
which the Indians had made. We approached it cautiously and when
we got near it we saw the inhabtants going oFf. We entered it with
out trouble and took a few Indians. \Vhile we remained here the
cacique, whom we had left behind, joined us, with a numerous troop of
Indians, and offered to assist us.

The Governor received him gracioule

and presented him with all the treasures we had found in the village»
after which he went away quietly.

We remained at this village twenty-six or twenty-seven days,
anxious to learn if we could take the northern route and cross to the
South Sea. We then marched northeast, where we were told we would
ﬁnd large towns. We travelled eight days through swamps, after which

we met a troop of Indians who lived under movable tents. They
informed us that there were other tribes like themselves, who pitched
their tents wherever they found deer, and carried their tents and Pro'
visions with them on their backs from place to place. We next came
to the Province of Calusi. The natives attend but little to the cultiva
tion of land and live principally on ﬁsh and game. Seeing there was
no way of reaching the South Sea, we returned towards the north, and
afterwards in a southwest direction to a province called Quigﬂta, Where

we found the largest village we had yet seen in all our travels. It “'35
situated on one of the branches of a great river [supposed to be near
Little Rock]. \Ne remained here six or eight days to procure gui‘lcs
and interpreters, with the intention of ﬁnding the sea. The Indians
informed us there was a province. eleven days oﬁ‘, where they killed
buffaloes and where we could ﬁnd guides to conduct us to the Sea.
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We set out for this province, which they called Coligua. There was
no road leading to it, and every day brought us to a swamp, where we

small canoes we had taken with us, in which were twelve of our best
soldiers. The current of the river was so rapid that we could not go to

feasted on ﬁsh. We then crossed vast plains and high mountains,
when we suddenly came to the town of Coligua, where we found an
abundance of provisions and a quantity of dry hides. We inquired here

their assistance.

for other villages, and they directed us to go west and southwest and we
should ﬁnd them. We accordingly followed their directionand came to
some scattered villages bearing the name of Tatel Coya. Here we
found a large river emptying into the Great River. \Vc were told that
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if we were to ascend this river we should ﬁnd a large province, called
Cayas. We repaired thither and found it a mountainous country and
composed of populous villages.

We then set out for the province of

Tula to go into winter quarters. But before reaching it we had to
cross very high mountains. We came to an Indian village where they
defended themselves so bravely that we lost seven or eight men and as
many horses. The following morning the Governor took guides and

river, which emptied into the great river we had passed. This province
was called Vicanque. Here we went into winter quarters and suffered
so much from the cold and snow that we thought we all should have
perished.
'
The Christian whom we took, and who had served us as an inter
preter, died in this place. In the- beginning of March we descended
this river, passing through populous provinces, until we came at last to
a country the Indians called Anicoyanque. A cacique, called Guachoy
anque, came to see us. He lived on the banks of the Great River.
The Governor set out immediately with the cacique for the village of
Guachoyanque. His village was fortiﬁed and well surrounded with
walls. At this place the Governor had determined to build some
brigantines to send to Cuba, to let them know that he was still alive.
He sent his captain out to ﬁnd the direction of the sea. He returned
back in a few days, saying that the vast swamps the Great River had
formed prevented him from doing so. At length, the Governor, ﬁnding
his situation becoming every day more embarrassing, and his aﬁ‘airs
going wrong, fell sick and died. He appointed Luis de Moscoso his
successor. Not ﬁnding any way of reaching the sea by the Great River,

When we

set out we traveled twenty-seven days in a westerly direction to the
Province of Chaviti, where the Indians made salt. From thence we
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went in three days to the Province of Aguacay.
The Indians told us here that the country beyond was a wilderncss
and uninhabited, that to ﬁnd villages we must go towards the southeast.
We then came to a province called Nissionc, then to Naudacho
[Nacogdoches] and Lacamc. We made inquiries here about the
Province of Xuacatino. The cacique of Naudacho gave us a guide to
conduct us through the country. He led us, accordingly, into a wilder
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mountains. From then we turned towards the east, and, crossing these
mountains, we descended into an inhabited plain, favorable to our
designs, and where there was a large village built on the banks of a

Luis de Moscoso determined on going by land to Mexico.

. on wild:

islands, which we followed, keeping close to the shore, to ﬁnd some
thing to eat, until we entered the River Panuco, where we were kindly
received by the inhabitants.

MT

which the Indians called Quipana, situated at the foot of very high
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They

soon discovered that we had neither arqncbuses nor cross-bows to reach
them. The only arms we had were some swords and shields, conse
quently they had nothing to fear from us. We entered the sea through
one of the mouths of the river and for three days and nights we could
not see land, but after that we came in sight of it and took in some
water to drink. At length we perceived towards the west some small

ordered the troops to be in readiness to march to the next province,

rd lens 5
ed by

Encouraged by this victory, the Indians continued to

harass us until we reached the sea, which took us nineteen days.

to take us to a country where we should die with hunger.

\Ve now

took another guide, who conducted us to the Province of Hais, where

we saw buffalOes, but the Indians prevented us from killing them. \Ve
came to Xuacatin and passed some small villages without ﬁnding any
provisions.

We then returned towards the south determined to die or

1 the 1 i1

reach New Spain. \Ve continued to march in this direction eight or
nine days more, hoping to provide ourselves with provisions for the

.gven

journey.

cm I. 7

lived by hunting and ﬁshing, and ﬁnding that our com must soon give
out we resolved to return to the village where Governor Soto had

We arrived at last at some miserable huts, where the Indians

died, to build some vessels to return to our country.

But when we

arrived there we did not ﬁnd the facilities we had expected
obliged to seek another place to go into winter quarters and
vessels.
GodRiver.
permitted
us to
ﬁnd two
to suit
purpose
Great
I These
villages
werevillages
fortiﬁed.
Weourremained
months to build seven brigantines.

and wore
build our
upon
here the
six

\Ne launched them on the river

[July 2, 1543], and it wasamiracle they did not leak. They sailed well,
although they were calked with the thin bark of the mulberry trees.
When we embarked the troops we intended, if we could ﬁnd a village
on the seashore, to Stop there until we could send two brigantines with

dispatches to the Viceroy of New Spain to send us some vessels to
rcturn into Spain. On the second day out, as we were descending the
river, Some forty or ﬁfty canoes came toward us, in one of which wcrc

eighty warriors.

They shot arrows at us and captured some of the

eWk

Factcur de sa Majeste.

The failure of this enterprise discouraged for a century and
a half any further attempts at exploration from the Gulf.
From Moscoso’s departure until Father Marquette and Ioliet
went from Canada to the Mississippi, and down it to the
mouth of the Arkansas, in 1673, the Indian inhabitants saw
the face of no white man for 130 years, and this vast and
noble region lay, with all its inviting resources in easy reach.
but unknown and uncared for by the civilized world. Fur
traders and Jesuit Missionaries from the French colonies of
Canada were to be the ﬁrst effective explorers and settlers.
\Vithin two centuries after De Soto's death, their operations
had given France apparently uncontested possession of all the
land drained by the Mississippi River. She asserted 3. plans
ible claim to Louisiana, stretching along the Gulf of Mexico
from the Rio Perdido to the Rio Grande, from the Gulf north

\J“,

ward to the remotest sources of the great river, and from the

Alleghanies to the Rockies and the Paciﬁc.

This claim was
"L
‘3?!“

based on explorations, trading posts and settlements, which

were the humble beginnings of the vigorous and prosperous
civilization which now so grandly covers the entire region.
The interior of the continent was destined to receive its
civilized population from the westward overﬂow of the colo

nies on the Atlantic.

The American born sons of “New

France" from the Valley of the Saint Lawrence, and the Ameri
can born sons of the English colonies, from New England to
the Carolinas, were to be the hardy pioneers of this move
ment. For any considerable population the interior had to
wait until these colonies became populous enough to overﬂow
and found new communities, and their growth was retarded
throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries by the
contentions of three great European powers for American
ascendency, and by the Indian hostilities these powers
employed against each other's settlements.
Although Spain had ﬁrst discovered the Mississippi and
explored and partly occupied the coasts of the Mexican Gulf,
which she claimed as a Spanish lake, with the watersheds of

all its aﬁiuents, all her colonizing resources were absorbed
by the \Vcst Indies, Mexico, Central and South America.
Her feeble and unstable foothold in Florida made her only a
mere buﬁ'er between England and France in their struggle for
North American domination.
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coves in 1500, started the French ﬁshermen to that coast

Jasper Cortoreal's exploration of Newfoundland bays and

obtained the companionship of Father james Marquette, of
the Jesuit Mission of Saint Ignatius, at Mackinaw, alreadv

in 1504, and Jacques Cartier's discovery and exploration of

noted for his zeal in studying Indian languages, and for his

the Saint Lawrence up to the Lachine Rapids in 1535, brought

adventures in establishing missions in the lake region. Mar.

French settlements to Acadia in 1604, and to Quebec in 1608.
When the enterprise of Canadian trappers, fur traders, explor
ers and missionaries, and their successful tact in dealing with

quette was eager to make the journey, and with ﬁve other

Indians at last awoke Louis XIV and his ministers to the
magniﬁcent possibilities of a “New France,” including both

a map of a route to the Mississippi.

the Saint Lawrence and Mississippi Valleys, he was more intent
upon lording it over Europe and Bourbonizing the Spanish

throne. And besides, few Frenchmen could be induced to
seek homes outside of France while they could earn soup and
sabots on her soil. \Vhen Canada was ceded to England in
1763, it contained less than sixty-ﬁve thousand Frenchmen,
while the English colonies had a population of about two
millions.
Great Britain claimed the whole continent north of the
Mexican Gulf, because the coast had been ﬁrst discovered and
explored by John Cabot from Newfoundland to Florida, in
1497. Her ﬁrst permanent colony was planted at Jamestown,
Virginia, in 1607, and the next at Plymouth, Massachusetts,
in 1620. There were more people in Great Britain and Ireland
than in France willing to brave all the risks and privations of
making new homes in the new world. Other English colonies
followed and grew rapidly. In spite of all we have said in the
Declaration of Independence, these colonies were permitted to
govern themselves to such an extent that they attracted set
tlers from France, Spain, Germany, Italy, Holland and Scan

French Canadians and Joliet reached Mackinaw December 8,
167.2. From information obtained from Indians, Joliet drew
By way of Green Bay and Fox River they reached the
Wisconsin the following spring and floated down it, entering
the Mississippi June 17, 1673. On their way down the river

they visited Indian villages on the Illinois side, and stopped
at a village of Arkansas Indians in thirty-three degrees forty
minutes north latitude. From these Indians they ascertained
that the river continued its southward course and emptied into
the Gulf of Mexico.
Having a long voyage to make against the strong current
of the river, they began their return July 17, 1673, and in the

fall of that year reached Green Bay, where Pere Marquette
spent the following winter. ()n his return to Quebec in the
spring of 1674, Joliet's canoe was upset in the Lachine Rapids
and he lost all his papers. But he gave all the particulars of
his voyage to the Govemor and the General of the Jesuits,
and drew from memory a map of it which is still preserved in
the French archives at Paris.

I’ere James Marquette, born in 1637 at Laon, France, was

They soon

ordained a priest in 1666, and landed at Quebec as aJesuit
Missionary on September zoth of that year. After spendinga
year and a half in the study of Indian languages, he went to
Lake Superior, founded the mission of Sault Sainte Marie, built

became strong enough to indulge in frequent collisions with
the French colonists in Canada, to bring about the conquest

engaged in similar work at the head of Ashland Bay until

dinavia, as well as from the United Kingdom.

of the Dutch colonies in New York, and ﬁnally the subjection
of Canada to British sovereignty in 1763, all to vindicate the

right of “ﬁrst discovery,” and the right of “contiguous expan
sion” indeﬁnitely. For these academic "rights" were put
forward by all the powers, merely as auxiliary postulates of
“* *
*
the good old plan,
That they shall take who have the power
And they shall keep who can."

50 England, in chartering four of her American colonies,
gave them everything from their Atlantic coasts, “up into the

land, from sea to sea, west and northwest."

And France

claimed the unknown HSea of the West" as the Occidental
boundary of every river valley in which her fur traders were
the ﬁrst to introduce a missionary and a trading post.
Such were the precarious conditions under which the Miss

issippi Valley became and remained during the ﬁrst half of
the eighteenth century, the French Province of Louisiana.
The ﬁrst French explorations were the work of Louis Joliet,

Pere James Marquette, the Sieur Robert Cavelier de La Salle
and Father Louis Hennepin.
Louis Joliet, born of French parentage in Quebec in 1645,
was educated at the Jesuit College of his native city, received
minor orders in 1662, and in 1667 gave up his intention of
becoming a priest and went to the West as a fur trader. In

1672 he was selected by Frontenac, the Governor of HNew

a church and converted many natives.

From 1669 he was

hostile Sioux drove him away in 1671, when he went to
Mackinaw and founded the Saint Ignatius mission. His report
of his Mississippi voyage to his religious superior resulted in
his being ordered to establish a mission at Kaskaskia, an
ancient Indian village on the Kaskaskia River, about ﬁve
miles from the Mississippi.
Journeying along the western shore of Lake Michigan
with a party of I’ottawatomie and Illinois Indians, in the fall
of 1675, he wintered on the Chicago River and reached Kas
kaskia in April, 1676. Here he preached to great numbers of
Indians, and founded the mission which soon after became the

home of Canadian hunters; trappers and fur traders, "coureurS
des bois.” This was the beginning of settlements in the
Louisiana Territory, of the town which became afterwards
the prosperous, commercial and political capital successively
of Upper Louisiana, of the District of Illinois, of Illinois
Territory, and the ﬁrst capital of the great State of Illinois.
I’ere Marquette's health failing, he started back to Mackinaw,
and died on the way, on Marquette river, in the present State
of Michigan. His remains were afterwards removed to Point
Saint Ignace, opposite Mackinaw Island.
Joliet formed plans for the colonization and development
of the rich region he had explored, but the provincial author—
ities had not the colonists nor the means to spare. The island
of Anticosti was given to him, and he built a fort there, which

France,” on account of his experience as a western explorer,
to ﬁnd the Mississippi River and discover if it emptied, as was

the English destroyed in 1690, taking his wife prisoner. He
afterwards explored Labrador, and served as royal hydro'

supposed, into the “Sea of California."

graphet', and April 30, 1697, was granted the seigniOYY 0f
Joliet, still held by some of his descendants. He died in 1700

Joliet had been near enough to the river to learn of its
existence from the Indians. Only a single assistant and a
birch bark canoe were provided for him, and he sought and

Father Marquette's own narrative of his journey with
.lOliet is still preserved in the Jesuit archives at Montreal, and
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mes Mite
the original manuscript, of which the following is a transla
'lacklll-ili, i!

tion, was exhibited at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition:

iid win it.

The day of the Immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin, whom
I have alwaysinvoked since I have been in this country of the Ottawas,
to obtain grace of God to be able to visit the nations on the Missisipi

may' Diff,
River, was the same on which

dim lit -

M. Joliet arrived with orders
from the Governor, Comte de

they

Frontenac, and M. Talon, our
intendant, to make this dis

down i; E.

covery, taking me with him.

B)‘ (him

I was more pleased at this good

Stilt, and .1.

news, as I saw that my plans

lll’tt

could now be accomplished
and that I now could undergo

5 they it:

:and my
:lie simigir

\ 1673. tit: ..
Ptrt lie.
to Quebec:

:2 lacliiit i;
the pantie
il 0f the in“.
still prise;

the happy necessity of expos
ing my life for the salvation of
all these nations, and particu
larly for the Illinois, who had,
when I was at Lapointe du
Saint Esprit, very earnestly en

I acquainted them with my design of discovering other nations, to
preach to them the mysteries of our holy religion, at which they were
much surprised and said all they could to dissuade me from it. They told
me I would meet with Indians who spare no strangers, whom they kill
without any provocation or mercy; that the war they have one with
the other would expose me to be taken by their warriors, as they are
constantly on the lookout to
surprise their enemies; that the
Great River was exceedingly
dangerous and full of frightful
monsters who devoured men
and canoes together, and that
the heat was so great that it
would positively cause our
death.
I thanked them for
their kind advice, but told them
I would not follow it, as the
salvation of a great many souls
was concerned in our under
taking, for whom I should be

glad to lose my life.

trcated me to carry the word
of God to their country.
We were not long in pre

us to keep more on our guard
to avoid a surprise. And having
prayed with them and gchn
them some instructions, we set

paring our outﬁt, although we
could not foresee the duration
of the voyage upon which we
were embarking. Indian corn

out for the Bay of Puans [Green
Bay], where our missionaries

and some dried meat constituted

lOfl.Fl1'C:.
diet as 1:?
Afterspn '.
igcs, flClir'
iiiiell at.
m lift; it

liland Bay;
ien be it:
on. Hisrn'
i’lOt real:
Kali-slit.
ver, aboti

had been successful in convert
ing them. The name they give

the whole of our provisions.
With this, M. Ioliet, myself
and ﬁve others, set out in two
bark canoes, resolved to brave
all and suffer, if need be, for so
glorious an enterprise. It was

to this bay is preferable in the
Indian language to ours, for
according to the word they

make use of it signiﬁes Salt
Bay. It is the name they give
to the sea. This obliged us to

on May 17, 1673, that we
started from Michilimackinac.
We ﬁrst took care, however,
to learn from the Indians all

inquire whether there were any
salt springs in their country, as
I" H.

among the Iroquois, but they
could not tell us of any.

the information we could con
cerning the countries through
which we designed to travel,

This bay is about thirty

leagues long and eight broad
in the greatest breadth. for it
grows l'laﬂ'OWCI' and forms a

and drew up a map, on which
we marked down the rivers,
nations and points of the com

cone at the extremity.

pass to guide us on our journey.

ike llicii
.ns, it] t!
reaclioi i;
it main
1' bigth

bay to go into a river [Fox
River] that discharges itself
therein, and found its mouth
REVEREND JACQUES MARQUETTE. S. 1.

s, “£0137
cuts 1': i

wild oats, from which they
derive their name, grow spon

Even more curious than the story, of the disappearance of Father Marquettc's map are the
circumstances surrounding the portrait of the Reverend explorer. which is reprodiicedherewith.
“"hile doubts have been cast on the genuineiiess of this supposedly contemporary painting. the
preponderance of evidence seems to indicate that it is beyon a doubt a genuine portrait. Until
about the beginning of the year 1900. more than two hundred years after Father Marquette's

3 giant
Sucrem

taneously

country.

death. there was no suspicion that a contemporary painting of him was in existence. although

They grow in marshy ground

eﬁorts had been made for more than ﬁfty years to ﬁnd one. It remained for the Canadian
artist. Donald Guthrie McNab. by a fortunate accident. to discover what is believed to be the
likeness of the great explorer. Mr. McNab. in the winter of 18961. while walking along Little
Saint James Street. in Montreal. overtook two French boys drawing a hand~cart loaded with
rubbish and broken boards. on top of which was thrown an old panel. the shape of which attracted
his attention. The boys told him the wood had Come from an old house. but would give him no
further information. They readily parted with the panel. however. for a piece of silver. and it
was thrown in a corner of Mr. McNab‘s studio. where it remained unnoticed until late in i899,
when the artist began to remove the dirt and varnish, With which the face of the icture had been
covered. This disclosed a gortrait in the style of Rembrandt. the face an unusual y ﬁne example of
coloring and modeling. an bearing the signature, “R Roos, 1660, ' above which are two lines.
which are almost totally illegible. but among which it is possthle to make out the words.
"Marquette de la Confrérie de i-sus." On the back of the panel have been carved the words.
"Perc Marquette." but this was evidently done much more recently. Photographs of the
portrait failto show the inscri tion. As a work of art the portrait is excellent. The details of
the face are exquisitely repro need and the features are as perfect as if taken with a camera.
The apparent age of the subject is that of Marquette at that date. and the.face has a placidin
of expresSion that corresponds erfectly with what is known of _Marquette's gentle and unassum
ing nature. The strong est C\'l( encc that the portraitis a genuine one has been furnished by the
Reverend A. Hamy. b. 1.. of Boiilogne-Sur~l\ler. France. to whom a photograph of the anel was
sent. and who found there a descendant of one of Marquette's brothers. whose persona likeness
to the face pictured on the panel is most striking. The original panel. from which the photographic
reproduction above was made. was exhibited at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition by the Missouri
Historical Society. which obtained it by loan from Saint Mary's College. Montreal.
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their

and are not unlike our Euros
pean oats. The grain is not
thicker than ours, but it

is

twice as long, and therefore it
yields much more meal.
It
makes its appearance in June
and does not ripen until Sep
tember.
In this month the

reloiﬂ':

Indians go to shake the grain

Ell atf‘i -"
~lit if;

05 the ears in their canoes,
which easily falls off if it be
ripe, and which afterwards

m

serves them for food. They
dry it over a ﬁre, then pack it
away in a kind of sack made of the skins of animals. and having made

tltf- 5‘
nlilt'.‘ ii

a hole in the ground they put the sacks therein, and tread upon it until
the cliat‘ir is separated from the grain, and then winiiow it. Afterwards

ii I.“
a), W.
at 3:“

It has

tides that ebb and ﬂow as reg
ularly as the sea. We left this

The ﬁrst nation we came to
was called the Folles-Avoines,

or the nation of Wild Oats. I
entered their river to visit
them, as I had preached among
them some years before. The

I added

that I deﬁed their monsters, and
their information would oblige

they pound it in a mortar to reduce it to meal; they then boil it with
water and season it with grease. which makes it very palatable.

very broad and deep.

It ﬁows

very gently. but after we had
advanced some leagues into it

we found it ditiicttlt to navigate
on account of the rocks and
currents. We fortunately over

came all of these difﬁculties.
It abounds in bustards, wild
ducks and other birds, which
are attracted there by the wild
oats. of which they are very

fond.

We next came to the

nation ofthe Maskoutens, their

name in their language signi
fying People of Fire. Here I
had the curiosity to taste some

mineral water which came from
a spring on the banks of the
river. and to examine a plant

which the Indians had told
Father Allouez was a speciﬁc for the bite of snakes.

The root of this

plant is very hot and tastes like gunpowder; they chew it and apply it
to the part of the body that has been stung. This cures the wound.
The snakes have Such an antipathy to this plant that they run away

from a man who has his body rubbed with it.

It has several stalks,
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about a foot in length; the leaves are somewhat long; the ﬂower is

white, and the whole looks like our gilliﬂower.
canoe to examine it at my leisure.

I put one into our

The French have never before passed beyond the Bay of Puans.
This territory consists of three several nations: the Miamis, Maskoutens
and Kickapoos. The ﬁrst are more docile than the others, better
formed and more liberal. They wear long hair over their ears, which
gives them a good appearance. They are esteemed good warriors, and
so cunning that they never return from their warlike excursions without
booty. They are quick to learn anything. Father Allouez told me
that they were so desirous to be instructed that they would never give
him any rest at night. The Maskoutens and Kickapoos are more
robust, and resemble our peasants more than the former. As the bark
of the birch tree is scarce in this country they are obliged to make their
wigwams with rushes, which serve as well for covering them as for
walls. It must be owned that they are convenient, for they take them
down and carry them wherever they please without any trouble.
When I arrived there I was very glad to see a great cross, set up in
the middle of the village, adorned with several white skins, red girdles,
bows and arrows, which the converted Indians had offered to the Great
Manitou, to return him their thanks for the care he had taken of them
during the winter, and granting them a prosperous hunting. Manitou
is the name they give in general to all spirits whom they think to be
ab0ve the nature of man. I took pleasure in looking at this country.
It is beautifully situated on an eminence, from whence we look over an
extensive prairie, interspersed with groves of trees. The soil is very
fertile and produces large crops of corn. The Indians also gather large
quantities of grapes and plums. As soon as we had arrived we assembled
the chiefs together and informed them that we had been sent by our
Governor to discover new countries and teach them the knowledge of
their Creator, who, being absolute master of all his creatures, will have
all nations to know him, and that therefore, to comply with his will, we
did not value our lives, and were willing to subject ourselves to every
kind of danger, adding that we wished them to furnish us with two
guides, and enforced our request with some presents, which were kindly
accepted by them, in return for which they gave us mats, with which
we made our beds during the voyage. They also furnished us with two
guides to accompany us for some days.
The next day, being the xoth of June, the two_guides embarked
with us in sight of all the village, who were astonished at our attempt
ing so dangerous an expedition. We were informed that at three
leagues from the Maskoutens we should ﬁnd a river which runs into the
Missisipi, and that we were to go to the west-south-west to ﬁnd it,
but there were so many marshes and lakes that if it had not been for our

Its channel is very narrow at the mouth of the Mesconsin and runs south
until it is affected by very high hills. Its current is slow because of its
depth. In sounding we found nineteen fathoms of water. A linlc
further on it widens nearly three-quarters of a league and the width
continues to be more equal. “'e slowly followed its course to the south

and southeast to 42° of north latitude.

Here we perceived the country

change its appearance. There were scarcely any more woods or mountains.
The islands are covered with fine trees. but we could not see any more
roe-bucks, buffaloes. bustards and swans. \Ve met from time to time
monstrous ﬁsh, which struck so violently against our canoes that at ﬁrst
we took them to be large trees which threatened to upset us. We saw
also a hideous monster; his head was like that of a tiger, his nose was
sharp and somewhat resembled a wild-cat; his beard was long, his ears

stood upright; the color of his head was gray. and his neck black. He
looked upon us for some time, but as we came near him our ears
frightened him away. When we threw our nets into the water we
caught an abundance of sturgeons and another kind of ﬁsh like our
trout, except that the eyes and nose are much smaller and they have
near the nose a bone like a woman's busk, three inches broad anda foot
and a half long, the end of which is flat and broad, and when it leaps
out of the water the weight of it throws it on its back.
Having descended the river as far as 41" 28’, we found that turkeys
took the place of game and the pisikions that of other animals. We call
the pisikious wild buﬁ'aloes, because they very much resemble our domestic
oxen; they are not so long, but twice as large. \Ve shot one of them,
and it was as much as thirteen men could do to drag it from the place
where it fell. They have an enormous head. their forehead is broad and
flat, and their horns, between which there is at least a foot and a half
distance, are all black and much longer than our European oxen.

They

have a hump on the back, and their head, breast and a part of the shoul
ders are covered with long hair. They have in the middle of their
forehead an ugly tuft of long hair which, falling down over their eyes,
blinds them in a manner and makes them look hideous. The rest of the
body is covered with curled hair, or, rather wool, like our sheep, but
much thicker and stronger. The Indians use their skins for cloaks, which
they paint with ﬁgures of several colors. Their flesh and fat is excellent

and the best dish of the Indians, who kill a great many of them. They
are very ﬁerce and dangerous, and if they can hook a man with their
horns they toss him up and then tread upon him. The Indians hid:
themselves when they shoot at them, otherwise they would be in great
danger of losing their lives. They follow them at great distances, until,
by loss of blood, they are unable to hurt or defend themselves. They
graze upon the banks of rivers, and I have seen four hundred in a
herd together.

guides we could not have found it. The river upon which we rowed

We continued to descend the river, not knowing where we Were

and had to carry our canoes from one to the other looked more like a
corn ﬁeld than a river, in so much that we could hardly ﬁnd its channel.
As our guides had been frequently at this portage they knew the way
and helped us to carry our canoes overland into the other river, distant
about two miles and a half, from whence they returned home, leaving
us in an unknown country, having nothing to rely upon but Divine
Providence. We now left the waters which extend to Quebec, about
five or six hundred leagues, to take those which would hereafter lead us
into strange lands.
Before embarking we all offered up prayers to the Holy Virgin,
which we continued to do every morning, placing ourselves and the
events of the journey under her protection, and after having encouraged
each other we got into our canoes. The river upon which we embarked
is called Mesconsin. The river is very wide, but the sand-bars make it
very difﬁcult to navigate, which is increased by numerous islands covered
with grapevines. The country through which it ﬂows is beautiful; the
groves are so dispersed in the prairies that it makes a noble prospect,
and the fruit of the trees shows a fertile soil. These groves are full of
walnut, oak and other trees unknown to us in Europe. We saw neither
game nor ﬁsh, but roebuck and buffaloes in great numbers. After
having navigated thirty leagues we discovered some iron mines, and
one of our company who had seen such mines before said these were
very rich in ore. They are covered with about three feet of soil, and
situate near a chain of rocks, whose base is covered with ﬁne timber.
After having rowed ten leagues further, making forty leagues from the
place where we had embarked, we came into the Missisipi on the
17th of June, 1673.
The mouth of the Mesconsin is about 424° north latitude. Behold
us, then, upon this celebrated river, whose singularities I have attentively
studied. The Missisipi takes its rise in several lakes in the North.

going, and having made an hundred leagues without seeing anything

but wild beasts and birds, and, being on our guard, we landed at night
to make our ﬁre and prepare our rcpast, and then left the shore to
anchor in the river, while one of us watched by tut‘ns to prevent a sur
prise. We went south and southwest until we found ourselves in about
the latitude of 40° and some minutes, having rowed more than
sixty leagues since we entered the river. On the 25th of June we went
ashore and found some traces of men upon the sand and a path which
led into a large prairie. We judged it led into an Indian village and
concluded to examine it. We therefore left our canoes in charge of our
men while M. Joliet and I went to explore it—a bold undertaking for'
two men in a savage country. \Ne followed this little path in silence
about two leagues, when we discovered a village on the banks of arivcr,
and two others on a hill about half a league from the first. \Ve HOW

commended ourselves to God, and having implored his help we came so
near to the Indians that we could hear them talk.

We now thought it

time to make ourselves known to them by calling aloud. At the sound
of our voices the Indians left their huts, and probably recognizing us as
Frenchmen. one of us having a black robe on, and seeing but two of
us and being warned of our arrival, they sent four old men to speak to
us, two of whom brought pipes ornamented with diﬁferent colored
feathers. They marched slowly, without saying a word, but presenting
their pipes to the sun, as if they wanted it to smoke them.
They were a long time coming from their village, but as soon as
they came near, they halted to take a view of us, and seeing the cere
monies they performed, and especially seeing them covered with cloth,
we judged that they were our allies. I then spoke to them and they
said that they were from Illinois, and as a sign of friendship they Pre
sented us their pipes to smoke.

They invited us to their village. Wth

all the people had impatiently waited for us.

These pipes are called by
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For nearly two centuries after Father Marquette‘s voyage of discovery on the Mississippi River, the map which he drew to illustrate his explorations remained unknown to the
world. l'ather ( ahot, the last surviving Jesuit in Canada. gave to the nuns oi the Hotel Die-u. who were not under the ban. all of the papers in his possession, which thc faithfui
nuns kept from 1800 to i844. when they turned them over to Father Felix Martin. one of the Jesuits who came baek to Canada in i_842 when the prohibition against me ()rdcr
was_ removed. Anion: these papers Father Martin .found the original map in the handwriting of Marquette. . It is still preserved
.
in the archives of Loyola College. and was
exhibited by th e Faculty of that institution at the Louisiana Purchase hxposition. The accompanying illustration is a photographic reproduction from the original map.
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the Indians calurnets, and as this word is so common among them, I
shall make use of it in future, when I want to speak of pipes. At the
door of the cabin in which we were to be received, we found an old man
in a very remarkable posture, which is the usual ceremony in receiving
strangers. He was standing up, all naked, with his hands lifted up to
Heaven, as if he wished to screen himself from the rays of the sun.
which nevertheless passed through his ﬁngers to his face. When we
came near to him, he said, “What a fair day, Frenchmen, this is to
come to visit us. All our people have waited for thee, and thou shalt
enter our cabin in peace." He then took us into'his, where there were
a crowd of people who devoured us with their eyes, but who kept a pro
found silence. We only occasionally heard these words in a low voice,
“These are our brothers who have come to see us."
As soon as we sat down. they presented us, according to custom,
their calumct, which one must accept, or he would be looked upon as
an enemy, and it is sufﬁcient to place it only to your mouth, and pre
tend to smoke, While the old man smoked in our cabin to entertain
us, the great chief of the Illinois sent us word to come to his village,
where he wished to hold a council with us. We went accordingly to
him, and were followed by all the people of this village, for they had
never seen any Frenchmen before. They never appeared tired of gaz
ing at us. They went backwards and forwards to look at us, without
making any noise, and this they esteemed as a mark of respect. Having
arrived at the borough of the chief, we espied him at the doorifof his
cabin, between two old men, who were likewise naked, and stitiiding,
holding the calumet towards the sun. He made us a short speech, to
congratulate us on our arrival in his country, and presented us with his
calumet, which we had to smoke before we could enter into his cabin.
This ceremony being over, he conducted us and desired us to sit down
upon a mat, and the old men of the hation being present, I thought ﬁt
to acquaint them with the subject of our voyage, and therefore I told
them, ﬁrst, that we designed to visit all nations that were on the river,
down to the sea; second, that God, who had created them, took pity
on them, and had sent me to bring them to a knowledge of Him, and
to repent; third, that the great captain of the French had commanded
me to tell them that he had conquered the Iroquois, and wished to live
in peace with them; fourth, and lastly, that we desired them to tell us
all about the sea and the nations we were to pass through before we
arrived there.
~After we sat down, the chief placed a slave near us, and made us a
present of the mysterious calumet, which he thought more valuable to
us than the slave. He showed to us by this present his respect for our
great captain, and he begged us to remain among them, because of the
dangers to which we were exposed in our voyage. I told him that we
did not fear death, and that I would esteem it a happiness to lose my
life in the service of God, at which he seemed to be much surprised.
The council being over, we were invited to a feast, which consisted of
four dishes. The ﬁrst was a dish of sagamite; that is, some Indian meal
boiled in water, and seasoned with grease; the master of ceremonies
holding a spoonful of it, which he put thrice into my mouth. and then
did the like to M. Joliet. The second dish consisted of three ﬁsh,
whereof he took a piece, and having taken out the bones, and blown
upon it to cool it, he put it into my mouth. The third dish was a large
dog, which they had killed on purpose, but understanding that we did
not eat this animal. they sent it away. The fourth was a piece of buffalo
meat, of which they put the fattest pieces into our mouths.
As soon as we had feasted we were taken to a village of three hun
dred cabins, attended by an ofﬁcer, who kept the people from crowding
upon us. They presented us with belts, garters, and other articles made
of the hair of bears and buffaloes. We slept in the chief's hut, and, on
the following morning, we took leave of him, promising to return to
his village in four moons. He escorted us to our canoes with nearly six
hundred persons, who saw us embark, evincing in every way the pleas
ure our visit gave them. It will not be improper for me to relate here
what I observed'of the customs and manners of this people, which are
very different from any I have ever before visited. The word Illinois in
their language signiﬁes men; as if they looked upon all other Indians as
beasts. And truly it must be confessed that they are more humane than
any others I have ever seen. The short time I remained with them did
not permit me to inform myself of their customs and manners as much
as I desired. They are divided into several villages, some of which I
have not seen. They live so remote from other nations, that their lan
guage is entirely diFferent. They called themselves “ Perouarca.” Their
language is a dialect of Algonquin. They are very mild in their dispo
sitions. They keep several wives, of whom they are very jealous, and

watch them closely. If they behave unchastcly. they cut Off their ears
or nose, of which I saw several who carried those marks of their
inﬁdelity.
The Illinois are well formed and very nimble. They are skillful
with their bows and rides, with which they are supplied by the Indians
who trade with our Frenchmen. This makes them formidable to their
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enemies, who have no ﬁrearms.
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They make excursions to the west to

capture slaves, which they barter with other nations for the commodities
they want. Those nations are entirely ignorant of iron tools; their

knives. axes, and other instruments, are made of ﬂint and other sharp
stones. \Vhen the Illinois go upon a war expedition, the whole village
is notified by an outcry at the door of their huts the morning and even
ing before they set out. Their chiefs are distinguished from the soldiers
by red scarfs made of the hair of buffaloes, curiously wrought, which are

taken only a few days' journey from their village. They live by hunting
and on Indian corn, of which they always have a plenty. They sow
beans and melons, which are excellent, especially those whose seed is
red. They dry them. and keep them until the winter and spring.
Their cabins are large; they are Covered and carpeted with rushes.
Their dishes are of wood, but their spoons are made with the bones of

the buﬁ'alo, which they cut so as to make them very convenient to eat
their sagamite with. They have physicians among them to whom, in
case of sickness, they are very liberal. Their clothing consists of the
skins of wild animals, which serve to clothe their women, whodress very

mmlestly. while the men go most of the year almost naked. Some of
the Illinois and Nadonessians wear women's apparel, and when they
put it on in their youth, they never leave it off. There must certainly
be some mystery in this. They never marry, but work in the cabins
with the women, which the other men think it beneath them to do.
They assist in all the juggleries and the solemn dance in honor of the
calumet, but they are not permitted either to dance or sing. They are
called to their councils, and nothing is determined without their advice;
for because of their extraordinary manner of living, they are looked
upon as manitous, or persons of consequence.
It now only remains for me to speak of the calumet, the most
mysterious thing in the world.

The sceptres of our kings are not so

much respected: for the Indians have such a deference for it. that one
may call it “The God of Peace and War, and the Arbiter of Life and
Death." One with this calumct may venture among his enemies, and
on the hottest battles they lay down their arms before this sacred pipe.
The Illinois presented me with one of them, which was very useful to
us in our voyage. Their Calumet of Peace is different from the Calumet
of War; they make use of the former to seal their alliances and treaties,
to travel with safety. and receive strangers; and the other is to proclaim
war. It is made of red stone, and smooth as marble. The head is like
our common tobacco pipe, but larger, and ﬁxed to a hollow reed, to hold
it for smoking. They ornament it with the head and neck of different
birds, to which they add large feathers of diﬁ'erent colors, and call it “Thc
Calumet of the Sun," to whom they present it when they want fair
weather. or rain. believing that this planet cannot have less respect for
it than they themselves, and therefore they will obtain their wishes.
They do not dare to wash themselves in the rivers in the beginning of
summer. or eat new fruit, before they have danced the calumet.
This dance of the calumct is a solemn ceremony among the Indians,
which they only perform on important occasions, such as to conﬁrm an
alliance, or to make peace with their neighbors. They also use it to en
tertain any nation that comes to visit them; and in this case we may
consider it as their grand entertainment. They perform it in winter
time in their cabins, and in the open ﬁelds in summer.

They choose

for that purpose a place under the trees, to shelter themselves against
the heat of the sun, and lay in the middle of it a large mat. to plat!e the
god of the chief of the company upon, who gives the entertainment
For every one has his peculiar god, whom they call manitoa. It 15
sometimes a stone, a bird, a serpent, or anything else that they dream of
in their sleep. They believe that this manitoa will prosper their sports
of ﬁshing, hunting, and other enterprises. To the right of their manitoa
they place the calumet. their great deity, making round about it a kind
of trophy with their arms, namely, their clubs, axes, bows, quivers, and
arrows. Things being thus arranged. and the hour for dancing havmg
arrived, the men and women who are to sing take the most honotable
SBﬂfSillﬂdEt' the trees or arbors. Every one, then, who comes in after

wards sits down, in a ring, as they arrive, having ﬁrst saluted the
manitoa by quﬁng tobacco smoke upon it, which signiﬁes as much as
making it an of’fering of incense.
Then the Indians, one after the other, take the calumet, and, hold
ing it with both hands, danCe with it, following the cadence of th6
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songs, by making different attitudes, turning from side to side, and
showing it to the whole assembly. This being over, he who is to begin
the dance appears in the middle of the assembly, and having taken the
calumet, presents it to the sun, as if he would invite him to_smokc.

Then he places it in an inﬁnite number of positions, sometimes laying
it near the ground, then stretching its wings, as if he wanted it to fly,
and afterwards presents it to the spectators, who smoke it, one after an
other, dancing all the time, as in the ﬁrst scene of a ballet. The second
scene is a combat, accompanied with vocal and instrumental music, for
they have a large drum which agrees pretty well with their voices. The
person who dances with the calumet gives a signal to one of their war
riors, who takes a bow and arrows from the mat, already mentioned,
and ﬁghts the other, who defends himself with the calumet alone, both
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of them dancing all the while.

The spectacle is very amusing, especially
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when it is done in time, for the one attacks, and the other defends; the
one thrusts, and the other parries; the one runs, and the other pursues;
which is all done so well, with measured steps, and at the regular sound

of voices and drums, that it would easily pass for a French ballet.
The ﬁghting being over, the third scene consists of a speech made
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by him who holds the calumet, relating the battles he has been in, the
victories he has won, and the scalps he has taken; and to reward him,
the chief presents him with a buffalo robe, and, having received it, he
then goes and presents the calumet to another, and this one to a third,
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and so on until they all make speeches, when the head chief presents it
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to the nation that has been invited to the feast as a mark of their friend
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ship, and a continuation of their alliance. There is a song they sing, to
which they give a certain turn of expression which is extremely agree
able, and which begins thus:
“ Ninahani, Ninahani, Ninahani,

Nane ango."
\Ve took leave of our guides about the end of june, and embarked

in presence of all the village, who admired our birch canoes, as they
had never before seen anything like them.

We descended the river,

looking for another called Pekitanoni [the Missouri], which runs from
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the northwest into the Mississippi, of which I will speak more hereafter.

As we followed the banks, I observed on the rock a medicinal plant
which had a remarkable shape.

Its root is like small turnips, linked
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to Art Hill. The mtssronary priest, in the black robe of the Jesuit Order, is depicted as
he may have appearedbefore the savages of the Illinois and Arkansas, his left hand
attended In bl< ‘ing, his right bearing the cruciﬁx aloft. while his upturned face glows
:vnh a compassion almost drum: for the untutored savages whose souls he had come to
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together by small ﬁbres, which had the taste of carrots. From the root
springs a leaf, as wide as the hand, about an inch thick, with spots in
the middle, from whence shoot other leaves, each of them bearing ﬁve
or six yellow flowers of a bell shape. We found a quantity of mulber
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ries as large as those of France, and a small fruit which we took at ﬁrst
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for olives, but it had the taste of an orange, and another as large as a
hen's egg. We broke it in half, and found the inside was divided into
two divisions, in each of which were eight or ten seeds shaped like
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an almond, and very good to eat when ripe; the tree nevertheless gives
out a bad odor, and the leaves are shaped like that of the walnut tree.
\Ve saw also in the prairies a fruit like our ﬁlberts.
As we were descending the river we saw high rocks with hideous
monsters painted on them, and upon which the bravest Indians dare not
look. They are as large as a calf, with head and horns like a goat;
their eyes red; beard like a tiger's; and a face like a man's. Their tails
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EARLIEST DRAWING OF THE INDIAN CALUMET.
The custom of the Indians of the northern Mississippi Valley,of using an orna
mented tobacco pipe, known as the ealumet, as a symbol of peace or war, was ﬁrst
dmnbcd by lhe early French explorers. Father Ilenne in's sketch of an Indian
hiding a calumst In his hand forms the frontispiece of his ' Nouvelle Decouverte d'un

“‘3 Brand Pat's. which was published in Utrecht in l692.

are so long that they pass over their heads and between their fore legs,
under their belly, and ending like a ﬁsh's tail. They are painted red,
green and black. They are so well drawn that I cannot believe they
were drawn by the Indians. And for what purpose they were made
seems to me a great mystery. As we fell down the river, and while we
were discoursing upon these monsters, we heard a great rushing and
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bubbling of waters, and small islands of ﬂoating trees coming from the
mouth of the Pekitanoni [the Missouri], with such rapidity that we
could not trust ourselves to go near it. The water of this river is so
muddy that we could not drink it. It so discolors the Missisipi as to
make the navigation of it dangerous. This river comes from the north
west and empties into the Missisipi, and on its banks are situated a
number of Indian villages. We judged, by the compass, that the Mis
sisipi discharged itself into the Gulf of Mexico. It would, however,
have been more agreeable if it had discharged itself into the South Sea
or Gulf of California.
The Indians told us that by ascending the Pekitanoni, about six
days’ journey from its mouth, we would ﬁnd a beautiful prairie twenty
or thirty leagues broad, at the end of which, to the northwest, is a
small river, which is not difﬁcult to navigate. This river runs towards
the southwest for ten or ﬁfteen leagues, after which it enters a small
lake, which is the source of another deep rivcr running to the west,
where it empties into the sea. I do not doubt that this is the Vermil
lion Sea, and hope I shall have, one time or other, the opportunity of
undertaking its discovery, and instructing the poor Indians who have
been so long groping their way in heathen darkness. But leaving this
digression, and now having escaped the dangers of being swamped by
the current and ﬂoating timber of this rapid river, I return to the sub
ject of our voyage. After having gone about twenty leagues to the
south and a little Less to the southeast, we met another river called
Ouabouskigou [the Ohio], which runs into the Missisipi in the lati
tude of 36° north. But before we arrived there, we passed through a most
formidable passage to the Indians, who believe that a manitoa, or (lemon,
resides there, to devour travelers, and which the Indians told us of to
make us abandon our voyage.
This demon is only a bluff of rocks, twenty feet high, against which
the river runs with great violence, and being thrown back by the rocks
and anisland near it, the water makes a great noise and ﬂows with great
rapidity through a narrow channel, which is certainly dangerous to
canoes. The Ouabouskigou [the Ohio] comes from the east. The
Chouanous [the Shawnees] live on its banks, and are so numerous that
I have been informed there are thirty-eight villages of that nation sit
uated on this river; they are a very harmless people. The Iroquois are
constantly making war upon them, without any provocation, because
they have no ﬁrearms, and carrying them into captivity.
At a little distance above the mouth of this river, our men discov
ered some banks of iron ore, of which they brought several specimens
into our canoe. There is also here a kind of fat earth, of three diﬁ’er
eut colors, purple, red and yellow, which turns the water of the river
into a deep blood color. We also discovered a red sand which is very
heavy. I put some of it upon my oar, which dyed it red. We had
seen no reeds or canes, but they now began to make their appearance,
and grow so thick that cattle could not make their way through them.
They are of an agreeable green color, and grow very high. Their tops
are crowned with long and sharp leaves.
Up to the present time we had not seen any mosquitoes, but they
now began to be very troublesome. The Indians who live in this part
of the country. in order to protect themselves from the mosquitoes, are
obliged to build their huts differently from other Indians. They drive
into the ground long poles, very near one another, which support a
large hurdle, upon which they lie, instead of a ﬂoor, and under which
they make a ﬁre. The smoke passes through it, and drives away the
mosquitoes: The roof of the hurdle is covered with skins and bark,
which protects them from rain, and the insupportable heat of the
summer. For the same reason we were also obliged to make an awn
ing over our canoes with our sails. As we were gliding along with the
fo'rce of the current we perceived Indians on land armed with guns,
waiting for us to come ashore. Our men prepared themSelves to ﬁght,
and it was resolved to let them ﬁre ﬁrst. As we came near, I spoke
to them in the language of the Hurons, and showed them my calumet
of peace, but they would not answer me, which we took for a declara
tion of war.
\Ne resolved, however, to pass them, and as we came nearer they
desired us, in a friendly manner, to come ashore. We therefore dis
embarked, and went to their village. They entertained us with buffalo
and bear's meat and white plums, which were excellent. We observed
they had guns, knives, axes, shovels, glass beads and bottles, in which
they put their powder. They wear their hair long, as the Iroquois, and
their women are dressed as the Hurons. They told us that they were
only within ten days’ journey of the sea; that they bought their goods
from the Europeans, who live towards the east; that they had images

and chaplets, and played upon musical instruments; that they were
clothed as I was, and were very kind to them. However, I did “m see
anything about them that could persuade me that they had received

any instructions about our holy religion.

I endeavored to give them a

general idea of it, and presented them with some medals to remind them

of it. The account the Indians gave us of the sea was very encourag
ing, and therefore we applied our oars with great vigor, in hope-5 of
seeing it very soon. The banks of the river began to be covered with
high trees, which hindered us from observing the country, as we had
done all along. The elm, cotton and cypress trees are beautiful, on
account of their size and height. We judged, from the bellowing of
the buffaloes, that some prairies were near. We saw quails, and shot a
parrot, which had half of his head red, the neck yellow, and the rest of
the body green. We soon descended to latitude 33" north, and found
ourselves at a village on the riverside called Mitchigamea.
The Indians made a great noise, and appeared in arms, dividing
themselves into three parties, one of which stood on the shore, while
the others went into their canoes to intercept our retreat and prevent
our escape. They were armed with bows and arrows, clubs, axes and
bucklers, and commenced attacking us. Notwithstanding these prepara
tions we invoked our patroncss, the Holy Virgin, and rowed directly
for the shore. As we came near, two young men threw themselves
into the water to board my canoe, which they would have done had not

the rapidity of the current prevented them; so they returned to the
shore and threw their clubs at us, which passed over our heads. It
was in vain I showed them the calumet, and made signs to them that
we had not come to ﬁght; they continued to surround us, and were
about to pierce our sides with their arrows, when God suddenly touched
their hearts, and the old men who stood upon the bank stopped the
ardor of their young men, and made signs of peace, and came down to
the shore, and throwing their bows and arrows into our canoes. made
signs for us to come ashore, which we did, not, however, without some
suspicions on our part.
I spoke to them in six different languages, but they did not under
stand any one of them. At last they brought to us an old man, who
spoke the Illinois, whom we told that we wished to go as far as the sea,
and then made them some presents. They understood what I meant.
but I am not sure they understood what I said to them of God and
things concerning their salvation. It was, however, seed thrown on

ground which would in time become fruitful.

They told us that at the

next great village, called Arkansea, eight or ten leagues farther down

the river, we could learn all about the sea.

They feasted us with

sagamite and ﬁsh, and we passed the night with them, not, however,

without some uneasiness.

We embarked early next morning with our

interpreters and ten Indians, who went before us in a canoe.

Having

arrived about half a league from Arkansea, we saw two canoes coming

towards us.

The captain of one was standing up holding the calumct

in his hand, with which he made signs, according to the custom of the
country. He afterwards joined us, inviting us to smoke, and singing
pleasantly. He then gave us some sagamite and Indian bread to eat.
and, going before, made signs for us to follow him, which we did, but
at some distance. They had in the meantime prepared a kind of

scaffold to receive us, adorned with ﬁne mats, upon which we sat down
with the old men and warriors. We fortunately found among them a
young man who spoke Illinois much better than the interpreter whom

we brought with us from Mitchigamea.

We made them some small

presents, which they received with great civility, and seemed to admire
what I told them about God, the creation of the world, and the mysteries
of our holy faith, telling us, by the interpreter, that they wished 115 to
remain with them for the purpose of instructing them.
We then asked them what they knew of the sea, and they said we

were within ten days' journey of it, but we might perform it in ﬁre;
that they were unacquainted with the nations below, because their
enemies had prevented them from visiting them; that the hatchctS.

knives and beads had been sold to them by the nations of the east, and
were in part brought by the Illinois, who live four days' journey to the
west. That the Indians whom we had met with guns were their
enemies, who hindered them from trading with the Europeans, and if
we persisted in going any farther, we would expose ourselves to other
nations who were their enemies. During this conversation they 00"
tinued all day to feast us with sagamite, dog meat and roasted corn

out of large wooden dishes. These Indians are very courteous, 311d
give freely of what they have, but their provisions are but indifferent,
because they are afraid to go a-hunting on account of their enemies
They make three crops of Indian corn 2. year. They roast and boil it
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in large earthen pots, very curiously made. They have also large
baked earthen plates, which they use for different purposes. The men
go naked and wear their hair short. They pierce their noses and ears,
and wear rings of glass beads in them.
The women cover themselves with skins, and divide their hair
into two tresses, which they wear behind their back without any orna
ment. Their feasts are without any ceremony; they serve their meats
in large dishes, and every one eats as much as he pleases. Their
language is extremely diﬁicult, and although I tried I never could pro
nounce a word of it. Their cabins are made with the bark of trees,
and are generally very wide and long. They lie at both ends on mats
raised on a platform two feet higher than the floor. They keep their
corn in panniers made of rushes. They have no beavers, and all their
commodities are buﬁ‘alo hides. It never snows in this country, and
they have no winter other than continued heavy rains, which makes the
difference between their summer and winter. They have no other
fruit but watermelons, though their soil might produce any other, if
they knew how to cultivate it. In the evening the chiefs held a secret
council, wherein some proposed to kill us, but the great chief opposed
this base design, and sent for us to dance the calumet, which he pre
sented us with to seal our common friendship. M. Joliet and I held a
council, to deliberate upon what we should do—whether to proceed
further or return to Canada, content with the discoveries we had made.
Having satisﬁed ourselves that the Gulf of Mexico was in latitude
31° 40’, and that we could reach it in three or four days’ journey from
the Arkansea [Arkansas River], and that the Missisipi discharged itself
into it, and not to the eastward of the Cape of Florida, nor into the
California Sea, we resolved to return home. We considered that the
advantage of our travels would be altogether lost to our nation if we fell
into the hands of the Spaniards, from whom we could expect no other
treatment than death or slavery; besides, we saw that we were not pre
pared to resist the Indians, the allies of the Europeans, who continually
infested the lower part of this river; we therefore came to the conclusion
to return, and make a report to those who had sent us. So that having
rested another day, we left the village of the Arkansea, on the seven
teenth of July, 1673, having followed the Missisipi from the latitude of
42° to 34°, and preached the gospel to the utmost power to the nations
we visited. We then ascended the Missisipi with great difﬁculty against
the current, and left it in the latitude of 38° north to enter another river
[Illinois], which took us to the lake of the Illinois [Michigan], which

is a much shorter way than through the River Mesconsin [Wisconsin]
by which we entered the Missisipi.
I never saw a more beautiful country than we found on this river.
The prairies are covered with buffaloes, stags, goats, and the rivers and
lakes with swans, ducks, geese, parrots and beavers. The river upon
which we sailed was wide, deep and placid for sixty-ﬁve leagues, and
navigable most all the year round. There is a portage of only half a
league into the lake of the Illinois [Michigan]. We found on the banks
of the river a village called Kuilka, consisting of seventy-four cabins.
They received us very kindly, and we promised to return to instruct
them. The chief, with most of the youth of this village, accompanied
us to the lake, from whence we returned to the Bay of Puans [Green
Bay] about the end of September. If my perilous journey had been
attended with no other advantage than the salvation of one soul, I
would think my perils sufficiently rewarded. I preached the gospel to
the Illinois of Perouacca for three days together. My instructions
made such an impression upon this poor people, that as soon as we
were about to depart they brought to me a dying child to baptize, which
I did, about half an hour before he died, and which, by a special provi
dence, God was pleased to save.

he reached the head of Lake Michigan, and found his way
across to the Illinois River, another tributary of the Miss

issippi.

For these services he obtained, in 1673, a grant of

Fort Frontenac, with lands and a patent of nobility.

In 1677, La Salle was in France, unfolding to the ministry
a scheme for colonizing and developing the Illinois country
and securing possession of the Mississippi Valley with its
Indian trade, and thereby extending “ New France" to the.
Gulf of Mexico, hemming the English colonies in between
the Alleghenies and the Atlantic, and confining Spain to
Mexico on the west, and Florida on the east of “ New
France.” Returning to Fort Frontenac, which he had rebuilt,
he brought with him royal authority to follow up the explora
tions of Joliet, ﬁnd the mouth of the great river, and establish
a fortified post there from which the valley was to be opened
to commerce and settlement. The letters patent granted to
La Salle by the French King gave him full authority to open
and develop the commerce of the Mississippi Valley:
Louis. by the grace of God, King of France and of Navarre. To
our dear and well-beloved Robert Cavelier, Sieur de La Salle, greeting.
We have received with favor the very humble petition, which has
been presented to us in your name, to permit you to endeavor to dis
cover the western part of New France, and we have consented to this
proposal the more willingly, because there is nothing to have more at
heart than the discovery of this country, through which it is probable a
road may be found to penetrate to Mexico, and because your diligence
in clearing lands which we granted to you by the decree of our council
of the 13th of May, 1675, and by Letters Patent of the same date, to
form habitations upon the said lands, and to put Fort Frontenac in a

one hundred years after Moscoso had withdrawn from the
Mississippi Valley with the remnant of the De Soto expedi
tion, was a native of Rouen, France, and reached Canada in

the year of Pere Marquette’s arrival, 1666.

He obtained

from the Seminary of Saint Sulpicius, feudal owner of the Island
of Montreal, a grant of land, but sold it in 1669, to seek his
fortune as an explorer of the country south and west of the

great lakes.

He discovered the Ohio River, and followed it

down to the falls, a hundred years before any cabin was built
where the city of Louisville now stands. The following year
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wise granted to you affords us every reason to hope that you will suc
ceed to our satisfaction and to the advantage of our subjects of the said

country.
For these reasons, and others thereunto moving us, we have per

mitted, and do hereby permit you, by these presents, signed by our
hand, to endeavor to discover the western part of New France, and.
for the execution of this enterprise, to construct forts wherever you
shall deem it necessary, which it is our will that you shall hold on the
same terms and conditions as Fort Frontenac, agreeably and conformably
to our said Letters Patent of the 13th of March, 1675. which we have
confirmed, as far as is needful, and hereby confirm by these presents. And
it is our pleasure that they be executed according to their form and tenor.
To accomplish this, and everything above-mentioned, we give You
full powers; on condition, however, that you shall ﬁnish this enterprise
within ﬁve years, in default of which these presents shall be void and
of none effect; that you carry on no trade whatever with the savage5
called Outaouacs, and others who bring their beaver skins and otth
peltrics to Montreal, and that the whole shall be done at your expense'

and that of your company, to which we have granted the privilege 0f
the trade in buffalo skins. And we command the Sieur de Frontenac,
our Governor and Lieutenant-General, and the Sieur Duchesne. Intendant,
and the other OﬁlCU’S who compose the supreme council of the said
country, to affix their signatures to these presents, for such is our pleasure.
Given at Saint Germain en_Laye, this 12th day of May, I678, and Of
our reign the thirty-ﬁfth.
[Signed]

Even before Ioliet went down the Mississippi, LaSalle had
Robert Cavelier de La Salle, born November 22, 1643,

"1';

good state of defence, the seigniory and government whereof we like

By the King, COLBERT.

discovered the Ohio, and was engaged in further explorations.
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Starting in November, 1678, up Lake Ontario, he discov
ered Niagara Falls. A priest in his party, Father Louis
Hennepin, was the ﬁrst to give the world a written descril)tion
and sketch of the great cataract. On Niagara River, above

the falls, La Salle built the “ Griffin,” in which was made the
ﬁrst voyage up Lake Erie, Detroit River, and the Straits of
Mackinaw to Green Bay.
From that point he sent the

“ Grifﬁn ” back, loaded with furs, and proceeding with canoes
and overland portage to the Illinois river, and down it, he
built Fort Creve Coeur a little below where Peoria HOW
stands.

He also built another vessel for his voyage down the

Mississippi.

en
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Not hearing from the “ Grifﬁn," and running short of sup
plies, he left his lieutenant, Henri de Tonti, to hold the fort
with ﬁve men, while he went back for supplies, after sending
Father Hennepin, with one companion in a canoe, to make
his famous voyage down the Illinois and up the Mississippi
to discover the Falls of St. Anthony. Father Hennepin‘s
“Narrative of a Yoyage to the Upper Mississippi,” published
in 1683, gives a graphic account of this ﬁrst exploration of
the Mississippi above the mouth of the \Visconsin, from which
extracts are here given:
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We set out from Fort Creve Cceur the 29th of February, 1680, and
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toward evening, while descending the Seignelay [Illinois] we met on
the way several parties of Islinois returning to their village in their
periaguas, or gondolas, loaded
with meat. They would have
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Soon after leaving these Indians, we came to the mouth of the

river Seignelay, ﬁfty leagues distant from Fort Creve Coeur, and about
a hundred from the great Islinois village.
It is beiwcen 36° and
37° north latitude, and consequently one hundred and twenty or thirty
leagues from the Gulf of Mexico.
\
In the angle formed on the south by this river, at its mouth, is a
ﬂat, precipitous rock, about forty feet high, very well suited for building
a fort. On the northern side, opposite the rock, and on the west side
beyond the river, are ﬁelds of black earth, the end of which you cannot

see, all ready for cultivation, which would be very advantageous for the
existence of a colony.

The ice which ﬂoated down from the north kept us in this place till
the 12th of March, when we continued our route, traversing the river
and sounding on all sides to see whether it was navigable.
There are,

indeed, three islets in the middle, near the mouth of the river Seignclay,
which stop the ﬂoating wood
and trees from the north, and

from several large sand-bars,
yet the channels are deep
enough, and there is sufﬁcient

boatmen were even shaken, but
as they would have had to pass
by Fort Creve Coeur, where our
Frenchmen would have stopped

water for barks; large ﬂatboats
can pass there at all times.

The river

them, we pursued our way
the next day, and my two men
afterward confessed the design

Colbert runs

south~southwest, and comes
from the north and northwest;
it runs between two chains of
mountains, quite small here,
which wind with the river,

which they had entertained.
The river Scignelay, on which
we are sailing, is as deep and

broad as the Seine, at Paris,
and in two or three places
widens out to a quarter of a
league. It is lined with hills,
whose sides are covered with

and in some places are pretty
far from the banks, so that

when" w
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ﬁne large trees.

of wild cattle browsing. In
other places these eminences
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hills are half a league apart,
leaving between them a marshy
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Some of these

leave semi-circular spots cov

quite

ered with grass or wood.
Beyond these mountains you
discover vast plains, but the

large trees. On ascending
these hills you discover prairies
further than the eye can reach,

more we approach the northern
side ascending, the earth be
comes apparently less fertile,

studded at intervals with groves
of tall trees, apparently planted

and the woods less beautiful
than in the Islinois country.

in the spring and fall, but pro
ducing, nevertheless,
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everywhere a short league in
width, and in some places,
two or three. It is divided by
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considerable river on the west
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Otontenta, and another, Saint
Peter's, which comes from the

of two hundred families. They

the river
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ern side except that of the

On the 7th of March we
found, about two leaguEs from
its mouth, a nation called
Tamaroa, or Maroa, composed
would have taken us to their
village west of the river Colbert
[Mississippi], six or seven
lea gties
bel 0‘? the “‘OUth 0f
Seignelay; but our

'
two canoemen’ m
hopes of
still greater gain, preferred to

STATUE OF LOUIS JOLIET.

Flankin thethePlaza
of Saint De
Louis
onand
either
hand In_th_e
Stood statue
heroicofequestrian
of the Rreat
discovcrcrsgof
Mississippi,
Soto
Juliet.
Iohct the statues
artist,Phimister
A.
Proctor, has followed tradition and contemporary descriptionsbfofr the 1portrailturt: of {aheh ﬁ'glure, tl’he
attitude of which suggests a survey of the territory that ay. 0 ore t e exp orer, w_ o o s in IS

right hand a chart to whirh he seems to be referring for guidance throuzh the wilderness. The
statue is amaiesiic and inspiring production.

pass on, according to the advice
I then gave them. These last Indians, seeing that we carried iron and
arms to their enemies, and unable to overtake us in their periaguas,
which are wooden canoes, much heavier than our bark ones, which went

rem '3

much faster than their boats, dispatched their young men after us by

l 53;!
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land, to pierce us with their arrows at some narrow part of the river,
but in vain; for soon after discovering the ﬁre made by these warriors

,3 n“

at their ambuscade, we crossed the river at once, and gaining the other
side, encamped on an island, leaving our canoe loaded and our little dog
to wake us, so as to embark with all speed, should the Indians attempt
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the river there are large prair

to surprise us by swimming across.

west-northwest, seven or eight
leagues from Saint Anthony of
Padua‘s Falls.
On the eastern side you
meet ﬁrst an inconsiderable
rive,- [ R OCk Rwed’
and the“
further on another, called by
. _
.

the Indlans Olllhconsm, 01'
Misconsin, which comes from

the east and east-northeast.
Sixty leagues up you leave it, and make a portage of half a league to
reach the Bay of Fetld [Puans] by another river which, near its course,
meanders most curiously. It is almost as large as the river Seignclay,
or Illinois, and empties into the river Colbert, a hundred leagues above
the river Seignelay.
Twenty-four leagues above, you come to the Black River, called by
the Nadouessiou, or Issati, Chabadeba, or Chabaaudeba; it seems quite
inconsiderable. Thirty leagues higher up, you ﬁnd the Lake of Tears

[Lake Pepin], which we so named because some of the Indians who
had taken us, wishing to kill us, wept the whole night, to induce the
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others to consent to our death. This lake, which is formed by the river
Colbert, is seven leagues long, and about four wide; there is no consid
erable current in the middle that we could perceive, but only at its
entrance and exit. Half a league below the Lake of Tears, on the
south side, is BuFfalo River, full of turtles. It is so called by the Indians
on account of the numbers of buffalo [bocufs] found there. We followed
it for ten or twelve leagues; it empties impetuously into the river Col
bert, but as you ascend it, it is constantly calm and free from rapids. It
is skirted by mountains, far enough off at times to form prairies. The
mouth is wooded both sides, and is full as large as that of the
Seignelay.
Forty leagues above is a river full of rapids [Saint Croix], by which,
striking northwest, you can reach Lake Conde [Superior], that is, as
far as Nimissakouat River, which empties into the lake. This ﬁrst river
is called Tomb River, because the Issati left there the body of their
warrior, killed by a rattlesnake. According to their custom, I put a
blanket on the grave, which act of humanity gained me much importance
by the gratitude displayed by the deceased's countrymen, in a great
banquet which they gave me in their country, and to which more than
a hundred Indians were invited.
Continuing to ascend the Colbert ten or twelve leagues more, the
navigation is interrupted by a fall, which I called Saint Anthony of
Padua's, in gratitude for the favors done me by the Almighty through
the intercession of that great saint, whom we had chosen patron and pro
tector of all our enterprises. This fall is forty or ﬁfty feet high, divided
in the middle by a rock'island of pyramidal form. The high mountains
which skirt the river Colbert last only as far as the river Ouisconsin,
about one hundred and twenty leagues; at this place it begins to ﬂow
from the west and northwest, without our having been able to learn
from the Indians, who have ascended it very far, where it rises. They
merely told us that twenty or thirty leagues below there is a second
fall, at the foot of which are some villages of the prairie people, called
Thinthonha, who live there a part of the year. Eight leagues above
Saint Anthony of Padua’s falls on the right you ﬁnd the Issati or
Nadouessiou River [Rum River], with a very narrow month, which you
can ascend to the north for about seventy leagues to Lake Buade or
Issati [Mille Lake], where it rises. We called it Saint Francis River.
This last lake spreads out into great marshes, producing wild rice, like
many other places, down to the extremity of the Bay of the Fetid.
This kind of grain grows wild in marshy places; it resembles oats, but
tastes better, and the stems are longer as well as the stalk. The Indians
gather it when ripe. The women tie several stalks together with white
wood bark to prevent its being all devoured by the ﬂocks of duck and
teal found there. The Indians lay in a stock for part of the year, to eat
out of the hunting season.
,
Lake Buade, or lake of the Issati [Mille Lake], is about seventy
leagues west of Lake Conde. It is impossible to go from one to the
other on account of the marshy and quaggy nature of the ground; you
might go, though with difﬁculty, on the snow on snowshoes. By water
it is a hundred and ﬁfty leagues, on account of the many detours to be
made, and there are many portages. From Lake Conde, to go conve
niently in the canoe, you must pass by Tomb River, where we found only
the bones of the Indian whom I mentioned above, the bears having

We had considered the river Colbert_with great pleasure, and with
out hindrance, to know whether it was navigable up and down. We
were loaded with seven or eight large turkeys, which multiply them.
selves in these parts. We wanted neither buﬁ'alo nor deer, nor beaver,
nor ﬁsh, nor bear meat, for we killed those animals as they swam across
the river.
Our prayers were heard when, on the 11th of April, 1680, about
two o'clock in the afternoon, we suddenly perceived thirty-three bark
canoes, manned by a hundred and twenty Indians, coming down with

extraordinary speed, to make war on the Miamis, Islinois, and Mama.
These Indians surrounded us, and while at a distance. discharged some
arrows at us; but as they approached our canoe the old men, seeing us
with the calumet of peace in our hands, prevented the young men from
killing us. These brutal men, leaping from their canoes, some on land,
others into the water, with frightful cries and yells, approached us, and
as we made no resistance, being only three against so great a number,
one of them wrenched our calumet from our hands, while our canoe and
theirs were tied to the shore. We ﬁrst presented them a piece of
French tobacco, better for smoking than theirs, and the eldest among
them uttered the words Miamiha, Miamiha. As we did not understand
their language, we took a little stick, and by signs which we made on
the sand, showed them that their enemies, the Miamis whom they
sought, had ﬂed across the river Colbert to join the Islinois. When
they saw themselves discovered and unable to surprise their enemies,
three or four old men, laying their hands on my head, wept in a lugu
brious tone. With a wretched handkerchief I had left, I wiped away
their tears, but they would not smoke our peace-calumet. They made
us cross the river with great cries, which all shouted together with tears
in their eyes. They made us row before them, and we heard yells
capable of striking the most resolute with terror.

After landing our

canoe and goods, part of which' had been already taken, we made a ﬁre
to boil our kettle. We gave them two large wild turkeys that we had
killed. These Indians having called an assembly to deliberate what
they were to do with us, the two head chiefs of the party approaching,

showed us, by signs, that the warriors wished to tomahawk us. This
compelled me to go to the war chiefs with one of my men, leaving the
other by our property, and throw into their midst six axes, ﬁfteen
knives, and six fathom of our black tobacco; then bowing down my
head, I showed them, with an axe, that they might kill us, if they
thought proper. This present appeased many individual members, who
gave us some beaver to eat, putting the three ﬁrst morsels in our mouth
according to the custom of the country, and blowing on the meat, which
was too hot, before putting their bark dish before us to let us eat as we
liked. We spent the night in anxiety, because before retiring at night
they had returned us our peace-calumet. Our two boatmen were, how"
ever, resolved to sell their lives dearly, and to resist if attacked; their

arms and swords were ready.

As for my own part, I determined to

allow myself to be killed without any resistance, as I was going to
announce to them a God, who had been falsely accused, unjustly con
demned, and cruelly cruciﬁed, without showing the least aversion to
those who put Him to death. We watched in turn in our anxiety so as
not to be surprised asleep.
I" the morning, APril 12th, one of their captains named Narrhctobar

eaten the ﬂesh, and pulled up poles which the deceased’s relatives had

with his face and bare body smeared with paint, asked me for our peace

planted in form of a monument.

calumet, ﬁlled it with tobacco of his country, made all his hand smoke
ﬁrst, and then all the others who plotted our ruin. He then gave us to
understand that we must go with them to their country, and the.v 3“
turned back with us. Having thus broken off their voyage, I was not

One of our boatmen found a war

calumet beside the grave, and an earthen pot upset, in which the
Indians had left fat buffalo meat, to assist the departed, as they say, in
making his journey to the land of souls.
In the neighborhood of Lake Buade are many other lakes, whence

issue several rivers, on the banks of which live the Issati, Nadouessiou,
Tinthonha (which means prairiemen), Chongaskethon, Dog or Wolf
tribe, for chonga among these nations means dog or wolf, and other
tribes, all which we comprise under the name Nadouessiou.

These

Indians number eight or nine thousand warriors, very brave, great
runners and very good bowmen. It was by a part of these tribes that I
and our two canoemen were taken in the following way :
We scrupulously said our morning and evening prayers every day
on embarking, and the Angelus at noon, adding some paraphrases on
the Response of Saint Bonaventure in honor of Saint Anthony of Padua.
In this way we begged of God to meet these Indians by day, for when
they discover people at night, they kill them as enemies, to rob those
whom they murder secretly of some axes or knives which they value
more than we do gold and silver. They even kill their own allies, when

sorry in this conjuncture, to continue our discovery with these people
Thc outrages done us by these Indians during our whole route was
incredible, for seeing that our canoe was much larger and more heavily
laden than theirs (for they have only a quiver full of arrows, a bow, and
a wretched dressed skin, to serve, too, as a blanket at night, for it was
still pretty cold at that season, always going north), and that we could
not go faster than they, they put some warriors with us to help us row,
to oblige us to follow them, These Indians sometimes make thirty '01'
forty leagues, when at war and pressed for time, or anxious to surPHS‘i
some enemy. ThOse who had taken us were of various villages and_01
different opinions as to us. We cabined every night by the young Chlef
who had asked for our peace-calumet, and put ourselves under his PTO'

tection, but jealousy arose among the Indians, so that the chief ofth

Party, named AQHipaguetin, one of whose sons had been killed by the
MiamiS, Seeing that he could not avenge his death on that nation as he

they can conceal their death, so as afterward to boast of having killed

had wished, turned all his rage on us.

men, and so pass for soldiers.

night him he had lost in war, to oblige those who had come out to

He wept through almost every
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The illustration. taken from Father Hennepin's “ Description de Louisiane," depicts the construction of the little shi in which La Salle and his followers cruised west
ward through the tireat Lakes to the headwaters of the Mississippi. llennepin's account says: "On the twent -second of anuary. 1679. we proceeded to a point two leagues
above the great Falls of Niagara. There we put up stocks to build the vessel we needed for our voyage ' ‘
Our bark was in a short time ready to be launched, and hav
ing blessed it with the ceremonies prescribed by the church. it was launched into the water, although it was not yet entirely ﬁnished, in order to secure it from the ﬁre with

which i't'was threatened.

It was named the Grifﬁn.

\\'e ﬁred three salutes with our cannons and sang the Te lleum in thanksgiving, which was followed by several '\'ive
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avenge him to kill us and seize all we had, so as to be able to pursue
his enemies; but those who liked European goods were much disposed
to preserve us, so as to attract other Frenchmen there and get iron,

which is extremely precious in their eyes, but of which they knew the
great utility only when they saw one of our French boatmen kill three
or four bustards or turkeys at a single shot, while they can scarcely kill
only one with an arrow. In consequence, as we afterward learned, that
the words Manza ()uakanchc ntcan “iron that has understanding," and
so these nations call a gun which breaks a man's bones, while their
arrows only glance through the ﬂesh they pierce, rarely breaking the
bones of those whom they strike, and consequently producing wounds
more casily cured than those made by our European guns, which often
cripple those whom they wound.

We had some design of going to the month of the river Colbert,
which more probably enters into the Gulf of Mexico than into the Red
Sea, but the tribes that seized us gave us no time to sail up and down
the river.
We had made about two hundred leagues by water since leaving
the Islinois, and we sailed with the Indians who took us during some
nineteen days, sometimes north, sometimes northwest, according to the

direction which the river took.

By the estimate which we formed,

weather was not bad we slept on the ground without any shelter. This
gave us all time to contemplate the stars and the moon when it shone.
These Indians at times sent their ﬂeetest by land to chase the

buffalo on the water side.

As these animals crosscd the river they

sometimes killed forty or ﬁfty, merely to take the tongue and most
delicate morsels, leaving the rest with which they would not burthen
themselves, so as to go on more rapidly. We sometimes, indeed, ate

good pieces, but without bread, wine, salt, or other seasoning. During
our three years' travels we had lived in the same way, sometimes in
plenty, at others compelled to pass twenty-four hours, and often more,
without eating—because in these little bark canoes you can not take
much of a load. and with every precaution you are. for most part of the

time, deprived of all necessaries of life. If a religious in Europe under—
went many hardships and labors and abstinences like those we were
often obliged to suffer in America, no other proof would be needed for
his canonization. It is true that we do not always merit it in such
cases, and suffer only because we cannot help it.

During the night some old men came to weep piteously, often
rubbing our arms and whole bodies with their hands, which they then

put on our heads. Besides being hindered from sleeping by these tears,
I often did not know what to think, nor whether these Indians wept

during that time, we made about two hundred and ﬁfty leagues, or even

because some of their warriors would have killed us, or out of pure com

more on Colbert River, for these Indians row in great force from early
in the morning till evening, scarcely stopping to eat during the day.

passion at the ill treatment shown us.
Having arrived on the nineteenth day of our navigation ﬁve leagues

To oblige us to keep up with them, they gave us every day four or five

below Saint Anthony's falls, these Indians landed usin a bay and assem

men to increase the crew of our little vessel, which was much heavier
thaiat theirs.
Sometimes we cahincd when it rained, and when the

bled to deliberate about us. They distributed us separately, and gave us
to three heads of families in place of three of their children who had

TH
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been killed in war. They ﬁrst seized all our property, and broke our
canoe to pieces, for fear we should return to their enemies. Their own
they hid in some alders to use when going to hunt; and though we
might easily have reached their country by water, they compelled us to
go sixty leagues by land, forcing us to march from daybreak to two
hours after nightfall, and to swim over many rivers, while these Indians,
who are often of extraordinary height, carried our habit on their head;
and our two boatmen, who were smaller than myself, on their shoulders,
because they could not swim as I could. On leaving the water, which
was often full of sharp ice, I could scarcely stand; our legs were all
bloody from the ice which we broke as we advanced in lakes which we
forded, and as we ate only once in twenty-four hours some pieces of
meat which these barbarians grudgingly gave us, I was so weak that I
often lay down on the way, resolved to die there rather than follow
these Indians, who marched on and continued their route with a celerity
which surpasses the power of the Europeans. To oblige us to hasten
on, they often set ﬁre to the grass of the prairies where we were pass
ing, so that we had to advance or burn. I had then a hat which I
reserved to shield me from the burning rays of the sun in summer, but
I often dropped it in the ﬂame which we were obliged to cross.
After ﬁve days' march by land, suffering hunger, thirst, and out
rages, marching all day long without rest, fording lakes and rivers. we
descried a number of women and children coming to meet our little
army. All the elders of this nation assembled on our account and we
saw cabins and bundles of straw hanging from the posts of them, to
which these savages bind those whom they take as slaves, and burn
them; and seeing that they made the Picard, du Gay, sing, as he held
and shook a gourd full of little round pebbles, while his hair and face

were ﬁlled with paint of different colors, and a tuft of white feathers
attached to his head by the Indians, we not unreasonably thought that
they wished to killus, as they performed many of the ceremonies usually

ness with a handkerchief.

As soon as these Indians had several time;

breathed out quite violently, he began to sing in a thundering voice, the
others seconded him, all
while they wept bitterly.
scarcely take my habit to
three times a week. I felt

putting their hands on me, and rubbing me,
I began to faint, but I came out, and could
put on. \Vhen he had made me sweat thus
as strong as ever.

I often spent sad hours among these savages; for, besides their only
giving me a little wild rice and smoked ﬁsh roes ﬁve or six times a
week, which they boiled in earthen pots, Aquipaguetin took me to a
neighboring island with his wives and children to till the ground, in
order to sow Some tobacco Seed, and seeds of vegetables that I had

brought, and which this Indian prized extremely.
Sometimes he
assembled the elders of the village, in whose presence he asked me for a
compass that I always had in my sleeve; seeing that I made the needle
turn with a key, and believing justly that we Europeans went all over
the habitable globe, guided by this instrument. this chief, who was very

eloquent, persuaded his people that we were spirits. and capable of doing
anything beyond their reach. At the close of his address, which was
very animated, all the old men wept over my head, admiring in me
what they could not understand. I had an iron pot with three lion-paw
feet, which these Indians never dared touch, unless their hand was

wrapped up in some robe. The Women hung it to the branch of a tree,
not daring to enter the cabin where it was. I was sometimes unable to
make myself understood by these people, but feeling myself gnawed by
hunger, I began to compile a dictionary of their language by means of
their children, with whom I made myself familiar in order to learn.
During our stay'among the Issati or Nadouessiou, we saw Indians
who came as ambassadors from about ﬁve hundred leagues to the west.
They informed us that the Assenipoulacs were then only seven or eight
days distant to the northeast of us; all the other known tribes on the
west and northwest inhabit immense plains and prairies abounding in

practised, when they intend to burn their enemies. The worst of it

buffalo and peltries. where they are sometimes obliged to make ﬁres

was, too, that not one of us three could make himself understood by

with buffalo dung for want of wood.
Three months after, all these nations assembled. and the chiefs
having regulated the places for hunting the buffalo, they dispersed in
Several bands so as not to starve each other. Aquipaguetin, one of the
chiefs who had adopted me as his son, wished to take me to the west
with about two hundred families; I made answer that I awaited spirits
(so they called Frenchmen). at the river Ouisconsin, which empties
into the river Colbert, who were to join me to bring merchandise. and
that if he went that wayI would continue with him; he would have
gone but for those of his nation. In the beginning of July, 1680, We
descended in canoes, southward with the great chief named Ouasicoude;
that is to say, the Pierced~pine, with about eighty cabins, composed 0f
more than a hundred and thirty families, and about tWO hundred and
ﬁfty warriors. Scarcely would the Indians give me a place in their
little ﬂeet, for they had only old canoes. They went four leagues lowcr
down to get birch bark to make some more. Having made a hole in
the ground to hide our silver chalice and our papers till we returned
from the hunt, and keeping only our breviary, so as not to be loaded. I
stood on the bank of a lake formed by the river we had called Saint

these Indians; nevertheless, after many vows, which every Christian

would make in such straits, one of the principal Issati chiefs gave us
his peace-calumet to smoke, and accepted the one we had brought. He
then gave us some wild rice to eat, presenting it to us in large bark
dishes, which the Indian women had seasoned with whortleberries,
which are black grains which they dry in the sun in summer, and are

as good as _currants. After this feast, the best we had for seven or eight
days, the heads of families who had adopted us, instead of their sons
killed in war, conducted us separately each to his village, marching
through marshes knee-deep in water, for a league, after which the ﬁve
wives of the one who called me Mitchinchi, that is to say, his son,
received us in three bark canoes, and took us a short league from our
starting place to an island where their cabins were.
On our arrival, which was about Easter, April 21, 1680, one of
these Indians who seemed to me decrepit, gave me a large calumet to
smoke, and weeping bitterly, rubbed my head and arms, showing his
compassion at seeing me so fatigued that two men were often Obliged to
give me their hands to help me to stand up. There was a bearskin near
the ﬁre, on which he rubbed my legs and the soles of my feet with
wild cat oil.
.
Aquipaguetin's son, who called me his brother, paraded about with
our brocadechasuble on his bare back, having rolled up in it some dead
man's bones, for whom these people had a great veneration. The

priest’s girdle made of red and white wool, with two tassels at the end,
served him for suspenders, carrying thus in triumph what he called
“Pere Louis Chinnien,” which means “the robe of him who is called
the sun.” After these Indians had used this chasuble to cover the
bones of their dead, they presented it to some of their allies, tribes sit
uated about ﬁve hundred leagues west of their country, who had sent
them an embassy and danced the calumet.
The day after our arrival Aquipaguetin, who was the head of a
large family, covered me with a robe made of ten large dressed beaver
skins, trimmed with porcupine quills. This Indian showed me ﬁve or
six of his wives, telling them, as I afterwards learned, that they should
in future regard me as‘one of their children. He set before me a bark
dish full of ﬁsh, and ordered all those assembled that each should call
me by the name I was to have in the rank of our near relationship; and
seeing that I could not rise from the ground but by the help of two
others, he had a sweating cabin made, in which he made me enter
naked with four Indians. This cabin he covered with buffalo skins, and
inside he put stones red to the middle. He made me a sign to do as
the others before beginning to sweat, but I merely concealed my naked

Francis and stretched out my hand to the canoes as they rapidly passed
in succession; our Frenchmen also had one for themselves, which the
Indians had given them; they would not take me in, Michael Ako saY'

ing that he had taken me along enough to satisfy him.

I was hurt at

this answer, seeing myself thus abandoned by Christians, t0 Whom I

had always done good, as they both often acknowledged; but God hav
ing never abandoned me in that painful voyage, inspired two Indians to
take me in their little canoe. where I had no other employment than
to bail out with a little bark tray the water which entered by liltlﬂ

holes. This I did not do without getting all wet.

The boat might.

indeed, be called a death box, from its lightness and fragility. These
canoes do not generally weigh over ﬁfty pounds; the least motion of
the body upsets them, unless you are long habituated to that kind 0f
navigation. On disembarking in the evening, the Picard, as an excuse,
told me that their canoe was half rotten, and that, had we been thFBC in
it, we should have run a great risk of remaining on the way. In spile
of this excuse I told him that, being Christians, they should not act 50,
especially among Indians, more than eight hundred leagues from the
French settlements; that if they were well received in this country, it

was only in consequence of my bleeding some asthmatic Indians, and
my giVing them some orvietan and other remedies which I kept in my

sleeve, and by which I had saved the lives of some Indians bit by rattle
snakes, and because I had neatly made their tonsure, which Indian
children wear to the age of eighteen or twenty, but have no way 0f
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making except by burning the hair with red-hot flat stones. I reminded
them that by my ingenuity I had gained the friendship of these people,

I (am rt; ‘1."

who would have killed us or made us suffer more had they not discov

l mat: a“;

ered about me those remedies which they prize, when they restore the

the mouth of the river Saint Francis; here the Indian women made

pass here quietly without accident, may kill buﬁalo in abundance,
conquer our enemies, and bring in slaves, some of whom we will put to
death before thee; thc Messcnccqz (so they call the tribe named by the
French Outouagainis) have killed our kindred ; grant that we may
avenge them." In fact, after the heat of the buffalo hunt, they invaded
their enemies, killed some, and brought others as slaves. If they suc

their cane frames while waiting for those who were to bring bark to

ceed a single time. even after repeated failures, they adhere to their

make the canoes.

superstition. This robe offered in sacriﬁce served one of our French
men, who took it as we returned.

sick to health.
i lot, helm.
rs ﬁre or

However, the Picard only, as he retired to his host's,

apologized to me.
Four days after our departure for the buffalo hunt, we halted eight

leagues above Saint Anthony of Padua’s Falls on an eminence opposite
mall! lily; >1.

to till ilk is:
"gentle (21

The young menwent to hunt stag, deer and beaver,

nrly. Sim.

:nce bet-km;

Offering as a sacriﬁce to the fall, which is in itself admirable and fright—

ful. I heard him, while shedding copious tears, say, as he spoke to the
great cataract: “Thou who art a spirit, grant that our nation may

but killed so few animals for such a large party that we could very
rarely get a bit of meat, having to put up with a broth once in every

A league below Saint Anthony of Padua‘s falls the Picard was

lllitl l main-i.

minus ‘63:;

twenty-four hours. The Picard and myself went to look for haws,
gooseberrics, and little wild fruit, which often _did us more harm than

is chief. its, .

good; this obliged us to go alone, as Michael Ako refused, in a wretched
. and null:
canoe to Ouiconsin River, which was more than a hundred leagues oFf,
is

I“;

rad. armll mil. ihn'.'~
llCS: liltl.‘ ‘r
the brand l2"
r snmetimzi 1‘

to see whether the Sicur de La Salle had sent to that place a reinforce
ment of men, with powder, lead, and other munitions, as he had prom
ised us on our departure from the Islinois.

obliged to land and get his powder—horn, which he had left at the falls.
On his return I showed him a snake about six feet long crawling up a
straight and precipitous mountain, and which gradually gained upon
some swallows' nests to eat the young ones. At the foot of the moun
tain we saw the feathers of those he had apparently eaten, and we pelted
him down with stones.

g myself r..
1nguage tr :e

Ako absolutely refused. Our whole stock was ﬁfteen charges of powder.
a gun, a wretched earthen pot which the Indians had given us, a knife,
and a beaver robe, to make a journey of two hundred leagues, thus

While seeking the Ouisconsin River, Aquipaguetin, that savage
father whom I had left, and whom I believed more than two hundred
leagues off, suddenly appeared with ten warriors, on the nth of Iuly,
1680. \\'e believed that he was coming to kill us, because we had left
him, with the knowledge, indeed, of the other Indians, but against his
will. He ﬁrst gave us some wild rice and a slice of buﬁalo meat to eat.

'1 order in in"

abandoning ourselves to Providence.

As we were making the portage

and asked whether we had found the Frenchmen who wcre to bring us

ion. in xllL
league :1 in

of our canoe at Saint Anthony of Padua's falls, we perceived ﬁve or

only 5cm 2'.

six of our Indians who had taken the start; one of them was up in an
oak, opposite the great fall, weeping bitterly, with a well-dressed beaver

goods; but not being satisﬁed with what we said he started before us
and went to Ouisconsin to try and carry off what he could from the
French. This savage found none there, and rejoined us three days

non trite “.

robe, whitened inside and trimmed with porcupine quills, which he was

after.

The Indians would not have suffered this voyage had not one of
the three remained with them; they wished me to stay, but Michael

The Picard had gone on the prairie to hunt and I was alone in a
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little cabin on the bank of the river, which I had made to screen us
from the sun, with a blanket that an Indian had given me back. Aqui
paguetin, seeing me alone, came up, tomahawk in hand. I laid hold of
two pocket pistols, which the Picard had got back from the Indians,
and a knife, not intending to kill my pretended Indian father, but only
to frighten him and prevent his crushing me in case he had that inten
tion. Aquipaguetin reprimanded me for exposing myself thus to the
insults of their enemies, saying that I should at least take the other
shore to be more in safety. He wished to take me with him, telling
me that he was with three hundred hunters, who killed more buffaloes
than those to whom I had abandoned myself. I would have done well
to follow his advice, for the Picard and myself, ascending the river
almost eighty leagues away, ran great risk of perishing a thousand times.
The next day the Indians whom we had left with Michael Ako came
down from Buffalo River with their ﬂotilla of canoes loaded with meat.
Aquipaguetin had, as he passed, told how exposed the Picard and I
were on our voyage, and the Indian chiefs represented to us the coward
ice of Michael Ako, who had refused to undertake it for fear of dying
by hunger. If I had not stopped him the Picard would have insulted him.
On the 25th of July, 1680, as we were ascending the river Colbert
after the buffalo hunt, to the Indian villages, we met the Sieur de Luth,
who came to the Nadouessious with ﬁve French soldiers. They joined
us about two hundred and twenty leagues distant from the country of
the Indians who had taken us. As we had some knowledge of their
language, they begged us to accompany them to the village of those
tribes, to which I readily agreed, knowing that these Frenchmen had
not approached the sacraments for two years. The Sieur de Luth, who
acted as captain, seeing me tired of tonsuring the children and bleeding
asthmatic old men to get a mouthful of meat, told the Indians that I
was his elder brother, so that, having my subsistence secured, I labored
only for the salvation of the Indians.
Toward the end of September, having no implements to begin an
establishment, we resolved to tell these people that, for their beneﬁt, we
Would have to return to the French settlements. The grand chief of the
Issati, or Nadouessious, consented, and traced in pencil on a paper I
gave him the route we should take for four hundred leagues. With this
chart we set out, eight Frenchmen, in two canoes, and descended the
rivers Saint Francis and Colbert. Two of our men took two beaver
robes at Saint Anthony of Padua's falls, which the Indians had hung
in sacriﬁce on the trees.
We stopped near Onisconsin River to smoke some meat. Three
Indians, coming from the nations we had left, told us that their great
chief, named Pierced-pine, having heard that one of the chiefs of the

nation wished to pursue and kill us, had entered his cabin and toma
hawked him, to prevent his pernicious design. We regaled these three
Indians with meat, of which we were in no want then.
Two days after, we perceived an army of one hundred and forty
canoes, ﬁlled with about two hundred and ﬁfty warriors. We thought
that those who brought the preceding news were spies, for instead of
descending the river on leaving us, they ascended to tell their people.
However, the chiefs of the. little army visited us and treated us very

kindly, and the same day descended the river as we did to the Ouis
consin. We found that river as wide as the Seignelay [Illinois], with a
strong current. After sailing sixty leagues, we came to a portage of
half a league, which the Nadouessious chiefs had marked for us. We

slept there to leave marks and crosses on the trunks of the trees. The
next day we entered a river which widens wonderfully, for, after six
hours’ sailing, we found ourselves opposite the place where we started.
One of our men, wishing to kill a swan on the wing, capsized his canoe,
fortunately not beyond his depth.
We passed four lakes, two pretty large, on the banks of which the
Miamis formerly resided. We found Maskoutens, Kikapous and Outa

One of our Frenchmen gave a gun for a canoe larger than ours,
with which, after sailing a hundred leagues, we reached Missilimack

inac, where we were obliged to winter.

To employ the time usefullyv

I preached every holy day and on Sundays of Advent and Lent. The
Ottawas and Hurons were often present, rather from curiosity than

from any inclination to live according to the Christian maxims. These
last Indians said, speaking of our discovery, that they were men, but
that we Frenchmen were spirits, because had they gone so far the
strange nations would have killed them, while we went fearlessly
everywhere.
We left Missilimackinac in Easter week, 1681, and were obliged to
drag our provisions and canoes on the ice, more than ten leagues, on

Lake Orleans. Having advanced far enough on thisfresh-water sea, and,
the ice breaking, we embarked after Low Sunday, which we celebrated,
having some little wine which a Frenchman had fortunately brought,
and which served us quite well during the rest of the voyage. After a

hundred leagues on Lake Orleans, we passed the strait [Detroit] for
thirty leagues and Lake Saint Clare, which is in the middle, and entered
Lake Conty, where we killed, with sword and axe, more than thirty
sturgeon which came to spawn on the banks of the lake. On the way
we met an Ottawa chief, called Talon, six persons of whose family had
died of starvation, not having found a good ﬁshery or hunting ground.
This Indian told us that the Iroquois had carried off a family of twelve
belonging to his tribe, and begged us to deliver them, if yet alive.
We sailed along Lake Conty, and after a hundred and twenty
leagues we passed the strait of the great falls of Niagara and Fort Conty,
and, entering Lake Frontenac, coasted along the southern shore. After
thirty leagues from Lake Conty, we reached the great Seneca village
about Whitsunday, 1681.
At the mouth of Lake Frontenac the current is strong, and the more
you descend the more it increases ; the rapids are frightful. In two days
and a half we descended the river Saint Laurence so rapidly that we
reached Montreal (sixty miles from the fort), where the Count dc
Frontenac, Governor-General of all New France, then was. This Gov
ernor received me as well as a man of his probity can receive a mis
sionary. As he believed me killed by the Indians, he was for a time
thunderstruck, believing me to be some other religious. He beheld me
wasted, without a cloak, with a habit patched with pieces of buffalo
skin. He took me with him for twelve days to recover, and himself
gave me the meat I was to eat, for fear I should fall sick by eating '00
much after so long a diet. I rendered him an exact account of my
voyage, and represented to hint the advantage of our discovery.

Returning in 1680, La Salle found that a war Party Of
ﬁve hundred Iroquois had played havoc among the Indians

about Creve Coeur; that a mutiny had occurred in the
fort, and that Tonti and the garrison had disappeared
After spending some time in negotiations with the Indians, he

went back for more supplies, found Tonti at Mackinaw, in
the spring of 1681, concluded his preparations for the voyatle
to the Gulf and, about the close of 1681, reached the mouth
of the Chicago River, where Chicago now stands.

On February 6, 1682, La Salle's party entered the Mis
sissippi from the Illinois, and on April 9th, at the mouth of the
great river, drew up a proces- verbal, ﬁred salvos of musketry,

planted a cross with the arms of his King, and took formal
possession of the river's entire watershed “ in the name of the
most high, mighty, invincible and victorious Prince Louis

the Great, by the Grace of God, King of France and Navarre."
And thereupon he named the territory Louisiana.

ougamy there, who sow Indian corn for their subsistence.

The notary

All this

country is as ﬁne as that of the Islinois.
We made a portage at a rapid called Kakalin, and, after about four
hundred leagues’ sail from our leaving the country of the Issati and
Nadouessious, we arrived safely at the extremity of the Bay of the
Fetid, where we found Frenchmen trading, contrary to orders, with the
Indians. They had some little wine in a tin ﬂagon, which enabled me
to say mass. I had then only a chalice and altar stone, but Providence
supplied me with vestments, for some Islinois, ﬂying from the tyranny
of the Iroquois, who had destroyed a part of their nation, took the
vestments of the chapel of Father Zenobius Mcmbre, Recollect, who
was with the Islinois in their ﬂight. They gave me all they took,
except the chalice, which they promised to give back in a few days for
a present of some tobacco.

whom La Salle had taken with him made this detailed report
of the event:
Jacques de La Metairie, Notary of Fort Frontenac in New France,
commissioned to exercise the said function of Notary during the voyage
to Louisiana, in North America, by M. de La Salle, Governor of Fort
Frontenac for the King, and commandant of the said discOvery by the
commission of his Majesty, given at Saint Germain, on the 12th 0f
May, 1678,

To all those to whom these presents shall come, greeting! Know

tbati haVing been requested by the said Sieur de La Salle to deliver to
1""1 an act, Signed by us and by the witnesses therein named, of P05'
“5550" by him taken of the country of Louisiana, near the three mouths
0f the Rive!“ Cblbert, in the Gulf of Mexico, on the 9th of April, 1632
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HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITIOX.

In the name of the most high, mighty, invincible and victorious
Prince, Louis the Great, by the grace of God King of France and of
Navarre, fourteenth of that name, and of his heirs, and the successor of
his crown, we, the aforesaid Notary, have delivered the said act to the
said Sieur de La Salle, the tenor whereof follows:
On the 27th of December, 1681, M. de La Salle departed on foot to
join M. de Tonty, who had preceded him with his followers and all his
equipage forty leagues into the Miamis country, where the ice on the
River Chekagou, in the country of the Mascoutens, had arrested his
progress, and where, when the ice became stronger, they used sledges
to drag the baggage, the canoes, and the wounded Frenchman, through
the whole length of this river, and on the Illinois, a distance of seventy
leagues. At length, all the French being together, on the 25th of January,
1682, we came to Pimiteoui. From that place, the river being frozen
only in some parts, we continued our route to the River Colbert, sixty
leagues, or thereabouts, from Pimiteoui, and ninety leagues, or there
abouts, from the village of the Illinois. We reached the banks of the
River Colbert on the 6th of January, and remained there until the 13th,
waiting for the savages, whose progress had been impeded by the ice.
On the 13th, all having assembled, we renewed our voyage, being
twenty-two French, carrying arms, accompanied by the Reverend
Father Zenobe Mcmbre, one of the Recollect missionaries, and followed
by eighteen New England savages and several women, Ilgonquines,
Otchipoises and Huronnes.
On the 14th we arrived at the village of Maroa, consisting of a
hundred cabins without inhabitants. Proceeding about one hundred
leagues down the river Colbert we went ashore to hunt on the 26th of
February. A Frenchman was lost in the woods, and it was reported to
M. de La Salle that a large number of savages had been seen in the
vicinity. Thinking that they might have Seized the Frenchman, and
in order to observe these savages, he marched through the woods
during two days, but without ﬁnding them, because they had all been
frightened by the guns which they had heard, and had ﬂed.
Returning to camp, he sent in every direction French and savages
on the search, with orders, if they fell in with savages, to take them
alive without injury, that he might gain from them intelligence of this
Frenchman. Gabriel Barbie, with two savages, having met ﬁve of the
Chikacha nation, captured two of them. They were re'ceived with all
possible kindness, and, after he had explained to them that he was
anxious about the Frenchman who had been lost, and that he only
detained them that he might. rescue him from their hands, if he was
really among them, and afterwards make with them an advantageous
peace (the French doing good to,everybody), they assured him that
they had not seen the man whom we sought, but that peace would be
received with the greatest satisfaction. Presents were then given to
them, and, as they had signiﬁed that one of their villages was not more
than a half a day’s journey distant, M. de La Salle set out the next day_
to go thither; but, after traveling till night, and having remarked that
they often contradicted themselves in their discourse, he declined going
farther without more provisions. Having pressed them to tell the
truth, they confessed that it was yet four days' journey to their villages ;
and perceiving that M. de La Salle was angry at having been deceived,
they proposed that one of them should remain with him, while the
other carried the news to the village, whence the elders would come
and join them four days’ journey below that place. The said Sieur de
La Salle returned to the camp with one of these Chikachas; and the
Frenchman, whom we sought, having been found, he continued his
voyage, and passed the river of the Chepontias, and the village of the
Metsigameas. The fog, which was very thick, prevented his ﬁnding
the passage which led to the rendezvous proposed by the Chikachas.
On the i2th of March we arrived at the Kapaha village of Akansa.
Having established a peace there, and taken possession, we passed, on
the 15th, another of their villages, situate on the border of their river,
and also two others, farther of? in the depth of the forest, and arrived at
that of Imaha, the largest village in this nation, where peace was con
ﬁrmed, and where the chief acknowledged that the village belonged to
his Majesty. Two Akansas embarked with M. de La Salle to conduct
him to the Talusas, their allies, about ﬁfty leagues distant, who inhabit
eight villages upon the borders of a little lake. On the 19th we passed
the villages of Tourika, Jason and Kouera; but as they did not border on
the river, and were hostile to the Akansas and Taensas, we did not stop
there.
.
On the 20th we arrived at the Taensas, by whom we were exceed
ingly well received, and supplied with a large quantity of provisions.

M. de Tonty passed a night at one of their villages, where there Were
about seven hundred men carrying arms, assembled in the place. Here

again a peace was concluded.

A peace was also made with the Koroas,

two leagues distant from that of the Natches.

The two chiefs accom

panied M. de La Salle to the banks of the river. Here the Korea chief
embarked with him to conduct him to his village, where peace was
again concluded with this nation, which, besides the ﬁve other villages
of which it is composed, is allied to nearly forty others. On the 3lst,
we passed the village of the Oumas without knowing it, on account of
the fog and its distance from the river.
On the 3d of April, at about ten o'clock in the morning, we saw

among the canes thirteen or fourteen canoes.

M. de La Salle landed,

with several of his people. Footprints were seen, and also savages,a
little lower down, who were ﬁshing, and who ﬂed precipitately as soon
as they discovered us. Others of our party then went ashore 0n the
borders of a marsh formed by the inundation of the river. M. de
La Salle sent two Frenchmen, and then tw'o savages, to reconnoitre.

who reported that there was a village not far off, but that the whole of
this marsh, covered with canes, must be crossed to reach it; that they
had been assailed with a shower of arrows by the inhabitants of the
town, who had not dared to engage with them in the marsh, but who
had then withdrawn, although neither the French nor the savages with
them had fired, on account of the orders they had received not to act
unless in pressing danger. Presently we heard a drum beat in the
village, and the cries and howlings with which these barbarians are
accustomed to make attacks. \Ve waited three or four hours, and, as we
could not encamp in this marsh, and seeing no one and no longer hear
ing anything, we embarked.
An hour afterwards we came to the village of Maheouala, lately
destroyed, and containing dead bodies and marks of blood. Two leagues
below this place we encamped. We continued our voyage till the 6th,
when we discovered three channels by which the river Colbert
[Mississippi] discharged itself into the sea. \Ve landed on the bank of
the most western channel, about three leagues from its month. On the
7th M. de La Salle went to reconnoitre the shores of the neighboring
Sea, and M. de Tonty likewise examined the great middle channel.
They found these two outlets beautiful, large and deep. On the 8th, we
reascended the river, a little above its conﬂuence with the sea, to ﬁnd a
dry place, beyond the reach of inundations. The elevation of the North
Pole was here about 27°. Here we prepared a column and a cross, and
to the said column were afﬁxed the arms of France, with this inscription:
Louis le Grand. Roi de France et de Navarre, Regne;
Le Neumeime Avril, 1682.
The whole party, under arms, chanted the Te Deum, the Exaudiat.
the Domine salvum fac Regem; and then, after a salute of ﬁrearms and
cries of “Vive le Roi," the column was erected by M. de La Salle.
who, standing near it, said, with a loud voice, in French: “In the
name of the most high, mighty. invincible and victorious Prince, Louis
the Great, by the grace of God King of France and of Navarre, four
teenth of that name, this ninth day of April, one thousand, six hundred
and eighty-two, I, in virtue of the commission of his Majesty width 1
hold in my hand, and which may be seen by all whom it may Conccl'n,

have taken, and do now take, in the name of his Majesty and Of his
successors to the crown, possession of this country of Louisiana, the
seas, harbors, ports, bays, adjacent straits; and all the nations, people,
provinces, cities, towns, villages, mines, minerals, ﬁsheries, streams
and rivers, comprised in the extent of said Louisiana, from the mouth
of the great river Saint Louis on the eastern side, otherwise called Ohio
Alighin, Sipore, or Chukagona, and this with the consent of the
Chaouanons, Chikachasm and other people dwelling therein, with

whom we have made alliance; as also along the River Colbert, 0r
MiSSlSSlei, and rivers which discharge themselves therei'n, from its
source beyond the country of the Kious or Nadouessious, and this with
their consent, and with the consent of the Motantees, Illinois, Mesng
meas, Natches, Koroas, which are the most considerable nations dwell
ing therein, with whom also we have made alliance, either by ourselves
or by others in our behalf; as far as its mouth at the sea, or Gulf of
Mexico, about the twenty-seventh degree of the elevation of the North
Pole, and also to the mouth of the River of Palms; upon the assurance
which we have received from all these nations that we are the ﬁrst
Europeans who have descended or ascended the said river Colbert ; herch
protesting against all those who may in future undertake to invade any
or all of these countries, people, or lands, above described, to the prelu

dice of the right of his Majesty, acquired by the consent of the nations
herein named. Of which, and of all that can be needed, I hereby take
to witness those who hear me, and demand an act of the Notary, as

required by law.”

LA SALLE TAKES POSSESSION OF LOUISIANA.
To which the whole assembly responded with shouts of Vive le Roi,
and with salutes of ﬁrearms. Moreover, the said Sieur de La Salle
caused to be buried at the foot of the tree, to which the cross was at
tachcd, a leaden plate, on one side of which were engraved the arms of
France, and the following Latin inscription :

lie Hot; _
Htft i": ‘

gfi- Wild: IL
{he ftlt 7},

nthen, If.
vmg ll. 1' L

LVDOVKCVS MAGNVS REGNAT.
NONO APRILIS CXI) 103 LXXXH.
fllf mg}:
ROBERTVS CAVELIER, CVM DOMINO DE TONTY, LEGATO, R. P.

l. dc hi .__
L and is ,

ZENOBIO MEMBRE, RECOLLECTO, ET

VIGINTI

GALLIS, PRIMVS
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the government of the forts, which he should erect on his route,
together with certain privileges as an indemniﬁcation for the great
outlay which the expedition would impose on him. Such grant was
made to him by letters patent of the 12th of May, i678.
In order to execute this commission he abandoned all his own pur
suits which did not relate to it. He did not omit anything necessary
for success, notwithstanding dangerous sickness, considerable losses,
and other misfortunes which he suﬁ'ered, which would have discouraged
any other person not possessed of the same zeal with himself, and the

same industry in the performance of the undertaking.

He has made

HOC FLVMEN, INDE AB ILINEORVM PAGO, ENAVIGAVIT, EJVSQVE
OSTIVM FECIT PERVIVM, NONO APRILXS ANNI C13 101) LXXXII.
Wtri'. R}:

)l the lirr .

After which the Sieur de La Salle said that his Majesty, as eldest

‘Ztgti, yr- ;5; ..

son of the church, would ~annex no country to his crown without
making it his chief care to establish the Christian religion therein, and
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water, almost without rest, during ﬁve years.

and cannibal nations [anthropophages], against whom he was obliged
to ﬁght almost daily, although

he was accompanied by only
thirty-six men, having no other
consolation before him than a
hope of bringing to an end an
enterprise which he believed

npon the ceremony was con

Would be agreeable to his
Majesty.
After having happily ex
ecuted this design, he hopes
Monseigneur will be pleased to
continue him in the title and
government of the fort which

cluded with cries of Vivc le Roi.

Of all and every of the
above, the said Sieur de La

oi Marci;
blmd. it;

Salle having required of us an
instrument, we have delivered
to him the same, signed by us,
and by the undersigned wit

He has traversed more

than six hundred leagues of unknown country, among many barbarous

that its symbol must now be
planted; which was accord
ingly done at once by erecting a
cross, before which the chilla
and the Dominic salvum fac
Regem were sung.
Where

1 and no lag;

I'l'tltigtlf

ﬁve voyages under extraordinary hardships, extending over more than
ﬁve thousand leagues, most commonly on foot, through snow and

the nrcl

nesses, this ninth day of April,

he has had erected in the
country of his discovery, where

in/ltllonﬁi‘
itsmlui. :.

one thousand, six hundred and
eighty-two.

he has placed several French

a oi the cit"
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De La Salle; P. Zenche,

settlers—and has brought to
gether many savage nations,
amounting to more than eigh
teen thousand in number, who

Notary.

'

Recollect Missionary; Henry

have built houses there and

nation it
inn and 11?:
ith this"?

De Thnty; Francois De Bois
rondet; Jean Bourdon; Sicur

sown much ground—to com

e, Riga;

Pierre You; Gilles Meucret;
Jean Michel, Surgeon; Jean
Mas; Jean Dulignon; Nicolas

rum, Illt‘ E:
ute of in: ~
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and.
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mence a powerful colony.
This is the only fruit of an

D'Autray; Jacques Caudhois;

expenditure of one

hundred

and ﬁfty thousand ecus—the
only means of satisfying his
creditors who advanced to him

de La Salle.

the aid which he required after
very considerable losses.

On his return voyage,

La Sallc left Tonti in
command of the posts of
the Illinois, and forwarded
a report of his operations
by the hand of Father
Membre, to France, where
it was published in Hen
nepin's book in 1683, La
Salle following the report
as soon as possible. The
memorial which the ex

He believes that he has
sufficiently established the
truth of his discovery by the
ofﬁcial instrument signed by
all his companions, which was

placed last year in the hands
of Monseigneur Colbert by the
Count de Frontenac—as also
by a report drawn up by the
Reverend Father Zenobc, mis
sionary, who accompanied him
during this voyage, and who

is at this time guardian of
Bapaume—by the testimony of

plorer sent to the French

Court is of unusual inter
three

est

at the

present time
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STATUE OF LA SALLE.
Flanking
thedcmain
avenuein ofwhich
the Exposition
Louisis A.
Gudebrod's
of Robert
Cavelicr,
Sicur
La Salle,
the intrepidstood
explorer
shown
in such statue
an attitude
as he

panied him, and whom he has

may have assumed when. in the name of his King. he took possession of the country he had
found and named it Louisiana. The features of the statue are modelled from the proﬁle drawing

and who are HOW m Paris—
.

'
'
brought wnh
hlm
{0 France’

development of an empire

belonging to the Public Library at Rouen. France. La Salle's birthplace. which was made

and by the tesumony 0f many

du_ring the lifetime of the famous Frenchman. The building in the back ground is the Palace of
Mines
and Metallurgy:
many
other
portrait
statues
like
approach to
the
Colonnade
of Statesthe
on statue.
the left with
side in
front
of the
German
House
in it.
thelined
mainthe
picture.

(“her Persons who came this

wher 6 Others had seen only

year from Canada, and who

trackless wilderness :
Memoir of the Sieur de La Sallc reporting to Monseigncur dc
Siegnelay the discoveries made by him under the order of his Majesty.
Monseigneur Colbert was of opinion, with regard to the various
propositions which were made in 1678, that it was important for the

glory and service of the King to discover a port for his vessels in the
Gulf of Mexico.
The Sieur de La Salle oﬁered to undertake the discovery at his own
expense. if it should please his Majesty to grant to him the Scignory of

have seen one Cital. sent by

M. de la Barre to collect information respecting him on the spot,
and who has conﬁrmed the truth of the discovery.

All these proofs are sufficient to contradict whatever may have
been written to the contrary by persons who have no knowledge of the
country where the discovery was made—never having been there. But
he hopes to remove all these prejudices by carrying into execution the
design which he entertains, under the favor of Monscigneur, of return

ing to the country of his discovery by the mouth of the river in the

~._>_.

‘PU

rural!“
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HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION

Gulf of Mexico, since he must have lost his sense, if, without being
certain of the means of arriving where he proposes, he exposed not
only his own fortune and that of his friends to manifest destruction, but
his own honor and reputation to the unavoidable disgrace of having

imposed on the conﬁdence of his Majesty and of his ministers.

Of

this there is less likelihood, because he has no interest to disguise the
truth, since, if Monseigneur does not think it convenient to undertake
any enterprise in that direction, he will not ask anything more from his
Majesty until his return from the Gulf of Mexico conﬁrms the truth of
what he has alleged. With reference to the assertion that his voyage
would produce no proﬁt to France, he replies that if he proposed it as
a thing to be done, and on that account sought for assistance to under
take the enterprise, or reward after having succeeded in it, its useful
ness would deserve consideration; but, being here only in order to
render an account of the orders he received, he does not think himself
to be responsible for anything but their execution, it not being his duty
to examine the intentions of Monseigneur Colbert. Having, however,
observed great advantage which both France and Canada may derive
from his discovery, he believes that he owes this detail to the glory of
the King, the welfare of the kingdom—to the honor of the Ministry of
Monseigneur, and to the memory of him who employed him upon this
expedition. He does this the more willingly, as his request will not
expose him to a suspicion of self-interest; and, as the inﬂuence which
he has acquired over the people of that continent places him in a posi
tion to execute what he proposes, the things which he states will ﬁnd
greater credit in the minds of thOse who shall investigate them.
Firstly, the service of God may be established there by the preach
ing of the Gospel to numerous docile and settled nations, who will be
found more willing to receive it than those of other parts of America,
upon account of their greater civilization. They have already temples
and a form of worship.
Secondly, we can eﬁ’ect there for the glory of our King very
important conquests, both by land and by sea; or, if peace should oblige
us to delay the execution of them, we might, without giving any cause
of complaint, make preparations to render us certain of success whenever
it shall please the King to command it.
The provinces which may be seized are very rich in silver mines,
they adjoin the River Colbert [the Mississippi], they are far removed
from succor, they are open everywhere on the side on which we should
attack them, and are defended only by a small number of persons, so
sunk in eﬁeminacy and indolence as to be incapable of enduring the
fatigue of wars of this description.
The Sieur de La Salle binds himself to have this enterprise ripe for
success within one year after his arrival on the spot, and asks only for
this purpose one vessel, some arms and munitions, the transport, main
tenance and pay of two hundred men during one year. Afterwards he
will maintain them from the produce of the country, and supply their
other wants through the credit and conﬁdence which he has obtained
among those nations, and the experience which he has had of those
regions. He will give a more detailed account of this proposal when it
shall please Monseigneur to direct him.
Thirdly, the river is navigable for more than a hundred leagues for
ships, and for barks for more than ﬁve hundred leagues to the north,
and for more than eight hundred from east to west. Its three mouths
are as many harbors, capable of receiving every description of ships
where those of his Majesty will always ﬁnd a secure retreat, and all that
may be necessary to reﬁt and revictual. which would be a great economy
to his Majesty, who would no longer ﬁnd it necessary to send the things
needed from France at a great expense, the country producing the
greater part of them. We could even build there as many ships as we
should desire, the materials for building and rigging them being in
abundance, with the exception of iron, which may, perhaps, be discovered.
In the ﬁrst place we should obtain there everything which has
enriched New England and Virginia, and which constitute the founda~
tion of their commerce and of their great wealth—timber of every
kind, salted meat, tallow, corn, sugar, tobacco, honey, wax, rosin and
other gums; immense pasturages, hemp and other articles with which
more than two hundred vessels are every year freighted in New England
to carry elsewhere.

The newly discovered country has, besides its other advantages,
that of the soil, which, being only partly covered with wood, forms a
champaign of great fertility and extent, scarcely requiring any clearing.
The mildness of the climate is favorable to the rearing of a large num
ber of cattle, which cause great expense where the winter is severe. There
is alsoa prodigious number of buffaloes, stags, hinds, roes, bears, otters,

lynxes. Hides and furs are to be had there almost for nothing, thesavagcs
not yet knowing the value of our commodities. There are cotton, coehi
neal, nuts, turnsols, entire forests of mulberry trees, salt, slate, coal, vines,
apple trees; so that it would be easy to make wine, cider, oil of nuts, 0f
turnsols, and of olives also, if olive trees were planted there; silk and
dye woods. It will not be necessary to import from Europe horses,
oxen, swine, fowls or turkeys, which are to be found in different parts
of the country, nor import provisions for the colonists, who would
quickly ﬁnd subsistence.
Whilst other colonies are open and exposed to the descents of for
eigners by as many points as their coasts are washed by the sea, whereby
they are placed under a necessity of having many persons to watch
these points of access, one single post, established towards the lower
part of the river, will be sufficient to protect a territory extending
more than eight hundred leagues from north to south, and still farther
from east to west, because its banks are only accessible from the sea through
the mouth of the river, the remainder of the coast being impenetrable
inland for more than twenty leagues, in consequence of woods, bogs,
reeds, and marshes through which it is impossible to march; and this
may be the reason why the exploration of that river has been neglected
by the Spaniards, if they have had any knowledge of it. This country
is equally well defended in the interior against the irruptions of neigh
boring Europeans by great chains of mountains stretching from east to
west, from which branches of the river take their source.
It is true that the country is more open towards the southwest,
where it borders on Mexico, where the very navigable river—the
Seignelay, which is one of the branches of the Colbert [the Mississippi]—
is only separated by a forest of three or four days' journey in depth.
But, besides that, the Spaniards there are feeble and far removed from
the assistance of Mexico, and from that which they could expect by sea.
This place is protected from their insults by a great number of warlike
savages, who close this passage to them, and who, constantly engaged
with them in cruel wars, would certainly inﬂict greater evil when sus
tained by some French, whose more mild and humane governing will
prove a great means for the preservation of the peace made between

them and the Sieur de La Salle.
To maintain this establishment, which is the only one required in
order to obtain all the advantages mentioned, two hundred men only
are needed. who would also construct the fortiﬁcations and buildings,
and effect the clearings necessary for the sustenance of the colony,
after which there would be no further expenditure. The goodness of

the country will induce the settlers to remain there willingly. The
ease in which they will live will make them attend to the cultiva
tion of the soil, and to the production of articles of commerce, and will
remove all desire to imitate the inhabitants of New France, who are
obliged to seek subsistence in the woods under great fatigues, in hunt
ing peltries, which are their principal resource. These vagrant courses,
common in New France, will be easily prevented in the new country,

because, as its rivers are all navigable, there will be a great facility lor
the savages to come to our settlements, and for us to go to them in
boats which can ascend all branches of the river.
If foreigners anticipate us they will deprive France of all the
advantages to be expected from the success of the enterprise. They

will complete the ruin of New France, which they already hem in
through Virginia, Pennsylvania, New England and the Hudson's Ba)!
They will not fail to ascend the river as high as possible, and to estab
lish colonies in the places nearest to the savages who now bring the"
furs to Montreal; they will make constant inroads into the countries
of the latter, which could not be repressed by ordinances of his Majesty.
They have already made several attempts to discover this passage» and
they will not neglect it now that the whole world knows that it is dis
covered, since the Dutch have published it in their newspapers upwards
0‘ a Year 380- Nothing more is required than to maintain the posses
sion taken by the Sieur de La Salle, in order to deprive them of such a
desire, and to place ourselves in a position to undertake enterpl'ises
against them glorious to the arms of his Majesty, who will probably
derive the greatest beneﬁt from the duties he will levy there, as in our
other colonies.
Even if this affair should prove hurtful to New France, it will

contribute to its security, and render our commerce in furs more con
siderable.

There will be nothing to fear from the Iroquois when the nations
Of tha SOllth, Strengthened through their intercourse with the French,
Shall stop their conquests and prevent their being powerful, by carrying
of? a great number of their women and children, which they can 63511)’
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do from the inferiority of the weapons of their enemies. As respects
commerce, that post will probably increase our traﬁic still more than

besides, there is every appearance that the current of the river has
formed these kind of dikes by shoving on both sides the mud with

has been done by the establishment of Fort Frontenac, which was built
with success for that purpose, for if the Illinois and their allies were to

are to the right and left of the river, forming for it a bed, as it Were,

catch the beavers, which the Iroquois now kill in their neighborhood

by their separation.

in order to carry to the English, the latter, not being any longer able to
get them from their own colonies, would be obliged to buy them from

change their position, since they consist of hard soil. covered with

us, to the great beneﬁt of those who have the privilege of this traﬁic.
These were the views which the Sieur de La Salle had in placing
the settlement where it is. The colony has already felt its effects, as all
our allies, who had ﬂed after the departure of M. de Frontenac, have
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returned to their ancient dwellings, in consequence of the conﬁdence
caused by the fort, near which they have defeated a party of Iroquois,
and have built four other forts to protect themselves from hostile incur
sions. The Governor, M. de La Barre, and the Intendant, M. de Meullcs,

have told the Sieur de La Salle that they would write to Monsiegneur
to inform him of the importance of that fort in order to keep the
Iroquois in check, and that M. de Lagny had proposed its establishment
in i678. Monseigneur Colbert permitted Sieur de La Salle to build it,
and granted it to him as a property. In order to prove to Monseigneur
the sincerity of his intentions still more, and that he had no other

motive in selecting this site than the protection of the men he has left
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there, and whom he did not think right to place in such small number,
within the reach of the Spaniards, and without cannon and munitioii,
or to leave in so distant a country, where, in case
of sickness, they could expect no assistance nor
return home from thence without danger—he oﬁers

again to descend the river a hundred leagues lower
down, and nearer the sea, and to establish there
another fort, demolishing the ﬁrst, in the expecta
tion, however, that Monseigneur would consider
the expenses incurred in its establishment.

It may be said, ﬁrstly, that this colony might
inc raver:
rate raise

which the winds ﬁll the neighboring creeks, because those causeways

injure the commerce of Quebec, and cause the
dcsertion of its inhabitants; but the answer is, that
by descending lower down no beavers will be found.

pretty large trees, following regularly the banks of the river, which

form the bed of it for more than six leagues into the sea.
In the memoir respecting New Biscay, the ditﬁculty has been dealt
with respecting the inconstance of the savages. They know too well
how important it is to them to live on good terms with us to fail in
their ﬁdelity, in which they have never been known to fail in New

France. Such an event is still less to be apprehended from those who
are obedient and submissive to their caciqiies, whose good will it is
suﬁicient to gain, in order to keep the rest in obedience.

This visit to Paris is involved with the alleged mission
of Penalosa, a renegade Spaniard, who had been Governor of
New Mexico, and who, it is said, was oﬁfering to head a force
to wrest that country and its mines from Spain and annex it
to Louisiana. Therefore, it is said, the landing of La Salle's
ﬂeet at Matagorda Bay, instead of at the mouth of the Mis

sissippi, was to establish a better base for the alleged New
Mexican enterprise; that Penalosa was to
join La Salle in due time with a detachment
of French troops; that otherwise La Salle.
who could not have mistaken Matagorda
Bay for the mouth of the Mississippi,
would not have abandoned the ships till
they reached the proper destination.
However this may be, it is certain that
La Salle was supplied with the means of
establishing

Thus the ﬁrst difﬁculty will be removed, which
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July, 1684, with four ships, to be com
manded while at sea by Captain Beaujeau,
of the French Navy; that the announced
destination was the mouth of the Mississippi,

only kill the beaver, which after their departure,

The in"

a

hundred soldiers, 180 mechanics and labor

again would not have any foundation, even if .Fort

i'» »

me if the

Nor can it be believed that these levees will ever

would fall to the share of the Iroquois only, as no
other nation dares to approach those districts.
There is also no likelihood that deserters would
choose a long and diFﬁcult route, at the end of
which they would be still subject to be apprehended
and punished. whilst they have another much
shorter and easier one to New England, where they
are quite secure, and which many take every year.
A second objection would be, that the goodness
of the country would attract so many people as to
diminish the population of France. as it is said
Mexico and Peru have depopulated Spain; but,

besides ,hat' France is more peopled than Spain
has ever been, and that the expulsion of one

and that, either by accident or design, the

ships passed the mouth of the river and
landed La Salle in Matagorda Bay, one of

a!“

the ships being wrecked at the entrance.
Not a trace has been discovered of any
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reinforcements, under I’enalosa, or any one

else, sent to join La Salle. On the contrary,
SIEL‘R DE LA SALLE.
The Rm, “mom who wok “mm-0,, of the known Circumstances of La Salle's dis
Louisiana in the nan-nle "Le Grant Monarque,”
Louis .\ l V. was born in Roucn, i‘rance. K343. and

astrous failure pretty clearly indicate that
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the great wars she had to sustain, is the real cause
of its diminished population, it is certain that the

after the portrait in "Voyages des Francois." by
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who are not above forty thousand, is
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of emigrants sufﬁcient to make any perceptible
Change in France, which already counts more than one hundred thousand
settlers in foreign countries. It would be even desirable that instead of
peopling other foreign kingdoms, the riches of the country newly dis

covered should attract them to it.

__
. . . ~._

Moreover, this objection has already

ships and part of his outﬁt in the night.
Beaujeau reported that he was under orders to return as soon
as he landed La Salle, and that he did not leave until La
Salle had declined his oﬁer to bring needed supplies from
the v\Yest Indies.

been answered, when it was said that the country can be defended by

one or two forts, for the protection of which only from four hundred to
ﬁve hundred men are required, a number comprising only one half of
the crew of a large vessel.

Whatever has been imagined respecting the mud and breakers,

\Vith pieces of the wreck brought up on canoes, and with

timber dragged from a prairie grove a league away, La Salle
erected a fort on the banks of the Lavaca, a small stream

which are supposed to stop the mouth of the river [Mississippi], is

entering the bay on the west side.

easily disproved by the experience of those who have been there, and
who found the entrance ﬁne, deep and capable of admitting the largest
vessel. It would appear that the land, or levees de terre, are covered in
many parts with good growing along the channel of the river very far

January, 1685, his command suffered from lack of food, and
from malarial fevers and Indian hostilities, while he, with his
scouting parties, made continued vain efforts to ﬁnd his way
to the Mississippi.
Hopeless suffering and dissension
engendered a mutinous spirit, and the killing of La Salle’s

into the sea; and where the sea is deep they would not be suspected.
because even the creeks of the sea are tolerable deep at that distance, and

Here, for two years from
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nephew by one of the men, was followed by his own assassi
nation, one of his men luring him to a spot on a branch of
the Trinity, where two others shot him from ambush in the
presence of the astonished priest, Father Anastasius, on March
19, 1687. In his report to his superior of the Jesuit Order,
Father Anastasius Douay told of the murder in these words :
After having passed these nations, the most disheartening of all our
misfortunes overtook us. It was the murder of Monsieur de La Salle.
of the Sieur de Moranget, and of some others. Our prudent Com
mander ﬁnding himself in a country full of game, after all the party had
recruited and lived for several days on every kind of good meat, sent
the Sieur Moranget, his lackey Sager, and seven or eight of his people,
to a place where our hunter, the Shawnee Nika, had left a quantity of

buffalo meat [bmuf] to dry, so as not to be obliged to stop so often to
hunt.
The wisdom of Monsieur de La Salle had not been able to foresee
the plot which some of his people would make to slay his nephew, as
they suddenly resolved to do, and actually did on the 17th of March, by
a blow of an axe dealt by one whom charity does not permit me to
name [Liotot]. They also killed the valet of the Sieur de La Salle. and
the Indian, Nika, who, at the risk of his life, had supported them for
more than three years. The Sieur de Moranget lingered for about two
hours, giving every mark of a death precious in the sight of God, par
doning his murderers and embracing them ; and making acts of sorrow
and contrition. as they themselves assured us, after they recovered from
the unhappy blindness. He was a perfectly honest man, and a good
Christian, confessing every week or fortnight on our march. I have
every reason to hope that God has shown him mercy.
The wretches resolved not to stop here, and not satisﬁed with this
murder, formed a design of attempting their commander's life, as they
had reason to fear his resentment and chastisement. We were full two

leagues oﬂ‘; the Sieur de La Salle, troubled at the delay of the Sieur de
Moranget and his people, from whom he had been separated now for
two or three days, began to fear that they had been surprised by the
Indians. Asking me to accompany him, he took two Indians and set
out. All the way he conversed with me of matters of piety, grace and
predestination; expatiating on all his obligations to God for having
saved him from so many dangers during the last twenty years that he
had traversed America. He seemed to me peculiarly penetrated with a
sense of God’s beneﬁts to him. Suddenly I saw him plunged into a
deep melancholy, for which he himself could not account; he was so
troubled that I did not know him any longer; as this state was far from
being usual, I roused him from his lethargy. Two leagues after we
found the bloody cravat of his lackey; he perceived two eagles ﬂying

peradoes plotted nothing less than our destruction. We at last entered
the place where Monsieur Cavelier was; the assassins entered the cabin
unceremoniously, and seized all that was there. I had arrived a moment
before them. I had no need to speak, for as soon as he beheld my
countenance all bathed in tears, the Sieur Cavelier exclaimed aloud,
“Ah, my poor brother is dead." This holy ecclesiastic, whose virtue has
been so often tried in the apostolic labors of Canada, fell at once on his
knees ; his nephew, the Sieur Cavelier, myself, and some others, did the
same, to prepare to die the same death, but the wretches, touched by
some sentiments of compassion at the sight of the venerable old man,
and, besides, half penitent for the murders they had committed, resolved
to spare us on condition that we should never return to France; but, as

they were still undecided, and many of them wished to return home, we
heard them often say that they must get rid of us; that otherwise we
would accuse them before the tribunals if we once had them in the
kingdom.

They elected as chief the murderer of the Sieur de La Salle [Du
haut], and, at last, after many deliberations, resolved to push on to that
famous nation of the Genus. Accordingly, after marching together for
several days, crossing rivers and rivers, everywhere treated by these
wretches as servants, having nothing but what they left, we reached the
tribe without accident.
Meanwhile the justice of God accomplished the punishment of these
men in default of human justice. Jealousy and desire of command arose
between Hiens and the Sieur de La Salle's murderer; each one of the
guilty band sided on one side or the other. We had passed the Coenis,
after some stay there, and were already at the Nassonis, where the four
deserters, whom I mentioned in the ﬁrst expedition, rejoined us. On
the eve of Ascension seeing all together, and our wretches resolved to
kill each other, I made them an exhortation on the festival, at which
they Seemed aﬁected, and resolved to confess; but this did not last.
Those who most regretted the murder of their commander and leader.
had sided with Hiens, who, seizing his opportunity two days after,
sought to punish crime by crime. In our presence he shot the mur
derer of La Salle. through the heart with a pistol; he died on the spot,
unshriven, unable even to utter the names of Jesus and Mary. Another
who was with Hiens shot the murderer of the Sieur de Moranget
[Liotot], in the side with a musket ball. He had time to confess, after
which a Frenchman ﬁred a blank cartridge at his head. His hair, and
then his shirt and clothes, took ﬁre and wrapped him in ﬂames, and in
this torment he expired. The third author of the plot and murder
ﬂed. Hiens wished to make way with him, and thus completely avent!e

the death of the Sieur de La Salle, but the Sieur Joutel conciliated them
and it stopped there.

By this means Hiens remained chief of the wretched band. We had
to return to the Coenis where they had resolved to settle, not daring to

over his head, and at the same time discovered some of his people on
return to France for fear of punishment.
the edge of the river, which he approached, asking them what had
become of his nephew. They answered us in broken words, showing
us where we should ﬁnd him. We proceeded some steps along the
bank to the fatal spot, where two of these murderers were hidden in the
grass, one on each side with guns cocked; one missed Monsieur de La

Salle, the one ﬁring at the same time shot him in the head; he died an
hour after, on the 19th of March, 1687.
'
I expected the same fate, but this danger did not occupy my

The devoted Lieutenant Tonti, made anxious by his failure
to hear any tidings from his chief, went from the Illinois to
the mouth of the Arkansas, in 1687, where he established a
post and began a strenuous and persistent search for his lost

I saw him fall a

friend. In 1689, after a long exploration of the wilderness,
he left, at an Indian village on the river, a letter for La Salle,
written on bark, and concluding with the words: “ It is a

step from me, with his face all full of blood. I watered it with my tears,

great sorrow to me that we must return under the misfortune

exhorting him, to the best of my power, to die well. He had confessed
and fulﬁlled his devotions just before we started; he had still time to
recapitulate a part of his life, and I gave him absolution. During his
last moments he elicited all the acts of a good Christian, grasping my
hand at every word I suggested, and especially at that of pardouing his
enemies. Meanwhile, his murderers, as much alarmed as I, began to
strike their breasts, and detest their blindness. I could not leave the

of not having found you, after two canoes have skirted the
coast of Mexico for thirty leagues, and the coast of Florida
for twenty-ﬁve.” When Le Moyne d'Iberville and his brother

thoughts, penetrated with grief at so cruel a spectacle.

spot when he had expired without having buried him as well as I could,
after which I raised a cross over his grave.
‘
Thus died our wise commander, constant in adversity, intrepid,
generous, engaging, dexterous, skillful, capable of everything. He
who for tWenty years had softened the ﬁerce temper of countless savage
tribes was massacred by the hands of his own domestics, whom he had
loaded with caresses. He died in the prime of life, in the midst of his
course and labors, without having seen their success.
Occupied with these thoughts, which he had himself a thousand
times suggested to us, while relating the events of the new discoveries,
I unceasingly adored the inscrutable designs of God in this conduct of
his providence, uncertain still what fate he reserved for us, as our des—

Bienville were hunting for the Mississippi ten years later, they

landed at this Indian village, obtained this “ speaking bark"
and a prayer book from the Indians, and thus identiﬁed the
river they were traversing as the Mississippi. The loyal»

truthful and heroic Tonti ended a life of invaluable pioneer
service by dying of fever, at Mobile, in 1704.

only Six of the Matagorda colonists ever returned to Civ
ilization, several by way of Tonti’s Arkansas post.

A few

others were “rescued” by Spanish troops after the Indians
had been employed or permitted to massacre all the men,
women and children left on the Lavaca. A few survivors
were needed to tell what the Indians did, and how the
Spaniards arrived too late to “ rescue ” any more.

FRENCH SETTLEMENT OF LOUISIANA.
VVhen La Salle landed at Matagorda Bay, the Rio Grande
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del Norte or Rio Bravo was the half-way landmark between
Matagorda and Panuco, the most eastern Spanish settlement
in Mexico. Therefore. France claimed that river as the
western boundary of Louisiana. and still claimed it when the
territory was ceded to the United States, in 1803. Other
French posts were established later in Texas, although Spain
disputed the French claim. The United States continued to
assert its claim to Texas under the Louisiana purchase treaty,
and on occasion sent troops there to assert this claim, until

1819, when we gave Texas to Spain, in part pay for East and
West Florida, and for all of Spain’s incontrovertible ﬁrst dis

covery claims to the Paciﬁc coast north of latitude forty-two
degrees.
The explorations of Joliet, Marquette, La Salle and Hen
nepin opened the way for Canadian fur traders and their
“couriers of the woods,” into the valleys of the Upper Mis
sissippi and Ohio. They found their way westward in small
but

increasing

numbers
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the successful cultivation of the soil, and the introduction of
a permanent civilization in the new territory. Louis XIV

became aware of its possibilities too late in his life to develop
them as he might have done, if the resources and genius wasted

during his long reign in making himself “the Grand Monarch”
of Europe had from the ﬁrst been exerted in peopling his
American territories, and fostering the arts of peace. The
work he took up in the decrepitude of his last years soon fell
into the feeble hands of the
Orleans regency during the

long minority of Louis XV,
and the opportunity of France
had passed away forever when,
in a subsequent reign, the
thirteen English colonies
began to swarm over the
Alleghanies in that resistless
march to the Paciﬁc so graph

ically described long after by
de Tocqueville.

intelligence,

A little
and

the

missionary’s inﬂuence over
these simple, white wood
rangers, were all that differen
tiated the latter from their
Indian acquaintances.
The

"aiz21"-,.

The men who, under orders

from Louis XIV, opened up
the Mississippi from posts
established at its mouth, were
~._ ._

three American brothers, born

in Montreal of French descent.
Pierre le Moyne d'Iber
ville,

born

July

16,

was a leader in the retaliatory

Quebec expedition of 1692.
JEAN BAPTISTE LE MOYNE. SIEL'R DE BIENVILLE II.

He was given command of a

Born in Montreal on February 23, 1680, Bienville. the most famous and best beloved
of the French Governors of Louisiana, accompanied his older brother, Ibervrlle. on 1118

frigate in i697, and had a high
standing as a skillful oﬁicer of

colonizing expedition in x699, and on the death of his brother Sauvolle, on July 2;, 1701,
became Governor under the French King and ruled the colony until the concessions to
Crozat and Law placed the power of Government in the hands of the ﬁnanciers. Bien
ville became Governor again in 1718. and in that year founded the city of N ew Orleans,
which he named after the Due d'Urlcans, then Regent of France. In 1722 he again
relinquished the reins of ofﬁce, but ten years later, when Law s monopoily was ﬁnally
surrendered, again became Governor, but resigned in 1742 and returne to France,

the navy when, in 1698, the
King gave him command of

the expedition sent to plant
permanent and fortiﬁed col
eﬂ'orts to prevent the French King from ceding Louisiana to_$pa|n. The illustration
is from a contemporary portrait in the collection of the late Pierre Marrer _a Copy of
onies at the mouth of the
which was exhibited in the Historical Section at the Louisiana Purchase xposiuon.
Mississippi, and to establish
direct commercial intercourse between its valley and France.
fur trader needed this inﬂuence in his business, and if he did
not establish his post at a mission, he soon got a mission His expedition arrived in Mobile Bay January 3t, 1699.
established at his post. Even the white Usquaw man,” living Associated with him in all his operations in carrying out the
with a wife of some distant Indian tribe, felt bound to visit purposes of his mission was his younger brother, Jean Baptiste
these missions at intervals to make his confession, sell his
le Moyne Bienville, born in Montreal February 23, 1680,
peltries, and have his young half-breeds christened.
who, young as he was, soon became and long remained
These remote and feeble germs of our present civilization prominent in Louisiana affairs.
were but indirectly affected by the frequent wars between
Settlements were made ﬁrst on Ship Island and Dauphin
France and England, or by the frequent collisions between Island, and in March, 1699, lberville explored the river from
where he died at the age of eighty-eight,the_last years of his hfe_be1ng spent in the
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1661,

became a midshipman in the
French navy in 1675, served
in the overland expedition
against the English forts on
Hudson's Bay in 1690, and

patriarch and practically the

the babes, and the sole teacher

The la)"

of extending “New France" into the Mississippi Valley soon
saw that communication with the outside world by way of the
Mississippi and Gulf of Mexico was a condition precedent to

only lawgiver and judge in
these isolated little settle
troversies, the christener of

nit“

But the navigation of the St. Lawrence was closed by ice
for ﬁve months or more every year, and those who dreamed

Marquette at Kaskaskia in
1678 had in 1700 become
quite a French village, and
so had near-by Cahokia, op
posite the present site of St.
Louis. The noted mission
and trading post at Vin
cennes, on the “St. Jerome,”
or ~Wabash River, was estab
lished in 1702, and others
were being scattered far apart
on the lakes and rivers. The
missionary father was the

a: "l! l

“did'4

to west.

ready to accompany him.
The mission established by

For 11 514

his btli
lartf- 5-"

their Atlantic Coast colonies. The wars which each of the
rivals accused the other of provoking, and the Indian massa
cres which each accused the other of instigating on the Atlan
tic slope, merely postponed the date of migration from east

these streams, and all their
northern and eastern tribu
taries. \\'herever the hunter
could pilot the missionary to
some Indian village awaiting
conversion, some 2 e al 0 us
Jesuit or Recollect father was

ments, the referee in all con
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its mouth to Red River, and made his way back through the
Iberville River and lakes Maurepas and Ponchartrain, thus

circumnavigating that “Island of New Orleans,” which has
since ﬁgured so prominently in treaties and boundary contro
versies. He named the lakes after two of the French minis
ters. Other settlements were made on the mainland at the

head of Biloxi Bay, Bay St. Louis and the west bank of
Mobile River. Further explorations of the surrounding coun—
try were made, and a fort built with twelve cannon on its
bastions at Biloxi. Iberville then sailed back to France for
more colonists and supplies in May, 1700, leaving Lieutenant
Bienville, his brother, in charge of further explorations, and
leaving the supreme authority to his other brother, Le Moyne
Sauvolle, whom he afterwards induced the King to commis
sion as Governor.

culture; tried Indian labor and, when it failed, recommended

the bringing of slaves from San Domingo, as the colonists
still had to look to France and San Domingo for supplies.
Spain established a post at Pensacola to prevent the French
from encroaching on land east of the Perdido, and when war

broke out between England and Spain, Bienville thought it
agreeable to the “Bourbon Family Compact” to aid the
Spaniards at Pensacola with arms and other reinforcements.

Ensuing troubles with the Alabama Indians were supposed to

Sauvolle was born in Montreal in 1671, and on account of

have been instigated by the English of the Atlantic colonies
in retaliation. In 1704 a big French man-of-war broughta
cargo of provisions, military stores, seventy-ﬁve soldiers, ﬁve
more priests, two nuns for hospital service, and twenty-three
young women of good character. They were immediately
provided with husbands, and in due time the ﬁrst white child
of Louisiana, Jean Francois Le Camp, was born.

his brilliant talents and accomplishments was known in France

The record of the colonies near the gulf was, during the

be a great poet; Bossuet that he wouid be a great orator;

as “the American prodigy.”

Racine predicted that he would

ﬁrst eighteen years of the eighteenth century, a story of poverty
and sickness, of many explorations and of Indian troubles,

Villars that he would be a Marshal of France.

with but little growth in population or production. When

But he died

at Biloxi, July 22, 1701.

In the meantime Bienville had been continuing his explor
ations of the rivers, bays and adjacent country. On one of
these trips with his soldiers in open boats, he encountered an
English ship, commanded by Captain Barr, ascending the
river at a bend below where New Orleans was afterwards
built. He made the captain turn and go back to the Gulf,

telling him that the country was in possession of a French
garrison, under strict orders to expel all intruders under any
foreign ﬂag.

The captain went back, and that bend is to this

day marked on the river maps as “English Turn.”
Towards the beginning of Wm, Iberville returned from

Anthony Crozat, an eminent and wealthy French merchant,
acquired a monopoly of the trade of Louisiana Province,
September 26, 1712, with substantial control over its govern
ment, he named his own governor, Antoine de la Mothe
Cadillac, and took possession of an imperial domain con
taining only three hundred and sixty whites, twenty negro
slaves and seventy-ﬁve soldiers.

It was expected that, with great commercial skill and
ﬁnancial resources, Crozat would make his monopoly im
mensely valuable by developing prosperous industries, and
thus attracting colonists. But he undertook to protect his
monopoly by restrictions on commerce that discouraged

France with two ships loaded with colonists and supplies, and

enterprise and repelled immigrants.

announced that Sauvolle had been appointed Governor of
Louisiana Province, Bienville Lieutenant-Governor, and Bois—
briant major of the fort. Among those arriving at this time
came Leseuer, the geologist, and St. Denis, afterwards a brave
leader in many of the enterprises of the infant colony.
Leseuer ascended the Mississippi to the Falls of St.

himself to the discovery of mines, and sent forth many explor‘
ing expeditions. Bienville was sent to complete Fort Rosalie,

Governor Cadillac applied

which he ﬁnished in 1716, and was then sent on ill-advised
campaigns against Indians, which created enduring enmities

and ultimately bore bitter fruits.

La Harpe and Saint Denis

were sent at the head of other expeditions to establish posts

Anthony, and thence up the St. Peters and the Blue Earth,

in Texas, and keep the Spaniards west of the Rio Grande

which he called Green River, and on the latter built Fort
Thuilier. There he collected ores with which he returned to
Biloxi, and later to France, leaving a small garrison to hold
Fort Thuilier. The garrison remained until 1704, when, driven

Crozat surrendered his grant in 1717, having added less than
three hundred to the population of three hundred and eight)'

away by the Sioux. they returned to Biloxi.
During his stay in I70I, Iberville founded a town and
started the building of Fort Rosalie on the Mississippi near
Natchez, established another post at the Leseuer mines, now
Mankato, Minnesota, and planted a colony at Mobile. In

But after losing money continually and heavily for ﬁve years,

with which he began operations at Mobile, Biloxi, Natchez

(Rosalie), and the two islands.

This brings us to the era of John Law‘s famous “Com
pagnie des Indes," and his no less famous uMississippi

Scheme,” or “South Sea Bubble.”

The romantic features Of

ship, but remained a staunch friend of the colony while serving

this man’s character and career do not belong to the history
of Louisiana, and the merits and demerits of his system and
achievements have been the theme of volumes written by M

with distinction elsewhere, and died at Havana, July, 1706,

Thiers and other eminent statesmen and publicists, who have

while preparing for a cruise on the Carolina coast.
After the death of Sauvolle and the departure of Iberville,
the young Governor Bienville had many difﬁculties to encoun

given him credit for marvelous ﬁnancial skill, and for honest

1702 he was called away to take command of a line-of-battle

ter.

The colonists were mostly unacclimated “tenderfeet,”

untrained in the practical work of making homes in a wilder
ness infested by wild beasts and savages. The coast settle
ments were made on sandy barrens, at Biloxi, especially, and

Bienville moved his headquarters to Mobile in 1702. The
work of exploring in search of better locations went on. He
soon learned that the chief town should be on the Mississippi
River. He tried to make the colony self-sustaining by agri

faith in the efﬁcacy of his plan to relieve France from her
burdens and restore her prosperity. But his methods evoked
a storm of speculation which he could not control. In a few

years it defeated him, bankrupted his company, and ﬁlled the
cities of France with broken speculators whose fury drove him
forth without a dollar in his pocket, to die in poverty in Italy.

In the height of his power and success, On September
I 718, the control of Louisiana commerce was granted to h_15
company, which bound itself to send to Louisiana SIX

thousand white colonists and three thousand negro slaves.

EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF LOUISIANA.
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The \Vestem Company took up the work vigorously, and
there was greater activity and progress, until Law's over
throw, in 1720, left the Company's affairs in feebler hands
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German and other colonists were promptly sent over to
cultivate twelve miles square of land granted to John Law.
on the Arkansas, and other lands of the province. Francis

subject may be dismissed with the incontrovertible statement
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Renault was sent over,

Louisiana, until she ceded the latter to Spain. The United
States also officially reasserted, and ﬁrmly defended through
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miners from France, and ﬁve hundred negro slaves from
San Domingo, to work the Sainte Genevieve mines. They
opened mines which are valuable properties to this day, but

they did not have the diamond drill and transportation
facilities which have in recent years made that region of

short time superseded Cadillac,

again became governor, and
that same year founded New
Orleans, named after the Due
d'Orleans, then Regent. But
several years elapsed before it
was decided whether the pro
vincial capital should be New

made in 1720.

lining ct'

near

id Salt:

lished in 1718. In 1721 M.
Du Bourgmont establishad the
trading post of Fort Orleans
on an island in the Missouri
River, at the mouth of the
Osage, and Kaskaskia was
made the capital of the newly
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all administrations, this French claim from 1803, until we ceded

Texas to Spain, in 1819, in payment for the transfer to us of
Florida, and of Spain's paramount discovery claims to the
Paciﬁc coast north of latitude forty-two degrees.
Spain’s claim to Texas, like her claim that Florida was

I on iii'alr

” Midi-“I

claim to the Rio Grande as the southwestern boundary of

extended to the Mississippi and the Ohio by De Soto's and
Piﬁeda's explorations, was never conceded by any other
nation. She had just as much right to claim the rest of
Louisiana on account of Coronado's expedition in 1540. But
the expedition she sent to
establish a post on the Missouri
in 1720, was utterly destroyed
by the Indians, and she never
afterwards took possession east
of the New Mexican mount
ains, till the United States

Orleans, Manchac or Natchez,

mots “'1'

that France at no time ever hesitated to assert and defend her

disseminated ores the greatest lead-producing district in the

where a rival settlement was

for fi'cl’s'
ldecl lsi 7
'ei'l ail t.‘
loxi.

explored the Arkansas, descending that river to its mouth.
\Vithout enumerating all these expeditions, that branch of the

world. The cultivation of rice, indigo and sugar in Lower
Louisiana, and of cereals in Upper Louisiana, was begun on
such a scale as to make the province soon self-supporting,
and the permanence of its communities had been assured by
Law's vigorous measures be
.
,l’“
fore its progress was checked
by his downfall in I720, and
by the ﬁnancial depression at
tending that event.
In 1718, Bienville, after
M. de L'Epenay had for a

te Fort ii;

establiil?

of

in 1718, with two hundred white

th mange: '

5 Rii) Gr:

Hundreds

(Saint Louis del Carlorette) in Texas, about two hundred
and ﬁfty miles from Nachitoches, and from this fort had

Fort Chartres,

Kaskaskia,

was

estab

“dismembered the Louisiana
Purchase" (as

Benton said,

and as Jeﬁerson and Jackson

held) by giving her a new
boundary, including Texas and
other Louisiana territory in
1819.
After Law left France, the
eﬁorts to people Louisiana and
develop its industries slack
ened.
They almost ceased
when

the

company

became

bankrupt in 1722.
But the
monopoly remained an incubus
until it was surrendered in 1732.
In the meantime the popula
tion had been largely increased
and made more

self-sustain

ing, in spite of the ﬁnancial
created District of Illinois,
depression in France, in spite
with Boisbriant as vice-gov—
of much sickness and loss of
ernor. In 1722 it was found
life in war with the Indians.
that there were twenty-one
Bienville had been succeeded
hundred negro slaves in the
as colonial governor by Bois
JEAN PHILIPPE FRANCOIS RENAULT.
province. That year Indians
briant and Perrier, and in 1727
This statue, by A. S. Calder of Philadelphia. stood upon the east approach to the
surprised and burned F0 rt Terrace
of States, near the German House. Renault was the agent of one of John the latter began a levee thirty
Companies. the Company of Saint Philips. and came to Louisiana from France in
Orleans, and massacred the Law's
1719. He brought two hundred artiﬁeers and miners. stopped at San Domingo and six miles long to protect New
bought ﬁve hundred slaves to work in the mines—the La Matte lead mines in Missouri.
occupants.
)Hlt it was reoccu
()rleans. In 1729 occurred the
pied, and from it M. Du Bourgmont explored the Missouri awful Rosalie massacre, when the Natchez Indians sur
River a long way up in 1724.
In 1722 Governor Bienville prised and murdered two hundred male settlers, and made
settled the capital question by removing the govemment prisoners of ﬁve hundred women, children and negro slaves.
ofﬁces to New Orleans.
In the meantime, he had sent A war followed in which the Natchez Indians were completely
St. Denis, in 1718, with a force that explored Texas as exterminated. The rescued female orphans of this massacre
far as to the Presidio of Saint John the Baptist, on the were cared for in the new Ursuline Convent, at New Orleans,
lower Rio Grande del Norte. Saint Denis had been sent until they could be provided with homes among the people.
to prevent the Spaniards from establishing a post at Nachi
This convent was sent over from France in 1727, and still
toches in 1716, and later he built a fort there and was com
remains one of the venerable institutions of that city.
mandant of it. La Harpe, in 1720, had built another fort \\'hen the monopoly was surrendered in 1732, the colonists
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in Louisiana numbered about seven thousand, including three
thousand slaves, and had learned how to cultivate the soil
successfully.
The King proclaimed the commerce of the
province equally free to all his subjects, and a new era of slow
but self-sustaining progress was begun. Bienville again
became and remained Governor until 1742, when, after two
unsuccessful campaigns against the Chickasaw Indians, he
was superseded by Pierre Rigaud, Marquis de Vaudreuil. At
the age of sixty-two, after more than forty years of service,

the veteran “father of the colony,” much regretted by the
people for whom he had labored and fought so long, retired to
France, and died there in 1765, after France had surrendered

both Canada and Louisiana, both his birthplace and the
beloved province to which

of all of France's North American possessions to England and

the 7

Spain, the series of Anglo-French collisions in America, Of
which it was the culmination, must be mentioned as pertinent
to Louisiana history.
England, France and Spain all claimed the whole of North
America, and the settlers of each regarded the settlers of the
other as intruding land-grabbers. They held each other re
sponsible for all the Indian outrages they endured, and a long

Fish
\\ liidi

series of hostile aggressions and retaliations between English
and French Colonies of the North Atlantic coast, and between
English and Spanish Colonies in the south, began in their
infancy, and continued, with only brief intermission, to the
beginning of the Seven Years’ \Var.
Holland claimed and

colonized a “ New Nether
lands" in New York, on

he had nony devoted all
the best years of his long
life.
Two years before Bien
ville retired in 1742, a
trading post was estab
lished at New Madrid, and
local tradition claims
that Sainte Genevieve had
been founded in 1735, but
authentic records of the
town do not antedate I754.
He had seen new settlers
beginning to arrive every
year, and the settlements
b e c o m e self-supporting,
producing abundant crops
of cereals, indigo and
tobacco for home con
sumption, and something
to export besides peltries.
He had seen French trad
ing posts extended from
the Great Lakes across the
Missouri Valley to the
Yellowstone, and north

the

[ht l
a “New Sweden” on the

annexed the “New Nether
lands.”
\Vith the most
numerous, populous and
rapidly - growing colonies,
the English in America
were probably becoming a
bit overbearing in dealing
with French neighbors, and
willing to do their share
towards perpetuating the
traditional state of war
between England and

France.
If they did not
themselves bring on wars

mi

Quebec, if the French had
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France came over seas to colonize and civilize their new Western Empire.

Years’ War, the same rate
of slow increase in population prevailed, with peace and
plenty undisturbed by the collisions between eastern colonies
that preluded the war.
The battles of the Seven Years’ 'War were all remote from
the Louisiana settlements, but as its results were the ﬁrst dis
meinberment of the old Louisiana Province and the surrender

“in

to employ all the Indian
allies they could enlist in
those enterprises, and

armies sent from France to

OUtbreak

ill NJ

and

promptly made every such
war the occasion for a new
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La Reine in 1738, and
established another p o s t
on the Yellowstone in
1742.
In 1743 his son
Pierre, with two other
vFrenchmen, reached the

valley for France.

proﬁt
and
empl

Delaware River, and the
Dutch conquered and
annexed it. Then, in 1664,
the English conquered and

The Sieur de La

Montana, and took formal

Xui'ﬁ

land.
broke
for if
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ycar
was 1
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of Hendrick

exploration of Hudson
River. The Swedes planted

Verendrye had built Fort

, '
'
DOSSCSSIOn
Of the Allssourl

peace

Hudson’s discovery and

ward into the W'innipeg
country.

ground

was "

inﬂuenced th e Canadian
pioneers, held them to a policy of conciliation and conversiOll

in their dealings with the Indians—a policy very different

from that which characterized the contact of the rough English
frontiersman with the aborigines,
It was during this long series of Anglo-French wars on the
sea and on the Atlantic coast, that the French settlements in
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the Mississippi Valley were planted and
Passing by earlier ones, there was “King
which began in 1669 and continued until
was “Queen Anne's War," begun in 1702
peace of Utrecht, in I713, by which the

made permanent.
W'illiam's War,"
1697.
The next
and ended in the
English acquired

Nova Scotia and New Brunswick (Acadia), and Newfound

land. Then there was peace until “King George's War"
broke out, in 1744. In the following year, without waiting
for assistance from England, the English colonists took the

strong fortress of Louisbourg. The treaty of peace which
ended this war in 1748, restored Louisbourg to the French, to
the great disgust of the New Englanders, and in the following
year the foundation for another Anglo-French-American war
was laid.
The English claimed from sea to sea, as (lid the French,
and in i749 King George made a grant of six hundred thou
sand acres on the Ohio to
the Ohio company, which
proceeded to make surveys
and establish settlements,
employing young G e o r g e
Washington as one of the
surveyors. To stop this
encroachment on Louisiana
territory, the French strength

eyes on him as the proper cliieftain of the revolution.
is connected with Louisiana history.

calm, the surrender of Canada and Eastern Louisiana—except
the island of New Orleans—'to England, and the cession of
that island and all of Westem Louisiana to Spain, which
power ceded Florida to England, and also agreed that the
navigation of the river should be equally free to both Powers,
to the occupants of either bank, in accordance with the French
cession of the east bank.
This division of North America between two such Powers
seemed to insure the early and easy spread of British dominion
over every foot of it. But, looking backward, we now see
plainly how it favored the birth of a new Power destined to

rid the continent of foreign domination, except that uinsub
stantial pageant” of British'
sovereignty, under which
Canada, as a self-goveming
colony, still ﬂourishes.
Louisiana, which had a
population of about four
thousand whites and three
thousand negro slaves at the
outbreak of this war, pro—
gressed slowly and peacefully
all through it. In 1752,
Yaudreuil was succ<aeded as
governor by Louis Billouart,

ened their fort at Niagara,

built another at Presque Isle
(Erie, Pa.), and established
the military posts of La Boeuf
and \ienango within the

Chevalier de Kerleréc, who

present limits of Pennsyl—

ofﬁciated till I 762, when,
being probably advised of the
secret cession to Spain, he
was succeeded by D'Abbadie.
But nearly two years passed
before the population became
aware of the cession, and four
years passed before any
Spanish Governor came to
take possession. In the mean
time D'Abbadie was obeyed
as director-general of the
province at New Orleans till
he died of grief (it was sup
posed) February 4, 1765, and
afterwards Captain Aubrey,
pending the transfer to Spain.

vania, expelled the English
traders, conﬁscating their

goods, and proposed to
extend this chain of forts
down the Ohio and Missis
sippi, to keep the English
back. Governor Dinwiddie,
of Virginia, sent young
George \Vashington to expos
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he returned with such an
account of their operations
and intentions that an expe
dition was sent, in 1754, to
erect an English fort on the
present

site of Pittsburg.

This expedition was at work
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COLONEL AUGUSTE CHOUTEAU.
Auguste Chouteau, stepson of Pierre Laclcde Lizuest. the founder of the city of

Captain Saint Ange de Belle

Saint Louis. was born in l\cw Orleans on August 14. 1750. He was the son of Rene and
Marie Therese (Bourgeois) Chouteau. He accompanied his mother and Laclede up
the Mississippi on the famous expedition to establish a headquarters for the fur trade,

rieve, as next in command at
force appeared and drove the which was undertaken by Maxent, Laclcdc & ($0.. and it is recorded that, although Fort Chartres, and with
only thirteen years and six months of age he was laced in charge of the men who. in
fort builders away, before 1764. were sent across the Mississippi by Lacle e to make a clearing and establish a Judge Labusciere and Notary
cam on the resent site of the City of Saint Louis. lie was the ﬁrst president of
Washington could arrive with the ank of fiissouri, which was organized in 1817. Colonel Chouteau married Marie Lefebvre as counselors, was
Therese Ccrré, daughter of Gabriel Ccrré. on September 2!, i786. Ilc died on
a force of four hundred men February 24. 1829. The accompanying portrait is a photographic reproduction from the similarly obeyed at the settle
Original oil painting owned by the Missouri Historical Society. and exhibited by them
sent to support them.
He at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.
ments north of the Ohio ,
attacked and defeated the
including the newly-founded
French force which intercepted him at Great Meadows, but town of Saint Louis. In 1762 control of the Missouri River
hearing of the approach of a superior French force he built fur trade was granted by D'Abbadie to the ﬁrm of Maxent,
Fort Necessity, which he bravely defended but was com- Laclede 8: Co.
In 1763 (November 3). Pierre Laclede

on the fort

ite Oi

It ended in the ﬁnal

conquest of Quebec, the heroic deaths of \Nolfe and Mont

tulate with the French, and
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Thus

began the great Seven Years’ Vl’ar, which only by its results
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The French now

Liguest, of this ﬁrm, reached Sainte Genevieve with boats

built and garrisoned Fort Du Quesne, at the junction of the
Allegheny and Monongahela, and in 1755 they inﬂicted on
General Braddock’s army the memorable defeat in which

and followers, intending to establish a fur trade post at
or near the mouth of the Missouri. He wintered at Fort
Chartres, about twenty miles above Sainte Genevieve, while

Colonel l/Vasliington won the laurels that afterwards ﬁxed all

looking for a site.

When news of the cession of the east
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side to England reached the fort, and the cession of the west

English soldiers and settlers were slaughtered by them on

side to Spain was still unknown, he decided to locate a post

the frontiers of Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia, be
fore Pontiac was forced to make peace at ()swego in 1766,

la“ )'

After this defeat he came west among the l’ottawatomies of
Illinois, and as was natural to a broken-hearted savage, fell

born

into habits of frequent intoxication. During one of his peri
odical visits to his old friend and fellow-soldier, Captain Saint

infill

Ange de Bellerieve, at Saint Louis, in 1769, he was enticed

ﬁrm

over to Cahokia one day and made very drunk by an English

and town on the west bank, and naturally selected the ﬁrst
high land on the river below the mouth of the Missouri,
expecting that, to escape English rule, the French would
desert their settlements on the east side, and settle in or about
his new town. He told the Fort Chartres commandant that
he had found a location which might in the future become the
site of one of the greatest cities in America. In February,
1764, he sent his stepson, Auguste Chouteau, with a party of

thirty men who, on March 15th, made the ﬁrst clearing and
put up a tool-house and some rude habitations for the party.
This beginning of the World’s Fair City was enlivened by the
arrival of a whole tribe of Missourians, who expressed a great
desire to settle in the new town and enjoy the subsequently
famous hospitality of its citizens. Young Chouteau found that
his provisions would not last long with one hundred and ﬁfty
warriors and a proportional number of squaws and children as
his guests. He sent a messenger to call Laclede to his assist
ance, and in the meantime, with presents of vermilion, awls,
and such Indian currency, induced the squaws to dig the
cellar of Laclede’s new house, carrying the dirt out in buckets,
baskets and platters on their heads. M. Laclede induced them
to go back to their town up the Missouri, after a stay of ﬁf
teen days, by making them presents of com—obtained from
Cahokia—powder, cloth, etc., and by telling them they were in
great danger of being massacred by ﬁve hundred of Pontiac’s
warriors, then encamped near Fort Chartres.

Just at this time the ardent friendship of his old friend and
warrior comrade, the great Pontiac, was greatly embarrassing
the commandant at Fort Chartres, Captain Saint Ange de Bell
erieve, who was under strict orders to surrender the fort in ac
cordance with the treaty between France and England. But
Pontiac had stirred up a great Indian war to prevent the
English from taking possession of the country, and he had
come in person with ﬁve hundred warriors to intercept and
destroy any English force coming up the river to take Saint
Ange’s fort. At the time when the ﬁrst improvements were
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The great chief's
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body was brought over to Fort Saint Charles, in Saint Louis,

jean

and buried by Captain Saint Ange de Bellerieve with the
honors of war, near where the Southern Hotel now stands.
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trader. While sleeping off his debauch in a near-by grove,
he was murdered by an Illinois Indian who was supposed to
have been hired to commit the crime.

Under orders to evacuate the Illinois side in the spring of
1764, M. de Noyen De Villiers, the Governor of Upper Lou
isiana, withdrew the garrisons from the French forts at Vin
cennes, on the Wabash, and on the Illinois from Fort Marsi
aque, and even from Fort des Causes, in Missouri. Having
collected these garrisons at Fort Chartres, he left that post in
charge of Captain Saint Ange de Bellerieve, with one captain.

two lieutenants and forty soldiers, and with all the rest and
all the government employes, and a large part of the inhab
itants of the near-by villages, started down the river to New
Orleans, July 10, I764. Another year elapsed before Captain

tain
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that Director General D’Abbadie received and published the
King’s letter, announcing the cession of the Island of New
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Orleans and all the land west of the Mississippi to Spain
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Sterling arrived, in July, 1765, with a company of British sol
diers to take possession of the Illinois country. Saint Ange then
surrendered Fort Chartres and marched with his forty soldiers
to Saint Louis, preceded and followed by most of the French
from the east side of the river. He and his brother, who had
been killed in battle, were natives of Canada, as were many
others who served with distinction in the French army
during the colonial wars.

It was in October, 1765, ﬁve months before his own death

being made at Saint Louis, the French commandant had not

It was a crushing blow to him and to all of the white

yet persuaded his affectionate Indian friend to go away and
let him obey orders.

colonists. \Vhen the colonial system of France was at its
worst, they were patriotic enough to endure it and hope for

The cession of “New France” to the English was quickly

a change.
The more intolerable colonial system of Spain
precluded every ray of hope. A majority of the people were

late

followed by the great Indian outbreak known as “Pontiac’s
War.”

natives of Canada or of Louisiana.

an

Pontiac, an Ottawa Indian, born on the Ottawa

The same America"

the:

River, in Canada, and chief of the allied Ottawa, Ojibway

spirit of liberty, of yearning for self-govemment, and of

and Pottawatomie tribes, had often led them to war for the
French.
He had successfully defended Detroit, for the
French, against a formidable Indian force in 1746, and is

opposition to monopolies and trade restrictions, that was
leading the English colonies up to the rebellion of 1776, was

the

now arousing the Louisianians to a desperate resistance.

etii

credited with the command of the Indians that surprised and

they could have mustered

destroyed Braddock's army in 1755.
He was a loyal and
most efﬁcient ally of the French all through the Seven Years’

bearing arms, the ﬁrst war for American independence would

War.

At its close he was engaged in forming an anti

English confederacy of all the tribes from Canada to the

If

ﬁve thousand men capable of

have begun at New Orleans instead of at Concord and
Lexington. \Vith less than ﬁfteen hundred men subject to

enrollment for military duty, they actually began a hopeless

lower Mississippi.

revolt, which was rendered still more hopeless, if possible, by

At a great council of the tribes held near Detroit, in 1763,
a plan of attack on all the English frontier forts was matured,
and Pontiac himself undertook the siege of Detroit, the garri
son of which had been greatly strengthened by the English,
by whom his design had been discovered. His siege of De
troit lasted for ﬁve months, but failed. Eight, however, of the
twelve English forts attacked—Sandusky, Saint Joseph, Miami,
Mackinaw, Ouatanon, Presque Isle, Le Boeuf, and Venango—
were taken by the Indians, and more than two thousand

the strong inﬂuence France actively wielded to divide them
and discourage their attempt. This movement, like the later
one of the English colonists, fortiﬁed itself from the ﬁrst with

strong sentiments of loyalty to the mother country and her
King, while all its principles and declarations pointed to

Republican independence and nothing else.

They lacked the

numbers to make a formidable revolt. The movement ended
in a pathetic tragedy, supplying American history with its
earliest list of martyrs to the cause of American independence.
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SPANISH RULE IN LOUISIANA.
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The orator and leader of this revolt was the leading
lawyer of the colony, appointed by the King Attorney
General for the colony.

Nicholas Chauvin de Lafreniere,

born in Louisiana, was the son of a Canadian lumberman,
who had come to Louisiana with Bienville, and there made a

richest merchant of New Orleans, brother of Joseph, was
sent to France to plead for a revocation of the cession to
Spain. In France, Bienville, then eighty-ﬁve years old, went
with him to call on the head of the Ministry. Their plead
ings only elicited from that high dignitary an expression of

fortune in lumber and had his gifted son educated in France.

sympathy and regret, with a statement that, as he had him

As a member of the Superior Council of the colony, Attorney—
General Lafreniere's inﬂuence in that body was supreme.
The men afterwards condemned and executed with him as
leaders of the

self advised the cession, he could not advise its revoeation.
The aged Bienville then fell on his knees, and with broken
voice and streaming eyes, made a last appeal for the colony

“like a father
pleading for the
life of his child."
The Minister,

movement were
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French army;
Pierre Marquis,
formerly a cap
tain in a Swiss
regiment of
French regulars:
Joseph Millie t
an d P i e r r e
C a r e s s e.
Rear Admiral
Don An t o n i o
D'LTIloa was the
ﬁrst Spanish
Governor of
Louisia n a — a

ing them that

the colony had
c0st F r an c e
twenty millions

of dollars, and
t h at an ex
hausted treasury
had compelled
her either to
cede it to Spain,
her ally and
friend, or let it
fall into the
hands of Eng
land, an irrecon

distin g u i shed

naval ofﬁcer, in
spite of the fact
that he had once
become so im
mersed in math
ematical studies
at sea that he
forgot to open
his sealed orders
before it was too
late to execute
them. He was
an it o n o r e d
member of all
the Eu ropean
scientiﬁc soci
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STATUE OF PIERRE I..-\CI.EDF., \\'HO FOUNDED THE CITY OF SAINT LOUIS.

scientists of his
'
tlme_
He was a
,
phllosopher and

No authentic ortrait exists of the fur trader and pioneer who founded the City of Saint Louis and thereby opened up
the commerce of
orthern Louisiana, and made a beginning for the greatest city of the new empire of America. The
sculptor-,1. Scott Hartley. was guided larzely by family tradition as to Laclede's appearance and by portraits of the late Pierre
Lhouteau. Jr.. Laclede's grandson, who is said to have greatly resembled his distinguished ancestor. The statue of Laclede.
0‘ ngllest. as be frequently signed his name. stood on the east approach to Art 111]] at the Louisiana Purchase leposition.
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a man of the
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kindliest hu'manity.

ninth"L

that he had arrived there on his way to take possession of
Louisiana for Spain. On the receipt of this letter a conven
tion of delegates representing all the parishes of Lower
Louisiana was called, and held in New Orleans to consider
the‘ desperate condition of the colonists. John Milliet, the
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France—the
same m o t i v e
that determined
N a p ole on to
cede the same
territory to the
Lnited States,

On July to, 1765, he wrote from Havana

Gov

ernor U l l o a
arrived in New
Orleans March
5, 1766, a few
weeks after the
death of D'Ab
badie, whose
successor as
Director - Gen
eral, Capt a in
Aubry

as
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Intendant Com
missary, Foucault, had been promoting the agitation against
the transfer to Spain, but were now compelled, by the declared
attitude of France to assist Ulloa in obtaining posession. A
near view of the situation, and also his own humanity, inclined
L'lloa to temporize until he could obtain reinforcements strong
enough to overawe the malcmttent population, and thus evade
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thelnecessity of shedding blood.

He deferred the time of

With him were associated

was! 3

taking formal possession, and governed through the French
ofﬁcials until France refused to pay the costs, and then L'lloa

for the expulsion of the Spaniards.

Chevalier Nesan, a wealthy planter, formerly a captain in the
French army, and a Knight of Saint Louis; Captain Noyan

“anti

himself advanced the money and still continued to use the
authority of France as a stalking horse. On his arrival the

and Lieutenant

art l)“I

Superior Council, under the advice of Attorney-General
Lafreniere, had demanded that Ulloa should lay before it
copies of his legal authority and his limitations, but he had
declined to recognize that body as anything but a subordinate
municipal organization. Of course, those who Were animated
only by affectionate loyalty to France were disarmed by the

mander \‘illeare, a prominent planter, very influential among
the Germans of what was called “the German Coast;" Hardy

Bienville, nephews of Louisiana's beloved

hero, Governor liienville; Jean and Joseph Milhet; Com

de lloisblanc, a former member of the Superior Council; also
Captain Marquis, Doucet, Caresse, Petit, I‘oupet, and the sons
of Lafreniere's three uncles, with many others prominent in
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result of Jean Milhet's mission, and by the ﬁrm attitude of

colonial affairs.
On the night preceding October 28, 1768, the guns at the

the French

But

Tchoupitoulas gate were spiked, and next moming Captain

Lafreniere and his many inﬂuential friends were working for

Noyan, at the head of the Acadians, and \'illeare at the head

the freedom of Louisiana, were willing themselves to strike
the blow, and were not without hope of support from the
English colonies, and from the
discontented French of Canada.

of the Germans, marched into the city through this gate,
meeting with no resistance.
French planters from below
forced the lower gates, and under

in prt

the supreme command of Captain

tyrant

Marquis, they took complete
possession of the city, meeting
with no resistance from the
French soldiers. While L'lloa
remained barricaded in his house,
the Superior Council was in
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session on the 28th and 29th,

main

adopting a declaration of rights
and grievances, an elaborate

bone
was i
ﬁfty-t
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Government on

the cession

Current events gave additional
weight to their counsels. Of
the three thousand Acadians who
had been driven to ships at the
point of the bayonet, after they
had seen their homes and prop
erty destroyed by the orders of
Governor Lawrence, of Nova
Scotia, many had found their
way to Louisiana after they had
been landed without means or
friends among the English colo—
nists on the Atlantic Coast.
Any one who has read their tale
of woe, as told in Longfellow's

question.

0"!1ln

“Justiﬁcation,” drawn up by
Lafreniere, and a decree giving

L'lloa three days in which to quit
Louisiana, which he promptly
did, sailing for Havana on

October3l.

At Havana he met

eight hundred Spanish troops
sent to reinforce him ; but know
ing that more would be requiredv
he sent his report of the situation
to Madrid and waited for further

“Evangeline,” can imagine how
it must have affected those who
were now receiving them with
open arms and providing them
with new homes, where their
descendants are to this day a
notable and much-prized element
of the population. Their coming
was a moving lesson in regard
to the fate of an old French
Colony subjected to alien rule,
and it was not lost on the Louis
ianians. Another exciting lesson
was taught by Ulloa’s proclama
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LAFRENIERE ADDRESSING THE COUNCIL.

of Count D'Aranda, the most

.
.
“on, In Septenlber! 17661 that a“

No authentic portrait of Lafreniere is known to exist. The illustration is
from a painting made about ﬁfty years after the French patriot's death, from

'
hberal and enlightened SpamSh

y
Vessels landlng
at he“,
orleans

descriptions
andpainting
family tradition
as to his
appearance.
A photogra
hie reproduction
of this
by an unknown
artist,
from which
this engsaving
was
made. was exhibited in the section of History at the Louisiana Purchase

StateSlna'n! ‘VhOSC reply’ “' hen
asked by the King of Spain for

must sell their cargoes at prices Exposmm

ﬁxed by him, receive their pay
in the depreciated paper money of the colony, and take lumber
as one-third of their return cargo. Against this ruinous
decree the merchants and ship owners of New Orleans remon
strated in vain. And thus relations grew more and more

a written comment on Ulloa's

report, was a slightly veiled but terrible arraignment of the
spaniSh System of colonial government. It was an unveiled
admission of the superiority of republican t0 monarchic gov
ernment. It was a prophetic vision of the riSe of the then

strained, while Ulloa waited in vain for the expected rein
forcements. In I 768 he sent Captain Rios with Spanish troops

unborn United States of America.

to Saint Louis, to assume the government of Upper Louisiana.

European power. The favorable position in which Louisiana
would then be placed would not only increase her population.

But Rios remained there without venturing to take possession,

D'Aranda wrote this:

“A republic in Louisiana would be independent of any

from August II, I768, till July 17, 1769, when, after Ulloa’s

bm enlarge her boundaries, and transform her into a rich and

expulsion, he returned with his soldiers to New Orleans.

ﬂourishing state, in sight of our provinces, which would present
the melancholy contrast of exhaustion and want of cultivation.

In the meantime, a revolutionary association had been
formed, with Lafreniere at its head, to organize the colonists

wanti

tor," the Superior Council
attempted to establish autono
mous government for Louisiana.
The reforms demanded by these
patriots were inconsistent with
dependence.
Hence the advice

From the examPle under their eyes, the inhabitants of 0111'
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FRENCH REVOLT AGAINST SPANISH RULE.
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vast Mexican domain would be led to consider their utter

)lllS;

want of commerce, the extortions of their different governors,

LolllSlﬂmi;

the little esteem in which they are held, the few ofﬁces they

Seth inEl

are permitted to ﬁll, and would weigh the great inducements

Fl- lIllllltrji':

they would have to hate still more the Spanish domination,
and to think they can brave it with more security when they

the aforesaid conspiracy, and I condemn in like manner his
memory to be held forever infamous." The sentence further
condemned Petit to imprisonment for life, Mazan and Doucet
for ten years each, Boisblanc, Jean Milhet and Poupet to six
years each, and conﬁscated the property of all the condemned

men.

The sentence announced that O'Reilly would “cause

lililll
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shall see that a province, weak when compared with their
extensive and populous country, can make good her position
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with impunity and secure her prosperity."
This was D'Aranda's prevision of the new American temple
of freedom and independence, which he saw foreshadowed in
all the Lafreniere declarations, and especially in the words:
“Without population there can be no commerce, and
without commerce no population.
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The solidity of thrones is

in proportion to the extent of commerce and population.
30th are fed by liberty and competition, which are the nursing
mothers of the State, of which the spirit of monopoly is the

tyrant and stepmother. “"ithout liberty there is no virtue.”
When, on July 24, 1769, the news reached New Orleans that
Don Alexandro O'Reilly had been made Viceroy of Louisiana,
and had already anchored at the mouth of

Independence and its signers, if they had not been supported

by nearly three millions of Americans aided by the money
and the army and navy of France.
The common hangman refused to hang the condemned
men and cut off one of his hands so that he could not tie the
knot. It is said that a friend offered to die in the place of
Noyan, and that there was hope of mercy for him as a man
but recently married, but he refused to live unless those
doomed to die with him could be saved also. On the next
day after they were sentenced, Lafreniere,

the Mississippi with twenty—four ships, four

Noyan, Caresse, Marquis and Joseph
Milhet were led out and shot by a ﬁle of
Spanish soldiers, in one of the most public
places in the city, where the fusillade was

thousand troops and ﬁfty ﬁeld guns, further

resistance would have been

midsummer

madness.
The total white population of
Lower Louisiana, as enumerated by Ulloa,

was but ﬁve thousand ﬁve hundred and
ﬁfty-two men, women and children. By
the advice of Aubry, Lafreniers, Marquis
and Nilhet went with one of his ofﬁcers to
visit O'Reilly on his ship and assure him of
the complete submission of all Louisianians.
O'Reilly received them with delicate polite
ness and entertained them at dinner. Ar
riving at New Orleans on August 17, 1769,
he had the city under the guns of his ﬂeet,
and landed twenty-six hundred soldiers and

ﬁfty cannon. His suavity and hospitality
continued till he had all the victims he
wanted in his toils. Villeare responded to
a hospitable invitation only to be arrested
and brutally slain soon afterwards by his
guards for speaking, against orders, to his
agonized wife.
On the 24th of October, 1769, after a
summary trial, “Nicholas Chauvin de La—
.
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fremere, ex-Attorney-(Jeneral to the lung
‘
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of France and member of the Superior Coun—

ntfl

to be gathered up and burned by the hand of the common
hangman, all the printed copies of the document entitled ‘Me
morial of the Planters, Merchants and other Inhabitants of
Louisiana, on the event of the 29th of October, I768.’ "
And such would have been the fate of the Declaration of

heard with tears and shrieks by the entire
population gathered in the churches to pray

for their doomed friends.
Jean Milhet, Mazan, Doucet, Boisblanc,
Poupet and Petit were sent to the dungeons
of Moro Castle, at Havana, but were eventu
ally pardoned. Foucault, who, as an ofﬁcer
of the French King, appealed to him, went
to France and was thrown into the Bastile.
He had been associated with the beginning
of a movement which eventually sought
English aid in expelling the French Acting
Director-General Aubry.
The evidence proving these men guilty
of intending to establish a republic, and to
make that republic a refuge for the needy
and oppressed of all nations, was abundant.
Gayarre says, in his history, the project
DON ALESSANDRO O'REILLY.
was discussed in printed and in manuscript
The second Spanish Cavernor of Louisiana
who is remembered only to, ' ghg cruelty and documents which had been circulated
iniustice with which he suppressed the efforts of
the French citizens of New Orleansmmammin throughout the colony, and he adds:
their rights. was born in 1-35, and died in 1794.
u
.
The portrait is from a copy of a contemporary
There can be no doubt that the colonists
miniature owned by Madame Pierre Lanaux of

New Orleans, which copy was exhibited in the

.

would have eagerly adopted this form of

Louisiana State building and belOnBS to the State.
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cil; Jean Baptiste Noyan, his son-in-law;
Pierre Caresse, Pierre Marquis, Joseph Milhet; an attorney
to the memory of Joseph Villeare on account of this culprit's
death in prison; Joseph Petit, Balthazar Mazan, Julien
Jerome Doucet, Pierre Hardy Boisblanc, Jean Milhet
and Pierre Poupet,” were formally sentenced by O'Reilly
as follows: “I do condemn the aforesaid Nicholas Chauvin
de Lafreniere, Jean Baptiste Noyan, Pierre Caresse, Pierre
Marquis and Joseph Milhet, as chiefs and principal movers
of the conspiracy aforesaid, to be led to the place of
execution mounted on asses, and each one with a rope
around his neck, to be then and there hanged until death
ensue, and to remain suspended on the gallows until further
orders. And the late Joseph Villeare stands likewise con—
victed of having been one of the most obstinate promoters of

government had it been possible at the time,
for it must be recollected that from the earliest existence of
the colony, almost all its governors had uniformly complained
of the republican spirit which they had observed in its
inhabitants."
In this year of 1769 was founded the ﬁrst town on the
Missouri River, the “Village of the Little Hills" (Les Petites
Cotes), the present city of Saint Charles, Missouri, which was
ﬁrst incorporated in 1809, and was the capital of the State of

Missouri from 1820 to 1826.
O‘Reilly was recalled so quickly after these severities, that
the milder government instituted by his successor, Don Luis
L'nzaga, in 1770, was accepted by the people as a conciliatory
overture from Spain. Unzaga sent Captain Pedro Piernas to
Saint Louis as Lieutenant-Govemor for Upper Louisiana, and
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to Piernas on May 20, I770, Captain Saint Ange (1e Bellerieve

tlie great advantage of people on both sides of the rim

surrendered the governorship he had so long held with no
other authority than the consent of the governed. Piernas
also adopted such a policy as soon paciﬁed the people.
When Unzaga succeeded to the governorsliip at the be
ginning of I770, Louisiana had begun that new rate of growth
which was to give her a three-fold increase of population
within the next ﬁfteen years. The treaty of 1763, which ceded
to Great Britain every acre east of the Mississippi, except the
island of New Orleans, gave to this ceded territory sources of
population to which it had previously been closed, and that
part of Louisiana ceded to Spain was greatly beneﬁted by the
change. Florida was ini
mediately evacuated by its
small Spanish population,
some going to Spanish
Louisiana, some to Cuba.
Mexico or other Spanish
dependencies. But Flor

A still larger irriiption of settlers into the Ohio Valley was

ida's population had in
creased to twenty-five
thousand before it was
ceded back to Spain by

Great

Britain in

1783,

held back at ﬁrst by l’oiitiac's war, which had broken up the
feeble settlements of the Upper Ohio Valley, and afterwards
by the proclamation of the British King, in 1760, forbidding
any settlement west of the sources of rivers emptying into the
Atlantic estuaries. The Atlantic coast colonies grudged the
cost of protecting such settlements and were inclined to dis
courage in every way a migration that threatened them \i'itlia
serious loss of population. But stories of fair and fertile lands

found in Kentucky by Boone, Kenton, and other daring
hunters, started towards the Ohio Valley in 1775 a stream of
settlers that increased con
tinually throughout the
Revolution. and very rap
idly after its close. This
rush of hardy. fearless and

proliﬁc settlers into that
part of Louisiana which
had been ceded to Great
Britain, determined the
future of the whole terri
tory. Before Cornwallis
surrendered at Yorktown,

having increased far more
this “rear-guard of the
in those twenty years than
Revolution" had made
in two hundred years under
their victory at King's
Spanish auspices. British
M ountain the turning point
of the Revolution. and had
West Florida was estab
lished, to comprise all the
w r e st e d the Northwest
territory between the Apa
Territory from Great
Britain and the Mississippi
lachicola and the Missis
the western boundary of
sippi, except the island of
New Orleans, and all else
the United States.
They were men who
between the Gulf coast and
wanted land enough to
a line extending due east
give large farms to large
from the mouth of the
families of children.
Yazoo to the Apalachicola.
Among them were such
As thus delimited, W"est
heroes of the Revolution
Florida had river and gulf
as Colonel Thomas Mar
fronts closely surrounding
shall, of Virginia. the father
New Orleans, with free
of Chief Justice John Mar
navigation of the river and
shall, and of fourteen oth‘F
a treaty right of deposit at
grown children. Onct‘
New Orleans. It included
established on the Missis
Mobile, Pensacola, the
sippi,
such people WHO
best harbor on the Gulf,
bound
to spread to the
and the grounds on which
Paciﬁc
in
one or two more
the capitals of the present
generations. It was their
States of Mississippi and
STATUE OF GEORGE ROGERS CLARK.
harassing and threatening
Alabama now stand. Into
In portraying the rugged soldier and frontiersman. whose ersonal efforts did so m “Ch for the
insistence that practically
this territory quickly came early development of the great Northwest, Miss Elsie Ward). the sculptrcss, produch
a statue
which‘ranks high among the portrait and historical sculpture of the World's Fair. Several old
planters of cotton, tobacco, portraits were consulted for the modelling of the features. while the flintlock rifle and powder-horn forced the great acquisi
were modelled from the actual ones which Clark carried. and which are still preserved by his
indigo, etc., with their family. Clad in the buckskin suit of the early backwoodsman. and with right hand shading the tion of 1803. When he
eyes as he looked across the boundless prairie, the statue of George Rogers Clark stood in a
made that cession, Na
slaves, from Georgia and commanding position on the west approach to Festival Hall.
poleon
knew that he was
the Carolinas.
This re
only
expediting
the
march
of
inevitable
events by open
settlement of lands deserted since the Natchez wars of 1729,
ing
a
peaceful
way
for
it.
And
he
also
knew
that a distlm‘t
this new environment, together with the commercial interests
restatement
of
the
old
French
claim
to
a
Rio
Grande and a
of New Orleans, soon wrought a relaxation of the trade re

strictions that had so long retarded the growth of the country

Paciﬁc coast boundary in the treaty was not necessary; that

commercially tributary to New Orleans, and when the Madrid

with Louisiana, the United States had the same right to g0 l"

authorities could not be induced to relax them, the Spanish

the PaCiﬁc as Great Britain had acquired with Canada, and

Governor found it expedient to wink at evasions of them, to

would, in all probability, get there ﬁrst.

EXPLOITS OF GEORGE ROGERS CLARK.
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While this procession of events was forming on the east
side, the people of Spanish Louisiana were progressing and
having an unusually good time under Governor Unzaga
at New Orleans and Lieutenant-Govemor Piernas at St.
Louis. Both rulers, aided by favoring circumstances, did
their best to conciliate their hostile subjects, and completely
won their conﬁdence and regard. The impending conﬂict
between Great Britain and her rebellious American colonies
was too far away to affect the interests of people on the Mis
sissippi until Spain herself became involved in the war on the
side of France and the United Colonies in 1779. In his Kas
kaskia and Vincennes campaigns of I778—9, Colonel George
Rogers Clark had the unconcealed sympathy and 'more or less
open support of Saint Louis and Upper Louisiana.
The appearance of this HYoung Hannibal of the \Vest” 011

titer is r"

the scene was one of the controlling events in Louisiana his
tory. Born and brought up within two miles of Thomas
Jefferson, young Clark ﬁrst
crossed the mountains as a sur

tucky.
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As the war of the Revolution progressed, it became

manifest that the more frequent Indian raids into Tennessee.
Kentucky, and other parts of the Ohio Valley were being
precipitated from the British posts in the Floridas and in the
northwest. Having satisﬁed himself that the only effectual
way of protecting Kentucky was by capturing the British
posts at Kaskaskia, \iincennes and Detroit, Clark went to
Virginia in the fall of 1777 to lay before Governor Henry a
plan for capturing them.
Governor Henry summoned his

most trusted advisers, Thomas Jefferson, George VVythe and
George Mason, to meet himself and Clark in a council of war.
They were anticipating British expeditions from the Carolinas
and from Detroit, to organize Indian assaults on Virginia from
the rear, and to secure ﬁnal British possession of the country
west of the Alleghenies. They were sagacious enough to fore
see how Clark‘s project might defeat these British enterprises.
and secure the Mississippi boundary for the colonies as the

~

principle in the ﬁnal treaty of
peace. The result of the con
ference was a unanimous and
hearty endorsement of Clark's
enterprise.
On January 2.
1778, he received a commission
as Lieutenant-Colonel in the

veyor at the age of eighteen,
n. deer:
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in 1770, and soon became a
frontier leader in the troubles
culminating in “ Dunmore's
War,” in 1774. In that war
he rendered such service that

item in

tucky settlers in the Virginia
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authority to recruit seven com

panies, and orders on the com
mandant at Pittsburg for a
supply of boats and ammuni

tion. He received two letters
of instruction, one public and
the other secret, and also let

ters in which Jefferson, Mason
and \Vythe pledged their
inﬂuence to secure a grant of
three hundred acres to every

man who should enlist under
Clark.
Expectation of a formidable
invasion from Detroit made
the frontiersmen 10th to leave
their families unprotected, but
Clark managed to enlist about

procure

for them a much-needed sup
ply of ammunition.
With
only one companion, Gabriel

Jones, who was killed by the
Indians in Kentucky 011 their
return joumey, he made the
trip of ﬁve hundred miles on

foot through the wilderness,
secured the organization of
Kentucky as a county of Vir
ginia, obtained from Governor

Ii liﬁi:

with orders on the Virginia
treasury for £1,200 sterling,

King, but declined it on ac
count of the impending rupture
between Virginia and the
mother country. He went to
Kentucky in 1775, where he
was made a major in the
militia, and became a very
successful leader of the settlers
in their frequent conﬂicts with
the Indians. In 1776 he was
chosen to represent the Ken

the Rs

military service of Virginia,

he was offered a regular com
mission in the army of the

'c farm:
of cizf

usufruct of the “ulz'ﬁossz'dzlzk”

.
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GEORGE ROGERS CLARK.

two hundred men who had set
George Rogers Clark was born in Alhemarle County. Virginia, November to. 1752.
He was made a major of Kentucky Militia in 1776. He ﬁrst proposed to Patrick
Henry. then Governor of Virginia. the plan to capture the Northwust Territory from
the British, and he was authorized to undertake the task. which he successfully
accomplished. In 1794 he accepted a commission from Citizen Genet, the representa
tive of the First Republic of France. to capture Louisiana from the Spanish.
holding the rank of Major-General in the French Army For his services in the
Revolution the State of Virginia gave him a sword. He died on February 13, 1815. at
the home of his sister. near Louisville, Kentucky. The illustration is from a painting
from life owned
by his grandnephew.
Mr. at
John
of Saint
Louis. and
exhibited
by the Missouri
Historical Society
the O'Fallon
LouisianaClark
Purchase
Exposition.

Patrick Henry an order on
I’ittsburg for ﬁve-hundred
weight of powder, and with it ran the gauntlet of Indian
ambuscades on the Ohio, delivering it safe at Harrodstown
January 2, 1777. Four men were killed, however, and three,

tled or intended to settle in
K e n t u c k y . \Vith these he
encamped on an island at the
head of the Ohio falls, built a
'
'
block house' dnlled
11's

rue“)

and cultivated a crop of corn,
which was to be his base of supplies. Leaving his crop to
mature on uCorn Island." he went down the Ohio with his
command in boats during an eclipse of the sun, June 24, I778.

the":
a if 7'

including Clark's cousin, Joseph Rogers, were taken prisoners

Landing at Fort Massac, he reached Kaskaskia after a forced

rae'

by the Indians while the precious ammunition was being
escorted from the Ohio River to Harrodstown.

march of six days and made prisoners the British garrison
on July 4th, without ﬁring a gun. In a few weeks he had es
tablished the most friendly relations with the French popula
tion and with the Spanish authorities at St. Louis, where
Ferdinand de Leyba had become Lieutenant-Governor, June
17, 1778, succeeding Francisco Cruzat, who had succeeded

wit?
.1111;

Kentucky had long been such a desirable hunting ground
for the Indians that they permitted no tribe to 0ccupy it to

':t L15
11} 4 '

the exclusion of others, and no Indian of any tribe ever over
looked an opportunity to kill any white man he found in Ken—
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Piernas on May 20, 1775. The strapping young Colonel
of twenty-six, “blonde, blue-eyed and six feet four,” was

secured by the Jay treaty. \Vhile Clark was thus securing
the Northwest as far as the Mississippi for the new American

the reigning local favorite, and gossip soon nominated
him as the future son~in-law of Governor de Leyba. He

held the “'atauga and Cumberland settlements in Tennessee

never married, but with the aid of his new friends he
made treaties of peace and friendship with ten or a dozen
Indian towns preparatory to his movement against the
post at Vincennes. The inﬂuence of Father Pierre Gibault,
however, brought about the surrender of Vincennes to a mere
proclamation.
Lieutenant-Governor Hamilton, of Canada,

who was understood to be organizing at Detroit and other
lake posts a formidable army of British soldiers and Indian
warriors for an invasion of Kentucky, was aroused by the

Republic, another wing of the famous “Rear Guard" had
against Indian assaults from the south, and had won the
famous battle at King's Mountain, which turned the tide of
success in favor of the rebels. Isaac Shelby, afterwards Ken

tucky’s ﬁrst Governor, and John Sevier, afterwards the ﬁrst
Govemor of Tennessee, collected and led the frontiersmen
whose decisive stroke at King's Mountain eventually caused
Cornwallis to coop his army up in Yorktown preparatory to
this ﬁnal surrender.

While building Fort Jefferson on the Mississippi, below

news of Clark's successes, and in the fall of the year reoccu

the mouth of the Ohio, in 1780, Clark leamed that a British

pied Fort Sackville at V incennes with a force of British and
Indians larger and better equipped than Clark's command.

Louis and Kaskaskia for their friendly welcome to him.

Indian war party was being sent from the lakes to punish Saint

The latter’s term of enlistment was expiring, and many of the

While he was hastening to Kaskaskia with reinforcements,

men were anxious to retum to Kentucky for the protection of
their families against the expected invasion. But with $12,000
advanced to him by Colonel Francis Vigo and others, and
an additional sum lent him by Father Gibault, Colonel Clark
managed to re-enlist about one hundred of his men and sixty
or seventy more from the vicinity of Saint Louis, for a mid
winter descent upon Vincennes. Crossing the half frozen
prairies in February. from the Mississippi to the \Vabash, his
men wading often in icy water up to their armpits, he got
his command across the Wabash and its ﬂooded lowlands
undiscovered, and surrounding Fort Sackville in the night

the Indians made the attack on May 26 which caused 1780 to

be marked as “L'Annee du Coup” in the annals ofearly Saint
Louis.

But they had got wind of his coming, somehow,

and withdrew without following up their ﬁrst attack. From
prisoners taken by his pursuing men, he learned that the long

expected invasion of Kentucky under Colonel Bird of the
British army, with troops, Indian warriors and artillery, was

then proceeding up Licking River from its mouth. Starting
with two companions to Kentucky, Clark arrived in time to

lead a retaliatory expedition against the Shawnee towns.
Bird’s expedition, after reaching Ruddell's Station, eighty

made prisoners of its astonished commandant and garrison

miles up the Licking, had retraced its steps and recrossed the

next day, after a hot ﬁght, on February 25, 1779. He also
captured a ﬂotilla of boats coming down the Wabash with
military stores and supplies for Fort Sackville. It is remark

Ohio, carrying away a vast amount of plunder, and abom
three hundred and ﬁfty women and children prisoners.

able that Governor Hamilton did not fall a victim to the fury
of his captors. In their eyes he was “The Scalp Buyer," the
man who, by paying liberal bounties to Indians for the scalps
of white people, kept the savages prowling around the Ken

tucky settlements to butcher families found in lonely cabins,

In 1777 the brilliant young Don Bernardo de Galvez had
succeeded Unzaga as Governor of Louisiana at New Orleans.
Bom in Malaga in 1755, he had made a splendid record in the
Spanish army under O'Reilly, and in 1776, when only twenty
one, had been sent to New Orleans as second in command
under Unzaga, and to succeed him the year following. When

Captain Willing, in 1778, visited Governor Galvez as the
and to massacre small parties venturing too far into the for
ests from the block houses. Yet Colonel Clark detailed an agent of Congress to solicit arms and ammunition for the
escort and had Governor Hamilton and twenty of his ofﬁcers rebels, Galvez not only supplied him secretly with niilitar.v
stores, but with $70,000 in cash. Galvez knew that the peODle
delivered safe as prisoners of war to Governor Thomas Jeﬁ'er
.of British West Florida were mostly American-bom, and
son, in Virginia.
Before the prisoners arrived or the news reached him, strong sympathizers with the cause of her revolted coloniest
Governor Jefferson had written to Clark:

HMuch solicitude

will be felt for the result of your expedition to the \Nabash;
it will at least delay their expedition to the frontier settle
ments, and if successful, have an important bearing ultimately
in establishing our northwestern boundary.”

The captured posts were garrisoned and held under the
authority of Virginia to the end of the war, and the conquest
was in the meantime sufficiently completed and perfected by
Clark's victorious campaigns at the head of a thousand rifle
men from Kentucky—ﬁrst against the Shawnee towns in Ohio

in 1780, and afterwards against the Miami towns in 1782.

Assured of this support, and with about one hundred of them
enlisted in his ranks, he lost no time in beginning the conqutrst
of the British posts in WVest Florida as soon as Spain declared
war against England in 1779. In connection with their expe
ditions from Carolina and from the lakes to Kentucky, the
British proposed to take New Orleans and send armed vessels

and troops up the Mississippi and into the Ohio, with a view
of organizing the Indians of the West for a rear assault upon

the rebel colonies.

It was in anticipation of this movement

that Clark was ordered to build Fort Jefferson, below the
mouth of the Ohio. Galvez rendered this fort unnecessary by

his conquest of British West Florida, and at the same time

Governor Jefferson made him a Brigadier General in 1781,
with authority to raise two thousand men and capture Detroit.
But Arnold's ruthless invasion of Virginia gave Clark other
employment for a time, and before he could get his Detroit
expedition ready the exhaustion of Virginia and the practical

Then Baton Rouge was forced to capitulate, after a cannon

ending of the war by the surrender of Cornwallis caused an

ade, on terms which included the surrender of the garrisons at

abandonment of the project, to Clark’s great regret.

of the treaty of 1783, the British held Detroit till 1796 and

Natchez and Fort Panmure. Eight English vessels in the
river and on Lake Ponchartrain were taken; the Prisoners

made it a thorn in the side of the West until its surrender was

including, besides sailors and irregular troops, ﬁve hundred

In spite

utterly prevented the proposed British river expeditiOIl

On September 6, I 779, he captured Fort Manchac, on the
river, about one hundred and ﬁfteen miles above New OrleanS
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and ﬁfty-six British regulars.

\Vith his Louisianians and

West Florida men, reinforced by two thousand Spanish sol
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names, but slightly disguised by Spanish publication, indicate
that more of the soldiers were French than Spanish.

The

Indians were HOctaguos, Sotu and Putuami," under the
diers, Galvez, on March 14, I780, cannonaded and took Fort

fillemms it:
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Charlotte and its garrison, at Mobile. Waiting a year for
more reinforcements, he forced Pensacola and its garrison of

chiefs “Electurno and Naquigen"—probably Pottawatomies,

eight hundred British regulars to capitulate in March, 1781.

have been the Ottawa chief Nakioun, with whom Colonel
Clark had made a treaty in 1778. Tayon afterwards received
a land grant and a commission, and was commandant at Saint
Charles from 1792 till Upper Louisiana was transferred to the
United States in 1804.
The small English garrison on the Saint Joseph River in
southwestern Michigan was resting under the protection of allied

Ottaganiies or Ottawas and Sioux or Sancs.

Naquigen may
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ceded to the United States by Great Britain in 1783, and to
deny that Louisiana, as ceded to the United States in 1803,
could rightfully include the Gulf region east of the Island of
New Orleans to the Perdido. The United States forcibly
resisted these claims, took military possession of the disputed
territory, and had included it all in the States of Louisiana,
Mississippi and Alabama, before the controversy was ﬁnally
settled by the Florida cession treaty of 1819.
For these services Galvez was made a Count and Captain
General of Cuba, in 1783. Two years later he was made
Viceroy of Mexico, where he and his Louisiana wife acquired
a popularity never accorded to any other Spanish rulers of
that country. He built the famous castle of Chepultepec and
died there, much lamented by the people
over whom he had then ruled for ten years.
For their services George Rogers Clark
and his men received land grants that never

became valuable while they lived. He never
received the salary due him as colonel, ﬁrst,

and later as brigadier-general of Virginia
soldiers. It was ﬁnally paid to an executor
many years after the old hero's death. The
amount due Francis Vigo for cash ad
vanced to Clark was paid the same way.
Instead of rewarding Clark with a count

surrounding tribes, and Captain Pourre's men had to carry

not only all of their own provisions and munitions, but Indian
goods enough to buy the neutrality of these tribes. The men
suffered great hardships in that winter journey of fourhundred
miles, but they took the fort, took possession of the country

in the name of the Spanish King, made prisoners of the few
English who had not escaped, and divided the stores and
other plunder among the Indians, leaving the Spanish flag
ﬂying and bringing the English ﬂag to
Governor Cruzat in Saint Louis.
A letter from Richard McCarty to
Colonel George Slaughter, dated January
27, 1781, speaks of this expedition as com
posed of “thirty Spaniards, twenty Cahoki
ans and two hundred Indians," and says

was"

the object was to avenge a party of seven

ship, we have named many counties after
him. Indiana is the only State that ever
gave him a monument, and she has named

teen Cahokians who had previously sur
prised and taken Saint Joseph, but 011 their
return with twenty-two prisoners and a great
quantity of goods, were overtaken and all
killed but three, who escaped. The fort
had been taken again in 1778 by Paulette
Meillett, the founder of Peoria, but he had

counties after both Clark and Yigo.

Spain

abandoned it, as the Spaniards did after

had ﬁnally yielded to the persuasions of

capturing it in 1781. Yet the Madrid Gaz
ette's account of this last capture as pub
lished March 12, 1782, was immediately
forwarded by John Jay, the American
Envoy, to warn his government in regard
to the boundary designs of Spain in the
pending peace negotiations.
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France, and gone into the war with two
objects in view—the recovery, ﬁrst, of Gib
raltar, and next of all that part of the Mis
sissippi \'alley which had been ceded to
England, or as much of it as possible, with
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DON BERNARDO DE GALVEZ.

exclusive possession of the great river.
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The fourth Spanish Governor of Louisiana was

‘
The more of this
land she should have to
offer in exchange, the better chance she
‘
'
'
\iould
have of securing
Gibraltar
in
the

born in \lalaga, in 1755. In 1776, when only
'
twemyoge' he was sent ,0 New Orleans as
Throughout the War of the Revolution
2:23?! ah","Pg?fgiegggfﬂhgnfgﬁgwifl? 13:: Spanish Louisiana increased steadily in
In 1778 he supplied
Ca tain “'illing o$70,000
the
'
'
Conn-"mummy
withmugarymmand
population
and production.
The sod' pro

ﬁnal peace negotiation, if she failed to take

in who helnihe young Republic inits smignle
against England.
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the war.

Rogers Clark
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The success of George
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alarming
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tion of a new power growing up in the eastern
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watershed 0f the river, and to establish for Spain a counter—
claim to its possession, an expedition from Saint Louis was
sent to capture Fort Saint Joseph, in Michigan, in

1781.
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Don Ferdinand de Leyba died in 1780, and after an interval
of three months, during which the duties of the office devolved
upon Don Silvio Francisco Cartabona, Don Francisco Cruzat
was again in charge at Saint Louis as Lieutenant-Governor.
0" January 2, 1781, he started the Saint Joseph expedition from
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duced provisions in abundance for home
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Saint Louis under the command of Captain Don Eugenio
Pourre. According to an account of this expedition afterwards
published in the Madrid Gazette, it was composed of sixty-ﬁve
militiamen and sixty Indian warriors. Don Carlos Tayon
was lieutenant and Louis Chevalier was interpreter.

The

'
' possessed a large
Saint
Louis

and growing trade with the Indians of the
Missouri Valley, and was making valuable shipments of furs and
peltries to New Orleans every year when the peace of 1783 was

concluded. Louisiana had more than trebled her population in
twenty years, under a new colonial policy which Spain had
adopted in furtherance of a design to acquire all of the Mis

sissippi Valley. In 1788, ﬁve years after the peace of 1783,
the population of Lower Louisiana, according to a census
then taken, was thirty-four thousand one hundred and thirty
four, including ﬁve thousand three hundred and thirty-eight
in the city of New Orleans. Saint Louis and vicinity had one
thousand one hundred and ninety-seven, and Sainte Genevieve
eight hundred and ninety-six. The entire population of Span
ish Louisiana was given as forty-two thousand six hundred
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and three.
Int this included Spanish “'est Florida with six
thousand three hundred and seventy-six, Natchez having two

thousand six hundred and ninety-seven, and Mobile one
thousand four hundred and sixty~eight. The United States
claimed and afterwards took possession of most of this West
Florida under the treaty of 1783, and of
the remainder under the Louisiana I’ur—

and the mouth of the Yazoo. and running back between
those parallels to the Apalachicola, and she retained ll
against the will of its white inhabitants until the United
States took forcible possession of it during President
John Adams’ administration.
And this claim that E".

gland could not. under the treaty of
1783, cede land which Spain claimed lo
have acquired by conquest in I779 and

chase treaty in 1803.
The treaty of 1763 had vested in Eng
gland the titles or claims of both France
and Spain to both of the Floridas, and
to all of the land east of the middle of the
Mississippi, excepting only the Island
of New Orleans. Together with the pre
vious treaty of 1762 between France and
Spain, it also vested in Spain the claims

1780-81, was also the strongest basis
of her subsequent claim that the Louisi
ana Purchase of 1803 could not include
\\'est Florida as far east as the Perdido.

or titles of all three to any and all territory

brazen denial of American right to the
free navigation of the Mississippi, under
the treaties of 1763 and 1783 remained
a constant menace to the Union and the
peace of the Republic, until the Louisiana
Purchase in 1803 completed gloriously and
most happily the work of the fathers and
founders of the Government of the United
States.
England as well as Spain continued for

The United States decided this controversy
also by taking military p055ession eventu

ally. The controversies over the Natchez
land north of 31°, and over Spain's

between the Mississippi River and the Pa
ciﬁc, and also to the Island of New Or
leans. In rights of discovery Spain's pre

vious title to the Paciﬁc coast was by
far the clearest and strongest.
In pos
session of Louisiana under the treaty of
1763, her title to all land between the
river and the Paciﬁc was academically
perfect. The treaty of 1783 was an addi
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tional conﬁrmation of this title vested in
Spain by France and England, and by
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Gabriel Cerré. as he was commonly known. was
born in Montreal. August I}. i734.

many years after, 1783 ID harbor IIO[)€S OI

In i755 he estab

recovering possession of the Mississippi

Valley, and the intrigues and efforts of both
.
. direction,
.
.
in
this
and the results thereof,

(iraliot in bearing the expense of Clark's expedition

left
their impress upon every
phase of Louisiana history during those
.
'
of Saint ouis. exhibited by the Misouri Historical
by the previous
treaty of 1782, in
which
Society at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.
twenty years.
For in utter disregard
England recognized the independence
of the treaty of 1783, England retained
of the United States and surrendered to them all the posts in the territory she had ceded to the United States until
I796. The Louisiana Purchase in 1803 put an end to the raids
land east of the middle of the Mississippi from its source
southward to latitude 31°.
Spain afterwards claimed that of British Indians from the north and of Spanish Indians from
.
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to Vincennes. M. Cerre' died in Saint Louis on
April 4. i805.
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have

The illustration is from a painting

owned b hisdescendant. Mr. Voluntine C. Turner.

her conquest of Vt'est Florida included the territory
fronting on the river between latitude thirty-one degrees

the south, which had, up to that time, made the settlement of
the \Vest the bloodiest chapter in early American history.
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CHAPTER II.
THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE.
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WESTERN BOUNDARIES or THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC THREATENED BY FOREIGN OCCUPATION—STATEHOOD MOVEMENT IN KENTUCKY ANn
TENNESSEE—FRENCII IN LOUISIANA RESTLEsS UNDER SPANISH RULE—SPAIN GRANTS FREE NAvIOATION OF THE MISSISSIPPI—
AMERICA’S DESIRE FOR COMPLETE CONTROL or RIVER COMMERCE AT THE BOTTOM OF THE PURCHASE MOVEMENT—IEFFERSON'S

DREAMS 0F WESTWARD EXPANSION—CESSION ONLY or NEw ORLEANS AND FLORIDA AT FIRST SOUGHT—LIIIINOSTON’S SECRET
INSTRUCTIONS—JEFFERSON’S WARNING TO NAPOLEON—MONROE SENT TO FRANCE ON SECRET MISSION—NAPOLEON YIELDs To KEEP
LOUISIANA OUT OF ENOLAND’S HANDS—SIGNING OF THE TREATY—ANNOUNCEMENT A SURPRISE To ENGLAND—TREATY RATIFIED BY
CONGREss—JEFFERSON SENDs OUT LEWIS AND CLARK’s EXPEDITION—FURTHER EXPLORATIONS OF TIIE NORTHWEST—RAPID SETTLING
OF THE TERRITORY—WAR or ISIz—BATTLE or New ORLEANS—AMERICAN

HE Articles of Confederation, adopted in I777, were not
a National Constitution, but a mere treaty of alliance,

within twenty years, became strong enough on the east side
of the Mississippi to force the Louisiana Purchase 0n the

entered into by thirteen separate and independent States in

United States, and strong enough even on the west side to
outvote the original inhabitants, thus making Louisiana a
rather untenable possession for any government but ours.
Not foreseeing such an eventuality, Great Britain and
Spain both did their best to make this migration to the Ohio
Valley a case of jumping out of the frying pan into the ﬁre.
Great Britain conﬁdently expected an early disintegration of
the Confederation, and the return Of the States separately to
their British allegiance. Mortiﬁed by her defeat and the loss
of such valued possessions, that Power, on various pretexts,
retained her western posts along the lakes within our territory,
contrary to the treaty, which therefore brought no peace to
the settlers in the \Vest. Indian war parties from the vicinity
of these posts continually infested the woods of Kentucky in
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the presence of a common danger, and for the attainment of
a common object. As soon as the immediate danger was
averted, and the independence Of the United States of America
was recognized by the treaty of I783, it was seen that the
United States did not exist as a government worthy of recog
nition abroad, or capable of guarding the common welfare at
home. There was no National Executive, no National Judi
ciary, and the Congress was a mere conclave 0f envoys, whose

If the lis

decisions in regard to national questions each State might

aniluf'rii

enforce or not, as it chose. This Congress could borrow
money, but could not raise revenues to pay debts. It could
apportion to each State its share of such debts, and make
requisitions on the States for their quotas of public expendi
tures,but could not enforce payment. It could make treaties,
but had to depend upon the State governments to respect and
enforce treaty provisions. Each State imposed duties, and
regulated currency and commerce to suit itself. The war
debt of this Congress, domestic and foreign, was about
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REPUBLIC AT LAST FIRMLY ESTABLISHED.

$140,000,000, and many States had refused to pay their quotas

of the interest due to foreign creditors. The States them
selves had incurred war debts amounting tO about $70,000,000.
The Continental currency issued by the Congress was worth
less. Public credit was dead, and remained so until it was
resurrected by the Constitution adopted in 1788. The only
government that would consent to maintain diplomatic rela
tions, or enter into commercial treaties with us under such

circumstances, was France.
Fortunately, however, this impotent Congress had author
ity to dispose Of and govern western lands acquired by it from
the States, and Maryland had refused to consent to the Arti

quest of scalps and plunder, or massacred boatloads of settlers

passing down the Ohio. Indian raids upon the Tennessee
settlements from the south continued to be as frequent after
Great Britain had ceded the Floridas tO Spain as they had
been during the war. Spain also persisted in claiming and
retaining large territories within our treaty boundaries, while
denying our treaty right to the free navigation of the
Mississippi. From 1783 until she surrendered Louisiana, her
idea in governing it was to compel Kentucky and Tennessee
to place themselves under her sovereign protection, or, failing
in that, to divert their population to the west bank of the
Mississippi by making Kentucky and Tennessee uninhabit

able, and oﬁering large land grants in Louisiana to American
settlers.
Though organized into three Virginia counties, the thirty
thousand people of Kentucky could get no protection from
Virginia, and North Carolina gave none to her counties on

cles of Confederation until the States claiming lands west of

the Tennessee and the Cumberland.

the mountains should cede the same to the Congress.

Articles Of Confederation, was powerless to enforce respect for

Virginia

Congress, under the

and North Carolina were paying their soldiers with land

the treaty provisions Of I783.

grants, and the cession of the Northwestern Territory enabled

savage incursions, and with their only outlet to market ren
dered valueless by Spanish tolls and restrictive regulations,at

the Congress also to pay soldiers with land grants, and
thereby to hasten the settlement Of the W'est. The devastation
and impoverishment Of the country east of the Alleghenies
by war were rendered more excruciating by the destruction
of credit, and by the want of a National authority to regulate

Suffering continually from

New Orleans, the wonder is that the allegiance of the westem

people to the United States was never seriously shaken by the
tempting concessions with which Spanish emissaries oiIered
to reward them if they would assert their independence of

commerce between the States and with foreign countries, or
to afford any needed protection to the general welfare.

Virginia and North Carolina, and 'attach themselves to Spain.
They were frontier riﬂemen, however, nearly all of them

Thousands of men were therefore ready to risk the most des
perate chances Of bettering their condition in the Ohio Valley.
Out of this situation grew the westward migration which,

soldiers of the Revolution, willing to depend on themselves
for the defense of their homes and families, and full of conﬁ

dence in the ultimate success of the American Republic.
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This conﬁdence was conﬁrmed by the installation of a real
L'nion, and a real Federal Government. with George Wash
ington as the ﬁrst President, in 1789.
In 1790 Judge Harry Innes wrote to the ﬁrst Secretary of
War that during the seven years he had then lived in Kett
tucky the Indians had killed ﬁfteen hundred of her people,
stolen twenty thousand horses, and carried off other property

of the value of ﬁfteen thousand pounds sterling. Before
General \Nayne's ﬁnal victory over the Indians in 1794, not
less than three thousand six hundred men, women and children

had been killed by them in Kentucky.

Even as late as March

IO, 1795, the citizens of Louisville raised by subscription a
fund to pay bounties for the scalps of Indians killed in that
vicinity. The settlers in Tennessee suffered in the same way,
if not quite to the same extent, while they, too, were bringing
into cultivation lands whose produce was shut out from any
market by Spanish control over the mouth of the Mississippi.
The efforts of both the Tennesseeans and the Kentuckians
to attain the status of States were misunderstood, misrepre
sented, and viewed with unfounded suspicion and alarm on
the other side of the Alleghenies. As early as 1784 the move
ment was begun in Kentucky as a defensive necessity, but not
until nine conventions had been held to effect a separation
from Virginia, and the latter had passed her fourth act of
consent, was the admission of Kentucky as a State effected
June I, 1792, her nine counties then containing a population
of one hundred thousand. When North Carolina ceded her
Tennessee territory to the Congress of the Confederation, and
the Congress failed to accept and organize it, the Tennesseeans,
ﬁnding themselves disowned and excluded from the shelter of
any sovereignty whatever, held a convention and organized
the State of Frankland, with the celebrated John Sevier as

Governor.

W hen North Carolina revoked her ﬁrst cession,

and denounced the F rankland ofﬁcials as usurpers and traitors,
they quietly submitted and waited until, under another North
Carolina cession, the Congress of the United States organized

enjoyed the suspicion and apprehension with which their
attitude was regarded on the other side of the mountains.
Cnder the Confederation they wanted it understood that if

they could not get free navigation from the efforts of the
United States, they might be forced to accept it front Spain
Under the Federal Government, when they felt strong enough
to drive Spain out of Louisiana, they wanted the Govemment
to feel that they were likely to make the attempt some day,
regardless of the Government's authority, unless free naviga
tion should be quickly secured for them. Their own political
plays aml bluffs had given some slight credit to fanciful notions
that they were really countenancing some very dark intrigue
and treasonable conspiracies.
James \\'ilkinson. a native of Maryland, had enlisted at

the outbreak of the Revolution in Washington's army at
Cambridge. A brave and capable soldier, a man of fascinat
ing address, with a natural bent and talent for intrigues, be
secured promotion so rapidly that for meritorious services
Congress in 1777 made him a Brigadier-General by brevet
and Secretary of the lloard of \\'ar. His close intimacy with
llenedict Arnold had put a cloud on his reputation after the
discovery of Arnold's treason, and his connection with the
conspiracy to remove \Yashington and make Gates Com
mander-in-Chief, elicited such a protest from ofﬁcers of the
army against the action of Congress that Wilkinson resigned
the brigadiership, retaining his rank as Colonel. Later he
became HClothier General" of the army, and that brought

him further into disrepute. It is evident that he had taken
the great Duke of Marlborough as his model both in war and
in politics. His close connection with Aaron Burr afterward
made another dark stain on his record.
At the close of the war “'ilkinson became a merchant in
Lexington, Kentucky, and one of the leaders in the statehood

movement.

Visiting New Orleans in I787 with ﬂatboats

admitted it as the State of Tennessee, with John Sevier as its

loaded with produce, which were immediately seized by the
Spanish ofﬁcials, he dazzled Governor Miro with visions of a
statehood movement that would eventually annex Kentucky
to Louisiana, provided Spain should intrust the management

ﬁrst Governor, in 1796.

of the matter to him, supply him with the necessary funds.

The primary object of both the Kentuckians and Tennes
seeans in desiring statehood under the Articles of Confedera
tion, was the power to levy taxes, raise armies and pacify the
Indian tribes assailing them, and perhaps it is well that they
did not succeed until the new Constitution of the Union had
shorn the States of some of the powers they formerly had.
As full-ﬂedged States before the adoption of that Constitution,
these western communities might have embroiled the whole

and so shape her Louisiana policy as to promote his designS
He thus secured a secret trading permit, equivalent £03
monopoly of'Kentucky's foreign commerce, and he received
also a pension of $2.000 annually. Whatever the SpaniSll
ofﬁcials did after this at “'ilkinson's suggestion Only made

Tennessee as the uTerritory South of the Ohio," and ﬁnally

country prematurely by a rash attempt to settle the Mississippi
question by force. It required all the authority of the C011
stitution and of Presidents they honored to restrain them
from doing so after they became States. Their people's hatred
and distrust of Spain were always strong enough to restrain
them from any treasonable relations with her.
It is probably true that Spain squandered money on W ilkin
sofi, Sebastian and other emissaries. But they took her money
without enlisting even a corporal's guard of Kentuckians or
Tennesseeans in her behalf, and from the successive pro
motions he received in the army from Presidents Washington.
Adams and Jefferson, it is reasonably certain that General
Wilkinson systematically betrayed Spain’s designs to his own
Government, while he was leading Spanish governors into
blundering measures in return for the pension they paid him.
And it must he confessed that the Western people rather

the breach between them and the Kentuckians wider. Villat
Wilkinson ever accomplished for Spain remains yet to be
discovered. When his commercial venture proved a failure,
he applied for reappointment as a Colonel in the United
States Artny, and got it because Colonel Thomas Marshall

wrote to President \Vashington that Wilkinson was too
dangerous a man to be left at large or unemployed, and should

be commissioned a Colonel.
\Nilkinson rendered splendid service under General Wayne

in the “Fallen Timbers" campaign, was again made a Briga
dier-General, and succeeded to the head of the L'nited States

Army after General W'ayne's death in 1796. His military
duties were always discharged ably and loyally. He COm'
mantled our troops at the transfer of the Louisiana Purchase.
and those that in later years took military possession of

Mobile and wrested \Vest Florida from Spain. To the time-Qf
the Perdido he played a sordid conﬁdence game on Spam,
was made Governor of Louisiana Territory, and it has never

been doubted that he was the hetrayer of his friend, Aaron
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Burr. “"hen tried as Burr's accomplice he was acquitted.
and through all his other treasons seems to have been loyal
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though his bad reputation at home ﬁnally caused him to die
an exile in Mexico in 1825.
Spain had good reason to be apprehensive of the effect
which the independence of the new Republic in North America
would have on her vast possessions in North, South and

Central America.

She owned more American land than she

could have peopled in a thousand years under her colonial
system, but still desired more, and what she feared was not

the real danger that the successful example of the United
States would be followed in time by all her American depend
encies; She saw no danger ahead but the future conquest
of Mexico by the United States. When the King of Spain
asked his advisers for reports on the probable effect on
Spanish America of the establishment of the American Union,
the same Count d‘Aranda who made the report on the Lafren
iere revolt, gave his sovereign

another remarkably prophetic
warning.

“ This Federal Republic,"

he wrote, “ is born a pigmy,
if I may be allowed so to ex
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press myself. It has required
the powerful support of two
such States as France and
Spain to obtain its independ
ence.
The day will come
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colossus, formidable even to
these countries. She will for
get the services she has re
ceived from the two Powers,
and will think only of her
own

aggrandizement.

and progressive Republic she is today. A population suf—
ﬁciently numerous in Louisiana to make it an impassable
barrier between Mexico and the United States, became thence
forth the aim of Spain's policy in Louisiana, and no other
Spanish dependency ever had a more truly paternal govern
ment than Spain gave to Louisiana during the last thirty
years of her control.

But paternalism has never made an

American colony populous and powerful, and Spain's policy
failed. Repudiating the boundaries ﬁxed by treaty, Spain
claimed all the land south of the parallel running through the
mouth of the Yazoo and held it. Asserting .that we lost the
freedom of the Mississippi when we ceased to be British sub
jects, she claimed, as the owner of the land on both sides of

the river, a monopoly of its navigation, and tried to use this
monopoly both as an instrument of torture and as a bribe to
detach Kentucky and Tennessee from the United States, and
extend her boundary up to the Ohio on the east side of the
Mississippi. Her paid emissaries accomplished nothing in
the Ohio Valley, and the tor
tures she inﬂicted only made
its people more hostile and
more determined to control
the river themselves.
In this enmity she recog—
nized a formidable danger after
the United States had evolved
a stronger government in
1789, and the French Revolu
tion had sent forth a wave
of republican sentiment to top
ple down the thrones and
dynasties of Europe. Sym—
pathy with the French Repub
lic rose to a very combustible
temperature in this country,

and especially iii the Ohio
\'alley and in Louisiana. The
authority of President VVash
ington alone restrained it
within the bounds of prudence.
Even popular veneration for
the wisdom of Vl’ashington
might have proved an in
adequate restraint if Genet,
the Minister of the French
Republic, had not received
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with the advantages of a new
government, will attract the
agriculturists and mechanics

of all nations, for men will
ever run after fortune, and
in a few years we shall see
the tyrannical existence of the
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GENERAL JAMES \VILKINSON.

Born in 1757. he was, in i803. Commanderin-Chief of the United States Army and
301055115

of

which

one of the Commissioners of the United States to whom Louisiana was transferred
from France.

I

He died in New Orleans in 18:5.

Stich an ovation on his arrival

The portrait is from _a_c0ntemporary

painting belonging to Mr. Armand Hawkins. of New Orleans. and exhibited by him in

_

that

he

lost

his head

and

the Louisiana State Building at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.

speak. The ﬁrst step of this
nation after it has become powerful will be to take pos
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began openly and ﬂagrantly
to violate our neutral obligations to such an extent that

session of the Floridas, in order to command the Gulf of

\Vashington

Mexico, and, after having rendered diﬂicult our commerce
with New Spain, she will aspire to the conquest of that vast
empire, which it will be impossible for us to defend against a
formidable power established on the same continent and in
the immediate neighborhood. These fears are well founded.
They must be realized in a few years if some greater revolu
tion even more fatal does not sooner take place in our
Americas."
Ignoring “ some greater revolution even more fatal "~and
as it turned out far more imminent—Spain sought to provide
against the conquest of Mexico by the United States, a danger
that will never materialize while Mexico remains the orderly

mation especially against the ﬁlibustering expedition which

demanded his

recall

and

issued

a procla
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was being organized in Kentucky, under the command
of General George Rogers Clark, to co-operate with a
Republican insurrection in Louisiana, in expelling the Span
iards and proclaiming Louisiana's independence.
Before Governor Dori Estevan Miro returned to Spain, in
1790, the Louisiana French were becoming so alarmingly
demonstrative that he tried to repress their republicanism by

prohibiting the importation of American clocks and other

goods decorated with the ﬁgure of the Goddess of Liberty.
He even sought to stop the circulation of American coins

bearing the Jacobin device of the l’hrygian Cap. His successor,

arm
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Baron de Carondelet, found the King's American subjects

it.

dancing the “ Carmagnole " and singing the “ Marseillaisc,"

says in his history: “For enterprises of this kind, fierv and

be .v

and he hastened to build forts commanding New Orleans
with their guns and to demand a larger appropriation. “ By
the exertion of the utmost vigilance," he wrote to his Govern
ment, “and at the cost of sleepless nights—by frightening
some, by punishing others, and by driving several out of the
colony, and particularly those Frenchmen who have lately

adventurous spirits are always at hand in all countries and in
all ages, and the French eniissaries of the West and South
seduced a considerable number of men who inunediatelv
prepared for the execution of the undertaking in which thei'
had enlisted. Armed bands had been gathered on the southerii
frontier of Georgia, and even a large body of Creek warriors
was in readiness to join the invaders. It was feared at the same
time that an attack would be made from the Ohio settlements,
and that the spring floods of the Mississippi would bring down
the enemy, borne swiftly by the rising waters of that river."

edvl

That dissolved the “ Revolutionary Legion." Gayam
Orle

come among us and who have already contaminated a great
part of the colony with their
cepting letters and papers of
dissenibling with all, I have
considering that the colony
now in a state of tranquility."

notions of equality—by inter
a suspicious character, and by
obtained more than I hoped,
is
_
P

Louisiana Republicanism
" ~‘

But this tranquility proved
illusory.
Republican clubs in
Philadelphia and in Lexington,

3

Kentucky, were corresponding
with Republican clubs in Louis
iana, and providing them with
bales of ﬁery proclamations for
secret distribution. Auguste La
Chaise, an ardent Republican of
great inﬂuence in Louisiana,
where he was born, was at the
head of the movement, in fre
quent consultation with Genet,
and directing the work of his
agents in Kentucky and Ten
nessee. Baron de Carondelet got
wind of these movements through

ington, Jefferson and others
wrote letters to leading men in
Kentucky, advising them to leave
Spain in quiet possession of
Louisiana for the nonce, and
assuring them that the time
would soon come when no

mark

the disbanding 0f Clark's Legion
and until the terrible slave insur
rection in San Domingo afforded
the Governor of Louisiana an
opportunity of which he made
a very effective use.
While
refugees from San Domingo
were arriving in Louisiana with
blood-curdling accounts of the
horrors of that island, the Baron

for 1
sum

ity"

in Louisiana, and made

Spanish protection more wel

power on earth could prevent

come. Three white men were
arrested as leaders. To rescue
them the negroes fought 8
pitched battle in which twenty
ﬁve of them were killed. Twenty

them from owning the Missis
sippi River.
Kentucky having been

three other negroes were gibbeted
and left hanging in chains on
gibbets arranged along the river

admitted as a State in 1792,

bank. Thirty-one negroes were
severely flogged. The three white
men who organized the con

President \Vashington wrote to
Governor Shelby asking him to
issue a proclamation against the

, In his heroic statue of the Father of the Louisiana Territory. Mr. I. Q. A.

proposed expedition. Governor

character and prophetic foresight which enabled Jefferson to conceive and
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each
sun
land
a so

after La Chaise had announced

“black republic." This revela
tion froze the genial current of
“ Liberty, Fraternity and Equal

territory from Kentucky. Wash

fern

time

insurrection conspiracy in Louis
iana, which had set April 15.
i795, as the day for rising. All
the white Frenchmen would be
murdered and only the young
white women were to be spared
as wives for the founders of a

Government appealed to Presi
dent Washington to prevent the
threatened invasion of Spanish

tin
cans
ling
lien

continued to give the Baron dc
Carondelet sleepless nights, even

discovered an appalling slave

his spies, and he and the Madrid
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spiracy were only “banished

Ward conVeys at once to the beholder a clear conception of the strength of

from the colony"—-a favoritism

carry out his plan of extending the boundaries of the youthful republic to the

Shelby replied that nothing had
been done with which he felt
authorized to interfere.
But

Genet's rashness in giving Gen

Rocky Mountains. There is in the calm. strong. Brave yet kindly face. some
thing of the faith he feltin the future of his land and of his race. and which led
him to_foll_ow the Louisiana Purchase with the Lewis and Clark exploring
expedition in order to prove to the country and to the world the immense value
of the estate which he had given them. From the point where the statue stood,
on the Plazapf the east apfproach to Festival Hall. the great Virginian seemed
to he surveying With grati ed surprise the wonderful Exposition in commemora
tion of his triumph of statesmanship.

eral George Rogers Clark, in
1793, a commission as ul\"Iajor-General in the armies of
France, and Commander-in-Chief of the French Revolutionary
Legion on the Mississippi River” brought out President
Washington's proclamation denouncing as treason any par
ticipation iii the proposed expedition, and announcing that

the whole power of the United States would be arrayed against

which suggested to after times
a suspicion that their banishment
was merely transportation to

some point where their enjoy
ment- of Spanish pensions would

not breed scandal. In their alarm the Spanish authorities had
made promises of better treatment of their river commerce. The
regulations were immediately made more liberal, and our GO"
ernment was enabled to secure from Spain, through the Sail
Lorenzo treaty of I795, the free navigation of the Mississippl
forever from source to mouth, with right of free deposit at New

rtx‘v‘v’

THE MISSISSIPPI NAYlGATION QUESTION.
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Orleans for three years, and thereafter at such point as should

the has
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efforts to attract American settlers to the west bank of the

ﬁrm her feeble grasp on Louisiana, Great Britain was looking
on from Canada with an eager eye to the ﬁrst opportunity for
re-annexing Louisiana to Canada, and British agents also had

m lll'll'J

Mississippi by means of liberal grants of land.

Their offers

been offering to co-operate with the inhabitants of the Ohio

taking h] v;
hered on L1,,

were greatly aided by the insecurity of Kentucky land tenures,
caused by the wretched system of surveys adopted by the

it of in,

Virginia land ofﬁce in the early days when surveying land in
Kentucky was a very dangerous business. Three or four dif

Valley in securing free navigation of the Mississippi River all
the way to its mouth by driving out the Spaniards. On
July 11, 1790, when England seemed bent on war with Spain,
President W'ashington's Secretary of State, Thomas Jefferson,
wrote to James Monroe : “ Other symptoms indicate a
general design on all Louisiana and the Floridas. In what a
tremendous position would success in these objects-place us
all. Embraced from Saint Croix to Sainte Mary's on the one

l'asml'tz

be selected.

After this the Spanish Governors increased their

lpl ll‘Oul-I' fr;

ferent survey plats were afterwards found to overlap and cross
each other so that the owner of land patented under one

am Olga.

survey might be ejected by the owner of a patent for the same

lllC

$5: .

lallt‘l liq; _

land entered under a prior survey.

0 give it I:

a second or a third time, it some

After paying for his land

ileepless

times happened that claimants

iaise hair
ng oftth

under still older surveys could

not hesitate to say

make the unhappy settler pay
for his land a fourth time or

would soon ﬁnd means to unite

surrender it.

by the ramiﬁcations of the Mis
sissippi.” Some weeks later
President Washington wrote to

side by their possessions, on the
1

F“

other by their ﬂeet, we need
that they

to them all the territory covered
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Many a pioneer

who had built a home and made
a farm in danger and privation

was, in this way, driven penni
less from Kentucky. Thousands
of the ﬁrst settlers of Indiana,
Illinois and Missouri were men
who went forth in quest ofH land

Lafayette:

“Should a war take

place between Great Britain and
Spain, I conceive from a great
variety

of concurring

circum

surveyed and patented by Uncle
Sam," after they had taken a

stances that the Floridas will
soon be in possession of the
former." On August 2, 1790.

shot or

“land

Secretary Jefferson, in his

sharks," who were for many
years more dreaded and hated
in Kentucky than the Indians.
Daniel Boone, the famous Ken

instructions to Minister Car
michael at Madrid, urging
him to make the most of the

two

at

the

opportunity for settling the

tucky pioneer, was one of the

Mississippi navigation question,

victims of “land sharks." In his

wrote:

sixty-ﬁrst year [1795] he was in—
vited to Upper Louisiana by
Lieutenant-Governor Don Zenon

answer for the forbearance of
our western citizens. Vie en
deavor to quiet them with the
expectation of an attainment of
their rights by peaceable means.

Trudeau, and, coming with his

family, was received with honor
and a

grant of one

thousand

“It is impossible to

But should they, in a moment

arpents of land, to be located

of impatience,

wherever he chose in the Femme

there is no saying how far we
may be led; for neither them
selves nor their rights will ever

Osage District [Saint Charles
County]. A further grant of
ten thousand arpents was given

be abandoned by me."
President and Cabinet Were
a unit on this subject. The
great Alexander Hamilton, Sec
retary of the Treasury, wrote

to him for inducing his relatives
of the Boone, Callaway and
Bryan families, and other friends

to the number of one hundred
families, to settle in the district

where he spent the last twenty-

hazard others,

STATUE OF NAPOLEON.

on the necessity of securing the

on the Plaza of the west approach to Festival Hall atthe Louisiana Fur.

retained western posts from Great
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Britain, and the navigation of

ly

ﬁve years of his life.
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land he lost by failing to have if.r2125?'Sirﬁlil‘iuliiilﬁiiniii°§§$$§$ifs113?;Ridial2§m§§‘¥ili.ii the Mississippi from Spain, and
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the grants
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leans.

All this

conﬁrmed by the

Congress, in
. 1813, by a
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their!
special act, conﬁrmed his one thousand arpcnt grant ; but he
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sold it, used the money in paying old debts he owed in Ken
tucky, and died as landless as when he ﬁrst entered Missouri.
Migration to the west bank was much facilitated by the
belief of the Ohio Valley people that they would all live to
see Louisiana acquired by the United States in the near future.
While Spain by these futile measures was striving to con

35113"?

said I “An increase of the means

hands is a certain ill-conse
quence of the acquisition of the Floridas and Louisiana by the
British.H In the course of the same letter he spoke of the
navigation of the Mississippi as “essential to the unity of the

empire," and added : “\Ve ought not to leave in the possession
of any foreign Power the territories at the mouth of the Mis
sissippi, which are to be regarded as the key to it." Vi'hen Lord
Dorchester's request came from Canada for permission to send
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troops across our territory to attack Spain in Louisiana,
President \IVashington gave it serious consideration, and it
might have been made the basis of a new understanding with

England.

But the war between her and Spain was postponed

to 1798, and, in the meantime, the Jay treaty of 1795 restored
to us in 1796 the western posts so long retained by the
British, and the Piiickney treaty of the same year with Spain
conceded the thirty-ﬁrst parallel as our southern boundary,

and also our right to the free navigation of the Mississippi.
North Carolina, on February 25, 1790, ceded the country
now known as Tennessee to the United States, and with
thirty thousand inhabitants it was organized as uThe Terri

refused to go and nobody dared to arrest him.

He died the

following spring, but 'l‘ennesseans continued to heap honor;
on his family. His half-brother, tweiity~six years younger
was Governor of Tennessee front 1809 to 1815, and Senator
Bloiint's only son, William Granger Blount, long represented
a Tennessee district in Congress. Whatever the British
design may have been, these Tennesseans had no more idea
of surrendering New Orleans to Great Britain than of letting
Spain retain it.
This alleged conspiracy was probably a branch ,of the
efforts of General Francisco Miranda to start insurrections in

all Spanish-American provinces. and induce them to follow
tory south of the Ohio,” with William Blount. of North Car
olina, as its Governor. He and his father and brother had
been prominent leaders in the Revolution. He had served in
the old Congress, had been one of the framers of North Caro~
liiia's Constitution, and of the Constitution of the United
States, and was one of President \\'ashington's most intimate
friends. W'ashington appointed him over Patrick llenry's
candidate, George Mason of \'irginia. The southern tribes
under the Creek Chief McGillivray, a
British half-breed known to be in the pay
of Spain, kept up their warfare against the
Tennesseans from Spanish Florida just as
they had done from British Florida. These
hostilities were never entirely suspended
until Andrew Jackson, many years later,
suppressed them in his high-handed way
when he followed the Indians into Florida,
seized Spanish posts, and did other things
including a little hanging of white men,

the example of the United States by engaging in a united
struggle for their independence. He was a native of Santa

Fe, in the Spanish-American province of New Granada, a
brave soldier and an ardent Republican. The British Min»
istcr, Pitt, was encouraging and aiding his efforts, and had
him at work in the United States during the John Adams

administration.

President Adams said: “The country is
rendered peculiarly valuable by its inhali
itants. who are represented to amount
to nearly four thousand, generally well
aFfected and much attached to the United
States, and zealous for the establishment
of a government under their authority."
A popular vote would probably have

which the United States Government dis
avowed as a preliminary to negotiations
for the acquisition of Florida. It is not
at all strange that the Tennesseans were

inclined

to listen

Even after the San Lorenzo treaty of 1795,

Spain maintained her posts in the Natchez Territory between
the thirty-ﬁrst parallel and the niouthoftlie
Yazoo, until the last Spanish garrison was
withdrawn, on March 29, 1798, in the face
of American troops under orders to attack
the posts unless evacuated by April 1st.
In his message to Congress ofJune 12, 1797.
recommending the institution of a terri
torial government in the Natchez district,

when British agents

tendered them the friendship and assistance
of the Indians in driving the Spaniards out

shown that a majority of the people in
the Floridas and Louisiana, of both French
and English descent, were of the same

just before the war was declared between

sentiment as the people of the Natchez

Great Britain and Spain in 1798.

Tennessee had been admitted as a State

district.
Pending the settlement of the Natchez

in June“, 1796, and Governor Blount had
been sent to represent her in the United

matter, Don Gayoso de Lenios succeeded
STATUE OF MARBOIS.

StatesSenate at Philadelphia.

On July

_

Francois. Marquis de BarbeMai-bois.

3, 1797, President Adams sent a message
‘ I
_
.
to Congress announcing that the nation
_

_ _

_ _

Napu-

leon's_.\linisterof Finance. whose name has hot-n
imperishably preserved by the inﬂuence which he
brought to bear upon the First Consul. and by
his signing the Louisiana Purchase Treaty in the

Baron Carondelet as Governor of Louis
.
.
,
iaiia, and held the ofﬁce until he died Jlll.‘
18, 1799, when Don Maria \ idal became
-

s-

-

>-

'

was in a critical oondition, that there was a
‘
v.
conspiracy
on. foot to co-operate with

name of the ﬁrst French Republic. is shown as
a precise, methodical, carefully attired gentleman
of
the period in the some by Henry Herring.

acting Civil Governor and the MarQun
r
».
- .
.
de Casa-Calvo
Military
Governor. From

Creeks and Cherokees and British troops to

which occupied a roniinentplace on Art Ilill
at
the Louisiana fPttrchase Exposition. A5 the

November 27, 1787, the Lieutenant-GOV

instrument of destiny in the tremendous inter-

.
. .
eriiors in
Lv pper Louisiana
were Emimlle I

.

.

wrest New Orleans and the Floridas from
_
Spain,
and that Senator Blount had been

national transaction which his signature ciilminated.
Marbois will remain
ﬁgurerhmughomhnure
ageg an int p erishabl e

engaged in correspondence implicating him
in the plot.
Five days later, by a vote of twenty-ﬁve
against the single vote of Tazewell, of Virginia, Blount was
expelled from the Senate on a charge of “high misdemeanor
inconsistent with public trust and duty.”
Returning to
Tennessee, he was received as a martyr to the cause of the

Perez to July 21, i 792 ; Don Zenon Trudeau
from that date to August 29, 1799, and
from that date to the surrender, Charles Dehault DelaSSHS
This procession of events and situations in the United

States between 1783 and 1800, led straight to the negotiation
of the Louisiana Purchase treaty, which was the crowning
act of the incoming Administration of the United States

A member of the State Senate resigned to vacate

Thomas Jefferson was inaugurated President of the United

a seat for him, and, by acclamation, he was made presiding
ofﬁcer.
A new county was named after him, with a
county-seat natned Marysville, in honor of his wife. The
United States House of Representatives impeached him and
sent its Sergeant~at-Arms to Knoxville to arrest him. Blount

States on March 4, 1801, as the leader of a political revolu
tion, elected by an extreme test of the Constitution. The elec
tion had been thrown into the House by a tie vote between
Jefferson and Burr, the Republican candidates for Presiflel"

people.

and Vice-President, respectively.

The Federalists had 1t 1"

tliei
Jeff
nun
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con
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ing
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AMERICAN SETTLERS MOVING \VESTWARD.
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their power, under the law of that time, to elect Burr over

midi-‘1!!er

Jefferson, and would have done so but for the act1ve and stren

tion of Jefferson over Burr, a service which ruined the stand
ing of the great Federalist in his own party and was, no doubt,
the primary cause of the fatal duel in which Burr killed him a
few years later. Mr. Jefferson was regarded by the mass of
his political opponents
as a Jacobin disciple of

would be met by them with thirty thousand riflemen and
ﬁfteen thousand Indian warriors. The disastrous defeat of
Vl’ellington’s twelve thousand Peninsular veterans at New
Orleans a few years later by less than half the number of
Western militia was not needed to teach Mr. Jefferson that
this war cry in the “'est was no idle threat.
No man was more devoted to the westward extension of
the Union than Mr. Jefferson. No man appreciated more
seriously the necessity of acquiring undisputed control of the
Mississippi. N0 man had a better understood record on these
questions. But aside from his strong predilection for peaceful
methods, Mr. Jefferson had an abiding faith in our ultimate

anarchy, a most reckless

acquisition of the entire continent by peaceful occupation

and dangerous innova
tor in politics, although

and cultivation, through the rapid increase of our population.
As early as January 25, 1786, when he was United States
Minister to France, he had written from Paris: HOur confed

Jto 181;, ,1:

uous interference of Jefferson’s great political antagonist,

lﬁttitt, lurgz;

Alexander Hamilton.
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contest was decided and Hamilton’s magnanimous patriotism
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It was late in February before the

had rendered his country the great service of securing the elec
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we now know him as an
extremely cautious and
circumspect statesman,
almost a Quaker in his
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abhorrence of war. It
is to these qualities that
we are indebted for the
acquisition of Louisiana
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acquiring the whole of
Louisiana by conquest
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STATUE or ROBERT LIVINGSTON.
ChancellorLivingston._withoutwhose far-seeing
statesmanship the Lottislana Purchase might

never have been consummated, has been depicted b

But

all

parties agreed that we
must have the control of
the Mississippi River,
and since futile negotia—
tions had eXllausted the

robes of his oﬁice as Chancellor

of the State 0 New York.

Etiiéiiiéifeé'linih'éi

had 531d:

century 0

leans-

give us

his native land the greatest _n\aterial blessing
shtbgdignsttffzeeafs‘tnapbroa:lieofsliidgt‘ivgl

force

flall at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.

wards-

only force

Or

\Ve muSt employ

negOtiate after
8

had

ﬁve

hundred thousand people

mur 115'.

in the Ohio Valley continually harassed and goaded to mad

ii he
lid ‘5
f the I:

ness by Spain's repeated acts of bad faith in carrying out the
provisions of the San Lorenzo treaty with reference to our

ven‘i‘lf, i.

river exports.

his mind when he called his friends to the support of George

Rogers Clark and persuaded Governor Henry to equip that
young backwoodsman for the conquest of the Northwest Ter

ritory. It was in his mind when he persuaded John Ledyard,
in 1785, to set out from
Paris for Alaska by way
of Siberia to explore the
Paciﬁc coastiwith a view
of ﬁnding a great river
near the sources of the

tnediunt in which'hle worked something of the

emits 1T

hold them until our population can be sufﬁciently advanced

to gain them, piece by piece.”
Expansion by the spread of population, acquiring land for
new States “piece by piece,” was Jefferson's idea. It was in

leading up to the Rockies

The features were

There was a fear that our settled policy of

forbearance towards Spain would end in the transfer of New
Orleans to Great Britain or France through some sudden turn
in European affairs, and it was generally conceded that we
would have to resist any such transfer at all hazards. In
1799, when it began to be suspected that Napoleon would
recover both the Floridas and Louisiana from Spain, Hamil
ton wrote that “the executive should be clothed with power
to meet and defeat so dangerous an enterprise.” In the same

letter he came out in favor of “taking possession of those
countries ourselves to obviate the mischief of their falling into
the hands of an active foreign Power." Under such prompt
ing it is not strange that the war feeling in the \\'est became
rampant, as rumors of a secret cession of Florida and Louis
iana to France gained credence. It was loudly proclaimed by
the \\'estern settlers that, with or without the consent of the
L'nited States, any French army landing at New Orleans

\Ve should take care,

press too soon upon the Spaniards. Those countries cannot
be in better hands. My fear is that they are too feeble to

Patience Of the country,

steels?.‘i:'i.:e;a;:a:!..mat: .2: .21.: Chm?“ ..Li"*“gst°“
time has pi'oved. would coitfer upon

North and South, is to be peopled.

too, not to think it to the interest of that great continent to

even SUCh Statesnlen as

the sculptor. August Lukeman, wear

1n: the owin

eracy must be viewed as the nest from which all America,

Missouri. Mr. Jefferson
was a believer in the ex
istence of the Columbia
River long before it was
discovered. He knew the
story

of Mancachtape,

the Natchez Indian. as
told in Du Platz's his
tory of Louisiana, pub
lished in 1758. This
Indian wanderer among
strange tribes claimed
that he had ascended the
Missouri River to its
source, crossed the sum

mit of the Rockies and
STATUE OF JAMES MONROE.

descended another great

_
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by

ulia M. Bracken of Chicago.which stood on
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Before

Jeffer-

the signing of the Louisiana Purchase Treaty.
and who afterwards became the. ﬁfth President
of the United States, is shown in an easy and

Captain Gray, of Boston

iiignliiliiisiiiiiuiiiirishiili.mmme or we perm °‘

and the good ship Co
lumbia, had reported his discovery of the mouth of the river,
Mr. Jefferson had induced the Philosophical Society of Phila
delphia to aid hitn in raising the money to send the French
botanist Andre Michaux over the mountains to the Paciﬁc.
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Side by side with the secretly granted authority under
which the Louisiana Purchase was made, President Jefferson
obtained the means of equipping the Lewis and Clark

expedition for the exploration of the Columbia, just as if he
expected that Louisiana would soon be ours and that such an
exploration would extend our Louisiana hinterland to the
Paciﬁc boundary originally claimed by the French, as it
certainly did some forty years later.

When he assumed the helm of state in 1801, Mr. Jefferson
wisely recognized the reasons then existing for proceeding
with vigor, but tentatively and with extreme caution, in the
settlement of the Mississippi question that had baffled the best
efforts of three preceding
administrations. Our for
eign relations were in very
bad shape. Our young Re
public had been unable to

diplomacy by \VIIIL‘II Mr. Jefferson obtained so much more

a population on the Mississippi as will be able to do theirown
business without the necessity of marching men from the
shores of the Atlantic, ﬁfteen hundred or two thousand miles

thither, to perish by fatigue or changes of climate."
Under such circumstances and with such aims, President
Jefferson began to grope his way in the dark to a settlement
of the all-important Mis
sissippi question. It had
been rumored and gen
erally believed before

Jefferson's inauguration
that Spain had ceded both

command respect for its

Louisiana and the Floridas
to France. But Spain re

flag on the high seas, and
our commerce had suffered
terribly from depredations
committed by B ritish ,
French and Spanish crui
sers during the wars grow
ing out of the French Rev
olution. Our people were

tained control of both, and

lection of large spoliation
claims against all these
governments. The French

no conﬁrmation of the ru
mor could be obtained
from Paris or Madrid.
Charles C. Pinckney was
made Minister to Spain.
Robert R. Livingston, the
veteran jurist, statesman
and patriot, who had pre
sided over the Congress

Republic had bitterly re

and the diplomacy of the

sented President \Vashing
ton's neutrality proclama
tion, both as a violation
of treaty obligations and
as an ungrateful return for
French aid in the achieve
ment of our independence.
Diplomatic relations had
been severed, and although
neither side had declared

\Var of Independence, had
declined the Naval Port
folio in Mr. Jefferson's
Cabinet, and to him was
committed the important
mission to Paris—a wise
and most fortunate selec

ﬁercely insisting on the col

tion.
As is usually the case,
these ministers knew far
more of the wishes and
aims of the administration
than can be found in their
instructions, some of which
they understood as intend
ed to inﬂuence the other
side rather than to gUitiﬁ
themselves. It is obvious

war, our little navy - had
been in actual war with
the navy of France. In
1799 and even as recently
as February, 1800, Cap

tain Truxton had fought
and defeated French war
vessels at sea. Our spolia
tion claims against France
amounted to more than
$4‘Oooyooo_

our

claims

By

pressing

against

the

AA-r-m

than he hoped for, he wrote in a letter to John Bacon:
“Althoughl am not sanguine of obtaining the cession OIXCW
Orleans for money, yet I am conﬁdent in the policy of putting
off the day of contention for it till we are strongerinourselvts
and stronger in allies, but especially till we have planted such

THOMAS JEFFERSON.

to

any

well

informed

_
of IFroiii
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owned by the University of Virginia and exhibited in the Virginia State Building. One of the
few pictures for which Jefferson consented to sit. and shows him. at the age of eighty, to be the

that 0111' ministers were to

idealist which his writings indicate.

press for a settlement of the
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cession of land that would forever secure our control of the
mouth of the Mississippi. Neither he nor any one else pro

spoliation claims as if that were their ﬁrst and chief duty; to
ﬁnd out as soon as possible who owned the Floridas,“ho
New Orleans, and then, by tentative overtures as to the better

posed to buy the vast Louisiana tract west of the Mississippi.

regulation of river traffic, to acquire in satisfaction of OUT

in:
Pa

claims, the land needed to give us control of the MississiPPl'

01)

That would be practically worthless to any other nation if

we could buy the Floridas and the Island of New Orleans,
or even the latter alone. \Vith control of the Mississippi our

Both ministers understood that they were to disarm OPPOSI'
tion and cheapen the acquisition by proposing to buy 0" the

Dn

people would soon outnumber all other settlers west of the

east side only, disavowing at all times any desire for a lélfge

tn

river and Louisiana would become ours by peaceful occupa
tion, without paying anything for it. In the midst of the

expansion of territory. Pinckney, indeed, was authorized to
try Spain with an offer to purchase the Floridas and New

the
for

three governments, Mr. Jefferson hoped to bring about a

or

v
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anty of her territory beyond the Mississippi as a condition of

her ceding to the United States the territory including New
Orleans on this side."
This carefully guarded authority to “receive and transmit"
such a guaranty proposition for ratiﬁcation or rejection by
Congress, has been cited a'hundred times as the actual tender
of such a conditional guarantee. Under Mr. Jefferson‘s inter
polation of the treaty-making power it was nothing of the
kind. It was a mere “feeler,” and the entire correspondence
makes it plain that their ﬁnal and deﬁnite instructions were to
bring larger powers and be based on fuller information than
the administration or its ministers ever obtained until Napo
leon avowed the ownership
of Louisiana and offered
to sell it in April, 1803.
Before that point was
reached,

much

effective

work had been done and
some moving events had

l contml
ntinnatv

occurred. At Madrid,
Pinckney could effect

coull it

nothing but an occasional

Paris
as C.
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.ll jurist. 1.
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modiﬁcation of the aggra—
vations at New Orleans
and make some progress
toward an adjustment of
spoliation claims. Spain
was a mere lay ﬁgure in
the retinue of Napoleon.
She posed as the owner of
Louisiana and the Flori

over :1“: \.
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if lndepe':
das, not daring to sell an
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tell 5'

acre of either.
By the treaty of San
Ildefonso, October I , 1800,
she had ceded Louisiana
and New Orleans toFrance
as compensation for a
kingdom that Napoleon
promised to carve out of
Italy for the Duke of
Parma, the Spanish King's
son-in-law. Very convinc
ing proofs that a cession
treaty had been entered
into between France and
Spain were supplied by the
secret service of the British
Foreign Ofﬁce in No
vember, 1801 , to stir up Mr.
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But the nature
,

France should get possession of Louisiana
perfectly satisfactory arrangements with the
the river question, and various hypothetical
ritorial question were discussed with him in

she would make
United States on
phases of the ter
a way that prob

ably led up to the ﬁnal success, although at the time so appar
ently fruitless that discouragement and disgust were long his

constant companions. But he bombarded Napoleon with tell~
ing memorials, and worked hard on his brothers and advisers
until at last he obtained the First Consul's personal promise to
settle the spoliation claims; and then an astonishing success
was at hand.
In America, in his messages and published communica

tions, Mr. Jefferson avoided reference to the matter which was
nearest his heart. Vl'hen a
great French army arrived
in San Domingo, ostensi
bly to restore order there,
the belief that New Or
leans was the ultimate
destination aroused the
war feeling in the \Nest
to fever heat. Mr. Jeffer
son uttered no word of re
buke, but quietly watched
and waited for an op—
portunity to take advan
tage of the exigencies of
Napoleon's situation and
bring a more urgent pres
sure to bear upon him. On
April 18, 1802, the Presi
dent wrote a letter to
Minister Livingston to be
shown to Napoleon, in
which he uttered these

warning words:

“There

is on the globe one single
spot the possessor of which
is our natural and habitual
enemy. It is New Or
leans, through which the
produce of three~eighths
of our territory must pass
to market; and from its
fertility it will before long
yield more than half of
our whole produce and
contain more than half of
our inhabitants. The day
that France takes posses
NAPOLEON BONAPARTE.
Born in 1769, died in 1821: First Consul of the French Republic. who sold Louisiana to the
United States of America.

From the steel engraving by_ Ilorace_\crnet, exhibited at the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition by the State Department in the Government Building, and

sion of New Orleans ﬁxes
the sentence
,

which

is to
_

_

restrain her forever “rlthln

reproduced by permission of the Secretary of State.

were still in doubt, with
opinion generally inclining to a belief that the cession
included both Floridas and Louisiana. From his arrival in
Paris in December, 1801, Livingston held ﬁrmly to this
opinion until the ﬁnal Louisiana negotiations were opened

her low-water mark. It
seals the union of two nations which in conjunction can

in April, 1803.

During all that interval he was engaged in a

our resources place us on very high grounds, and having

persistent, sturdy struggle with Talleyrand ; keeping his Gov
ernment advised of evident preparations to take possession of
the ceded territory, although continually bafﬂed in his efforts
to obtain any admission on the subject. He was assured that if

formed and cemented together a power which may render

5

."'l
‘‘f!

maintain exclusive possession of the ocean. From that moment

we must marry ourselves to the British ﬂeet and nation.
We must turn all our attention to a maritime force for which

reinforcement of her settlements here impossible to France,

make the ﬁrst cannon that is ﬁred in Europe the signal for
tearing up any settlement she may have made, and for holding

a
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the two continents of America in sequestration for common

reversal of this act could be obtained from Madrid, Congress

in

purposes of the united British and American nations."

met in December in a very warlike mood, thinking France had

siv

prompted this breach of treaty. James Ross, of Pennsylva.
nia, said in the Senate: HPlant yourselves on the rivers, lor-

{hr
Ba

tify the banks, invite those who have a common interest at
stake to defend it. \\'hen in possession you will negotiate
with more advantage." Senator Jackson, of Georgia,said:
“If Bonaparte sent an army of forty thousand men here, and
should they not be destroyed by our troops, they would within
twenty years become Americans and join our arms. No other
people can long exist in the vicinity of the United States without intermixing and ultimately joining them." Everybody
thought that the purchase of a small tract of Loyver Mississippi land to give us control of that river, would make its
whole valley ours, and therefore nobody proposed to buy any
land west of the river. The Louisiana Purchase was made
because, as it turned out, that was our only peaceful way oi
securing control of the river.
Mr. Jeﬂerson welcomed the demonstrations in Congress as
well calculated to promote his plans. He touched very lightly
on the New Orleans incident in his message. He proposed
to reveal his plans conﬁdentially to both Houses of Congress
in secret session, and obtain their sanction. For the safety of
the people a decisive step had to be taken, for which he rec0g<
nized no constitutional authority, and in taking it he proposed
to act only as the obedient servant of the constituted representatives of the States and the people, looking to the latter
for justiﬁcation or pardon. After making sure that there
would be no hitch, his measures were submitted to the Senate
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M. Dupont de Nemours, an intimate friend of both Napo-
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Minister to rance be negotiated and sinned the Louisiana Purchase
Treaty. Picture belonlling to the United States Government and
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for

Icon and Jefferson, was then about to return to France from
the United States and received from the President a letter of

but
this

identical purport, which he laid before the First Consul. Such

mar

declarations from Thomas Jefferson, the friend of the French

Na]

Republic and President of the United States, were well calcu-

had

lated to make Napoleon hesitate and delay his preparations

em

for taking possession of New Orleans.

They were written in

L0:

anticipation of a speedy renewal of the war between Great
Britain and France which Napoleon himself regarded as
imminent.
He knew very well that Great Britain would

side
CO;
left

buy the assistance of the United States against France at

qua

almost any price, payable in Franco-American territory.
He knew that Great Britain was strengthening her ﬂeets
and garrisons in the West Indies and that New Orleans

bro
will
Oil

would be her ﬁrst point of naval attack if the outbreak

tn

of war should ﬁnd the French ﬂag waving over that city.
It is now known that he had already appointed General
Victor as Governor of Louisiana and that \‘ictor's proclaina-

tin
ing'
pair

tion to the “Dear Louisianians" had already been secretly

Day

prepared for distribution. But Napoleon's great San Domingo
expedition had suffered terribly in the Touissaint L’Ouverture
rebellion and from the ravages of yellow fever. Pause he did,

JAMES MONROE.

iln
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therefore, to watch the gathering war clouds which in the
following spring induced him to sell Louisiana to the United

130m in ,758_ died in .83" Mb pmidmt onhe Unithvsrares
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States for $15,000,000
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50 matters stood October 16, 1802, when Morales, the
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Spanish Intendant at New Orleans, threw the West and the
whole United States into an uproar by suspending the right
of deposit at New Orleans without providing another port of

‘
in secret session on January 11, 1803, and that body adopted
them, appropriating $2,000,000 to be left in the control 0f

Sin
m
lhtr

deposit, as provided for in the San Lorenzo treaty.

President subject to his accountability, “for use in t he

rear
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They only ask Of us one town in Louisiana, but I

intercourse of the United States."

already consider the colony as entirely lost; and it appears to

My ‘1? _,

sion passed the same appropriation, and instead of permitting

the bill to be carried by its clerk to the Senate, appointed
Bayard of Delaware and Nicholson of Maryland, 9. Federalist,
to present it to the Senate in secret session, with the statement

me that, within the hands of this growing power, it will be
more useful to the policy and even the commerce Of France,
than if I should attempt to keep it."
Joseph, Lucien and Talleyrand objected. De Marbois
warmly approved the suggestion, and to him Napoleon

S 0: ti:
i‘ll'ill'si" I

)Tl‘l 11:

The House in secret ses

*
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that the money was appropriated for the purchase of Hthe

L if it:
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Island of New Orleans and East and \Vest Florida.”
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bar of the Senate they added :
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At the

entrusted the negotiations.
sider this communication conﬁdential.” The nomination of
James Monroe as Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni
potentiary, with a roving commission to France, Spain and
England, was conﬁrmed at the same time. On the preceding

t of La
day, January 10th, the President had written to Governor
'el, ‘l'il. '

Monroe:

“Work night and day tO arrange your private

rogue:

’uttltu _

1|!' 1m

aﬁairs, for to-morrow I shall nominate you to the Senate
for an extraordinary miSsion to France.” Later he wrote to
Monroe:

"If we cannot by a purchase of the country assure

to ourselves a course of perpetual peace and friendship with
ions is -_
ouchl '5'

all nations, then, as war cannot be distant, it behooves us
to be immediately prepared for that

tge. Eff
l0ll~t$1l .

course.” In regard to Monroe’s
mission, he wrote to Livingston,

then in Paris:

1g sin 7;
indies

“Should we fail in

this Object of the mission, a further
one will be superadded for the
other side of the channel.”
\Vheu Monroe sailed on March
8,1803, he took with him
$2,000,000 and a full understanding
as to how far he might go.
He
knew that the President would
sustain him in paying $10,000,000
for the Floridas and New Orleans,
but he still did not know whether
this purchase would have to be
made of France or Spain.
Napoleon Bonaparte, of course,
had due notice that the coming
London if it failed on the opposite
side of the channel.
The First
Consul had taken great interest in
Jefferson's approaches, and had
quarreled violently with his
brothers Joseph and Lucien and
Talle
. .
y'l' a “(I 7. 9n

Of LOUlSlana,

not only New Orleans that I will cede, but the whole colony,

negotiation of the treaty, reporting

progress daily to Monroe. The
envoy was conﬁned to his bed with
illness ten or twelve days, thus
delaying the conclusion and sign
ing of the treaty to April 30th. It
relieved France of spoliation claims
to the amount of $3,750,000 and
gave Napoleon $11,250,000 for the

war which immediately followed.
Two days later the British Min
ister at Paris demanded and
received
iThere his
waspassports.
never the slightest

en
-

route,
.

the

FRANCOIS, MARQUIS DE BARBE-MARBOIS.

disagreement between Livingston
and his colleague. Mr. Monroe
was there with means and infor
mation to aid in crowning the

'
subjeCt

Born
in 1745, died
in 1837; Minister
of Finance
of the Purchase
French Republic
under
Bonaparte.
he negotiated
and signed
the Louisiana
Treaty.
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Picture belonging to the United States Government and exhibited 1n the
Government Building at the Lonistana Flirchase Expostttonby the State
Department: it is reprodUCed 1n the OHICIal frame by permissmn of the
Secretary of State.
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without any reservation. To attempt to retain it would be
folly. I direct you to negotiate this offer with the envoy of
the United States.
I will be moderate in consideration of
the necessity in which I am of making a sale. But keep
this to yourself."
On the 9th De Marbois announced the Consul's decision
to Livingston and asked him for a proposition. Livingston
said we had only desired the east side of the river and a
small tract on the west. De Marbois said we had asked
for all that was worth having and must take the whole.
Livingston said he was willing,
but would now await the arrival
Of his colleague who had landed at
Havre and would soon reach Paris.
Monroe arrived on April 12th
and the result of his ﬁrst con
ference with Livingston was that
the latter proceeded with the

. envoy's mission would take him to

Willl

TO De Marbois he said:

“You will of consequence con

had
_

treaty

‘v 0 r k done by _Jeﬁerson and

“13,5

“Tho sald
‘vhen the
_
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Vve have

given his personal promise to LIV
ingston that $3,750,000 of our spoliation claims should be
paid immediately, and Livingston continued his pressure for
payment, informing Talleyrand that New Orleans and the
Floridas would be an acceptable settlement. Talleyrand asked

lived long, but this is the noblest
work of our lives." Napoleon, 0n the same Occasion, said:
“This cession of territory strengthens forever the power of
the United States. I have just given to England a maritime
rival that will sooner or later humble her pride."

him what he would give for the whole of Louisiana, but

Prevented for two years and a half from taking possession
of Louisiana and compelled at last to abandon the attempt,
he jumped at the opportunity Of replenishing his war chest
with $15,000,000, while putting Louisiana out of England's

would not admit that France owned the territory or that he
had any authority to negotiate the sale.
Finally, on the 8th of April, the very day on which Mon
roe reached the French coast, Napoleon said tO his Council of

Ministers:

“They [the English] Shall not have the Missis

sippi which they covet * * * the conquest of Louisiana
would\be easy if they only took the trouble to make a descent
there. I have not a moment to lose in putting it out of their
reach. * * * I think of ceding it to the United States.

reach forever, and forever strengthening the power Of the
United States as a rival of England.
How Jefferson had anticipated Napoleon's situation and
was ready to reap the fruit of the situation has been shown.
Yet, because he proceeded with the secrecy necessary to

success, and because his management of the negotiations sue
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succeeded beyond his own hopes or the highest hopes of
Livingston, Piiickney and Monroe, there are still some who
contend that, in the acquisition of Louisiana, either we were

merely the lucky beneﬁciaries of Napoleon's benevolent and
brilliant statesniaiiship, or that our success was due entirely
to Livingston's heroic and exceedingly able efforts. The
more we thank Livingston for his work, the more we have
to thank Jefferson for putting the work in such hands.
The announcement of the cession surprised every cabinet

in Europe.

“’hen Lord Hawkesbury laid before Parliament

the papers on the subject ofﬁcially communicated by the
American Minister at London, he said, in reply to a question,
that these papers were the ﬁrst intimation that the British
Government had received from any source that any such nego
tiation was going on. It was perhaps fortunate for us that no
other nation suspected the real purpose of our envoys in France.
A copy of the treaty reached the President on July 14. the

F r e n c h Republic's fete day.

by strict construction, an increase in the number of States
would give increasing protection to the rights of each State,
additional security against the oppression of any State by the
Federal power, and therefore additional strength and safety to
the Union itself.
While preparing for the contest with his usual care and
caution. he issued his proclamation convening both houses of

Congress in extra session on October iytli—the Senate to give

the formal ratiﬁcation and the House to complete the ratiﬁ
cation by giving its consent to the appropriations and other
legislation called for by the treaty. To this extent he recog
nized the share of the House in the treaty-making power.
\\'hen Congress met he laid the treaty, with every piece of
paper attached by both negot iators, before both houses,witha
message explaining that he had
___.__——-r-p'———~———y
proceeded with the purchase of
the larger area at a larger price,
believing that the sanction of

,_

The envoys expressed a fear that
they had exceeded their instruc—
tions, but were promptly reas
sured on that point by Secretary
M adisou. The country at large
was ignorant of the value of
the te r r i t o r y purchased, and
$15,000,000 was a big sum to
spend for land at that time with
out consulting our small popula
tion of ﬁve million, three hundred
thousand people. Then, as after
wards, many were very afraid of
expansion, for various and often
conflicting reasons. Our Federal
system was comparatively un
tried as to the value of its checks
and balances. Few had such
faith in the system or thepeople
as Jefferson had, or as experi
ence has made so common
among Americans of later
generations. Some feared that

ratiﬁcation, he wrote to his friend Senator Breckenridge, of
Kentucky, to drop the amendment subject. As to the other
objections, he argued that with State autonomy preserved

Congress was to be expected
from its appropriation of
$2,000,000
at the preceding

session. Pending the ratiﬁca
tion, a new obstacle was inter
posed in the form of a formal

protest from the Spanish Min
ister, giving notice that the agree
ment of San Ildefonso to cede
Louisiana to France was con
ditional, that the conditions
were unfulﬁlled and that Spain
still owned and retained posses
sion of the colony. The condi
tions never were fulﬁlled, but

Napoleon was Spain's master
at that time, and his Colonial
Prefect, De Laussat, was in
New Orleans awaiting orders
from the French Chargé at

'1‘]

l
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l

\Vashington to make the
transfer to the United States.
The ﬁerce ﬁght against the

the Union could not survive a
great increase in the number

of States; others that any
SIGNING THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE TREATY.

increase would deprive the
older States of their inﬂuence
and perhaps make the Federal
power oppressive to them.

Beyond all this, the powerful
Federalist

party which had

ruled the country until 1801,
might, if inclined to defeat the
ratiﬁcation as an administra—
tion measure, make a terrible
weapon of Mr. Jefferson's
own belief that in making this
purchase both he and Congress
would be exceeding their con

' ()f the greatest possible historical signiﬁcance is the group modelled by Karl
Bitter, the chief sculptor _0f the Exposition, which occu ied a prominent position on
the south side of the Louisiana Purchase Monument. .tr. Bitter has depicted the
three envoys who Signed the treaty, Monroe, Livingston and Marbois. at the moment
when the representative of the French Government was aﬁ'ixing his name to the deed
which more than doubled the area of the United States. The group is wrought with
such creative power that the three men and the purpose that animated them appear to

live again. On thelef_t stands Monroe,while Livingston is seated; at the right stands
Martinis in the act of Signing. Monroe's attitude is one of easy relaxation, his hand on
his hip and his feet carelessly crossed; he is interested but evidently calm. Marbois.
whose posture has the DI'CICISIOII that characterized his mind. signs ﬁrmly and decidedly,
feeling that he is rendering a service to his own war-threatened country as well as
befriending the other young Republic across the seas with whom his race had already
joined hands against the common enemy. Livingston’s hands are cla sed. and his
ﬁnely sensitive face is uplifted with the light of prophecy in his steadiiist eye. Mr.
Bitter's conception of the supreme moment when the courage of Jefferson and the
Wisdom of bapoleon reached a chrnax in the move which checkmated English designs
upon both young nations was regarded by critics as one of the most important and
striking of the many historical statues at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition. 1n the

obelisk above_the group are chisclled these words of Livingston:

‘\\'e have lived

long, but‘this is the noblest work of our lives. The instruments which we have just
signed will cause no tears to be shed; they prepare ages of happiness for innumerable
generations of human creatures. The Mississippi and Missouri will see them succeed
one another and multiply: truly worthy of the regard and care of Providence. in the
bosom of equality. nder iust laws. freed from the errors of superstition and scourges
of bad government."

stitutional authority and acting
without any warrant other than the plea of public necessity.
He at ﬁrst proposed to meet this particular objection by pro_
posing a constitutional amendment supplying the defect of
authority, but when he saw the bitterness of the ﬁght against

treaty was led in the Senate
by Pickering of Massachu
setts, Tracey of Connecticut,
Plumer of New Hampshire
and White of Delaware; in

the House by Griswold of
Connecticut, Grifﬁn of Vir
ginia, and other Federalists.

They were able, honest and
patriotic men, but the few
that moved them seem t011$

now as

ridiculous as the

opinion expressed by some
of them that Louisiana was

a worthless waste, that Would
he a sinkhole for the money of the United States as it had
been for many millions of the money of France 3an Spfim'
Hamilton's influence was powerfully exerted for ratiﬁcatlon'
The Senate conﬁrmed the tre my

011 October 19th after two
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ART. V.
Immediately after the ratiﬁcation of the present Treaty by the President

Of the L uiicil States. and in case that of the ﬁrst Consul‘s shall have been pre
VIOHSIY obtained. the Commissary of the French Republic shall remit all mili
tary posts of _Nt~w Orleans. and other parts of the ceded territory. to the Com
missary or (uniinissaries named by the President to take possession: the
troops: whether of France or Spain. who may be there. shall cease to occupy
any military post from the time of taking possession. and Shall be embarked
as soon as possible in the course of three months after the ratiﬁcation of this
treaty.

ART. VI.
The President of the United States of America, and the First Consul of
the French Republic.in the name of the French People. desiring to remove all
source of misunderstanding relative to obiects of discussion mentioned in the
Second and ﬁfth articles of the Convention of the 8th Vnde'niiaire._an 9 30

September. i800. relative to the rights claimed by the United States. in virtue
of the Treaty concluded at Madrid. the 27 of (_)ctober. 1795. between Ilis (.ath
olic Majesty & the Said I'nited States. & Willing to strengthen the union and
friendship which at the time of the Said Convention was happily reestablished
between the two nations. have respectively named their
lenipotentiaries.

to-wit. The Presidentof the United States. by and withthe advice and consentof
the Senate of the Said States: Robert R. Llylltilston. Ministerrlenlpotentiary
of the United States and James Monroe. Minister Plenipotentiary and Envoy
Extraordinary of the Said States near the Governmento the French Re ublic;

And the First Consul. in the name of the French People. Citizen 'rancis
Barbé Marbois. Minister of the public treasury. who. after having respectively

exchanged their full powers have agreed to the following articles.
ARTICLE I.
Whereas. by the Article, the third of the Treaty concluded at Ilcle
fonso. the 9th Vende'iniaire. an _9. lat October. iBoo—_-between the First Consul
of the ‘rench Republic and his Catholic Maiesty.it was agreed as follows:

“ His Catholic Maiesty promises and engages on his part to cede to the
“ French Republic. six months after the full and entire execution of the con
"ditions and stipulations herein relative to his Royal Highness. the Duke of
"Parma,the Colony or Province of LouiSiana With the same extent_that it
" now has in the hand of Spain. 8: that it had when France possessed it; and
“ such as it should be after the Treaty subsequently entered into between

" Spain and other btatcs' -—
_
_
1 \nd whereas in pursuance of the Treaty and particularl of the third
article. the _F rcnch Republic has an incontestible title to the omain and to
the possesston 0i the Said Territory—The First Consulof the French Republic
desiring to give to the United States a_ strong proof of his_friendsliip. doth

The United States promises to execute such treaties and Articles as may
have been agreed between Spain and the tribes and nations of Indians. unlil

by mutual consent of the United States and the said tribes or nations. other
suitable articles Shall have been agreed upon.

A RT. VII.
As it is reciprocally advantageous to the commerce of France and the
United States to encourage the communication of both nations for a limited
time in the country ceded by the present treaty. uniil general arrangements
relative to the commerce of both nations may be a reed on; it has been agreed
between the contracting parties that the French .‘hips coming directly from
France or any of her colonies. loaded only with the produce and manufactures
of France or her Said Colonies; and the Ships of Spain coming directly from

Spain or any of her colonies loaded only with the produce or manufactures of
Spain or her colonies. shall be admitted during the space of twelve years in
the Port of New Orleans. and in all other legal ports of entry within the ceded
territory. in the Same manner as the Ships of the l'nited States coming directly
from France or Spain. or any of their Colonies. Without being Subject to any
other or greater duty on merchandise or other or greater tonnage than that

paid by the citizens of the United States.
During the Space of time above mentioned no other nation Shall have
aright to the same privileges in the Ports of the coded territory: the twelve
ears Shall commence three months after the exchange of ratiﬁcations. if

it Shall t.-ke place in France. or three months after it shall have been notiﬁed
in Paris to the I- rench Government if it Shall take place in the United States.
ltis however well understood that the object of the above article is to favour

the manufactures. Commerce. freight and navigation of France and of Spain
So far as relates to the iuiportations that the French and Spanish Shall make
into the Said ports of the United States. without in any sort affecting the
regulations that the United States may make concerning the exportation of
the produce and merchandise of the United States. or any right they may

have to make Such regulations.

hereby cede to the Said United Statesin the name of _thc l*re_nch_Republic

ART. VIII.

forcvciq and in full Sovereignty. the said territory With all its rights and

appurtenances as fully and in the Same manner as they have been acquired
by the French Re ublic in vtrtue of the above-mentioned lreaty concluded

with his Catholic talesty'

ART. ii.

In the cession made by the precedinn article are included the adiaccnt

Islands belonging to Louisiana. all public lots and Squares. vacant lands and
all public buildings. fortiﬁcations. barracks. and other ediﬁces which are not
private property. The Archives. apers & dOCUIN‘IQIIlS‘I'Clathe to the domain
and Sovereignty of Louisiana an its dependencies Will be left in the posses
sion of the Commissaries of the United States. and copies Will be_afterwarils
iven in due form to the Magistrates and Municipal ofﬁcers of Such of the
aid papers and documents as may be necessary to them.

ART. III.
The inhabitants of the ceded territory shall be incorporated in the Union
of the United States and admitted as soon as possible. according to the princi

In future and forever after the expiration of the twelve years the Ships

of France shall be treated upon the footing of the most favored nations in the
ports above mentioned.
ART. IX.
The particular Convention Signed this day by the respective Ministers.
having for its object to provide for the payment of debts due to the Citizens of
the United States by the French Republic. prior to the 30th Sept. i800. (Bill

Vendémiaire. an 9). is approved and to have its execution in the Same mati
ner as if it had been inserted in this present treaty. and it shall be ratiﬁed in

the Same form and in the Same time So that the one Shall not be ratifie
distinct from the other.

Another particular Convention. Signed at the Same date as the present
treaty. relative to a deﬁnite rule between the contractin

parties is in the

like manner approved will be ratiﬁed in the Same form an in the Same time
and jointly.
ART. X.

pics of the federal Consntution. to the en_ioyment of all the rights. advantages

The present treaty Shall be ratified in good and due form. and the rati

and immunities of citizens of the United States. and in the mean time they shall
be maintained and protected in the free enioyment of their liberty. property,
and the Religion which they profess.

ﬁcations shall beexchanaed in the Space of Six months after the date of the

ART. IV.
There Shall be Sent by the Government of France a Commissary to
Louisiana to (hC endith he do every act necessary. as_ well to receive from the
ofﬁcers of his Catholic Maicsty the Said country and its dependencies. in the
name of the French Republic ii it has not been already done; as to transmit
it in me name of the French Republic to the Commissary or agent of the
United States.

Signature by the Ministers Plenipotentiary, or Sooner. if possible.
In faith whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have Signed these
articles in the French and English language: declaring nevertheless that the

present Treaty was orizinally azreed to in the French languaie; and ha"
thereiinto afﬁxed their Sealsv
Done at Paris the tenth day of Floreal in the eleventh yearof the Freud!
Republic and the 30th day of April. 1803.

.
I _.,-,_.

ROBERT R. LIVINGSTON.
JAM ES MONROE.

BARBE MARBOIS.
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TREATY BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THE FRENCH REPUBLIC.
P-lonr"e
nd the French-speaking nations. quite naturally it was written and signed in du liczite by Robert R. Livingston, ames
When the treaty was made between the English_ a rcnch
language andlthe other in the. English languaze. The reproductions oiP the ﬁrst and last pages and the til 1 text of mi
and Barbé Martinis. one copy being Written in the I
treaty printed above are from photographs of the original document exhibited at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition by the State Department of the United States.
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FIXING THE BOUNDARIES OF LOUISIANA.
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days of discussion, and ratiﬁcations were exchanged on Octo
ber zlst. But the ﬁght against the resolution to carry it into
effect continued, and this did not pass until October 28th.
Jefferson signed the treaty on November 10th. On November

In thus ﬁxing the unsettled bounds of its Louisiana ac
quisition, the United States approximately veriﬁed the old
eighteenth century maps of Louisiana, and the recorded
boundaries of the old Catholic Bishopric of New Orleans,

30th, on the presentation of orders from the King of Spain,
endorsed by Napoleon, Governor Don Julian Manuel de Sal
cedo surrendered Louisiana to De Laussat, and lowered the
Spanish flag. The French tri-color ﬂoated over the city until

in every respect except the surrender of Texas. That was a
confessed dismemberment, a mutilation 0f the Louisiana

December 20th, when General Wilkinson and Governor Clai

borne marched to the Cabildo, reCeived the surrender of the
territory from De Laussat and substituted the American ﬂag
for that of France.
More than forty-three years elapsed before the United

States compromised with Great Britain on a northern bound—
ary for the Louisiana Purchase. Under the supposition that a
line due west from the northwest
projection of the Lake of the
\Voods would reach the Missis
sippi at or near its source, such
a western terminus had been
provided for the boundary be~
tween the United States and
Canada. It was afterwards dis
covered that this line was in

maps and records. After the surrender of Texas, and up to
1885, our Government maps still designated the Paciﬁc Coast
States north of latitude 42° and west of the Rockies as
included in the Louisiana Purchase. In 1898 the Census
Bureau published some maps gotten up by a committee of
its clerks, in which the Purchase was shorn of three-fourths of

the Gulf boundary and all the land west of the Rockies,
which our Government so long contended for ofﬁcially, stren
uously and victoriously, as included in our Louisiana acquisi
tion. But the Director of the
Census has ofﬁcially announced
that these new maps have no

official standing, and are “en
titled to only such weight as is
carried by the individuals sign
ing the report." In every case
before the United States Supreme
Court involving the question
whether a tract of land was
included in the Louisiana Pur

latitude 49° 20' north, and about
Null be r" r‘
: izaétzmzr:
mtllrﬁrlﬂr'
nioi lim‘
‘tMHBMAJ.

one hundred and four geograph

ical miles north of the source

chase or not, the Chief Justices

of the Mississippi, at 47° 36'

and the court, from Marshall’s
time down to Fuller's, have held
that the decision of the political

north.

A new treaty with Great

Britain, providing that this gap

should be closed by the shortest
line drawn from the Lake of the
\Voods t0 the source of the Mis

department of our Government

as to the extent and boundaries
of Louisiana territory was con
clusive and binding upon the
courts and people. The map

sissippi, was submitted for rati

ﬁcation with the Louisiana Pur
chase treaty. The Senate rati
ﬁed the British treaty with the
exception of the boundary rati
ﬁcation article.
That was
rejected by the Senate because,
as Benton says, “ it might jeop
lilil $41" '-'

“Mir—5'
“535:3
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are the only citizens who have
ﬁnal decision of the political
department of the Government,
repeated and adhered to through
the volumes of our state papers

for a century.
President Jefferson was well
aware of the fact that the Paciﬁc
coast boundary of the old French
Diocese of New Orleans was
based on the right of expansion

PIERRE CLEMENT DE LAUSSAT.

'
‘
' . ‘
as a compromlse'
great Bnt‘nn
Slgned
a treaty acceptlng
that
.
'

The Colonial Prefect and Commissioner_oi the French Republic who
received the Province of Louisiana from Spain at New Orleans, November 30,
80 . and transferred it to the United States on December 20. 1803. was born in
i75fi. and died in 1835. The portrait is from the painting exhibited at the Fair
litiilding
over
original desk
which
hereception
used in transferring
bLlollislianzivrgilaiie
M .A
dH
'kins of
N the
~w Orleans.
It hung
in the
room of the

line

the province to the United States.

Rockv

‘9. . a-.-.

ever presumed to reverse this

Louisiana." This treaty, as
amended by the Senate, was
rejected by Great Britain. In
1807 Mr. Jefferson offered the
forty-ninth parallel from the
Lake of the W'oods to the Paciﬁc

the

.._

makers of the Census Bureau

ardize the northern boundary of

as far “.est as

--4
lgln

Mountains only. The Senate rejected that treaty because
the line was not extended to the Paciﬁc. The offer of the
forty-ninth parallel all the way to the Paciﬁc as a compro
mise line was renewed by Monroe in 1824, and by Adams
in 1826, and by Tyler in 1842. \Vhen President Polk with
the Mexican \Var on his hands, in 1846, submitted the treaty
in which Great Britain accepted that line to the Paciﬁc, he
did so with the apology that his predecessor had opened the
negotiations on a basis of compromise, and with a tender
of that line, and therefore he had deemed it his duty not to

break of? the negotiations abruptly. He had been elected on
a “ 54:40" platform, which he totally disregarded.

.
_
“' eStward from the Frel'lCh DOS
seSS‘on
Of the ROCl‘y
Alounta‘n
y
‘
-

hinterland, and had been fortiﬁed
by no pretence of French exploration or occupation. Captain
Kendrick, an American navigator, sailed through the Straits
of Fuca, the Gulf of Georgia and Queen Charlotte’s Land, in
1789, and was the ﬁrst to discover and make known the true
character of those wonderful inland waters. In 1792 Captain
Robert Gray, of Boston, made the ﬁrst discovery of the
mouth of the Columbia, sailing up the river ﬁfteen miles,
and naming it after his ship. Mr. Jeﬁerson had believed
in the existence of this river before its discovery, and
that it would afford a waterway back to the Rocky Moun
tains near the source of the Missouri.
Therefore he
did not wait for a hint from Napoleon to take steps for

c3..'
7?!“

72
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the strengthening of the title to a Paciﬁc coast boundary

thousand new settlers in the country west of the Mississippi,

which we were to acquire by the Louisiana Purchase. He
did not even wait for the Purchase treaty, because he was con
ﬁdent that Monroe and Livingston were about to secure us
such a control of the Mississippi as would renderthe Louisiana
territory worthless to any other nation, and sooner or later
make it ours. Therefore, in less than a week after obtaining
the money Monroe took to Paris, he sent another conﬁdential
message to Congress, and on January 18, 1803, obtained a
grant of $2,500, “for the purpose of extending the foreign

Before the treaty was ratiﬁed Lewis and Clark had reached
Fort Kaskaskia with part of the exploring expedition and
applied to the Spanish Governor at Saint Louis for permission
to start up the Missouri with an expedition composed of
United States soldiers.
Iieing a Frenchman by birth. Governor I)eLassus felt that
the emphatic protest of the Spanish Minister at Washington

commerce of the United
States.“ This was the
money with which he
organized and equipped
the Lewis and Clark ex
pedition. Sir Alexander
Mackenzie had just ob
tained his baronetcy by
publishing in London,

in 1801, his “Voyages
to the Frozen Ocean and
the Paciﬁc" from Fort
Chipewa'yan on Atha—

basca Lake. His “voy
age" up Peace river and
across the Rockies to
Cape Menzies, opposite
Queen Charlotte Islands,
had taken him north of
the Columbia River Yal
ley and to a point on the
Pacﬁc five-hundred
miles north of the Col
DON CARLOS DEHAULT DE LASSUS.
The last Lieutenant-Governor of Upper Louis
umbia's mouth, and
iana. who. as the representative of Spain. trans
President Jefferson was
ferred Upper Louisiana On March . 1804. to
Maior Amos Stoddard, the agent of t e French
nervously eager to get
Republic, was born in 1764 and died in 1842. The
accompanying portrait is a photographic enlarge
ahead of Great Britain
ment from a daguerrntype belonging to the Mis
souri Historical Society and exhibited by them at
in exploring that river
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.
and sending American
settlements and trading posts to its waters. Twenty years
earlier, in 1783, he had written to General George Rogers

Clark:

“I ﬁnd they have subscribed a very large sum of

money in England for exploring the country from the
Mississippi to California.
They pretend it is only to
promote knowledge. Iam afraid they have thoughts of col
onizing in that quarter. Some of us have been talking here in
a feeble way of making the attempt to search that country.
But I doubt if we have enough of that kind of spirit to raise
the money. How would you like to lead such a party?”

When he became able to “ raise the money” in 1803, for
the exploration of the Missouri and the Columbia, the men he

selected to command the expedition were George Rogers
Clark's youngest brother, William Clark, and Meriwether
Lewis.

Both were sons of Jefferson’s old Albemarle neigh_

bors. Both were lieutenants in the army who had served
with credit, and became much attached to each other in
General Wayne’s brilliant campaign against the Indians, and

Lewis had served as Jefferson’s private secretary.
No practical step was omitted that might clear the way
for American expansion to the Paciﬁc and establish the western
boundary of Louisiana 0n the shore of that ocean.

After the

treaty was ratiﬁed Mr. Jefferson tried in vain to persuade
Congress to offer liberal grants of land free to the ﬁrst thirty

against the ratiﬁcation of the treaty placed him in a very
delicate position, and he declined to grant the permission.
“'hen the territory was formally surrendered into the posses

head
river

year.
now

18013
Si. 1
chtl
has 1
of \\l

Lni ‘

sion of the L'nited States, at New Orleans, on December 20,
1803, it was too late in the season for a start up the Missouri,

and

the preparations were incomplete, and the expedition went

of in
long
tliStt

into camp on the Illinois side, opposite the mouth of the
Missouri, there to await the formal surrender of Upper Lou
isiana. On the 9th of March, 1804, Captain Amos Stoddard,
of the United States Army, accompanied by Captain Meri
wether Lewis, marched from Kaskaskia at the head of a com
pany of soldiers to Saint Louis, and there by virtue of a com
mission received from the French Colonial Prefect, De Lans
sat, received the surrender of Louisiana to France, and for
that day substituted the French for the Spanish ﬂag with due
ceremonies. On March IO, by virtue of the same commis
sion and with similar ceremonies, he lowered the tri-color,
hoisted the stars and stripes and took possession of Upper
Louisiana in the name of the United States.
Two months later, May 14, 1804, Lewis and Clark started
up the Missouri with their boats containing forty—ﬁve persons
Of these, ﬁfteen were United States regulars, and 0f the Others
a number had enlisted to
go only a part of the way
up the river, and the
rest were Kentuckians
and hunters enlisted for
thevoyage. Afterashort
call on the famous old
Kentucky and Missouri
pioneer, Daniel Boone,
in Saint Charles County,
the expedition made its
way against the mighty
current of the Missouri
at the rate of about nine
miles a day, subsisting
on the plentiful supply of
game and ﬁsh brought in
by the hunters.
Near the present site
of Sioux City they buried
with military honors
Sergeant Floyd, of Ken
WILLIAM CHARLES COLE CLAIBORNE
tucky, the only member
.
. 1870. He was one 0 f the._
orni I
. died
In

who lost his life during

Uriited

Commissioners to whomghclgl

tory of Louisiana was transferred by f e; t e
sentatives of France. He was (wovermlli'mor o

the entire voyage to and territory of New Orleans and ﬁrst Goée"s Th:
the State of Louisiana. from 13" to I ﬁrst ho
from the Paciﬁc. At the illustration
is from a conte,mgoral'Yd’ogorne 0'
longing
to his grandson. \\_. . C. 31!
“in:
end of October they went New Orleans.
and exhibited in the Louislanadan
Building at the Louisiana Purchase balms1
'
into winter quarters
about twenty miles above the present site of Bismarck. Hf?”
their hunters still kept them well supplied during the ensuing
ﬁve months while the river remained frozen.
.
Starting again in April, 1805, the explorers made their way
to the headwaters of the Missouri, across the mountains totl’le

Jule

lOll'il

sii'k
tiuni

and 1

had
in in
all 1]
of p
the
Alex

'
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headwaters of the Columbia. and down to the mouth of that

the Missouri Historical Society and was exhibitcd by that

river, which they reached late in November of

organization at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition :

the same

year.
FORT PICKERING, CHICKESAW BLUFFS,
Passing the winter of 1805—6 in an entrenched camp at the
mouth of the Columbia, they began their return in March,

1806, prosecuting further explorations en route, and reached
St. Louis on September 23, I806, without the loss of a man
except Sergeant Floyd, over whose remains the State of Iowa

September 22ml. 1809
DEAR MAJR.
I must acknowledge myself remiss in not writing YOU in answer to
several friendly epistles which I have received from you Since my mm?"
from the Paciﬁc Ocean.

Continued occupation in the immediate dis

charge of the duties of a

has erected a noble monument. The story of this ﬁrst journey
of white men from the Mississippi to the Paciﬁc, as told in the
Lewis and Clark journals, makes one of the most interesting
and valuable volumes of American history.
At President
Jeﬂ'erson's suggestion Captain Lewis had taken a special course
of instruction to qualify himself for determining latitude and

longitude

and

making

scientiﬁcally

accurate

reports

public station will I trust
in some measure plead my
apology—
I am now on my way
to the City of \Nashiugton

and had contemplated tak
ing Fort Adams and Orli

of

discoveries.
Railroad civil engineers since employed along the same

route have become familiar with the volume and have
spoken with uiistinted praise of the accuracy of its descrip
tions.

anes in my rout, but my
indisposition hasinduced me

to change my rout and shall
now pass through Tennes
see and Virginia, the pro

test of some bills which I
have lately drawn on public

Mingled with these there is a simple narrative of incidents

account form the principal

and accidents and trying adventures among strange tribes who
had never before seen a white man, that makes the story even

inducement
forward at

more interesting than Robinson Crusoe toa Western boy. It is
all the more interesting now since States containing ten millions

An explanation is all that

of people have grown up along the route which then lay

through an unknown wilderness.

The route traveled by Sir

Alexander Mackenzie to the Paciﬁc still remains a wilderness.

Soon after his return to Saint Louis, Captain Lewis was
appointed Governor of

the Louisiana Territory
(Upper Louisiana).
While making a horse
back trip from Saint
Louis to “fashington
City he died, on October
8, 1808, at a lonely way
side inn on the old

HNatchez trail," in Ten

is necessary I am sensible
to put all matters right.
In the meantime the protest
of a draught however just
has drawn down upon me
at one moment all my private
debts which have exces
sively embarrassed me.
I
hope

you

pardon me

will

therefore

STATUE OF MERIW'ETHER LEWIS.
tIt'tliilllylasef’fectiveasany of thehisltorical statues

to remit as soon as is con-

iii iiiriw95'iiiiinig“iii,dliile iiiiigiii'i'fi'del’agitili:

the sum of $200
you have informed

theﬂwsstapilriﬁacli? ofArteiIifi. “ mh Stand on

which

for

I"

asking you

d

me you hold for me—I

°" '“"'“Sm,“" “'s‘i-‘iimiil‘i'25‘iifgﬁi’iﬁ‘i Ii-niles of

calculated

“'“klm‘ “"k‘emcss .larid across moiii‘ntains
i

on

having the

pleasure to see you at Fort
Adams as I passed,
but am
__

informed by Capt.
tile

nessee.
Whether he
committed suicide or
was murdered is still a
matter of dispute. He

for my going
this moment.

RusSel

_
commanding
ofﬁcer of

this place that you

are “a-

never
ii e men. w't
t th :fltoti:
giradgigglfnréiaan or igtlllrlt'ingbtl'lQ
hogttility
_

_ ins.woaer
civilization
of the territories
ecameani

“'hmh he d‘m’vu'ed

'

casms which he wore on his long journey. and

tioned on the west side of “"5 enab‘m la"
the Mississippi—
You will direct to me at tl ie City of \Vashington untill the last of
December after which I expec
t I shall be on my return to St. Louis.

left no children, but the

Your sincere friend 81 obt Servant,

name “ Meriwether
Lewis ” appears very
frequently in the long
list of the descendants

I
To Mai. Amos Stoddard.

of his comrade, \Villiam

That suicide was the accepted theory of his death at the
time is indicated by the following letter, heretofore unpub

Clark.

T h o m a 5 Jefferson
STATUE OF WILLIAM CLARK.

William Clark. the associate of_Meriwcther
'

wrote a most apprecia

Misaiivizi'iisiz LEWIS.

Fort Adams.

lished, which was also exhibited at the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition by the Missouri Historical Society :

tue
Of h im when
' ' SketCh
'

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE, 18th October, 1809.

'ewis in the expedition to the Paciﬁc, was de

Eicted at the World's Fair by a splendid statue

hls
' death“' asa nnounced '

y I". W. Ruckstuhl of New York, which stood
on the west approach to Art llill. Clark was
shown in his frontier garb, looking towards the
setting sun, The features of the statue were

a monument on the spot

modelled from the ortrait by Rembrandt Peale,

where

aud

Tennessee

he

died_

DEAR SIR:

I am sorry to inform you of the death of Governor

erected

The

\I-- u...

sculgtured
_feature_s.
explorer
is and
shown
in
the_
uckskin
hunting The
shirt._
lezgings
moc

Meriwether Lewis, which took place on the Morning of the iith
Instance at the house of a Mr. Grender about seventy-five mile from
here on the Natchez Road, it is reported that he arrived there the

which hangs in In ependence Hall. Philadelphia.

evening before—the man of the house was from home—the Governor

suspicion of suicide in
connection with Lewis's death is heightened by a letter
written by him shortly before that event, in which he
refers to ﬁnancial difﬁculties that were evidently worry
ing him greatly.
This letter, of which the-following is
a transcript, has never been published. It 15 owned by

went to bed in a room alone. About three o'clock the-woman of the
house, who slept in a house near the other, heard two pistols ﬁre—she
awoke the servants, and they rushed into the Room, and found the
unfortunate Governor weltering in his blood 2. he had shot himself in

the head & just below his breast—lie died in about three hours ;1 IS
a few hours Major Neeley Agent to the Chickasaws came up,}:vho‘ 1211“

remained behind to hunt two horses which they had lost t e mg

Q55?!“
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before—he had him interred and took into his care and possession two
trunks, said to contain his valuable papers, amongst which is said to be
his Journal to the paciﬁc ocean, & perhaps some vouchers which he
was taking on for settlement—Mair Neeley has his pistols, Rifle, Watch,
&c.-—his servant. John Parney, will proceed on early in the morning
with letters to Mr. Jefferson from Major Neelcy communicating to him
the particulars of the unhappy aﬂ'air—I lament extremely the unfortu
nate fate of this worthy Character. * * * * *

Peak and made his way to the Rio Grande.

Surprised with

his command by a superior force on Spanish territory, they

were taken to Santa Fe and Chihuahua as prisoners, but after
a long examination were released and reached Natchitoches on

July 1, 1807.

He received the thanks of the Govemment for

his services. and was promoted to be Major in 1808, and in
1810 published anarrative of his two expeditions, having been

\\"'ith great esteem, I remain your friend also,

P. 5.
Kingsby.

JOHN BRAHAM.
My kindest respects to Captain House and to Lieutenant
B_

To MAJon AMOS STODDARD.
U. S. Artillerist.

Washington City.
Captain “'illiam Clark resigned from the regular army in
1807 and was appointed Brigadier-(icneral 0f the Louisiana
District (Upper Louisiana), which subsequently became Lon
isiana Territory, with General James \Vilkinson as Governor.

promoted to Lieutenaanolonel in 1809.

in which year he was killed while commanding at an attack
011 York (now Toronto), Canada. He was crushed under a
mass of stone thrown upon him by the explosion of a mine in
a redonbt he had taken.
Long before Lewis and Clark, the French voyageurs of
Saint Louis had carried her goods far up the Missouri and its
tributaries, and brought back their keel boats and pirogues

laden with peltries.

In 1813 General Clark became

He became Colonel

0f the ﬁfteenth infantry in 1812 and Brigadier-General in 1813,

Her fur and peltry exports already
exceeded $200,000 a year in
value. Louis Laland, of Saint
Louis, in 1804 made his way

Governor of Missouri Territory
and continued in that ofﬁce
until Missouri became a State
in 1821. From 1822 until his

with a stock of goods up the
Missouri and the Platte and
across the upper Arkansas

death on September 1, 1832, he
was Superintendent of Indian
Affairs, and his remarkable
inﬂuence over the wild tribes
was a large factor in the civili
zation of the West.

\'alley to

Santa Fe, thus

inaugurating the Santa Fe
trade. Already the little vil
lage of a thousand inhabitants
was making itself the power
house of transJIississippide'
velopment, the discoverer and

First Sergeant Patrick M.
Gass and First Sergeant Ord
way both kept interesting
diaries of the expedition.
Gass’s diary was particularly
full and complete, noting the
names given to streams, the
latitude and longitude of
places, the character of the
Indians, the animals, plants
and soils. It was published

exploiter 0f \Vestern resources.
Before her ﬁrst settlers passed
away her sons were to develop
the great American fur trade.
whose armed parties were to
explore the Rocky Mountain
passes, ﬁnd the various routes
to the Paciﬁc, pilot and guard
the ﬁrst emigrants to Oregon,

in Philadelphia and is often
and eventually makethe steam
consulted as part of the stand
ard records of the expedition.

boat a familiar sight to the

wild tribes

This Sergeant Gass, born in
Pennsylvania on June 12, 1771,

died, the last survivor of the
Lewis and Clark command, in
1870, having reached his
ninety-ninth year. He served
through the War of 1812,

losing an eye in battle. He
never married until his ﬁfty

of Dakota and

Montana. From Saint LOUIS
were to go forth the founders
MERIWETHER LEWIS.

of many westem cities and
states, the prospectors 0f the

Meriwether Lewis, the distinguished leader of the Lewis and Clark Expedition to
the Paciﬁc Coast, was born August 18. 1774. In 1795 he entered the. Regular Army. in
which he rose to the rank of Captain, and he still held his commission while actiﬂil
as Private Secretary to the President. Prior to this appointment he had seen service

great western mining prOIler
ties. Even before the cession

in actual warfare. having participated with gallantry in the Western Indian campaigns
of General Anthony Wa ‘ne. Upon his return from the overland expedition Lewis was
appointed Governor of ouiSIana Territory. He never married. and died in
‘ a lonely
tavern in the woods of Tennessee, while on his way from New Orleans to Washington.
on October 8, 1809. The accompanying portrait is a photographic reproduction of a

of Louisiana to the United
States, Moses Austin and his

son Stephen F., who were to

co y of the portrait by Rembrandt Peale, which hangs in Independence Hall, Phila

eighth year, in 1829, and it

de phia. the copy having been painted for the Missouri Historical Society. and exhibited
by them at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.

is a remarkable fact that one
of his sons and three of his daughters were still living in
1904. His son, J. W. Gass, then lived in the town of
Walker, Vernon County, Missouri.

become

the founders of the

great State of Texas-were
mining in the now famous disseminated lead ore region of
Missouri.

I

The ﬁrst years of American government were especiall.v
trying to the patience and disappointing to the hopes of the
Louisianians. They were the years of the great NaPOIQO‘l‘C

Lieutenant Zebulon N. Pike commanded the expedition
sent by President Jefferson from Saint Louis, August 9, 1805,
to explore the headwaters of the Mississippi-and locate its
source. After satisfactorily accomplishing this task in nine

and Milan decrees almost destroyed our commerce, and the

months, he was sent in 1806, before the return of Lewis and
Clark, to explore the valleys and headwaters of the Arkansas

consequent dePression was greatly aggravated by Mr. Jeffer
son's retaliatory embargo. Moreover, our Congress was at

and Platte.

that time a heSitatilig and awkward beginner at the business

While engaged in this duty he discovered Pike 5

wars.

The British Orders in Council, and Napoleon’s 1361111
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of providing satisfactory governments for frontier communities
growing into states. Even yet, after all our experience and
well tested improvements in that line, no territorial govern
ment has been devised which the people were not impatiently
eager to exchange for full-ﬂedged statehood at the earliest
possible moment, and Louisiana was the subject of the ﬁrst
and worst experiments. On March 26, 1804, Congress passed
an act dividing Louisiana into two parts, all south of latitude
33° being called the Territory of Orleans, and all north of that

to be expected, some speeches made in Congress that hurt the
feelings and piqued the self-respect of the Louisianians, and
memorials were sent on from both New Orleans and Saint

parallel being designated the District of Louisiana. The latter
was placed under the government of the Territory of Indiana,

account of this excitement, interpreting it as an incipient

which consisted of Governor William Henry Harrison, after
wards President of the United States; and the three Judges

French-speaking Louisianians were nearly all sprung from
parents of American birth, and the democratic sentiment

Louis protesting with pathetic indignation against their treat
ment as an unjust and odious discrimination, in violation of

provisions inserted in the Louisiana treaty for their protection.
HMay we not long be doomed," they said, Hlike the prisoners
of Venice, to read the word liberty on the walls of prisons.”
Prefect De Laussat very naturally sent home an overdrawn
revolt against annexation to the United States.

But the
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appointed by the President to make laws as well as to enforce
which had broken out in the Lafreniere revolt against Spanish
them and administer justice. A similar government was pro
domination now found expression in nothing more serious
vided for the Territory of Or
j
than impatient protests against
leans, with \V. C. C. Claiborne
the delay of Congress in pro
as Governor. Although Jef
viding a government, repub
ferson accepted and signed this
lican in form, for the people.
bill as an act of Congress, his
It was the same cry that we
disciple, Thomas H. Benton,
have heard many a time since
afterwards said of it:
from western settlements with
“It was a startling bill,
even less provocation.
continuing the existing Spanish
In Upper Louisiana, where
govemment, putting the Pres
newcomers from the United
ident in the place of the King
States were a majority of the
of Spain, putting the territorial
population, they were as little
‘oFﬁcers in the place of the
pleased with the action of
King's officials and placing the
Congress as their neighbors
appointment of all these ofﬁcers
who spoke French. But Gov—
in the hands of the President
ernor Harrison, at \'incennes,
alone, without reference to the
through his correspondence
Senate.
Nothing could be
with the leading citizens,

lll‘lllfsitll“
iiliar t“:
of Bi};

managed to raise their hopes

Constitution than such a gov
ernment, where the people,

of a favorable change in the
situation, and through his in

far from possessing any such

ﬂuence at \Vashington secured

political rights, were punished

a respectful hearing of their

arbitrarily for presuming to
meddle with political sub
jects.”

protests.

Auguste Chouteau,

who commanded the party
that made the ﬁrst clearing
and built the ﬁrst cabins on

The Louisianians keenly
felt the humiliation of being
sold like so many cattle, and
the Government given to them
at ﬁrst by the purchaser ﬁlled
for them the cup of bitter dis
appointment. Expecting to be
clothed instantly with all the

WILLIAM CLARK.

Saint Louis protest to Con
gress, but being detained by
illness, forwarded it through
Governor Harrison.
In due
time he received a letter from

'
'
ﬁghts
Of full—ﬂedged Anlencan
' i
'
'
CluzenShlp and to enter ‘n‘rne_

ex 1 rer whose nameexpeditionbf
is indelibl associated
with that
of Meriwether
in
the The
famousptfans-continental
1804,, was born
in Caroline
County, Lewis
Virginia.
on August I, 1‘ o. In 1788 young Clark was appointed an ensign in the L'nited States
:\riny.and tori/r7yearslater became alieutenant of infantry. At the termination of the

Congressman JOhn > ,' ' Eppesv
I
'
dated
aSlnngtOnr January

'
'
'
.
(hately
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the 1038
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Lewis and Clark
Ex edition in 1807,
from In
the army
andwas
accepted
the
appointment
as Bringier-Gcneral
of Clark
Upperresigned
Louisiana.
1813 he
appointed

26’
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OUISlaIwO
ought to stand

on the same footing as all other

tems administered by alien strangers who could not speak
their language. \N hat that had recently meant in Orleans
Territory may be inferred from Prefect De Laussat's report
that justice was administered there “worse than in Turkey,”
and from United States Consul Clark's report to his Gov

ernment in 1803, that Hall the ofﬁcers plunder when the
opportunity offers; they are all venal.”

assunng

There were, as was

American citizens; that a favorable report on the petition of
Lower Louisiana had been made; that Mr. John Randolph,
Chairman of the Committee, favored a ﬁrst grade territorial

government for Upper Louisiana. Mr. Eppes explained that,
while the people must for a time submit to a territorial govern
ment essentially diﬁ‘erent from that of the States, Congress
would be eager to get rid of the expense by conferring statehood

-._-

'...
L‘I
‘

was?!“
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as soon as possible.
General Harrison also wrote to Mr.
Cliouteau that the right to form a government for themselves.
for which the people of Orleans Territory had petitioned, was

to be granted, Unot as a right founded upon the treaty with
France, but upon the broad basis of justice and liberty, which

are the foundation stones of the American Constitution.”
The measure of local self-government conferred on Orleans
Territory in 1805 was accepted by its people as a step in
advance of anything previously enjoyed by them. The act of

March 3, 1805, created the Territory of Louisiana for the
Upper Louisianians, whose territorial ofﬁcers, appointed by
the President ‘and required by the law to live within the Terri
tory, were General
James \Vilkinson, Gov
ernor; Frederick Bates,
Secretary; Return I.
Meigs and John B. C.
Lucas, Judge 5 . In
these four executive
and judicial ofﬁcers,
acting together, was
vested the local legis
lative authority. There

was no trace of popular

JUDGE JEAN BAPTISTE CHARLES LUCAS.
Judge Lucas was born August i4, 1758. in Nor-

self-government in this,
but the concession to
the Orleans Territory
was to the people of
Louisiana Territory an
example of what an
increase of population
would soon secure for
then] also.

The salue

mandy, France. and was educated in the law in that

countr . In i784 he came to this country. was
electe a Member of Congress from Pennsylvania
in ‘1803. and after the cession of Louisiana _was apointed by President Jefferson Commissioner of

act created the District
of Ne“; luadrid out of

and Claims and Judge of_the Ter_ritorial Court of
Louisiana. He died in Saint Louis on August to,

what is now Arkansas

1840. Theillustrationis from:
rtrait owned by
h's granddaughter, Mrs. _J. B._ ohnson of Saint
L‘ouis. exhibited by the Missouri Historical Society
at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.

and part of Southern
_
_
I
AIISSOUI-L
In 1806 th‘s

district

b e c am e the

District of Arkansas, with Stephen \Norrell as Deputy
Governor, but
Territory, and
Territory was
admitted as a

remained under the government of Louisiana
later of Missouri Territory, until Arkansas
organized in 1819. Orleans Territory was
State on April 30, 1812, eight years after the

transfer, and in June of the same year Louisiana Territory
became Missouri Territory with a Governor, Secretary, three
Superior Court Judges and legislative power vested in a
General Assembly composed of a Legislative Council and a

House of Representatives, the latter elected by the people,
and the former selected by the President from lists submitted
by the Representatives.

Unquestionably there were theoretic defects in the ﬁrst
territorial governments framed for Louisiana, but it is equally
unquestionable that the men who administered them soon won

of Louisiana in 1812, being afterwards elected United
States Senator in 18i7, just before his death.
In 1802 it cost Spain $400,000 to govern Louisiana, and
her total revenue derived from the province amounted to only
$121,040. Before selling Louisiana France had ﬁxed the
salary of General Victor as Governor at 70,000 francs a year,
and provided a salary of 50.000 francs for the Colonial Prefect.
Even if permitted to take peaceable possession, it would have
cost France more than $500,000 a year to govern Louisiana.
But the substitution of a far less expensive govemment by
the United States was no loss to the inhabitants, and soon
resulted in a great increase of population. Congress rejected
President Jefferson's proposition to give free land to the ﬁrst
thirty thousand settlers west of the Mississippi, and it was to
be expected that the inﬂux from the east side would cease
with the cessation of the Spanish land grants. Ohio, Kentucky
and Tennessee were the only States west of the Alleghenies in
1803, and the entire population of the Ohio Valley in 1800
was only three hundred and seventy-seven thousand ﬁve

hundred and sixty-three.

Mississippi there were vast areas of fertile timber and prairie
unsettled, and warlike Indian tribes still occupied much of
this land. There were no roads, no communications save by
boats propelled by hand power against the mighty currents of
the western rivers. But in spite of all these drawbacks and in
spite of the business depression caused by the wars of the ﬁrst
two decades of the nineteenth century, the western stream ‘
of emigration promptly began to follow the ﬂag across the
Mississippi in its steady onward march to the Paciﬁc.
Of course, the stream was thin at ﬁrst, because there were
less than ﬁve and a half millions of inhabitants in the whole

of the country between the Mississippi and the Atlantic. But
while the population of
the Ohio Valley was
more than doubled in
the ﬁrst six years after
the acquisition of Lou
isiana, the latter also
received more immi
grants in the same six
years than in the whole
of the preceding cen
tury.

According to the
enumeration of the
Spanish rulers in 1788,
the entire population
of Louisiana, Upper
and Lower, was forty
two thousand six hun
dred and eleven, and
this included Pensa
.

ANTOIN E P1 ERRE SOULARD.

I M. Soulard was Surv2’or -‘CLent-rt_1lngfanljpﬁz
.oiiisiana under the last .‘panis_ reﬁll!

C013» NIObllfi and all Of

_

continued in oﬂice by the .-\melC3n Government

lie was born in France. and came to Amen“

West Florida. In 1800
,

the conﬁdence of the people, and the formal protests soon
ceased. The fascinating manners of W'ilkinson and the able
and faithful services of Bates and Meigs and Lucas are
embalmed in the early traditions of Saint Louis. De Laussat's
characterization of Governor Claiborne at New Orleans as

Between those mountains and the

in 1794. Zenon Trudeath1e Sga'l‘s" “mm-“2122i
of Upper Louisiana. appomte

the estimated
total,
.

him to the \a

. worlt was 0i if.“ f
pot of Surveyorlienerril. His
imbortance in establishing boundaries aid

exclusive of Pensacola,

out roads in the early days of the Sim“:

,
_
Mobile and the portion

Territory. He died on Noyenibﬁ 9- In; Mr
illustration is from an 0il_paintin8 Owne y
'

.

V. C. Turner of Saint Louis.

0f \Vest Florida sur

rendered to the United States in 1798, was ﬁfty thousand'

seems to be very positively contradicted by the fact that, after
long services as Governor of Orleans Territory, this same

.
_
_
v
Of these 51x
thousand and twenty-eight
lived
111
Upper
Louisiana, according to the De Lassus enumeration of
December 31, 1799, which would leave a population 0f

Claiborne was the ﬁrst State Governor elected by the people

only forty-three thousand, nine hundred and seventy-mo

“extremely beneath the position in which he has been placed,”
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The immigrants to Upper Louisiana were mostly hunters

,s

from Kentucky looking for new hunting grounds, or they

)iem

M W.
W iii

were pioneer homeseekers with but little use for towns.
In the meantime Louisianians had joined the American

rennin,

column of progress in more ways than one.

In 1808 the

Legislature of Orleans Territory had adopted the afterwards
famous civil code of Louisiana. That same year the great
American institution, the village weekly newspaper, the

iiitCiiltuz
ﬁlm, it i,
)Ev'itrzi.

ancestor of the present Daily Republz'r, had made its appear
‘th gara

ance in Saint Louis, the ﬁrst newspaper printed west of the
thabilmp
Com.
free his

Mississippi.

And that same year the enterprising fur traders

of Saint Louis, ﬁnding that their Missouri Trading Company,
formed in

1794, was not strong enough to cope with the

FSlPlJi. 2:51
Northwestern Fur Company of Montreal and the Hudson
Bay Company of London in holding the Upper Missouri and
Columbia River Valley trade, converted it into the new and

if Side I;

is. Oink
if the it;
l'nio i'ilf;

stronger organization, long famous as the Missouri Fur Com

pany. This was at ﬁrst composed of Pierre Chouteau, Sr.,
Auguste Cliouteau, Manuel Lisa, \Villiam Clark, Sylvester

W611 that

iiii'iiiu:
tiii'tet

Labadic, Pierre Menard, Bernard Pratte, J. P. Cabanne and
P. Berthold. Starting with a capital of $50,000, this com

(impel:

pany soon wielded a paramount inﬂuence over the tribes of

iiiiiicaitit

the disputed territory, and held both the Upper Missouri and

mightier

Columbia River trade againsts its rivals very successfully. It
established ﬁve forts—Sarpy, Benton, Union, Pierre and
'lerthold—and with more than four hundred men in its
service it became the pioneer of civilization's westward march

edrai'at:
he m t"

it “um
:lie flag L"
be f'afft
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has iii:
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MANUEL LISA.
Manuel Lisa was born of Spanish parents on September 8, 1772, at New Orleans
He was the ﬁrst great trader to penetrate any distance up the Missouri Valley,
where he established a trading-post at the month of the Bi Horn River. He
returned to Saint Louis in 1808, where he organized the Saint ouis Missouri Fur
Corn any. \thn the War of 1812 broke out. the United States Government was aware
that iritish agents were active among the Indian tribes of the up er Missouri. Lisa at
that time was the most inﬂuential man among these Indians, an to him was assigned
the task of keeping them in order. He succeeded in controlling them. and organized
war expeditions against the bands that had allied themselves with the Iiritish. He died
on August 12, 1820. The accompanying portrait is from an oil painting owned by
Mrs. Nathan Corwithmf Highland Park. Illinois. a relative of Mme. Lisa, and exhibited
by the Missouri Historical Society at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.
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for Lower Louisiana at that date. Captain Amos Stod
dard is authority for the statement that Upper Louisiana
contained in 1804 a total civilized population of ten thousand
one hundred and twenty; of whom, including the few Spanish

families, three thousand seven hundred and sixty were French,
one thousand two hundred and seventy negroes, and ﬁve

thousand and seventy recent settlers from the United States.
The United States census of 1810 made the entire civilized
population of the ceded territory ninety-seven thousand four
hundred and one, Orleans Territory or Lower Louisiana
having seventy-ﬁve thousand ﬁve hundred and ﬁfty-six, and
Louisiana Territory, or L'pper Louisiana, having twenty
thousand eight hundred and forty-ﬁve.
The Saint Louis
population had increased from nine hundred and twenty-ﬁve
in 1800 to fourteen hundred in 1810, and the population
of New Orleans had increased from eight thousand and

ﬁfty~six in 1803 to seventeen thousand two hundred in 1810.
By this time the population of the Ohio Valley had
increased to nine hundred and twenty-three thousand ﬁve
hundred and eighteen, not counting \Nestern Pennsylvania and
West Virginia, and its trade was making New Orleans boom,
I'M
“rt.
s '.

while Saint Louis was making comparatively little growth.

PIERRE CHOUTE1\U.JR.
_
Known as “ The Prince of Fur Traders." and a partner of John Jacob Astor in the
immense fur trade of the Northwest, I’ierre Chouteau. Jr., was one of the strongest
ﬁgures in Upper Louisiana in the years immediately following the cession of the
country to the United States. lie was born in Saint Louis on January 19, 1789, being

the son of John Pierre Chouteau and grandson of Pierre Laeledi: Ligucst, the founder
of Sai_nt Louis. He was a partner in the Missouri Fur Com any and the American
Fur (ompany. After embarking in business as successor to is father, he stood for
more than forty years the central directing ﬁgure of commercial enterprises and
development in the upper Mississippi Valley. He married Emily (iratiot on June
15, 1815, and died in Saint Louis on )ctober 16, 1865. The accompanying ortrait is
from a painting owned by his grandson. I’icrre Choutcau Maﬁitt of Saint .ouis. and
exhibited by the Missouri Historical Society at the Louisiana Purchase hxpositi'on.
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to Oregon and the Paciﬁc. After controlling the trade for
about twenty years it united with John Jacob Astor's Anteri
can Fur Company and, after his retirement, succeeded to his
company's business and held it until the hunter and trapper's
occupation was gone.
To this company's inﬂuence in maintaining friendly rela
tions between the ﬁrst trans-Mississippi settlements and the
neighboring Indian tribes, is largely due the immunity of
those settlements from Indian hostilities during the Indian
outbreak 011 the \Vabash which General Harrison crushed at
the battle of Tippecanoe in 1811, and during the war of 1812.
The emissaries sent to draw the Mississippi and Missouri
River tribes into those wars, were invariably unsuccessful.
The frequent attacks on the stockades at Boone's Lick and
occasionally on isolated settlers' cabins, were made by rene
gade Indians, tribal outcasts
for whose predatory forays no
tribe was responsible. The
most notable of these conflicts
was the attack on the cabin
of Baptiste Louis Roi, at Cote
Sans Desseiu,which the heroic
Baptiste repulsed by killing
fourteen of the assailants as
fast as his women folks could
load his unerring riﬂes.
When the War of 1812
began, a public meeting ofciti
zens in Saint Louis adopted
resolutions of the most loyal
import, thanking the several
volunteer companies of Ken
tucky that had offered their
service for the protection of
Missouri Territory, but ex
pressing conﬁdence in the
ability of the local authorities
to afford all the protection
needed. Military companies
were formed forthe protection
of the town and some volun
teers left to join General Har
rison's army. Governor Ben
jamin Howard left with a

Como's town at Peoria and the Sauk town at Quincy. Upper
Louisiana's participation in the war of 1812 was completed

by a formal and impressive celebration on March 2, 1815, of
the glorious victory won by General Jackson at New Orleans.
That victory was the most important and thrilling incident of
the war. It is not easy for the present generation to realize
the profound emotion with which the news was received all

over the Union.

It was the glorious termination of a long

period of national humiliation.

It won for us, in fact, all that

we had fought for, but had failed to secure speciﬁcally in the
treaty of peace which, though we knew it not, had been already
signed two weeks before the battle. The attack on New
Orleans was a well planned surprise, prepared for and ordered
after the representatives of both Govemments had been com
missioned to formulate the treaty of peace. Since the recog
nition of our independence,
this was the most formidable
blow Great Britain has ever
aimed at the life of the Re
public, and the victory at
New Orleans was the actual

triumph of our HSecond War
of Independence."
Napoleon was dethroned
and exiled. France lay ex
hausted and bleeding at the
feet of the European alliance.
If, with no other war on her
hands, the army and navy of
'Great Britain had then se
cured control of the Missis
sippi and wrenched the Loui
siana Purchase from us, how
much would our independ
ence have been worth? Con
sider the weakness and pov
erty of the Republic, still in
its infancy; its scattered pop
ulation without means of
communication; and compute
how long it would have taken
Great Britain to make British

America synonymous with
North America from the
Atlantic to the Paciﬁc and
from the Gulf to the Arctic

Brigadier-General's commis
sion, and Colonel John P.

O'Fallon, Major Robert
Coast.
Lucas and Captain Lewis
On April 30, 1812, the
MAJOR-GENERAL ANDREW JACKSON.
Bissell were other Saint
anniversary of the signing
The hero of New Orleans and the seventh President of the United States of America.
Louisans who served with was born in 1767, and, on January 8. 1815. in command of the American army, defeated the of the Louisiana Purchase
Peninsular veterans of the British army under General I‘akenham, at New Orleans. The
distinction under Harrison. statue, by L. Potter. stood on the main approach to Art Hill at the Louisiana Purchase treaty, the American [him
Exposition.
made its ﬁrst leap across the
In May, 1813, Governor VVil
Mississippi, by admitting Orleans Territory as its eighteenth
liam Clark, who succeeded Governor Howard, left Saint
State, under the name of Louisiana. On June 15, less than two
Louis with sixty regulars and one hundred and forty vol
unteers in barges to hold the Indians in check at Prairie du months later, came the declaration of war with Great Britain
Chien, and General Howard marched from Portage des Sioux President Madison was forced into the war much against his
to overawe the Illinois Indians. He guarded the Mississippi at will by the Southern and \Vestern Republicans. New Englan
and above the Illinois and co-operated with General Edwards, was violently opposed to it and her Federalists indulged “1
of Illinois, in guarding the left flank of General Harrison‘s

alarming disunion talk.

operations on the lakes. Five hundred mounted scouts from
Saint Louis built, guarded and patrolled a line of twenty

itself the admiration of the world in less than six months after

At sea, our little navy had W0n for

war was declared, but the management of the campaigns on

two block houses between Bellefontaine and Kaskaskia River,

land was deplorany weak.

and Missouri and Illinois troops took and burned Chief

frontier settlements north and south in the horrors of Ind!an

British emissaries involved our

THE \NAR OF 1812 AND THE BATTLE OF NE\V ORLEANS.
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warfare. \Yliat victories our generals gained in their invasions
of Canada were fruitless, because they were never able to main
tain a foothold there.
The war languished, the war feeling

waned, and in August, 1814, the peace commissioners met at
Ghent to conclude the peace treaty. But, by this time, the war
in Europe was over and England was able to exert her whole
power against the United States. Large bodies of troops
were hurried to Canada, and Admiral Cockburn’s ﬂeet, carry
ing a strong body of troops, was sent to capture and burn our

Federal capital and besiege Baltimore, while Sir George
Prevost, at the head of fourteen thousand British troops co
operating with Downie’s ﬂeet on Lake Champlain, was to
invade New York from Canada by the old Burgoyne route.
“'hile the attention of the United States was being absorbed

ﬁt. Sire:

l our in;

by these attacks, another expedition, ﬁtted out with great
secrecy, was on its way, by sea, to seize and hold New
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Orleans. It was commanded by \Vellington's brother—in-law
and was composed of twelve thousand of the ﬂower of \Vel
lington’s Peninsular veterans, the men who had driven
Napoleon’s armies
out of Portugal
and Spain.
This New Or
leans

Prevost had made
a disastrous retreat
-

fourteen thousand

men, discouraged

inli’
1w.Q:

this occasion
evoked formal cen
sure fro m Con
gress,andonly two
years later in
another war with
the Creeks, he not
only followed
them into Florida,
captured Pensa
cola and its Span
ish forts, and built

embarrassing his
own Government
by his course. Out
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of these incidents,
however, came the

acquisition of
Florida in 1819,
BATTLE OF NEW ORLEANS.

and with all his
It was in this famous battle that General Andrew Jackson,with a small force of ﬁve thousand raw soldiers
intﬁeneheil on theBMississippi levee.]behind cottfon balgs. defeatehd Maiolr-(i‘nineiﬁil Sir Edi-van! Mlithael Pakenhtam, 1;.
i. .. 0n anuary . 1815. with a great y superior orce o twelve t ousan o
'e ineton's ’eninsu ar veterans. t e men
who drove Napoleon's armies out of Portugal and Spain. The illustration is from a ﬁne work of art by Austin. exhibited
in"Battle Abbey," 0n the Pike, at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.

by the loss of the ﬂeet and by General Macomb's suceessful
defense of the line of the Saranac with only one thousand ﬁve
hundred men.
More important still, Andrew Jackson’s
brilliant series of victories with the Tennessee militia over the
Creek warriors after the terrible massacre at Fort Minis, near
ment. When the arrival of the New Orleans expedition in the
Gulf became known,he was yellow and shaking with the ague,
but with the indomitable and ﬁery energy of his nature he
hastily gathered at New Orleans about ﬁve thousand militia
fresh from their ploughhandles in Kentucky and Tennessee, and
by working night and day had completed the famous breast
works on the plain of Chalmette before the ﬁnal assault.
It has been said that if Pakenham had gone straight to

: is

handed martial law proceedings and deﬁance of the courts on

PU
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had recently followed Jackson through his victorious battles
with the Creeks. The Kentuckians were mostly men just
returned home after serving in Harrison's campaigns. Hun
dreds of them on returning home had immediately started for
New Orleans in ﬁatboats laden with the produce of their
fathers' farms accumulated in their absence. \Vith these,
arrived just in time, and others who had joined his standard,
Jackson's “militia” amounted in number to about half the
number of the enemy, but they were nearly all seasoned
soldiers and expert riﬁemen.
Some of Jackson’s high

annoying and

,lrs'iii
Jim“ '

The

Tennesseans in this battle were mostly the same men who

a fort himself, but

Mobile, in 1813, had put him in command in the Gulf Depart

:ltﬂé":

killed eight and wounded thirteen 0f Jackson’s men.

sent the Spanish
troops and ofﬁcials
to Havana, greatly

gap 2."

- .11»

“hen the

British retreated to their ships and sailed away, they had

Washington had
been taken and
burned, but Balti
more had been
successfully de
fended; McDon
ough's little ﬂeet
on Lake Cham
plain had demol
ished Downie's on
September 11th,
and Sir George

If to 1?!"

trini

two thousand six hundred of them had been shot down by

the men behind those terrible western riﬂes.

had happened.

to canada “ 1th hls

ianz

war's magniﬁcently stern array" against the breastworks until

expedition

the P111
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But he waited until Jackson was

was delayed, and
before it landed
below New Or
leans several
important things

,-

30, 251

battle worth speaking of.

ready for him, and then marched his gallant veterans “in

New Orleans instead of landing below and beginning a two
weeks’ siege, he could have taken the little city without any

errors

and

con

' _
SPILUOUS falllts no

other man of his
day ever came so near being the popular idol of his country.
The treaty of peace was signed December 24, 1814, and the
battle of New Orleans occurred January 8, 1815. After that
there was no further attempt to halt and search American

vessels on the high seas, no further impressment of American
seamen to serve under a foreign ﬂag, no further disregard of
American naturalization papers. Our little navy captured or
sunk over ﬁfty British war vessels and made prizes of
innumerable British merchantmen during the war, some of
its distant sea victories occurring, like the battle of New
Orleans, after the conclusion of peace. Not long after that
battle, Commodore McDonough sailed into the port of Algiers,
and compelled the Bey to sign on the capstan of the frigate Inde
pendence the treaty that ended forever the occupation of the
Barbary Corsairs. At length all the world had learned that
the young Republic would ﬁght, and after that our commerce
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spread its wings free to whiten every sea without molestation.

advance of civilization the buffalo disappeared and became

The development of Louisiana proceeded with giant strides.
The rapid development of the country bordering the Missis-

practically extinct, less than one hundred of these animals
being now in existence, and the Indians, domiciled oni

sippi, and the wonderful

reservations set aside for

possibilities of its natural
resources, continue d to
attract immigration from the

>

them by the Government.
ﬁnally became peacahle.
\'ast herds of cattle took

East, and new common-

the Place Of buffalo On the

wealths were carved out
from what had been a wil-

prairies of Louisiana, and
made the l'nited States the

derness, and took their
places in the sisterhood of

greatest beef-producing
nation in the world.

States.

’

as

The Louisiana terri-

Gradually the sheep

tory was the battleground
around which were waged
the political ﬁghts over the
question of slavery, which
ultimately led to the war
between the States. The
Missouri Compromise, by
which Missouri was admitted

_

_l'\...‘._l

herder, with his flocks,
crowded the cattle men
westward and southward,
and soon followed the
farmer to develop the immense corn belt of Iowa,
Kansas and Nebraska, and
the tremendous wheat-grow-

q
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to the Union in 1820 38 a
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ing area extending north-

Fa

slave-holding State, and the
Kansas-Nebraska Bill are
falllOuS in the political
history of America.
The
discovery 05 gold in Cali-

ward to the Canadian
boundary,
Today, the
geographical center of the
United States lies within the
original territory of Louis-
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fornia, in 1849, which was

iana, and the center of

soon followed by the crossing Of the ROCkies by GE"-

population, steadily advancing westward through the

eral John C. Fremont and Kit

century, lies but a few miles
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STATUE OF DANIEL BOONE.
Daniel Boone, noted pioneer and frontiersman, was the sixth child of S uire and Sarah
Boone, and was born in Bucks County, Pennsylvania, November 2. i734.
‘rom I’ennsyl
vania he migrated with his parents to the forks of the Yadkin River, North Carolina, in 1750.

In i769 Boone. John Finley and a man named Stuart made their memorable huntinl expe
dition into Kentuck . Daniel was a Ca tain of Militia in Lord Dunmore's war, and in 1775
heled the colony o settlers that locate at Boonesborough, Kentucky. Boone left Ken
tucky in i799 and settled in Saint Charles County, Missouri, where his eldest son had
preceded him. The Spanish authorities granted him eight hundred and forty-ﬁve acres of
land. which grant was conﬁrmed in i810 by the United States Congress. In i8i3 he suffered
the loss of his Wife. Her maiden name was Rebecca Brayn. Boone died September 6. 18.30,

on his son Nathan's farm. in what is now Vt'arren County, Missouri.
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He was interred

‘1

beside his wife. but in i845. in response to an appeal from the people of Kentucky, his
reinains were removed to Kentucky's capital and a monument erected over the spot. The

‘
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Boone statue at the Exposition was the work of Miss Enid Yandell of New York.
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The hostilities of the

century of world progress that began with the Signing of t t]!

(

Indian tribes of the northwest, who for half a century waged

Louisiana Purchase Treaty, and culminated in the Liiiversa

i

ceaseless warfare against the settlers, was long a serious
menace to the development Of the new country. With the

Exposition of art, science and industry, to which, in 19041
Louisiana brought the world to see and to praise her progress"
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CHAPTER III.
THE LOUISIANA CENTENNIAL.
SAINT LOUIS AN EXPOSITION CITY—MOVEMENT FOR CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION OF LOUIsIANA PURCHASE INITIATED BY TIIE MIssovRI His
TORICAL SOCIETY—ITS COMMITTEE APPOINTED IN JANUARY, I898—COMMITTEE OF FIFTY FORMED—COMMITTEE or TEN, 0N FORM AND

DEstcN—VIsI'r 'ro OMAHA AND CONFERENCE WITH COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION OFFICIALS—REPORT OF COMMITTEE or TEN FAvORINc A
WORLD’s FAIR~CALL MADE BY GOVERNOR or MIssoIIRI FOR CONFERENCE or LoUIsIANA PURCHASE STATES-CONVENTION HELD AT
SAINT LOUIS JANUARY 10, I899—SAINT LOUIS SELECTED FOR SITE 0F WORLD'S FAIR—COMMITTEE or FIFTY ENLARGED To Two HUN
DRED—WORLD’S FAIR BILL INTRODUCED IN CONGRESS—NEARLY FIVE MILLIONS PLEDCED nv MIsSOURI SUBSCRIBERs— CONSTITUTIONAL

AMENDMENTS IN MissOURI AND CHARTER AMENDMENTS IN SAINT Lows IN BEIIALE 0F WORLD'S FAIR MADE AT 1900 ELECTION—CON
GRESS MADE APPROPRIATION or FIvE MILLION DOLLARS IN MARCH, tom—LOUISIANA PURCHASE ExrosITION COMPANY ORGANIZED——

e (if:

GROUND-BREARINC CEREIIONIEs—WORLD's FAIR POSTPONED To 1904.

AINT LOUIS is an exposition city. The story of its
growth and development in the last ﬁfty years cannot be
told unless the history of its fairs and expositions is recited.
It was in 1856 that the Saint Louis Agricultural and Mechanical
Fair was held, the ﬁrst of a series of annual exhibitions that
won popularity throughout the Mississippi Valley and brought
to Saint Louis the best the country produced in live stock, agri
culture and mechanics. Later it developed into a general
slew:

exhibition of fabrics and ﬁne arts, together with its original

it“: ..
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features.
For twenty years, beginning in I884, the Saint Louis Expo
sition and Music Hall Association has held an annual exposi
tion where was exhibited the product of ﬁeld, shop and studio.
Citizens of Missouri and sur
rounding States made a prac
tice Of visiting the Saint Louis
Fair and Exposition and par
ticipating in the fall festivities.
NVhen the .Columbian Ex
I“
position of
1893 w a 5
proposed,
the c i t i zens of
Missouri
urged that
it be held

Ii f1.
bani
*1

conducted. Chicago won the Fair and Saint Louis became
her ally. The time was not then ripe for Saint Louis to
hold an international exposition.
It remained for the Missouri Historical Society to put in
motion those forces that, gathering power as time went on,
wrought for the stupendous celebration of the hundredth
anniversary of the Louisiana Purchase. For years the cele
bration of the centennial of the Purchase had been discussed
by individuals here and there throughout the Mississippi
Valley. The newspapers of Saint Louis, Kansas City and
Denver gave voice to the sentiment. Mr. William Vincent
Byars wrote an editorial for the Saint Louis Republic early in
1889, which urged the celebration of the acquisition of Louis
iana. Mr. Charles M. Harvey,
in the Saint Louis Globe-Dem

ocrat, vigorously advocated the
same commemoration.
Mr.
\Vill C. Ferrill, a native of
Missouri, who was curator of

in S a i n t

WILLIAM VINCENT BYARS.
L O u i s .

‘7“,

the State
Historical
Society of
Colorado,
pressedthe
plan

of

such a cel
eb ration
upon the
people in

So far as available records show. Mr.

Byars was the ﬁrst publicly to advocate

The

\

,

chase _Centennial. He was atlthe time

to

an editorial writer on the Saint Louis
thublic. Mr.Byarshas beenfor years
a prominent writer. contributinz to leadlml publications, and is the author of
severalwell-known books. He was born
at Covinzton. Tennessee. and resides at
Kirkwood, Missouri.
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popularef
fort. The ﬁrst meeting to consider the
matter was held in August, 1889, in the
ofﬁce of the Mayor of Saint Louis, on a
joint call issued by the then Governor of
the State, David R. Francis, and the then
Mayor Of Saint Louis, E. A. Noonan.

FOUOWing thlS meeting, COIumlttCCS were
.

.

.

.

organized subscriptions secured, and in
v

,

PIERRE CHOUTEAU.
Always active in the support of the work of the

Missouri Historical Society-,Mr. Pierre Choutcau_was

-

-
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magazmes

was bgrn inhlitistost. andrhlaslfcirfunnyf
years een t e ea mg po Iuca wntero
the Saint Louis Globe-Dimacrat. For a

.
In

quarter of a century he has been a eon~
tributor to the leading magazines. Ile is
theauthor of allistory of the Republican
Party. a lland-llook of American I'oli
tics. and a History of Missouri.

Denver for
several years. In the meetings of the
Missouri Historical Society of Saint
Louis the plan to celebrate the anni
versary of the Louisiana Purchase had
been earnestly talked of for years. Vari
ous methods of commemoration had been

propOSed.

one of the ﬁrst to urge the celebration of the Louisiana

Purchase Centennial, He was the acknowledged

of delegates at the Southern Notch-January m, 1899,
representing the States and 'Ierritories of the LOHIS'

opened In hVashmgton, where an actlve

iana Purchase, which adopted resolutlons advocating

.
.
.
.
campaign In behalf Of saint LCM-115 W35
6

3 World's Fair. Mr. Chouteau is fourth in descent from
I'ierre Laclede. the founder of Saint Louis.

CHARLES M. HARVEY.
One of the earliest advocates of a fitting
celebration at Saint Louis of the Louis
Iana Purchase Centennial. Mr. Harvey

DeT5

,
Kansas
.
C l ty and

leader in the movement that resulted In the convention

I\OVHleel' Of that year a bureau was
-

11 e \v 5 D a T
d

work

the celebration of the Louisiana Pur-

P
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.

Mr. Pierre Chouteau was an
.

_

ent Iusiastic advocate Of acelebration that
v

won

b

_

equeath to the city and State a
_

'

_

‘

permanent memorial.
It [5 significant
that the plans for this celebration had
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THE APOTHEOSIS OF SAINT LOUIS.
Charles Niehaus. Sculntor.

i

HISTORICAL SOCIETY URGES THE CELEBRATION.
thus far been proposed by men who were especially interested

in history.

The movement for a Louisiana Purchase cen
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that brought about the Universal Exposition of 1904 was
launched. The celebration of the anniversary of the Pur—

tennial had not become popular. yet sentiment grew in its

chase had other friends.

favor.

Louis, introduced a bill in Congress early in February, 1898,
which provided for
an international ex
position in Saint
Louis in 1903. The
Central Trades and
L a b o r U n i o 11
adopted resolutions
on January 23 of the
same year, which
favored a World's
Fair.
The Spanish
American \Var
caused public inter
est in the celebra

Public opinion needed a voice, the impulse a leader.
Opposition was to
be conquered, in
difference to be in
spired.
On January H,
1898, the

Advisory

Committee of the
Missouri Historical
Society held a meet
ing, at which Mr.
Pierre Chouteau
urged that the sub
ject, so long con
sidered, so often dis
cussed, be brought

up for immediate ac
tion. This Advisory

Representative Bartholdt, of Saint

tion to subside, yet

it had another inﬂu~

GEO. \\'. BROWN.

MARSHALL S. SNOW.

Chairman of the Special Committee of the Business
Men's League appointed to confer with the Missouri
Historical Society 5 Committee in regard to the pro
posed Centennial Celebration; afterwards a Director
of the Exposition and a member of the Committee on
Manufactures and Liberal Arts.

President of the Missouri Historical Society in i898:
Professor of History and Dean of the Faculty. Under
graduate Department. Washington University, Member
of the Adyisory and Special Committees in 1898. the
first organizations looking to a celebration of the Louis
iana Centennial; Chairman of Committee of Fifty.

ence in awakening a knowledge of
Louisiana history. That the Spanish
ﬂag had ﬂoated for nearly forty years
over Missouri and its neighbors to the
west of the Mississippi was a fact that
many persons had allowed to slip into
the background of memory.
The
Louisiana Purchase had now a meaning

Committee, the governing board of the
Society, consisted of :
Professor Marshall S. Snow, President;
Captain Joseph Boyce, David I. Bushnell,
Pierre Chouteau, Melvin L. Gray, Anthony
Ittner, Colonel George E. Leighton, J. B. C.

Lucas, Dr. P. S. O'Reilly, Dr. Charles D.
Stevens, John H. Terry and \V. J. Seever,

Secretary.

L. D. DOZIER.
"1."
ﬂ?

Member of the Committee of the Business Men's
League in i898 and afterwards as Director of the
Exposition. Member of the Executive Committee and
Committee on Ceremonies.

“
r—'.

A special com
mittee on the cen
tennial celebration
of the Louisiana
Purchase was ap
pointed at this meet

and a signiﬁcance
before unrealized.
Although the
Missouri Historical
Society met many
obstacles to impede

ing :

the progress of its

Mr. Pierre Chou
teau, Chairman; Charles
F. Bates, Goodman

King, J. B. C. Lucas,
Isaac W. Morton and
Professor Marshall S.
Snow.

project, it neverthe
less Continued its
labors.
The work
of promoting what
afterwards became a
popular movement

From the date of

was not an easy task

CYRI'S I'. WALBRIDGE,
CLARK H. SAMPSON.
Member of the Committee of the Business Men's
League of ‘1808 and a Director of the Exposition. Mr.
Sampson died March 3i, 1904. only a month before the
opening of the Exposition, which he had earnestly
helped to advance to a successful beginning.

the appointment of
this committee the

actual movement

in those early days
of 1898. At the re
quest of the Histor

Member
of the Business
Men's
League
Committe
1898, afterwards
President
of the
League
and actitelJ;
sppporting evcry staze of the work of creating the
Exposition. He became a Director of the Exposition.

serving on the (ommittees on Organization and Cere
monies and as Chairman of the Sanitation Committee.
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ical Society, Mr. John C. \Vilkinson, President of the Bus
iness Men’s League of Saint Louis, appointed a committee
of his organization in April of that year to confer with the
special committee of which Mr. Chouteau was chairman.

cial Club, Engineers' Club, Exposition and Music Hall Asso
ciation, Implement and Vehicle Board of Trade, Latin-Amer
icaii Club, Master Builders’ Association, Mercantile Club,

Merchants’ Exchange, National Building Trades Council,

This committee

Noonday

was composed of:

Round Table, Saint
Louis Board of
Fire Underwriters,
Saint Louis Clear
ing House Associa
tion, Saint Louis
Chapter American
Institute of Archi
tects, Saint Louis
Club, Saint Louis
Cotton Exchange,
Saint Louis Real
Estate Exchange,
Saint Louis Fumi
ture Board of
Trade, Union Club,
University Club,
Saint Louis Manu—
facuirers’ Associa
tion.

George W. Brown,
L. D. Dozier, Frank
Gaiennie, Clark H.
Sampson, C. P. Wal
bridge and John C.
Wilkinson.

One of the
plans suggested by
the Missouri His
torical Society was
to make beautiful
the river front of
Saint Louis, and
especially that part
of it where the ﬁrst
settlement was
made, and where
the ceremonies of

the transfer of Up
per Louisiana oc
curred on March
GENERAL GEORGE H. SHIELDS.
9 and 10, 1804.
Chairman of the Bar Association Committee. active in
That a permanent
the promotion of the World's Fair on many occasions.
General Shields isa member of the Kentucky Society
memorial result
of St. Louis and assisted in the ex loitation of the
Exposition in_ Kentucky. a State tl-lat participated
from
this effort at
magniﬁcently in the Fair.
celebration.
a n d
that the Missouri Historical Society should come into the
possession of a suitable building were consummations
devoutly wished. It was proposed that a reproduction of

Club,

The committees
appointed by the
various organiza
tions of the city
were as follows :

lie

J.\ MES .\. REARDON,

of t
Member of‘the Committee of the Latin-American Club
and active in promoting the Exposition. The splendid
showmg of Irish Manufactures at the Fair was due to
M r. Reardon's personal efforts. He spent several
months in lrelrmll hel ing to get the exhibit totzrther.
lie is President of the Reardon Manufacturing ('0.

in.
Ill!

0: i

Bar Association—
General George H. Shields, Chairman; John \V. Dryden, Henry
T. Kent, Edward Cunningham. Jr., H. M. Pollard.
Business Men’s League—John C. \Vilkinson, President; Frank
Gaiennie, Clark H. Sampson, George \V. Brown, C. P. \Valbridge

Laclede’s residence be built for the use of the Historical
and L. D. Dozier.

Society, that a permanent river-front park whose principal
features should have historical signiﬁcance be established, and
that statues of Jefferson, Napoleon and Laclede be erected.
After a confer
ence of the Com
mittees of the His
torical Society and
the Business Men’s
League, a call was
made by the His
torical Society on
a number of social
and business organ
izations, asking
that committees be
appointed to dis

cuss “the desirabil
ity of a celebration
in 1903, and what
form it should

take.”

This call

was issued on May

17, 1898, to the
Academy
A. L. SHAPLEIGH,
'
Merchants’ Exchange

""or ld’s Fair
_

Cheriinigftrtegiatlildea Director of the Expositiong servmg

on the Executive Committee an
Concessions an
'
Y
t (1the
large
who of his
I
‘
’
ifileghénggiiteignc
beneﬁt
Wide
business
experience.

of

Sci

ence, Bar Associa
tion of Saint Louis,
Business

League,

Men's

Commer

Academy of Science—Dr. Edmund A. Engler, President; Dr. John

P. Bryson, George 0. Carpenter, Charles Nagcl, John F. Shepley, D'
D. S. H. Smith.
Commercial Club
—-George 0. Carpenter,
President; Robert
Moore, Chairman;
Colonel George E.
L e i g h to n , Edward
Mallinckrodt, Dr.
\Villiam Taussig and
James A . \Vater
worth.
Engineers' Club—
\Villiam H. Bryan,
President; B . H .
Colby, Richard McCul
loch, Edward F 1 ad ,
John A. Laird.
Exposition
and
Music Hall Associa
tion—Clark H. Samp
son, President; T. B.
Boyd, H e r m a n A.
Haeussler, Henry
Arnold, H. C. Town
send, Rolla \Vells.
Implement and
Vehicle Board of Trade

——John P. Camp, Pres
ident; E. C. Robbins,
T. V. Thompson ,
D. L. Galt.

H_ w, STEINBISS.
he
f the \\'orld's Fair. f orilimlz
An BCUYC promotero
Rt “senmm'q I ' swag
Labor Lompendui'lgqofrl‘lirecgors;
Ir. Steiéllﬁ'limqhms
Labor on the 110a
(Imun S an
4 arm":
L
'
'
nces
_
medmvfi: girtifehelcpfuljn
adjusﬂﬂugi
me pro,
ii:then the labor unions and

'

sition.

Editor ot'ed
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MEETING OF THE CONFERENCE COMMITTEE.
Him:

me
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Master Builders' Association—James H. Bright, J. D. Fitzgibbon,
Daniel Evans, Samuel H. Hoffman, A. E. Cook.
Merchants' Ex
change—Chris. Sharp,
President; H. F. Lan
genberg, Chairman; D.
I. Bushnell, T. B. Boyd,
A. L. Shapleigh.
National
Building

Trades Council — Fred
King, George W.
Edison, H. W. Stein
biss, C. J. Leveling,
C. R. Palmer.
Noonday Club—H.
S. Potter, President;
David R. Francis, Rob

ert S. Brookings, F. D.
Hirschberg, Dr. Enno
Sander, \Villiam E. Guy.
Round Table— E.
H. Sears, George D.
Barnard.

Saint Louis Board
of Fire Underwriters—
James A. Waterworth,

President;

George T.

F. D. IIIRSCHBERG.
Member of the Noonday Club Committee and director
of the Ex osition, serving as Chairman of the Recep
tion and ~ntertainment Committee. Mr. Hirschbei'g
and his associates had the responsibility of looking
after the welfare and pleasure of distinguished guests
of the Exposition.

Cram, \Vallace Dela
ﬁeld, G. O. Kalb,
Howard A. Blossom,
Samuel D. Capen.

these organizations to select a committee of ﬁfteen, which

committee should name the committee of ﬁfty.
lowmg

resolutions

adopted:

Resolved, That the wonderful progress of the region embraced in
the Louisiana Purchase

of 1803 marks an era of
civilization deserving
grateful commemoration

by the United States and
people; that the one
hundredth anniversary

of this noble achieve
ment is a suitable occa
sion, and that Saint
Louis, the metropolis

of the Western Amer
ican Empire, is the ap
propriate place for such
an historical celebration.
Resolved, That a
committee of ﬁfty citi

zens be appointed to ef
fect a permanent organ
ization to carry out the
plan for the celebration
at Saint Louis of this
centennial anniversary.

The

nominating

committee of ﬁfteen
ADOLPHUS BUSCH.

for the preliminary
qrgan l' zatlon
‘

con _

Slsted of ;

Clearing House As
sociation—Randolph R.
Hutchinson, President; William H. Thom son ,
J. C. Van Blarconi,

were

The fol

Pierre Choutcau,
Chairman; David R.

Member of the Committee of Fifty, one of the largest
of the directory.
Mr. ofBusch
was instrumental
in
subscribers
to the stock
the Exposition
and member
securing the large representation of Germany and gave
his active support to the enterprise at all times. _ lie
was Chairman of the Committee on Foreign Relations.

W. H. Lee, John Nickerson, C. E. Kircher.
Saint Louis Chapter American Institute of Architects—W. S.

Francis, William Hyde, E. C. Kelir, L. D. Kingsland, Isaac \‘V.
Morton, Julius Pitzman, Chris. Sharp, H. W. Steinbiss, John H.

Eames, Albert Knell, John L. Wees, M. P. McArdle, Louis Mullgardt.

Terry, W. H. Thomson, Festus J. Wade, Professor Sylvester Water

Saint Louis Cotton Exchange—\Vm. M. Senter, President; W. T.
Wilkins, R. F. Phillips, J. D. Goldman, E. P.

house, James A. Waterworth, John C. \rVilkinson.

V. Homer, L. L. Prince.
Saint Louis Real Estate Exchange—Male
olm Macbeth, President;
French R. Bissell, Charles C. Nicholls, Theo
phile Papin, Jr., John H.

Terry, Lilburn G. McNair.

On July 12 Mr. Chouteau announced the names of the
Committee of Fifty on Preliminary Organization:
Marshall S. Snow, Chairman; E. B. Adams, Robert S. Brookings,

George W. Brown, Adolphus Busch, Pierre Cliouteau, Seth W. Cobb,

p.1 ~‘-__

Saint Louis Furniture Board of Trade—Jacob Kaiser, President;

N. H. Foster, Chair
man; D. Lucas, J. H.

George 0. Carpenter, Murray Carleton, H. I. Drummond, William
Duncan, Edward De
voy, James J. Early, W.

I?!

‘73:!
Kentnor, L. G. Kregcl,
George T. Parker.

Union Club—Judge
Leo Rassieur, President;

C. F. Blanke, Richard
Hospes, Adolph
Herthel, Major C. C.
Rainwater, Charles S.

Broadhead.
University

Club—

Jolin D. David, Presi
dent; W.

S. Chaplin,

Henry T. Kent, Brech
inridge Jones.
The gentlemen so

\
W. H. LEE,
hlember of the Clearing House Association‘s \Vorld's
air (.ommittee, director of the Exposition, member
of the Lomrnittee on Souvenir Gold Dollars. The (lov
ernmcnt coined for the Fair 250,000 gold dollars. half
gearing the proﬁle of McKinley and half the proﬁle of
e erson.

appointed met at the
rooms of the Mis
souri Historical So
ciety, 1600 Locust
Street, on June 22.
Of this meeting Mr.
Chouteau was made
chairman. He was
empowered by the
representatives of

S. Eames, Benjamin
Eiseman, David R.
Francis, Frank Gaien
nie, Jacob Furth,
August Gehner, William
Hyde, H. C. Haarstick,

Daniel

S.

Holmes,

Henry Hitchcock,
Anthony Ittner, H. C.
Ives, L. D. Kingsland,
E. C. Kehr, S. M. Ken
nard, George E. Leigh
ton, F. W. Lehmann,

George D. Markham,
Isaac W. Morton,
Charles Nagel, F. G.
Niedringhaus, Julius
Pitzman, Charles Par
sons, H. VV. Steinbiss,

Christopher Sharp, A.
L. Shapleigh, E. O.
Stanard, \Villiam H.
Thomson, John H.

Terry, John W. Turner,
Dr. William Taussig,
Professor S. VVater
house, J. A. \Vater
worth, Festus J. Wade,

J. c. v'AN BLARCOM.
Member of the Clearing House Association Committee.
director of the Exposition and member of the Com
mittees on ('erenionies and Fish and Fisheries. As
Vice-President of the National Bank of Commerce,
Mr. Van ltlarcom was able to advance materially the
interests of the Exposition.
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Cyrus P. \Valbridgc, C. G. \Varncr, M.
Wilkinson.

C.

\Vetinorc, John

C.

The Committee of Fifty held a number of meetings at which
various plans for the celebration were discussed. It was then
decided to appoint

a

Committee

on

After a conference with the Director-General and chiefs of the
several departments of the Columbiari Exposition, and a
visit to the Trans-Mississippi Exposition, then in progress at
Omaha, the following report was unanimously adopted by
the Committee Of
Ten, and submitted

Design and Form
of Celebration, with
these members:

to the Committee of

Pierre Chouteau,
Chairman, W. S.

Your committee
bcg leave to report:
That they have had a
meeting every week
since they were ap
pointed, and at such
meetings have had con
ferences with persons
representing the dif
ferent interests of the
city, and have in other
ways, and especially

Earnes, D. R. Francis,

\Villiam Hyde, Halsey
C. Ives, Frederick \V.
Lehmann, Julius Pitz
man, H. W. Steinbiss,
John H. Terry and
Professor Sylvester
Waterliouse.

The Committee
on Design and
Form of Celebra
tion at once issued

Fifty on the 28th of
November:

through the medium
of the press, sought to

gain

as

thorough

a

C. F. BLANKE,

WINFIELD S. CIIAPLIN.
Member of_tlie University Club World's Fair Com

Member of the Union Club Committee, a director of

mittee and (_hancellorof “'ashinzton UHthrSily.Wl\0§E
fine new buildings were ﬁrst used by the Expdsition.

Exposition arid a member of the Committee on Anthro
pology and hthnology. Mr. lllanke is an enthusiastic
advertiser and early spread the E_x sition announce
merits far and Wide in connection Wit those of his own

Dr. Chaplin was much interested in the success of the
P-xposttiori and _was a frequent adviser with those con
cerned actively in its management.

business.

knowledge as possible of the desires of Our
people concerning the proposed comnieiiiora
tion of the Centennial Anniversary of the

an appeal through the public press ask
ing for expression of opinion on and
suggestions for the proposed celebration.
The newspapers of Saint Louis and of
the Mississippi Valley responded cor

Louisiana Purchase

There is a general accord of opinion that
the occasion should not be permitted to pass
without some mark of recognition beﬁttingits

dially, and thereafter the Louisiana
Purchase celebration was almost daily
brought to the attention of the people.

great historic interest and importance.

The Declaration of Independence, which

GEORGE T. CRAM,

Member _of the Committee of the Board of Fire
hair
Underwriters, a director of the Exposition.

man of the Committee on Insurance and member
of the Committee on llistory.

The Committee

determined the char
acter of our institu

held weekly sit
tings, at w hi c 11

tions, must always re

members of Con
gress and represen
tatives of the press
and of all social and
business interests of

the city and State
were heard.

The committee
received many sug
gestions from all
over the West, the

scrn w. corms.
Member of the Committee ofrFifty'and :dlal'jgtﬂllletizfiill'latf
tlijriii).C5:)iriioriiittsecers.l
(l'obh W;;(§,2:Lf:1r::ctif
glt‘ltcchtiOOYE'
'
' '
vn
_
‘ '
'
'0
ieries to securing
_
I
ii'iilttftiuiﬁn
'll'zii'lletibriid
Ii.dis Bean,
the highest
excellence in this exhibit.

majority of which
favored an inter
national exposition.

main the great political
event of our history;
but next to that stands
the acquisition of the
Louisiana Territory,
for by that the empire
of the United States
was

determined,

and

the great temperate
belt of North America
was dedicated to insti—
tutions of freedom.
The City of Saint
Louis cannot afford to
be indifferent to the
centennial anniversary
of so great an event,
the greatest with which

.\f mber of the Co
I'lrfposition and a_ member 0

portation Committees.
local street_ railway 11;: In;
dry goods interests. ei
largest wholesale houses.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON FORM OF CELEBRATTON.
its history is intimately associated.

Various modes of commemoration

have been proposed, among them a statue of Thomas Ieﬁ'erson, or a
great historical museum to bear his name, as a permanent memorial of
the great statesman who rendered such signal service alike in making
this country free, and in making it great; but it is objected, and your
committee believes

properly, that if noth—
ing more is done the
celebration will be es
sentially local in its
character, while noth
ing less than a general
celebration, in which

all the States that have
been created from
Louisiana Territory
should take active part,

will be adequate.
In such a general
celebration the general

87

white settlements within its borders Were not of our nationality.

The

people spoke not our language, nor did they profess our laws. In no
spirit of boasting may we say that now no portion of the United
States is more thoroughly American than the Louisiana Territory. In
public spirit and in private enterprise it stands with the ﬁrst.
achievements of this

The

as?!

people during the hun
dred years that have

passed since the Ameri
can flag was planted

here may well challenge
the attention of the
world, and an exposition
of them must prove to

be an object lesson of
universal interest.
We believe, too, that
Saint Louis is the place
for such an exposition,
and that, once deter
mined upon, our people i '

Government could be
relied upon for partici
pation and aid, and

of themselves and of the

foreign nations, and es
pecially France, should

great occasion.
But the exposition

be invited to take part.

should be in no sense a

would make it worthy

HARRISON I. DRLMMOND.
AUGUST GEHNER.
Member of Committee of Fifty; director of the Exposi
tion; member of ('ommittees on Concessions and l-n-h
and Fisheries: Chairman of the Committee on Police.

Member of the Committee‘ of Fifty, a director of the
EXDO§ltl0n_, member of the Lommittees on Organization
and hleetricity and hlectrical Appliances.

For the purposes of a general commemora
local one. It should be not by the City of Saint
Louis, nor by the State of Missouri, but by the

tion your committee is of opinion that only
some form of exposition will serve, at which
the development and progress of the arts of

entire Louisiana Territory. That it may be so,
nothing should be forestalled. All those who
are to take part in it should have a voice in
determining where it shall be held, and what

civilized life in the territory during the last
hundred years may be appropriately displayed.

Many objections have been made to an

shall be its characteristics.

exposition, but no substitute regarded as suf¢
ﬁcicnt, even by the objectors, has yet been

proposed.

To this end we recommend that there be
called a convention of representatives from

Your committee is of opinion that

.
"-

the States in the Louisiana Purchase to meet
in Saint Louis at an early day to determine the
time, place and manner of commemorating

the objections to an exposition are not well
founded. The experience of the cities which

733??!“

S. _\f. KEXXARD.
Member of the Committee of Fifty. a_ director of the
Exposition and member of the ('ommlttees on Organ
ization and Grounds and BulldlrlRS.

have undertaken expo

the acquisition of this

sitions since the year of

territory by the United

the World‘s Fair, and

States, and we submit

especially that of

herewith a resolution to

Omaha, proves that the

that effect for the con

undertaking is a per
fectly feasible one, and
also that the interest in
them has not been ex

sideration of the Com
mittee of Fifty. Re

hausted.

Indeed , so

long as the world shall
last, the story of its
progress will always be

an interesting one.

F. W LEHMANN.
Member of the Committee of Fifty. a director of the
lgxposition. Chairman of the Committee on International
Onaresses. .\lr. Lehmann's well-known oratory was~
heard many times in the exploitation of the Exposition.

spectfully submitted,
PIERRE CllOUTE.\U,
Chairman.
\\'lLLL\.\f ]. Sl-IEVER.
Secretary.

The foregoing
report, with the reso

“he have had to deal

lutions mentioned,

with a territory that a
hundred years ago was,
throughout almost its

w e r e unanimously
adopted by the Com
mittee of Fifty. The
resolution sovere:

entire extent, a wilder

ness and a desert. The

FESTUS .l. “'ADE.
Active in his advocacy of the Exposition; a member
of the Committee of Fifty: .1 director of the Exposition:
Chairman of the Committee on \\'ays and Means. and
a member of the Committee on Souvenir Gold Dollars.
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Immediately upon the publication of this report it was con
ﬁdently predicted that Saint Louis would have an exposition
in 1903.
Clubs and business organizations approved the
plan, but just how the movement should be conducted, and
how ﬁnanced, were problems yet to be solved. Then, t00,tlie
form of celebration was to be submitted to the Louisiana
Purchase Centennial Convention, which the Governor of
Missouri called for January 10, 1899. Governor Stephens's
letter to the governors of the various States and Territories
follows :
The suggestion has come from many sources that the one hundredth
anniversary of the Louisiana Purchase should not be permitted to pass
without some public act of commemoration by the people of the Louis
iana Territory beﬁtting the great occasion.
I beg leave to Submit for your consideration a report of the action
of a committee of citizens of Saint Louis with reference to this matter.
I heartily join in the recommendations they make, and take pleasure in
responding to their request to take all necessary steps to invite and
secure the co-operation of our sister States in this movement.
I trust you will find it consistent with your Sense of duty and
propriety to appoint delegates from your State to the proposed conven
tion to be held in the City of Saint Louis on the tenth day of January,
A. D. 1899. If the date named is too early another can be agreed
upon, but it ought not, in any event, be so far postponed as to prevent
an appeal to the present Congress for appropriate action by the general
Government.
It may be assured that the delegates of the several States and
Territories to the proposed convention will be cordially received and
hospitany entertained by the people of the City of Saint Louis.
Awaiting the favor of an early reply, I remain,

LON V. STEPHENS.
Governor‘of Missouri, 1897-190r, who invited the Governqrs of States and Territories of
the Louisiana Purchase to send delegates to the convention of January in, 1899, at Saint
Louis. This convention recommended an International Exposition at Saint Louis.

Resolved, That there should be held a convention of delegates from
the several States and Territories in the Louisiana Purchase in the City
of Saint Louis not later than the tenth day of January, 1899, for the
purpose of determining the time, place and manner of ﬁttineg com
memorating the centennial anniversary of the acquisition by the United
States of the Louisiana Territory; such convention to be made up of
delegates appointed by the governors of the several States and Terri
tories, on the basis of one from each Congressional District and two at
large.
Resolved, That Honorable L. V. Stephens, Governor of Missouri,
be requested to make the appointment of delegates from the State of
Missouri, and to take all necessary steps to invite and secure the

co-operation of our sister States in this movement.

BRECKINRIDGE JONES.
Member of the Reception Committee for the Conven

'

Very respectfully,
LON V. STEPHENS,
Governor of Missouri.

The invitation of the Governor of Missouri was accepted
by the States of the Louisiana Purchase for January 10th.

The Committee of Fifty, with the Committee on Form and
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Design, found their work largely increased in view of the
prospective convention, and a Committee of Reception and
Entertainment was formed, with Mr. John C. Wilkinson

son,

Chairman and Mr. James Cox Secretary.
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This committee held a meeting on December 17th, which
was well attended.

A general outline of the work to be

considered by the convention was discussed, and it W85

HOWARD ELLIOTT.
Member_ of the Reception Committee and delegate

JOSEPH RAMSEY. 11L.
quber of the Reception Committee for the Convention
of State and Territorialdelegates in Saint Louis. January

tion of State and Territorial delegates. January 10. 1899, a

from Missouri to the Convention of State and Terri

director of the Exposition, member of the Executive Com

torial delegates, January 10, 1899. a director of the

it}. 1890; member of the Exposition Board of D'rfﬂon'

mittee and of the Committee on International Congress.

Exposinon, member of the Committee on Fine Arts.

\ ice-Chairman of the Committee on Transportation
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DELEGATES OF THE INTER-STATE CONVENTION.
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suggested that the delegates should ﬁrst consider a resolution
that the centennial of the Purchase be celebrated; assuming
that to be carried, the next resolution would determine the

nature of the celebration and its location.
A few days later another meeting of the Reception Commit
tee was held. It was decided that the expense of entertaining
the delegates should be apportioned among the members of
the committee, and that no appeal to the general public should

be issued. The movement for the celebration having gained
in interest, many citizens of Saint Louis attended this meeting,
that tier-=7
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and were appointed on the various committees.
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Elliott, Russell Harding, B. J. Strauss, J. H. Kentnor, John P. Camp,

Among them

were:
Joseph Franklin, Joseph Ramsey, Jr., D. D. Walker, Howard
Daniel Evans, Breckinridge Jones, P. C. Mafhtt, E. C. Robbins, Leo

Rassieur, John D. Davis, J. C. Van Blarcom, L. M. Rumsey, J. B.
Case, Richard Walsh, L. B. Tebbetts, J. M. Hayes, F. D. Hirschberg,
T. H. McKittrick, Z. \V. Tinker, Edwards Whitaker, R. \V. Upshaw,

nii
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Nat Wetzel, H. C. Townsend, W. H. \Voodward, L. \N. Wakely, J. B.
O’Meara, H. S. Potter, John I. Martin, George Moore, Enos Clarke.
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Hotel, with Mr. John C. \Vilkinson, Chairman of the Com

The Convention of January 10th was held at the Southem
mittee of Arrangements, in the chair.

Governor Stephens of

Missouri sent a message of regret that illness prevented his
attendance at the convention. Attorney-General E. C. Crow

sereri
dial; it:
\ I

represented the Governor, and, in behalf of the State of
Missouri, made an address of welcome. The States represented
and the names of their delegates follow:
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W. H. WOODWARD.

Arkansas—C. S. Stifﬁt, C. S. Collins, Abe Stiewell, C. E. Rosen
baum, Thomas W'. Baird, Frank Hill, S. J. Beauchamp, George Sengel,
Fitzpatrick, Guy E. Thompson, Joseph Evans, George R

Brown, J. M. Barker, Jr., B. B. Billie.
Colorado—Vii. H. Bryant, William O'Brien, P. J. Sours, J. B.
Hunter.
Iowa—John L. \Vaite, David Brant, A. A. McKittrick, W. C.
Hayward, James C. Milliman, William E. Fuller, Charles J. A. Eric
son, J. B. Weems, Lafayette Young, E. D. Robb, F. B. Rogers.

Kansas—J. G. Slonccker, H. Kuhn, Frank W. Elliott, A. J.
Tullock, B. F. Hennessy, Lyman Naugle, \V. C. Perry, 0. F. Sawyer,
Abe Steinberg, T. W. Harrison, S. F. Neely.

W. H. \Voodward. a director of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition. was born
December 11. 183.1. in Hereford. England. son of the Reverend \\'illiam llawken and
Elizabeth Hill \\'oodward. He was one of a. large family of children and was eight
years of_aeze when he came with lllS parents to this country, in 1842. In 1849 he was
apprenticed to the printers' trade at h adispn. Wisconsin. in the ofﬁce of Colonel David
Atwood of the Wisconsin Statesman. in his day one Of the most widely known news
paper pubhshers in the West. W hen the Woodward family removed to Saint Louis
in 1852. he entered the employ of Chambers 81 Knapp, proprietors of the Mr'srouri
Rrpublr'mn, the leading daily newspaper of the Mississippi Valley. In the fall of 186.1.
he embarked in the printin business for himself. The outcome of this modest beginning
IS the immense l_ant of \ "oodward & Tiernan Printing Comfany.one of the largest
establishments 0 its kind in this country. M r. Woodward die suddenly while present
at a meeting. looking to the organization of the Saint Louis Public Museum. held at
the Saint Louis (.lub. the evening of November 30. 1904.

-_'.'f!..

Louisiana—J. F. Denechaud, J. V. Calhoun, John M. Henshaw,
George W. Flynn, A. H. \Vilson, John Fitzpatrick, Eugene J. MeGiv
‘5..

ney, \V. C. Chevis, O. D. Moore.
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THOMAS H. MCKITTRICK.

EDWARDS WHITAKER,

“efflhﬂ‘ 0f the Reception Committee for the Convention
of State and Ttl'l’iwrlal delegates at the Southern Hotel.

Member of the Reception Committee for the Convention of State and Territorial delegates at Saint Louis,

Mr. Hill was a member of the Committee of Two

January IO. 1399. a director 0f the Ex oﬁilion and mem-

Januar to 189:; adirector of the Exposition and member

Hundred and of of
thethe
Directory
the aExposition.
Vice-Chairman
l'lnanccofand
member of\‘Vns
the

her of the Committees on Ways and Jews. Fine Arts.
Receptzon and Entertainment.

of the Committee on Anthropology and EthnoloRY.

Anthropolon and

\\'.»\l'.KER HILL.

Mr.

Whitaker gave much time to the anthropological display.

Ethnology and the Souvenir Gold

Dollars Committees.
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Minnesota—Dr. \V. \V. Mayo, John C. Wise, Joseph Mason,
Martin Shea, C. L. Roos, E. L. Danforth, Peter Nelson.
Missouri—D. R. Francis, John Perry, R. H. Kern, John B.
O'Meara, Dr. Otto E. Forster, \Villiam H. Moore, John I. Martin,

W. E. Atmore, Major C. G. Warner, W. S. Stephens, Howard Elliott,
A

JAMES COX.
Mr. Cox'. now deceased, was Secretary of the Busi
ness Men's League. and lost no opportunity to advance
the movement looking to an appropriate celebration of
the Louisiana Purchase Centennial. Mr. Cox was
Secretary of the Committee of Reception and Enter

tainment for the Convention of January 10, root, also a
member of the Committee on Permanent Organization.

Adiel Sherwood, C. W.
Green, L. C. Burns,
Ed. T. Orear, Ed. W.
Stephens, E. C. Crow.
Montana—John T.
Murphy,C. D. McClure,
H. W. Wet-use.
Nebraska—F. \V.
Taylor,H.F.McIntosh,
\Vill Owen Jones.
North Dakota—G.
E. Golterman, W. G.
Larimore, R. S. Mac
Donald, E. A. Noonan.
Jr.
Oklahoma—Ex
Governor A. J. Seay, D.
D. Leach, B. F. Ber
key, Governor Renfro.
South Dakota—C.
H. Freeman, Edson
\Villiams.
Wyoming—George
C. Rafter.

Mr. \Vilkinson
announced that his
committee desired to
report the following
temporary organiza
tion:

Mr. John Fitzpatrick, of New Orleans, temporary Chairman; Mr.
James Cox, of Saint Louis, temporary Secretary; Mr. F. M. Sterrett,
of Saint Louis, temporary Reading Clerk.

A Committee on Permanent Organization, Rules and
Order of Business, was named, which committee recom
mended the selection of the following ofﬁcers :
Lieutenant-Governor J. C. Milliman, of Iowa, for President of the
Convention; C. G. Raf
ter, of Wyoming, for
Vice-President; James
Cox, of Missouri, for
Secretary; F. M. Ster—
rett, of Missouri, for
Reading Clerk. For
honorary Vice-Presi
dents: Missouri, David
R. Francis; Nebraska,
H. F. McIntosh; Kan
sas, A. J.Tullock; South
Dakota, Governor An
drew E. Lee; Louisiana,

I. D. Moore; Iowa,
Charles J. A. Ericson;
Montana, R. B. Smith;
North Dakota, F. B.
Fancher; Arkansas,
James P. Clark; Wyom
ing, De Forest Richards;
Oklahoma, Governor
D. D. Leach; Minne
sota, \N. \V. Mayo.

Exposition in view of his active eﬁorts in promoting

Th e recommen
dations of the Com
mittee on Permanent
Organization w e r e

the undertaking. He did not live to see the full fruits
of his efforts. Mr. Rice died November 23. 1903.

accepted by the Con

JONATHAN RICE.
Mr. Rice was a member of the Committee_ of Two
Hundred and beCame a member of the Eigecuttve Com

mittee of that body. He was elected a Director of the

vention, and Lieutenant-Governor Milliman, of Iowa, was
installed as President. The Committee on Resolutions urged
the adoption of a resolution “That the acquisition of the
Louisiana Purchase should be commemorated by an Interna.
tional Exposition in

the years 1903 and
1904." This report
of the committee was

accepted and Saint
Louis selected as the
location for the Ex

position.

It was

suggested that com
mittees from the
Convention \vait up

on the Legislatures
0f the various States
of the Purchase ask
ing for appropria
tions for the pro
posed Exposition.
and this resolution
was carried:
Resolved, That an
Executive Committee,
to be composed of three
representatives of each

State and Territory in

DANIEL C. NUGENT.
Mr. Nugent was a member of the Committee of Ten
to name the Committee of Two Hundred. which

3h
-l.n

assumed charge of the movement for a World‘s Fair.
Mr. Nugent made a trip around the world.and as‘an
honorary commissioner did a large amountofcxploita

l ly'

cluded in the Louisiana
tion work for the Exposition. He also served as:
Purchase, nominated by
Director and on the Committees on \\ ays and Means.
Foreign Relations and Reception and Entertainment.
the respective delega
tions and the names
I
reported \Vednesday morning, with power by each delegation to substi
tute other names and ﬁll vacancies, be appointed to take up the general
subject of a World's Fair in Saint Louis in 1903, and to organize for
the development of the proposition of which this Convention has
declared itself in favor; and that the Chairman of this Convention be
an ex-oﬂicio member of the Executive Committee.

On the evening of January 10th the delegates to the Con
vention were enter—
tained at a banquet
at the Southern
Hotel. About one
hundred and eighty
guests were present.

Addresses were
made by:
Mayor Ziegenhein,
of Saint Louis; the Hon
orable Lafayette Young,
of Iowa; General John
W. Noble, formerly
Secretary of the Inte
rior; Judge Frank Hill,
of Little Rock; Mr.
James L. Blair, of Saint
Louis; Mr. T.J. O'Don

nell, of Denver, and
Honorable David R.

Francis.

The Executive
Committee of the
Convention was
composed of:
Honorable D. R.
Francis, of Missouri,
Chairman; Judge Frank

CHARLES W. KNAPI’.
Mr. Knapp was a member of the Committee of T31

a pointed to select the Committee of_TW° Hula La;
1 e served ithe Exposition also as a Director 39b“0
very active in its promotion. He was also a mcmP" Q
the Executive Committee, the Committees on "5‘
and

Publicity

and

International COHZTesses'

Knapp is publisher of the Saint Lou-s Rzﬁublii
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COMMITTEE OF TWO HUNDRED ORGANIZED.
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Hill, L. A. Fitzpatrick, George Sengel, Arkansas; T. J. O'Donnell,
W. M. Byers, T. S. McMurray, Colorado; David Brant, William E.
Fuller, Lafayette Young, Iowa; F. W. Elliott, W'. C. Perry, S. F.

Two days after the Interstate Convention a Saint LOUIS
newspaper, in discussing the proposed \Vorld's Fair, said:

Neely, Kansas; J. F. Denechaud, A. H. Wilson, Eugene McGivney,
I. D. Moore, Louisiana; E. L. Danforth, E. L. Roos, John C.

The people of Saint Louis are wonderng just how great an
Exposition it is intended to give. Festus J. Wade and ex-Governor

Wise, Minnesota; John

Francis voiced the sen

Perry, Howard Elliott,
E. \V. Stephens, Mis

timent of nearly every
one in the city when
they declared it should
be the greatest ever held.
* * * At the beginning

souri; John T. Murphy,
Charles Conrad, B. F.
White, Montana; F.W.
Taylor, H. F. McIn
tosh, \Vill Owen Jones,
Nebraska; G. E. Golter
man, North Dakota;
D. D. Leach, B. F. Ber

key, A. J. Seay, Okla

of the agitation there
were a few doubters,
men who imagined that
an undertaking such as
proposed was too stu
pendous a task. Within

homa; C. H. Freeman,

three days most of these

Kirk G. Philips, S. S.

gentlemen have under
gone a revolution of

Potter, South Dakota;
Elwood Meade, J. C.
Davis, Clarence Rich~
ardson, Wyoming.

feeling. They have ab
sorbed some of the spirit
and enthusiasm of the

Convention.

The Executive
Committee held a
meeting on January
1:, I899, immedi
WILBUR F. BOYLE.
Member of the Committee of Two Hundred and 8
director of the Exposition. Served on the Executive.
Reception and Entertainment and Foreign Relations
Committees. Was a member of the Board of Arbitration.

ately after the ad
journment of the

On January 19,
1899, the Committee
of Fifty, with Mr.
Pierre Chouteau in
the chair, held a

JOHN D. owls.

Convention,

an d

meeting at the rooms

éiife'l‘iki' SM“: $93.33;: slit: ii“?ii§°iioiiigﬁ

oﬂicers WETQ

of the Lussouri His_

these

elected :
Honorable D. R. Francis, President; Honorable J. C. Milliman, Vice
President; James Cox, Secretary; F. M. Sterrett, Assistant Secretary.

Mr. Francis explained the status of the Committee of Fifty
and of the Committee of Reception for Delegates already at

work in St. Louis. He announced that the latter committee
would report back to the Committee of Fifty the result of the
Convention and immediate steps would be taken to organize
the necessary corporation to carry the resolution into eﬁect.
The method of ﬁnancing the \Vorld's Fair was the chief
topic of discussion at the meeting of the Executive Committee.

After debate, Mr. Howard Elliott, of Missouri, offered the
-dq'v‘n ‘ “w.

following resolution,
which was carried:
That it is the judg
ment of this committee
that in order to secure
the success of the pro
posed celebration in

honor of the centennial
anniversary of the pur
chase of the Louisiana
Territory, on a scale
worthy of its import

ance, it will be necessary
to ask and obtain the
amount of $5.000,000

from the City of Saint
Louis and State of Mis

souri combined, condi
tional, however, upon a

subscription by citizens
of Saint Louis and
others of $5.000,000 to
’
' ‘
JAMES CAMPBELLMember of the Committee of Two Hundred and a
_ll’It‘CIOf‘Oi the Exposition. Served on the Executive
ind Lemulatwe Committees.

Relations, Mines and Mining, and Reception and

‘_:lr.

Entertmnment (omnuttecs.

the organization to be
formed for the purpose
of creating and carrying
th
l
f l
e- p ans 0 t 1e
(mt
celebration.

torical Society. The
Committee on Arrangements for the Convention, Mr. John C.
\Vilkinson, Chairman, made its report, and Mr. David R.
Francis reported the result of the Convention. It was decided
to invite a larger number of representative citizens to a meeting
before a general plan was outlined. On motion of Mr. Frank
Gaiennie, it was decided to increase the membership of the
Committee of Fifty to two hundred. On motion of Mr. Julius
Pitzman, it was decided that a committee of ten be appointed
by the Chairman, which committee should select the members
of the Committee of Two Hundred. On motion of Mr. John
D. Davis, a committee of ten was appointed to outline a plan
of permanent organi
zation and report the
result of their work
to the Committee of
Two Hundred at
their next meeting.
The Committee on
Organization con
sisted of D. R. Fran
cis, Chairman;
Breckinridge Jones,

Secretary; ‘W. H.
Thomson, Jonathan
Rice, D. C. Nugent,
Festus J. \Vade,
Rolla \Vells, Charles
\V. Knapp, H. C.
Pierce, Adolphus
Busch, James L.
Blair. The names of
the members of the

A. D. BRO‘VN.

COIIlnlittee of Two

Member of the Committee of Two Hundred and a

Hundred f0ll0\\' I

director of the Exposition.
and insurance Committees.

Served on the Sanitation
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Mr. Pierre Chouteau, Chairman; A. A. Allen, George L. Allen,
D. Bowles, George W. Banmhoff, \Vilbur F. Boyle, George W. Brown,
Robert S. Brookings, Adolphus Busch, James L. Blair, George D. Bar

Emil Prcetorius, David Ranken, Jr., D. B. Robinson, L. M. Ramsey,
Joseph Ramsey, Jr., Leo Rassieur, E. C. Robbins, Valle Reyburn,
Jonathan Rice, Charles Rebstock, James A. Reardon, C. H. Sampson,

nard, E. P. Bryan, L.
R. Blackmer, Henry
Blackmore, A. D.

Chris. Sharp, E. O. Stanard, B. J. Strauss, M. S. Snow, H. \l',

Brown, James Banner
man, S. A. Bemis,

Henry Braun, C. F.
Blanke, Enos Clarke,
J. B. Case, Pierre Chou
teau, J. P. Camp, James
Cox, Charles A. Cox,
Seth \V. Cobb, George
0. Carpenter, Murray
Carleton, D. Crawford,
Charles Clark, Daniel

Tinker, \Vnt. H. Thomson, \Vln. II. Thompson, John H. Terry, John

Catlin, James Campbell,

law, Florence \Vhite,
George M. \Vright.

T. \V. Crouch, D. A.
Cowan, G. Cramer,
A. C. Cassidy, D. \V.
Caruth, Theo. P. Cook,
W. W. Culver, John D.
Davis, John T. Davis,
Edward Devoy, P. J.
Doerr, H. N. Davis, L.

S. M. DODD .
Member of the Committee of Two Hundred and a
director of the Exposition. Served as Vice-Chairman
of the Fine Arts Committee and on the Electricity and
Electrical Appliances Committee.

Stienbiss, A. L. Shapleigh, \th. J. Stone, R. M. Scruggs, E, (1
Seudder, John Seullin, C. H. Spencer, M. Shaughnessy, Isaac Schwab,
Louis Schaeler, Adiel Sherwood, \V. E. Sehweppe, E. H. Semple,
\Vm. J. Scott, C. A. Stix, \th. Taussig, L. B. Tebbetts, Zach \l'.

D. Dozier, S. M. Dodd,
J. T. Drummond, Wil
liam Duncan, R. B.
Dula, Alex. N. De
Menil, \V. H. Dittman,
F. A. Drew,

\Villiam

Druhe, C. L. Dougherty, George F, Durant, Howard Elliott, Daniel
Evans, James J. Early, “Q S. Eames, Benjamin Eiseman, H. \V. Eliot,
George L. Edwards, David R. Francis, Jacob Furth, R. Graham Frost,
J. S. Finkenbiner, J.
M. Faithorn, Nathan
Frank, S. \V. Fordyce,
C. August Forster,
Frank Gaiennie, August
Gehner, Morris Glazer,
Charles F. Gauss, B. B.
Graham, G. W. Garrels,
Norris B. Gregg, J.
D. Goldman, Emile
Glogau, H. W. Gays,
Joseph M. Hayes, Rus
sell Harding, F. D.
Hirschberg, D. 5.
Holmes, Henry Hitch
cock, Walker Hill.
Richard Hospes, C. H.
Huttig, W.' L. Huse,
B. F. Hobart, E. R.
Hoyt, W. T. Haarstick,
J. L. Hornsby, D. M.
Houser, W. D. Holli
day, A. B. Hart, An
thony Ittner, Halsey C.
Ives, George T. Jarvis,
Breckinridge Jones, F.
GEORGE L. EDWARDS,
N. Judson, S. M. Ken
M be ofthethe
CommitteeMr.
of Edwards
Two Hundred
and a
direelitltorrof
Exposition.
was Chairman
nard,
L. D. Kingsland,
of the Committee on Concessnons.
J. H. Kentnor, E. C.
Kehr, R. C. Kerens, George J. Kobusch, Charles W. Knapp, Max

W. Turner, Charles H. Turner, J. J. Turner, David S. Tarbell, C, E,
Udell, John C. “'ilkinson, C. P. \Valbridge, \V. H. Walker, Richard
\Valsh, C. G. \Varner, Festns J. \Vade, \V. H. \Voodward, Nat. Wetzcl,
Sylvester W'aterhousc, James A. \Vaterworth, M. C. Wetmore, J. J.
\\'ertheimer, Rolla \Vells, Ellis \Vainwright, Thomas H. West, Edwards
Whitaker,Julius\\'alsh,
Ben \Vesthus, Thomas

“"right, 0. L. White

The Committee
of Two Hundred ap
pointed an Executive
Committee, which
was given power to
act and to ﬁll vacan
cies, and appoint ad_
(litional committees
as occasion should
require. Honorable
D. R. Francis was
made Chairman of
the Executive Com—
mittee, which had
the following mem
bership:
S. M. Kennard,
Vice-Chairman; A. C.
Cassidy, John D. Davis,

Member of Committee of Two Hundred and a Director

5. M. Dodd, F. A.

of the Exposition. Served on the Ways and‘Mcans and
the Education and Educational Congresses Committees.

Drew, R. B. Dula,
Howard Elliott, F. D. Hirschberg, C. H. Huttig, Charles W. KnaDP‘

\V. J. Lemp, C. C. Mat’fitt, T. H. McKittrick, A. L. Shaplcigh, John
Scullin,

L. B. Teblwtts. J. \V. Turner, Charles H. Turner, D. D.

Walker, C. G. Warner,
Julius S. Walsh, J. J.

'

\Vertheimer, James L.

Blair, Adolphus Busch,
Pierre Chouteau,
Nathan Frank, D. M.
Houser, J. B. C. Lucas,
F. W. Lehmann, Wm.
H. Thompson, C. P.
\Valbridge, Rolla \Nclls,
Murray Carleton, Jona
than Rice, James Cox,
Secretary.

George E. Leighton, Wm. J. Lemp, J. J. Lawrence, Arthur Lee, Isaac
P. Lusk, J. W. McDonald, Wm. N. McConkin, Thomas H. McKn
trick, Robert McCulloch, Wm. N. McMillan,T. S. McPheeters, J. II.

\V. H. Thompson
was made Chairman
of the Finance Com
mittee, F. \V. Leh
mann, Chairman of
the Committee on
Legislation, James

Mccabe, W, S. McChesney, George A. Madill, GeOrge D. Markham,
Isaac W. Morton, C. F. G. Meyer, E. Mallinckrodt, F. E. Marshall,
Haiden Miller, P. C. Mafﬁtt, L. C. Nelson, Charles Nagel, T. K.

of the Legal Com
mittee.

Kotany, John W. Kauffman, Fred W. Lehmann, I. H. Lionberger,

R. I]. DULA,

L. Blair, Chairman

Niedringhaus, W. F. Nolker, Byron Nugent, John W. Noble, J. B.
O'Meara’ W, J, Orthwein, E. S. Orr, Charles J. Osborne,
F.

In February,

Parker, Julius Pitzman, H. S. Potter, Charles Parsons, H. C. Pierce,

1899, a number of

ALEX. DE MENIL.
Member of the Committee of Two ledl'ed .“d a
director of the Exposition.

Served as \‘ice-Chairman

of the Sanitation and History Committees.

APPROPRIATION BILLS I.\' CONGRESS.
Missouri citizens went to \Vashington, where they met and
entertained the Representatives and Senators of all the Louisiana

Purchase States. The success of this World's Fair banquet
helped to arouse interest and enthusiasm for the proposed
celebration. The national Government and the State Legisla
tures were to be aroused to action, and the Committee of Two
Hundred, with its subcommittees on executive work, ﬁnance,

legislation, charter and incorporation, had undertaken a
stupendous task.

Funds were needed for immediate use and

plans were to be made for ﬁnancing the Exposition. Early in
February $17,850 was raised for preliminary work.

Blank

subscriptions to stock in the proposed company were printed,
and an active campaign was undertaken. The Saint Louis
Republic organized a

staff of \Vorld's Fair
workers, and sent its
subscription blanks
all over the city and
State. Large sums
were subscribed. The
Finance Committee

be made only upon

NATHAN FRANK.
Memberotthe Committeeol'Two Hunder andadirector

it was arranged to

voters of

of the Exposition. Mr. Frank was a member oi the
Executive and Press and Publicity Committees.

organize every form
ofbusiness enterprise

at the election of
1900, and a charter amendment by the voters of Saint Louis
at the same election. These amendments were ratiﬁed by
great majorities. The State of Missouri, through its Legisla
ture, appropriated
$1,000,000 for a
State building and
\Vorld’s Fair
Exhibit.
In January, 1901,
a certiﬁcate to the

in the city into

Member of the Committee of Two Hundred and a

21 mass meeting of

citizens at Music
Hall was called by
the Committee of
Two Hundred,
where it was found
that pledges to the
amount of $4,244,
670 had been made.
It was understood
that the appropria
tion of $5,000,000
by Congress would

be approved _by ﬂu?

the chairmen of
which held a meeting
March 3, 1899, where

director of the Exposition. Served as Chairman of the
Committee on State and Territorial Exhibits, and as a
member of the Organization, Finance and Souvenir
Gold Dollars Committees.

tative Charles F. Joy and in the Senate by Senator F. M_
Cockrell. President McKinley was a warm friend of the
Louisiana Purchase Exposition from the ﬁrst. On April 22d,

proof that Saint
Louis had raised
$10,000,000 for the
Exposition. Before
such a Condition
could be realized a
constitutional
amendment had to

organized sub-ﬁ
nance committees.

C. II. IIUTTIG.
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\Vorld‘s Fair com
mittees. This meet
ing was convened by
\i Ir . “7. H . Thonlp 5011, Cllaiﬂnan Of the
_
_
Fmance Committee.
There were present:

Nat. \Vetzcl, Breckinridge Jones, J. B. Case, George F. Durant,

hhssouﬂ
_

S. .\I. Kennard, Pierre Chouteau, Malcolm Macbeth, John Fcld, J. M.

effect that the popu
Hayes, Julius Pitzman, J. H. McCabe, C. F. Blanke, \V. E. Schweppe,
Henry Blackmore, An
thony Ittner, C. H.
Spencer,Jonathan Rice,
John D. Davis, C. P.

\Valbridge,

O.

L.

\Vhitelaw, James A.

lar subscription of
$5,000,000 had been
completed was pre
sented to Congress.
The Saint Louis
Municipal Assem

Reardon, C. F. Gauss,
Edward

Devoy,

C.

Hodgman, J. S. Fink
enbiner, Joseph L.
Hornsby, \V. H. Mc
Clain, C. A. Newcomb,

Daniel Evans, C. H.
Huttig, Henry Braun,
L. D. Dozier, Frank
Gaiennie, James Cox.

A_ B_ “AR-L
Member of the Committee of Two Hundred and a
director
the
Serv 4
th e l"'.h
wherie:of
and
theExposition.
History Committees?“
B an d

In the meantime
a hill providing an
appropriation of
$5,000,000 by Con
gress was framed
and forwarded to the
Missouri delegation
at \Yashington. It
was intFOduced in the

House by Represen

bly passed an ordi

nance authorizing
the issue of $5,000,
000 of city bonds
in aid of the Expo
sition. In February,
the Tawney Louis
iana Purchase Ex-

“,I T. “AARSTICKI

posmon Bl“ pass“! Member of the Committee or Two Hundred and a
the House of Repre_

director of the Exposition.
Committee.

Served on the

History

sentatives by a vote
of one hundred and ninety to forty-two. On March 3d the bill
passed the Senate and was immediately signed by President
McKinley. The National Commission was appointed by the
President on April 24th, to represent the United States
Government:
Honorable Thomas H. Carter, of Montana, President; Honorable
Martin H. Glynn, of New York, Vice-President; Colonel Joseph Flory,

;'1.5''3;_'.:n

f7"?1:,r
"f‘
'
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DR. J. J. LAWRENCE,
A director oflthe Exposition, serving ﬁrst as a member
of the Lomnntt‘ee of Two Hundred. A member of the
Committee on Sanitation.

C. F. G. MEYER.
Member of the Committee of Two Hundred and a
director of the Exposition. . Served on _ the Sanitation
_
and the Manufactures and Liberal Arts Committees.

of Missouri, Secretary; Honorable]. M. Thurston, of Nebraska; Honor
able Wm. Lindsay, of Kentucky; Honorable G. W. McBride, of Oregon;
Honorable John F.Miller, of Indiana; Honorable F. A. Betts, of Con
necticut; Honorable P. D. Scott, of Arkansas; Honorable John M.
Allen, of Mississippi.

On the same date the Louisiana Purchase Exposition
Company was incorporated, with an authorized capital of

$6,000,000.

N inety-three Directors were elected. They were:

A. A. Allen, George A. Baker, Nicholas M. Bell, James L. Blair,
C. F. Blanke, W. F. Boyle, A. D. Brown, George \Narren Brown, Paul
Brown, Adolphus Busch, James G. Butler, James Campbell, Murray
Carleton, Pierre Chouteau, Seth \V. Cobb, James
F. Coyle, George T. Cram, John D. Davis,
Alexander N. DeMenil, S. M. Dodd, L. D.
Dozier, Harrison 1. Drummond, R. B. Dula,
George L. Edwards, Howard Elliott, S. M.
Felton, D. R. Francis, Nathan Frank, A. H.
Frederick, August Gehner, Norris B. Gregg,

C. Van Blarcom, FCStUS

Wade,

Director of the Exposition.
Buildings Committee.

Served on Grounds and

Thus it will be seen that the Committee of Two Hundred
secured the necessary legislation. National, State, and Munici

pal, collected the necessary subscriptions and announced that
without pledges or promises, beyond the obligation to organize

an intemational exposition of proportions heretofore not
reached, it closed its labors and surrendered control to the
Louisiana Purchase Exposition Company.
On May 2. 1901, the ﬁrst meeting of the Company was

held, which was called to order by the Chairman of the Com
mittee of Two Hundred, who, after making the neceSSarY
announcements, called for the election of
ofﬁcers.
David R. Francis was elected President; Cor
win H. Spencer, First Vice-President; Samuel
M. Kennard, Second Vice-President; Daniel M.
Houser, Third Vice-President; Cyrus P. Wal
bridge, Fourth Vice-President; Seth W. Cobb,
Filth Vice-President; Charles H. Huttig, Si-“h

W. T. Haarstick, A. B. Hart, \Valker Hill, John

A. Holmes, D. M. Houscr, C. H. Huttig, M. E.
Ingalls, Breckinridge Jones, S. M. Kennard,
Goodman King, W. J. Kinsella, Charles W.
Knapp, Dr. J. J. Lawrence, \V. H. Lee, F. W.
Lehmann, Win. J. Lemp, J. W. McDonald,
Thomas H. McKittrick, George A. Madill, C.
F. GE, Meyer, Isaac \V. Morton, F. G. Niedring
haus,'W. F. Nolker, Dan C. Nugent, Peter A.
O’Neil, Ed. S. Orr, George \V. Parker, H. Clay
Pierce, Joseph Ramsey, Jr., David Ranken-, Jr.,
Jonathan Rice, Clark H. Sampson, Julius J.
Schotten, John Schrocrs, Isaac Schwab, R. M.
Scruggs, John Scullin, A. L. Shapleigh, J. E.
Smith, C. H. Spencer, Samuel Spencer, W. C.
Steigers, H. W. Steinbiss, Walter B. Stevens.
Charles A. Stix, R. H. Stockton, Wm. H.
Thompson, Charles H. Turner, J. J. Turner, J.

W. F. NOLKER.
Member of the Committee of Two Hundred and a

Vice-President; August Gehner, Seventh Vict
Prcsident; Pierre Chouteau, Eighth Vice-Preﬁ
dcnt; \Villiam H. Thompson, Treasurer; Walter
B. Stevens, Secretary.

After much discussion of the site forthe
Fair, it was decided to use a portion of

Forest Park.

The Municipal Assembly

passed an ordinance authorizing the use Of
the city parks for such a purpose.
President McKinley issued his procla

mation, giving notice of the date of the
Exposition and inviting all nations to Par'

ticipate, on August 20. 1901.
D. M. HOUSER,

The ﬁrst

stake driven on the \Vorld's Fair site was

C. P. Wal-

An earnest advocate of the Exposition through the

Wells, Charles
F.
Wenneker,
I- I- Wertlleimcr,
_
I
_

225:3
gsghgfrdmaa'f oaidtigecltor
.0{ the laxvositiont
2 arms ation “om 'tt

September 3, 1901
The stake and hatchet
'
i

Edwards \vllltahtir, A. A. B. \Voerheide, “I. H.

and as a member of the Organization and I’relsns‘ari‘d

used in this QerEI‘nonv were presented to

Woodward, George M. Wright, B. F. Yoakum.

“bud” comnimecs'

bridge. 1.1;... s. was, c. G.

w. B. easiest this":.Lasbta'tfazatei the Occasion Of i‘lteresti" “’emms °“

The Executive Committee was composed of D. R. Francis, ex-oFﬁcio
Chairman; W. H. Thompson, Vice-Chairman; Charles \V. Knapp, C.
G. \Varner, John Scullin, Howard Elliott, Nathan Frank, Murray
Carleton, L. D. Dozier, James Campbell, A. L. Shapleigh, Breckin
ridge Jones.

the Missouri Historical Society.
The ground-breaking ceremonies of the Exposition were
arranged for December 20th, that being the anniversary 0‘

the transfer of Louisiana at New Orleans in 1803.

Owing to

the extreme cold of that day, the procession and other outdoor

POSTPONEMENT BY CONGRESS TO 1904.
features were abandoned, but the ground-breaking cere
monies were concluded, after which there were exercises in
the Coliseum, and a
banquet and speeches
at the Southern Hotel
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In view of the conditions to which you call attention, and in the
light of all the facts within the knowledge of this company, it is now

clear that, whilst the buildings can be completed, the respective
States and Territories,
and

in the evening
The President and

both foreign and

domestic exhibitors, can
not, within the present
time limit, construct the

ofﬁcers of the Expo
sition C0mpany,with
the Executive Com
mittee, promised to
have the Exposition
ready by May 1 , 1903,
and with concen
trated energy they
applied themselves
to the task. The work
progressed rapidly,
and byAprilzo, 1902,
seven of the Exposi
tion palaces, includ
ing the Washington
University group,

necessary buildings and
install exhibits upon a
scale commensurate
with their desires and

the magnitude of the
Exposition enterprise.
The scope

some

ready

expressions from remote
countries manifesting

desire to participate in
the Exposition, if more

time can be had for
preparation.

WM. J. LEMP. SIL.

GEO. A. MADILL.
.\
Director of
of Two
the Hundred.
Exposition Died
and December
a member H.
of 1901.
the
Committee

‘
' and
exPecmtlons_of
this

Died February 13, 190.1.

for occupation.

other countries as to the

The question of postponement of the Fair which had been

liiOIYZ“.'

much in discussion was settled by Congress in May, when a

i‘r'ftft‘

postponement provision was added to the Sundry Civil Bill.

on.

-

- -

u

It provuled that the Exposmon should open

cm:mill?
the:

the?

feel

Member of the Committee of Two Hundred and of

arm:

.,.'

We

that no effort should be
spared to fully meet the

the Exposition Directory.

iffy 331‘

the

from day to day. We are
in continuous receipt of

were nearly completed,

of

Exposition is enlarging

not later than

th ﬁ t d
f \I
_
h
1 d
d f
,, T1 E ’
f rs
a) O ‘ ay’ nmeteen 1%“ re an
our‘ _
16' hposmqrf company had been unwmmg to Place "5le in the
Posmon Of aSkmg for POStponementi but It C(mld “0t ignore
the difﬁculty of securing full participation by foreign countries

ill the limited time required Congress favored POStPO‘lememi
and on May Ist President Carter, of the National Commission,
telegraphed to President Francis that it was thought improper

to provide by law for postponement without ﬁrst obtaining the
Company’s consent. In reply, President Francis telegraphed:

character of this Exposition, and that it should in every respect be

worthy Of the great "em “’hidl it is to commemorate

_we can use of“: add‘f'onal year Of preparauon to gr?“ advantage'
It 15, therefore, in the Judgment of the company, deSirable that the
.
.
. .
.
time for opening the Exposition be extended one year, if such course
meets the approval of the Government; and I am authorized by the
Executive Committee and the Directors to request that you present
these conclusions to the President and to the Secretary of State for
transmission to Congress.

“If!
-r

So it was that the Louisiana Purchase Exposition was
postponed from 1903 to 1904, which latter year was the hun

dredth anniversary of the transfer of Upper Louisiana at
Saint Louis from Spain to France, and from France to the

\p-, u.._

‘3'
'Té'e!“

United States, March 9 and to, 1804.
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H. CL.\Y PIERCE,

.
J. W. McDONALD.

DAVID RANKEN, In"

6,
"2,

A Director of the Exposition and a member of the
Committee of Two Hundred. Served on the Fish and

A Director of the Exposition and a member_ of the
Committee oi Two Hundred. Served on the Supplies

Member of the‘ Committee of 'lwo Hundred and a
Director of the Exposition. Served on the Agriculture

Fisheries Committee.

and the States and Territorial Exhibits Committees.

and Mines and Mining Committees.
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CHAPTER IV.
THE PERIOD OF EXPLOITATION.
EFFECTS OF POSTPONEMENT—INCREASED INTEREST AT HOME AND IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES—EUROPE AT FIRST UNFAVORABLE, “EXPOSITION
TIRED "—TARIFF AN OBsTACLE—TIIE MACHINERY or ExPLOITATION—ORGANIZATION or TIIE STANDING COMMITTEES—FRANcIs's STAFF As
DIRECTOR OF EXPLOITATION DIVISIONé—DIVISION or EXHIBITS INCLUDED—ITS ORGANIZATION—LIST OF ITs DEPARTMENT CHIEFS—ITS

FOREIGN COMMISSIONERS—FOUNDATION FOR SUCCESSFUL WORK WELL LAID BEFORE POSTPONEMENT—LOCAL AUXILIARY ORGANIZA
TIONs—PROGRESS ALREADY MADE AT HOME AND AMONG TIIE STATES—SUPPORT FROM FEDERAL AUTHORITIES, THE NATIONAL COMMIS
SION AND TIIE BOARD OF LADY MANAGERS—SECURING CONVENTIONS AND INTERNATIONAL CONGRESSES, TIIE OLYMPIC GAMES, ETC.—

SITE ALLOTAIENTS—WORLD’S FAIR PRESIDENT 1N EUROPE—REMARRABLE WORK DONE IN EIGIITEEN DAYS—FLATTERING RECEPTIONS
IN LONDON, PARIS, MADRID, BERLIN AND BRUSSELS—PRIVATE CONFERENCES WITH KING EDWARD, PRESIDENT LOUBET, TIIE SPANISH
PREMIER, KAISER \VILHELM AND KING LEor-OLD—FRANCIS'S WELCOME HOME—DEDICATION FESTIvAL TIIE CLIMAx or A YEAR or Suc

CESSFUL EXPLOITATION—TIIE GREAT NATIONAL SAENGEREEST—REAPING WHAT HAD BEEN SOWN—TRIUMPH ASSURED.

NOUGH exploitation work had been done to Show that
the participation of many of our own States and of
many foreign Governments could be secured only by granting
them more time for the preparation of their exhibits; and

before the additional year’s time had been granted the organ—
ization of the various Exposition Divisions and Departments
had been sufﬁciently perfected to reap all the beneﬁts of the
postponement. The announcement was immediately followed

ﬁx the attention Of foreign countries on the fact that our

consumption of their exports had increased steadily and
rapidly under that very tariﬂ‘.
May I, 1902, when the formal consent of the Company to
the postponement was ofﬁcially announced to the National
authorities, the Standing Committees of the Exposition Board
were organized as follows:
ORGANIZATION—D. R. Francis,ex-oﬁicio Chairman; C. H. Spencer,
Vice-Chairman; Samuel M. Kennard, Daniel M. Houser, Cyrus P.
Walbridge, Seth \IV. Cobb, Charles H. Huttig, August Gehner, Pierre

by manifestations of greater interest in the Fair and greater
faith in its success, both at home and abroad. Legislatures
and Parliaments, even in far-away Japan, could now make

Chouteau, Wm. H. Thompson.

appropriations with some assurance of being worthily repre
sented in what promised to be the greatest of Universal

Vice-Chairman; Charles \V.

e

Expositions.

France and Mexico had promptly announced

EXECUTIVE—D. R. Francis, :x-oﬁicio Chairman ; W. H. Thompson,
Knapp, C. G. Warner, John Scullin,

Howard Elliott, Nathan Frank, Murray Carleton, L. D. Dozier, James
Campbell, A. L. Shapleigh, Breckinridge Jones.

that they would install greater exhibits than they had ever
before sent abroad.

But Europe generally had professed to

be “ Exposition tired,”
great Paris Exposition
about the exclusion of
markets by the Dingley

and thought 1903 too soon after the
of 1900. There was much talk, too,
European goods from United States
tariff, and more time was needed to

FINANCE—George A. Madill, Chairman; 'W. H. Lee, Vice-Chair
man; Edwards Whitaker, George A. Baker, Walker Hill, W. H.

Thompson, ex-oﬁim'o.
WAYS AND MEANS—F. J. \Vade, Chairman; T. H. \IcKittrick,
Vice-Chairman; R. B. Dula, D. C. Nugent, George M. \Vright, Jona
than Rice, W. J. Kinsclla, E. S. Orr, C. F. \Venneker.

In"

I'm-":4

WILLIAM J. STONE.

R. M. SCRVGGS,

JOHN SCULLIN,

l'nited States
Senator
from Missouri.
A member
the
(lommlttee
of Two
Hundred
and a promoter
of the of
Expo

Member of the Committee of Two Hundred, representing
lartze retail interests. Afterward hecamea Director of the
Exposition, serving on the_ Committees on supplies and
Insurance. Mr. SerugzsdIed soonafter Exposmon closed.

Member_ of the Committee of Two Hundred, .1 Director
of the Ex smon. 5Cf\'ln2_ on the lixecutivr: Committee
and the ommIttee
on (Ironnds and Buildings. The
Intramural Railway was Mr. Scullin's especial charge.

sition in its early stages. Senator Stone was helpful in
the promotion 0 favorable legislation by city and State.
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Concessions—George L. Edwards, Chairman; J. J. Wcrtheimer,

H. Huttig,

Chairman

Edward

S. Orr. Vice-Chairman: A. H,

Frederick, J. J. Schotten, B. F. Yoakum, J. W. McDonald, Clark
Vice-Chairman; W. B. Wells, A. L. Shapleigh, J. J. Turner.
TRANSPORTATION—Julius S. Walsh, Chairman; Jos. Ramsey. Jr.,
Vice-Chairman; S. M. Felton, B. F. Yoakum, C. H. Turner, George
\V. Parker, A. A. Allen.
PRESS AND Penne
ITY—R. H. Stockton,
Chairman; W. B. Stev
ens, Vice - Chairman ;
W. C. Steigcrs, D. .‘\l.
Houser, Charles \\'.
Knapp, Nathan Frank,

John Schroers.
Fo R E I o N RI~:I-.\
TlONS—A d 01 p h u s
Busch, Chairman; \V.
F. Boyle, Vice-Chair
man; \V. T. Haarstick,
M. E. Ingalls. John D.
Davis, J. C. Van Blar

com, Dan. C. Nugent.
SI'PI'LIES —— Norris
B. Gregg, Chairman ;
James F. Coyle, Vice
Chairman ; J. J. Schot
ten, Charles A. Stix, J.
\V. McDonald, R. M.
Scruggs.
SANITATION—C. P.
\Valbridge, Chairman;
CORWIN H. SPENCER,
Alex. N. DeMenil,
Member of the Committee of Two Hundred. As a Vice-Chairman; A. D.
Director and First Vice-President of the Exposition, Mr.
Spencer gave a large amount of his time to the enter
Brown, Dr. J. J. Law
prise. Mr. Spencer is a man of large interests and his
rence, C. F. G. Meyer.
advice in the aﬁairs of the Exposition was invaluable.
POLICE — Harrison
I. Drummond, Chairman; C. H. Turner, Vice-Chairman; J. J. \Vert
heimer, W. C. Steigers, J. C. Butler.
InsuaANCE—George T. Cram, Chairman; A. D. Brown, R. M.

Ta;
H. Sampson.
Maxumcnvans axn LIBERAL ARTs—George \\'. Parker, Chairman;
Goodman King, Vice
Chairman; W. H.
Woodward, G c or g c
\Varrcn Brown, James
F. Coyle, Jonathan
Rice, C. F. G. Meyer.
ELECTRICITY .A N D
ELECTRICAL APPLI
ANt'l'ZS—J. E. Smith.
Chairman; Jos. Ram
sey, Jr., Vice-Chair
man; Clark H. Samp
son, Charles A. Stix.

Dil
Nu

August Gehner, A. A.

Allen, S. M. Dodd.
FISH AND Fisn
ERJI-ts—Scth W. Cobb,
Chairman; A. B. Hart,
Vice-Chairman; H.
Clay Pierce. George .\I.
\Vright, J. C. Van Blar
com, H arrison I. Drum

mond, C. G. Warner.
ANTHROPOLOGY—
F. W. Lehmann, Chair
man; Goodman King,
CHARLES A. STIX.
Vice-Chairman; \Nalk
Mr. Stix ﬁrst served as a member of the Committeeol
er Hill, Isaac Schwab, Two Hundred and then became a Director. _l_le Was
assilzned to the Committees on Supplies. Electricity and
Edwards \Vhitaker, Electrical Appliances, two very busy committees. LII.
Stix
represented large retail dry goods interests.
A. A. B. VVoerheide,
C. F. Blanke.
EDL'cATon—John Schroers, Chairman ; R. B. Dula, Vice-Chair
man; A. A. B. \Yoerheide, \V. H. “'oodward, A. L. Shapleigh.
George \V. Parker, George A. Madill.

M1

or

Int

3:!)

HISTORICAL—Pierre Choutean, Chairman; Alex. N.DeMenil,ViCt
mil

Scruggs.

CEREMONIES—C. H. Spencer, Chairman; W. H. Lee, Vice-Chair
man ; J. G. Butler, L. D. Dozier, J. C. Van Blarcom, C. P. \Nalbridge,

Chairman; A. B. Hart, \V. H. \Voodward, Wm. J. Lemp, w- T

b1
Haarstick, George T. Cram.
Kill

James L. Blair.
GROUNDS AND BUILDIncs—W. H. Thompson, Chairman; 5. M.
Kennard, Vice Chairman; P. A. O'Neill, \V. F. Nolker, H. \V.
Steinbiss, John A. Holmes, W. B. Wells.
LEGIsLATION—Daniel M. Houser, Chairman ; W. C. Steigers, Vice
Chairman; Nicholas
M. Bell, F. G. Niedring
haus, Seth \V. Cobb,
George W. Parker,
James Campbell.
AGRICULTUR£~
Paul Brown, Chairman;
Festus J. \Vade, Vice
Chairman ; Nicholas M.
Bell, Wm. J. Lemp,

Julius S. \Valsh, David
Ranken, Jr., Jo h n
Scullin.
FINE ARTS—Isaac
\V. Morton. Chairman;
S. M. Dodd, Vice
Chairman; J. E. Smith,
George A. M adill,
Adolphus Busch, Thos.
H. McKittrick, Samuel
Spencer.
Mixes AND MINING
—\V. J. Kinsella, Chair
man; John D. Davis,
Vice-Chairman; David
Ranken, Jr., C. F. G.
C. G. WARNER.
Mr. Warner was a member of the Committee of Two Meyer, Isaac Schwab.
Hundred and became a director upon the selection of that
STATE AND TERRI—
board. He was a member of the Executive Committee.
TORI.\L ExIIIaITs—C.
Mr. Warner represented important railway interests.

The membership of the committees changed slightly from
time to time as exigencies required and othe r committees
were organized as follows :
SOUYENIR GOLD DOLLARS—J. C. Van Blarcom, Chairman; A. B
Hart, Walker Hill, C.
H. Huttig, Festus J.
\Vade.
INTERNATIONAL
Coxanssss -— F. W.
Lehmann, Chairman;
Charles \V. Knapp,
John Schroers, Breck
inridge Jones, A. L.
Shapleigh.
RECEPTION AND
ENTERTAINMENT -— F.
D. Hirschberg, Chair
man; Rolla \Vells, Vice
Chairman; John D.
Davis, Dan C. Nugent,
Thomas H. McKittrick,
John Schroers, W. F.
Boyle.
MEMBERs OF THE
BOARD or ARBITRATION
—-VV. F. Boyle, Charles
W. Knapp.

T he President's

staff at this time,
and to the end of the
Exposition, consist
ed of Secretary \\’.

J. J. “'ERTHEIMER.
_
came a
Mr. “’ertheimer.
a large "13"“‘ac'u'tcrimlii1inceof
Director after serving
as
a
member
of
the
,.
. QSIIIDH
Two Hundreds and was- a member_of the Exp
( 0mmittces on Concessions and I'OllI-‘e'

llu

ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBIT DIVISIONS.
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B. Stevens; Director of the Division of Works, Isaac S.
Taylor; Director of the Division of Exhibits, F. J. V. Skiﬁ‘;

ters sent out through the Bureau of Publicity, some of these
chiefs had already done agood deal of traveling and speaking

Director of the Division of Concessions and Admissions,

in the interest of the Exposition, and at this time the follow

Norris B. Gregg.

ing Commissioners, all of diplomatic training and special
qualiﬁcations, were
promoting the inter

The original scheme of organization called
for a Director of the
Division of Exploit
ation, but before a
satisfactory incum

ests of the Exposi
tion in foreign

bent appeared, Pres
ident Francis and his

countries :
George F. Parker,

staff, with the aid of
the various commit
tees and chiefs of
departments, were

Resident Representa
tive in England; Jose
de Olivares, Commis
sioncr to Argentine,

doing the exploita
tion work so well

Chile and Bolivia; John
T. Le w i s , Commis
sioner to Brazil; John
Rice Chandler, Com

that they were kept

JULIUS S. WALSH

at it to the end.
Each of the Divi
sion Directors had
under him a corps of
skillful and experi
enced assistants as
chiefs of the various
departments of his
Division. In the

U r u g u ay, Paraguay,

missioner

to Central

America, Guatemala,
Honduras, Nicaragua,

San Salvador, Co s ta
Rica; Ernest Henry
\Vands, Commissioner
to Peru, Ecuador, Co
lombia, Venezuela;
Palm e r L. Bowen,

Resident Representa~
twe In France; Charles

A Director of the Exposition, serving as Chairman of
the Committees on Transportation and as a member of
the Lommittee on Agriculture. Mr. \\'alsh was a mcmher of the Citizens' Committee of Two Hundred, repre
senting large ﬁnancial interests of the city.

DlVISIOll Of EXlllbitS,
cspecmlly, there had
been appointed nine

chiefs of depart
ments, all noted as experienced and especially qualiﬁed expo
sition workers in their several departments, men of established
reputations at home and abroad, who knew what exhibits to

look for and where to ﬁnd them, and how to stir up exhibitors
and arouse public interest by their publications and their
addresses before legislatures, or scientiﬁc and trade associa

31-

Pepperv

{II—I~

Commls'

of the Ways and Means Committee and Vice-Chairman

Sloncr
to CUba .’ Joseph

of
thea Committee
State
and Territorial
He
was
member ofon
the
Committee
of Two Exhibits.
Hundred and

Brucker, Resident Rep- represented important railway interests.
resentative in Berlin ;
Chevalier Vittorio Zeggio, Com missioncr to Italy; C. F. \Vennerstrum,
Commissioner to Sweden and Norway and Denmark; Jchn Barrett,
Commissioner-General to Asia and Australasia.

-

-

Pinchot,

H 0 n 0 rar y

Chief of Forestry; F.
D. Coburn, Chief of the

Live Stock Depart
Tarleton

H.

Bean, Chief of the Fish,
Game and Forestry Dc
partments.

ment, and Professor WJ
McGee,wh0 afterwards,
in July, 1903, was made

Chief of the Anthropol

Col. John A. Ock
ogy Department.

erson, Chief of the Lib
eral Arts Department.
Frederic W. Tay
lor, Chief of the Agri
culture and Horticulture

Departments.
Milan H. Hulbert,
Chief of the Manufac
tures Department.
Thomas M. Moore,

Honorable W. I.
Buchanan,

distin

guished for his ser
vices to other Expo
sitions, was aiding
the exploitation both
with c o u n s e l and
with occasional

Chief of the Machinery
Department.
\Villard A. Smith,

Chief of the Transpor
'
GEORGE M. “'RIGIIT.
_Mr. \\ rlght, representinglargc retail interests of the
City.became a member of the Committee of Two Hun

dred and a Director. serving on the Ways and Means
and Fish and Fisheries Committees.

tation Exhibits Depart
ment

Besides corres
pondence and mat—

active service, as his
other engagements

permitted. And
\Yalter \\'illiams,
editor of the Colum

‘

_.|-.~:"
"T.

ment.

Dr.

.f't'fj'

Thomas W. Cridler, Commissioner to Europe generally; Charles

Islands, Trinidad and
Porto Rico; Gifford

Joseph A. Holmes,
Chief of the Mines and
Metallurgy Departs

‘1

To this roster were soon added :

\V. Kohlsaat, succeeding Mr. VVennerstrum as Commissioner to Scan
dinavian countries__;_ Mjss Florence Hiyjard. SpeciaLCogtggissioner to
tions. These were:
Europe; United States Senator Harris, of Kansas, Live Stock Com-—
Halsey C. Ives, Chief of the Fine Art Exhibits.
__ 1
m“ to Europe; G. W. Fishback, Commissioner to the Windward
Howard J. Rogers, Chief of the Education and Social Economy
Department.

t“v-n

EDWARD S. ORR
Mr. Orr was a Director of the Exposition, a member

CHARLES H. TURNER.

bia
He_ msuch
M. effec~
was .3::-3.212%;:ztiistiinrm‘sleanagrams.‘rr
n. ‘ t
_
_.
. °“ u“ P°h°°
.
rendering
'Eom'xiflfé“
ﬂ“ hwmm‘m'
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tive service as Commissioner to the Press of the Iloly Land
and Europe, that after his return in August, 190.2, he was

regularly

installed

in an ofﬁce at the
Administration
Building as Enro
pcan Press Com
missioner toarrange
for the great Inter
national I’ress Con
gress, which was
afterwards brought
to such a successful
consummation.
In the ﬁrst seven
months after secur
ing a site and start
ing the greatest
building and land
scape scheme that

all sorts of business associations, professional
Louis, and by
organizations, art and literary soci eties, women's clubs, and

10 C1

fraternities of every
(lescription. Thein
tention was to induce
all these societies,
clubs, associations
and fraternities to
hold their national
assemblies in Saint
Louis either before
or during the Fair,
and to supplement
these with the great
list of \\'orld Con
gresses and national
and international
conventions that
were held in Saint
Louis before the Fair

S. .\X. FELTON,
A. H. FREDERICK.
Mr. Frederick served as a Director of the Exposition
from its inception to the close, representing important

President of the Chicago & Alton Railway. member of
the Exposition Board of Directors and of the Com

llti

mittee on lransportation.

mu

l'!!!

ﬁnancial interests. He was Vice-Chairman of the Com
mittee on State and Territorial Exhibits and a member
of the Committee on Mines and Mining.

was over.

State gatherings of such

bodies everywhere were to be attended
was ever projected for a temporary pur
pose, the Exposition authorities had done
a great deal of effective exploitation in
the United States, organized an efﬁcient
corps for foreign exploitation and secured
the co-operation of many auxiliary
organizations. The press and the United

by Saint Louis delegations working for
a meeting in Saint Louis, and the mis
sions of these delegations were remark
ably suecessful. “'lierever a convention
or editorial association met, or acom

git

mercial club banquet was held, there
also were \Vorld's Fair officials, with

F2
th

]AMES F. CUYLE,
Member of the Board of Directors, representing
,important wholesale interests of St. Louis. Mr. Coer
served as Chairman of the Committee on Supplies and
member of the Committee on Manufactures and

Liberal Arts.

St ates Diplomatic
and Consular Agen
cies throughout the
world were being
supplied
with
Vi’orld's Fair litera
ture.
Commercial
travelers and mer
chants’ excursions
from Saint Louis
were stimulating in
NICHOLAS M. BELL,
terest in the Fair
Elected a Director of the Exposition as the representa
throughout the Mis
tive of important manufacturing interests. He was
assigned to the Committees on Agriculture and
sissippi
V alley .
Legislation.
Auxiliary commit
tees had been appointed by the various State and National
societies representing the cosmopolitan citizenship of Saint

other prominent and
eloquent citizens of
Saint Louis, with
tempting offers from
her in the interest of
the great Exposi
tion. Such delega
tions had attended
and addressed each
of the fourteen State
Legislatures meeting
PAUL BROWN,
in the ﬁrst quarter of .\_Ieinber of the Board of Directors. representing exten
“'35
,
'
'
IS. Mr. Brown
1902. and others had sue
tobacco manufacturing
mines
d member
('hairman of the Committee on AHI'iWHm'e- 3“
conferred with Gov of the Lommittee on Supplies.
ernors and Chambers
of Commerce in the States where legislatures were 11 or in

session.

As
in
on
ha

Governor Taft had been invited to Saint Louis an

we
Sh

PROGRESS OF \VORLD-\VIDE EXPLOITATION.

'

enlisted in the installation of the great Philippines exhibits.
to cost over $600,000. The delegates to the Pan-American
Congress in the
City of Mexico had
been invited to Saint
Louis an (1 enter
tained in grand style
as guests of the city
and the Exposition,
and so had a dele
gation of Porto
Rican merchants.
The association of
fraternities that
built the magniﬁ
cent “Temple of
Fraternity” was
already actively at

work, and so were
the B urns Cottage

101

our forty-ﬁve States, and one Territory, had made appropri
ations for \Vorld's Fair exhibits, as follows:
Missouri,$i,ooo,ooo;
Illinois, $250,000; Kan
sas, $75,000; Colorado,
$50,000; Arkansas,
$40,000; Wisconsin,
$25,000; Mississippi,

$50,000;

South Caro

lina, $25,000; Arizona,
$25,000; Minnesota,
$50,000;Iowa,$iz5,ooo;

Ohio, $57,000; Mary
land, $25,000; New
Jersey, $50,000. Total,
$1,865,000.

And of the few

fo re i g n govern
ments th a t

had

given ofﬁcial notice
of intention to ap
ply for space at the

M.

JOHN A. HOLMES.

INGALLS,

President of the "Ilig Four" Railway System and
member of the Exposition Board of Directors.

Member of the Board of Directors. representing lumber
interests. Mr. Holmes served on the (.0mmittee on
Grounds and Buildings.

Exposition, only France represented the
Old \Vorld, the others being the Domin
ion of Canada, Mexico, and some of the
Central American and South American

Association and the organization that
installed the Irish Village and exhibits
on the Pike. Prince Henry of Prussia
had been invited to Saint Louis and

governments.
given such a royal military and civic

Those

not

heard from

were holding back for more time in
which to prepare creditable exhibits.
All the world-wide participation and

welcome, and had received such impres
sions of the prospective greatness of the
Fair, that from the date of his report to

the Kaiser, the latter became a pro

W. J. KINSELLA
Member of the Board of Directors of the Ex osition,
representing large wholesale interests. Mr.
insella
d as a member of the Ways and Means Com
SQTVC
mittee and was Chairman of the Committee on Mines
and Mining.

F. G. NIEDRINGIIAL'S,
Member of the Board of Directors, representing impor
tant manufacturing interests. ' Mr. Niedringhaus served
on the (.ommittee on Legislation.

nounced advocate of
German participa
tion on a grand scale.
In addition to all
this and other good
work, Louisiana
Purchase Exposition
buildings had been
erected and main

brilliant displays
eventuallywitnesscd‘

tained and “Louis

great Dedication
Ceremonies of April
PETER A. O'NEILL.
Mr. O'Neill was one of the ﬁrst members of the Board
30 and May I and 2,
of Directors, representing large ﬁnancial interests, and
1903. Some of the was one ol the early members of the Committee on
(irounds and Buildings. Mr. O'Neill died November
States that had pre 17. igoi.
viously made appro
priations were induced to increase them, and liberal appropri
ations were obtained from all the tardy ones, or where the

iana Purchase Expo
sition Days” had
been celebrated im
pressively

at

t he

Buffalo and Charles
ton Expositions.

And still, when consent was given on May

1, I902. for a postponement to May 1. 1904, only thirteen of

at the Fair were to

be, and ‘were, prac- _

tically-s'ccurEd bLthe
exploitation w 0 r k

done in the twelve
months

b e t \v e en

May 1, 1902, and the
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legislature was liain
pered by constitu
tional restrictions,
or disinclined to be
liberal, State Asso
ciations were orgaii~
ized to raise money
by popular subscrip
tion. By Dedication
Day in 1903, the
States of the L'nion
had contributed
nearly $7,000,000;
foreign governments
a b o ut $7,000,000;
the United States
Government as much
more, and it was also
ready to lend the
Exposition, as it
afterwards (1 id, a

GEORGE W. PARKER.
Member of_ the Board of Directors. _ Mr. Parker, the

fu r t h e r

factures and Liberal Arts. and as member of the Com-

Splendid

E3522gxnaféganggzgion, Legislation, Education and

were

s u In

0f

$4'6°9'°°‘? ‘. a-"d
e x h 1 b It S

assured

frOIn

all the leading
nations of the world, including Japan, China, Siam, British
East India, and Persia in Asia, and Egypt and Morocco in
Africa.
President Francis, with his admirable staff of Exposition
ofﬁcials and efﬁcient equipment of auxiliary organizations,
never failed to command the cordial and powerful support of
the imiembers of the National Commission, the National
Executive and his Cabinet, both Houses of Congress and the
entirerDiplomatic
andlatter
Consular
the Government
in
foreignrilaiids. 'The
were service
alert to of
promote
the missions
of the Exposition’s Foreign Commissioners and agents. The
statesmen of the N ation a1

Commission made themselves

personally active
in the work of
domestic exploita-d
tion, and so did the

Board of Lady Man
agers they selected.
Following is the
roster of this Board,
previous to the Ded

ication Ceremonies :
Mrs. James L.
Blair, President, of
Saint Louis; Miss
Helen .\I. Could, of
New York City; Miss
Anna L. Dawes, of
Massachusetts; M rs .
Frederick Hanger, of
Arkansas; Mrs. John
M. Holcomb, of Con
necticut; Mrs. Fannie
L. Porter, of Georgia;
Mrs. H elen Boice-Hun
sicker, of Pcnnsvlvania;
\
I
'

i lrs. \\ . E. Andrews, mittees on Supplies and State and Territorial hxhibiu.
of Nebraska; Mrs. Jen
nie Gilmore Knott, of Kentucky; Mrs. Belle Everest, of Kansas; Mrs.
Marcus Daly, of Montana; Mrs. Finis P. Ernst, of Colorado; Mrs. M.
H. de Young, of California; Mrs. E. L. Bucliwalter, of Ohio; Mrs.

John Miller Horton, of Buffalo, N. Y.; Mrs. Mary Phelps lilont
gomery, of Portland, Oregon; Mrs. Daniel Manning, of Albany,
N. Y.; Mrs. Josephine Sullivan, of Rhode Island; Mrs. A. L. Von
Mayhoﬁ', of Virginia; Mrs. Annie McLean Moores, of Texas, and
Miss Lavinia Egan, of Louisiana.

Mrs. John A. McCall, of New York, and Mrs. W. A.
Roebling, of New Jersey, were among the ﬁrst members
appointed, but the former soon resigned and the latter died.

hi:
na

UH
bu
lel

“'hen Mrs. James L. Blair resigned in December, 1903, Mrs.

ll
SU

W. C. STEIGERS.

Mr. Schroers was from the ﬁrst an earnest supporter of
the enter rise.

in
ex
hi;

Daniel Manning was elected President and Miss Lavinia
Egan Secretary. As the twelve months preceding April 30,
1903, wore on, and other
nations were responding

JOHN SCHROERS.
Manageer the Weslli'che Pushfresident of the Board of
Education of St. Louis and a Director of the ILXIJOSIUOD.

J. J. SCIIUTTEN.
Member of the Board of Directors. representing large
wholesale interests. Mr. Schotten served on the Lqm

He served as. Chairman of the Com-

Manager of the_St. Louis PosI-Dt'sfalth and member of

mitteenn .ducationandEducationalkongresses. and asa
fthe Committees on_ Press and
lnterher 0Congresses,
_ Publicity.
_
r:aetilinal
Reception and hntertainment.

the Board oi_Directors. Mr. Stemers was a member
oi theikornmittees on Press and Publicity and Police,
and \/ ice-Chairman of the Committee on Legislation.

J. E. SMITH
Member of the Board of Directors, representing exten
sive hardware interests. Chairman of the Lomnutlfﬁ‘g‘e‘
.
I
~
‘
.
membero
Electricity
and Manual
Ap lianClsv
Prior mm:
Committees on Supplies and
me Arts
ound the
Exposition. Mr. Smith made a loumey

world, acting as honorary Commissioner to ili‘e Oriental
'
countries.

Rt
\
El

SECURING CONVENTIONS AND CONGRESSES.

\\'. It. WELLS.
Member of the Board of Directors, representing real
estatc_interests.
Mr. \\'ells was a member of the
Committee on Concessions.
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R. II. STOCKTON.
C. F. WENNEKER,
Member of the Board of Directors. representing larite
manufacturing interests. Mr. Stockton is a pioneer
business man in Saint Louis. and many years aizo was
the ﬁrst secretary of the ﬁrst mercantile corporation in
the United States. the Simmons Hardware Co. _Mr.
Stockton is a large advertiser and served the Exposition
as Chairman of the Committee on Press and Publicity.

Member of the Roard'of Directors. representing impor~
tant manufacturing interests._ Mr. \\’enneker was a
member of the Committee on \\ ays and Means.

favorably, the activities of ido’me'sticl
Columbian Museum, and Frederick W.
Holls, member of the Hague Tribunal,
exploitation were kept going under
high pressure. Favorable action by each one of the United A Standing Committee on International Congresses was also
States was carefully and ably promoted. Of the sixty-odd instituted and F. W. Lehniann, C. W. Knapp, Breckinridge
national delegate bodies that had already voted to meet Jones, John Schroers and A. L. Sliapleigh were named as
in the \Vorld's Fair City in 1903, many had been prevailed members. To this organization was added as a Committee
on to change the date to 1904, and others to meet there on Plan and Scope, Professor Simon Newcomb, of “"ash
both in 1903 and 1904. Alumni clubs and affiliated Greek ington, D. C.; Professor Hugo Miinsterberg, of Harvard;
letter societies, the Grand Army of the Republic, the\ Professor John Bassett Moore, of Columbia University;
Daughters of the American Revolution, the Colonial Dames, / Professor Albion \V. Gurall, of Chicago University; Professor
and all sorts of patriotic, scientiﬁc, professional, educational, William Welch, of Johns Hopkins University; Professor
social, charitable, business and industrial conclaves, including George F. Moore, of Harvard, and Elihu Thompson, Con
the International Press Congress, then meeting at Interlaken, sulting Engineer of the General Electric Company.
Switzerland, were being added to the list from day to day
The Olympian games and a long list of other athletic
and week to week, until it became necessary to make Howard ' championship contests were secured for the \Vorld’s Fair. ~
J. Rogers the Direc
Immense sums were
tor of International appropriated for
Congresses as well as live-stock prizes, for
Chief of Education aeronautic contests,
and Social Economy, and for a successful
and give him, as an airship performance.
Administrative The Chinese Consul~
Board, President General, Ho Yow;
Nicholas Murray the Siamese Crown
Butler, of Columbia Prince, the Imperial
University; Presi
Commissioner-Gen
dent \V. R. Harper, eral of Germany, Dr.
of Chicago Univer
Theodor Lewald; the
sity; President R. H. Spanish Minister,
Jesse, of Missouri Senor Don Emilio
University; Presi
De Ojeda,‘ the
dent Henry S. F r e n c h Commis
sioner-General, M.
Pritchett, of Massa
chusetts Institute of Lagrave; the Count
Technology; Dr. and Countess de
Herbert Putman, Rochambean, the
A. A. B. WOERHEIDE.
_
_
Librarian of Con
ilii'i'i’iﬁi $135.3."“illffiiiéiiﬁﬁlf; 19.";ei’llil-‘lﬁb'i'f‘fﬁ gress
; F. J. V. Skiﬂ‘. Commissioners of
B. r. YOAKUM,
Canada, Mexico and
the Committees on Anthropology and Ethnology, liduca'
tion and Educational Congresses.

DireCtOr Of the Flekl

Japan. and other tarts*.;:£.L‘::...F""°'S’mm "'1" "we" of "M

FYPOSITION'
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to be.
foreign dignitaries, were
entertained with distin
guished consideration and
hospitable amenities. \'is

iting clubs, associations
and excursions were taken
in hand weekly if not
almost daily. On Septem

ber 30th and October 1st
and 2d a great site allot
ment festival was 11 el (1 ,
attended by State (iovern
ors and State delegations,
and after three days of
speech-making, music and
interesting ceremonies, the

guests were given a grand
HON. JOHN BARRETT.
Commissioner~General of the World's Fair to
Oriental countries and Australasia. lllr. Barrett
was previously the United States Minister to

Siam. and since his tour around the world for
the Exposition. upon which he was accom
Banied by M r. Theodore l'lardee. he has served

banquet by the Business
Men’s League as an occa
sion for more speeches on
the subject of thegreat Fair.

On February {0'
'lent FranuS,

1903, 1 resn

_

_

‘

haviug everything 1" 5"“
ccsslul working order at
home, yielded t0 the
repeated solicitations 0f
Ambassador Choate, and
on February 12th sailed
from New York with lllS
private secretary, Mr. J.
Collins Thompson, to ad—
dress the annual \Yashing

ton's birthday b a n q u e t
given by the Americans
in London.

His sudden and unex
pected decision was the
beginning of eighteen days
of work on foreign soil,
the results of which pm

On the last day of 1902

sented the cause he repre
sented to our own people

twelve hundred members

and to the world in a new

rieﬂy as the United States Minister to the
Argentine Republic and is now, in 1905. the

‘

4.

I'nited States Minister to Panama.

of the Missouri State Teachers’ Association were received as
guests of the Exposition and to be shown what it was going

HUN. THOMAS W. CRIDLER.
\\'orld's Fair Commissioner to Europe. Mr.

t'rldler performed an important serme forth:
l-I‘posinon in various huropean countries.
l'n'viously he was for many years the Third
Assistant Secretary of Site. havinl charged
the t'onsular set‘vlCt. lle inaugurated the
printing of ('onsular Reports for general public
information.

and more commanding aspect.

For weeks the surprised
newspapers of the world were ﬁlled with admiring comments

PRESIDENT FRANCIS AND THE EUROPEAN REPRESENTATIVES or THE EXPOSITION.
During President Francis's trip abroad the representatives of the \Vorld's Fair then in Europe were called to London for a conference. This Dhﬂtogl'apl? “a; tlaléc,“ on that
Francis.
1 35 1‘ C. lvtﬁ.
.
_
occasion. Readinz from left to right those in the picture are, front row. MKS Florence IlﬂYward. Honorable Thomas \\'. t‘ridler. _ President
Honorable John Barrett. Back row. C. A. Green, Geo. 1*. Parker, Hawkins Taylor. l’almer L. Bowen, J. C. Thompson, Jr., \‘inorio Zeggio, Lieutenant (iodlrey L, Carden

PRESIDENT FRANCIS'S WORK IN ENGLAND.
on that ﬂying trip and
on the unusual dignity
accorded to his mission
by kings and ministers,
by

‘7

ng

Edward

conference with the following
Exposition Commissioners, who
had been advised to meet him
there:

0f

Miss Florence Hayward, Special

England,
President
Loubet of France, the
Premier of Spain'
Kaiser \Vilhe‘m of Ger_
__
many, and hmg Leo'

Commissioner; Mr. Thomas W.
Cridler, Commissioner to Europe;
Professor Halsey C. Ives, Chief of
the Art Department; Mr. John Bar
rett, Commissioner to Asia and
Australasia; Mr. C. A. Green, Com

pOld Of Belgium. New

missioner to South Africa; Mr. G.

precedents of

court

F. Parker, Resident Commissioner

etiquette and interna_
tional courteqy were

in London; Mr. Hawkins Taylor,
Secretary to COI‘HI‘IHSSIOHCI' Cridler;

_
' ‘
EStabIIShed m honor 0‘
our COuntry and its

.\Ir. Palmer L. Bowen, Commis
sioner to France and Switzerland;
Chevalier Vittorio chgio, Cominis-

. .

great Exposition. A
plai'n business man,
holding no political
oﬁice and serving with
HARLOW N. HIGGINBOTIIAM.

F- s

-

.

RUSSELL STANHOI‘E.

Secretary of the Committeepn, Forcizn
Relations, Resident Commissioner for

swim to Italy; and Lieutenant God‘

'

frey L. Carden, Spectal Commis-

Ceylon at the World's Fair and after
' d American Representative of
{gum
Belgium Exposmon of mm

the

sioner forthe Machinery Department.

From these he learned the progress and prospects of
W'orld's Fair foreign work, and the same
.
1
day was the guest of Ambassador Choate
at luncheon and had a long conference
with him there, and again later in the day

President of Columbian Exposition of 1893 at Chicago,
who gave generously his_assistance and advice in
the early work of the Louisiana Purchase Exposmon.

out salary as the presiding genius of a
—

mg

progress and human brotherhood, he was
promptly tendered private audiences by

at a Carlton Hotel banquet given by Mr.
J. C. Stewart, of Saint Louis, Manager of
the \Vestinghouse Company's great plant
in England. Here President Francis and

the illustrious rulers of the greatest Old
\Vorld nations, and was received by their

Mr. Choate met Prince Radziwill, Baron
Grabenitz of the Russian Embassy, Sir

‘

ministers and commercial bodies with
banquets and other public honors as distinguished as if he had come the accred—

Joseph Densdale, General Ian Hamilton,
Admiral Sir John Fisher, and many other
prominent Englishmen, bankers, members

.‘~
5:
_=

ited

of Parliament and representatives of lead

great popular effort to promote education,

representative of the most august

Potentate-

The llaSh and energy Of the

ing British industries.

man, the amazing amount and variety of
eiiective work he could do in a day, rush—

“"ashington's

'

birthday fell on Sunday that year, and
on the 23rd President Francis was pre-

;_7
1”;

ing from alulieme t0 audience and from

sented to King Edward at the ﬁrst royal

banquet to banquet, with eloquent and
moving addresses for all, and the Napo—
leonic celerity and brilliant success of his

levee held in London in twenty years.

HONORABLE \\’. I. BUCHANAN.
Mr. Buchanan serVed the Expositionin anadvisory

.'
'
' ﬂattenng to “'16 I )r "1e 0f 1 it S
e‘anlt
\ery

capacity
various
on
,
_ countries
behalf of and
the Visned
enterprise.
lieEuropean
was Chief
of the_ De

countrymen. At the same time he extorted

vartmcilts of Agriculture, borestrv and Live Stock

from] all the
.

of the Lohimbian 'L‘XIJOSHIOII at Chicago. afterwards
United States Minister to the Argentine Republic.
a post which he resumed to become Director-Gen

,

.

.
canlpalgn’ \vere a

worlda Jlist-

eral of the Pan-American Exposition.

He now

resides in London.

er recogni
tion of the magnitude and momentuin of the Exposition, and
put an end to all doubts as to its

success based on the lack of the
Old \\'orld

Thenceforward

participation.

it was only a

question of securing space for

the exhibits and getting them to
the spot on time. The enter
prise and the man at the head

JOSE DE OLIVARES.
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m..

natlona‘

.
elghtcen (lays

'1‘:
U

of it were thereafter in the
highest favor in the most pow
erful and influential circles of

Commissioner to the Argentine Re
public, (,hili, Uruguay. Paraguay and
iohvia. Afterward Commissioner of
the Press and Propaganda of Argen
tl_n_e at the Louisiana Purchase Expo

Europe. Arrived at Claridge's
hotel in London on February

"210“.

let, President Francis held a

There he was intro
duced to the Marquis

of Lansdowne, Earl
Roberts, and other
great men. After the
levee he was asked, at
the King's instance, if
he desired a private

audience, and the 25th
was the date set for it.
He was then escorted
through the House of
Commons by Mr.
Henry White, Secre- JOHN HAMMER AND cnas.w. KOHLSAAT.
tary Of the AHICI'ICZU'I
‘
EmbaSsy,
and In
the

FMr. i'lamr'neigwaz the redsident representative of the
1xposlv ion in ewe
en an MSivcd‘en
. K hl ' "Ilfehiiicai‘rlk‘!
~'
'.
Lommissioner
to Norway.
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ul
MME. ]. J. lessen/mp,
“'ife of the French

Ambassador.

Mas. MANUEL A LvARizz,
\\'ife of the Peruvian Min

DONA MAMA m: CALi'o.
Don MARTIN GAiiriA Manor,
\\'ifc of the Argentine
“'ifc of the Costa Rican Min
Minister.
‘
ister to the United States.

Mas. THOMAS IIERRAN.
Colombian Lenation,
Washington,

ister to the United States.
NOTABLE GUESTS OF THE l-IXI’HSITION ON DEDICATION I).\\'.

evening he attended the Vl'ashington birthday dinner at the
Hotel Cecil and made a great speech in response to the toast
of the American Ambassador, hSuccess to the Universal

TuouAs Hum.
Charge d'.\fi'aircs of Co
lombia at Washington.

for exhibition at Saint Louis the late Queen \'ictoria's price
less collection of jubilee presents. He further assured Mr.

Francis that he would lend all possible inﬂuence towards
Exposition, St. Louis, 1904.” Other speeches were made by
the Duke of Devonshire, Ambassador Choate, the Marquis of
Londonderry, Sir E. J. Poynter of the Royal Academy, the
Lord Provost of Glasgow, Sir E. H. Carbutt, and Sir E. H.
Holland, M. P.
Mr. Francis was seated between the Lord Mayor of
London and the Duke of Devonshire, and among other
guests, besides those mentioned, were Lord Strathcona and
Mount Royal, Lord Rothschild, Sir Charles Dilke, Sir Thomas
Dewar, Sir Joseph Lawrence, Sir Gilbert Parker, and several
more members of the House of Commons and the Lord Mayor
of Bristol. Of course all the prominent Americans in London
were present.

On the 24th President Francis was kept busy receiving
visitors and holding conferences about Exposition matters.
At luncheon be entertained Earl Grey, Dr. Jameson and

making the British representation at Saint Louis worthy of
the occasion. He seemed to be well acquainted with Mr.
Francis's former services as Mayor of his city and Govemor
of Missouri, and talked about Saint Louis and its growth in
a way showing a vivid recollection of his own visit to the
city as the young Prince of “'ales.
After leaving Buckingham Palace, President Francis was
the guest of the Lord Mayor of London at a Guildhall ban
quet, where he met Lord Charles Beresford, Sir A. Conan
Doyle, General Sir George “hire, the defender of Ladysmith;

General Sir John French, Lady Howe, and other famous and
influential persons.
After receiving a constant stream of visitors at his hotel

during the forenoon of the 26th, he was entertained at lunch

other gentlemen of the South Africa Company.
On the 25th he was most cordially received by King

eon by Lord and Lady Lansdowne, at Lansdowne House.
Berkeley Square, where he met the Duke of Abercom and
other great men, and conferred with the Minister about British
exhibits, and promised to send him a report of the participa

Edward at a private audience in Buckingham Palace, the

tion promised by Germany and other great Powers.

King showing a deep interest in the Exposition, and proving
by his questions that he had read a great deal about it. ‘ He
asked particularly about the scope outlined for the German
exhibits, and ﬁnally assured Mr. Francis that the United King

course of the day he met the Lord High Chancellor of Enngd

dom should be thoroughly represented and that his Minister,

Lord Lansdowne, would confer with him about the details.
As his own contribution, and in recognition of the American

people's high regard for his mother, the King oﬁered to send

In the

at the house of the latter's son-in-law, Mr. Edward Gifford; in
the evening dined with Mrs. Ronalds and met Signor Marconi
At luncheon at the ofﬁcial residence of Ambassador Choate,
on the 27th, he met Mr. Peel, whose appointment as Chairman
of the British Royal Commission was expected, and went
further into Exposition matters with him. Then, deliglltetl
with his reception and with the interest manifested by the

I)

CHEN-TUNG LIANG Cn ENG,
Chinese Minister at \\'ash~
ington.

MANUEL m: Asrnzoz,
Mexican Ambassador at
Washington.

P. M. RIXEY.
Physician t0 the President

\VILLIAX Lon, 111..

JOAQUIN BERNARDO CALvo.

Secretary toithe President
Costa Rican Minister at
of the United States.
of the United States.
\\ ashington.
NOTABLE GUESTS OF THE EXPOSITION ON DEDICATION DAY.

Aucusro F. Puum.
Ch
e d'.\f'faires of \‘ene
aziiitla at Washington.

PRESIDENT FRANCIS IN MADRID, PARIS AND BERLIN.
King, his foreign Secretary, Lord Lansdowne, and the British
public, be started for Paris. Reaching Paris on March 2d,
Mr. Francis was aCCorded a private audience by President
Loubet, who spoke warmly of the cordial relations of the two
countries, and conﬁrmed the assurances given by other ofﬁcials
that France would be ﬁttingly represented at the Exposition.

banquet hall were lined with Republican Guards in brilliant

uniforms and burnished helmets, and the beautiful decorations
of the hall were eloquent of Franco-American fraternity
and Exposition enthusiasm. The “Star Spangled Banner”
and a prolonged and hearty demonstration greeted him as he

the most cordial attention. He attended a dinner given in
his honor by the Minister of Commerce, M. Trouillot, and a
ball in the evening, at which President Loubet separated him

was escorted to the seat of honor by Minister Trouillot and
Colonel Meaux Saint Marc, of President Loubet's personal staff.

Exposition

conference with Mr. Francis. On the 3rd, from a breakfast
given in his honor by Commissioner-General Lagrave, he was
escorted to the Commer
cial Bourse, where he
was welcomed by M.

SClIHEi.
is andia:
is on r:

the Chamber of Deputies, the Judiciary, the Army, the Navy
and the United States Embassy. The corridors leading to the

The ofﬁcials of the Republic and the city received him with

self from the oﬁicial group and had another

en limit
furthers:
: inllaw
lllll bri- 'quainc.‘v

Dupont, the President
of the Committee of
French Exhibitors at
Saint Louis. Four hun
dred members crowded
around him, showing
such interest in his mis
sion, and giving him such
a cordial reception as
convinced him that

Around him were seated a brilliant array of ministers and
former ministers, generals and presidents of leading industrial
and commercial organizations. Speeches were made by the

Minister of Commerce, M. Ancelot, the President of the Paris
Exposition, and by Pres
ident Cocharde of the
American Chamber of
Commerce. After a
feeling response in Eng
lish, President Francis
closed with a speech in
French, which elicited
great applause. Then
M. Ancelot presented
him a superb miniature
painting, representative

" France and the United

of French art. Next, the
Minister of Commerce,
in behalf of President
Loubet and his minis
ters, presented him a

States,” and started for

magniﬁcent Sevres vase

Madrid the same day,

and an exquisite fan of
ivory, lace and silk for

:siilcn l":
France was all right, and
at a Gui. _

needed no awakening.
0rd, 5i: 3. .
'lllEZ'Ol b ~
I other
isit0r> z: :
tenainn.’ :

and '23 '
of Abe '
isrerai
tnfn'xpi
Pam I
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He made a speech on

ﬁrst sending a telegram

Mrs.

to the Minister of Com
merce, expressing his
appreciation of the
enthusiastic reception
accorded him in Paris,
and asking leave to make

:ellwii
‘ivzirtl‘i'~

a personal call of thanks
on his way home from

Sign»? is;
iiﬂﬁld’ 1' -

Madrid.
At Madrid, on March

zen as [I

4th, he was met at the

Bi'lttl. 17‘
Then, "'

station by United States

infest

company with the Sec

\\

retary of Legation called

Minister Hardy, and in

on the Minister of Agri- \
culture. On the 5th he
was presented to Premier

.
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TH REE PRESIDENTS.
Mr. Cleveland, President Roosevelt, President Francis. Photograph taken during Dedication
ceremonies at door of President Francis's resndence, .-\pril 30. 1903.

Silvela and other mem
bers of King Alfonso's Cabinet, among them Seﬁor Abara
zuza, Minister of Foreign Affairs, and received such assurances
of liberal participation by Spain that he started back to Paris
that night.

Reaching Paris again late at night on March 6th, he was the
recipient of a remarkable demonstration of French cordiality.
As he was to make a train for Berlin at 2 p. m. on the 7th,
the banquet tendered him at the Hotel Continental began at
11:00 a. m., with Minister of Commerce Trouillot presiding.

Francis,

and

in

behalf of the American
Chamber of Commerce
presentetl him a loving
cup of silver lined with
gold.
Going from the ban
quet to the cars at 2 p.
m., on March 7th, Pres
ident Francis reached
Berlin on the evening of
the 8th, and dined with
Ambassador Charle
magne Tower. Next
day he was presented by
Mr. Tower to the Em
peror, who immediately
gave hiln a private audi_

ence of nearly an hour's
duration, an unusual honor for the German Emperor to accord

a visitor of any rank or country. He was gracious, deeply
interested in the Exposition, and impressed Mr. Francis as a
remarkably strong, sincere, frank and patriotic man. He
asked many questions about the Exposition plans, particu
larly about the Congress of Arts and Sciences, remarking
that an Exposition (lid as much as years of diplomacy to
promote a better understanding between nations. In the

Among the ﬁve hundred guests were all the ministers and a

course of the interview he expressed great friendship and
admiration for the American people and American business

personal representative of President Loubet, representatives of

methods, and said'he would send many of his own art
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treasures to Saint Louis. Some allusion having been made
to His Majesty‘s letter on the Babylon ian origin of the
Bible, and to Chamberlain's work on “The Foundation of
Nineteenth Century Civilization," the Em
peror had a copy of the latter brought in,
wrote liisname on the fly-leaf and presented
the volume to Mr. Francis. From the

publicity was given to the incidents of the trip. It was not
only successful in itself, but brought success to subsequent
exposition etl'orts, especially contributing to the great success
of the Dedication Day ceremonies,er
which the Exposition spent $100,000, 300"

13%,

‘

after
'I
\

palace President Francis went to take
luncheon at the Hotel Bristol with Imperial
Commissioner Theodore Lewald, who had
invited a number of great German manu
facturers to meet him. Among the thirty
guests present were Ambassador Tower,
Consul-General Mason, Herr Richter,
Count Talleyrand-Perigord, Privy Coun
selor Loewy, Herr Boare of the Bochum
Ironworks, and Herr \Vallsitz and Herr

President

Francis's return home.

Ilere a protracted ovation awaited him.
Immediately after his landing in New York'
the Missouri Society of that city gave him
a magniﬁcent banquet in the grand ball
room of the \Valdorf-Astoria, attended by
a carload of prominent Saint Louis men
who had gone there to escort him home,
and by many distinguished men of other
States. In presenting him to the great
audience, .\I r. Augustus Thomas, the Pres

ident of the Society, said:

“More than

Yon Nostoz, members of the Reichstag.

any other individual, our guest represents
Then followed an audience with Chancellor
the characteristics of his section. He has
You Buelow, and later in the evening a
the energy of a jumping toothache and the
dinner at the Foreign Ministry, given to
placidity of a cold-storage plant.“ Mr.
Mr. Francis by Baron Yon Richthoven as
Francis responded in a speech which was
the Emperor's representative. Among the
given a wide circulation by the Associated
Press, and was followed by former Senator
representatives of the German Government
COLONEL E. J. SPENCER,
John M. Thurston, Lewis Nixon, Melville
present were Count Yon Posadovsky
Grand Marshal Civic l'arade. Dedication Cere
E. Stone, former Governor E. O. Stananl.
\\'ehner, Herr Kraetke, Herr Moeller and monies,
May |. 1903.
Ferdinand \\'. Peck, and others. The next
Herr Budde, Dr. Yon Muhlberg, Under
Secretary of Foreign Affairs, and Mr. \'on l\'0erber of the day, after meeting the advertising men of the leading maga~
Foreign Ofﬁce. After meeting and confe rring with several zines and the New York Press Club, and declining several
more of the German Ministers that night Mr. Francis left for other banquet engagements, he started to \\'ashington Lny
Brussels at 11:00 p. m., and on March 10th, in company with and spent part of March 21st calling on
United States Minister Townsend, he was the Ambassadors and Ministers of the
conferring with the Belgian Premier and countries he had been visiting, members
the Minister of Agriculture. Aftera very of the Cabinet and Senators, taking
satisfactory private audience accorded to luncheon and spending an hour or so
him at 4:00 p. m., by King Leopold, he with President Roosevelt. At 4:00 p. in.
he boarded the private car returning from
dined with United States Minister Town
New York with the Saint Louis delegation,
send, and started by way of Paris to Cher
bourg, where he boarded the Kronprinz which ran into Saint Louis Union Station
\\'ilhelm on his way home on March 11th, three hours late on the night of March 22d.
just eighteen days after his arrival in Nevertheless a crowd of several thousand
citizens gave a cheering reception to the
London.
It certainly was the most striking and man who had in forty days traveled thir
fruitful piece of work that was ever done teen thousand miles, and made such an
COL. Roman-r llt'anxns'.
for
an exposition.
It dazzled the news_ impression in London, Paris, Madrid, Division Marshal, "educa
LESLIE M. SHAW.
tion Day Parade.
Secretary of the United
paper men everywhere. \\'0rld-wide Berlin and Brussels. After being allowed
States 'I reasury.
'v

m

P" _

.,_————————.

MARTIN GARCIA )IEIOU.
E. A. anr-icocx.
United States Secretary
of the Interior.

Eu nu Roor,
JOAQUIN \\'Ai.xsn-.\IAR'rrnzz,
United States Secretary of
Minister from Chile.
\'ar.

Moon-:10 CRO,
Minister from Korea.

Lurs ALBERTO DE HERRERA.
('narge d'.\ffaire_s of Uru
guay at Washington.

-NOTABLE GUESTS OF THE EXI‘USITION 0N DEDICATION DAY.

Minister from Argentine to
the United States.

(I

DEDICATION OF THE EXPOSITION.
a brief rest at home, he had to address a wildly cheering audi

in front of the city.

ence of friends at a great public reception in the Merchants'

correspondents were quartered in

Exchange, attend a banquet given in his honor by the Mayor
on the 23d, and receive a perfect avalanche of congratulatory

\Vashington University Building as guests of the Exposi—

resolutions engrossed on parchment.

On the evening of the

24th, one thousand two hundred singers of the United Sing
ing Societies of Saint Louis, headed by a brass band of thirty
pieces and carrying Japanese lanterns in their hands, marched

=lrti :—
liim :|-_

out to President Francis’s residence, on Maryland Avenue,
gave him a grand serenade, presented a parchment of
engrossed resolutions in behalf of the thirty-one saengerbunds
of the National Saengerfest Associations, and got another
speech out of him.
The next big thing in the exploitation of the VVorld’s Fair
was the great Dedication Day function on April 30, 1903, the

Tiluﬂit ‘

centennial anniversary of the signing of the Louisiana Treaty.

856m: '

log
Nearly one hundred \Vashington press
the dormitories of the

tion, and the hospitable mansions of Saint Louis were ﬁlled

with distinguished visitors. The day was cold,yet over three
hundred thousand people visited the grounds to view the
ceremonies.

The sidewalks, dooryards, windows and verandas

for four miles along the city avenues leading to the \Vorld's
Fair gates were crowded with spectators of the grandest
military pageant seen in this country since the civil war. as
the long procession of carriages ﬁlled with notables passed
on, escorted by a score of military bands and twelve thousand
troops, including over four thousand United States regulars,
representing all arms of the service, and the sailors from
the Arkansas, representing the Navy. Some of the Governors,
with their mounted staffs brilliantly uniformed, rode at the

.L M.
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DEDICATION OF THE “’ORLD'S FAIR. APRIL 30, 1903.
The great military parade entering Forest Park and approaching the Exposition grounds. led by the United States Marine Band and Major General Henry C. Corbin and staﬁ.

It was planned to give a great crowd of representative visitors
from everywhere 3. view of the huge buildings completed and

nearing completion, and to have the spirit and meaning of it

‘9'

all interpreted to the world by men of high position and

("

—"

\\
'

character who could speak with authority. Provision had
been made for the attendance and participation of the President
of the United States, former President Cleveland, of both houses
of Congress, the Supreme Court, the Cabinet, the Foreign
Ambassadors and Ministers at \Vashington, the Governors of
all or most of the States, with their staffs, their State Com—
missions and National Guard regiments. A number of emi
nent churchmen were included in the programme. The United
States Monitor Arkansas had come up the river and anchored

head of their State troops. The largest representation was
from the State of New York, $50,000 having been appropri
ated by the State‘for this expense.
After the soldiers had passed the reviewing stand and been
dismissed t0 the quarters provided for them in exhibit build
ings and camps, the ceremonies began in the vast seven-acre
hall of the Liberal Arts Palace, where seats had been provided
for sixty thousand auditors, a great many more than could be

seated within hearing of the speakers. A platform at one
side of the hall was occupied by a chorus of two thousand
eight hundred singers and an orchestra of one hundred
musicians, specially drilled for the occasion. After an invoca
tion by His Eminence Cardinal Gibbons, Honorable Thomas
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H. Carter, of the National Commission, delivered, as President
of the Day, the opening address, and was followed by
President Francis with an address delivering the buildings to
President Roosevelt for dedication.
President Roosevelt's oration was a masterly delineation
of the work of the western pioneers as pilots of the national
destiny. It was a noble continuation of his labor of love as
an author in rescuing their deeds and characters from oblivion.

Following him the chorus sang “Unfold, ye Portals,” and
then came former President Cleveland’s oration, a luminous
and impressive summing up of the lessons to be derived from
the statesmanship that secured us the Louisiana acquisition.

After Mr. Cleveland's address, “America,” with full
chorus and orchestra, preceded the prayer offered by Bishop

as many members of the other branch of Congress. Many of
the guests, army ofﬁcers, statesmen and diplomats were
accompanied by their wives. Besides the Board of Lady
des Planches, Mme. Adelina Roel de Calderon, Seﬁora Delia
H. de Garcia Merou, Baroness Moncheur, Madam A. \'on
Callenberg ade Mrs. Herran of the diplomatic party. Speak
ing was not on the program, but calls elicited brief and happy
addresses from President Roosevelt, Mr. Cleveland and

the French and Mexican Ambassadors.

The day wound up

with a great many receptions and dinners to distinguished
visitors in the city, and with magniﬁcent displays of ﬁre
works by the famons Pain on the World's Fair grounds,where
seats for thirty thousand spectators of the pyrotechnics had

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT AND ESCORT LEAVING PRESIDENT FRANCIS'S HOUSE ON DEDICATION DAY TO REVIEW THE GRAND
MILITARY PARADE.

E. R. Hendrix of the M. E. Church, and the Right Reverend
Henry C. Potter of New York closed the ceremonies with a
benediction.
In the evening of April 30th, President Francis gave a
dinner in the Hall of Congresses to the most distinguished

been constructed.

The centennial function was Pfoleded as

a continuous three-day festival, May Ist being “Diplomatic
Day,” and May 2d “State Day," devoted to the dedication
of State building sites by the Governors and State delegat'ons
and troops present.

ments, the Governors of twenty States and Territories, about

On “ Diplomatic Day " the Reception Committee brought
the diplomatic guests in a long procession of carriages» headed
by President Francis, Mr. Cleveland and former Senator
Thurston of the National Commission and escorted by the
troops and the mounted band of the Eighth Cavalry from the

the same number of United States Senators, and nearly twice

Planters Hotel to the Administration Building, where cov61'5

assemblage of guests that ever met in Saint Louis. There
were present President Roosevelt and several of his Cabi
net ofﬁcers, Mr. Cleveland, General Nelson A. Miles, the
Ambassadors and Ministers of nearly thirty foreign govern

i

Managers, the ladies present included Signora M. Mayor

l4

DIPLOMATIC AND STATE DAY EXERCISES.
70mm 1
were laid for over ﬁve
hundred guests in the
Hall of Congresses.

“l
ilt‘.
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After luncheon the car

“mil
riages and escort pro
ceeded to the Liberal
Arts Building, where
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the ceremonies were
opened with an invoca

lit lit-r;

tion by the Reverend
Dr. Carl Swensson in
the presence of an au—
dience of ten thousand.

I0 it;

limb:
Honorable John M.

-

Thurston as President
of the Day, and Presi
dent Francis in behalf
of the Exposition, there
welcomed the foreign
representatives with

LIEUTENANT-GENERALNELSONA.MILES, eloquent and cordial
Guest on Dedication Day.

addresses.

The

au(1i_

were: Governor Sam
uel R. Van Sant of
Minnesota, Governor
Frank White of North
Dakota, GovernorJohn
T. Morrison of Idaho,
Governor Benjamin B.
Odell, Jr., of New
York, Governor John
F. Hill of Maine, Gov
ernor A. H. Longino
of Mississippi, Gov
ernor Heber M. Wells
of Utah, Governor
Abiram Chamberlain
of Connecticut,

Gov

ernor Alb e r t Cum
mings of Iowa, Gov
ernor Wm. \V. Heard
of Louisiana, Governor

101m H- MiCkey 0f Ne"

MAJOR-GENERAL HENRY c. conmN.

braSka,a-nd Liel-ltenant"

Grand. Marshal of the military parade Dedication
Day.

ence then arose, while the United States Marine Band played

the “Marseillaise.” M. Jean J. Jusserand was then intro
duced to the audience as “The Ambassador of France, the
ally of the thirteen colonies, the kindly grantor who gave us
the domain we call the ‘Louisiana Purchase.’ ” M. Jusserand
was received with loud cheering, and delivered a most brilliant
oration, which ediﬁed and thrilled every American bearer, and
is worthy of preservation as a classic.
When the applause ceased, the audience arose while the

there were twenty Governors present, and a far larger crowd

Marine Band played the Spanish HIIymno de Riego," and

than on the previous day. Former Senator Lindsay, 0f the
National Commission, presided and delivered a brief address,
after the Reverend Doctor \V. R. Harper, President of Chicago
University, had pronounced an invocation. Then Governor
A. M. Dockery of Missouri delivered an appropriate address
of welcome to the other Governors, and Rabbi Leon Harrison

then the Spanish Minister, Don Emilio de Ojeda, was intro

pronounced the benediction.

duced, and delighted the audience with another striking and

During the day the building sites of Missouri, Utah, New
York, Connecticut, Iowa, Oklahoma and Louisiana were
dedicated, with military parades and appropriate ceremonies

much-applauded address.
The exercises were then concluded with more music, and a
benediction pronounced by the 'Reverend Dr. S. J. Niccolls.
But in the evening there was more ﬁreworks, and a great

and speeches by State and “'orld’s Fair ofﬁcials.

thousand people in line, and pageants representing nearly every

In the evening there were more ﬁreworks, receptions and
dinners given to the State and military oﬁicials, and so ended
the centennial dedication festival.
A few weeks later, on June 17, 1903, the Twenty-ﬁrst
National Biennial Saengerfest of the North American Saen
gerbund inaugurated its greatest musical festival in the pres
ence of twenty thousand auditors in the Liberal Arts Building.

thing in Saint Louis, all of which passed in review before
the assembled Governors in the reviewing stand. The events

W ith the ﬁrst month of summer it became apparent that
the exploitation work going on would be crowned with unpre

of the day began with a breakfast at the University Club
given by the Committee on State and Territorial Exhibits to
the seventeen Governors still remaining in Saint Louis. Gov
ernors who had already dedicated or were not yet ready to
dedicate State building sites, had not remained for these exer
cises. And of the seventeen still in the city, ﬁve were dedi
cating sites when the breakfast was served. Those present

cedented success.
iefore the summer was over forty-four
States and territories were getting up exhibits with appro
priations amounting at that time to nearly $6,000,000.
Of foreign governments, ﬁfty-three had ofﬁcially announced
their participation in the Exposition, and forty-two of them

reception to the diplomats at the Saint Louis Club, which was

thronged with the beauty and fashion of Saint Louis. Twenty
six foreign countries were represented in these ceremonies.
“ State Day," May 2d, was very near turned into a Saint
Louis Day, by a tremendous civic parade with over twenty

\

Governor Joseph E.
\\"'illard, representing the Governor of Virginia. At the
welcoming of the Governors in the Liberal Arts Building

had made grants amounting already to $6,389,650, while many

commissioners were already here or on their way.
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DEDICATION DAY ARTILLERY SALUTE IN HONOR OF PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT.
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CHAPTER V.
BUILDING A \VORLD'S FAIR.
TIIE SITE—THE BOARD OF ARCHITECTS AND LANDSCAPE ARTISTS—THE DIVISION OF WORKS, ITS DIRECTOR AND His STAFF—A LEGAL
ENTANGLEMENT—CONSTRUCTION DIFFICULTIES—IMMENSE TASKS IN UPROOTING TREES AND GRADING—THE WILDERNESS HILLS—
DIVERTING A TROUBLESOME STREAM AND DRAININo AND FILLING A LARGE LAKE~THE GROUND-BREAKING CEREMONY—TURNING FROZEN
EARTH WITH DYNAMITE—DOING BUSINESS IN A QUAGMIRE—MILES or SEWER MAINS, WATER PIPES AND CONDUITS—LABOR CAMPS

PROVIDED WITH MEDICAL STAFF AND EMERGENCY HOSPITAL—LETTING CONTRACTS FOR THE BIG EXHIBIT BUILDINGS—IMMENSE QUAN—
TXTIES 0r MATERIALS—POSTPONEMENT PROLONGS CONSTRUCTION PERIOD—FURTHER CONTRAcT-LETTINc—SITE INCREASED To ONE
THOUSAND Two HUNDRED AND FORTY AcREs—CONSTRUCTION PROGRESS JANUARY I, 1904, AND MAY 1, IgO4—PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT
TOUCIIES THE BUTTON AND THE CASCADES GUSII FORTH—GRAND VIEWS OF TIIE COMPLETED ExpoSIriON—ATTENDANCE RECORDS BROKEN
-—SUR‘PRISI.\‘G LANDSCAPE EFFECTS—WONDERFUL ELECTRIC DISPLAYS—THE CROWNINC. GLORY or A CENTURY OF PROGRESS—WHAT
DISTINGUISIIED VISITORS AND EXPERTS SAID ABOUT IT.

The western six hundred and thirty—eight acres of Forest
Park, chosen by the Board of Directors and approved by the

National Commission, was approximately one mile square
and by far the most central and conveniently accessible
location offered, and it was adjoined on the west and north by
an equal extent of available land, which
was

eventually

leased on

reasonable

terms. One of these tracts was \Vash
ington University's one hundred and
ten acres, on which about $2,000,000
worth of large ﬁre-proof granite build
ings and a large amount of grading were
nearly ﬁnished. This and other tracts
were added to the site before the close
of 1901. The Forest Park tract was
divided into two nearly equal parts by
the River (les Peres and one of its
afﬁuents. The southern part was a rolling
upland forest of heavy timber, stretching

To these were added as an Advisory Board : Julius Pitznian,
Saint Louis, Landscape Engineer; Geo. E. Kessler, Kansas
City, Landscape Architect, and Frederick \V. Ruckstuhl, New

York, Sculptor.
The Division of \Vorks, as organized by Director of \Vorks
Taylor, included Emmanuel L. Masque
ray, Chief of Design, who designed four
of the great exhibit buildings and the
decorative architectural features;

ISAAC S. TAYLOR AT 1115 DESK,

southward II'OIH a line Of tll'lll)€l'6(l bluffs,

AS Director of \\'9rks. Mr. Taylor was one of the busiest
men of the Exposnion. He was at his desk early and

crossing the park from west to southeast
and seventy-ﬁve feet higher than the

late followimz the progress of grading and underground
work. the planning and construction of all the Ireat
huildinrzsantlthephysical developmentofthe Exposition

Karl

T. F. Bitter, Chief of Sculpture (after F.
\V. Ruckstuhl had resigned); Geo. E.
Kessler, Chief Landscape Architect;
Richard H. Phillips, Chief Civil Engi
neer; Henry Rustin, Chief Electrical and
Mechanical Engineer; W. H. H.
\Veatherwax, Chief Draughtsman ; Philip
J. Markmann, Chief Building Engineer;
M. P. Stevens, Chief Clerk; J.
May
berry and Karl St. John Hoblitzelle,
Speciﬁcation \Vriters. Superintendents
.

_

of construction were appomted for the

various big exhibit palaces as the con

generally.

comparatively more level northern part.
The Board of Architects commissioned to lay out the
building and landscape scheme was announced on July 5, 1901,
as follows:
Isaac S. Taylor, President of the Board and Director of
\Yorks; Eames & Young, Saint Louis; Barnett, Haynes &
Barnett, Saint Louis; \Vidman, \Valsh & Boisselier, Saint
Louis; Theodore C. Link, Saint Louis; Cass Gilbert, Saint
Paul and New York; Carrere 81. Hastings, New York; Van
Brunt & Howe, Kansas City, Missouri ; \Valker 8.: Kimball,
Omaha and Boston; D. H. Burnham & Company, Chicago.

tractors began on them.

An injunction against the use of park land having been

tried in Court and decided by Judge Zachritz in favor of the
Exposition Company in August, the pivotal stake for the
topographical surveys was driven on September 3d, and on the
2Ist the Board of Architects ﬁnally completed their revision
of the grounds and buildings scheme and the “pictures” to be
developed by the grouping of the buildings and landscape
features. As much as possible of the natural upland forest
was to be preserved, both as an ornament to the Exposition
and as a concession to the St. Louis people. On the more

SITE OF THE PRINCIPAL GROUP OF EXHIBIT PALACES.
Over half the one thousand two hundred and forty acres within the Exposition enclosure was the western section of Forest Park. The northern half was occupied by tte
main group of exhibit palaces. The picture shows this area before ground was broken for buildings. The eastern boundary ft-nCc followed the foreground of the picture. Att e
extreme right was the Lindell entrance and the Tyrolean Alps. The little building in the top center of the picture became the \\ uman s Anchoragemcar Intramural Station M). I.

\
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UNIVERSITY \\'.\\' lil-II-‘URI-I WORK \\'.\5 lll'Itil'N.
afterward stood. Iicyond it were the Mexican and French Pavilions.
The right of the picture is where the British Pavilion
In the distance the great Ferris \\ heel was erected.

open and even surface of the northern lowland, the “main
picture" of the Exposition was to contain eight of the great
exhibit palaces, disposed on the great plaza and lagoons in
fan-shaped outline, radiating
from the magniﬁcent focal spec
tacle of Art Hill and its towering
temples and colonnades, from
which the great cascades were to
pour down. through picturesque
sloping gardens and groups of
statuary.
All other exhibit
buildings, Government and State
pavilions, were remanded to
sites outside of the Hmain

park site included in its north_
corner

“\Vilderness,”

the

two

famous

GEORGE E. KESSLER,

heavily

Chief Landscape Architect, who de
signed the many beautiful gardens of
the Exposition. III: is superintendent
of the park system of Kansas City.

wooded hills where the trees
and stumps had to be removed
before the graders could begin work.

There were many acres

of giant elms and sycamores in the bottoms along the meand
ering River (les Peres, many planted groves in the more open
ground, in all probably two hundred acres of forest, to
be'cleared away and the stumps blasted out of the way
of the grading machines. Even before the bond had been
ﬁled and legal possession of the ground secured on
the [st of October, the
energetic
Director
of
\Vorks had his surveying
and mapping forces at
work and a great army of
axemen working up into
cordwood or structural
material the thousands of
trees not marked for pres
ervation or transplanta- '

tion.

The “\Vilderness"

of unculled timber and
tangled undergrowth, the
haunt of squirrels, foxes
and songbirds, so long

prized by Saint Louis
people as a rare survival
FRANK J. MILLET,
(Chief of Decoraii on and Mural Painting.
' et reparecl a very. comp lcte
_ an
_
M-r'utliiiil scheme of decoration. but it was
:leilt‘r' carried out except in minor par
ticulari

timber destruction and burning brush piles, now almost as
novel as the untouched forest itself.
Besides this timber clearing a vast amount of other workwas
done by working parties under

the orders of Director Taylor

picture” and given other settings
and ornamental surroundings.
But this northern part of the
western

At the left stood “New York to the North Pole."

of the unsettled Louisiana
Purchase, soon passed
through the various stages

of a pioneer “clearing,”
presenting scenes of

in October, November and
December, preliminary to the
letting of contracts for grading,
excavation, sewering, road-mak
ing and building. An artiﬁcial
lake nearly three-fourths ofa
mile long was drained, prepara
tory to the ﬁlling of its basin
by the graders. The plans also
required the ﬁlling up of about
two miles of the crooked channel
of the River des Peres, and the
diversion of its waters and those
JL'LIL'S I‘ITZMAN,
of its local aﬁiuents to a new
Landscape Engineer: one of the
covered channel under the main
early advtscrs of the Board of Archi
tects, receiVing his appointment in
transverse
avenue of the Exposi
1901.
tion, a channel-way with a ﬂow
area of six hundred and ﬁfty square feet, to provide iorthe ﬂood
waters of its large drainage basin. \\'ith a view to all the
future sewering, pipe-laying, etc., the entire mile square was
surveyed, topographically numbered and lettered, with stakes
showing the levels at iii
tervals of ﬁfty feet all
over the site; and all this
work was platted on topo
graphical maps in readi
ness for future working

contract estimates.

Con

tracts for four miles of
fencing werelet on Novem
ber 19th, to keep the
curious public out of

harm's way

and out of

the worknien's way when
the ground should be
covered with steam shovels
and traveling cranes, trac
tion engines, teams, freight
trains and probably ten
thousand men rushing the
Fair construction opera
tions.
Tints, while the archi
tects were elaborating the
designs of the various
buildings
assigned
to

EMMANUEL L. MASQUERAY.
Mr. Masqueray, the artist-architeCt and
Chief of Design of the Exposition. “'35 "3‘

Creator of that artistic and nOt-tO-be‘iOI'BOlun
centerpiece of the World‘s Faircthe Cascade
Gardens. He designed the olonnade 0
States and pavilions, the cascades and 31d 6

bridges spanning the lagoons. the Low-“ana
Purchase Monument, the l’alaceof Transmit

tation. the Palaces of Agriculture. Horticul
ture,

Forestry, Fish and Game. the band

avilions. ﬂag standards and other decoratne
eatures. Mr. Masqueray achievednolaplc
distinction in France before establishing hlm'
self in New York City eighteen years 310

H's

FIRST CONSTRUCTION WORK ON THE SITE.
of the graders.

As the great

ditch deepened, the rains, snows
and thaws of winter and early

spring converted the cut into a
great gutter, or

quagmire,

ill

‘” Y-fl‘ng".

which men and teams ﬂoun
dered but kept on working in
spite of the discouraging condi»
tions. Soon other contractors
had established large labor

lt’S, r. d

camps in various parts of the
site or near by, and the hun

llltoiliig

ll'lrlg pm
of Dimr'
, hum"

lllriu
tu'el'irt.‘ .
Eng. 5;;
tiller-5":
s dank
lllfllg i;
s. Tit;
ﬁllitg';
ltffi'i‘ﬁi
(ltS Pits;
sll'lin:
ﬁnals .1.
el llllki
nlleol'l'lf

-l\'l_l' ‘- 1' 'Illl'lllti

l m :'
lllik

led. ii

dreds of wagons and thousands
of mules and horses at work on
other contracts made a mud

FREDERICK \\'. Rt‘CKSTt‘lIL.

lake of the entire region, until

Mr. Ruckstuhl was llit- first Chief of

-

In_the eastern art of the grounds was a park lake a quarter of a mile long. In
preparlnlz the sue or the Palace of Liberal Arts this lake was drained and ﬁlled.

them, and the engineers were planning roadways, bridges,
sewers, light, water and power accessories, everything was

made ready for the ground-breaking ceremony on Louisiana
Purchase
Flag
December 20th,
after
which
the Day,
contract-letting
was
i'_
r
w
to begin in earnest for all the various physical features of the great

>

Exposition. At the appointed time
the hard-frozen ground was forlnally broken in a temperature of
ten or twelve degrees below zero.

Sculpture retiring from the work in 190:.

the grading reached a stage
which permitted the making of Telford roadways.

SITE OF THE PALACE OF LIBERAL ARTS.

' iv.
"

On January 13, 1902, contractors began work on two

thousand eight hundred and seventy linear feet of four-foot
brick sewers, the laying of three thousand four hundred and
seventy-ﬁve feet of large sewer pipe and three thousand six
hundred and ﬁfty feet of two-foot steel outfall pipe, through
[F ing
' ‘ i

which
wasfrom
to be monster
pumped
to
the the
citysewage
sewers

'

brick pump wells, which were

also included in the contract. A
medical department, with Dr. J. H.
Laidley as medical director, and a
well -appointed Emergency Hos
pital, was now provided to take
care of cases arising among the
workmen and their families ill the

g
'

On the 28th a contract was let for
the completion of the new River
des Peres channel, four thousand

six hundred feet long, in three
strongly timbered compartments

PHILIP J_ MARKMANN

with an aggregate outﬂow section
of six hundred and ﬁfty square feet;

AsChief Building Engineer Mr,
S}?J“22,?.2?.33§£2‘}°2Ti“liiffiillli

w, ]I_ n, \\‘E,\THER\\'AX_
As Chief Draughtsman Mi. “'eatherwax had. at times. forty or ﬁfty
assistantsplanningall the detailsof

the bridge work covering and con-

o‘ me Exposm‘m'

construction of the great palaces.

cealing the water being made strong enough to support the
asphaltunl pavement of the main transverse avenue and all
its heavy trafﬁc. The one hundred and ten thousand cubic
yards of dirt from this excavation was to be dumped into the
. 3.3

labor camps; on January 16th con
tracts were let for the construction
and equipment of a power plant
to supply needed power to the tem
porary mills and shops of contract
' - _
ors, which soon became numerous.

On February I, l902, the ﬁrst of the big exhibit building
contracts, for the Palace of Varied Industries, was let to the
Rountree Construction Company for $604,000, and by April
8th other contracts had been awarded as follows:

bed of the drained lake, and the
whole was to be completed, ready

to receive the waters of the
stream, within sixty-ﬁve days,
with a penalty of $l50 a day for
every day's delay beyond the
stipulated time. The contract
was awarded to the Rich Con
struction Company’s bid of
$116,692, the lowest of thirteen
competing bids. “hen the con
tractor began work January 7,

1902, with a large equipment of
men, teams and grading ma
chines, the ground was still
HENRY RUSTIN.
ML Rustin as Chief Electrical and covered with a hard-frozen crust
'
Mechanical Engineer.
planned the mug 51x inches thick, which yielded
niﬁcentcompelled
scheme ofhim
illuznin
tan,no?“
b t llﬁs
'11- only to eight-horse
~
health
to "iii"
plows and
work inMnRustiri-edcsiegnzrl
‘903 befo
th t .‘k aliveaillifnrii.- the (lynamlte
‘
pletc.
used -in blastlng
“3"iﬂnoi
theU
h
d
l‘
-.\
'
.
hxpusitions. m “an an “"63" out the many stumps 1n the way_

LOOKING WEST 0N ADMINISTRATION AVENUE.
The avenue leadinlz u

to the Administration Building was an extension of Linrlell

Boulevard. a very beauti ul drive. (In the rlght_the l’lke was bullt. and on the leit
the Palaces of Varied Industries and Transportatlon.
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For the Education Building, to Dunnavant & Estel of Saint

seven hundred and ﬁfty by ﬁve hundred and twenty~five feet, designed
by Theodore C. Link, Saint Louis,

Louis at $319,399.
The Education Building, seven hundred and ﬁfty by ﬁve hundred

For the Electricity Building, to the Goldie Construction
Company of Chicago, 1115., at $399,940.
For the Machinery Building, to Smith 8: Eastman of Saint

Louis at $496,957.

and twenty-ﬁve feet, designed by Eames & Young, Saint Louis.
The Mauufacturcrs' Building, one thousand two hundred by ﬁvc
hundred and twenty-ﬁve feet, designed by Carrerc & Hastings, New
York.

All were to be completed within seven months with heavy
penalties for delay.
Further “ rush" contracts had also been let for transplant
ing trees, for $200,000 worth of electric wire, for eight thousand
lineal feet more of sewer-pipe work and for eighteen thousand
running feet of water mains.

and twenty-five fcct, designed by Van Brunt & Howe, Kansas City,
Missouri.
The Electricity Building, seven hundred and fifty by ﬁve hundred
and twenty-ﬁve fcet, designed by \Valker & Kimball, Omaha and
Boston.
The Transportation Building, one thousand three hundred by

The Varied Industries Building, twelve hundred by ﬁve hundred

DRIVING THE FIRST STAKE.

LIFTIXG TIIE FIRST SOD.

When the general layout of the Exposition was decided upon there was one pivotal
point marking the lace where the radiating avenues or their extensmns met upon the
surveyor‘s chart. The stake marking this point was driven with simple ceremony upon
a very hot day, September 3, igoi. In the engraving Mr. \V. H. 'I hompson, Chairman
of the Committee on Grounds
and Buildings. is seen wielding the axe.
'
I'icsident

Francis and other directors are onlookers and _all took_a ta

at the stake.

and implements are preserved by the Missouri Historical Society.

The date for the beginning of building construction was December 20, the nine!!
eiizhth anniversary of the transfer of the Louisiana Territory from France tothe Lnnrd
States.
The event was attended with elaborate Ceremony. the Governors of many
States and other distinguished persons being present. The scene_here photolrﬂpht‘d
shows President Francis thrusting the shovel deeply into the soil where the I'alatt
The stake of Education was afterward erected. The temperature was ten degrees below ztm.
but the ground had been softened by a brisk ﬁre before the arrival of the officials.

Contracts had now been let to the amount of about
$4,000,000, with numerous well-equipped and responsible
contracting concerns competing at every bidding. Seven of
the great granite buildings of the Washington University
group would soon be ready for occupation, and three more of
them were under contract. The Director of \Vorks was con—

ﬁdent that he could complete all the great works called for by
the plans in time for the installation of exhibits and the open
ing of the Exposition by May 1, I903.
These included the following immense structures:
Three ﬁne art balls on Art Hill, eight hundred and ﬁfty by four
hundred and ﬁfty feet, all fire-proof, and the central one to be a perma
nent stone, brick and steel structure, designed by Cass Gilbert, New York.

The picturesque Festival Hall, designed by Cass Gilbert,

J. S. TRITLE.
Chief Superintendent of Construction,

Department of \\ orks.

ﬁve hundred and twenty-ﬁve feet, designed by E. L. Masque“?
The Machinery Building, one thousand by ﬁve hundred and twentl“

five feet, designed by \Vidman, \Valsh & Boissclier, Saint Louis.
The Agriculture Building, one thousand six hundred byfire hundred
and twenty-ﬁve feet, designed by E. L. Masqueray.
The Horticulture

Building, eight hundred by four hundred feel

designed by E. L. Masqueray.
The Fish, Game and Forestry Building, six hundred by four hundred

feet, designed by E. L. Masqueray.

Besides these buildings, covering 1 16.9 acres, exclusive 0i

courts and galleries, grading was to be done and approaches
were to be made for a United States Government Building.
eight hundred and ﬁfty by one hundred and forty feet; grading

and paving for many miles of roadways and the broad
avenues of the “Main Picture," and for scores Of

New York.
The one thousand
four hundred feet of col
onnades and other wing
structures, surmounting
the Cascades, designed
by E. L. Masqueray,
Division of \Vorks.
‘ The Liberal Arts
Building, seven hun
dred and ﬁfty by five
hundred and twenty
ﬁve feet, designed by
Barnett, Haynes &
E. II. ELLICOTT.
Barnett, Saint Louis.
Chief Electrical and
The Mines and
Mechanical Engineer. De
Metallurgy Building,
partment of Works.

State and foreign structures ; grading for the Land
scape Department
and excavations for
the great cascade
and lagoon system,
with its grand basin,
one thousand seven
hundred by three
hundred feet, and its

connecting lagoons,
seventy - ﬁve feet
wide, affording more
than a mile of nav
igable waterways

M. P. STEVENS,
Chief Clerk, Department of “'0 rks.

VAST QUANTITIES OF MATERIALS USED.

LABORERS’ CAMP ON THE EXPOSITION SITE.

THE FIRST WORK~DIVERTING THE RIVER DES PERES.

lmtnediately_with the opening of 1902, the Exposition grounds became peopled
with laborers, living in villages of tents, in various parts of the grounds.
were known by the contractors' names.

117

The villages

This mile-long channel for a troublesome stream through the Exposition site was
excavated by means of huge excavators and loaders drawn by teams of eight to sixteen
horses.

crossed by ten ornamental bridges. There were more than
one million ﬁve hundred thousand cubic yards of earth to
be removed in shaping, up the grounds, forty-four thousand

wherever needed. It was estimated by the contractors that
one thousand car loads of materials would be used in the
Varied Industries Building alone, to-wit : Seven million feet

seven hundred and eighty-three lineal feet of domestic service

of lumber, mill work for ﬁve hundred window openings and
one hundred and thirty door openings, ninety-ﬁve thousand
square feet of glass for doors and windows, thirty-two thou

water pipe to be laid, forty thousand nine hundred and four
lineal feet of sanitary sewering with a capacity of eighteen
million gallons per day, thirty-ﬁve miles of high-pressure ﬁre
service pipe to be installed, fourteen thousand lineal feet of

sand square feet of metal sky-lights with glass, four hundred
and forty-ﬁve tons of iron and steel rods and bolts, ﬁve

\;-..

QE =>3£Y3~

BUILDING COMMITTEE OPENING BUILDING BIDS.
The opening of bids for an Exposition palace, costing from $300.000 to $l.ooo.ooo, was always an interesting event.

main waterways to be inclosed for storm waters, eight and

hundred and twenty thousand square feet of rooting, eight

a half miles of railway track to be laid on the grounds for
the delivery of building materials; over ten miles of Telford
roadways, thirty feet wide, to be made for teams hauling
materials, and a power plant to be installed in a great power
house for furnishing light and power to contractors and exhib
itors through subways and pipe conduits carrying wires

hundred and twenty thousand square feet of staff and out
side plastering, four thousand tons of plaster of paris for

staff work, twelve thousand square yards of plain plastering,
two thousand pounds of hair for plaster, forty tons of ﬁber
for staff, one hundred and seventy cubic yards of sand for
plaster, two hundred and ﬁfty thousand pounds of nails;

"In;

CARL BEIL.

CHARLES F. FOSTER.

E. R. KINSEY.

HOWARD F. SMITH,

DEWITT C. PERRY,

J. N. MAYBUR Y

Superintendent of
Sculpture.

Chief Operating
Engineer.

Engineer of Lagoons,
Roadways and Grading.

Assistant hiechanical
Engineer.

Superintendent of Landscape.

Speciﬁcation Writer,
Department of Works.

11*
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painting, one thousand square yards; interior whitewashing,
two million square feet; four hundred attd eighteen pairs of
door hinges, four hundred and forty-four door locks and bolts,
ﬁve thousand feet of rope for ﬂag poles.

N0 delay in obtaining even
mttch more than ﬁfteen thousand
car—loads of building materials was
anticipated, because the long—leafed

1904, which gave the managers time not only to complete
their great buildings bttt to completely ﬁll them with the
best and most comprehensive array of \\'orld's Fair exhibits
that the world had ever seen.
\\'hen the postponement act was approved, the Exposition
Company had completed the Des Peres channel and occupied
seven completed buildings of the \Vashing‘tou University
group. Three more of them and four of the great exhibit

eri
0b
L
II()\\’ A \\'ORLD'S FAIR TREE \\'.\S TRANSFORMEI) INTO TREASUREI) S()U\'E.\'IRS.
In compliance with a resolution of the Saint Louis Furniture Board of Trade, November :5_ tool, an oak log was taken from the \\'orld's Fair site and manufactured into a
bEHHtIﬂIl carved table. chair. Il-"H'el and box for I'resident Francis. The committee and the log and the several articles are sulnccts of the accompanying illustrations. The

articles were designed by A. ll. Lex.‘ The carving of the chair was done by C. J. Kostuba. and of the table. by the Western Furniture Lompany.
Mr. I-rancis was made by President George T. Parker. of the Furniture Board of Trade.

yellow pine had been given the preference over steel in these
structures for several good reasons, one of the most cogent
being the probable itnpossibility of obtaining the delivery
of large orders of structural steel in time.
But in spite of
the rapid progress Director Isaac S. Taylor was making
towards the assured completion of his work on time, and
in spite of his eagerness to demonstrate that
he could perform that great feat with the

resources at his command, it becatne apparent
in May, 1902, that the opening of the Exposi
tion would be postponed to 1904, in deference
to the wishes of many of our own States and

of many foreign Governments desiring more
time for the preparation of their exhibits.
Moreover, the Supervising Architect of the
Treasury announced that the impossibility of

procuring the steel for the United States build

The presentation to

palaces were under contract to be completed before the end
of the year and contracts were about to be awarded for the
Fine Arts Pavilions, the Liberal Arts Building and for a vast
atnount of other work. After that, more time could be con

sumed in obtaining and considering bids and contractors
could be allowed more time to bargain for materials. The
contract for the Fine Arts structures was let
July I, 1902, to the Goldie Construction
Company for $945,127.50, and the Liberal Arts
Building was contracted to the Conrad Keller
man Construction Company on August 4th, for
$475,000. Contracts for grading the avenues.
the Tesson tract, and the sites of the Agri
culture and Horticulture Buildings; for exca
vating the lagoons and for three more ﬁre
engine houses and equipments were the “ﬁt
to be let. On September lst the Director Of

\Vorks reported to the President that work was
progressing rapidly on six great exhibit build

ings in time would delay their completion
beyond the (late for opening in 1903. Accord
ingly, the Act of Congress, approved June 28,

ings and a dozen smaller ones; that thirty
other contracts had been let for grading, 56“"

1902, deferred the formal opening to April 30,
T. R. KIMB.\I.L,
Electricity.

,1

CASS GILBERT.
Festival Hall.

THOMAS G. YOUNG.

WILLIAM S. EAMES.
Education.
Education.
ARCHITECTS ()I" EXPOSITION PALACES,

C. HOWARD WALKER.
Electricity.

m
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LETTING CONTRACTS FOR EXHIBIT PALACES.

' ,uz’rxr.
HO“! THE BIG TREES \VERE
TRANSPLANTED.

SITE \VIIERE FESTIVAL HALL AND TIIE CASCADES WERE
CONSTRUCTED.

ering and bridges; that $916,744.2i had been paid out and

obligations to the amount of $3,868,890.35 incurred on account
of grounds and buildings. The
“Wilderness” grading was
completed September 17th, and
the contract for the Mines and
Metallurgy Building awarded

to the Hill-O'Meara Construc
tion Company on the 22d at
$498,000. October 11th the

BLOWING OUT A HOLE FOR THE
STUMP-LIFTING CHARGE.

completed and equipped. The Cascades and I’eristyle Build-_
ings were under contract.
There were eighteen thousand
running feet of high pressure
ﬁre-pipe in use in the buildings
and thirty-ﬁve miles more of
the same were ready for instal
lati on as the building operations
progressed. There were ﬁve
and one-half miles of domestic
service water-pipe laid in the

buildings and ﬁve
miles outside of

contract for the

HENRY \'.\.\I BRIYNT.

Manufactures
Building was
awarded at $719,
399 to Dunnavant
& Estel; for the
Cascade grading

There were ten
and one-half miles
of railroad tracks
in operation on

l-‘. M. HOWE,

Architect Palace of Varied Industries.

at $103.437-45 on

the grounds and

Architect Palace of Varied Industries.

the 18th; for the

nine' additional

Transportation

miles were being

Building at $692,
000 to H. W.
Schlueter, Chi
cago, on Decem
her 16th, and for

laid. The exca
vation of the la

(I D. BOISSELIER.

the Colonnade of

Architect Palace of Machinery.

the buildings.

p

BTJZ‘JAI‘Jzi;

R. W. \\'.\I.Sll.
Architect Palace of Machinery.

States and end pavilions at
$169,480 on December 20th, to
the Goldie Construction Com
pany. At the opening of 1903
the Director of Vt'orks reported
nine of the exhibit palaces
under construction, four of
which were at least ninety-ﬁve

per cent ﬁnished.
The latest contract let called for com
pletion by September I, 1903. The ﬁre engine houses were

goons was nearly
ﬁnished and thirty
per cent of the

wooden revet

ments were in place.

There

had been installed ﬁfty-three
thousand feet of ﬁre-alarm
wire, six thousand feet of tem
porary power wire, and one
hundred and twenty thousand

feet of electric cables in wooden

FRED. K. \\’ID.\I.\.\'.
Architect Palace of Machinery.

conduits under the ground.

On February 2, 1903, the contract for the big power
house was awarded to the American Bridge Company, New -

TRACTION ENGINE DRAWING AN EXCAVATOR AND LOADER IN RIVER DES PERES CHANNEL.
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JOHN J. HAYNES,
Architect Palace of Liberal Arts.

THOMAS P. BARNETT.
Architect Palace of Liberal Arts.

York, at $100,000; 011 March 8th the contract for the Agri'
culture Building to Caldwell & Drake, Columbus, Indiana,
at $529,940, and later in the same month, to the same con
tractors, the contract for the Horticulture Building at
$228,872. Other contracts were
let about the same time to the
Hanley—Casey Company at
$17,000 for the plumbing in the
Liberal Arts, Yaried Industries,
Education and Electricity Build
ings, which were to be occupied
and used in connection with the
great dedication ceremonies of

April 30, 1903.

Before the

latter date the big Duerr marine
boiler was providing steam in
the power house, and there were
daily arrivals of train loads of

JOHN M_ C_.\RRERE_
Architect Palace of Manufactures.

sculpture and ponderous ma
Chinery for installation_

Early

in June the Exposition ground was increased to one thousand
two hundred and forty acres by the lease of the Catlin strip

along the north side and work was begun on “The Pike"
and many of its concession buildings; the Intramural Rail

GEORGE I). BARNETT,
Architect Palace of Liberal Arts.

THEODORE C. LINK,
Architect Palace of Mines and Metallurgy.

road construction plans were approved and contracts let; a
contract for the last of the exhibit buildings, Forestry, Fish
and Game, was awarded the Conrad Kellerman Construction
Company, at $175,000, and a Sculpture Hall, one hundred
and ﬁfty by one hundred feet,
designed by E. L. Masqueray.
required to meet the demand for
Fine Art space, was awarded to
the Goldie Construction Com—
pany at $39,440.
Thus all of the Exposition’s
building operations were amply
provided for eleven months
before the opening day, except
the live-stock barns, etc., which
would not be needed till August,
1904. But through all of those
eleven months there was to be
immense activity in the con
'I'IIO.\IAS HASTINGS.
struction of hundreds of city, Architect Palace of Manufactures.
State, Foreign Government, fraternity and concession build
ings, all subject to the supervision and approval of the
Department of \Vorks, which had to assume also, as part of
its colossal task, the construction of scores of minor build
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PALACE OF ELECTRICITY IN ITS NET-WORK OF SCAFFOLDING. JANUARY. 1903.
Out of the rough materials palaces of maiestic beauty were created by the hands of thousands of workmen laboring with well-desitlﬂsd PUTP°S"'

PROGRESS OF WORK ON EXHIBIT PALACES.
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GENERAL \'IE\\’ EASTVVARD FROM Tllli ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, AUGUST an, 190:.
Administration Avenue at left of the picture; site of the Pike to the extreme left: Varied Industries and Electricity Palaces at right of avenue.

ings, such as hospitals, freight houses, nurseries, etc., while

ﬁnished, and the others at various stages of completeness from

seeing to the ﬁnishing touches of this vast expanse of grounds

twenty up to eighty-ﬁve per cent. Of the twenty-ﬁve conces—
sion buildings, thirteen were more than

and buildings.
On the last day of 1903, four months in advance of the

opening date, the Director of \Vorks reported progress on
twenty-three Exposition buildings, thirty State

half done and all the others, except two
or three, ranging from twenty to forty

ﬁve per cent.
Of the
eleven Philippine Exposi

buildings, eleven foreign pavilions, twenty-ﬁve
concession buildings, and three fraternity build

ings, as follows:

LESTER DRAKE

struction, three were ninety
per cent ﬁnished and the
other eight ranging from
thirty to seventy per cent.
\\"'hen this report was
made the Exposition had
in use, or at its command,

cent, and one entirely
ﬁnished.

the eleven ﬁnished ﬁre-

Of the thirty State
buildings then started ﬁve
were ﬁnished, ten were
frotn ninety to ninety-nine
*
ll. ll. SCULUETER.
per cent ﬁnished, thirteen
were from forty-ﬁve t0 Comm“ Pm" “ll-"‘“mm‘im'

the \Vashington Univer- “"‘m‘ “‘1 “°"i°“"‘"e‘

ContractorPalacesofAzricul- eighty-ﬁve per cent
ture and Horticulture.

tion buildings under con—

Nine of the Exposition build
‘ ings were ninety-nine and
one-half per cent ﬁnished,
three ninety-nine per cent,
ﬁve ninety-ﬁve to ninety
eight per cent, ﬁve from
ﬁfty to eighty~ﬁve per

completed, one

-

thirty-ﬁve per cent, and one ﬁfteen per
cent.
Of the eleven foreign buildings under way, one, the
Mexican, was ﬁnished, three were over ninety per cent

SI'NDAY VISITORS.

Gm, “a CALDWELL

proof granite buildings of Comma, Pam“ 0; AWL
sity group. During the ﬁrst one hundred and
twenty days of 1904 the World's Fair site was
perhaps the busiest spot on the continent.
lelated State and Foreign Commissioners and
concessionaires began the erection of scores of

additional buildings. In addition to the large forces of men
engaged on the Exposition Company's own construction
work, other large bodies were engaged in each of the exhibit

buildings enclosing and decorating exhibit spaces, making

BUILDING THE ELECTRIC CONDUIT.

On Sundays thousands went to see the World's Fair Brow
This conduit for the Electric \\'ircs was under ground. one mile long.

.3.
v.
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HOW THE S('I'I.I’TI'RF. \\'.\S MADE.
The Sculpture of the Exposition told a grand story of progress and achievement, and repri sented an outlay of half a million dollars.

ornamental booths and installing
exhibits. Rush orders for exhibit
shipments had
been sent out
before the close

of I 9 0 3 , a n d
blockades of
teams and in
coming trains
were frequent in
spite of all the
Superintendent
of Transporta
.
tion
could do to

ruary 15th it let contracts for the twelve Intramural Railway
Stations. Thousands of men and teams were employed in

ﬁnishing up the gardening and landscape
work, sodding, resurfacing roadways,
making new foot-paths and promenades.
planting shrubbery and ﬁnishing up the
flower beds. A vast amount of repainting
had to be done, and the innumerable details
of a grand illumination scheme for two
square miles of buildings made work for
still other large bodies of men. It was
necessary to complete all this work a

sufﬁcient number
of days before the
Chief Civil Engineer._ Depart_
opening to permit
ment of Works. Mr. PhllllpS is_a avoul thenL The
graduate of the Universin of Mis_
_
large relays of
sourLaresident of Saint Louis. and Termlnal Rad
makes a specialty of the construc_
men and teams
tion of public buildings and works. road ASSOCIa
working night and
tion and the trolley lines were spending
day to clear away
many millions in preparations for the
scaffoldings, lum
handling of immense \Vorld's Fair crowds.
ber piles, and all
Many millions of dollars’ worth of new
the litter of the
permanent hotels in the city, and of large
KARL BITTER.
temporary hotels and restaurants in the Director oi_ Sculpture. who held similar responsibil construction
ities at the Lolumlnan and Pan .-\mr:ricnn lixposninns.
period.
vicinity of the \Vorld’s Fair, were being
ﬁnished. As late as February Ist the Department of “'orks
lut on April 30, I904, the anni
versary of the Louisiana Treaty,
let a contract for a refrigeration building, and as late as Feb
II. _ PHILLIPS.
.RICHARD
_ ,
_

KARL ST. I. HOBLITZELLE.
Secretary to Directoroi \l'orks.

Tm: PALACE
EAGLES IN STAFF \VAITING TO BE PLACED ON
HOISTING THE FIRST STAFF INTO PLACE. PALACE OF VARIED
INDUSTRIES.

OF EDUCATION.

"nl
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COMPLETENESS OF THE FAIR ON OPENING DAY.
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VIE\V FROM ART HILL IN NINETEEN III'NDRED AND TWO.

3i" '1

when President Roosevelt touched the opening button, the
vast throngs in attendance saw not only the greatest, the best
equipped and the most com
prehensive ‘Norld's Fair, but
one in every respect the com
pletest, and externally the
most imposing.
3y search
ing, they might have found
some incomplete booths in
the exhibit buildings and
other incomplete structures
in those parts of the grounds
set apart for more than sixty
amusement concessioﬁaires
and for as many more bean

tiful State and Foreign build
ings, but they could have
found no default on the part
of the Exposition or its
department ofﬁcials. Along
the avenues everybody saw~
various and peerless spec

tacles of landscape beauty and architectural grandeur. In the
gardens, the statuary and the inside exhibits they saw an
endless variety of things
worthy to engage them in

admiring study during the
entire Exposition period.
Everything was in working
order, including the Intra
mural Railway and all the
many miles of

"near"
3

smoothly

paved and well-lighted
avenues and other roadways
throughout the two square

miles of grounds. The
Exhibit Palaces were all
open to visitors. All records

hil... "
u

5713‘:

of opening day attendance
-|,'

were broken. All day the
great crowds never seemed
to tire of gazing at the Cas

~.L_ --'

MORRIS RICII.

JEAN BAERVELDT.

President of the Company which Constructed
the River Des Peres Lhanncl.

\Vho built the Noch Town llall on the
Municipal Street.

cades and other grand vistas

at...

of this mighty picture of
an!“

“32.

\
PIT
\-'"

ACE OF EDUCATION, SUMMER OF NINETEEN HUNDRED AND TWO.
NORTIHYEST VIF.\V FROM PAI.
“'orltmen arc ﬁnishing the roof of the Education Building. A corner of the Electricity Buildinlli 5 seen at the left and the Palace of Varied Industries in the middle distance.
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CROWNIXG GLORY OF A CENTURY OF PROGRESS.
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NIXETEEN HUNDRED AND ONE.
Two views eastward from the roof of the Administration Building in root and 1904.

i

NINETEEN HUNDRED AND FOUR.
The Belgian, Chinese and British Buildings are in the right fort-grounil..an(l the Austrian.

Swedish and Holland Buildings at the leit. \\ here the dense woods appear in the 1901 picture the Palace of Transportation stood. At the lelt oi the beautiful avenue of 1901

I

The l’ike was reared for the great testival of 1904.
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HAVOC OF A \\'INDST()RM DURING THE CONSTRUCTION PERIOD.
The picture at the left shows the towers of the Palace of Varied Industries before the storm in 1902; to the right the wreck of the middle towers wrought by gale,

Q

ﬁll
.V

architectural and landscape beauty. At night they lingered
till the last lamp was extinguished, watching the weird ePfects

the bridges. Everywhere they saw an unrivaled display of
architectural eﬁ‘ects and inspiring statuary. Taken as a

of the grand illumination scheme and the gondolas and other
picturesque water craft gliding along the lagoons and under

whole, the mind of man never conceived a grander monument
as the crowning glory of a Century of Progress.
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TlIE COMPLETED EXPOSITION—BALLOON VlE\V FROM THE AERIAL CONFOURSE.
Good balloon views are diﬁicult to obtain, but Mr. E l’. Stevens. a photographer who is famous for his views ofDI’ikc's Peak andothcr' Rocky Mountain scenery. succeeded
"1 vatmg this interesting picture of the principal buildings from the captive balloon stationed West ot the Administration Building. The l'ike appears at the left.
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CHAPTER VI.
PERIOD 01" THE EXPOSITIUX, APRIL 30TH TO DECEMBER 1s'l‘.
NOTABLE CEREMONIES INAL‘GURATE TIIE GREATEST 0F \VORLD's EXPOSITXONS—ATTENDANCE BREAKS FIRST-DAY RECORDs—A DISTINOUIsHED
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS IN THE OPENING CEREIIONIEs—PREsIDENT ROOSEVELT, FROM WASHINGTON, ern A GOLDEN TELEGRAPch KEY,

STARTS THE ExPOSITION MACHINERY—EXPRESSIONS 0F DISTINovIsHED MEN—SEVEN MONTHS OF HISTOR\'-.\IAKI.\'G EvENTS—VISIT
01- 1-1"; PRESIDENT-’5 DAUGIITER—MANT RAva DAYS IN TIIE FIRsT Two MONTHS—NUMEROUS DEDICATION CEREMONIES, RECEPTIONS
AND SOCIAL FUNCTIONS OF ALL SORTS—ARRIvAL or TIIE CULvER CADETs—PICTURESQUE PARADES BY ALL NATons FROM THE PIKE—
ARRIvAL OF THE LIBERTY BELL—TIIE VENERABLE RELIC RECEIVED BY TIIE SCHOOL CHILDREN or SAINT LOUIs—EsCORTED To TIIE
PENNvavANIA BUILDING—MUSICAL EvENTs or TIIE HIGHEST ORDER—GREAT MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONs FROM EUROPE AND MExIco—
DRILLS BY CRACK ORGANIZATIONS FROM MANY STATEs—FOURTH OF JULY CELEBRATION—PARADEs AND CONGRESSES OF PRIMITH’E

PEOPLES—INTERNATIONAL HORSE SHOW—CONGRESS OF ARTS AND SCIENCEs—SAINT LOUIS DAY ATTENDANCE, SEPTEMBER 15TH, FOUR
HUNDRED AND FDUR THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND FIFTY—BEAUTIFUL AUTUMN WEATHER BRINGS UP THE ATTENDANCE RECORD—

MANY SPECIAL DAYS THROUGHOUT THE ExPOSITION—THE LAST .\lONTII—TH.\NRSOI\'ING DAY—PREsIDENT ROOSEvI-JLT’S VISIT—
FAREu'ELL BANQUET TO STATE AND FOREIGN COMMISSIONERS—“’IIM' THE FAIR DID FOR SAINT LOUIS—FRANCIS DAY THE CLOSING
DAY OF THE FAIR—TOTAL ATTENDANCE FIGURES.

HE formal opening of the Exposition on Saturday, April
30, 1904, was preceded by a prolonged winter of excep
tionally low average temperature, and by the coldest and
most backward spring in the annals of Saint Louis. There
had been a violent snowstorm of twelve hours’ duration on
April 20th. Instead of the genial April showers of the Saint
Louis climate alternating with sunshine, there had been

-g"
'—- c-. I
weeks of Chilly days and
long rains, belating farm

work throughout the \\"est.
Visitors during the pre
ceding week saw scaffold
ing and piles of building

revealed in brightest sunshine under a cloudless sky. There
was no repetition of the imposing civic and military pageantry
of the preceding year. The ceremony was to be digniﬁed and
brief. The creators of this paragon of world's fairs were to

present their co-workers, American and Foreign, to the
public; welcome them to a share in the honors and beneﬁts

of the joint achievement; and then open the portals for
a world-wide inspection
of the results of their four
years of heroic efforts. No
special attempt had been
made to attract excursion
crowds

a

"‘4“2._g.u=£

awaiting removal; enor
mous heaps of packing
boxes in and around the
buildings; gigantic power
machinery being put in
place; long processions of
teams and railroad trains
continually increasing the
unsightly incumbrances,
and great bodies of exhibit
installers, road-makers,
sodders, shrub planters

and gardeners rushing
their tasks day and night
under the most adverse
circumstances. Few who

lic holiday in Missouri,

saw all this could be per

suaded that in one short
week grounds, buildings,

from a distance,

but invitations to take part
ofﬁcially in the ceremony
had been sent to President
Roosevelt and his Cabinet,
both houses of Congress,
the Supreme Court, the
Governors of the States
and their \Vorld's Fair
Commissions, and the
oﬁicial representatives of
foreign countries repre
sented at the Exposition.
Governor Dockery had
proclaimed the day a pub

material everywhere still

\\'ILI.I.\.\I II. TAFT.

and Mayor \\'ells had pro
claimed it a special holiday
in Saint Louis. Many
business houses and indus
trial concerns in the city
had offered not only the

l' vt cl Stat -' S -cretary of \\'ar, the Representative of the President of the United States at the
me
t3 t
0pm“ my Cemnunim
roadways and exhibits
holiday but admission
could be gotten into a
state of presentable readiness that would ﬁll the most arrant tickets to their employes. The recorded admissions reached
doubters with wonder and delight and extort from all a total of one hundred and eighty-seven thousand seven
beholders the most unstinted praise of this as the grandest hundred and ninety-three. This broke all records of opening
days. It was more than one thousand in excess of the
and most perfectly ﬁnished of all expositions on the open
Philadelphia Centennial opening day record; ﬁfty thousand
ing day.
It was an ideal spring day, brighter and in every way two hundred and thirty-Six in excess of Chicago's and
more pleasant than Dedication Day. The splendors of the eighty-four thousand four hundred and ﬁfty-six in excess of
Exposition and the beauty of its grounds were vividly Dedication Day in 1903.
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URCHASE EXPUSITION.

OPENING DAY CEREMONIES.
Mr. Francis siznalius: President Roosevelt in Washington that everything is in readiness
for the President to start the Exposition machinery.

As this great multitude thronged through the gates and
spread over the grounds their bearing showed that what

OPENING SPEECH OF THE EXPOSITION.
l'resident Francis EldlerSSlDH the are-1t crowd from the Tribune on the north side nith:
Louisiana Purchase Monument.

and speeches of the World's Fair officials with ﬂatteringr cries

The oﬁicial actors in the ceremonies at the Louisiana
Purchase Monument approached that point in three divisions.
Those representing the Federal and State Governments came
westward in procession from the United States Govemment
luilding at the east end of Louisiana \Yay, marshaled by
Captain Campbell King. L'nited States Army, and his aide.

and acclamations.

Lieutenant A. A. Parker, and with the Committee on Legisla

they saw ﬁlled them with admiration and civic pride.
Throughout the day their enthusiastic appreciation enlivened
every scene with plaudits, and they greeted the appearance

OPENIN'G DAY CEREiIONIEg \T THE MONUMENT.

Chorus of ﬁve hundred voices singinz the “Hymn of the West," by Edmund C- Stedmzm and John K. Paine. the oﬂicial hymn of the ExpositiOn

THE PROCESSION TO THE PLAZA OF SAINT LOUIS.

/

I29

CASCADE GARDENS. THE POETIC CENTERPIECE AND CROWNING GLORY OF THE EXPOSITION.
About one million dollars was expended upon Festival Hall, the Colonnade of States, the ornate Restaurant Pavilions at the sides, the Cascades and Gardens. Each of the
fourteen states of the Louisiana Purchase was represented by an allegorical statue of heroic size in front of each bay of the colonnade. All the cascades were richly decorated
with sculpture.

_
' -'

tion and State and Territorial Exhibits heading the column.
Next followed the United States Government Board in charge
of the Executive Department Exhibits: 1. H. Brigham,
Colonel Cecil Clay, \Vallace H. Hills, G. W. W. Hanger,
B_ B rown 1 0w, Professor
HYLIN OF
W. De C. Ravenel, Edward
;- llllams
- l
l
lC 13C ,

NL Dawson,
I
\IV.
lb C a

1; 1-:

I

\v-

"it: ’

Fa 1.1 l

116 I' , W. V.

COX

Pand

Geddes-

followed the
.

Robert Glenk, General I. P. Lebert.
Missouri—Governor A. M. Dockery and staff, consisting of Colonel

After these
representatives

.

Th

Poured through the gateways of the North
Thy mighty rivers ioin their tide.
And on the wings of morn sent forth
I‘heir mists the far-off eaks divide.

o

athigaly hhere.
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And empire unto Freedom gave
From cloudland height to tropic wave.
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0 Thou, whose glorious orbs on high
Engird the earth with splendor round,
From out Thy secret place draw nigh
The courts and te_m les of this ground;

D

Peters, 1. C. Schoﬁeld,
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The representation was as follows:
Louisiana—Represented by Commissioners Doctor W. C. Stubbs,

Qmmisgi o n,

mm?“ _-9”?“ S _ R _ Va“

A pointed ways;

Sant, With his aide, Colonel R.

League a ler league across the land
The ceaseless herds obey Thy hand.

H

Sen
'

and Grant Van Sant
g,

'

Iowa—Represented by Commis
Thou, whose high archways shine most clear
Above the plenteous western lain.
Thine ancient tribes from roun the sphere
To breathe its quickenirig air are fain;
And smiles the sun
To see made one
Their brood throughout Earth’s greenest space.
Land of the new and lordlier race!

admission to the Union, and
of other States in similar
order, Alaska and the Philip
pines bringing up the rear.

Eight States, Pennsyl
vania, Ohio, Illinois, Mis
souri, Minnesota,
C010 rad O

and

Montana,
Uta l1 ,

the

Copyright, 190‘, by auazar am.“ new.

sioners \Villiam Larabee, Leroy

son and W. C. Whiting.

—EDIUND Cannencs STIDIAN.

OFFICIAL HYMN OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.
VVritten upon invitation of the Exposition management, by Edmund Clarence Stedman.
and was sung on opening day _by _a chorus of ﬁve hundred voices._ The music for the hymn
was written, also upon oﬂ'icial Invitation, by Professor John K. I’atne of Harvard University.

Territory of Oklahoma and
District of Alaska, were represented by their Governors and

ter,

Doctor F.

L.

Bartlett,

D.

Colorado—Governor J. H. Pea
body and the following staff:
Colonel B. B. Garvin, Colonel

on. u...

Lﬁlton H _ Anforgen, Colonel “I,
B Tuttlc General U S Hollis

PERM!“

. .
.
,
E. Gibson, H. Cassaday, A. M.

Eppstein, M. W. Stewart, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wilcox, A. B. Frenzel,
State Commissioners, Connecticut by her Lieutenant-Governor,
D. W. Fall, Mrs. S. Pisco, E. H. Van Zant, Mr. and Mrs. A. Miller,

and the rest by various States ofﬁcials and their \Vorld’s Fair
Commissioners.

F. F. Sharp, I. J. Woodward, Clarence E. Cox, Sergeant C. C.
Baldwin and Sergeant A. W. Dean.

w,r
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A. Palmer, Thomas Updegraﬁ,
S. S. Caruthcrs, S. M. Leach,
Doctor S. Bailey, C. J. A. Eric

THE CASCADE GARDENS UNDER THE GLOW OF COUNTLESS ELECTRIC LIGHTS.

Y
\ PURCHASE EXI’OSITION

THE LOL‘ISIANI

()I‘l-INING DAY—MAYOR Rf')l.l..\ WELLS ()F ST. LOUIS SPEAKING.

Montana—Governor J. H. Toole and members of the State Commission.
Oklahoma—Governor C. B. Ferguson.

Ilker, Representative “'illiam H. L'lrich, Representative A. F.
Cooper, Representative Frank B. McClain, Representative George J.
Hartman, Colonel H. H. Gilkyson.

Following the representatives of the Louisiana Purchase
States came the representatives of the thirteen original States
in order of their adoption of the constitution.

Connecticut—Licuteuatit-Governor Henry Roberts, President Frank I..

Pennsylvania—Governor \Villiam M. Brown, Speaker Henry F. \Valton,
Senator John M. Scott, Senator John C. Grady, Representative
Theodore B. Stulb, William S. Harvey, Morris Clothier, Senator

. Joseph M. Gazzam, Doctor Charles B. Pcnrose, James Pollock,
Colonel James H. Lambert, Phillip H. Johnson, George J. Brennan,
Major Isaac B. Brown, Senator \Villiam C. Sproul, Senator Cyrus E.
\Voods, Representative \Vin. B. Kirker, Representative \‘Villiam
Wayne, Representative John A. F. Hoy, Representative Fred. T.

\\'ilcox and Charles Phelps, of the State Commission.
Virginia—Represented by

State Commissioners D. E. Abbot, F. P.

Grosscup and A. II. \\'inchester.
New York—State Commissioners E. H. Harriman, President; Edwd.
Lyman Bill, Frederick R. Green, John C. \Voodbury, J. K. Stewart.
Kentucky—State Commissioners A. V. Ford and Samuel Grabielder.
Tennessee—James H. Frazier; State Commissioners B. A. Enloe and
F. D. \Vallace, Jr.
Ohio—Governor Myron T. Herrick and members of the State Commission.
Illinois—Governor Richard Yates and members of the State Commission.

res.
'. \

~

GATHERING FOR THE OPENING DAY CEREMONIES.
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PHILIPPINE BAND IN OPENING DAY PROCESSION.
Texas—State Commissioners Louis J. W'ortham, Samuel H. Dixon and
E. L. Knott.

Philippine Islands—Chairman of the Board, Doctor “I. P. Wilson, J. I.
Irwin, Leon Guerrero, C. P. Turner, C. L. Hall, A. R. Hagen,J. Olque.

California—State coinnnssmners Frank \Viggms, J. A. Ftlcher and
Secretary E. B. Willis.
Utah—Governor H. M. Wells and State Commissioners John Q.Cannon,

A detachment of Jefferson Guards, followed by Innes,
.
. . .
,
band’ led thls_d_lv_ismn to the monument" ‘
I
' _

Secretary; Hoyt Sherman, Samuel Newhouse, L. \V. Shurtlyf’f, \Villis

Johnson and S. T. Whitaker, Director-General.

Alaska—Governor J. B. Brady.

AnOther dlvmlona formal at the Admmlsnahon Bmldmg,

included the Exposition Board,_President Francis, the Vice

President, Treasurer Thompson, Division Directors Skiff,

,. .A)’ .‘w

141'!
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THE LAGOON BETWEEN THE PALACE OI" MINES ANl) .\lli'l‘.\l.l.I'l(ti\' AND PALACE OF EDUCATION.

Taylor and Gregg, with their department ofﬁcials, and the
members of the National Commission. Lieutenant-Colonel
H. P. Kingsbury and a detachment of Jefferson Guards,

followed by the Philippine Scouts’ Band and a battalion of
those troops, led this procession eastward to the monument,

arriving about 9:50 a. m.

A third division followed this one

along the same route, having been formed at the Hall of
Congresses under the supervision of the Committee on For

eign Relations and Secretary \V. B. Stevens, who had but

according to priority in the presentation of credentials, the
countries represented at Washington by ambassadors coming
ﬁrst in the following order: Mexico, France, Great Britain
and her dependencies, and Italy; next the governments repre
sented at Washington by ministers in a similarly detemiined
order, Japan, China, Brazil, Cuba, Argentina, Denmark,

Belgium, Nicaragua, Sweden, Siam, Portugal, Costa Rica.
Guatemala, Persia, Venezuela, Holland, Norway, San Salva
dor, Hayti, Honduras, Bulgaria and Morocco. The Board

recently been formally elected Director of Exploitation, after
serving much of the time from the beginning in that capacity.
This procession, headed by Jefferson Guards and \Veil's Band,

of Lady Managers, riding in carriages, brought up the rear
of this third procession with an escort of Jefferson Guards.

included the Committee on Foreign Relations, the Director of
Exploitation, the Commissioners who had represented the
Exposition in foreign countries, and the gentlemen represent

service or military uniforms of their respective countries and
gave the procession a very picturesque appearance. Several of
the Germans wore the German consular uniform of dark blue.

ing foreign governments at the Fair.

decorated with gold cord, their plumed cocked hats of the same

The latter were placed

r--_

Most of the foreign representatives appeared in the civil

'
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TELEGRAPH TOWER.
I THE DE FOREST WIRELESS

DAY AS SEEN FRO"

GUESTS l.\' BRILLIANT OFFICIAL UNIFORMS.
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LOOKING DO\\’N UPON THE GRAND BASIN FROM FESTIVAL HALL.

Baron

the most conspicuous dress of all was the Hungarian Court

Yon Rhoden, the German Vice-Consul to the United States,
wore the Royal Saxon uniform of green and gold with a
heavily plumed hat. The Prussian head Royal Forester wore
his ofﬁcial uniform of Lincoln green, with plumed hat of
same color, and with him marched his assistant in a steel gray
uniform, with cuffs, collar and trimmings of forest green and
long yellow boots reaching above the knee. Colonel C. M.
\Vatson. the British Royal Commissioner, headed the British
contingent, wearing the brilliant uniform of his rank as
Colonel 0f the Royal Engineers, and by his side marched
Captain Atkins, of the Lancashire Fusileers, wearing the
showy uniform and towering bearskin shako of that branch of

dress worn by the Hungarian Connnissioner-General, Dr.

color having the Imperial eagle embossed thereon.

King Edward’s service.

Before and after the Italian Com

missioners marched platoons of Royal Italian marines in
white duck trousers and blue sailor caps and blouses. But

George de Szogynny, a silver trimmed and ﬁgured white satin
coat, a short purple velvet cloak and light gray trousers worn
in long black boots.
‘
While these processions were coming to seats reserved for
them a vast crowd had gathered about the beautifully decor
ated rostrum on the pedestal of the monument, and the
Jeﬁ'erson Guards on duty there were escorting invited guests
through the crowds to their seats. The Cincinnati Commer
cial Club in silk hats and dress coats, Mayor \Vells and
the city officials, Prince Pu Lun, the Chinese Imperial
Commissioner, and his picturesque ofﬁcial suite had all been
seated. John Philip Sousa and his famous band occupied the
music stand, and behind it were ranked the grand chorus of

ﬁve hundred mixed voices.
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When the arriving proces
sions had all been placed and

"I 751'}; parity/s! Euler therein, ye son:

President Francis, mounting
the rostrum, took up the gave]

merits of your rate. Learn the
lesson liere taugkz‘ and gather
from if inspiration for still

1

of Forest Park wood presented
to him by the Furniture Board
of Trade, a deafening shout
went up from the vast assem
blage, and he had to wait some
time for the cessation of the
cheering and hat-throwing.
Then followed an expres
sive invocation by the Reverend
F. W. Gunsaulus of Chicago,

of men, and behold the achieve.

grealer achievements," the

fervor and volume of the
applause indicated that all
hearts in that vast audience
were in sympathy with him.
\Yhen President Francis
introduced Mr. Wm. ll.
Thompson, Treasurer of the
Exposition and Chairman of
its Committee on Grounds and
Buildings, as Hthe man who

closing with The Lord’s Prayer,
the immense audience with
bowed heads solemnly re
peating the words after Dr.
Gunsaulus.
Next came a most stirring
address from President Francis,

in which he told the story of
the Exposition and its lessons

POETIC SCULPTURE

with vivid and thrilling effect.
Nor did any visitor afterwards ﬁnd any exaggeration in his

statement: HSo thoroughly does it represent the world's
civilization that, if all man’s other works were by some
unspeakable calamity blotted out, the record here established

by the assembled nations would afford all necessary standards
for the rebuilding of our entire civilization." So thoroughly
did he arouse the enthusiasm of the audience that when he

closed with the words: “Open ye gates!

Swing wide ye

was most instrumental in rais
ing the popular subscription of
$5,000,000," there was another
and prolonged outbreak of
cheering. But Mr. Thompson
simply said: “I wish to report
that the Grounds and Buildings
ON THE CASCADES.
Committee has completed its
work, and is'ready to be discharged. I introduce Mr. Isaac
S. Taylor, who will deliver the keys of the Exhibit Palaces."
Mr. Taylor, the big Hercules of the Department of Works,
was warmly greeted as he arose, and in a ten-minute address
paid a glowing tribute to the architects, artists, engineers and
artisans, who, from not only this fair land of our homes but
from the ends of the earth had combined as one to present
the surrounding picture of grandeur and beauty.

THE NIGHT PICTURE WAS A SCENE OF MAGIC BEAUTY.
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CEREMONIES AT THE PLAZA OF* ST. LOU IS.
of Harvard University,
Paine ’

g by a chorus of

was next sun
Mr. Taylor then presented

ﬁve hundred Voices

Then followed eloquent
speeches by Mayor Rona
“'ells, the Honorable Thomas

their diplomas to his staff:
Karl Bitter, Chief of Sculp

ture; George E. Kessler, Chief
Landscape Engineer; E. L.

Carter of the National Com

Masqueray, Chief of Design;

mission, Senator Henry S.
E. B. Ellicott, Chief Electrical

Burnham of the Committee

and Mechanical Engineer;

representing the United States
Senate, the Honorable Jas.

j. S. Trittle, General Super
intendent; R. H. Phillips,
Chief Civil Engineer. Finally
Mr. Taylor presented to Presi
dent Francis a ﬁnely wrought
gold key. engraved with the

A. Tawney of the Committee
representing the United States

House of Representatives, M.

words, “Louisiana Purchase
Exposition Key to the Build

ings," afterwhich Sousa's band
played Von der Stucken’s
“Louisiana” march.
President Francis next
introduced Mr. F. J. V. Skiff,
Director of Exhibits, and
invested him with his com

IIIIII

STATUARY ABOUT THE CASCADES.

mission and insignia of oﬂice and possession of the Exhibit
Palaces. Mr. Skiff, wearing on his breast the decorations
earned at former expositions, presented his chiefs of departments
with .their badges and credentials, thanked them for
.
their splendid work, and gave to the audience a succinct and
summary, but luminous, interpretation of the catalogue which
he presented to President Francis.

The “Hymn of the West ,” written for the occasion by
Edmund Clarence Stedman, and set to music by John K.

Michel Lagrave, the French
Commissioner-General; Mr.
E. H. Harriman of the New
York State Commission, and
the Honorable Wm. H. Taft,
Secretary of \Nar and personal
representative of President
Roosevelt.
The Honorable
Albino R. Nuncio, the Mex

ican Commissioner, had been aSsigned, as Dean of the Foreign

Commissioners, a place in the speaking program, but in
deference to the historic relation of France to the Louisiana
Purchase, he made only a brief speech waiving his privilege
in favor of M. Lagrave.
Between the addresses of Mr. Harriman and Secretary
Taft the chorus sang “America” to the accompaniment of
Sousas Band, while the audience stood with uncovered
heads.
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PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT STARTS THE MACHINERY
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SYMBOLIC SCULPTURE BY ISIDORE KONTI.

KONTI'S SCULPTURE ON SIDE CASCADE.

The addresses, all admirable in spirit and
manner, held the unwearied attention of all the
great multitude who could get within hearing till
1:00 p. m.
At 12:15 p. in. President Francis had wired
a warning message to President Roosevelt in the
\\'hite House, and the latter, surrounded by

and dynamos doing their giant work. In another
moment all these sounds were drowned and the
echoes were reverberating the shouts of nearly
two hundred thousand voices and the thunders of
a national salute ﬁred by Battery A.
As a conclusion of the proceedings at the
monument, President Francis read the con
gratulatory messages that had passed between
President Roosevelt and himself, in the course

members of the Cabinet, Justices of the Supreme

Court, the President pro lem of the Senate, the
Speaker of the House

and

Ambassadors and

DE FeTRgngTQWER
I

of which the former had, in behaltof the American

a

Ministers invited to be present, made them a
little speech appropriate to the occasion while waiting for

countries co-operating in our celebration of a great national

the ﬁnal signal, and when it came, touched the electric key

event.

people, greeted the representatives of foreign

which, at 1:06 p. m. Saint Louis time, unfurled the ﬂags, and
put in motion all the tremendous engines of the Exposition.
The telegraph key used by President Roosevelt on this
occasion was the same golden key used by President Cleve
land in starting the Columbian \Norld's Fair in 1893. As the

including the semi-civilized, barbaric and savage.
\Vhen the sun went down the tireless crowds of sight

instrument clicked, President Francis, lifting up his hands,

seers watched the weird eﬁ'ects 0f the great illumination

declared the Exposition open. The waiting crowds instantly
saw the thousands of flags ﬂuttering and the torrents pouring
down the Cascades, and heard the whirr of the great wheels

scheme of over three hundred thousand vari-colored electric
lights on cascades, lagoons, and the outlines of bridges,

1’15112mm

Then came the great spectacular parade of the Pike shows,

a cavalcade of strange animals and stranger peoples and
costumes; a most picturesque representation of many nations,

..,r.

buildings, towers, domes and statuary, till the current was

I)? E
I

. I

PARADE OF SEVENTY-FlVE THOUSAND SCHOOL CHILDREN IN HONOR OF THE LIBERTY BELL.
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GRAND BASIN .\.\'l) PALACES OF EDUCATION AND MANUFACI'URES.

PALACES (lF ELECTRICITY AND VARIED lNDUS'l'RlES.
\

turned off and the late closing hour had come. A very
large part of the Saint Louis population went home that
night elated with the thought that they had celebrated
the most famous day in their city's history, the dawn
of a new era of civic pride and progressive achievement.
Nor were they more surprised and impressed than others.
From the opening to the closing
day, the \l’orld's Fair people
were as hard worked in running it
as they had been in making it.
Besides the numberless aﬁ‘airs
arising from day to day in the
various operating departments,
with their thousands of agents
dealing with tens of thousands of
patrons, there was an endless

Exposition had to take some of them off his hands, but Presi

dent Francis did his best to attend all of them, and his carriage
rushing him from one cheering audience to another, perhaps
a mile distant, soon became one of the familiar sights of
the Fair. During the twenty-six week-days of May there
were forty-three of these functions. On the opening day, only
about twenty of the State build
ings were ready to hold informal

receptions.

recurrence of “Openings,” uDedi

cations," “State Days,” “ City
Days,” and other “Special Days,"
assigned to

fraternities

associations,

and

clubs,

About as many con

cessions were open, and none of
the foreign pavilions \s'ere quite
ready for opening. In all of the
exhibit palaces there were some
incomplete booths and unﬁnished
installations. Sousa's, Innes’ and
\Veil's bands and the great Exposi
tion orchestra were giving after
noon and evening concerts in
music stands in 8various parts of
the grounds, and there were
frequent concerts by the bands
belonging to the various military
bodies in the encampments. There

5‘

conventions of l

every kind; and in all these cere
“COWBOY RESTING." SQLON ll. BOROLUM. SCULPTOR.
monies with their accompanying
receptions, banquets, etc., the Exposition was not only were also regular concerts daily in the Missouri, Iowa and
expected to provide band music, and frequently 'a big other State Buildings. But the grand organ in Festival Hall
military parade, but always to be represented as the welcom

was "0t Yet ready for the famous organists who soon after

ing host by one or more high ofﬁcials in the oratory of the

began and continued such an attractive course of classic

occasion.

Often a number of these functions would be in

progress at the same time, and other representatives of the

recitals to the end of the Exposition.

By the end of May

everything in the exhibit buildings was in faultless condition.

BANKERS' WORLD'S FAIR NATIONAL BANK.

EM IZRGENCY HOSPITAL.

Organizer] by the leading banks of St. Louis to accommodate the business of
Exhibitors, Concessmnalres'atttl others. It was‘open till seven o‘clock each weekday
night, and handled many millions of dollars during the hxpositlon.

- - Street all persons suffenmz
- r mm a ccidﬂ">
. To this model hospital u PO" the MumClPal
0" Illness were ﬁrst taken to receive prompt treatment and were then conveyedmlhw
homes or to a city hospital if necessary.

SOCIAL AND FESTAL EVENTS IN MAY.
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BIENVILLE BRIDGE. LOOKING TOWARD THE PIKE.

BIENVILLE BRIDGE. LOOKING TOWARD ART HILL.

All the State and foreign buildings and those of the Model
Street not already opened, were about to open. Thirty-eight
of the Pike concessions were in full operation. The
military in the Exposition camps and barracks at this
time included a battalion of United States Marines, bat

meeting, May 24th; the dedication of the British Pavilion
and the Texas Building and the opening of the National
Congress of Mothers, May 26th; the Illinois Building
dedication, May 27th; the dedication of Holland's and
Mexico’s Pavilions, May 28th; the Memorial Day observ

talions of Philippine Scouts and Constabulary, the Culver

ance, May 30th.

Academy cadets, the \Vest Point Academy cadets, and
those of the Kentucky State College, the Maryland Agri
cultural College, Ohio VVesleyan College, Louisiana State
College, Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College,
the “"ilson Light Infantry of
North Carolina, and Company

Receptions and elegant luncheons graced all the dedica
tions and formal openings of the buildings, and President
Francis and other Exposition oﬁicials took a prominent part
in them and in addressing the assembled guests.

On May 5th the ofﬁcers and

Board of Directors of the Exposi
H, Twentieth Regiment of Mis
tion Company, accompanied by
souri National Guards, all giving
the Directors of Divisions, went
daily parades with their own
in a body through all the exhibit
bands.
buildings, inspecting all the booths
In the way of formal openings,
and exhibits.
meetings and dedications in May,
The Belgian Minister at \Vash
some of which are more fully
ington, M. 1e Baron Moncheur,
arrived on May 13th, called on
described in other chapters, we
may mention the Michigan and
President Francis, and was
Pennsylvania Buildings on May
escorted through the exhibits. On
3d; the French Fine Arts Section
May 14th, he assisted the Belgian
Commission at the formal open
and the German Imperial Pavilion
on May 5th; the Chinese Imperial
ing of the Belgian Pavilion. On
Pavilion May 6th- the Holland
"THE SANDSTORM." SOLON H. BORGLUM, SCULPTOR.
that occasion three hundred and
Fine Arts Section, May 10th; the German Educational eighty-three girls between the ages of eight and eleven, from
Section, May 13th; the Belgian Pavilion, May 14th; the various orphan homes of the vicinity, were received and
the National Educational Association,‘ May 16th; the entertained as the invited guests of Madame I. Carlier, wife of
Mississippi Building and the Missouri Press Association, the Belgian Commissioner-General.
May 17th; the Italian Fine Arts Section, and the American
M. Iusserand, the French Ambassador at \Vashington,
Newspaper Publishers Association, May 18th; the Inter
arrived on May 17th, was welcomed by the Fair ofﬁcials, and
national Press Parliament and the General Federation officially inspected the French sections in all the buildings.
President McKinley‘s and President Roosevelt’s great
of \Vomen‘s Clubs, May 19th; the Virginia State Build
Secretary of State, John Hay, arrived unannounced on May
ing, May 23d; the Brazilian Pavilion opening, the “Cin
cinnati Day ” exercises and the Missouri State Banker's 14th, expecting to see the Exposition unrecognized with
Y
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CORONADO’S BRIDGE. VARIED INDUSTRIES ON RIGHT.

.Mrs. Hay, Mr. Henry Adams and Miss Adams. They were
discovered at the Buckingham, and promptly made the guests
of President Francis at a breakfast in the wine restaurant of the
Charlottenberg Schloss, where, among the twenty-three guests,
they met the Belgian Minister, the French and Belgian
Commissioner-Generals and a number of the Exposition
Company's directors and ofﬁcers. The distinguished states
man and his party were then driven over the grounds, shown
through the Art Palace, and after accompanying President
Francis to the opening of the athletic events in the Stadium
in the afternoon, were released from durance and permitted

to “do” the Exposition in their own quiet way.
Visiting Saint Louis in the latter part of May as the guest
of Mrs. Daniel Catlin and Miss Irene Catlin, President Roose—
velt's daughter, Miss Alice, spent a week of strenuous sight
seeing at the Exposition, and seemed to be regarded by the
great majority of other visitors as the most attractive exhibit
on the grounds. On May 27th she attended the dedicatory
reception in the Illinois Building, was photographed with
President Francis and Governor and Mrs. Yates of Illinois,
took a ride on the Intramural, was the guest of honor at a
luncheon in the Directors’ Club, and made the tour of the

Philippine Reservation, visiting its various buildings and
villages, witnessing a dance by the Bontoc Igorrotes and
another by the Suyoc Igorrotes, a parade of the Philippine

DAVID CKOCKETT BRIDGE. ELECTRICITY PALACE ON RIGHT.

Constabulary, and another of the Philippine Scouts. On the
28th she put in another busy day, and attended several of the

Pike shows in the evening. She attended the First Presby~
terian Church on Sunday with Miss Catlin. On May 3ist
she was the guest of honor at as many luncheons, teas and
receptions as she could attend, including one given her by the
Board of Lady Managers, and in the evening attended a ball
given in her honor at the Charlottenberg Schloss by Imperial
Commissioner-General Lewald of Germany. But in Spite of
all this, no other young lady managed to see more of the
great show in a week, and she probably went home delighted
with the Exposition and the effusive hospitality that greets
the sojourn of a President's daughter in the “'est.
Press Week, which began with the meetings of the National
Editorial Association on May 16th, and included the Missouri
Press Association meeting on the 17th, the American News
paper Publishers’ Association on the 18th, the Intemational

Press Parliament on the 19th, the “"omen’s Press Association
on the 20th, and ended with the adjournment of the Press
Parliament on May zlst, was an epoch in journalism which
brought into conference for the ﬁrst time more than ﬁve
thousand newspaper men and women from almost every dim
and country on the globe, twenty-six foreign countries being
represented in the Press Parliament. On May 18th, the
Exposition gave a reception to visiting newspaper men at the

COURT OF CASCADES. LOOKING WEST. PHOTO TAKEN FROM HIGH PLATFORM IN CENTER OF GRAND BASIN.

OBSERVANCE OF DECORATION DAY.

SOUTHERN VISTA ACROSS GRAND BASIN.

\Yest Pavilion.
eration

of

the German Pavilion.
to the

JOILET BRIDGE. ENTRANCE TO EAST LAGOON.

On the afternoon of May let the Fed

VVomen’s

Press that

Clubs

gave

them

a

reception

in

President Francis gave a dinner

evening,

and

during the

week

there

were numerous receptions given at the State buildings
by the various press associations, forty-three in number, which
attended the proceedings of the Press Parliament. The
Philippine Commission gave a special reception to the visiting
Press, and a ﬁnal banquet was given to the members of the
Parliament by the Exposition at the \Vest Pavilion May 23d.
The Board of Lady Managers gave a reception to
the Army and Navy on May 18th, and a luncheon to the
Federation of \Vomen’s Clubs on May 19th.
On Monday, May 30th, the entrance gate and Festival

HZ"
Ill‘lil
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and “rest Pine Boulevard by a military escort of two other
divisions. The ﬁrst, under the command of Colonel Geo.
S. Anderson, Eighth United States Cavalry, included
troops of United States Cavalry, United States Marine
Corps, the Philippine Battalions and the National Guard of
Missouri. The second was commanded by Colonel A. F.
Fleet, of Culver Academy, and included the West Point
Cadets, the Culver Cadets, the cadets of other military
academies then camping on the grounds, the Sons of Veterans
and the Spanish War Veterans. Thus eseorted, the Grand
Army of the Republic posts marched past the reviewing
stand at the Louisiana Purchase Monument, in which stood

the reviewing party, General John C. Bates and staff,
President Francis and other ofﬁcials.

In spite of the pouring

'J ".

III"

Hall were thrown open for the observance of “Decoration

like;

Day" by the veterans of the Grand Army of the Republic.
The Committee on Ceremonies had arranged a splendid
program for the venerable patriots. A long column of

lift»;

Grand Army of the Republic Posts from the Departments

of Missouri, Illinois and Indiana was met at King's Highway

m

rain, the largest crowd seen on the grounds since the opening
day had gathered on the Plaza of Saint Louis and
loudly cheered each body of the veterans and their escort as
they passed. The escort then marched on to their several
camps, while the Grand Army of the Republic posts pro
ceeded to the beautifully decorated Festival Hall, where they

(a.

\_-‘I~

E.\ST\\'.-\RD VIEW FROM TIIE BELL TO\\'ER OF TIIE GERMAN IIOI’SE.
The ﬁrst building on the left is the German Restaurant. attached to the German House. A corner of the Palace of Mines and Metallurgy is next seen. and in the upper left
hand earner of theliéicture are the roof and dome of the Government building. The smaller dome was on the Missoun lllllldll'll. At the extreme right is a part of the Texas
building. with the entucky building just beyond. 1n the upper center of the picture is the Government Fisheries buildinz.
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Mas. ANN": M. P. Moons,
Mount Pleasant. Texas.

Mas. FREDRICK "ANGER.
Little Rock, Arkansas.

Mas. Mum/titer P. DALV.
Anaconda. Montana.

ﬁlled not only the four thousand seats but the immense stage
and the capacious lobbies. Here the memorial exercises were
opened with an invocation from the Reverend S. J. Niccolls,

.\lits_ JOHN M. lloLt'ouiui,
Hartford. Connecticut.

Mus. FINIS P. Elxs'r.
llenvcr. ('ulorado.

Mus. I.. D. Fuost.
Winona. Minnesota.

The last section of the Anthropology exhibits was opened
on June 1st, when Professor “'1 McGee, Chief of Anthr0~

pology, celebrated the formal opening of the United States

of Ransom Post, and an introductory address

Indian School building and the adjacent
villages of blanket Indians with music by the
ﬁne Haskell Indian Band, songs and other
interesting exercises by the Indian School
pupils and intertribal sports and contests by
the Indians of the tepees. On the same day
President Francis and other officials assisted
at the opening of the Rhode Island building,
the French Machinery section and the Japan
ese Imperial pavilion. The latter was quite
a notable function, attended by Exposition
ofﬁcials, the Foreign Commissioners and many
ladies, each of whom, Miss Alice Roosevelt
included, received a beautiful souvenir of
Japanese art. The same day Miss Alice was
the guest of honor at a breakfast in the New

from Major Leo Rassieur, presiding ofﬁcer
and Past Commander-in-Chief of the Grand
Army of the Republic. President Francis
welcomed the veterans with a glowing tribute
to their patriotic services and sacriﬁces and
an eloquent presentation of the human and
patriotic mission of the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition. This address was followed by
another from the Honorable Samuel A. Wild
man of Ohio, and then President Lincoln's
memorable speech at Gettysburg was read.

Major William \Varner, of Kansas City,

United States District-Attorney, and Past
Commander-in-Chief of the GrandArmy of the
Republic, concluded the oratory with a thrill
York building, a ﬁne battalion of cadets from
ing speech, and the exercises of the day were
the Virginia Polytechnic Institute went into
ended with the singing of “America” by
camp on the grounds and the Press humor
the Paragon Quartet and the audience.
ists began a hilarious visit, which wound
Mas. DANIEL MANNING.
It was expected that the attendance would
President, Board of Lady Managers.
up on the 4th with a banquet given to them
be smaller in the ﬁrst month than in any
other, as is always the case with expositions. May was a by the Business Men’s League. Although rainy days were
very rainy month, and the attendance for the twenty-six days frequent in the ﬁrst half of June and often caused the
elimination of the grand military parades and other out-door
\V 3. S one million one thousand four hundred and ninety-one.

Ma's. EDWARD L. BUCHWALTER. M RS. Wit. H. COLEMAN.
Springﬁeld. Ohio.

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Miss JULIA T. E. McBLAiit,
Miss E. LILLIAN TODD.
llustess Lady Managers' Building. Secretary to President,

Mas. BELLE L. Evanssr,
Atchison, Kansas.

Mas. M. II. or: Youxc:
San Francisco. California.

THE BOARD OF LADY MANAGERS.
The Act of Congress of March 3, mm, provided for the appointment of a Board of Lady Managers h 3' the National Commission. The Commission decided upon a Board Of
twenty-one members. but this was afterwards increased totwenty-three. Miss Helen M. Gould,of New \ ork. was a member of the Heard and was carries 1 in the furtherance
or the Day Nursery and Mo‘lel Playground- The membeYSh'P- “5 Will be noted by the names accompanyini the Portraits on this and the succeedin¢ Pale. “Pres” ted all
parts of the country.

OPENING EVENTS OF A BRILLIANT SERIES IN JUNE,
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Mas. JAE. E. SULLIVAN.
Providence, Rhode Island,

MissI.Av1NiAlI.EcA.v.
Shreveport. Louisiana.

Mas. IIELEN BOICE-IIUNSICXER.
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania.

features of the dedication and opening programs, yet it soon

became apparent that the June admissions would more than
double those of May. Rai n on June 2d greatly
marred the brilliant pro gram arranged for
the battalion of Culver Academy Cadets and
their troop of Black
Horse Cavalry. This in
cluded the escorting of
the Exposition ofﬁcials
and the State oﬁicers of
Indiana, headed by Gov—
ernor \Vinﬁeld T. Durbin
and stat’f, to a

Mus. W. E. Aunnrws,
Washington, 1). C.

Mus. ('Aiti. You M/n'imrr.
New York City.

Mas. .\l.P.Mou-rcou1-:Rv.
Portland. Oregon.

evening had a grand military ball in the Hall of Congresses.
On the same day, in spite of the weather, the Austrian
Pavilion was formally opened and also the A.

A. U. Handicap meet in the Stadium, in which
West Point Cadets, for the ﬁrst time in the

military

exhibition in the Stadium
Of the Academy’s feats
in the way of infantry and
artillery drills, bridge
building, wall-scaling,

Greeco-Roman and C057

history of the Academy,
participated in an open
athletic contest. The
National Federation of
Music Clubs began their
meeting at the Exposi
tion that day and were
entertained by the Board
of Lady Managers.
Between showers on
June 3d the Missouri and
Indiana Buildings were
dedicated with the usual
military parade, cere
monies and speeches. In
the forenoon Governor
Dockery of Missouri came
out front the city escorted

sack riding, etc.; and
thence to the unveiling Mus. Farm": I.. l‘olrslt,
Miss ANNA I.. Dawns,
Mus. 1min Mina-1R lion-ran.
of Zolnay's bronze eques
Atlanta, (ieorgia.
I’ittstield. Massachusetts.
Buﬁ'alo. N. Y.
trian group in the Educa
tion Building installed by Culver Academy. In spite of the by Mounted Police, the First Regiment of the Missouri
swampy condition of the Stadium and the frequent showers,
National Guard, with band ; the Missouri University Cadets,
the cadets did their part like old soldiers, and in the with band, and Battery A of St. Louis, and was met at the

LADY MANAGERS IN THE DRAWING ROOM OF THEIR BUILDING.
The Board of Lady Managers oce “pied a handsome stone building in_ the Administration group. which was a 'center of social interest durinz the Exposition, Here were
assemth
rooms, ofﬁces. a large drawn
m .
‘
nit room, tea room. kitchen and serving rooms. Reception-t were held iromdime to time in honor of distinguished bodies and groups of
0 $1318. notable among these being the receptions to the delegates to the Congress of Arts and burners. the Amerlcan liar Association and the Army and Navy.
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MISS ALICE ROOSEVELT.
Photographed by Jessie Tarbox Deals. especially for the History of the Louisiana Purchase I xposition. in the reception room of the Board of Lady Managcn'
Q
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DEDICATION OF MISSOURI AND INDIANA BUILDINGS.

4!n

i-'1:—-‘
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MISS ROOSEVELT AT THE WEST PAVILION.

MISS ROOSEVELT AT A RECEPTION OF BOARD OF LADY MANAGERS

~r~q,

Back row. left to right, Mr. Lewald, ]. D. Perry Francis. President Francis, L. D.

-a
s-qu-K
'I.

_

Dozier. David R. Francis. r Front row, Mrs. ]. D. I’erry Francis, Mrs. David R.
Francis, Jr., Miss Roosevelt. Miss Irene Catlin. Miss Alice \Varder.

Left to right, Mr. Lewald, standing; Mrs. Mary Phelps Montgomery, standinﬂ;
Mrs. Daniel Manning. prestdent; Mrs. Finis P. Ernst, Miss Roosevelt. President
Francis. Miss Alice \Varder. I'Ion. Thomas H. Carter.

parade entrance by Jeﬁerson Guards, the \Nest Point Cadet
Battalion, with band; the Philippine Scouts battalion, with
band; the One Hundred and Nineteenth Coast Artillery, and
a battalion of United States Marines.
This parade was
reviewed on Louisiana Way by President Francis and the
Exposition ofﬁcials, and again at the Missouri building by
the same party in the reviewing stand with Governor Dockery
and staff. Besides President M. T. Davis of the Missouri
Commission, Governor Dockery, Speaker I. H. W hitecotton
of the Missouri House and President Francis, the list of
speakers at the dedication ceremony included President
Carter of the National Commission, United States Senator
W. I. Stone of Missouri, United States District Attomey
D. P. Dyer of St. Louis, United States District Attorney
\Villiam H. \Varner of Kansas City, and I. T. Hunt, James
T. Lloyd, Robert Samar, C. \V. Hamlin, Chas. F. Cochran

and Champ Clark, representatives of Missouri in Congress.
The parade ofthe cadet battalions from various States on '
the afternoon of June 3d, was omitted on account of rain.
Only the Culver Cadets, drawn up in the shelter of the
Administration building corridors, presented arms as Gov
ernor Durbin and staff arrived and proceeded in carriages to
the Indiana building with the Exposition ofﬁcials. In the
course of the dedication ceremonies President Francis deliv
ered a welcoming and congratulatory address, and other
addresses were delivered by President Newton W. Gilbert of
the Indiana Commission, Vice-President Marshall and Gov
ernor Durbin. Miss Alice Roosevelt arrived at the con
clusion of the ceremonies. The beautiful building was
crowded throughout the afternoon, and in the evening
elaborate receptions followed the dedication in both the
Indiana and Missouri buildings. June 3d was another busy
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MISS ROOSEVELT AT THE ILLINOIS BUILDING.
In this group President Francis stands with Miss Roosquh and Mrs, Governor Yates; \Villiam E.'Trautman stands inst above the_ladies. Governor Yates is in the center of
the Iz_rou|)._ Behind him are three members of the National Commission. Thomas H. Carter. John M. Ihurston and John M. .\llcn. General Scott stands above Mr. Allen. The
men In uniform are members of the Governor's staR‘. Secretary John J. Brown stands on the third step.
l0
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INDIANA TROOPS.
Many States sent their best military organizations to spend one. or two weeks at the Exposition to participate in the daily programs and to give exhibition drills before
Exposition crowds. Throughout the season there was an almost continual military display that added chat. interest to the season s programs.

day for Miss Roosevelt. lefore visiting the Indiana Building
she and her party had been through the big Agriculture
and Transportation Palaces, witnessing the Japanese opening
in the latter and in the Agriculture Building visiting, as
the guest of the North Dakota Commission, the cabin in
. which her father had lived as a Dakota ranchman.
On June 4th the American Amateur Athletic Champions
in the Stadium received their gold championship medals from
the hands of Miss Alice Roosevelt. The Commercial Trav
elers of America opened the thirteenth annual session of the
Grand Council of Missouri and spent a great day with their
wives and daughters seeing the Fair. President Francis,

Director of Exhibits Skiff, Senator Stone and Congressmen

with a beauty show and a ballet of all nations, in which two
hundred professional dancers participated on the illuminated
Plaza of St. Louis.
As Sunday, June 5th, was the anniversary of both the
Danish and Italian constitutions, Monday, the 6th, was
kept as a gala day in the Danish Section of the exhibit
palaces, and the beautiful National Pavilion of Italy was
opened with a brilliant social function, attended by the
Foreign Commissioners, the Exposition ofﬁcials, the Board
of Lady Managers, 21 number of titled visitors from Europe
and many prominent representatives of St. Louis society.
The Ceylon Pavilion was also ofﬁcially opened that day.
Colonel \Natson, the British Royal Commissioner, gave an

MODEL MILITARY CAMP.
The Exposition authorities established a Model _Military Camp on Olympian “'ay west of the Administration buildian near the Aerial Concourse. Iiere were tents to
accommodate five thousand troops With complete equipment. In connection with the camp a military branch of the Young Men's Christian Association was maintained in a large
tent in charge of Mr. \V. A. Reid. Frequrmt meetings were held and entertainments given for the beneﬁt of visiting military organizations.

Hunt and Bartholdt addressed them at an entertainment in
the Inside Inn, and in the evening they had a reception at the

entertainment in the British Pavilion in honor of over 0116
hundred visiting members of the British Institution of

The East Indian Pavilion was opened,

Mechanical Engineers, which was attended by PTCSidem

and President Francis was also one of the speakers at the
dedication of the majestic Temple of Fraternity.

Francis, the Chiefs of the Exhibit Departments and the

Hall of Congresses.

June 4th was another “Pike Day,” a day on which all
the amusement concessions took turns in giving free open
air performances, high wire and high diving and high rope
sliding acts, with swimming and diving contests in the Grand
Basin. In the afternoon there was a parade of nations
throughout the Exposition avenues, as spectacular as the
resources of ﬁfty-two great shows could make it, following a

lacrosse match by Indian teams and winding up in the evening

Foreign Commissioners. The Minnesota Editorial Associa
tion met in the Minnesota Building. The InternatiOIlﬂl
Conference of Police Chiefs began a four days’ meeting at
the World's Fair, and the famous Apache Chief, Geronimo,
arrived to take a distinguished part in the aboriginal Will!”
of the Exposition.
On June 7th President Francis took part in the formal
dedication of Alabama exhibits and the colossal iron statue
of Vulcan erected in the Palace of Mines by the manufactur

ESSEX FUSILEERS.
This famous military organization, from Windsor,Ont._,_consisting of eight companies, a total of ﬁve hundred oﬁiccrs and men, arrived at the Mode] Military Camp in the
middle of September and remained ten days. giving exhibition drills in the Plaza of St. Louis and participating in several of the Ont-door functions of the Exposition.

SCHOOL CHILDREN'S RECEPTION TO THE LIBERTY BELL.
ing interests of Birmingham, Alabama. Four hundred mem
bers of the Minnesota Press Association and a host of
Minnesota visitors took part in the dedication of their State
building the same day.

/

After President C. F. McDonald of

the Press Association, Chairman Conde Hamlin of the State
Commission. Governor
Van Sant and President
Francis had Spoken, the
Honorable James A.
Tawney made one of his
strong and inspiring
speeches,

in

which

all opposition in the Municipal Councils of Philadelphia
and in the presence of the seventy—ﬁve thousand school
children and a vast throng of other visitors it was, on
June 8th. turned Over to the care of President Francis at the
Louisiana Purchase Monument. On a ﬂoat decorated with
ﬂags, patriotic legends and
white doves, it was drawn

to the parade entrance by
thirteen iron-gray horses,
representing

the original

States of the Union,
escorted by mounted
police, a troop of United
States Cavalry, Mayor
Rolla \Vells of Saint
Louis, Mayor John
\Veaver of Philadelphia,
Committees from the Select
and Common Councils of
Philadelphia and from the
City Council and House
ofDelegatesofSaintLouis,
and by the Reception and
Entertainment Com
mittee oi the Exposition,
all riding in carriages.
At the parade entrance

he

spoke earnestly of the
priceless beneﬁts the Ex
position was oFfering to
the American people, and
which the great majority
were permitting them
selves to lose by the pass—

ingaway of a short-lived
opportunity.

The two principal func
tions on June 8th were the
dedication of the Mar_v_
land Building, in which
President Francis, Gov
ernor Dockery of Missouri
and the Maryland Society
of Saint Louis assisted,

joined by the \Vest Point
Cadets and all of the
many other military bodies

This

venerable relic of “the

then

times that tried men's
souls” had been sent,
under careful guard and
with many precautions for
its safety, to the Colum

grounds.
This grand
pageant was reviewed
from the reviewing stand
just south of the monu
ment, in which stood Presi

-

blan

-

and

'
tions,
but

Other

EXPOSI-

always

\vith
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the escorting column was

and the formal reception

of the Liberty Bell.
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VVILLIAM JENNINGS BRYAN.
M . Br an was a frequent visitor to the Exposition and one of the most interested visitors.

\V. BfSQCZEHS. Secretary of the Exposition stands at Mr. Bryan's left and former Governor

encamped

on

the

.

(lent

FTZUICIS,

GOVEYIIOX‘

'
,at his right.
1° h " F..() 5 b or“ , ° (\Y'“mm”

increasing opposition from its jealous guardians, who seemed

to see increasing risk in sending it on its ﬁrst trip across the
mighty and turbid Mississippi. But a petition signed by
seventy-ﬁve thousand Saint Louis school children overcame

Dockery of Missouri and
General John C. Bates, Commander of the Northern
Division of the United States Army. As the ﬂoat bearing
the Liberty Bell came to a halt at the foot of the monument
a chorus of one thousand school children greeted it with the

A CHARMING VISTA WAS THIS \\'EST\\'.\RD VIE\\' OF COLONIAL AVENUE.
On the flilht. ﬁrst was Arkansas; next was the historic colonial home of Connecticut. beyond was Pennsylvania with its high dome.

At the left. Indiana, Rhodt- Island and Nevada.
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MARTIN II. GLYNN,

THOMAS H. CARTER.

ViceJ'resident National Commission. Albany, N, Y.

President National Commission, llelenn. Montana.

patriotic song, “Land of Liberty."

After

JOHN M. TlIL'RSTON.
Member of National Commission from Nebraska.

that it should be sent home unhanned.
Governor Dockery and Mayor Wells followed
with stirring speeches. Mayor \\'eaver's
speech was addressed particularly to the
school children, whose petition had secured
the presence of the Liberty Bell at the Exposi

an invocation by the Reverend Jas. W. Lee,
the Liberty Bell was presented to President
Francis by Henry Clay, Chairman of the
Joint Special Committee of Councils of
Philadelphia, in an address reciting its signiﬁ
cance to the American people and asking
that the sacred relic be jealously guarded
from harm.
In his response President
Francis referred to the appropriateness of

tion.

George

McCook, Speaker of the

Common Council of Philadelphia, closed this
part of the reception ceremony with an
eloquent oration. “hen the Liberty Bell

having this cherished emblem rest awhile

had been properly installed in the rotunda

in the Territory which the author of the
Declaration had secured for the United

of the noble Pennsylvania Building, where
it was surrounded by original portraits of

States. The reverence shown for it by the

Franklin, Jefferson and other heroes of the

multitude of school children present was
signiﬁcant of the patriotic care with which
it would be guarded here. and he promised

Revolution, there was more oratory, an
elaborate dinner given to the Philadelphians
by the Pennsylvania Commission, and later

LAURENCE H. (iR.\ll.\.\ll‘I.
Secretary National Commission.

\\'ll.l.l.'\ M LINDSAY,

GEORGE W. McBRlDE,

Member of National Commission from Kentucky.

Member of National Commission from Oregon.

FREDERICK A. BETTS.
.
. .
' 1"
Member of National
Commission
from Connectlﬂ

DEDICATIONS AND OPENINGS IN JUNE.
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]()II.\' M. ALLEN,

JOHN F. MILLER,

PIIII.IP D. SCOTT,

Member of National Commission from Mississippi.

Member of National Commission from Indiana.

Member of National Commission from Arkansas.

an entertainment given by President Francis at the \Vest
Restaurant Pavilion. One feature of the day was the distri.
.
.
bution of ﬁfty thousand booklet histories of the

Building on the 22d; the unveiling of the George Rogers
Clark statue in the Kentucky Building on the 24th; the
.
.
.
. .
dedication of the I\ew York Building on the 25th;

..

Libert Y Bell to the school children, through Super—

the dedication of the Cuban Pavilion on the 2 7 th ;

[fr-1

intendent Louis F. Soldan, by the Philadelphia

the dedication of the Wisconsin and \\'est Virginia

party.

Buildings and the Model Street dedication on

m
ire"
,‘I,

.
.
As the month wore on PreSident Fmums and

the 29th.

the Exposition oﬂicials bore their part in the
following
attendant

Meantime the various military organizations

dedications or openings and their
social functions: \K'ith Archbishop

encamped on the grounds as guests of the Exposi
tion had been departing, after staying a Week or

u -

Glennon and Mavor
\Vells at the, - dedication of
the exhibits of Ireland's industries on June 11th;

so, and others had been takin g their p laces in the
model camps and barracks from week to week.

“,1
"‘_'
“

the Burns Cottage, the Montana Building and the
Model Playground on the 14th; the Kentucky
Building and the Oregon Building on the 15th;

On June 22d, fourteen hundred of the Ohio
Brigade of the Knights of Pythias, Uniform Rank,
arrived for a week of parades, competitive drills

Siam's Pavilion on the i6th; the Iowa Building and
‘-'___'

)

. .

.

.

.

‘ LAUDI" "()U'H'
Assistant Secretary National

the I'llllll)])11‘l€ buildings on the 17th; the Tennessee

1
1s

Lumimssion.

and Exposition sight-seeing. Every day the military
'

_

_

displays were numerous.

NATIONAL COMMISSION, APPOINTED IIY PRESIDENT McKINLEY.
Lei! I0 fight. Thomas H. Carter, President; \Villiam Lindsay: George \V. McBride: John M. Allen: Martin II. Glynn. Vice-President; ('laude IIouBh. Assistant Secretary;
Laurance If. Grahame, Secretary; Philip D. Scott; John F. Miller; Frederick A. Belts.
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in the Missouri Building.

Dr. Lewald, Imperial German

Commissioner, gave a banquet to the local and foreign press

in the German “ Gast I'laus ” on the 13th.
The Christian Brothers College of Saint Louis held its
Annual Commencement in Festival Hall on the zrst. The
oratorical contest between Eastern and \Vestem colleges was
held on the 22d. The numerous Turner societies of Saint
Louis and vicinity held a great athletic festival at the World's

Fair on the 25d. There was a ball in the House of H00 H00
that evening, after which the ﬁne building burned down, only
to be immediately rebuilt. HSwedish Day” was celebrated
on the 24th with parades and with songs and speeches in
Festival Hall.

On' June 17th the Exposition remitted its ﬁrst payment on
EARLY MORNING CROWD 0N JULY FOURTH.
The Court of Cascades and all its wonderful features were magnetic in theirllrawinlz
qualities. Many thousands of visitors daily climbed these stairs to Art Ilill.

Meetings at the “’orld's Fair were begun by the Missouri
Historical Society on the 9th, by the “’estern Gas Associa
tion on the 13th, by the \Vholesale Saddlery Association on
the 14th, by the Sons of the American Revolution and the
United States Gas Association on the 15th, by the \Yashington
University Alumni on the 16th, by the P. O. E. Sisterhood
and the Western Paper Box Manufacturers on the 17th, by
the Confederate Veterans on the 20th, by the Southwest
Missouri Press Association on the let, by the College Editors,
Association on the 22d, by the United American Mechanics
on the 23d, by the Congress of Indian Educators and the

its Government loan of $4,600,000—$195,057.04, being forty
per cent of the receipts. On the 18th it was honored bya
visit from Secretary Shaw, 0f the United States Treasury.
After witnessing the Philippines dedication and making atour
of the Exposition, Secretary Shaw said to the press reporters:
It is unnecessary for me to say that the Louisiana Purchase Exposi
tion is the greatest show on earth, or that was ever produced, or that
will ever be attempted. The work that has been done is more than

Grand Council of the Royal Arcanum on the 25th, by
the National Educational Association on the 27th, by the
Michigan University Alumni and the \Norld's Unity League
on the 28th, by the Music Teachers’ National Association and

the Knights of Honor on the 29th.
Luncheons, receptions and musicales in the State buildings
occurred almost daily. The Board of Lady Managers gave a
reception to the Foreign Commissioners on the 17th, and a

FIRST LTNI' ED STATES CAVALRY.
This detachment of United States Regulars. stationed at Jefferson gating;
St. Louis. accompanied by a mounted hand. took part in the great hour! 0
demonstration at the Exposition.

reception to the Foreign and State Commissioners on the 24th.
The visit of eight hundred delegates from

the

National

Republican Convention was celebrated on the 24th by
luncheons and receptions in all the State buildings and by
a reception and ball to the Foreign and State Commissioners

prodigious. * * * One can see the Exposition in a day 01‘ WC, but
110 one can see the exhibits at the Exposition in thirty days. Any
father of a bright boy can afford to send him simply to study a"? one

of at least a thousand exhibits.

It would probably be better for the boy

to study any one of the thousands than to attempt to study the thousands
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SCENE IN FRONT OF THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT BUILDING ON JULY FOURTH
I’alrlotic exercises were held on Independence Day in front of the Government exhibits palace and a concert was given by the United States Marine Band

VISIT OF CARDINAL SATOLLI AND PARTY.
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“TRIUMPH OF APOLLO."

“ FOUNTAIN OF LIBERTY."

On Festival Hall, Philip Mat-tiny. Sculptor.

H. A. McNeil. Sculptor.
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On the morning of June 28th Presi
" SPIRIT OF THE PACIFIC."
Hall were inaugurated on June 9th by
Fountain. by Isidore Konti.
dent Francis called on His Eminence
Charles Galloway of Saint Louis, the
Cardinal Satolli at the archiepiscopal residence on Lindell ofﬁcial organist of the Exposition, and were continued through
avenue and invited him and his suite to visit the Exposition. out the month by him and successively by H. M. \Vild of Chi
At 12 :30, the Cardinal, accompanied by his secretaries, Don cago, Mrs. H. Fisher of Rochester, New York, R. H. \Vood
Iscely Satoly, Dom Guiseppe Maruchi and Dom Giovanni man of New York City, G. M. Dethier of New York City,
Giantoni, and by His Grace Archbishop Glennon, Rector H. Parker of New Haven, Connecticut, G. W'. Andrews of
Dennis O’Connell of the University at \Vasllington, District of Oberlin, Ohio, E. M. Bowman of New York City and IV.
Columbia, Vatican Commissioner Signor Cogietti, Theophile Middleschutte of Chicago.
The too frequent rains of May and the ﬁrst half of June
Papin and Ricardo Diaz Albertini, were received in the Presi
dent's ofﬁce of the Administration Building by President had been succeeded by longer intervals of bright and delightful
Francis, Director of Exhibits Skiff and Director of \Vorks weather, with only the occasional showers that were needed
Taylor. After a call of twenty minutes the party were accom
when July ushered in a season of four months of sunny and
panied by President Francis to a luncheon prepared for them pleasantly genial summer and autumn weather. Visitors
from both coasts and the mountain regions of the continent
and a few other invited guests by the Austrian Commissioner
General in the Austrian Pavilion. The papal ﬂag was hoisted were commenting on it continually as a welcome surprise to
over the entrance of the pavilion. On the 30th there were them, after all the newspaper chaff they had read about hot
days in St. Louis. Abundant natural forest and the decora
Catholic Day exercises in Festival Hall, with a special illum
ination of the Cascades and a Venetian water festival on the tive plantations of groves and copses and ﬂowering shrubbery
lagoons in the evening in honor of Cardinal Satolli.
were by this time laden with luxuriant foliage. Every view
included green and well-kept lawns. The Cascade Gardens,
The admission during the twenty-six days of June aggre
gated two million one hundred and twenty-ﬁve thousand eight
the Sunken Garden, the Machinery Gardens, the great
hundred and thirty-ﬁve, more than double the total for May. expanse of gardens 011 the slopes about the Agriculture and
During the month Sousa’s, “Ieber’s and Conterno’s bahds, Horticulture palaces and the gardens surrounding the British
and French pavilions were all aglow with the inﬁnitely
the Banda Rossa and the Boston Band played long engage
ments at the various music pagodas, besides the regular varied bloom and color of their thousands of skilfully
designed ﬂower beds.
performances of \Veil’s Band, the Exposition Orchestra, the
Of course, HIndependence Day " was observed in grand
Philippine Constabulary Band and the First United States
Cavalry Band. Organ recitals on the great organ in Festival

style at the Fair on the 4th, and the record of admissions

twat
:
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FOUNTAINS FROM PALACE OF EDUCATION.

FOUNTAINS FROM PALACE OF ELECTRICITY.

The similarity of these two pictures taken from opposite sides of the lagoon shows the perfect symmetry of the Exposition plan.
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showed a total of one hundred seventy-nine thousand two
hundred and ﬁfty-three, only eight thousand one hundred and

the Philippine Constabulary Battalion, the mounted band of

seventy less than the Opening Day record.

United States Army Hospital Corps. The Second Division,
preceded by another detach
ment of Jefferson Guards,

Two heavy

showers in the afternoon
utterly failed to cool the en
thusiasm of the crowds.

the Eighth United States Cavalry and a detachment of the

was under the command of
Colonel McKenna of the First

A magniﬁcent military
parade of over three thousand
troops was formed near the
Administration Building in
the forenoon and marched
east along Olympian Way

Missouri, and was composed
of his regiment with the

Indian Band, the Columbus

Riﬂes Battalion with its own
'band, the Edisto Riﬂes,
and Louisiana Way past the
Company B; Second Georgia
lagoons to the Sunken Gar
Infantry, Battery A; National
den; thence through the
Guards of Missouri and the
THE BURNS COTTAGE.
Plaza of Orleans and around
Cadets of the Northwestern
.This replica of the birthplace of the Seottish poet. Robert Burns, was ereCted and
the Liberal Arts Building maintained
Military Academy.
After
duringthe ltxtiosition by the Burns Cottage Association of Saint Louis. of
which Mr. J. \\1. Dick was President. The Cottage was dedicated June 14th.
and past the reviewing stand
the review the military
in front of the Government Terraces in front of the United marched through the Plateau of States and to their several
States Building.
Dense masses of people acclaimed the encampments. Many delegates to the Democratic National

gee- .

TWO OF THE ROOMS OF THE BURNS COTTAGE.

The COWIEC consisted 0f four f00m5- 3" hQVian antique furniture. In the west room was an‘ old fireplace. the bed in which the poet was born, and a painting of "The 1°“!
Beggars." 1n the adioining room was the original painting. 'The biznboard of Tam O Shanter.

pageant from both sides of the two-mile march, and tens
of thousands were waiting on the terrace and monumental

approaches to the United States Build

In this room was also an old spinning wheel.

convention were Present and were variously entertained in
their several State bundlngs, all of which were decorated
and contributed to the Observance of the
national holiday.

ing to see it pass the reviewing stand in

_

Throughout the afternoon the Mis
which stood President Francis, General
John C. Bates, Commander of the North
ern Division United States Army; His
Eminence Cardinal Satolli, Archbishop

souri Building was thronged with crowds
Who listened to patriotic addresses from
President Francis and Governor Dockery,

and to patriotic airs played by the Ellery
Band of Los Angeles. In the evening

J. J. Glennon, all the representatives of
foreign Governments and the Directors
and Chiefs of Departments of the Expo
sition.
The column was preceded by

an old-fashioned country dance was glveni

detachments of Mounted Police and

in the Iowa Building; an organ {ecs‘ses

to day
evertTiere
body.
_
f reeAll
was something gomggi

Jefferson Guards. Major-General Edmund

by Mason Slade, of Des Momes; alt]; “133%—

Rice and his aides rode at the head of the

by President Francis and CHBO-f (50mm

First, Division of troops, composed of

man, of \Vashington, District 0 tion by

the Philippine Scouts Band of eighty

bia; the reading of the. Declara laycd
Norman Thwaites, patriotic. airs Singing

pieces, the Battalion of Philippine Scouts,

by Miles’ Band, with Patrlsmfst Louis;
led by Professor Peck: Of a}, an orig_

the Twenty-Sixth United States Infantry
Band, the One Hundred and Nineteenth
Company of Coast Artillery, a Battalion

of United States Marines, the Philip
pine Constabulary Band of forty p/ieces,

FLAG‘RAISIN'G, BURNS COTTAGE.
Miss Gertrude Dick at the halyards.

the reading of HThe Pioneers),f Newwn;
iiial poem by F. Rinehart,

CELEBRATION OF THE FOURTH OF JULY.
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GENERAL GRANT‘S LOG CABIN.

GENERAL FREDERICK DENT GRANT
At the Log Cabin built by his father, in 1854. Photo taken
while General Grant was at the \Vorld's Fair. during the
Dedication Ceremonies in 1903.

Built by_ General U. S. Grant with his own hands. in Saint‘Louis County, Missouri, in i854. while following
the occupation of farmer.
It was removed to the World 5 Ian Grounds and re-erected [or the Exposition
of 1904. It was situated near the east pavilion of the Art Palace and remains as a permanent memorial.

-__

a piano and song recital by Mr.

Frank

Nagel, of Des

Moines, assisted by Mrs. Nagel, soprano, and another organ

recital by H. Dyer Jackson, of Quincy, Illinois.
California and Illinois held a joint celebration in the
Illinois Building, with music by \Veil's Band; the reading of
the Declaration by Honorable J. N. C. Shumway of Illinois,
orations by Honorable Walter Warder of the Illinois Com
mission and Governor G. C. Pardee of California. “ My
Own United States” was sung, with
,-.
1
great applause, by Mrs. E. B. \Villis,
wife of the Secretary of the California

, _

Commission.

'

The exercises at the Virginia Build
ing, a reproduction of Monticello,
included addresses by Joseph H. Bryant
of Richmond, Virginia, President Francis
and Ex-Governor Robert D. Pattison of
Pennsylvania.
All day the capacious rotunda and

corridors of the Pennsylvania Building
were crowded with people eager for a

reverent look at the Liberty Bell, and

three policemen were busy keeping the way to it open. In
commemoration of the day Miss Rose 1. Flynn, of Saint
Louis, dressed in the national colors and with the ﬂag in
her hand, took a position near the bell and dramatically
recited the Declaration; patriotic addresses were delivered by
Ex-Governor Robert D. Pattison, of Pennsylvania, and
Colonel Jas. H. Lambert, Executive Officer of the Pennsyl
vania Commission.
An extensive program of exercises was carried out at the
Temple of Fraternity, with music by the Raymond Orchestra

and speeches by such prominent fraternity men as E. O.
Wood of Michigan, E. E. Murphy of Kansas, W'. R. Eidson
of Saint Louis, T. A. Huey of Saint Louis, C. F. Hatﬁeld
and R. B. Anderson, also of Saint Louis.
The exercises in Festival Hall were opened at 2 :30 -p. m.
by the oﬁicial organist, Charles Galloway, with recitals of

the “ March Triumplial," by Tombelle, and the “ Scherzo in
C," by Boellniann. The Honorable Thomas H. Carter, of
the National Commission, presided and introduced the
speakers, Governor George C. Pardee of California and Mr.
james Hamilton Lewis of Chicago. To a crowded audience
of more than ﬁve thousand people he then introduced Honor

615-“

h.

e:;
VIE\V OF FESTIVAL HALL FROM THE PLAZA OF SAINT LOUIS, STATUE OF DE SOTO ON THE RIGHT.
v!

This was one of the most pleasing vistas afforded anywhere about the Exposition. The magniﬁcent statue of the great explorer leased the_ eye no less than the massive
Louisiana I urchase Monument on the left, while the ﬂashing fountains, the cascades and the splendid dome of Festival Hall complete an enthralling picture.
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able William J. Bryan as “The Political Gladiator of the
Louisiana Purchase.” Mr. Bryan soon had to pause in his
oration while the guards quieted the disturbance caused by
the efforts of other crowds to enter the already overcrowded
auditorium. The last speaker introduced was the Honorable
Lafayette Young, of Iowa, whose address was followed by

the singing of a stanza of “ America,” led by Captain R. (1.
Harrison, “the Singer of the Army of the Potomac," the
audience rising and the organ accompanying.

The day-long program for “American Boy Day" was
begun in Festival Hall with an address of welcome by
Charles N. Fenwick, of Saint Louis,
aged eighteen, who was followed by
Jack Skinner, of Detroit, aged ten.
Blakeslee White, son of the Governor
of \Vest Virginia, brought on the stage
a printed salute to the ﬂag, which was
read by the audience. Louis Howie,
aged ten, a full-blood Chippewa, of
Chouteau, Montana, gave a recitation.
Kiyo Sue, of Kobe, Japan, a sopho
more from Michigan University,

appeared in his national costume and
delivered an interesting address. After
further recitations, speeches, music and
tumbling, the boys went to the Pennsyl

vania Building, where Caspar S. Yost,
of Saint Louis, aged twelve, recited a
poetic apostrophe to the Liberty Bell,

and Willie G. 'Sprague, of Detroit,

cubic feet capacity and the one carrying Professor Carl E,
Myers and his wife was of twenty thousand cubic feet
capacity. A heavy shower delayed the start till 4 :00 p. m.,
when they went up simultaneously from the aeronautic con
course in the northwestern section of the grounds, and sailed
east by south over the Exposition in full view of the crowds
till they were lost to sight in another rain-storm east of the
city and the Mississippi. The Tisdell balloon landed near
Winstanley Park, fourteen miles from the World's Fair

grounds, and the Myers balloon near Collinsville, Illinois,
twenty-two miles from Saint Louis.

At night a hundred thousand people
witnessed the ﬁrst colored illumination
of Festival Hall, the Colonnade of

States and the Cascades and Pavilions,
the altern at ing colors being white,
green and red, the remainder of the
buildings showing only the usual illu
mination.
This grand spectacle was
continued till midnight.
On July 5th General I’iet A. Cronje,
the Boer war hero, was married to
Mrs. Johanna Stertzel, of Pretoria, by
the Reverend Richard Kretzchmar,
of the German Evangelical Lutheran
Church, who performed the ceremony
in the balcony of the grand stand at
the Boer \Var Exhibition.
On the 9th, after enjoying the Expo
sition for a week or more, His Eminence
Cardinal Satolli sent the following
letter to President Francis:

crowned it with a chaplet of ﬂowers.
FOUNTAIN OF EAST CASCADE.
More recitations, poems and addresses
The side cascades had their sources in two ornate fountnins
Crowned by graceful ﬁgures by Isidore Konti and graced by
MY DEAR SIR—I may not leave the city of
followed here, and then they went to numerous other sculptures by the same artist. All of Konti's
Saint Louis without expressing my unbounded
work is full of poetic expression and charm.
the Michigan Building, where two more
admiration for your great Exposition. It is a
addresses were delivered and messages read from Governors most stupendous achievement, readily surpassing all previous efforts and

of States and authors of boys' books.

They received a mes

making all future attempts to surpass it an apparently impossible task.
Its great size, varied character and impressiveness by night or day

sage from President Roosevelt, in which he said: “ He [the

are at once discernible, while in detail there are presented to the student
of every science, the connoisseur of every art and the follower of every

American boy] must be clean-minded and clean-lived and
able to hold his own under all circumstances and against all

school of thought both the aptest material and the most helpful inspiration.

comers.”

Its every feature has pleased me beyond measure, and I wish it the
amplest measure of success.
With great respect. yours.
[Signed]
CARDINAL SATOLLI.

There was a balloon race in the afternoon. The balloon
carrying Professor Tracy A. Tisdell was of ﬁfteen thousand

All the distinguished visitors, especially those who had

PALACE OF LIBERAL ARTS AT NIGHT, FROM PALACE OF EDUCATION.
cted the
It would be difficult to choose from the myriad scenes of beauty which were presented at night, one more entrancing than the others: none of the exhibit Palaces an“

eye more than this, the only building whose exterior decorations were in colors; the broad band of Pompeiian red gave a ﬁre'like glow to the incandescent Gleam

OPENING OF FOREIGN EXHIBIT SECTIONS.
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EVENING VIEW OF PALACES OF ELECTRICITY AND VARIEI) INDUSTRIES.
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\\'ith the approach of evening the visitors became imbued with a suppressed enthusiasm that found vent in expressions of admiration and delight when the lights were
turned on. The crowds were changing from day to day. and every night there were many thousands who saw the glorious illumination for the ﬁrst time. This Vll‘W north
westerly across the Grand Basin was one of the most charming of the evening vistas.

seen all the great Expositions, recorded similar tributes of

praise after seeing this one. “ The most marvelous World‘s
Fair ever held—beautiful and astonishing," said the Honorable
Perry Belmont, of New York. The Honorable William
Larrabee, former Governor of Iowa and President of Iowa’s

World's Fair Commission, said : “ It is impossible for those
of us who have examined and studied the Exposition to
convey to our friends a comprehensive idea of the magnitude
and splendor of the display. There is not a visitor who is
not surprised at the unheralded wonders and beauties that
he encounters.”
The Hungarian Manufactures Sec
tion was opened with a large reception

on July 12th, in the presence of M. L.
de Hegyestliolmy, of the Ministry of
Commerce at Budapest, and the New
Sculpture Hall was formally opened on
the 13th.

Contests in which choral societies
from many cities competed for prizes
aggregating $16,000, were begun in
Festival Hall July 13th, and continued
four days.
President Francis and Alexander
De Menil were among the speakers at
a brilliant French fete at the French
Pavilion on July 14th, the anniversary
of the fall of the Bastile. The Exposi
tion ofﬁcials also attended a public
reception held at the Mexican Pavilion
0“ Jilly 15th ln
honor Of the re'eleCtlon

tion made a picturesque gala day of July 3ist, keeping open
house all day, but presenting a grand water carnival on the
lagoons in the forenoon, winding up with swimming and
diving contests by the Moms and a land parade through the
Exposition avenues at 4 :00 p. m. In the water carnival the
ofﬁcial launch, carrying President Francis and his guests, was
decorated with cornucopia palms and ﬁgures of Napoleon and

Jetterson, to represent the Exposition. After this followed
ﬁfty-six other vessels, gondolas, launches and barges, some
carrying bands of music and the others emblematic ﬁgures and
living groups representing whatever is
most picturesque in the occupations,
characteristics and costumes of the
various peoples of the world.
The
land parade under its Grand Marshal,
Mayor J. G. Pangbom, of the Balti
more & Ohio Railroad, was a historic
pageant in four divisions, representing
the development of transportation by
the various peoples of the world, from
the rudest beginnings through all pro_
gressive steps in various lands to the
latest achievements. Water buffaloes,
elephants, camels, dromedaries, zebu's.
Eskimo dog sleds, ox carts, pack ponies
and mule-litters were in the procession
with the most modern vehicles, the

I
b"SP}RllfT OF THE Ag‘LANl'TICG' _d
K
I
this
a t'
ountain
groupt
escu nature
ptor. 5|of ore
onti
givesnpoeliceeitxp‘rgssion
to the
boisterous
the great
ocean. This fountain was the source of the west cascade.
The "Spirit of the Paciﬁc." a companion group, stood at the
head of the east cascade. The group in the foreground was

of President Diaz.
July 23d, just one month after the also by Karin
House of H00 burned down, a new one was formally dedi
cated. On the 26th the Elks entered the grounds with a
grand parade of automobiles and tally-hoes, and were greeted

by an unique and fantastic procession by Pike shows.
On the 29th President Roosevelt's sous, Theodore, Jr., and
Kermit, arrived for a week at the Fair. Like genuine boys
they soon learned how to evade the notice and attentions that
awaited them everywhere, and managed to take in the sights

without being followed and watched by the crowds.
The Exhibitors’ Association of the Palace of Transporta

Ainus, Patagonians, Pygmies and
other primitive tribes at the Fair,
riding in automobiles and other up-to
.
date turnouts, Willie
the BOCI‘ Cavalry,
. . _
the BrlUSh Cavalry 311d

_
the SwaZies,

Kaﬂirs, Zulus and Basutes of the Boer
\Var Exhibition illustrated all the transportation appliances
used in South Africa for hundreds of years past.
The distinguished organists giving recitals at Festival Hall
during July were: F. \V. Reisberg, New York City; Cosey,
Detroit; Clarence Eddy, New York City; G. E. \Vhiting,
Boston; \V. K. Steiner, Pittsburg; Gerrit Smith, New York
City; F. P. Fisk, Kansas City; TV. I. Gomph, Buﬁalo;
J. \V. Andrews, New York City; J. A. O'Shea, Boston;
G. H. Fairclough, Saint Paul; W. S. Sterling, Cincinnati;
S. N. Penﬁeld, New York City; H. G. Thunder, Philadelphia.

J
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SECTION 01“ THE GREAT I‘AGEANT ON TRANSPORTATION DAY.
The exhibitors in the Palace of Transportation organized a chat parade of the various means of transportation in use throughout the world.
every known means of travel and transit for merchandise, and was both picturesque and instructive to a high degree.

The pageant illustrated nearly

Besides the Exposition Orchestra, \\'eil's Iland, the
Philippine and Indian Bands, the bands playing protracted
engagements at the Exposition during the month were the
Banda Rossa, the Ellery Band of Los Angeles, the Twenty—
sixth United States Infantry Band and Fanciulli's Band.
The total of recorded admissions during the twenty-seven
days of July was two million three hundred and forty-three
thousand ﬁve hundred and ﬁfty-seven, showing a continued

peoples on the grounds, dressed in native garments and riding
in typical conveyances, all of which were decorated with
ﬂowers and bunting. As it proceeded through the Exposition
avenues, preceded by Mounted Police, Jeﬁ'erson Guards and
L. H. Mylie’s Indian Boy Band, it was composed of Pawnee,
Sioux and Chippewa boys mounted on burros, Japanese
children in jinrickshas, ﬁve Boer boys on ponies escorting ﬁve

increase.

Eskimo children in Eskimo sleds drawn by Eskimo dogs,

THE SAINT LOUIS CAR COMPANY'S FLOAT.

HONORS TO THE LIBERTY BELL.

In the Transportation Day parade the St. Louis Car Company. one of the largest
exhibitors. had a ﬂoat containing a globe to represent the world and to show that Saint
Louis cars are used throughout the world.

Tuesday, August 2d, was the ﬁrst of the series of weekly
free entrance days for children in charge of parents, teachers
or other guardians who paid the usual entrance fee for them

selves.

For the instruction and amusement of the children,

the Chief of Anthropology, Professor \V] McGee, arranged
for these days a Series of parades and congresses of primitive

peoples, with exhibitions of their ceremonies and sports.

On

this day there was a parade of the children of the various

ZEBU AND CART FROM'INDIA.

little Boer girls in General Joubert's South African Spider~

After the ceremonies in the Plaza of Saint Louis the Liberty Bell was escorted by
the_v:tst army of school children to the Pennsylvania building, where it remained as a
shrine for patrlotic visitors till near the close of the Fair.

Chinese children in pony carriages drawn by ponies, four
Irish children in Irish jaunting cars, accompanied by an Irish
boy piper; six travois containing Indian children drawn by
Indian ponies, Indian squaws leading ponies ridden by Indian
boys, Tyrolean boy mounted on a pony, Persian and other
Asiatic children on camels, four little Pueblo children on
burros, four Syrian children in a children’s carriage, Ple'
aninnies on burros, Russian children in native costume, boys

WATER BUFFALO FROM THE PHILIPPINES.

PACK ANIMALS FROM SOUTH AMERICA

VARIOUS MEANS OF TRAVEL SEEN IN THE TRANSPORTATION DAY I'ARAlll-I.

MIDSUMMER DAYS IN THE FOREST CITY.
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TRANSPORTATION AT THE FAIR.

Sight-seeing from an automobile was one of the visitors' delights. Some ofthese
The Intramural Railroad was seven miles long. double track. and was ﬁnely equipped.
There were seventeen stations on the line. from which any feature of the Fair was easily vehicles were so large as to accommodate thirty to forty people. They carried the Visitors
accessible.
During the entire period of its operation no serious accident occurred. through the center of the main picture. and the driver was a cyclopedla of information.

and girls from Jerusalem in costume, Philippine oxcarts
carrying children of Igorrotes, Malays, Moros and others;

twelve Navajo, Osage and Creek boys on burros; baby ﬁre
engine and cart drawn by Shetland ponies and manned by
ﬁfteen boy ﬁremen from Hale's Fire Fighters.
At 6:00 p. m., on a spacious platform overlooked by
ﬁfteen thousand spectators gathered on the steps and terraced
slopes leading up to the United States Building, the Pygmies
of Central Africa gave a cere
monial dance, the hairy Ainus

Fair at that company’s expense. August 5th they marched
in procession with music and banners from the United States
Building to the steps of the Administration Building, where
President Reybum 0f the Men’s \Velfare League presented to
President Francis 3. set of resolutions landing the Exposition
and thanking it for the many courtesies the visitors had
received.
President Francis’s response was received with
hearty cheers.

August 12 was the date of

\.

the great parade of automo

a bear dance, the Cheyenne
Indians at war dance. The

biles that had started from
the Atlantic cities and had

143'
'3

1'
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DONKEY RIDING WAS THE CHILDREN’S SPORT.
T!

Tehuelche Indians, or Pata
gonian Giants; the Cocopas
‘ from Baja, Lower California;

I.
I“!

come to Saint Louis in a con
stantly increasing procession.

There were 122 of these auto

THE BICYCLE CHAIR.

THE JINRICKSHA.

the Klackwaht and Kwakintl

Indians from \'ancouver Island and several of the wilder

mobiles, being of every known
make and style, and they were escorted from the Jefferson

Philippine tribes also appeared in characteristic garbs and
performances with their rude musical instruments.

Hotel to the States‘ Entrance by as many more from Saint

One of the notable incidents in the ﬁrst half of August was
the presence of two thousand ﬁve hundred well-dressed male
and female employes of the National Cash Register Company,
of Dayton, Ohio, who were enjoying a prolonged visit to the

ated. At the entrance they were met by President Francis
and the Exposition ofﬁcials and automobile exhibitors in
another long procession of automobiles, and escorted through
six miles of Exposition avenues, \Neil's band accompanying

Louis and vicinity.

They were all fancifully draped and decor

MINIATURE RAILROAD TRAIN.
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gogglesbitgaasit}?ut1o;t ghe following day, Aiigustagth, the

of eighty pieces, fancy drills by both Philippine battalio

I

and in the evening a night attack sham battle.

.

.

.

,

ecretary of War, began his official

"5'

inspection of the Philippine Reservation and exhibits, in the

Many special demonstrations succeeded each other in

installation of which he, as Civil Governor of the Philippines,

August—Old Settler reunions, Bohemian Day, Scottish Dav
Newsboys’ Day, Swiss Day, Pennsylvania Day, the conventidii
of the International Typograpliical Union, and of the National
Firenien's Association, the days of “Missouri Week,” and later
of “Indiana \\'eek," and the Mining Gulch Day on August
31st, which was distinguished by a barbecue, with a bountiful

had been the moving and directing spirit. He was met at the
parade entrance by a big military escort composed of the two

Philippine battalions, the Second and Third Regiments of
Illinois Infantry; Company I, Sixth Infantry; the Hundred
and Nineteenth Coast Artillery, a battalion of United States
Marines, squadrons of the Fourth and Eighth United States
Cavalry, the Fifth Ohio Infantry, the Spaldiiig Grays and
section of Philippine Police, the Society of the Army of the
Philippines and Veterans of the Spanish-American war. Pre
ceded by platoons of mounted police, and with music by the
Mexican Artillery Band, the Kilties Band, and ﬁve regimental
bands, the parade proceeded

through the Exposition
avenues to the Administra
tion Building, where it was

supply of roast meats and bread, free to all comers.
On the 16th newsboys were present in force from niaiiv
cities, including a large delegation sent at the expense of the
Boslon Herald; and among the many speeches to which they
listened was one in which President Francis told them how he
made his start in business by earning sixty dollars selling
Cincinnati newspapers in a
little Kentucky town dur
ing the war, and how, when

specie advanced three hun
dred and sixty per cent, he

joined by President Francis
found he had quitealittle
sum in legal tendermoney.
Governor Samuel ll'.
Pennypacker, of Pennsyl
vania, accompanied by his
staff and one hundred and
ﬁfty prominent men of his
State, arrived at the Ad
ministration Building on
the 20th, escorted by the
First Troop, Philadelphia
City Cavalry, in their gor—
geous uniforms. Here

and the directors and
oﬁicials of the Exposition,
and thence to the reviewing
stand near the Philippine

Cuartel.
With Secretary Taft in
the reviewing stand were
Lieutenant- General Adiia

R. Chaffee, Chief of Staff,
United States Army; Gen
eral Wesley Merritt, who
led the land forces at the

fall of Manila; General
C. L. Humphrey, Quarter

President Francis joined
them, and with a further
escort of Jefferson Guards,

Master-General, United
States Army; General
Charles King, President of
the National Society of the
Army of the Philippines;

General]. F. Bell, Superin
tendent of the Service and
War College, Fort Leaven—

worth; General H. J. Smith,

Philippine Scouts and
United States Marines,
they proceeded through the
Exposition avenues t0 the

Pennsylvania B u i l ding,
where, to a large audience
crowding around the Lib
BOAT LANDING, NORTH END OF GRAND BASIN.
erty
Bell in the big rotunda,
I f circuit of the Grand Basin and Lagoons was one of
A boat ride upon the mile and a ha]
Governor
Peiinypacker de
the most delightful diversions. The picture shows the place of usual embarkatiun: The Louis
iana Purchase Monument an d the east towers of Varied Industries are also seen in the picture.
u
' were t he _sev_eral groups of frontier sculpture by Solon II. Borglum ‘ livered a most interesting
Adorning the Boat "Landing
A Step to Civilization," " A l'eril of the Plains " and " Buffalo Dance.’
“ Cowboy at Rest.
I
'
The Louisiana
Purchase Monument,
by 15. L. Masquerny. was one hundred feet high. and the and impressive address

General Owen S. Summers,
General John C. Bates,
General Lloyd VVheaton
was sixteen feet through. The crowning figure of " Peace.‘ ' the group at the base " Signing
and Colonel Clarence Ed shaft
the Treaty." and the ﬁgures representing the Missouri and Mississippi rivers, were by Karl Bitter. on the
great services of
wards, Chief of the Bureau
of Insular Affairs, United States War Department; Doctor Anthony \Vayne, the prominent part Pennsylvania had b01118
\V. P. \Vilson, Chairman, and members of the Philippine 'in the settlement and development of the West, and llm
Board; President Francis, Exposition ofﬁcials, and the
National Commissioners; President Benito Legarda and the
Honorary Philippine Commissioners, present as touring
guests of the Government.

In the exercises at the speakers’ stand in the Constabulary
Parade Ground there were addresses from Doctor Vt”. P. \Vilson ;
General Irving Hale, founder of the Society of the Army of
the Philippines; President Francis; the Honorable John M.
Allen, National Commissioner; Chairman Cooper, of the
Congressional Committee on Insular aﬁ‘airs; the Honorable
Benito Lagarda, and Secretary Taft.
All the resources of the Philippine exhibition were tested
and reviewed. There were concerts by the Constabulary band

unanimity with which her representatives had supported the
acquisition of the Louisiana Territory against strong OPPOSI‘
tion from the more eastern States.
In his address President Francis complimented Pennsyl'

vania on the distinguished part she was taking in the EXPOSI'
tion and supplemented Governor Pennypacker's laudation 0f
the “Old Keystone State” with further references t0 the
glorious achievements of Penn and Franklin and Wayﬂei and
other worthies renowned in the history of our country.
Byuthis time the Live Stock Forum and the scores of huge

bams 1n the southwestern section of the grounds were read)‘

{01: the grﬁatest shows of horses and all kinds of domestic
3""11315 and Pet stock that were ever brought together in the

OPENING OF THE HORSE SHOW.
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VIRGINIA CABIN ONE HUNDRED YEARS OLD.

Miis. SELF. ONE HUNDRED AND ONE YEARS OLD.

This cabin stood upon the trail_ne_ar the \Iirginia Building.
It was built the year of
the Louisiana Purchase. i803, in \ irginia. The workshop nearby contained exhibits of
home industries of the olden times.

Virginia contributed the most azed person to be seen at the Exposition. who was
born the year of the Louisiana Purchase. Mrs. Self was hale andhearty. and was sur
rounded by the old-fashioned implements of industry in the Old \ irgiiiia Cabin.

' Sixty i5;

world.

These were inaugurated on the 23rd with a parade of

horses; hunters, tlioroughbreds, Morgans, trotters, roadsters,

limits:

the world's best horses from every horse-breeding country in
the world, including only registered animals of every type and
description, from the mammoth Belgian draft horse Pirate,

jennets, the ﬁnest of Missouri mules, zebras and zebrulas,

weighing 2,400 pounds, to the 25o-pound \Velsh pony, Regent.
Starting from the Live Stock Forum with President Francis,

in harness, army draft teams and pack teams.
Throughout the remainder of the month and to the ﬁnale

Colonel Charles F. Mills, Chief of the Live Stock Department,
and other Exposition oﬁicials riding ahead in carriages, this

it lit 5*}

min :
lli‘ii like

it we, i-jl

with displays of merchant teams and ﬁre department teams

There

on September 2d, the competitive shows of horses went on
daily in the Live Stock Forum, opening each day with a
grand parade of all the entries in the different classes of
the day's contests.
The third Olympian events began in the Stadium on the
29th, and the Marathon Race began on the 30th.
Arrivals of Illinois, Ohio, Virginia, Pennsylvania and

were Percherons, Clydesdales, Hackneys, Shires, French and

other regiments, the Culver Academy Summer Naval School

Belgian drafts; French, Belgian, German and English coach

of 150 cadets and other cadet organizations and National

)l'elllkf it

wonderful procession of equine beauties and marvels went

packs; 1'1

through all the avenues of the Exposition, the long line

accicpsr

requiring an hour to pass any given point.
The oldest
breeders and horse-fanciers pronounced it a show such as they
had never seen before and never expected to see.

“dilui: l1.

Suffolk punch horses, saddle horses, Shetland ponies, jacks,
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FAVORITE POINT OF \'IE\\' IN THE COURT OF CASCADES.
The beautiful Festival Hall and its exquisite setting were a C()I1.~‘lﬂﬂ[|l€ltﬂlll to visitors from whatever point they were seen. Near the southeast Corner of the Palace of Elec
tricin was a favorite gathering place. Looking across the Grand Basin and up the Cascades the If“! dome 1'0" 1° 3 heiih‘ 0! 36° feet above ""3 W3!“

HISTORY OF
THE LOUISIANA PU
RCIIASE IZXI‘OSITION'.
sions, and not only
the largest
attendance for any oi
ie day, but
the next largest, w
ere recorded
in September,
respectively on

Saint Louis Day,
September 15th,
and Labor Day, September 5th.
The we atiier was ideally per
fect, and so continued throughout
October and to the close of the
Fair, with but few exceptional
days in November, impressing
visitors from other countries
with the loveliness of a typical
trans-Mississippi autumn, with
its hazy “Indian summer" ﬁnale.
“
.
_
bonle
attractlve
Speualty’
and

THE INSIDE INN.
The largest hotel ever built and one of the sights of the Exposition.
Iiy arrangement with the
management of the World's Fair this maniinot
h structure
was
built within
the grounds by Ii. I\l.
Statlcr. of Buffalo. New York. who also built the
great hotel
hearing
his
iczin Exposition grounds.

The Inside Inn contained 2.:

start and a highly proﬁtable investment.

name near the Pan-Amer
59 rooms and was a great success from the

often several, marked every day
in the month.
The great horse show closed

E. .\l. STATLER.
who organized the Inside Inn
Company
built th e h 0e
t I
in
time to;andbug
_
inch before
the opening day. Mr. Staticr
was _seriously burned about
the time of the opening. and
was conﬁned to the hospital
for several months.

September 2nd with a grand parade in the Live Stock

Guard Companies from various States kept the Exposition

camps and barracks pretty well ﬁlled throughout the month.
The big Mexican Artillery Band came on the 9th and
remained until the end of the Fair. The other new bands
beginning engagements at the Fair during the month were
the Kilties Band from Canada and the Grenadier Guards

Band from London.
Organists ﬁlling recital engagements in August were A. I.
Epstein, Saint Louis; Arthur Raymond, East \Veymouth,
Massachusetts; Henry Housely, Denver; Gustav Frese, Louis
ville; C. O. S. Howe, New York City; vS. A. Gibson, New
York City; H. D. Wilkins, Rochester, New York; Hamlin
Hunt, Minneapolis; Louis Falk, Chicago; Arthur Ingham,
Saint Louis; I. V. Flagler, Auburn, New York; Charles

Galloway, Saint Louis; W. H. Bush, New London, Con
necticut; S. M. Baldwin, New York City; A. J. H: Barbon,
Cincinnati, and H. J. Zehm, Charlotte, l\orth Carolina.
The total of admissions in the twenty-seven (1in of (August

were 3,088,743, an increase of 745,186 over In y an more
' thethe
tal forofMay.
three times
‘ I
v
t hanSeptember,
ﬁfthtomonth
the ExpoSition,
exceeded

Forum of all the premier prize winners in twenty classes
of high-bred horses, followed by a further parade of all the
show horses that could ﬁnd room in the vast oval ring; Reso
lutions of commendation and thanks were presented to the
Exposition with complimentary addresses by the exhibitors,
and speeches were delivered by President Francis, Director of

Exhibits Skiff, and Colonel Charles F. Mills, chief of live stock
exhibits. On the 13th the show of ﬁne cattle surpassing, if
possible, the display of horses in comprehensiveness and
excellence, was begun with a grand parade of herds, and con
tinued from day to day till it was closed on September 23rd
with ceremonies, resolutions, addresses, and a ﬁnal parade of
the premier prize winners and herds.

Of the series of “State Governors’ Days,

U

.

'

previously in

progress, fourteen of them fell on September dates. .00»;
ernor “'inﬁeld T. Durbin, of Indiana; Governor Fraueno
Tennessee; Governor T. B. Ferguson, of Oklahoma; GOE
ernor Edwin L. Garﬁeld, of Maryland; Governor Newtfogdi

Blanchard, of Louisiana; Governor I. A. Peabodyéoernor
orado; Governor John L. Dates, of Massachusetts, YOIIS of
Jefferson Davis, of Arkansas;

Governor Richard

at,

any one of the seven in the number of recorded admis

BUILDING OF THE DISCIPLES OF CHRIST.

SWEDENBORG CHURCH.

The Disciples of Christ erected a building, not for the purpose of holding
'
'
h
ro ress they ediﬁce.
have made.
The after
Christian
s‘ﬂwclis'
butr‘eringzlsdeifietd
I120: IlceXEPBOITM-Shaped
patterned
the
um“ fvaSIexander Campbell. the founder 0f_tl_ie sect. The walls werle
smdy d, ith photos of churches and celebrated divines. It was a_comlortai e
:gsotrheous‘: and members were glad to stop in when weary of domg the Fair.

.
' building
The church of the New Jerusalem (or Swedenborgian)
set up 3 "Prcsdeugggri's
dwelling'1‘?"
"1
the Palace of Art. Inasmuch as it was a reproduction of Emanuel Svth aim w-as
Sweden. in whicfhshe \Jrote the Arcano Celestia and other works. the in e
. reminiscento
-.
on 11¢"
of the founder 0 -'we enliorg's manuscripts. Every afternoon , there . were discussions
octrine.
i,
church themes. and visitors were enlightened on the essential Polms 0‘ thc d
religious serVices were held.

SPECIAL DAY CELEBRATIONS DURING SEPTEMBER.
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The meetings of the Congress of Arts and Sciences, of the
American Bar Association, of the “’orld's Congress of Law
yers and Jurists, and the Interparliamentary Union or I‘eace
Congress each brought to the Fair during this month a dis~
ti nguished assemblage of the most eminent teachers and
leaders of our own and other countries.
On the 9th, twenty thousand pounds of California fruits

and seven thousand bottles of California wines were given

THE CABIN HOME OF LINCOLN’S CHILDHOOD.
In this humble frontier cabin in Hardin County, Kentucky. the parents oi Abraham
Lincoln lived when he was a child of four years. The icture shows the cabin as it
was reconstructed at the Lincoln Museum at the W or] ’s Fair.

Illinois; Governor A. I. Montague, of Virginia; Governor
Frank White, of North Dakota; Governor J. M. Terrell, of
Georgia; Governor C. M. Herried, of South Dakota, and

THE ABFAHMi LINCOLN CAR'

Governor W- J- Bailey. of Kansas, arrived on their assigned

marll'riid°i‘f;ell§liloﬁaéaihfé‘i"n'§l$§ iﬁﬁi'i'lhyc‘lii‘ﬁg 5131.‘Z‘Fh‘ii'ﬁdilﬁil‘isﬁinili

dates; acconlpanied by their staffs, large delegations of pro“?

The coach was constructed by the Government at the workshops at Alexandria. Va.

incnt citizens from their States, and in some cases by ﬁne

away to visitors at the California Building, and on the 17th

military escorts from home.

They were each received with

one hundred thousand Rocky Ford melons were given away

ﬁtting ceremonies at the Administration building and escorted
by President Francis and other Exposition ofﬁcials and the
military encamped on the grounds to their respective State
buildings, where addresses and receptions preceded a formal
inspection by each governor of his State’s exhibits.

by the Colorado Commissioners at the Horticulture Building.
The attendance on the Labor Day holiday, September 5th,
was expected to exceed that of any preceding day at the Fair,
and it did, its grand total of 209,622 recorded admissions
standing second only to Saint Louis Day in the list of big
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LINCOLN MUSEUM CONTAINING RELICS OF THE GREAT EMANCTPATO'R.

.5,

The authentic cabin in which Lincoln lived in his early childhood was brought to the Exposition and set up in this museum. The household articles belonging to Nancy
Hanks Lincoln were sold to Amelia Dry. who preserved them until she died not long since at the age of ninety-six years. Among these were her spinning wheels, loom and other
Irilclcs which were shown at the Exposition. The museum was a favorite headquarters for members of the brand Army of the Republic.
H

HISTORY ()I“ THE LOUISlANA l’L'RCllASE EXPOSITION.
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days. This was made another free entrance day for children.
Barrels of ice-water, benches and bands of music were pro~
vided for the lunch hours in the spacious and shady picnic
grounds at the Exposition, and families came out in great
force with their basket dinners, many of them thus obtaining

their ﬁrst view of the Exposition. An immense parade repre
senting every branch of labor organizations in the city and

many from nearby towns was formed at 10:30 a. m.

The

parade was in seven divisions, and with ten bands of music
made a long march through the Exposition avenues, terminat
ing at the picnic grounds where the holiday luncheon was
served with the ﬁnest musical accompaniment. The pro
cession was reviewed from the platform at the Louisiana
Purchase Monument by President Francis, General Counsel
Ferriss, Secretary Stevens,

General Edmund Rice and
Lieutenant S. C. Haight.
G. \V. King was marshal

Many who saw and estimated the crowds were surprised that
the actual count was not larger. Expecting that there would
be an early rush for the grounds to escape the jam in the
street cars of later hours, the Department of Admissions had
the gate-keepers on duty at the early hour of six, but nota
bit too Soon, for people poured in from that hour as fast as
all the trolley lines, shuttle trains and other conveyances could
bring them to the gates. Free parking had been provided for

private vehicles of all sorts and delivery wagons as well as
omnibuses, hacks, automobiles and more pretentious family
carriages helped to swell the incoming tide. The day was
beautiful, the grounds and gardens in their most gorgeous
array of ﬂowers and foliage, the Exposition at its best in every
feature, and the exultant multitude swarming everywhere
along the plazas, avenues,
bridges and vast halls of
the exhibit palaceg, Or

among the treasures of the
State and foreign pavilions,
lent their holiday gayety to
the splendors and wonders

of the day and L. H. Lacey,
Oscar Layton, Mike Shan—
non, \V. A. Heates, Patrick
Connors and Frank VVyant
acted as marshals of the
divisions. At the Stadium
in the afternoon there were
athletic events open to
members of the unions, and

lean Alps peaks to the cen
tral cascade and Festival
Hall, the spacious Plaza of

addresses were made by
prominent labor union

Saint Louis and about the
Grand Basin were ﬁlled

men. At the Stadium in the
evening the largest crowd

with dense masses of
humanity awaiting the ex
ercises at the Louisiana
Purchase Monument and
the passing ,of the military
and civic parade, At 9:00
a. 1n. the chorus of twenty
ﬁve hundred high school
pupils entered in proces
sion, took their places near
the monument, and after
them came from the Lindell

of every scene,
By 10 o'clock all the

vast spaces from the Tyr'o

that had attended the pyro
technic exhibitions saw a
splendid succession of beau

tiful set pieces, including
comic devices and groups
and ﬁre portraits of Samuel

Gompers and H. \V. Stein
biss.
The total of admissions
recorded by the turnstiles
on Saint Louis Day, Sep
tember 15th, was 404,450,
being exceeded by no other
big Exposition day record
except the Chicago Day
record of 761,942 at the C0

lumbian \Vorld’s Fair in
1893. The only other big

entrance the procession of
5,204 Sunday school chil

dren preceded by Wells
band and an escortof Jeffer

son Guards. At 10 o'clock
Director John Scl1r0ers,0i
the Exposition Board and
"VICTORY." DOME OF FESTIVAL HALL,
For the ﬁrst tight: in the .history of sculpture Miss Evelyn B. Longman departed from the
custom of the art in cmploymg the female ﬁgure to personify victory. The sculptor here has

the School Board, acting
as Chairman of the Execu
tive Committee for tilt?

(lays approaching it in
created the ideal ﬁgure of a young man full of stremzth and spiritin the attitude of ccstacy,
attendance were one of proclaiming,_from his exalted position overlooking the vast Exposition. the victories of twentieth
century civilization and the achievements of peace.
day, introduced Arch—
387,877 admissions at the
bishop
JJ~
GIBIIHOH,
and
the
assembled
multitude listened
Paris Exposition in 1889, and one of 274,919 admissions at Phil

Of the Saint Louis Day total, 358,403 were

With bared haids to a stirring invocation. Then the audience

paid admissions and 46,047 were free. the latter being made
up of 5,204 Sunday-school children, 2,500 high school pupils,
Exposition employes and concessionaires' help, many of whom
were extras employed for the occasion. It is said that many

juined in the singing of “America,” led by the grand chorus
Of high SChOOI Pupils under the direction of Mr. \\'.I H

adelphia in 1876.

loyal citizens “repeated” at the turnstiles again and again,
going through the exits and back through the entrances to be

POmmer- Ne“ Mayor \Yells thanked the audience 111 a
brief address, “'thh was greeted with enthusiastic applause

counted again at a cost of half a dollar for each repetition of
the performance; but it is not believed by those who saw the

He said, in substance:
The LoniSiana PurChase EXposition is a monument of unspeakabi C
grandeur to the energy and patriotism of the people of Saint Louis. ll
is ﬁtting, indeed, that there should be one certain day for these P902:

crowds on the grounds that this materially swelled the count.

to assemble at this Exposition and celebrate their achievement. A“

MAGNIFICENT CELEBRATION OF SAINT LOUIS DAY IN SEPTEMBER.
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i “1.:

mayor of Saint Louis, I thank you, the citizens of our great city, for
your loyal and enthusiastic attendance today.

int {‘11:
“it it _

An address from President Francis was expected, but this
{of

.
was also Mississippi Governor's Day and Farmer's Day, and

nu- Q' 5.

he was at the same hour “slated” for a welcoming address to
flat
tl' (WIch

Governor Yardeman at the Mississippi building.
The exercises closed at the monument with the singing of

ad be: ;:

the “ Red, \Vhite and Blue" and the HStar Spangled Banner”
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by the chorus and audience, the Sunday-school children pro
ceeding to Festival Hall, where devotional exercises were
conducted by the Reverend Doctor L. H. Dorchester, Lindell
Avenue Methodist Episcopal church, after the opening chorus
of ﬁve thousand voices, under R. O. Holt, musical director

the Mexican National Band and eight other bands, sixteen in
all, disposed at intervals in the parade, furnished the music
for the long marching column which was watched by cheering
crowds along the entire route, past General Bates, President
Francis and Mayor \Vells in the reviewing stand in the Plaza
of Orleans, to the west side of the Philippine Reservation,
where it disbanded.
There was “something doing" all over the grounds that
day—a grand parade of prize winners in the Cattle Show at
the Live Stock Forum in the afternoon, exhibition drills by

United States Cavalry in the Stadium and by Nobles of the
Mystic Shrine on the Plaza Saint Louis, where later there
was another exhibition of weird native dances by the wild
tribesmen who, at 5 p. m., had taken part in a HCongress of

of the Saint Louis Sunday-school Union, accompanied on
the grand organ by Pro
fessor Charles

Nations" at the Stadium.
In the evening there was a

Galloway.

Then followed several
more songs, and an address
from Mrs. Mary Foster
Bryner, of Peoria, and a
closing prayer by the Rev
erend John F. Cannon,

magniﬁcent electrical (lis

play and special illumina
tion of the lagoons, and
in the Stadium an immense
crowd witnessed the great

est ﬁreworks spectacle
presented since the opening
of the Exposition.
Of course the merry~
makers crowding the Pike
that night bought and used
all the horns and other
noise-making devices the
fakirs had for sale. But
the good humor and orderly
bearing of the good-look
ing and well-d ressed crowds
elsewhere and throughout
the day made a splendid
exhibit for Saint Louis.
It was a notable day for
the city. There were no
accidents, no disturbances,
no use for ambulances or
patrol wagons. Only two
arrests Were made during
the day, both for trivial
offenses.

D. D., Grand Avenue
Presbyterian Church. Pres

ident R. O. Holt, of the
Missouri Sunday-school
Association, presided, and

a basket picnic followed in
the shady grove south of
the Art Palace.
The parade, which was
formed at the \Vest Point
Camp at 10 o'clock, and of
which General John C.
Bates with his personal
staff of army oﬁicers was
Grand Marshal, marched
over a long route of Ex
position avenues, and was
immense and inspiring. It
was organized in two divi
sions, the ﬁrst composed of
brigades of United States
Regular Infantry, battal
ions of United States
Marines, Philippine Scouts,
Philippine Constabulary,
squadrons of the Fourth
and Eighth United States

A PEACEFUL VISTA OF THE EXPOSITION.

Cavalry, and a brigade Of
Y
.
.

The camera artist frequently secured pictures containing all the elements of a ﬁne art
production. The giant Ferris \\'heel reﬂected In the smooth waters of the Life Savers“ Lake

the

National Guards COIltalll-

15 one of them. The bit of grass and weeds at the left and the trees reflected in the water

Band, L3. Garde Repu l)—

.

give artistic ﬁnish.

.

The regular afternoon

mg the First and Second
Kentucky Regiments, the First Missouri Regiment, a Missis
sippi Regiment, a mixed battalion of National Guard Com
panies from Florida, Massachusetts and New York, and
Battery A, National Guard of Missouri.
The second division, composed of uniformed veteran and
civic organizations, contained a brigade of Grand Army
posts, Sons of Veterans and camps of the Army of the
Philippines; a post ofﬁce brigade of letter carriers; a brigade
of uniformed fraternal societies; a brigade of \Voodmen of
the \Vorld; a brigade of colored societies, and the First Mis
souri Regiment, Knights of Pythias; seven regimental bands,

and evening concerts were
given at the various music
stands by the ﬁrst regiment
Canadian Artillery Band,
Mexican

Artillery

licaine Band, the Grenadier

Guards Band and the Philippine Constabulary Band, besides
those given in the Tyrolean Alps by the Exposition Orchestra
and in several State buildings.
In Festival Hall the same
day the famous composer and organist, M. Felix Alexander
Guilmant, of Paris, gave the fourth of his series of thirty-six

organ recitals.
Besides the Guilmant recitals during the month there were
recitals by R. H. Sealy of New York, C. E. Glemens of Cleve
land, M. C. Baldwin and \V. C. Carl of New York, N. H.
Allen of Hartford, F. Dunkley of New Orleans, and W'. C.
Gale of New York.

ay...
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A battalion of Canadian Fusileers and regiments and
smaller bodies of National Guards were present during the
month from Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Mississippi, Florida,
New York, California and other States.
The Cattle Show began on the 13th and closed on the 23d
with a grand parade of prize-winning Shorthorn, Hereford,
Aberdeen—Angus, Galloway, Red Polled, Devon, Polled Dur
ham, Brown Swiss, Jersey, Holstein, Ayrshire and Guernsey
cattle, and with the usual addresses, closing ceremonies and
approving resolutions adopted by exhibitors.
'
The total of admissions in the twenty-six days of Sep

sented in the free distribution of twelve hundred barrels of
their best eating apples, handed out from decorated booths
in the llorticulture building by beautiful young ladies repre.

senting the States in which the apples grew.
Ten of the “State Governor Days" fell in this month.
The Indian Territory was represented on October lSt, by
General Pleasant Porter, the Creek Chief, and Governor T. B.

tember was 3,651,873.
October, the sixth month of the Exposition, was another
month of glorious autumnal weather, without a single frost
' v.“

" ""~

"Finn -, ~\ 1

.7,» ,

\\'.»\TER PAGEANT CROSSING GRAND BASIN.
On Liberal .\rts Day. {\uittlst 27th, a grand water parade was arranged. in which
the entire fleet of Exposition watt-r craft participated. The people swarmed onall

banks of the lagoons m tens of thousands to see the novel show.

Ferguson of Oklahoma; New York on the 4th, by Governor
Benjamin B. Odell; Rhode Island on the 5th, by Governor
Garvin; Ohio on the 6th, by Governor Myron T. Herrick.

and New Jersey on the same dare, by GOVernor Franklin
WATER PAGEANT PASSING JOLIET BRIDGE.

Murphy ; Missouri on the I 1th, by Governor A. M. Dockery;
The ﬂoral parades on land and water were among the beautiful features of the
Ex osition.
In this pageant, on Liberal Arts Day, the President of the Exposition
an other prominent oﬁieials occupying one of the most beautifully decorated boats

led the way. amid cheering crowds, through the several lagoons.

Michigan on the 12th, by Governor Aaron T. Bliss; Connec
ticut on the 13th, by Governor Abiram Chamberlain; Alaska

to sere the ﬂowers and foliage of the lovely Exposition groves

on the 18th, by Governor John C. Brady; Nebraska on the

and gardens and lawns. The number of recorded admissions
fell but 29,644 short of the big September total. In the list
of “big days” at the Fair, Missouri Governor’s Day on
October 11th, with 179,847 admissions, ranks ﬁfth, being

25th, by Governor John H. Mickey.
The programs for these days were more or less varied,

exceeded only by Saint Louis Day, Labor Day, Francis Day
and Thanksgiving Day, while Chicago Day on October 8th
with 163,317, and Connecticut Day on October 10th, with
168,286, are also included in the list of the ten days of
largest attendance. October 4th was a great day for lovers

building or at Festival Hall, or both, President Francis

of apples at the Fair.

On that day forty States were repre

being arranged by different State Commissions.

Rarely, it

was a simple program of music and speeches at the State
making the welcoming address and the Governor and other

members of his party responding; following which there
were receptions, banquets and other entertainments. But in
most cases there was a more prolonged program of formalii.v
and pageantry. The Governor arrived with a gorgeous staff

CULVER NAVAL CADETS GIVING AN EXHIBITION CUTTER DRILL ON GRAND BASIN.
The Culver Military Academy at Culver, Indiana, was represented in June by “early the entire school in uniform at the Model Camp. the young men and boys civil"? "13:"

exhibition drills and parades. adding much ofhfe and picturesqueness to the hxposition. Later. on August 17th. came the Culver Naval Cadets, bringing their own boats a
giving all the drills of rowmg. landing and general boat exercises prescribed in the naval regulations.

STATE FUNCTIONS AND CITY CELEBRATIONS.
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and military
escort from
home, attended

by large delega
tions of State
and city ofﬁcials
and other prom~

inent citizens of
his State and
was escorted
from the Admin
istration build
ing to his State
buildingby Pres
ident Francis
and a long col

umn of United
States troops,
National Guard
regiments and

Philippine bat
talions.
The S a i n t
Louis societies
of the several
States assisted

PRIZE WINNING FLORAL AUTOMOBILE.

in these State beautifully decorated automobile.
functlons‘
'

as

BALLOON RACE ON LIBERAL ARTS DAY.

On Liberal Arts Day, August 27th, a prize was offered for the most

This machine driven by Miss Chivers. accrue Tomlinson. of Syracuse. New York._

of Saint Louis. won the prize. The parade was one of the most showy and
beauiu
t'flt' eauresu
z
fth eenire
t'
E.‘(posiion
.‘t‘ .

they did also in the City Days, of which there were nine dur
ing the month—New York City Day on the 3d; Indianapolis
Day on the 5th; Chicago Day on the 8th; Detroit Day and
Kansas City Day on the 15th; Milwaukee Day and Saint
Joseph Day on the 17th; District of Columbia Day on the
17th and Toledo Day on the 315t. On these occasions the
Mayors, city oﬁicials and commercial clubs, sometimes
accompanied by their State Governors, were received with
welcoming addresses by President Francis, Mayor \Vells and

prominent Saint Louisans representing their native State
societies, and generally they were marked by more or less
military parade, Kansas City, for instance, sending her ﬁne
regiment, the Third National Guards of Missouri, as an escort

for Mayor I. H. Nelf.

The balloon race was participated in by Mr. and Mrs. Carl Meyers. and

German Day was celebrated on

October 6th and Italian Day on the 12th, the anniversary of

Mr. 'l‘prnlinson landed two

hundred miles away “10 11““ (layuat Wyoming. Illinois-ﬁnd MT- and MH
Meyers twenty-two miles away at Saint Charles, Missouri.

the discovery of America by Columbus. “District of Columbia
Day” was celebrated on the 19th by the Federal District
Commissioners and many citizens of the National capital
who came with the famous Marine Band, and were assisted in
the exercises by the whole body of Exposition oﬂicials, the
National Commissioners and the Government Board. There
was another grand parade of all the United States land and
naval forces and all National Guards and other military
bodies at the Exposition.
There was a reception at the
Government building and further exercises with music and
speeches at the Missouri building.
The great show of swine, sheep and goats, inaugurated on
the 5th, was concluded on the 14th with addresses by Presi
dent Francis and Director of Exhibits Skiﬁ‘, and the presenta

tion of resolutions of thanks and commendation adopted by

H TPf'HiO

CROWD ON LOUISIANA WAY AT THE MONUMENT ON LIBERAL ARTS DAY.
.\t the time this photograph was taken the attention of the crowd was divided between two picturesque parades. onc_passing through the crowd between the camera and
the monument. and the other, the water pageant decked out Wllh ﬂowers and palms. ﬂags and bunting, on the brand Basin at the lcll.
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the exhibitors, who

Pennsylvania, and \V. C. Hammond of

were unanimous in
praising the unprece

Ilolyoke, Massachusetts. Duringthe month
regular Friday evening symphony concerts
were given to crowded audiences at Festival
Hall, conducted by Alfred Ernst, except

dented liberality of the
prizes and the courtesy
and fairness with which
the competitors were

treated.

the twenty-ﬁrst, on October 28th, when F.

The show of

poultry, pigeons and
pet stock began on the

24th with ten thousand
entries.
On the 22d, the
famous organist and
composer, M. Alex
ander Guilmant, gave
the last of his series of
forty organ recitals.
Other recitals were
given during the month

by J. L. Browne of
Atlanta, H. R. Shelly
of New York, \V.
Kai’fenberger of Buf
alo, F. York of Detroit,
W. M. Farlane of New

York, R. K. Miller of
Philadelphia, E. F..
Truette of Boston, F.
J. Benedict of New
York, ]. A. Pennington
of Scranton, A. Ingham
of Saint Louis, I. F.
Wolle of Bethlehem,

HELEN KELLER.
October 18th was set apart as
in recognition of the remarkable
who is denied the senses of sight
day was made the occasion of

Helen Keller Day.
attainments of one
and hearing. The
an assemblage of

teachers of the deaf in the Hall of Congresses.

van der Stucken directed the music.
When La Garde Republicaine Band and
the Grenadier Guards Band were about eon
clnding their concert engagements on the
eighth, President Francis took leave of them
in an appreciative farewell address at the
Louisiana Purchase Monument. There-'
MISS SULLIVAN,
after, the llerlin Band and the Mexican Teacher of Helen Keller.
Miss Sullivan described
Artillery Band divided the honors ac to
teachers of the deai
the
methods used in the
corded to famous foreign bands.
instruction of her famous
pupil.
An almost daily succession of conven
tions, congresses and fraternity gatherings helped to swell the
October record of admissions, which in the twenty-seven days
reached a grand total of 3,622,229, a daily average of 134,156
as compared with 140,456 for September.
With November, the seventh month of the Fair, came
occasional
frosty
nights, which, by the
middle of the month,
had nipped the ﬂowers
and sered the foliage
of all trees and shrubs
except the oaks and
evergreens. But with
the frosty nights came
also the calm, sunlit
haze of pleasant

“Indian Summer"

Q fit“
I
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DE SMET BRIDGE. EAST LAGOON. PALACES OF MINES AND METALLURGY AND LIBERAL ARTS.

SIGNAL EVENTS IN THE LAST MONTH OF THE EXPOSITION.

h
;

and in variety and beauty the displays far exceeded any ﬂower

days, and the admission records prove that there were only
a few days in the month chilly enough to diminish the attend
ance. The total of admissions in November exceeded the
total of either May, June or July.

exhibition that was ever attempted.
The day of the Presidential election, November 8th, was

Cleveland, Columbus and Springﬁeld, Ohio, had their days

display of the “Star Spangled Banner” everywhere on the

at the Fair on the Ist, 2d and 3d of the month; Chillicothe,
Xenia and Hamilton on the 4th, and Cincinnati on the 5th.
The last was also Ireland's Day and was duly celebrated by
a great gathering at Festival Hall, which was addressed by
Judge O’Neill Ryan, Archbishop Glennon, President Francis
and the Reverend D. S. Phelan,
in English, and by the Reverend
Brother Bernardine in Gaelic, the
exercises being interspersed with

patriotic airs by “Ireland's Own
Band.”
The great show of poultry,
pigeons and pet stock came to an

end on Saturday the 5th, and on
Monday the 7th there was opened
in the big Conservatory at the
east end of the Horticulture
building the greatest ﬂower show
that has ever been seen either in
America or the old world. It ran

observed as American Flag Day at the Fair, with a universal
grounds.

On the Plaza of Saint Louis, from one to ﬁve p. m.,

there were daylight ﬁreworks by Pain, the Fireworks King.
Thousands of bombs bursting far up in the sky released ﬂags
that ﬂoated in the air till they fell and were picked up by
visitors. In the evening the election returns were displayed
by stereopticon at the west end of
the Transportation Building, at
the east end of the Varied Indus
tries Building, and at the center
and both ends of the Pike.
In the Live Stock Forum and
cattle barns, a Range Cattle Show
was opened on the 9th and con
tinued to the 12th, when it closed
with a series of roping and

“bronchmbusting” contests for
prizes offered by the ranchmen
present.

Brooklyn had a day on the
15th; Minneapolis and Saint Paul

day and night throughout the

a “Twin Cities Day" on the 16th;

week till 11:30 Saturday night,
with brilliant electric illumina
tion by night.
Day and night
the two acres of Conservatory

New Mexico a day on the 18th.
The ﬁrst warning that the Ex

ﬂoor “,ere

' -

position was nearing its end was
A BIT OF THE CASCADE GARDENS.

“.ith People in_

The view is from a point near the German House, looking northwesterly.

specting the diﬂerent arrays of exquisite ﬂowers that were
presented from day to day.

Prizes ranging from $10 to

$100, and amounting in all to $7,000, were competed for,
and the trustees of the Missouri Botanical Garden oﬂered
twelve gold medals, worth $25 each, for new species or
varieties of plants of decided merit for cultivation, not pre—
viously an article of North American commerce and introduced
for such commerce by the exhibitor during the year.
The

leading ﬂower-growers of America had entered the contest,

i;
1':
1m
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witnessed in the ceremony of
turning the Liberty

over to

Jeﬂerson Guards in guarding the buildings and exhibits at

the close of the Fair.
But still people kept coming, some to get a too-long
deferred look at the Exposition and some for another view of

scenes they were reluctant to part with.

Of the twelve

’

,

SUNKEN GARDEN, FROM CORNER OF EDUCATION PALACE,

\W"

311;;
'

Mayor \Veaver and the Philadelphia committee, and their
start back with it to Independence Hall on the 16th. Then,
on the let, came another warning in the arrival of two
battalions of the 16th Infantry to take the place of the

_ The Sunken Garden was one of the popular resting places in the Exposition. It was between the Palaces of Liberal Arts and Mines and Metallurgy and at the (out oi the
h!" lhatled to the Government building It was depressrd three feet below the surroundmgﬂround and Was framed by sword and broad walks. The walks were lined with
benches for Visitors. The profusion of ﬂowers and bright foliage continued through the Exposition.

C.;.1
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biggest days in the history of the Exposition three were in the
last seven of the hundred and eighty-six days it was open.

There were 'l‘hanksgiviug feasts, for the Indians at the Indian
School, at a number of the New England and other State

The partial destruction of the Missouri building occurred
late in the afternoon of the
19th, the only serious ﬁre
during the life of the Exposi-

buildings, and turkey banquets for the Igorrotes and Other
tribes Of the Philippine \‘il
lages. But the most interest
ing feast was the one to the

tion, except the destruction of
the House of H00 1100 in the

Children Of 3" nations as
sembled at the World's Fair,

latter part of June.
General Prince Sadanaru

give" in the "10(161 Play
ﬁrmmd

Fu 511i m , the cousin and

The Ol)SCI'V3.IIC8 Oi Tllle'lh'S

adopted b rothe r of the

54va Day Opened with de\'o~

Mikado, and Grand Master of

tional exercises at Festival

the Imperial H o u s eh old ,
arrived on the 19th, with his

llall. pre-arranged by a Com
mittee of Ministers composed

suite, coming as the personal

0f Archbishop John ].

representative of the Mikado.
Among other distinguished
visitors during the week were
Governor Miguel Ahuinada
and family, of the Mexican

Glennon, of the Roman Cath
olic church; Bishop D. 5.
Tuttle. of the Protestant
Episcopal Diocese of Mis
souri; Reverend James W.

State OF Jalisco’ at“? tw? Gap

GENERAL VIEW OF STATUARY—MAIN CASCADE.
The main cascade was three hundred feet long. with a fall of ninety feet from the

ITCC’ Of salnt JOhn's Blamed!“

ma“PtmcesiFm‘erlckM“ 1“ £52.12“i:-.“."“.<l-..“n."tif it‘lli’iii‘l‘fi‘iilﬁmln“(12“l.$i32‘l?QI-- 'linen?tents-ital Um“; Re‘iem‘d Dom"
Hohenlohe-Ochringen and

Strenerli"and"PhysicalLiberian""(‘upiilsand Dulvhins-Wl'viasusand Sea Nymphs"

Johann Heinrich zu Hohenlohe-Ochringen, nephews of the
late Imperial Chancellor, Prince Hohenlohe.
The attendance on the Thanksgiving holiday, November
24th, gave it the ﬁfth place in the list of the twelve greatest
days at the Fair. Many thousands of Saint Louis people took
advantage of theirholiday to spend another day onthegrounds.

Samuel J. .‘\ iccolls, of the

Second Presbyterian Church, and Reverend W. W. B0yd,0f
the Second Baptist church. Special invitations were sent to
all the clergymen of Saint Louis. The directors and oﬁicials
of the Exposition met at IO a. in. at the West pavilion and
proceeded in a body of about one hundred and ﬁfty t0 Festival
IIall, where the exercises began with an organ prelude by

WESTWARD VIEW FROM THE BALCONY OF TIIE WEST PAVILION.
Charming vistas lay in every direction from the high balconies of the East and “fast pavilions that stood at the ends of the Colon'nade of Stake The foundations on)"
avmons were “bow may it" art‘ove the “'amrs 0‘ ""3 ("and Basin and the balconies were nearly eighty feet hiehcr. In the foreground of this picture is seen the beautiful dnv'ﬁ
ending from the Palace Of Machmery up "1) "16.13.313“ Of lin- and. llel'oild it was the refreshian Rrove of natural evergreens Partly hidinu the walls of Jerusalem. The Jl’r‘lsakfm
(lonccssmn was the- mo“ “tenswe at th-t hx os‘t‘on' a.vcr.‘lable C!” I" "58". covering about twelve acres. Beginning at the Mosque of Omar the dark. eight-sided building Will
the huge dome' “vb-“:h Stands upon the sne o

SOIOmOn 5.1 emnlc m the real Jerusalem. the visitor was led from place to place and a story of iritense interest was unfolded.

Wm

the mosque the vista“ iv“- mkcn 1° see She Mm!“ °f o'“'“' "3“" “long the Via Dolorosa past the twelve stations of the cross to the Church of the Holy Septilcher and a title
"mic View Of "‘9 ( "'°.‘ﬁ-‘.“°"' 1" 'he distance 15 ll" Ubscrvﬂtwn \\ heel and on the right a tower of the Machinery Palace. In the sky :1 mile away is the Captive Balloon. M“
the Administration buildinzs.

THANKSGIVING DAY SERVICES AT FESTIVAL HALL.

THE MONUMENT \VAS ALWAYS A THING OF GRACE.

the Washington University team.

welcome and congratulation, introducing Archbishop Glennon

on Art Hill and along the Grand Basin, and a special illumi
nation of Festival Hall, the East and \Vest

the Exposition chorus, with organ accom

{EFL-1.
__.'_,_

I,__l.¢

TIIE CASCADE GARDENS \VERE A FAIRYLAND.

Arthur Scott Brook. President Francis read the President's
Thanksgiving Proclamation and delivered a brief address of
as the presiding ofﬁcer, chosen by the com
mittee because he represented the pioneer
church in the religious history of the Louis
iana Purchase. The audience ﬁlled the great
auditorium and included some of the ablest
exponents of their respective creeds. The
“Hymn of the \Vest,” words by Edmund C.
Stedman, and music by John K. Paine, the
ofﬁcial hymn of the Exposition, was sung by

‘a1""
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After 6:30 in the evening

there was a magniﬁcent pyrotechnic display about the Cascades

pavilions, and the Colonnade of States with

Hsear-shell pink” ﬁres.

Although the weather was cold and ladies
wore their furs and men their heavy winter

overcoats, “Roosevelt Day,” on Saturday,
November 26th, was another one of the
“Big Twelve," the turnstile record of admis~

sion being 163,758.
The atrocious assassination of President
McKinley at the Buffalo Exposition had
taught the public how the desperate miscreant

paniment by Ernest R. Kroeger. After an
invocation by Reverend Doctor Harrison,
and the brooding maniac are attracted and
editor of the Christian Advamle, addresses
excited by great gatherings, and every possi
were delivered by Rabbi Leon Harrison, of
ble precaution suggested by an anxious sense
Temple Israel; Reverend M. R. Rhodes,
of responsibility on the part of State, city,
Saint Mark's Lutheran Church, and Reverend
railroad and Exposition ofﬁcials was taken
Jas. \V. Lee, of Saint John's Methodist Epis
copal Church. Reverend \V. \V. Boyd, of the \\'l LLl.\M l-‘LE\\'ELL YN SA UNDERS. for the safety of President Roosevelt on this
The opposition to him had been
Second Baptist Church, was on the program
As Secretary of the Business Men's League, occasion.
Saunders was very active and helpful in
An immense
for an address, but sent word that he had Mr.
romotinz the exploitation of the Exposition. purely formal and apathetic.
entertainment of visitin bodies was in a
number
of
the
opposition
party
had either
been detained and was unable to attend. The
number of instances directe by him. and the
banquet to the Slate and Foreign
voted
for
him
outright
or
refused
to vote
“America” was sung by the audience and the farewell
Commissioners and the National Commission
the Hotel Jeﬁ'erson by the Business M en's
against
him,
and
one
of
the
calmest
elections
Exposition chorus, and the exercises closed at
League was carried out most successfully in
ever held in this country had shown him to
with a benediction and an organ postlude by accordance with his plans.
John A. O'Shea. A football game was played in the Stadium be more nearly the unanimous choice of the people than any
during the afternoon between the Haskell Indian team and other Chief Magistrate of the Republic since the days of

“5’.

LOOKING WESTWARD ALONG LOUISIANA WAY. BOAT-LANDING IN FOREGROUND.

“it"‘c'l i

‘32:
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Washington or Monroe. But to forestall the proverbial
happening of the unexpected, a pilot engine ran ten minutes
ahead of his train from Washington to the Administration
entrance and back, and from the time he left the “"hite House
till he entered it again he was attended and guarded by
watchful secret service men and local detectives.
His car arrived at the Administration gate at four in the
morning, some hours ahead of time, and was parked in the
Exposition grounds just west of the Transportation building.

Here it was surrounded by Jefferson Guards, policemen and
United States troops, who,

And all day, Wherever he went along the avenues, the cheering
rang continually in his ears and kept him bowing, smiling and
saluting. Between the exhibit buildings the lines of soldiers
and police stationed to keep the way opened had all they could
do to keep the surging, cheering crowds back. And all day
he was most emphatically a “live exhibit" of strenuous life
and enjoyment; always in motion; noting everything in sight;
breaking away from his party here and there for a special

scrutiny of this or that; bubbling over with intelligent and
admiring comments and frequently giving utterance to his
wondering appreciation of
the grandeur, completeness
and inestimable signiﬁcance
of the Exposition as awhole.
After spending half an hour

after daylight, kept the
crowds from approaching

within one hundred feet of
it, till the President and his
party had breakfast and were
ready to start on their tour
through the Exposition.
With him were Mrs. Roose

in the Liberal Arts building
and another half hour in the

United

IVClt, Miss Alice Roosevelt,

Mr. Douglas Robinson, the
President's brother-in-law;
Mrs. Robinson, Surgeon

General Rixey and Secretary
Loeb.

Soon after 9 o'clock,

the party chosen to escort
the President through the

'1 pt...»
*' “3

day in behalf of the Exposi- ,"5‘ 3":
tion arrived at the car. They l
were David R. Francis, Mayor 1‘

Rolla \IVells, D. M. Houser, i» ~
"BUFFALO DANCE." BY
Corwin H. Spencer, F. D.
Hirschberg, W. H. Lee, George J. Tansey, Charles \'V. Knapp,
Dan C. Nugent, Nathan Frank, J olm Schroers, Judge \Vilbur
F. Boyle, Doctor L. H. Laidley, C. P. Walbridge, J. C. Van
Blarcom, John D. Davis, Judge Franklin Ferriss, Secretary
“ialter B. Stevens, General Edmund Rice and General John

C. Bates and staff.
As they emerged from the car and President Roosevelt,
his wife and daughter, were entering the carriages, he was wel
comed with tremendous cheers by the surrounding multitude.

States Government

building, he reviewed the
great military parade passing
in front of the latter at 10:30
and then visited thirteen
foreign pavilions in succes
sion, beginning with the Ger
man building, at 10:40, and
ﬁnishing with the Japanese
soon after I p. 111. After
luncheon and a brief rest
at the \Yest pavilion, he
spent a half hour in seeing
the Agriculture exhibits; re
SOLON ll. BORULL'M.
mained from 3:25 to 4:50 in
the Philippine Reservation; from 5 to 5:15 in the Machinery
building, and from 5:20 to 5:40 in the Electricity building,

from which he witnessed, until 6 p. n1., the electric and pyro
technic illuminations 0n the Grand Basin, the Cascades,
Festival Hall, and the Colonnade of States. At 6, attended
by President Francis and Mayor \Vells, the President, Mrs.
ROOSevelt, Miss Alice Roosevelt and Secretary Loeb drove
to the residence of Treasurer \Villiam H. Thompson, 0i
Lindell Boulevard, whose guest they were till they left

' ll!" )4
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“THE MOUNTAIN” AND "THE PLAIN.” IN THE MACHINERY GARDENS.
In these groups the sculptor,'Lorado Taft. has typiﬁed the Mountain as an old man wrapped in frost and snow.

‘

. the WOOds‘

The side groups show the DTOSPQC'OF. aml m. Iggy [our youth!
man and hunter. typical of the industries of mountainous countnes. A woman with open arms and a sheaf of grain at her feet, typiﬁes the Plain. She 15 came
women.

The side ﬁgures represent the harvest. all expressing the fruitfulness of the prairie.

BANQUET SPEECH BY PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Robinson were the guests of Presi—
ident Francis at his beautiful home on Maryland avenue.
The greatest social entertainment in the whole history of

It is a credit to the United States that this Exposition should have
been carried to so successful a conclusion; and, of course, it is pre

the Exposition was the banquet given in honor of President

eminently a credit to Missouri and to Saint Louis, and on behalf of
all the people of the country, for each man in the country had a personal
stake in the success of this Exposition, for its success reﬂected credit

Roosevelt from 8 to 10 p. m. at the Tyrolean Alps.
large banquet hall was lavishly and
beautifully decorated with ﬂags and
ﬂowers; the guests numbered over six

upon the entire country, and, therefore, on behalf of the people of the
nation, I wish to express my deep apprecia
tion of the farsighted, tireless, intelligent,
disinterested work that has been done by
all who are responsible for this Exposition,

hundred;

the

great

The

Ex posit ion

and, more than by all others, by you,
President Francis.

Orchestra furnished the music and the
President entered most heartin into
the festive spirit of the occasion and
thoroughly enjoyed the enthusiasm of
his reception.
The President's speech on that
Occasion was an admirable expres

obligation to you and your associates, and

I am glad of this opportunity to express,
however imperfectly, my sense of this obli
gation. [Applause]
It is a peculiar pleasure to me to come
here to See this great Exposition, because
of what the Exposition was.

in", 21'.
till) tit,

r 1 g:

and You, My Hosts—
privilege to have had
this marvelous Expo
I can not sufﬁciently

express my appreciation of its wonder and
its beauty.. It is in very fact, as you,

souri has presented to the service of the

nation—of Tom Benton. [Applause.]
I have always felt that not only I, but

President Francis, have said, the greatest

Exposition of the kind that we have ever
seen in recorded history. [Applause]
I walked
among
the As
buildings
andtoday
saw through
what theyand
were
and

every man who had the welfare of the nation
deep at heart could ﬁnd very much by which

i _, -

v ,,
'- 7

to proﬁt in the career of Benton and his

4-

and; ‘
Lat

Es! pr

if hit.

hunt

in 3-.31'.
lll tit

what they contained, what they signiﬁed
in the way of achievement at home, what
they signiﬁed in the way of achievement
among these great' and friendly nations
who are rcprescnted here, I had but one
regret, and that was a deep regret—the
regret that these could not be made per-

ruins?
manent.

I have always

been greatly interested in Missouri, and
during the last three weeks I have grown
to think of it, if possible, even more highly
than before.
[Applause.] A number of
years ago I made a particular study of one
of the great men, whom, in time past, Mis

follows:
President Francis,
I count it, indeed, a
a chance of visiting
sition. [Applausc.]

[Cheers and applause,

long continued]
The country is under a great debt of

sion of what we are pleased to call
the American spirit.
It was as

risks:
with:
ﬁlll‘gll‘
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CHEROKEE CHIEF—J. E. FRASER. SCULPTOR.
In this notablcworkin the cast c_0urt,the sculptorhas followed

followers, the Jacksonian Democracy of
that day.
It is a curious thing, gentlemen, how,
as time goes by, we are able to see in the
men and in the parties of the past features
of the utmost usefulness to the country,
even though at the time those men or those
parties seemed antagonistic and I wish to

l

nature closely. copying the physmal defects of both man and

[App ausc.]

horse. The slovenly Indian With his barbarlc trappings astride

say that any good American of the present

an ungainly pony of a degenerate breed were in marked contrast
with Cyrus E. Dallin’s idealized Sioux Chiefindramatic attitude,

, - .
can ﬁnd an Incalcmable amount from “ hth

.

’

The regret that it is impossible to keep
these buildings as they are for our children i" the We“ mu"- TWO §¢h°°l§ 0‘ m- "1c realism and the
to learn and by which to proﬁt in the prin
idealistic. were thus represented in these statues.
and our children's children and all who
ciples and the practices alike of the \Vhigs
are to come after as a permanent memorial of the greatness of this
who followed the lead of Henry Clay, of Kentucky, and of those whom
country. [Applause]
they regarded then as the chief foes of those very \Vhigs—the Demo
I think that the American who grudges a dollar that has been spent

here is not so far-sighted as he should be.
91g. .' ii
I "TTT'T

[Applausc.]

crats who followed the lead of Andrew Jackson, of Tennessee, and of

Tom Benton, of Missouri, and of Sam Houston, of Texas; and perhaps
T
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FIFTH CANADIAN ARTILLERY “AND FROM VICTORIA. BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Canada did "1an things to show her neighborly feeling. lending to the Exposition and thus to the Americanpeople her best possessions. This ﬁne musical organization from the
artillery post at \ ictona was one of the highly appreciated contributions. The band took a prominent part in the Saint Louis Day program. September islh.
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EXPOSITION_
Samuel J. Niccolls.
After luncheon,
‘
the rest of the party
took a carriage and
drove through the \\'e
st End residence dis
trict, Miss Alice visi ted her friend, Miss

Irene Catlin. -Thew hole party dined at the
residence
of Presid
there till 11:00
p.

‘
\IiiiiiiiCIistan'd
rer'nainﬂl

drive to the President's mm “a? 'mm m
u
. _
i, which left
the Exposnion grounds on its return to {1

National capital 3. minute after midni lie
And so ended, without a single misha:r

unpleasant incident, what the President
called a “most charming“ visit of two davs
to the Exposition and the World's Fair cit-v
On the 22nd of November President
Francis had announced to the Board of
FACADE OF THE PALACE OF MANUFACTURES.
Nearly all of the exhibit palaces of the Exposition possessed great architectural magniﬁcence, to he compaer
only with one another in degree of splendor. Thc,beauti_ful arched facades of the l'alacc of Manufactures, the
great central arched entrance and the domed-corner pavilions as seen in the cnzravmg. from near the Palace of
Electricity make a picture of unusual grandeur.

Directors that every dollar of the Govern
ment loan of $4,600,000 had been repaid;
that settlements had been made with all

banks and trust companies in Saint Louis
the chief lesson to be learned from the lives of all those men is the
and other cities; that there were no bills payable on the
lesson of a broad Americanism, an Americanism that should teach
Company's
books, and that its only remaining obligations
every man that he is no true American unless the welfare of his
were for current expense ac
countryman is dear to him, and
that without the slightest regard as
counts incurred from day to
to where that countryman lives.
day.
[Applause]
Gentlemen, I was
A farewell banquet was
reading the other day a speech
given at the Jefferson Hotel
made by Abraham Lincoln a couple
of days after he was rc-elected to
on November 28th by the
the presidency. I can not quote it
Business Men's League to the
verbally, but it ran somewhat like
“"orld's Fair Commissioners
this:
representing foreign countries
“As long as I have been in
and
our own State and Federal
this ofﬁce I have never willingly
Governments. The great
planted a thorn in any man's
bosom. [Applause] I am grati~
banquet hall and the tables
ﬁed greatly that my countrymen
were splendidly decorated with
[I am quoting from Lincoln] have
palms, ferns, ﬂags and ﬂowers.
seen ﬁt to continue me in ofﬁce,
President Francis and Honor
but it does not add to my Satisfac
able
Nathan Frank,who acted
tion that any one else is pained by
the result." Those were the words
as toastmaster, led the way
of Lincoln in 1864, and I feel that
into the hall, followed by
any man who even tries to be ﬁt to
Mayor Rolla \Vells, Secretary
be President of the United States
COMBAT BETWEEN BULL AND COUGAR.
\V.
B. Stevens and more than
should approach his duties in that Group at the West Launch Landing. by E. C. Potter. In attacking the hull the ﬁerce cougar
three
hundred and ﬁfty other
spirit [applause]; that any man has found his match. The combat expresses the constant warfare of the animal world.
In
responding
to
the
toast
“What the Louisiana
Worthy of serving
.
_the people not merely in that position, but in any
guests.
posnion of weight in public life, should have that sense of elation that
Purchase Exposition Has Done for the \Vorld,” President
anything personal in his triumph does not in the
sense of inﬁnite responsibility thereby cast from
him the weight of the duty he owes to all his
fellow-citizens, and should realize that whatever the
differences among our people before election, once
the election has taken place the President is the
President of all the people of every section socially,
of every section industrially, of all the people North
or South, East or West, and that he is bound,
again to quote the language of Abraham Lincoln,
‘with malice toward none, with charity toward
all,’ seeking after the light as God has given him

to see the light, to strive so to conduct himself
toward all of them and toward his manifold duties

as those duties arise that the result of his eﬂ'orts
may be for the good of our common country.
[Cheers and applause]

After a night’s rest at Mr. Thompson’s,
the President and his family attended divine

'_-__

PALACE OF ELECTRICITY AT NIGHT AND THE DE SOTO BRIDGE
service at the Second Presbyterian Chm-Ch
One of the
' '
'
- many evenin
. . R Spartacus 0‘ the Exposition.
The illumination
was so dewsed
as to pres")"1 ill“
and heard a sermon by Reverend Doctor W, ceful oullmes 0f bulldmﬂs and other structures. The Electricity building was one of the most brillianllihimfd‘

MR. WADE‘
liter
l1?
will“

Francis in the course of 1115 re!

it
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marks said:
h onored by

Last Saturday the Exposition was .

ttl ling.

a visit from the President of the _United Statsls-

ilepa'h L

In the nine hours he was at the Fair, he “0t 0] y

v,

viewed the principal exhibit Palacesi buy _a so
visited forty State buildings and thirteen buildings

'Wiih

of foreign countries,

:5 hi".
POlll'sgnmam“

presidents, emperors and kings of thirteen foreign
countries, and telegraphed to the governors of
forty States and Territories.
Over half the

____

Yesterday I cabled to the

foreign rulers and ﬁfteen of the forty governors

+ »'
mg.time:
g tie;-

have telegraphed their gratiﬁcation that the
.
.
.
buildings representing their domains had been
visited by the President of the United States.

iellcrj_=_'

Colonel Charles M. Watson, the British
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Louis aggregated $360,000,000. Today it is
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The total bank and trust company deposits in 1898 were
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numerous others larger than the largest

bank or trust company in _1898.
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" institution
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‘ 1898 were $17,000.000; today the deposits of that same
institution approximate $50,000,000.
The Exposition has given us ten new railroads
and ﬁve new trunk lines running into Saint Louis:
one from Mem phis, one from New Orleans, one
from El Paso, Texas, one from K ansas City, and
ble-track road from Chicago.
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results would, in numberless ways and
many years to come, be Worth annuallovr
to the city and the country at large
i.
more than the total cost.
,mmh
Accordingly, when the closing (13,
came, December lst, President Franci's

found himself reduced to the position of
a guest of the \Vorld's Fair Othials,exliib_
itors, foreign commissioners and the pe0plg
of Saint Louis.
Governor Dockery am]
Mayor \Vells had both proclaimed the (lav
a holiday, and so had a long list of the
leading commercial and industrial estab~
lishments of the city.
The corridors of
the Administration building were deco

AQUATIC GARDEXS NEAR THE |1_\1__\L‘l-j()l"AGRICULTURE.

rated as they never were before, and the

These hmmihﬂ eardrum,“ we southeast corner of the Palace of Agriculture. were the chief delight 0‘
J. H. Iladkinson. the Superintendent of Floriculture, and contained the exhibit of Henry A. Uri-er & (‘0..of
‘l‘l.
l l h'..
umbrella
hyacinlhs, the
the
" “CD
n The i ilants included the lotus of the Nile, water .\puppies.
rustic bridge
and palms.
water water
trees completed
Victoria Regia of the Amazon and nympha-as of various sorts.
artistic elfect. Beyond these were the rose gardens covering several acres.

bunting, emblems, plCtllI‘CS and ﬂowers in
the

~ ' >
' 5 Ofﬁce were a complem
Presulent

surprise

Awaiting him

to

bin]

when

entered

it

‘ha‘

Secretary of the Interior, his fellow citizens had long shown

morning.

their high appreciation of the character and abilities of HOur

Spencer,

Dave,” but when he began his \Vorld's Fair work there were

\V. Cobb, Charles H. Huttig, \Valter B. Stevens, Judge

Daniel

there were

he

Messrs. Corwin H_

M. Houser, Cyrus P. “'albridge, Seth

not a few who thought he was “out of his line" and “beyond
his depth” and predicted his failure.

As he scored victory

after victory, winning the hearty support of his own city

ONE OF THE FEATURES OF "THE TRAIL."
In this inclosure Mr. K. C. _\Vidcen exhibited a motorwdrive‘n by the sun's heat by
concentrating the rays. It was installed not far from the (ICOl’glil building.

MASTER CLOCK AND BELL
This master clock controlled the great hands of the Floral Clock, the 5,ooo~pound hell
struck the hours and half hours. The huge hour-glass at the right was turned every hour.

and State and of the United States, and ﬁnally the cordial
co-operation of the “exposition-tired" governments of Europe,

Franklin Ferriss,Nicholas M. Bell,\V.F. Boyle,ColonelJames
G. Butler, James Campbell, Murray Carleton, James F. Coyle,

there were still few who anticipated
that his greatest victory would be realized
.in the peerless merit, completeness and
impressive grandeur of the Exposition
itself. There was long an undercurrent of
sincere dread that it would somehow fall
short of Chicago's and make Saint Louis
sorry she had ever dared to size herself up
with Paris and the great City of the Lakes.

Yet, long before the end of the Fair, the
plaudits of the world and what they had
seen with their own eyes had ﬁlled even the
chronic croakers and 122'] admz'rarz' people
with exultant civic pride. They found that
Francis was a greater and broader man
than they had supposed, and they were sur

p rised to see what wonders can be wrought
5 rid the far- reachin

by the “50" T”? a
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FAREWELL GREETINGS TO EXPOSITION EMPLOYEES BY PRESIDENT FRANCIS.
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EXHIBIT OF GERMANY'S RAILWAYS.

ANTHRACITE COAL MINE.

The exhibit of the Royal Prussian and Grand Ducal Railway management showed
the block system and switch signals now in use in Germany. All the material used was
brought from Germany. There were over 1.500 ieet of track. Both iron and wooden
ties were used. There was a station house. two switch towersI and one intermediate
block signal post. ()ne of the switch towers was ﬁtted with_ mechanical and one with
electric signal apparatus. The block system makes it impossible for a train to run into
an open switch, or for one train to run down another between stations. The double
track system prevents collisions. By means of electrical apparatus. all switches, except
the one opening the desired track. are locked. making an error on the art of a switch
man impossible. As the last wheel of the train passes the switches are al released by rail
contact. making way for the next train. At intervals of about seven miles are placed inter~
mediate block posts with a similar signal and switch apparatus. By automatic arrange
ment the levers are all locked so that one train cannot leave the station until the train
ahead has passed the next post, thus preventing one train from running down another.

Near the south end of the Mining Gulch the Pennsylvania Anthracite Coal Mine
invited the visitor to a novel experience. Here provision was made for a railway tour of
nearly two—ﬁfths of a mile apparently in the bowels of_tl_ie earth. All of the scenes
typical of anthracite coal mining were to be seen upon this interesting trip.

George T. Cram, Haniord Crawford, John D. Davis, Nathan
Frank, Charles \V. Knapp, Norris B. Gregg, W’alker Hill,
Breckiiiridge Jones, W. H. Lee, D. C. Nugent, George W.
Parker, John Scliroers, A. L. Shapleigh, J. C. Van Blarcom,
Festus J. \Vade, Mayor Rolla “'ells, George Wright, Director
Frederick J. V. Skiff, Director Isaac S. Taylor, H. F.
McGarvie, Allen V. Cockrell, J. Collins Thompson, Jr.,
Edmund S. Hoch, John A. Wakeﬁeld, E. Norton “'hite,
General Edmund Rice, General John C. Bates and staﬁ‘,
J. Bissell Ware, John W. Dunn, Harold Young, Major A. G.
Hammond, John Scullin, Edward I. Prickett, Laurence H.

Resolved, that the members of this Board give formal expression
to the sincere and earnest feeling of grief with which they learned of

Grahame, Doctor Gustavo Niederlein, Stanley Bois and others.
After he had received the farewell greetings of these and
the whole force of employes in all the adtninistration bureaus,

he called an improvised meeting of the Directors and the fol
lowing resolution oiiered by Mr. C. W. Knapp was adopted:

the sudden death last night of one of their most esteemed associates and
that a committee of three be appointed to draft appropriate resolutions

attesting the sentiments of the Board on the loss to Saint Louis of so
enterprising and worthy a citizen as \Villiani H. \Voodivard proved

".:n
'g
_ '_-_.'

himself during his long life in this community.

A procession of the whole World’s Fair body was then
formed in two lines, on each side of President Francis, who,
preceded by VVeil's band, marched out of the building and
toward the Louisiana Purchase Monument, being escorted
from the foot of the steps by the Philippine Scouts and the
~|-,

THEE-b!“

EXHIBIT OF WINDMILLS.
This was alive exhibit when the wind blew. It stood at the southwest corner of the
Palace of Agriculture and embraced wind engines of every modern sort.

THE MODEL MISSOURI COUNTRY SCIIOOL HOUSE.
It was a distinct feature of the State’s Educational Exhibit, and wasiutended as
a guide for country sclionl trustees in the construction of school buildings.
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Sixteenth Infantry. For more than
a mile the procession passed between
cheering masses of citizens to the
Plaza of Saint L0uis, where another

ovation to Francis arose in deafening
shouts from another sea of humanity.
After a touching invocation pro
nounced by Reverend Doctor Samuel
J. Niccolls, Mayor \Yells and Gov
ernor Dockery paid glowing tributes
to the successful efforts of President
Francis and his co-laborers, and
Mr. Francis responded with much
SPHINX.
feeling and with high encomiuins on
Decorative Sculpture surrounding
the Palace of Manufactures.
the work done by those who had
assisted him. Following President
Francis's speech, Festus J. \\'ade,
on behalf of the Board of Directors,
presented a magniﬁcent silver table
service valued at $17,000 to him,
and another of the same value to
Treasurer “'m. H. Thompson, who
was prevented by illness from
attending the exercises, which
closed with the presentation by
Mayor \Yells of a blue insignia
of handsome design to President
Francis as a grand prize awarded
by the city of Saint Louis.
President Francis spent the
afternoon at his ofﬁce exchangingr

But with it all there was
mingled a tinge of irre
pressible sadness over the
fact that at midnight he
was to turn out the Ex

position lights forever and
make the embodiments of
his labors a thing of the
past.

At midnight the Louis
iana Monument was
gain decorated with
strings of red lights from
s um in i t to base, an (1
around it were massed

{cw-n.”
- .‘4¢-_¢.-al

THE COAL MINER.
Architectural ﬁgure in Palace of Mines and
Metallurgy. by Charles Mulligan.

100,000 people to witness the

closing scene.

him, taking a last look at the

farewell courtesies and compli
ments with the foreign COmmis—

sioners as they called.

On the speakers'

platform, with the switch
board before him, stood President
Francis, with Mrs. Francis beside
illuminated cascades and build

ings.
Putting his hand on her
arm, he said: HHere stands the

At 5:00

partner of my life. [Prolonged
cheering]
Mrs. Francis andI
have been blessed with six sons.

If I were called on to lose one

113(7- '__ ’
‘ai.=~'llr2il.

of them tomorrow, the only con

Solution I could ﬁnd would be
"ENERGY," BY L. (l I..\\\'Rll'i.
Group at the east and west entrances of the Palace of Manufacturers.
balancing the companion work. "Strength." by the same sculptor. This
group conveys the idea of power under control. while the companion group
[5 equally expressive of uncontrolled power.

"MUSIC." 8 Y BRINGHURST.
All the statuary on the Palace of Education was
by Robert P. Bringhurst,_ of harm; Lours. and was
characterized by its beautiful poetic expression and

restfulness.

p. m. be attended a fare
well reception given in
his honor by the Board
of Lady Managers, and
later rode on the Yellow
stone coach with the
Directors to dinner at
the Tyrolean Alps.
In
the early evening he took
a drive along the Pike,
being received every
where with 1oud huzzas
and approving accla
mations. Everybody
seemed intent on making
him feel that it was his
day to be happy and that
the 203,10I people on the
grounds had all come
there to make him so.

the record he left behind him. So,
when we are called upon to lose

the great Exposition, the only
consolation left to us is the record it leaves behind it." He
then thanked everyone who had helped to make the Fair a
_’_.q

‘1

“FOUNTAIN OF NEI’TUNE." BY PHILIP MARTINY.

The "Fountain of NBDWTF'?" and “ Fountain of Venus" ﬂanked the north and south
entrances and the corner pavilions of the Palace of Manufacturﬁ

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS EXPRESSED ADMIRATION.
success and was roundly

cheered again. Then,
approaching the electric
switch, he raised both
hands towards the build
ings and said, “Farewell,
a long farewell to all thy
greatness."
He threw the switch,

the lights died out, a
solemn stillness fell on
normal.
w_.._- .‘Mh -o~ *msqr

-*

Then, as their sight-seeing pro
gressed, they began to exhaust the
vocabulary of applausive comment,
and at last found themselves in a
state of speechless admiration, .~
unable to do justice to the subject.
- The following are examples of
remarks quoted from hundreds of_ ’
prominent men present at the open~
ing by the press reporters:
Colonel \Vatson, the British Royal

the previously noisy
c row (1 and the ban (I

Commissioner, said: “I believe this will
go down into history as the greatest of
world's expositions.
It is beyond the

played “Auld Lang Syne."

power of words to describe."
Secretary Sprague of the Colorado

&

it
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All realized that the most

'
“ VICTORY.”
By Michael Tonetti. over entrance.
Palace of Manufactures.

Senate, said:
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ceremonies were the most inspiringl
I

ever witnessed."

w- -._
A

“The \Vorld's Fair is a

conjure city. It is impossible to believe
that it was conceived and builded by men.
It impresses one as somethingbrought
into being by magic."
Governor Dockery: “The opening

"

--o

Commissioner-Gencral Branchi, of
Italy : “It seems a pity that such mag
niﬁcent structures should not remain

"COPPER." BY CHARLES MULLIGAN.
One of the four ﬁgures by Mr. Mulligan over door
ways of the Palace of Mines and Metallurgy.

always."
Commissioner - General von Stibral,
of Austria: “N0 European a decade

entrancing of night spectacles had
been buried in darkness to be seen
no more forever.

ago would have believed that there could
be so magniﬁcent a spectacle as this in

Then a special display of ﬁre

your western country."

works ﬂamed out on the west side

Commissioncr-General Jules Carlier,
of Belgium: “1 have. never seen any—

'2

of the PIaza—Francis's picture in

thing so magniﬁccnt as that picture at

'f!

ﬁre; then the word “Farewell,”

then HGood Night," and all was

the opening ceremonies.

It was all so

grand, so overpowering."
over.

.0.-.

I

Throughout the Exposition
period it was an unsettled question
whether admiration or astonish
ment was the dominant note in
the comments of visitors.
lt
"STRENGTH." l‘-\' l.. O. I..\\\'Rl|i.
seemed that, generally, they had
The bull in mad abandon conveys the idea of great power uncontrolled.
put a heavy discount on what they This work balancL-d the comvlmiun Group. "Energy," at the cast and west
entranCcs of the l‘nlnce of Manufactures.
had heard or read. and therefore
Baron Matsudaira, oi the
ﬁrst gave utterance to their amazement at ﬁnding the reality
Japanese Com mission I

41m
3?
‘31!

so far surpassing in every way their greatest expectations.
'iﬁﬁfﬁ‘z

$53,416
.
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“Never was a fairer sight
than the splendid palaces and
beautiful grounds of the
\\'orld's liair prcscntcd to

N

°

day."
Governor Myron T. llcr
rick. oi Ohio:
“The state
of completion surprised me.
The Louisiana Purchase Ex

position is at this time far in
advance of any previous
\\'orld'5 Fair.“
Thomas \V. llynes, New

York Commissioner and rep
rcsentative of Governor
Odell and Mayor McClellan:
“The magnitude and state of

completion of the Fair de
lights me.

My expectations
“ MANUAL TRAINI NG."

FOUNTAIN OF "VENUS." BY PHILIP MARTINY.

have been surpassed."
One of Robert P. Bringhurst's

Companion piece balancing the “Fountain of Neptune" at the corner pavilions and
north and south entrances of the Palace of Manufactures. The cherubs ﬂanking the
fountains were also by Martiny.
12

Governor John G. Brady,

roups ﬂanking

the _main entrance of the Palace of Iducation. The

anvil. ratchet wheel and tools symbolize industrial

of Alaska:

“It is up to all

educauon.

HISTORY ()I" THE LOUISIANA I‘L'RCIIASIC EXPOSI'I‘ION.
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promises made

and

surpasses

my most sanguine
about as 'fill' advanced as Chica
comparative time.
y g: was at ‘he same

expectations. "

Lieutenant-Governor Roberts, of Connecticut:
"It is beyond the power of words to express appre

tion is on a more colossal s Gale {hthat this ExpgsL
an any previous
Exposition . The buildings
are larger, the
‘ ‘
exhibits
more complete and the grou
nds larger than any the
world has ever Seen. If any Citizen of the United

ciation of the magniﬁcence of the Fair."

In similar terms of praise spoke hundreds of

distinguished

S t a t e s — m an.

visitors present
who were inter
viewed by the
reporters. But
the greatest
authority of
them alI,Ferdi
nandVV. Peck,
Vice-President

woman or child—
remains away
from this Exposi~

tion when he can
possibly attend.
he is committing
a crime.
The architec~
ture of the Chi

cago Exposition
might possibly be

admired more

of the Colum

than this by lhc

bian \Vorld's
Fair at Chicago

one who leans t0
the severe in
architecture
Here the build

and later Com
missioner-Gen
eral of the
United States
at the Paris

ings a r e m u c Ii

more ornate than
JI'IIIAN GOBELIN.
At the left. Charles Goodyear. inventor
of the process of vulcanizinz rubber and
other valuable inventions; statue by
south entrance of Man

Exposition of

mama Tonctti.

ufactures. Above. Jehan (inbelin. inventor

1900,

spoke

more speciﬁc-

allyﬁsfouows.

there.
In presenting

and manufacturer of celebrated French
Some of his orirzinals are still
the priceless possessions of France; statue
Mauch. south main entrance of
Varied Industries. At the right. I’estalozzi.
celebrated Italian educator. originator of
manual training schools: statue by Albert

‘“"""'"I“"

CHARLES GOODYEAR.

The present \Vorld’s Fair is much further advanced
on this, the opening day, than was Paris, and it is

by M.“

her Exposition,
SaintLouisis
keeping fully
abreast of the
times. In the
I'ESTALOZZI.
eleven years that have elapsed since the Chic-38°
Fair wonderful strides have been made in every line,

Jnegers. main north entrance of Education.

..

‘
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CENTRAL PAVILION. PALACE OF ELECTRICITY.

CORNER PAVILION, PALACE OF LIBERAL ARTS

The rounded
This beautiful portal fronted upon the Grand Basin. the steps forming a boat land
ing. The statue of_ Joseph. Henry. the great electrician. inventor of the spool magnet
and other devices. is seen in the center of the picture.

This great palace was famous for its beautiful detail and ﬁnish.
_
Pavan with colonnarle and rich mouldings. surmounted by a dome Ihal 5" lggested In
imperial crown was always an obiect of admiration.

int“

OPINIONS OF THE FAIR BY PROMINENT PEOPLE.
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and every step is faithfully recorded in your exhibit

1‘ ,_

palaces. You have made a show here that Chicago
could not have made, for the things shown here did
not exist then.

~

expression of their appreciation.
President
Roosevelt, the members of his Cabinet, mem
bers of both branches of Congress, Governors

Nineteen of the men who made this Exposition

of States and members of State Legislatures,

‘7“

were on my staff
in Paris, from
Mr. Skiff down,
and they have

“'5'

covered them

?“1

Selves with glory.

h“ = -

Besides the Ex

"?

positions I have

l:-,

mentioned, I have

t:it. :_

represented t h c
State of Illinois

in.
it'p

at Atlanta, Nash
ville and Omaha,

[’21
53,

and I state une
quivocally that

in.

the world

1:)-

never seen

Ca rdinal 5a
tolli and the
highest church
dignitaries of
all denomina
tions. represen
tatives of all
branches of the

judiciary, dis
tinguished sci
entists and
artists, and the

highest exposi

has

tion authorities
of all countries,
are all on rec
ord in te rms
of unstinted

any

thing so valuable,
so educational, so

magniﬁcent as
this;

and

I re

e:

peat, it would be

ME

a crime to miss it.

To the last of

the £86 days
of the EXDOSL "TRANSPORTATION BY WATER."
sici't'l'

tion, from the earliest to the latest arrivals,

m!"

visitors never adopted a lower key in the

"TRANSPORTATION BY LAND AND
WATER."

praise of the

These arou s adorned the entrances to
the Palace of ransportation. The ﬁgure
shown at thcleft represented “Transporta'

unequal ed
achievements
of the Saint

tion by Water," and was by George J.
Zolnay. who also served the Exposition
as Superintendent of Sculpture in the De
partment of Art. The ﬁgure above repre
sented “Transportation by Land and
Water." and was by 1". H. Packer. The
ﬁgure at the right. clasping a locomotive.
embodied the idea of "Transportation by
Rail.” This was also by Mr. Lolnay.

"TRANSPORTATION BY RAIL."

Louis Exposi_

tion~makers. Senator Charles W. Fairbanks,
of Indiana, elected Vice-President of the

mm“...

ENTRANCE, PALACE OF LIBERAL ARTS.
The sculpture each side of the doorway was by George E. Bissell, and represented
“-\'|_u_5ic" and “Learning.” The ‘cupids and shield." above the entablatnre were by
H‘th Martiny. 'i he "Apotheosis of Liberal Arts," surmounting the pavilion, was by
Henry Linder. and the attendant ﬁgures, the "Pottery Decorators." by (n \ - Han/e!

ENTRANCE. PALACE OE EDUCATION.
The Education huildimz was perhaps the most classical in its architecture of all the
exhibit
' palaces. lt covered about seven acres. The long. high colonnades on the
several facades. the maicstic portals and rich decorations of poetic sculpture by
Robert 1’. llrinzhurst. combined to make a structure of striking and beautiful design.

HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXI’OSITION

BUILDINGS OF THE MISSOURI COAL MINE, MINING GULCII.

United States, November 8th, visited the Exposition on the
15th, and before the end of his visit gave out for publication
the following remarks:
“The Louisiana Purchase Exposition is the wonder of the age. Not
in our generation, at least, will any other such enterprise even approx
imate it. My own regret is that it has been impossible for me to
spend sufﬁcient time here to inspect all that this wonderful Exposition
presents. I was here at
the dedication and
gained some idea of
what the World's Fair
would be, but I was not
prepared for what met
my gaze when I entered
these magniﬁcent
grounds this morning.

Wonders i n d e e d have
been worked. It seemed
that some magician
waved his wand over
the vast space, and
transformed it into beau
tiful parks and stately
palaces. The work
seems superhuman, and
I marvel at the wonder
ful energy that accom
plished what I have
seen today. The im
mense amounts which
the government appro

priated to make this
great storehouse of in
formation and knowl
edge has been well
expended.

ARIZONA MINING CAMP. IN TIIE GULCH.

in Seeing these wonderful exhibits.

I telegraphed President Francisl

could walk twenty-four hours, and I am prepared to do so."

The following are the principal events of the ExpOsition
arranged in chronological order:
April 30. Exposition opened with elaborate ceremonies.
May 2. Dedication Michigan, Ohio and Pennsylvania buildings.
May 3. Connecticut building dedicated.
May 4. Prince Pu
Lu", of China, visited
'1
A
the Exposition.
‘2.\\!
.'»
14,.
May S. Dedication
of German building at
tended by Prince and
Princess Hohenlohe.
May 6. ChinesePa
vilion formally opened.
May 7. State build
ings opened to date:
Missouri, Ohio, New
Y ork , Massachusetts,
Iowa, Arkansas, Utah,
Arizona,

New

Jersey,

Indian Territory, South
Dakota,

California,

Pennsylvania, Nevada,
\Vest Virginia, Rhode
Island, New Mexico,
Montana, Michigan,
Kentucky,Texas,Idalio;
Illinois, Oklahoma and
Oregon.
May 9. Opening of
Swedish building. Re
ception to Mrs. D. R.
Francis and wives of
oﬁicials of the Exposi
tion by Lady Managers.
May IO. Intramural

“ Another regret I
have is that more people
Railroad opened. _
"
have not seen the won
Mayn. "140111513313,
ders which this Exposi
the oﬁieial World’s Fair
tion holds.
Why this
march, played for the
has been the case I am
ﬁrst time by Sousa s
unable toimagine. Cer
band.
tainly no exposition like
May 12. Oﬂicialtonr
it has ever been erected,
of inspection of exhibits
and those who have not
by President Francis,
seen it should not let
GENERAL PIET CRONJE, HIS BRIDE AND WEDDING PARTY.
Directors and Chiefs of
the opportunity pass,
General l"iet_CronieI Commander of the Boer veterans at the World’s Fair. was married on July 5. 1904, to
Departments, and For
but come here during Mrs. Stertzel, widow of a comrade who was killed at Paardeberg. A wedding luncheon followed at the Temple
near the Temple of Fraternity, where the party was photographed. The (.ieneral and bride are seated. At
eign representatives.
the closing days of the Inn,
the General's right stands (.ommandant Van Dam, formerl Chief of Police of Johannesburg, South Africa. Next
May13. Firstconcert
are Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Meyer.
_
Captain A. W. Lewts, of tii e British forces. stands directly beyond Mrs. CronJc.
'
Fair. I was in Indian
At the extreme left is Captain Chapin. and behind General Cron'e is Captain Dix. Adiutant Van I’itters is in the
to
President Francis,
apolis, and although I background. General ernie surrendered to Lord Roberts at l I aardehurg and was exiled to Saint Helena. the
Administration terrace.
had other matters to island prison of Napoleon "1 the South Atlantic Ocean. He was released after the war.
May 14' Fir“ of the Olympic games. Dedication of Idaho building
take up my time, I determined that I would see the Fair and let my
other affairs wait. Iwould not be cheated out of what I regard the
by Governor John T. Morrison. Dedication Belgium pavilion.
May 16. Beginning of International Press Week. Dedication of
greatest advantage and privilege that any person can have. I shall be
French pavilion by M. Jusserand, French Ambassador at Washington.
here until noon to-morrow, and every minute possible will be utilized
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CHRONOLOGY OF THE EXPOSITION SEASON.
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MINISTERS AND OTHERS \VIIO PARTICIPATED IN THE THANKSGIVING DAY SERVICES.
Special Thanksgiving Day services were arranged at Festival Hall by a committee representing the several religious beliefs. and the event was a memorable one. All the
ministers of SaintLouis had been invited to be present.
he ministers assembled at the “'est pavilion. where they were met by directors of the Exposition, the National
Lornrmssion. foreign and State Commissioners. and the Board of Lady Managers. Archbishop (,lennon. of Samt Louis. presided. and addresses were made by Rabbi Leon
Harrison. Reverend M. R. Rhodes. Reverend James “1. Lee and the Reverend \V. \V. Boyd.

May 17.

Mississippi

Editorial Association.

building opened.

First

session

Missouri Press Association meeting.

National
Dinner

to President Francis by the French Ambassador.
May 18.

Reception by the Exposition management to the Press.

May 19. VVorId’s Press Parliament opened in Festival Hall.
Addresses by Captain Henry S. King. President Francis, Secretary of
State John Hay, Sir Hugh Gilzean-Reid and others. Reception at
Louisiana building.

it it? "

May 20. Reception to Governor White in West Virginia building.
Reception to Texas Woman's Press Association in Texas building.
German section opened in Manufactures palace. Missouri State Medi
cal Association met.
May 21. Closing session~\Norld’s Press Parliament. Princeton
Alumni met. Press reception at Ohio building. Opening of Italian
section in Manufactures.
May 23. Radium demonstrations began by Doctor Geo. F. Kunz.
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SENATOR FAIRBANKS AND PARTY AT THE RECEPTION AT THE FRENCII PAVILION.
United States Senator. Charles \V. Fairbanks. the then vice-president elect. visited the Exposition on Xovenibcr isth. He called at the oﬂ‘ice oi President Francis. and met
"Iﬂhy Of the oﬁicers of the Exposition. distlnguished citizens and visitors from various_ parts of. the country during his few minutes' stay. luscurteil by a party of twenty~ﬁvc.
Senator I'airbanks then mounted the Yellowstone Park coach and visited the various exlnblt palaces. At the different buildintls the party was met by the chiefs of the
dCDartments and escorted through the buildings. Luncheon was served to the distinguished visitor in the “"est pavilion. The remainder of the day and the day following were
spent in making a hurried survey of the great Fair.
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CHRONOLOGY OF EXPOSITION EVENTS.
Organ recitals began in Iowa building. Reception at Oklahoma building;
May 24. Cincinnati Day. Dedication and reception at Brazilian
pavilion. Dress parade,

Culver Cadets.
May 25. Conven
tion National Federa
tion of \Vomen’s Clubs.
May 26. Dedication
of British pavilion and
Texas building. United

W

Indian School. Convention of Musical _Clubs. Dairy tests began.
Rhode Island building opened. Reception 111 Fr ench machinery section.
Waterways convention.
June 2. Austrian
pavilion dedicated.
Parade Virginia Cadets.
Military ball by Culver
Cadets.
June3. Missouriand
Indiana buildings dedi

States Life Saving drills

cated.

began.

Festival Hall. Ameri
can Athletic Union
Juniorcontests. Dinner
to Japanese Minister,
Mr. Kogoro Takaliira,
Saint Louis Club.
lune 4. Pike Day.
Parade of all nations.

May 27. Dedication
Illinois building. Miss
Alice Roosevelt paid her
ﬁrst visit to the Expo
sition.
May 28. Mexican
building dedicated.

Temple

Reception at Holland
building. Dress parade,
Kentucky Cadets.
May 30.

Choral concert,

of

Fraternity

dedicated. School for
deaf and dumb opened.
East India pavilion

Decora

opened.

tion Day parade, and
ceremonies in Festival
Hall. First dress parade
of \Vest Point Cadets.

June 6. Italian and
Ceylon pavilions dedi
cated. Lastdressparade

Opening of Belgian Da—

HAVING A worm TOGETHER.

IN THE REVIEWING STAND.

0‘ We“ Pom Cadets

vilion, German mines,

President Roosevelt and General Bates ﬁnd time iora

Presidcnt and Mrs. Roosevelt enioying the parade

Oﬁicial VlSltOl GOVCH‘IOI‘

railway, and for estry

m°m°m s V'S't‘

"meme"

Van Sant, of Minnesota.

exhibits.

Grand Army Republic carnpﬁre in Iowa building.

Ball to

Miss Roosevelt in the German House.

Lady Managers.

Japanese Gardens dedicated.

f imp
'7'

v.

"if" “5.14
~‘-

i7;

Alabama's Iron Statue of Vulcan dedicated.

Minnesota

building dedicated.

May 3t. American Press Humorists’ conventions Troop drill,
United States Marines. Luncheon to Miss Roosevelt by the Board of
June 1.

June 7.

1“

Opening United States
' ".em‘"

June 8.

Liberty Bell received with a grand demonstration.

4.5

Dedi

cation oi Maryland building.

June 9. West Point Cadets depart. \rVestern Military College Day.
Reception to cadets at Illinois building.

‘
h'

-‘

If!
'21:
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7
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FEET-Jim

MISS ALICE ROOSEVELT ESCORTED BY MAYOR WELLS OF SAINT LOUIS.

HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITIQ
N.

THE PRESIDENT LEAVING TIIE l-‘RENCII PAVILION.

June 10. Travelers' Protective Association Day. Reception at
Missouri building. Press reception at Indiana building.
June 11. East Saint Louis Day, with parade. Disciples buildingr
dedicated. Concert by United States Cavalry band. Color illumination
of the cascades. Reception to Exposition oﬂicials at New York building
by the Executive Commissioners’ Association.
June 12. Sunday. Census of the Filipinos in the Philippine section
showed: Bontoc Igorrotes, 69; Suyoc Igorrotes, 25; Tinguians, i8;
Negritos, 34; Visayans, 80; Samal Moms, 40; Laiiao Moros, 38; Tree
Dwelling Moros, 5; Manguins, 4; Midgets, 2; Scouts, 431; Constabu
lary, 300; total, 1046.
June 13. Civic week. National Municipal League met. liirst trip
of captive balloon.
June I4. National Gas Association met. Montana building dedi
cated. Flag Day ceremonies by Grand Army Republic in Missouri
building. Model playground dedicated. Burns cottage opened.

PRESIDENTIAL PARTY LEAVING THE AUSTRIAN BUILDING.

June 15. Kentucky Day. Kentucky and Oregon buildings dedicated.
Reunions, Sons of the American Revolution, Howard Paine College.
National Co-operative Congress met.
June 16. Washington Alumni Day.
Alumni reunion. Siam
pavilion dedicated.

“'estern National Paper Box Manufacturers met.

June 17. Reception by Lady Managers to Foreign Commissioners.
Dedication of Iowa building and statue. Boer War opened.
June 18. Philippine Section formally opened with grand parade and
other ﬁtting ceremonies.
June 20.
Confederate Veterans'
Unite
IudneT

Day celebrated.

othetze
of America.
Georgia
building opened.

'
Meeting of

Christian Brothers College

in Festival
Hall. dedicated.
k‘UIIIIIICI‘ICL‘I‘IICIII
June 22. Tennessee
building

_ 133);
Knights of I’ytliias

National College Editors' Association meeting.

Oratorical con CS

between Eastern and \Nestern colleges.

J7

DEPARTURE OF THE PRESIDENT AND PARTY FROM THE BRAZILIAN BUILDING.

_

..

,

t.

\Vhile President Roosevelt was a guest at the Brazilian pavilion Colonel Aguiar. the Brazilian
Commissione r-General, presented to him. on I)Cl1€llf0fth€'nfﬂlll13n Gov erfnofilfign
_ _
a beautiful saddle. The President made it a point to Visit every_state and foreign b uilding, and the more important exhibits in the exhibit palaces. “hen among the! It wit
buildings the President's eye caught Sight of the little Holland pavilion. which others had been i nclined to overlook. The President immediately directed his steps Iowa“ '
in recognition of
the remark, “ Here's where I belong.’
_
_ his‘ Dutch ancestry. During the I’res‘ident's tour of the Exposiiion he was everywhere greeted by enthusiastic an
cheering crowds who seemed to enjoy the day equally With him.

IMPORTANT EVENTS IN JUNE.
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l Hag.
It'd h:

“PROGRESS OF COMMERCE."

“PEGASUS AND SEA NYMPII."

“THE SIOUX CHIEF."

Mr. Isidore Konti produced a great
variet of poetic sculpture for the side
casca es. In this group Minerva. the
qudess of \l'isdonl, is represented as
Domtmz the way to new achievements to
the youth at her side.

MLH. A. McNeil sought to convey in
his statuary on the main cascade the idea.
of national freedom, patriotism and pro:
ress. This group was one of asuccession
of sculptures embodying the idea of
freedom.

The sculptor. Mr. Cyrus E. Dallin,
idealized both Indian and horse in this
statue. in the west court. The chief is
protesting against the advance of the
whites upon What he had recorded as his
domain.

June 23. Visit of delegates from Republican
National Convention.
Meeting of New Century
Knights and Ladies. United Turners met.
Dinner

J

Swedish

pavilion

dedicated.

52m
__

Meeting National Society for Scientiﬁc Study.
June 28.
Cardinal Satolli arrived.
Convention
National Association of Music Teachers. Michigan

;:5!
'l
. _';

University Alumni Day. Christian Endeavor Day.
California exhibit dedicated in Agriculture building.

George

Rogers Clark Day celebrated by unveiling of statue
in Kentucky building. Dinner given in honor of

Meeting \Vorld's Unity League.

June 29. Formalopcning of the Municipal Strcct.
Dedication of the \Visconsin and West Virginia
buildings. Royal League Day. Roger Williams

King Edward's birthday by British Commission.

June 25. Dedication of New York and New Jersey
buildings. Reception to Governor and Mrs. Odell
at New York building. Royal Arcanum meeting.
Competitive drill, South Carolina Cadets. Final dress

1.13:?!
4'41!
University Day.

parade, Knights of Pythias.

June 27. Convention of National Educational
Association. Cuban pavilion dedicated. Reception
to Minister and Madam Quesada. Reception to

octic groups.

The female impersonation 0 Navigation is
instructing the lad at her side in the
scienCe of the sea with the aid of the model
ota boat in her lap. Beyond the steps 15
seen the upper part of the \\'cst pavilion.

Indian workers, Department of Indian Education.

by Portuguese Commission.
June 24.

"PROGRESS OF NAVIGATION."
Another of Mr. Konti's

“FISHERIES,” BY KONTI.

Paxton family reunion.

June 30. Santos-Dumont’s airship envelope
slashed by vandals. He departed for Paris. Com
mercial Travelers’ Day. Knights of Honor Day.
Catholic Day, Cardinal Satolli presiding; Venetian
water festival in the Cardinal's honor.

NIGHT VIE\\' EASTWARD FROM THE ILLINOIS BUILDINC.
The bright wall in the foreground
Morocco. The outlines of the buildings in the Japanese Imperial Gardens are seen at the left. with the several towers of the Palace of
Machinery beyond_ _.\t [he t-Mrcme "at" is the brilliant dome of Festival Hall and the shapely, bell~likc dome of the West l‘avilion. The crescent of light on the great dome oi
“1° Mos(inc of Omar in Jerusalem may be seen just above the trecs at the right center of the picture
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July I. \Voman's Anchorage dedicated. Legion of Ilonor Day_
International Turners gymnastic contests.
July 2. \Voman's Christian Temperance Union fountain dedi.
cated. Florida Day. Dedication of Swedenborg House. Reception to
Cardinal Satolli, Texas building.
July 4. General celebration of the National holiday. Addresses by
\Villiam Jennings Bryan and \V. Bourke Cochran. First balloon race.
July 5. American Boy Day.
July 6. Opening of American Section in Art Palace.
July 7. Choral contests began for prizes aggregating $16,000.
July 8. Drills and parades by Edisto Rities, Yale Battalion,
Columbus Rifles, First Indian Infantry, Georgia Infantry.
July 9. Vermont buildingopened. Singing of Handel's“Messiah."
July 11. Wyoming Day. Nicaragua pavilion formally opened,
July 12. Formal opening of Bulgaria exhibit in Varied Industries.
Osteopathic Day. Reception in Hungarian section of Manufactures.
Reception to Governor Yates, Illinois building.
July 13. Bill Posters' in Convention. Choral contests continued.
July 14. Fall of the Bastile celebrated at French pavilion.
July 15. Poster Day: competition of bill posters. Public reception
at Mexican Building in honor of the re-clection of President Diaz.
Reception to Minncsnta National Guard, Minnesota Building.
July 16. Arrival of the Honorary Philippine Board. Oratorio of
“Elijah,” by Scranton Oratorio Society.
July 18. United Order of Foresters met. Electrical Convention.
July 19.
Electric Club met.
Lincoln Institute Alumni met.
Mexican pavilion struck by lightning.
July 20. Coal Dealers‘ Convention. Irish sports. National Con
vention, instructors of the blind.
July 21.

Government coast defense ordnance demonstrations.

July 22.

Sigma Chi Day.

July 23.

New House of I'Ioo-Hoo dedicated.

Disappearing gun practice,
Y. M. C. A. military

tents dedicated. Philippine Model School opened.
July 25. Porto Rico Day. Master Butchers of America met.
July 26. Elks Day celebrated, with parade.
July 27. Amateur Photographers Day. Curfew Congress.
July 28. Grand ﬁreworks display in stadium.
July 29. The President's sons, Theodore Jr., Kermit and Archie
Roosevelt, arrived for a week at the Exposition.
July 30. Railroad and Transportation Day celebrated with a great
parade and water festival.
Aug. 1. Kilties Band arrived.
Aug. 2. Children's Day celebration. National Cyclists met.

Aug. 3.

Confectioners’ Day. Roque tournament. The Presrdent s

sorts entertained at luncheon by President Francis.
Aug. 4. Massed band tournament.
Aug. 5. Saint Louis County Old Settlers' reunion.
Aug. 6. Manufacturers Day. National Cash Register Day
Aug. 8. Kansas City Shrine Day. Congress of primitive-people

Mcxican Artillery band arrived. International Typographical U mon met
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

9. Opticians' Day. Military Day at Boer war.
10. International Typographical Union Day.
11. Anthropological ﬁeld day in the stadium.
'
12. Automobile Day.
Arrival of automobile tourists from

New York; grand parade in their honor.

_

Aug. 13.

Philippine Day, sixth anniversary of the fall of Manila

Aug. 15.
Aug. 16.

Scottish Day. Arrival of Phinney's band.
Newsboys’ Day. Orphan children of Saint Louis ﬁles“

of the Exposition. Grand ﬁreworks display.
Aug. 17. Music Dealers' Day.

Aug. 18.

Light Opera Music Day.

Stenographcrs’ DQY- Stale

Library at Missouri building opened. Massed band tournament
Aug. 19. Swiss Day. Arrival of 2000 Knights of Pylhlas

day.

l\..

1.

s
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ONE OF THE BEAUTIFUL VISTAS.
The Exposition abounded in inspiring scenes. This picture embraces the cast
lagoon and Ile Smet bridge, with glimpses of the Palace of Mines and Metallurgy

and the German House.

Aug. 20.

Pennsylvania Day.

Aug. 22.

Missouri Vl'eck begins.

Pythian Day.

Filipino ﬁdd

Arrival of the new French Commissioner, M. Geo Gerald.
Aug. 23. Horse show opened. National Firemcns’ Assn. met. f
Aug. 24. International Firemcn's Tournament opened- Close 0

Deaf Mutes' Congress.
Aug. 25. Dental Congress convenes.
Aug. 27. Liberal Arts Day. Second balloon face

Aug. 29.

Third Modern Olympiad opens.

Aug. 30.

Marathon race run.

.
r
- b‘gm
r . 5
Indiana
“Eek

_ _

Aug. 31. Records broken in Olympic games. Mining GUICh
Sept. 1. Indiana Day. Tennessee Day. Olymplc Games'

Day.

CHRONOLOGY OF THE LAST THREE MONTHS.
Sept. 2.
Sept, 3.
Sept. 5.

Dinner by President Francis to Live Stock jurors.
Arrival of La Garde Republicainc band.
Labor Day crowd 209,618. Oklahoma City Day.

Sept. 6.

Oklahoma Day.

successful
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept,

Reception,

Belgian building.

First

trial of dirigible airship made by T. S. Baldwin.
7. Lumber Dealers' Day. Exhibitors' Association organized.
8. Hoo-Hoo Day. Modern \Voodmen of America Day.
9. California Day. Thirteenth Annual Hoo-Hoo Day.
10. Machinery Day.

Sept. 12.

Maryland Day.

Sept. 13.

Catholic Knights of America Day.

Guilinant recitals began.

Cattle show began.

Interparlianientary Peace Congress convened.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

14.
15.
16.
17.
19.
20.

Electricity Day. Louisiana Day. Louisiana Purchase Day.
St. Louis Day, attendance 404,450. Mississippi Day.
Livestoek awards announced. Belleville, 111., Day.
Colorado and Massachusetts Day. Red Men’s Day.
International Congress of Arts and Sciences convened.
Associated Fraternities of America Day. Reception to

Alfred Picard, the French delegate, by Commissioner Gerald.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

21.
22.
23.
24.
26.

Sale of Herefords in Livestock Forum.
Illinois Day and Arkansas Day.
Virginia Day and Lewis and Clark Day.
National Union Day.
Memphis Day. Mexico Day. Temple of Fraternity

Day. Missouri Fraternal Congress met.
convened. Pure food Congress.

Sept. 27.
Congress.

Louisville Day.

Farmers’ Congress.

Sept. 28.
Sept. 29.
Sept. 30.

American Bar Association

Fraternal Congress Day.

Vegetarian

Public Accountants met.

Congress of Lawyers and Jurists. Georgia Day.
Jamestown Exposition Day. South Dakota Day.
Kansas Day. Charles R. Gilmore receives ﬁrst prize

offered to Jefferson Guards for best newspaper article on the Fair;

Montgomery Pike, second; I. M. Pyne, third.
Oct. 1. Indian Territory Day. Protective Home Circle Day.
Oct. 3.

New York City Day.

Engineering Congress.

Tuber

culosis Congress.
Oct. 4. Advertising Men’s Day. New York Day.
Aeronautic Congress. Union Veteran's Union met.

Apple Day.

Oct. 11. Missouri Day.
Oct. 12. Street Railway
Men's Day. Knights of Colum
bus Day. Michigan Day. Ital
ian Day. Court of Honor Day.
Oct. 13. Detroit Day.
\V. C. T. U. reception, Mis

souri building.

Sunday Rest

Congress.

Oct. 14.
Druggists’ Day.
Oct. 15. Kansas City Day.
Iowa Cities' Day. German
Licderkranz Day.

American

Numismatic Association met.
Oct. 17. St. Joseph Day.
American Library Assn. \Veek.
Oct. 18. Helen Kellar Day.
Alaska Day. Saint Louis Uni
versity Day. Meeting Fire
Insurance Agents.
Oct. 19. District of Colum-

.1

bia Day.

Oct. 20,

'

Colonial Dames'

MR5 D_ K FRANCIS,

DHY- DiSCiPIeS 0‘ ChriSt Da-Y-

\\'ho shared with her husband the pleasures

Utah Day.

Oct. 21.
Oct. 22.

"

and honors of Francis Day.

Ben Hur Day. Congregational Day.
Poultry show opened, with ten thousand entries.

Oct. 25. Nebraska Day. Omaha Day. Young Men's Christian
Association and Young Women's Christian Association Day.
Oct. 27. A. O. U. \V. Day. International council of Women.
Oct. 28. Missouri University Day. Gymnastic contests.
Oct. 31. Ohio Citics' Week. Toledo Day. Home Mission Day.

Nov. 1. Cleveland Day.
Nov. 2.

Columbus Day.

Vassar Students Aid Association met.

National Humane Society met.
Nov. 3. Mikado Day. Springﬁeld, Ohio, Day.
Nov. 4.

Ohio Cities' Day, Cliillicothe, Xenia and Hamilton.

Nov. 5.

Cincinnati Day.

Real Estate

Nov. 7.
Nov. 8.

Flower show, chrysanthemums and orchids.
Flower show, carnations and roses. American Flag Day.

6. Ohio Day. New Jersey Day. German Day.
7. Swine and sheep show.
8. Chicago Day. Maine Day. Football, Illinois versus Mo.
10. Cuba Week. Connecticut Week.

Nov. 9.

Range cattle show.

Oct. 5.

Rhode Island Day.

Indianapolis Day.

Men's Day,

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
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Ireland's Day.

Nov. 10.

Show of cut ﬂowers and seedlings.

Nov. 11.
Nov. 12.

Apple Growers’ Convention. Cattle roping contest.
\Vild \Ncst show in live stock forum. Railway Club
meeting.

‘1‘. . ~..-

Close of Flower show.

Nov. 15. Brazilian NationalI-loli
day. Brooklyn Day. French fete.
Chinese reception.
Reception to

E333?!“

Miss Helen Gould at Woman’s
Anchorage. Vice-President Fair
banks' visit.
Nov. 16. St. Paul and Minne
apolis Day.

Liberty bell departs.

Nov. 18. New Mexico Day.

lEi.

Tennessee Society reception.
Nov. 19.
Queen’s Daugliters'

Day. United Irish League Day.
Arrival of Gen
lSadanaru Fushinii
of Japan, adopted brother and cousin
of the Mikado.

Nov. 21.

President's \Veek.

College \Veek.

Arrival of

United

States Infantry. Millinery Traveling

SOLID SILVER TABLE SERVICE PRESENTED TO PRESIDENT FRANCIS BY THE DIRECTORS.
one of the most complete and artistic table services ever designed and manufactured. numbering over 550 pieces. It Contains

Men's Day.
Nov. 23. Dinner by Mayor Wells
to General Fushimi.
Nov. 24. Thanksgiving Day ser

five various sizes of meat platters. chop and entree trays and the tea service. including the large salver. which bears the following
lhnscgliptlion: "Presented to Honorable David R. Francis. President of thedLouisiana P'urchaie Exposition, Sgi‘n; Lguis,l;\l'isson}i;i,
y t e )irectors, 1904." It also has an asparagus set. ice cream set, can elalira. cant lestic s, comports an
v1'1 on 1 IS cs. _ e
lﬂI'RC Plates and dessert plates. There are more than 300 Pieces, of knives. spoons and forks of various kinds. '1 he entire service

ViCCS 1H FESllVﬂl Hall and feast for
'
.
Chﬂdrcn at [he BIC)de Piaygrmmd

was “peel-ally designed and manufactured by the Mcrmod & Jaccard Jewelry Company of Sam! LOP'F- f°f ""2 “ 0"",5. l'“"'where it was exhibited during the entire period in the Golden pavilion. Varied Industries building. receiving the brand I rile by
the 1!")! 0f Awards. The general design is a combination of the English thread border combined with the Americandleauty rose.
This idea was beautifully carried out on every piece. Thelargc handsome Jaﬁanese solid silver punch bowl shown in the center
0‘ "Je Irons was also added to the service by the committee. It rests upon a eautiful hand-carved teakwood stand and is accomDanied Wit twelve beautiful punch glasses in solid silver with China linings. This was made specially in Japan for the Merniod
Jaccal'd Jewelry Com any. and it is considered one of the finest examples of the Japanese art of silversmithinz. 1n the “'thc
hlstory of presentations in the United States. no such complete and massive service has ever before been presented to any ofﬁcial

°I 3'" Oraanilation that its members desired to honor. Quite a similar'service: also produced by the Mermod $1 Jaccard Jewelry
"War". was presented to William H. Thompson, Treasurer of the W orld's Fair. for his extraordinarily valuable schicea.

Nov. 25.

South African Day.

Nov. 26.

President Roosevelt at

t h € EX [)0 5i I l O n .
League Day_
Dec, 1,

United

Irish

.
.
Celebration in honor of

President Francis.

§——

LAST DAY OF THE EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER VII.
PARTICIPATION OF PAN-AMERICAN COUNTRIES.
EXHIBITS OF A COMPREHENSIVE CHARACTER FROM THE NATIONS, ISLANDS AND DEPENDENCIES OF THE \VESTERN HEMISI'HERE—MANY
BEAUTIFUL PAVILIONS IN THE FOREIGN SECTION—ELABORATE DISPLAYS FROM THE ARGENTINE REPUBLIC, SHOWING TIIE UNUsUAL

OPPORTUNITIES FOR SETTLERs To BE FOUND IN ALL PARTS or THAT COUNTRY—ARGENTINE's RAPID GROWTH IN 1\IANUFACTURES-—
How THE PROFIT HAS BEEN INCREASED IN THE LIvE STOCK INDUSTRY—ARGENTINE SCHOOLS—EXTENSIVE FORESTRY EXHIBIT—ART
or THE ARGENTINE—BRAZIL’S ELABORATE PARTICIPATION IN MANY DEPARTMENTS—HER MAGNIFICENT PAviLlON ONE or THE
IMPORTANT FEATURES OF THE EXPOSITION—AN UNPRECEDENTED DISPLAY or BRAZILIAN COFFEE—USEFUL AND PRECIOUS METALS

AND GEMs FROM BRAZIL—CANADA's EXHIBITS 1N LEADING DEPARTMENTS—MEXICO A CONSPICUOUS EXHIBITOR IN MANY LINES—
THE FIRsT T0 COMPLETE HER PAVILION—MEXICAN MANUFACTURES EXTENSIVELY SHOWN—REMARKABLE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
COUNTRY UNDER DIAz—VISIT OF VICE-PRESIDENT CORRAL—NICARAGUA'S PAvILION AND FINE COLLECTIvE EXHIBIT—GUATEMALA'S
BUILDING AND EXHIBITS—OTHER CENTRAL AMERICAN DISPLAi's—VENEZUELA'S COLLECTIvE EXHIBIT IN THE FORESTRY BUILDING—
CUBA'S FIRST PARTICIPATION AT AN EXPOSITION—HAITI’S VARIED DISPLAY—PERU—IAMAICA.

HE proper study for mankind is man, and nowhere else was
that Study ever pursued under more favorable conditions
or with better results than at the Louisiana Purchase Expo

But the most inspiring and valuable exhibits at the Expo
sition were those showing what than has accomplished as a
social factor in co-operation with his fellows; the soda]

sition. Here were assembled all the varying races
of men, and here their ways and their works were
illustrated, 'side by side, on a scale and with a
ﬁdelity never before attempted.
Here were the
nations oldest in story, foremost in the ﬁles of
progress as builders of the most advanced civil—

fabrics he has created; the industrial and moral

progress he has achieved under them, under all
sorts of Circumstances and surroundings; his
scientiﬁc discoveries and mechanical inventions:
whatever he has done for the enlightenment of

the masses of mankind or to make life easier and
sweeter and more brotherly and beautiful for them.

izations, and here were the naked little Pygmies
of Central Africa, long regarded as a purely

mythical race, a mere Utraveler’s tale."

In these exhibits we saw what rich bounties Nature

Here
yields to human industry and enterprise in all

clinics and zones of the earth. from the stormiest
wilds of Tierra del Fuego to the perennially frozen
tundras of the Arctic coasts; from the teas, spices
and pearls of Ceylon, and the myriad products of
DR. J. V. FERNANDEZ.
Commissioner-General from intertropical and subtropical America to the Arctic
the Argentine Republic.
Circle in both the Old and the New \N'orld. And
hairy Ainus of Hokkaido, so markedly differentiated from the inﬁnitely varied utilization of these innumerable prod
the neighboring races of Japan and Eastern Asia, and with ucts by the ingenuity of man for the beneﬁt of his kind, was
port and features so posi"
a tale of wonder told at this

were men of every known anthropological type

and variety, and every degree of civilization and
enlightenment, from the learned leaders of modern
thought in the Congress of Arts and Sciences to
the wild huntsmen of Patagonia and the fur-clad
ﬁshermen of the Eskimo igloos. Here were the

tively identifying them with

the original Caucasian

Exposition in a way to

v'

had severally developed.
Here, also, were presented
for study the various tribes
and races involved in the
struggle still' going on be
tween Civilization and bar

make us all proud Of our
human brotherhood. There
were the proofs of China's
most ancient civilization;
the evidence that in her
cities, older than Athens or
Rome, she was weaving ﬁne
fabrics of wool, silk, linen
and cotton when the people
of Europe were dressed in
the skins of animals.
In
every exhibit building there
were proofs in amazing

barism, or downright head

abundance Of Japan's won—

hunting savagery in the
Philippine Islands, many of
them a p p e a r i ng as most

derful progress within the
memory of the living gener
ation since she abandoned

type. And with the men of
every color and physique
were their families, their

home-life, their implements,
their arts, and such elements
of primitive progress as they

la?

promising products of newly

a c q u i r e d civilization and
n“

ARGENTINE PAVILION.

her former rOle of a “hermit

The Argentine Pavilion wa; modeled after the “Casa Rosada" in Buenos Aires. the

ink

palace of .\rgentinc's presidents. and was a faithful reproduction on a reduced scale 0

the

culture, while others seem
to be immersed in hopeless

third and fourth_ﬂoors. The original palace is of pink iiiarble.with superb white marble
statues in the niches of the fourth story. This reproduction was of staﬁ, colored pink, so as
to imitate the marble of the_real palace. time" reception and reading rooms. the pavilion

degradation

contained OHiCcS for cnmniissionersand assistants, photographs of seem-sin Argentine, an
archaeological collection and ﬁne paintings and beautiful sculpture by native artists,

and

ignorance.

11 3. t

0 fl . U

Much as we
expected from those lalnous
mothers of l i t e r a t u re ,
science, art and skilful crafts

’J'rl
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manship, Germany, France, Belgium, the United Kingdom, produce market—a building covering an area of ten blocks
Italy and Austria-Hungary, their exhibits showed them all of an average city. Its twenty theatres, one of which cost
still pressing onward with unabated energy and ambition to more than two million dollars. are regularly visited by the
foremost actors and singers of Europe.
new triumphs—still determined to lead the world in the culti
The Argentine Republic took a brilliant part in the
vation of both the useful and the beautiful. But what pleased
Her handsome building, her comprehensive
us Western \Vorld people most, if it did not most impress the Exposition.
European mind, was the surprising revelation of the vast exhibits, her intelligent presentation of her best achievements,
resources,progress and capabilities of British America, Mexico, everywhere compelled even the careless visitor to halt in his
Argentine, Brazil and Central America. People supposed to wanderings and view with surprise the evidences of national
be inveterately addicted to weekly revolutions as a
growth which the Argentine Commission displayed
pastime, surprised the world at this Exposition with
before the eyes of all who chanced neartheir exhibits.
exhibits showing the ﬁnest fruits of civil order,
Occupying relatively the same latitude on the south
industrialdevelopment, culture and devotion to the
side of the equator as the United States do on the
arts of peace. To learn what Argentine, Mexico
north, the products of Argentine are practically the
and Brazil are today and what is their present rate of
same in vegetables, fruits and grains, though
growth, is to recognize them as nations rising rapidly
diﬁ'ering entirely in the varieties of her woods.
into the front rank of national power, dignity and
\Vith a population approximating ﬁve millions,
character, with all the means of unbounded pros
but one-sixteenth that of the United States, anda
perity in secure possession. A few years ago one
territory equal to more than a third of the area of
thought of Buenos Aires as a small city near the ENRIQUEM.NELSON. the United States proper, Argentine was able to
Argentine Commissioner.

mouth of the River Plate, where tramp vessels “‘"whurc andl'mm'y'
occasionally stopped for a cargo of hides and horns. Vi'ith
more than a million inhabitants now, its thirty-ﬁve million
dollar port and a gigantic Commerce, it is one of the world's
most progressive and beautiful cities. The capital of Argen
tine is the largest Spanish-speaking city in the world, sur
passed in growth only by Chicago. Buenos Aires has more
street car lines than any city. Its paved streets aggregate 320
miles and all the capitals of Europe could be connected by its
telephone lines. Five hundred schools and 214 periodicals
bespeak the culture of its inhabitants. Here is the largest
newspaper building in the world, as well as the largest

“$16335”
~\ = I

show not only amazing progress but surprising
opportunities for those who have the spirit of money-making
in the development of natural resources.

Argentine is a long country from north to south and
narrow from east to west, with a coast line indented by
many bays and good harbors. The crest of the Andes
Mountains forms the western boundary and numerous rivers
ﬂowing eastward, either to the Atlantic Ocean or to the great
Rio de la I‘lata, which is the greatest of Argentine’s natural
waterways, supply a means of transportation that has had
much to do with the upbuilding of the country. But
Argentines are builders of railroads and all other helps to
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WHAT ARGENTINE SOIL PRODUCES.
“at The pillars
This picture shows a general view of the booth of_Argentine in the Palace of Agriculture. where almost every product known to civilization was‘dlspl
~
, .
.
.
.
in 3 them.
boundinz the booth were inlaid With scenes in Argentine
in the form of postal cards.so that the visitor
could get a comprehensive
idea
of the country by “up”!
~
' ‘
' ' stock ofalso
' proglu€tsi
- Over
' whole
'llarsof
glass
lars
c uniainmtl
. E , nesto
was a frame
for some
large
photographs
of the thoroughbred
liie
theWith
Republic.
and above
these.
the form
pi_
. were
I koi
Mn
:?il;ncc§untry.
Arranged
along
the top
of the entralnce,
were roundfglassesgilled
gJain
thein
boothof
ascries
charts,
the “of
rows 01' medal
Y
A entine
Commission,
were suspended,
_s owmiz
izeogra ' xposition
ical'y' t eto resources
_an and
izrowt
.1 rgentine.
_ ran
, 10“8
es,oons from the
thethat
center
the booth
geiltiggagsthvshiclig
were awarded
by Jurors
of the Louisiana
Purchase
this exhibit.
whicho were
of such a From
number
theyofextended
in
ﬁght!
center to the outer contmcs.

AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITS OF ARGENTINE.
“a
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m od ern
commerce,
and to day
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they
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have

assisting ma
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One of the fourteen Grand Prizes awarded to the Agricultural
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.
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Exhibit of Argentine Republic was given to the display of grain shown
in this picture. Hundreds of different samples were shown here in

thoroughly
_
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ﬁne wines. beers and liquors which were of such excellence as to be
awarded a gold medal.
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A GRAND PRIZE EXHIBIT.

restaurants.time"sated?artisans.Li “"dciwake
The City of

Buenos Aires, having a population of one million two hundred

thousand, is exceeded in size only by New York, Chicago and
iorth tor

Philadelphia on the western continent.

To prove her right to a place among the most progressive
llll‘lt '31:;
est of
id Illlﬁ.’ 5
in (it.

nations, Argentine became

an

earnest

participant at the

\Vorld's Fair and made exhibits in the Departments of
Agriculture, Forestry, Mines and Metallurgy, Manufactures,
Liberal Arts, Fine Arts, Electricity and Education. A
beautiful national pavilion was also erected that served as a
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rutti,

Dele

MAIN ENTRANCE OF TIIE ARGENTINE EXHIBIT.
The chief display in the agricultural exhibit of Argentine were
grains, farinaceous products, suizar. mate. wool and cotton. The
round
under the
main
entrance
of the pyramid
booth showed
under table
glass standing
fancy crackers
of all
kinds.
rI‘_hc large
back
of this was given over entirely to the exhibit of grain and seeds
of all kinds and pictures of the ﬁelds where they were raised.
Hanging on the wall to the right are shown ﬂa_x, hemp and all
kinds of grass ﬁbres which are produced extensively by Argen
tine and converted into many manufactures by her.

7

B. del Castillo, Delegate of the Argentine Press Association;
Jorge Newbery, Delegate of the Municipality of Buenos
Aires to the Congress of Electricity; Doctor Luis A. Sauze,
Honorary Commissioner;

Doctor Vicente Casares, Jr., and

Ricardo Fernandez Guerrico, Honorary Attaches.
“'ith a coast line along the Atlantic Ocean extending
her entire length and abounding in bays and inlets, Argentine
ﬁnds an outlet for all she brings forth.

Her comparative
'if
31?!

tion is '.

the (“3"
ail air

business and social headquarters for the Argentine Com
mission, for Argentines at the Fair and their friends.
The Argentine Board of Commissioners was composed of
Doctor Jose V. Fernandez, Commissioner-General; Enrique
M. Nelson, Horacio Anasagasti, Guillermo A. Puente. Eduardo
Schiafﬁno, Ernesto Nelson and José de Olivares, to whom
much credit is due for the excellent displays and for the
helpful information they were able to impart to interested
inquirers. Other members and attaches of the Commission

DAIRY PRODUCTS OF ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.
The d3")? industry of Argentine is represented by a white tiled table upon which
#0011 Condensed milk, butter and choose In attractive wrappch ready for market and
"1 Class pars so.that the visitor could inspect them. Meats, vegetables and fruits. also

panned. were displayed here. Back of the dairy exhibit liquors were arranged both
"I a high pyramid and in cases so as to show their wares attractively. ()n the left is a
case containing crackers and confectionery; and to the left of that. two photographs of
ﬁne public buildings in the Republic.

narrowness of extent east and west makes transportation to
the coast a simple matter.

In the Palace of Agriculture at the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition her exhibit was considered so ﬁne that fourteen

Grand Prizes and one hundred and eighty gold medals were
awarded her, while her silver and bronze medals reached
such numbers—viz.: two hundred and sixty-one and two

hundred and forty-ﬁve respectively—that they were fastened
together in eight long festoons, which were strung from the

ANIMAL PRODUCTS OF ARGENTINE.
In the foreground of this picture. on the right, is shown a photograph of some of the
sheep_ which have made Argentine wool famous.
This wool was displayed in large
quantities in cases shown in the background of this pitture. representing many diﬁ'erent
sheep men of the country. The display was awarded a grand prize and Rold medals.
Hides of diﬂ'crent kinds were also displayed here and were awarded the highest pre
mium. In the forezround of the picture is another exhibit of condensed milk and ﬁne
dairy products.

HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXI’()SITIO\'
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central pyramid of the booth to the
four corners, approximately ﬁfty feet
distant—a most effective decoration,
and one that might well be envied
by any country. Some of the features
of this booth were large charts show
ing graphically the progress the Ar
gentine Republic has made in every
ﬁeld of industry since 1865. These
charts were fastened between the

pillars over the booth, so that they
could be seen at a distance, and their
plans and arrangement were such as
to bring the facts clearly before the
mind of the visitor. The charts cov
ered all the leading industries of
Argentine, showing the facts and
ﬁgures in any line of most interest to
the inquirer. Here were the ﬁgures
of live stock, butter, cheese and

other products.

In making their

.\ BOAT MADE OF ARGENTINE TIMBER.
ARGENTINE TOBACCO.
One of the gold medals awarded to Arizentine's
display in the Palace of Agriculture was given
to her tobaccos. Leaf tobacco and the finished
product in the form of ﬁnely rolled cigars and
ground tobacco, packed in neat bags. attracted

much favorable comment from the tobacco ex

awards, the Grand Jury recognized
this by giving these charts the Grand

perts who examined them.

Canned

In the Palace of Forestry was installed the life-s vi
- '
here. It was constructed on tested scientiﬁc princiaplezzalii'i'laiiiiiiihii
the most suitable timber from the forests of Argentine. On the right
are shown palm logs. palma nezra, growing at a uniform thickness
for over twenty-ﬁve feet and used for telegraph and tele hone poles
and many other purposes. ()n the left are blocks of Que racho cola
rado which had been used for railroad ties forthirty years and. when
cut. still showed the ﬁrmness and hardness of marble.

meats, VCK

etables and fruits (packed behind bright labels,
liquors. cotton and many
biscuits, wines an
other products from Argentine were arrange d
in an effective way in cases allarOund the central
tobacco exhibit.

entrance, with condensed milk and cream in cans and glass

Allied to this industry was the display of hides
and wool, which attracted as much favorable
comment from expert cattlemen as any similar
exhibit made in the Palace of Agriculture. The hides new
of excellent quality, showing what kind of cattle are raised
in Argentine Republic.
Among these was a skin ten feet
long, without the tail, the quality of which was such as
to win a Grand Prize. Calf, goat, sheepskins from the smallest
lamb to the full-grown animal, horsehair and the skins of
wild beasts were awarded many medals. Two large glass
covered cases ﬁlled with wool carried off a Grand Prize each.
A country that can make such a display must have vast
areas of grazing lands. and this is true of Argentine Republic.
Perhaps no country in the world possesses such large sectiOHS
of fertile soil producing the best kind of forage grasses
Because of her climate, cattle are reared entirely in the open
in Argentine Republic without the necessity of stabling, and

jars of the “La Martona” and the “Granja Blanca" brands.

{Cd’ usually, on natural pasture.

Prize.

Groups of the national ﬂags

of Argentine, fastened high upon the
central pillars, formed one of the decorative features of the
exhibit ; but the whole display was arranged in such a tasteful
manner, and contained so many ﬁne products, that it was not
only representative and instructive'but also beautiful.
The main entrance was constructed of‘ﬁnely polished
wood, into which small pillars of glass had been let. These
were ﬁlled with grains and seeds of all kinds, and gave the

visitor an idea of the products hewould ﬁnd within. The
lower part of this framework was covered with large photo
graphs of some of the ﬁnest live stock to be found anywhere.
\Vithin the booth the visitor found himself surrounded by
cases of choice produce.

To represent the dairy industry, two

large white tile tables stood to the right and left of the central

The province of Bueiios
Aires, Entre Rios,
half of Santa Fe
and the south of
Cordoba, can
maintain, on an
average, from
three to twelve
sheep or from a
half to two cows
per hectare, and
the territories of

the I‘ampa, Santa

TllE NATIVE WOODS OF ARGENTINE.

Cruz, Rio Negro,
Neuquen and
Chubut from one
to three sheep per
hectare, 3 hectare
being 2.47 acres.
In the prov
A RGENTI X E MANUFACTURES.

inces of Men'
Ilundreds of different kinds of native woods were shown in the Palace

of Forestry, Fish and (Fame by Argentine Republic.

A large tun ﬁnished

in coin-w woud was placed here_ by the Government of Ticrra del Purge

'l‘crritory. ()n the walls hung pictures of native forests and some of the
lumber mills of the country.

Arranged on shelves around one of the pillars

wereiars of tanning bark and medicinal seeds and bark. of which there are
many varieties found in considerable quantities in the native forests.

Argentine's \Vhite and Gold Booth in the Palace of Manufactures
was distinguishable from all others by its silk banners of the Republic.
blue and white With a large sun embroidered in gold thread inthe center.
Over the central entrance the coat of arms of the Republic was carved
and painted in the national colors. Potted palms in iardiriieres stood
among the exhibit cases in the interior. Almost every kind of goods
manufactured in Argentine was on display.

doza, San Juan,
Salta and Jufu-v'
however, the

LIVE STOCK PRODUCTION IN ARGENTINE.
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stock is bred and fattenecl on irrigated alfalfa ﬁelds capable

Trakehnen, Hambletonian, and other breeds of horses, have

of carrying from two to six cows and of fattening from
two to three steers per hectare. Two currents of

been imported, and all the original wild stock has been somuch
crossed and in such a manner modiﬁed, that its size,

importation combined to form, during the sixteenth

production of beef, rnntton, wool, etc., has been

and seventeenth centuries, the foundation of the

increased

immense herds of cattle, sheep, horses and goats
which constitute Argentine's capital of live stock;

per sheep in 1870 to ﬁve and one-half pounds in
1904, and from three hundred and ﬁfty pounds of

one came direct from Spain

and settled on

the

margin of the Rio de la I’Iata; the other had its
source in Peru and occupied the provinces of the
interior. The cattle, horses and sheep imported into
Argentine and Peru came principally from the south

from

one and one-half pounds of wool

beef from the average four-year kid steer to

G A PUE‘TE

ﬁve

hundred and ﬁfty pounds.
Stock-raising in Argentine is about the best
paying business existing, owing to the low price
of purchased or rented land and of live stock,

of Spain; the two former being of the Andalusian Camry-1,5511%" 0., Mémb and to the cheap system of extensive breeding on
type and the latter of the breed called churra, which

“cm” “‘1 Elemldw-

was characterized by its long legs, long, straight and uncurled
wool, and small bones. The importation of Merino sheep,
Shorthorn and

natural pasture.

The proﬁts obtained depend on

the capital invested; as, owing to the system of breeding, the
expenses do not follow in arithmetical proportion to the
number of stock

Hereford bulls, and

kept, but are rela

heavy draught and
t h o r o ugh b r e (1
horses was begun
in the nineteenth
century and gradually increased until

tively lower as the
number of stock is
greater; thus the
cost of tending one
thousand head of
cattle is about

1870, when the im-

equal

portation of stud

penses required for

stock was started
on a large scale.

ﬁve hundred, and
the cost of tending

So large a number
of Merino (Spanish
French and Ger-

two thousand only
a b o u t ﬁfteen or
twenty per cent

man), Leicesters,
Lincoln, Romney

more than they are
for one thousand.

Marsh,Southdown,
Hampshiredown,
ShmPSlllredown’
and Oxforddown

'

These two cases were in Argentine Republic's booth

This_ picture shows another view of the exhibit of arsenal

No less attractive
and more exten
Slve, Perllapsi was
'
'
the (hSPIay
Gigi-a1“

Sheep; of Hereford,

in the Palace of Manufactures. and contained arsenal

supplies that Argentine installed in Palace of Manu-

which

Shorthorn,

supplies 0‘ the mm madcm type.

mmm

in

Aber-

ARGENTINE'S ARSENAL SUPPLY EXlllBl'l'.

deen Angus, Holstein, Dutch, Flemish, Swiss, and other
cattle ; andArab,Thoroughbred, Shire, Clydesdale, Percheron,

ARGENTINE—PALACE or MANUFACTURES.

to the

this

“'35

ex

made

b0oth.

Some of these grains were placed in glass jars and arranged
in pyramids, some in cases and some formed the base of the

Flemish, Suffolk Punch,

pillars of the booth.

Cleveland, Hackney,

The different kinds of
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ARGENTINE IN TIIE PALACE OF ELECTRICITY. MINES AND MANUFACTURES.
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The picture in the center shows a comprehensive exhibit of minerals owned by the De artment of Mines and Geolotzy of Argentine Republic. The immense blocks of om x
In the foreground aural-in] much admiration because of their ﬁne coloring. Hn the le t is a reproduction of Argentinc's installation in the Palace of Electricity, where
thc Argentine Model " of the Morse apparatus Was shown by an actual recorder. and the light and power houses of the Republic were re resented by photographs and
tables ahowmg that Argentine is unusually well supplied with the most modern of electrite appliances. The statistics of her post-oﬁice epartment. made public here,
compare favorably with those of any country. On the right is a picture of a case ﬁlled With 'Vietorla" wax matches, madein Argentine.
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wheat shown and the perfection to which each had been
brought at once placed Argentine among the foremost
wheat-raising countries. As the visitor learned from

some of the charts compiled by the Commission,
three million six hundred ninety-ﬁve thousand three

grown. This large quantity of tobacco when manufactured
reached the total value of $34,518,370 currency. In the
Palace of Agriculture some good specimens of
alfalfa
from the three million one hundred
thousand acres of land in Argentine under crop were

hundred and forty-three hectares of wheat were pro
duced in 1900, an increase of two hundred and seven
per cent over the amount produced in 1891.

1903 one

shown.

As the live

stock of the country is

increasing in numbers, it has been found proﬁtable
to raise this forage on a large scale. Among the
manufactured products shown in this exhibit was
a case of ﬂour in sacks, which was awarded the
Grand Prize. In 1903, six hundred and ﬁfty mills

In

hundred and ﬁve million bushels of

wheat were raised, making this Republic fourth in
rank among the wheat-producing nations of the
produced four hundred and ﬁfty thousand tons of
world, Europe being ﬁrst, United States second,
II. ANASAGASTL
and India third.
And yet only sixteen million Commissioner of Liberal flour, of which seventy-two thousand tons wereex
Arts and Mines.
ported. Many of these mills are equipped with the
acres are under cultivation, while two hundred
and ﬁfty million acres of suitable land lies untilled.
best machinery and one of them grinds four thousand bags per
The corn displayed by Argentine was no less ﬁne as to day. Ofwlieat products, the crackers and macaroni arranged in
quality.
The charts in this exhibit
neat boxes and cases formed an
showed that without fertilizer the soil
attractive exhibit.
The display of
ofArgentine Republic yields from forty
sugar in different stages of reﬁning,
ﬁve to one hundred bushels of corn
together with many kinds of ﬁnished
to the acre. Among the display of
product, was awarded a Grand Prize.
seeds, ﬁax took an important place.
This was cane sugar, of which a con
Today this rich country produces
siderable amount is produced in Argen
one-fourth, or thirty-ﬁve million
tine. It is estimated that ordinary land
bushels, of the world's consumption of
will yield from thirty to forty thou
\
this product.
As ﬂax is used at
sand pounds of cane to the acre. In
present, no less than one million tons
1901 sugar production reached its
of the ﬁber are wasted each year,
climax in one hundred and ﬁftycne
because only the seed is considered
million tons, which, however, in 1903
of value as an export. This ﬁber,
had fallen to one hundred and forty
on account of the variety of pur
nine million tons.

poses for which it may be used,
might be made to yield a good
proﬁt. In one of the large cases in
the booth was a display of tobacco
leaf, ranging from pale yellow leaf to
the darkest brown. Fine cigars com

Canned meats, ﬁsh and vegetables
ARGENTINE'S NATIONAL PRESS EXHIBIT.
In the Palace of Liberal Arts Argentine Republic installed
two exhibits. one of which was devoted to the displays of the
National Press of the country. In this respect Argentine was
unique. for she was the only nation which had such an exhibit.
Of much interest were the large photographs showing the ﬁne
quarters in which the different newspapers are installed. and
the books 0f statistics setting forth the ﬂourishing condition
of the Press in consequence of the absolute freedom from

pleted the exhibit, for there are no "Worship whichitenioys.
factories of twist, black or cake tobacco in Argentine. The
exhibit as it stood was awarded a gold medal by the Jurors
of the Exposition. All classes of
tobacco grow well in various
regions of the country, Misiones,
Chaco, Tucuman, Salta and Jujuy.
There are important cigar and
cigarette factories, the latter hav

formed not

meat has reached considerable propor
tions. For tinned and salted beef and
meat extract two hundred and sixty
nine thousand one hundred head of cattle were used by
the ﬁfte en factories of the Republic.
Allied to this is
meat-freezing, which meant an
exportation of three million four

hundred and twenty-seven thou
sand seven hundred and eighty

tliree sheep and two hundred and
ﬁfty-four thousand nine hundred
and seventy-one steers from

ing developed an enormous trade.
In 1902 there were one
thousand one hundred and eleven
factories and shops for the manu
facture of cigars and cigarettes
working in the Republic, one
hundred and ninety-eight being
of considerable importance, with
a capital amounting to $7, 529,944
currency, the total amount of
tobacco worked up in the year
being seven million four hundred
and sixty-one thousand eight
hundred and ten kilos, of which
ﬁve million nine hundred and
ﬁfty-eight thousand ﬁve hundred

and thirty-seven kilos were home

an unattractive part of

the display of manufactured products.
The industry of canning and packing

Argentine in 1903. Owing to the
enormous amount of raw material
that the country produces, these
industries are bound to develop
largely. Such is the soil of the
Republic, that the existing num

ber of cattle and sheep in Argen'
tine Republic in 1904 might easil.v
be doubled without overstocking
the pasture at hand. The market
for all the meat Argentine can
\VIIERE ARGENTINE‘S WATERWAYS “TIRE EXPLOITED.
The larger of the two exhibits which Artzentine
made in the Palace of
I.iberal Arts was com posed chieﬂy of relief maps and
charts showing the
bays and inlets of her c oast and the navigable rivers running
into her interior.
Besides these there were (portfoliosof photographs which gave
the visitora
clear idea of
_ the cities an industries as well as th e resources of the unex
ploited regions of Argentine. A case of bank notes

ﬁne work the Government engravers were doing.

produce is found in Europe, “him
is reached by lines of steamers
equipped with refrigerating rooms
The hides thus produced ate

and stamps showed What

cured in Argentine with tannit‘.

ARGENTINE FINE ARTS AND MANUFACTURES.
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VIEWS IN THE ARGENTINE SECTION OF FINE ARTS.
Alongside of the door is the delightful scene in a Parisian Fair, “Somnambulist.” by
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Emilio {\rtiquc. for which he recciyed a silver medal. To its right is the luminous and
expressive ' Head of a Girl," by Carlos A Ripamonte. who waslikewise awarded a silver
medal. Above are The Model Resting." a stud in the nude. and a handsome portrait
of "Mr._A. S"? both pictures from_ the brush of
. Sivori. In the angle to the right are
“Portrait of his Father," by Rodriguez Etchart. and "Conﬁdence." by Mrs. Dampt. To
the left of the door Wlll be seen "The Dreamer " by Rodriguez Etchart. and two heads
of women by Schiaﬁ-ino. entitled "Dolores" and 'Josefa."

acid from her own forests, and turned into ﬁne, ﬁnished goods.
This was exempliﬁed by the exhibit in the Palace of Manu
factures, where there were cases of shoes of the best
material and the ﬁnest Workmanship, together with

The upper center handsome picture "The Soup of the Poor." by Reynaldo
Giudici. was awarded a gold medal. Underneath it is "The Abandoned." a melancholy
countr cemeter , by Collivadino. To the left “Twilight.” a dreamy and hazy pastoral

scene

arsenal and other army supplies shown.

Shells of

every size were there, from the smallest to the
largest size demanded by cannon.

A pair of folding

army beds, with shelf and books attached, showed
the ingenuity of the inventor and the practical spirit
of the country which adopted it. “A table of carbon

To the right is _to be seen a

was awarded a izold medal. Above, two other excellent paintings by Guidici. “Venetian
beene" and “Aristocratic Privileges."

arc lights, an exhibit of acetyline gas generators, which was
awarded a gold medal, demonstrated how modern in their
demands the citizens of Argentine are. The steel safes

and the intricate locks displayed in the booth were
also of the ﬁnest, newest pattern. Bolts, wire nails

a collection of well-tanned hides, colored or var<

nished to suit different purposes. Besides the
leather exhibit there were many articles there to
attract the visitor. Of peculiar interest were the

y Ricar o Garcia. which earned a silver medal.

masterly conception of the “Pampas” of the Argentine. by Eduardo Sivori. which

and brass castings showed corresponding advance

ment. In this section, too, were shown the wax
matches of Yictoria brand, which have an extensive
market, which received the Grand Prize.
Fine
cement work in the form of mosaic tiling of artistic
pattern and durable quality could be seen there.
A case of men’s felt hats made according to the
EDUARDO SCHIAFHN‘) latest Paris fashions, and men’s knitted underwear
Art Director.

of wool and silk, compared favorably with the best
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VIEWS IN THE ARGENTINE SECTION OF FINE ARTS.

W“?

F In the center is a pastel of an Argentine Beau Brummel."]ayme Llavallol.“hy
.duardo hchiafll'ino; underneath a pretty aquarelle by llallerini, entitled "Panorama
2f Ascochinga; tothe lefta suggestive "Beatrice" and a plastic mid
‘leeping \\'oman."
y S‘chiaﬂirro; above is a lurninous aguarelle by Sivori. the “Alfalfa l‘lCld in San Martin."
and The (ierm. asytnbolie evolution of idea. by Mrs. Diana Cid Cle Dampt. To the
"EM of the l.la_vallol ts the magniﬁcent portrait of Doctor Fernando Perez. celebrated
Argentine Physician. member of the Faculty of Paris. and the beautiful Miss Susana
lolly Medrano. who Is the typical incarnation of an Argentine girl. Above this latter is
The Episcopal Blessing." a bright conception of Emilio Camila.

_ The picture with the oxen. “To the Homestead." is a beautiful painting by Eduardo
Sivori. dean of the Argentine Artists. rewarded with a gold medal at this Exposition, and
illustrates the rural customs of the country around Bucnos Aires. To the left, "Youth
Amuses Itself,"_a sweet picture by Emile Artilzuc, a well known illustrator of Le Fi' am

[Um-Ire. of Pans. France. Tothe right. a beautiful “Nude Woman," a precious ' Still
Lilo.” and an expressive meditating "Faust." hy Severe Rodriguez Etchart. a noted
painter recently deceased. ln
center “Head of An Old Man ' by l5. dc la Ciireova.
At the top isa group of laborers, Bread, 'a subject fullof light from the brush of Céirlos
P. Ripamonte.
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ARGENTIXE SECTION OF FINE ARTS.
.

The central painting. “The llour of Rest.” by Pio Collivadino. awarded a gold medal.

13013?igliic'iigsé‘ﬁrlillf' fill lil'fﬁ???sc“"i‘i;¢liiiii§§li "$25.22??me 21.“; 13.55153?!

ﬂattﬁ‘trr'strm- -*-*r;'..‘;.".i2“r.-;.':a2" star-"t:transits-d.taint?at;
eminent ainters. recently prematurely deceased. A nude bust portrait of "Spring." by
\:_Ef_lll‘ll'ﬂ larco dell'ont;amysteriunsprolile of the head of_|“f-Ili1:|."by Schinﬁino; "A
\islt. ' I pastel by De La (arcova: Landscape \ emcc. by Reynaldo tnudrcnsur
mounted on top by a beautiful "Portrait of a Young Girl." by Artigue.

of its kind exhibited by any other nation. Druggist supplies
in the form of chemicals were attractively arranged in a
large round case, and a dentistry exhibit showed the
modem methods which

this Republic of South

ARGENTINE SCULPTURE.
In the foreground. "Sorrow." by Arturo Dresco,
a nude girl weeping, for whose scientiﬁc construc
tion its sculptor received a gold medal: inimedn
ately behind this lS'hIS delicately carved__marble

"chunciation. " m the background Armed
Peace." by Mateo Alomo; anduin the center
another view of the superb group Pecheresses,
b Yrurtia.which gamed the ringing applauses
ol' Camille Mauclair and (.harles Menu: in the

Salon of Paris in 1903. and received thehtghest

America is employing in
this line.
One of the
largest cases in the booth,
the lower part of which
was ornamented with a
bas-relief representing a
circle of dancing bach
antes, contained native
liquors. Among these
were wine, beer and liquor
of every variety, the
manufacture of which ﬁlls
an important place in
Argentine’s industries.
Three large breweries in
Buenos Aires, with a
capital of over two million
dollars, and twenty-nine
breweries in different

parts of the

In the center of the photograph appears the dramatic painting of Ernesto de la
Ca'rcova. greatly praised by critics. "Without llrend and Without Work." which was
awarded the (irand l'rix and is the property of the Museum of Buenos Aires. Under
neath. a row of lovely heads of Argentine and French women: "Miss 5. 1.5L"—
"\‘cspcr"—".\largot"—“Z\lyth"—and Morochn—works of Eduardo Schiafﬁno. Director
of the National Museum of Fine Arts at liuenos Aires and Fine Art Commissioncrto
the l-prosition at St. Louis. "Margot" is the property of the Museum of Fine Artsat
llucnos Aires. and "Myth" of the Museum of Fine Arts at St. Louis.

Another of these hydrographic maps showed the salt lakes
lying in certain parts of the interior, from which much of the
salt supply of the Republic is derived. These maps were so
accurately and clearly constructed as to form a good
picture of the topographical feature of the country in the
mind of the examiner. Besides the large maps, there was
room in this booth for samples of the ﬁne printing and book
binding done in Argentine. Some of the editions dc [are
displayed here were masterpieces of the book-binder's art.

In another booth were Argentine periodicals.

Here Mr. Jose

de Olivares, Commissioner of the Press. showed the startling
progress made by Argentine in the ﬁeld of journalism.
In the Palace of Forestry, Fish and Game, slabs of overa
hundred diﬁererlt kinds of commercial timber were shown in an
exhibit extending nearly 150 feet. In making the exhibit, the

interior,

produced approximately
forty million liters in

award at the Louisiana Purchase hxposition.

1903. Yet, in the same
year $2480.52} worth of liquors, exclusive of wine, were
imported.

Of

wines, Argentine

Republic

produced,

in

1904, forty-one million gallons from grapes grown in all
her different provinces, and still a considerable amount
had to be imported to supply the demand.
Argentine's display in the Palace of Liberal Arts embraced
maps showing chieﬂy those parts of the Republic where there
are navigable rivers, or such as can be easily made so. The
basin of the Plata River, the lower and central portions of
which form one of the ﬁnest entrance gates to Argentine——
in'fact, to all South America—is the widest in the world,
connecting Argentine with the Republics of Uruguay, Para
guay and Brazil.
Into it run tributaries extending in all
directions into the interior.

ARGENTINE SCULPTURE.
General view of the Argentine section of Sculpture. for the elem"! decotaul’lifarml
arrangement of which the Argentine l-inc Art Commissioner. Mf- llduar‘lo Pchii‘bl 'l
was awardcd a Commemorative Diploma and Gold Medal. 1n the forcgroundirs d‘ hcris

a lifelike and beautiful piece of scul ture. by Lucio Corrca blOfBlf-‘t- “'ho "cal" t t o
er a silver medal. 1n the center ' Pecheresses" (The Sinners). i5 3 splendld “relight
six ﬁgures. all acting in concert, bowed down by the Weiﬂllt 0‘ "mqrse' 8 Sim To
masterpiece for which its sculptor, Rogelio Yrurtia. was awarded the (Hand pnlf'man

the left. two marbles. "Head of a Girl" and “Renunciation.” and theﬁgur.e (“a/“o the
reclining at full length on her back, “Rcsignation"—admirable works displaglmgig l
recognition and science of form by Arturo Dresco.
1n the backﬂroun‘l.‘ E9. c" am.
fpur figures in terra cotta (baked clay). "\Yitchery.“ "The Drunkard.
realimol of
l’runmg. ' worlfs full of spontaneous humor. by Mateo Alonzo. Creator 0 a 5:

his own. for which he was awarded a bronze medal.

ARGENTINE FINE ARTS AND EDUCATION.
Commission of Ar
gentine aimed not
to Show what prod—

l
l
i'

ARGENTINE EXHIBIT. PALACE OF EDUCATION.
! Amman the manyélisplayshmade with“? this booth were

l

7.

pm

arge p otogra
s S owing!
e tine buildings
schoo buili
the
country.
Tlieillrors
found these
soinuso
excellent
'
'
i
.
that a (.'srand P rize
was
awarded

minis
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the Petit Gallery, and in the International at Venice ', but this
was the ﬁrst time they exhibited their works ofﬁcially and
collectively. This display in Saint Louis resulted in a real

igies their country triumph for them, since out of eighteen
could produce, but artists who were able to compete they
to display the wood . have obtained sixteen prizes, among
in the size in which which are two Grand Prizes, four gold
it is particularly medals, six silver medals and four bronze
valuable for indus
medals.
trial aud commer
But the best index to her general intel
cial purposes.
lectual growth was shown by her display
In large boxes of school work in the Palace of Education.
Brea gum and Here the Commission, to which the excel- ERNESTO NELSON
tanning bark were lent showing the Argentine Republic
Commissioner of
Education.
made at the Louisiana Purchase Expo
Shown; and forty
two species of dye sition was largely due—set forth the school system in
detail, every department being represented by work done
plants, besides
many Of the three by the pupils, and pictures and charts showing the
buildings and the course of instruction followed. So excel
hundred and forty
lent was the exhibit considered that the Jurors awarded
n n e med 1 C1 n 31
- g
a Grand Prize, eleven gold and twenty silver medals. In
Plants “rhth
grow
.
.
1n
the Argenune
Argentine, as in the best American and European schools,

i hit ".
1N IE:

lu

.

it on:
t mags I"

manual training takes an important

forests, were exhibited in glass jars.
The preparation of quebracho extract
has already reached important
ﬁgures, not only supplying the large
home demand, but even the require
ments of foreign markets.
Minerals from every province
in the Argentine Republic were dis
played in the twenty cases which
made the chief exhibit in her booth
in the Palace of Mines and Metal
lurgy, and which were awarded a
Grand Prize, six gold, eight silver,
and four bronze medals. Almost
every kind of ore was shown here,
for almost every kind is found on

place. Cases of woodwork, etc.,
of sewing, and pictures of shops
and work rooms, showed what
results they are accomplishing.
Every useful branch of learning
is taught according to the most
approved methods.

In the second

ary schools, languages, sciences
and arts are thoroughly mastered.

I

There are twenty-eight normal

'.-‘.'J".'!

schools, nineteen national
col
leges and three universities,
besides

an

academy

of

art

and

JQI‘JZZI

Several conservatories of music,
in the Republic.
As with us,

MANUAL TRAINING wORR or ARGENTINE SCHOOLS.

technical and commercial schools

the eastern Slope of the Andes, which
eXtends the length Of the Repllblic-

An entire wall of the Argentine Educational Exhibit was 21"" '0
samples of work and tools uscilin the manual training schools of the
Country. The exhibit was both entertaining and instructiVe.

Especially numerous were the
exhibits of coal which, up to 1904, was mined to a very

small extent, and of gold ore, which has been mined both
in placers and in quartz veins for many years. Silver and
copper are .also found plentifully, and iron, manganese,

(\.Z':

\..

bismuth, antimony, and building stones of various sorts.
Among the latter, onyx takes an important place, as was
shown by the ﬁnely marked and colored slabs on exhibit
in this booth. Argentina's development,
however, is not conﬁned to industrial
ﬁelds alone. Anyone examining her

The govern
ment of Argentine
Republic is, as its
name indicates, a
system of represen
tation from the
various provinces,

development have gone

The Argentine School of Fine Arts is of recent creation;

its artists have made single exhibits in the Salon of Paris, in

in

favor,

assisting materially

The compulsory
school law demands
that Children be
tween the ages of
six and fourteen
years Shall attend
school, and educa
tion is general.

industrial

are

gaining

country.

of Fine Arts, or of Electricity, would
have at once grasped how her cultural
hand in hand.
In the Palace of Electricity her exhibit
PHONOGRAPH,
was awarded two gold and one silver
“\.sﬂ'lﬂ the Argentine medal, which is no small triumph for a
I atinnal Hymn and
schoolwnes.
nation which has hitherto not been
reckoned with the foremost of mechanical inventors.

and

constantly

in the general
progress of the

exhibits in the Palace of Education, or

and

are

like

that

of

the

United States, but
I) 6 1' l1 3 I) S

little

a
"lore celltrahzed-

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM ILLUSTRATED.
A series of large charts showinz in graphic form the
schooé statistics oil‘hgentine ads compared with different
perio s in er eve oanient an in comparison with other
nations, was a part of the display in the Education booth.

'33.
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Few countries offer such a splendid ﬁeld for the invest
ment of American capital as does the country of Brazil. In
every department, from the raising of coffee and the extrac

knoll in the Foreign Government Section of the Expo

tion of rubber, to the building of ships and the rolling stock

his personal direction.
In symmetry, statelincss and beauty of line, the Brazilian
Pavilion was superior to any on the grounds of the Louisiana

of railroads, she offers unparalleled opportunity. This was
pleasingly and convincingly demonstrated in Brazil's remark

sition Grounds.

The pavilion was (lesigned by Colonel F_

M. de Souza Aguiar, Commissioner-(jeneral, and built under

in A"
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BRAZILIAN GOVERNBIENT PAVILION AT THE EXI'OSITION

The
The pavilion was located in the southwest cornerof the Foreign Government Section _and was designed by Colonel F.
de Souza Aguiar, the Commissioner General.
mi in rouf
main section was perfectly symmetrical in its dimensions, being to] _x 132 feet Wide. On either Side was a loggia. overlooking the lawns, each forty feet in (liamclerila “tens-tic
supported by corinthian columns eighty feet high. The main pavilion had two and one-half ﬂoors and a gallery around the base of the dome. The dome was a C {llfzm
thesurrounded
building. rising
(0 a llﬁlgllth
0!"? hundred
andwith
Huffy-ﬁve
above
second floor. Around it were eight heroic ﬁgures, the only statuary 0" ‘he 93"" '
{giltilliroenoyi'as
by beautiful
greenCtflawns,
decorated
beds offeet
roses
and the
shrubbery.

The

able exhibit at the \Vorld’s Fair in 1904, where she showed

Purchase Exposition.

herself so rich and diversiﬁed in resources as to astonisli the

"Jewel of the Fair.”

It was universally pronounced the

public.
To represent her, a lofty pavilion, supported by
massive Corinthian columns and surmounted by a dome from
which ﬂew the national ﬂag, was erected on a grass-covered

simplicity, its dome rose high above the main structure, which
covered one hundred and ninety-one by one hundred and
thirty-two feet. On both sides, wings, in the form of Cll'Clllar

Almost without adornment, in Splenfl‘d

BRAZIL AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.
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loggias, with columns rising majestically to the dome over
head, joined the main pavilion, where Brazil, with char
acteristic hospitality, served the national beverage—coﬁee—to
her guests. These loggias overlooked the lawn, which sur
rounded the building, and afforded an excellent outlook upon
the W'orld’s Fair Grounds, because of their situation on the
summit of an incline. For the same reason the lofty white
pavilion formed a conspicuous and attractive landmark from
diﬁerent parts of the Exposition Grounds. Broad, glistening
stone steps, guarded by sculptured lions, led from north and
south into the pavilion. Within, a spacious reception hall,
made particularly beautiful by the Doric columns which
supported its ceiling, received the visitor. On the walls inter‘
esting photographs and charts illustrating the chief industry of
the country—coffee culture
——were hung. Coffee cul
ture was further demon
strated

by

machinery

of

the most improved pattern,

chandeliers from the center of reception halls and loggias,

others placed in rows to outline galleries and dome.
This was not the ﬁrst time that Colonel Aguiar presented
to the United States a structure of unusual excellence. At the
\Vorld’s Fair of 1893 Brazil was represented by a pavilion
which also attested the taste and originality of the architect.
In Brazil numerous public works record his genius.

As

Brazilian Commissioner, he rectiﬁed the boundary line
between Brazil and Uruguay—a delicate piece of work, as
are always those referring to international boundaries. As a
member of the Engineering Staff in the State of Rio Grande
do Sul he designed and built, repaired and improved armories,
barracks and other public works. As Director of the Public
Telegraph, Colonel Aguiar reorganized and greatly improved
the entire telegraph system

of Brazil. As Director of
the Fire Department of Rio
Ianeiro, he planned a ﬁre

where the process of pre—

boat for the protection of
the port, which was pro

paring coffee for the market

nounced to be remarkably

was shown.

well adapted to its purpose
by ex pe rt shipbuilders.
Colonel Aguiar has held
many other public posi
tions and has everywhere
proven himself a man of
rare talent, worthy of the
esteem and conﬁdence in
which his countrymen hold

In sacks, in

glass jars and cases, coffee
beans, ranging in size from
curled grains as small as
peas to ﬂat grains as large
as cocoa beans, were dis
played. To illustrate the
plentifulness of this prod
uct, Brazil had built here a
fountain which poured
forth coffee beans instead
of water. From this ﬂoor
two broad stairways led to
the second story; here a

To assist him as Secre
tary of the Brazilian Com
mission to the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition,

social

Colonel Aguia r selected

reception

hall, the

em

5113':

him.
-I':\'_

oﬁclces of the Brazilian

Major 1. da Cunha Pires,
a gentleman second only
to the distinguished Com—
missioner in his services to
the Brazilian Republic.
Major Pires has been
connected with the con—
struction of telegraph lines,
colored glass and its round
of strategic roads to the
Florentine windows, rising
frontier, and other public
one hundred and thirty-ﬁve
works, and has everywhere
feet (by exterior measure
proven himself thoroughly
COLONEL F. M. DE SOUZA AGUIAR.
ment) above the second
Brazil's Commissioner-General t0 the Exposition.
capable and worthy of the
ﬂoor, formed its ceiling.
marks of appreciation
The gallery running round the interior of the dome was which his government has bestowed upon him.
reached from here by a narrow staircase, which also opened
Of the $600,000 which the Brazilian Government appro
upon the roof-garden outside. From this roof-garden the priated for its exhibit at the \Vorld's Fair, $135,000 was
visitor gained a far-reaching outlook upon the Exposition expended on this building, whose size and splendor indicated
Grounds and the surrounding country, and also a closer view the importance of the country it represented. Of all the
of the eight heroic statues which surrounded the dome.
nations of the world Brazil ranks third in area, being exceeded
An iron stairway led from here to the gallery around in this respect only by Russia and the United States of
the exterior of the dome, from which commanding height a America, with Alaska included. A comparison between the
general panoramic view of the Exposition was gained. At territory of Russia and of Brazil results entirely in favor of
night rows of electric lights, outlining the dome, took the the latter, Brazil being uniformly habitable because of the
place of the Brazilian and American flags which omamented fertility of its soil and the mildness of its climate; Russia,
it by day. There were ﬁfteen hundred of these lights dis
on the other hand, containing large frozen regions and exten
tributed throughout the building, some clustered in rich sive deserts.
Even the territory of the United States is
Commission, and the retir
ing rooms were situated.
These apartments were
sumptuoust furnished, and
decorated with rare stat
uary.
The central dome,
with its ornamentation of

‘35???
‘51?
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broken in two. Brazil, on the contrary, is not only homo
geneous in character, but also formed of contiguous area.
Despite its size, it is by nature accessible, being half

and September, lasting one hundred and twenty days, and
rising ﬁfty-six feet, maximum, the average rise being thirty
three feet. Next in importance is the San Francisco River,

surrounded by the Atlantic Ocean and having easy commu
nication with all the South American Republics except

being the fourth largest river in the Western Hemisphere.

Ecuador and Chile.

rival Niagara and aFfording water-power estimated at two

Besides these natural means of commu

It is navigable for over a thousand miles, having falls which

nication Brazil has now the artiﬁcial means of reaching the

million horsepower.

interior, and every year hundreds of additional kilometers of
railroads are being opened to public trafﬁc, and the conces
sions given for surveying and for the laying of new tracks
show that, in a very short time, the entire country will be
covered by an extensive railway system, connecting the

because of the temperate climate of Brazil.

individual producers in the far interior with the ports and the
interior centers of population.

The total number of kilo

This can be utilized throughout the year

Lying as it does

between the ﬁfth and thirty-third degrees, south latitude, Brazil

would naturally be counted a torrid country were it not for its
high altitude, which changes its tropical climate into that of

a country situated in the temperate zone, especially in the
southern part of the Republic, in the States of San Paolo,
Parana, Santa Catharina, Rio (irande do Sul and Minas Geraes.
/. vrr ﬁg?
it
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iu-zciar'riox RUOM 0N sacoxu FLOOR or BRAZILIAN PAVILION,
This room contained massive furniture in mahozany. large iardiniercs and urns containing palms; an n prizht and grand piano and carpets and tapestries to correspond wilh
the other luxurious ﬁttings. 1n the center of the room was a large octagonal settee. surmounted by a beautiful white m
nrble statue representing “the least." and Ol'lglllﬂlll'tl at
the Bazzanti gallery of Florence.

meters of railroads in operation in 1902 was thirteen thousand
seven hundred and eight kilos, seven hundred and ﬁve meters.
An immense plateau from one thousand to four thousand
feet above the sea-level forms the greater part of Brazil. This

The evenness of temperature produces a various and
vigorous ﬂora all the year. In hrilliancy of color Brazilia“

level stretch of land is broken by two mountain ranges—-—one

This natural vegetation indicates the richness of the soil
and the favorable climatic conditions which must make Brazil

along the Atlantic coast and one in the interior—and by
numerous rivers, all ﬂowing into the Atlantic Ocean. Of
these rivers the Amazon is the largest in the world, having a
surface estimated at two million square miles. It precipitates
itself into the ocean with such violence that a sea of fresh

water, measuring more than one hundred and twenty-four
miles, is formed at its month. In certain places it attains a
depth of one thousand six hundred and ﬁfty feet, and in width
its maximum is sixty-three miles. Large tonnage navigation
is practicable over its tributaries. Floods occur in March

flowers cannot be excelled, just as the Amazonian forests

cannot be excelled in the huge proportions of its trees

one of the foremost agricultural nations of the world. Briflil
falls naturally into nine agricultural divisions: Beginnmfg
at the north is the Amazonian division, which, ﬂooded Pell'

odically, is naturally most fertile.

The natural vegetanon

found here includes rubber, cocoa, vanilla, nuts andalal'ge
variety of medicinal plants and tropical fruits. The Sefofld
agricultural division produces cocoa, coﬁee, sugar cane’ me
and cotton. In its forests are found cocoanuts, gum“ percm

and mandioca, and nianicoha (which make excellent rubber)

BRAZIL AT THE \VORLD'S FAIR.
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In this division are also extensive grazing lands, suitable for
cattle and goat raising; and on the coast are found salt wells

suitable especially for grazing land and for the production of
dairy products. This is the most important mineral zone of

which can be proﬁtably worked because of the high tempera

the country.

ture of the water. The third division lies to the west and is
similar except that it contains more grazing land and less
forest. There is not a piece of arid ground here; it is
thoroughly drained by a network of rivers, many of which
are navigable by small vessels. This is excellent land for

The seventh division is the Paraguay River lowlands, and
closely resembles the Amazon division in soil and products.
Mate, a forest product, is the chief output, which can be
easily distributed because of the shipping facilities furnished
by the large and navigable rivers.

the production of cereals.
The fourth agricultural division lies in the northeast
central part of the Republic. It is the center for sugar, cotton,

abound. The climate and high latitude are suitable for the
cultivation of all the plants of southern and central Europe,

In the eighth,

the southeastern

division, pine forests
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INTERIOR GROUND FLOOR VIEW OF THE BRAZILIAN BUILDING.
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This shows the central rotunda, the massive doric columns. double Stairways and tables where coffee was served free to visitors each afternoon during the Exposition.

tobacco and cocoa production. Here, again, are forests from
which gutta percha, resin and rubber (mangaheira) are taken.
Saltpeter and alkaline phosphates are found here. The ﬁfth
division is the coffee-producing zone, in which is cultivated
more than three-fourths of all the coﬁ'ee in the world. The
celebrated “Terras Roxas” (red lands), which, in fertility, are
second to none in the world, are found here. In this part of
Brazil not only any of the products of the tropics can be

such as grapes, wheat, barley, oats, hemp, ﬂax and silkworm
sustaining foliage. In the ninth agricultural division, the
grazing lands are so excellent, and the transportation facilities
so developed, that cattle, horse, sheep, goat and hog raising
is carried on so largely that this region supplies almost all the

grown, but also any product of the temperate zone, such as

compose Brazil, and the progressiveness of its people, were
shown by the home government in their extensive displays in
the Palaces of Agriculture, Forestry, Mines and Metallurgy,

cereals and European fruits, including grapes, beans, etc.
The sixth agricultural division, northwest central Brazil, is

other states of the Republic.

The diverse resources of the three million two hundred and
eighteen thousand one hundred and thirty square miles which
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soil and climate, and therefore his product cannot be equaled
by any other country. Tables of statistics here showed that
of the world's production for 1901-i902, which was nineteen
million ﬁve hundred and eighty-eight thousand sacks of one
hundred and thirty-two pounds each, Brazil furnished nearly

ﬁve-sixths, or sixteen million two hundred and forty-six
thousand sacks, the other coffee-producing countries fllﬂllSh'

ing in the aggregate three million three hundred and forty
two thousand sacks. This product is exported to one
hundred and forty-two ports, New York leading the list with

COFFEE EXHIBIT IN BRAZIL PAVILION.

Liberal Arts, Transportation, Education and Fine Arts, at the
Louisiana Purchase Exposition. Its agricultural riches found
an extensive and varied exhibit in the Palace OflAgﬂCllltlJﬂf.
The ﬂoor space of four thousand six hundred and forty-one
square feet allotted did not sufﬁce to display the products

which its one thousand and forty-nine exhibitors had sent, so
that surplus chests and barrels had to be stowed under shelves
and cases.

The exhibit was in charge-of Senhor I. R. Comes,

who gave valuable explanations and information concerning
this display to interested visitors.

I'llU'lUkiRAI'll (ll: BRAZIL COFFEE 1N FLOWER.

~ I

The most notable feature of this exhibit was, naturally,
the product which is most extensively cultivated, which is the
principal source of wealth in Brad, and which represents

four million ﬁve hundred and sixty~three thousand and forty
seven sacks. Of the shipping ports of Brazil, Santos alone
sends out sixteen million sacks. These statistics also show
that most of the coﬂ‘ee sold in America and in Europe as
Mocha and Java comes in reality from Brazil.
In competition with other nations at international exhibi
tions, Brazil has repeatedly been awarded the gold medal for
her coﬁee. Even though the economic conditions of produc—
tion have changed in recent years, because of the lowering of
prices consequent upon the increase of this culture, it has been
found, by careful computation, that the price of ﬁve centsa
pound in the shipping port gives the coffee planter a proﬁt 0f
twenty-four per cent on the capital invested.
Next to coﬁ'ee, sugar cane is the most important agricul
tural product of Brazil. At the \Vorld's Fair cane sugar was

COFFEE PLANTATION IN BRAZIL.

almost half of the entire value of exportation—coffee. The
exhibitors had this in mind when they placed glass pillars, a
foot in diameter, ﬁlled with coffee beans, around almost the
‘
th.
elitii‘filfofarlblls
processes of preparing coffee for the market
were illustrated by many photographs. Samples of the rich,
brown soil from the famous terms roxas, which accounts for
the superior quality of Brazilian coffee, were placed here on
exhibition. The Brazilian coﬁee planter uses the most
modern and approved machinery, supplementing the excellent

BRAZIL COFFEE PLANTATION AT SAN PAUL o.

BRAZIL AT THE \NORLD'S FAIR.
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GENERAL VIEW OF BRAZIL‘S AGRICULTURAL EXHIBIT.
The illustration shows the artistic pillars of glass in which was displayed the coﬁeeof Brazil.

exhibited in its different stages of reﬁnement, from coarse
brown crystals to the ﬁnest white powder, and French candy

little of which is exported, because of the ineﬁicacy of the
machinery used, which extracts only from seven to eight per

manufactured therefrom.
The output of sugar throughout
the country is more than ﬁve hundred thousand tons, very

cent of saccharine from the cane; whereas, from thirteen to

fourteen per cent of saccharine is extracted from the beet
I_“s4
‘u

‘
3E?
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PYRAMID OF BRAZIL TREE FIBER.

BRAZIL NACARONI MEAL AND FLOUR.
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raised in other countries. In consequence, as the beet output
has become greater the exportation of cane sugar from Brazil
has become less. But even with the depression in prices
brought about by this condition, the ease with which the cane
is raised in all parts of Brazil makes the sugar industry still
sufﬁciently proﬁtable to attract investment.
The tobacco planters exhibited in an attractive and exten
sive manner at the World's Fair. Bales of black coiled
tobacco wrapped in banana ﬁber, ready for exportation,
granulated tobacco in blockS, large leaves of the ﬁnest

tobacco ready to be rolled into cigars; and the ﬁnished prod~
uct—cigars and cigarettes
of the ﬁrst quality,
wrapped in separate
wrappers and packed in
elegant boxes—were dis
played.

.

vast area and exceptionally suitable climate, shall compete
with the most extensive producers of these staples.

A product, exceedingly interesting to the American, and a
product which will come into general use in the near future,
was displayed in sacks and in glass cases—manioc meal.
This meal from the manioc root is used extensively as a
vegetable by the natives of Brazil, and eaten with meat.
Ground into ﬂour, this takes the place of wheat ﬂour. Its
delicious ﬂavor, as well as its nutritious qualities, recommends
it for universal use.
Two large cases of products of the
macaroni meal, from thread-like spaghetti to half-inch
macaroni, sh 0 we d that

. "rﬂ'.""'__‘

'3‘
rival.

The macaroni was

of a deep cream color,
not because of coloring,
but because in its manu

The extent of the

tobacco output

here Brazil is Italy's

facture the Brazilians use

can be

eggs.
Immigrants and foreign

partially judged by the
ﬁgures for the exporta

capital are pouring into
the country with increas
ing rapidity each year, as

tion in 1902, in which
year forty-ﬁve thousand
two hundred tons were
shipped.

the natural resources and

the local cotton-manufac

the limitless opportunity
for proﬁtable investment
are becoming more widely
recognized. The home
government
generously
encourages this immigra~
tion, believing that

turing industries, yet in

Brazil's

1902 thirty-two thousand

perity can be reached by
the development of her
natural riches, and know
ing that her possibilities

In the coast States of
Brazil cotton is raised on
a large scale. Although
the larger part of this
product is consumed by

one hundred and thirty
seven tons were exported.
In the agricultural section

of Brazil at the World’s

and resources are abso
lutely inexhaustible. T0

Fair, bales of this cotton
were on exhibition, which

voluntary immigrants the
government gives free
shelter and transporta
tion to any part of the

proved that Brazil was
rightfully classiﬁed as

one of the foremost
cotton-producing nations.
The enterprising planters

country in which they
choose to live. All the
Brazilian States have
special laws facilitating
the buying of lands, and

showed also bottles of
cotton-seed oil as a by~
product of the cotton
industry.
An interesting exhibit
of cocoa, from the bean
in its shell to the reﬁned

greatest pros

for the ﬁrst

. tub-I

special

year offer

inducements

to

A CORNER IN BRAZIL‘S AGRICULTURAL EXHIBIT.

settlers.
In the foreground are barrels containing whale oil. The ﬁgure is that of Senbor J. R. Gomcs.
asststant in charge of Agriculture for Brazil.

cocoa butter and French candy, was made by native pro
ducers. Though the greater part of this is used for home
consumption, statistics for 1902 show an exportation of twenty
thousand six hundred and forty-two tons.
As minor products, Brazil exhibited rice, corn, Wheat,

beans, tea, alcohol, rum and numerous medicinal plants.
They are called minor products, not because the soil or

climate is unsuited for their extensive cultivation, but merely
because the industry is as yet undeveloped. In fact, the
natural conditions are most propitious for their cultivation,
and it is merely a matter of time until Brazil, because of its

In her display in the
Palace of Forestry at the

product of chocolate,

\Vorld's Fair, Brazil showed that agriculture is not by anymeans
her only sourc? 0f wealth, and hardly her greatest. Here were
shown samples of different kinds of wood, besides two hundred

and ﬁftY-Six other products from her great forests, such as bark
for dyeing and tanning Pllrp05es, leaves, seeds and roots for

medicinal purposes, resins and. seeds for the manufacture 0f
varnish and oils, and ninety-eight different kinds of ﬁber vines,
mSheS and cane for making TOPes, brushes, brooms, mats»

bask-ﬁts, hats and Paper tissues.

A sample trunk of red cedar.

measuring ﬁve feet in diameter, illustrated the luxuriance 0f
Brazilian forests, where white pine, eight to ten feet in diameter
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wood ten times harder
than mahogany -— wood
that can be buried for
ﬁfteen years
in the
ground without rotting
—ﬂourishes.
To represent one of
her chief exports, Brazil
here made a display of
excellent rubber (Sym
phonia Elastz'm).
The
trees from which this
rubber is extracted grow

nium), Pau

in great numbers in her

ornamentation to ten-foot

spotted tigerskins.
Two large circular cases exhibited a
collection of insects from a country richer in species than
any other in the world—insects of such brilliant hue as to

iizul T;
nmesx gr'
rages

?

belie-1';
.5
can be m'

appear artiﬁcial.
The number of different animals found in Brazil is
ably great. These also were represented in the
exhibit.
A
monkeys, stuffed

remark
forestry
case of
so as to

appear lifelike, stood for
:veloprmt

the quadrumanous order,
of which Brazil has more
than ﬁfty species.
To
represent the carnivorous

at in
souruﬁ ’3

accessible, being

d'Arco, or

I p e ( Tacoma specz'osa)
Pequia Amarello (Asﬁzl

forests.
This forestry exhibit,
covering two thousand
four hundred and ninety
BRAZI L SUGAR.
nine square feet of ﬂoor
space, included also various specimens of the Brazilian fauna,
from the tiny beetle used for

Brazil are unusually

located on the Amazon and its tributaries. Their timber is
of inﬁnite variety; wood suitable for shipbuilding, etc., such
as Peroba (Aspidosperma paraba), Tapinhoan (Sylvia nava
lz‘um), Cabiuna, or black Jacaranda (Dalbergz'a nzgrra), Pau
Brazil (Cmsalpinz'a erhinala), Bacury (Platonia z'nszlgnz's),
S ucupira (Bowdic/ziz'
{Major}, Aroeira (Aslro

f in it?
teen;

forests of
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dosperma sessilz'ﬂorum),
Massaranduba (Mimu
sops elata), P au fer r0
(Cmsalﬁz'm'a fe rrea) ,
Cedar (Cedrella Brasil
z'ensz's), Louro (Cordz'a
frondosa), Itauba (Acro
dz‘dia’z'um llauba), Sapu
caia (Leryl/zz's Pz'sonz's),
B arauna (Illelanoxylon
Baramza), P arac a u ba
(Andz‘ra), Grapiapunha
(Apu l-ez'a Palygamea),
Pequia marﬁm (Aspidas
perma ebumea), Guarabu

i'2JJ':
ns! !

(Peltogyne G u a ra b u) ,
Angelim amargosa
(A‘Vac/iwrz'um andz'ra) , dif
ferent Canellas (Nectar:
a'ra and Cardin), Mirin—
(liba (Termz'nalia Mz'rz'n
diba), Grucahy de azrite

(Maiden/maria), Ipe
tabaco ( Temma), Oleo
(l’l/Iz'rocarpus frondasus) ,
Muirapinima (lemlm

BRAZIL WINES AND LIQUoRs.

bz'um paraense), Cajarana (C(rralpz'nia manaspsrma), Yinha

mill“;
order long

tailed

wild

tico

(Echyrospermum

Ballbasarz'z'),

Pau

setim (AsPidos

ry immil

cats, from three to ﬁve

neat KEY?
feet from nose to tail, the

and m

ﬁeld fox (Cam's Velul
lus), etc., were exhib

21W»

in “i
ited,
0 lll't. -‘

and

such

is

the

exuberance of nature that
the exhibitors were able
to show a raccoon meas
uring four feet from tip
to tip.

au
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g Ol

lril ."1
Ilqu

But even this exhibit,

dispii.‘ 5

large as it was, could not
tell the full story of this

Fee“.1

perma),

Jacaranda roxo (Aladurrz'um ﬁrmum), Goncalo
Alves (Aslronz'um frax
z'uifolz'um), Sebastiao
d'Arruda (Phylocalymma
ﬂaribundum), Pau mar
ﬁm, Muirapiranga (Cw
salpz'nz'a), etc. Many of
these woods are also
excellent for cabinet
work. There are also
woods from

gigantic Amazon forest,
the largest in the world,

which covers two million
BRAZIL CANNED GOODS.

square miles, or two
thirds of the area of the United States, and contains trees

large enough, according to the description of \Vallis, to shelter
three thousand persons ; trees, three hundred feet high, some
times bare to a considerable height, but entwined with innu
merable lianas like the cordage of a sailing vessel, the open
space between the intricate tangle of roots being ﬁlled with
fern and foliage, so that the forest is a compact mass of green.

BRAZIL MACARONI.

palm trees

whose ﬁbers are of value,
such as the Piassava
(Allalea fzmere'a).
A
wonderful example of
this sort of wood is the
Carnauba (Caperm'cia cerifera), whose roots
are used medicinally like
sarsaparilla; from whose
bark ﬁber is taken; whose
trunk is used in the con
struction of buildings;
whose terminal bud is a

(H'E'J 'I‘V

HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXI’OSITION.
1902. These ﬁgures show the amount of business that could
be done by home factories, if such existed.
In the Amazon River, Agassiz found two thousand species
of ﬁsh, which is double the variety of the Mediterranean Sea,
andeven larger than that of the Atlantic Ocean. There is not

nutritious a l i in en t and
also used to make wine,
vinegar and a starch-like
sago; the hard part of
whose stem can be used
for waterpipes, while the
interior soft part is used
to take the place of cork ;
whose fruit is savory and
contains a seed oleaginous
and emulsive, while its

sita
n
§i n

..

one order of ﬁsh that is not represented in some form lllthe

Brazilian seas, rivers and lakes; of these, whales, sharks and
turtles can be used for commercial purposes in the mallllfac.
tiiring of ﬁsh oil; sardines, badegete, tainba, garopa and many
others for canning and drying.

For industrial purposes Brazil has also a variety of birds,
such as ostriches, wild

1e,

- /'

I
,

ducks, parrots and many
other birds of brilliant
plumage.

The Brazilian display
in the Palace of Mines
and Metallurgy showed,
with surprising clearness,
how rich in minerals
Brazil is, and, on the
other hand, how small an
output she has to show

for it.

BRAZIL FLOUR CRACKERS.

by
stem is converted into ﬂour,
somewhat like corn-ﬂour; from
its dry straw, hats, baskets,
brooms and mats are made.
The exportation of this straw
to Europe to be used for
hat manufacturing is worth
250,000 yearly, while the wax
extracted each year from the
to

seven

thirty-four tons for

hundred

TOBACCO FROM A BRAZIL PLANTATION.

In the background is shown a display of cigars and liquors.
sumption, and eight hundred and
seventy-one tons for exportation,
In this
valued at $375,000 in all. This wax is especially well adapted freight charges.
for the manufacture of graphophone records on account of its mineral exhibit, which cov
superior quality and durability. This Carnauba is only one ered a space of three thous
and eight hundred and
of the many trees which can be put to diverse uses.
Rubber trees, from which the rubber of commerce is ninety-seven square feet,
extracted, abound in the Amazon forest, and here, as well as almost all the States of the
in the native forests of the Madeira, the Purus, the Acre, the Brazilian Republic were
Uaco, the Javary and the Jurua Rivers, all tributaries of the represented.

Amazon, it is gathered and shipped
three states, Amazona, Para and
more than thirty thousand tons of
ﬁve hundred and sixty-six tons of

methods,

from the exportation of

and

home con

primitive

except where some foreign
company has established
itself.
“'herever this is
the case, success has
quickly followed, not only

leaves and used in candle making
amounts

It is a question of

capital to establish plants
for the development of
these rich deposits, which
are mined almost entirely

on a large scale. In 1903,
Matto Grosso, exported
rubber, fourteen thousand
which was shipped to the

A block of manganese

the valley of Guapoi-e, which give every indication of an
abundance of rubber trees. The importation of ﬁnished

ore, weighing more than
three tons, represented one
mining company; another
showed a block weighing
two tons, and a third two
blocks, weighing over a ton
and a half each.
Many
other companies exhibited
specimens of this ore, of
which in 1903 one hundred

products made of rubber was valued at $518,000 for the year

and eighty-three thousand

United States. Fromthe ports of Belem and Manaos, in
1902, twenty-seven thousand one hundred and thirteen tons
were exported, and the total production of rubber for that
year was valued at $36,919,000. Besides the forests already

mentioned, there are vast wooded tracts still unexplored 1n

the mineral extracted,
but from the supplying of
the domestic market,
where imported products
cannot compete with
home products because of
the heavy duties and

BRAZIL TEA.

BRAZIL AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.
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GENERAL VIEW OF BRAZIL’S EXHIBIT IN THE FORESTRY, FlSH AND GAME BUILDING.
Rubber in various forms. rope. baskets and nets made from wood ﬁber, and wild animal skins. were features of the Forestry Exhibit.

)rimin'ie I

tons were shipped from Brazil.

Remarkable are the facts

reaching two hundred and seventeen grains, as in the main

t where 91':

that the metallic percentage of this ore is always over ﬁfty
per cent, and that it is absolutely free from phosphor and

reef; whereas, the average yield of the ore of the Morro

my ha 0‘.
“here

C354, :10
v iollev-r.‘
the an?
ninra' if

sulphur, containing only a little silica. The following anal
ysis, made in 1900 by the Carnegie Steel 'Works, shows how
rich Brazilian manganese is in comparison with that of other
countries:
Russian.

Chilean.

Illndian.

Japanese.

11.000
0.710
0.163

11.510
4.060
0.080

3.290
9.230
0.14:

5.600
3.610
0.115

Brazilian.

mesh: :1'

Silica .....................
Iron .......................
Phosphorus ...............
Moisture ..................

8.500

0410

0.930

5.630

52.530

impfrl _I'

Metallic Manganese ......

40.020

51.060

46.180

50.200

52.530

m the

1.410
3.390
0.028

l on"
To represent her gold

06ml"
‘3l"_\' if?

mines Brazil

displayed

quantities of ore and
also plans and diagrams
of her largest mines.
This ore showed veins
of gold appearing in
quartz, accompanied by
sulphate of iron, arsenic

BRAZIL TIGER SKIN.

and sometimes copper,
bismuth, lead and anti
mony.
The size and
uniform consistency of
the gold veins in Brazil
are extraordinary, even
excelling those of the
Transvaal region in
South Africa, which
average from one hun
dred and twenty-four to
one hundred and ﬁfty
ﬁve grains of gold per
ton of ore, in rare cases

Yelho Mines in Minas Geraes (Brazil), considered an aven
age mine, is three hundred and eighty-seven grains of gold to

the ton of ore.
In 1904 there were working in Minas Geraes eight large
mining companies, of which ﬁve were English and one French,
representing an aggregate capital of £1,500,000 sterling.
There are extensive alluvial deposits, some of which, it

‘.
‘J
‘

Ts'ég

has been found, contain seven hundred and seventy-eight
grains of gold to the ton of gravel. These deposits lie in
many river beds in the States of Minas Geraes, Goyaz, Bahia,
Sao Paulo, Espirito
Santo, Parana, Rio
Grande do Sul, Para,
and especially in Matto
Grosso.
The richness of the
deposits in these dis
tricts is shown by the
statistics of 1888, which
estimated that,

in

the

Maquire mines of the
Dom Pedro Nord d'El
Rey Co., by the prim

itive method of “pan
ning” then used, nine
pounds of gold per
month were extracted.
The gold deposits of

Rom Jesus, in the State
of Ceara, yield between

thirty-eight and one
hundred and seventy
seven and one-half

BRAZIL CRUDE RUBBER.

ISIANA PURCHASE EXI'OSITION.
HISTORY OF THE LOU
thousand six hundred and ninety-two pounds.
Rich samples of copper pyritcs, averaging. thirty per cent,
and of gray "glance" ore, assaying up to sixty and seventy
per cent, were exhibited by Brazil in this section of the
World‘s Fair. Copper is, next to gold, the most valuable
in 1902, seven

DISPLAY OF MEDICINAL ROOTS, GUNS AND BARKS.

and abundant metal found in Brazil.

Extending north and

south across the Serra' de Cacapava for about seventy-ﬁve
miles, and almost as far to the east and west, is a belt of
Jurassic sandstone, shale and conglomerate, where this ore is
SAMPLES OF BRAZIL WOOD.
A red cedar log ﬁve feet in diameter.

grammes per metric ton, corresponding to a value of
$22.90 to $111 per long ton, or $20.50 to $ior per short
ton, as shown by analyses made in London and at the Ouro

Preto Mining School. As these deposits are only six miles
from a populous city, in a district where labor is abundant

‘1 ALL "IN! Blﬂlilifllfll
FEE THIN" LEAP-K"

BRAZIL WOOD FIBER PRODUCTS.

and cheap, and where splendid water-power is at hand, their
extensive development is merely a matter of time.
The total amount of gold exported from Brazil was, in
THE TAN BARKS OF BRAZIL.

1901, eight thousand nine hundred and sixty-ﬁve pounds, and,

_

An interesting feature of the Brazilian Forestry Display
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2. Hematite from Itabira do
Campo analyzed in the Krupp
factory, Essen, Germany:
Metallic iron . . . . 69.86%
Silica . . . . . . .
0.140
Manganese. . . . .
0.007
Phosphorus . . . .
0.002
Sulphur . . . . . .
nil
3. Oligist from Cata Branca,
analyzed by the Pittsburgh Test
ing Laboratory :
Metallic iron .
. 67.95%
Silica.........1.22
Sulphur . . . . . . . . 0.088
Phosphorus . . . . . . 0.035
\IVater.. . . . . . . . . 0.36
4. Magnetite from Sahara,
analyzed by the United States
Steel Corporation of New York:

Metallic iron .

BRAZIL'S EXHIBIT IN THE PALACE OF MINES.
The display included

gold ore. copper, lead and other specimens.

at, ,m -_..

chieﬂy found. Copper sometimes occurs as a green or bluish
silicate, of low percentage, averaging six or seven per cent,
but in such abundance, and so easy to mine, that it has been
found a proﬁtable investment to concentrate the ore by means

of the “\Vilﬂey" concentrator, and thus obtaining one ton of
ﬁfty per cent from eight tons of rocks averaging six per cent.

—.-_

Brazil shows here, as in the case of gold, that her almost
inexhaustible copper deposits are lying fallow for the most
part, awaiting the enterprise and capital of foreign investors.
This is true also of iron. In the Palace of Mines and
Metallurgy at the Vt'orld's Fair, Brazil exhibited a large
variety of this ore, varying in
richness from compact specular
oligist and magnetite of highest
metallic value and purity to
hematites,

limonites,

. 70.23%

Silica.........o.66
Phosphorus . . . . . . 0.018
Alumina . . . . . . . . 0.13
Manganese . . . . . . . 0.06
Lime.........o.08
Magnesia . . . . . . . 0.30
VVater.........o.66

5. Ferruginous conglomerate, from Gandarella, Minas
Geraes, analyzed at the Mining Sc11001 of 01er Preto:
Metallic iron .
.64.40%
Silica
4.78
o-74
0.27
0.25

Alumina
Manganese .

Lime .

.

Phosphorus .

.

.

.

traces

Sulphur .
. . . . .
nil
In reducing this ore, charcoal is used as a rule, because
coal has not yet been extensively mined in Brazil. There

itabirites

and jacutingas — pulverized ores
of easy reduction.
Surveys and statistics point
out that Brazil can rival any
country in her iron deposits. The
richness of these iron ores is dem
onstrated by these analyses:
1. Compact hematite from
Itabira do Campo, analyzed by
Sir E. Riley and Co., of London:
Silica . . . . . .
0.37
Iron peroxide . . 98.98
Alumina. .

.

. .

traces

Manganese. . . .
Lime . . .

0.38
0.18

Phosphorus acid
sulphur
. . .
Vtater . . . . .

0.023
0.007
0.22—IOO.I6

Metallic iron .
. 69-20%
Phosphorus . . .
0.01070
14

I
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PRECIOUS STONES OF BRAZIL.
The jars and cases shown in the illustration contained diamonds. topaz. sapphires. rubies amethysts and carbonates.

E.
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fore, the large blocks of coal from
the States of Rio Grande do Sul

and Santa Catharina, exhibited
by Brazil among her other min

eral products in the Palace of
Mines and Metallurgy, were an
interesting surprise.
It is not
generally known by foreigners
that almost anywhere along the
coast of Brazil, from the Amazon

River in the north to the frontier
of Rio Grande do Sul in the
extreme south, outcrops occur
which point out coalﬁelds hun
dreds of miles in length. Upon
investigation it has been found
that some of these beds overlie
one another, thus often attaining
a thickness of from eight to ten
feet.
The rapid increase in home

industries and the quick growth
of railroad systems are creating
so active a demand for fuel, and,
in consequence, so rapid a
destruction of the forests along
the coast, that, in 1904, the gov
ernment is turning its serious
SECTION-U. \‘l l-IW ()l“ BRAZIL'S MlNlNG EXHIBIT.
attention toward the exploiting
Blocks of manganese ore. marble. granite and other products of the quarry.
of the home coalﬁelds.
iecause
Brazil has been importing the fuel which she herself possesses coal to northern ports, and has been forced to count only on
in abundance, and because she does not possess sufﬁcient local consumption.
In the coalﬁelds of Tubarao the coalbeds are of better
capital of her own, the government has been encouraging
quality than those of Arroio dos Rates. The beds are of
foreign companies to open up these vast coalﬁelds for her.
greater thickness and extent, and a railroad, seventy miles in
Up to 1904 there has been but one coal mine of any import
length, facilitates transportation to the seacoast, so that the
ance to supply the local demand. This mine is worked to a
limited extent and its product has been proved well adapted coal could be brought to Rio de Janeiro and the other large
to supply railways, steamers and factories. Owing to its seaports for $4.50 per ton. When it is taken into considera
retired position, at the Arroio dos Ratos, and because of the tion that over one million tons of \Velsh coal are imported
exceedingly high freights, this mine has been unable to ship each year into those ports and sold at the average price of
$10 per ton, even the fact that the
caloriﬁc power of the Tubarao coal
is only seventy-seven per cent of
that of the imported coal makes
the ﬁnancial proposition of substi
tuting the home product for the
foreign none the less attractive.
Monasitic sand, containing from

one to six per cent of thoriuin
oxide, which Brazil exhibited in
this section, was of peculiar inter
est, when one considers that the
present use and output of this min
eral point to the probability of}
serious shortage at the end of this
decade. This monasite is known
as the mineral richest in thorium,
which is used in the manufacture of

the incandescent mantles for the
\Velsbach burner. now. so exten—
sively used, and for which no satis

factory substitute has as yet been
1N BRAZIL’S MINING EXHIBIT.

Giant blocks of manganese ore.

found.

In Brazil these sands are

BRAZIL AT THE \\'ORLD'S FAIR.
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of lapidaries were established, which cut the stones. An
estimate of the diamond production of Brazil is placed at

found on the seacoast and along the banks of some rivers.
Although comparatively few of these deposits have been
exploited, the output of Brazil even now is greater than that

eight kilograms annually.
It is impossible to mention here the many other minerals

of all the other nations of the world combined. The prepara
tion of this sand for exportation is most simple. The extrac
tion is made at low tide, and mechanically separated in run

exhibited by Brazil at the \Vorld's Fair of 1904. The infer
ence from those displayed is'that the variety and extent of
Brazil’s mineral resources, as compared to that of other coun
tries, is as the comparison of her immense area to that of
other countries.
Although Brazil's natural resources have hardly been

ning water by gravity, which is an easy operation because of

the weight of the sand. As monasitic sand is generally found
on the seacoast in the zone belonging to the government,
this work is leased each year to the highest bidder.
Another mineral of which the world supply is not up to
demand is graphite, found in large quantities in Brazil.
Extensive deposits of ﬁne graphite, which compares favorably
with the best of any country, lie along the borders of the
River Jequitinhonha. The samples of this graphite displayed
at the \Norld's Fair are therefore of unusual interest.
Besides the minerals already described, Brazil further
showed large slates of beautiful marble and blocks of ﬁne

exploited, her display of manufactures at the World's Fair
could be compared very satisfactorily with that made by other

countries. In the interior of the west court of the Palace of
Varied Industries a space covering six thousand and eighty
four square feet was allotted her, on which Brazil erected a
richly omamented pavilion.

The variety of products shown

here was a surprise to the public, which has never considered
Brazil in the light of a manufacturing country. Brazil, how
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granite from her rich quarries. Its samples of amethyst, of
chalcedonies, of brilliant topaz, of tourmalines, made an
attractive showing; also specimens of calcarium, of talc, of
blende, and many other minerals of commercial value.
Here, also, were sands, containing diamonds, representing

one of the most lucrative ﬁelds of industry in Brazil. Though
in their infancy, these mines exported in 1903 diamonds to
the value of $1,000,000. Since then two London companies
have recognized Brazil's possibilities in this direction, and
with a capital of £225,000 and £150,000, respectively, are

exploring the promising ﬁeld.

The diamantiferous basins of

ever, has been producing more and more ﬁnished products
each year, and although this has not caused any appreciable

diminution of her imports, because of her increasing popula—
tion, yet it is an indication of what she will do in the future.
\Vith her splendid water-power, her almost unlimited amount
of fuel waiting to be used, she gives every promise of not only

producing raw material for exportation, but of converting this
raw material into ﬁnished products in her own factories to
supply both local and foreign trade.
It is only in recent years that Brazil has turned her atten

tion to manufacturing, all her energies having been hitherto

Brazil are situated in the States of Minas Geraes, Bahia,

bestowed upon agriculture.

Parana, Goyaz, Matto Grosso, and San Paulo. The existence

gration and the general development of the country, the
demand for home manufacturing has grown irresistibly. To
supply this demand, the states have established among them
selves an exchange for the goods produced in greater quanti
ties than can be used in any other state. Cases of CO'ttOﬂ cloth,
of woolen and silk cloth, and cloth produced from different
vegetables in Brazil's Exhibit of Manufactures at the \Vorld's

of diamonds in other states has been ascertained, but not yet

deﬁnitely located.
The general Brazilian diamonds are well crystallized and
colorless; colored stones are rare, but of good water. Black_
diamonds are seldom found. A few years ago Brazil exported
all her diamonds in the rough, but in 1904, however, a number

But with the increase in immi
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Fair, gave indication of her development in the weaving
industry. Hats, shoes, all kinds of furnishings, jewelry, china,
glassware, and all kinds of ceramics, iron and copper works,
and beautifully carved furniture, showed the variety and extent
of her manufactures. A pyramid of goods made of the new
vegetable ﬁber, Aramina, from which rope of great strength
is made, was shown, opening up a ﬁeld for the manufacture of
this article at a reasonable cost to the consumer and a hand
some proﬁt to the manufacturer.
This exhibit of Aramiiia
products also included bags, mats and rugs, and showed a
useful ﬁeld in which Brazil stands alone. This exhibit was
supplemented by the Brazilian section in the Palace of Liberal

Brazil has accomplished in the way of printing processes.
Scientiﬁc instruments and supplies, such as surgical and dental
apparatus and chemicals,showed that Brazil not only imported
but also produced the appliances of higher civilization.
Of much interest, also, were the samples of soils, the sam
ples of lime, cement, plaster. natural and artiﬁcial stone,
metal, woods and ceramics. There were also plans and draw
ings of public works, including ports, channels, railroad bridges,
watercourses and public buildings, supplemented by a large
collection of statistics.
In the center of this booth hung a life-size picture of that
Brazilian of whom his fellow countrymen are so justly proud,

BRAZILIAN HARNESS AND SADDLERY EXHIBIT.

Arts, which covered one thousand three hundred and thirty

Santos Dumont.

three square feet of floor space, and gave the inspector further

ing the Eiffel Tower, tells the story of his great success at the

insight into the extent of Brazilian industries.

Paris Exposition of 1900.

Particularly notable here were two large glass cases, con

taining musical instruments.

Among the string instruments

were ﬁne guitars and mandolins, beautifully inlaid with pearl

and precious woods, and violins of rich tones, accordeons,
horns, elaborater engraved and ornamented with precious
metals of all kinds, were there. The instruments are all of
the pattern used in Brazil, and are different from those used
in the United States. Books, periodicals, music, samples of
bank bills and stamps were also displayed here to show what

A carved frame, showing his airship rmm‘l'

Even though these two sections only partiall.v represented
Brazil's industries, they were very complete for a country
which does not claim to be called primarily industrial. The
new industries are taxed to the utmost to keep up “'lth the
increased immigration, but in a few instances they have even
caused a decrease in importation.
Under this head come manufactured woolen goods, which
were imported into the port of Rio Janeiro to the value 0i

$4,400,000 in 1886.

In 1892, although the demand in Brawl

BRAZIL AT TIIE WORLD'S FAIR.
had greatly increased, only $900,000 worth was brought into
the port, $700,000 of which was for yarn to be used in the
home factories. The best-developed industries are connected

with agriculture and cattle raising rather than with the min
eral products of the country.

There are tan-yards in Brazil,

but none conducted on a large scale, even though the country
abounds in rich pasture land, and tanning barks of the ﬁrst
grade are found plentifully in its forests. In the ﬁve years
between 1882 and 1887 Brazil exported more than ﬁfty-eight
thousand tons of raw hides;

in one year of which, 1886,

$3,300,000 worth of ﬁnished leather goods were brought into
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make use of her natural riches; every liberty. equal rights
with the natives, and tariff protection wherever this becomes
necessary. She even offers temporary privileges to promote
some new process or industry, and holds out awards and
premiums to encourage healthy competition. An example of
the way Brazil helps her producers by tariff protection is
shown in the development of the jute and hemp bag industry.
These bags are used to pack coffee. The import tax on the
raw product for these bags was formerly $50 per ton, so low

that almost all the material was imported.
tax to $162, knowing how rich in

Brazil raised this

these ﬁbers she was,
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BRAZIL NATIVE RAFT AND AMAZON RIVER CANOE.
The raft is used for deep-sea ﬁshing.

the country. This points out another opportunity for foreign
enterprise. Closely connected with this is the land industry.
Here, as in the case of wool products, local enterprise is
reducing importation, which the following ﬁgures will show:
In 1886 the port of Rio Janeiro alone imported over ﬁve
thousand tons of lard, and one thousand two hundred tons of
11am and other pork products. In 1902 the importation for
the whole country, including Rio Janeiro, amounted to four

The canoe is made of a single lo: of peroba.

and now has ﬁfteen factories of two thousand three hundred
and thirty looms, having a producing capacity of forty-three
million bags. Notwithstanding the large production, the

thousand two hundred and six tons of lard, and only two
hundred and ninety-ﬁve tons of ham and other pork products.

supply does not equal the demand, and in 1902 three hundred
and sixty-two tons, worth $133,500, were imported in addi
tion. Many similar instances might be cited, all showing the
exceptional opportunities offered by the Brazil Government.
In the Palace of Transportation at the \Vorld's Fair, Brazil
exhibited photographs of her important railroads, with chart
and trafﬁc statistics, and a huge map of Brazil, showing in

Brazil offers

detail the railroads, telegraphic communication and parts of

foreign capital all possible inducements to
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navigation and wagon travel. A broad frame of native peroba
wood around this map showed in elaborate carving the coat
of arms of each of the states of the Republic. Saddles of
carved leather and beautifully hammered metal made in
original designs showed the Brazilian‘s favorite pastime: a
large bullock with pack saddle showed one manner of short
distance transportation. A model raft with sail, which the
Brazilian uses in deep-sea ﬁshing, and a shallow canoe with
fan-like paddles, used in river ﬁshing, were also shown here.
The most marvelous exhibit was a canoe ﬁfty-seven feet long,
having a capacity of more than two tons, which is used for
transportation on the Amazon. This canoe is made of a

are all at hand, but because of the still untapped riches of
the country and immense yearly immigration, are at Once
apparent.

The high educational development of the people of Brazil
was shown by excellent exhibits in the Palace of Education

and the Palace of Fine Arts at the World's Fair. In the
Palace of Education a booth with an area of eight hundred
and sixteen square feet was ﬁlled with samples of work from
the elementary, secondary and higher educational and pro.

fessional schools, which proved that Brazil has been keeping
pace with the ﬁrst nations of the world. The military, naval,
polytechnic and scientiﬁc schools, belonging to the separate
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BRAZIL'S COTTON GOODS.
Different factories displayed every variety manufactured in Brazilian territory.

single log of peroba wood, hollowed out smoothly with ﬁre

by the natives.

In the center is a small mast and sail to help

propelling. Peroba wood grows in great abundance in the
forests of the Amazon, and because of its character and size is
especially well adapted for transportation purposes. In this
exhibit were further shown a ladder wagon and a hose cart
made for the ﬁre department of Rio Janeiro in their local

shops.

This section indicated to what extent Brazil has

solved her transportation question. The advantages she still
has to offer for the building of new railroads, not only because
the necessary materials—iron, wood, fuel and water-power—

states or to the central government, displayed here a collection
of elaborate models of motors, pumps, presses, buildings.
hydraulic works, medical and pharmaceutical apparatus; the
secondary schools exhibited cabinet work and needle work 0f
skilled workmanship ; and from the elementary schools came
curious articles of wax, feathers, shells and ﬁsh scales, Char“
acteristic of the country. Besides these exhibits, textbook“,
reviews, maps, drawings, music, etc., showed the other Slde
of the school work. Everything was modern and 0f the
highest standard, even to the industrial work done by the
asylums and schools of correction.

BRAZIL AT THE \VORLITS FAIR.
In the Palace of Fine Arts, Brazil set aside one thousand
seven hundred square feet of wall space, divided into two
rooms, for the pictures of her native artists. Especially
attractive were the presentations of native scenes, many of
which showed splendid originality of conception. Here were
oil paintings, water colors, gouache, pastels, pencil drawings,
bas-reliefs, wood-carvings, cameras and medallions, and
drawings of important buildings in Brazil.
That Brazil

should develop a style in art of her own may be inferred
when one considers the freedom from oppressive conventions

of the Old Country, the constant inﬂux of people from all
parts of the world, and especially the native grandeur of the

country itself in which the artist works.
To those interested in history and historic peoples, the
collection of relics exhib
ited by Brazil in the
Anthropological Section
of the World’s Fair
proved a valuable study.
Of the different aborig~
ines of Brazil little is
known to the world at
large. In the interior of
the States of Amazona,
Para, Gayaz and Parana
there still live on reserva
tions some

tribes

ottering as great inducements to individual investors and to
companies as any other country ; restricting them only where

the morals, safety or health of the public are endangered.
Brazil's Government is similar to that of the United
States, having legislative and administrative bodies and a
President for the central governing power; and separate
legislative

each state.

and administrative bodies and a Governor for

These ofﬁces are ﬁlled at general elections.

There is no official form of religion in Brazil, and, although
the greater part of the people are Apostolic Roman Catholics,

all religions enjoy equal rights and entire liberty. Public
order is maintained by an efﬁcient police, and for self-defense
Brazil supports a permanent army and navy.
The cities, towns and principal villages are connected by
telegraph lines, which
belong to the National
Government. By means
of submarine cables
Brazil is in communica—
tion with other nations.
The principal cities are
lighted by electricity and

have street cars. The
estimated population for
1904 was twenty millions.
Brazil contains many
colonies of European
settlers, who have been of
great value in developing
the agricultural and forest
resources of the country.
The immense expanse of
unsettled territory, how
ever, atfords the oppor
tunity for hundreds of
millions of immigrants

repre

senting the original South
American man; many of
the tribes, however, are

extinct. From the Mn
seum of Brazil were here
collected implements for

every occasion used by
these aborigines. Hol
lowed lays for grinding

to gain a livelihood upon

corn, ﬁat baskets for
pressing grapes, graters
made of flint and wood
for grating roots, fiat clay

as easy terms as in any
country of the world.

bowls for the roasting
of human ﬂesh, musical

instruments of reeds, long
ﬂutes played in the
temples

by

ﬁve priests,

hollowed logs,

used as

gongs to summon the
warriors; weapons made
BRAZIL MAHOGANY FURNITURE

of wood from the Bra
zilian forests, so heavy
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In

the beginning the col
onists were mostly Ger
mans, who were brought
to Brazil by concessions
of free passage, pecuniary
assistance and many
favors and privileges. In
1895 the system of often
ing free passages and sub
sidies was abandoned by

It illustrated the variety of Brazil woods and the skill of its workmen.

and tough as to take the place of stone or metal; shields
covered with tough hides, poisoned arrows to be shot through
blow-pipes, mimic \var apparel, consisting of gaily painted

shields and dresses covering the whole body and made of
ﬁber, and innumerable ornaments of shells, claws and teeth;

most interesting of all, perhaps, the urns for the dead, so
small that the body had to be pounded into it—a wonderful
collection, by means of which anthropologists have been able
to collect many facts about the origin, language and habits
of the primitive South American man.
The liberty and advantages given by the Brazilian Gov
ernment to foreigners who come to make use of her rich
resources have already been set forth. She is unusually liberal,

the general government,

and the more important states of Brazil have since abolished
this method of using the public funds, although every encour
agement and protection is given to voluntary immigrants who
pay their own passage. Following the early German immi
gration, a large number of Italians were introduced into
Brazil,

and more recently, Spanish,

Portugese, Austrian,

Polish, Russian and Swedish immigrants have come in large
numbers.

The German and Italian immigrants, however,

predominate in the agricultural colonies, and have been for
the most part very successful in gaining a better livelihood

than was possible in their native countries.

Many private

undertakings have been set on foot for the establishment of

agricultural colonies under special conditions.

Early in 190.1.
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the Jewish Colonization Association, maintained by the
Baron de Hirsch fund, bought a large tract of land in the
State of Rio Grande do Siil, and began to colonize with
Jewish families from Southwestern Europe.
The ofﬁcial report of the Secretary of the Treasury for

the ﬁscal year ending 1903 shows that the revenue of the
Republic was:

Revenue _ I {In gold . . . . . . . . Rs. 77,646,19325488
Iii paper.
Iii gold . .
In paper.

\penbe

. Rs. 346,503,095$113
. Rs. 34 650 246$294
. Rs. 251,763,769$208

Leaving a balance for this ﬁscal year of:
Balance
f In gold.
. Rs. 42,995,947$i94
' T In paper .
. Rs. g4,739,325$905
This balance is not ﬁnal, however, the report having been
made before all the

for which a large domestic market, which could readily be

supplied by domestic manufacture, now exists.
The Brazilian Government was among the ﬁrst great
nations to recognize the opportunity which the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition afforded to demonstrate to the world
the tremendous possibilities that await the prospective
investor. It early decided to take a large and active part in
the Exposition, and for this purpose Colonel F. M. de Sonza

Aguiar, one

of

the

foremost citizens of the Brazilian

Republic, was appointed Commissioner-General of Brazil to
the Wo'rld's Fair. Under his direction Brazil's exhibits were
shown in every department of the great Exposition, and the
greatest interest was aroused among the visitors to the

World's Fair by the impressive and unexpected display of
the country's products and possibilities.
An especially pleasing

accounts were completed,
During the past years

incident in the relations

between Brazil and the
United States was the

severe measures have
been taken to ascertain

exchange of cablegranis
on the occasion of the
formal opening of the
Brazilian Pavilion. be
tween President Francis
of the Exposition and

the exact receipts of the
income tax, and resolu—
tions adopted to use the

strictest economy in the
expenditures of pub l i c
moneys. These measures
have placed the country
in an exceedingly pros
perous condition. Bra

President Alves of Brazil.

zilian bonds are quoted

The pavilion was for
mally dedicated on Mav
24th, the thirty~ninth
anniversary of the

in the London market as

famous battle of Tuyutv.
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now turned on Brazil as a country promising unlimited
strength, industrially, commercially and politically.
The Dominion of Canada, with mineral resources of
incalculable value, awaiting development, with vast areas of
untouched timber stretching from the Atlantic to the Paciﬁc;

,'_‘

“lid 5-, ' '

onsiratc lur'g
“if

Fr.

we at is.

with an immense domain of the ﬁnest farming and grazing

hand F, l I

lands in the world, still awaiting occupants; and with river,
lake and coast ﬁshes—capable of feeding the whole world—
began, in 1900, a systematic effort to inform home-seekers
and investors of the opportunities awaiting them in British

America.

Under the direction of Honorable Sydney Arthur

Fisher, the Canadian Minister of Agriculture, a Department

[fit lisifgﬂ iexpecmj Lt;

of Expositions was organized with Mr. William Hutchison
at its head as Chief Commissioner, and since that time the
Dominion has been represented more and more Completely

ltS.

“ WEI
and effectively at Expositions in Paris, Buffalo, Cork, the

ent in
een Brad;
'tl Staten:
age of ai
lt one;

Royal Exchange Colonial Exposition, the \Volverhampton,
and Osaka Expositions. The showing made at the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition, in 1904, was by far the most elaborate
and effective effort that Canada has ever made to attract
population and capital. Everything in the Dominion exhibits

1 one

was shown in a way to compel attention and excite inquiry.
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Mr. Hutchison was ably assisted by the Secretary of the
Commission, Mr. \V. A. Burns; Mr. \V. H. Hay, in charge of
Agriculture; Mr. Ralph L. Broadbent, in charge of Mines and
Metallurgy; Mr. Robert Hamilton, in charge of Horticulture,
and Mr. E. B. Elderkin as Live Stock Commissioner. Mr.

militia a

delicate .:

Hay, called home early in July to prepare a special exhibit

thc

and accompany it to England, was succeeded by Mr. M. F.
Goddard.
Perhaps the best remembered of all Canada’s exhibits was
the pavilion so admirably equipped and so fortunately located
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BRAZIL'S ANTII ROPOLOGY EXHIBIT.
It showed the arms. utensils, ﬁsh traps. funeral urns, musical instruments and other
articles of different Indian tribes.

\Vith remarkable generosity, as a mark of appreciation to
the American people, the Brazilian Commissioner presented

the entire display of rare woods made by Brazil, in the Palace
of Forestry, Fish and Game, to one of the leading American
Universities. The Brazilian forestry exhibit in itself consti
tuted a remarkable museum, containing, as it did, specimens
of many trees, shrubs and plants, the existence and use of

which was almost unknown in the United States.
A subject of much comment by everyone who visited the

(my.

Exposition was the tremendous effort made under the direc

\1.l:‘.i'_

tion of the Brazilian Commissioner-General to make known
the facts concerning the coﬁee supply of the world, almost all
of which comes from Brazil. For this purpose no less than
two hundred and sixteen thousand pounds of coffee were
received from Brazil and served free to visitors at the Brazilian
Pavilion, with the result of greatly popularizing the use of the
Brazilian coffee under its own name instead of under the ﬁctitious
names of Java and Mocha, by which it is commonly sold.
It is not too much to say that through the effort of
Colonel Aguiar the people of the greatest nation of North
America gained a new insight into the character and charac

teristics of the greatest nation of South America. Informa
tion about the securing of land, concessions and franchises
may be obtained from the Secretary of Commerce and Public
\\ orks at Rio Janeiro.
smaller; alrzrtlyelity stages and‘one territory in Brazil, as is
viz-7‘
W5“
“no

on a bluey 5 her: iona fag,l which displays twenty-one stars
twenty by apwmgeobne 0 'ljtvvnch ISISCPHJ'BZIEKI from the other

m5?

SymbOl of one of ﬂar.
Ins flag 15 destined to become the
‘3 great world powers, and all eyes are

DANCING GARMENTS AND SHIELDS.
Article! used by Brazilian Indian tribes now believed to be extinct.
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at a thronged avenue crossing,
between the Palace of Agriculture
on the south, and the Palace of
Forestry, Fish and Game on the
north, and between the Life-Saving
lake on the east, and the Manila
entrance to the Philippine reserva
tion on the west. It was a corn

camp or sod house, has become a
valuable and productive farm, with
a comfortable residence, sur
rounded by barns, orchards, ﬂocks,
herds and other evidences of inde
pendence and opulence. Back of

the pavilion was a Canadian For
estry building ﬁlled with specimens

fortable looking and tastefully

for which there was not room in

ornate, two-storied bungalow, and
all the arches of the broad and

the Canadian section of the Expo

breezy verandas surrounding it
seemed to greet tired families
with smiles of welcome, telling
\\'ll.Ll.-\.\f HUTCHISON,
them there was the
Canadian Exhibition Commissioner.
place to open their
lunch-baskets, help themselves to the abundant ice

sition's Forestry department. As
the visitor returned through the
pavilion he passed information
bureaus and immigration agents

ready to load him up

W. A. BURNS.

easy chairs and lounges within, while gazing at

with pamphlets and Secretary of the Canada Commission.
photographs illustrative of Canada’s attractions for
immigrants.
On May 18th the pavilion was the scene of a

pleasant pictures of farm-life scenes in Canada,

brilliant reception given by Commissioner Hutchi

And never was a mute invitation more numerously
accepted. Before the lunching crowds came, and

son to the Canadian Press Association and the

water supplies, and afterwards take a rest on the

Canadian Ticket Agents’ Association, which were
then visiting the Exposition. Over three hundred

after they had gone there were Visitors in the
Canadian pavilion at all hours of the day.
I

invited guests were received by the Commissioner,
assisted by Sir Hugh Gilzean—Reid, President of the

Immediately under the gallery of the reception
hall there was a ﬁne series of decorative frieze worle,

by Gordon Usborne, of Toronto, llltlStratlll'lg, in

relief, the picturesque features of Canadian ‘

RALPH L. BROADBENT,
Chief of Canadian Mineral
Exhibit.

Among the twelve scenes of the series were

i e

’ “The Breton Fishers,” “The Courier
of the White Man,’ _ H
On the walls
des Bois,” “Lumbermcg, and “ Ranching.”
paintings, one representing a meeting
oods school house; the other,
of teacher and trus
' being a forest pasture scene
.
“The Two Ca113<_lians,’
L There were other
entitledo beautiful horses in the foregronnr
11 the breaking of the ﬁrst furrows by
Wltil tw
W1't
‘i
. . 5 e1. nnmt‘.r
(1 showmg,
step by step , his
I rise

Major Hugh Clark, and Pres
ident John A. Cooper, of the
Canadian Press Association.
C. Price Green, of Toronto, sang

“Soldiers of the King.”

were two unusual]ytegetgoin a backw

aintmg 1

settler,

an

r thwestel'n
, pt
the preriiv,
till the unl‘im
in P r0S

be made 1115 ﬁrst

wild where

World's Press Parliament, and W. W hite, Inspector
of Immigration for the Dominion
Government.
Speeches were made by Sir Hugh
Gilzean-Reid,
Messrs. Pense and Downey,
I
Members of Parliament,

recitation.

Mrs. Fenetta Sargent Haskell gave a

Luncheon was served in the dining hall and tvpical

V\ . ,includingHonorable
Fisher, Minister of 1 griculture; Captain James Bell
de-Camp to the Governor

General; Lord Minto; Hon Alde
orable

'
R_

farr
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Raymond Prefontaine, Minister of '
of honey in the comb, and one
Marine and Fisheries, and a party
showing an up-to-date maple sugar
plant, with two tons of maple sugar

of the ofﬁcials of his Department.
Besides Press and Railway associa

and a large display of syrup.

tions, there were many excursion
parties from Canada, who made the
pavilion their clubhouse during
their stay at the Exposition. Among

An

extra ton of this sugar, which had

been kept in cold storage, was given
away on September 5th to the
orphans of the Episcopal Orphans’

these excursionists were forty mem

Home of South Grand Avenue, the

bers of the Robert Simpson Com_
pany’s staff from Toronto, and
sixteen young lady journalists
representing Canadian newspapers.
In the line of music and military
display, Canada was well repre
sented at the Exposition by the
Kilties band of Toronto, and the
Essex Fusileers, a crack regiment

Christian Orphans’ Home on
Aubert Avenue, the Methodist
Orphans’ Home on Maryland
.Avenue, and the Little Sisters of
the Poor, 011 Hebert Street, Saint
Louis.

There was a pound for each

child in these institutions.

The

thousands of entries, ranging

through a dozen groups of agricul
culture exhibits, included, besides

of eight companies from Windsor,

Ontario. The Kilties included in a

those mentioned, large tobacco and

band of forty instruments, a Kilties
choir of sixteen voices, and were

,.-.b--___l dairy displays, cereal foods, bis
ownes FRMCNDA.
cuits, canned goods, whisky and

accompanied by a corps of Clan Iohnstone dancers and bag
pipers. Their very successful engagement at the Exposition
lasted two weeks. The Fusileers, during their stay in the
Model Camp, gave daily drills and parades in the Plaza of
Saint Louis.
_
In the Agriculture building Canada’s ten thousand square
feet of space was ﬁlled with more than three thousand speci

malt liquors. In Horticulture the Dominion exhibited a new
variety of cucumbers, snow white, and much hardier than the
green cucumber; several plates of large white gooseberries,
measuring three and a half inches in circumference; ninety
four varieties of apples out of cold storage, some of the ﬁnest

mens of grains, grasses and forage plants, most artistically
installed and decorated with life-like oil paintings depicting

A striking feature of Canada’s Forestry, Fish and Game
exhibit was a two-story rustic pagoda of unique design, made
of specimens of three thousand varieties of Canadian timber
growths. On and about it were ﬁnely—mounted specimens of
Canadian game—bear, deer, bison, musk-ox, wapiti, moose,
caribou, big-horns, antelope, and fur-bearing animals. The
principal commercial timbers were shown in ﬁnished form,

the live-stock industry. The centerpiece of this section was a
towering replica of the beautiful octagon spire 0f the Library
of Parliament at Ottawa, faced over with luxuriant specimens
of farm products. At the corners of the section were ornate

booths devoted to special products, one exhibiting two tons

being grown in Manitoba, and a great many choice varieties
of pears, plums, grapes, cherries and peaches.
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CANADA'S EXHIBIT OF COBALT ORES.
CANADA'S EXHIBIT OF TIMBER AND PL‘LPWOCD.

ISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.
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e large exhibits
and there wel'
of game birds and food ﬁshes
from lakes, rivers, and both the
Atlantic and Paciﬁc coasts.
In Mines and Metallurgy
Canada had wonderful and
most enviable displays. Her
almost exclusive resources in
the way of nickel, corunduni,

chrome iron. peat and asbestos
were strongly featured, and a
huge pyramid of great blocks
of cobalt, nearly twenty feet in
height, from a vast deposit dis

covered in Ontario only a few
months before the opening of
the Exposition, attracted partic
ular attention among mineralo
gists.Therewerealsogreat pyra
mids of asbestos, mica and
nickel, the asbestos pyramid
weighing thirty-four thousand
pounds. The nickel pyramid,
twenty feet high, showed at the
base the ore as it is turned out
of the mine; above that the

niens also of arsenic, felspar
, graphite, gypsum, petroleum
lead, Silver and zinc.
Canada was represented in
the Varied Industries Building

by the exhibits of the Scadtling
Automatic Toy Company, of
Toronto; in the Liberal Arts
by the type-setting machine

exhibits of the Canadian Com
posing Company of Montreal,
and by a model of the new steel

bridge over the Saint Lawrence
River at Quebec, which has a
center span eighteen hundred
feet long, carrying two railway
tracks. two trolley tracks, two
highways and two sidewalks.
The exhibits in education,social
economy and electricity were
small.
In the Anthropology Build
ing a great deal of space was
given to the Archives of Saint

Mary’s College, Montreal, re
lating to the colonization and

nickel as produced by roasting;

evangelization of the Louisiana
next above that the copper and
Territory. They included a
nickel matte; then the top see- map of the Mississippi River,
tion made of reﬁned nickel.
traced by the hand of its ﬁrst
The rich mineral ﬁelds of the
white explorer, Father James
CANADA‘S EXHIBIT lN PALACE OF AGRICULTURE.
Klondike district, the great iron
Marquette, and a great many
mines of Nova Scotia and the
documents
and
other
relics
relating
to the martyrdom of the
Lake Superior region, and the inexhaustible coal deposits of
the Dominion from Cape Breton to Vancouver Island, were ﬁrst missionaries sent into the Mississippi \‘alley.
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EXHIBITS OF CENTRAL AMERICAN REI'CBLICS.
Canada
wasa arge
contributor t0 the

Commi s
sion ac
credited to
the Expo

dhlilf‘

crowds at

srtion

‘I‘

the Expo-

cluded the

iulmlw-

sition, and

following

HUI-Iii
"im-

her people
expressed

ii a in e d
g en t le

satisfac-

nicn: Doc

,
lawn

3‘ tion

CARLOS RIRIGOYEN.
_ ’
Special Commissioner from

Guateniala.

in

with

tor Joa-

the com-

quini Yela,

7 prehensive

Charge (1’

_,

’

If“!

IiANk-‘Fl-ESTRADA showing MANUEL commas. Affaires at GENERAL MANUEL
tABRIuRA.
_
_ _
,
,
.
BUiNILLA,
_

Sll€

made

PYESldent 0‘ Gualfmalﬂ- .

L°"1m155'9"" (‘Fnﬂ'al

35111 ng-

from L05"! Rica-

own) (i. GUZMAN.
Chairman of the Salvador Com

President of Honduras.

mission.

mural:

in the various departments. The exhibit as a whole showed how well
Canada keeps apace with modern progress.
The ﬁve Republics of Central America represented at the
Exposition were Guatemala and Nicaragua, both of which

amlg‘m-

erected pavilions; Costa Rica,

Exposition of 1897, in Gua

Ami”;
331,162,;

Honduras and Salvador, all
exhibiting their products in
the Palace of Agriculture.

temala.
Guatemala arranged all
her exhibits in the eastern

Ihem,

ton, Oﬁ’i
cial Representative; Senor Don Carlos F. Irigoyen, Special
Commissioner, and Senor Don Manuel M. Jiron, attache.
Senor Irigoyen has held many places of honor and trust under
his Government, and was President of the International

Guatemala’s exhibit, while
was

a

half of her building.

The

1,116,, ii.

not large,

carefully

onus of this work fell to the

mm:
womb:

made and comprehensive
selection of her products, all

lot of Special Commissioner
Irigoyen, who personally

of which were conﬁned to her

superintended e very detail

. lie "
the
‘
)liarrr, F; 1'

and devoted his entire time to

pavilion. The western side of
the pavilion cont a ine d a
number of tables, tastefully
arranged, on which coffee, for

which Guatemala is justly
IBIIICd,

“'35

served

after

the

making the presentation of his

country’s products a satisfac
tory one. Guatemala’s coﬂ'ee

JUAN ]. ZELAYA.

L. o. KINGSI.AND.

ALglEARNﬁligEY

Played the most imDOftant

President of the Nicaragua
Commission.

Memberof NicaraguaCommission. Consul-General at Saint
Louis for Nicaragua, Guate

Active Commissioner
from Nicaragua.

part in her eXhibit, nearly two
-

style of the country in the
h u n d r e d (lllTeI‘Cllt brands
m“1 .11 on d “m a“ d s “a
I' d or . being
.
submitted
.
to public
. inspection.
.
.
Her dis
.
form of a freshly decocted essence, or “eseiicia," of
coffee, as it is there called, to which boiling milk or water is play of woods embraced two hundred and seventeen different
added, according to the desire of the consumer to have kinds of cabinet and building woods. Among these were
uCafe con leche" or plain black coffee.
samples of many kinds not found in this country, such as
The Guatemalan

GUATEMALA PAVILION.
Guatemala. the lamest of the Central American Republics, had its'pavdion east
of the Argentine and north of the Austrian pavilions. Built in the Renaissance style,
_ I
it was divided into two sections, one for sampling coffee and the other for exhibits.
A bronze bust of (iuatemala's President. Licentiate Don Manuel Estrada Cabrera.
occupied the alcove at the entrance.

NICARAGUA PAVILION.
The pavilion of the Republic of Nicaragua was a two-storied square building
standing north of the French pavilion. It was formally opened to the public on July
iith. 1904. the eleventh anniversary of the revolution of 1893, by which General
J. Santos Zelaya,lcader of the Liberal party, became Presidentof the Republic. It
was a headquarters for Nicaraguans throuzhout the Exposition.
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THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXI'OSITION.
HISTORY OF
coffee, cocoa, potatoes, PEP—

pers, tamarinds, bananas,

plaiitains, oranges, pine
apples, chocolate, wines and

ﬁbrous plants and tlieirnian
ufactured products consti
tuted her chief exhibits.

Honduras named as its
commission to the \Vorld's
Fair Messrs. Salvador Cor
dova, Commissioner Gen—

eral; Howard S. Reed,
Executive Commissioner;

\

’7 .'

HONDURAS EXHIBIT, PALACE OF AGRICULTURE.
duras' anricultural display commanded general
The tasteful arrangement of Hon ial products of the country ‘ s soils. but raw leaf
ttention.
lt embraced
all were
the princii
_
_ _ as tobacco
:nd
manufactured
tobacco
the predominating
features of the exhibit.
is one of its greatest sources of wealth.

mahogany, ebony, balsam, cinnamon, concaste, cliicliipine,
cafeto, chichique, cortez, capulin, cacao, guayacan, granadillo,
brahacha, quinine, morro, mango, queronron, sangrede drago,
yema de hueve, lignum vitae and zapoton. India rubber,
wheat, tobacco, cigars, cigarettes, cereals of all kinds, pulse,
sugar, cotton, ﬁax, hemp, ramie and other ﬁbres, dye and
medicinal plants, silk worms and cocoons, wines and native
brandies and liquors, banana whiskey and beer also formed
a part of the coun
try's products.
Salvador, the
smallest of the Cen
tral American re
publics, had a Com
mission for the Ex~
position, consisting
of the following per
sons: Mr. David G.
Guzman, Chairman;
Mr. E. Megia, Com
missioner; Mr. Julio
C. Lecaros, Assistant
Commissioner, and
Mr. E. S. \Vare, Sec

and Alejandro Bauer, As
sistant Commissioner, the
latter now deceased. The
Honduras exhibit was a
collective one in the Palace
of Agriculture, very attrac
tiver arranged, consisting
of raw leaf and manufac
tured tobacco and cigars,
THE PRESIDENT OF GUATEMALA.
coffee, rice, wheat, beans,
This bronze bust of Licentiate Dori Man
maize, maicello, cocoa, all
uel Estrada Cabrera. President of Guatemala.
was placed in the alcove at the frontal tlie
spice, green ginger, sugar (iuatemalan avilion. and contributed much
to the genera effect.
and sugar cane.
Three
hundred and seventeen varieties of medicinal plants, rootsand
barks, dye-woods, ﬁbres, vegetable wax and sarsaparilla were
displayed.
Cocoa
.- -w/~'_
as. ,9. y
nuts, bananas, green
and ripe, and pine
apples—both fruit
and plants—went to

make up the fruit
display. In the line
of manufactures from

agricultural prod
.

~
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Panama straw hats
were exhibited from
Puerto Cortez.
Nicaragua has
been I) rought into
prominence

in this

country in recent
ye a rs through its
projected Nicara
guan canal. Nicara
gua had its own
pavilion, which con

retary. This republic
conﬁned its exhibits
to coﬁee, of which it
had an interesting
showing of the green
and roasted berry in
Block 69, of the Pal
ace of Agriculture.
Costa Rica, while
recognized as the
most American, and

'

ticts, some very fine

tained a very choice
and handsome series
of exhibits, all of

which were displayed
COSTA RICAN EXHIBIT IN THE PALACE
'
OF AGRICULTURE.

to advantage in tlie

at the same time the most southern, of the Central American

ediﬁce.

republics, conﬁned the limits of its exhibits to a section in
the Palace of Agriculture. The country named a commission

Exposition were: Senor Don Juan Jose Zelaya, President of
the Commission; Senor Ingeniero Don Alejandro Berinudez,
Commissioner; Hon. L. D. Kingsland, Commissioner and

to represent it at the Exposition, composed of the following
gentlemen: Mr. Manuel Gonzales, Commissioner General;

Mr. Harrison R. Williams, Secretary of Commission ; Messrs.
Adolfo Canas and Amando Cespedes, attaches. Tobacco,
in leaf and manufactured; cocoa drying machines, beans,

The commission sent to represent Nicaragua at the

Consul for Nicaragua in St. Louis; Rafael Fernandez, First
Secretary; Rosendo Rubi, Second Secretary; Louis M.
Noraguezi NilelaS \Veloz, W. H. Thomson, and Laureaiio
Zelaya, Commissioners. All the exhibits sent by Nicaragua

NICARAGUA— PANAMA—COLOMBIA—CUBA.

Es-rssan Duque mt
Es-nunn.
Commissioner-General
from Cuba.

Mus. Esrsslm DUQuz
DE ESTRADA,
Hostess at the Cuban
avl 1011.

I’snuxbo C. MESA,
Assistant Commissioner
from Cuba.

ENRIQUI B. Banner,

JOHN R. TAYLOR,

Cuban Commissioner
on Sanitation.

Assistant_Commissioncr
on Sanitation.
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Sxxro I-orsz Murmurs,
Cuban Technical Commissioner of Education.

1111.10 Sim Manna
Sasxz.
Attache, Cuban Com
nusston.

OFFICERS. MEMBERS AND ATTACIIES OF THE CUBAN COMMISSION.

to the Exposition were included in her pavilion, that country
having no sections in any of the Exposition Palaces. The
most interesting of the exhibits were one thousand specimens
of rough and ﬁnished wood, such as mahogany, rosewood,

ebony, cedar and a variety of other tropical woods; samples
of minerals, including gold, silver, copper, emeralds, rubies
and onyx ; silks, shoes, skins and hides, medicinal plants, wines,

nal p'rz'
11d

Iiiplagui
1115, hr.
ml Flt a
ppls-ir.
111i p12:

liliit “a;- '

splay. E".
mm:

{rituiin
[5, m: "
nama

liquors, sugar, honey, inks, tobacco, cigars, dye-woods and
dye-stuffs, coffee, cocoa, chocolate, cereals and cotton, a
botanical display of six hundred dried plants, stuﬁ‘ed birds
and animals, rubber, sixty varieties of textile plants and many

Salvador. He was also the special delegate appointed by
the Guatemala Government to the Convention of the American
Library Association held at the \Vorld’s Fair, October 17
to 22. He was born in Saint Louis, and has been President of
the Saint Louis Manufacturers’ Association; was founder of
the Latin-American Club, and has acted as Election Commis
sioner, Police Commissioner and president of other social and
commercial organizations. He is a member of the Merchants’
Exchange and Mercantile Club.
The so recent establishment of Panama as an independent
republic prevented that country from having adequate repre
5..

varieties of beans.

The upper portion of the pavilion, besides

having the ofﬁces of the Commission and a ladies’ reception
room, contained a number of ﬁne exhibits, including a
furniture section. Among the articles here shown' were an
Indian trunk of cedar, guitars, a table made of one thousand

pieces of inlaid woods, canes, violincello, carved jicaro nuts,
alligator and lion skins, saddles, picturesque hammocks,
matting, straw hats, flowers of insects’ wings, fancy work,
jewels, paintings and photographs. A portrait of General].
Santos Zelaya, executed in oil by a native artist, adorned the
wall of the reception room. General Zelaya has been President

of Nicaragua since 1893.
missioner

Senor Bermudez, the active Com

sentation at the Exposition. Colonel J. B. Shaler, however,
was named by the Government of Panama as its Official
Delegate, ad lzmzorarz'um, and visited the Exposition in
October, 1904, in order to pay his respects to the ofﬁcials
of the Exposition as well as to explain Panama's inability
actively to participate in the gathering of nations. Colonel
Shaler remained in St. Louis about a week.
The United States of Colombia were not represented at
the Exposition by exhibits. Early in the exploitation of
the Exposition, however, a commission was appointed, as
follows: Doctor Santiago Cortez, Chairman; Mr. Julio de
Portecarrero and General Francisco Yergara y Velasco.

directly
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responsible for the
ﬁne showing made
by Nicaragua, was
the Commissioner
from
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same

country to the Pan
American Exposi

tion. He gave several
very entertaining

social functions at
the ofﬁcial head
quarters of the Com
mission, at 3833
West Pine Boule
vard.

Mr.

L.

I).

Kingsland, member
of the Nicaragua
Commission,

has

been for eleven years
the Consul-General
at Saint Louis for
Nicaragua, Guate
mala, Honduras and

_
'

complications, no
articles were col
lected for exhibit at
Saint Louis.
Cuba, from the
commencement of
American occupa
tion and the evacua
tion of the Spaniards,
January 1, 1899, has
been showing to the
world what she can
do for herself as an
independent nation.
W hen Cuba’s inde
pendence developed
into an actual fact
and Senor Tomas
Estrada Palma be
came ﬁrst President
in 1902, but two
short years were nec—

CUBAN PAVILION AND TROPICAL GARDEN.
ﬂ

essary to enable the

HISTORY OF THE LOUISIA NA PURCHASE EXI‘OSITION.

CUBAN MINERAL EXIIIIIIT.

_ M

Pearl of the Antilles to make the grand showing of her
progress and development which attracted attention at the
Exposition. Two appropriations were made by the Cuban
Congress. One was $80,000 on July 20th, 1903, and the other
$50,000 on July 15, 1904, a total of $130,000. The new
republic erected a beautiful pavilion, and surrounded it with a

CUUAN EXHIBIT IN LIBERAL ARTS.

Engineer; Senor Don Manuel D. Diaz, Civil Engineer Senor Don
Ramon Jimenez Alfonso, Agronomical Engineer, and Dbctor Gasto
Alfonso Cuadrado, Doctor of Sciences and Pharmacy. Doctor Varoni
was the President of this last named Commission.

The formal dedication of Cuba's pavilion took place on
Monday, June 27, 1904, attended by many prominent guests
.

lovely garden containing ﬁve

and visitors. A brilliant recep

exotic plants brought direct
from Cuba, and she had ex
hibits in the Palace of Fine
Arts, Agriculture, Education
and Social Economy, Manu
factures; Forestry, Fish and
Game; Horticulture and Mines

tion was given the same even
ing from eight to eleven o'clock,
attended by \Yorld’s Fair oﬁi
cials and the representatives of
many nations. Cuba’s contri
butions to the Department of
Fine Arts consisted of eighty
one oil paintings, two pen

and Metallurgy. In addition
to the exhibits, President

Simon

Palma sent a special technical

pieces of sculpture. The artists

hundred or more tropical and

commission to study and report
on
improvements
in agriculture,
chemistry
and mechanics
which

might be beneﬁcial to Cuban
industries. The full commis

pictures of Washington and
Bolivar, and seven

'qu

who furnished these contribu
tions were: Arrarte, Billini,

il

Ramanach, Tejada, Campo
Castellanos, Gil Diaz and
Aurelia Melero. A number of

EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT OF CUBA.

sion named by the Government was organized as follows:

these artists are pupils of the San Alejandro School of Painting

Gonzalo de Quesada, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipo
tentiary at Washington, D. C., Honorary President of the Commission;
Senor Don Esteban Duque Estrada, Commissioner General; Senor
Don Antonio Carillo, Secretary of the Commission; Senor Don
Eduardo Morales de los Rios, Commissioner of Education; Senor Sixto

and Sculpture at Havana, and their works of art have sh0wﬂ
a high degree of talent. Cuba’s greatest display of her natural
resources was made in the Palace of Agriculture. Here she

Lopez Miranda, Technical Commissioner of Education; Doctor 1.].
Luis, Commissioner of
Social Economy; Senor

had two distinct departments, one exclusively devoted to her
world—famed tobaccos, cigars and cigarettes. In this depart
ment could be seen
.30“.
.-. all the famous brands

Don Enrique B. Barnct,

Sanitary Commissioner;

of cigars and cigar

Mr. I.

ettes from Havana.

W.

Honorary

Flanagan,

C0 m m i s

sioncr.

The following named
gentlemen held the rank
as Assistant Commis
sioners: Senores Don
I. E. Bernal; Don Fer
nando Mesa; Don Fran

cisco de Armas; Don
Antonio E. Trujillo,
Disbursing Ofﬁcer.
_The Technical Com

Cigars varying in
price from a few cents
each to one or more
dollars for a single

roll of the weed were
to be found here.
Rich leaf tobacco,
used as wrappers,
and worth more than

mission was comprised

glhftfi°§illi.pm°“s‘

its weight in gold.

varona, Doctorlu'e his?

was exposed to
view. The other
display consisted
of sugar in all its
forms: banana ﬂour,
Oleaginous seeds,
coffee, cocoa, cocoa
nut oil, cereals, rice,

1050

h

In Pill

D ogtzr

Letters;

Torre, Doctor 0? de la
Sciences; SezoNatural
Carlos Theye

D-on

'

Q

cmical

CUBAN RESOURCES~MEXICAN PARTICIPATION.
Cocoa butter, cheese, preserved
.fruits, guava jelly and guava
paste, chocolate, jellies, raisins
and raisin wine, liquors, sweet

and other distilled spirits, rum,
vermouth, aguardiente de
cana, vegetable aromatic alco

hol, beer and other fermented
liquors, ﬁbre plants, cot
ton, wool, cordage of various
ﬁbre plants, honey and bees
wax.
Akin to Agriculture
. .fllii

h».

-..&n.__

came the departments of Hor

MEXICAN PAVILION' . .

-.

ticulture and Forestry, Fish

'

In the central courtof the Illcxican building

was a colonnade supporting the gallery.
III.
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In HUI-“culture

was a choice collection of Cuban shrubs, plants and trees, while
in the Palace of Forestry, Fish and Game there were shown
ﬁne specimens of woods and
other forest products, vegetable
coral, India-rubber, sponges

and seashells. In the Palace
of Manufactures Cuba exhib
ited samples of brooms, bed
covers, tiles and bricks, gas
apparatus, rope and cordage,
cotton work, tailors’ trim
mings, shoes and other leather
products, corsets, ladies’ hats,
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Mosquito hatching was also
another feature in this section.
In Social Economy the
Superior Board of Health of
Cuba made a comprehensive
the means em

INTERIOR MEXICAN PAVILION,
ployed and work carried out Second
floor gallery. from which the oﬁ‘ices
and reception rooms were accessible.
in the matter of sanitation.
These demonstrations showed a complete eradication of the
scourge of yellow fever from
Cuba.
In an interview, in Saint
Louis in April, 1901, Senor
Don Rafael I’. Serrano, the

Mexican Consul, said: “Mex
ico will make great prepara
tions to visit the Louisiana
Purchase Centennial, to be held
in Saint Louis. The compre
.-.'

hensive and magniﬁcent dis_
play of Mexico’s resources,

J... ._.i:t_

INTERIOR MEXICAN PAVILION,

Saddles and horse equipment

transportation exhibits. The Palace of Liberal Arts had its
quota of Cuban exhibits, there being a fine collection of
specimens of printing, photo
graphs, niaps, periodicals,
medical appliances, musical
instruments, pharmaceutical

together with the ornate Mex
ican National pavilion, at the
Exposition of 1904, went far to show that Senor Serrano's
words were more than realized. Again in November, 1901,
Mexican Commissioner at the
Pan-American Exposition at
Buffalo, where the Mexican
Government had seven differ
ent exhibits, embracing the

_

In the ‘

Department of Mines and
Metallurgy there were shown
earth, asphalt, bat fertilizers,
zinc, copper, manganese, iron
and chalk.
Public instruction has made
rapid strides in Cuba since her
i.

'flJ

SenorAlbino Nuncio, the then

preparations, stationery and
engineering models.

‘3 ~

The main floor was decorated with palms and-fine furniturc_and the walls were hung with
pictures. Among the portraits was an inlaid wood picture of President Diaz.

shed first 1‘

, Gil S:
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schoolswaselaboratelyshown.

straw hats and haberdasliery.
were also shown, to represent

: Anti-Q
, Tejais.

independence, as was vividly
demonstrated in the exhibit
in the Palace of Education
and Social Economy. The
work of the pupils of the
kindergarteiis, elementary,
manual training and high

showing of

_

and Galnm
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departments of mining, manu
factures, agriculture,horticul

ture, ethnology, ﬁne arts and
liberal arts, received instruc
tions from his Government to
transfer the entire Mexican
exhibit to Saint Louis. He

/v.'.

"7 “' "—n

MEXICAN PAVILION AND GARDEN.
1" "11‘ Stllini: of a beautiful garden the pavilion was suggestive of Mexico in its airy balconies and open tower.
15

It was built by Mr. Leo Benet.

Ileyond was the French pavilion.

mriavnv:
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Lic. IGNACIO MniscAt._
Secretary of Foreign Affairs.

GENERAL Don Mitxvm. (‘- Cosio.

GENERAL Don Fuscrsco 2.31m“,

Llc. Jose Ivzs IJIANTOUI

Secretary of Public Improvements.

Secretary of \\'ar and Navy.

Secretary of Finance.

MEMBERS OF THE CABINET ()F PRESIDENT DIAZ. OF MEXICO.

looked for showing made
by Mexico.
From that time to the
present, Mexico has been
adequately represented at
all Expositions by distin
guished personages who
have brought to the notice

was advised to spare no
expense necessary in pre
paring for an exhibit in
Saint Louis, fully three
times the magnitude of
that at Buffalo.
These
facts furnish a fair index

of what Mexico early

of the world the progress

proposed to do and what
she actually did at the
Louisiana Purchase Ex

she is making in the de
velopment of hernational
resources in agriculture,
in i n i n g, manufacture,
education, and in other

position.
\\'hile these incidents
were but a part of the
beginning, the real glory

things. Mexico has a
right to feel proud of her
showing in Saint Louis.
where she made the grand
est display in the history

of Mexico's grand show
ing belongs to General
Porﬁrio Diaz, President of
the Mexican Republic.
His was likewise the glory
of having been the ﬁrst
to organize and direct a
Mexican exhibit abroad,
as he was President of the
Commission which
arranged Mexico's attend

of the country.
The Republic of Mex
ico, with her twenty-seven
states. three territories,

and one federal district,
PRESIDENT DIAZ. OF MEXICO, AND MRS. DIAZ,

ance at the New Orleans
_ In April, lB7i,_a New York paper published in Spanish an article advocatinz the candidacy of
Diaz_for the presidency of Mexrco, concluding with these prophetic words: "l‘orﬁrio Ilia; is the
Exposition in 1885, of Cflndlllatﬁ of the youth of Meatlco; he carries with him the standard of our future * “ ' Who knows?

which there are still mem
ories of the great surprise
caused there by the Un_

ARISTEO MER
‘
Governor
of MichoacaC

I erhaps he is the chosen one to crown the great work of the regeneration of Mexico!“

was elected president in 1877 and was succeeded by General Manuel (ionzales in [880.

is today one of the most
ﬂourishing countries of
the Western hemisphere.

Some thirty years ago she

General Dial

In 1884 the cry

was again for Dial and the constitution was amended to permit his retention of the other: till the
glriesi‘ecratadlaiyéségleﬂlzfigzviggeed, regﬁner‘iatedko-xitf‘o. Iii? 7wife, a most charming. handsome accom

_
an.was_
o oneo the
ilexico's
foren rt
' .
'
.
late Senor
Don M. Romero
Rubro, 1e
andautziter
wears gracefully
high honorsIdliahtaei"ilvciisicliltlliilmSt
men.
the

was but an infant in the

matter of progress. Today
she takes her place in the
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n- Mexico,

CARDENAS

Governor of
Coahuila, 1\

'
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.
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. Mexico,
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COL. MIGUEL Al'lUMADA.
Governor of Jalisco. Mexico.
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Jones SALAZAR.

Assistant Chief, Forestry. Fish

llexiu.

and Game

MANUEL Cosn,
Assismm Chief. Manw
tactures.

ALaruo R. Nuncw.
Com missioner-General of Mexico

AIAXIMILIANO M. CHABERT,

Benn-o N/wnno

Chief, Department of Liberal

Assistant to the Commissioner
General.

Arts.

Fromkzr

from the States and Territories of the Louisiana Purchase,

and to commence the construction of its sections for exhibits

lent, lici‘

which was held at the Southern Hotel in Saint Louis and

in several departments.

iuateiyrrp
Exposiéa

which declared in
favor of holding a
great international
exposition.
When President
McKinley, on March
3, 1901, signed the
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The superﬁcial area occupied by
Mexico in the differ
ent exhibit palaces
at the Exposition
was, in square me

ters, as follows:
Education and So
cial economy, 196
square meters; Lil)
eral Arts, 374; Man
ufactures, 1,709;
Electricity, 47;
Transportation, 274;

law authorizing the

Exposition, Mexico
was the ﬁrst nation,
through her Ambas
sador at \Vashing
ton, to congratulate
the United States
upon the important

Agriculture, 918;

Horticulture gar
dens, 790; Hot
houses, 353; Pomol
ogy, 8o; Forestry,

splay E 1‘

tﬂ‘df

step taken, and sig
niﬁed her intention,

e Re?"
when the time came,

131 her?
the if

is isle
y Mt ii
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to be as adequately
represented as any
other nation. Mex
ico ai-‘Iain was one of
the ﬁrst countries
{“many to accept
the invitation of the

.1
_11'5c. '3;'".'r

RAMON CURRAL, VICE-PRESIDENT OF MEXICO. AND MRS. CORRAL.
Senor Corral is a native of Alamos. State of Sonora. and became at twenty years of age the editor of two papers,
"E1Fantasma“ and "La Yos de Alamos.” whose policy was directed against the regime of General Ignacio l’asquiera.
the Governor. The revolution of 1875 in Sonora made a soldier of Corral. and upon the re-establishment of peace he
entered the legislature and then became Secretary of State under Governor Luis E. Torres. In 1887 he was_ elected
\ ice-Governor and. upon the retirement of General Torres, became Governor. He successfully fostered industry
and all forms of progress in Sonora, and was called to the National Capital by President Diaz to become Governor of
the I-ederal District. In January. 1903. he became a member of the President's staff as Secretary of the Interiorran‘rl
"1 1904 was elected Vice-President. Mrs. Corral was Senorita Amparo Escalante, daughter _of one Of MQXICO S
foremost families. an unpretentious. handsome and lovely woman of ﬁne presence and quiet dignity.

\Iil'tt
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OCTAVIO Airman: Emime
Saxon/1 SERRARO.
\Vite of the Mexican Consul.

Assistant Chief. Mexican J

Fish and Game, 186;
Mines and Metal
lurgy, 836; Anthro- -

poloey, 138—a total
area of 5,901 square
meters, exclusive of
the Mexican Na
tional pavilion,

FETQ'AWJZ
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GROUP ON THE S'I‘I-ll‘h' ()I" THE MEXICAN PAVILION DURING \'IL'I-l~l‘RI£SIl)ENT CORRAL'S VISIT.
Lower row. left to right: Miss Niii'iez, Mr. Ramon Corral, Mrs. Nui'iez, 5 lrs._('orral. .\lrs. (Jarcia-Qiiellar. Maior Roberto Nunez. Mrs. Serrano.
‘ __ Top row: Illnlulio
Poulat. Mr. Santiago Sniithcrs. Brigadier-General Edmund Rice. Mr. Albino R. N name. the blexicaii k ommissioner-t iencral; Mr. Isidoro Aldasoro. h
laximihai'io t habert. Secretary
of the Mexican Commission; A dolfo Basso. Major Samuel Garcia-Cuellar. The young man in the row with the musicians is Mr. jesiis Nuncm.
son of the Commissioner-General.

which covered a space
of 279 square meters.
surrounded by a gar
den of 1,420 square
meters and tastefully
laid out with plants
indigenous to that
Republic.
'
Credit for the
praiseworthy display

M a n u el Fernandez
Leal, devoted much
of his personal time
to the matter, as well
as having been chief
of the organizing
commissions for the
VVorld’s Fair at Chi

we 7 a

if.

cago in 1893 and the
L'n iversal Exposition
at Paris in 1900. Se

made by Mexico in
Saint Louis is, in a
great measure, due
to the energetic ac
tion and interest of
the successive Minis

ters of HFontento,”
or Public \Vorks.
Minister Carlos
Pacheco showed his
intelligence and ac
tivity in the Paris
Exposition of 1889;

Engineer in Chief,

MEXICO'S EXHIBIT OF MANUFACTURES.
The_380 representatives in Mexico's section in the Palace of Manufactures n1 ade a great many elegant and
interesting displays. These were notably inpttice furniture and accessories. liar (Iware. brushes. trunks. house
hnld furniture. show-cases, upholstery. ceramics. textile goods of linen, hemp. wool. and of silk; clothing, hides
and skins. shoes and an almost inﬁnite variety of o ther leather goods.

i'ior Leal was likewise
aided in his work of
arrangements at the
Pan-A mericaii Expo
sition at Buffalo by
the civil engineers,
Scﬁor Gilberto Cres
po y Martinez, Seﬁor
Leandro Fernandez,
Minister of Public
\\'0rks, and Ser'ior
(jilberto Montiei
Estrada. These

wb.

MEXICAN SECTION. PALACE OF LIBERAL ARTS.

MEXICAN EXHIBIT OF SHOES

Iicati'ﬂﬂil
Three hundred and twenty-nine exhibitors made Mexico‘s display in Liberal Arts attractive
.
.
.
.
. .
and interesting.
In the line
of printing.
photogl‘ﬂphy' b°°k5 and p ub - '
maps and geography there were 240 exhibitors whose joint collections formed
~
thcr particll‘im ls
1
ml:
of
public
WY 5'
_
_
_
_
_
.
the
greater
part
of
the
intellectual
feast
here
presented
by
Mexico.
0d
were represented in the groups emoracmg medicine. surgery. musical instruments. theatres, chemistry, pharmacy.
civil and architectural engineering, and m e

INSTALLATION OF MEXICAN EXHIBITS.
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ENTRANCE TO EDUCATION. MEXICO.
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In this section the Industrial Military School nPorfirio
Dial." of Morelia. State of Michoacan. made an attractive
exhibitof the work of its students.

MEXICAN LIBERAL ARTS.
‘

ENTRANCE TO MANUFACTURES, MEXICO.

exhibits
-- altogether differently
from other

.
.
.
‘
{M t
,
i t
f
—
nary operations
at Saint
Louis.
To ﬁg?.‘2.?“.’..€...m°.l‘
122921.312:§§.l’.'f§3m°..§.§fl.{,ﬁ:§.
nations.
The Government bore all the
_ Actual and keepm“
. them .'“adeanywndmon
1
.. .
General Manuel Gonzalez C0510,
general expenses for all exhibits, both

Minister of Public \Vorks in Mexico, and to Engineer Andres
Aldasaro, is given the credit, to quote from Mexico’s cata
logue of exhibit, “of having amassed together, through their
collection that has been possible for any one to obtain for an

tl‘an'r ?

dedis‘r
ranger.

Qim

That Mexico was advancing rapidly in her manufactur

gentlemen also took part in
- the prehml-- “if,
‘ ‘11,:Sglgfgn§3131°iii
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=.
1.1.
goof; will:1. 576...}.25135heﬂ
1111.1

judicious management, the richest and the most interesting

Jl‘lti»:

Independent exhibits were here made by Lahadic 8:
C0. of Mexico ("ity and Senor Anastacio Mier of Morelia.

exposition as truly grand as the one commemorative of the
annexation of the Louisiana Territory to that of the United

States.” The country appeared in a new light to Americans.
Mexico proceeded in the collection and installation of her

m-infi

"l:
1‘"!
'f
is
‘

public and private, accepting them at the railroad station
nearest their place of production and caring for them until

they were ﬁnally restored to their respective owners after the
close of the Exposition. The Government, having accepted
the invitation, assumed the_resp0nsibility of adequate indi
vidual representation from each of its twenty-seven States,
and the Department of Public \Vorks (Fomento) took control

x,“
7

of all general affairs appertaining to the participation of the

nation, with results highly creditable t0 the Department.
The Mexican Commission appointed in February, 1903,

ion 1: l5
e ci1i' '
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EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT OF MEXICO.

SECTION MEXICAN MANUFACTLZRES EXHIBIT.

Mexico had seventy-ﬁve exhibitors in her section in the Palace of Education and
. oclal Economy. _\'ery notable displays were made of scientiﬁc works, maps, photo
Iraphs. work of the public schools and other educational institutions. Show east-s
containing specimens of work done by the Industrial School pupils formed an
attractive exhibit in this section.

Independent exhibitors in this section were "La Universal" of Monterey, manu
facturers of Anti-Selenite; “La Industria" Company of Merida. Yucatan. makers of
toning: and to e cables. Sel'iors Valentin Rivero of Mouterey and Paul Elle of
Mexico City.
he expense of making these several individual exhibits was generally
borne by the exhibitors.

mi?!“
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ENTRANCE TO MEXICAN SECTION, l‘.\l..\t‘I-I ()f" AthlCllIfl‘l'ltli.
Mexico loomed up here with i.86o different exhibitors, w hose joint contributions made a splendid agricultural
demonstration. Quite a number of these participants did or uch to enhance the general display by arranging their
individual exhibits in separate booths within Me xico's section,
‘
making the font (numb/r picturesque and pleasing.
It would be a difﬁcult t ask to enumerate all the goods shown. but among them were to be found tobacco. of which
Mexico has many ﬁne brands ‘ corn. rice. wheat. oats, barley. beans. rich Mexican coffee and cocoa. red and green
peppers (the erstwhile “chile' of the Land of the Cactus), cheese. diﬂ'ci e nt kinds of flour. starch. saga. vcrinicelli
and macaroni; preserved meats. ﬁsh. turtle soup and snails; sugar, salt. aniseed. chocolate, preserves, candies.
vinegar ginger. spices, prickly pear cheese (a delicacy niml e only in Mexico): mineral waters. wines. liquors and
beers 0 all kinds. including those peculiarly Mexican drinks, pulque. tequila. nit-seal and agiiardientc, to say
nothing of honey whisky and quince wine. In the non-ed ible agricultural products were found cotton, indigo.
wool. hides and Sk_ln5, hennequm. hemp. sisal, twines, ramie and many other ﬁbers; linen straw. cocoanut and
other vegetable oils. canaigre. honey and beeswax.

was as follows: Seﬁor Ingeniero Albino R.
Nuncio, Chief of the Commission; Seﬁor
Maximiliano M. Chabert, Chief of'the De
partments of Education, Fine Arts, Liberal
Arts, Anthropology and Social Economy;
Seﬁor Ingeniero Bartolo Vergara, Chief of
the Departments of Manufacture and Ma
chinery; Seﬁor Ingeniero Luis Salazar,

M l-IXICAN WINE EXHIBIT.

Sinaloa, Ramon de Leon; Sonora, Fernando
Aguilar; Tabasco, Manuel Diaz Prieto; Tamauli
pas, Vincente Garcilazo; Tlaxcala, Secretary of
_ Government; Vera Cruz, Corol Juan B. Laur
i' eiicio; Yucatan, Augustin Vales Castillo; Zaca~

Chief of the Departments of Electricity
tecas, Ing. Jose A. Y. Bonilla; Territory of
Topic, Jose M. Menchaca; Northern District.
Alejandro Guerra Porras; Southern District, lefe
Politico; Federal District. Licenciado Carlos Rivas.

and Transportation; Senor Ingeniero
Romulo Escobar and his successor, Seﬁor

Ingeniero Lauro Yiadas, Chief of the De
partments of Agriculture, Horticulture and
Forestry, Fish and Game.
The Presidents of local boards of the
States and Territories were as follows:

In certain classiﬁcations where no ex
hibitors appeared the Government took the

responsibility itself of making the exhibit.
The Anthropological collection was

Aguascalientes, Carlos M. Lopez; Coahuila,
Dainaso Rodriguez; Colima, Arnaldo Vogel;
Campeche, Secretary of the Government; Chihua
JERONIMO ELIZONDO,
Proprietor of_"f.n Universal," Fabrica dc Anti-Se.
lcnita. exhibited in the Mexican Manufactures section.

made in the same way and few visitors can
forget the ample collection of ancient relics
of her prehistoric people—the Aztecs,
Mayas, Zapotecs, Toltecs, Totonacs, and
other now almost extinct races.

hua, Alberto Vicarte;
Durango, L i b r a do
Castillo del Valle;
Guerrero, Juan N.
Revueltas; Guana
juato, Pedro Ibarguen
goytia; Hidalgo,
Pedro L. Rodriguez;
Jalisco, I ngen i ero
Lucio I. Gutierrez ;
Mexico, Gral Jose
Vincen tc Villada;
Michoacan, Secretary
of Government; More
los, Secretary of Gov—
ernment; Nuevo Leon,

ANOTHE R VIEW—M EXICAN WINES.

Aurelio Lartigue;
Oaxaca, Jose Antonio
Alvarez; Puebla, En
rique Orozco; San
Luis Potosi, Doctor
Gregorio Barroeta;
MEXICAN TOBACCO EXHIBIT.

MEXICO'S CHIEFS OF DEPARTMENTS.
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BEAUTIFUL FERNS FROM MEXICO 1N HORTICULTL'RE CONSERVATORY.
The collection of tropical and semi-tropical plants from Mexico were tastefully spread in and about the Palaces of Ilcrticu‘lturc and Agriculture, as well as in hot-houses and
conservatories in and about Mexico‘s National Pavilion. lt embraced almost every useful or ornamental plant that grows Within the borders of the country.

Seﬁor Enrique II. Garibay, Chief of the Depart

The Commission was augmented by sev
eral other Chiefs of Departments, so that the
ﬁnal list was

ment of Forestry, Fish and Game.

Seﬁor Eduardo Martinez Baca, Chief of the
Department of Mines and Metallurgy.
Assistants to Chiefs of Departments: Seﬁor
Miguel Ahumada; Seﬁor Octavio Andrade, Art and
Ethnology; Seﬁor Lie. Isauro Bustamente, Educa
tion; Senor Jose G. Campillo; Seﬁor Manuel Costa,

composed of the following

named persons:
Seﬁor Ing. Albino R. Nuncio, Commissioner
General and Chief of the Commission.
Seﬁor julio Poulat, Chief of the Department of
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Education and Social Economy.

Manufactures; Seﬁor Teniente de Artilleria, Manuel

Sefior Isidoro Aldasoro, Chief of the Depart
ments of Fine Arts and Anthropology.

Garcia Lugo, Transportation; Seﬁor Benito Nav
arro, Assistant to Commissioner General;

Seﬁor

Tcniente de la Plana, Mayor Facultativa de Ingeni
cros Jose Ortiz Monasterio, Transportation; Seﬁor

Seﬁor Maximiliano M. Chabert, Chief of the

Department of Liberal Arts.
Seﬁor Jesus M. Nuncio, Chief of the Depart

Alberto Ocampo, Liberal Arts; Seﬁor Miguel Pie

ment of Manufactures.
Seﬁor (Major of Engineers) Samuel Garcia

nado, Mines and Metallurgy; Seﬁor Juan Renteria,
Assistant to Commissioner General; Seﬁor Jorge

Cuellar, Chief of the Departments of Machinery,
Electricity and Transportation.
Seﬁor Ing. Lauro Viadas, Chief of the Depart
ment of Agriculture.
Scﬁor J. Alberto McDowell, Chief of the

Salazar, Forestry, Fish and Game; Seﬁor An
tonio Sierra Cruz, Manufactures; Seﬁor Daniel R.
de la Vega, Agriculture; Seiior Leopoldo Tellcs

Department of Horticulture.

TUNA CACTUS FROM MEXICO.
This remarltahle climbingcactus was a con
spicuous exhibit In the Mexican Horticultural
collection.

Cervantes, Art and Ethnology.
Honorary Members: Seﬁor E. H. Talbot, Hon—
orary Commissioner; Seﬁor Doctor Plutarco
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GENERAL \-’lE\\". MlZXlCAN POMOLOCICAL EXHIBIT, PALACE OF llt'HtTlt'l'L‘l‘L'Rl-i.
Under the heading of Horticulture and l‘omolozy. Mexico's exhibit was one of the prettiest. Pineapplti. bananas. mantles. ZUBVﬂs. tamarindeh quinces. mango“. coeoanuts,
limes. “mans. “ms 0‘ dmenm kinds_ strawberries. pomcgmnmes_ besides many other species of tropical fruits. were sent from Mexico at stated intervals and placed on exhibition
m the Department of I’omolozy.

HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.
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MEXlCO'S DISPLAY OF Ill-IR VAST MINERAL RESOURCES.
The two Sonora establishments. the "Green Consolidated Copper Company" and the "('anana (“upper ('ompzin‘y,” made separatedisplays in_ the Mines and Metallurgy palace,
lllessrs.Quintana Ilermanos and Claudio l’ollandimi, of Mexico City. presented the beautiful mosaic ﬂooring and stained glass wmdow in the National pavilion.

Ornelas (Mexican Consul at San Antonio, Texas). Honorary Commis
sioner; Seﬁora Laura M. de Cuenca, Special Delegate ofthe Ministry of
Justice and Public Instruction, to pursue studies in educational matters.
Special Representatives: Scﬁor Téoﬁlo Frezieres, for the State of
Puebla; Seiior José M. Trigo y Clover, for the State of Mexico; Seﬁor
José A. Bonilla, for the State of Zacatecas; Sefior Roberto Garcia, for
the State of Zacatecas.

It is noteworthy that upon the receipt and acceptance of

EXHIBIT OF THE INSTITUTIO (iI-IOLOG'ICODE. MEXICO.

ller magniﬁcent pavilion, a tasteful ediﬁce combining sim
plicity with elegance, was commenced on March 16, 1903,
under the superintendence'of its architect, Seiior Leo Bonet,
and the work was pushed forward with such rapidity that the
building was ﬁnally completed and formally turned over to
the Mexican Consul in Saint Louis, the Hon. Rafael Serrano.
The Mexican sections in the various exhibit palaces were

GENERAL \'lE\\' ()l“ MEXICO'S MINERAL EXIIIBIT.

the invitation to participate in the great event, Mexico in~

thrown open to the public within a very few days after the

augurated the work set before her with unwanted activity,
having in view the idea that the Exposition was to open in
1903. Even when the postponement for one year was

opening day.
On May 7th Lieutenant-Colonel Felix Diaz, then Mexican
Consul-General to Chili, a nephew of President Diaz, was the
guest of the Mexican Commission. Saturday, May 28t11,\\'i15
a gala day, the occasion of the formal opening and dedication

announced, there was no cessation in Mexico’s endeavors to

push all her exhibits to completion as rapidly as possible.

GENERAL VIEW OF MEXICO'S EXHIBIT IN MINES AND METALLURGY.
The source of the vast riches of Mexico was fully demonstrated by 322 exhibitors who contributed to the grand display in the Palace of Mincs and Metallurgy. The minﬂ’llI
wealth was shown in numerous specimens of gold, silver. lead, iron, tin. copper, zinc. galena. quicksilver. kaolin. basalt. antimony, cobalt, nickel, plumbago and arsenic. Other

roducts of the mines were silver and gold Writes. snltpctrc. anthracite and bituminous coal. silica. mica. the renowned Mexican onyx, marble. asphalt. mineral ochres. mitten
soap, buildinz stone of many kinds, pumice stone, or lava, and alabaster.

lhe exhibit ranked as one of the must attractive in the whole section of Mines and Metallurgy.

VISIT OF VICE-PRESIDENT CORRAL, OF MEXICO.
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MEXICAN EXHIBIT IN THE PALACE OF TRANSPORTATION.
Twenty-ﬁve exhibitors participated in the department of Transportation. Life-size ﬁgures
_ of _the _ mules and horses, for which Mexico is noted. were gaily decorated with
beautiful harness. saddles. and other like equipment. much of wluch was gorgeously mounted in sohd when Mex1co1s famous for her saddles and saddlery ware.

his wife; General Luis E. Torres and wife; Assistant Secretary
of the Mexican Treasury, the Honorable Roberto Nuﬁez, wife
could be accorded to the daughter of the President of the and daughter; Alejandro Redo, Private Secretary of Vice
United States.
President Corral, arrived in Saint Louis.
On July 15th the Mexican Commis
They were met at Union Station by
sioner-General, Seiior Albino R. Nuncio,
President Francis, Major-General Ed
gave a brilliant reception at the pavilion
mund Rice, Mayor Rolla \Vells, Arnold
in honor of the election of President
Shanklin, WVorld’s Fair Commissioner
Diaz and Vice-President Corral.
to Mexico; Directors and other high
ofﬁcials of the Exposition; Ambassador
The Mexicali Artillery Band, under
the directorship of Captain Ricardo
Manuel Aspiroz, Consul Rafael P.
Pacheco, arrived at the Exposition and
Serrano, Commissioner-General Albino
gave a series of very entertaining con—
R. Nuncio, and other prominent Mexi
certs during their stay, which lasted
cans and Americans who were residents
until near the close of the Exposition.
of Saint Louis or had come to participate
011 September 16th and 23rd two
in the welcome to the distinguished vis
receptions were held at the pavilion,
itor. Vice-President Corral and party
both attended by distinguished guests.
were escorted to the beautiful new Hotel
The ﬁrst was in celebration of the Mexi
Jeerr5011 and provided palatial quarters.
can National Independence anniversary,
On the following day President Francis
MEXICAN BIRDS.
and the latter was tendered to Hon.
and a distinguished party called upon
Manuel de Aspiroz, the Mexican Ambassador at \Vashington. the Vice-President. The visiting party were driven to the
The great gala day, however, took place upon the occasion
Exposition grounds, where President Francis and chief ofﬁcers
0f the visit of Vice-President Corral. On October 10th the
of the Exposition received them with especial honors. After
Honorable Ramon Corral, Vice-President-elect, of Mexico, and they had made a tour of the grounds, visiting the Mexican
of the Mexican pavilion. Over 2,500 guests were in attendance.
Miss Alice Roosevelt was received with every honor that
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AN EXTENSIVE DISPLAY OF MEXICAN FOREST PRODUCTS.
In the Palace of Forestry, Fish and Game 165 exhibitors contributud to one of Mexico's best showings of the products of_her vast forests. The display embraced fine
specimens of mahogany, gbony_ lignum vincl cedar and other rich cabinet woods, which gave one a good insight into the wealth of timber found in the country.
kinds of tar, sarsaparilla, gum coual. log or campeche, dye-woods and medicinal plants helped to augment the truly InlCl'i-‘Sllnl collection.

Rubber. different
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pavilion and exhibits and other interesting features, they were

those who have had no experience with steam power. While

entertained by President Francis and the chief ofﬁcials at

“Anti-Selenite" is now extensively used in Mexico and the

luncheon in the West pavilion.
'
On the evening of October 12th Commissioner Nuncio
gave a reception in honor of Vice-President Corral and party
at the Planters Hotel, attended by a great number of distin
guished persons, representing all the leading countries of the
world.

Central American countries, it has only recently been intro.
(luced into the United States, where it has found immediate
and pronounced favor. The exhibit of this new article in
American commerce was made in the Mexican exhibit in the
Palace of Manufactures and was perhaps the most important
feature of that exhibit when we take into consideration its
industrial signiﬁcance and widespread economic value. The

The 15th of the month was the day set for Vice-President
Corral's departure for home, going by way of San Francisco.
Consul Serrano and wife accompanied the party to Kansas
City, where the distinguished visitor and his party were re
ceived with the honors beﬁtting his high office. Members of the

Mexican \Vorld's Fair Commission accompanied the \'ice
President as far as San
Francisco, where one of the
greatest ovations ever given
a distinguished guest was

accorded to Seﬁor Corral.
The event took the form of
a great celebration with
civic and military pageant,
and other expressions of a
popular welcome.
Eleven of Mexico’s
artists were represented in
the Palace of Fine Arts.
The branches of Machin
ery and Electricity are new
industries in Mexico, but
the eleven exhibits were
indicative of the country’s
progress in those lines.
W e have to thank Mex
ico for one of the most
useful and valuable contri
butions ever made to the
industrial world, and the
Louisiana Purchase Expo

place of manufacture is the wide-awake Mexican City of
Monterey, where is located the “Home of Anti-Selenite."
with a factory of forty tons daily capacity, known as “La
Universal.” “Anti-Selenite" is put up in square cans con
taining about ﬁve gallons, or forty-four pounds each. These
cans are packed two in a
box for shipment. It is in
this form that the Ameri
cans are becoming familiar
with it. The compound is
in the form of a thick liquid
and is entirely harmless to
the metal of the boilers.
which is substantiated by
the fact that it is packed
for shipment in metal cans

that would soon give way
if the contents were in the
least degree corrosive.

The amount of HAnti
Selenite" to be used in a
boiler is governed by the
horse-power capacity of
the boiler and by the degree
of hardness of the water.
For example, when the

water is of medium hard
ness and the boiler is in use
twenty-four hours each day,

about one pound of “Anti

sition at Saint Louis was

Selenite” for each horse

the occasion for its intro~
duction in this country.
The trade name of this ma

power is used every ten
days. If the boiler is in
use only in the daytime
the period of charging is
extended to twenty days.
Where water is so hard or
muddy that it is necessary
to empty the boiler each
day, about two ounces to
each horse-power is used if
working continuously, and

terial is “Anti~Selenite,” a
name that means little to
the average person, but to
the users of steam power it
promises the saving of mi]
lions of dollars in fuel bills
and the maintenance of

their power plants. HAnti

EXHIBIT OF ANTI-SELENITE FROM MEXICO.
Mexico had the honor of presenting to the world one of the most useful and valuable new
articles of commerce- that has been offered for many a day.
his was “ Anti-Selenite," the
universal boiler compound._ which clears scale from steam boilers and keeps them clean at a

half the amount if used
Selenite" is a compound moderate
I I cost. 'l he exhibit was one of the greatest interest to sfeam~u§er5 who visited the
Exposition. and was to be seen in the Mexican section of the Palace of Manufactures.
'
only during the day.
purely vegetable in its in
A“ imPortant factor in the manufacture of “Anti-Selenite”
gredients, which possesses the virtue of purging steam boilers
of incrustations of lime and magnesium that result from the is the fact that the small cost of the ingredients brings this
boiling of water. In nearly all parts of the world the water invaluable Preparation within the most reasonable limits as to
available for steam purposes is more or less hard, and the Price, so that as a contribution to industrial progress and
formation of scale on the ﬁnes and interiors of the boilers is economics it Possesses the genuine practical value claimed forit.
MT- Jeronimo Elizondo, while not the inventor of ﬂAnti
the natural consequence. In some regions scale forms so
rapidly that it is necessary to take out the boiler ﬁnes every Selenite," has performed the valuable service to the industrial
few months and clean the boiler by breaking the scale out by

hand, a method that is exceedingly expensive. The true value
of “Anti-Selenite" may thus be readily understood, even by

world of bringing it “'iddy t0 public attention. It is he who
is responsible for its extensive use in Mexico, Central America,

and now the United States.

Mr. Elizondo is still a young

PERU, URUGUAY, VENEZUELA AND HAITI.
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steam W

man, a native of Monterey,
Mexico, and has established
the general ofﬁce for the
United States at 421 Olive
Street, Saint Louis.
Peru's exhib
its were conﬁned
to the Palaces of
Agriculture,Fine
Arts, Forestry,
Fish and Game,
and Mines and
Metallurgy. The
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papers were on ﬁle at the
Commission's headquarters.
The South American
republic of Paraguay was

unrepresented at the Exposi
tion, notwith

main exhibit was

in Agriculture
where the Peru
vian Commission
had its headquarters. The Commission was organ'
ALEJANDRO GARLAND.

Commissioner-General of Peru. an ardent
advocate of close com m ercial relations
between the United States and his country.

ized as follows: Alejandro Garland, Commissioner

General; Ernest H. Wands, Special Commissioner;
Wilfred H. Schoﬁ’, Sub
Commissioner; Manuel C.
Velarde, Secretary; Miro
Quesada, Assistant to the
Commissioner-General.
Peru was represented in
the International Section of
the Fine Arts palace by
Seﬁora Amalia de Franco

ERNEST ll. “'ANDS.
Represented the Exposition in Peru;
also member of Peru Com mission.

who exhibited several very

standing the fact
that the Presi
dent of that coun
try issued a de
cree accepting
the invitation,
and the United
States Consul at
Asuncion, made
MANUEL C. VELARDE,
application for Secretary of the Peruvian Commission.
a graduate of Cornell University. with the
space on behalf degreeof mechanical engineer.
of a considerable number of exhibitors.
L'rngiiay was represented unofﬁcially in the
Department of Agriculture by an exhibit of liquid
meat by a ﬁrm in Monte
video.
The government
had intended originally to
participate, but the idea
was abandoned.
The United States of
Venezuela sent to the Ex
position as its Commis
sioners:
Seﬁor Don
Eugenio M. Ambard, Coni

ﬁne paintings. In the
Department of Forestry,
Fish and Game, Peru made

missioner-General;

Seﬁor

Don H. Meinhard, Seﬁor
Don H. Lameda and Senor
Don Jesus Lameda. Ven
ezuela’s display was con
ﬁned to one tastefully

a most satisfactory show

ing, receiving a grand prize.
The exhibit embraced al
paca hides; wild cotton;

arranged section

in the

Palace of Forestry, Fish
and Game, and comprised
twelve exhibitors in the
Department of Liberal

dyeing substances; woods;

gums of various kinds;
India rubber; oil nuts;
cocoa; quinine; medicinal
plants; shell varnish; and

PERUVIAN EXHIBIT IN PALACE OF AGRICULTURE.

Forty-six exhibitors were represented in the Agriculture exhibit of Peru, tolwhom wercTawarde-d Arts ; nine “1 1\Ianufacuu-esi
sixteen gold. eleven silver and eleven bronze medals. The exhibit embrace cotton. Col ee. rice. twenty_nine in “lines; ﬁfty_
O‘her gOOdS'
The falnous tobaccu. cocoa. sugar, coca and cocaine. corn. wheat, barley. drugs, beer, wines. brandies, alcohol,
Peruvian C inc ho 113 b a rk alpaca and vicuna wools, fertilizers and alagarrobo.

was also exhibited. Two gold, three silver and four bronze
medals were distributed among the sixteen exhibitors.
The Palace of Mines and
Metallurgy contained a very
handsome display of mineral

“‘0 01’

resources.

Two gold, three

iiitt Y

silver and three bronze medals
were awarded to individual
exhibitors, of which there
were twenty. Coal, copper,

initi'r'i
.iunl L; "
it ill?

iii-56"

sulphur, salt, gold, silver,
mercury, petroleum and k'ao

5 lJf'Is'“
3 lit‘l'i"

lin were some of the minerals
shown.

The showing of cotton and
other textile goods was spe
ciallyinteresting,asthisbranch
EK‘GENIO M. AMBARD.
Commissioner-General from Venezuela.

of Peru's growing industries
is yet in its infancy. Peruvian

nine in Agriculture; and six
in Forestry. In Agriculture, an exhibit of some two hundred
kinds of ﬁbers and plants. Haiti, the island republic of the
\\'est Indies, was represented
by creditable exhibits in the
Palaces of Transportation,
Agriculture, Liberal Arts,
Manufactures, Mines and Met
allurgy, Forestry, Fish and
Game, about ﬁfty exhibitors
being represented. Mr. Ed
mond Roumain, the Commis
sioner-General, the polished
and able representative of
Haiti performed very praise
worthy work in advancing the
interests of his country.
San Domingo accepted the
invitation to participate, but
Il. MEINHARD.
Member of the Venezuelan Commission.
was unable to do so.
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CHAPTER VIII.
STRONG PARTICIPATION BY EUROPEAN NATIONS.
AUSTRIA’S COMMODIODS PAVILION AND HER PROMULGATION or TIIE ART NOUVEAU—EXTRAORDINARY DISPLAYS or AUSTRIAN FAIENCE
BELGIUNI'S HUGE BUILDING AND HER GREAT COLLECTIVE ExIIIBIT OF PRODUCTS or TuE FINE ARTS AND ADVANCED INDUSTRIES—
BULGARIAN MANUFACTURES IN FINE ARRAY—DENMARK’S POTTERY AND OTHER BEAUTIFUL \VARES—THE DISPLAYS 0F FRANCE AN
EXHAUSTIVE EXPOSITION OF THE ARTS AND INDUSTRIES OF THAT COUNTRY—THE BEAUTIFUL TRIANON REPRODUCED—GERMANY'S
CosTLv INSTALLATION AND ExnIEITs BY THE TENS or THOUSANDS IN ALL PARTS OF TIIE EXPOSITION—THE MAGNIFICENT GERMAN
HOUSE—GREAT BRITAIN‘S EXHIBIT OF TEXTILE MACIIINEav—A COMPLETELY FURNISHED ENGLISH HOUSE—HISTORIC BRITISH
PAVILION—HUNGARY's COLLECTIVE ExnIBIT—Imsn MANUFACTURES —ITAL\"S BEAUTIFUL PAVILION AND LARGE DISPLAYS OF ART Wonxs

—NETHERLANDS— NORWAY AND SWEDEN—PORTUGAL—RUSSIA—SWITZERLAND—TURKEY—SOCIAL FUNCTIONS or DELIGHTFUL CHARACTER.
_-._a

EARLY all the countries of Europe came officially t0
the Exposition.
France, Germany, Great Britain,
Austria, Belgium, Italy, all made a strong impression with
‘1‘

'~

the magnitude and magniﬁcence of their exhibits.

less interesting, though small in comparison
with the others, were the displays by Hun
gary, Bulgaria, Denmark, Ireland, Nether
lands, Norway ' and Sweden, Portugal,
Switzerland, Russia, the French Colonies,
Turkey, Spain, Roumania and Monaco.
Practically every European nation proved its
cordiality toward the United States by its
eagerness to be present at this glorious festival
that embraced the countries of the world.
Austria was one of the last of the European
nations to reconsider the matter and take
steps to be represented at the Exposition.
The appropriation for this purpose was

Scarcely

General; Dominik Fetz, Secretary; Emil S. Fischer, Commercial Secre
tary; Ludwig Baumann, Chief Architect; Joseph Meissner, Assistant to
Chief Architect; Ferdinand Andri, Painter of Pavilion; Othmar Schinko

witz, Sculptor of Pavilion; Hugo Koestler, Representing Ministry of
Railways; Felician Freiherr von Myrbach, Director of Vienna School
'of Applied Arts, Superintendent Installation of
Educational Exhibit; George Stibral, Director of

Prague School of Applied Arts, Superintendent
Installation of Educational
Exhibit;
Teodor
Axentowicz, Representing Painters' Association,

Superintendent Installation of Art Exhibit; Joseph
Urban, Representing Painters' Association, Super
intendent Installation of Art Exhibit; Rudolph
Bernt, Superintendent Installation of Art Exhibit;
Jan. Kotera, Superintendent Installation of Art
Exhibit;
Austrian
Commercial
Commission:

Erlaucht Johann Graf Harrach zu Rohrau, Imperial
Privy Councillor, President; Oscar Elder von
Hoefft, Imperial Truchsess, Commercialrat, etc.,
First Vice-President; Frank Hiess, Imperial Com
mercialrat, Second Vice-President; Charles M.

Rosenthal,
Executive Commissioner; Johann
Peterka, Commercial Director; Adolph Taussig
Commercial Representative; Hugo Zipperling,

1,100,000 crowns [about $240,000], and the
following gentlemen were named as her
Commissioners :
Adalbert R. Von Stibral, Commissioner-Gen

eral; Victor

Pillwax,

Assistant

Commissioner

ADALBERT R. VON STIRRAL,

Imperial Councillor; Gustav Herz, Member of the
Commission; Ferdinand Diehm, Austrian Consul;
Max Pollitzer, Private Secretary to the Executive

Commissioner-General from Austria,

Commissioner.

AUSTRIAN PAVILION.
The Austrian Pavilion was a ﬁne specimen of the new European architecture in the so-called secession swim and beink whOIIY, unlike any 0th" Sifllcm" 0n the Hound!
attractcd much attention. Having the form of a capital 1‘. it covered a reservation of two hundred by one hundred and ﬁfteen feet. with Ornamental orches and gardens fronting
the wings. It included thirteen rooms, all decorated in the "art nouveau" style, and must of them containmi artistic and educational exhibitso rare excellence. Above the
main entrance, between two great pylons, the visitor saw the arms at the Emperor Francis Joseph.
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Commissioner~General
Adalbert R. von

.Stibral did

not arrive in Saint Louis till
February 4, 1904, to begin the
erection of the Austrian
pavilion, which was then being
shipped in sections with part of
the Austrian exhibits from

Trieste. Yet this unique art nou
wau structure was completed

VICTOR PI l.l.\\'.\X.
Austrian Assistant Commissioner.

Alice

Roosevelt, and

and formally opened with a
reception on June 2d, attended
by about one thousand guests,
including commissioners repre
senting foreign Governments,
Exposition ofﬁcials, President
Roosevelt's daughter,
Miss
EAST wmo ROOM, AI'STRIAN PAVILION.

many prominent citizens of Saint

Louis. The Austrian Embassy at Washington was represented
at this function by Mr. Rubido Eichy, who stood in the
receiving line with Commissioner-General von Stibral,

Assistant Commissioner Pillwax, Secretary D. Fetz, and
Emil Fischer, Secretary of the commercial section.
In the central one of three reception rooms in the
National pavilion was a marble bust of Emperor
Francis Joseph, by Professor Strasser, the wall
behind it being covered with golden tapestry. The
east room, a library, contained Professor \Neigel's

This was devoted to the works of the Society of Artist: of Vienna. The central
bronze is that of Emperor Rudolph of llapshurg. by William Seib. The marble bust
of the Christ at the right is by the same sculptor.

to them by Mr. Emil Probst of Vienna. The Austrian sec
tion of the Fine Arts building was filled with 154 paintings,
engravings and sculptures by the Vienna Artists’ Association,
nearly half of Austria's art exhibits being shown in her pavilion.

One room of the pavilion was devoted to photo
graphs of Austrian mountains, villages and tourist
resort scenery.
Another room was devoted to
exhibits of the forty technical schools which the
Austrian Government maintains to advance the
development of industrial arts and crafts among
her people. Each room of the pavilion was designed
by a diﬂ‘erent artist, and all the ﬁttings, deCOrations
and furniture were planned with express reference
to the artistic theme dominating the plan. There
were mantels, hearths, ﬁre-places, fountains and
mural decorations in great variety and of striking

last work, a marble bust of the Empress Elizabeth.
The walls of this room were covered with oaken
wood panels, and there was an onyx ﬁre-place of
great value.

Back of these were three rooms ﬁlled with a most
instructive exhibit of models, designs, paintings,
photographs and panoramas of railway and other
engineering works, with the surrounding scenery
-—the bridge weir at Nussdorf—the water-locks
at Vienna and Mivowitz, showing how the canal

in Vienna is protected from the ice of the Danube,

design. The preparation of Austria's exhibits was
JOSEPH MEISSNER.
Architect of the Austrian
Pavdion.

etc. These exhibits were much studied and admired by civil
engineers during the continuance of the Exposition. On June

25th a hundred members of the Engineers’ Club of Saint

begun so late that the idea of a full representation
of her arts and industries was abandoned, and
the displays were conﬁned to a few select lines of private

enterprise and a few representative features of the Government 5

Louis, with their wives, were the hospitany entertained

activities in the way of internal improvements, education, etc.
Aside from the exhibits installed under the direct supervision

guests of Commissioner-General von Stibral at a reception and
private view of these technical exhibits, which were explained

of the Government, there were interesting individual exhibits
in the Manufactures, Liberal Arts and Agriculture buildings

ENTRANCE. AUSTRIAN PAVILION.

ART DISPLAYS IN AUSTRIAN PAVILIOX
. in
. the Fine
~
As not enough space had been secured for Austria
Art Bane“'es. Tour
by

S
in
nearest the
Administration
on
SI'de _ ofI .architecture
'
'
' was
' much
' building
' '
Administration
AveniilendthegAustrian
pavilion
noticed.
andthe
the north
characteristic
of

.
.
- rooms of her pavilion
were ﬁlled vvith
forty-two paintings.
etchings
and scu l punts
d M” by

its main'facade, with the profusion of sculptured ﬁgures ﬂanking the doors and sur

the_ l Hagenhund
Polish artists.

mountinz the cornices. excited much favorable Comment.

n

.
.
'
'
artists
of Vienna,
forty-one by Bohemian
artists

an

AUSTRIAN EXHIBITS AND SOCIAL FUNCTIONS AT THE PAVILION.
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ART POTTERY DISPLAY OF AUSTRIA.

PRODUCTS OF AUSTRIAN GLASS WORKS.
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The Austrian Commercial Commission's exhibits in the
Manufactures building covered several thousand square feet
of space and included very ﬁne displays of table cutlery,
enamels, jewelry, bronzes, clocks, leather goods, turned and
' carved articles, tortoise shell, ivory, mother-of-pearl, amber
and meerschaum goods, porcelains, majolicas, ornamental and
stained glass, Bohemian glasswares, laces, embroideries, boots

n in tr

and shoes. In the Liberal Arts building the Austrian section
contained musical instruments, photographs, engravings,

school I"

drawings, heliographic prints, mouthpieces for reed instru

is to if?

ments, soaps, perfumery, toilet powders, etc. The Austrian
display in the Agriculture building included many varieties of
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of the Imperial Royal Board of Education at Vienna;a painting
by \Valter Hampel, a member of the Hagen Bund of Vienna.
The Austrian building was the scene of numerous hospita
ble functions besides those already referred to. \Vhen Cardinal
Satolli was visiting the Exposition he and his suite and
President Francis were entertained at luncheon there by Com
missioner-General von Stibral. \Vhen ﬁfty-seven members of
the Lower Austria Manufacturers’ Association arrived Sep—
tember 7th, with their wives, on a visit to the Exposition,
Ir!

wines, liqueurs, hops, mineral waters, teas, essences, cakes,

pastries, wafers, ﬁlters and artiﬁcial stones.
'In spite of the limited range of her exhibits, Austria
received many awards. Her pavilion, planned by Ludwig
Bauman, received the grand prize, and his assistant,
Mr. Joseph Meissner, was awarded a gold medal. The
library room was awarded four grand prizes, one gold and
two bronze medals ; the drawing-room, two grand prizes, one

gold and one silver medal; the royal railway exhibit, three
grand prizes; the school exhibit, representing forty-six
industrial schools, seventeen gold, twenty silver and ten
bronze medals; the art school of Prag, ﬁve grand prizes,

they were met at the station by the Commissioner-General
and members of the Austrian Benevolent Society of Saint
Louis, and during their stay of six days they were the recipi
ents of many courteous attentions from the Austrian Com
missioners and the World's Fair oﬁ‘icials. Special arrange
ments were made for their visits to the United States

\Vashington, he was not only welcomed with due honors at the

Vienna art school, ﬁve grand prizes, twenty-three gold, ten
silver and ten bronze medals. \Vhile numerous awards were
granted to Austrian artists, the grand prize was awarded to
but one picture, “The Dwarf and the \Voman," the property

pavilion and by the \Vorld's Fair ofﬁcials, but Commissioner
General von Stibral gave him a dinner at the German \Vine
Restaurant, and had ﬁfty of the leading W'orld's Fair ofﬁcials
to share the feast with him.

CHARLES M. ROSENTHAL,

'3
'f

Government building and the Philippine section, and Presi

dent Francis invited them to attend the reception given to
the International Jury of Awards at the Art palace on
the 8th. A reception in the pavilion on October 4th, in
honor of the name-day of Emperor Francis Joseph, was
attended by about 250 members of the Austrian Benevolent
Society of Saint Louis, the Austrian exhibitors at the Fair, and
many others. On the occasion of the visit of Baron Ladislaus
llengelmuller von Hengelvar, the Austrian Ambassador at

nineteen gold, seven silver, and seven bronze medals; the

Executive Commissioner for Austria.

a-

DISPLAY OF AUSTRIAN FAIENCE. IN MANUFACTURES.

MR. DUMIXIK FETZ,

The potteries and glassware of Austria wcr e beautiful and attractive.

Secretary Austrian Commission.
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Exposition oﬁicials_
Madame I. Carlier, wife

Belgium appropri
ated about $200,000 for
her participation at the
Exposition, and appoint
ed the following Com
missioners and attaches:
Mr. Alfred Si monis,
Chairman of the Belgian

of the Belgian Commis
sioner-General,wasvice
president of an organi
zation, of which Princess

Elizabeth, of Belgium,
was president, for the

Royal Commission; Mr.

protectioa of children,

A. Vercruysse, Vice
Chairman of the Belgian
Royal Commission; Mr.

and she had prepareda
luncheon for 383 young

girls between the ages

Jules Carlier, R 0 y :11
Commissioner- General ;
Mr. Carlo Spruyt, Secre

tary and Delegate of the
R 0 y al Commissioner
General ; M r. P a ul
Saintenay, A rch i te c t;
Mr. Emil \yauthier, Spe
cial Attache for Fine
Arts; Mr. Chas. Carette,

Chief Surveyor; Mr.

THE “ELGII'M PAVILION.
This structure, designed by M. l‘aul Saintcnay, Professor at the Academy of Brussels. was of a
strikingly original outline that caught the eye and im ressed itself on the memory of eVery Exposition
visitor. It was in the form of a cross. three hundre by two hundred feet, the central transept rising
high above the eurVed skylight roof of the north and south roiections, and forming a lofty and ornate
dome of colored glass, through which a ﬂood of softened liclit illuminated the great spaces below. thus
obviating
the necessity
windows
in the
the building.
entire framework
an exhibit
of Belgium's
structuralfor
steel
industry,
no sides
otherofbuilding
on the lts
grounds,
except the was
linited
States

Government building. being steel framed.

The original intention was that this building should be

of eight and eleven
years, whom she had
invited to be present at
the opening from the
various orphan asylums
round about, she paying
all the expenses of their
visit, including car fare,
admission tickets and a
tour of the grounds.
Besides the Belgian
Minister and Commis
sioners, and a number

Georges de Kien, at
returned to Belgium. and be re-erected at Liege as one of the Government structures at the l'niversal
EXPOSMOH- *0 be Ollfn'l‘d in lhﬂt Cily in April. 1005. and to last six months. in commemoration of the
tache; Mr. Julien Hil
seventy-ﬁfth anniversary of Belgian independence.
Among the rich exterior decorations were the
only ﬁne mural paintings to be seen on the grounds. ()n either side of the northern entrance were
laert, attache; Mr. Gus
ﬁgure paintings symbolical of Science and Physical Labor. (in either side of the western entrance
of Belgian notables at
were others representing the glass and coal industries of Belgium. All four were by L'iamberlani, in
tave Chartrain.
the style of Pauvis de Chavannes. the great French master who decorated the lioston Library. The
that time visiting the
windowless walls aﬁ‘orded many large exterior aneled spaces. which framed huge mural paintings in
Exposition, there were
oil. twelve by ﬁfteen feet. of twenty-seven of Yielgium's most famous cities. industrial centers and
The plan of partici
harbors. below each of which. in large capitals. was a list of the numerous international congresses and
present President Fran
conferences that had met there. A walk around the outside was like seeing a great panorama of the
pation adopted by Del
most famous historic scenes of Belgium.
cis, who made a pleasant
gium avoided the scat
little speech to the girls. and several other Exposition ofii
tering of her displays in a dozen different exhibit buildings.
It provided for a large installation in the Fine Arts Palace cials. After the luncheon, ﬂowers and Belgian views were
and Sculpture Hall, and a liberal representation in the live given to the children as souvenirs. But even after this fomial
opening, delays in the reception and installa
stock shows, for which there was a special
tion of the exhibits and interior decorations
appropriation of about $20,000. For every
postponed the opening of the building to the
thing else, an eﬁ‘ort was made to show in the

Belgian pavilion its decorations and con

public until May 30th.

tents, a typical assemblage illustrating in
miniature as
succinctly as

“'hen Miss Alice Roosevelt, our Chief
Magistrate's daughter, visited the pavilion
June 7th, she was presented with a dainty
and beautiful H\‘ase a Fleurs" two feet high.

possible the

carved from an exceptionally large Congo
el ephant‘s

rangeof Bel

gian educa

tusk

tional insti
tutions, arts
:1 n d indus
tries.
The ded
icat ion of
this build
ing was as
unique as
t h e struc
ture itself.
Baron Mon
cheur, Bel

degree in commercial and consular sci

Superior Council for Industry and Commerce.

gian Minis

ences. a graduate of the Catholic Univer
sity of Louvain. Belgium. At the con

at the Paris Exposition of i879 and was Vice

b .V

A l p h \i an
Buerden, Of
A n t w e r p.
The decora
tive c a rv~
ings includ

ed poppies
and birds.
JULES CARLIER,
JULIEN HILLAERT,

Attache of the Belgian Commission.
Mr. Hillaert is a licentiate of the highest

clusion of his work with the Belgian
Commission he was appointed by the De
partment of Foreign Affairs to travel
three years in the United States. to study
economics as applied in this country.

Royal Commissioner-General for Belgium.

M. Carlier was born at Mons. He has
served as a member of the Chamber of Rep

resentatives and is Vice-President of the
He was Commissioner-General for Belgium

Four of
the rooms of
the pavilion
were exhib

' its of Bel"

Presidcntpf the Commission to Chicago in
1893. Hers President of the Board of Direc

gian furni
ter at \Vash
CARLO SPRUYT.
tors of the_Metallurgique and ot' the llelgimn
t u r e a 11 d
railroads in China. besides holding other
Secretary and Delegate 0f the Royal
ington, ar
important posts of duty.
(,onimissioner-tieneral for Belgium.
interior dec
rived on the
orations, frescoes, tapestries, etc. These were the “Salon des
Iith of May to preside at the formal opening of the pavilion

0n the 14th, devoting the intervening time to seeing the

Princes,” the HSalon des Brugois,” the “Salon Royal. uaﬂd

Exposition and t0 the usual exchange of courtesies with the

the “Studio Modern Style.” The furniture and decoratth5

BELGIUM REPRESENTED BY MANY EXHIBITS.
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Milli;

ﬁnest display of Belgian draft stock ever seen in this coun
try. They were conspicuous in the great show of horses.
Honorable Gustave Francotte, Secretary of Industry and
Labor in the Kingdom of Belgium, and special representative
of King Leopold at the Inter-Parliamentary Peace Congress
at the \Norld's Fair, arrived with Madame Francotte on Sep
tember 3rd, and was the recipient of many courtesies during
his stay in Saint Louis. A reception in his honor was given
at the Belgian pavilion on September 6th, which was attended
by several hundred invited guests, and on the following day
Mr. and Madame Francotte and President and Mrs. Francis
dined with other prominent guests, including the Portuguese
minister, at a special dinner given in their honor at the
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During the Fair it was announced that Belgium’s anthro
pology exhibits would be given to Washington University,
ouorpe,
and that the social economy exhibits, including interesting
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OLD FLEMISII DINING ROOM, BELGIUM PAVILION.
A reproduction of Flemish interior decoration of the sixteenth century, with hard
wood pulished ﬂoor, deeply paneled ceiling,richly carved mantel and mural decorations
of sixteenth century scenes. Mantel and wall cabinet are set wnh modern Brules vases.

of the latter cost $3,000. The “Salon Brugeois,” or Flemish
room, was an illustration of the Flemish Renaissance style of
the sixteenth century, and contained frescoes by Emile Rom

melaere, of Bruges, representing scenes in the Flemish life of
the sixteenth century, the “Grandfather’s Anniversary," the

“Family Dinner," the “Grandmother's Anniversary," and
others. On the walls were good reproductions of paintings
by ﬁfteenth century masters, such as Meneling, Jean'Yan
Eyck and Jean Van der \Veyden. The “Salon Royal,” with
its carved walnut wainscoting and ceiling panels painted by
Henry Baes, contained a Rubens valued at $50,000, and other
famous canvases lent by collectors at Brussels, a white marble
bust of King Leopold by Thomas Yincotte, and a number of
exquisite bronzes. Each one of the four rooms was in itself
a fruitful study for artists. And the interior decora
tions were by no means conﬁned to these rooms,
though they were less noticeable in the rooms
devoted to exhibits of Belgian schools, railroads
and industries, all of which were so well chosen and
presented that there was always a crowd studying
them every day during the Exposition. Arms, tex
tiles, drugs, cutlery, carpets, tapestries, ceramics,
glass and crystal wares, fancy articles, toys, art work

and valuable statistics concerning children and children's
schools, savings institutions, workmen's houses and mutual
help societies, would be given to Miss Helen M. Gould for
her Social Economy Museum in New York.
For a nation that obtained its independence only twenty
ﬁve years ago, Bulgaria made a surprising showing at the
Exposition. Her government was the last to decide in favor

of participating and to take steps for the collection and trans
portation of exhibits, and it was the 8th of July before her
section of 6,000 square feet in the Varied Industries building
was even informally thrown open to the public, the formal
opening being postponed to August 3Ist. Yet, in spite of
delay in taking up the work of preparation, the new Balkan
principality was well represented in seven groups of the
Education and Social Economy Department, in three Fine
Art groups, in ﬁve Varied Industries groups, in thirteen
Manufactures groups, in six Agriculture groups, in two Mines
and Metallurgy groups, one Fish and Game group, and one
Transportation group. The suddenly formed Committee of
Organization at Sophia for Bulgarian participation was

in iron, bronze and other metals, were included.

Belgium had every reason to be proud of her
sections in the Palace of Fine Arts and in Sculp
ture Hall, where many much-admired works by her

famous artists of today upheld the credit of their
Country. One antique much observed and com
mented on was a tapestry, twenty-two by twelve

feet in size, two hundred years old and valued at
$35,000. It was a wonderful tapestry reproduction
Of a famous painting by Teniers, representing an
ancient Flemish “ Kermesse,” or Family Fair, show
ing the dancing, drinking and grouping of the
festive occasion. It is a Gobelin, and held by
many the ﬁnest piece of tapestry work in the world.
The Belgian entries in the Live Stock Show
included sixteen stallions and thirteen mares, and

were regarded by Chief Mills as the largest and
m

DEDICATION OF THE BELGIAN PAVILION.
Madame Carlier, wife of the Belgian Royal Commissioner. entertained 383 little girls from Saint
Louis orphanages at the dedication of th_e Belgian I‘avdion. In this picture Madame Carliu- is 5c".
in the CL‘IIKL'I'. at the right of President l‘rancis. who is standinz on the chair. (‘ommissioner-(ieneral
Carlier is at the I¢~ft of President Francis “'2 also have a glimpse of the children who have just
been seated at the table for luncheon.
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13,000 pounds of attar of roses, worth at
composed of Chr. M. BontchetT, Secretary
General, Ministry of Finance; G'. \ erazza,
Chief of the Protocol, Ministry of Foreign
Affairs; S. Sarasoff, Director of State Rail
ways; Momtchiloff, Chief of Section, Minis
try of Public \Vorks and Communications;

home from $70 to $80 a pound. Her pro
duction of clothes, rugs, tobacco and wines
is also remarkable. But the best attar of

roses is almost exclusively a Bulgarian pro
duct, the small output from France beinga
mere triﬂe. In fact, the home of this indus~
try has been for generations in a strip of

Iv. Saranot’f, Chief of Section, Ministry of
Commerce and Agriculture; Tabakoﬁ‘. In

spector-in-Chief, Ministry of Public Instruc

country

tion; Dobrovski, Director of the National
Museum; Iv. Mokvitchka, Director of the
Fine Arts School; A. Mitoff, Professor in
the Fine Arts School. The president of this
committee was Doctor N. Guenodiett, Min
ister of Commerce and Agriculture; the
Vice-President, P. Koset’f, Chief of Section,

wide and eighty miles long, between two

from twenty to twenty-ﬁve miles

east and west spurs or ridges of the Balkan
Mountains, where there are' 173 villages
engaged in cultivating roses, and extracting

about one pound of attar from 4,000 pounds
of rose leaves. All attempts elsewhere made
to rival the Bulgarian product with improved

cultivation and improved distillation pro

Commerce, Industry and Trades; the Secre
1‘. M. MATTlll-Zl-Il"l".

cesses have utterly failed. The largest quan
tary, G. S. Gineff, Assistant to Chief of
Commissioner-General from Bulgaria.
Section of Commerce and Agriculture. The
tity of pure attar of roses ever brought to this
Commissioner-General in charge of the work at Saint Louis country at one time was to be seen in the show cases of the
was P. M. Mattheetf, and his assistants were D.
Stancioff Bulgarian exhibit. The consignment consisted of upwards of
and St. Schterbanoff.
1,000 bottles averaging a quart each and valued at about
Bulgaria is a land of peasant proprietors, where the $300 per bottle, the entire display of this essence being valued
spinning-wheel and hand-loom are seen in every cottage, and at $300,000. The usual sale averages from ﬁve to eight drops,
nearly all the people wear home-made fabrics from the wool which, put up in a long, narrow bottle, is sold at about $2.00.
of their own sheep, and from home-grown silk or other ﬁbres.
So powerful and lasting is this essence that in the consignment
In the production of wheat it is exceeded by only one country
there was probably enough perfume to satisfy the needs of the
in Europe. It exports annually 310 tons of raw silk and perfume-using public in the United States for several years.

BULGARIAN SECTION. PALACE OF
No visitor at the Exposition will ever forget the delicate and delicious perfume that pervaded the vicinity of the Bulgarian section in the Varied Industries buildinll- 11'"
was an ever-trick“!!! {0111113111 Of 1‘058 Wﬂlff- ﬁvwmﬂ "mm 8 Balkan rock. 0n which was aTurkish liashi-Bazouk. pistol in hand. peering down over a Wraith: ledlle-“n‘lf'
which n Bulgarian rebel crouched. ready and waiting for a death-grapple With his pursuer. Just below this ﬁgure was the little pool, overhung by ferns an grasses. from “'h‘d‘
the winged odors went away. attracting crowds from all other parts of the building. This sculptured reproduction of Boris Schatz's famous portrayal of Bulgaria's long strugle
for national life was a much-admired representation of Bulgarian art.

The section was ﬁll ed With ‘aPeﬁll'i'ZS‘ Silks. minerals. national costumes. furs. embroidery. silver ﬁllsl't‘e

work, miniature statuary. and other Bulgarian roducts from the National Museum at Sophia. When it was formally dedicated on August 31st. over four hundred invited W‘s."
were entertained at a rece tion attended by \ orld's Fair Commissioners from all States and nations, and by President Francis, who respondrd in a very complimentary "15

to an intercstinz address do ivcred by Commissioner-General Mattheeff.

DENMARK’S EXHIBITS COVERED A WIDE FIELD.
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Denmark's exhib
its were partly made
by a Government
commission and
partly by private
exhibitors, the Com
missioners being Mr.
Charles Ambt, Di
rector-General of
Danish State Rail
ways; Mr. N. Ander
son, Councillor of
State and Director
of East Asiatic Co;
Professor Arnold
Krog, Admiral A.
du Plessis de Riche

DENMARK EXHIBIT. PALACE OF VARIED INDUSTRIES.

.
i he“, and
r- Phlllp
SCllOﬂ, COuncillor of

In the northeast transept of this great palace Denmark made a comprehensive display of beautiful wares. chieﬂy
pottery and porcelain. Tables were daintin set with various patterns. and were a constant attraction tothe throng of
Visitors. Here. too. were a ecimens of exquisite workmanship in the recious metals. such as 5
ns and foil ~t article ".

mat glaze; pieces of
Kahler-Lustre ware
modeled by Reistrup

Hansen.
The old historic

relation of France
to the birth of the
American Republic,
the unbroken friend

ship so long subsist
ing between the two
countries,

and

the

part taken by France
in the cession of
Louisiana to the
United States, made

p

p

p°°

her prominent par

‘

- ~
t l c 1 Pat 1 0 n
-

In

th e

” centennial commem

the sir;
Ji'lalilt‘.‘ 12..

landmin.

State, with Mr. William Amp as Commissioner-General.
The displays were catalogued in ﬁfteen groups of the
Departments of Liberal Arts, Fine Arts, Manufactures, Transportation, Electricity and Agriculture. In the latter were
representations of Denmark’s famous dairy indus

semis;
)lll live; 2..
mile:
at in die."
ills'lf'il‘r"
tes firm

that connectiOn; cream separators, pasteurizers,
churns, milk and butter cans. The electrical exhibit
was a sample collection of Hellesen's dry batteries.

_.__.

Among the exhibits in other buildings were portrait

tries, and the hand and power machinery used in

studies in pigment and bichromat, jewelry, silver
ware, clocks, vases, statuettes, reliefs, ceramics,
pottery, porcelains, and hand embroideries in wool,
silk and linen. The Danish \Var Ministry exhibited
State railway models, a model of the Copenhagen
Free Port, models of vessels and of a steam ferry for
the transfer of railway cars. It showed also an inter
esting photographic reproduction of the ancient vel

oration of that cession a foregone conclusion. Our people
generally felt that our debt of gratitude due to France for
effective aid in achieving our independence could scarcely
exceed our obligation to her for securing and perpetuating it
by the transfer of Louisiana, with absolute control of
the Mississippi River, to the United States in 1803.
Therefore, it was only the expected that happened
when, on February 18, 1902, Ambassador Jusserand
oﬁicially notiﬁed the American Secretary of State
that the French Republic had decided to participate
ofﬁcially in the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.
This was far in advance of any favorable
action by any other transatlantic government, and it
meant a great deal for the Exposition, because

France had long been the leader of the world in
exposition enterprise, and her decision was a chal

\\‘ILLI_\.\I _-\RL‘I’_
Commissioner-41¢"ng

lenge which her commercial and industrial rivals
could not well afford to ignore.
The expectation that France would install at

lum Flatey book, and of the pages mentioning the
{0' Dcnmark‘
Saint Louis the largest, most comprehensive and mOst
discovery of Vineland (America) in the year 1000.
In the international section of Fine Arts, East pavilion, striking exhibits that ever left her shores was fully realized.
Denmark had many original objects of art workmanship, such Her participation was a memorable revelation of the tri
as bindings by Jacob Baden, R. Christiansen and others; umphs of French arts and industries. It was also a remark
pieces of royal Copenhagen porcelain; pieces of Ibsen ware,

IN THE GARDEN OF THE FRENCH PAVILION.

.“.f
I”

able demonstration of French equipment. skill, taste and

VISITORS AT THE GRAND TRIANON.

,wc'“-

‘73:“.
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THE FRENCH PAVILION, THE GRAND TRIANON OF VERSAILLES.
The French national pavilion was surrounded by a beautifully landscaped garden of about eight acres. bounded on three sides by Exposition avenues. It was an exact
replica of Mausart's gem of the French Rennaissaiice. the Grand Trianon. built in the Versailles gardens by Louis XIV for Madame de Maintenon. Externally there was
ngrace and a charm of elegance about it and its surroundings that made an enduring impression on the mind of the World's Fair visitor. The size and scenic beauty of the
garden. with its ﬁne statuary. tiny lakes. splashing fountains. ﬂowery parterres. parked and arcaded trees. lent a stately aloofness to the building itself. from the towering gateway
in the artistic "grille." or wrought iron railing. twelve feet high and ﬁve hundred feet long. which enclosed the garden front on University Way. This was another masterpiece
of French art workmanship. requirin the labor of thirty men for six months at the Maison works. in France. to complete it. and COStinR. according to the reportof the Commis
sion. $i75.ooo. It was designed by G. 7nibdenstuck and Roger Buuvard. architects of the pavilion. and was awarded a grand prize by the Exposition Jury. The grand salons
within the pavilion were all inspiring examples of French taste in decoration. and they were also museums of the unrivalled resources of French decorative art. All the great
Government manufacturies of France contributed. The Gobelin and lh-auvais people sent their most beautiful ta estries. the Sevres pottery its rarest porcelains. and the State
Garde-Mueble sent furniture and hangings. including priceless old tapestries that decorated the walls of the Gran Trianon during the reign of Louis XIV

experience in collecting, installing and conductingexposition
displays.
The Commission representing the French Government at
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition was organized as follows:

Committee of Admission and Installation for Education and Social
Economy (Group Presidents): M M. Leblanc, Rabier, Rene Bertha-lot,
Louis Bouquet.
Director of Fine Arts: M. Marcel.
Group Presidents for Fine Arts: MM. Bonnat, Flameng,Thomas.

M. Michel Lagrave, Commissioner-General; M. Emile Dupont,
President of the French section; Vice-Presidents MM. Bellan, Henon,
Jeantaud, Kester, Ch. chrand, Maguin, Mascuraud, Pinard.
M. Lucien Layus, Reporter-General;
M. Paul Bourgeois, Secretary-General;
M. Maurice Esticu, Treasurer.

Vaudremer, Guif’frey.

Group Presidents for Liberal Arts: MM. Lahure, Leon Gaumont.
Octave Doin, Ph. Pellin, Gustave Lyon, Placide Astier, C. Piimis,
H. Benard and Louis Bonnier.
Group Presidents for Manufacturers:
MM. Georges Boin, Louis Aucoc, ﬁls.

M ] CHEL LAGRAVE.
France.
Commissioner Gerrilgf:liizof‘dnctinns
who gave many _ dencc and at t c
at the ofﬁcial res! Mr. Lagrave
French pavilion.
resigned in July.

GEO GERALD.
Commissioner-General from France.
who succeeded M. Lagrave and

successfully carried out the
elaborate work of the
Commission.

ALFRED PICARD,

J. J. JUSSERAND.
French Ambassador at “'ashington.

Special Envoy from the French Republic.

Secretaries: MM. Amson, Debain,
Gannc, Harant, Hollande, Lamaille,
Manaut, Parison, Regnault, G. Schwob.
Administrative Secretary, M. E. de
Brevans.
Architects: MM. Umbdenstock and
Roger Bouvard, of the National Pavilion ;
MM. de Montarnal, Guillaume and Bu
geon, of the French sections; M. Bli

Soleau, Vuitton. Joseph Bartoli, Lucien
Fontaine, Alfred
Damon,
Gustave
Burgerot, Isodore
LeRoy,
Charles
Legrand, Pierre-Henri Remon, Arthur

Metz,

Leon Appert, Henri Hamelle,

Leon Guillaumet, Casimir Berger, J. J.
Martel, Ernest Levallois, H. Bertrand,

Perdoux, Placide-Peltereau, Emile De
hesdin H. Bequet.
_
'
President for Machinery Groups.
M. Delaunay-Belleville.

omy sections.

rench (“"‘mlss inn.

Sccrcfar)’ F

ault, of the Education and Social Econ~
JULES BOEUFVE.
Vice-Commissioner from France.

FELIX LAM“ .

REPRESENTATIVES OF FRANCE AT THE FAIR.
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GRAND CENTRAL SALON. FRENCH PAVILION.

VASES AND STATUARY IN THE TRIANUN.

The tapestries are highly prized possessions of the French Government, the ﬁrst and third having a value of a
niillinn dollars. The middle tapestry is of priceless worth, representing Louis XIV receiving the Papal delegation
in 1664. The other two re present events in the military life of the same king. one in Flanders in’i667, and the
other in Dunkirk in 1672.

Honorary President for _ Mines and Metal
lurgy: Adolphe Carnot. President of Group: Paul

Schneider.
President for Electricity Groups:

M. Eugene Sartiaux.

President for Fisheries:

Henri Rieger.

'l
President for Transportation:

M. S. Derville.

Group Presidents:

MM. Rives, Jeantaud, G. Noblemaire, Jean Bonnardel, Paul Revard.
President for Agriculture: M. Viger. Group Presidents: MM.
Hidien, Leon Linch, Jules Benard, Jules Prevet, A. Peureux, Alexan
dre Galland, Henri Turpin, Viseur, Teisserenc de Bort.

President for Horticulture: M. Viger. Group Presidents: Edouard
Andre,

Louis

Leroy

Louis

Leveque,

Albert

Truffaut,

President for Social Economy: Leon Bourgeois; Vice-President,
Jules Siegfried. Group Presidents: Paul Dcschanel, Alexandre Ribot,
Alfred Picard, Alexandre Millerand, Paul Delombre, Paul Guiyesse,
Victor Lourties, Jules Siegfried, Gustave Mesureur, Raymond Poin
care, Henri Monot, Doctor Paul Brouardel, Paul Dislcre.
President for Physical Culture: Daniel Merillon.

Albert

Commissioner-General
Barbicr.

President for Forestry:

M. Comet.

'.'l

Lagrave

returned to France in

t.

Group Presidents:
Alfred

Zurlinden,

P. Poupinel, Max
ime Radais.

July, and M. Geo Gerald, member of the French Parliament,
succeeded him as Commissioner-General. During the stay of
Envoy Alfred I’icard at the Exposition, from September 51h,

$

on

‘."II.I"- I!“
In“ wounded

SEVRES VASE 1N FRENCH PAVILION.
ONE OF THE RICH INTERIORS OF THE FRENCH PAVILION.

“BF-.74“?
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he was the President-in-Chief of the French
Commission.
Among the distinguished representa
tives of France was M. St. Andre de Ligne
seuz, an artist of high authority among
connoisseurs, who came as the special
delegate of the French Minister of Com

merce to snperintend the exhibits of the
artistic technical department of public
instruction in France. There were imposing
and attrac
tiveFrench
sections in
the palaces
of Fine
t]

Arts, Ag—
riculture,
Education

{Z
F"
"I‘1

and Social
Economy,
Electric
ity, Fish,
(iame and
"GAVROCHE."
By Mlle. Blanche Adele Moria, in
Forestry,
the French Garden.
Horticul
ture, Liberal Arts, Machinery, Manufactures, Mines and
Metallurgy, and Transportation. French coach and draft
horses were were well represented in the live stock show. If

the 320 exhibits of the Franco-Louisiana Societyiin the

history department of the Anthropology building were not
installed by France they at least related the romantic history
of French exploration, colonization and legislation in Amer

ica.

There were 577 oil paintings, 73 water colors, 243

engravings and lithographs, 276 exhibits of sculpture, 39 of
medals and engravings on gems, 4g of architectural drawings

and designs, and 195 original articles of art workmanship in
the French section of Fine Arts, and each one of these 1,452
exhibits was selected by an oﬂicial art committee from a large
collection of competing works before it was listed for exhibi

(I
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tion at Saint Louis.
Mere lists of French exhibits ﬁlled
thirty—two pages of the Agricultural catalogue, sixteen pages
of the Education catalogue, twenty-two pages of the Social
Economy catalogue, ﬁve pages of the Electricity catalogue,
eleven pages of the Liberal Arts catalogue, ﬁfteen pages of
the Manufactures catalogue, two pages each in the Mines and
Metallurgy and Transportation catalogues, and one pat?e i"
the Fish, Game and Forestry catalogue. And there were
numerous French exhibits in ﬁve Machinery groups and three
Horticultural groups.
N or
were these all. A long list
of articles belonging to the
various catalogues were in

'
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at the close of the Ex'position.
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EXQUISITE FURNISHINGS OF THE FRENCH l’ AVILION.

FRANCE \VAS MAGNIFICENTLY REPRESENTED.

HAVILAND CHINA FROM LIMOGES, FRANCE,

des Beaux Arts" had walls and ceiling decorated with alle
gorical paintings by the famous artist Dubufe, president of
that society. The entire south wall represented the apotheo
sis of Victor Hugo. There were panels devoted to Alfred de
Musset, Lamartine, French music, French song, Gallic art,
architecture and engraving. The ceiling represented France
emerging from night, and bringing light and progress. The
“Salon de Manufacture Nationale de Porcelaine de Sevres"
contained the most beautiful porcelain wares the world has
ever produced. In the corners of the room were four vases,
six feet high, by Bieuville and Foumier, and around the salon
\

Freud: e;
talogue. >1"
0 page J“
Eltt‘tritig.
()gllﬁ. fir
:athit'i-zl
116,116 "2
ac. hi 2
1913' @135.

statuettes in bisque; “The Shepherd’s Star,” by Roussel;
“Towards Love," by d’Escoula; “Hero and Leander,” by P.
Gasq; “ Dawn,” by de St. Marceaux; “ Peace," by G. Michel;
“President Loubet," by Puech; “Lafayette,” by Houdon,
and “Liberty,” by Obe; also four vases representing the four
seasons, by Mademoiselle Rault. The “Hall of State" was
entirely furnished in the style of Louis XIV, even to the
candelabra, and the door and window ﬁttings. The antique
Gobelin tapestries had all the appearance of paintings,
although silk and metal alone were used in the weaving of
them.
In the “Salon de la Ville de Paris,” the “Pavilion de
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FRENCH EXHIBIT OF LIMOGES WARE.

The French pavilion was formally
with a grand reception, which, in spite
by 1,200 guests—Exposition ofﬁcials,
nations, and representatives of Saint
Excellency, the French Ambassador,

opened on May 16th
of rain, was attended
commissioners of all
Louis society. His
J. ]. Jusserand, and

Madame Jusserand, were present. The arriving guests were
introduced by Mr. Gaston Alberti to Commissioner-General

Lagrave, and by the Commissioner-General to Ambassador
and Madame Jusserand. In the receiving line were also
Messrs. Emile Dupont, President of the French section; ].
Guillemin, Delegate of the Ministry of Foreign Aﬂ’airs; Jules
Boeufve, Assistant Commissioner-General; Mr. and Mrs. B.

Collonge, Mr. Roger Bouvard, Commissioner of the City of
Paris, and Mrs. Bouvard. As the foreign commissioners
arrived they were welcomed by Sousa’s band with the
national hymn of their respective countries. Refreshments,

"q
1
in

consisting of ices, salads, cakes, champagne, etc., were served

on small tables in a marquee back of the building, and
each lady guest also received a bouquet of red roses.
I-y-l

Té w‘tfi'.

Flore” and “Notre Dame de Paris" were depicted on panels,
and there were paintings of the ancient Julian baths by
Leroux, views of Paris streets by various painters, and a

“Hunting Diane," by Louis Prion.
The decorations included golden candelabra, buhl cab
inets, inlaid tables, satin-covered chairs that have belonged to

kings, and not only paintings, but documents, books and
prints that had never before left France. In the surrounding
gardens were a score of pieces of statuary by prominent
French sculptors, besides plaster copies of the vases and
groups surrounding the original Grand Trianon at Versailles.
EllPlllIHK-FILS
ﬂaunt»! mun
mum" mm ,
in IIICI "1‘! at

FRENCH SECTION, LIBERAL ARTS.
FRENCH EXHIBIT OF RAW SILK. MANUFACTURES.
Exhibit of Geographical Apparatus and Engravings.
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OFFICERS OF FRENCH COMMERCIAL SECTION.
It-siilcs the French Government Commission there was an organization of private exhibitors known as the French Commercial
Section. representing the manufacturers and exporters of France. 'I'hcir beautiful exhibits were chiefly in the Palace of Manufactures.

install in the

a n d some-

times oftener, a rec/lard“: musical reception was given there
to hundreds of invited guests. Entertainments were held there
in honor of French delegations to each of the World Parlia
ments and Congresses

Court of Honor of the Pavilion a statue of the Republic
ready for unveiling on that day. More than four thousand
guests witnessed this ceremony and attended the accompany
ing reception.

and to other visiting

$PQ>

bodies from France.
Nor were the mani
festations of French

Jllles Boeufve, madg

politeness and hospi

frequent occurrence,
and the days that
passed without some
thing of the kind
were very few. Com
niissioner-General

air

.1.,
{:1
v.
‘1

distinguished Amer
l?

as soon as he arrived,

and it was kept up to
the end by his suc
cessor, . M r.
Geo
Gerald, President
Emile Dupont of the

ican and French
guests present. The
Pavilion and its ap'
proaches were beau

tifully decorated
with French and

American ﬂags. N
Charles Gauthier, a

French Exhibit Sec
tions, Mr. Marcel
Horteloup, Resident
Commissioner of Art

famous French tenor.

sang HLa Marseil
laise,” accompanied
by the Boston band.
and the audience
joined in the chorus:
Light refreshments
were served at the
reception, including
pastries from the

for France; Assistant

Commissioner Jules
Boeufve, President

Alfred Picard of the
French Council of
State, who came to
the Exposition on
September 5th as

Machin Freres bak
'.1\

notable of these pa
vilion functions was

Speech, his reference
to the 50000 Frencli
men who had aided
the United Colonies
Of America to win
their independence
being loudly cheered.
Mr. Alexander De
Menil, an Exposition
Director of French
descent, replied for
the United States.
There were iiiaii y

a

Lagrave set the pace

others.
Perhaps the most

A5.

Sistant Commis
Sioner- General III,

3" elegant unveiling

tality conﬁned to
these official affairs.
Dinners and quun
ers at the residence
of the French Coni—
missioner or else
where were of very

Special Envoy 0f the
French Republic, and

ermallt, IO

.

ery in the Palace of

RELICS OF NAPOLEON BONAPARTE.
On account of the intimate relationship of Napoleon Bonaparte with the transaction that gave the vast Louis
isiana territory to the United States, the case of Napoleon Relics in the French Section of Liberal .-\rts was:
center of popular interest. On the up er of the three shelves was a model, made to scale, showing the Emperor
placing the crown upon the Empress, larie Louise.the dignitaries of the church and State grouped around. This

Agriculture.

The French Sec

was loaned to M. Ed. Pinaud. whomade the exhibit, by the French Government, from the Museum of the Louvre. It
is said that with this model Napoleon, with his household—military and civil—rehearsed the coronation ceremonies,

tion of the Palace of
Education was for—

changing the position and posture of the diﬁerent persons to suit his ideas. This was an historical event occurring
soon after the Louisiana Purchase. In the case were also a jewel box and toilet articles of the Queen, the Queen's
own work-box and thiinble. Here was also Napoleon's own razor, with mother-of-pearl handle inlaid with gold.

mally opened with a

NUMEROUS AND VARIED DISPLAYS OF FRANCE.

EXHIBIT OF FRENCII DOOKBINDING. PALACE OF LIBERAL ARTS.

reception on May 25th. This was one of the largest exhibits in
the Department of Education.
0v,
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AUTOMOIIILES FROM FRANCE.
Motor car magniﬁcence was on display in the Palace of Transportation.
French manufacturers exhibited some of the largest and ﬁnest machines.

The

It included a lecture room,
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in which a brilliant course was given under the auspices of

sugar machinery, and mineral waters.

the “French International School of Expositions,” the lec

thing in this section was a huge oaken wine cask, richly
carved, holding I6, 500 gallons.
The French section in the Palace of Electricity covered

turers being distinguished educators, statesmen, artists and
scientists, and the topics illustrative of the most advanced

modern thought.
The French exhibits installed in the Liberal Arts and
Manufactures palaces were wonderful in variety, richness and
elegance. 'The mere list of entries ﬁlled twenty-six double
column

pages

an area of about 25,000 square feet, just east of the main
entrance to the palace, this being the largest space allotted to

a foreign country.
The machinery exhibit by France was formally opened
on June 1st. It included an un

of catalogue.

In both buildings the immense
French sections were architec
turally beautiful in external de
sign, and admirably equipped

attached high»pressure engine,
various high-speed engines,
boilers in service in the Power

and arranged internally for the
numerous and varied displays.

improved machinery and en
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One very conspicuous

The exhibit of the French
dressmakers embraced gowns
valued at many thousands of
dollars each, and was one of
the great sights of the Palace
ofManufactures. DuringMiss
Alice Roosevelt’s visit to the
Exposition, M. 1e Vicomte
de Chambrun, of the French
‘

Embassy

at

\Vashington,

many

kinds

of
~55

gine appliances, the exhibits

being classiﬁed in ﬁve different
groups, and being larger than

FRENCH EXHIBIT OF AUTOMOBILE PARTS.

the French exhibits at Chicago.
Two pages of the Mines
and Metallurgy catalogue were
devoted to the French exhib
its in ﬁve groups. They
included a wide range of ores,
and metallurgical products

The French people have been leaders in the construction of automobiles and this

exhibit of ﬁnely ﬁnished steel forgings used in the French machines attracted much

and DfOCﬁSSCS, Slates, marbles,

called on her on May 31, and attention among those interested in automobile construction.
plaster products, mining appa
took her through the French section of this palace. Thirty
ratus and models, enameling machines, electro-metallurgic
two pages of the catalogue of installations in the Palace of products, radium, precious stones, platinum and aluminum
Agriculture were ﬁlled with the exhibits of France and her products. The quarries and mines of MadagaScar and Alge
colonies. They included large exhibits of wines, brandies, ria were well represented.
liquors, agricultural machinery and products, tobaccos, cigars
In the Forestry department the wood-workers of France
and cigarettes, and machinery for making them; olive oil, oil
displayed many ﬁne examples of wood-work panels, carv
seeds and products, butter, cheese, pasteurized milk, ice-cream ings, casks and basket work, and the French colonies of
machinery in operation, bread and pastry bakery in operation, Algeria, Madagascar, Tonkin, La Reunion and Soinaliland
mill equipments, ﬂour, alimentary pastes, starch, farinaceous were represented by specimens of cabinet woods, tan bark,
products, preserves, confectionery, provisions, nuts, sugar and bamboo, wood essences, rubber, gums and medicinal plants.

FRENCH MEDICAL LIBRARY EXHIBIT. PALACE OF LIBERAL ARTS.

FRENCH BAKERY. PALACE OF AGRICULTURE.
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EMPEROR \\'ILI.IAM II. 0F GERMANY.
From the painting by Ferdinand Keller. exhibited in the German section of the Ar! Palace.

‘

PARTICIPATION OF THE GERMAN EMPIRE.
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The French Transportation exhibits
included exhibits of French railway and

collection of exhibits to illustrate her

steamship

and bicycles, and a really grand display
of beautiful automobiles by the most

enterprise, and she grouped and dis
played these with consummate ability
and lavish disregard to cost.
The effect was massive; the impres
sion made upon the sightseer instant and

famous makers.
In other ways than through her grand
exhibits, and her polite and accomplished

tisement for German industries that can
not fail to operate for the beneﬁt of each

ofﬁcial representatives, France was at all

individual who played the unselﬁsh part

times conspicuous at the Exposition. She
was brilliantly represented in the various
universal congresses. The recitals of the
great French organist and composer, Alex~

of submerging self for the glory of the
Fatherland.
In each and every \Vorld's Fair pal
ace, except the Manufactures and Horti

andre Guilmant, will be long remembered
as an epoch in the musical history of Saint
Louis. The long engagement of the Garde

erected by Germany as the distinctive
setting for her exhibits attracted the eye

Republicaine Band was so successful that
it won a very complimentary farewell

by the boldness of design, the elaborate
yet always artistic decoration, the unity

address from President Francis. Even
in the unsuccessful aeronautic contest,

of purpose revealed as the keynote of the
display. “"hen the threshold was passed,

France was conspicuously represented by

the visitor was further impressed with

lines,

with

photographs

activity in every department of human

of

equipments, terminals and harbors; a
balloon. saddlery and harness, carriages

all-powerful; the result a general adver

culture

the airships of Francis Contour and M.
Hyppolyte Francois.

buildings, the

noble pavilions

the evidences everywhere around him
that here the brain of the mighty nation

PRINCE HENRY'

Brother of the Emperor. who visited the United
Germany assembled at the \Vorld’s 5m“,
Saint Louis and the \Vorld’s Fairin 1m, and was had been at work; that the task of mak
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THE GERMAN BUILDING.
_ The German National Pavilion. “Das Dcutsche "ans." occupied a commanding position on Art IIill-‘thrﬂ it bccame- from mil"! VitWPOiﬂtﬁ- a Sirikinll him!" 0' the “Main
Picture and of the cascade scenery. It was a faithful replica of Andreas Schluter‘s noble masterplece. the Charlottcnber Schloss. lts reproduction at Saint Louis was
entrusted to Professor Bruno Schmitz, and was done so well and with such costliness of ﬁnishin all details. Interior and exterior. t at no visitor ever left it without a sigh that all
this elegance and beauty was d00med to demolition at the end ofa passing show. The original. one of the kaiser's country houses, was a wedding present from the Elector
l‘redenc Ill, later King Frederic I. of Prussia. to his Queen. 50 hie Charlotte, the ﬁrst of the Hohenzollern queens. There were sixteen roomsin this pavilion. which was built
under the direction of Herr Alexander Rudelholt,archuect, tromli‘rotesmr Bruno Sehmitz‘s plans-the actual work beimr done by Architect Wilhelm Barsin. it was no by 65 feet.
and I45 feet htgh to the top of the ﬁgure on the tower. Connected with ll IJYZII'I arboreil walk was the German \r\ ine Restaurant. which won a high reputation during the Exposition.
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Ilsmnrrt ALBERT,

Bauxo Mommas.

DR. EUGEN c \\'Acn an.

Du. F. C. RlI-ZLOFI,

Assistant German (‘om

Chief Architect of the Ger

\'ice - Imperial Commis
sioner from (rerniany.

German lm erinl Consul
at St. .UUIS

man Exhibitions.

mISSIOnCl'.

been left for completion piecemeal by individuals, but that
the Government itself had accepted full responsibility and
discharged the duty for all.
The German exhibit
consisted of sixteen de
partments, embracing 144
groups

scattered

among

the various palaces; also

a State building and 2,430
single exhibitions made by
private individuals. Some
idea of the extent and cost
of the combined exhibit
can be had from the follow
ing statement:
COUNT LIIBURG-STIRUM.
Mines and Metallurgy, 1,100
General Commissioner.
German Educational De square meters, cost $4,170;

llARﬁN You Renew.

Orro errsL,

German Imperial Vice
Consul.

G erman Imperial Cm
'
I
ctllor. Treasurer.

took the greatest pride in her “ State Building.”

In it more,

perhaps, than in any other, was to be seen the touch of the
Kaiser's hand, for the rooms
were ﬁlled with treasures of
the imperial palaces, things of
beauty, of value, and of in
terest far beyond estimate.
The conception of the building
itself was his, for he suggested
the idea of reproducing his
own castle of Charlottenburg.
The Charlottenburg

“Schloss,”

proud, digniﬁed

and almost imperious in its
exterior and pervaded by a
governmental atmosphere in

Du. Lzorow BAHLSEN.

its interior, was situated over égﬁﬁgggg’thﬁfﬁfia.‘
half a mile from the rest of Educa'immlmpmmm

partment.
Liberal Arts, 5,582 square me
ters, cost $22,700; Education and Social Economy.
the Government buildings, upon the most mag
3,575 square meters, cost $8.000; Electricity, 2,673
DR. 'I‘u 200011 LEWALD.
square meters, cost $3,500; Varied Industries, 7,110 Imperial Commissioner-General to niﬁcent location possible in the high plateau
the \\ orld‘s Fair.
beside Festival Hall and its Colonnade of States,
square meters, cost $221,000; Machinery, 1,200 square
meters, cost $570; Transportation, 4,520 square meters, cost $30,000;
which was considered the architectural crown of the Exposi
Agriculture, 2,768 square meters, cost $6,065; Forestry, Fish and
tion picture. One could not look toward the famous. Cascach
Game, 466 square meters, cost $2,000; Art Palace, 5,322 square meters,
without seeing the “Deutsche Hans,” nor be anywhere m the
cost $18,000; Outdoor Railroad Exhibit, 6,630 square meters, cost

Fair grounds with
out hearing its
- sonorous chimes tell

$4,500; German Pavil
ion, cost $330,000.
Total number of men
employed in caring for
exhibit, 40. Total cost
to Imperial Govern
ment to place it at the
Fair, $r ,250,000.

ing the hour.
Its

surroundings

were beautifully laid
out in the garden
style of the eighteenth

As a whole, it
might be said that
the exhibit was edu
cational; that is, in
stead of showing
mere results, the
Imperial Govern
ment showed the ed
ucational means

century, and its ter
races

commanded

charming views of
the whole tier of Ex
position buildings

below, the Festival
Hall, Cascades and
lagoon at the side.

brought the magniﬁ
cent results for

German Day was
celebrated at the
gail y decorated Char

which Germany is

lottenburg Schloss

which,when applied,

on the 6th of October
noted.
But of

DEDICATING THE SITE FOR THE GERMAN HOUSE.

all

her
Dr. Lewald.
with paperoﬂicers
in hand.
is surrounded
prominent
Cerman
d '
'
selected
by the Exposition
which
is tenderedbybyother
Director
of Works.
Isaaes §_’l'l‘;:;l:i-,_out
to accept the 5m

exhibits

Germany

in truly German
style with song and

THE CELEBRATION

OF GERMAN DAY.
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GOBELIN ROOM FROM BRANDENBURG PALACE.
OAKEN GALLERY. GERMAN HOUSE.
The inﬂuence of Queen Sophie Charlotte is again seen in this gallery. designed by
Eosander. the successor of Schliiter. a Swede educated in France and Italy.
he gals
lery or ball-room was originally a long. cold. bare room. Charlotte caused the oaken
paneling with mirrors. pilasters and alcoves to be put in. Busts of German Princesses
occupy marble edestals around the room. and a portrait of Sophie Charlotte is seen
over the beauti ully carved doors. opposite which was a portrait of Frederick I.

oratory, the singing by a combined male chorus from the

German singing societies of Saint Louis accompanied by
\Veil's band. Dr. Emil Preetorius pre
sided and introduced the speakers, among
-whom were President Francis, Mayor
\Vells, Baron von Sternberg, the German

The last ten years of the great German Elector‘s reign was mirrored in
tapestries in the room copied from the riceless originals. commemorate the
victories over the Swedes. The order or them was given in i686. but they
executed till many years afterward. on carpet looms of French construction
from designs by Dutch artists.

of the important part played by German immigration in the wonderful
development of the Trans-Atlantic Republic.
Rominpen, October 6, 1904.
“\NILLIAM, R. I."

At 3:00 in the afternoon a thousand
children from the German Turnvereins in
the city, in three companies, gave an

hour’s performance on the Plaza Saint

Ambassador at \Vashington; Honorable

Louis, of gymnastic exercises with Indian
clubs, dumb-bells and ﬂags, accompanied

Carl Schurz, the eminent orator and
statesman, and Doctor Theodor Lewald,
the German Imperial Commissioner at
the \Norld’s Fair. At the close of his

by music, and all in pretty uniforms.
In the Agricultural building the Ger
man display was divided into three parts,

address Baron von Sternberg read the

following telegram
German Kaiser:

received

namely, the exhibit of the German East
African ProtectOrate, Wine and Food
Exhibit and the exhibit of the German
Agricultural Society calculated to in

from the

“Convey my Imperial greeting and con
,‘nlﬂﬁDJ'li

Olﬂl of u'
llt lZIM‘ “
Ix ii?"'2
iii EYE
ii iii!"

gratulatioii to those dauntless citizens of
America whose wish it has been that the
World's Fair at Saint Louis should not pass
by without the celebration of a German Day.

art. The
l-llector's
were not
in Berlin

BARON you gunning".
A‘taché German Com.
missl‘m
May this glorious day

be celebrated in unmarred rejoicing and stand as a worthy testimonial

Da-O-ZW‘NGEN‘ENEL
Educamm'cﬂmny'

struct the farmer in methods of land
improvement and cattle‘ raising. The

exhibition covered an area of about 386 square feet, three
sides of which were enclosed by public thoroughfares.
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RED ROOM FROM THE BRANDENBURG PALACE.

GALLOON ROOM, GERMAN HOUSE.

in?"

Two rooms in the German building at the \Vorld's Fair represented rooms of other
palaces than the Charlottenbur Schloss. This room, from the Brandenburg palace.
was particularly noted for its cei ing. A number of mytholo ical ﬁgures are represented
and converge at_the center in the sign manual of the great Elector. In this room were
shown the wedding presents which a hundred towns gave to the resent Emperor; also
a brass clock made to the Emperor's order for the original Red 00m.

Queen Charlotte‘s room in the Charlottenburg ScthSS. The Queen was educated
in France and absorbed the French ideas of decoration. The decorative scheme of this
room is French rococo With a touch ofthe German. Every article of furniture in this
room was loaned by the Imperial family of Germany for the Exposition period. The
sign _manual of Sophie Charlotte. the Queen. appears over the mirror. Many visitors
considered this the most beautiful room in the building.

e651
ii"
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LIBIG'S Allin-YT. LABORATORY

ALCHEMIST’S LABORATORY, l-"lFTEENTH CENTURY. AND LIEBIG'S ANALYTICAL LABORATORY.
Part of German exhibitin the Palace of Electricity. The articles in the Alchemical laboratory were partly originals and artly copies from originals now in the Nuernbcrg
Museum. The curious tubes. retorts and stoneware were evidently used in making etheric oils which were produced in the fifteenth century. It was in such a laboratory that
gunpowder. porcelain. phosphorus. oil of vitriol and beet sugar were first made 'and given to the _world. Instead of the dark. dreary, mystic laboratory ofthe groping alchemist,
the workshop of Liebig was ﬂooded with light. This was a faithful copy of Liehic's laboratory at (ness-en. Among the apparatusis an exact copy of the Liebig cooler. supported by
awooden stand. the same cooler as used for distillation purposes. in a more ﬁnished state. at the present time. There is also his combustion stove for coal fuel by which he
introduced elementary analysis and gave organic chemistrv a bettinning. Out of this crude laboratory came over two hundred chemical preparations which are in use today and
which were the direct forerunners of over 1,100 other useful preparations. They represent only a fraction of the host of inventions and discoveries which the world owes toGermany.

Prominent in the food exhibit, as if to show the close and
watchful connection existing between the Imperial Board of
Health and the German Food Industry, was a fully equipped
oﬂice or testing laboratory by which it was impressed upon
visiting Americans how impossible it would be for the German
Army to have passed 05 upon it the kind of canned food
which became so notorious in the Spanish-American war.
Every kind of food or food preparation is tested by the Gov
ernment in Germany. Furthermore, it has become the custom,
whenever the laws for the manufacture of food are abused,

which is seldom, to punish the oHenders with exceptional
severity and to publish their names to the world.
Among the food exhibits was a novelty in the way of "
canned goods which could be heated in the can without ﬁre.
Sportsmen and soldiers were much interested in it because it
ﬁlled a long-felt want with them. They realized 'that in war
time, on account of the proximity of the enemy, the inclem
cncy of the weather or what not, this self-heating food could
be used in all kinds of weather because it needed no match to
light it. The principle was the addition of water in an outside
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GROUP OF GERMAN UNIVERSITY GRADUATES PHOTOGRAPHED AT THE GERMAN HOUSE.
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GERMAN EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT.

GERMAN INSTRUMENTS OF PRECISION.

This general view conveys an idea of the extent of Germany’s participation in this
department. ller exhibit covered every phase of her effective educational system.
and was thelargest in the building. Here was shown the work of the kindergarten,
high school. trade school and university.

In the Palace of Electricity. Germany installed an exhibit of a great variety of
weighing and measuring instruments for all purposes; instruments for general and
inorganic chemistry: shaking apparatus. and apparatus for physiological Work and
bomb-tube experiments.

can containing lime which, slacking, transmitted its heat to
the interior, warming the food to a palatable degree.
Seven ﬁrms interested in the manufacture of famous Ger
man beer made a collective exhibit of their products in the

The original paintings and sketches from German East
Africa of pallah-antelopes, elephants, giius, hyena dogs, water
buck, elands, lions, grant gazelles, vulture galeany, baboons,
zebras and horse antelopes, which decorated the walls, were
made by Professor \‘Vilhelm Kuhnert, of Berlin, who went to
the colony for the purpose. The exhibit was a careful display
of Germany’s colonial possession, and embraced useful miner
als, shooting and ﬁshing equipments, ethnological objects and
a caravan equipment.

Agriculture building, proving, it would seem, that Germans

Us with “I

regard beer as food; these seven ﬁrms were from Bavaria, iii
and around the city of Nuernberg.
The display of the German Agricultural Society, which
occupied a great part of the floor space, was in the nature of

Wm;

an educational exhibit.

It educated by means of pictures,

Germany's grand booth in the Liberal Arts ranked third

i'eltyiii"
meal
m‘lmji‘
millim"mm-ii:

photographs, diagrams, plastic ﬁgures and printed matter.
It showed the farmer how to equip his farm and improve his
land, by means of a portfolio of photographs of farm buildings in the Grand Duchy of Oldenberg, and drawings of 9.
farm made by the society itself. Two beautiful paintings

in cost and effort, after the German State building and the
Deutschland section of the Varied Industries building. Be
sides the Liberal Arts exhibits of music, printing, book
making and textile industries, it contained a display of
Germany's discovery that Hthe maintenance of the health of

ll'lllilllii"
Iﬂf‘i‘ldli'i

hanging on the wall showed the marsh land before it was
reclaimed and after. And there Were many photographs of

the individual is the chief requirement for the healthy growth
of the State.” This was illustrated in the joint exhibits of

‘htﬂltfllr

horses, pigs and cattle.

Models of horses, showing all the

the Royal Prussian Ministry of Public \Yorks and of the

defects which a horse can have, were valuable to those inter
ested in animals and their proper care.
Although Germany has many colonies in different parts of
the world, the only one represented was the East African
Protectorate, a country which is twice as large as the Ger
many of Europe. There were specimens of hemp, cotton,
coffee, pod fruit, oil-producing plants, timber, rubber, useful
minerals, ivory in the raw state, and near by some of the ﬁn
ished products made in Germany from colonial raw material.

German Hygienic Exhibition, a remarkable display of sani
tary sewerage, waterworks, slaughter houses, municipal bath
ing establishments, and methods of disinfection. Although
the hygienic display was scientiﬁcally presented in the Social
Economy building, the concrete application of hygienic prin
ciples to municipal works was shown in the Liberal Arts
palace by means of models and charts.
There were displayed, for instance, a.iiiodel of the sewage

farm of the town of Dortmund, one of the many farms

wish,”

EDUCATION IN GERMANY.

GERMAN BACTERIOLOGICAL LABORATORY.

_ Stereoptieon lectures were‘ given daily in the lecture_hall of the German Educationalexhibit upon the latest scientihc subjects. Ily touching a button. a black curtain
electrically covered the skylight.

A model laboratory iorliacteriological experiment.study and rcsearch,wasinstalled
by Germany in the Palace of Education, the completeness of which is indicated by
lbc illusu'lllon

HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXI’OSITION.

PICTORIAL EXHIBIT OF GERMAN EDUCATIONAL lNS'l'ITUTIONS.

projected for cleansing the Rhine and other water
courses of Germany by leading a city's refuse over
an area of dry land, where it is taken up by the soil,
with resultantly better crops. Another model showed
the journey of the water which the city of Berlin
drinks, on its way from the river to the homes of the
inhabitants, during which it is pumped through two
ﬁltration plants, a settling reservoir, a supply reser
voir, and ﬁnally to the city mains.
\Vhat was seen at Saint Louis was the result of
twenty—eight years of work, begun by the German
Society of Public Hygiene in itinerary meetings,
which persistently called attention of authorities and
private individuals to the importance of hygiene.
It is now the duty of the Imperial Board of Health,

GERMAN SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS, PALACE OF EDUCATION.

called into existence in 1876, among other things, to
bring instruction in hygiene into houses and families
by means of printed pamphlets.
The book lover found much to delight his heart
among the Germans, the oldest printers in the world.
The empire entrusted the presentment of its industry
in that line to the HGerman Book Trade Union,"

DR. HUGO KRUESS.
In charge of German

which, founded in 1884 at Leipsig, the center of the
book trade, had discharged a similar duty at the
Chicago \Vorld's Fair, and also at the Paris Exp0si
tion. It was a remarkable exhibit, complete in
detail, masternt in arrangement, and satisfying in its
results to critical observers.
The display of the Imperial Printing Oﬁice, of
Berlin, the ﬁrst and foremost printing establishment

scientiﬁc instruments.

COURT OF HONOR IN THE GERMAN SECTION, PALACE OF EDUCATION.
1n the cases at the sides was exhibited a valuable library of_sch_ool books, embracing those of every grade of the (‘erman s “sfe n of educat' n a d somethin on all the knowledik
of the world.

Germany made a "10“ thorough exploitation of her educational work and occupied 4.000 square feet, rim; than dullble‘oth'atrof any othergt'oreign nation

GERMANY’S EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT.
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\Vliile there was no

sign of the main business of this establishment at Saint

COURT OF HONOR, GERMAN SECTION, PALACE OF LIBERAL ARTS.

Louis, namely, the printing of Imperial bank notes, Imperial
treasury bills, Imperial postage stamps and government busi

the kindergarten to the post-graduate course; from the
schools for the blind, the feeble-minded and the deaf, to the

ness of all kinds, there was a remarkable showing along other
lines. The walls decorated with engravings and wood cuts of
old masters, heliographic copies in colored copper-plates of
engravings and mezzo-.tints, were a delight to the eye of the
educated.
Adjoining this room was another, in which was the
“Goldenes Buch der Deutschen in Amerika,"——the Golden
Book of the Germans in America. All during the Exposition
the German-Americans registered their names, present Amer
ican residence, date of their arrival in the United States and
German birthplace. This large book was presented to the
Kaiser as a token of remembrance from his absent sons.
There was, perhaps, no department so well and so fully
represented at the Exposition as the educational. All the
countries, foreign and domestic, seemed to vie with each
other to present the best and newest they had accomplished.

highest colleges and universities. It was the unanimous
judgment of all educators who visited and examined these

\Vhichever way one turned in the Palace of Education, every

step of instruction met the eye in the ascending scale, from

exhibits, that the German educational department was unsur

passed in quality and quantity, in systematic arrangement, in
the wealth and variety of the material collected, in the intelli
gent classiﬁcation of every branch of knowledge presented,
and in the exposition of the methods and results of every
phase of scientiﬁc research.

In one aisle were tables giving in large print the educa
tional statistics of the Empire, arranged with the well-known
German thoroughness, on every conceivable point, covering
high schools, common schools, male and female seminaries,
their attendance, cost of maintenance, salaries of teachers,
and other items.
In partitioned rooms and cabinets, on each side of this,
were aligned the educational exhibits of forty of the largest
cities of the empire, showing models and pictures of schools,

EM
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gymnasiums, workshops, museums, and some entire models
of school rooms, with their interior equipment, tables for each
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GOLDEN BOOK OF THE GERMANS.
A PORTAL, PALACE OF LIBERAL ARTS.

In_ this section Germany_ installed exhibits of laces. hronzcs. printiﬂ8 and 911°")
:raphic machinery and a vanety of other manufactured articles.
17

In this book German-Americans registered their names. the part of Germany from
which they or their ancestors came and theirdpresent place of residence. These pages
were all bound together in one great book an presented to the Emperor.

HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXI‘OSITION.
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AMERICA GREETING GERMANY.
COURT OF HONOR,
German exhibit, Palace of Varied Industries. The
strong Egyptian characteristics in German decorative art
are here particularly pronounced in the tall obelisks sur
mounted by Egyptian ﬁgures.

TH E PORCELAIN ARCH.
Made of inlaid woods in the natural colors, this picture
The
hung in the German section of Varied Industries.
('ity of St. Louis is represented by the woman holding
aloft the emblems of peace and industry.

school containing speciﬁcations of the teaching system, speci
mens of the work done, pictures, charts, objects used in
nature study, and whatever was needed to illustrate historical.
geographical, or physical subjects.
The area occupied—4.000 square feet—was
more than double that of any foreign exhibits

at Saint Louis.

To the left of the main

entrance were shown in profusion the scientiﬁc
instruments and instruments of precision used
in research and in conducting lectures; further
on was the medical and surgical section, and
the biological, zoological, and botanical depart
ments. Among these was a Roentgen X-ray
cabinet, fully equipped, open to interested vis
itors and demonstrated by an attendant.
From the strength of the exhibit, one

gathered that both State and city were highly

_ An elaborate and beautiful portal to the vast rghibitof
(termany in the Palace of \ aried Industries. (Jermany
spared no expense or eﬂ'ort in making effectivedecorations.

German Empire was a consequence of the stormy and devas
tating times attendant upon the Napoleonic wars. At that
time Germany's rather limited population knew nothing of
commercial industry, and derived a limited
I"
income from tilling the soil.
It was early recognized by the Government
vthat Germany could only be economically
raised by industrial activity. and there were
two ways to the end in view—one by private.

individuals like Krupp, Siemens and Borsig,
who were replacing agricultural pursuits by
organized industries of their own development;
the other by the Government placing industry
on a scientiﬁc basis by erecting all over the
empire technical schools. One could easily
GERMAN-A MERICAN EAGLE.
Germany paid a compliment to the I'nited

see at Saint Louis the wonderful results

spent in school work, and most of the schools now going

achieved by the technical schools not more
than ﬁfty years in growth, by the development
in technical chemistry and electricity and the
heat engine. and, in fact, by the growing
industry exhibited by Germany in all the Fair palaces.
Several rooms of the exhibit were devoted to the auxiliary

up are technical schools where a boy may learn a trade or
profession. The wonderful growth of trade schools in the

children of the cities of Frankfort-on-the-Main, Steglitz and

interested in bestowing upon their citizens a

thorough industrial education, for in many

States by installing in the Court of Honor
of Varied Industries an American eagle of
colossal size. On a pedestal six feet high
the bird towered twelve feet above the ﬂoor.
Every feather was a sc arate piece of gold
bronze made by hand anthlie bird cost $5,000.

cities more than half of the revenue derived
from the ownership of gas, water and electric light plants is

GARDEN 1N GERMAN EXHIBH‘.
A an of the German exhibit, a garden in the court of the Palace

schools of the deaf and dumb, the blind and the weak-minded

TERRACE 1N GERMAN GARDEN.

GENERAL VIE\\', COURT OF HONOR.

A continual stream of visitors passed
I_n each department exhibit Germany had a Court of Honor.
of \ aried Industries modeled after the garden of a well-to-do over this terrace to the right and left to T his one in the Palace of Varied Industries was the largest anx
German's country house of the present day.
liehind the loizizias inspect the exquisite reductions of the
most
beautiful of all. A wrought iron Prussian eagle Of El"
on three sides of this court were many of the beautiful rooms of the German arts and cra ts shown in the
size in the form of a stained glass window was the chief d¢€°""°’l'
German arts and crafts.
several rooms surrounding the garden.
The cases on either side contain ﬁne silver and other metallic Wim
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German ingenuity in novel mechanical construction in wood and metal had expression here.

Dalldorf. And these exhibits show the gentle care which the
state and parish exercise over the poor chil
dren who have been unable to gather instruc
tion in their early life.

The German Social Economy Exhibit elu—
cidated the part German cities are taking in

the development of the art of municipal archi
tecture, a new science now taught in the
German technical high schOOls. The recent
rapid growth of German cities evolved the new

tions, preserve their old historical appearance while expanding

over new additions with new buildings designed according to
the necessities of trafﬁc, yet harmonized with their older part
by artistic effort. Another leading feature of
the exhibit was a thorough exposition of the
new German system of industrial insurance and
its practical working. The laws compel the
classes of people who would be affected by
sickness, accident, or invalidity from old age,
to band together and contribute while in health
some part of their weekly wage not higher than
four per cent of the average wage, two-thirds
of which is borne by the insured and one-third

1mentpl12t"

problem of preserving the old characteristics

'erem'igt
Is. One

and appearance of towns as they grew out

by the employer.

over new territory.

lion persons

1: Wild
ml SChljli'

[1, by their
ltl clariﬁ

At the ﬁrst German City

In this way some ten mil

are insured against sickness,

Exposition held at Dresden in 1903, and again

BARON VON STEUBEN.

involving an annual expenditure of $50,000,000.

at Saint Louis, a great many city building
plans were exhibited to show how cities might,
by means of building laws and proper regula

Model for a monument. German section.

According to the statistics on the wall in the
Educational and Social Economy building,
3,617,022 persons with 66,652,488 sick days

Varied Industries.
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Flanking the entrance were Statues of Bismarck and Frederick the Great in armor.

received $40,850,000 in indemnities, including death money

were 53,481 widows,87.035 children and 3,147 parents (k d
ent upon the deceased, while 585,596 workmen were lnIflnd
and taken care of, together with their wives and chililrleii

as well as the expense of medical attendance.

In Germany a man who is injured is taken care of by his
sick insurance for fourteen weeks, and at the end of that time
the “accident insuranceH

amounting to 12,128 women and 28,612 children.
’
The third and last branch of this practical system of
workingmen’s insurance is
really a form of pension.
The money necessary for
this insurance is derived
from three sources, the
employer, the employe and
the Imperial Government.
The Government contrib
utes yearly $15.00 for each
pensioner, the employer and
employe contribute an
amount equal to each other.
In actual practice, accord

steps in, paying him sixty_
six and two-thirds per cent
of the annual earnings un
til he is able to take care of
himself, and in case of death
the same allowance to those
dependent upon him for life.
Over and above this, in
case of death, he receives

“funeral money,” not less
than $15.00 and frequently
more.
According to the statis
tics, there are sixty-six in

dustrial

and forty-e ig ht

ing to the statistics shown,
GERMAN ANTARCTIC EXI'EDI'I‘ION.
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agricultural “ trade associa
tions” in Germany, with 19,000,000 workingmen insured
against accident; and 768,255 persons have received beneﬁts
amounting to the total sum of $25,000,000, among which
"

there are 13,500,000 persons
covered by this invalidity
insurance, or almost the

whole of the hired working class of Germany.

During the

ﬁrst twelve years of its existence, almost $200,000,000 have

been paid out to 402,856 old—age pensioners and 900.044

HAMBURG
AMERICAN um;

GENERAL VIEW GERMAN SECTION, PALACE OF TRANSPORTATION
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A model of the l‘rinzessm Victoria Louise was to the left.
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PART OF GERMAN AGRICULTURAL EXHIBIT.

ROYAL PRUSSIAN SPA.

Showing the laboratory for the inspection of foods of the Imperial German Board of
Health. Berlin. and the Wine and cigarette exhibit.

The sculpture represents the costumes of women in east, west, north and south
Germany. In the center is a decorative display of bottled mineral waters.

invalidity cases. The chemical exhibit connected with the
Department of Education was housed in the Electrical build
ing. It was replete with the products of German chemical

timber for home consumption, and every year is compelled to
import, and will be obliged to import more and more each

research, and a delight to the specialist.

Hundreds of speci

mens of the results of the most recent analytical and synthet
ical investigation were shown,
together with the literature of
each particular subject. The
ﬂoor room was 2,673 square
meters, and
the booth
erected cost

year, according to the increase in her population and rapid
industrial development. So it happens that by far the greater

part of the forest of the German Empire is regulated by and
,
'
subjected to an ordered ad
ministration by the Govern
ment, so that one may not fell
a tree in his own forest for the
sake of sell

$3,500
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There are
nine impor
tant schools
of forestry

ALAID SCHECK,
.
1
Commissioner of Forest allelent 8"“
ry. Fish and Game.
m o d e r n ,

no“, in Ger_
_
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room,where

email :7
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which gave some idea of the
present state of studies in

1):. Ricmiim KLEBS,
Commissioner of Mines
and Metallurgy.

ing each season thirty-two lec
In the center of the German agricultural exhibit was a group illustrating the tures on forestry, and eighty—
Chenlistry in Germany; a roonl
German legend of the Rheingold; it was the favorite meeting place for visitors.
three lectures for the education
in which were displayed instruments necessary for general and of forest keepers and assistants, all of which institutions are
inorganic chemistry; a dyeing laboratory; a room con
iumished with excellent means of teaching, with libraries,
taining apparatus for bomb-tube experiments, and, ﬁnally, a collections of plants, botanical and experimenting gardens.
room for physiological experiments. Although Germany Attending these schools were 450 students, 250 of whom were
produces 38,000,000 cubic meters of wood a year, it is
candidates for the State Forestry service. Of the
an acknowledged fact that she cannot grow suﬁicient
many institutions of forestry lore but two made a

_
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Dir. liuoo Hnmr.

“"lio collected (ierrnan
East African exhibit.

DETAIL OF GERMAN EAST AFRICAN EXHIBIT.
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EXTERIOR, (HERMAN FORESTRY,
EXTERIOR \'IL'\\'. MIXES AND METALLL'RHY.

Showing all kindsv of earth drills and angers.

showing at the \Vorld’s Fair, the Munden and the Eberswalde
Forestry Academies. The exhibit was the smallest of all
German exhibits at the Fair, covering. as it did, a ﬂoor space
in the center of the building of 466 square meters, but com
pared with the other exhibits in the same building it was one
of the largest and full of suggestion for the student.

trees against animal
and human enemies.

TIIE KAISER AS A HUNTER.
Marble statue in the Forestry. Fish and Game exhibir,

Because of the system in vogue in the Palace of Machinery
of placing similar machines of all nations in juxtaposition, it
was not possible for the German Commissioner to group all

German machinery in one large booth, as he did the exhibits

Viewed generally, the exhibit consisted of photographs of

INTERIOR OF FORESTRY EXHIBIT. GERMAN SECTION.

the schools and their othcers, traps for catching wild animals
which are detrimental to forest growth, deep soil plows for
tree planting, microscopes, insect culture, and a ﬁne library.
By means of a panorama illuminated by electricity the vari
ous nurseries of different kinds of trees were shown, from the
hundred-year-old oaks to the one-year pine, and in almost
every picture was the forester, gun in hand, protecting the

INTERIOR OF GERMAN SECTION. MINES AND METALLURGY.

in all other buildings.

As a result, the Prussian eagle 0n 3

white ground was to be found in seven different 913065

Among the machinery which attracted attention was a new
embossing press, by which the latest repoussé and art nouveau
ware, some of which was shown in the German department
I‘
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INTERIOR OF THE GERM
AN SECTION OF MINES, SHOWING A MODEL MINING VILLAGE.
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GERMAN LABOR SAYING INVENTIONS.
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GENERAL VIEW NORTH GERMAN LLOYD EXHIBIT—PALACE OF TRANSPORTATION.

of the Varied Industries building, was made by a process
invented by Mr. C. Huber, a consulting engineer of Berlin.
In this machine the male die was displaced by water under

Owing to remoteness from Saint Louis, the German
machinery exhibits did not properly represent what Germany

is doing in the way of high-power machinery.

engine of a thousand

which crowded the
metal into the minut
est variations of the
mold.
There were many
exhibits of ingenious
labor-saving inv en
tions, automatic
drills, Sharpeners,
speed indicators,

horse-power among
the exhibits, but that
could give no idea of
the machinery of the
great German steam
ships with engines of
42,000
horse-power
or of the 7,000 horse

power engine built in
1903 for a Berlin elec
tric company.
Not much was
shown in the way of
gas engines, with
which the name of

steamboilers, engine

.lXD vi;

There was one

many tons pressure,

ﬁttings, high-power
engines, etc. During
the entire Exposition
STANDARD IIEARERS ON GERMAN DAY. CELEBRATED BY SAINT LOUISANS.
there were two ﬁve
hundred horse-power boilers of German make furnishing power, Doctor Otto will always be connected, and little of the benzine
the Duerr marine boiler from Diisseldorf and the Schuette motors which have lately come into use in motor cars.
boiler from the Yulcan works at Stettin.
Germany ranks third in the production of coal and iron,
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NORTH GERMAN LLOYD EXHIBIT OF THE NEW HOBOKEN' PIERS AND A MODEL OF THE KAISER \\'YLHELM.
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In her display there was a model of German miners' homes
and an elevation of the unmarried workiiieii‘s house.

The list of the British Royal Commission to the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition, headed by His Royal Highness, the

In the German exhibit in the Palace of Varied Industries

Prince of \Vales, as president, and the Right Honorable

it was not difﬁcult to imagine that one was in the palace of a

Viscount Peel, as chairman, is a roster of distinguished states

king_

There were rich paint_

men, jlll'lStS, scientists, afllSlS,

ings and statuary, tapestries,

'

"

alld TeDresentatives of Great

stained glass and artistic fur-

j)l'itiiin's varied industries.

niture,and branching from the

Its personal make-up was a

throne room, through doors
cut into apparently massive
walls, there were innumerable
smaller rooms, each more

distinct notice to other na
tions that King Edward in
tended the United Kingdom's
representation at this Exposi

wonderfully ﬁtted out and furnished than the other. Softly-

tion to be the best and most
comprehensive that had ever

carpeted ﬂoors, and walls pa-

been sent abroad to illustrate

pered with burlap in greens

the modern development of

and grays, the modiﬁed light
of the monastery, where the

British civilization in art and
education, and the ways.

artistic eﬁ’ect required it, all
contrasted strongly with the

means and methodsof British
supremacy in commerce and

endless board ﬂoor and naked
rafters of the rest of the

manufactures. This isthe list
of Royal Commissioners:

world_ The sum of $221,000
was expended by the Empire

His Royal Highness the Prince
of Wales, K. C., President; Right

_

_

I

_ u

,,

Honorable Viscount Peel, Chair

in building this great booth,

man; Right Honorable the Bar;

which covered a ﬁ00r space of

of Jersey, G. C. B., G. C. M. 6.;

over 70,ooosqiiare feet. \Vith-

Right Honorable the Earl Howe,

in this space she built forty-

G. C. V. 0.; Right Honorable,
Lord Castletown, C. M. (1.; Right
Honorable Lord Inverclyde; Right

six
and, not content
. rooms,
.
.
With tlns’ for the r1391? artis-

Honorable Lord Alverstone, G.

tic display of her

arts and

c. M. 0.; Right Honorable Lord

thirteen

ﬁveburyé Righi Htl)(ﬂ0€ll)$ 3n

crafts”

she

added

orace

. Phin 'ett,

.

.

.

.,

more rooms, grouped around
F. R. 5.; Honorable c. N. law
3' summerﬂgarden exmndmg; i
.
~
rence; Honorable Sir Charles W.
from the
Court Of honor,
i V
w.
, 7"
Fremantle, K. C. 3.; Sir George
into the open end of an inner
K" ' ED“ ARD VII OF GREAT BRITAIN‘
Hayter Cliubb, Bart; Sir Edward
court of the building. Instead of permitting each ﬁrm to
goi'"slfr»}PﬂRtI-, P. R. A.; Sir Charles RiverSIWilsori, G_HC_I1)\[.G.,

exhibit its wares in its own booth, thereby presenting a
’
_
,
a

I " if T' i amide Timmpson’ 1“
B'; S" Wm‘am ' rem“
I\. C. B.; Sir W. T. Thiselton-Dyer, I\. C. M. C., C. I. E.; Colonel

meanmgless 1mm“ 0f f‘m unorga‘l‘zed “"1551 (“"T‘any Placed

Sir Herbert Jekyll, R. E., K. c. M. 0.; sn 1. Benjamin Stone, MP;

the wealth of her material at the disposal of an artist designer.

Sir L. Alma Tadema, R. A.; Sir C. Purdon Clarke, C. I. E., F. 5. As,

.
THE BRITISH ROYAL PAVILION.
The British Royal pavilion Wasdesigned by the architects. Messrs. Ernest George_ and Y eates. of London. as an embodiment of the dignity ﬁne roportion. pleasanlhom'llnc“
and simplicity that characterized hriglish domestic building at one of its happiest eriods, when the Gothic and Tudor styles had been superseded bylim EnBllSh development o'itli]:
Italian renaissance. Accordingly, it was a very exact replica of the one-story re brick and white stone orangery at Kensington Palace. designed by Sir ChYlStPPh‘Yr “ ren'wfl the
front of 170 feet. The only departure from the original was the substitution of an enriche d Plaster ceiling. such as would be found in other houses of the PCFIOd'm place 0
.
‘ ,
' .
here by Messrs
lain, bare.
ceilings ofInthe
Orangery.
The . internal
pilasters. niches. pan cling and carved
iellier
and whitewashed
Company. of London.
of the
original were faithfully reproduced
'
t
thei
.
.
, carrying out the
. . building plans and providing the interim. furnishing s¢0rnice<
and decorations
Messrs Trollope and Sons of 1.0ndon.illu5"3',°d
fashions of several different reigns. There was an laliaab'ethan room, a Queen Am“; room and a Geor i
A,
.
_
_
,
h
“d dccorﬂmnso
its own period, and other rooms With more recent furnishinzs by way of contrast.
a an r m' “Ch supphed “' “h annque hml'lmm lumlmre a

BRITISII ROYAL PAVILION AND GARDEN.
Sir George T. Livesey; H. H. S. Cunynghame, Esq., C. B.; Edwin

“5 Rut
A. Abbey, Esq., R. A.; Professor C. Vernon Boys, F. R. S.; Thomas
Brock, Esq., R. A.; George Donaldson, Esq.; Sir C. Le Neve Foster,
F. R. 5.; John Clarke Hawkshaw, Esq., M. A.; T. G. Jackson, Esq.,

R. A.; William

H.

Maw, Esq.; F. G. Ogilvie, Esq.; W. Q.

Orchardson, Esq., R. A.; Doctor Boverton Redwood, F. R. S. E.; A.
Gordon Salamon, Esq.; J. W. Swan, Esq., M. A., F. R. S.; J. J. H.
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mittee; J. E. Petavel, scientiﬁc manager of the Low Temper
ature Exhibit; L. E. Adams, B. A., curator of the exhibit of
the Marine Biological Association; J. E. Blacknell, Thomas
J. Christie, Harold Darby, Joseph Devlin, Edward Dixon,
\V. C. Forster and H. \Verninck, assistant superintendents;
Grant Dalton and J. Perriﬁ Harris, clerical assistants; W.

Watson, R. E., C. B., C. M. G., Secretary.

Brown, in charge of the British Royal Pavilion; Arthur
Smith, general foreman.

The commission organized its membership into executive
and ﬁnance committees, and committees on Education, on

fully described, attracted the passing crowds by its homely

Art, on Liberal Arts, on Manufactures, on Land Transporta

plainness and the digniﬁed simplicity of its proportions, while

tion, on Sea Transportation, on Machinery and Electricity;
on Agriculture, Horticulture, Forestry, Fish and
Game and Physical Culture and on Mines
and Metallurgy. Secretary and Commissioner

the surrounding Queen Anne garden was a very striking

Tcall, Esq., M. A., F. R. S.; F. W. Webb, Esq.; Colonel C. M.

lCl Holltt ;,_

that Ill-{1
d the 11:51
cumin;
0 be u. 1.;

rthenii'c 4
an atrial:
inlem do ~
3 civilian: 1.

General \Vatson was, ex-qﬁiu‘o, a member of all
committees, and each of them had authority to

ion, ill ~_

add experts to its membership and form sub

and iii .,
my in c:
idllrti. T;

committees for various special groups, art work
nianship, photography, chemical arts, electric

I'il COKE: .

loyal life-r
s, K.G..i.~-.
ble l'ii'n'! E
iglll lim

SlltilM, f1.
)lt Ltd's'.

ity, etc. The result of their well-organized and
well-directed efforts was that the British exhib
its at Saint Louis ﬁlled 7,310 square feet of
space in the Education and Social Economy
building, 20,872 in the Art Palace, 35.500 in
Liberal Arts, 58,000 in Manufactures, 5,960 in
Electricity, 33,500 in Transportation, 20,400 in
Agriculture, 500 in Horticulture, 3,900 in For
estry, Fish and Game, 11,700 in Mines and
Metallurgy, 1,000 in Physical Culture and 8,000
vin the open grounds, besides the large room

The British Royal Pavilion, elsewhere depicted and more

novelty to western people. The furniture and
decoration of the Elizabethan room, the Queen
Anne and the Georgian rooms, were to American

housekeepers a most interesting revelation of the
interior furnishings and decorative styles of
those periods. In the Queen Anne room hung
the latest portrait of King Edward VII. painted
by Mr. Henry \Veigall, a life-sized bust so highly

regarded by the King himself that it was ﬁrst
shown by his command in the Royal Academy.
It was the center of interest among the guests at

a reception given in the Royal pavilion by Com
missioner-General \Vatson on June 6, when it
was ﬁrst placed on view here.
The block of ground on which this pavilion
stood was transformed, in accordance with
designs made by \V. Goldring, F. R. H. S.,
Kew, London, into an admirable miniature of

the style of garden generally attached to the
mansion residences in England during the reigns
of \Villiam and Mary, and of Queen Anne.

occupied by the Queen's Jubilee presents in
the second story of the \Vashington University
PRINCE OF \VALES.
King \Villiam introduced the formal HDutch
Library building. The ofﬁcial catalogue of
President of the Royal
Commission.
Garden” from Holland, which became in Eng
the British section had about 950 duodecimo
pages ﬁlled with mere lists of the entries and exhibitors. land, during the reign of Queen Anne, a pleasing combina
To install and care for this vast array of exhibits, Colonel tion of the Tudor, Jacobean and Dutch styles. The charac
teristic features of the Queen Anne gardens were stately
C. M. \‘Vatson, R. E., C. B., C. M. G., Commissioner
terraces, shady avenues, formal parterres enclosed by hedges
General for Great Britain and Secretary of the Royal Com
mission, had with him at Saint Louis the following staff of clipped into shapes, and embellished with topiary work, the
executive subordinates: J. H. Cundall and Edmund H. forms of animals and birds cut out of growing yews and box.
Lloyd, general superintendents; Lucien Serraillier, secretary There were long borders of old-fashioned flowers, large beds
to the Commissioner-General; C. D. Barrett, accountant; of simple outline, with water basins, fountains, urns and
statuary. Many of these gardens are preserved in England
Herbert Langridge, in charge of correspondence and cata
logue; Captain P. H. Atkin, representative of the Education to this day, and a strong reaction in their favor, as against
Committee; R. S. Hunt, representative of the Art Committee; the “ Nature imitation " style, has set in there. Of course. a
model representing a growth of only a few months could not
Alfred A. Longden, representative of the Applied Art Com

RT. Hon. Loan/\vansrouz,

EDWARD J. Porn-ran.

R1. Hon. n12 Emu. or

G. C. M. (i.

But. P. R. A.

Innsev. G. C. IL, G. C. M.G.

Rr. Ilox. Loan Avasuuv.

Sll \\'.T.Tu|si-:LroN-szn.
K. C. M. G., C. I. E.

MEMBERS OF THE ROYAL COMMISSION OF GREAT BRITAIN.

DR. Bovzm'on Repwoon,
F. R. S. Ii.
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Ilou. Cultures NAI‘I an
Lawuaxcc.

('01.. R.
SumI-I..
IIERBERT
Jl-IKYLL.
' C
'
. i.

J. \V. Swan,
F. Esq"
i M. A.,
.S.

I’koa. C. Verion Burs.
l-‘. R. S.

S|u\\'|u.nu| IIENIY
I’nccciz. K. L. It.

"0x. SIR Can’tss W.
FREIIIANI‘I-L l\. C. B.

MEMBERS OI" THE ROYAL COMMISSION ()I-~ GREAT BRITAIN.

reproduce the full-grown trees, the sky lines, and copses and
shady alleys of a garden that has stood for generations.
Int
it could be full of suggestion to students of landscape garden
ing with sufﬁcient imagination to conceive the future possibil
ities of the plan.
.
The opening or dedicatory reception was given in the
pavilion on May 26th, in honor of the King’s birthday. In

deference to the size of the building, the
invitations were limited to 600, and
included the State and foreign commis
sioners, and the directors and chiefs of
the Exposition departments. It was
deemed better to
cover the entire
social list of the
Exposition by fre
quent
receptions
rather than by in
viting all at once.
As the guests (le
VISCOUNT
scended from the RT. IION.
PEEL.
long line of -arriv
Chairman of the Royal
Commission.
ing carriages, they
were received by Commissioner-General
\Vatson and Mrs. \Vatson in the room
_
which was a faithful reproduction of the
1.]. I{.TEA1.L.hsq..
,
,
_ _
M.A..1". R. S.
banquet hall at Rensmgton. Miniature

British ﬂags were presented to the ladies as souvenirs as they
entered the building, and punch, champagne and other refresh
ments were served in the Elizabethan and GeOrgian rooms.
All the rooms were beautifully decorated with palms, ferns and
cut ﬂowers, and the music was supplied by “'eil's and Sousa’s

llands. At the close of the reception President Francis sent
a cablegram congratulating Viscount Peel, the Chairman of

the British Royal Commission, on the brilliant success of the
reception and of the British representation at the Exposition.
In reply, his Lordship cabled his warm appreciation of the
compliment paid to the Royal Commission and its ofﬁcers
,and expressed his fervent hope that the mutual relations of the
two nations would ever be based 011
[
respect and friendship.
Following this another reception was
held at the pavilion on June 6th, in honor
of President \Vickstead, and a hundred
members of the
Institution of Me
chanical Engineers
of England who
had come over to
attend an Interna
tional Congress of
Mechanical Engi
COL. C. M. \VA'I‘SUN.
neers, and were
R " ‘
C. M. (L.
investigating
Secretary Royal Commission then
and Commissioner-General.
the mechanical ex—
hibits at the Exposition. Commissioner
General and Mrs. \Vatson and President
“'iLLtAM ll. Maw, Esq.
and Mrs. \Yickstead stood in the receiv
ing line. Among the visiting engineers were: I. W. Spencen
Daniel Adamoon, Emerson Bainbridge, John Barr, “imam

Carter, E. 1. Chambers, Hugh Dunn, Edgar Worthingmm
\\'illiam Iiirkaldy, Professor D. A. Low, Professor A_ Ram“'
and others known among engineers the world over as inventors
and manufacturers of mechanical devices.

Sin C. LEchs Fos'rsu,
SIR]. BENJAMIN Sroxs.

Sn. Gzoncs
Hun-:1
‘

M. I’.

(.uuua, BART.

Jonu CLARKE IIAWKsnAW,
‘59.. M. A.

~

Gzonca DONALDSON. 1559-

-

1‘. R. b.

MEMBERS OF THE ROYAL COMMISSION OF GREAT BRITAIN.

Among the guests

RT' ,HONZSI IIIOIACEC‘
'_ (j. \‘.0PLLNKE

-

_

F_ R_ b.

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS AT THE BRITISH PAVILION.

'1‘ "ti-11s:
n-lv2;‘pl‘v‘ ’

'

British Iron and Steel
Institute arrived on No
vember 4th they were
met and transported to
all the sights by recep
tion committees repre
senting the Exposition
and the Engineers’ Club
of Saint Louis, who took

5

c a re t hat luncheons,
receptions and other
I

entertainments sh o u l d

Hill. E31 [,2
Flinn; _

C. B. WOOD.

await them whenever

the guests found time “$3‘fgj‘fffoiggiﬁfglgg‘é“
for them.

“'hen the

&5°“$-L°“d°"

l‘resiiht it
British Ambassador, Sir Henry Mortimer
Durand, arrived on_ November 7th to inspect
the British exhibits, a large part of his time
was taken up by the courtesies tendered by

Feel, the C1

bn'lliantrn

ﬁmahh
rm apprise!
GEORGIAN ROOM IN THE BRITISH PAVILION.

lilSS'iOll

This room is representative of the middle of the eighteenth century. \Yhite walls '

mutual xi: _
ild ever lr. -

anilceihng and rich mahogany doors, mahogany Chippendale china cabinet. antique
clock. coffee table and old chma. all reﬂected the reﬁnement and elegance of the period.
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QUEEN ANNE RECEPTION ROOM AND FURNITURE.
The latest portrait of King Edward VII hangs over the ancient secretary.

BANQI'E'I‘ II.\LI., iziu'i'isii i'.\vii-io.\'.
lhuiub

The beautiful hand-carved hardwood ﬁnish, the beautiful
n" '

ere? l- "

paneled Ceiling and tiled lloor gave a very rich interior.

lolm iii-7
invited to meet them were the foreign Com
dgar iiia'

missioners, the Exposition ofﬁcials and the

’rOI'eiW53'

lilowfi‘?

members of the I'nited States National (“om
mission with their wives.
,

Ant-tiff;
/

Similar social functions were held there
on various special occa
sions, such as the arrival

of distinguished visiting
parties or representative
bodies f r o m G r e a t
Britain, to the end of the

Exposition.
llut the
hospitalities and social
amenities of the British
Commission, like those

of the Exposition ofﬁ
cials, were by no means

.
H ‘

L. SERRAIL LIER.
Secretary to (~On,m-lssioncr_
Gcncm] and {or Juries

r hen

ELIZABETIIAN ROOM IN TIIE BRITISII PAVILION.
The ceiling in ornamental plaster was Copied from Holland house, Kensington. famous as the home of
\Villiam l‘enn and the noted artist, Vanhyke. The aneling. plaster frieze and chimney piece were co )ied
.
. and (rowe
'" he small cabinet
' - was. ma,d e from
IOJI.
‘wo
'
alace,
Rnole
house
hall. II
.
on csilk
_ dated
glia'iTcliulzl-gzi‘l‘ili‘hii-tg
and four
chairs
of the
style of Henry
were covered With
old style crimson
velvet and 16th

OI the

c¢ntury embroidery; of the two suits of steel armor one was of Henry VII period. 1540. and the other 1560 to 16».

limited IO one place OI
.
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BRITISH EXHIBIT OF ROYAL DOULTON WARE.

President Francis, Mayor \\'ells and others. A reception to
the foreign Commissioners was held at the British pavilion

in his honor.

Doctor Lewald, the German Imperial Commis

sioner-General, entertained him at luncheon in the \\'ine

Restaurant of the German pavilion on the 9th, and at the
Washington Hotel the same evening the British Commis
sioner-General gave a dinner in his honor, with President

Francis and other World's Fair ofﬁcials to meet him. On
the 10th he and Colonel Watson were entertained at dinner
in the \Vest End pavilion by President Francis, and met there
a number of the Exposition oﬁicials and directors.
As in the case of similar exhibits by other nations, the
great mass of chemical, pharmaceutical and other technical
products exhibited by Great Britain were interesting only to
experts, or people who knew something about their produc
tion and excellence. But from the bakery of English scones
and pastries in the Agriculture building to the small building
north of the Palace of Liberal Arts, in which the solidiﬁcation
of gases was demonstrated with semi-weekly experiments and
lectures by Mr. I. E. Petavel, late of Owens College, Man
chester, there were attractive and instructive live exhibits of
many kinds. Mr. Petavel explained and exhibited the won
ders of liquid air to thousands of people, and allowed them
to handle what they had never seen before, the products of
extremely low temperatures. There was in the exhibits, as a
whole, abundance of amusement and enlightenment for the
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BRITISH SECTION, MINES AND METALLL'RCY.

displays.

Hundreds of leading manufacturers and all the

scientiﬁc colleges and associations of the United Kingdom
had contributed their latest discoveries and most wonderful
products. All the royal societies for the promotion of the
various sciences, and all of the British Government's famous
scientiﬁc departments for the various branches of the public
service, were represented here as they never were at any
former exposition, and the peculiarities and progressive devel
opment of British education and social economy were shown
with impressive skill and completeness.
One collection of the British exhibits which everybody was

determined to see, and which many a fair lady was bound to
see even if she did not get to see anything else at the Exposi
tion, was the collection of more than 400 selections from the
famous Jubilee presents sent to Queen Victoria by the subject

princes of her Indian Empire, and by her loving subjects in
every part of Britain's world-surrounding colonial empire.

No description can give the reader a clear idea of the curious
workmanship and wonderful magniﬁcence of the massive gold

and silver caskets, decorated with priceless pearls and gems.

such as only “the gorgeous East" has ever lavished on a
royal favorite.

Besides the elaborate ornamental work on

the jeweled gold and silver caskets, there were carved wood
and ivory caskets, sandalwood, ebony wood, jade carvings

inlaid and overlaid work, embossed, engraved and damascened

average passer-by, and volumes of most valuable information

work, enamelings, embroideries and ﬁligree designs in endless
variety, highly ornamented saddles, bridles and other trap

for the technically instructed, who could appreciate all the

pings for horses, an elegantly carved ivory chair of state,

A ROYAL STATEROOM IN THE BRITISH SECTION.
Part ofthe exhibit of dccorlatigveuship‘ﬁtting by Waring 81 Gillow (limitedi, com.
prising
rooms
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ccomu‘m' The baby Pound" was a new idea to most visitors.

GREAT BRITAIN IN THE EXHIBIT PALACES.
ostrich feather screens
and peacock feather
fans. Four towering

London

tapestries and uphol_
stery fabrics; glass
and crystal war e;

“Bobbies,”
apparatus and

in the regulation po
lice uniform, took
turns in guarding
these priceless relics
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every day showed that, in offering these

Representativeof Applied exhibits, King Edward had not over
Arts. Great Britain.
.
.
estimated the interest American women
would take in these testimonials to his venerated mother.
A special and very successful effort to make the British
contribution to the Fine Arts Department the best, largest and
most important that had ever been sent abroad, was evident
in the extent and character of the selections. The Art Com
mittee, including the presidents of nearly all the art societies
of the Kingdom, claimed that it was supe
rior to the display made at Chicago, bet
ter than that made at Paris in 1900, and
in no respect inferior to the remarkable
collection sent to Brussels in 1897. It
contained the selected recent works of over
500 artists, 292 in oil colors, 159 in water
colors ; 292 etchings, drawings and engrav
ings; ninety pieces of sculpture; 189 archi
tectural designs and 411 original objects
of art workmanship, contributed by sev
eral hundred designers and craftsmen.
In the department of Liberal Arts
there were 138 exhibits of engravings,
prints, typographical processes and pro
ducts, 462 exhibits of ﬁne book and music
publications, 124 exhibits of educational
and scientiﬁc publications, and numerous
publications
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There

were also immense collections of photo
graphs from nature, scientiﬁc photographs
and history photographs ; maps and appa

Liberal Arts.

.

ton and snlk; laces
and embroideries, with apparatus and

processes of manufacture, and special
exhiblts of ladies’ dresses to illustrate

REGINALD HUNT
R. ,esenmiveomrt

the use of laces and embroideries. There ('°“‘""55i°"°"“'°a‘ “mam
was nearly everything here needed to illustrate the broad

basis on which rests the proud empire of British trade. In
the Palace of Varied Industries a complete cotton mill was in
operation. In the same building was an English house, com
pletely furnished with ﬁne furniture and hangings, including
the rooms of the Princess of Wales on the royal yacht.
In the department of Machinery there
were British exhibits of special road loco
motives, with crane for lifting loads of
ten tons, or one lifting seven tons; eight

ton and six-ton traction wagons; a steam
turbine engine, with electric generator,
and ﬁve or six exhibits in the general

machinery group.
In the department of Electricity the

‘a s;

'liS

British exhibits were very large and im
portant, having been installed to illustrate

the manifold uses to which electric power
is now put in the United Kingdom, and
the various devices and methods by which
the currents are generated, distributed
and controlled. One of its most interest
ing features was a working model of B.
F. Behr’s monorail and high-speed car,
which is authorized by Act of Parliament
to run between Manchester and Liver
pool at a speed of 110 miles per hour,
through the sharpest curves of 600 metres
radius. The British General Post Oﬁice

MODEL OF TWENTY-FIVE KNOT CUNARD
TURBINE STEAM VESSEL.
ratus for geography, cosmography and
topography, with illustrations of exploration; instruments of exhibited sets of instruments illustrating the progress made
in the transmission of telegraph messages from 1853 to the
precision and apparatus for civil and military engineering;
musical instruments of all sorts, and coins and medals illus
present time, and there were apparatuses for the application
trating British history.
of the various electric currents to modern medical and scien
In the department of I\‘Ianufactures there were large dis
tiﬁc purposes. The Consolidated Electric (limited), of Lon
plays of equipment, processes and products in thirty-two
don, exhibited an extensive-line of electric devices and
groups, including cutlery, gold and silversmiths’ wares; appliances, and many other companies were represented by
marble, bronze, cast iron and wrought iron objects; furniture, samples of new processes in electro-chemistry, and new mechan
fancy articles and basketry; hardware, ceramics, carpets, ical devices for the utililization and control of electric power.

THE BRITISH CORRIDOR CAR.
BRITISH NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY EXHIBIT

ma’amz:

HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PL'RCHASE EXPOSITION.

QUEEN ANNE GARDENS Sl'RRUUNDING THE BRITISH l‘.\\‘ll.l().\'.
In the foreground are examples of English decoration gardening of the formal style, consisting of box and yew trees curiously trimmed in the shape of fowls and geometrical
ﬁgures. common to the older estates of England and still practiced to some extent. and vases of vines and old~fashl0ned flowers.

It goes without saying that the transportation exhibits
were worthy of the nation that was the pioneer in rail

road building, and still stands far ahead of all others in
commerce and navigation.
lritish and colonial railways,
and river and ocean navigation companies exhibited samples
and models of their most improved equipments and terminal

facilities.

The Home Harbor and Dock Departments, the

Public \Norks Department, of India, and the Canadian Loco
motive Company, of Kingston, Ontario, were well repre
sented in the displays, and there was a very full installation
of material and equipment used in the mercantile, marine and
naval services, and in naval warfare.
There were displays in fourteen of the agricultural groups.
The Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, the Royal Agricul
tural Society of England, the Royal Horticultural Society
and the Rothamstead Experimental Station were represented
by ﬁles of their reports and publications and by photographs,
diagrams and specimens illustrative of tests and experiments.

There were live exhibits of baking ovens and machinery;
confectionery, ice cream, biscuit, coffee and chocolate machin
ery and agricultural machinery; displays of wines, brandies
and malt liquors; colonial displays of cereals, fruits and grasses.

In the Horticulture Department the Board of Agriculture
and Fisheries exhibited a map of the Royal Botanic Gardens
at Kew, and many ﬁne photographs of garden structures,
garden features and rare plants. Various British ﬁrms of
seedsmen, nurserymen and ﬂoriculturists exhibited ﬁne collec
tions of annuals, ﬂowering trees and shrubs.
In the department of Forestry, the forest department of
the Indian Government exhibited publications, maps, photo
graphs and working plans, and in the Fish and Game Depart
ment the famous old English manufacturers of sporting guns.
ﬁshing tackle and sporting equipments had very large and
imposing displays. The Marine Biological Association of the
United Kingdom had an exhibit arranged to illustrate the
various stages in the growth and development of the principal
food ﬁshes, with examples of the more important shellﬁsh
used as food in the British Isles. In this display was included
a representative collection of the star ﬁshes, sea-urchins,crabs,
lobsters, mussels and marine worms, which constitute the
chief food supply of the marketable ﬁshes.
The clays, building stones, metaliferous deposits and coal
measures of the United Kingdom have been so thoroughly
and scientiﬁcally explored, surveyed, mapped and exploited.

BRITISH PAVILION TEN DAYS BEFORE THE OPENING DAY.
0“ April mll‘ 11" “nexlmcmd Snow 51‘3"" covered ll"? EXPGSMOH- In the right hand corner of the picture can be seen the observation wheel in course of completion

HUNGARY REPRESENTED IN SIX EXHIBIT PALACES.
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HUNGARIAN EXHIBIT. PALACE OF MANUFACTURES.
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that its exhibits in the Mines and Metallurgy Department were
easily made very complete and exhaustive. They included
working models of mines, ore beds, stone quarries and pottery

districts, with specimens of the machinery and safety devices
employed therein, and large collective exhibits by the Mining
Department of the Home Ofﬁce, containing maps, diagrams,
statistical tables and reports, giving complete information about
British mining industries, with specimens of every kind of ore.

In no other country have the publicists and

POTTERY EXHIBIT, HUNGARIAN SECTION.

entries by the space left to her disposal in the Art Palace.
The Hungarian Commissioner-General was Doctor George

De Szogyeny, and his assistants were Professor Paul Horti,
member of the National Committee of Fine Arts, Mr. R. E.
Rombauer and Mr. Eugene Haras.
Hungary's exhibits in the Agriculture building were shown
in a handsome booth, and besides the silkworm cocoons and

raw silks exhibited by the Royal Inspectorate of Sericulture,
were limited to three groups of the famous Hun

social economists made minuter investigations

garian wines and liquors, including the well

of social conditions and ameliorating experi
ments than in Great Britain.
The fruits of long systematic study of social
distresses and remedies were sifted down to
hard facts and presented in the British section
of the Department of Social Economy with the
results of innumerable experiments in the way
of workingmen’s homes, industrial villages,
industrial schools for boys and girls, their

known tokaj. There were displays of dental
charts in the Education building and of ﬁne
saddlery and harness in the Transportation
building. The Hungarian booth in the Palace
of Mines and Metallurgy Contained, besides a
ﬁne display of Hungarian marbles, a well~
installed display of the many varieties of medic
inal and table waters bottled in Hungary, and
known all over the world. There were twenty

physical training and training in work in the

three different brands of these bottled waters,

open air.
There was no ofﬁcial participation on the
part of Greece in the Exposition, and her only
representation in the exhibits was a display by

DR- GEORGE 1"“ SZOGYENY-

ranging from sour to sweet, through all inter
mediate stages of mineral taste. The Csiz,
Borszek, Margit, Agnes, Malnas, Parad, Yenus,
Saint Margaret's Island, Kristaly, Igmand,

Andrew Cambas, of Athens, of ﬁne Cognac

C°mmlss‘°“e"G°“mH°r"""gm-

Salvator, Szolyva and Szantho springs were all

brandies distilled from the grapes of Greece and the isles

included, and of course the Hunyadi Janos, of which 10,000,000

0f the Grecian archipelago.

bottles are annually imported into the United States.
The showy and well-ﬁlled booth of the Hungarian section
in the Palace of Manufactures was formally opened on June

The work of preparing a representation for Hungary at the
Exposition was taken up at so late a date and done so hur
riedly that her exhibits were limited to the Palaces of Fine
Arts, Agriculture, Manufactures, Mines and Metallurgy,

12th with a reception, music and refreshments.

Education and Transportation. Even her art treasures, which
are more fully referred to in another place, were limited to thirty

The greater part of the Hungarian exhibits in this section
were displayed in a model house of six rooms, the furnishings
of which illustrated modern Hungarian manufacture and

EMBROIDERY CORNER. HUNGARIAN EXHIBIT.

HUNGARIAN MEDICINAL WATERS, MINES BUILDING.
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HISTORY OF THE LOUISIAN
A PURCHASE EXPOSITION.

ANCESTRAL HOME OF WILLIAM McKlNLl'IY. IRISH VILLAGE.

decorative art.

HOMESI’UNS FROM ARDARA. COUNTY DONEGAL. IRELAND.

The displays of glassware and pottery were

costly Icelandic embroideries was installed by Elin Nielsm

especially ﬁne. Zsolmay, a relative of the famous sculptor of
that name, had a ﬁne exhibit from his potteries at I’ecs. The
wrought iron gate to the Hungarian booth was one of the

Ireland's large representation at the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition, was a collective and truly national exhibition
of her educational facilities and wants, and of the present

ﬁnest of its kind in the Exposition, entirely hand hammered.
The exhibits here covered a wide range in fourteen groups of arts
and crafts, hand-wrought . *

industrial conditions and possibilities of the country. Its
installation resulted from the efforts of an Irish exhibit com
pan y, organized in

metals, jewelry, artistic
needle-work, embroider-

,

Saint Louis, and

.ll

from the work of
its Director of Ex
hibits, James A.
Reardon, who
spent six months
in Ireland enlisting
I the co-operationof

‘

ies, carpets, tapestries and
art furniture.

Irishindustrialand
educational estab
lishments,thelrish
Departmentong
IRELAND. A REPRODUCTION OF PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS AT DUBLIN.
ricultural
and
The entrance to the Irish Village was the most imposing thing on the Pike. being a reduced fac-simile of the
THOMAS P. HANLEY.
exterior of the Irish House of Parliament in Dublin. The interior of the building was used as a restaurant. Besides Technical Instruc
this and the Industrial Hall. the Irish Village included ﬁve other historic buildings. a fac-sinn'le of Cormac's
Chapel. Rock of Cashel; a lac-simile exterior of Blarney Castle; a lac-simile of Saint Lawrence Gate, Drogheda. tion and the Con
President. Irish Exhibit.
The ofﬁcers of the Irish Exhibit
Even from the volcanic old Island of Iceland, in the icy gested Districts Board.
waters of the Northern Atlantic, there was a very interesting
exhibit at the Exposition. In the International Section of
Fine Arts, devoted to exhibits contributed by artists of coun
tries not ofﬁcially represented, an attractive collection of

Company were:
Thomas F. Hanley, President; C. V. Kellogg, Vice-President;
Maurice Casey, Secretary; Miles E. Murphy, General Manager; IQHWSA'
Reardon, Director of Exhibits. Its advisory committee was composed of
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IRELAND‘S LARGE AND CREDITABLE REPRESENTATION.
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FURNITURE EXHIBIT, IRISH VILLAGE.

,...

DUBLIN.

Edward Devoy, Chairman; Joseph Boyce, Reverend \V. W. Boyd, Mau—
.

_., ._.’---r 1"

ﬁr-“

rice Cascy, P. P. Conner, P. J. Cusack, Reverend Timothy J. Dempsey,
P. R. Fitzgibbon, Thomas Hanit'an, R. C. Kerens, John J. Lane, John

P. Leahy, John S. Leahy, Myles J. Murphy, D. C. Nugent, J. J.
O'Connor, Reverend C. F. O'Leary, Reverend P. F. O'Reilly, James

-q ‘

NORTH DUBLIN BRUSH DISPLAY, IRISH VILLAGE.
A. Reardon, Robert Rutledge, Jr., Honorable John Scullin, M. Shaugh

nessy, Jeremiah Sheehan and Festus J. Wade. Industrial, Educational
and Art Sections, \V. T. Macartney-Filgate and J. Clibborn Hill. T.
\V. Rolleston, M. R. I. A., Historic Loan and Arts and Crafts Section;
Aubrey J. Toppin, of the Education and Cottage Industries Section;
W. J. \V. \Valker, of the Congested Board Exhibits.

The Irish Historic

Loan Section was under the supervision of an advisory committee of the

‘tiJ
1'!
Arts and Crafts Society of Ireland, the Earl of Mayo, President; Sir
A. Vicars, Ulster King of Arms; G. N. Count Plunkett; T. \V.

Rolleston, Honorable Secretary.
The Irish-American Historic Loan Section was in charge of an

‘!I"

executive committee composed of Honorable \V. Bourke Cochran, Chair

man; Honorablc J. D. Crimmins, Treasurer; John Quinn, Secretary;

I\'
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CORMAC'S CHAPEL, IRISH VILLAGE.

BLARNEY CASTLE THEATRE. IRISH VILLAGE.
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HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.

ITALIAN PAVILION.
The Italian National pavilion was an attractive production. in the classic style of the ancient marble villas of the Roman emperors. designed by Giuseppe Sommarauza,
architect, of Milan, who also originated the principal decorations, made in Italy. It occupied an elevated site near the administration building on International avenue. The
approach to it from this avenue was over a ﬂight of monumental steps. ninety feet wide. and surmounted by ten towering lonic columns. connecting the massive prupyla-a in
which terminated the side walls enclosing the laurel garden. with its fountains. vases and statuary. These ropylzra were crowned with winged "Victories" of gilded brunze.by
Boalctti, of Milan. one bearing to Saint Louis the Italian laurel. and the other the olive branch. The as-reliefs on the propylzea were by Fontana. of Rome; one ofthem
representing the Italian genius of M arconi corresponding by wireless telegraphy with young and powerful America on the other. The avilion at the top of the garden walk was
erected on a massive base ﬁfteen feet high and its elevated Corinthian vestibule was reached by another ﬂight of monumental steps erty-ﬁve feet wide. The caryatidsolthe
three latticed windows on either side of the vestibule in the facade, where authentic co ius of ancient (irch caryatids, now in the castle of Albino, near Rome. From two tall
ﬁagstaﬁ's rising from ornamental bases on either side of the entrance. streamed the ﬁagso Italy and the United States. The mural has-reliefs surrounding the building inimitation
of ancient marble sculptures. represented allegorically the progress of civilization and discovery in arts. science and navigation. In the central hall. intended for receptions and
concerts. were oil paintings of the King and Queen of Italy, by Nino Carnevalli of Rome; faithful copies of the famous group of "Roman Wrestlers" and of the famous Etruscan

vase "of Francois" in the Florentine Gallery. with other sculptures. bronzes and l’ompeiian art relics.

fection of execution almost anything of the kind
produced elsewhere; implements and products of
the ﬁsheries, and, indeed, worthy representations
of every possible industry of the island.
Among interestingobjects were a iac-simile of
the cottage of President McKinley's ancestors
in County Antrim, and a fac-simile of the Round
Tower of Clonmacnois. Besides these reproduc
' tions, there was a bandstand and an aggregation
of booths in which Irish wares and resources were

T. H. Murray, Assistant Secretary; James Byrne, Hon
orable \V. A. MacAdoo, Eugene Kelly, T. Kelly, S. J.
Richardson and Mr. Gillespie.

These really great exhibits were shown in

buildings specially erected for them in “The
Irish Village," :1 Pike concession, with theatri
cal and musical attractions, to which an entrance
fee of ﬁfty cents was charged. People who

entered the gates as mere amusement seekers
were often astonished to ﬁnd there a far more
valuable entertainment than the one they had

displayed.

found its two stories ﬁlled with specimens of the
craft of Ireland's sons and daughters, and the
varied natural products of the soil. Large glass

cases served for the display of the rarest and

VITTORIO ZEGGIO.
Member of Italian Commission.

All the existing industries of the

island were represented, and in many C3565 by

paid their half dollar to see. Entering the large
stone castle called HIrish Industrial Hall,” he

“ live exhibits " of processes. The historic 103"
collection of Irish artistic handicraft, from the

GIOVANNI BRANCHI,
C°mm‘ssi°"c"('e"°'“l"m"Im‘Y-

early bronze age oi pagan Ireland down to
the beautiful silversrnitli's work and glass . work
.

0f the seventeenth century, illustrated Vlt'l‘lly

most beautiful laces to be found the mantra] dexterity and
anywhere. There were tons of artistic taste of the Irish
linens, the best to be seen in people. The cottageindustries,
any land. Looms and deft as well as the great factories,
ﬁngers were busy in the manu
were represented here—the
facture of the most exquisite actual work of spinning, weav
textile fabrics, and carpets, rugs ing and coloring cotton, linen,
and tapestry; crockery vieing woolen and lace fabrics, and
with the best of Holland and also the tufting of the handsome
Donegal carpets, was carried on
Belgium; ~works of art in pre
cious metals; bales of linen every day for the instruction
and woolen goods; bottled and of visitors.
Italy paid to the American
canned goods of all kinds;
people a high compliment in
casks and bottles of the whis
the character of the exhibits
ky that has made Ireland ia
mous; wines; examples of displayed at the Exposition.
bookbinding, discounting in Hither she sent the best she
produces of art and art
tastefulness of design and per

ALBERTO ALFANI
an CommissiW'
Secretary of the Itali

ITALY REPRESENTED BY HER FINEST PRODUCTS.
industry. Italian representation was
following commission:

in

charge

of

the

His Excellency Baron E. Mayor des Planches, Italian Ambas
sador at \Vashington, Commis

sioner-General ad 1mm; Mr. Gio
vanni Branchi, Commissioner-Gen
eral; Mr. Adolfo Appoloni, Mem
ber of the Executive Committee in
Rome and Commissioner for Fine
Arts; Members of the Commission:

Chev. Vittorio Zeggio and Mr.
Guido Pantalconi; Secretaries: Mr.
Alberto Alfani, Mr. Tullio Gior
dana, Mr. Cesare Della Chiesa and

Mr. Jerome Zeggio; Pavilion Arch~
itect, Mr. Giuseppe Sommarauga.

The Italian National pavil
ion elsewhere pictured and de
scribed, was formally opened
with a brilliant reception on
Monday, June 6th, the anni

versary of the Italian Constitu
tion, June 5th, falling in 1904
on Sunday.
Commissioner
General Giovanni Branchi was
assisted by count Machide Cel-

)Sl antit- ’:
ilementszl,"
wonhyrﬁrf '

itchefI and many prominent society people of Saint Louis.
Conterno‘s Italian Band played in fr0nt 0f the pavilion and
the Colombo Italian Orchestra performed within the building.
during the reception. A ﬁne
collation was served and boxes
of bon-bons and ﬂowers were
given to the ladies. A con
gratulatory and complimentary
telegram sent by President
Francis on this occasion to the
King of Italy, elicited from the
latter a message of thanks.
Following this as the Expo
sition progressed there was a
succession of social affairs at
the pavilion, among the most
notable of which was the re
ception given in September by
the President and members of
the Italian Electrical Engi
neers' Association to their
friends

ITALYS‘ EXHIBIT. PALACE OF ELECTRICITY.
Lightning arresters. insulated wires. carbon brushes. mercury cummutators for
accumulators. electrodes for electric furnaces, arc lamp carbons and other apparatus.

Iere,0f the Italian Embassy, Count Korvadovsky, Italian Consul
at Chicago, Count Tosti, Italian Consul at New York, Chevalier
Zeggio and Mr. Tullio Giordano of the Italian Commission, in
receiving the 800 invited guests; among whom were included
all the foreign Commissioners and prominent Exposition
ofﬁcials, members of the Board of Lady Managers, Count
Henry Prevost de Brebieres, the Prince and Princess Engal

y of the
ieuswerezi
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of

other

countries.

President M. Ascoli, of the
Italian

Association,

was

3.5

sisted in receiving by Prince Odescalchi, Marquis Doctor Sam
Giuliano, Marquis Capeca-Mintola, Count Visoceki, Honor
able A. Pavea, President of the Royal Commission and other
distinguished natives of Italy.

131.3
5

Many prominent members of

the Jury of Awards, the Peace Conference, and the Exposition
Company, called during the evening. Another occasion of
note was the reception given to the ladies of Saint Louis in
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GROUP IN FRONT OF THE ITALIAN PAVILION.
FTP"! row. left to vright:
Eff]

L"

.h: haul-r:

Francis.

Giovanni Ilranchi. Italian Commissioner-General; Mrs. D. R. Francis, Count Machi di Cellere. of the Italian Embassy, Mrs. chgio. President

Back row: \ mono Zenio. Italian Lommissioner; Comminioner Ghiglin. Mrs. Perry I'raneis. Count Tom. Italian Lonsul at New York.
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HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.

ITALIAN MARBLES IN THE PALACE 0F MANUFACTURES.
The Italian sections in the Palaces of Manufactures and Varied Industries were formally Opened by Commissioner-General
net with a grand reception, attended bygoo invited guests, who were regaled with music and refreshments. The Italian section
_
indescribably hue and varied collection of statuary and decorative sculptures. installed
factures building, being an enormous an
in such works—marble and bronze copies of famous old masterpieces of sculpture. With many original pictures and groups by
pieces being marvelously ﬁne in conception and execution.

honor of Ambassador and Baroness Mayor (les Planches, on
October iith. The hall was beautifully decorated. There
was a ﬁne musical programme, elaborate refreshments were
served, each lady present received a beautiful bouquet, and
many pretty souvenirs of Italian art were distributed among
them. From this pavilion October 12th, the anniversary of
Columbus’ discovery of America, which was “ Italian Day ” at
the Exposition, marched a large procession of Italian societies

with bands of music to the Louisiana Purchase Monument,

where Signor M. Salvini, the noted Florentine sculptor, pre
sided and delivered the opening address, and was followed

by President Francis and Commissioner-General Giovanni
Branchi, who concluded his address by reading the following
telegram from the Italian Minister of Commerce, Signor Rava:
Present to the great friendly nation whose name reminds us of the
greatest achievement of our country, the best wishes of the Italian
Government today, when Italy celebrates its participation in the great
International Exposition at Saint Louis.

Branchi and the Italian Commissioner on May
was the most commanding feature of the Manu
not by artists. but by great Italian ﬁrms dealing
scores of modern Italian sculptors. some ofthe

Then the Italian Ambassador presented a handsome silk
Italian ﬂag for the city of Saint Louis to Mayor Wells, who
gracefully accepted it for the city, and extended a cordial
greeting to the Baron des Planches, his charming wife and all
visiting Italians. President Francis and Director of Exhibits
Skiff were presented with decorations conferred on them by
the King of Italy. At the International Cafe, from 1:00 to
4:00 p. m., there was a grand banquet for a thousand invited
guests, and the celebration concluded with a magniﬁcent water
carnival on the illuminated lagoons in the evening.
During President Roosevelt’s visit to the Italian pavilion
on November 26th, a bronze statue representing the Dancing
Faun, one of the masterpieces discovered at Pompeii, was
presented by Mr. S. Chiurazzi to Mrs. Roosevelt, who gra
ciously accepted it. The statue was from the bronze works
of Messrs. J. Chiurazzi & Son, of Naples, Italy, and was one of
the prettiest objects exhibited in the Italian pavilion. A grand
prize was awarded to the ﬁrm.

- 501. L
. VANNE‘HI

STATUARY—ITALIAN SECTION. PALACE OF MANUFACTURES.
It was in the Palaces of Varied Industries and Manufactures Italy did most justice to the skill. taste and culture of her people in arts and crafts work and in decorative design
eiiibroiderirs
IIer
exhibits
indecorations.
theme two
palaces
were
generally
valued
at more
a million
dollars.
_
_
_
Ten of
grou
5. included
all sons
- laces.‘ table-cloths,
v minimize».
' '
estrieﬁ
wrought
iron
brocaded
velvets
and silks.
thread
andthan
other
products
and fabrics
cot'Ion.
wool. hemp
d‘mmn‘e
CIM'VHIBS~
and 0‘
silk.
shawls
andNIP
hosiery
1" the Malian

section of the Varied Industries. installed under five group headings. was another rich. varied and very valuable display of artistic gold and silverware and jewglryl'dccotativc £125!
wares, enamels, tiles. terra cotta. ceramics, maiolica. mosaics and artistic furniture.

ITALY IN THE EXHIBIT DEPARTMENTS.
Besides her nobly-ﬁlled galleries in the Palace of Fine
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bonds and other securities; a ﬁne collection of photographic

pictures by Giacomo Brogi, of Florence, showing beautiful
effects in photographing sculpture and friezes, and in applying
colors to photographs; boots and shoes of Italian make, and
a large collection of the music manuscripts and letters of
In the Palace of Electricity there were Italian exhibits in
Vincenzio Belline and Gui
ﬁve groups, showing improved
seppe Verdi, the great Italian
electric appliances, insulators,
dramatic composers.
lightning arresters, rubber cov—
In the Palace of Education
ered wires and cables, mercury
and Social Economy Italy was
commutators for accumula
tors, electrodes for electric fur
well represented in ﬁve groups
naces, etc. There were also
of the Education department,
and in seven groups of the
pictures of Italian central sta
tions, electro-technical works,
Social Economy department.
In the Transportation de
factories and railways. The
partment the Italian display
Ministry of Posts and Tele
was limited to historical exhib
graphs exhibited publications
its, which included a display
and photographs of the tele
graph, telephone and postal
by the Department of Public
IT.\LIAN EXHIBIT. PALACE OF AGRICULTURE.
service of Italy, and very in
\Vorks of pamphlets, drawings,

Arts, which are described in the proper place, Italy had inter
esting displays in all the exhibit departments except those of
Machinery and Forestry, Fish and Game.
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cocoons and raw silks. Overtogplng hersection wasamammoth bottle forty feet high.
composed of athousand quart ottlcs of Marsala wine, of which she exports $1,500.000
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Among the Italian exhibits in the Liberal Arts palace were
three large collections of specially water-marked paper to
guard against counterfeiting, and alterations in the printing of

tion of Prince Albert 1. For more than twenty years the
Prince of Monaco has been a student of oceanography, and
upon his private yacht, completely equipped for deep-sea
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organization.
Monaco, the little principality in the south of France,
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THE HOLLAND PAVILION.
It was a reptoduction of one of the old Dutch houses of the seventeenth century still to be seen in Rotterdam or Amsterdam. It was built by Mr. Von Kestercn. architect and
owner of the antique furniture. relics and curios with which it was decorated, and was opened on May 28th. Among the visitors received on this occasion by Commissiongr.
(lencral and Mrs. Tenllroek, Mr. Von Kesteren and Mr. J. ;\. Ileringc. treasurer of the Holland exhibit committee, was Miss Alice Roosevelt, the President's daughter. In the
Rembrandt rooni. besides the famous "Night Watch." were some ﬁne works of the great Dutch master. A ﬁne portrait of Queen Wilhelmina was also one of the decorations.
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sounding, has explored the ocean depths in all parts of the
world. The exhibit, which was placed unofﬁcially in charge
of Mr. Paul Oeker, was installed in the Palace of Education
and consisted of a complete series of the editions deluxe of
the Prince's scientiﬁc works. These works are elaborate and
detailed reports of his researches
on the ocean beds everywhere,
all fully illustrated with costly
colored plates. maps and charts.
The learned director of the
Museum, Doctor Jules Richard,
the Prince’s tireless collabor
ator, also contributed to the
exhibit his monthly bulletins
descriptive of the collections of
the new museum on the Riviera.
These bulletins give to the world
at large regular reports on the
development of the Oceano
graphic Museum, the only one
GERRIT II. TEN BROEK.
of its kind in the world. The
Commissioner-General from the Nether
Prince was awarded a grand
prize, while another grand prize was given to the museum. The
archives of the castle were awarded a gold medal, their archivist,
Gustave Saige, and one of his collaborators, silver medals.
The Government of the Netherlands was represented at the
Exposition by Commissioner-General Gerrit H. TenBroek,
Mr. \Villy Martens, Commissioner of Fine Arts; Mr. J. C.
Schﬁler, Manager for the Art Commission; Mr. Bart von Hove,

Mr. Eduard Cuypers and Mr. Hubert Vos, Acting Commis.
sioners for the Section of Fine Arts. The Government partici.
pated only in the selection and installation of the Fine Art

exhibits which, including 482 entries, and ﬁlling nine galleries
and two ante-rooms 0f the Palace of Fine Arts, are treated of
in the art chapter of this volume.
The other Netherlands exhibit
and the Holland pavilion were

the work of a voluntary asso
ciation of exhibitors and were
all displayed in the pavilion,

the Agriculture building, the
Palace of Varied Industries and
the Transportation building.
The Netherlands exhibits in
the Agriculture building \rere
conﬁned to such agricultural
products as cigars, cocoa,
chocolate, coffee, tea, spices,
cheese, seeds, gin, champagne
\VILLY MARTENS,
and liquors.
Commissioner of Fine Arts for the Neth
In the Transportation build
ing the Holland-America Steamship Company was the only
exhibitor from the Netherlands.
But in the Palace of Varied Industries, the Dutch exhibits
included many ﬁne lines of manufactures, arts and crafts work,
gold and silver wares, jewelry, precious stones, live exhibits
of diamond cutting, pottery, etnbroideries, silks, laces, art
goods of leather, wood and metals.

FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLAR COPY OF REMBRANDT‘S "NIGHT \VATCII."

The original of this “must?” °.f Rembfandt "P" Ryn's "Night Watch" him“ in.ll1€ town hall of Amsterdam. This copy. valued at $50.0“). wasthe Prinsimlexl‘i bitin the
Holland building. There are thirty-six faces in the picture, representing the prominent citizens of Amsterdam in the ﬁfteenth century, for which the painteris said to hm er CCCIVC
one hundred guilders each.

SWEDISH ART, EDUCATION AND INDUSTRIES.
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The Swedish-Americans of Saint
Louis were prompt in organizing
and acting in behalf of a proper
representation of their Fatherland
at the Exposition. Their com
mittee on pavilion site, Chairman

is stones. in

C. A. Ekstriimer, H. A. H. d'Aillyy

leries. iii». =_

Nils Grant, C. J. Renhard and Eric
Palmquist, dedicated the site of the
Swedish pavilion on King Oscar's
name day, December I, 1903, in
the presence of about 600 Swedish
citizens of Saint Louis, and many

The Swedish representatives at
the Exposition were: Doctor N.
G. I/V. Lagerstedt, Royal Commis
sioner-General; Colonel John A.
Ockerson, Resident Commissioner;
Mr. Axel \Velin, Assistant Com
missioner and Secretary; Mr. Ernst
Luudblad, Assistant Secretary; Mr.
Carl Lidman, in charge of education
exhibits,assisted by Miss M. VVide
gren; Mr. A. Schultzberg, in charge
of Fine Art exhibits; Mr. Karl
Stein, in charge of Industrial ex

prominent ones from other States,

hibits. Mr. Frederick L. M. “’aage,

.eTrauma
Company a;

the ofﬁcers of the Exposition and
Vice-Consul at Saint Louis, was
commissioners representing foreign
Commissioner fo r N o rw ay .
governments. Speeches were made
Though neither large nor ambi~
by President Francis, Charles \N.
tions, the Swedish Education ex
Kohlsaat, Exposition Commis
hibits were much praisedby teachers
sioner to Sweden; Reverend Doctor
as coming nearer than any other
Carl Swensson, of Lindsborg, Kan
to portraying the actual school
sas, and Doctor Gustaf Audreen, of
life of the country.
It covered
Rock Island, Illinois. A chorus
nine different branches of Sweden's
of ﬁfty voices furnished appropriate
present school equipment. Several
music, and the Swedish ﬂag was
of the rooms were furnished as
_i.
-__ L. A_ __
_ _. school rooms, one an elementary
unfurled from a tall ﬂagstaﬁ on the
A LITTLE DUTCH GIRL.
site by little Charlotte d’Ailly, and
class room, another a kitchen for a
An attendant at The Holland Pavilion.
the American ﬂag by Mrs. John A.
cooking class, a third a Sloyd
Ockerson, wife of the Chief of the Department of Liberal Arts. room,with three tables for cardboard, wood and metal work,

NlLs Gunmen WXLBILI
LAGERSTEDT,
Commissioner-General.

Axel. WELXN,
Assistant Commissioner and
Secretary
Swedish
commission

CAI". LIDIAN,
Attache. Department of

C. A. Exs‘rnéiln.

KARL STEIN,

EINST Lcsouum,

Chairman "Swedish Dayy

Industrial Art.

Assistant Secretary.

Education.
REPRESENTATIVES OF S\\'EDEN.
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commonplace things; the varied
collection of cut glass and cameo

cut multicolored glass; the steel
exhibits, including gold-etching
cutlery—all demonstrated that Swe

den is full of the modern idea of
combining the beautiful with the

useful in all her work.
The Kingdom of Portugal, while
having no special building, pre
sented an extended array of her

products in the various Palaces of
Agriculture,

NORWEGIAN FURNITURE. PALACE OF FINE ARTS.
In the International Section of the Palace of Fine Arts Norway made a large exhibit
of original obiects of art workmanship, on which it received a silver medal.

and the requisite tools. The importance attached to bathing,
gymnastics and games was shown. The total impression
made was highly favorable to the spirit and system of educa
tion in Sweden. The exhibit received twelve grand prizes.

The art exhibit ﬁlled six rooms in the east wing of the
Palace of Fine Arts, and gave a good impression of the high

standing of modern Swedish art.

The most prominent works

were portraits by Zorn, animal life paintings by Liljefors,
snow pictures by Anslm Schultzberg, paintings and etchings
by Larsson and exquisite sculptures by Johan Borjesson.

Manufactures,

Fine

Arts, Forestry, Fish and Game,
Liberal Arts, Horticulture, Educa
tion and Mines, and a special solar
exhibit of great interest near the
Philippine reservation.
The Portuguese Commission was

headed by Viscount de Alte, the
Minister from Portugal to the
United States at I'Vashington, as

FREDERICK L. M. \l’AAGE.
Commissioner-G eneral for
Norway.

Commissioner-General; the balance
being made up by Mr. Luiz Burnay, oﬁicer in charge of
Agriculture, Horticulture and Forestry sections; Mr. Luiz
Vidal, ofﬁcer in charge of Education, Electricity, Fine Arts,
Liberal Arts, Manufactures and Mines and Metallurgy sec

installed by private exhibitors, and made a distinct impres
sion‘ that Sweden is developing a high national conception
'of applied art. The famous porcelains of Rorstraud; the
embroideries and tapestries of Svensk Kontslojd and Nordiska

tions; Mr. Gerniano Courrege, Commercial Attache; Mr. A.
D. Duffner, Fine Arts Attache.
Mr. B. C. Cincinnato da Costa, Acting Commissioner
General; Viscount de Pedralava, Assistant Commissioner,
and Mr. Carlos A. M. Riberio Ferreira, Secretary of the
Commission, attended during the early part of the Fair.
The variety of Portugal's agricultural products was exten

Kompaniet; the “Sgraﬁtto” and “stoneware” pottery of

sive, among which were to be found agricultural implements,

Gustolsberg; the large variety of bronzes, and even tinware,

fertilizers, olive oil, coffee, cocoa, tubers, cereals, vegetables,
cotton, cocoanut and palm oils; beans, dairy products, fruits,

The foregoing exhibits were Government installations. The
ﬁne industrial art exhibits in the Manufactures building were

showing decorative art in door knobs, bell buttons and other

SWEDISH PAVILION. A TYPICAL SWEDISH FARMHOUSE OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.
'It in Swedenthe
by
The Swedish pavilion. representing a typical Swedish farmhouse of the seventeenth century, was designed by Ferdinand Boberg, of Stockholm. It Wille ulThroughout
opular subscription and shipped to Saint Louis ready for erection. It was opened to the public with the usual ceremonies, speeches and music. May 9, ,9“
proved
"7
Titposition it was a pleasant resort for Swedish Visitors, who were Welcomed and cared for by Swedish housekeepers in national costume and both its exterior and interior
be attractive novelties to the general public.

It was the starting point of big parades of Swedish societies and procession of Swedes to the Festival Hall exercises on Swe dish I)“.
The Lund University Student

June 24th. where addresses Were delivered by Chairman Ekstromer. in Swedish, President Francis. Commissioner-General Lagcrstedt and others

Chorus, sang a number 0f Swedish national songs, and thirty-nine cablegrarns. one of which was from King Oscar. were read on this occasion by Chairman Ekstrtiincr
reception was held in the pavilion on September 24th, attended by many distinguished people.

A bit

PORTUGAL, ROUMANIA AND RUSSIA.

ATTACHES OF THE SWEDISH PAVILION IN NATIONAL COSTUME.
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PORTUGAL‘S EXHIBIT OF WINES IN THE PALACE OF AGRICULTURE.

ﬁsh, and vegetables dried and preserved in tins, oysters,

one exhibitors, among whom were the King and Queen of

shrimps, confectionery, vinegar,

mustard, sugar, preserves,

that country, whose works are described in the chapter on

chocolate, carbonated waters, white wine, port, sherries,
madeiras, sparkling wines, red and white clarets and burgun
dies, brandies, liqueurs, maraschino and other cordials, distilled
spirits, syrups, beer, vegetable ﬁbres, honey and beeswax.
The section of Portugal in manufactures was represented

the Art Gallery. Specimens of the printer’s and photog
rapher’s art, musical instruments and publications, perfumes,
soaps, pharmaceutical preparations, wine stone, sea salt,
candies and laboratory apparatus, papers of all kinds, lime,
and various models, were to be found in the Liberal Arts

by silversmith's work, inks, mucilages, blackings, leather
fancy work and travelers’ requisites, wire mattresses, ﬁles,

section, all attractively displayed.

plain and colored earthenware, woolen cloths, shawls, blank
ets, ﬂannels, silk lace and embroideries, military uniforms,
and other articles of wearing apparel.

Bookkeeping in various systems and literature for the
blind were the prin

Quite a number of curious and interested visitors inspected
the solar exhibit of the Portuguese Father H. A. G. Hima
laya, which is intended to harness the sun's rays, and derive
heat therefrom. The apparatus, which the inventor calls a

.sisnnt (0::
sin,
part of 1131?.

'al ptOiiliﬁ H

'i'iculturtI LT."
{'51 CERLIS. I9;

dairy pro-I11
__/

Educational section.
A very ﬁne walking
cane, composed of
12,000 different
pieces, the work of a
Portuguese artisan,

was also shown in
the section of Man
ufactures.
A most elaborate
andunique display of
cork and cork prod
the Department of
Forestry, Fish and
Game, which also
contaiiied turpen
tine, tools for forest
industries, woods of
different kinds, In

dia rubber and rub
ber plants, and cod
]iver oil. The Hor
ticultural dis pl a y
contained vines,

almonds,

locust

beans, chestnuts. ﬁgs '
and other fruits.
AIQI'INCS, C03], OCIII'C
and

a

number
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OllICI' I'IIIIICI'HIS made
- up the Inlnlng CXIIII).
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1tIn Fme Arts,

Portugal had thirty—

shaped like a seg
ment of a fan, with
over 6,100 mirrors,
arranged at proper
angles for the pur
pose of concentrat

ucts was made under

-— _.-_

sewn"

“Pyrheliophor,” consisted of an immense frame, concave, and

cipal exhibits in the

Acting it";
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THE PYRIIELIOI’IIOR, A PORTUGUESE SCIENTIFIC EXHIBIT.

ing the sun's rays
at a given focus.
Lead, zinc, alumi
num, glass, granite,
quartz, silica, and
even ﬁre clay and
plumbago, have
been reduced to a
liquid form, over
7.000 degrees of heat
having been evolved
from this powerful
concentration of the
sun's rays.
Roumania was un
ofﬁcially represented
by a single exhibitor
in the Department of
Agriculture, Mr. A.
Sabitay, of Braila,
who made a display
of Roumanian con
fectionery, group 90,
block 142, aisle 16.

This apparatus, sugaesiinga giant spider, was the invention of a young Portuguese priest. II. A. G. Himalaya.
It was constructed to ascertain the amount of heat that might be secured by the concentration oi the rays of the sun.
It contained 6.ii7 mirrors so placed as to reﬂect the sun 5 rays upon a single pomt. By this means a heat of more
than 7.000 degrees Fahrenheit was secured, or about 1:000 decrees hotter than the lamest electric furnaces. and nearly
{our times the heat of the ordinary blast furnaces._ I'ather Himalaya makes the followrng publication of the results
of his experiments; “First. the heat of the sun is absolutely of electric Origin; second. the intensity of the rays
that produce the solar radiation is very much higher than that Of the electric arc; third. the sun machine discloses
whgnce comes the electric energy which holds between the heat of the sun and the stars; and. fourth. the experiments givea glimpse of a way to directly transform the rays of the sun into electric enemy." The I’yrheliophor
("the-sun-fire-Ibring") stood upon the high ground southwest of the Palace of Forestry, Fish and Game, 613553
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produce furs of the ﬁnest quality and this exhibit embraced
it left its subjects free to exhibit in a way that suited them best.

Unfortunately, this permission became known only on the eve of

sables valued at from $20 to $500 a skin, silver and blue foxes,
the

the Russian Easterinthe spring
of 1904. It was due solely to

royal ermines and the

sealskins from Cooper Islands,
Behring Sea. The company

private initiative under the
management and encourage—
ment of Mr. E. Grunwaldt,

founded by the GI'UHWQIdlS is
the sole concessionaire under
the Russian Government for

Councillor of Commerce at
Saint Petersburg, and the head

the seal catch in the Behring

of a famous fur house who ap

sea. While all the furs of the
exhibit attracted the interest

pealed direct to manufacturers
andartiststhatanextensivecol
lection of Russian exhibits was
after all brought to the United
States for display at the Expo
sition. It was found to be too
late for a general display of
the manufactured products of
Russia, but the art societies
and associations responded to

of visitors, some of the gar
ments were particularly con
spicuous: for example, alarly's
suit made of the velvet-like fnr
0f the Siberian earth mouse,
costing $1,500. Here were
rugs made of the skins of
polar and black bears, tigers,

lions, wolves and leopards.

Mr. Grunwaldt's appeal on
so large a scale that this Ex
position was the ﬁrst inter
national concourse at which

Russia's ﬁne arts were com
prehensively

and

efﬁciently

represented. Only sixty Rus
awv.- .~_-.t_.

sian artists were represented
at Chicago in 1893 by a little
over one hundred works and
at Paris in 1900 only two or
three Russian art societies had
exhibits.
At Saint Louis
were 630 exhibits by 148 Rus
sian artists representing ten
art societies and two art
schools. Among the works
exhibited were those of some

‘ r. _,

of the most celebrated pro
EMPEROR NICHOLAS II. CZAR OF ALL THE RL'SSI.\S.

fessors and members of the
Imperial Academy, such as

Repin, Vladimir Makofsky,

This striking
portrait was
of Russia‘s
in the .1rt Ralery.
l
I
I .‘ the central feature
V __
.. . exhibit
.
The symbolism of the painting of the Holy t\ilil\'ll)'. below that of the Czar, attracted
much attention becauseof the birth of the ( zarcvitch, the long desired heir to the Rus
sian throne. during the tune that the painting was on exhibition.

Dubofsky, Kasatkin, Volkoff, Orloﬁ, Alexander Makofsky,
Soukhorofsky, Koshelef’f, Venig, Verestchagin, Mainon,
von Liebhardt, and others. There were also three inde

pendent collections, namely, “Ancient Russia," “The Ural
and Its Riches"——the Ural being the California of Russia—and

“Siberia.” These had never before been shown outside of
Russia. The Russian art section was under the special
superintendence of Chief Commissioner Jacob Godberg, who
had been the Czar's court journalist, one of the three
commissioners delegated by Mr. Grunwaldt. In fact the
whole Russian exhibition at Saint Louis was made at Mr.
Grunwaldt's expense, without any Government aid whatever,
at a cost of about $75,000. The Other two commissioners
were Mr. Max Berkowitz, of Paris, and Mr. L. A. Robinson,
who had charge of the industrial displays in the Palaces of
Varied Industries and Manufactures.
In the Manufactures building was a large exhibit of Russian
furs. The display was made by three of the largest ﬁrms,
Edward Grunwaldt, of Saint Petersburg; Paul Grunwaldt,
of Paris and Kamtschatka, and the Robinson Fur Company, of
Irkutsk and Saint Petersburg. Siberia and northern Europe

Considerable space was
given to a display of Russian
handicraft as represented in
the decorative industries. Ar
tistic oxidized silverware from
the Caucasus was sent by
Rlinzert, of Moscow, and
Markol'f, of Saint Petersburg.
Here were also ﬁligree work
in gold and silver, and the
famous light blue Russian
enamels, on gold ground, in
exquisite designs, all made by
hand. Native Tscherkessians
in their home costumes were
seen here at work incrusting
with silver wire, boxes, canes
and other articles made of the
hard brown Caucasian kisil
wood. Here were black lac

quer boxes of papier mach

from Saint Petersbufg and
Moscow; iron statuettes, tables and ornaments, gilt lac
quered woodenware, enameled ikons, or saint‘s Dlm‘m'

in gorgeous gilt and color com
bination; the precious stones
of the Ural Mountains, such as
blood stones, malachites and
amethysts, and the beautiful
lace-like shawls of wool made
by the peasant women.
In the Russian section of
Liberal Arts was the over
ﬂow of the Fine Arts exhibit.
This included the collective
exhibit of Polish painters, in
which was Styka's large can
vas illustrating Sienkiewiczs

historic Lithuanic novel, “ By
JACOB M. GODBERG.

Fire and Sword.” Here also
were a series of Hungarian

Russian Commissioner.

battle scenes, albums containing lithographs- Phowgraphs’
heliographs and zincographs, reproducing famous Works 0

SPAIN, SWITZERLAND AND TURKEY.
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and this a»:
Sli'lll, Slil':;:;_‘

art; photographs of Repin's series of paintings illustrating the

Switzerland did not make any appropriation for an exhibit, the

mill my.
SlilllSllilflll .y

i5oth jubilee sitting of the Imperial Council, for which the

merchants themselves defrayed the expense of the display. The

artist received 120,000 rubles, and a collection of 173 series of

Swiss Chalet was in the west court and was awarded a gold

lint it i.

post cards by famous Russian artists, including three Grand

"lid bl l: a:

Duchesses, published by the Red Cross Society for the beneﬁt
of sufferers by war.
It is to be regretted that Spain, the land of Ferdinand and
Isabella, to which America owes so much, was not as ade

medal. It was regretted that the Chalet had been relegated to
such an out-of-the-way place. Although the edifice was largely
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visited, the Exposition was half over before the Chalet became
thoroughly known to visitors. The exhibits on both ﬂoors of
the building were numerous and characteristic of the inani

quater represented at
the Exposition as the
resources of the coun
try would have war
ranted.
Upon the
occasion of President
Francis’ visit to Mad
rid, prior to the open
ing of the Exposition,
it was understood
that the Spanish Gov

fold Swiss industries.
Young Swiss women
in the picturesque cos
tume of the country
were in attendance to
show and explain to

visitors the different
goods on exhibition.
Swiss carvings in has
relief abounded in
profusion, many of
these being from the
famous Brienz artist,
Mr. Steiner. \Yood

ernment had accepted

the invitation to par
ticipate. The matter
was placed in the
hands of Seﬁor Don
Evaristo Martin Con
t re ras, Count de
Olivia de Caitaii, Spe
cial Commissioner of
the Spanish Depart
ment of Agriculture,
Industry and Coni
nierce, with head
quarters at the ofﬁce
of the Ministry of
Commerce in Madrid, Spain.

sculpture was shown

at its best in the semi
life-sized group by
Peter Ruof, another
famous Brienz artist.
The exhibits eni
braced the wonderful
Swiss cuckoo and mu
sical clocks, watches,
music boxes, carved
jewel cases, model
SPANISH \\'INE EXHIBIT. PALACE OI: AGRICI'LTL'RE.

chalets,

At the Exposition, however,

painted and inlaid furniture, much of which was hitherto
unknown in the United States; life-size wooden carvings of

Palaces of Agriculture, Liberal Arts, Forestry, Fish and
Game, and Mines and Metallurgy.
That model republic of the world, Switzerland, had by far,
in its Swiss Chalet, one of the choicest exhibits in the Palace

Alpine snow-flower, which was in evidence everywhere ; porce
lain-painted portraits and medallions; scenes and landscapes
of Swiss mountain Scenery, embroideries and dress goods.
Turkey had a single unofﬁcial exhibit of confectionery in

of Varied Industries.

wth animals, the world-renowned Alpine “Edelweiss," 0r

\Yhile

Ht!"

Government of

or gllflli

5
in“.i A
L ' "1.2
'9

.

the

Palace

of Agricul
ture.
Th e
TurkishAm
bassador ' to
the United

omamenl

_
'

States,

the

Hon 0 r ab 1 e
Chekib Bey,
as personal
representa

tive

SWITZERLAND—THE CHALET IN THE COURT OF THE PALACE OF VARIED INDUSTRIES.
); 01"? li'i'

pllS. ll“= ri'_

limit '

of the

Sultan, paid
an ofﬁcial
visit to the
Exposition
about the
middle of
October,

In this building were exhibited laces, wood carvings and other products of Swiss industry. An exquisite piece
re
of wood sculpture was “Das Menschen Alter " made from a single block of lwalnut, the work of Peter knot, of I 9 04,
Iirienz. who has received gold medals at every Exposition since the Philadelphia Centennial in i876. The group is
. _
emmed .- The Three Ages of Life-1v and represents the grandfather. father and son. the two former being Alpine mainmg 58V
hunters. while thelatter is reclining over the dead carcass of a chamois buck that has lust been shot. The group

i (was!
SWISS WOOD CARVING.

was ﬁve feet in hcilht and valued at $1.250.

_I_

C 3 1‘ v e (l ,

Spain had no ofﬁcial representation or ofﬁcial building or
exhibit. Individual exhibitors were represented, however, in

the Federal

£13

eral days.
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CHAPTER IX.
ORIENTAL AND AFRICAN REPRESENTATION.
CIIINA’s GREATEST OFFICIAL PARTICIPATION IN AN ExrosITION—A REVELATION or HER DOMESTIC LIFE AxD GREAT FUTURE PossInILITIEs
m COMMERcE—CEYLox's CHARMING DIsPLAv—Eori'r's ANCIENT RELICS AND MODERN INDUSTRY—INDIA'S PECULIAR WAREs—
JAPAx's MAGNIFICExT PARTICIPATION IN ALL DEPARTMENTS—\YONDERFUL ART DISPLAYS—EXHAUSTIVE EXHIBITS or MANUFACTURED
GOODS—NEW ZEALAND, TnE WONDERLAND or TnE SQUTII SEAs—MATcHLEss BEAUTY or NEw ZEALAND SCENERY—A NEW GOAL FOR

TOURIsTs— SIAM, PERSIA, RIIoDEsIA AND OTHER FAR-AWAY LANDS.

HE far Eastern nations surprised the visitors to the
Exposition with the completeness of their displays and
the revelations of hitherto unknown resources which they
contained. It was China's largest participation at a great inter
national exposition, and some of her exhibits were brought

from the most remote provinces, the more completely to illus
trate the life of the whole Empire. Some of these things were
two months in transit from the place of their origin to the
seaport front which they were

shipped to America. Japan
had never so completely ex
ploited her art and industries
abroad before, nor had we, as
a nation, any conception of the
diversity of her art or the true
genius and skill of her artists.
The vagueness of American
knowledge of the Orient was
swept away and gave place to a

took hold of the matter in such a thorough and systematic
manner that the result was an unqualiﬁed success.

China signally honored both the United States and the
Exposition in selecting to head its Commission to the Fair a
prince of the blood Imperial in the person of Prince Pu Lun,
who, upon his several visits to this country and to the Expo
sition, created a most favorable impression upon all who had

the pleasure of seeing and meeting him.
The Imperial Chinese Com
mission embraced the following
distinguished personages:
Imperial High Commissioner,
His Imperial Highness, Prince Pu

Hart, Bart. G. C. M. G., Inspector

General of Customs, Peking.
Imperial Vice - Commissioners,
Mr. \Vong Kai Kali, and Mr. Fran
mission, D. Percebois; Assistant,

I. A. Berthet.

meritin countless lines of
effort. The exhibits of Asiatic
and African nations and de

The twenty-one provinces
of China, beginning with the
northernmost, are: Shenking,
l‘ehchihli, Shantung, Shansi,
Kansuh, Shensi, Kiangsu,

pendencies were everywhere

prominent features of the Ex
position, giving color and
variety to the great Fair by
their strong individuality and
marked contrast from the ex
hibits of Europe and the West
ern continent.
The Empire of China, with
its twenty-one provinces and

llonan, Anhwei, Hupeh,
Szechuen, Chekiang, Kiangsi,

Huuan, liweichow, Yunan,
Fukien, Kwangtung, Kwangsi,
liih Lin and Het Lung Kiang.
Apart from these provinces is
the Liaotung Peninsula, in
which Port Arthur and Talien—

close upon ﬁve hundred mil

lions of inhabitants, made a
vast collective exhibit in the
Palace of Liberal Arts. Its very
uniqueness rendered it, par
excellence, the much-sought-ior
spot of the thousands of visitors
to the Fair.

wan are situated; these two last
named places having been leased

PRINCE PU LUN.

to Russia in 1898. The prov
inces oi Shenking, Kih Lin
and Het Lung Kiang are pro
vincial creations of the last few
years. For ages past there

upon the receipt of the in.
. .
.

Imperial High Commissioner to the World's Fair. a prince of the Imperial blood,
and the personal rcprcst‘ntnln‘c oi the lumen-ll famile 'l‘he l‘rince and suite
occupied apartments at the Hotel I\ aslhntllon: [The l'rmce was _\ ery _attenuve

\VCYC onlv eighteen provinces lll
A, _
'

vitation to participate In the

in his social duties, and entered mm m- bplfll of the leposnlon Wllh great

Utma,known asthe Iournorth

-

.

,

_

cis A. Carl; Secretary to the Com

new appreciation of their high

.

1m‘2s.

Lun.
President Ex-Ofﬁcio, Sir Robert

earnestness and enthusiasm.

dIsplay of nations at the LouIsiana Purchase Exposition, the carrying out of China's accept
ance was entrusted to Sir Robert Hart, l:lart., G. C. .\l. (5.,

ern, ﬁve eastern, two central.
four southem, and three western. The regular subdivisions
of the entire territory of China, according to the Chinese them

selves, are colloquially known as uSang," “Fu,” “Chan,”
Inspector-General of Customs at Peking. With all the services

of many thousands of ofﬁcials and employees at his command
in the Chinese Imperial Maritime Customs Service, Sir Robert

“Hien,” and “52,” which, translated into English, signify
Provinces, Departments, Districts, Hundreds, and Tithings.

- ._
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directly under Chinese rul

The Empire of China, prior to 1842,
'
far as foreign in_
was a seaISZisbzgiicearited, and it was only

trade conditions are under :1, at'ld their
tion of the Imperial
1e luriSdic
Maritim e cumms
of China.

terCOL‘lsectssiOit of the Island of Hong'
afternteo the British that the now so

Peking, the capital of
China, does not
conie under the category

:Illeg treaty ports were opened to foreirgtgqn

Of 8. treaty pon‘

as it is merely the residen

trade and intercourse. .Five treatyApoiO;
the cities of Shanghai, Canton, ln

C6 of the iOI’Eign
ambassadors and other di
ploniatic ofﬁcers
accredited to China. the seat of th I
spector~General of Customs, andetlni
headquarters of several missionarl:

Ningpo and Foochow, were grattia 1
made ports of call andoi trade by wattle

of the British Treaty With China of It 1,...

SIR ROBERT HART. BART" G. C. M. G.
The Inspector-Generalof the Imper_ial_Maritime Customs.
who, although a British_ subject. is intriisted with the
administration of the principal revenues of the Chinese
Empire. The illustration is from a photograph loaned
by his cousin. Mr. Francis A. Carl.

They became the
nucleus of the real
foreign relations
with China as they
exist to-day. At the
FRANCIS A. CARL.
present time there
Chinese Imperial Vice-Commissioner. holding equal
rank with Mr. Wong. Mr. Carl is an American. liorn
are no less than
at ()syka. Mississippi. He was Statistical Secretary at
Shanghai and Deputy Postal Secretary under the
forty-six ports and
Inspector-General of Customs. Mr. Carl was accom
anied to Saint Louis by his wife and sister. Miss hate
stations in China
arl, who painted the portrait of the Empress Dowager,
exhibited in the Palace of Art and presented by the
that are open to
Empress to the United States Government.
foreign trade. Of
these, two are leased to Russia, one to Great Britain, one to
The other forty~one are
Germany, and one to France.

societies from dif
ferent parts of the
world. The treaty
ports actually hav
ing headquarters of
the Customs service

WONG KAI KAH.

are: Newcliwang,

Chinese Imperial Vice-Commissioner. Mr. \\'0ngisa
tale L'niversity graduate. class 0! i383. ll! Filmks

Tientsin, Chefoo,
Kiaochow, Chun
king, Ichang, Sliasi,
Yochow, Hankow,

hnsrlish ﬂuently. is an accomplished diplomat. and an
important oﬁicial of his Government. The routine ofthe

general oﬁicial intercourse with the Government authqu
ties devolved upon Mr. Wong.

He brought his family

with him to Saint Louis. and with Mrs. “on! look i
prominent part in the social life of the szposition.

Kukiang, \Vuhu, Nanking, Chinkiang, Shanghai, SOOCllOWi
Hangchow, Ningpo, \Venchow, Santuao, Foochow, Amoy,
l'

T

‘—

CHINESE NATIONAL PAVILION.
This Pavilion cost to erect $bo,oop_to $75,001}. the exact ﬁgures not_being ascertainable. as a conside .‘if'lkbleportgonl ofI the decorative work had been done in Chg"! “(11:53?
.
i
.
_, Avenue.
esiteo t ofe Prince
’avilion1’:a“
' '
n 5‘eiiidm“
er 5'dose"l a“
Payilion
was ceremonies
Situated on the
of Administration
native Chinese workmen. 'lhe
The
dedication
weresouth
very side
Flaerate.
The Pavilion
we? a reproduction
115.dglygdlgtn‘ieglfjdfdciscc.
at the
construction began at once.
'
‘
I
Exposition was presented to President brancis.

During the Exposmon it contained many beautiful works of Chinese art and industry.
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. 86. treaty Ports and their {rib
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wealth of China's
magniﬁcent dis
play of her natural

D. PERCEBOIS.

and manufactured

Secretary of the Chinese
Commission. Mr. Pcrcebois

products and mul
_

has
spent thirty years in the
ghujiese (.ustorinSF service.

tifold in d u s t ri e s

e is a native o
rance. an
accomplished scholar, and an

r
v
“ as dra“ n'

expert
in Chinese
aﬂairs.
I'lis catalogue
of Chinese
exhibits,
With
explanatory
notes. is a most valuable

.
' _
Sides
the vaSt dls
'
play lun the Palace

work on China's exhibit at

of

legra]

the Fair.

'

3 Pure]

domestic commerc

“tary

i

leV€n lﬂCEllClllable

la trafﬁc

5
Cfllpulous exact-

“3mm

'

‘

L ;

Arts

’

as to a greater or

~

7

less margin of. proﬁt, according to cir
cumstances, still that margin of proﬁt,
be it great or inﬁnitesimally small, is
always calculated upon, and a loss never

"'

cuts a ﬁgure in the Chinese method of
.
reckoning accounts. In the matter of
agriculture, the same idea of thrift shows

'I
I
{.1
"

Not a foot of arable land in

a.

China is allcwed to remain uncultivated,

1'

and ornamented. added much to the striking appearance of

'

_

,0

ﬁr;p
J,

n
or

mater one million three
‘
hundred thousant square

d-ﬁ‘erent
1e

miles of territory, or. to b8

]

.
.
exact, one million
two hun

aisles and by-ways, to say

5
}

;l

dediictmg
from this
very
made “ate area the gpace

a. 0 e

130' Paul

_

This characteristic Chinese structu_re_. curiously carved

or mm".

regrettablefeature prejiitlicialtotlieeﬁect China‘spavilion andhelvedmakethewhole seemhkcabit In many sections of the Empire the
_
'
I
of the Far East transplanted to America.
d
.bl
f
1 .
.
and inﬂuence of the display. That was
owner of Ian suscepti co c‘u tivation,
the lack of space sufﬁcient to show the exhibit to its best who does not put his sorl to good use by having it properly
advantage. Accordcd a space of about one hundred feet in tilled and sown with suitable crops, is severely punished and
.
.
.
.
I
‘
‘- _
breadth by a little less than three hundred feet in
length. and his
land is
liable
to be conﬁscated. \Vith
an area-of approxi

u ttqd f

ﬂ ’.
‘Shan’ji'

_

1' A‘ BERTHET.
Assist t 5
_ ‘
Commaigsimicn'a'h Chinese

ness as does the ggrsvi'ceemlong'p'ma'mms
Chinese. While a“ the at
his trading prop0“QM had Shreadﬂy‘ M“
sitions may vary r“ a sour“ of '

In China’s beautiful exhibit in the PAGODA IN COURTYARD. CHINESE PAVILION. itself.
_

‘ '

chant or trader on
the face of the
earth that calcu
lates his business
ventures with such

a large exhibit of
books and other educational parapher
nalia was made in the Palace of Educa
tion and Social Economy, and an ex
quisitely
furnished
Chinese
Pavilion,
in
_
_
_
’
_
_ .
_
dlcatlvc Of Chma 5 Ofﬁual Partlupatlon
.
)
m the Worlds F3113 was constructed
among the other national pHVlllOnS.
Liberal Arts Palace there was but one

V '

.
amlisb
_
sllDe _
of the immense
21th faintlyindicatise

) _
be

_ _
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itim‘

al D rts '3 trihs

a nature

thrIt \\I as fmmthe resources of the thirtv

districts that the

‘i‘m’s

“try

emidllttlit?

dred and ninety-seven
thousand two hundred and

nothing of the place re
served for the oﬂice of the
Commission,China'sexhibit
was decidedly crowded. The
space was in no way com

ninety-nine square miles,

and an estimated population
of ﬁve hundred and seven
people to the square mile. it
can be readily seen that
China requires the most of
her agricultural products for
home consumption, export
ing but little of such beyond
her borders. This especially
refers to her cereals and
produce for daily food pur

mensurate with the impor—

tance and the number and
class of articles brought to
the Exposition from such a

distance. Notwithstanding
this unfortunate and serious
drawback, China did her
self credit in her exhibit,

and no praise is too great
for those members of the
Imperial Chinese Commis-

510" under Whose direction
and

Charge

this

'
display
“. as rnade'

thorough

poses; but there are quite a

number of products of
Cl, ,
on of which she

IN 'riIE coupouun OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT PAVILION.

“m s s

On April 26th His Imperial Highness. Prince Pu Lun.accompanied by the Imperial Vice-

has an abundance to Sparc'

"
'<. ‘
’
' ' ' h.uﬁillgriz‘uiilancc
. '
it t the World's
Fair.Vice-Commissioner
and later made an l'informal
tour
of
inzgcriiiisxrdfrbiinzgg
ﬁling};
of imperial
raneis A.
Lari.

’1‘ hese l a tter she ex l)Orts ' and

It has been rightly said
that the resources of China are as yet an unknown quantity to
the people of the world outside of her own territory. Yery

does so freely.
In the statistics of the Foreign Trade of China for the year
i902, published in one of its yellow books, by the Inspector

-;
0'
.
va
T
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PRINCE PU LUN ON OPENING D.\\'.

PRINCE PU LUN AND EXPOSITION OFFICIALS.
I’hotograpli'taken in the ofﬁce of President Francis. who isseated beside the Prince.
Among those standing are Yin-Commissioners Won: hai I\ah and Francis A. Carl,
Directors Isaac S. Taylor. I‘. J. \r. Skirt and Walter B. Stevens. of the Exposition

Among the hundreds of diplomats and dignitaries who attended the opening
ceremonies. l'rince l’n Lun. in his Imperial robes of state. was the rnqst striking ﬁgure
as he mingled with the crowds on the Plaza of Saint Louis and in the Palace oi

Divisions. Franklin Ferris and others.

\ aried Industries.

General of Customs at Peking, the entire value of the foreign
trade with China amounted to 529,545,489 I'Iaikwan taels silver,

destined for China from all countries, the trade with China
from that place alone amounting to the enormous sum of
216,000,000 taels. “'ith japan, China’s nearest neighbor,a
trade of some 64,000,000 taels was done; while with India and
the Straits settlements 43,000,000 taels helped to make up the
general total. These countries are China's principal customers.
Of all the foreign nations with which China has dealt, the
United States have always had a foremost place in the ranks
of China's real friends. This friendship has been due to the
kindly interest taken by the United States in China without
the resort to force or bloodshed during her troublous times in
years gone by; and this friendship remains today, marred
alone through the misunderstanding, or lack of understanding,
between the two nations on the subject of Chinese immigra
tion into the United States. China has never expressed any

of which 315,363,905 Haikwan taels silver was the net value
of the imports, and 214,181,584 Haikwan taels silver was the
value of the exports. The total amount of duties collected on
both the imports and exports was 30,007,044 Haikwan taels
silver. The Haikwan or customs tael here given represents
a value of about seventy-ﬁve cents United States currency.
The value of China's direct trade with the L'nited States

during 1902 amounted to in round numbers, ﬁfty millions of
Haikwan taels silver, of which thirty millions represented the
imports from, and twenty-ﬁve millions the exports to this
country. Great Britain led with a trade of sixty-eight mil
lions for European countries, while the entire continent of

Europe, excepting Russia, could only show a trade amounting
to ﬁfty-eight millions. A great deal of unascertainable trade

objection or even opposition to a restriction of Chinese immi

came from the British Colony of Hong Kong, which, being a gration into this country. On the other hand, at the time of
free port, received and transhipped a great quantity of goods \t/lle commercial treaty between China and the United States in

OPENING EXERCISES CHINESE PAVILION—MAY 6. 1904.
At the foot of steps. reading from left to right, are: II. I. II. Prince Pu Lun.
H. I. C. M.'s Iligh Commissioner to the World's 1‘ air, and Honorable David R. Francis.
President of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition Company. On the steps facing front,

reading from left to right. are: Archbishop blennpnmt the ArchtDiocese of Saint Louis;
H. E. Sir Chen-tun; Liang Chang. (,hincse Minister to the United States: Mr. Francis
A. Carl. Imperial Chinese Vice-Commissioner; Archbishop Ryan oftheArch-Diocese
at Philadelphia: Mr. \Vm. H. Thompson. Treasurer of the Exposition.

EMPRESS DOWAGER'S BIRTHDAY RECEPTION—NOVEMBER16.19“!
ReceiVlnll W"? of the Imperial Chinese Commission to the World's Fair 119011 ll“
occi-‘sion of a reception BIVen in honor of the seventieth birthday of Her lmpc'm
Malesty, the Empress Dowager of China. Reading from left to right i!" party coiiidiiu
of :_ Mr. Francis A. Carl. Imperial Vice-Commissioner; Mr Kee Uwf Y angi Mrs' ~

Ixai Kah. wife of Imperial Vice-Commissioner; Miss Kate Carl._sister of Ii}!
(arl; Mrs. 1'. A. Carl; Mr. \‘i'ong Kai Kathperial Vice-CommiSSI‘Ineri Mr' on“ 'roé
Pei. and Mr. D. Percebois. Secretary of Chinese Imperial Commission
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1880>the former could not suf
ﬁcieiitl y express its gratitude towards
this country for prohibiting its citi
zens from dealing in opium in China;
and, in acquiescing to the desire of

niﬁcent oriental arcliitec
Pavilion was dedicated \v

the United States to prevent a pro
miscuous inﬂux of Chinese into its
territory, the Chinese Government
expressed a hope that such restric
tion would have a tendency to cause
Chinese subjects to desist from de
parting from their native shores for
America. In accordance with the
treaty of 1880 came the Chinese
Exclusion Act, an act that has been
renewed and reinforced with addi
tional provisions and additional acts
from year to year. China has no
special complaint as to the exclusion
of her laborer subjects, but she does
most emphatically protest and object
to the treatment experienced, at the
hands of the United States Govern
ment ofﬁcials, by those Chinese who
Come to this country under the belief
that they have complied with the law
relating to Chinese restriction and

l

that occasion President Francis
gracefuuy eulOgized the Chinese
People as a race whose character has

always been a synonym for integrity

and ﬁdelity.
ll

He referred at length

to China’s willingness to participate
in the Exposition, and called atten
tion to her large appropriation. He
closed his speech by introducing Mr.
W'ong Kai Kali, the Imperial Vice
Commissioner of China, who spoke
as follows:
In accepting the invitation of the
United States to participate in the Louis
iana Purchase Exposition of 1904. China,
her head hoary with the snows of four

L-'l
_“."_".'.'!

“a

thousand ﬁve, hundred years, will march in
company with other powers to do honor
to a great nation--—ymmg@5t i" agci bl“

one of the ﬁrst in culture, progress and
civilization.

_ _ _

If history is worthy Of credencc’clnl'_
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IMPERIAL GUEST BED IN CHINESE PAVILION.
Ferial bed chamber in the Lhinese
C ved ebony bedstead in the Irn
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is

The Chinese, in such cases,

claim that they are treated as criminals, are lodged in iailS,

and suFfer such countless indignities that their government is
faiii to protest against their treatment in. such a manner.
There have been very many of the Chinese merchants and
others who did not come within the provisions of the Exclu
sion Act and whose credentials and identity were without
question, who have had to suffer the indignities cited above
and who complained to their government. These numerous
complaints created a profound impression in government
circles at Peking, so much so, in fact, that Chinese participa
tion in the Exposition became doubtful. An after-considera
tion, however, prevailed, in the hope that the United States
would take proper steps towards an amelioration of the present

system so that such Chinese as might be lawfully entitled to
come to the United States might do so without sufiering any
0f Sic indignities already enumerated, and whose documentary

CHINESE EXHIBIT—LIBERAL ARTS PALACE.
bird‘s-e e view of northern half of Chinese exhibit in Liberal Arts Palace.
lookE-iegnfdaiards theynorth, showing the groupings of the various olnects exhibited, and
the pagoda-shaped roofs of the two northern entrances to_the display. as taken from

the extreme eastern center of the section. The aggregation of the almost countless
demonstrations of Chinese artistic and industrial skill betrayed real oriental splendor.
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the parent, assuming the perfect form, and shedding beneﬁcent influence
over a prosperous and a contented people. China, ﬁlled with wonder
and admiration, is desirous of ascertaining the diﬂ'erent stages her old
civilization has passed through to attain the eminence it has reached
to-day. Notwithstanding her great age, China is anxious to learn; and
this Universal Exposition, being an universal educator, China will take
her lessons from it. All participating nations and people will acquire
some knowledge new to them and impart something beneficial to the
rest of mankind.
The friendly rivalry between nations in exhibiting what each excels
in, in natural products, in commerce, in industrial works, in medicine,
in art, in manufactures, in methods of education, in inventions, in
scientiﬁc discoveries, and in all and everything pertaining to elevating
the moral, social and physical condition of the human race, tends to
make nations understand each other better, appreciate each other more;
and the grand result will be the preservation of peace in the world. No
government can fail to perceive that, for the improvement of a country
and people, it is essential to
live in peace.
The brightest page in the
history of the last century is
the one recording the Peace
Conference at the Hague,
called by His Majesty, the
present Czar of Russia. The
eﬂect of that humane act is
being felt this day, and, on

Lehmann compared that country's greatness to a processional
march of all nations wherein one out of every four persons
who passed in line would be found to be a native of China;
concluding his remarks by saying that “we, as a people and
a nation, should treat China with justice and fairness. We
should accord to her citizens the same fair treatment that l\'t.‘

expect of her." Many hundreds of people were present, all
of whom applauded these sentiments.
Commissioner \Vong produced a three-handled loving-cup,
which, when ﬁlled with champagne, was passed to President

Francis, who toasted: “To the exhibits of the Chinese Empire,
another step to a universal peace." Several other toasts fol
lowed as also did several speeches. The event was considered
by all as one of the red letter days in the history of the Fair.
All matters touching
upon the relations of
China with foreign coun
tries are handled by a
branch of the government

known as the “Tsnng-li
Yamen,” or Board of
Foreign Affairs. \\'hile
this board is composed of
representatives of the ini
perial family and other
very high officials of the

account of it, the memory of
this great monarch will ever
be kept green, inasmuch as it
was due to the Peace Confer
government, one very
ence that the International
Tribunal was established be?
important member is a
fore which all international
foreigner to the Chinese
diﬁ'erences are adjusted by
race. That personage is
arbitration, thus avoiding the
Sir Robert Hart, Baronet.
miseries and sufferings inci
G. C. M. G., Inspector
dent to war.
General of Customs at
But it has been reserved
for America and the Ameri
Peking. It is through the
VIEW SHOWING THE GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE CHINESE EXHIBITS.
cans to bring into realization,
In the Palace of Liberal Arts China had a ﬂoor space three hundred feet long. This picture.
medium and diplomacy
at the City of Saint Louis, taken from in front of the Commissioner‘s oﬁice, although it shows but one aisle, gives a compre
of Sir Robert Hart that
hensive idea of the great ﬂoor space crowded with the treasures of the Chinese Empire. 'l'hedit’ferent
what the Czar has initiated at articles on exhibition were grouped according to the section of the country from whence they came.
most of the negotiations
The Hague. When the his
.
,
' andI he
of an important
nature are carried
on between
China
tory of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition comes to be written, the
names of President David R. Francis and his associates will be embel
other powers, notwithstanding the fact that all, or nearlysll,
lished in letters of gold, because they, voicing the sentiment of the
of the foreign nations represented by ambassadors or mlﬂls'
American people, will, by means of this great Exposition, introduce
ters at Peking have their own secretaries of legation, who are
into the world a new
conversant with the Chinese tongue and written language
era, an era that will
Sir Robert Hart is a thorough Chinese scholar, an English
see the fulﬁllment
of that heavenly man by birth, and has been connected with the Imperial
message transmitted
Chinese Customs Service since its incipienCY» homing his
to mankind two
present post as Inspector-General of Customs since 1863,0Ver
thousand years ago:
“Peace on earth and forty-one years ago. He has personally contributed unexcep
good will toward tional services to China and her government, both in times 0f
men.

Mr. \Vong was
followedbyDirec
tor F. W. Leh
mann, who intens—
iﬁed his address
by directing it to
the President of
the Exposition
and the ladies and

gentlemen “rep
GATEWAY IN COMPOUND. CHINESE PAVILION.
One of the most interesting architectural embellishments
of the Chinese Pavilion was this gateway, surmounted by
ﬁgures of dragons and warriors. The entire carved work
as well as the separate ﬁgures are all of original and unique
design.

peace and of war, notably in the recent Boxer troubles, Wile"

he largely contributed towards adjusting the Boxer difﬁculties,
an undertaking which he fulﬁlled with the highest honors,
both for China and for himself. During his short term?!5
Ambassador for Great Britain in 1885, he temporarily rah“
quished his post as Inspector—General of Customs, only {0
resume it again as soon as Great Britain had received ills
declination of the honor.
It was, therefore, a foregone conclusion that, in 11211ning
its Commission from China to the Louisiana Purchase EXPO'
sition, China should have seen ﬁt to have placed Sir Roi?en
Hart as the President of the Commission in all its Pracma1

resenting many
nations of the
world.” Referring

operations with the Exposition authorities.

to China, Mr.

Robert Hart is the supreme head, controls not alone the

..

The Imperial Maritime Customs of China, of which 5"

DEDICATIDN OF THE CHINESE PAVILION.
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maritime revenues of the country, but the postofﬁce depart
ment as well. This department is the outcome of recent years
only, the various foreign governments represented in China
having had their individual postotﬁces at their respective con
sulates. The postal service of China now numbers over six
thousand employees, situated at all the principal ports of the
Empire.
In her Customs Service China has between eight and

free-hm,

nine thousand employees, of whom nearly one thousand are

was 935.52

foreigners, distributed in the iii-door and out-door staffs,
medical, statistical, harbor, coast, engineer, light-house, and
internal revenue departments. The in-door staff, numbering

soiihtils

Severity
he even;

over one thousand members, is represented by the various

the tier, All rats

commissioners or collectors of customs at the different treaty
ports, who, with their re
spective assistants, repre
sent the inspector-general
as his chief auxiliaries. It
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spoke in the same strain.

The same evening,
May 6th, Prince Pu Lun

held a levee and reception
to a great number of in
vited guests at the Hotel

has been mainly through

the personal efforts of
these various commission
ers of customs that the
different sections of China
under their control have
been able to make such
creditable individual
demonstrations of their

“'ashingtoni' Over three
thousand were present, the
reception being the great
est social event during the

Exposition, thus conclud
ing the festivities in com

meinorationofthe opening
of the Chinese Pavilion to
the general public) The \/
Prince paid a farewell visit
to President Francis on
the 13th of May, leaving

products, as tended to

make the tout-ensemble
of China's exhibit in the
Liberal Arts Palace an
incomparable one.
The installation of the

meal 01";1‘

Prince Pu Lun, through Mr. \Vong Kai Kali, \"ice-Coiin
missioner, who acted as interpreter, responded, saying that
he appreciated the sentiment which prompted the toast and
asked that all drink to the health of the President of the
United States. Formal addresses were exchanged between
Prince Pu Lun and President Francis, the latter making
special comment upon the fact that China was one of the ﬁrst
nations to respond to the invitation of the United States
Government to participate in the Louisiana Purchase Expo
sition. The Chinese Minister, Sir Chentung Liang Cheng, in
his address, said that he was very much impressed with the
rapidity with which the Exposition had been completed, judg_
ing from the unﬁnished state it had been in upon the occasion
of his presence at the dedication a year previous. Commis
sioner Francis A.Carl also

Chinese

exhibits

in the

CURIOUS CHINESE DEVICES IN MANUFACTURES.
Agyramidal-shaped thatched roof model of_ a Chinese ice-house is shown in the foreground,

éPtour

leeral Arts Palace began

Sir RDirfI 1"

in the middle of March,

ndwm

1904, and the section was ready for the reception of visitors

The history of China’s participation in the Exposition of

ieti'rﬂ it

on the opening day of the Exposition, though it was about

the middle of June before the last of the articles for exhibition

i904 would be incomplete without a description of the famous
picture of the Dowager Empress An of China, painted by

were received from China and placed on view.

Miss Kate Carl.

Sir Chentung Liang Cheng, the Imperial Chinese Minister
at \Vasliington, paid several visits to the Exposition and
expressed himself as being highly pleased with the great and
wondrous display made at the Fair.
In the afternoon of May 6, 1904, the formal dedication and
opening of the completed Chinese Pavilion took place, and
the event was heralded as the most imposing and ceremonious
of social and official functions that had taken place at the
Exposition up to that time. The event was one long to be
remembered as a notable gathering of some of China’s most
prominent officials. Expressions of deep signiﬁcance emanated
from all present, notably from Prince Pu Lnn, as Imperial
High Commissioner, and Sir Chentung Liang Cheng, setting
forth that the Exposition would have a great inﬂuence towards
further cementing the ever-growing friendship between China
and the United States.
A happy incident occurred during the ceremonies when
President Francis, with raised glass, proposed the following
toast: “I am sure I express the sentiment of the Commis—
sioner, and the guests assembled, when I ask that we be per

portrait created
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and on the right by sedan-chairs and chair-coolies, salt factory. wind:mill of Iateen sails and a vermicelli factory in the order named.
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These were all in the Chinese section of the Liberal Arts Palace.

n

mitted to drink to the long life and prosperity of the Emperor

int “i V

of China and the Empress Dowager.” The toast was drunk
amid loud and prolonged applause and cheering.
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the day following. T ,1;

widespread enthu
siasm and admira
tion. Mrs. Conger,
wife of the United
States Minister at
Pekingwasinstru
mental in obtain
ing the portrait as
agift to the United
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While not a part of China's exhibit, the
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States, and it was

that lady who in
troduced Miss
Carl to the Ein
press, with whom
Miss Carl became
a great favorite,
ﬁn ally obtaining
consent to paint
the portrait. Daily
sittings were
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INNER GATEWAY. CHINESE PAVILION.
_ ‘These doors. in which were inlaid the ﬁgures of two
(hinese soldiers. attracted much attention and were
~generally admired_by visitors. Chinese skill in making
inlaid work was evidenced in many of their exhibits.

HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE I'le’USITIOX.
import.

It would take a volume by itself to enter into a

detailed description of all the interesting snlnects shown by
these views.
Of the one hundred and forty-four groupings 0r classifL
cations of exhibits at the Exposition, China had representa

tion in ninety-nine, as follows: Six out of a total of eight
groups under the heading of Education; Art, four out of six;
Liberal Arts, twelve out of thirteen; Manufactures, thirty
four out of thirty-six; Machinery, one out of ﬁve; Electricity,
none; Transportation, four out of six; Agriculture, eighteen
out of twenty~seveu; Horticulture, four out of seven; For
estry, two out of three; Mines and Metallurgy, four out of

ﬁve; Fish and (iame, three out of ﬁve; Anthropology,three
ART PORCELAINS AND CLOISONNE WARE.
Ancient poreclnins. iade and crystal ornaments and cloisonné ware exhibited by
the Industrial Institute of Peking. which received the Grand Prize and gold medal.
'l he revival of the manufacture of modern cloisonné is here shown in all its stages.
from the basic copper to the ﬁnished article.

completed. It left China on May 3rd, arriving at the Expo
sition a few days before June 14th, on which date it was safely

installed in one of the large front
galleries in the main or central
building of the Art Palace, and

had the distinction of being the
only object on the east wall of the
gallery. The portrait is life size,
three-quarter length, representa—
tive of the Empress seated on her
throne in Imperial attire, and is
said to be a most accurate likeness
of Her Imperial Majesty. The

out of four; Social Economy, two out of thirteen; and Physical
Culture two out of three.
Distance prevented an exhibit
of live stock and poultry from China. The other groups in
which China was not represented pertained to elements and
institutions peculiarly belonging to Europe and America and
in no way related to the resources and elements of China. It
can therefore be seen that China
not only gave a full representation
of all required by the Exposition
classiﬁcations, but she also con
tributed many novel features that
were not included in the Exposi

tion tabulation.

In the general comity of nations
and in the course of their‘commcr
cial relations with one another, the
question of money and of money
picture is mounted on a massive
values becomes a very important
factor to a harmonious under
raised pedestal of Teak-wood.
standing. The divergency between
The frame of the picture, which is
a gold and a silver standard for
a delicately wrought and carved
money units in different countries
specimen of Chinese handicraft,
is constantly ﬂuctuating, and it
bearing suitable inscriptions in
requires unceasing attention to
carved Chinese characters,
maintain a proper parity between
together with its pedestal, meas
the two metals. While the majority
ures seventeen feet high by ten
of the countries that do business
feet in width, though the portrait
EMBROIDERED SILKS AND PORCELAIN WARE.
with China maintain agold stand
Portion of exhibit of the Shanghai Tea and Porcelain Company. showing
itself measures only eight by ten
embroidered silks and satins in the Pagoda show-case, with rare specimens
feet. The portrait was unveiled of ancient and modern porcelain vases. 'l'wo folds of a six-leaved decorated ard for money values, China has
porcelain and carved ebony screen are shown to the left of picture.
ever regarded silver as the money
bv Prince Pu Lun, who, with the
metal,
looking
upon
gold
as
a commodity with a commert‘ial
Chinese Minister, Sir Chentung Liaug Cheng, came to Saint
value
but
of
quantity
insufﬁcient
in itself as a money-circulating
Louis for that purpose.

The great distance of China from the United States,
coupled with the very limited space allotted for her exhibits
in the Liberal Arts Palace, no doubt contributed to the
inability of that country to have her natural and artiﬁcial

products exhibited more in exlmso.

Many of China's indus

tries as well as of their different places of origin were demon
strated by photographic exhibits. A collection of over one
thousand three hundred large and beautifully executed photo

graphs, Including over twenty large albums, furnished the
visitor an idea of the various localities in China that are open
to foreign intercourse, as well as many places that are conﬁned
to the native element exclusively. Many of these photographs
deal with the manners, customs, modes of dress, and different

pursuits followed by the Chinese race in the different sections
of the country. The photographs were contributed by all the
treaty ports collectively, each port furnishing its own quota
corresponding to the importance of the locality. All of the
photographic views bear suitable inscriptions describing their

CARVED BLACKWOOD FURNITURE AND SCR EENS.
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f furniture. for 0 Ce, ‘
The t
latforms here shown contain various articles 0
..
5c black“
householdviislia. that is manufactured in Lawton of the famous‘ol-gnlsgggls Wm, mar-lief

Richly and exquisitely carved tables. with marble or cloisonnethgpbﬁpeﬂr]; screensas
seats; easy chairs with embroidered backs and_inla|d With il'nglaid ﬁl'vmswried pagod
blackwood and cloisonné or illuminated POPCCIBIX‘IS and Deaf \
help make up this choice collection.

MONEY SYSTEM OF THE CHINESE EMPIRE.
le
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as it has always been, and is regulated by weight and the
ﬁneness of the metal. The silver, in order to come up to the

ll'Jll. Olin 5;.

Silver money, therefore, is the standard of China,

Chinese idea of ﬁneness suitable for money, must be absolutely
pure, and this pure silver is technically known in China as
“sycec,” or silver of virgin purity. The ordinary commercial

5ix our of“;

iiiun : An, :1»: _

weights of China are based on the unit of one “liang,” or tael
of one and one-third ounce avoirdupois; sixteen “liang”
making one “chin” or catty; one hundred “chin,” one “tan”
or picul; and one hundred and twenty “chin,” one “shih” or

sir; Amp:

four out

stone. \Vithout any variation in speciﬁc weight, the weighing

il livid-r;
ﬁl’ti .lnilJ-g- ‘

of silver is based upon the HtaelH or “liang” unit with its

t0ftl1iiien:;
ice prevail:

downward fractions calculated decimally. The Chinese do not
make any distinction or difference, as is done in the United
States between avoirdupois, apothecary's and Troy weight,

na. Tllt r11
their standard being the same in all three cases.
ertaiiiecl 15- 1:
Europe arl 5:

The tael

INLAID TABLES, JUTE AND ARTISAN'S TOOLS,

In the foreground are several Ninzpo rosewood tables inlaid with white bone-wood.
Thc inlaid
of twisted
reach, are
artisans in

work is very artistic and of unique designs. At the left are two sample racks
jute. bleached and unbleached. Following the latter, as far as the eye can
racks containin 'aclLIﬂi-S'llﬁd sAmples of the various tools used by Chinese
followmg their ifferent trades.

equals ten “chien” 0r tenths, 0r mace, and each “chien” is

divided into ten “fen” or hundreds or “candareens,” and
1d demo.: .5 ‘
ifore be icr. :

each fen is composed of ten H1i” or mills, commonly known

gaveaii :.

coin in China, and is the frequently
seen round brass coin with a square
hole in the center, bearing Chinese
incriptions on both sides. These

as “ cash.” The cash is the smallest

yuired 5de
ions, in \r'.
iianyrw'
lllCl‘JI'l ‘sz'

Chinese section is conservatively placed at $650,000 gold.
This amount does not include the duty levied on the goods
by the customs of the United

States.
In the matter of coins and
coinage of China several very val
uable and interesting collections

Chinese “ cash" are strung in quan

laiion.

tities of one hundred Hcash” each,

fﬁhtfal on:

very much after the fashion of
sausage links, each link being com
posed of two hundred cash; a

course oi 5::
ms with 03:23'
i money El
ones a \‘s'fl
a hint-5
llieilii‘tfr

“string” of “cash” varying from
one thousand one hundred for the
silver dollar to one thousand four
hundred or one thousand ﬁve hun
dred for the silver tael. The
Chinese tael of commerce is repre
sented by a value of $1.35 or $1.37
silver, while the Hai Kwan or
customs tael is based on a value
of about $1.54 silver, the latter
being calculated always in the pay
RARE PORCELAINS FROM HUPEII.
ment of duties and all kinds of
This beautifully constructed Pagoda case contained some of the choicest
imperial revenues.
specimens of the ceramic art in China that are exhibited from llupi-h,
.
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to the United States precluded the the Grand Prize.
majority of exhibitors from personal representation, and their
goods, therefore, were entrusted to the care of the Imperial
Maritime Customs. The value of the goods exhibited in the

were made from different parts of
the Empire and exhibited at the
Exposition. In the exhibits by the
City of Newchwang were two col
lections of coins from two Imperial
mints at Kirin and at Moukdeu.
The former place is in the Shenk~
ing Province and the latter in the
Province of Fengtien, Manchuria.

These two mints turn out silver
dollars, half dollars, twenty, ten
and ﬁve-cent pieces, and the copper
one-cent piece. Modern machinery
is employed for coining purposes
and the dies and all repairs are
made on the premises. On the
obverse side of all coins the tradi
nonal

'
Chinese

while

the denomination
of the

dragon

appears,

coin, its origin and actual value
appears on the reverse side in both Manchu and Chinese
characters. On this latter side of the silver dollar and the
copper cent piece the Romanized word “Fengtien” likewise
appears. The silver dollar is nine hundred ﬁne, the half
dollar eight hundred and sixty, and the twenty, ten and ﬁve

cent pieces are eight hundred and twenty ﬁne. The workmen,
all natives, are paid from ﬁfty dollars to eighty dollars, Mexi
can silver, per month, and work eleven hours in summer and
from seven to eight hours daily in winter. An eﬁort was
made to coin silver taels in “shoes” or “sycee” silver, but
this project has been abandoned. The tael was formerly made
in the shape of a small-footed woman's shoe (hence the name)
in denominations of one, two, three, ﬁve, ten and ﬁfty tael

"shoes." The collection of coins from the provincial mint at
Cheiigtu, in the Chunking exhibit, is pretty much the same as

those described above, with the addition of the silver rupee,
WOMAN TEA CARRIER AND ART PORCELAIN.

to meet China's trade with India, and the copper half cent
The long table in foreground contains a semi-life size model of a Foochow woman
tea-carrier and a number of small clay models of itinerant vendors, street merchants.
‘1 bl‘Rilars, crockery mender, barber, etc. Immediately to the rear is a group of Ceramics
v from the great potteries of China, showing the famous porcelaius of Ring-te-chen.
l

and two-cent pieces.

The same may be said of the “'uchaug

mint at Hankow, which was established by Chang ChihTung;

‘51:
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ARCHERY ExuunT AND Foocnow LACQUER WARE.

FUNERAL PROCESSION-PIGSKIN TRUsz.

Framed in a circle on the wall between the two upright show-cases is a hunting
equipment of cavalry, foot-archery and hall-shooting bows with whistling and variom
other arrows, shields, swords. quivers and targets, al used exclusiver by the ('hinese.
'l‘helacquered ware on the platform and in the cannula-shaped case to the right. con
sisting of desks, tables. cabinets. etc.. is considered the finest and most eo~tly in the
world: comes solely from Foochnw, China. where the secret of its manufacture has
been held by one family for generations.

On the show-case in the foreground. containing famous Chinese king-ﬁsher feather
iewelry and ornaments. is the model of a catafaluue. or funeral corteqe. ln the picture
ﬁrst come the bean-rs of the commemorative tablets. then the empty oﬁicialchairofth:
deceased. after which comesthe canopy covering the coffin with the requisite number
of bearers headed by the chief mourner of the deceased. The white and colored pigskin
trunks are Shown on the center of the lntform adjoining. A Mandarin's grave. with
peaked entrance. is seen to the extreme eft.

as also of the Kianguan mint at Xankiug, which latter is the
largest one in the Empire, dating from December, 1897, all the
extensive machinery being of British manufacture. Apropos
of coins, there was exhibited a most curious and unique collec
tion of Chinese, Annamese, Japanese and Corean copper coins,
dating from 2500 B. C. to the present day. The collection,
which numbered two thousand nine hundred and seventy-ﬁve
different coins, is the property of Mr. A. F. Schepens, 0f the

ponderous-looking affair. The oil extracted varies from seven
to ten per cent of the bulk weight of the beans, and,as the oil
is expressed, the residue is formed into cart-wheel shaped cakes
for fertilizing purposes.
“"ith the collection of exhibits sent from the City of
Tientsin are incorporated all the articles and goods from
Peking, the capital city of China. Among the exhibits from
the Tientsin district, those attracting the most attention were
a choice and complete assortment of musical instruments used
by the Chinese. a large collection of furs and skins, clay
models of marriage and funeral processions, bows and arrows,
gingals, models of the different occupations and trades of the
Chinese race, as well as life
size ﬁgures illustrative of
Chinese wearing apparel and

Imperial Customs Service at Hankow, and attracted much
attention among numismatists and others, owing to the quaint,
odd and remarkably curious shapes of many of the coins.
The exhibit from the City of Newchwang, one of the
principal homes of the Man
clms and Tartars, and the
northernmost treaty port in

China,was particularly notice
able in its manufacture of
hemp ﬁbre paper window
glass. This paper, which is
exceedingly translucent, is

pasted in the window frames,
then carefully oiled with a

white seed oil, and when dry

Costumes.

The Industrial Institute of
Peking exhibited a collection
of the highest art work in

ancient and modern pottery
and porcelain ware. The same
institute also showed an un
surpassed collection of ancient
bronzes and cloisonné wart,
jade-stone and crystal orna
ments, and a complete demon

becomes semi-transparent and
impervioustowindorweather.
As Manchurian houses are in
stration of the revival of the
variably facing the south, a
manufacture of the ClOlSOIltléll
constant stream of daylight
metal as now being taught in
enters the rooms. Besides a
Peking. The Institute's ex
ﬁne showing of many articles '
hibit
contained a rich and in
indigenous to China, New
teresting
display of carpets.
chwaug is the center of the
LACQUERED
AND
ORNAMENTED
PEWTER
WARE.
rugs,
tapestries
and fabrics for
bean-growing industry of
An
ideal
Chinese
pagoda-shaped
show-case,
demonstrating
the
high
skill
of
the
upholstery unlike anything
China as well as the home of Chinese
_
_ carvcr's_ art.
he case is made out of " l'ai-n:in-rutt,"a yellowish hardwood
ever before seen in a World's
is hnzhly ﬁnished and varnished. it contains lacquered Iva~caddies and cigar-cases.
the manufacture of bean oil and
With richly ornamented pewter interior boxes so as to exclude the air. as likewise a
variety of other objects in pewter. The white model to the ritzht represents a Mandarin's
Exposition. Rugs and car
for alimentary, culinary and ofﬁcial
headquarters.
pets measuring from two feet
illuminating purposes, and the
residue of the bean, in the form of a bean-cake, for use as a sQuare to twenty by thirty feet, made from woo] alone, “:001
fertilizer. One of the real features of the Newchwang exhibit and 5m" and fmm pure silk,were shown. The Institute receive
was (Exhibit No. 112, Chinese Catalogue) the model of an several grand prizes, and gold, silver and bronze medals. H
The City of Chefoo is noted for the famous Hbamboo
old mill, complete for the manufacture of bean oil and bean
cake.

The mill is made of granite and wood and is a very

or “Pougee” silk, whence comes mOSt of the fabric of that

EXHIBITS OF CHINESE PROVINCES AND TOWNS.
particular texture to supply markets throughout the world.

A great number of rolls of this silk was on exhibition and
found ready and eager buyers among the visitors to the

Exposition.

In China this article is known as “Chefoo” silk.

Another equally noted production of this city and its surround

ing districts is the straw braid
that is used for the manufac—
ture of straw hats, the greater
portion of the manufactured
product being exported prin—
cipally to the United States.
The old China ﬁrm of Messrs.
Carlowitz & Company, of
Chefoo, exhibited a large
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silk and satin embroideries ever exhibited anywhere in the
world. One of the articles of extraordinary value, both as an
object of antiquity, rarity and pecuniary worth, is numbered
seven hundred and twenty-eight in China‘s catalogue, and thus
described: “Ancient porcelain vase, in ﬁve colors with black
ground, decorated with
chrysanthenum flowers, Budd
ha's hands, peaches and peach
flowers, bamboo leaves, etc.,

made during the reign of the
Emperor Kang Hei. (1662

to 1723 A. D.”)

To this de

scription is added the follow—

ing: HNote—This is a most

assortment of samples of straw

rare, valuable piece which,
both in quality and workman
the Chinese and extensively
ship and in perfection of pre
exported.
servation, is probably unique.
The City of Chunking, be
A cracked specimen of the
sides its mint, is noted as one
same kind of work was sold in
of the centers for silks and
1900 at Peking for $10,000
satins of extraordinary
Mex.”
breadth of loom and especially
The Province of Hunan, in
made for Imperial uses at
addition to many beautiful
Peking; for its grass cloth and
ART wORK IN JADESTONE, CRYSTAL, PORCELAIN AND BRONZE.
Objects 118 eru» eXllibiied an
Section reserved by the Province of Hupeh for its art collection. Rare carved
Thibetan woolen goods made
ancient polished mirror on its
iadestone, both green and white, tablets, plates. bowls, vases. cups and other ornaments
from the wool of the llama adorn the show-cases. The white oblong-shaped slab on the stand in the center is an stand dating from the time of
ancient hollowed brick of the Han Dynasty (206B. C.),profusely ornamented. Richly
carved crystals, decorated ancient porcelains and antique bronzes make the collection
sheep. Beeswax is also ex
the Chou Dynasty (1 I22 to
one Of the rarest on exhibition. Grand Prize Winner.
ported in large quantities.
225 B. C.), in a perfect state
Chunking had a very ﬁne display of all these products. of preservation for general use. A choice collection of
The great inland city of Hankow, the capital of the Hupeh metals, indigenous to the locality was also shown, among
Province, on the wonderful Yang-Tze-Kiang River, is the which were some very ﬁne specimens of Cinnabar, galena and
braid made in the homes of
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principal mart for tea produced in inland China, and is the

anriferous quartz.

headquarters governing the price of China teas all over the
world. This city made a very full and comprehensive exhibit
of samples Of the fragrant leaf, besides which, manufactures
of paper, silk, tobacco, Britannia, pewter and white metal
ware, cotton cloth milled on the spot, China grass cloth, lace,
grain and pulse, preserved foods, beeswax, pig iron and steel.
A special and unique representation of vegetable tallow and

The City of Kin Kiang made a ﬁne showing of the higher
grades of paper for which the place is noted; but the ﬁnest
exhibit from this city was the samples of modern Chinese
pottery and porcelain ware for general use, made in the
greatest potteries of China, situated in the town of King-to
chen. These potteries date from the year 998 A. D., and have
one hundred and twenty furnaces and employ about one hun
hundred and sixty thousand hands. It is here where the
“tribute porcelain” for the use of the Emperor of China is
made, and most of the exhibits from these potteries at the
Exposition were duplicates of the “tribute porcelain.” The
annual value of the output to-day is from $2,000,000 to

vegetable oil, as well as specimens of prepared albumen, helped

to swell IIankow’s wonderfully ﬁne exhibit.
The Hupeh provincial exhibit was undoubtedly the most
costly and interesting display of ancient art work of original
design in jadestone, crystal and porcelain ware, bronzes and
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CANTONESE JEWELER’S ART EXHIBIT.

BRONZE ART \\'ORK AND CARVED ELEPHANT TUSKS.

In the centre foreground are seen a number of the choicest SPCClmenﬁ 0‘ the
Cantonese 'eweler, as exhibited by Wing Chcong & Co., of llontz ROI"! and C811”?
Models of junks. dragon-boats, pagodas tea-houses. etc.. have been ddlly Wfouﬂht "1
beaten Silver and are exposed to view under glass cases.

General view of antique bronzes exhibited by the llupch Provincial authorities.
consisting of incense burners, vases, gilded-bronze idols, vases and gold and silver
inlaid bronzes. In the frame is a collection of Chinese coins issued by the Kirin mint
in the Hankow District. A huge elephant‘s tusk, exquisitely and intricately carved. is
shown in a glass case to the right.
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The city of Shanghai, being the northern principal outlet

for foreign commercial intercourse, and the seat of all statis
tical information concerning China's commerce, had all the
facilities for presenting the thoroughly complete and instructive
exhibit that it (lid. Education was represented by the works
of some of China's brightest scholars, artists and philosophers,
demonstrating a knowledge and intelligence little dreamed of,

hitherto, by the outer world.

Medicines from all parts of the

Empire, many of them unknown to the western pharmacists

and physicians, formed an unique and highly interesting scien
tiﬁc exhibit. Musical instruments of every kind in use in
China attracted much attention from everyone who saw them,

while exhibits of jewelry, “curios” or curiosities, toys, hard
ANCIENT PORCELAINS 0F RARE VALUE.
In the carved show-case to the left over which appears the legend “ Grand Prix.‘
were treasured some of the rarest specimens of Chinese porcelain manufacture ever seen
in
' a_ Universal Ex osition. The case contained, among other high-priced wares, and
exhibited by the ndustrial Institute Of Peking, three small l‘caich lilooni oviform
bottles, seven inches each in height and valued at $10,000, $6.000 and $5.000 respectively.

$3,000,000 gold, whereas in former years it was from $5,000,000
to $6,000,000 gold, exclusive of what is made for oﬁ'icial
purposes.
The City of \Vuliu, on the Yangtze Kiang river, some
two hundred and sixty-ﬁve miles from Shanghai, exhibited a
beautiful model of its famous seven-storied pagoda, built in

ware, ceramics, products and manufactures for food and
wearing apparel abounded on all sides. That distinctly Chinese
personal adjunct, the fan, was uniquely represented by an
exceedingly choice collection of four thousand fans exhibited
by Shu Lien Chi, of Hangchow. These fans may be described
as folding and non-folding, and are made of ivory, ebony,
bamboo. sandalwood, coir and bone frames and handles, with
v_

.

i _ I
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v

if ‘vl-j

"

1619 A. D.; also specimens of native timber and anthracite
coaL
Nanking, the great city that was almost entirely destroyed
by the Taeping rebellion, is the seat of the principal ﬁgured
silk, satin and velvet supply for all China. A gorgeous
collection of these rich fabrics was exhibited, of almost every
conceivable color and pattern, and the throngs of visitors,
especially ladies, were charmed at the sight of this brilliant

collection.
From the port of Kiangnan. jewelry, articles de z'rrlu and
crepe dc Chine made a very creditable exhibit.
The famous Chinese black and mother-of-pearl, yellow and
gold, red and gold lacquered ware placques, trays, fancy
boxes, etc., manufactured in the town of Yangchow, attracted
considerable attention among the exhibits from the port of
Chinkiang. Yang-cliou-fu, as the place is properly called, is
the only spot in China where this peculiar lacquered ware is
made. Another feature of the Chinkiang display was the

.I

OFFICIAL CHINESE HATS AND CAPS.
Show-case to the left foreground contained the head-wear for Chinese ofﬁcialggurilzfl
the summer and winter seasons. The various ranks are discernible by the I; "ﬁrs
colored buttons surmounting the hats. The center stand shows metal-work fill“

and ZOHJZS. large drums and tablet racks found in the court-yards of Templ" and

very interesting and attractive one of Mr. J. B. de la Touche

Mandarin’s yamen: or ofﬁces.

of that port, in his presentation of an array of some four
hundred different bird skins, of all kinds of plumage, taste
fully arranged in glass show-cases.

silk, paper, horn, gauze

and

lace

bodies, besides being

ornamented with carvings, water-color paintings of land
scapes, ﬂowers, insects, birds, ﬁgures and animals, or with
scrolls or inscriptions in Chinese characters indicative of
relatives or friends. The Shanghai Tea and Porcelain Com
pany had a pleasing exhibit of modern porcelains, ancient
vases and bronzes, a complete assortment of silks and satins
as well as some sf the choicest teas from the Mo Yuen, Hang:
chow, Tchang, Ningchow, Keennum and other noted Shanghai
tea districts, for which they received the grand prize and
several gold medals.

Of the individual exhibitors represented in the Shanghai
collection were Messrs. Jardine Matheson & Company, and

A. R. Burkill & Sons, of Shanghai, with samples of all grades
of raw silk as exported from China to foreign countries.
Anthracite coal was displayed by the Peking Syndicate. and

cotton Yarns and cotton shirtings were to be seen from the
TERRA-COTTA AND GLAZED POTTERY FROM CIIUNGKIN'G.

mills 0f the Hua Sheng Cthiig Company, also of Shanghai.
Among the various large porcelain vases to be seen on the central platform were
to be found many ceramic articles made in Chungking of terra-cotta ware,such as
tea'pots. ﬂowerpots and vases. rice bowls. food-warmers. etc., while the four immensc
glazed pottery urns in the foreground are splendid specunens of the potter s art.

F. \V. Styan’s collection of bird skins gave a fair demonstra
tion of the feathered tribe in Shanghai’s vicinity.

t "Ortth .
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The port of VVenchow made a specialty of some choice
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samples of silk, soapstone and household furniture.
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Foochow, the capital of the Fukien Province, fourteen
miles up the river Min—frequently called the Rhine of China
on account of its beautiful scenery—laid stress upon her special
ties of tea, lacquer ware, king-ﬁsher feather jewelry and soap
stone ornaments, all of which loomed up prominently. The
ﬂowery and scented orange Pekoe, Souchong, Congou and
Oolong teas from Foochow are almost exclusively exported
to Great Britain, Russia and the United States, and many
millions of pounds are sent annually to those countries. The
king-ﬁsher feather jewelry industry is somewhat unique in the
history of the gold and silversmith's art. The feathers, which
are of a very vivid sky-blue color, are virtually “cloisonnéd”
or inlaid in the metal work of the jewelry, which latter is
greatly used by Chinese ladies for head ornaments, ear-rings
and breastpins. The designs are varied, and, in many cases,
unique. The specimens exhibited by Foochow at the Exposi
tion were very elaborate and made a splendid showing and their
oddity and intricate workmanship attracted much attention.

JEWELRY AND BRONZES FROM CANTON.
Showing the section reserved for \Vin: Cheonf 84 Co.‘s exhibit. iewelry.precious
stones and handiwork of the silversmith's art. The argest pearl ever found in China.
valued at 830.000. is one of this ﬁrm's features. Jadestone and gold and pearl bracelets.
miniature Junks. houses. pagodas. ctc.. together with inlaid hronzes. abound in profusion.
remarkable for wealth and beauty of design.

chamber, gaudily adorned and bedecked, from Ninng, placed

in the center of the Chinese section, were greatly admired.
Models of several “Joss Houses," or religious temples, as well
as of various gods or idols, together with life-size ﬁgures of

Chinese, indicative of their different occupations and phases
of life, helped to swell this city’s collection.
The Fukien Province, represented by the two important
treaty ports of Amoy and Foochow, is one of the great tea
exporting centers of the China coast, the major portion of the
leaf being exported to the United States, Great Britain and
the continent of Europe. The lacquer ware of this section of
China. of which there was a large collection of house and
ofﬁce furniture and equipment, as well as for ornamental pur
poses, stands unique in the history of the manufacture of
lacquered ware of the entire world. These goods require an
extraordinary amount of time and care in their manufacture,
and the secret of the lacquering process is in the possession
of one single family, which has held and kept the secret for
many generations. It is unlike any other lacquer and is of
every hue and color known. The artiﬁcial flower industry,

many choice specimens being shown at the Exposition, is
CHINESE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

another Amoy specialty.

Central counter contains complete collection of the musical instruments of China.
both ancient and modern. Large and small drums: genus of various sizes and tones:
stringed ﬁddles, dulcimers, banios, harp—zithers and wired-zylophones and VBI‘IOUS'I’COSQ,
bamboo and other wind instruments help swell the exhibit. The carved paneling m
the rear is the ofﬁce of the commission.
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The architects and artiﬁcers of the City of Ningpo furnished
a very instructive and comprehensive exhibit of models of
Chinese ediﬁces, their mode of construction and the various
uses for which they were designed, Among this collection

a [hf-ii
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for which this region is

oﬁice and residence, or yamen, of a Chinese ofﬁcial or Mandarin;
a city gate and guard house, a house with rice, tea, hat and
shoe shops; three pailous or commemorative arches; a lime
kiln, a salt factory, bridges, Chinese graves, cooking range
and kitchen, ice-house, and the model of a peculiarly Chinese

This latter is a mud

slide used for dragging boats from the Ningpo harbor to the
waters of the adjacent and elevated canals. The slide is of
stone and the mud is plastered on it so as to make the boats
move more easily. Ningpo’s white inlaid and carved furniture
is known all over China and was in contrast to the blackwood
and ebony carved cabinetware in the Chinese section.

1 ill? ‘1‘."

deserved.
Samples of tobacco,
renowned, were also exhibited.

were to be seen models of a school, examination hall, the

institution known as a “haul-over.”

1 in it}:

These artiﬁcial ﬂowers are made

either of silk, paper, or of the pith of a tree indigenous to the
locality, and the artistic taste and ﬁdelity of imitation in their
manufacture excited the unstinted admiration they really

The

white inlaid portion is made of white hardwood, bone or
ivory. An immense carved family bedstead and a bridal

SKINS. RUGS. AND TAPESTRIES.
and leopard
skins from
the
wild beasts
in theDragon'i'ug
Kwan Tu u
are Tiger
here prominently
_
shown.‘
The
tapestries
_ andcaptured
the lmperial
tgtllicoii'iiilfte
r '
the latter, made entirely of silk. are_exhilntcd by Messrs. \'rard S: ('11.. of 'l‘ientsin. Th1;
Dragon stands of Cloisonned brass likewise come from the north of China.
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The treaty port of Swatow, in the Kwang Tung province,
is famed as the city whence the largest exports of sugar are
made (a model of a sugar factory being shown). It is the
home of the manufacture of pewter ware, besides leading in
the grass-cloth industry of the world. This latter article

resembles linen in texture and ﬁneness and is largely used for
white clothing and underwear in the Asiatic tropics, being
exceedingly cool and comfortable. A choice exhibit of this
fabric was made, some of it being as ﬁne as carnbric or silk_
The ports of Kiungchow, on the Island of Hainan ; I‘akhoi;
Lungchow, noted for its cultivation of aniseed; Menth and

objects very many quaint designs were to be seen, as well as
some of the most delicate workmanship by hand.
In addition to the general collection from Canton,somc
twenty-eight individual exhibitors from Canton alone sent

their wares to Saint Louis.
Messrs. Sliewaii, Tomes & Company presented a matting
loom and all accessories for, together with views illustrative of,

Szemao, the last three being near the Tonquin frontier, all
made very creditable displays, considering the comparatively
short time that these places have been open to foreign trade.
The City of Canton occupies the same position in Southern
China that Shanghai does in the North. It is the great com
mercial metropolis of the Empire, lying within a few hours’
ride of the British Colony of Hong Kong. “'hile Hong
Kong itself forms no part of China proper, it has the
CARVED FURNITURE—LIBERAL ARTS PALACE.
General view of aportion of the Chinese exhibit in the Liberal Arts Related
showing a variety of pieces of richly carved ebony, black-WOOd_aiid yellowwof
furniture of exclusive Chinese designs. _.-'\n immense censer or incense burnero
cloisonnéd metal is in the center of the picture.

the manufacture of China ﬂoor matting, as well as a number
of rolls of the matting itself of all grades, sizes and qualities.
Messrs. Jardiiie, Matheson & Company showed samples of raw

silk, in all its stages, as exported abroad from China. Messrs.
\Ving Clieong & Company, of Canton and Hong Kong, had
a special booth of their own in the Chinese section, with a
full line of carved ivory ware, ancient bronzes and cloisonnés.
carved jadestone ornaments, ancient porcelains, gold and
silver ware, jewelry and other articles of use and ornament.
silks, satins, laces, and a lot of other wares. A ten-thousand
dollar pearl, the largest ever found in China, was one Of the
PEKING INDUSTRIAL INSTITUTE PRIZE RUGS.
Silk and wool rugs made by the Peking Industrial Institute. These rugs and
tapestries
vary in size from two
to large sized ones measuring twenty by
‘
_ _ feet square
_
thirty feet, and have an exquisite blending of colors.

Cantonese Chinese as a majority of its population. Most of
the business there is done by them. One can readily form an
idea of the extent of the collection of articles furnished by

Canton as its quota to China’s exhibit at the Exposition when
it is understood that over one-ﬁfth of the Chinese catalogue
is devoted to a description of the products of that port and
its surroundings. From Canton large and varied assortments
of silks, satins, velvets, laces and embroideries, carved ivory,
silver, gold and jeweled wares, were shown in a profusion that
forbids an attempt at description here. Paintings and other

demonstrations of Chinese art were shown on scroll paper,
silk, and on pith paper. In ivory carvings China undoubtedly
leads the world. Many large elephants' tusks, exquisitely
and intricately carved in rich intaglio work, were to be seen

.
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tion of their value may be estimated when it is known that

MODELS OF JUNKS AND OTHER SAILING CRAFT
.
- ' rand
A very beautiful exhibition of perfect models of all kinds
of Chmese
7'"
.
. here shown, fromltlie sampan or thrfy "3 ahclygssnthzm
:izedmatting.
Ca'fllo‘
sea-gmng
Craft is

some of these carved tusks were ticketed as high as $12,000.

3"? plainly Observable. Exquisue marble and black-wood carved furniture!

in glass cases and elsewhere about the exhibit, and a concep

Carved

canes, fans,

ornaments, toilet

requisites

carrying merchantman and ﬁghting iiink.

The lattcen sails. "13 e 0

‘
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such as

mirrors, brushes and combs, card cases, work-boxes all of

features of this ﬁrm’s exhibits.

ivory and in inﬁnite variety, abounded throughout the entire

attractive SDOt in the Chinese section and was in charge Of

The booth was (time an

section, particularly noticeable being the remarkable sets of

Mr. Lin Yu Ming, one of the managers of the Company
Other exhibitors were: The Green Island Cement Conipany'

hollow ivory balls, all beautifully carved one within the other,
as high as twenty-eight distinct balls being carved out of one

limestone, clay and cement; Kwong Mee Hong & Company:

single piece of ivory.

preserved foods; Chun Kai Y uen, minerals; Brockeln1811118~

In gold and silver jewelry and art

INDIVIDUAL EXHIBITORS FROM CHINA.
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Company, ancient art bronzes; O. Spandau, ancient bronzes;
L. Albert, two large carved elephant tusks; Deacon & Com

ports and localities.

pany, antique porcelain vase over six hundred years old;
Cheong \Voo, furs and tiger skins; VVah Hing Ling, silver
ware; Tak Loong, modern porcelain ware; Kwong Cheong

kinds of sea-going crafts of China, ranging from a mere wherry

Tai, ancient porcelain ware, carved ebony cabinet work and

collection of Chinese idols; Captain Thomas, collection of

At the north end of the Chinese section

was a collection of more than a hundred models of the different
or sampan to a fully equipped war junk or merchantman of
several thousand tons burthen.
A great and complete collection of medicines used in China
was grouped on shelves near the ofﬁce of the Commission.
Among other notable exhibits from other sections of China
made by private individuals or ﬁrms was the collection of furs
and skins of the sable, mink, seal, sea-otter, beaver and other

animals found in northern China, and the largest dressed tiger
skin ever placed on exhibition anywhere in the world. all the
property of Messrs. \Villiam Forbes 8: Company, of Tientsin,
New York and London, who received the grand prize for their
exhibit. Messrs. Yrard & Company, also of Tientsin, made a
ﬁne display of tiger and leopard skins, high art rugs, tapestries
and cloisonnés. Specimens of vegetable tallow, oils and
lubricants, made from the seeds of the “niu-tzu-shu," a tree
only found at Shasi in the Province of Ilupeli, together with a.
WEDDING PROCESSION—MODELS OF CHINESE SHOPS.
Show-case, containing samples of bleached silk and Chinese or so-called "India"
ink. on top of which is model of a wedding rocession with bridal chair. followed by the
trousseau and wedding outfit of bride.
n the center stand are found models of a
gentleman‘s town mansion. iewcler's shop, tea house. boot. fan and umbrella shop.
carpenter's shop and farmer's homestead.

ing, as n" a.

alts. size:

butterflies; F. \V. Carey, photographs of Yunnan and the
Shan States; \Vassiamull, Assomull & Company, paintings

y shovel .\_'
tad from t‘ '

on shells, carved ivory tusks, concentric and billiard balls,

n and ii";
(liiiie‘t r.’
bronze

cloth, silks, laces, embroidery and dresses; Yochon, native
paintings, art bronzes, gros-grain silks and enibroideries;
Clinn Kwan Kee, specialties in all kinds of carved ivory ware,

t porter.- .

blackwood and ebony screens; Tak Sliaiig, silverware and
fancy articles; On Loong, gold lacquered ware and silk crepe

sdwr

inotlier-of~pearl ware, silver and gold ware, jewelry, grass

de Chine, embroidered Shawls and other wearing apparel;

IIau Cheong Tai, grass cloth and embroidered satiiis; \\'ali
gw‘dlll
F\

EBONY CARVED FURNITURE FROM CANTON.
A number of choice carved ebony tables, with marble tops, backed up by an
exquisite screen with embroidered satin paneling. make a very pretty exhibit.
Another carved screen has panelinzs made of decorated porcelain placqucs. while a
massive table, surmounted by an cbonymapped decorated urnI helps complete the
richness of the picture. This exhibit comes from Canton.

model of a factory for that purpose, was the exhibit of Mr.

C. C. Stuhlmann, Pli.D., Commissioner of
Hankow.

Customs at

A new growing industry in China is that of the

manufacture of albumen from hens' and ducks’ eggs, as
demonstrated by Mr. S. Rosenbaum, of Hankow, who has
written a valuable treatise on the subject.
The twelve pieces of “ Regents” porcelain, owned by M r.
viyan Dent, of Shanghai, formed a collection rarely seen
anywhere, as most of the pieces belonged to the Imperial
family of China many hundreds of years ago.
In a like manner the collection of gold-plated bronze idols,

CARVED BEDSTEAD.
_I.artte family bedstead, richly carved. and a superb exhibition of (bc'Chincsc
cabinet-maker's art. Made of yellow satin-wood, inlaid in various portions wrth white
swirl-W00". “16 Carvings of both the bedstead and canopy are allcuorical of happiness.
'Ihe mattress portion of the bedstead is a ﬁnely and closely-woven rattan spring.

the property of Mr. A. E. Illanco, of Shanghai, possess a
peculiar charm for all lovers of what is curious, interesting
and instructive.
V In all China’s wonderful exhibit she has shown but a tithe
of the resources of that great country of ﬁve hundred million
souls. Much more is to be learned, and another decade may

Cheong, fancy articles in gold, lacquer and carved ebony

place China in a position far in advance of that which she

furniture; Yan Shin Hing, carved blackw00d and ivory

today holds in the commercial march of nations.

screens with embroidered satin panels; Chan A. Fook, collec
tion of minerals; Yut Shing, fans of lacquer, carved sandal
wood, tortoise~shell, ivory, silk and silk gauze. There were
many lines of exhibits that were contributed to by the different

to be learned from China's remarkable showing at the Louis
iana Purchase Exposition are many, and the United States
and the world at large have much to be grateful for in that

The lessons

China made an effort to insure a closer acquaintance.

u
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Ceylon‘s large and admirably representative participation
in the Louisiana Purchase Exposition was liberally aided and

and editor of the Ceylon Observer,- Mr. Francis Crosbie Roles
Fellow of the llritish Institute of Journalists. and editor of

promoted by the Colonial Government, which appointed com~
mittees composed of scien

the Times of Ceylon; Mr. Hector Yan Cuylenberg', editor and
proprietor of the Ceylon Inde

tists, members of the Legisla
tive Council, members of the

pendent, and Mr. I). Obeyes
ekeri were appointed ofﬁcial
visitors to the Ceylon Court.
as the Ceylon pavilion was
called.
Two of these official visi
tors, Honorable John Fergu
son and Mr. F. Crosbie Roles,
were prominent representa
tives of the Oriental press in
the \Norld's Press Congress in
May. Mr. Ferguson was one
of the Vice-Presidents of the
Press Parliament and deliv
ered therein a much applauded
address. Mr. Roles was a
member of its committee on

Colonial Civil Service, leading
members of commercial and
industrial organizations and
prominent representatives of
the various Planters’ Associa~
tions of the Island to procure
and prepare the exhibits for
shipment. For their installa
tion and management at Saint
Louis the following Commis

sion was appointed:

Honorable Stanley Bois [Mem
ber of the Legislative Council and
CHINESE CARVED EBONY FURNITURE—LIBERAL ARTS PALACE.
Ex—Chairman of the Ceylon Cham
Here are to be seen some of the choicest specimens of Chinese handicraft in the art
ber of Commerce], Commissioner
of furniture and cabinet making. Tables. desks. chairs. whatnots, music and_book
stands and cases. screens of porcelain and of embroidered silk Centres. sofas. mirrors.
General; Mr. R. Huyshe Eliot [Ex
resolutions.
ﬂower-stands and a host of other equally interesting articles made in Canton of the
Chairman of the Dikoya District famous blackwood and ebony found in the southern provinces.
The Electricity building
Planters’ Association], Assistant
was
the
only
one
of
the
great
exhibit
palaces in which Ceylon
Commissioner; Mr. Paul E. Pieris, M. A., Ceylon Civil Service,
had no displays. IIer exhibits, as a whole, were a remarkable
Assistant Commissioner; Mr. Peter de Abrew, produce merchant,
demonstration of the varied, natural and industrial resources
Commercial Agent; Mr. Charles Stouler, head clerk.

Three of the leading editors of Ceylon, Honorable John
Ferguson, member of the Legislative Council, and proprietor

of the famous island, many of which are duplicated noirhere
else on the globe. In her section of the Agriculture building
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CHINESE EXHIBITORS AT THE FAIR.
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INTERESTING EXHIBIT OF EGYPTIAN ANTIQUITIES.
Fungi; »;2_
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Ceylon u;

were shown ﬁfteen hundred samples of the green and black
teas, of which she now exports one hundred and ﬁfty million
pounds annually, the products of her rubber plantations, her
cinnamon plantations, and the
many products of the betel nut
and cocoanut palms. In the
Horticulture building she had
ﬁne collections of tropical
ornamental plants and shrubs.
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The Ceylon section of the
Forestry, Fish and Game
building contained a wealth of
forest and ﬁshery products,
including those of her famous
pearl ﬁsheries, beautiful
woods, and medicinal plants,
with ﬁne mountings of Ceylon
monkeys, leopards and other
fauna, and specimens of the
ﬁshing and hunting apparatus
of the Singhalese. After ﬁlling
the space originally conceded
to her in the LiberalArts build
ing, she obtained a concession

of as much moreand ﬁlled that.
The ofﬁcial catalogues show
how well her sections were
ﬁlled in the other exhibit pal
aces. In the International sec
tion, east pavilion of the Fine
Arts Palace, she had paintings,
friezes, door panels, sculptures,

in that department. It came largely from the museum in
Cairo, and includ d collections of ancient pottery from
the tombs, ancient beads, bronzes, faience, bottles of vari
colored glass, and casts
of ancient bas-reliefs in the
Cairo Museum; a collection
of the miniature human
eﬁ‘igies in clay or faience
enclosed in the tombs ; painted
cofﬁns of the Twelfth Dy
nasty; coﬁ'in and mummy of
the New Empire; a mummy

of the Greek period; the
chapel Mastaba of Ra-Kapu,
brought from

CEYLON COURT.
The Ceylon Court was the ﬁrst of the forei

buildings ﬁnished, furnished and

regularly opened to the public the ﬁrst week 0

the Fair, though it was not formally

dedicated till June 6th, It was a rectangular bungalow, one hundred and twenty by sixty
feet. two stories high, with broad verandas surrounding each ﬂoor, and an octagon
seventy-ﬁve feet high rising from center, copied from the building where the Singhalesc
King used to show himself to his subjects at Kandy. the building being designed after
the famous Buddhist Temple of the Tooth. Four smaller but similar octagons two
stories high formed the corners of the structure. It was ﬁlled with interesting products
and relics of Singhalese art. tortoise shell, caskets inlaid with
old, wonderful
carvings in ebony and ivory, and ancient curios antedating the hristian era. It
quickly became, and continued to be, till the end of the Fair, a favorite resort for lady
visitors, who thronged its cool verandas overlooking the Government Life-Saving Lake.
Twenty handsome specimens of the mild and gentle Singhalese race. dressed in their
native costume of white jackets. white skirts and white shoes. with their long hair
knotted at the back and astened with tortoise-shell combs, here served tea in a quiet
and graceful manner which delighted visitors. Here afternoon concerts were given
and many pleasant social functions held during_the summer. The ﬁrst of these was
given by Mrs. F. Crosbie Roles, of Colombo. Ceylon, to a numberof her Saint Louis
riends, and there were ﬁve hundred invited guests present at the formal dedica
tion reception on June 6th. In the receiving line were Commissioner-General Stanley
Bois and Mrs. Bois. Mr. and Mrs. Paul l’ieris. Mr. and Mrs. Russell Stanhope. Assistant
Commissioner R. Huyshe Eliot, Ofﬁcial Visitor F. Crosbie Roles, and Miss Marie
Liagre, Lady Manager; the Prince and Princess Engalitcheff. Prince Lang-lang and
British Consul \Yestern llascome were among the distinguished foreigners present.
On May 6th one hundred boys and girls of the Boys' and Girls' Club_of the Cumberland
Presbyterian Church in Saint Louis. were entertained at luncheon in the Ceylon Court
by the Commissioner-General. Honorable Stanley Bois. and went home the happy
possessors of bags of candy presented to them by him.

and scores of original objects
of art workmanship, curious
carvings, caskets, lamps, trays, daggers and other objects.
Mr. Herman Lawford was the Commissioner-General of
Egypt at the Exposition, and was assisted by Mr. Abd El

Hamid Abazza and by Doctor I. E. Quibell, Mrs. Quibell and
Miss Cox. The display of Egyptian antiquities in the Anthro
pology building was one of the most striking and attractive

cemetery

'l
.1!
i5

collective exhibits of Sou
danese gums and resins, mats,
musical instruments, sheep
skin rugs, tanned hides, and

-~\vn.
I.__ _

The Government exhibited models of the country, and

of the irrigation systems in various parts of Egypt, together
with models of the ancient irrigation appliances, such as the
sakkieh, the shadouf and the Archimedean screw.

.

was; ,._

,.,_ _~. ,,

.
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GROUP IN FRONT OF CEYLON COURT.

PORTION OF AGRICULTURAL EXHIBIT IN THE CEYLON COURT.

'The natives in white are those who served tea in the building. Honorable Stanley
BOB. the_Ceylon Commissioner-General. stands between the two ladies in front, Mrs.
liois at his right; Mr. Russell Stanhope, Assistant Commissioner, stands behind Mrs.
13915; Mr. P. Crosbie Roles, editor of the Times. of Ceylon, ofﬁcial visitor.staiids behind
bliss Inagre, at the right of the icture. At Mr. Stanhope’s right is Mr. R. Huyslie
Eliot. Assistant Commissioner.. Ir. Peter de Abrew. Commercial Agent, native of

Ceylon's agricultural exhibit was interesting because of the variety of products
shown and the manner of displaying them. It embraced almost everything of impor
tance produced on the island. Beside the large variety of teas. which were her principal
exhibit, the booth contained vegetables and cocoanut ﬁbre and ﬁbre rope. cocoanut
palm products, citronella and cinnamon oils, arrowth and lantain ﬂours. iaknuts and
dessicatcd eocoanuts. and a novel display of agricultur
implements used by the
inhabitants of the island.

(-cylﬂn. 15 In the extreme left of the picture.

:5

native shoes made of leather.

i__,

Lib" “

the

0f Sakkara and re-erected at
the Exposition; and scenes
from ancient Egyptian life
reproduced in life-sized groups
from relics and portraits, and
showing the ancients at table,
and their servants working
with ancient utensils found in
the tombs.
In the Liberal Arts,
Manufactures, Forestry, Fish
and Game buildings, and in
the Agricultural building
there were large exhibits of
Egyptian grains and ﬁbres,

“3'33?
1!“?
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The Vice-Regal Government of India was not officially
represented at the Exposition. It encouraged and aided
planting and manufacturing interests in sending exhibits,

but went no further.

All the East Indian exhibits were

installed in the East India pavilion under the care of

Commissioner R. Blechynden and Honorary Assistant
Commissioner, F. C. “’illiams. The interior of this
building was a museum of Oriental curios, magniﬁcence

and picturesqueness.

The centerpiece was a wonderful

piece of carving which represented the labor of sixty-ﬁve
skilled carvers iortwo years.

It was of teakwood, thirty
ﬁve feet high and twenty

‘p—>1 ' Jjinn "II
n," mi "II

feet square at the base, a
one-eighth-in-size copy of

the Hindoo Jain temple at
Palitana. Every inch of
this enormous carving bore

intricate designs, including
ﬁgures of gods, scenes of
Hindoo mythology, medal~
lions, and all kinds of plants

and animals.

In the bal
EAST INDIA PAVILION.

conies tea was served by

, turbaned and bearded

The East India pavilion. internally an Oriental bazaar. was externally a reproduction of
llowlah at Agra, square in form, with carrier mmareierecn
the famous mosque of Itinad-ul
r and doors of carved teak. The _wall ornament
Mohammedan laws forbid architects to
domes, roof decorations 0t weathered
‘
Vcoppe I
ation was entirely of geometric desmii, because
represent living thimzs in their designs. 'Ilie arched doorways opened into Wide corridors
which, in turn, were divided from a central court by another series of arches, overhung
by interior balconies on all sides.

‘ natives of India clad in
white. There were numer
ous exhibits of arts and
crafts, jewelry, gold and silver work, arms, toys, inlaid fancy
boxes, furniture, carpets, rugs, cloths, canopies, curtains,
jute fabrics; hand einbroideries on cotton, wool, silk and satin;
I". C. WILLIAMS.
Assistant Commissioner from India.

Japan spared neither eﬂ'ort nor expense to make the most
comprehensive display of her products and resources ever sent

fans and hand screens, artistic photographs, medicine and med

to an exposition from an Oriental country. The Government
of Japan appropriated $400,000 and the Formosan Govern

ical instruments.

ment $50,000 for the exhibit.

But the great bulk of the exhibits was a

display of the tea, coffee and pepper plantations of India.

In addition to these aniounts,

local governments and commercial bodies made appropriations
aggregating more than $250,000, the Japanese Mail Steamship

Company alone adding $65,000 for its exhibit.

.

In 1903 the Japanese Commission was appointed, With

Baron Tasuke Hirata, Minister of Agriculture and Commerce
as its President. Baron Hirata was later succeeded by BHFOII
Keigo Kiyoura.

The other members of the Commisswn were

Baron Masanao Matsudaira, Vice- "
President.
Seiichi Tegima, Resident Coni
missioner-General.
Resident Commissioners: Hiro- J
michi Shugio, Ushitaro Beppu,
Naozo Kanzaki.
Non-Resident Commissioners:
Hajime Ota, Haruki Yamawaki.
Masanao Haniliara, M. Isobe, J.
Koyama, M. Oka. Y. Okamoto.
Keisuke Niwa (resident), Director
of \Vorks.
Mr. Yukio Itchikawa, Landscape
Architect.
Saizo Tajima, Expert, Governor
Gcneral's ofﬁce, Formosa.
Professor Yoshitaro \Vatanabe,
R. BLECIIYNDI-IN.

Imperial University.
Active Commissioner from lndii‘
Mosuke Matsumura (non—
resident), Secretary Education Department.

1’

i

n

Kannosuke Miyasliima, Expert, Home Department.

Secretaries (resident):

I

Hanoi

Harukazu Miyabe, Mr. MICIHO

CARVED TEMPLE. EAST INDIA PAVILION.

Mr. Toyozo Kobayashi.
Miniature reproduction of the famous Hindoojain Temple at Palitana.

l'ts carved

work represented two years' labor of sixty-ﬁve skilled workmen. It was made of teak
wood and was one of the important objects of Oriental handicraft.

Attaches (resident):
Risaburo Ota.

Teiichiro Geiyoi
Shun Suzuki, Iiro Harada,

JAPAN'S MAGNIFICENT AND COMPREHENSIVE DISPLAY.
The work of installing the Japanese exhibits in the various

palaces at the World's Fair was performed by the Japan
Exhibit Association, a body chartered by the Imperial Gov
ernment. Organized by ﬁfty of the leading merchants and
manufacturers of Japan, it represented twenty thousand

exhibitors and more than eighty thousand articles.
Too much praise cannot be given these gentlemen for the

excellence of their work. On all sides it was conceded that
no ﬁner exhibit could have been made. Nothing was omitted.
Everything was displayed in a suitable and effective way,
arranged and labeled in such a manner that it could be clearly
understood by an intelligent inspector.

That the exhibit was

appreciated was shown by the fact that before two months of

303

ﬁcence and comprehensiveness any installation ever made by
an Eastern nation at any world's fair. Besides these proofs
of her attainments in all ﬁelds of industry, Japan laid out a
picturesque native garden on a hillside amid a grove of trees.
In the Palace of Education Japan set forth her educational
attainments by a full and excellent exhibit occupying 5,299
square feet. The school system of Japan was shown from the
kindergarten to the college and university, and proved the
progressiveness 0f the Empire, which has examined everything

in this line that foreign nations had to offer, and chosen from
each such points as seemed to her worthy of imitation. By
charts and photographs on the wall the statistics and details
concerning their schools could be learned. Interesting to
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JAPANESE IMPERIAL GARDEN.
This garden was a feat of artistic landscape architecture. \Vnterfalls and cascades splashed here and there, curious bridges and paths wound in and out among the lawns and
placid lakes where pond lilies grew, and little hills topped with rustic summer houses atioriled shelter under their mushroom roots and a wide outlook over the Fair grounds. As
in the real gardens of the Empire, dwarfed trees centuries old grew here. and ﬁne bronze urns and statuary stood in inst the right places to be efiective. To give color to the
whole, the gardeners had planted peonies on the hillside, lilies on the border of the lakes. wistarias and many other ﬂowers among the trees and lawns.

the Exposition had passed, all the smaller articles displayed by
Japan and many of the more costly ones on exhibition had

been bought, and often duplicates had been ordered.
Places of prominence were occupied in all of the exhibit
buildings except one, the Palace of Horticulture. In the
Palaces of Education, Varied Industries, Manufactures, Liberal
Arts, Fine Arts, Machinery, Electricity, Transportation, Agri
culture, Forestry, and Mines and Metallurgy, over 282,455
square feet of space were occupied by Japan, an area three times
as great as she occupied at Chicago in 1893, or at Paris in 1900.
The number of exhibits was in proportion, exceeding in magni

note here was the fact that ninety-four per cent of persons of
the proper age attended school.
Art, industrial, normal,

technical, agricultural schools, institutions for the defective,
and the Imperial University, were represented. Even kinder
garten displays were here, where the children were taught to
sew kimonos and other useful articles. From some of the
higher technical schools ﬁne work in ceramics and in bronze
were shown, besides geological and architectural plans.
Accompanying manual training tools, was furniture of many
kinds, displaying thorough workmanship. There were also
pictures showing the shops where these articles were made.
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VISIT OF TH Ii J.'\l’ANl-ISI~I PRINCE FL'SIIIM I.
General Prince Sadanaru Fushimi, the cousin and adopted brother of the Mikado of Japan. Grand Master of the Imperial household and personal representative of the Mikado
to the Exposition. arrived November 19th with his oﬂicial suite. lie was oﬂicially greeted at l'nion Station by the Japanese Commission, who introduced President Francis and
Mayor Wells. and escorted him to his rooms in the Buckingham. where later he received calls from President Francis and Mayor \\ ells, which he returned the same day by
calling at their residences. On Sunday he rested from his long lourney most of the day. except in the afternoon, when he and his suite. in carriages, guided by Professor llalscy
C. Ives. Chief of the Art Department, took a drive through Forest Park and the Exposition grounds and were conducted through the Palace of Fine.\rts. On the am he began. in
state, his oﬁicial inspection, making his headquarters at the Japanese pavilion, after calling at the I'nited States Government building and exchanging ofﬁcial courtesies with the
Government Board. He took luncheon at the West pavilion. and at 7::0 in the evening dined there with his suite as the guest of the Exposition at an oﬂicial dinner, attended
by World's Fair oﬂicials and many distinguished guests. ()n the 21nd. the lloard of Lady Managers gave him a reception~ and on the evening of the 23rd the Japanese Commission
gave agrand banquet to him and President Francis at the Saint Louis ('luh. But these and other courtesies and hospitalities did not prevent his putting in four days seeing the
Fair.
t the end of the last hour of Thanksgivmg Day he entered his special car at I'nion Station, where a Thanksgiving turkey had been prepared for him and his suite. and
departed profoundly impressed by_ the magnitude and beauty_of the ixposition. delighted with his reception. and especially pleased with the work of the Japanese Commission
and the part his country had taken in the greatest of World's Fairs. Prior to coming to the Exposition, the Prince had rendered distinguished services as General oI the First
Division of the Japanese Army in the Manchuria campaign.

Among the photographs of the normal schools was one showing classes of women going through gymnastic exercises like
those practiced in the best schools of Europe and America.
The pioneer agricultural college in the Orient, which was

prising clothes of all kinds and furniture, omamented with
embroidery, and even painting.
In the Palace of Education there was also a section
devoted to the detective bureau and all things pertaining to

estahhShed more than thirty years ago

the police.

llndel' American DTOfeSSOl‘S, accounted
for the popularity and prominence it
enjoys by its excellent eXhihit-

ment of the Japanese Government was
Show" by colored prints, many of
which were very old and rare treasures

The history of this depart

EXP¢rimellt5 (10118 in the PSYChOlogical laboratories 0'5 the Imperial
University were fully illustrated with

in themselves, aside from their value
from a historical standpoint. Curious
Spears ten feet long used by the police

the apparatus used.

Here, too, were

centuries ago in arresting prisoners;

instruments of the utmost delicacy for
measuring the slightest variations, all
of Japancnsc invention, and a horizontal pendulum tromater displayed
by the Earthquake Investigation Commission. Another part of the exhibit
contained vaccines, bacterial cultures,
and various other apparatus showing
the development of medical science in
Japan for the prevention of the spread-

long knives used for the same purpose,
and watchmen’s Staffs of iron with
heavy iron rings to be trailed along
the ground for the purpose of noise.
we“: Show“ side by side with modem
uniforms and modem patrol instru
menm Four large paintings of the
present day police ofﬁcials hung beside
prints of ancient police ofﬁcers of the
yea,- One Thousand, On large charts

ing 0f contagious diseases.
From the Imperial School of Art
came portraits and landscapes that
illustrated well the innate artistic
sense of the Japanese people and demonstrated, moreover, how well they

were set forth the methods employed
in the Japanese Police schools, where
physiognomy is Studied in the identiﬁ
cation of criminals. The ear formed
a prominent part of the identiﬁcation
System, as Well as the thumb mark

were learning to handle European
Inaterials and 1113t110(15_
After

'
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system used throughout Europe. Spef‘

JAPANESE OFFICIALS AND PRESIDENT FRANCIS.
Jap an

has

Baron Matsudaira, Vice-President Japanese Commission: Mr.
Ifrancis, Mr. Kogoro Takahira. Japanese Minister to the United

inlen photographs from {llcll' rogues
gallery

'
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absorbed the best from every nation bmu‘sin the world and turned it into a system of her own, it was

anthropologlst and the crnnm m
A no less interesting study was afforded by cases 0i '3 011“ '

not surprising to ﬁnd that even provision for her defectives

feit money accompanied by the tools for making lt-f Varied

had been made in her educational system. The manual work
of her deaf and blind was practical and often beautiful, com-

In a way the applied arts exhibited in the Pallrifce (I’M-ts and
r
Industries was similar to that in the Palace of me

PRODUCTS OF JAPAN'S VARIED INDUSTRIES.
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MR. HIROMICHI SHUGIO,

MR. L‘SHITARO BEPPU.

MR. NAOZO KANZAKI,

MR. II.\JIME OTA.

Japanese Resident Commissioner.

Japanese Resident Commissioner.

Japanese Resident Commissioner.

Japanese Non~Residcnt Commissioner.

as beautiful.

It covered an area of 54,737 square feet, and

was approached by a magniﬁcent gateway built in imita
tion of the famous uYomeimon” in Nikko. Passing through
the gate the visitor found on the right ﬁne
bronze statues, ceramics of every variety
ranging from six foot vases to delicate porce
lain ﬁgures whose intricate beauty could
scarcely be appreciated by the naked eye;
rare ivory carving, and cloisonne. On the
left side were silk screens and embroideries,
china dishes and porcelain, lacquer and Japan
ware of much beauty. Among the ﬁnest work
in this section were a pair of embroid
ered screens, in which the artist had
embodied all the innate grace of outline and
harmony of color characteristic of this nation.
The screens were valued at $9,000. In cost
they were equaled by a pair of cloisonne
vases of rich color and marvelous workman—
ship. A silver vase hammered into form by
hand, was valued at $4,500; a Cloisonne
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Chamber of Commerce. The harmony of color, in which
Japan excels, was here, too, admirable. One room, repre—
senting spring, was upholstered in light greens and browns
with embroidered panels of birds and ﬂowers
ornamenting wall and ceiling. A companion
room, representing autumn, was decorated in
dull reds and browns, with panels embodying
autumn scenes. Throughout, exquisite wood
carving made each article of furniture a work
of art in itself.

The elegance of another room,

a reproduction of a salon in the Palace of
Nikko, Japan, can be judged by its cost,

$45000

Naturally, this exhibit was always thronged
with visitors. It was not only considered the
most interesting and important display made
by Japan, but by many people it was regarded
as the most interesting and beautiful display
made by any foreign nation. It represented
the highest artistic ideals of a nation, which
is conceded to be the ﬁrst in the world in
decorative art, and was a display of articles
cabinet at $1,700, and a carving made from a
SEIICII I TEGIMA.
that are imported by every nation for their
whole tusk of ivory in one piece, representing
Japanese Commissioner-General.
beauty and workmanship.
a chain of elephants of sizes corresponding to
Of all the products shown in the Palace of Manufactures
the thickness of the tusk, valued at $1,000.
One of the most
artistic of Japanese industries displayed in the Palace of at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, by Japan, most stress
This
\"aried Industries, however, was laid upon silk.
was the exhibit of pictures product was exhibited in every
executed in the softest and stage, both by pictures and
most beautiful medium—cut by models. By the Imperial
velvet. Of Japanese origin, Sericulture School the life
this industry has been in ex
history of the silk worm was
istence only twenty—ﬁve years,
fully set forth by models and
although velvet has been man
specimens of the real animal.
ufactured in the Empire for First came the egg, shown in
many centuries.
glass phials and in models
Some vessels of hammered very much enlarged.
Next
silver, representing months of were shown larvae at different
labor on the part of skilled stages of growth; then came
silversmiths, and valued at the brown chrysalis; later the
$500, attracted much atten
white and yellow cocoons;
tion.
and ﬁnally, the moth itself.
In this section, too, were The two model cocoons had
models of Japanese rooms, been enlarged to such a size
among them a “Kyoto Salon" that their diameters measured
KEISUKE NIWA.
Yl'KlO TTCIIIKAWA,
Japanese Director of Works.
exhibited by the Kyoto two and four feet. The two
Japanese Landscape Architect.
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HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.
model moths stood a foot from the ground,
and measured two feet from tip to tip, and

two feet from wing to wing; and the silk

M R. J. HARADA,
Attache Japanese
Lommlssion.

larvae models were of corresponding size,
the largest measuring six feet. A model of
a cocoon, cut open to show the chrysalis
within, measured almost three feet.
The
precision with which these ﬁgures were
executed Were a delight to the beholder,
and made them of real value to the student.
\Vith this exhibit was a case showing
the result of experiments in cross-breeding,
also made by the Imperial Sericnltnre School.
The entire silkworm industry was illus
trated further by a silkworm nursery and

astonishing from the standpoint of variety
and scope, and showed what a progressive
and clever nation inhabits the Japan Islands.
Another phase of Japanese activity was
demonstrated in the Palace of Liberal Arts,
and was one of the interesting process ex
hibits. This was the printing of the Japanese
American Comma-rial l/Va'kly. Nine native
reporters and typesetters were employed upon

it and the operation of producing a paper in
the Japanese language just as is done in
Japan, held unfailing interest for the visitor.
The type was metal, well cast, and of the
same height as American type. It included
Chinese characters and the Japanese alphabet

MR. K. OlI.\SlII,

Attache Japanese
(ommission.

silk factory displayed by the Imperial Government in models

consisting of forty-seven letters.

of the buildings existing for that purpose in Japan. IIere
were the rearing rooms with their trays of eggs and worms,
and the attendants caring for them; the drying room, the
engine room, the reservoir, the reeling room, the re-reeling

paper about ten to ﬁfteen thousand characters are used, and
in this exhibit over two thousand Chinese type were shown.
In consequence, it was anmsing to note how the compositors
ran hither and thither to ﬁnd the different letters. The pur
pose of this exhibit was largely to contrast this Oriental mode
with the ease of composition by means of the
American linotype machine, and to thus further
the present reform movement in Japan of
writing the language with Roman letters—

room, and ﬁnally the dressing and packing rooms.

The skill

with which these models of the factory were
made put the whole process clearly before the
examiner as though he had been in the actual
one in Japan.
Case after case of silk which had undergone
this process was shown, and the excellence of
it was attested by the fact that every piece had
been sold ere the exhibit had been displayed a
month. The Japanese Empire leads the world
in the production of silk.
Each year she
exports millions of pounds; the statistics for
1902 showing over $60,000,000 worth.
In the manufactures of silk, Japan dis

“Romaji” as they are called.
Four thousand of each issue of this Week/y
were sent to carry the news of the Fair

and the Japanese colony in Saint Louis to
Japan. For the beneﬁt of the local patrons the
IVeekly contained news of the Russo-Japanese

\Var.

their way, showing how advanced according

the various displays to the best possible
advantage.
MR. K. SUGAWA.

As tea is one of the leading products of the

Director, Japanese Exhibit Association.

to Western ideas this Oriental nation is.
Almost every
article known to our civilization was represented here, and

Island Empire, it had an important place here

An effective group was formed by two ﬁgures of women in

pean design; straw braids and baskets in

native costumes, sitting in a booth furnished after Japarle5c
fashion, drinking tea.
At the side of this booth was a
register where visitors who desired a free sample of tea hall
merely to write their names.
In connection with this tea
display was a table from the Agricultural Bureau of Jam",
showing the acreage and location of the tea
ﬁelds, also illustrating, by interesting photo
graphs, how tea is grown and cured for the
market, many millions of dollars worth of
which is exported annually.
Another effective display was that made
by the exhibitors of soy or shoyn, a famous
Japanese sauce made from beans and used
extensively as an entree for cooking and
salad dressing. A Japanese lady sitting in

great variety, and numberless other manu

a native pavilion represented one of the

factures, all of such excellent quality and
workmanship that the label “Sold” decor—

large soy companies. Another displayed a
lacquer and gold jinrickisha laden with
bottles of soy. A third company had sent Director Japanese
three life-sized ﬁgures of Japanese women Exhibit A Ssociation.

made in a style that displayed thorough understanding of
materials and processes
.
Here were brushes of every kind with ﬁne stin bristles
that could not be surpassed anywhere; medical apparatus that
proved Japan’s advanced ideas; leather

goods, where her decorative genius had
scope; paper of all qualities and for all
sorts of purposes—much of our ﬁnest comes
from Japan, about $5,000,000 worth each
year—rugs of artistic patterns and harmo
' nious colors; matting—Japan sent almost
' $4,000,000 worth to this country in 1902;
cotton fabrics and garments of newest Euro

MR. J.VION PAPIN,
A m er i e a n Secretary
Japanese Lontmlsston.

Hajime Hoshi was the publisher.

In the Palace of Agriculture Japan hada
double exhibit, one made by Japan proper,
and one by Formosa, an island ceded by China
at the close of the China-Japan War.
The exhibit proper occupied a space of 8,667
square feet, and was arranged so as to show

played countless articles. There were knitted
fabrics—underwear such as used in America.
There were dress silks, umbrellas and sun
shades; handkerchiefs, fashionable silk waists
and skirts, and beautifully embroidered kimo
nos and dressing sacques for women and men.
The other exhibits were also remarkable in

In the usual Oriental daily

ated everything, to the discouragement of
the would-be purchasers. The display was

RICE CULTURE IN JAPAN ILLUSTRATED.
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WEST GATE. JAPANESE GARDEN.

JAPANESE TEA HOUSE.

limitersm

“'ithin the garden. at the right of the west gate. stood the Japanese Ofﬁce Pavilion.
headquarters of the Exhibit Association. built in Japanese style and one of the ictur
esque features. A typical bazaar contained many articles representing years 0 labor.
Among these were'ivory ornaments elaborately carved. beautiful pieces showing
Japanese women int pical costumes: Kinkosan pottery. cloisonne ware. bronze vases
and carved teakwoo screens. One hundred employes were busy in this bazaar.

Within the Japanese Imperial Garden were two native tea houses. where tea and
rice cakes were served to the visitor by Winsome Japanese girls dressed in bright colored
kimonos. ()ne of the tea houses stood on the border of the lake. a replica of the Kinkaku
Temple of Kyoto. which was built in the Ashikaga dynasty. about five hundred years
ago. The other tea house. shown in this picture, near the west gate. was a Formosan
dwelling. embodying all the characteristic features.

inese tine iii
'6 h0ll' the a".
El'CIll lttto. '.

seated in a garden house and in the act of opening a bottle of

on this iE»:
osition byco

shoyu and eating at it.

The prominence given this product

sacks ready for shipping and also in jars to show the grains
in detail.

’iy means of pictures rice culture was illustrated,

liinc.andi-i=

was due to the fact that in Japan it is used as commonly as
salt and pepper are in the United States, and it was the

and the Imperial Agricultural Bureau exhibited and located
soils, carefully analyzed in respect to their adaptation to the

oi'enient 'n
with Rona“

endeavor of the Japanese companies to introduce its use into

growing of this product.

this country.
Rice, the most important product of the country—
$4,000,000 worth of which was exported in 1902, while
$200,000,000 worth is raised annually, was exhibited in this
display not only in the form in which we are accustomed
to use it, but also brewed and made into a beverage—sake—
tlie national drink of Japan.
The Sake Brewers’ Guild showed a ﬁnely carved case ﬁlled
with bottles of this popular beverage. Rice was displayed in

vided which showed rice in different stages of growth, and
the insects that were harmful to its culture.
Exhibits of fruit, cereals, mineral water, jelly of wheat,
crackers and candy were not lacking, among which were pea
nuts and ginger, which are exported to the United States in
no mean quantities.

called.

.cliissutuiti'

griculturt In:

By them, too, charts had been pro

One of the most valuable exhibits was that of peppermint,

shown in the form of crystals, crystallized sticks and oil.
Rape oil, which is used in Japan for food, for lighting and
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IMPERIAL JAPANESE PAVILION AND COTTAGE.

The largest structure in the Japanese Garden was the Imperial Pavilion. which stood on the highest point and was built from materials imported from Japan. Native carpenters
executed the glans. which were in the style of Daimyo's garden house. (ioten. erected four hundred years ago. lhe curved roofs. proiecting one upon the other. the symmetry
of th parts i c beauty of the native wood used. commanded the admiration
‘
of everyone. In the interior hung a portrait of the Empress. a life-size paintin of good workmanship.
A portion 0 the house was oecupied_with
the exhibit of the Red (.ross Society. which has a large membcrship in Jafan- The surtlical cases displayed ant the general equipment
'
of the ﬁeld nurse were of particular interest. Another portion of the building was devoted to a sequence of copies 0 Japanese costumes dating from the year One Thousand to the
present time. Near this avihon. on the sloping hillside. stood an Observation Cottage. constructed of thirty 1 ﬂ'errnt kinds of wood. It was modeled after a native garden house.
or Shogun residence. bui tin the Tokugawa dynasty. abouttwo hundred years ago. In a rustic cottage built of light unvarnished wood with curved roof were native artists paint
ing after the Japanese fashion. This attractive garden. With its enclosed pavilions. had an area of 150.000 square feet. and was designed by Yuchio ltchikawa. a famous landscape
architect of Japan.
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HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.
opposite end of the pavilion was given, where not only
samples had been placed, but also a full series of pictures

illustrating the methods of its culture.
A bamboo exhibit made here was interesting to the visitor
for the size of the bamboo as well as for the by-products made

therefrom. In Formosa this tree sometimes grows to a height
of sixty feet with a diameter nearly afoot across.

From its

pulp wall-paper of stoutest ﬁbre is made, which is used in
making the sliding doors and windows of Oriental architecture.

JAPANESE LADY IN IMPERIAL GARDEN.

Sugar cane grows in great profusion in the southern and
central parts of the Island, the climate and soil being espe
cially favorable there, and jars of sugar in various stages of
reﬁning represented this industry.
Hemp, pineapple ﬁbre, grass ﬁbres of different kinds, were
shown woven into ﬁne cloth and in their natural state. Some
of these had been made into hats—Formosan panamas—an
industry which promises to become one of importance in the
Island whose industries Japan is intelligently developing.
Many of the Japanese reﬁneries are supplied with tobacco
from Formosa, for there are numerous large plantations in the
center of the Island, and the Government encourages and
helps the planters in every way. This central part of Formosa
is largely covered with forests and is practically unsurveyed
land, being occupied by savages. To show these tribes, a
series of photographs had been placed in the booth at the Fair.
Specimens of roots, including yam and tumeric used for
dyeing, ginger root, peanuts and peanut oil, ﬂaxseed oil,
arpinia used for baskets, tree cotton or kapoo, used exten~
sively for cushions and upholstery of all sorts; canned goods—
an industry begun only a few years ago—and many other
products were displayed here to show the resources of the
great Island which lies southwest of Japan.
In the Palace of Transportation, this versatile people had
prepared another surprise for the visitor. The display was

lubricating purposes, held an important place also.
Even
tobacco is raised by this enterprising country, and maps and
charts of plantations as well as specimens were here displayed.
The aim of the Japanese exhibit, as well as that made by
Formosa, was not so much to show the main products as to
show those which she wished to introduce to the use of other
nations for the sake of future commerce.
The Formosan exhibit, placed in a pavilion representing a made with a view to demonstrating the wonderful advance
Formosan house, held an entirely different group of products. Of Japan in its methods of transportation and commu
Here camphor formed the most imposing feature, because nication during the last four or ﬁve decades. The installation
Formosa supplies two-thirds of the world's
consumption. A miniature Joss house ten
feet high, built of solid camphor, stood
under a glass dome. Around it were jars

of camphor, crude and sublimed, in the
various forms in which it is put upon the
markets of the world.
Camphor is ex
tracted from the wood of the tree, which
is allowed to grow to an age of at least
seventy years. Great forests of these trees
grow in Formosa, which are being replen
ished with saplings as fast as the old trees
are cut down, so that the supply promises
to be practically inexhaustible.
Near this temple stood slabs of the
precious timber of the camphor tree, some
of them four feet in diameter. This valu
able wood was shown in the form of furni
ture, also, which, because of its beauty and
costliness, was suited only to adorn a
palace. As showing the size of the trees,
a table made of the knot of a camphor tree
was especially interesting.
The other great export of Formosa is
tea, of which 20,000,000 pounds are
exported annually.
To this product the
JAPANESE CHILI) IN IMPERIAL GARDEN.

JAPAN’S POSTAL AND TRANSPORTATION SERVICE.
is
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was elaborate and typically Japanese, all i

hurt.

the frame work having been manufactured
in Japan and shipped to the Exposition in
sections, where it was set up by native
artisans. The exhibit covered an area of
x4,904 square feet, every inch of which
was utilized to the best possible advantage.
By far the most attractive and important
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feature was the reception room of the

Nippon Yusen Kaisha (the Japan Mail and
Steamship Company), which contained the
display of that famous line. It was one
of the most costly and elaborate made by
any individual or corporation at the
\Vorld's Fair. In all its furnishings and
appointments it typiﬁed the highest ideals
of Japanese decorative art. There were
three distinct styles of architecture in
volved—the severe, the ornate and the

current, each of which was represented
with many variations and modiﬁcations.
The entire decorative scheme was based on
the chrysanthemum and catalpa—ﬁowers
which in Japan are symbolic of nobility

and supremacy.

These ﬂowers in liberal

treatment were seen everywhere, the whole
’AJA-“M

design having its origin in the works of a
famous Japanese artist of the early
eighteenth century—Jakuchu.

MRS. MANNING DRINKING TEA.

.n1;:‘z
Japanese tea-drinking is an elaborate social ceremony. in a room without chairs, where hostess and guests kneel
upon cushions upon the lloor. In this illustration the President of the Board of Lady Managers appears as one of
the central ﬁgures. lhe tea room was in one of the Imperial Garden pavilions.

The Nippon Yusen Kaisha, of Tokyo, is
one of the largest steamship lines in the world and its exhibit
demonstrated the wonderful commercial progress of the
Empire. In all, the company owns eighty ocean steamers,
having a gross tonnage of 260,000 tons, ten models of which
were placed on exhibition. Of these models the “Aki Marn,”

built by Japanese workmen in the Mitsubishi dockyards at
Nagasaki. Among the charts exhibited by this corporation
was one from the Hydrographical Bureau of the Japanese
Navy. The Japanese Navy was the pioneer in exploring
waters of the Far East, and these charts were accurate and

ispot‘lﬂliﬂ: :

“Tango Maru” and “Nikko Marti,” vessels of 6,000 tons

comprehensive.

ecades. T31

each, were worthy of special notice, being unusually ﬁne and

ig the rank

'0'.
v

Opposite the Nippon Yusen Kaisha reception room were

"in"~w 1 W "’J three large relief maps exhibited by the
'Q'J
‘1'
f!
I?
“.1

Transportation Association.
The ﬁrst of
‘ these was of Japan proper; the second, Japan
and parts of China and Siberia; the third,
the mainland with its dependent and foreign
ports of the Far East. These maps were
admirably executed, showing the cities,
towns, valleys, mountains, seaports, docks,
light houses, besides the steamship, rail
, road, telegraph, telephone and submarine

;
_
'
v

JAPANESE MORNING SALUTATION.
Two of the Japanese women from the tea house illustrate the national form of greeting.

cable lines. For persons interested in the
geography of the Far East, these maps
furnished endless study.
One hundred and seventy-four photo
graphic views of scenes inJapan hung about
the walls. Amasterhad taken these pictures
of a land that abounds in picturesque spots,
so that the spectator looking at them was
ﬁlled with admiration for the beauties of
city and country.
To the Oriental student, especially, the
evolution of the Japanese postal and trans~
portation service, as shown in detail by
cleverly modeled ﬁgures, and conveyances
of curious patterns, was of exceeding in
terest.
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lathes and baskets;
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Of the minor uses to

meow-Iii

which bamboo is put

. \~

.__-

might be mentioned

the manufacture of

machmesi yet she
hats. of fans, of pen

uses the newest

holders, and of native
flutes. In fact, be
partment, and has
no or roam 1N RELIEF. l'.\ LAC E OF TRANSPORTATION.
cause the wood is so
furnished her domain throughout with electric appliances of light and possesses a natural ﬁnish to which neither varnish
the best Patterns. In her domain are many waterfalls which nor paint need be added, it is valuable for a multiplicity of

models in every (1Q

have been made to furnish power for city lighting plants and

purposes.

factories. Of electric motors and apparatus of various sorts,
Japan imported in 1902 about $1,000,000 worth from the

though it is native to the country and is found in abundance
growing wild. Bamboo to the value of over $400,000

'

UnitedStates
alone. To demon
strate this general

- “r '

was exported in
1902, and the trade .
(f ~
has been steadily ,
increasing since
that time. Gener
ally speaking, how
ever, the forestry
industries of Japan
are still in a com~
paratively primitive
state; but the care
and encouragement
given them both by
the government and
by private individ
uals indicate quick
development within
the near future.
Already the conver
EXHIBIT OF CAMI'IIOR FROM I’ORMOSA.
sion of pulp into
paper has become an important industry, although it is of very
recent date. Formerly all the pulp consumed in Japan came

use of electric

.
‘

power, Japan made
_, ,.

i '

an exhibit in the

“

Palace of Elec

tricity, covering an
area of 1,100 square
feet, which, though
small when com
pared to the exten
‘ sive exhibits made
’3
in other d e p a r t ments, served its
purpose admirably.
In the Palace of
i
Forestry, Fish and
Game, Japan ex
EXHIBIT OF FORMOSAN TEAS.
hibited specimens of
nearly every kind of wood, among them many of the twenty

ﬁve kinds of bamboo grown there.

Therefore it has been cultivated in Japan, even

Bamboo is put to a

from abroad, but the steady growth of the paper industry

greater variety of uses than any other wood, so that Japanese
manufacturers are closely connected with it.
It is used for
pails and all sorts of domestic utensils; for troughs and pipes

necessitated its manufacture at home, so that at the presel"
time there are ﬁve pulp mills in operation
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JAPAN PEARL AND CORAL IiXI-IIBIT.
0i "5.
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As an industry entirely individual to the Orient, the exhibit
of the Mushroom Growers’ Association was worthy of note.
In Japan, mushrooms are artiﬁcially,grown and exported
in large quantities to China and other nations of the East.

hardness of the coral. One group of ﬁgures composed of
storks, and turtles, although only two inches in heighth
was valued at $1,563. Another ﬁgure, about six inches
high, of a man on an elephant, was worth $500; while one

exquisite branch of white coral, in the condition in which
it was taken from the sea, was valued at $438.
In the same case with these coral ﬁgures, was one of the
ﬁnest pearls in the world. It was ﬁrst found by a poor coolie's
wife, who threw it away, but observing its lustre, picked it up
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JAPANESE SILKSAND OTHER \VARES. PALACE OF MANUFACTURES.

More than ten edible varieties are cultivated, netting Japan

an income of nearly $500,000 each year.
Camphor was exhibited here, and gallnuts valuable for
the ﬁfty to ﬁfty-seven per cent of tannic acid they contain.

1
.!
£“a
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Of minor products,

Chikugo

beans, from which wax is

extracted, and white poplar toothpicks, which are shipped
to many parts of the world, yield Japan no small income.
The Imperial Government exhibited charts showing the
extent and location of forests in Japan.
Of these forests

_ glib-d“ “a?

‘

REPRODUCTION OF A TEMPLE GATEWAY FROM NIKKU.
Japanese Section in the Palace of Varied Industries.

she takes good care, employing sixteen major, and over

and sold it to a ﬁsherman for a small sum of money. The
gem has since changed owners seven times and is considered
an almost perfect specimen. It weighed forty-four grains,

three hundred subordinate ofﬁcers to look after them.
Among the ﬁshery exhibits installed here were approxi

Japan, pearls are now being cultivated artiﬁcially by these

mately $15,000 worth of coral. Much of it was worked into
ﬁgures, such as dragons, birds, tigers, elephants, and even

enterprising people.
The mineral resources of this nation were fully represented

images of gods—a work of extreme diﬁ‘iculty because of the

in the Palace of Mines and Metallurgy at the World's Fair.

and was valued at $l0,000.

Besides the natural pearl beds of
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PART OF THE JAPANESE CLOISONNE EXHIBIT, PALACE OF VARIED INDUSTRIES

HISTORY ()1:
THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION

JAPAN IN THE PALACE OF EDUCATION.

JAPANESE BAMBOO. FORESTRY BUILDING.

An area of 6,993 square feet was covered with models of
mines, geological charts and specimen ores. A complete

miniature of the Manda Pit of the Mitsui Mining Company,
with its pumps, engines, etc., in full operation by means of
electric power, was installed here. This mine is among the
largest in the world, its output amounting to 2,000 tons per
day. Another elaborate model was that of the Ashio _Copper
mine, one of the largest in existence, with a case showmg the
vein system of mining practiced in Japan. By Fujita &_Com
pany was displayed a ten by twenty-foot model of the I\osaka
mine and reﬁning works.

In Japan, coal is mined under the sea.

A relief map of

such a mine—Takashima'ééwith geological sections, invited
the interest of the mining engineer. Numerous other maps,
charts, and pictures demonstrated the mineral riches ofJapan,
whose output of coal in 1902 amounted to almost 10,000,000

tons, an enormous increase over previous years.
Boring tools made in native iron works, oil furnaces and
oils, sulphur, copper—of which over 60,000,000 pounds were
mined in Igor—and many other ores were displayed.
In addition to the mineral exhibit proper, the booth con
tained numerous statistical maps, photographs, and informa
tion variously presented, relative to the mining industry.
A bazaar in which were attractive articles of many kinds,

occupied a place in the Japanese section of the Pike, and
m the same building was a ﬁnely equipped restaurant where
native and American dishes were served.

Of the notable functions of the Exposition, Japan Day,
November 3rd, the Mikado's birthday, was among the most
important. Practically every invitation was accepted, and
the day was bright and beautiful.
Fireworks, embracing the
wonderful Japanese aerial bombs, opened the event and the
fashion of the Exposition and Saint Louis turned out to
partake of Japanese hospitality, which was most lavish and
hearty. The grand gardens were gay with guests for hours
during the afternoon. Beautiful presents were given to all
and a great display of Japanese Chrysanthemums was made.
On the morning of the 3rd, the Japanese celebrated the
Mikado's birth anniversary at the Imperial Gardens without
the presence of other guests.
The Japanese Empire consists of ﬁve large islands and
nearly 600 small ones, covering in all an area of about
161,198 square miles, or one three-hundred-and-twenty-ﬁfth of
the entire surface of the globe. In general, the islands are
mountainous, extensive plains being found very rarely.
Rivers and streams are found almost everywhere, serving for
irrigation purposes but not for navigation. Waterfalls
abound, and are beginning to be used for generating elec
tricity. The climate of Japan is mild because of the seas
surrounding it, warm currents modifying an otherwise COO]
climate. Rainfall is ample throughout the islands.
In 1901 the population was 45,426,651, the foreigl1 POP“;
lation numbering approximately 10,000. The density of

inhabitants is about 296 to the square mile, exclusne 0
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were allowed to acquire com- ‘
plete ownership on easy terms.

Thus the Government helped
to install in Japan the most
improved western

methods

in

manufacturing, so that now she
is able to compete with the best

in many lines that Europe and
America can produce.
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“SULTAN.” A BARB FROM MOROCCO.
This beautiful animal was presented to PresidentvDavid R. Francis by the Sultan
of Morocco through Commissionenheneral James \\. Langerman.

Formosa which is less thickly populated. Tokyo, the largest
city in Japan, had in 1895 a population numbering 1,440,121.
In early times, manufacturing in Japan belonged to a class
of people which had inherited its art through generations.
Each individual had his particular trade, which was followed
by his sons who, in turn. transmitted it to their offspring; and

This is made more possible
by the cheap rate of labor pre
vailing and by the long hours.
The ﬁrst ofﬁcial representa
tion of Morocco at any \Vorld’s
Fair was installed at the Louis
iana Purchase Exposition
under the direction of Com
missioner-General James W. THE SULTAN OF MOROCCO,
and J. W. LANGERMAN.
Langerman, Deputy Commis
Commissioner.
sioner General Ulysses D.
Eddy, Commissioner B. B. Kirkland, Assistant Commissioner
A. H. Danforth and Secretary G. \V. Hobbs. It was a large
walled concession on the hill south of the Japanese garden
and

contained

a

Moorish theater

and

bazaars;

coﬁ’ee

rooms, a reproduction of the Sultan’s harem ﬁtted out in
Oriental style and occupied by six young women from Fez,
engaged in occupations illustrative of Moorish domestic life.
Moorish dancing, singing and
gun spinning.
The bazaars
were ﬁlled with laces, embroid

the skill thus acquired became
hereditary. In 201 A. D.,
Corea was acquired by Japan,
and, as a result, Korean art
and artisans were brought

L
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eries, other articles of personal

crawls-“W

into the country.
Through
them, also, Chinese art was

avigaii-m. ll;

introduced with the result that

adornment and Moorish curios.
There was also on exhibition
a stable of twenty-ﬁve Barb
stallions of the choicest Mo

manufacturing methods were

rocco strains, brought over to

:11 for gm»?

u melt

improved.
\Yhen Commodore l’crry
led the famous American
expedition into Japan in 1854,
western science and arts were
introduced, causing a revolu
tion in Japanese methods.

be sold to American horse
breeders. The supposed larg
est and smallest horses in the
world were here.
The small
one was so tiny that the visitor
at ﬁrst glance suspected it to
be a hand-made toy horse.
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inOI'C this, all manufacturing

The giant horse was a remark

had been done in individual

ably well proportioned four
ycar-old. seven feet two inches,
or twenty-one and one-half

homes

by

one

family;

but

now the \Vestern factory sys

pounds.
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ﬁrst spinning mill was estab
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lished by

Lord Shimazu, of
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the Satsuma province, which
was the ﬁrst ever built in the
Far East.
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hands high,aud weighed 2,835

tcm was adopted, and work

could be done on a more

W
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A company of native performers in the theater illustrated

New South \Vales was rep_
resented by seven exhibitors in
the Palace of Agriculture who
displayed a few of the products
of that province of Australia.

About this time,

The exhibits embraced wheat,

also, the ﬁrst shipyard was

oats, barley and maize; flour,

opened by the Government,
EXHIBIT OF NEW SOUTH WALES, PALACE OF AGRICI'LTI'Rl-I.

known as the Mitsubishi Dock
Company, and is still in existence. After this, mills and
factories of various kinds were established in rapid succession
by the Empire. The best machinery was provided,and then
the mstitutions were turned over to private companies, who

vinegar, wines, ale, stout and

wool.
two exhibitors

showing collections

In Forestry there were
of

Australian woods.

The Royal Colony of Natal, South Africa, was personally
represented at the Exposition by Mr. J. F. E. Barnes, but no
entries of exhibits were made from that country.
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extent, which throws up boiling water, mud and Stones to
a height of 1,500 feet, claiming a place as one of "The

“'onders of the “'orld."

Government sanitoriums have

been established in order to fully utilize the marvelously

curative properties of the thermal springs in the Hot Lakes
districts.
Forestry was well represented by beautifully ﬁnished
ornamental Woods and a splendid exhibit of the famous
Kauri gum.
This gum, which is used principally in the
manufacture of varnish, takes an important place among New
Zenland products—no less than ﬁve million dollars' worth

being exported last year.

Ofspecial interest to ornithologists

were the native \vingless birds of New Zealand.

The ancient habits of the most interesting and progressive

THE RIGHT HONORABLE RICHARD JOHN SEDDON. P. C.. LL. D.
He is Prime Minister. Colonial Treasurer. Minister of Defense. Minister of Education,
and Minister of Labor.

This country in the Paciﬁc was represented at the \\"orld's
Fair by an exhibit that strikingly presented the beauties of its
scenery, the marvelous productiveness of its soil and the
remarkable progressiveness of its people.
In the Department of Forestry, Fish and Game, New
Zealand had a unique and tastefully arranged display that
attracted keenest interest and whole-hearted admiration.
Here a collection of Scotch red deer and fallow deer heads
testiﬁed to the magniﬁcent shooting that is obtainable among

of all the dark-skinned races, the Maori, who preceded white
people in New Zealand, were shown in some remarkably real
istic and unique carvings and paintings.
It should be mentioned that the Maori has long since
passed the savage state and has shown his ability to attain
the highest stages of modern civilization.
The contrast
between the position of the Maori in 1840 and in 1904
constitutes the most remarkable progress in racial develop
ment that has been recorded in the history of the human race.
On the prior date the Maori was a savage, clever and
enterprising, but ferocious and cruel, and acannibal. To-day
he tills the soil, speaks English, sends his children to school
and college, where they study for the highest professions,
such as medicine, law, teaching, etc. Contact with a highly
civilized community has diverted the natural intelligence of
the Maori to useful channels, whilst Christianity has devel
oped the best instincts of a ﬁne race of people. To-daythe

Maori, a man of magniﬁcent physique, generous impulses and
the keenest faculties, stands side by side with the white man.

a welcome comrade in the building of a new nation. Six

the virgin forests of New Zealand, and specimens of trout—
rainbow, salmon fario and fontinalis, taken front the
mountain-fed streams that intersect the country from one
end to the other—spoke bewitchingly t0 the ﬁshing enthusiast
of his favorite sport.
Pictures and paintings can but feebly attempt to portray
Nature, yet those hanging around the-walls were fascinating

to a degree in that they served to indicate to visitors the

character of a country which Nature has blessed probably
more than any other—when judged from the point of view
of
the
beautiful
the picturesque.
I
Mount
Cook, and
majestically
rising to a height of nearly
13,000 feet, king of the hundreds of snowy giants forming the
Southern Alps,‘whose brilliancy dazzles the _eye a hundred
miles away, was shown in paintings and photographs.
Lakes Taupo,Te Anau, \Vakatipu, Manawapouri, VVaikarc
moana, and others, whose clear, glassy waters, surrounded by
verdure-covered hills, gave some idea of the entrancing love
liness of New Zealand lakes, the W'anganui River; Milford
Sound, one of the world's most wonderful ﬁords, and the great
canyons known as the Otira and Buller gorges, were some
of the features that held visitors spellbound at the variety

and grandeur of New Zealandvscenery.
The thermal districts were chieﬂy represented by the great
Waimangu geyser and its crater, two and a half acres in

THE HONORABLE SIR JOSEPH G. WARD. K. C. M. 6.
es and Commerce:
Colonial Secretar
_
Y: Minister of Railways; Minister of Industri ourist and Health
P est-master (.eneral Minis!"
'
'
'
In
Charge
of the Department of T
Resorts: Minister of P ublic Health.
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springs as;

Maoris occupy positions in the New Zealand Legislature,
and one is a Cabinet Minister. Such advancement is unique
and a magniﬁcent tribute to the colon
izing abilities of the British people.
From every State in the Union
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characteristic

requests.

bestowed by farmers and

the exhibit of woolen rugs and blankets.

Its exceptional soil and climate enables
the New Zealand farmer to rear sheep

with a grade of wool that cannot be
obtained elsewhere.
L'p-to-date fac
tories that have been established in the
principal cities transform the wool into
clothing, rugs and blankets of a strength

and quality rarely seen.
American
ladies from every State handled these
rugs lovingly and longingly, then
approached the attendants with a view to
purchase, only to be sent away with the

“ I've never seen grain so

good as this in my life," constituted the
very highest compliment that could be
paid to any country.
T. EDWARD DONNE,

reply, “They are on exhibition only."

The demand by farmers for samples
of wheat and oats was almost unceasing.

“ I wonder if these black oats would grow
mgitss in a;
in my State, Michigan.

ii<tory of L'z.
ras a s _..
i, and ant-Q.
mls his in"; .1:
' the highs ,"
. Comm 1::
he natunl '2";
st Clirieniy':

the

grain merchants upon the New Zealand

seedsmen passing through the Agricul
tural Building stopped before a score of
sacks containing wheat, oats, peas,
beans, clover, grass seed, etc., and paid
tribute to the unrivaled climate and soil
of New Zealand.
The extreme interest shown by all,
and the utter frankness of the universal

exclamation :

of

grain display had its counterpart in
the attitude of lady visitors towards

farmers. grain merchants, millers and

lponan: p9,;

some

The attention and admiration

I'd like a few to

try.H “Say, would it be possible for me

Representative of New Zealand to the Louisiana I‘ur
chase Exposition and Secretary of the New Zealand
Government Department of Industries and Commerce:
Superintendent of the New Zealand Government De art
ment of Tourists and Health Resorts: Secretary for . 'ew
Zealaan for the Commercial Intelligence Department of
the British Board of Trade.

to get a few grains of that wheat; I'm a farmer myself and I

come from Texas?”

goods.

As a matter of fact, a duty of nearly

one hundred per cent effectually pre—
cludes business between the United
States and New Zealand in woolen
Fleeces, both scoured and greasy, afforded wool

uLook Mister, I'd like to buy some of
experts an opportunity of closely examining the staple in
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A TYPICAL NEW ZEALANI) COUNTRY HOME.

the raw material. Other products shown in the Palace of
Agriculture were bales of hemp manufactured from New
Zealand native ﬂax; a very ﬁne sample of hops grown in
the Nelson district; rabbit skins, packed ready for export;
kegs of tallow; crude petroleum, etc.
These served to
partially indicate the resources of a wonderfully rich and
productive country.
A chief attraction of the New Zealand exhibit was the
opportunity it provided Americans for personally interrogating the New Zealand representatives concerning the government of their country. Political economists in America, as

in other parts of the world, have in recent years been pointing
to New Zealand as the one country in the world where the
Government fulﬁlls its proper functions in caring for the wel
fare of the whole of the people; where “graftingandboodling"
are unknown; where each man and woman takes a recognized
and effective part in the making of the laws which govern
them; where the highest ideals of modern civilization are lived
up to. The American people wanted to know more of this
New Zealand Government. They were not content to accept
hearsay, but required deﬁnite information from direct repre
sentatives, and they catechised the New Zealanders fully and

,l

MITRE PEAK ON MILFORD SOUND.
one Of the pictures whiCh g"ulc- ﬂ": Fair ViSItOFS. an. idea Of the “View and grandeur of New Zealand scenery was this view of Milford Sound. which is genera lly
conceded to be the grandest ﬁord in the world. It is v151ted every summer by thousands of 10111155.
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labor wages in New Zealand are higher than in America; for skilled
labor they are higher in some instances and lower in others. The cost
of living is from thirty to forty per cent less in New Zealand than is the

case in America.
No country in the world offers superior
capital. Almost every branch of industry
up-to-date modern city is carried on under
tions. The rapid growth of a country that

attractions to the man with
usually associated with an
the most favorable condi~
is already “making good"

as one of the world nations of the future insures increased trade and
prosperity every year.
There
prise in New anland; on the
insures absolute freedom from
strikes that hamper industry in

are no restrictions to legitimate enter
contrary, the legislation of the country
the monopolizing trusts and harassing
other countries.

WHERE NEW ZEALAND GETS ITS WEALTH.
The following is the value of a few of New Zealand exports for 1903:
\Vool ....................... . ................. $19,622,420
Mutton ...................................... 8,122,610

tent ywslm;

in the wit:
iii in carbgizz
A
iman take 11

to know a".

__-d

1,909,115

Lamb ........................ . ................

5,266,815

Butter....
Cheese ........................................
Hemp ......................................

6,343,795
908,020
2.875,765

Gold ..........................................
Silver .........................................
Kauri gum ....................~ ..............
Grain .........................................

9,757,130
385,170
2,251,115
5,229,930

FE\/V

OF THE AWARDS RECEIVED BY
ZEALAND EXHIBITS AT ST. LOUIS.

NEW

\Vool ................................................... Grand
Woolen Manufactured Goods ........................... Grand
Grain ................. . ................................. Grand
Hops .................................................... Grand

the his i1:
em civilian..
re not our"
[full from .r
611' Zea‘iiir‘ .

Beef ..........................................

Prize.
Prize.
Prize.
Prize.

Kauri Gum ....................... . ...................... Grand Prize.
Government Works on Agriculture, etc. ................. Grand Prize.
Publications on Social Economy ........................ Grand Prize.

A MAORI MAIDEN.
One of the descendants of the original inhabitants of _New Zealand, who.
according to their national legend, came over the sea from 'llawa1k1.'

exhaustively as to the details of New Zealand's

advanced

Completeness and Beauty of Installation .................. Gold
Phormium Tcnax ....................................... Gold
Carbonated Waters ..................................... Gold
Liquors ................................................. Gold

Medal.
Medal.
Medal.
Medal.

'P-w-.~lQ

Ale and Lager Beer ..................................... Gold Medal.
Maori Paintings ......................
. .. ............. Gold Medal.

legislation and its effect upon the people.
They went away satisﬁed that in the country where the

Collection of Fish, Birds and Deer Heads ................ Gold Medal.

prophecy of other nations is already history, the people
have at their head really great statesmen, magniﬁcently
courageous in their principles and of spotless integrity in their

Polished Native \Voods .................................. Gold Medal.

\Vood Carving ........................................ Gold Medal.
Also nine Silver and nine Bronze Medals.

~'--L5!!
.'1
_'.':

political life; that the laws Americans have heard so much
J¢QWT

about are the product of an enlightened public opinion, and
have already resulted in giving the people a prosperity and
happiness unknown in any other part of the world.
'
1.1-_

A FEW STATISTICS.
Area of New Zealand, 104,751 square miles.
Population (including 40,010 Maoris), 863,364.
Annual exports, $76,000,000.

Average wealth, per head, $1,498.
Death rate (the lowest in the world), 9 4/10 per 1,000 (as compared
with a death rate of 17 8/10 per 1,000 in the United States).

In the City of Christchurch, for the year ending December, 1902,
the sun shone for 1,794 hours, and there were only 39 days out of 365
during which the sun was not visible.

NEW ZEALAND'S MAIN ATTRACTIONS:
An unrivalled climate, mild yet invigorating.

One of the richest of soils.
Abundance of water—no need for irrigation.
Superb scenery.

Occupancy by a ﬁne people, the pick of the British race; and last,
but by no means the least, a model government.
GENERAL.
There are no extremes of heat or cold.

In summer the thermom

eter may register 85 degrees for a couple of hours in the middle of the

day, but the mornings, evenings and nights are delightfully cool and
bad coverings are necessary throughout the summer nights.
Light
frosts, cold winds and sufﬁciency of rain, vith many days of sunshine
intervening, are the characteristic features of a new Zealand winter.

Speaking in general terms, there are no unemployed in New Zea—
land at the present time.
For both skilled and unskilled labor the
demand is much greater than the supply. The workingman in New
Zealand. therefore. has constant work all the year round.
nit".

For unskilled

HONANA MAIOIIA.
_A tattooed Maori chieftain of_New Zealand in lull-dress costume. In 18“! the
native was a cannibal: today he t1llslthe soil, speaks English. sends his children to
school and college. making a record in racial development not equaled in history.
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rare and beaumul r
r unt ustries. lhe display embraced
_
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Persian Commissioner Genet 1
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The exhibit .' 111 tic nitetl Statesstationed 1n vXew
.
\\ as made by the special edict of the Shah,

and included the collection of Persian art treasures shown at
the Musee Decoratif des Ileaux Arts at l‘aris. Milton t'.

oi the natural products of the
country, and several varieties
were shown, front the yellowish
Egyptian to the snowy Senga.
.-\ rubber root is another of the
natural products of commercial
importance. Rhodesia’s most
valuable resources are her min
erals,

Seropyan, of Saint Louis, assisted Commissioner lielckian
materially in making an effective exhibit.
The march of progress in South Africa was vividly
illustrated in the exhibit from Rhodesia, the great province
lying northwest from Portuguese East Africa.
The
display was installed near the north end of the Palace of

Agriculture by direction of Alfred Bromwich, the Rhodesian

representative. The exhibit consisted of the raw products of
the country, with photographs of Rhodesian scenes. The aim
of the exhibit was to show that
Rhodesia is a white man’s
country, with climate, products
and conditions favorable to the
development of the white man’s
civilization. The display of
grains embraced white and
yellow corn, oats and wheat,
peas and beans, sweet potatoes

Cotton is one

Its railways are substantially

to

these

she

owes

EXHIBIT OF PERSIAN ART, VARIED INDUSTRIES.

PERSIAN EXHIBIT 1N VARIED INDUSTRIES.

and kaﬁir corn.

and

hcr rapid development—for men
will seek gold where nothing else
would tempt them. Railroads DI KRAN KHAN KELEKIAN,
Persian Commissioner'Gcncral.
now penetrate Rhodesia front
the east and south. From the east the line runs from Beira,
the principal port of Portuguese East Africa, northwesterly
to L'mtali and Salisbury, 375 miles, whence the line extends

soutlnvesterly to Bulawayo, 300 miles, where it meets the lille

from Capetown and Port Elizabeth.

Nearly 200 miles more

are built northwesterly from Bulawayo toward Victoria Falls,
the highest cataract of large volume in the world, 400_ lea

high. The line is projected northerly to Abercom and Tantra,
nearly or quite 1,000 miles farther, to the shore 0f Lake
Tanganyika, which will eventually form a link in the Cape-lo'

Cairo transportation system.

The photographs Showed manfi

prosperous settlements of the modern typ6, Plains, tan?“ a?
mountains, stretches of forest, and everything indlcatl-vg 0 :

well-watered country favorable to agriwlture' homeunur
and stock-growing.

PRESENT-DAY TRAVEL IN RHODESIA.
[L
_
Constructed
and the rolling stock equipment is the most modem that can be Secure

SIAM, SOUTII AFRICA AXI) SYRIA.
Siam, besides erecting a

characteristic pavilion, made
exhibits in ﬁve depart
ments: Education, Liberal
Arts, Manufacturers, Trans

portation. Forestry and Fish
and Game.

Many

of the

exhibits were installed in the
pavilion which in design was
the reproduction of the \Vat,
or Temple of Benchama
Bopit, at Bangkok. The
appropriation by Siam was
$100,000, and Professor
James

Howard Gore

named

was

as Commissioner

Commissioner-General from Siam.

M
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lie line

st .iirla : -.
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articles in bronze, brooms and
baskets, lacquer and pearl work,
edged tools, mats, earthenware,
cotton and silk machinery, cot
ton and silk fabrics, embroidery,
hats, boots and umbrellas.
In
Transportation were models of
the curious carts used in Siam,
elephant and bullock harness,

saddles and models of boats. In
Agriculture were tools and im
plements of curious design, rice,
maize, millet and vegetables,
tobacco, spices, silk worms,
cotton ﬁbres, sticklac and mul-

berry leaves.

(ieneral. Thisextensive par
JAMES II. GORE.

no doubt inﬂuenced by the visit
of the Crown Prince of Siam
to the World’s Fair in 1902,
and the favorable impression
the young Prince then
received.
The exhibits by
Siam were taken largely from
the Royal Museum at Bang

nod
1
el s0 f S'Ian 1 8 se fruits'' in
Forestry a collection of speci

exhibitor,the Meyer Company
of Pretoria. who installed a
collection of insects.
Syria was represented un
ofﬁcially by many natives of

that country who were inter
ested in various selling and
amusement concessions. In
the Streets of Cairo, the
Constantinople Bazaar and

costumes, masks, maps, coins,
paper, drawings, books, pho

1m;-

'n

@3114"

SIAMESE PAVILION.

Syrians were II. J. Farrah,
zeloun’A' sayeg‘
Abdelnlur’
‘
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Hassan'
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In AIanUfactul—es the ekhlblts
were swords, silverware and

opened by the President and a private inspection of the build|n¢_|nade. Among the
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interested and Syrian goods
were on sale.
Among the
The building
erectedof
bythe
Siam
was formally
dedicated
on June
16th.
The ceremony
consisted
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pavilion
(by Presiident
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OPENING DAY AT THE SIAM PAVILION.
President Francis delivering the key of the pavilion to Commissioner James H. Gore.
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Theater. Morocco, Jerusalem
and Damascus, Syrians were

tographs, weapons and musical
instruments. Portraits of the
King, Queen and Crown
Prince were conspicuous dec

: ht “55”
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Guest of Exposition. November 8. 190.3.

ﬁshing boats and apparatus.
Transvaal Colony was repre
sented unofﬁcially by a single

nical skill of the Siamese a cen
tury ago in contrast with
those of the present day. In
the Liberal Arts exhibit were
models of ancient temples,

am. m,“
."Hui
' ’,

CROWN PRINCE OF SIAM

mens of woods, rattans, scented woods, gums and resins, gum
benzoni and shell varnish. In
Fish and Game were models
of traps, hunting appliances,

kok, and 'were intended to
show the art, forms and tech
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CHAPTER X.
PARTICIPATION OF THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT.
LIBERAL APPROPRIATION MADE FOR ExnIEIT AND BUILDINOs—ALL BRANCHES OR THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT REPRESENTED—GOVERNMENT
BUILDING TIIE LARGEST EVER CONSTRL'CTED FOR SUCH A PURPOSE—VALUABLE HISTORICAL EXHIBITS OF STATE DEPARTMENT—ALAN!

FOLD ACTIVITIES or TIIE TREASURY DEPARTMENT DEIIONSTRATED—WAR DERARTIIIENT'S GREAT GUNS AND MODERN ARMY EQUIPMENT—
BEAUTIEUL AND INSTRUCTIvE EXHIBIT OF TIIE MILITARY ACADEMY—RARE AND CURIOUS DOCUMENTS SHOWN BY DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE—POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT'S DISPLAY OF PROGRESS—NAVY DERARTMENT'S REPRODUCTION OF A FULL-SIZE BATTLESHIP—
PATENT OERICE'S ILLUSTRATIONS or MODERN INVENTIONs—EDUCATIONAI. ExIIIIIIT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—DEPART—
NENT OF COMMERCE AND LABOR, SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, NATIONAL MUSEUM, BUREAU OF AMERICAN REPUBLICS AND COMMISSION

OF Frsn AND FISHERIES INSTALLED VALUAELE AND INTERESTING ExIIIBITs.

HE United States Government was liberal in its partici
pation in the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, The sum
of $5,000,000 was given to the Exposition for its general pur
poses, $4,600,000 was advanced to the Exposition authorities
as a loan, a debt that was faithfully repaid, and Congress
appropriated at various times the following sums: For the
Government exhibit, $800,000; for Government buildings,
$450,000; for life-saving exhibit, $8,000; {or agricultural college
exhibit, $100,000; for Indian exhibit, $40,000; for Alaskan
exhibit and building, $50,000, and toward Indian Territory
exhibit and building, $25,000.
The United States Government Board, to which was

Navy Department, Edward M. Dawson for the Department Of

Interior, Joseph H. Brigham for the Department of AgricuL
ture, Carroll D. \Nright for the Department of Commerce
and Labor, Frederick W. True for the Smithsonian Institu
tion and National Museum, \Villiam De C. Ravenel for the
Commission of Fish and Fisheries, G. \V. W. Hanger for the
Department of Labor, and W'illiams C. Fox for the Bureau of

American Republics.

After this board had been appointed

subsequent legislation arranged for exhibits from the Library

deceased, for the Department of Justice; John B. Brownlow

of Congress and from the Colleges ongricultural and Mechanic
Arts and Agricultural Experiment Stations.
Roland P.
Falkner, later succeeded by C. H. Hastings, was placed in
charge of the Library of Congress Exhibit, and A. C. True in
charge of Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations.
The buildings arranged for the Government exhibits were
erected from designs prepared by James Knox Taylor, the
Supervising Architect of the Treasury Department. They
were the main Government building, the Fish and Fisheries
building, and the Life-Saving Service building. The Govern
ment building was digniﬁed and impressive, and closed a vista
of one of the principal Exposition streets. The exhibits of

for the Post Oﬁice Department, Benjamin F. Peters for the

the Government were assembled in this building with the

entrusted the responsibility of preparing the exhibits, com
prised one representative of each of the great executive depart

ments of the Government, and one from the Smithsonian
Institution and the Bureau of American Republics respect
ively. This Government Board consisted of William H.
Michael for the Department of State, \Vallace H. Hills for
the Treasury Department, John C. Scoﬁeld for the War
Department; Cecil Clay, who succeeded Frank Strong,

MD a» ~>="-v'-‘~'n~~;
iii.~
AN END VIE\V, UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT BUILDING.
This was the largest exhibit structure cvcr erected by Federal authority. It was eight hundred feet long and two hundred and ﬁfty feet'wide, built nf‘structural steel covered
with :SIaﬁfz or plaster, like the rest of the main Exposition
buildings. It was designed by and erected under the supervlsum of James hnox Taylor. Supervising Architect 0!
‘
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exhibits, such as the Aviary
of the National Zoological
Park, the model camp of
marines, the big guns of
the \\’ar Department, and
the map-plot of economic

plants prepared by the
Bureau of Plant Industry.

EDWARD M. DAWSON,
Representing Interior

Department on the

United States Government Board.

In the Government
building the visitor found
an appeal to sentiment, to
pride, and to the hope that
expects high things of the
future. History unfolded
its glorious pages, science
illustrated its advance in
bettering the conditions of
mankind, and practical pro

gress showed its work in

dealing with affairs as they were yesterday and as they are
today. The exhibit of the Department of State, with which
was incorporated that of

and Consular servi

ﬁlled
11]] SE1: of

Ornls usegrYandblanlt

m the D
Dru-Um.“t and in

Ce were

this Department.
The exhibit of the Treas_
ury Department included

displays from the Ofﬁce of
Secretary of the Treasury,
the Supervising Architect's
ofﬁce, the Bureau of En
graving and Printing, the
Life-Saving Service, the
Ofﬁce of the Treasurer of
the United States, the
Bureau of the Mint, and
the Bureau of Public Health
and the Marine Hospital
Service.

Medical science in the
past too often occupied itself
with the care of
_ ofﬁcers
M. o. CHANCE.
and men after illness had Post Ofﬁce Dwamnem'smemberdunked
attacked them instead of States Government Board.
laboring, as now, to prevent disease. The exhibit of the

Bureau of Public Health and Marine Hospital Service showed

to demonstrate Roentgen
and Finsen rays.
The

tive of those branches of

United States Government Board.

‘

also made. A life—size por
trait of President Roosevelt
was exhibited, and wash

State, an exhibit, descrip

tales
the stitiagn
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Diplomatic

Government aftairs, was

arranged to present the
history of the establishment
of the Government, a his
tory of the Department
from its ﬁrst establishment
of a Foreign Ofﬁce, and the
portrayal of its functions,
and the methods of admin
istration in use today. The
diplomatic and consular
service, being under the
control of the Secretary of

Navy Department's Representative on the

‘
L'SCOEIEi-D,

the advance in procedure in
this direction. Models were
displayed showing the
means of water inspection,
one of the most important of
prophylactic measures that
can be taken by medical
authorities, for it is through
contaminated water that
many disastrous camp dis
eases are engendered. An
interesting feature of the
exhibit was an electro
therapeutic apparatus, con
sisting of a sixteen-plate
static machine, a sixteen
inch coil, a wall cabinet,

the President’s ofﬁce, was

B. F. PETERS,

\[embtr ( f :h

artmenl's fl‘ presentative on the
5'3“ no" 1 Exposition Board.
Governmen
I

and the necessary apparatus
S. R. BURCH.
.
l
Member of the United States Gowmme“
Board for the Department of Agriculturt

EXHIBIT OF THE UNITED STATES \NAR DEPARTMENT.
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curative effects of these

l'l'b‘, it, \

'“t '.~~ .

rays have come to be
recognized adjuncts of

ai

hospital service. Es
pecially is the use of

L'me

‘

:1 all“:
mm

the Finsen ray valuable
in cases of small-pox

mm :1.

and other eruptive dis

lhm‘r";

eases.

The latest

i lemi

methods of disinfection

‘Sllltttm
0i litC-r
Dlmﬁl

at quarantine stations
were illustrated by
means of steam, sul

Shel'i'ii

phur dioxide, and for

ment :5:

maldehyde, together

was

with models of quaran-

Statemmug-m

tine stations, detention
camp and machinery

g.
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mg the usual arrange
ment. The practical means of testing for poisonous microbes
was illustrated by a complete traveling laboratory for use in
connection with epidemic
work. There was a labor
atory for hospital use, the

-

of the American Republics.

ernment Board.

model of an operating

room, the model of a sec
tion of a hospital ward,
framed photographs of
marine hospitals and quar
antine stations, and illus
trations of methods of keep
ing and preserving clinical
records. Indeed, the ex
hibit ofthe Bureau of Public
Health and Marine Hos
pital Service showed not
only the care the Govern
ment takes of its men, but
G. W. \\'. HANGER.
Representing the _l)epartment of Commerce the latest approved methods
am Labor on Lnited States Government
adopted and practiced by
lioard.
the medical profession to attain this desired end.
The principal feature of the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing was a printing
press in operation illustrat
ing the method of plate
printing used in the Bureau.
The Bureau of the Mint
also showed all the various
operations required in the
production of either gold
or silver coins, except the
assaying and reﬁning of the

metal. Both Bureaus ex
hibited interesting histor—
ical relics.
The Life-saving Service
had a station of its own,
where a keeper and ten surf
men, drafted from various
stations, fully equippedwith
DR. A. c. TRUE,
Representing Agricultural Colleges a, which the appliances used in the
the Government has s p ecnal c “mm . 0 " 1h e
United States Government Board.

'
'
' acService,
carried
on their

Fisherics_

customed duties, and gave exhibition drills. These drills
were given in a lake specially excavated west of the Observa
tion wheel. A tall mast in
the center of the lake rep
resented a ship in distress
and all the life saving appa—
ratus was brought into use.
The exhibit of the
\Var Department was
planned to represent the
military service of the
United States in the fol
lowing branches: Ord
nance Department, Quar
termaster’s Department,
Medical Department, Corps
of Engineers, Signal Corps,
Artillery Corps, United
States Military Academy,
CARROLL D. WRIGHT,
and the Gettysburg, the Member of the Government Board lor the
lluru‘an of Labor. since consolidated with the
Chickamauga and Chat Department of Commerce and Labor.
tanooga, the Shiloh, and the Vicksburg National Military Parks.
A special feature of the Ordnance Department display was
a full-size model of a 16
inch breech-loading riﬂe,
the original of which is
mounted at the Sandy Hook
(N. I.) proving grounds.
The method of aiming and
ﬁring these big guns was
illustrated for the beneﬁt of
the visitor. What is called
a telescopic sight is used.
Fastened to the side of each
of the big cannon is a glass
very much like those used
by astronomers to look at
the stars. The gunner, who
is pointing the big weapon,
looks

through

this

tele

scope and at once the spot
JAMES KNOX TAYLOR,
on the horizon at which he Supervising Architect. of the_United States
' brought near- Treasury
Department.
“- ho desmned and built
must shoot is
the Government
building
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The. penetrating
effects of armor-piercing projectiles
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both the cannon and the mortar“ear
“ere
the various accessories used in manip
ulating and ﬁring them, as well as
samples of the several kinds of projec
tiles and simulated powder charges used
with each. The series of seacoastcan
non and carriages were most interesting.
One was a twelve-inch breech-loading

of six-inch armor plate, and nearby were

shown a number of steel prOJectiles
which had been ﬁred through armor

Plates

mortar mounted on its carriage.

There was also a projectile
\V. M. GEDDES.
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Grouped about were mortar pijCLtles

now in service in the United States Army. The mortar pits
eXhiblted 011t5id€ the Government buildingdiﬁ’ered from those

representing each of the three kinds used, ﬂatnely, the cast
iron, the deck—piercing, and the torpedo shell. Another

actuall used in coast defense in that the contained but one
y
mortar, and in having a section cut out for the convenience

exhibit was a ﬁfteen_ ounder rapid_ﬁre gun mounted on ab“
D
bette carriage. It is used in seacoast defenses for attackin,

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT GUARD.
.
- - of the “3]i'on
addition to the Jefferson Guards. the United
States Government Board employed a large staff of capable and efﬁcient
men to protect the valuable exhibits

I

n

and to guide and assist the visitors.

ORDNANCE EXHIBITED BY THE \\*'AR DEPARTMENT.
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enable ﬁre control to be
secured, there were ex

hibited the important
instruments known as the
Swasey depression range
ﬁnder, the 'Whistler plot
ting board, and the Pratt
ballistic board, the uses
of which were demon
strated to visitors.
Lay ﬁgures of pack
mules loaded with guns
and equipment material

showed the method of
transporting these artil
lery supplies. A series of
FllAXll
inn'r: ol [ﬁrst by

ﬁfteen-machines in opera

tion illustrated the manu
facture of ball cartridges
for the Army riﬂe. The
exhibit of the medical

it Drpmmi d J.

m.

hidden Sill;
GENERAL VIE“? STATE DEPARTMENT EXHIBIT.

h brttclt-lmQ
inch breechlw:
lloﬂtlittloni‘m;
‘ 3 till6 0i as:

Portraits of all Presidents. Vite-Presidents and Cabinet members wereshownhere.
The ﬁnely executed busts represented Napoleon and Jefferson.

department consisted of a

the superstructure of ships and protecting

brigade ﬁeld hospital, in

submarine mines planned in its vicinity.
The ammunition used is of the type where
separate loading of the projectile does not
take place.
The carriage is furnished
with a shield to protect the gunners from
projectiles ﬁred by guns of small caliber.
Arranged about the gun were exhibited

everywaycomplete,which

JOHN HAY,

was equipped with the
new regulation ﬁeld fumi

Secretary of State. Portrait by Peixotto: exhib
ited by the Department of State.
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TH E S\VORD OF
WASHINGTON.
This priceless
atriotic
rche was exhibit; by the
Department of btate.

mainly of a large number

of accurate models of
various important works
u

of the Corps, many of
them relating to river and

tion used in it.
A disappearing gun
exhibited was a six-inch rapid ﬁre weapon,
placed behind ramparts and raised for
ﬁring. The principal feature of this out
door exhibit was a twelve-inch breech
loading riﬂe, mounted on a disappearing
carriage, being the most modern and
powerful gun of its type. As military
weapons, these guns and carriages, despite
their great interest as mechanical objects,
are dependent upon the means adopted to
control their ﬁring. To illustrate the
methods in service for obtaining the
ranges of objects to be ﬁred at, and to

harbor improvements.

The Mississippi River
Commission made an ex
sa's -mam tensive

exhibit,

demon

strating the extent and
importance of the work

carried on by the Com
mission. The apparatus
used by the Signal Corps

FIRST COINING PRESS.
Primitive device used in 1795 for making United
IBZCS (101115.

was completely repre
sented in an exhibit which
embraced visual signaling

for the transmission of

I
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I
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The exhibit of the Corps of Engineers consisted

the accessories for manipulating and ﬁring
it, as well as samples of the ﬁxed ammuni

1 3.000 ail 0i
: were mm?
used.
)rpedo
gun moss?
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ture and bedding as well as all the apparatus used in actual
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GENERAL VIl-‘.\\'-—F.Xllllll'l‘ OF THE l'NlTED STATES MINT.
Here were shown daily all the processes of coining. but instead of money the product 0‘ the DFL'SY‘L'S Was medals. which were distributed to visitors.

HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.

nxuuur or BUREAU or ENGRAVING AND PRINTING.
The branch of the Treasury Department in which paper money and postage stamps
are mill (5.

l'Nl’l'I-ll) STATES LIFE-SAVING SERVICE TO THE RESCUE.

()ne of the daily features of the Exposition was the life-savingidrillmhich attracted

messages day or night by means of heliographs, ﬂags, acetylene
lanterns, ﬁeld glasses and telescopes; various types of tele
phones, telegraph instruments and “buzzers;” the artillery
type telautograph, for electrically reproducing handwriting;
typewriting telegraphy, wireless telegraphy, and cable teleg~
raphy. Practical (lemon
strations of this apparatus

were given by Signal Corps
men and formed a specially

large crowds,

ing at \Vest Point.

The front wall was devoted to tablets

bearing the names of graduates killed in action from 1802

up to the year 1904; the names of those who have'received
the thanks of Congress:
medals of honor; commis
sions for distinguished ser

Corps exhibit consisted
mainly of a model sub
marine mine and cable

vices, and those holding
high civil ofﬁce under the
Govemment. In fact, these
tablets, with their historic
names, touch almost every
epoch of our history, and

connections. The Military
Parks were represented by

bring to mind the heroism
displayed by Americans in

enlightening feature of the

exhibit.

The Artillery

models and

relief

every section of the United

maps,

States. In the center of the

with views of the battle
ﬁelds at different stages of
the historic contests there
enacted.

space enclosed by the pa
TREASURY DEPARTMENT—EXHIBIT OF THE LIFE-SAVING SERVICE.

vilion stood a trophy of

arms emblematic of the
different branches of the
service and containing in its base a glass case in which were

Headquarters of the men who daily demonstrated how the Government guards its coasts and
aids the shipwrecked.

One of the most attract
ive of the Government exhibits was that of the United
States Military Academy at Vl'est Point. In every detail the
display pleased the visitor, attracted his eye, and satisﬁed

his esthetic sense. No one examined this exhibit or even
passed it by without experiencing a glow of enthusiasm. The

shown a collection of swords worn by prominent generals oi
the Union and Confederate armies. The preparation of the
exhibit occupied the greater portion of a year. In itself it

pavilion housing the exhibits was in itself most attractive.
It was forty feet square and was designed to imitate on the
exterior the Tudor Gothic architecture of the principal build

RIGIITING AN OV
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UNCLE SAM

Demonstrating the non-sinkable

property on the coast.
who protect life and
The melt
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EXHIBIT OF THE WEST POINT
MILITARY ACADEMY.
of
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achievement of the workers of
the Academy and in the Ord
nance Department. The body
of the pavilion was built in
the shops of the Quartermaster
of the Military Academy; the
printing of the posters was done
by hand in the printing ofﬁce
of the Academy; the photo

General was one of the four
cabinet oﬂices, so-called, which

illustrated

the

perfection

were created in 1789, and
around this ofﬁce grew up a
legal department which
known until
1870 as

Attbrney-General's ofﬁce. The
Attorney-General, who is at
the head of the department, is
the legal adviser of the Presi

graphic work, preparation and

mounting of posters and photo
graphs, which were of the

“'AR DEPARTMENT—ARTILLERY SCHOOL OF MINES.
Model of a harbor entrance, showing mine ﬁeld and fortiﬁcations as in actual service.

R\'1(E to El;

was
the

dent and of the heads of the
executive departments. The
most important of the exhibits
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PUBLIC HEALTH AND MARINE HOSPITAL SERVICE.

DISINFECTING MACHINE.

States. lnl‘ﬂ'
pact tﬂtlih': -i
ilion stand :7

Illustrating by means of lay ﬁgures modern surgical methods and operating room
appliances.

Apparatus for destroying disease germs in clothing, etc.. exhibited by the Public
lealth and Marine Hospital Service.
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The exhibit was erected under the supervision of

of this department consisted of a collection of
rare and curious documents from the ﬁles of the
Supreme Court and other courts of the United
States, showing the growth and development of
their business. Oil portraits of some of the

Captain Chauncy B. Humphrey, Twenty-second
Infantry, Instructor in Drawing, United States

Attorneys-General were exhibited, together with
busts of Chief Justices of the United States.

Military Academy.

The Post Ofﬁce Department displayed interest
ing historical relics side by side with objects
showing modern developments in the postal

highest interest, and the preparation of the ma

terial employed in the exhibit was done in the
Department of Drawing of the Academy by Mr.
\V. H. Stockbridge, attendant and photographer.

Upon the base of the military trophy a monu
ment of army material typiiying the various
departments of the service appear‘ed an inscrip
tion in bronze letters containing the motto of the

service.

Military Academy: “Duty, Honor, Country,"
and the legend “United States Military Academy,

West Point, New York, 1802.”
The Department of Justice was not created
and organized until 1870, but the ofﬁce of Attorney

A modem mail car, with all the latest

attachments was contrasted with an old-time
Rocky Mountain coach. This very Coach was
captured by Indians in 1877.
Over its route
four fast mail trains are now in daily transit.
The rural mail delivery service was fully illus
trated, and by means of the mutoscope the

WATER INFECTION.
Model showing how wells are
polluted.
-
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UNIFORMS 01: I'Nl'l‘lil) STAT lab ARMY.
Wax ﬁgures exhibited by \\'ar‘Department, showing various styles of
military attire.

operations of the Post long arm system of water
Ofﬁce serviceof the country tight doors being operated
by electricity. \\'itl1in the
was fully shown. A pneu
1N ARCTIC REGIONS.
IN llllr. TRUPIL'S.
turret
support on the berth Uniforms worn by troops in Alaska shown on
matic
postal
tube
was
_\\'nx ﬁgures in War Department exhibit show
wax ﬁgures by \\ ar Department.
lm; uniforms worn by troops in the Philippines.
exhibited, which showed deck were life~size wax
the latest improvement for city delivery of mail, while an ﬁgures of ofﬁcers and enlisted men of a ﬂagship, dressed
Alaskan mail carrier, with a sled drawn by eight dogs, illus~ accurately in the various uniforms, including an Admiral,
trated the diFﬁculties of the service in thinly peopled regions.
Captain, Medical Inspector, Captain of Marines, midshipmen,
The central ﬁgure of the exhibit of the Navy Department boatswain's mate, quartermaster, bugler, three seamen, a
was an exact and full-sized reproduction of a portion of a marine and an apprentice. Openings of a suitable size were
United States man-of-war, giving the ﬂoor space or water made in the turret support from which a view of the ﬁgures
line the shape of a ﬁatiron. The ﬁgurehead on this vessel was could be had. On this deck were seen the captain's office.
the original of the ﬁgurehead of the Olympia, the ﬂagship of staterooms, mess rooms, petty ofﬁcers' quarters. berths.
Admiral Dewey in the battle
baths, hammocks, galley, mess
of Manila Bay.
On the upper
tables, sick bay, operating
room, dispensary and ammu
or main deck were installed
two ten-inch guns mounted in
nition hoists. Below the deck
barbette turrets, a six-pounder
was a magazine eighteen by
Hotchkiss, a one-pounder light
twenty by nine feet, and in
automatic, a thirty-caliber
this were stored the various
Colt, and a Gatling ﬁeldpiece,
kinds of ammunition in use
together with the ship's
in the naval service.
anchors, Windlass and anchor
Another instructive exhibit
gear complete; also skylights,
of the Navy Department was
METHODS OF ARMY TRANSPORTATION.
hatchways, ventilating cowls On the left are pack mules with a mountain battery: next a six-horse ﬁeld nun team. a large map of the world, upon
and on the right a carabao. or water buffalo, attached to a Philippine native cart.
and side-ladders. On the star
which were placed 307 minia
board side was swung from the davits a twenty-four-foot ture lead models of battleships, cruisers, monitors, gunboats,
whaleboat, and 011 the port side a twenty-foot cutter; while torpedo boats, and the other vessels of the United States
in- appropriate places on the deck were other equipments and Navy. A working model of a dry dock was another interest
ship’s ﬁttings. On the berth deck were installed a torpedo ing exhibit. The L'nited States Naval Academy atAnnapOliS
ﬁring tube and torpedo, one ﬁve-inch rapid-ﬁre gun, and two was represented in miniature, showing the entire extent of
three-inch rapid-ﬁre guns. The space on the berth deck was the grounds, buildings, roads and water front. About sixty
divided by watertight bulkheads into compartments, the biograph motion scenes of the life and duties of ofﬁcers and

ARMY WAGONS—PAST AND PRESENT.
GOVERNMENTS AID TO NAVIGATION.
Beside a modern vehicle was displayed the wagon that tra
Sherman's Civil War campaigns.veled 4160 miles in General

Model Of the MlSSISSlPDi River snaghoat "\Yright,” used by the \\"ar Depaﬂmcnlm
“P the channel free for commerce
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crews of United States nien_of-war, in
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war and peace, scenes of the maneuvers
of vessels, and manipulation and ﬁring
of great guns formed a part of the display
of the Department.
The Department of the Interior told
in its exhibit the story of its activity in
the public service, including the exhibit
of the Bureau of Education and that of the
Patent Office.
The Department of Agriculture, in
its exhibit at the Exposition, showed
what the Government is doing to make
farming more efﬁcient and living more
comfortable. In every department of
human endeavor and life the Department
of Agriculture oﬁers a helping hand.
Besides the work done for the farm, the
HEAVY ARILLERY IN ACTION_
Department is indispensable to naviga~ Outside of we Government building the war Deparb
tion, trade and manufacture. The Depart— :1"; cillglgaiirggas‘gfrlflgs'g_Bag: iglsla’rlgfgtffv‘fmt‘g
ment of Agriculture was represented at We've-inch bm- Ilisshwni“ Wm°ni°'ﬁ'1"¢-

from the inside of the arcade, and were
Illuminated by natural light. Supple
menting these transparencies were seventy

ﬁve large colored bromide photographs,
framed in the outside of the balustrade
that surrounded the arcade. W ithin the
balustrade were shown the most important
phases of the Bureau's ﬁeld investigations.
A large case contained long-leaf pine
trunks arranged to Show the advantages
of a new system of turpentining devised

by the Bureau, and the disadvantages and
injurious eﬁ'ects of the old system of box
ing. In another case the various instru

ments used in forest work were displayed.
Two other cases exhibited injurious
insects and examples of their destructive
work. The methods and results of testing
the strength of commercial timbers were
shown by a testing machine, charts, and
tested pieces of timber. On a relief map

which arr 1_
the Fair by its Bureaus: \Veather Bureau, Bureau of Animal

of the United States was shown the distribution and character

E Sttri [it :;._.

Industry, Bureau of Plant Industry, Bureau of Chemistry,

of the forests of the country, the location and extent of the

Ollittn' qr.

Ofﬁce of Experiment Stations, Division of Entomology,
Bureau of Soils and Bureau of Forestry. The indoor display

National and State forest reserves, and locations where, under
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LOADING A COAST-DEFENSE MORTAR.

The shells for the mortar and bomb-proof shelters for the gunners were on either hand.

of the Bureau of Forestry was placed in the Forestry, Fish

‘[he "Hulk- '.5 ekvated
’ ' ' HMS
'
so that the pyoucme
and fans from a have onI the mark.

the direction of the Bureau of Forestry, practical forest

and Game building, because of its relation to the lumber

management and tree planting are carried on.

industry. where the most important of its investigations were
illustraied and exploited. One

relief map was shown the location of the proposed Appa
lachian Forest Reserve and the
extent and character of forest
and other lands included. A
column twenty-four feet high
exhibited the amount and value
of the commercial lumber pro
duced in the United States.
The Bureau's method of forest
planting on farms and its forest
nursery practice was shown OII
a tract of two and a half acres
not far from the Forestry, Fish
and Game building. The central
feature of this exhibit was a

hundred and ﬁfty large photo
graphic transparencies, illus
trating every phase of forestry

were displayed in an arcade
eighty-seven feet long by six
teen feet wide. Typical forests,
timber trees and forest condi
tions of the United States were
shown as they exist; also the
cutting of timber forests, their
renewal, damage done to them
by ﬁre, insects, overgrazing and

by torrents.

Forest planting

was shown, as were plantations
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in treeless regions and where

FIELD ARTILLERY AND WEST POINT's FORTIFIED EXIiIiIiT.

section of prairie land laid off

IOTCSIS have been destroyed.
The transparenues
were seen

In the foreground are shown machine Buns of various types. some having hiillet00f hi “MSexhibit
to rotcct
gunners
from structure
the enemy's
ﬁre.background.
The l'nited States Military
chadBSm;'S
was the
inside
the walled
in the
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fence lines for wind-break
ers, and in other ways to
show model forest plan
tations ina treeless region.
The outdoor exhibit of

back much of the nitrogen
which the crops take away.
A nitrogen famine has

been predicted, and the
horrors of the future, when

BRIGADIER-GENERAL ALBERT L.
MILLS. U. S. A.

COLONEL CHARLES “H LARNED. U. S. A.

Superintendent, United States Military Academy
at \\ est Point. New Yor .

Professor, United States Military Academy. under
whose direction the West Point exhibit was pre
pared and installed.

the Bureau of Plant Industry oc—

the soil will have become so poverty~

cupied about seven and a half acres
facing the Agricultural building. In
the center of this area was laid out a
large map of the United States. State
boundaries were indicated by paths
from which visitors studied the ex
hibit. In each State were planted
the leading crops it produces, the
map giving, in eﬁ‘ect. a bird’s eye
view of the chief crop productions of

stricken that grains cannot be pro

the country.

duced, have been painted by imagi
native persons. Now, however, man
has captured a tiny germ which can
take from the air a part of its bound
less store of nitrogen and put it into

the earth. This germ has been named
the nitrogemﬁxing bacteria, and the
Bureau of Plant Industry is ready to
distribute this bacteria to the farmer
so that he may enrich his impover
ished ﬁelds. Exhibits of growing
plants inoculated with nitrogen-ﬁxing
bacteria were'made in the out-door ex
hibitof the Departmenth Agriculture.
The indoor exhibit of the Bureau

The land lying outside

the map was occupied by exhibits
illustrating the special lines of inves
tigation employed by the Bureau.
Certain plats were devoted to the
growth of leguminous crops, with a
.view to showing the effect of inocu
lating such crops with bacteria in
order to enable them to secure atmo
spheric nitrogen. The importance of

been demonstrated, and now awaits

the co-operation of farmers to make
it a practical success. Nitrogen is
one of the most important elements
of the food of a plant. Successive

-9<.

13
.f'!

of Plant Industry in the Government
building showed the methods pursued
'32.
4"”
=1

and the results attained in the vege
table pathological and physiological
EXHIBIT OF UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY.

investigations; in ﬁber plant investi
gations, and investigations in drug,

This magniﬁcent trophy of arms and battle'ﬂags. before which
the ﬁgures of two West Point cadets stood as on guard. was the
central feature of the academic exhibit. The battlemented walls
were inscribed with the names of American heroes who owned
\‘l'cst Point as their Alma Illaler. Conspicuous were the photo,
graphic portraits of graduates of the academy who rose to the rank
of (veneral in the armies of the United States and the Confederate

medicinal and poisonous plants. One
interesting exhibit showed specimens,
photographs, models and plants of

States of America.

some of the foreign plant cultures

this achievement of the Laboratory

of Plant Physiology, under the direc
tion of Dr. George T. Moore, has

1m

Most interesting were the many beautiful

photographs by W. H. Stockbrirlge. shuwmg the daily life, lessons,
drills and sports of the cadets, several of Wthl‘l are reproduced 1!"
this and the following pages.
‘

crops of grain soon drain the soil of its plant-food.

which have been successfully intro
duced into America. Investigations

A good

in cereals, and in grass and forage plants showed interesting

farmer partly overbalances the drain on his soil by using

results. A collection of fac-simile models of the leading
varieties of apples grown in the Mississippi V alley and Upper

plentiful quantities of manure and fertilizer, and thus puts

LIGHT BATTERY DRILL BY THE CADETS AT THE UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY.
One of the photographic illustrations demonstrating the training of oﬁicers for the army.
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CADET LIFE AT WEST l’UlNT—A CLASS 1N FENCING.
One of the photographs in the Military Academy exhibit. showing how the future army ofﬁcers are taught not only to wear their swords but to use them.

Lake regions was a feature of this exhibit. Models illustrat
ing investigation in fruit marketing and storage had a practical
bearing upon an important industry of the period.
The exhibit of the Bureau of Chemistry consisted almost
entirely of a Working laboratory equipped with apparatus of
sufﬁcient variety for conducting all ordinary analytical work

atory, including the apparatus employed for the ordinary
determinations made in the examinations of materials used in
the construction of roads, and the third division was the
exhibit of the microscopist 0f the Bureau.
The general exhibit of the Bureau included laboratory
tables provided with water, gas, vacuum and blast, and

and so selected and arranged as to illustrate as well as prac

equipped for analytical work.

ticable the ﬁeld c0vered by the Bureau and the manner of

ited for the determination of fat, nitrogen, water, alcohol.

Special apparatus was exhih

CADETS ON THE PARALLEL BARS.
The entire lower class is put through a complete course of gymnasium work.

conducting its work.

Its exhibit was divided into three

divisions. The ﬁrst was the general exhibit illustrating the
miscellaneous chemical work of the Bureau, and as far as
possible the chemicals and apparatus employed by the Food
Laboratory, Sugar Laboratory, Insecticide and Agricultural
\Vater Laboratory, Dairy Laboratory, Soil Analysis Labor

atory, Drug Laboratory and the Contract Laboratory.

The

second division was the exhibit of the Road Material Labor

cL.\ss m DRAWING .-\T WEST POINT.
Ability to use the pencil as well as the sword is required of all cadets.

volatile acids, sugar and other optically rotating bodies, and
for special determinations in the examination of agricultural
products such as grading the color of wines, tannin extracts,
and other colored liquids, and determining the speciﬁc gravilyv
viscosity, index of refraction, and other physical and chemical
properties.
This exhibit was accompanied by chemists
engaged in their ordinary routine work, and ready to answer

PHYSICAL TRAINING OF THE \VEST POINT CADETS.
.
The easy, erect yct graceful carriage and splendid physique of the boys of the Militar y Academy are due largely to the frequent "setting-up" exercrses.

photograph, which attracted much attention in the West l’omt ‘exhibil. the entire corps of cadets is shown at calisthenie drill

- -ml?!“tint
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EXHIBIT OF ROAD MATERIAL LABORATORY.
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NAVY DEPARTMENT EXHIBIT.
Model of graving dock with the United States battleship "Illinois" in dock for
repairs or examination.

POSTOFFICE DEPARTMENT EXHIBIT.
A United States mail e_ar in the Government building not only demonstrated the
work of the Railway Mail Servrcc. but served as the actual I‘ostoﬁ‘rec through which
all Exposition mail passed.

questions and give infOrmation regarding the work and gen
eral scope of the Bureau. The methods of making the routine
calculations of the Bureau, and of ﬁling, tabulating, arranging
and preserving results were illustrated by calculators actually

at work at the data obtained during the previous winter.

A case of samples illustrating the . work of the different
laboratories of the Bureau was included in the exhibit.
The road material laboratory exhibit included apparatus

employed for the examination of road materials. Special
types of apparatus shown were the abrasion machine,
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of \l'il'ltS.
"OWNEY," TI'IE RAIL\\'AY MAIL DOG.

MODERN DEVELOPMENT OF THE POSTAL SERVICE.

For years "Owney" was a Pet of the Railway Mail
Service, traveling thousands 0 miles in_postal cars and
accumulating tags and medals of all kinds. After his
death he was stuﬂed and exhibited by the Post Ofﬁce
Department at the Exposition.

An interesting feature of the Post Ofﬁce Department’s exhibit was a full sized working model of the pneumatic
tube service. which is now in general use in large cities, to connect the main gust oﬁice with branch oﬁices and the
railway stations. buch tubes. through which ackages of mail are forced y compressed air at lightning speed.
co_nnect the New Yorle post ofﬁce with that of rooklyn and with the'Qranij Central Station, a distance of several
miles. 'Ihey are also in use between the Saint Louis Post Othee and [mum Station.
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GENERAL VIEW OF THE NAVY DEPARTMENT EXHIBIT.
The full size model of the United States battleship "Missouri" was the largest ﬁxture in the Government building._ Fully equipped outside and within. it was visited
y millions and served as a valuable obiect lesson to foreign as well as American Visitors.

HISTORY OF TIIE LOUISIANA PURCHASE IZXPOSITION.

MAJOR JAS. E. MAHOXEY,

NAVY DEPARTMENT EXHIBIT—"CAMP llli\'\\'()()l)."

Commanding Marine Battalion
in Camp Heywood.

In the canvas city near the Government building, named after a former com_mamlant of the Marine Corps, a battalion of I'nited States
' command
_
Marines under the
of_ Maior James I'I. Mahoney. l . 5. .\l. L.. remained throughout the Exposition and had public drills and
The Marine (urps Is the oldest organized branch of the l'nited States military service.
parades daily.

a button could bring
intothe ﬁeld any section be desired to examine. The exhibit
of the experiment stations was designed to show the organiza
tion and work of the oﬁice, including its relations with
the Department of Agriculture and with the agricultural
colleges and experiment stations organized in the several
states and territories. The exhibit consisted of materials,

cord drill rock saws, impact machines, ball mill and briquette
machine. The exhibit included models of several types of
rural highways with illustrations of the special ﬁtness of each
for a given kind of soil.
The exhibit of the microscopist of the Bureau included
microscopes adapted to working laboratories, microscopical
apparatus such as mi 7":
— '
war
,I,
crotomes, embedding
ovens, photomicro

[‘4—

,

graphic and projec
tion apparatus, and
exhibition micro—
scopes showing sam

‘

~

,”-'--'Q
.v“1
7

_

of the Government.
Two features of the
exhibit were of special
interest, that of the
photomicrographic
apparatus arranged
for practical work in

tions, charts, photo
graphs and maps. A
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more

complete ex

hibit of the agricul
tural colleges and ex
periment
stations
was made by the As
sociation of American

ples of various sub
stances examined in
the Bureau, together
with adulterants com
monly used. The re
lation of the various
Bureaus of the De
partment of Agricul
ture t0 the most im
portant subject, the
food supply of the
country, was illus
trated by object les
sons in the exhibit

apparatus, publica

I “v

,ll‘

Agricultural Colleges
and experiment sta
tions under the direc
tion of the Govern
ment Board in the
Palace of Education.
Portraits were shown
of the late Senator
Justin M. \Iorrill of
Yermont, through
whose efforts the es
tablishment and en
dowment of the agri
cultural colleges were
secured, and of the
late Honorable
NAVY DEPARTMENT EXIIIBlT—ARMOR-I’L.\TE TESTS.
Much interest was displayed _in the demonstration of the eﬁ'ect of modern guns and armor-piercing proiectiles \Villiam H. Hatch,
on the best armor-plate. such as is used on the great battleships of the navy. The plate was sixteen feet long,
seven and one-half teet high and eleven and one-half inches thick and was completely demolished by three shots. of Missouri, who was
largely instrumental in securing the national legislation. PYO'
photographing sections, and also for
viding for the establishment of agricultural experiment

the reproduction onascreen, of lantern slides and microscopic

Six'exhibition microscopes were exhibited, each
provided with a glass plate capable of carrying twenty
microscopic mounts so arranged that the observer by rotating

sections.

stations throughout the country.
The “ieather Bureau exhibited a complete set of instru
ments and apparatus and maps and photographs showing the
_,--i

AZA OF SAINT LOUIS.
UNITED STATES MARINE BATTALION. HEADED BY THE MARINE BAND. PASSING IN REVIEW ON THE PL

OX.
EXHIBITS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
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INTERIOR DEPARTMENT EXHIBIT—THE TELEGRAPHUNE.
Among the recent inventions shown by the Patent Ofﬁce. few attracted more
attention than Poulscn's device for recording sound waves on a steel surface. whereby
telephone messages may be reco'rded and afterwards reproduced.

"Elm"? 157's“

methods of the Bureau and its achievements,

B and “"3 L“1'

that the Government began maintaining a service having for

It was in I870

"5 Omar.-

its object the forecasting of weather conditions throughout the'

11bit tunnel-1
7.. up as

United States, It was originally designed for the beneﬁt of
navigation, but the recognition of its broadening ﬁeld of

[ion if;

utility brought about, in I891 the establishment of the present

INTERIOR DEPARTMENT EXIII BIT—TIIE TELAUTOGRAI‘I‘I.
Another interesting Patent Oﬁice exhibit was Gray’s invention for reprodticing_hanil
writing. drawings, etc..o\'er a resistance equal to twenty miles of telegraph wu'e.

beneﬁt of the farmer and stock raiser and for the consumer of
animal products. The meat inspection of the Bureau was
shown by models, practical demonstrations, and by series of
moving pictures. The exhibit of the Division of Entomology
was designed to illustrate the work of the Bureau in behalf of
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PATENT OFFICE EXHIBIT—THE EVOLUTION OF THE IIARVI‘ISTER.

\tlﬁ 1'

In the case were shown a large number of models in motion. embodying the most important steps taken by inventors in the last hundred years in developing harvesting

3F
Q
“1'
r.3
1!!
machinery.

Above the case a working model of a harvester in motion reaped miniature wheat on a painted farn .

“'lltie'tf'

tablig '
dumy"
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Weather Bureau as a branch of the Department of Agriculture,
previous to which time the work was conducted by the
Signal Corps of the army.
The Bureau of Animal Industry made an exhibit intended
to illustrate the methods of the Bureau in its work for the

semi :
late

the agriculturist against injurious insects such as the
of fruit trees, ﬁeld crops, small fruits, insects that
stored products, and those which affect live stock.
the insects thus directly affecting the crops of this
n»

enemies
destroy
Besides
country
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GENERAL LANI) OFFICE EXHIBIT.

GENERAL LAND OFFICE EXHIBIT.

Here was shown a large map. twelve by sixteen feet, showing the original thirteen
States _anrl_the various acquisitions of territory since the founding of the Republic
sllrveymit Instruments. documents relatiml to land grants and typical homesteads of
settlers on public lands.

Section of the great anorama. eighteen and a half feet in length, showing the
Yellowstone Falls and Tanyon in the Yellowstone National Park.
Two other

panoramas. each thirty-nine feet long. showed the Yosemite Falls of California and the
Grand Canyon oi the Colorado River.
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BUREAU OF EDUCATION lCXllllll'l‘.

BUREAU 01" INDIAN AFFAIRS.

By means of charts and maps this branch of the Interior l)9|)ﬂl_‘lllﬁcnt_mildl‘ a complete
demonstration of the condition and statistics of education in the l nitcd Mates and Alaska.

Maps and chartsof Indian reservations. and statistics. models of Indian dwellinganj
samples of Indian handicraft. The Wigwam in the center is a Wichita grass house.

another group of insects has of late years been recognized as
being fully as dangerous to the welfare of man, namely, those
which act as carriers of diseases of man and animals. The
enormous importance of mos
quitos in relation to malaria
and yellow fever, and of ﬂies
to typhoid, has of late been
demonstrated.
A special
exhibit of these insects was
made and popular attention
drawn towards this important
phase of the work of the ento
niologists of the Department.
An insect that is causing an
enormous amount of trouble,
not to mention ﬁnancial loss,

uninjured bolls. Maps and illustrations showing the distri~
bution of the weevil in the United States were exhibited.
The exhibit of the Bureau of Soils illustrated the three
main branches of the Bureau's
work; the soil survey, tobacco
investigations, and alkali land

just now is the cotton boll

reclamation.

Soil mapsofthe

areas surveyed to December
3|, 1902, eighty-nine in all,
were displayed on the wall

and in swinging frames.
These maps show in colors the
areas of the different soils of
each district surveyed, and on
each map was pasted a legend
giving the relative agricultural

UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SI'RVEY.

value of the soils of the area.

Next to the soil maps were
weevil. The Division of
Modelin relief showing the details of the Government's irrigation proiect for the
reclamation of and lands in Salt Riyer \ alley. of Arizona. Under the reclamation act
shown samples of a few special
Entomology exhibited a mag of lime i7. 1902. the (wovyernment is undertaking many such
projects in the arid and
semiarid regions of the \\ estern and Southwestern States.
soils of the United States.
niﬁed section of this pestiferous
intruder. Indeed, the life history of the cotton boll weevil These soils were selected for the most part on account of some
was presented, such as the larvae, pupae, adults, injured special crop value. Thus the Connecticut soil (Hartford
cotton bolls with the stages of injury present in the bolls, and sandy loam) on which is grown the Sumatra wrapper tobacco:

the Texas soils (Orangeburg sandy loam and Orangebllfg
ClaY) 0n which experimental crops of Cuban ﬁller tobacco art

GOVERNMENT EXHIBIT OF RADIUM.
The geological survey showed in cases various radium compounds and radio-active
minerals leund In America. Lectures and popular talks wan;- g‘iv‘m twice daily by
George F. Kunz, Ph. 1)., A. M.. and other sctentists from leading Univerlities.

WORK OF INDIANS OF TODAY.
' ' '
I
. .in striking
. , . contrast
‘ to the primitive
adornments and appllimﬂ‘s
mil"'b'm d 6156'
whcrf. was this case of lace made by Indian pupils in the schools maintaim‘d Mme“
race w the (lovernment at Haskell and Carlisle.

THE RECLAMATION OF ALKALI LANDS.

\

m' .\FH.'lL<.

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES IN PLANTS.

"retained-1w:
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POMOLOGICAL EXIII BIT.

Part of the outdoor exhibit of the Bureau of Plant Industry, illustrating the
typical crops of each section.

BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY.
Demonstrating the hybridization of

strations slizr';
ll States amt;
if Soils illu'e._
ain branded;

iirli'; thesam
\‘tStigalivu, a

Methods of packing fruit shown in a

way to demonstrate that matured fruit being grown; the principal truck
keeps better than if picked unripe.
soil (Norfolk sand) of the
Atlantic coast states; the most im
portant truck and fruit soil (Fresno
sand) of the Paciﬁc States; the cele
brated Albemarle Pippin land (Porters
black loam); and a number of other

llamatimi SI;
as sunuel :1

soils of particular agricultural value

, 1902, eighty-2

were shown.

re displaivi :
d in swing :;

Mary county, Maryland, showing the
different soils in colors was exhibited.

A

relief map

of St.

tse maps s'c- I:

This is a tidewater area, and is chieﬂy

as (if the if?

remarkable, from the point of view of
the soil investigator, for the closeness
with which the soils follow the contour
lines. Adjoining the St. Mary model
was a relief map of the Albemarle area,
Virginia. This showed a section of
the Blue Ridge Mountains and of the
famous Shenandoah Valley, the richest
agricultural region in Virginia. The
foothill soils of this region are cele
brated for their ﬁne fruits, especially
the Albemarle Pippin.
The steep

‘h district sm
ll map we re.
ing the alarm?
uc 0f tlte SL'II.‘
it to the vi;
im sample it?

s of the 11"]
st part on a?
innettiiu ti Sumatmill‘i

y loam n1 '
ll Cuban ills: .

comparatively recent times. A 2°33Zﬁlilll’ﬁ’lfhlﬂlliiiiél’éli'éiﬁé'igﬁ‘:
tions were of great interest to farmers.
model illustrating the reclama
tion of alkali lands by underdrainage
and ﬂooding was exhibited. A tract
of land heavily impregnated with
alkali salts on which a few sage bushes
and salt weeds were growing was
placed next to a model of a tract which \,
was in process of reclamation. It was
underdrained with tile, plowed and
leveled and then divided into sections
by embankments of earth. Each of

these sections, called “check,” was
ﬂooded to a depth of at least four
inches for as long a time as watercould
be secured. This water sank down

.ﬂ‘llJ
through the soil and carried the dis

solved salts out through the drain.
The exhibit of the newly organized

lq-v

Department of Commerce and Labor
did not cover all the various bureaus
which now fall under its jurisdiction,
such as the Coast and Geodetic survey,

mEHI43-‘Jl i

the Bureau of Standards, the Bureau

mountain slopes of this area, cut by

ages of erosion, are in marked contrast
to the low, ﬂat plains of the tidewater
area shown in the St. Mary County
model, which have been built up by
deposition of alluvial material within

INSECTS INIURIOUS TO VEGETATION.
‘ In this case the Bureau of Entomology showed biBhly mau
niﬁed models of the principal insect pests. notably the cotton
boll weevil, at the extreme right of the middle shelf; the Son
05: scale and other scale-producing insects on the lower shelf;
several varieties of mosquitoes and other noxious insects.

of Census, the Light-house Iloard, the
lureau of Fisheries, and the Bureau of
Labor. Several of these bureaus made
independent exhibits under appropria

tions made by Congress prior to the
establishment of the new Department.
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BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY.

BACTERIA AS THE FARMER'S FRIENDS.

General view of exhibit, showing models of stock yards._specimens of meats. model!
of domestic animals and part of the attractive frieze on which were pictured types of
various breeds of cattle and other animals

Exhibit of the Bureau of Plant Industry. showing how nitrogen ﬁxing bacteria are
prepared and packed for distribution to auriculturists. Full directions for inoculating
the seeds of leguminous plants accompany each packale.

HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA I’L‘RCIIASE EXPOSITION.
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AN EARLY AMERICAN SETTLER.

Illil'AR'l‘hlliNT OF COMMERCE AXI) LABOR.
The most romincnt and attractive exhibit in this department was that made by the
Light House loard. of beacon lenses, models of light houses and their equipment.

Restorationpf an extinct reptile. Shims-auras. an armored Dinosaur whose remains
were found in Lolorado and \\ yoniing, shown by the Smithsonian Institution.

The United States National Museum is the
depository of the collections of the Goveni
ment and composes the largest collection of
objects of natural history and ethnology in
America. It is especially rich in specimens
of animals and plants of North America.
collections illustrating the life and arts of
the North American Indians, and geological
collections from the United States, both
scientiﬁc and economic. The museum at
present engages in the investigation of the
native peoples of America, and especially

The exhibit of the Coast and Geodetic sur
vey consisted mainly of charts and instru
ments, and that of the Bureau of Standards
furnished an educational, and to some extent
a historical view of the general subject of
weights and measures and measuring instru
ments. The exhibit of the Bureau of the
Census consisted principally of a number of
large maps. and a full set of Census reports.
The Light House Board displayed models of
light-houses, samples of instruments and
apparatus used, and samples of lamps used

the languages, customs and arts of the North

in the Light House service.

American Indians. The work of the Bureau
of International Exchanges consists in effect
ing the interchange of scientiﬁc publications
throughout the world. The National
Zoological Park, situated in the famous

The Smithsonian Institution, established
by act of Congress in 1846, is based on the
bequest of James Smithson, an Englishman,
for the foundation of an institution in \Vash

ington for “the increase and diffusion of
knowledge among men.” The Government
has from time to time placed under the
direction of the Smithsonian Institution
various organizations, chieﬂy scientiﬁc,
which receive appropriations annually from
Congress. At present these are the United
States National Museum, the Bureau of
American Ethnology, the Bureau of Inter
national Exchanges, the National Zoologi
cal Park, and the Astrophysical Observatory.

Rock Creek Valley. in the District of
Columbia, is intended as a means of famil
iarizing the people with the more important
and interesting native animals of America.

and as far as possible preserving species
which are threatened with extinction through

the increasing settlement of wild lands. Tlle
exhibit of the Zoological Park at previous
NATIONAL M L'SEI'M.
_ Prominent among the stuffed animals was the
Giraffe. sixteen feet and three inches high.

expositions has been

made by means of

models and pictures, but at the Louisiinﬂ

NATIONAL MUSEUM'S BIOLOGICAL EXHIBIT.
The central feature is a full sized east of a sulphur bottom whale. eighty feet long. captured off the coast of N ewfoundland in 1903. The actual skeleton of the whale is Show“
in the background. the collection embraced a great number of strange and curious animals from distant parts of the world. unfamiliar to American eyes

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION AND NATIONAL MUSEUM EXHIBITS.
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SRIITIISONIAN INSTITUTION ARCIIAEOLOGICAI. EXHIBIT.
GENERAL VIEW, ANTHROPOLOGICAI. EXHIBIT.
Restoration of the ancient Mexican temple. known as the “House of the Governor.'
at ,xmal, Yucatan.

Purchase Exposition a large bird cage was erected.
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In it

were placed about a thousand birds notable for their brilliant
colors, sweet songs, or peculiar forms, including many
characteristic birds of
North America and the
tropics. Rare birds
were there in numbers,
among them the strik
ingly marked mandarin

The Smithsonian Institution and National Museums displayed many interesting relics
of early American peoples.

publications of all the bureaus was included here.

‘represented at the Exposition, the National Museum, on
account of its great
resources and special
facilities for exhibition,

made the principal
exhibit. The Depart
ment of Geology in the
National Museum made
an exhibit under the
direction of Dr. George
P. Merrill, Head Cura
tor. One of the most
striking objects exhib
ited in this department
was a restoration of
the remarkable, extinct
reptile known as a
stegosaur.
\Yith this

ducks.

The exhibit of the
Smithsonian Institution
proper, installed in a
special pavilion, in
cluded memorials of the
founder, James Smith
son, portraits of the
Regents and of the
Secretaries, objects
illustrating the Hodg
kins fund (established
by Thomas George
Hodgkins for the inves—
tigation of the atmos

Although

every bureau connected with the Smithsonian Institution was

creature was shown the
INSIDE THE GREAT FLYING CAGE.
The arched passageway through the middle of the _Governmcnt's big bird cage yvns always thrmuzed with
interested visitors watching the antics of the strange leathered inhabitants.

triceratops which was
shown at the Iluﬁ‘alo
Exposition of 1901.

phere) and the great series of publications on which the fame

The skeleton

of the Institution so largely rests.

elephant were placed near the triceratops.

A complete set of the

of

a

mastodon

together with

that

of

an

Anotherextrcmely

:(l lt'lllltilll!"
ment of will

logical hill
en made l.”
as, but at rill

THE LARGEST BIRD CAGE EVER BUILT, CONTAINING TIIE EXHIBIT OF THE NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL PARK.
In this mammoth structure, two hundred and thirty-six feet Igng. ninety-two feet wide and ﬁfty feet high, hundreds of. birds of divers varieties. from all quarters of the
Ilobe. were shown amid their natural surroundings. the case being large enough to permit them to ﬂy at Will.
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lll'II.I)ING OF THE UNITED STATES COMMISSION OI: I-"ISII .-\I\'I) FISHERIES.
ﬁsh of hundreds of
I“
'
"
t
.'
neof them 0st interesting of the Government's _ exhibits—the
. live
.
In this handsome structure, modeled on the lines of a Pompenan temple. was housed o
{ appliances and mﬂhods used m the ﬁshmg mdusu-L
SPccie-s swimming in glass-sided tanks—as well as a complete display and demonstration o

representatives of the species were shown
together with nests and eggs, including the
great egg of the epyomis, an extinct bird of

interesting collection here exhibited con
sisted of a number of meteorites and casts of
the largest meteorites known, the greatest of
which (one of the Peary irons from Green
land) exceeds ten feet in length and is esti
mated to weigh from seventy-ﬁve to ninety
tons. The exhibit of the Department of
Biology was prepared under the direction of

Madagascar.

The exhibit of the Department of Anthro
pology, as well as that of the Bureau of
American Ethnology was prepared under
the direction of Mr. \V. H. Holmes, Chief

of the Bureau. The principal object of the
department’s exhibit was to show the esthenc

Dr. F. W. True, Head Curator, with the
assistance of Mr. F. A. Lucas, chief of
exhibits, and other members of the staff of
the department. The most striking object
was a cast of a sulphur-bottom whale from
Newfoundland, eighty feet long, showing
the natural appearance of this greatest of all

cross-section model of the Library building.
together with many photographs showmgm
detail the working divisions of the library.

living creatures.

A collection of maps illustrated the DTPEIES§

products of the native American peoples

The Library of Congress exhibited a

The massive skeleton was

exhibited with the cast.

Large game from

of knowledge with respect to the Missis51ppl

all parts of the world was represented, BUREAU 01" AMERICAN REPUBLIC-<- Yalley and the territory of Louisiana. .A
including the hiDDOPotamus,rhinoceros,li0n, Relief mapshovzgggniznlﬁgmymwlInter-(Im- number of portraits of Jefferson were' dis
tiger,

giraffe,

moose, caribou, axis-deer,

‘

sambur stag, and other large deer, with antelopes and various
small species, such as wild sheep.

i

i ‘

played in a wing frame case, and spew“en

manuscripts bearing on the history of the United States were

Game birds and large

THE AMERICAN FISHING INDUSTRY.
Models of ﬁshing craft and appliances for taking ﬁsh shown by United States Fish
Commission.

NETS AND TRAPS USED IN FISHING
Instruments used for deep sea research. designed to capture the den hens
lowest ocean depths.

of lht

GOVERNMENT FISH AND FISHERIES EXHIBIT.
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TONGS USED IN OYSTER FISIIING.
IIOIV SI’ONGES GROW.
Case shown by the Fish Commission, demonstrating methods of ﬁshing for sponges.
he sponges were shown growmg on rocks under water.

l the spec's !2‘
is and eggt
:pyomis, in e:

exhibited in the same manner. The International Bureau of
the American Republics was established under recommenda
tion of the International
American Conference
held in \Vashington in
1890, for the purpose of

In the cases were shown lobster-pots and other devices for the capture of ﬁsh.
There were also many pictures and biograph illustrations of methods used in commercial
fisheries that proved exceedingly interesting to the thousands who visited the building.

States Commission of Fish and Fisheries, it was established
by Congress for the purpose of inquiring into the decline of
the commercial ﬁsheries,
and of ﬁnding, it possible,
a means to remedy the

evil.
Its exhibit in the
Fish and Fisheries build

maintaining closer rela‘

vIlleDepiriiic
85 that oi i'iij.
lOgy mg m;

II. “I. H, 3.41

“he [)l'lllt’lptll 5:
litres lush-:1
iiatiie his:

tions between the several
Republics of the western
hemisphere. It was re
organized by the Inter
national American Con
ference held in the City
of Mexico in 1901, and

oi Congas 5';

its scope

-l of the l.qu

widened. The exhibit of
the Bureau indicated

." News;
divisions if it
p5 illutiit‘rfi'
respect 1th
ritury of Lee
5 of kits!"
aim: (158.1”?
f the [in S:

of

ing

was

extremely
\‘n-

popular.
Aquaria ex
tending entirely around
the building were ﬁlled
with species from the
salt and fresh waters of
all regions of the United
States. The remainder

powers

graphically the work in

which it is engaged, and
was shown in a collection

THE SEAL TANK IN THE FISHERIES BUILDING.

of its publications and

There was always a crowd watching the playful little amphibians. one of which may be seen in the
picture as it reaches for food that a visitor is offering, while anothcr's head appears at the rizht of the

numerous maps.
The Bureau of F ish- “""al‘wma‘n'

-“1.

S-.___'

the court of the building,
and was treated in four
sections, representing the
ﬁsh cultural work and the

\vlh.

scientiﬁc

‘3"

investigations

‘
'
0f the comnllSSIOll, ﬁSl‘I

cries, now incorporated in the new Department of Commerce

ing methods and ﬁshery
products. The leading food and industrial products of American

and Labor, dates its existence from 1871, when, as the United

ﬁsheries were shown in a comprehensive and attractive display.
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LIVE FISH EXHIBIT OF THE UNITED STATES FISH COMMISSION.

all“? 5 p
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of the exhibit occupied

amnesia
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Filty tanks arranged around the outer walls of the building gave visitors an opportunity to observe the haliits,_actions and appearance of hundreds of varieties of ﬁsh. not
only of the more common kinds but also of the rarer and more Interesting species. This part of the building was always crowded With interested speclalbrs.
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CHAPTER XI.
THE PARTICIPATION OF STATES EAST OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER.
"VULCAN," TIIE IRON STATUE FROM ALABAMA, \VEIIIIIING SixTY TONS—CONNECTICUT'S HISTORIC PAVILION AND ITS TREASURES 0F
COLONIAL FURNISHINGS—EXTENSIVE PARTICIPATION 0F TIIE GREAT PRAIRIE STATE OF ILLINOIS—GRAND STATE BUILDING AND
IMPORTANT FUNCTIONS—INDIANA AMONG TIIE FOREMOST IN HER EXHIBITS—THE NEw KENTUCKY HOME AND KENTucxv's
RESOURCES—HUNTER’S LODGE FROM MAINE FORI-sts—MARYLANI)'S BUILDING— MASSACIIUSETTS HOSPITALITY—THE MICHIGAN
P.\\'ILION—l\‘lIssISSIPPI's HISTORIC HOUSE AND GIANT FIGURE OF KING COTTON—DANIEL WEBSTER'S BIRTHI’LACE REPROIJUCl-ZD DY
NEw HAMI-SIIIRE—\VASIIINGT0N'S HEADQUARTERS FROM MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY—NEW YORR's MAJESTIC BUILDING AND LIBERAL
PARTICI!‘.-\TION-—NORTH CAROLINA's VARIED DIsPLMrs—OIIIO’S Couuomous BUILDING—PENNSYLVANIA's GRAND HOUSE AND TIIE

LIBERTY BELL—RIIODE ISLAND AN ACTIVE MEMBER or TIIE FAMILY OF STATES—TENNESSEE'S REPRODUCTION OF TIIE HERMITAGE—THE
OLD CONSTITUTION

HOUSE OF VERMONT—MONTICELLO, THE HOME OF JEFFERSON, REPRODUCED BY VIRGINIA'—\VEST VIRGINIA's

STRONG Snou'ING—WISCONsIN’s PRIZE-TAKING PAVILION.
OR convenience in treatment, the States participating in

the Exposition are here divided into three groups, the
States east of theMississippi, the Louisiana Purchase States,
including Texas, and the
Rocky Mountain and Paciﬁc

charge was composed of F. M. JackSOu, President of the
Birmingham Commercial Club; W. H. \Voodward, Vice
President; J. B. Gibson, Secretary; 1. A. MacKniglit, Ex
ecutive Commisioner; Rufus

N. Rhodes, C u l p e p pe r
Exum, F. H. Dixon and
George H. Clark.
The

States, including the District

of Alaska. The present chap
ter deals with the States east

board raised $25,000 by pop

the group being arranged al

ular subscription, and the
great statue was assured. It
was designed by G. Moretti,
the New York sculptor, and

phabetically. Alabama made

cast at Birmingham.

no appropriation for an ex

freight cars were required to
carry it to the Exposition.
Iron naturally took pre
cedence in the Alabama dis—
play, but other products of
the State were exhibited.
Large blocks of coal were
displayed. They came from
the termination of the great
Appalachian coal ﬁeld, em
bracing in Alabama an area
of eight thousand eight hun‘
dred square miles. In the
production of iron Alabama
ranks third among the States
and Territories and in the
production of coal it ranks
ﬁfth. As a coke producer it
is exceeded by but one State.
Coke, limestone and dolo
mites were also exhibited in
the booth. Among the other
mineral resources of the

of the Mississippi, a vast
empire of prosperous and

progressive commonwealths,

hibit at the Exposition, but
the enterprise

of

members

of the Birmingham Com
mercial Club made possible
the State's representation in

an unrivaled manner. The
plan of the club was to mass
its resources into one display

that would exploit the State's
greatest industry. The giant
statue of \‘ulcan, ﬁfty-Six
feet high and weighing sixty

.

tons, was its consummation.

It was completed in the
Mines and Metallurgy build
ing early in May and was
at once recognized as one of
the commanding features of
the Exposition. It was ded
icated with suitable ceremony

‘ 5:
.1

s"
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9133'

Seven

in June, and christened “Vul
.m‘
can" by Miss Miriam Jack
son, daughter of the Presi
State are gold, copper,
"_;_\'“:2 1“\ .;4
dent of the Birmingham
graphite, mica, asbestos.
Commercial Club. Through
lead, alum, granite and slate.
f~~ ~ '.~i.~r r
I
,1.J- 5“
A
out the period of the Exposi
Alabama oﬁ'ers a wide
tion the statue attracted uni
range of opportunity to the
“\‘L‘LCAN," IRON STATUE FROM ALABAMA \\'l-ZlGlHNG SIXTY TONS.
The great statue was cast in sections and set up near the southwest wall in the Palace
versal attention, and through
farmer. Besides cotton, the
of Mines. The smallest casting weighed about 12.000 pounds. The foot and leg to the
its presence thousands of knee weighed nearly 17,000 pounds.
great staple, wheat, corn,
people learned of Alabama's magniﬁcent mineral resources. oats, barley and rye are raised in abundance, while all the
The Board of Commissioners having Alabama's display in fruits, including apples, peaches, pears and grapes, thrive

.
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J. ll. VAlLL.

CAPT. H. H. CARTER.

ll. BRINSMAI'E.

PreSident Connecticut

I". L. WILCOX.

Secretary and Treasurer

Connecticut State Exposition

Resident Commissioner

Commission.

Connecticut Commission.

Bureau.

for Connecticut.

exceedingly well.

CHAS. PHELPS.
Vice-President Connectiéut

0mmission.

.

6

most proﬁtable industries, and
the gardener ﬁnds a ready market

brought to mind the days when
i

the early settlers read or worked
at night by the light of candles

for everything that he produces.
However great the develop

made by their wives and daugh

ments are in the mineral regions
of Alabama, and however much
these contribute to the prosperity

ters. Even the entrance, door
way and the woodwork of the
large parlor were old, having
been taken from the ancient

l
l

of the State, yet Alabama is far
more an agricultural
manufacturi,ng State .
connecncut

had-

than

the

HMFSB (“MUN

a

1". M. JACKSUN.
only

Buil ing.

scarlet letter was recalled to
memory by a portrait of Hester
Prynne, and a dip candle

In what is

known as the “cotton belt" gar~
dening is becoming one Of the

ED. T. HAPGOOD.
Architecth Connecticut

President.

60mplctely flll'nlShed home at
the Exposition. Its building, a beautiful
Colonial mansion, ﬁtted with antiques and
ﬁlled with articles of deep historic interest
summed up the best American tradition,
and nothing on the grounds was better
worth seeing. It contained one pathetic
memorial in a portrait of the late Rich
ard Henry Stoddard, left with hands unﬁn
ished, because Stoddard died before the

sittings were completed. It boasted a chair
that came over in the Mayﬂower, and
a bedstead that originally ' belonged to
.
Indge 011""
Ellsworth- HaWthome . 5

I

‘ ~
“cma'y'

Sigourney mansion, at Hart
ford,
_
I and the
_ Slater house at

J. .-\. MACKNIGHT.
Executive Commissioner.

ALABAMA COMMISMONERD'

I\OI'WlClI, which “’35 but recently

wrecked. The furnishings of the
entire structure were replete with interest.
and gave to thousands of visitors their ﬁrst
Opportunity to look at genuine original
Chippendale furniture.
Connecticut's appropriation for the

Exposition was $100,000.

The State was

represented on the National Commissionby
Frederick H. Betts, and on the Board ol

Lady Managers by Mrs. John M. Hol
combe.

Connecticut Day was observed

October 13th.

The programme arranged

' '
.—.___.. for the event, and faithfully carried out,\\'85
MISS CHAPPELL.
i s.
= '.
- ' '
Hostesses. ConneCticIiitRBuilglirlig.\L\
one of the most elaborate of the EspoSltw"

GOVERNOR CHAMBERLAIN AND THE CONNECTICUT FOOT GUARDS.
, “or;
~
Governor Abiram Chamberlain. attended by his staff. his family. the First and Second Companies of the Governor's Foot Guards and the First 270°}? of we 98:: mor5
he was to lit
Guards
Hartford.
and
b. tare
large
delegations
of State oﬁicials
and prominent
m - dand
i n f0
'(_ nt
e,_ 13 . lial'adc
’
' trom
. .
. addresses
. artici
l d
fL“21n55cbrted
t - cut \\rto
eek.
welcomed
at the
Connecticut
building
With
from President
Francis.citizens
Governcii
[heifert'
hlliilyrigi'a\2\!’elzlg.sl?e
it by
a military
of mo“ ntei‘l
police. Jeﬁerson buards. a battalion of United States Marines. the two Philippine battalions. National Guards of Michigan and the Connecticut troops.

CONNECTICUT’S HIGH PLACE IN AGRICULTURE.
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INTERIOR VIEW. CONNECTICUT BUILDING.

CONNECTICUT‘S TOBACCO EXHIBIT.

The main room of the Connecticut building was furnished with colonial furniture.
most of which was considerably more than-scentury old. An interesting feature was
a picture frame that was made from the omzmal charter oak. With trimmings from the
second tree that sprung from the historic old root.

This display in the Palace of Agriculture showed all the best qualities grown in the
State. and was of especial interest to growers and manufacturers. The leaf was ar.
ranged in along show case. The case also contained a variety of cigars manufactured
from Connecticut tobacco.

irly settltistti

period. Governor Abi ram
Chamberlain and staff, accom
panied by the famous Con
necticut First and Second
Governor’s Foot Guards and
the Governor’s Horse Guards,
participated in the ceremonies,
after which the Governor was
given a reception by the Board
of Lady Managers. During
the Exposition the Connecti
cut building was the scene of
many entertainments and fes

glit by tit
by their time
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and the lit-31.:
parlor llth '3'.
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my math:
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'icl1,whicl1ias‘-l '
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look at {63
niturt.

The State had collective
exhibits in Education, Agri~
culture, Dairy Products and
Horticulture. In the Agricul
tural department it showed
more than two hundred vari
eties of seeds and ﬁfty varieties
of nuts. It exhibited com,
the ears sixteen inches long.
and samples of timothy and
red top grass that produced
almost thirteen tons to the
acre. Besides these it dis
played tobacco, vegetable food

tivities, notable among which
was the reception tendered to

products, and a variety oi in
CONNECTICUT'S AGRICULTURAL EXHIBIT.

appropriate 1
the

$100,000. Tier;
e National is?
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The facade that enclosed the Connecticut exhibit was decorated in white and gold.
It was placed in a prominent section of the Palace of Agriculture.

The exhibits of

seeds. nuts. tobacco and other products of the State’s soil were tastefully arranged. and
splendidly illustrated the variety ofits agricultural resources.

seets desn-ucnve t9 farm .and
garden
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The Connecticut State Building fronted upon Colonial avenue. directly opposite the granite palacc‘of Rhodc Island. It was a faithful reproduction of one of the best old
Colonial manslons still standing. The original was the property of the Sigourney family. whose .'\merlcan_an68§\l‘y dines l);le t0 Mayﬂower days. and which Give to tho
world the poet. Lydia ll. Sizourncy. The building was urcly Colonial in architecture. the round portlco In front being enclosed with stately Ionic columns. Two flights of
steps that roadencd as they approached the building ark ed to the attractiveness of the surroundintzs. The lawn surrounding the building was decorated with ﬂowers and a
variety of shrubs. giving the premises the homelike appearance originally intended by the designers.

HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.
fruits, situated in a section to the east of
the southern entrancle the Palace of Hor
ticultu re. The display was an unolﬁcial one
and was made by the Florida Times Union,
of Jacksonville. It

was a very creditable
and interesting show"
ing in charge of Mr.
Fred I’feil'er, and was
maintained till the

closing day.

All the

fruits of Florida, em
bracing many new

and unfamiliar kinds,

GEORGIA EXHIBIT. PALACE OF AGRICULTURE.
The agriculturaldisplay made by Georgia stood in the very center of the immense Agricultural palace. The
feature of the exhibit, which was tastefully arranged, was cotton and the byproducts of cotton. In the center of
the space allotted to the State a miniature fountain spouted cotton-seed oil. All the cereals grown in the State
The exhibit. as a whole.
_
were also shown. and_ there were
sheet al exhibits of tobacco and the native grasses.
was one of the most interesting to visitors in the great Agricultural building.

of its farm produce per acre, and ﬁrst in the number of patents
granted by the Government. In the department of Horti

were on display
throughout the sea
son. Mr. Pfeiier and
J. M.'1'ERREI.L,
his assistants formed
Governor of Georgia.
a bureau of infor
mation 'concerning the Peninsular State,
and spread abroad much new knowledge

concerning Florida's resources.
Patriotic sentiment and the spirit of commercial progress
were mainly

responsible
for the good
5 h 0 ii' i n g
made by the

State of

DUDLEY M. Hucnizs.
Commissionertieneral.

HUGH V. \Vasnmnrou.
Vice-Commissioner.

H. II. Til-T.

G LASCOCK BARRETT.

F. ll. Cannon.

0. B. S-rsvsxs.

priation of

MEMBERS OF THE GEORGIA COMMISSlON.

culture it exhibited models of public parks and residential

Georgia at
the Expos
tion. From
their legisla
ture the citi
zens of the
State secur
ed an apprir

but $30,000 with which to exploit its resources. They qlllell'
realized that the amount was inadequate, and the result was

grounds. School work, from the kindergarten to the normal,
was exhibited by the State, also charts show

ing the organization changes and progress
of the schools of the State, and the changes
in the school laws. In the department of
Manufactures the State was well represented

by a number of individual exhibitors.
The Connecticut Commission was com

posed of Frank L. Wilcox, President;
Charles Phelps, V ice-President; Edgar I.
Doolittle, Isaac W. Birdseye, Phelps Mont

iii-i

“ii. "

gomery, Mrs. Louis R. Cheney, Mrs.
George H. Knight, Miss Anne H. Chap

pell, J. H. Vaill and Hobart Brinsmade.
Mr. Vaill was the Executive Commissioner
for the State, and Mr. Brinsmade was resi

dent Commissioner.

Mr. Vaill occupied

the same position at the Atlanta Exposi
tion in 1895, and at the Chicago Exposition
in 1893.
Delaware made no exhibit at the Expo
sition.
Florida exhibits were conﬁned to a
single demonstration of Florida's luscious

" SUTHERLAND." THE GEORGIA BUILDING.
f h
.
' '
l e
The ~Georgia State building was erected with funds contributed for the prDOSC by the dlﬁeéezflgiifcillll
1h!
State, and was_ a faithful reproduction of "Sutherland," the home of the late General .thn U'

goductsof ll"

material used in its construction and ever article of furniture used in its ornamentation were Y
or tht State. 'All of the rooms were ﬁnished iri choice woods and the furniture was dBSlllﬂed “new?” {t “H
'Ihe building was situated on The Trail, and was one of the most interesting ofrthe'State struelu":l an m grail?
of the ladlCS: reception room was an oil portrait of General Gordon. by Mrs. G. l\- ("allot-’1' 3“of Saint Lw”

men s reception room was an oil portrait of Governor Hammond, ﬁrst Governor of the va'nce
appointed by Thomas Jelferson.

GEORGIA’S SHOWING ()F ABUNDANT RESOURCES.
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the raising of many thousands of dollars additional by popular forest and still. The method of securing the sap and the work
subscription. The State building was opened June 21st, with of handling it through the still was illustrated. In addition to
a public reception. Governor Joseph M. Terrell, of Georgia the working exhibit, all the by—products of turpentine, num
and Mrs. Terrell spent
_—
bering about sixty,
the week of August
17th at the Exposition
and were the guests
of honor at numerous
functions.
Many

wereexhibited. In the
department of Mines
and Metallurgy the
State had a compre
hensive exhibit of its

noted Georgians were
entertained, among

various minerals and
clays, including its

themThomasVVatson,
the People’s party

beautiful marbles and
stones. In the Educa—

nominee for the presi-

tional department the

dency.

Georgia Day

State was

was celebrated Sep-

tember 23m
_

_

I _FLORIDA I’EOPFE AT THE FnIR.

pirit ol comes

also well

represented.

Owing

to see the Exposition.

included

date that the work was

speeches by President Francis and Governor Terrell.

ming the In.
iroatl nmth m;

‘

The at t§l°§ﬁiéilaﬂﬁriilﬂliﬁill iflilillilf"§.tiihiQ'i'tiiigllil'ﬁtﬁitiffﬁti'iﬁ113.3132?$135332?inriggirgliﬁlii to the lateness of the

_

exercises

_

Atlanta

begun on Georgia’s exhibits, the Commission was not able to

Day was also observed by many people from that city.
Georgia's most elaborate display was in the agricultural
department, where it had a large space in the very center of
the great structure. There was a full display of sea-island
cotton, bales and types and threads and cloths manufactured
from the same. There was also an exhibit of the product of
:1 bale of cotton consisting of a pyramid containing cottonseed hulls, meal, linters and crude oil, surrounded by commercial packages of meal
and hulls, reﬁned oils, lard

do all that it desired to present the educational and manufac
turing advantages of the State. However, the displays in all
departments were excellent, reflecting great credit upon the
gentlemen W110 had illeil' lnStallation in Charge
The Georgia Commission was composed of Governor
Joseph M. Terrell, President; O. Ii. Stevens, Commissioner
of Agriculture; Colonel Dudley M. Hughes, Commissioner
General; Glasscock Barrett, Assistant Commissioner-General;
Hugh V. \Vashington, Vice
Commissioner-General; F.

compounds manufactured

.

‘m ‘i

B. Gordon; H. H. Tiit and
‘

from

cotton seed, all of

'

‘

\V. S. Yates.

Therev was
1.15
.f!

H
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which was donated by the
Southern Cotton Oil Company, of Savannah. A cotton dome containing the
various types of cotton
grown in the different sec—
tions of the State, and a
textile exhibit made by a
number of the textile manufacturing concerns of the

also an advisory board com
posed of a large number of
the prominent men of the
State. The hostess of the
State building was Mrs.
John Hughes.
At theclose 0f the Expo
sition the State Commission
donated the entire furnish
ings of the State building

State, were distinctive feat-

t0 the Georgia Industrial

ures.

In the center of the

Home at Macon, the only

space a small fountain

non-sectarian orphanage in

spouted cotton-seed oil.

the State.

There was an extensive

Possessing the advant

exhibit of whisky, which

age of

was contributed by vari-

Exposition, the great State

ous ﬁrms of the State, and
a display of wheat, oats,
rye,barley,peanuts, pecans,
and ﬁeld peas,by the farmers of the State. The State
Agricultural Society made

of Illinois realized the im—
portance of its location by
making the most magniﬁ
cent exhibit possible to be
made from its immense and
varied sources of wealth.

aspecial exhibit of corn and

Abundance of m atcri al

tobacco.

characterized each of

A pyramid, built

of small bales of the ﬁne

nearness to the

its

displays, which truthfully

native grasses 0f the State,
represented the rich and
completed Georgia's part MISS ROOSEVELT LEAVING THE ILLINOIS BUILDING ON (‘IIICAGO DAY. varied products of every
.in the Agricultural depart
section of the State. Their
ment. In the Forestry building Georgia's exhibit was one of installation was systematic and was pervaded by decorative
the most interesting. The process of making turpentine and forms that challenged the admiration of all visitors, fully
rosin was shown by a plant consisting of a miniature pine evidencing the intelligent, conscientious and successful labors

“
-|

en ui-w:
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HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.

of the Commission. As a whole, the State's exhibit afforded
a fund of practical information in regard to the comnioiiwcalth that could hardly have been
obtained in any other manner. In four
of the great exhibit buildings the State
had comprehensive displays, and in none
of those buildings was it surpassed. The

from no State were better cared for than Wch those from
Illinois, and the end accomplished was worthy of the effort
The)" returned to tlleir homes better
Informed conceming their State, and
CXPWSSing Pleasure 0"" the Splendid

manner in which its wide range of
resources had been exploited. The germ
of patriotism was instilled into the blood
of those who may have needed it.
The State appropriated $250,000 for

spirit of State pride entered into all the
work of the Commission and the result
was a source of pleasure to every Illinoisan
who was fortunate in being able to attend

Exposition purposes. Of this amount
$i00,000 was devoted to the installation

the Exposition.
In the Agricultural
palace the State had a full and complete
collection of all the cultivated products of
the several branches of agriculture. In
the Mines and Metallurgy building its
display was complete and remarkable.
Its exhibit in the Palace of Education
was characterized by broad conception
and the most perfect knowledge, add in
the Horticultural palace its display was
as extensive as the wonderful resources of

of exhibits, $90,000 for the State pavilion,
20,000_for maintenance and $10,000 for
entertainment. Govemor Richard Yates
was one of the ablest and most active
friends the Exposition possessed, and
from the beginning of his administration
his eﬂoﬂs toward its general and ultimate
success were invaluable. This interest
was well evinced when he appointed the
Illinois State Commissioners from among

the State would permit.

the most notable citizens of the State,

Illinois had

many otherthings to boast of. Its appropriation for the Exposition was one of

HONORABLE RICHARD YATES,

assuring the Exposition ofﬁcials and the
people of his State that the interests of

the largest, and the building it reared

G°"°'"°'°Hm“°l"

the State were to be thoroughly looked

on “The Trail” was one of the most beautiful and costly
structures on the grounds. As a center of social gaiety it is
probable that the Illinois building had no rival. The visitors

after and its advantages and resources properly exploited.
The outcome was a Conﬁrmation of his superior judgment
and was thoroughly appreciated by Illinoisans.

THE ILLINOIS BUILDING. TIIE SCENE OF MANY NOTABLE FUNCTIONS.
rters of the Illinois State Commission was one of the gayest of the many any social centers of the Ex sit' . Th S
' '
0-009 "mined Po,
1 Traceﬁgihillldiion of large exhibits in_ nearly all departments and _the construction of a large and splendid building, bl'l)? “1:315 wens“:siigglgﬁ?ggigtmgggﬁ “5: 0‘; the build!“

m.‘ I iace of entertainment and social intercourse. Several receptions were held iii honor of _(-ovc_rii_or Yates. who was a frequent visitor to the Exposition. and the celclii‘aitipl'b'o
ﬁnish nay. ﬂgptember 2ist, and Lhicago Day, October 8th, were notable events. [he IIIinOis building was 144 x i98 feet and contained mazniﬁccnt rooms sumptuoust Illfmsh‘

DEDICATION OF THE ILLINOIS BUILDING AND OTHER FUNCTIONS.
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DEDICATING SITE OF ILLINOIS BUILDING.
President H. M. Dunlap of the Illinois Commission is speaking. Charles M. Reeves
and I’resldcnt Francis are at his left. Judge McKeighan is at extreme left of picture.

_ Mrs. C. C. Craig. of Galesburg. pinning the trophies on the winners of various
prizes offered to the most expert in the manual of arms.

The Illinois Commission was composed of the following
gentlemen, who gave much time to the work:

Instruction of Illinois; Dr. D. B. Parkinson, President of
the Southern Illinois Normal University; Adjutant General
Thomas Scott, Colonel Randolph Smith and Honorable C.
M. Tinney and wife. In the evening a reunion and dance

Henry M. Dunlap, Savoy, President; C. N. Travous, Edwardsville,
Vice-President; J. P. Mahoney, Chicago, Second Vice-President;
\Valter \Varder, Cairo, Treasurer; John J. Brown, Vandalia, Secretary;
Albert Campbell, Efﬁngham; C. F. Coleman, Vandalia; T. K. Condit,
Beardstown; C. C. Craig, Galesburg; James H. Farrell, Chicago;

lorville; D. M. Funk, Bloomington.

Exposition ['ﬁl'i.

Commissioners acted as hostesses of the State building, each serving

e to be time.
sources pits:

of his supra:
y lllinoisan

I

Illinois Days were observed September ZISt and 22nd and
were among the great events of the Exposition. The features
of the days were a parade by the Illinois National Guard and
the presence of Governor Yates and staﬁ‘, and the distribution
by the W'oman’s Christian Temperance Union of Illinois of
ﬁfty thousand ﬂowers. The crowds in attendance made the
days two of the record-breakers of the Exposition. October

\Villiam J. Moxley, Chicago; John H. Miller, McLeansboro; \V. L.
Mounts, Carlinville; J. H. Pierce, Kewanee; J. N. C. Shumway; Tay

COIIIIIIliSlHTlﬂiI‘
able citiztmzi'.

Stare tlui tr:

was given the Illinois cadets in the pavilion.

The wives or daughters of the

ten days at a time.

The Illinois State building was opened May Ist. It was
dedicated May 27th, and the day was one of the most ideal
of the Exposition period. The dedication exercises were
elaborate and were preceded by a civic and military parade.
Governor Yates and Mrs. Yates, members of his personal
staff, an entire regiment of the University of Illinois Cadets and
hundreds of distinguished citizens of the State took part in
the ceremony. The exercises were opened by Mr. Dunlap,

8th was given to Chicago. The latter was another of the big
days of the Exposition. Mayor and Mrs. Carter Harrison,
members of the Chicago Municipal Government and twenty—

ﬁve thousand citizens of the great city on the lake were present.
From the opening to the close of the Exposition the

Illinois pavilion was one of the great social centers of the
grounds, and the scene of an inﬁnite variety of entertain
ment. Governor Yates was at the Fair frequently, generally
accompanied by his wife. On one of his later visits, however,

President of the Commission, and an invocation by Rev. J.
B. Lucas, of Carlinville, 111., followed. President D. R.

he was accompanied by his mother, widow of famous HSilver
Francis of the Exposition delivered an address of welcome.
After having committee reports, and an address on the

Dick" Yates, war Governor of Illinois. The Governor and
his wife were honored guests at many social functions. One
of the most unique receptions held on the grounds during the

resources of Illinois by Mr. Dunlap, UIllinoisH was sung by
O. E. Knight of Chicago, the immense audience enthusiastic
ally joining in the chorus. Governor Yates delivered an
address, at the conclusion of which he was honored by a
remarkable ovation. Judge J. E. McKeighan of Saint Louis,

Fair was a “ceremonial tea” served by Japanese girls, given
by the wives of the Illinois Commissioners in honor of Mrs.
Yates. The Illinois State home was well adapted for soeial
functions. Viiith possibly two

representing the Illinois society

of Saint Louis, was the last
speaker.

exceptions it was the most
pretentious of all the State
buildings, and its location was

A reception to in—

vited guests followed. In the
receiving line were President Francis, Governor Yates and
staff and members of the State
Commission and their wives.

certainly the most command—

Light luncheon followed and

later in the day the doors of
the building were thrown open
and an informal reception was
held. Many distinguished
visitors were present at the
reception.

Among those not

,L

.1.

Emu} qllfi§
l

I

.J'
l

_

I

i.

in

already mentioned were Miss
Alice Roosevelt; S c n a t o 1'
Thomas H. Carter and John
M. Thurston of the National
Commission; Alfred Bayliss,
Superintendent of Public

GENERAL RECEPTION ROOM, ILLINOIS BUILDING.

ing. From many points on
the Exposition grounds the
great white structure with its
generous verandas and wide
terraces could be plainly seen.
The building was not on the
Plateau of States, but was the
most‘important member of
another group of State build

ings on “The Trail,” which
stood directly west of the Cas
cade Gardens. Just east of it
were the beautiful gardens of
Japan and the Lincoln
Museum was located a short
distance north.
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C. C. CRAIG.

T. K. CONDIT.

JOHN H. Prunes.

I). M. FUNK.

Joan II, Mm“

MEMBERS OF Tllli ILLINOIS COMMISSION.

The building was designed alter the French renaissance
style, but it was entirely modern in treatment. For instance,
in the relief ornament of frieze and cornice the ﬂeur-dc-lis was
replaced by the ear-of-corn, symbolic of the State. The two
great statues that greeted the visitor were those of Lincoln
and Douglas. The grand reception hall was done in tones
of ivory, green and gold. The ﬂoors were tile. The medal
lion Center of the tile was the great seal of the State. On
one side of the broad staircase stood a grand piano. This

elevated apartment served as a recep
tion and music room.

Opening oﬁc

the great reception hall were reading
rooms, rest rooms and the ofﬁces of
the Commission. On the ﬂoor above
were the suites for the Governor and
the Commission and the ofﬁcers of
the building.
Probably the most
noteworthy feature of the building
was its verandas, from which one

obtained a good view .of almost every

HENRY .\l. DunLAr.
President.

part of the Exposition grounds. The
night view was especially glorious.
The building was designed by Illinois
architects, erected by Illinois labor,

ten ears of corn each year, with an account of his methods
and experiences. The boys have taken a personal pride in
the contest, and the exhibit made front the products of the
soil and their labor was one of the great attractions of the
Palace of Agriculture. A leading feature of the great cont
pavilion was an enormous broom, typical both of the produc
tion of broom com and the State’s broom industry, cereal
pictures of Lincoln and Governor Yates, and butter portrait
busts of Lincoln and Grant. All the cereals and the most
important products of the garden were
shown in the exhibit, which was noted
not only for its tasteful arrangement,
but for its comprehensiveness. An
other feature of the agricultural dis
play was an exhibit which illustrated
the futility of the fertilization of the
soils unless the needs of the soil are
investigated and the element in which
it is lacking is supplied. The space
Jon): I. II ROWN,
was provided with settees and easy
Secretary.
chairs and furnished a resting place
for tired visitors. In conspicuous
places in the Agricultural exhibit

large signs impressed visitors with
the fact that Illinois produces 284.
000,000 bushels of corn annually and
consumes 216,000,000 bushels, leaving
a surplus of 68,000,000 bushels, which
it contributes toward the support of
the balance of the world. In the

and almost exclusively furnished by
Illinois ﬁrms. It was a splendid
expression of the great State it repre
sented, and one of the most magnetic
points of the Exposition.

Aside from the State home, the
WALTER \VA nut-2R,

C. N. Tnvous.

Treasurer.
Vice-President.
Palace of Horticulture the Illinois
most remarkable exhibit of the State
OFFICERS
OI"
TIIE
ILLINOIS
COMMISSION.
exhibit covered ﬁve thousand square
was in the Palace of Agriculture.
Two distinct displays were made here, occupying eleven feet. The fruit was artistically arranged on pyramid tables
thousand square feet of floor space. The most striking feature with mirror backs, also in boxes and barrels, to illustrate the
was the collection of samples of corn, planted, cultivated and method of packing for the market. All the fruits grown in
harvested by the boys of Illinois, members of the League the State were shown in season, but Illinois being 0116 Of the

of Corn-growers, which now numbers almost ten thousand

members, and to whom eleven hundred prizes are given
annually, the ﬁrst prize being $500. Each boy submits

JAMES II. FARRELL.

ALBERT CAMPBELL.

great apple-growers, apples were the feature.
The Illinois exhibit in the Palace of Mines abounded in

evidence that it was primarily a mining State, but the

W. 1. Moan.
C. F. CoLmutn.
MEMBERS OF THE ILLINOIS COMMISSION.

\VrLLrAu L, Mourns.

J. N. C. Sauuwn.

ILLINOISANS PROUD OF THEIR STATE'S EXHIBITS.

Fur.

35I

IE.
MRS. WALTER WARnER.

Mas. C. N. TIAVOUS.

MRS. H. M. ROLLINs.

MRS. C. C. CRAIG.

MRS. ALIIERT CAMPBELL.

Mas. JOIIN DADIE.

HOSTESSES OF THE ILLINOIS STATE BUILDING.
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showing made in the Agricultural building contradicted the
notion. However, Illinois ranks next to Pennsylvania in the
production of coal, and its quarries yield ﬁne qualities of lime

and sandstone. Its space in the Palace of Mines contained
the largest block of soft coal ever removed from a mine. It
was six by seven by eight feet when taken from the shaft.
The coal exhibit contained specimens from ﬁfty mines, with a
chemical analysis showing their respective heating qualities.
There was a large display of the clay industry of the State,
including brick, tile and pottery, and an exhibit of ﬁne speci
mens of ﬂuor-spar, lead and zinc.
The State’s exhibit in the Educational Palace was one of
the most extensive, embracing every line of work in the public
schools, normal institutes, colleges

derful progress and the fact that within its limits it possesses
as many attractions for the homeseeker as any other like
territory on the globe. Its Commissioners labored hard to
show the great State to its best advantage and they were
successful to a most gratifying degree.
The story of Illinois at the Exposition would be incom—
plete if it ended without reference to the ﬁnancial and business
organizations, the many military bodies, college associations

and clubs, and groups of public school children, and children
from other institutions of the State that visited the Fair at
different intervals. Their visits were features that added to
the prominence of the great State they represented. The
Illinois building was the headquarters of all, and the
hospitality extended to them there

and universities, and in the schools

made them feel that it was good to

for defectives.

live within the boundaries of that
magniﬁcent commonwealth. Dur

A special display was

made by the city of Chicago, also by
the medical and dental department of

.13

were few days that the Illinois build

"YET!!!
'I-

Is impressd I?

the University of Illinois. With the
exception of Missouri, no State occu
pied so much ground in the display
of its educational work and facilities.
There were seven distinct exhibits in
the display, all covering more than
thirty-ﬁve hundred square feet of

that Illinois tr“:
Ishels of mi

space. The Chicago, Sanitary and
MRS_H_M_DUNL"_
Ship Canal, which connects the great Wife °f P'esmenmfwmmiSSPm

2I6,ooo,0wl'1*'¢

e loath ‘

lakes with the Mississippi River, was accurately shown in the
Palace of Liberal Arts by colored models exhibited by the
Sanitary district of Chicago.
Illinois was largely represented in the Transportation,
Machinery, Electricity, Manufactures and Varied Industries
buildings by hundreds of individual exhibitors who carried
away with them many grand prizes, and gold, silver and
bronze medals.
Illinoisans were justly proud of the showing made by
their State. Though it had reached that period in its develop
ment where it was not in special need of advertising or

CC of llitré 1“

exploitation, it was one of the ﬁrst to embrace the opportunity

of the National Bank of Chicago; \Villiam George, President

_ mining “in:

to demonstrate to the world its splendid resources, its won

of the Old Second National Bank of Aurora; Seymour

I visitors. h :1
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t Illinois lili

ing was

MR5. RICIIARn YATES.
Wife of the Governor.

annual meeting.

not

the

scene

of

some

gathering of its citizens. Early it
became noted as one of the lively
spots of the Exposition and it main—
tained that reputation to the close.
On October 18th the Bankers’
Association of Illinois assembled at
the Illinois building forits fourteenth

The gathering interested ﬁnanciers all over

the country and among those who attended were many men
nationally prominent. Four hundred members of the asso
ciation were present, and a large proportion of them were
accompanied by their families, and after the convention ended
they remained to view the wonders of the Exposition. They
were welcomed to Saint Louis by J. C. Van Blarcom, Vice

President of the National Bank of Commerce of Saint Louis,
and to the Exposition by President Francis. The sessions
of the convention covered two days. Among those who
addressed the body were, George M. Reynolds,Vice-President

[
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Mas. ]. H. MILLER.

MRS. T. K. CONDIT.

Mas. W. L. MoUN-rs.

HOSTESSES OF THEJLLINOIS STATE BUILDING.
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ing the entire period of the Fair there

MRS. C. F. COLERAN.

MR5. I. J. BROWN.
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\vallOll, representing the
Society of Certiﬁed Public
Accountants; Frank Vander
lip, Vice-President of the
National City Bank, New
York; United States Senator
Albert 1. Hopkins, of Illinois;
Honorable “'illiam B.
Ridgely, Comptroller of the
Currency; Hartman Baker, qr.
Cashier of the Merchants’
National Bank of Philadel
DETAIL OF ILLINOIS
phia. The association mem
bers were guests of honor at a reception given at the building,
and throughout their stay experienced the warm hospitality
of those in charge.
The Ashland Club of Chicago, the party numbering 25o
gentlemen and ladies, visited the Exposition
for a week, in a body, and was tendered a
reception at the building. The Chicago Press
Club, which took part in the Chicago Day
celebration, October 8th, was extended many
courtesies by the ofﬁcials. The second annual
meeting of the Building Association League
of Illinois was held at the Exposition and its
members were entertained at the Illinois build
ing.
Two hundred students of Illinois
University visited the Exposition in a body
and were extended many favors. The hostesses
gave a reception in their honor, which was
followed by refreshments and a dance, the
occasion proving one of the most notable of

fourteen years, front Jackson.
ville, the home of Govenior

Yates before he became chief
executive of the State, were
at the Exposition in Novem
her.
They were under the

guidance of S. W. Nichols
-~W~

editor and part owner of thi
Jacksonville Jo a], ~li
paid all their expeiisrens. The;

visited the Illinois building and
were entertained with music.
EDUCATIONAL BOOTH.
Mr. Nichols is well known
throughout the State for his philanthropic work. The children
of the Illinois Odd Fellows' Home, at Lincoln, Illinois, visited
the Fair at the expense of the Odd Fellows of the State,
experiencing an enjoyable vacation. Thousands of public
school children, representing every section of
the State, attended the Fair in groups under
the care and guidance of their teachers, and
the Illinois building was always the magnetic
point on the Exposition grounds. The
hostesses of the building were often taxed to
provide entertainment, but never failed to
respond.

Many soldiers’ reunions were held

at the building, the most notable being that of
the One Hundred and Fifteenth Illinois
Infantry. The members were scattered over
many of the States of the Union, but the
attendance was one of the largest in recent years.
Illinois took a conspicuous part in the
military features of the Fair. Throughout the
greater period of the Fair it was represented
the innumerable social functions given at the
by some one of its military organizations.
building. It was strictly an Illinois affair, all
The First Illinois Cavalry of Chicago, under
Illinoisans attending the Exposition having
the command of Colonel Young and Lieuten
been invited to participate. Later, 150 students
CEREAL BOOTH. ILLINOIS.
ant-Colonel Formaii, one of the most proﬁcient
from the Eastern Illinois Normal School
visited the Exposition with Livingston C. Lord, President of organizations of its character in America, commanded great
the institution, and were shown many attentions by members attention and won the merited applause of visitors. It gin-'6
of the Commission and the hostesses in charge. Three cavalry drills in the Administration quadrangle and (lie-*5
hundred public school children, between the ages of ten and parades at the Stadium which were always witnessed by 181??
W'”

ILLINOIS EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT.
In scope and character the Illinois
exhibit_- in the
of Ed uc ' , _
_ Palace
‘ and
passed by no state. An attractive
facade, ﬁnished
in
white
blacﬁf‘Ziliclb-i‘sdmii-s.
display
which
feature
of school
\\'or it. so arran
* examined
> embraced
.
‘ could bc
readily
by those (“Very
who were
interested
in educational
work.R ed that u

IIORTICULTURE EXHIBIT OF ILLINOIS.
All varieties of fruit
kn own to the north temperate zone thrive
‘ in
' Illinois._
' ' Th P
_
Rreﬂt length of the State from north to south gives a long season to such fruitsas
strawberries
and raspberries
be In
‘ n'n w'>
'
' “ "
iia ‘ ' k
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E
i g ith Cairo in Lgypt
and cm d ll I “of l g

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS AT THE ILLINOIS PAVILION.

\‘lllc, tr, hm:

VVeil's band.
Honorable Walter \Narder of the
Illinois Commission delivered an address, and the
Declaration of Independence was read by Mrs.
Strothers, hostess of the Virginia building. The
oration was delivered by Governor Pardee of Cali
fornia.
A. of
pleasing
feature
of the
programme
the singing
HMy Own
United
States”
by Mrs.was
E.

Yatts litl0tt pt
“with? 11' {it
at lllt E,er
f

r ber. m, m:
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‘ guidance oi 3i
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i l

editor and 1m“
B. 'Willis, wife of the Secretary of the California
Commission. The pavilion was profusely decorated
with ﬂags and bunting. After the exercises, dis

lacksonrilk 1.
Paid all their!“
visited thcllhgi
were mtemirgr

tinguished guests were entertained at luncheon.

Excepting Missouri, Illinois sent more special
trains to the Exposition than any other State. They

Ilr. Nicholtis‘
lanthropicrart 5

represented every railway that traverses the State

me, at Lincoln}
ie Odd Felltm';

and brought thousands of visitors daily.
It is
probable that no State, excepting Missouri, equaled
Illinois in the number of its people attending the
Exposition, an evidence of liberality and good feel

Iation.
represmtirg liq;

ed the Fair It a
ing that was thoroughly appreciated by those whose

idance of that 2;

duty it was to make the great institution a success.

ing was tiny: i;

Thirty special trains left Chicago in a single day

ixposition gin
building its a
unent. but In.
soldiers' miss
It most Holti-it "L
ed and Fire.
embers were 52.."
[es of the lit

carrying Chicagoans to the Exposition to participate
in the celebration of their city’s day. One train
carried 250 members of the Chicago Board of Trade

POI llltlatgtté?

BOYS’ CORN EXHIBIT FROM ILLINOIS.
Approximately ten thousand farm boys Of the State of Illinois competed in a prize contest
organized by the authorities DI the State. The State furnished the seed at ﬁve cents a package. and
the result was the wide distribution of the best seed and one of the finest. if not absolutely the best,

and their families and another carried the A'Itlﬂicipal

corn exhibits ever made, Each pyramid of ten ears was labeled with the name of the boy who

Ofﬁcers and the Comn‘littee that had In Charge the

raised it. and in most cases each boy‘s photograph accompanied his display.

crowds.

At the Illinois building it gave a reception in honor

of Governor and Mrs. Yates, and in return was given avariety
of entertainment during its stay. The Fourth Illinois Regi
ment of seven hundred men, commanded by Colonel J. Mack

a conspicuits 1'
f the Fair. It".

Tanner, brother of former Governor John Tanner,

the Fair it is:

encamped on the grounds during the week of August

its military
Cavalry 0i (:7
'0lorrel Yew-

20th. The regiment was composed of Springﬁeld
and Lincoln men, who participated in several

n, one of the r."

Amerimvf‘i‘

plattStOi visit

tion quimi“
5 always WW

important social functions at the Illinois building.
The drills of the Gatling gun squad of the Fifth
Illinois Regiment were the leading military features
during the week of August 29th, the squad receiving
the personal commendation of the Exposition
ofﬁcials, and the compliments of Regular army
ofﬁcers. The Illinois Naval Reserves were at the
Fair in September and on Illinois day acted as the
personal body guard of Governor Yates. They
gave daily drills during their stay.

The Seventh

Illinois Regiment was at the Exposition in July

arrangements for Chicago day. Fifty thousand
Illinoisans assisted in the festivities of that Occasion.
Although the Illinois appropriation for Exposition pur
poses was one of the largest, visitors from the State generally

expressed surprise that so much had been accomplished with it.
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and its presence was made memorable by one of the

most brilliant social afIairs
A reception in its honor
hostesses and attended by
other state ofﬁcials, and a

given at the building.
was tendered by the
the Governor, several
large number of dis—

tinguished private citizens of the State.

It was

followed by a luncheon and dance. The Second
Illinois Regiment, commanded by Colonel J. D.
Sanborn, and the Sixth Illinois Regiment each
spent a week in camp on the Exposition grounds
and participated in several social functions at the

State pavilion. In November the foot ball team of
Illinois University was shown special attention by
the ofﬁcials of the Illinois building.
Illinois and California combined in the celebra
tion of the Fourth of July in exercises held in the
Illigois building. Patriotic music was furnished by

ANOTHER VIEW OF THE -BOYS’ CORN EXHIBIT.
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MEMBERS OI: 'I'lili 1.\'l)l.\.\'.'\ COMMISSION TO THE LOUISIAXA PFRCHASE EXPOSITION.

I '\ C' Alexander“ "\SSismm secrcmry' 2' Mfume “i' Mix' C°"'.""'~“-*§°"'€r- 3' “'2 "- .Uhnrlc". ("immisi‘ionffr- 4- C; C. Shiflcy. Commissioncf- S. N. .\. Claddinc.
("i'iiniissioncn 6. Newton W. tiilbcrt, President of Commission. 7. W. W. Stevens, (,OITIHHSSIOHL‘I'. 8. I). \\. hmsey, Lommrsmonen 9_ Frank (a Ball. Commissioner.
10. James W. Cockrum, Secretary.

Few of the States were more liberal in
their patronage of the Exposition than
Indiana. The Legislature gave its Commis

extensive exhibits in six of the great ex
hibit palaces, and its building was one of the
most magnetic points on the grounds. The
value of its efforts was attested to by the
Exposition authorities by the award of
grand prizes, gold, silver and bronze
medals in nearly all the departments.
Indiana was represented by a Commis

sion $150,000 toward making an adequate
exhibit of the resources of the Stateand for
the construction and maintenance of a

State pavilion.

\Yith one exception, no

State sent a greater number of its citizens
t0
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STATE BUILDING ERECTED BY INDIANA.

“Union Of comma! and Commonwealth avenues' th? two most impOi'tant streets of the Plateau of States. Its external beauty wasﬂ
stood at ‘the. inte 7 \ lildings‘ and its interior was _ in pet-fem harmony“
[he apprOQCh
Stairway-'5.
it was surrounded on three
Sl(lt.’.\' 1!
. na building
‘
. to It “’35
‘by broad
n room and
I h?“
Thigﬁgihat
of any of the other
Fategllound ﬂoor was taken up With a reception
hall and a grand staircase
lending
to a music
above. Around the reception
‘Pm
surpasstThe greater part 0
18 a a rest room for ladies and a smoking room for gentlemen.
“liidc vbrfmili: Commission and Secretary,
0
ccs
:
_
.
throughout the lair

A lunch room and a well regulated check room were maintain

INDIANA MAINTAINED MANY FINE EXHIBITS.
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of the building and exhibits. Among the
hostesses were the following named wives
of Commissioners: Mrs. James W. Cock
rum, Mrs. Melville W. Mix, Mrs. Frank

C. Ball, Mrs. Stephen B. Fleming, Mrs.
Fremont Goodwine, Mrs. \V. H. O'Brien,
Mrs. Nelson A. Gladding.

3d.

The Indiana building was dedicated June
The dedication was preceded by a re

ception in the ofﬁce of President D.R. Francis

in the Administration building to Indiana's
Governor, the Honorable \\'iiiﬁe1d T.
Durbin. At the dedicatory ceremonies were
Governor Durbin and staFf and their wives.
The interior of the building was profusely
decorated with American beauty roses and
camations in honor of the occasion.
LADIES" PARLOR, INDIANA BUILDING.
This handsome room adioined the main reception room on the w_est and was provided with everything
necessary to the comfort of those who patronized it. At the opposite side of the building was the chlleinen's
parlor and smoking room, which was. in almost every detail Similar to that provided for the ladies.

Addresses were made by President Francis,

Governor Durbin, Newton “1’. Gilbert and

ITIUX.

at large, and one from each of its thirteen
"9!. 075’“'51‘I’! 5 ‘
we. 9- .‘ra'i LL

Congressional districts.

The Commission

was composed of the following gentlemen:

ibits in six of 5:;
1nd iisbuillir; a.
pointsoii 'litr:
orts was incel
ithoriu'es by it:
gold. siiit' t'.
[5' all llltfitlli'l":
; represttltl 5::
members, ni-JE':

Newton \V. Gilbert, Fort \Vayne; Henry
\V. Marshall, Lafayette; James \V. Cock_

rum, Oakland City; \V. \V. Wicks, Bloom
ington; \V. \V. Stevens, Salem; IV. H.
O‘Brien, Lawrenceburg; Crawford Fair
banks, Terre Haute; D. \V. Kinsey, New
Castle; Nelson A. Gladding, Indianapolis;
Frank C. Hall, Muncie', C. C. Shirley, K0

komo; Fremont Goodwine, \Villiamsportf
Joseph B. Grass, Huntington; S. B. Fleming,
Fort W'ayne; and M. \V. Mix, Mishawaka.
Mr. Gilbert was president, Mr. Marshall,
vice-president, and Mr. Cockrum, secretary.
Throughout the period of the Expo
sition

the

Commission

held

-1
._'."_':!n

frequent

meetings.
The secretary's ofﬁce
maintained in the Indiana building.

was
Mr.

mi?
5“!

Acil C. Alexander, of Marion, was assistant

secretary

and

practically

had

charge

READING ROOM, INDIANA BUILDING.
The reading room was on the second floor and rovidcd with everything necessary for the comfort and convenience of visitors.
maizazines. a small library and stationery. it was much requenied by visitors from Indiana and their friends.

Supplied with newspapers. current
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Frank C. Ball.

Immediately

ians attended. Early in the
Exposition the Indiana Edi.
torial Association met at the
Indiana building, and gave a

after the exercises Miss Alice
Roosevelt, daughter of the
President, and a party were
entertained at the building.
In the evening the State'Cotn
mission tendered a reception to
Governor Durbin and wife.
During the Exposition no
State building outrivaled that
of Indiana in the character and

reception to visiting news.
paper men of other States.
One' of the most notable social
events at the building was a
reception tendered the
hostesses of the other State
buildings.

variety of entertainment

4“.

afforded visitors. Amongthe
distinguished sons of the State
who were accorded special

.

‘,|.

honors at the building were
L'. S. Senator Charles W.

9'__. _

Fairbanks, then a candidate

Iii-Fl

for the vice-presidency, U. S.
Senator Albert J. Beveridge,
Governor-elect J. Frank Han

ley, and all of the Indiana de
legation in Congress.
Indiana week at the Expo
sition was from August 30th

to September 3d, and Septem
ber lst was known as Indiana

Day.

The latter was observed

by more than ﬁfty thousand
residents and natives of the

.y‘ r
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Indianapolis Day was
INDIANA EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT.

celebrated October 5th, when
an immense crowd of Indian

A corner of the public school display. The State’s exhibit in education was very
comprehensive and'attracted the close attention of cdu_eators.as well as the public in

general. Colleges, libraries and State institutions exhibited features of their work.

A collection of Indiana's
best offerings of the State's
literature and art, and the
trophies ofits civilization were
displayed in the building.
The pictures which adorned the
walls, illustrative of the State,
were by Indiana artists, and the
color scheme of the building
was designed by an Indianian.
There was a collection of books
by Indiana authors, including
many original manuscripts and
illustrations, suggesting the
position attained by the State
in the world of letters.
In six of the tnain exhibit
buildings Indiana maintained
largeexhibits. Inotherplaces
it was well represented by in
dividual exhibitors. Perhaps
no State was better represented

A

IDI IOQ~

t
INDIANA EXHIBIT IN THE PALACE OF AGRICULTURE.
. farm. life, and the general _character
_
and arrangement of the display attracted general
out the pictures made from cereals depicting
successfully worked
or scbcme' gricultural exhibit The pavilion was ou tlined with corn and contained displays of all the leading held products of the State.

The C01 Indiana’s a
attention to

KENTUCKY COMMISSION TO THE EXPOSITION.
lans a

-

.

M.

ExposiiiiiiFl
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tonal

Indiana bring;
reception tom

nut mm M.
Une' of thcnm-Q
events at the hi.

iffePtion tents
lailtises of [it _-_.

Juildingt
A collatint
iest otierinr, 55;.
W. H. Cox.

w. T. Etus.

Cuuuznca DALLAI.

quust P. Jonas.

“1 ll. NEWIAN

SAMUEL Gunman.

iteraturc inf r.
MEMBERS OF THE KENTUCKY COMMISSION.

rophiesoiinn'r;
lisplayed in:
he pictunui't.

in the Transportation palace, and its individual displays in
Machinery hall were among the most notable. In the Educa-

The horticulture exhibit of Indiana comprised the ﬁnest
fruits, nuts and ﬂowers produced in the State, donated by

nlor scheme 2

tional palace Indiana
had exhibits from its
public schools, col—
leges,libraries,juvenile

leading growers.
The Indiana Com
mission setaside$5,ooo
to pay the freight on

:as designtlifzz
Iltfﬁh'iiitﬂlt.i

courts, hygienic work,
factory inspection bu-

all live st0ck exhibits
from the State,withthe

ylndiana mis

reau, schools for feeble
min (1 e d and S t a t e
cha rities. In the
\Vomen's \Vork Department exhibits were
made of decorated
china and pottery in
the Varied Industries
building and of needle-

result that no State was
better represented in
this department, the
exhibitors receiving a
large number of prizes.
No State rivaled Indi
ana in the number of
horses exhibited.
Kentucky came to

rails. illustrrzrt '

:trebylndianirs

lany original:21.
lustratiuns, 5515'

)sition attain,
l the world of
In six of the ::
llllllllgS India 1
rgeexhihitt l"
was well
vidual exhibit.
t State was best:

work in the Alanllfac“

tures building.

.\. Y. Form, President.

('iutztzs Smusixc.Vice-President

R. E. "cones. Secretary and

tlleLOlliSIanaPl-erha-Se

Dim'" °lExhibl"'

Exposition to extend

In

boththese grandprizes

OFFICERS or "rm: KENTUCKY connussmx.

were awarded, as well as gold medals for the individual
exhibitors. The State was also the recipient of several grand
prizes on its display in education.

homeseeker, the farmer, the stockraiser, the manufacturer, the
lumberinan, the miner—to toiler and capitalist of every kind

An exhibit of

and degree—to look into the advantages she offers

and cast in their lot with her citizens.
To entertain her guests, she erected a stately
mansion—a typical Kentucky home on a large scale.
The adequacy and excellence of its building, as well
as of all the Kentucky exhibits, were largely due to
the Board of Commissioners, which was appointed
by His Excellency, Governor J. C. \V. Beckham,
of Kentucky. Of this Commission, A. Y. Ford,0f
Louisville, was President, Charles C. Spalding, 0f

awarded a grand prize, was in the form of a pyramid

Matte-cu ll. Caviar.

1. B. Bowus.

Lebanon, Vice-President, and R. E. Hughes, also

\“ALL.

CHAS. li. Hone.

of Louisville, Secretary and Director of Exhibits.

A. G. Canunt.

MEMBERS OF THE KENTUCKY COMMISSION.

01":

an invitation to the

oolitic limestone was awarded a grand prize. The
coal exhibit, in the form ofa medizeval fortress and
tower, received a gold medal.
In agriculture, Indiana made a comprehensive
dairy exhibit, the contribution of the various
creameries. The general agricultural exhibit, upon
which the State received a grand prize, embraced a
number of pictures made of farm products and
depicting rural life. A special corn exhibit, also
and contained several hundred bushels,
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The variety of products shown by Kentucky at the Louis
iana Purchase Exposition, in the Palaces of Agriculture, of
Mines and Metallurgy, of Forestry, and of Education, indicated
that her physical features must be uncommonly propitious and

diversiﬁed.

The part of the State best known to the world at

large is the Blue Grass region, like which there is no other.
It lies north of a semi-circular line drawn from Vanceburg to
Louisville and passing through Junction City, and contains
8,186 square miles, the soil of which has been formed by the
decay of the underlying limestone and, to some extent, by
inheritance from formations that were once above, but have

the \Vorld's Fair.

It was called one of the seven wonders of

the Exposition, and occupied a floor space of 4,628 square feet.

The size of the exhibit indicated its relative importance.
Louisville is not only the center of Kentucky tobacco interests,
but the largest tobacco market in the world. Here agentsfrom
every part of the globe gather to buy for their respective ﬁrms
_buyer$ from Europe, Asia, Africa and from every country
in the Western Hemisphere. In this city are sixteen mani
moth warehouses devoted to the sale and storage of tobacco
exclusively. According to the census report of 1900, which
was the last taken, Kentucky raised 314,288,050 pounds of

TH E KENTUCKY BUILDING.

The Kentucky building represented =1 (apical Kentucky home on a large scale. whose spacious halls and broad verandas ottereil hospitality to all. Around the buildinzran
chcs bounteoiisly supplied Wllh comfortable chairs, and on the second floor were more large yeranilas.

1n the center of the main hall was a statue of George Rogers ilafk

“the lfannibalofthe \\_ est."and all about comfortable chairs inVited the Visitor to remain and look more closely at his surroundings. In one corner Kentucky Universily “ml”!
some famous old paintings of her residents of the past; landscnges and portraits painted by kentucky artists adorned the walls. among them veritable masterpieces by such artist!
as Carl Brenner. Albert Van Buren. John A._Muckelbaucr art Harvey Joiner. Some of the most attractive were paintings of Kentucky beechwoods. \Vide'stairwa'ys ledtot:
second floor, where there was an extensive display of woman 5 work:

This included exqui iite needlework of all kinds. as well as landscapes. portraits and painted china ofinrrni

()n the third ﬂoor were looms_ and spinning wheels used in Colonial days, and the fabrics woven thereon. such as precious old blankets. garments made of home-gmun‘ilae
home-dyed cotton. etc._ To delight the historian. DHMS. engravings and drawmizs of h_istori_c scenes and people were exhibited. Curious old books were displayed. andii_ill€."§s,'me
daguerreotypes; Colonial implements. such as iron grease lamps, c'andle molds. et_c.: (olonial apparel. inclu ing dresses and bonnets worn hundreds of years aBO- MC“ m
buckles. swords. sheatlies. etc.; and precious relics of Abraham Lincoln and Daniel Boone.

been removed by erosion. Remarkably deep and rich, this
soil contains just the ingredients which blue grass needs in
order to attain its greatest luxuriance and perfection of growth.
The surface, lying between 800 and 1,000 feet above sea level, is
gently rolling and pitted at frequent intervals by gushingspringS,
In the Palace of Agriculture at the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition, Kentucky had three separate exhibits; one given
over to tobacco exclusively, one to the general agricultural

tobacco—an average crop, but greater than any other State "1
the Union. Taking as a basis and ﬁxing the selling price at

six cents per pound—a conservative valuation—it is seen that
this product alone nets the growers nearly nineteen iilllllon

dollars each year.

384,805 acres of land, yielding 817 pounds to the acre.
‘
In its output of manufactured tobacco, this State ranks

second, being exceeded by Missouri, which, however, getSthe
bulk

produce of the State and one to Kentucky whiskies.

In this same year Kentucky Planted

of its raw material

from

Kentucky.

Gradually lthe

The
world's greatest manufacturers are concentrating their pug

tobacco display was the largest of any one product made at

THE “NEW KENTUCKY HOME."

1 One of 15E 5,?
00751)“: on,“

ittd it;

interests at Louisville, because for chewing purposes Kentucky

:
tobacco is admittedly the ﬁnest that grows.

This is also true

.359

riety and excellence
of her other agricul

Bi Ktnmcly
of smoking tobacco, a statement attested by the fact that

tlieworidw
l buy lonhejm
rim lllll if]: (7:

n this dry 1., m
‘ sale and £0.13

almost every nation upon the earth comes to it for some type

of tobacco. The tastes of these nations are varied, yet no
matter what their desire Kentucky invariably supplies what
is wanted. The tobacco industries of Spain, France, Italy and

tural products. This .
was demonstrated
by the hemp, the
various grains, the
many grasses, both it

wild and cultivated,

thlStts 791mm

Austria are government monopolies, and these countries
annually let contracts for thousands of hogsheads of Kentucky

mm lit-tit; >

tobacco.

\

Ireland is the equivalent of 60,000,000 pounds of leaf, all the

hemp was naturally

importation being in the form of redried tobacco. Germany,
lelgium and the Netherlands also buy heavily of Kentucky

given most promi—
nence, for ﬁve coun—
ties of this one State
furnish ninety per
cent of the United
States’ supply. It

The amount yearly imported by Great Britain and

displayed at the
\Vorld’s Fair. To

is grown on large

I v

'

' '

CORNER or READING ROOM.
and

small

planta

-

This room was provided with comfortable chairs,

tlonsr from ﬁelds Of

desks for writing and a large ﬁle of Kentucky papers for
the use of visitors from the Blue Grass State.

a few acres to fields
covering six hundred. In 1898, the total crop weighed con
siderably over 1,000,000 pounds, averaging from I,oooto 1,800
pounds to the acre, and selling from $4.50 to $5.25 per hun
dred pounds. The best hemp is raised in east central Ken
tucky in the limestone, or blue grass, region, in which district
600,000 pounds are produced each year by six counties. Ken
tucky hemp is of the very best quality and variety. Because

1m

of the strength of the soil, hemp grows rank when reproduced
INTERIOR VIEW. KENTUCKY BUILDING.
' This was a portion of the main_ﬂoor where visitors were given their initial taste of
Kentucky hospitality. In the middle of the rotunda is shown a statue of General
(-eorge Rogers Llark. one of the early pioneers of the State.

tobacco, their combined import nearly equalling that of any
three of the countries previously mentioned, except Great
Britain. The British North American countries each year buy
millions of pounds although they raise an excellent quality
themselves. \Vith Africa, Kentucky has long enjoyed a proﬁt
able trade, and the annual exports to that country are now
enormous. Mexico, the West Indies and the countries of
Central and South America take large amounts of Kentucky
tobacco, this State’s exports forming no inconsiderable item
of the yearly business of Uncle Sam with these countries.
Japan only recently began the use of tobacco from this country,
but her imports already reach 5,000,000 pounds annually.
From China come inquiries for Kentucky tobacco, and a new
market there is sure to follow. Therefore, it is natural that
the Kentucky Com
mission should have
given such promi
nence to its tobacco
exhibit, showing it
in every phase of its
culture and manu
facture.
The peculiarity,
the strength, the di
versity of Kentucky
soils, which make
possiblethissupply
ing of the different

demands of the dif
ferent countries, ac

countalso forthe va

a number of times from home-grown seed. For this reason,
the planter in this State, who always keeps his output up to the
very highest standard, imports seed from China. The cutting
and breaking which were formerly done by hand the planter
now does largely with machinery, and he is constantly striv

‘.'l
1’--'3
'."_5‘.'!

@3331!
a!!!“
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G.\I.LERY IN KENTUCKY BUILDING.
This gallery surrounded the rotunda and was liberally supplied with mahogany
furniture of quaint colonial design and contained many works of art.

ing to perfect it so that it will produce the best results. In
the rotation of crops, hemp is also used by Kentucky farmers;
and, as it always ﬁnds a ready market, this is found most
proﬁtable.
After hemp, Kentucky is particularly famous for its blue
grass.

For this reason, the Board of Commissioners made

two displays of this product: one in the Palace of Agri
culture, where it was shown in its full length and in a dried
state; and another, in a wide lawn around the State pavilion,
where it delighted the eyes of the visitors by its smoothness
and its fresh green. Blue grass is raised in many States and
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in many
countries, but
‘
‘
‘
does
in Kenmgky'
Let nowhere
land be da321,;dignilzlrifyi
saostyglllt atiismi;
231d innnediately it is transformed into blue-grass meadow.

.
. .
it€;;::,tlln:iler
favorablle conditions,
a yield of twenty_ﬁve
buShelS- 0 1e acre.
it 1903 the State Produced 7.728335

iice witelils 5::22:11]]:chstiff—atgglgagga:“3312821112:in
'
. be—
cause
'llt,
I

i

I

,

.
The Ix‘ent‘ucky
Experiment Station has been helpful to the

I .

01 With

farmer, especially in the work of experimental cross-b

liltitrimeiit as rapidly as it draws from it.

The ﬁrst growth in

Some of the new varieties it has produced gave 6:;11123

d‘

ﬁLZStZZZZgaSlswgle21122:;ngz‘2125 :ltltliiefmsll ereaches a height of

yields, and-seemed peculiarly adapted to the State soil and

the Palace of Agriculture In lieutHCkP, Clilmeyns' "1
it is not generally used as- a forage cm )3, Io: le\ er,
use is for pasturage and it is u on tht. t] t 123111

climatic conditions. Over the entire State 0mm
grown for feeding Purposes. In 1903, the Production
was 4,6_40,326 bushels. For the greater part, oats

tuckv live stock groivs to sud p? _
I? ‘3
Fl“
.
'
I
l excellence. During

are fed in the. sheaf, but sometimes they are 111mm
and mixed with other grains.

:ngllnl? \Ivmtlel' and Sprlﬂg.‘ Cattle and horses feed

()f the great quantity of grasses growing in Ken

p_ l , in he summer, because of the decrease in
mo'sfurei It grows more SIOle, aﬂtl “bless the pas~
ture is large must be supplemented by other feed.
Lnless the ground is frozen too deep, the snows of
Winter do not affect it and it continues to grow, so
that when the snow melts there is a feast waiting"
for the live stock. It is a familiar sight to see large
'
numbers of cattle and thoroughbreds wiiitered on
1"“- E' 1" '“ARK'
these PastllresSuitsrlim"!d°"£-KFYIWC'W
This is the grass that has helped to raise the
14“ “canon whim“.
ﬁnest cattle and horses the world has ever known. These
were the only two products displayed in the Kentucky booth
in the Palace of Agriculture,
with which the world at large

tucky only a few are used for bay; of these, red
clover is preferred throughout the State, because it
is the best feed, and has, besides, the power of adding
nitrogen to the soil. \Vith it timothy is sown,asa
rule, and the two together make ﬁne fodder. Popu
lar, also, is orchard grass,because it is easyto handle
and is not hard on the soil. The orchard grass ﬁelds
are used for early pasturage; then the seed is liai
vested, and a crop of “roughness” is mown, which
makes ﬁne feed for sheep during the winter. After

this mowing there is another growth of grass, which affords
excellent late pasturage. Because of the high price of ginseng
the Wild supply in Kentucky
has been almost exhausted,

has any acquaintance, with the

and ﬂu“: Plant is balng Cllltl'

exception, perhaps, of grain,
which it knows in the manu-

vated.
At least “Vemkﬁfe
farmers in the State are pro"

factured state as whisky. Its
other soil products are used
rather for home consumption
than for exportation, and supply the home market with a
high class of produce.

(lucing the root in consider—
able quantities- These me“
are valuable to China onf-Y'
where they have a i'ellgio,"S
and medical valuei and are
illlporte‘l at enormous priies’

The cultivation of corn, for

WlliCh make then- production

example, has been brought to

highly lucrative to the sum-sr

a state of unusual excellence.
'

'

'

After experimenting for a long
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ful raiser.
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number were
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:Kentucky 5 seeds, as exhlblle

in the agricultural section of the Louisiana Purchase EXDO'

grain and a small cob have been the result.

In the raising of
sition.

One of the elaborate displays was made by “00¢

yellow corn for feeding purposes the Kentucky farmer has
found a way to save labor: this corn is
r 7‘

Stubbs and Company, showing some of

the many kinds of grass seeds for 161W5
grown for early feeding because it ripens
in ninety days; in September and Octo
ber hogsare fed on it by turning them
into the corn ﬁeld. Thus the work of

sold by them.

tucky showed herself to have Zmllflllsnal
variety.
In this line, the Experiment

gathering is done away with, and the soil

Station has again been of service. ll5

receives a very rich supply of nourishment
at the same time, which tells to good ad
vantage in the succeeding crop. White
corn is grown not only for feeding pur

display in this same section of the Louis

iana Purchase Exposition showed some
ﬁfty varieties grown through cross-breed

ing, importing, etc.; by this means the)"
werc also able to Show ﬁfteen varietiesot

poses but also for ﬂour and whisky. In
the different portions of the State the
crop of corn varies as to the number of
l. In I
the 't ta]

bushelsharvestet
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production of the State was over eighty-

two million buShels'

Not only of cultivated

grasses but of wild grasses, also, Ken

'
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the weather make the crops vary somewhat, but the farmer

whiskies of the best kind. her 5826’s 52203122103321; handles
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grazed in the spring.

KENTUCKY'S GREAT HARDWOOD FORESTS.
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for whom they ﬁlllarge con
tracts each year; for con

ilallouhash
ltxmrimmali

sumers in England, Scot
land, Ireland, South Africa,
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Japan, China, Russia, Nor
way, Sweden, France, Porto

aver “tooth

Rico, South America, Phil
lippine Islands and the
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ll somelimﬁﬁq'
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grillIts.
lll‘olmgm
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here were also the Suwanee

'.

Spoke 8: Lumber Company
on the Cumberland River,
_-V'

one of the largest concerns
of its kind, supplying

‘@

{Gughom

domestic and foreign mar
kets; the Ohio Yalley
Pulley Company, which has
large annual contracts with

Meadow“
With it timahir
lflcr

asthma,“
mil. mm;

England; the Mangle Box
Company, which, especially

Sfurage; than!“
."fOughmoiS?

because of the ﬁne Kentucky

wood used in its whisky and
WP duringtlltr

tobacco boxes, has custom

KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT.

frolt'th of ‘1‘:—
ise of the t5:
he WM fulfil :

for all sorts of implements, and into boxes and barrels for

'35 been alarm

shipping purposes.

"‘1 l": min

ers all over the United
States and Europe. The
world-famous “Louisville Slugger" baseball hat was shown
here in different forms by J. F. Hillerich & Son, also attesting
the excellence of Kentucky wood. The Kentucky \\'agon

The general exhibit of the upils Of the State's public schools is shown in this view. The exhibit was divided into three parts; the
Work displayed from he. schools or dCICCHVL’S was one of the most Interesting features and attracted general attention.

In the Palace of Forestry at the Louisiana Purchase Expo

'ated- At Irat

sition, Kentucky showed that her hardwood forests were

Manufacturing Company showed here a ﬁne specimen of its

1rmers in 11,52

among the ﬁnest in the United States in variety of trees, and

[Icing the m-z

quality and quantity of wood. In this exhibit there were
no abnormal growths, no freaks of nature or of art; but under

lumber wagons made of stout Kentucky timber.
Although all the manufacturing houses existing in the State
ﬁnd many large markets for their goods, there are surprisingly
few of them when one considers the resources at hand. Ken
tucky has no large furniture factory. The furniture companies

Me quartile j,
'5 valuable of,
here the, him

Ill nredir ,1,
lPOIlt‘Il at an

Irish male for;
my flJCrilIire r3:

the able (lirectorship Of Colonel Wm. Boa,of Louisville, timber
was selected from the standpoint of its commercial value.

Ilere were yellow poplar, in which Kentucky excels, from two
to ﬁve feet in diameter; logs of white oak, two and a half

the ﬁnished product again on Kentucky markets. This is
largely due to the fact that the Kentucky forests have been
barred from the world at large because in the past no railroads
have made deep incursions into the main treasure chambers of

many others.

the State.

fraistr,
But even the timber from the outlying forests has

0f surprising;
rntuclry'g
5 Louisiana Pr;

‘Plﬂys was Iro‘g
:Omllany. sin;

tiniber to this display, in which approximately 200 kinds of

made Kentucky wood famous, so that there are a number of

wood were represented.
Owing to the advance in price of every kind of hardwood
and the new methods of
manufacturing and utilizing

lumber mills on the large rivers. one of the largest being on
the Kentucky River, with a capacity of 150,000 feet per day.

15 0f girls
I- Not orlrti.

it, the opportunities which

f \I'iltl
herself to hit:
this line, he;

could be here opened up for
the building of railroads are
enormous. Some large
companies have already
done this, and have been

rain been
same error .. .

supplying
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whose produce was ex
hibited in this section. The
Turner, Day & \Voolworth
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of New York now import wood from Kentucky and then place

feet in diameter; black hickory, one of the toughest woods
known, in which the State’s forests abound; chestnut, black
walnut, sycamore, ash, maple, cottonwood, pine, beech, and

One county alone contributed 122 varieties of

Tilt":

AGRICI’LTI‘RAI. EXIIIIIIT BY KENTUCKY.
The illustration prc5ents a general view of Kentucky's Inain agricultural exhibit. The arrangement of the different prodllrts
evidenced were
the work
an artist.
was
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a handsomethat
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white
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" Elkhorn"——is nine feet thick in Pike, Letcher,

The Kentucky forestry exhibit at the
World's Fair, because of its completeness and

Floyd, Knott and Harlan counties. This coal
has not as yet been mined for commercial pur.
poses; it is, however, consumed locally in some
of the iron and copper smelting works.
,
In the western coal ﬁeld, also, there are two
, large seams of good quality and thickness.
Here it is used for domestic as well as formanu
facturing and smelting purposes.

the excellence of its arrangement, did great
credit to its collector, Colonel Boa, and was

awarded ﬁve gold medals, eleven silver medals
and six bronze medals by the International

Jury of Awards.
In the Palace of Mines and Metallurgy,

behind beautifully constructed arches of lime

7

stone, of coal and of burnt brick, Kentucky,
under the supervision of its State (ieogologist,
C. I. Norwood, showed in a representative ex
hibit that, with all her agricultural wealth, she
also has vast mineral riches. IIere were dis
played coal specimens of her 15,680 square miles
of coal ﬁelds; coke from her many ovens;
cannel coal, showing from forty to sixty per
cent volatile combustible matter; iron ore, fluo
rite, zinc, lead, barite, building stone of various
kinds, clays, asphalt rock and ﬁne samples of pe
troleum, crude and reﬁned, the exhibits embrac
ing many specimens front all parts of the State.

In the lower part of the coal measures, both
in the eastern and western ﬁelds. stratiﬁed limon
ites and carbonites occur at several regularintcr
vals. which yield from 33.50 to 46.22 per cent
metallic iron, and 29.73 to 34.42 metallic iron.
respectively. Large deposits of ﬂuor spar are
found in many counties and in recent yearsa
Ct msiderable mining industry has been established
not only in this but also in galena, zinc, lead
and barite. Gray, buff and cream~colored lime
stone admirably suited for structural and certain
sculptural purposes are quarried in many partsoi
the State. Kentucky is rich in a great variety
of clays, including potter's and ﬁre clays of ex
ceptionally high quality, and vitrifying brick
clays of proved excellence. Comparativelylittle
attention has been paid in the past to such
deposits; hence the State is practically a new

Because, perhaps, less than 1,500 square
miles of her area are unﬁt for agriculture, Ken
tucky's mineral wealth is the more remarkable.
The solid sheet of farming surface is in a large
part underlaid by mineral deposits of equal
value. Vt’ith coal ﬁelds to the east and to the
west, Kentucky cities may draw their fuel supply
from either side without passing beyond the

State line.

The eastern ﬁeld hasa coal-bearing

measure of 11,180 square miles, the western of

4,500 square miles.

In the sixteen counties of the eastem ﬁeld is
also found cannel of superior quality. The low
percentage of ash and of sulphur, the high per
centage of combustible matter, the number and
size of the pockets, place Kentucky cannel ﬁrst
among the cannel coals of the States.

Each contains from nine to

ﬁeld for the clay manufacturer. Soda ash,natural
and Portland cement and lime exist in ﬁne beds

twelve workable seams above the conglomerate
limestone series. This coal is bituminous and
occurs in workable beds in ﬁfty-one counties,

forty-ﬁve of which are either wholly or in part

KENTUCKY TOBACCO EXHIBIT.

covered with coal-bearing measures.

Great tobacco leaf that surmounted
the case of manufactured tobacco.

In the eastern ﬁeld commercial mining is
conducted by thirteen counties, with a combined output in
1903 of 7,190,251 short tons.
In addition to this fuel, there occurs in ten counties of the
eastern ﬁeld, coking coal, the most notable of which—the

in some parts of the State. The mineral resources
of Kentucky have been exploited comparatively

little, but give promise of vast extent and riches.
In another line Kentucky madeamostsuccess

ful showing at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition—in its

horses.

Three premier championships, ﬁve grand champipn

ships, ten championships and 198 money prizes, aggregalmg
over $17,000, were carried off by them.
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TOBACCO. ONE OF KENTUCKY'S CHIEF SOURCES OF WEALTH.
It showed ll“
The model of a Kentucky tobacco plantation. with a typical plantation cabin in the foreground, was one of the novel exhibits of theI‘alaceof Agricultﬁaehccw the State

plant in the around,1n the curing houses and on the way to market.

I‘obaeeo was the- larg¢>t 5ir|g1c gxhibig made by Kentucky, and its size Illustrated its imPO
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KENTUCKY’S EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT.
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KENTUCKY MIXES AND METALLURGY EXHIBIT.
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The wall and arch on the right were constructed of coal from the great ﬁelds in the eastern part of the State. The wall and arch on
they so h‘ghly the left were made of limestone. A third arch and wall Were of burnt brick and behind them were displayed samples of all the minerals
Fronl here they of commercial value known to theState.

“ here are
developed.

are sent out to all quarters of the globe. Kentucky, more
over, has other live stock interests: her jacks and mules are
sought by many states, and many of them have been
exported to foreign countries. Herds of Shorthorn cattle,
Herefords, Aberdeen-Angus, Jerseys and

cattle, hogs and sheep, are raised with proﬁt by her farmers.
Kentucky's exhibit in the Palace of Education at the
World's Fair was divided into three parts: a general exhibit
of her schools, an exhibit from the Kentucky Institute for the
Blind, and an exhibit of the publications of the American
Printing House for the Blind.
In her general exhibit the State demonstrated that she
supported good graded public schools in all her cities and in
the larger ones, colleges and universities. Her excellent
manual training school exhibit showed that she was follow
ing the most modern and approved methods of education.
As the State makes a greater appropriation for its schools
than for any other item on its yearly bulletin, and local tax
ation more than doubles this fund, the ﬁnest school equipment
can be maintained. This exhibit also included work done by
the schools for the negroes. Neat, plain sewing, girls’ and

boys’ garments and hats, showed what practical results Ken
tucky was gaining. The famous Free Kindergarten Associa
tion of Louisville prepares colored teachers to carry on their
work in the negro schools of the South.

hem.

other breeds of

of the defective been neglected.

Nor has the teaching

A large case in this exhibit

showed good shoes, well tailored suits for men, neatly up

§a\\‘~“~
i' -

1:12;:

p,;‘

-.
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Kentucky's School for the Deaf.

In the exhibit of the Ken

tucky School for the Blind was a case containing brooms,
hammocks, simple and elaborate woodwork, dresses, etc.,

and faultless typewriting. Among the books for the blind
printed by the American Printing House for the Blind, were
books of every sort from ﬁction to modern works on chem
istry and other scientiﬁc and substantial publications.
This ﬁne school system is one of the causes of Kentucky's
good citizenship. Her people are intelligent, enterprising and
peace-loving, ﬁlled with love for their State, which it is im
possible for any one to withhold, who has ever lived there.
They invite the homeseeker, the laborer, and the capitalist, to
share the advantages their State has to offer, and even hold
enterprises. In every city in the State are active men of
means who are ready to join in establishing a new industry.
Sites are easily procured at a low cost, and a fuel scarcity
need never be feared. Raw materials, cheap labor and good
markets are found at hand.
To the lumberman Kentucky offers unlimited acreage of
hard wood timber land at from two to ﬁfty dollars per acre.

Large sections in the eastern and southeastern part of the
State are standing untouched, waiting for a railroad to carry
their wealth to the world.
The good roads, free rural mail delivery. telephones, and
electric interurban cars are bringing the farms close to town,
and make farming in Kentucky especially attractive when the
advantages of soil and climate are considered in addition.
»
~
The State Experiment Sta
tion helps the farmer to
know what and how to
plant to gain the best results
from his land.
The ﬁne grazing lands
_‘ of the State hold out induce
ments to raisers of live
stock, and they can procure
“ on the spot the ﬁnest breed

,

Her mineral wealth has
barely been tapped. In
Pike,

Letcher,

Harlan,

Floyd, and Knott counties,

These occupied a prominent place in its mineral exhibit, and attracted the attention of manufacturers of clay products. his only where htfl' largest COill meas
recently that the value of the State s Clay depositshave been zenerally realized. Their excellence having been proven it is butaquestion
of lime when the manufacture of clay products Will become one of the leading industries of the State.
urcs occur, commercial

:eoiilfg'};

""m1i<~3

out inducements, such as exemptions from taxes for new

EXHIBIT OF KENTUCKY CLAYS, BRICK, TILE AND POTTERY.
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mining has not yet

‘ and other trophies of

begun.

the chase, and hun
‘ dreds of large photo
‘ graphs of the interior

The same is

true of many of her

minerals—her lead,
ﬂuorite, zinc, baritc,

and sea coast scenery
of the State.

building stone and
asphalt rock deposits.

Maine is known as
l the great vacation

Comparativer
little has been done

State, but its displays

toward developing
Kentucky's

petro

leum ﬁelds, although i
the Standard Oil
Company has ex
tended its pipe line
into Kentucky, and
is about to build re
ﬁneries there.
Nature has lav
ished riches upon
Kentucky, to develop
which the worker
needs to undergo no
hardships from cli

mate; rich soil prof

stunt: BROS?
MILAN PARK KY.

evidenced that its
other attractions are
numerous. While it
receives annually
more than $ i5,ooo.ooo
from summer tourists,
a like amount is dis
tributed within the
State in the form of
wages by ten of its

leading industries.
The State appro
priated $40,000 for the

Exposition and con
KENTUCKY WON T\\'E.\'T\'~T\\'O MEDALS l.\' FORESTRY.
The ﬁrst of the ﬁve gold medals was for the exhibit as a whole, and the rest of the yellow medallions

siderably more than

were given for such cominonplnces as hickory handles, of which 4.000 kinds are produced; boxes. buckets. spokes. one_l~lalf the sum “as
neckyokes. singletrees
and split Wood pulleys.
b
d
k '{Ih‘e silver medals \fvelre for a lo: WZIZOII’I loaded “'lltll'l oal‘gI lgtlls.
_ 1
shipping
crates, oat articles
oars. carriage
, iiis, ﬁnd
specimens
0 in um
ier.part
a posthoe
auger
an civilization
a s ing expended
reel. Manufactured
of wood woo
fromwor
Kentucky
a market
every
of the world
where
upon “5 0g

itably repays his toil;
cabin and its furnish
and all around him has a foothold. making up an important part of our magniﬁcent export trade.
are hospitable, home-loving people glad to aid him in his ings. Its Commissioners who were appointed by Govenior
John F. Still, were Louis B. Goodall, Chairman, Sanford, Me;
enterprise and welcome him among them.
The feature of Maine’s exhibit was its hunter's lodge. Lemuel Lane, of “'estbrook; Frank H. Briggs, of Autumn
made of logs. Set among the oaks above the Mining Gulch, Charles C. Burrill, of Ellsworth; Henry W. Sargent, of Sar
it was redolent of big woods teeming with game and ﬁsh. Its gentville; and E. E. Philbrook, of Portland. Mr. Philbroolt
trophies of rod and gun here and in the Forestry building was the resident Commissioner, and, with his wife, resided in
suggested a sportman's paradise. In the Agricultural Palace the State building during the period of the Exposition, Mrs.
the State exhibited big potatoes, and it was very appropriately Philbrook presiding as hostess.
The Maine building was dedicated with appropriate cere
represented in the Educational building, where the State
Agricultural Experiment Station exhibited maps, charts, monies, and October 8th was observed as Maine Day at the

models, photographs and other matter illustrating its courses

Fair.

of instruction and the methods and results of its researches.
The Maine building was adorned with moose and deer heads

reception given at the building in the evening in honor 0ftht

The principal event of the day was an elaborate

Commissioners and all of the Exposition hostesses. During
_

s '

I;

’

\
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The facade shown in the illustration was
constructed of oak, ash,
poplar
and
gum logs, Besides the ﬁnished lumber. there were logs of black_ hickory walnut.
.
.
.
.
.
ow
maple. beech. cottonwood. sycamore. white
oak. and itianY_0ther kinds
in
which
the forests of the State abound. More than two hundred varieties 0f wood “gains!
"h
In
the
exhibit
was
included
a
beautiful
fountain
and
aquarium.
installed
elsewhere
in
the
building.
and
a
case
of
ﬁshing
reels
of
an
improved
kind
the exhibit.
lack of transportation facilities the great forests of eastern and southeastern Kentucky have not, as yet. been seriously attacked by the lumberman.

MAINE \VAS WELL REPRESENTED.
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the Exposition the building
was the scene of alarge number
ofnotablesocialevents. Gov-

Educational Exhibitors’ Asso
ciation from the Palace of
Education. The guests were

ernor-elect W'. T. Cobb was

hidden by means of autumn

entertained there, and arecep-

oak leaves, holding this type

tion was given in honor of the
Honorable C.

written

inscription : “Come
ye totheMaiiie

E. Littleﬁeld,
one of Maine's
leading represeiitatives in
the lower
house of Coii-

Log Cabin the
H a l 10 ween;
Ninth to the
Twelfth Hour,
October 31,
1904." Dec-

gress.

orations were

Com- ‘

EDWARD 12. PHILBROOK,

paiiy C of the

Secretary. Maine State Commission.

Second Blaine

of pumpkin 7
Vines and com

Infantry spent several weeks at the Exposition

shucks.

.,

ra:

.,

=1} l-i, “*7.

' {3,1

4.

V

in... E. E. PHILBROOK.
Hostess. Maine State Building.

Apples, chestnuts, gingerbread, cider

and gave a delightful reception in honor of a

and more old English delicacies were served

“its in
5‘ leading:
"-2 Te:

number of prominent residents and former
residents of the State. This company is also

and dancing was begun at ii o’clock. These
were some of the unusual features: Burning

priairlti

named in honor of General T. \V. Hyde, the

known

as the

Hyde Light Guards.

It is

7

WIS B_ GOODALL'

raisins, the conduct of a ghostly guide from

door to the dressing room and the ﬁrst name of

noted builder of United States warships.
Chairman. Maine State Commission.
each guest pinned to his clothes.
Major E. \V. Hyde, son of the general, was present at the
Mr. Goodall, Chairman of the Commission,madeanumber
reception, as a guest of the Second Marine Infantry.
a 5.“);

of short visits to the Exposition and was entertained at the

q

Fililﬂllw
shim

vvere appoiiitih
Jall, thairmilt!
rank ll. with"

; Henry “151?!
of Portlaiil ll'“t
and, with hint;

iod of has
cateil iiiih am!
iﬂﬂ't‘ll is lint;
:he day was I5
the twilight
)osition hsso.

FRANK H. Unions.
Cuancss C. BURRILL.

LEIUEL S. Lass.
MEMBERS OF MAINE STATE COMMISSION.

A halloween party was given at the Maine building the
night of October 3ist, attended by the members of the

MAINE STATE

IIENRY \\'. SARGENI

State building. He is one of the State’s largest manufacturers,
being the proprietorof concerns that employ 3,000 operatives.

BUILDING.

Maine‘s commodious hunter's, lodge‘ _. made of logs
brought from Maine
the outside mining exhibit It was ﬁrst constructed b y Maine
'
_ was
.
.Itwas
. near
lumbernien
at SDI‘UC'CtIOcI:
home h
taken apart and 'brought to the Exposuion,
where it
reconstructed.
was
no by 160 feet and cost more . than $20,000.. The. interior showed
the
beauty of
when fashioned into a home. In the central hall was a great. ﬁre-place. and there were balconies and cozy nooks for the comfort of visitors. The method of construction
was such as toavoid the use of such modern contrivances as nails, the logs and Other parts being held in place by pegs and pins of wood.
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GENERAL L. Victoa BAUGHMAN.
Funcis E. Warns,
Chairman.

FREDERH'K P. Sits".
Vice-(hairman.

Maryland was represented by displays in four of the main
exhibit buildings and had one of the mo
st attractive pavilions
in the Plateau of States.
The building stood on the north side

Treasurer.

SAMUEL K. DENNIS.
Secretary.

in a manner beﬁtting the occasion. I‘alms lent their refresh
ing green and ﬂowers their color
and fragrance. During
of Constitution Avenue, with \Yest Virginia at its right and . the evening the prominent Exposition ofﬁcials and the
State Commissioners called to pay their respects.
Oklahoma at its left.
Sixty-ﬁve thousand dollars was
Aug
expended by the State on its
menting those usually attendant upon a reception of this kind
building and exhibits and their
were many members of the
maintenance. The Maryland
Maryland Society of St. Louis
building was dedicated June 7th,
and their families. As this or
the exercises being under the
ganization numbers among its
auspices of the Maryland Society
members many prominent Saint
of Missouri. September 12th
Louis business and professional
was observed as Maryland Day
men, the reception was givena
and it was one of the most elab
local color not usually prevalent
orate State days of the Exposi
at State celebrations. The re
tion. The day commemorated
ceiving line consisted of Mrs.
the anniversary of the c0mp0~
Parks Fisher, hostess of the
sition of the “Star Spangled
building; General L. \‘ictot
Banner" by Francis Scott Key,
3aughman, chairman of the Com
and it was made notable by the
h
ins. Paxxs Fist-in,
mission; Governor and Mrs.
Mas. Frances E. Loan,
distinguished company of Liar)“ (omrnissioner and Hostess-of Maryland
\Varﬁeld, Mrs. Daniel Manning.
Member of the Maryland State
State Building
landers who participated in the event.
ommission.
the wives of the Commissioners
Governor Edward \Varﬁeld and wife,
and ladies of the Governor’s party.
representatives of every branch of the
Grouped behind the Governor was his
Maryland State government, delegations
entire staff.
from Maryland commercial organiza
As each guest entered the main re
tions, and representatives of Maryland
ception hall of the building the name
societies of various States were present.
was announced to Mr. Albert Jones.
On the day following the dedicatory
representative of the Commission, and

exercises one ofthe most brilliant social
functions of the Exposition was given, a
reception in honor of Governor and
Mrs. W'arﬁeld.
The building and
grounds had been beautifully decorated

the guest was then presented to Mrs.
Mrs. Fisher, who acted both
as hostess of the Maryland building and
as a member of the Maryland Commis
sion, is a Sister of Admiral Winﬁeld
Scott Schley and, socially, one of the
Fisher.

It
WESLEY M. 01.52.

THOMAS H. Romusou.
JACOB M. Panic:
ORLANDO HARRISON.
MEMBERS OF THE MARYLAND STATE COMMISSION. Faasxun P. CATOR.

Has" 1. McGu-ni.
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MASSACHUSETTS OCCUPIED A LEADING POSITION.
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MARYLAND'S SPECIAL TOBACCO EXHIBIT.
In the Agricultural building Maryland made a special tobacco display. Upon a
pedestal covered with leaf‘tobacco stood the ﬁgure of an Indian smoking a pipe, and
supporting a horn from which poured the manufactured product.

most distinguished women of America. At the very begin
ning of the Exposition Mrs. Fisher made the Maryland building
one of its social centers and she maintained it as such to the
end. Among the other notable social affairs at the building
were the receptions in honor of \Vest Point cadets, the cadets
of the Maryland Agricultural College, to the newspaper men
and women assigned to the Exposition, and to Admiral

uis business _.'
n. the retep'i: :.

Schley and party.

‘

In the Agricultural palace the State’s exhibit consisted of
al color not uu'

State ttleba'io
ring line uni:
-ks Fisher. in?
fding; Germ".
iglimarlﬂllib'l';
sion: Gown'r

vegetable and animal food products, and an exhibit showing
the habits of oysters, which proved especially interesting to

visitors. {A great panorama picture of Middletown Valley,

MARYLAND'S AGRICULTURAL EXHIBIT.
Maryland's exhibit in the Agricultural building, while not so extensive as those of
many of the other States, was one of the noteworthy ones. It Comprised all the princi
pal farm and garden products grown in the btate.

The display embraced coal, iron ore, marble, granite, slate
sandstone, lime, pottery and clay products of many kinds.
The Maryland Commission was appointed by Governor John
Waller Smith and was composed of the following gentlemen:

L. V ictor Baughman, chairman; Frank N. Hoen, vice-chair
man; Frederick P. Stiett, treasurer; Samuel K. Dennis, secre

tary; Mrs. Marie A. Fisher, Mrs. Frances E. Lord, Francis
E. \Vaters, William A. Marburg, Franklin P. Cator, Henry
J. McGrath, William H. Graﬁlin, \Nesley M. Oler, Thomas
H. Robinson, Jacob M. Pearce and Orlando Harrison.

‘I

Massachusetts was not surpassed by any State at the Ex
v

Frederick County, Maryland, was a feature of this depart

ment. In the Horticulture palace the State had a special
display of peaches, apples and strawberries, and in the Edu

position in its educational and social economy exhibits, and
few of the States rivaled or approached it in the character and
scope of its commercial exhibits. \Vith more than a half

cation

work of public schools, colleges,

billion dollars devoted to the production of manufactured

university, schools for detectives and the State Agricultural
Experiment Station was shown.
The State occupied a
conspicuous position in the Mines building. Its area was
surpassed by few States, and it exhibited a collection of
minerals that the State had been many years collecting.

goods, the leading position taken by the old Commonwealth
was but natural. In the Palace of Education was presented
the results of the public spirit of the State, results which have

building

the
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made it the best ordered community in the world. Its com
mercial exhibits were scattered throughout all the main
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This comfortable and homelikc structure stood between the West Viriinia and Oklahoma buildings, not far from that of New York. _In the large reception hall was a copy of

\ an Dyck’s ortrait of Henrietta Maria, wiie of Charles I. from whom the State took its name. Beneath the
was a rull of onor of the State's distinguished sons.

entrant stood the ﬁrst piano made in America. ‘ Over the mantel

A collection of photographs of historic documents and a urge number of portraits of noted men ol the State were shown.

.
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MASSACHUSETTS EDUCATIONA . EXHIBIT.
‘

Over the main entrance was the inscription: “How Divi

l'athers when they foresaw that if th
nely wise-were our Pilgrim
ey could give knowledge and virtue to their chil
dren, they gave them allthings."

MASSACHUSETTS TRANSPORTATION EXHIBIT.

All branches of educational work were represented.

This collective exhibit by Massachusetts carriage manufacturers was one of the

exhibit buildings and took a prominent and leading part. Its
educational exhibit was a splendid demonstration of the claim
of the people of the State that Massachusetts is the seat of
culture in America, and its commercial displays
told the story of its wonderful progress in the
world of manufacture. With its colonial out
lines and bullﬁnch facade, the Massachusetts
building recalled old Salem and old Boston, and
the furnishings of the structure brought to
memory some of the notable events that led to
the revolution.
The Legislature of Massachusetts contributed
$|oo,000 toward the success of the Exposition, ‘
and the citizens of no State displayed a keener l
interest in the great world’s festival, for it was ‘

most conspicuous displays in the great building and excited much favorable comment

C. Sears, vice-president; Mrs. May Alden Ward, recording
secretary; I311165 M. Perkins, secretary; Wilson H. Fairbank,
of \Varren, and Thomas B. Fitzpatrick.

~-~s appointed Executive Commissioner and was
admirably qualiﬁed for the position, as the
success of Massachusetts at the Exposition
attested. In arranging and carrying out the
many social functions at the State building,
Mrs. Fairbank was his valuable assistant.

The Massachusetts building contained some
of the most interesting relics at the Exposition.
There was a pendant containing a lockof George
\Vashington's hair and a curl from the head of
Martha \\"'asltington, presented to John Quincy

‘ Adams by Nellie Custis, daughter of Martha
in 1620- MllCh 0f the furniture “'35 0f great
“"ashington, and a pipe used by Miles Standish

group to make its

appropriation.

Mr. Fairbank was

Governor John L. Bates was

energetic in selecting a Commission to push the '
r r
‘ historical worth, including beautiful examplts
work, and the Commission was composed of _HUN' WILSON 11' MIRMNK'
Of the Hubbard and Davenport Styles- The
Doctor George Harris,
pre51dcnt;
Mrs.
Sarah
State
Board
otManage
main
room on the second ﬂoor, furnished
\th
_
_
hxecutive Commissioner Massachusetts
.
.'
TS.
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MASSACHUSETTS STATE BUILDING.
The MagEaihPSEEtfhtZ-“dlglggtigﬁ
terhgiitih‘l: t aDirectly
the reception
hallmodeled
was a reduﬁe
the r‘uiwhSerlgatelciioﬁg'eiﬁalgnom: aisrgicAlrixraerican
. cost of above
about $15-ooo.
It was
closely reproducftion
after the _old ofState
‘toncal ﬂag
r00"saluud byI ;
cxac‘ rep") “c lm'lo
'
s
s that the State has preserved. .‘ mong t esc wet-ea ragmen _o
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au‘
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I t
m
House
and
the mam
1 and
lmosl
' reception
hall was
anaWW
contained me cabanetsoaidrggil‘EiniiF‘ZTri-iieii'zi-fiigrliier Ilill. ()n the second ﬂoor were living rooms for the Commissioners
andata Boston.
state and
private
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foreign power. an
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MICHIGAN MADE A CREDITABLE SIIOVVINGJ
diagrams and all kinds

5 of specimens to illus
trate results, public
a reproduction of the
present Massachusetts \
Senatechamber. The
building was the scene
of numerous brilliant ‘
social functions. On
May 18th and 19th ‘
membersoftlieMassa

library equipment.
the factory inspection
system, provisions

adopted by the State
\ for public health, and
the park

cluisetts press were

entertainedby Mr. and
Mrs. Fairbank, and
on June 24th a recep

May Alder ll;
tertiary; ll'iiui'

'itzpatrick. lirit
:iitive Conner:

iﬁtd for lllt its:
sachnens it (it:
ranging and a";
lCllOllS ii i
in his i‘aliiahi
isttls buildirgar.

tion was tendered to
the Massachusetts
delegates to the Re
publican National
Convention, and their
wives. The Massa- ‘
chusetts delegation to
the Convention of
the

.
Federation

0i

Massachusetts gets a
BOARD OF EXPOSITION MANAGERS REPRESENTING MICHIGAN.

better oat crop to the

From left to right. standing: IIal II. Smith, Secretary: Charles P. Downey, William A. IInrst. Assistant
Secretaries, Seated; Roy S. liarnhart, Treasurer: Frederick Ii. Smith. President; Governor Aaron '1'. Iiliss, exoffieio member; Austin Farrell, Vice-President; Dr. Aaron R. Ingram.

Women’s Clubs was

also entertained, and a large
reception wasgiven at thebuild

the acre than is grown in any
other northern state. In the

ing by the National Osteopath

Manufactures and Yaried Iii
dustries palaces the products
of the State’s famous woolen

Association in honor of Doctor

antcontiiniigili
ir and a cult:
nun. premivj
e Cristis, that:

Andrew Still, founder of osteo
patliy. In the latter part of

a pipe usedde

I"

r
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MRS. FREDERICK B. SMITH.
Wife of the President of the Michigan
Commission; Hostess, Michigan Building.

acre than Iowa, and a

better tobacco crop to

'tstingrelicsnul

)l the llll'llll‘l'ti
including but
and Danni-iii
:sccond tion-T

arrange

ments. In the Agri
culture palace the
State showed fertil
izers and results at
tained, appliances and
methods in market
gardening, an exhibit
of cereals and tobacco.
Thousands of visitors
to this exhibit Were
surprised to learn that

June the Boston band, formerly

and cotton goods mills and its ,
boot and shoe factories were

ofﬁcial municipal

displayed by individual exhibi

band

of

Boston, arrived at the Exposi
tion and remained two weeks.
In the collective display of
the Massachusetts educational
and social economy exhibits
wasincluded the work of public,
normal and textile schools.
L'nder public schools there was
a host of charts, maps, models,

'_'r
-:5
_‘2
'_51:
"_':.'n

tors and were the recipients of ,

many grand prizes and gold
medals.
Michigan appropriated
$50,000 and by private sub
scriptions $5,000 more was
made available for the Com
missioners. The most attract
ive exhibit by Michigan was in

c312:
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MISS ADA M. DO\\'I)ELL,
Hostess of the Michigan State Building.
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MICIIIGAN STATE BUILDING.
Many social affairs were held at the State building. the reception to Governor elect Frederick M. Warner and wife. the reception to the Exposition Executive Commissioners
arid hostesses. and the reunion of the Class of i870 0f the University of Michigan. Michigan was the only State at the Exposition that had an automobile for the use of its ofﬁcials.
Michigan pay at the Fair was observed in this building October 12th, and |3th was celebrated as Detroit Day. Governor Aaron T. Bliss, his wife. the members of his oﬂicial stall‘.
State ofﬁcials and their wives. and an ofﬁcial party from the University of Michigan. consisting of PreSideIit James B._Angell and_the entire Board of State Regents. many of whom
were accompanied by their wives, were present on both occasions. (In Michigan Day addresses were delivered by Governor Bliss and Frederick B. Smith. On Detroit Day the

Filt'aliers were Honorable William C. Maybury, Mayor of Detroit, Honorable David E. Heineman and J. L. Hudson. Of Detroit. President D. 11- FI'HIICIS- OI the Exposilion, and
Daniel I.a Forte. of Detroit. The day was made notable by the presence of the Detroit District Masonic Commandery, one of the most famous organizations in America, consisting
0‘ 500 members. After the Exposition the Michigan building was reconstructed at Detroit for the State Agricultural Society.
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cent and weighing
more than three tons

The copper mines were also represent d

samples of rock, minerals and time by
models of shaft houses, and an exLiLTlgs,
manufactured copper,

one hundred

not

pies Of iron ore rePresented the iron in:
dustry, and the cement induStry Was
represented by a handsome Wan that
enclosed the space occupied by the State,
Coal of the Saginaw Valley was installed
in a six-foot wall within the booth, anda
Collection of more than ﬁfteen hundred
Specimens was shown in cases,

In the Forestry building Michigan had
a complete exhibit of native lumber, show

ing the FOugh log, the ﬁnished board, bum

INTERIOR VIEW'. MICHIGAN BUILDING.

A portion of the reception hall and the staircase leading to the second ﬂoor. The reception hall was
provided with furniture made for comfort.

the Palace of Horticulture. It
occupied twenty-ﬁve hundred

..

'

’m

5

.
I

"

\i

square feet of tables and its ﬁrst _

in the lumber and transverse sections. It
also displayed samples of the diﬁ’erent
products made from the log, such as shoe
last blocks, utensils, paper, paper
pulp and lumber tools. There was
also an extensive collection of
photographs of forest scenes and

lumber camps.

installation was six hundred bush
els of apples grown in 1903, which
had been kept in cold storage for
the purpose. It comprised more
than one hundred varieties of
Michigan fruit. From time to
time a complete exhibit of fresh
apples was installed, and as many

The L'mversity

of Michigan, through its Board of
Regents maintained in the palace
of Education an exhibit for the
University. It was placed in an

"1'
I

as ﬁfteen hundred plates were on
:~

the tables at one time, comprising
over one hundred and ﬁfty varie

I

attractive booth, which affordetlia
resting place for visitors. Onlhte
walls were photographs of MI? 1'
gan athletes and engineering
There was also showna
models.

.
3 A

library of all the works and boil?
of the professors of theLnivetsl

ties of apples. Besides these, many
Michigan's board of Expos;
varieties of peaches, grapes, plums,
pears, quinces and cherries. Indi
viduals, counties and local fair

tion Commissioners was compoﬁﬁ

of Frederick B. Smith, Detron.
President; Austin FaI'TeHn’ [Mg

associations showed a collection of
strawberries, raspberries, huckle-

berries and currants.

"II

The State’s

agricultural exhibit comprised a
display of grains and corn: grains

in stalk tastefully arranged; differ
ent varieties of peas and beans; a
large exhibit of seeds; display of
salt; condensed milk products; seasonable

.
queue, \ ,_ICe_Pre51dent,
Smith, Iona, Secretary;

a
Roy
S.
_

Barnhart, Grand Rapids, Treasl
urer; Charles P. Downey, Lansmg.
Dr. Aaron R. Ingram, Fenton.
Governor Aaron T. B liss , ex

Miss Ada M. Dowdell of
ofﬁcio.

vegetables from the various counties of the

State; and a display of breakfast food prod
ucts manufactured in the State. The sugar
beet industry was represented by samples
of beets and of sugar in its various pro

cesses. The maple syrup and the pePper'
mint industries were represented by cabinets
containing samples of those products.

In the Palace of Mines and Metallurgy

Michigan's since was ﬁne“ “M “0‘” “3”
salt products, cement, ancl 3" CXtenS‘ve
per, - n of various other minerals. 0116
conecuo 0st interesting features of thee):
Of ihe m
ramld of cast copper \veigh
hibit was a W
d Ounds and a
.
thirty-four thousan D_
:ﬁ
er
mg
f copper assaymg ninety ve P
mass 0

MICHIGAN IIORTICULTURAL EXHIBI
This occupied 2.500 square feet of tables and presented the large“ "View Of apples shown by any Stair.
Over one hundred and ﬁfty varieties of peach es. pears. plums. grapes. ui
strawberries, raspberries and currants were sh own by individuals. conntiq nces and_cherries. Small fruits.
es and associations.

0N.
MISSISSIPPI WAS AlVARDEI) NUMEROUS MEDALS.
‘tl lii
Bay City was hostess at the
State building.
In the installation of its ex
hibits the State Commission had
the valuable aid of M . L. Dean of
Lansing,State Superintendentoi
Agricultureand Horticulture; J.
J. Hubbell, of M anistee, who col
lected and arranged the forestry
exhibit; Irving J. Shields and
W. C. Standish, who collected
and installed the exhibits in the

rock ‘ m
.mmmk .
<liait house all
,lltlat

ed topper, 0,“:
l are raping,“

the an is
b)’ a banish I.
1 space mint.

Saginaw viii;
: wall within hi.
i more than its
as shown lll as
iresiry buildiig llii
xhlbit 0i rialfielm
I log, the liiisleli
r and tansieiszc
1d samples iil llli

Mines and Metallurgy building;

graphs of hat

and Horton C. Ryan, Secretary
ofthe St. Louis Alumni Associa—
tion of the University of Michi
gan at Ann Arbor.
The award of over thirty med
als, including two grand prizes,
attested the merit of M issis—
sippi products shown at the Ex
position. Mississippi's appro
priation of $60,000 was made by
the State Legisla

er camps. iii

turein response to _

le from lllt ltgst

blocks, mask”
and lllmllﬂlmiil
an extensive iili

:cliigan, that“

ageneral demand L
of the people and 1'
p re s s that the
State’s resources

its iiiiiiiiiiiei if:

lucaiioii ti Ki
:rsity. lint??
me bmih, iilizi

At the ﬁrst meeting of the bureau Colonel R. H. Henry,

his energy and splendid ability was principally due the com~
mendable showing the State made at the Exposition. He
aroused widespread interest in his work by canvassing per
sonally every county of the State and succeeded in securing a
number of appropriations from counties and individuals. Mrs.
~ Floyd Walton was hostess of the State building.
The Mississippi State building which was a
reproduction of “Beauvoir,” the last home of Jef
ferson Davis, was opened May 19th. The day's
‘ exercises included an address of welcome by
Colonel Henry and a response by J. G. McGuire,

'

secretary of the Mississippi Press Association.

of the towerin features of the Palace of atthe Exposition
Agriculture.

he leading product of the

titans'rrzssztdassistants The appropria

than and iii:

122113“;£§ti§.€iit?i§.itl°£fai$35:2; “on was the ﬁrst
agricultural exhibits.

A reception followed. Mississippi Day was cele
brated September I 5th. Governor James K.
‘ Vardaman and his staﬁ‘, the members of the State
i Bureau and many distinguished residents of the

_

were WOW?“ 3
Tlltfe “35

tobia.

of Jackson, was selected as Executive Commissioner, and to

KING COTTON.
Mississippi's Cotton display was one be we“ eXplOited

; plact for iii: a

5,

MISSISSIPPI STATE BUILDING.
The structure was made entirely of Mississippi lumber,__and was‘er’ected at a cOst of
i5.ooo. exclusive of furnishings. It was a reproduction of lleauvpir, the last home of
getterson Davis, President of the Confederate States. and'contained a large historic
collection pertaining to the Davis family, much of the family furniture, the bed upon
which Mr. Davis died. and the suit of clothes that he_ wore when captured by (ieneral
Wilson in Georgia. There was alsoa pen and ink drawmgol' the birthplace of Mr. Davis
mounted in a frame made of wood that formed a part of the house where he was born.
The structure faced Commonwealth Avenue and its nearest neighbors were the
buildings of Iowa. New Jersey and Indian Territory.

ever nladc by the

State for World's Fair purposes.

The ﬁrst ap- I

._. ’.'I
“.v’.

, State were present. Addresses weredelivered by
Governor Vardaman and President Francis of
the Exposition. A large reception was tendered
the governor in the evening.

. of 311 [he in:

profesorwfil-t

iigii's W1
mmiggiillltlinl€
dcrlcli' 3
m; Austiniie":

\ict-Pffilig 3
Iona. 5mg:
1, Gmml
|arl€$

Dalicqi

ron R- llgm

propriation was $50,000 and was made under the
administration of Governor A. H. Longino. The
second.of$lo,000was madeundertheadministra- ‘
tion of GovernorJames K. Vardaman. The Leg
islature created a State Exposition Bureau to be

MRS. FLOYD WALTON,

The exhibit made by Mississippi which mest
Hostess. Mississippi State Building.

_

impressed visitors was that in the Agriculture
It included a thirty-ﬁve foot statue of “King Cotton"

composed of ﬁve members, specifying that the Governor should

Palace.

be ex-ofﬁcio president and should select his associates. Gov
ernor Longino named as members of the bureau Doctor O.
B. Quinn, vice-president, McComb City; Frank Burkett,
secretary, Okolona; L. H. Enochs, Jackson; V. P. Still, Sena

which was surrounded by all the products and by-products. In
the general exhibit corn, cotton, grain, hay, grasses, potatoes,

.~

~- —’

‘i'wffif

' ' W

i

,- Ami T' E

iiisAdlll-ll

beans,peas, syrups, wines, cordials, canned goods, vegetables,
oysters, shrimps, crabs. and a variety of other articles that are
among the resources of the State. In the Forestry building all
the merchantable timbers oi the State, comprising more than

DINING ROOM, MISSISSIPPI BUILDING.

R. II. HENRY

V. P. STILL,

This was a faithful reproduction of the dining room at "Beauvoir." home of the late
Jefferson Dams. and nearly all the furnishings were loaned from there by Mrs. Davis.

Executive Commissioner for Mississippi.

Member Mississippi Commission.
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El‘ﬁi‘aii

New Han]

Psliire when

make

an

appropriation for the
Im“n-' —'_

xpositioii. but tlin
were not discouraged,
In response to an an

"were

peal made through the
leading newspapers

sufﬁcient money was

cupyrumnnm, byJ. e. sinuu.

Ari-an C. JACKSON,
Vice-President and Executive
Commissioner.

GENERAL CHARLES S. ('oLLins.
President.

()inox B. Itiiowx.

J. Amiu Gnu.

M I‘IMIII‘ZRS ()I-‘ THE .\‘I~I\\' HAMPSHIRE STATE COMMISSION.

ﬁve hundred samples, highly polished and superbly ﬁnished.
were shown. It was one of the largest and most interesting
displays in the building. In the department of ﬁsh and game
were exhibited all varieties of native fresh and salt-water ﬁsh,
birds and wild animals.

The horticulture exhibit showed all of the varieties ofsweet
and citrus fruits, pecans and edible nuts, together with a pecan
horse. The best work of the
high schools and colleges of the
State was exhibited in the Educa
tion palace. In the Mines build
ing the State had a large exhibit
of building stone, cement, clays,
phosphates and mineral waters.
The State was represented by iii
dividual exhibitors in Transpor
tation and Electricity.
The Mississippi Exposition
Bureau made a splendid record
in the economical conduct of their

raised to enable the
State to have a build
ing at the Exposition
at which visitorswere
impressed with the

important fact that in its scenery and healthful mountain
air, its rivers and lakes, its ﬁshing and hunting audits
splendid hotels, New Hampshire was not excelled. To omit
exploiting the scenic attractiveness would have beena serious
blunder, and discussion resulted in the reproduction at the Ex

. '
‘
posmon
of the birthplace
of Danielv \Yebster. l
l ‘ I‘
The Commission that had the I\ew Hampshire exhibit I]
charge was composed of General
Charles S. Collins, PreSideni:
Arthur C. Jackson, Vice-Pres»
dent and Executive Commis
sioner; Omar A. Towne, Secre
tary; A. R. Ayers,Treasurer; 1.
Adam Graf, Orton B. Brown and
M. Meehan. The New Hamp
shire building was completed
and throughout the Exposi

early

atest

tion it was one of the gre

busJersey
to visitors.
I
attri‘cdiv
appropriated

$100,000 for Exposition
work.

When the Exposition

poses and maintained exhilililn
closed but $45,000 of the $60,000
in
three of the main exhi it
.\'li\V HAMPSHIRE STATE BUILDING.
appropriated had been expended,
The original of New Hampshire's building was the birthplace Oll't
palaces.
Its State 'bUlldIIIg':
and the balance was turned back \\'ebster, l'.l'proi.iiider ol the Constitution." in the town of Salisliiirly}._ on the
old-fashioned gabled homestead and stood near the \ ermont bui m\g
rican
modeled
after
“ Ford 5 'ly‘aivern.i
Plateau of States. Its furnishings comprised many relics of parll‘): I it" The
into the State treasury.
('ieiieral Washington 5 heat
history and several pieces of iurnitiirethat belonged to the crilﬂlna‘ (NBC-me it
that the building was a reproduction of \\ ebster s birtlip acet nit ‘ mo
Mississippi is making deﬁnite fact
extremely interesting to visitors. and it, frequently happened that l “3'
quarters at Morristown during
small
to accommodate the crowds clamoring to get into it.
progress in iiumberless lines of
resented an expendi
its goo
development. In the State are colonies that have been estab~ one winter of the Revolutionar.v war, rep
droads
ture
of
$20,000.
Noted
for
its
sea
coast
resorts,
lished by northern enterprises to develop various resources.
One of the purposes of the exhibit was to show the opportu—
nities for capital in the State.
it was a matter of deep regret to the enterprising citizens of

I l .l

I

'

Y

RECEPTION ROOM. NEW IIAMPSHI RE BUILDING.
mportant apartment in the View Hampshire building. The
he a most
and Qa part
of it of
hadoldbelonged
the
. wasstol
. to and
This
style iFowl“ ‘1 “1123.351o,with
number
portraits
fumlitiler: ivti'fzillly. The walls were or
We s
'
scenic
Plecl‘s'

i

PARLOR. NEW HAMPSHIRE BUILDING.

T11};
.
. room
. was :5 pecially Interesting bcca
ings.
lhe
piano,
center table, the cabinet'
quuity. The room was otherwise adorne
'

album—A.

P.

NE\V JERSEY MADE MANY NOTABLE EXHIBITS.
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\Yard and Ira

and its im
mense clay
industries,the

\V. Wood.
Lewis T. llry
ant was elect—
ed secretary.
The New

State’s dis—
t llilttri

Illle

play was con
ﬁned almost

‘ ale: 1.,

these attrac
tions and in
d u s t ries.
G o v e rn o r

LL; Slilt‘gg

F r an k l i 11

lttt’itg

Kline;

Jersey build
ing was (led
icated June
25th. (iov

exclusively to

Istth

ernor Mur

Murphy ap
EDGAR ll. WARD.
J. 'l'. Machininuiv.
pointed a
Commission of eleven members, authorizingit to

atwlzg,’
impm'ﬂ

entry and In“:
ﬁshing and L:

phy, Senator
John F. Dry
Coieivisii.
R. W. llERHERT.
den , C 0 n gressman R. \Vayiie I’arker, Honorable Thomas

JOHNSTON

select its own Secretary. It comprised the follow
ing gentlemen: Foster M. \'orliees, l’resident;

N. Carter, and other distinguished citizens of the

State were present.

A reception waslield at the

ire was not an},

aness would lint-:1

:d in the reprodm
‘aniel \l'ebstez.

Lhe New limb:
harge was conga:

'harles S. Cells?
inhnr C. Jatlstt',
ent and linear
inner; llmarl, in

try: .I. huh-nix
tdam Grai, (Intel
Levers T. BRYANT,
Secretary.

l. lleehaii. he
tire building 2‘0
irly and thnwgii -;
on it was new:

lRA \V. W000.

How/nu) R. Weiss.

MEMBERS OF THE NEW JERSEY STATE COMMISSION.
I’\Ir!

Clarence E. Breckenridge, Johnston Cornish, Richard \V.
Herbert, Harry Humphreys, James T. MacMurray, Elbert
Rappleye, Edward R. \\'eiss, \Yilliam H. \\'ile_v, Edgar ll.

l
w 0

ll'ilt‘lltllli l0 Yin):

New Jersejt'
00.000 hr in:
sees and was
three of the a
laces. ItsSntcl.
deled after "fwd
neral ll'asliigti
.rters at lion's!
war, represented:
l coast resons. 5i

Fosrue M. Vomit-:55,
Chief Commissioner.

HARRY llUMI‘IlREYS.
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State building in the evening. New Jersey Day was observed
October 6th. Governor Murphy was again present, and was
accompanied by the members of his'staﬁ and many of the
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NE\\" JERSEY BUILDING, \\'.\SlllNGTON'S HEADQUARTERS AT MORRISTO\VN.
.New Jersey made a notable contribution to the historic buildings at the Exposition by reproducing Ford's Tavern at Morristown, the headquarters of (leneral \\'ashington
during one wmter of the Revolutionary war. .e\n inviting feature was the broad veranda on one side, equipped with seats. The ﬁrst ﬂoor contained the reception mom,
SecreEary's oﬂice, a lady's board ofﬁce, toilet rooms and an information in"me The second ﬂoor contained the President‘s room. Commissioner's room and ladies' parlor. On
the third floor were the service rooms, kitchen. storeroom and living rooms for the caretakers. The building stood in a grove of ﬁne trees at the intersection of Colonial and
Connnonwealth avenues. lts style was purely colonial.
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State ofﬁcials. Prob
ably the most noted
display made by New
Jersey was that in the
Palace of Mines and
h'letallurgy. It was
by the Geological Sur
vey. Herewerealarge
relief map of the State,
models of typical sec
tions of the State, and
ﬁles of the maps sold
by the Geological Sur
vey which showed the

Bureau of Shell Fish
eries. Another dis

play in the same
building was a mos

quito exhibit showing
the work done by the
State in studying the
natural history and
methods of dealing
with the mosquito

Zita

pest.

The various

5190‘“

species were shown,
and their habits and

places of breeding.

exact position and ele
vationofeveryportion
oftheState. Amodel
of the New Jersey sea
shore in its wild state
was also s ho wn.
Building stones of the

The exhibit illustrated
the ﬁrst scientiﬁc
investigation ever on
dertaken by an Amer
ican State with the
RECEPTION HALL, NEW JERSEY BUILDING.
The large reception hall in the New Jersey builéling was the ri‘riITciﬁr-il featllire (if that Stfllcfltlll'lt‘.

A ﬁreplaceﬁit Object of (lealmg prac'

'
, ed 1“
'
one end was not on] y' an ornament but a ministero com
or! ﬂoor
on c was
i y 5 ays.
n t 0beautiful
center 0 rugs,
t e and
roomthe
wasother
t e
sta‘evveredlsplay
The
read with
largest pottery vase ever made in the United States.

tically with the mos
quito pest overa large
area. New Jersey's display in the Palace of Education rep
resented fully the work of its graded and normal schools and
consisted of sketches prepared by pupils, accompanied by pho
tographs. The manual training work of each school was
shown in connection with the academic exhibit. The com
bined exhibit of music and art was exceptionally notable.
The display received a grand prize and a number of gold, silver
and bronze medals. In the Social Economy section the State
was represented by many exhibits from the public institutions.
Those who installed the State's exhibits were Professor 5.
R. Morse, State Curator; Doctor Henry I}. Kummel, State
Geologist; Professor John B. Smith, State Entomologist, and
\Villiam H. \Verner, Taxidermist. Mrs. G. L. Walls acted
as hostess of the New Jersey State building.

a py ranlid in the center furnishings were in harmony. Stairways at either end led to the Commissioners' apartments above.

of the exhibit, and in connection with them was a microscope
showing how the stones of the State are studied for the pur
pose of securing an estimate of their value for construction
purposes. A section of the space was occupied by an exhibit
of all the best clays of the State, photographs of the principal
clay-banks and the various steps taken in utilizing the clays.
In the Forestry, Fish and Game building the State made
an exhibit to illustrate the natural advantages of its coast and
mountains. It displayed mounted specimens of nearly all
the birds that frequent the State. In addition to the mounted
fresh and salt-water ﬁshes, there was displayed in the largest
pool ever constructed at an Exposition a variety of the salt
water ﬁshes found alohg its coast. The oysters of the New
Jersey coast were represented by an exhibit from the State

NEW YORK STATE BUILDING.
,
The beautiful building erected by the Empire State stood on the summit of a hill approached by Commonwealth avenue, the site being peculiarly adapted for a Nahum“ of
d gontll
the architect’s design. It was'an ingenious commingling of the Italian and Colonial styles. and its interior was beautifully decorated by leading artists. To the nrJIEI‘llhflbuﬂdimz
extended roomy wings, one brightly decorated for use as abanqueting hall and the other arranged for a reading and lounging room, Apartments in the upper Para” hmva it
were reserved for the use of the Commissioners. the Governor and the hostess. In the basement was a modern electric kitchen. The building was notable for t 8 led > an “WP
aﬂorded visitors, and was the scene of brilliant social functions. '1 he building was one of the largest of those erected by the States and with its accessories reprci'm
diturc of almost $100,000. Notable events here were a costume charity ball and the celebration of special days for New York State and the City of Brooklyn.

)SlTIOh'.
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NEW YURK‘S IMPOSING AND DlGNIFlEl) EXHIBITS
Major Albert M- Hm’
Leigh, Major Charles E. P. Babcock,
Major Oliver H. Bridgeman
Major Charles H. Hitchcock,
In the SixtY-ﬁfth and the
and Lieutenant E. M. Harman.
First Provisional Regime“t

New York’s presence at the Louisiana Purchase Exposi
tion was a magniﬁcent demonstration of its mighty industrial
and commercial supremacy. It was represented by imposing,
digniﬁed exhibits that told of its
resources and attractions, and

’,I

by an exquisite State building
that was universally admired,
and which wasthe sceneof many

structure. A ﬁrtelxea: I“

make a creditable appearance at

tents above.

the Exposition dedicatory cere

rim.

display in the Palm ti

ll'k of its graded nixe
prepared by pupils. in:
anal training worlri'.
r1 with the academia:
usic and art we are?
a grand prize and m“
In the SOCiill Eton-i"
many exhibits tron
.lled the Slaltiitiilllii’

i

of the most brilliant social
functions of the Exposition
period. Its appropriation for
Ex p o s i t i o n purposes was
$300,000, the largest amount
contributed by any State, with
the exception of Missouri, the
home of the Exposition. The
measure providing for the ap—
propriation s p e c iii e d that ‘
$50,000 of the amount should be
used in enabling New York to

lltl’ of the room w the m
niul rugs. and their. -

monies.

of New York were abO'Jl
2,000 men marching in the
great dedication parade. A

g.
t

large number of distinguished
citizens of the State were also

l

present.

The New York State build

ing, with its furnishings, rep
resented an expenditure of
more than $00,000, and an
other $roo,000 was expended
upon exhibits. The State ex
pended $6,000 monthly on
maintenance.
The New York Commission
was appointed by Governor
Odell and was composed of
the following: Edward H.
Harriman, President; Louis
Stern, Edward Lyman Bill,
\Villiam Berri, Frederick R.
Green, Lewis Nixon, John C.

The result was that

no State in the Union com
pared with the Empire State
in splendor and brilliancy in
the events of that day. its
appearance in the great civic

and military pageant, the
feature event of Dedication
Day, aroused enthusiastic
admiration. In the New York
division was Governor Ben
irator'. Doctor lien? 1‘
jamin
B. Odell, Jr., and staff,
r John B. Smith. Sin.a!
ofﬁcials of the State govern
r. Taxidermist.
~ ment, the National Guard of
at Jersey State bmlc’.
the State, commanded by
Major-General Charles F. Roe,

\Noodbury, Frank S. McGraw,

John K. Stewart, James H.
Callanan, John Young, Mrs.
Norman E. Mack. Mr. Stern
was Chairman of the Executive
Committee. Charles A. llall
was Secretary and Chief Exec
utive Oﬁicer. The State was
represented in the National
"Progress
of Art"
"Progress
Commerce
sutessful
scul Iled
tural
.
. .
A
1'
.~
Martiny,
decorated
theand
entrance
to theofpavtllon.
A ~ "broad
stairway
to gthoeyiianbd):

Commission appointed by
the President by Honorable

some portico.

Martin H. Glynn, of Albany.

EASTERN PORTlL'U OF THE NEW YORK PAVILION.

"TL"!!!_

‘5“

accomp anied by
Major John Hol
land of his personal

MAIN STAIRWAY, NEW YORK BUILDING.
The illustration shows the west side of the rotunda of
:he .
N_ CW York building. The stairways led to the
“hallerlies. In thelunettc above is shown the mural paintr
l
n g, _ DeSoto discovering the
Mississippi." Luxurious
the 5‘" b5:le ii"_wh|de chairs and settees. beautiful
rugs and several

ﬂyieces of statuary added to its attractiveness.

Ma

is“:
'l

staFf, and Colonel
Frederick Phis terer. Colonel
George R. Fowler,
Colonel \Villiam
Chapin, Colonel
Samuel M. “'elch.
Lieutenant-Colonel
GeorgeA.\Vingatc,
Lieutenant-Colonel
N. B. Thurston,
Lieutenant-Colonel
Guilford Hurry,
Lieutenant-Colonel
John Bogart, Lieu
tenant-Colonel
James \V. Cleve
land, Lieutenant
Colonel John N.
Stearns, Jr., Major
.. .
llllanl
-

-.
'
klrb) ‘
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alor Fredend‘

On the Board of
Lady Managers the
St a te was repre
sented by Mrs. John
Miller Horton, of

Bul‘falo, one of the
most admired and
accomplished
women, a member

of many social or
ganizations and
daughter of Pascal
l). Pratt, a pioneer

business man and
banker of that city.

The New York
building was dedi

cated on June 25th
with simple, digni

ﬁed ceremonies.
Governor Odell
was present and
received the build
ing from the Com
mission. The

NORTH CORRIDOR, NEW YORK BUILDING.
This illustration shows the handsome north corridor
of the_New York building. with its rich furnishings and
beautiful decorations. The cup ceiling was gorgeously
ﬁnished in blue and gold. and was universally admired.
The corridor Was, perhaps. the must striking interior
feature of the building.
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mination of the New York building
and grounds and by ﬁreworks.
The most notable social function

structure was profusely decorated for ‘
the occasion. The main entrance was
tastefully draped with the American
and Exposition colors and strings of
oak leaves. The same scheme of dec
oration was employed in the interior.
\\'illiamIIerriactedaschairmanofcere
monies. He congratulated the people
of his State upon the fact that New

held at the New York State building
was the elaborate charity costume ball
on the night of November 25th forthe

beneﬁt of the Martha Parsons Hos
pital for Children, of Saint Louis. The
L'nited States Government loaned the
Sixteenth Infantry Band for theocca

York's representation at the Louisiana

success.

New York City Day was

was New York State Day. The latter
was characterized by a beautiful illu

Other notable functions at

the building were the receptions in
honor of Miss Alice Roosevelt. Gov
ernor and Mrs. Odell. and Mrs. Daniel
Manning; the ball given by President
and M rs. Francis in honor of the West
Point Cadets, the reception given by
the Executive Commissioners’Asso

Ineﬁm

5—0.>5“

ciation and the series of musicales.
The hostess of the New York build
ing was Mrs. Doré Lyon.

harm-ml

The State’s exhibits were of a com

ernor and Mrs. Odell by the Com
mission.

"'a-—l'4ﬂ l-R

sion, and the affair was a brilliant

Purchase Exposition was the largest it
had ever made at any exposition, and
that its exhibits and building were
completed in every detail when Presi
dent Roosevelt formally opened the Ex
position. Governor Odell followed
with a brief address, in which he em
phasized the fact that the credit of the
Louisiana Purchase was due to one of
New York's illustrious sons, Robert
R. Livingston. President Francis
paid a splendid tribute to Livingston
and his great services, and thanked
New York for its splendid representa—
tion at the Exposition. In the even
ing a reception was tendered Gov

observed October 3rd,_ and October 4th

nae-1A

)IRS. NORMAN E. MACK.
Mrs. Mack was a member of the New York State Commission.
She is the wife of Norman E. Mack. proprietor of the Buffalo
Times and the representative of New York State on the Democratic
National Committee. .\Irs. .\Iack spent a considerable part of the
World's Fair season at the beautiful New York building, taking a
leading part in the many social functions.

manding character and extended
throughout all the departments of the
Exposition. Its display of fruits in
the Palace of Horticulture, in cliargeof
Charles \‘ick, maintained its reputa
tion as one of the greatest fruit States
of the Union. But two States occu
pied more space in the palace. Until

MEMBERS AND GUESTS OF THE NEW' YORK STATE COMMISSION.
The Dhotozra h. taken on the wide portico d the New York State building. shows seated, from left to right, Commissioners John K. Stewart and John C. Woodburyi Gpi"
_.
. and Mrs. Norman E. Mack, Lommisstoner;
.
._ .
.
_
,
Ihn aimn . Odell. Jr.; President
1'_ ranus
standing,
from left to right,
Clarence Luce. architect
of the New, Yor_k ‘5mg
_ build
. r.
f;:?"COITII:IISSTODETSEdWard Lyman Bill. JOhn \ounkand Qharles A. Ball, Executive Commissioner: Hiram Odell, brother of Governor Odell; F. R. (ireen..(om\ri;rssi?nr
William C. “'ﬂrfen- lidlm" 0‘ tile B‘Iﬁalo (om‘Hﬂfc‘ali c°l°ﬂel “plrd. Military Secretary to the Governor; James T. Rogers. Republican leader ofthe 5““
Asscmmy; Mrs, William Berri; Commissioners \\ illiam Bern and Fran: b. Met-raw; James G. Graham. Secretary to the Governor.

--1

).\'.
NEW YORK IN THE GREAT EXHIBIT BUILDINGS.
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September the feature of its display was apples, and hundreds
of varieties were shown. From September until the close of
the Exposition the feature was grapes, and a thousand plates

of the various types grown principally in the Lake Keuka and
Chautauqua regions were exhibited daily. The grape exhibit
was in charge of \V. H. Loomis, of
Dunkirk. Besides apples and grapes,
there was displayed a great variety of
pears and the smaller fruits of the
State. The exhibit adjoined that of
Missouri and its arrangement was one
of the artistic features of the building.
In the Agriculture palace the State
also had a comprehensive exhibit in
charge of James H. Durkee. Here
were shown all the grains grown in the
State, leaf tobacco, allthe garden pro
ducts, special butter and cheese ex
hibits and exhibits of wines, cham
pagnes and carbonated waters. The
feature, however, was the State's
vegetable exhibit, one of the most
extensive in the building. It em

State land that has been entirely denuded of its forest trees
upon which its Forestry Commission has experimented in the

work of restoring it. \Nithin the last two years 500,000 trees
have been planted. In the Forestry building the State showed
a typical Adirondack Mountain hunter's camp with complete

'

equipment. It also displayed a collec
tion of shell ﬁsh from the waters of
the state with specimens of marine
life injurious to the same; mounted
specimens of New York food and
game ﬁshes and specimens of the
animals and birds of the state.
New York has a large variety of
minerals that have a distinct com
mercial value, but it has never been

classed among the mineral states.
In the Palace of Mines the State
showed its principal mineral prod
ucts.

In the display were samples of

ores from its oil wells, brick and tile,
Trenton and Niagara limestone,

granite, many varieties of marble,
gypsum, salt and the chemicals de
braced all the types of vegetables
rived from it, and a number of maps
known to agriculture and practically
and charts illustrating the various
all the varieties of each type. It
mining localities of the State. The
required two cars to bring the display
exhibit surprised many visitors, as it
from the Empire State and it occupied
was not generally realized that New
more than one—third of the State's
York Occupied an important position
space in the Agriculture building. In
in the mineral world.
a pyramid of squash and pumpkins
By its exhibit in the palace of
there were sixty diﬁ‘erent varieties of
Education New York set a standard
squashes, weighing from 135 pounds
that few states equalled and its show
to a few ounces, and eight varieties of
ing was favorably commented upon
MRS. DORE LYON.
pumpkins, some of which weighed
by American and European educa
The hostess of the New York State Building was, at the \Vorlrl‘s
eighty pounds. The exhibit also con- Fair as in her own home in New York City.'0neofthesocialleaders. tors. A great part of its exhibit was
rs. Lyon is a well known cluhwornan and 15 prominent in the intel
tained a few hundred varieties of pota- lectual set of New York society. She served as hostess throughout solicited by museums and foreign
the Exposition. assisted by Mrs. Appleby.
toes, forty varieties of onions, twenty
governments, requests being received
seven varieties of watermelons, ﬁfty varieties of peppers and from the Harvard Museum, from the United States Commis
ﬁve varieties of cabbage. The different kinds of vegetables sioner of Education at \Vashington, from the Royal Hungarian
and the varieties of each were grouped in pyramids and squares government, and from the government of the Argentine Re
with a view to harmonious coloring and aside from showing public. The work of public, normal and teachers’ training
I
‘
the marvelous versatility of New
schools was thoroughly demonstrated and was closely studied
York as a vegetable producing by educators from all over the
State, it was unique from an world. In Social Economy two
rooms were devoted to showing
artistic standpoint.
On a plat of ground at the the ancient and modern treat—
northeast corner of the Forestry ment of the insane, as exempliﬁed
building the New York Forestry in New York, and they were
Commission practically demon
constantly ﬁlled with visitors.
strated how the State is attempt
The exhibit constituted a strik
ing to restore its forests on the ing object lesson to those inter- \
denuded, non-agricultural land. ested in the subject. An exhibit ‘
The plat was a fully appointed of the State Department of
forest nursery and contained
Prisons contained a fully
evergreens and hardwood equipped ﬁnger-print and Ber
varieties from the seedling to tillon bureau of scientiﬁc value.
JAMES H. CALLANAN.
It showed that New York's work
trees
four and ﬁve years old. It
LEWIS NIXON.
New York State Commissioner.
New York State Commissioner.
was one of the most interesting in this respect “.as equal or su_
and valuable features of the Forestry department, fully perior to that of the National Bureau of Identiﬁcation at
demonstrating the methods being employed by the Commis
Washington. In other sections of the department the State
sion to supplement nature in preventing a total destruction of maintained the high reputation of its general system of
the State's timber supply. New York has 60,000 acres of education.
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on exhibition specimens of the teazle. The
teazle is used extensively in the woolen

mills of New York for straightening thenap
on cloth afterit is woven.

It was attempted

for awhile to use a steel contrivaiiceniade
in the shape of
the teazle, but
it proved un
satisfactory

and the wild
plant had to be
fallen back on.

Since that time

_ -Seventeen
picture at the

the teazle has
been cultivated
(i It IiIiK DANCE. NEW YORK CIIARI'I'Y BALL.
and forms an
'
' Greek costumes
young
women In
. garlanded with wreaths of ﬂowers and foliage, made a pleasing important in_
dance given at the New York Stat
e buildini on October 7th. for the beneﬁt of charities.
dustry in the
Almost one-third vicinity of Skaneateles, New York.
of the paintings and
A lily pond formed a portion of
statuary in the Amer
the decoration of the grounds of
ican section of the art the New York State building
gallery originated in and presented a varied assort
New York, and in the ment of water lilies. The im
M RS. APPLEIJY.
Transportation, Ma
provement of this large plot of
The assistanthostcss of the New
ground, extending from the New lfgirrhsslﬂtee‘gg’iidlgtziﬁetlgeafﬁm
J chinery, Manufac
tures, Liberal Arts, York State building to the Gov- Charity Ball
Varied Industries and ernment Bird Cage, made it one of the attractive spots of the
Electricity buildings Exposition. The land inclined towards a gulch, and from the
the State was repre
lake upon the slope a stream of water ﬂowed overarocky
' sented by hundreds of course through beds of vari-colored flowers.
individual exhibitors.
Brooklyn Day was celebrated at the World's Fair Novem
In the department of ber 15th. About 150 persons came on a special train of seven
live stock the State Pullmans and a dining car to take part in the exercises. The
was extensively repre
train was parked in the \Vabash yards and the visitors lived

4.

sented by the best
GOVERNOR ODELL AND MRS. MACK.
The New York State building, with its spacious

horses and cattle,
whose ou'ners received

on the train during their stay. The exercises were held at
the New York State building. Fully 300 Brooklynites
assembled to participate in the event. William Berri, 0f

corridors, broad porticos and excellent restaurants.va
to a large extent the social center of the Exposition,
not the least attractive feature of which was the charm
ing hospitality of Mrs. Mack, of the Commission. and
Mcsdames Lyon and Appleby. hostesses of the building.

numerous awards and many thousands of
dollars in cash prizes.
The ﬁrst public telegram ever sent and
an artotype copy of the ﬁrst sunlight picture
of a human face ever taken were shown in
the New York University exhibit in the
Palace of Education. The telegram was in
the Morse alphabet and underneath was the
translation, “Attention; TheUniverse; By
Kingdom’s Right Wheel,” in dun pencil

marks, in Professor S. F. B. Morse 5 hand
writing.

The message was sent and re

corded from the L'niverstty, January 24,
1838, by Professor Morse and his associates.
The picture was a copy of the original
photograph of Miss Dorothy Catlierilne
Draper, taken in the early part. of 1840 y

her brother, Professor John W illiam Draper,
an instructor in the University at .
who was
SCENE AT CHARITY BALL. NEW YORK BUILDING.
The original is owned by Sir
that time.
in the New York building was one of the brilliant
- - I nehons
'
.The charity
- ball given
- shows
of thethe
Hallow!“l1
period.
The
illustration
twenty-four of the participants. in Louis XIngglsatluges,
dancing
minurt.
n Herschel, of England.
The dance was led by Miss Grace Parker Lyon 0
William I011
York and Mr. .I- A. Yerington of Nevada. and M"
k was the only State to have Walter D. Thompson of St. Louis and Mr. Harry G. ew
Squires of New York.
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on minimum
evening in the New York City building on
the Model street. The building was beau—
tifully decorated with American ﬂags and
potted plants.
The yards and building
were illuminated with Pain’s new illum—
inant. Several musical selections were ren
dered by Don Francisco de Souza Couh
hini, of Portugal; Madame d'Alma, of
New York City; and Madame Augusta
Newman Posner, of Saint Louis. After
the program the ﬂoor was cleared and
dancing followed.
One of the brilliant musical events of

Std 5mm“.

\V Yorkie; " .
:Eritiswom k

the Exposition was given at the New York

State building October 25th. The pro
gram was arranged by Commissioner
NE.\V YORK EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT.

Edward Lyman Bill, publisher of the

In the Educational Palace the character and arrangement of New York's exhibit set a high standard and
't
1 “Tit->1]:
cl
l |S10rmal
tudicd and
by Educators
from every
portion
the world.
The display
embraced
every
phaseand
of
Ipulilig
teacher's training
school
work.of The
Social Economy
section
illustrated
ancient

MuSZ'L' Trades Review, Of New YOl‘k.
The
.
I .
.
C011C€ft W35 given
by BIISS
Cornelia
Dyas,

modern methods of handling the insane.
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pianist; Mrs. Dyas Standish, vocalist, and
Miss Louise Dyas, violinist. The ladies
came from New York for the purpose.
One of the curios of the New York
apple show was the exhibit of ten plates —
of yellow pippins from a tree over 100
years old on the farm of \V. H. Van
Sickles, Union Springs, New York. An
other record-breaking display was a quan
tity of the beautiful Alexander apples from
the orchards of J. B. Callamer & Son.
These were ﬁrst displayed for a week

Brooklyn, and other members of the New
York State Commission, welcomed the
guests as they arrived, and Mr. Berri
delivered an address of formal welcome
which was responded to by Honorable
J. Edward Swanstrom, on behalf of the
Brooklyn Committee of 100. Mr. Swan
strom introduced Colonel \Villiam Hester,
President of the Brooklyn Eagle Com
pany, Chairman of the day. , The oration
was delivered by Thomas P. Peters, editor
of the Brooklyn Tz'mes. An address was
also delivered by Honorable Charles A.
Schieren, former Mayor of Brooklyn.
Honorable Martin \V. Littleton, Presi

at the New York State Fair at Syracuse}

dent of Brooklyn Borough, was unable

to be present and Major Peter J. Collins
spoke for him in response to the address
of welcome.
A recital on the grand Aeolian organ
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT IN BUTTER.

September 5th, 1903. They were then
put in cold storage and were exhibited
one week at the World's Fair in June,
again repacked, returned to Syracuse and
exhibited another week at the State Fair
of 1904 in September.
David K. Bell,0f \Vest Brighton,N.Y.,
sent to the Exposition his ﬂock of American
mermos, the ﬁne wool sheep whose ﬂeeces

was given before and after the exercises.
An interesting feature of New York's Agriculture
Preceding the ceremonies Commissioner Exhibitwmmg
M... which served to typify ,hc dam, go into the ﬁnest cloths.

Berri held an informal reception in the resources of the State.
parlors of the building to the members of the Brooklyn party
and their friends. At 1:00 o'clock the party were the guests of
the New York State Commission at a luncheon given in the
_banquet hall of the building. Commis
sioner Berri acted as toastmaster and the

following toasts were responded to:

Mr. Bell is one

of the farmers who shows the best way to

his brethren in the business. Occasionally he holds a public
shearing at his farm and makes a holiday event of the affair.
At one of these a merino ewe sheared thirty-two and a half

HThe

Old Brooklynites,” by ex-Senator Stephen

M. Griswold; “Brooklyn of the Future."
by Doctor

Henry

Sanger Snow;

and

“Brooklyn \Vomcn," by Judge Hiram K.
Steele, of the Brooklyn Supreme Court.
After luncheon automobiles were provided
for the party and a tour of the City of
Saint Louis was made.
The ﬁnal feature of the day was the
elaborate reception given by the New York
City Commission in honor of the Brooklyn

ofﬁcials and prominent citizens who were
viSiting

the

EXPOSition-

The

reception

was held from 8:00 to 12:00 o'clock 'in the

NE\V YORK'S HORTICULTURE EXHIBIT.
The New York section in the Palace of Horticulture. was one of the largest. In it were displayed all the
famous varieties of apples grown‘in the State. and more than one thousand plates of grapes from the famous
Lake Kcuka and Chautauqua regions. a large variety of pears and samples of some of the smaller fruits wL-rc also
shown on the tables. and the high reputation of the State as a fruit producer was maintained_
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pou nds. New York State has two
mer'
and A. Cannon, members ofthe
Butigfrsllagilﬁlleiiirs' associations. -\
LU ml

none excelled Hit: iiew \ork, and

State Board of Agriculture. The
Commissioners resident at Saint
Louis were Doctor]. A. Holmes,
Chief of the Department of Mines
and Metallurgy; H. H. Brimley,
L'ominissioner-General in charge
of the exhibits, and T. K. Brunet.

shown to explo't m the ablh'ty

At the ﬁrst meeting of the board

resources

of Commissioners it was decided
that no State building should be
erected and that all the funds
available should be used in collect
ing, arranging and maintaining
the exhibits of the State. The
dccision enabled the State to make
comprehensive displays in three of
the great exhibit palaces, which
faithfully exploited its resources.

raiser.

He is onemefrelly aSh‘eep

taking “Hit grm

0

. [mm with

tie Drize_

and exhibited vers
‘ of l\ cw \’ orkN S
_a variety of ﬁne pears.
a widir hitlflltththe\pnim: covered

and '| a-ttracmiely “5
,
its industrial and
commercial development.

tillcﬁggttﬁarolina claims the dis~
avmg been the ﬁrst of

the Southern States systematically
to organize for the development of
its great possibilities.

Its ﬁrst

appearance as an exhibitor at inter—

national expositions was at Vienna,
more than thirty years ago, and

To the average visitor the ex
hibit made by North Carolina in
the Forestry, Fish and Game build
ing was probably the mostinterest
ing. In the Forestry section the

it has been represented at every
great exposition since. Realizing
the beneﬁts that accrued to it front
patronizing former expositions the

State promptly responded to the
invitation to be present at the

display of native timbers embraced

seventy-ﬁve varieties and the differ
_
In
the
New
York
State
building.
where
many
elaborate
banquets
were
ent specimens were shown in an
Louisiana Purchase Exposition
enioyed. all the toothsome viands were prepared for the table by electricity
a range mv_ci_1ted by Maurice Bayno. senior member of the ﬁrm of instructive as well as attractive
with exhibits that would illustrate upon
caterers there. '1 his novel use of electricity attracted many visitors to the
department, who were surprised at the rapidity with which the manner.
The main collection
its industrial, commercial and edu~ culinary
yarious dishes werc‘prcpared. They saw a sirloin steak thoroughly C00de
SIX minutes, a. chicken roasted in fourteen. a lobster broiled in twelve, comprised planks cut the full width
cational progress. The North in
a sqtiahfoasted in_ei|.zht. with no odor of fuel and no dirt. The ranize.
speaking, was a series of small iron closets lined on all sides of the tree, four feet long and four
Carolina Legislature appropriated descriptively
With resistance coils. “hen the current was turned on. the coils became
red hot and any thing which was placed in the closet and the little iron inches thick, witlithe bark attached.
$i0,ooo, conditional upon a like door shut upon it was lrapidly and evenly cooked. Mr. liayno. is 63 years
and has devoted his life to providing 300d things to eat. He considers One half of each was dressed and
amount being raised by DOPUIal' old
this electric range as the crowning achievement of his career and enjoyed
explaining Its abilities to his visitors.
sandpapered but not vamished.
subscriptions. Its action aroused
the public spirit of the State and the $io,ooo additional was The other half was ﬁlled and varnished and given an oil ﬁnish
that brought out the beauties of the grain and demonstrated
raised in an incredibly short time.
the best ﬁnish the different kinds of wood would take. Pint,
The North Carolina Commission was composed of the
following gentlemen: Governor Charles Brantly Aycock; 1. cypress, gum, oak, walnut, maple, birch, red and white oak
Bryan Grimes, Secretary of State; B. R. Lacy, State Treasurer, and chestnut were among the woods shown. A feature of the
B. F. Dixon, State Auditor; J. Y. Joyner, Superintendent of exhibit was a cross section of a poplar tree 800 years 0M
More than 400 kinds of medicinal plants, roots, woods and
Public Instruction; S. L. Patterson, ]. M. Forehand, J. B.
STATE BUILDING.

barks were also shown, and there was a “briar'y pipe display
Stokes, W'illiam Dunn, C. N. Allen, R.-\V. Scott, A. T.

McCallum, J. P. McRae, R. L. Dotighton, W. A. Graham

that destroyed the illusion that briar pipes came from France
In fact the genuine French briar pipe grows in North
Carolina and is manufactured in New York.
In the Fish and Game section the State showed collections

NEW YORK EXHI BIT OF FORESTRY, FISH AND GAME.
.
4
.
.
n’s Camp made of logs but luxuriously furnished was
A typical
Ad'r‘m‘lack
SKZ'C‘SZL’LM
feature of this display.
,

“a”;
NEW YORK'S OUT-DOOR EXHIBIT OF FORESTRY.

St

0X.
1d A.

“a

OHIO'S GRACEFUL PAVILION AND HER EXHIBITS.
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Carolina is capable of growing the best fruits of America.
North Carolina did not make an educational exhibit but
of the famous “diamond back” terrapin from the salt statistics show that it is among the ﬁrst of the Southern
marshes around Beaufort. Collections of the game birds, States in educational progress.
wild fowl and shore birds were shown as well as most of the
Ohio made three magniﬁcent exhibits at the Exposition.
prey—catching, ﬁsh-eating birds found in the State. The game Its State pavilion was one of the most graceful structures on
animals and those valued for their furs, beaver, otter, mink, the Plateau of States; its exhibit of mound builders’ relics
coon and many others were exhibited, together with a ﬁne lot in the Anthropology department was the most complete and
of furs, both raw and dressed. Guns and traps to illustrate instructive, and its display of clay and clay products in the
the means adopted to capture
Palace of Mines and Metal
them were also shown. Other
lurgy was the most extensive
features of the exhibit were
made by any State. For its
a collection of reptiles and
exhibit of archmological re
an old whaling outﬁt.
mains it was awarded a grand
North Carolina's exhibit
prize. and for its showing in
in the Palace of Mines com
the Mines building it re
prised a full and systematic
ceived a gold medal. In the
collection of its minerals, a
other exhibit palaces it was
representation of the ores of
represented by more than
gold, silver, copper, iron,
200 individual exhibitors
nickel and tin that are native
who faithfully exploited its
to the State, and a large disH H_ Bun“
commercial and industrial
T. K. Baum-:11,
]. A. Hourss.
playoftheeconomic minerals.
Commissioner Gmmp
progress and its extensive
Resident Commissioner.
Resident Commissioner.
NORTH CAROLINA COMMISSIONERS.
A large and beautiful collec
and varied resources in a
tion of cut gems and gems in their native condition was the manner best calculated to attract investors and lead to a still

of mounted food and game ﬁshes, oysters and clams and the

tools and appliances used in their capture, and a live collection
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most attractive feature of the exhibit and was excelled by no

greater development of its wealth.

State in its variety and in the quality of the material shown.
A collection of building and ornamental stones included

The State early exhibited its friendliness toward the Expo
position by an appropriation of $87,500. Of this amount
$35,000 was expended in the erection and furnishing of its
State pavilion. The State’s Commissioners were appointed
by Governor George K. Nash and were as follows: 'William
F. Burdell, Columbus, President; L. E. Holden, Cleveland,
Vice-President; D. H. Moore, Athens; Edward Hagenbuch,
Urbana; M. K. Gantz,Troy; Newell K. Kennon, Saint Clairs
ville; David Friedman, Caldwell, and Stacey B. Rankin, South
Charleston, who was named as Executive Commissioner.
Mr. Rankin lived at the Ohio building during the Fair, dis
pensing a hospitality that made him popular with visitors
from the “Buckeye” State.
The Ohio building was opened May Ist, and Ohio Day
was celebrated October 6th. Governor Myron T. Herrick
and staff, and, it is estimated, 25,000 Ohioans participated in

varieties of granite, marble and sandstones.

The chief feature of the North Carolina agricultural
exhibit was its tobacco display and its display of grains and
seeds. Samples of commercial cotton, cotton oil and cotton
mill machinery in connection therewith were shown. Another

exhibit was a collection of seeds and cleaned grains shown
in glass tubes. Several cases of native wines, and a ﬁne lot
of bulbs were also features of note. In a special tobacco
exhibit several cases were required to show the North
Carolina leaf tobacco and some extra ﬁne samples were
displayed in each. Circumstances prevented an exhibit of the
sheaf grains and grasses 0f the State, and cut short the exhibit
in many ways. In the department of Horticulture the State's
representation was not a large one because of the fact that the
year was a poor one. However, the principal fruits of the

State were attractively displayed, demonstrating that North

NORTH CAROLINA FORESTRY EXHIBIT.
A SINGLE LOG WORTH, THOUSANDS OF DOI LARS.
_ The ofCabin
served “Es-inn?
as
51itciiv fo
display
furniture.
1' Commissioner vBrimley and in it was also a
ere specimens of berth Carolina woods.

This stick of black walnut timber. four feet in diameter is used for cutting veneers
for ﬁne piano and cabinet work. It grew in North Carolina.
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the event. Speeches were made by President Francis of the
Exposition, Governor Herrick, \Nilliam F. Burdell, President
of the Ohio Commission, and General John W. Noble, of the
Ohio Society of Saint Louis. Six days, beginning October
3lst, were allotted to the Ohio cities, Toledo, Cleveland,
Columbus, Cincinnati, Dayton and Springﬁeld, and each held
special exercises at the State building on the day assigned it,
and was represented by a large crowd of its citizens. It was
estimated by Ohioans that the crowds contributed by that
State to the Fair surpassed those of all other States, except
Illinois and Missouri.
The Ohio building was the scene of many social functions.
Twelve hundred Ohio Knights of Pythias camped one week
at the Fair, and their
daily drills, parades and
band concerts contrib
uted much life to the
Exposition season. They
represented 50,000
knights and were com
manded by Brigadier
General Minchell, of
Cleveland. General

Millellell was accom"
paniedby Colonel George
Kieffer, of Cleveland,
Adjutant-General;
Colonel L. G. Hunt, of
Mount Vernon, Assistant
Quartermaster - General;

f Y

‘

"'

copper ornaments and implements taken from mounds and
graves, and silver nuggets, spear-heads and knives from every
section of the State. Eﬁigy pipes, which were ﬁne specimens
of aboriginal carving, ancient pottery, and maps showing the
various historic mounds of the State were also exhibited.
In the Mines and Metallurgy building Ohio showed the
products of its great pottery industry, and its variety of clays
and other minerals, including coal, iron, gypsum, oil and its
by-products. Large charts showed the geological section, the
mineral industry, and the iron ore and pig iron production of
the United States.
As beﬁtted a commonwealth of its importance Pennsylvania
was represented at the Exposition by a State building of
unusual size and magniﬁ
cence and by extensive
exhibits in the Palaces of
Mines and Metallurgy,

Agriculture, Horticul
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hibit, and the City of
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NORTH CAROLINA’S FISH AND GAME EXHIBIT.
priated $15,000 for the
Specimens of furs. stuffed birds, including one of the famous North Carolina wild Turkeys. a
Colonel Samuel Gelnrni“
mode of a Hatteras ﬁshing-smack and an alligator were the central features of the display.
transportation and care of
,
of Cleveland, Chief Signal Ofﬁcer; Colonel Charles E. Warner, the Liberty Bell, the Nation's most sacred and valued relic,
of Sandusky, Mustering Ofﬁcer, and Majors A. M. Collett, of and $4,000 for the installation of its display in the State’s
Ironton, E. P. McVey, of Athens, and George C. Parrott, of educational exhibit. The Pennsylvania building and its fur
Bloomingburg, aids.
nishings represented an expenditure of more than $97,000.
Ohio’s most interesting exhibit was in the anthropology
Pennsylvania's Commission was appointed by Governor
department. Its collection comprised human crania from its Samuel W. Pennypacker, in conjunction with the President of
famous mounds; hematite implements, consisting of ground
the Senate and Speaker of the House of Representatives of
stone axes and pestles, pendants and cones; types of prehistoric the State Legislature, and it comprised the following named

1
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OHIO STATE BUILDING ON THE PLATEAU OF STATES.
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mal architectural
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and
room.
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pogtieos.
Masterly composition.
ortraits of McKinley.
Garﬁeld,
anna_and
other
distinguished
sons added
thea_Dutch
interest smoking
oi the building,
ﬂoor were quarters for the Commissioners and

‘overnor and the employer. of the building.

On the north and
On the secon

REPRESENTATIVES OF PENNSYLVANIA—LIBERTY BELL.
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men: Governor Samuel \V. Pennypacker, Frank G. Harris,
\‘v'. M. Brown, E. B. Hardenbergh, Isaac B. Brown, John M.
Scott, Henry F. Walton, John C. Grady, William C.
Sproul, William P. Snyder, J. Henry Cochran, Cyrus E.
Woods, Theodore B. Stulb, John Hamilton, Walter B.
Kirker, William Wayne, John A. F. Hoy, Fred T. Ikeler,
William H. Ulrich, A. F. Cooper, Frank B. McClain, George
J. Hartman, William S. Harvey, Morris L. Clothier, Joseph
M. Gazzam, George H‘. Earle, J r., Doctor Charles B. Penrose,
George T. Oliver, H. H. Gilkyson, Hiram Young, James
Pollock, James McBrier and Bromley Wharton. Henry F.
Walton was Chairman of the Executive Comniitteee; James
H. Lambert was Executive Ofﬁcer; and Thomas H. Garvin,
was Superintendent of the State pavilion.
The most notable occasion celebrated at the Pennsylvania
building was the ceremony of reception to the historic Liberty
Bell, on its installation at the Exposition. The old relic of
the Revolution arrived in Saint Louis June 8th, which day was
set apart as Liberty Bell Day. This journey of the historic
old relic westward across the Mississippi River to Saint Louis
was, perhaps, its most notable trip. From Union Station it
was escorted by Mayor Rolla Wells, of Saint Louis, members
of the City Council and House of Delegates, representing the
my, a Committee representing the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition, and the party which accompanied the Bell from
Philadelphia, consisting of Mayor “fewer and a special

committee of escort, to the Exposition grounds.

STACEY B.R1tnxm.
Executive Commissioner.

3. part of the ceremonies of the day took place. The Bell was
carried on a ﬂoat draped with American ﬂags and surrounded
by white doves. To represent the thirteen original States of
America, thirteen gray horses drew the ﬂoat. Thousands of
people were on hand to see Mayor Weaver, of Philadelphia,
present the Liberty Bell in behalf of the Quaker City, and
President Francis receive it in behalf of the Louisiana Pur
chase Exposition. Amoug this great concourse were the
75,000 school children through whose petition to the author
ities of Philadelphia, the Liberty Bell was secured as a

\Vorld's Fair exhibit. A chorus of 1,000 voices composed of
these children, welcomed the Bell with the patriotic song,
“Land of Liberty." At the close of the ceremonies, the Bell
was escorted to the Pennsylvania building, where, in the
presence of the ofﬁcial party and an enthusiastic throng of
spectators, it was received by the custodian of the pavilion,
Thomas H. Garvin, from Henry Clay, Chairman of the Joint
Special Committee of Councils of the City of Philadelphia,
in appropriate speeches. Fred H. Ikeler, of the Commission,
also spoke.

After these exercises the party was entertained

at dinner by the Pennsylvania Commission.
On the Fourth of July Pennsylvania took a leading part
in the patriotic celebration which was considered the greatest
that has ever taken place in the history of this country and the

greatest which has ever marked the birthday of any nation.
The Declaration of Independence was read with impressive

At the

ceremonies over the Liberty Bell in the Pennsylvania building

ExPosition entrance they were joined by all the military
organizations at the Fair. Forming in parade order, the
cavalcade escorted the Bell to the Plaza of Saint Louis where

and addresses were listened to by a large gathering of people.

The State Day, August 20th, marked another important
event at the Pennsylvania building. At iizoo o’clock in the

‘
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tnorning a parade in honor of the day was formed in front of
the Administration building, from where 150 prominent
citizens of the State were escorted by a large military pageant
through the Exposition grounds. The First Troop, Philadel
phia City Cavalry, a select military organization, was the
bodyguard of the governor and his party. This cavalry has
existed since the time of the Revolution. In command of the
troop of sixty ofﬁcers and men was Captain 1. C. Groome.
All the military organizations in attendance upon the Fair
also took part in the parade, and the Mexi
can band played in honor of the occasion.
The spacious rotunda of the building was
decorated with ﬂowers and ﬂags. The land
ing of the great stairway was used as a
rostrum, and upon the gallery of the second
ﬂoor was seated the speakers and the promi
nent guests. Vh'ithin the center of the rotunda

Pennsylvania for holding the ﬁrst universal exposition in the
United States. A feature of the exercises was the recitation
of a patriotic ode called “Pennsylvania,” written by A. J.
Duganne in 1863, just before the battle of Gettysburg, and
which Governor Pennypacker discovered among some old
State documents. At the conclusion of the formal program,
the Governor and his party were entertained at luncheon by
the State Commission, and in the evening a reception was
tendered them at the Pennsylvania building.
The dignity and massiveness which char
acterized Pennsylvania's State pavilion was
repeated in all her exhibit booths. In the
Palace of Mines and Metallurgy her largest
exhibit was made; for Pennsylvania, as the
greatest depository of coal on the American
Continent, has attracted more capital for
investment in mineral operations than any
the Liberty Bell, surrounded by a dense
other State in the Union. Her exhibit was,
therefore, one of the ﬁnest in the building.
crowd of people, produced a ﬁtting setting
The main exhibit was surrounded by a heavy
for the picture of a great commonwealth
wall and was entered through an immense
paying homage to the spirit of liberty.
archway built of blocks of anthracite coal.
The gathering was called to order by the
Over its keystone was carved the State motto
Executive Ofﬁcer, James H. Lambert, who
and the State coat-of-arms. At the sides of
introduced the presiding oﬂicer, Lieutenant
this enclosure were two other entrances
Governor \\’illiam M. Brown. After a brief
almost as large as the central arch and built
address, in which Lieutenant-Governor
respectively of pressed brick and limestone.
SAMUEL \\’. PENNYI’ACKER.
Brown stated the purpose of the exercises,
Governor of Pennsylvania.
\Vithin, on a twenty-foot obelisk of white
Governor Pennypacker was introduced. He
spoke brilliantly about the winning of the West by the early stone, were graven statistics of the resources of the State.
pioneers, a large proportion of whom were Pennsylvanians, IIere, also, by means of large transparencies, by relief maps
laying stress upon the services of one of Pennsylvania's heroes, and models, some of the mines of the State were shown. In a
General Anthony Wayne.
He spoke of the position assumed twelve by eight foot glass case was a model showing the
by the State toward the purchase of the Territory of Louisiana, different methods of mining anthracite under the several con
showing that while there was much opposition to the purchase ditions of its occurrence. A space twelve by twenty feet was
by other Eastern States, Pennsylvania was unanimously in occupied by the model of an anthracite coal breaker and mine.
favor of it. President David R. Francis made a short address Diﬁerent forms of anthracite were enclosed in twenty plate
in which he recounted the deeds of the greatest men in the glass cases which were arranged in the form of a pyramid
Keystone State’s history, mentioning particularly Penn, around a block of coal six feet high, ﬁve feet wide, and ﬁve
Franklin and Vt'ayne. He next told of the credit due feet thick. In another part of the booth stood a high pyramid

\VILLIAM M. BnOWN.

E. B. HARDENBERGH.

Isaac B. BROWN

JOHN M. Scor'r.
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Petroleum was represented

among the mineral products by ﬁve cases of high jars ﬁlled
with different grades, as prepared for different purposes. Of

manufactured products this booth held also a varied assort
ment.

Clay products

predominated, including bricks and

piping of all kinds, as well as vases and table china.

Sheets

of glass and glassware, made from the sand deposits of the
State, showed the excellence of the raw material as well as
the methods of manufacture. Iron, both in pigs and welded
into chains and other forms, and lead pipes

of all sizes were exhibited.
Among the private displays was one
occupying a space ﬁfty. by seventy-ﬁve feet,
installed by the Consolidated Fairmount and
Sommerset Coal Company. It was in the
form of a model of their coal ﬁelds, tun
neled as in the original, and of the buildings
in their colliery. Besides the machinery of
the colliery, here were shown miniature
trains of coal and a long row of beehive
coke ovens. The Pittsburg Coal Company
had in its section several immense blocks of
coal, the largest of which were eight and ten

WILLIAM B. Kriurn.

were shown cereals, such as wheat, rye, buckwheat, oats,
barley and maiZe, many kinds of grasses and hay, excellent
wool, tobacco leaf of different kinds, ﬁne potatoes and other
products. Among the exhibits of tobacco were leaves two
feet wide and three feet long, which variety is used exclusively
in the manufacture of stogies. But Pennsylvania tobacco is
also used for every other kind of cigars and is produced in
large quantities in the southern portion of the State east of
the Appalachian Mountains.

In the Palace of Horticulture, Pennsyl
vania showed more resources of her soil in
the form of ﬁne fruits. In their season were
displayed cherries, currants and gooseberries,

while such fruit as apples, pears, and all
kinds of preserved fruits could be found there
at all times. A novel feature of the exhibit
was a series of large photographs illustrating
beautiful effects in the ornamentation of
houses and grounds by horticulture.
In the Palace of Forestry, Fish and Game
a space of 3,972 square feet was allotted
Pennsylvania. This section was given up
chieﬂy to a ﬁsh exhibit. Although Pennsyl
feet in height. Forming a conical archway,
vania was not the ﬁrst commonwealth to
were thirty-two steel rails of the different
engage in ﬁsh cultural work, nevertheless she
sizes used, the largest of which was 100 feet
has come abreast of all the other States in
long, from the Carnegie Steel Company.
MRS. 'rrronms rr. mnvix.
this respect. The excellent display at the
The great volulne of coal “.i‘hin her b0r_
Hostess Pennsylvania State Building.
Louisiana Purchase Exposition of methods
ders has been one of the means of making Pennsylvania a and results demonstrated this to the people at large. It was
center of intelligent progress, but another resource has lain in perhaps the more surprising because there are no salt-water
her agricultural wealth. So great is this, in fact, that the ﬁsheries within her boundaries. But for the last ten years the
Visitor at the Exposition was able to ﬁnd almost every species State has annually planted about 100,000,000 young and
of raw material in the display installed here. Pennsylvania's mature ﬁsh, and its work in this respect is nearly one-eighth
booth in the Palace of Agriculture was enclosed in the massive of the fresh water fish culture done by the United States
frame work characteristic of all the other State displays. In Government.
the center of the enclosure was built a pavilion whose sides
Pennsylvania realizes that mental culture must go hand in
were the shape of immense keystones separated by large hand with commercial development, and for this reason has
shields, upon which the insignia of the State was carved. On an excellent public school system. Its common schools made

the face of each keystone was a series of shelves upon which
were displayed the agricultural res0urces of the State.
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a comprehensive exhibit in the Palace of Education at the
Exposition which occupied a space of 2,180 square feet
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Again the characteristic heavy frame work was in evidence absolute immunity from contagious diseases which might be
and entrance ways formed by thick pillars upholding the introduced through the gates of the Delaware, because of the
HState Quarantine Board for the Port of Philadelphia,”
coat—of-arms of the State.
As early as 1834 there was a law providing for the estab . which was created in 1893.
lishment of common schools in the State, a law that in spite
In addition to her scientiﬁc provision for the prevention of
of strenuous opposition, was carried. And today, according disease, Pennsylvania is helped by her climate, which makes
to the statistical report of June, 1903, Pennsylvania employs the State one of the most healthful regions on the globe. The
31,449 teachers, expends over $24,000,000, and thereby gives drainage is everywhere excellent and encourages free atmos
instructions to 1,193,669 pupils. There were representative pheric movement, Throughout the Commonwealth the water
exhibits showing the work done by nearly
supply is abundant and pure, and the moun
a hundred school districts.
The normal
tains and uplands afford delightful retreats
schools of the commonwealth were also
during the heat of summer.
represented by photographs and samples of
A noteworthy event of Pennsylvania's
work demonstrating the methods by which
participation was the visit of the Philadelphia
the State trains its teachers. In this booth,
Cavalry to the Exposition. The organiza
also, the State University was represented
tion, which dates back to Revolutionary days,
by a ﬁne bust of Provost \Nilliam Smith. .
arrived on August 19th and remained several
days. Its members buy their own horses
Not only the education of the normal
equipment and uniforms, the latter at an
children, however, is undertaken by Pennsyl
expense of $300 each. These uniforms are
vania. It has also established schools for
among the most handsome in the world.
the defective, as was shown by the exhibit
They consist of a silver helmet with white
of statistics, photographs, pupils’ work,
plume, a black broadcloth coat with silver
books and alphabets for the blind, repre
facings, white doeskin trousers with gold
senting the Pennsylvania Institute for the
braid, black patent leather half-hip boots,
Deaf, for the Blind, and the Pennsylvania
and silver-mounted spurs. A handsome
Home Teaching Society and Free Circula
saber completes the outﬁt. The squadron
ting Library for the Blind. Here, by phot0~
JAMES H. LAMBERT,
graphs and statistics, were also displayed
consisted of sixty ofﬁcers and men, com
Executive Officer. Pennsylvania Commission,
manded by Captain J . C. Groome. They were
the effective methods of Pennsylvania's eight
quartered
in
the
model
barracks west of the Administration
penal institutions and to what extent the four homes and
training schools for the feeble-minded and epileptic are building. The horses of the squadron are too valuable to be
transported, and horses were hired for service in Saint Louis.
successful.
At every presidential inauguration they have participated in
In the Department of Social Economy was shown a collec
the parade, generally as the escort of the President-elect. In
tive exhibit of the sixty institutions for the poor, including
the war with Spain they volunteered in the service of the
soldiers’ homes, etc.; of the hospitals and dispensaries, num
bering nearly a hundred, and the fourteen institutions for the
country and saw active warfare in Porto Rico and Cuba.
insane. These exhibits, in connection with that of the Board
The departure of the Liberty Bell from the Exposition,
of Health, and the two institutions for the prevention of November 16th, was the occasion for another patriotic demon
tuberculosis, demonstrated what thorough care the State takes stration at the Pennsylvania building. The journey was
of her citizens. For many years the State has enjoyed almost marked by noteworthy events all along the route to the car.
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The Pennsylvania Pavilion occupied a commanding site nearly central in the Plateau of States. With its furnishings it represented an expenditure of more than $97.mo.
Thestructure was two stories high. of beautiful architecture and in some respects resembled the State Capitol. In the center was a large square~domed rotunda with wide
stairways leading to the second floor. In the interior furnishings and decorations native woods and marbles were effectively employed. Portraits of famous I'ennsylvanians
were reminders of the distinguished part the State has played in the history of the country. Standing in the center of the great rotunda was the Liberty Ilcll. the most
sacred relic of the Revolution. It was protected by a guard of honor and was constantly surrounded by crowds of visitors. The building was provided with every thing
necessary to the comtort of visitors. splendidly fulﬁlling the purpose for which it was constructed.

Stopping at various points the school children were given one
more opportunity of viewing the old relic. Special excr
cises were held at the Exposition in the morning while the
Bell was being removed from the building, and with unusual

uniforms, the latter at an

each. These unifomsart
'. handsome in the world.
a silver helmet with white
iroadcloth coat with silver
Jeskin trousers with gold
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THE PENNSYLVANIA BUILDING ONE OF THE LARGEST AT THE EXI’OSITION.

ceremony the Bell was escorted to the west end of the Palace
of Transportation by a battalion of the Philippine Constabu
lary attended by the Constabulary Band. At the Pennsylvania
building the exercises consisted of addresses by President

Francis, Mayor Rolla \Vclls, of Saint Louis, Mayor John

Weaver, of Philadelphia, and the Honorable Henry Clay,
Chairman of the Liberty Bell Committee. Among the visitors
present at the ceremonies were the forty or more councilmen

from Philadelphia, who came to Saint Louis especially to
escort the Bell back to its home. Arriving at the west end of
the Palace of Transportation, the Bell was lifted from the
wagon by one of the large cranes exhibited in the Pennsylvania
section and placed on the car, to be hauled immediately to the
Union Station, where it was attached to the special train of
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GENERAL VIEW. PENNSYLVANIA AGRICULTURE EXHIBIT.
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Nests, eggs and all, were brought to the World's Fair. Bird lovers found here a chance to improve their acquaintance With the songsters of the ﬁeld;
an
hir‘dfmves'
the hm“
and Shady zlcns.

55551:! D

Port"

v
> x whnc
'
Here was the huge white 688 Of the but
bald BJBIC- and hcm' “’0' “cm
thc “CL
eggs“ almost transparent' M ‘he h‘m‘ml"

other {a 0 “‘30 “"35 0X loited as one of the great money-making crops of the State: a pretty show was made of all the common wild animals. the trees and nuts, t he wool and
miliar thion: 0 rural Pennsylvania. A great number of farm scenes in
' I’CVOIVIIII racks enabled one to make a sight-seem: tour of the State in a few m
oments.
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Mayor \Veaver and
his party. The car

the following gentle
men: Robert B.Treat,
\Narwick, President;
Doctor William F.
Gleason, Providence,
Vice-President; Ed
win G. Penniinan,
Providence,Treas
urer; George E. Ball,
Providence, Secre
tary; Patrick E.
Hayes, Pawtucket;
Frank L, Budlong,
Cranston; George L.
Shepley, Providence;
George N. Kings
bury, Providence.
Mr. Kingsbury was
the Executive Com~
missioner and made
his home at the State
building during the

which took the Lib
erty Bell back to its
home was specially
built by the Pennsyl
vania Railway Sys

tem several years ago

for hauling the bell.
The car was con~
structed unusually
strong to protect the
bell against mishap in
the event of an acci
dent to the train to
which it is attached.
Rhode Island, the
smallest State in the
Union in area, but
numbered among the
foremost because of
its importance in
PENNSYLVANIA EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT.
The heavy frame work that was characteristic of Pennsylvania was in evidence here. The enhance was EXPOSIIIOH.
manufactures, was
formed by thick pillars upholding the coat of arms of the State. The display embraced all kinds of school work.
Eight thousand
handsomely repre
dollars was devoted to the entertainment of
sented at the Exposition by a pavilion that
attracted universal attention, and by exhibits in
guests from the State, and the reception and
the elaborate celebration of its State day, Octo
ﬁve of the main exhibit palaces. It also had the
unique distinction of having an exhibit in the
ber 5th. On this day Governor L. F. C. Garvin
United States Fisheries building, through its
and military staﬁ‘, the other ofﬁcers of the State,
department of Inland Fisheries.
Sixty-seven
and many distinguished citizens of Rhode Island
thousand dollars was placed at the disposal of
were present.
the State’s Commission, and it was expended
Rhode Island's exhibit in the Palace of Educa
with a view of demonstrating its position commer~
tion was awarded ﬁfteen medals, including a grand
cially and industrially, its horticultural resources
prize, and it was the State’s most notable exhibit.
and its educational facilities. Its object was suc
The grand prize was given to the display of the
GEORGE N. KINGSBU R Y.
cessfully
accomplished.
TheiRhodeIsland
Commissionwas composed of Executive Commissioner from Board of State Charities and Corrections in the
department of Social Economy. The display
Rhode Island.

Fun: E. Bunumc.
GEORGE L. SHEPLEY.

CoL. PATRICK E. HAYES.

Gsoucz E. BALL, SECRETAIY.

Enwm G. PENNHIAN, Tnmsunzn.

ROBERT B. TREAT, PRESIDENT.

LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXI’OSITION COMMISSION OF RIIODE ISLAND.

\\'u.1.um Ii. (JLEASON, VICE-PRESIDENT.

RHODE ISLAND AND TENNESSEE EXHIBITS.
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the fonmvlng gentle
made by the public schools evidenced an excellent system and

$180,000,000 per annum, and the State can be rightly termed

men: Robert BITE”,
\l'arwick, President;

was closely examined by educators.
In the Palace of Forestry, Fish and Game the State was

Doctor William F_

well represented.

South Carolina was not in place among her sister States

A booth ﬁlled with the products of its

Gleason, Providence.

coast—ﬁsh, birds, and shell ﬁsh—and the means of their

lice-President; Ea
win G. Penniman,

capture were shown.

I
I

Shepley, Providence;
George N. Kings
bury, Providence.

Mr. Kingsbury was
the Executive Corn
missioner and made
his home at the State
building during the
twns Exposition.

work'

Eight thousand

\

Island lobster and

In the

'

and Territories at the Exposition, and her absence was gen_
erally regretted.
The Chamber of Commerce of Columbia

and many of the State’s public-spirited citizens strongly
advocated an adequate appropriation by the legislature, but
their efforts were unavailing. No appropriation was made,
5

'

,
'

clam.
Rhode Island’s
exhibit of fruit in the
Palace of Horticul
ture was very credit—
able. It did not
compete in the de
partment of Agricul
tnre.
The State's fame
rests upon its indus
trial development.
In variety and ex~
tent its manufactur

;o the entertainment of

ing interests are un

e, and the reception and

surpassed, and the
value of its manu

ion of its State day, Otto
Govcmor L. F. C. Garn'n

factured goods per

other ofﬁcers of the State,

capita is greater than

\d citizens of Rhode Island

that of any other
State of the Union.
This fact was dis

ibit in the Palace of Educa
rn medals, including a grand
itate's most notable CXhlhll.
given to the display of the
ties and COrrcctions in tht
l Economy. The display

The mountings were realistic.

Government Fisheries building the State displayed, by a
series of specimens mounted on transparent gelatine, the life
history of the Rhode
_ __
'

ProvidenceTreas
um; George Eliall,
Providence. Secretal)‘; Patrick E.
Hayes, Pawtuchet;
Frank L, Budlong,
Cranston; George L

a center of productive industry.

although the Expo
sition authorities
had allotted the
State a handsome
site in the Plateau
of States. South
Carolina experi
enced great good
from the Charleston
Exposition, and be
cause of that fact
her failure to be at
the Louisiana Pur
chase Exposition
was not easily under

g

.

RHODE ISLAND BUILDING.
The Rhode Island pavilion was a re roduction of the Stephen H. Smith Colonial Mansion. It was on

stood.
Rich in its moun_
tains of undeveloped
minerals, in the fer
tility of its soil, in
the healthfulness of
its climate, as well
as in its _ historical
treasures! It was an“

.
. .
played
at the Expo_

Colonial Avenue
and faced
north.
ement
wasandA
used
to represent
the raw-faced
granite
of the
Rhodequarries.
The interior
was the
convenieptly
arrgng‘cd
handsomely
furnish‘ed.
Atdthe
landingl
of tlhe
largelIsland
stair-

' '
t‘c‘pated

' '
'
'
sum“
1“
the ﬁttings

wa there
window
staine cellar
g ass.were:1amongthe
ogee ea c.
circu
ar win ows.
e c assrc c0 umns
insiiile
and wa
outs, aa beautiful
roof garden
and a 0cyclone
most
interesting
pointssimp
of construction.
The

.
“ﬁrssee
would assunle

and

building attracted the attention of every visitor. and hefor e the Exposition ended it was purchased by a Saint Louis
gentleman for a country home. Its furnishing. decoration and equipment represented contributions from many
of the public spirited concerns of the State.

3‘ leadlng posnlon at

furnishing-S

of

its State building,

which were the generous contributions of various factories,
and in the individual installations in almost every exhibit
building on the Exposition grounds.
In 1904 there were
4.600 active manufacturing establishments in Rhode Island,
and they are increasing with such rapidity that, incredible as
it may seem, the rate of percentage of increase of factories is

that

Ten _

the Exposition, and
the expectation was fulﬁlled. The State had exhibits in ﬁve
of the palaces, and it appropriately reproduced the famous
“Hermitage,' ' home ofGeneraI AndrewJackson, who, with Gen
eral John Sevier and other pioneer Tennesseeans less famous,
made history that strengthened the desire of the American

people to possess the Louisiana Territory, and hurried the

greater than the rate of percentage of increase in population.

consummation of the treaty that resulted in its becoming a

Its factories have been turning out goods at the rate of

, 'l'msorWinona”fr
so
‘
53ml; 'GLusos.
LIA! ‘

STAIRWAY IN THE RHODE ISLAND PAVILION.
SITTING ROOM. RHODE ISLAND PAVILION,

Mat‘_..4‘
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in which the State had participated. An interesting feature
part of the United States. The reproduction of the “Hermit
age” was suggested by the patriotic citizens of the State, and of the exercises was the introduction to the assemblage of the
by private subscriptions the funds necessary to carry out the aged hostess of the new “Hermitage,” Mrs. Rachael Jackson
suggestion were raised. Besides this the State Legislature Lawrence. During a reception that ensued in honor of Gov
appropriated $40,000 for the installation and maintenance of ernor and Mrs. Frazier, the Haskell Indian Band furnished
other exhibits. To arrange for carrying out the provisions of the music. Elaborate festivities marked the celebration of
the measure which provided for the appropriation GOvernor Tennessee Day, September Ist. The interior of the building
James B. Frazier appointed the following gentlemen as a was decorated with Jackson vine, carnations, American Beauty
Board of Commissioners: J. H. Caldwell. Bris
roses, and a large variety of other ﬂowers. The
tol; Charles A. Ketter, Knoxville; E. \Vatkins,
halls and porticos were resplendent in American
Chattanooga; John F. McNutt, Crossville; J. M.
ﬂags and bunting. The day was opened with a
large parade. Speeches were made by President
Shoffner, Shelbyville; E. C. Lewis, Nashville;
John \V. Fry, Columbia; H. C. Anderson,
Francis and Governor Frazier. In the afternoon
Jackson; Thomas \V. Neal, Dyersburg; I. F.
and evening a reception was given to visitors
Peters, Memphis; Mrs. J. P. Smartt, Chattanoo
and it was estimated that it was attended by
ga; Mrs. Mary C. Dorris, Nashville, and Mrs.
4,000 native Tennesseans.
A. S. Buchanan, Memphis. B. A. Enloe was ap
Tennessee had exhibits in the Mines, Agri~
pointed Secretary of the Commission and Direc
culture, Horticulture, Forestry and Educational
tor of Exhibits, and D. F. Wallace, Jr., was
palaces, in the Mining Gulch, in the department
named as Assistant Secretary. The Commis
of Anthropology, and in the Live Stock depart
sion selected Mrs. Rachael Jackson Lawrence,
ment. In the Palace of Mines soft, hard and
daughter of Andrew Jackson, adopted son of
.cannel coal, and a display of variegated marble
the General, as hostess of its State building.
gave the visitor a ﬁtting introduction to the
The new “Hermitage” was dedicated June
mineral wealth of the State. Lime and sand
JAMES B. FRAZIER.
22d by exercises in which many distinguished Governor of Tennessee and-("hairman stone, clays and glass sand, three varieties of
of the Tennessee Lomnussion.
Tennesseeans took part, among them being Gov
iron ore, and different kinds of mineral water
ernor Frazier and S. A. Mynder, State Superintendenth Public from the springs of the State were also shown. By tables and
Instruction. Major E. B. Stahlman, President of the Ten
charts the mineral production of the State was set forth in
nessee W’orld's Fair Association, ofﬁciated as Master of Cere
ﬁgures.
monies. President Francis, of the Exposition, spoke of the
Besides a general exhibit in the Agricultural palace, Ten—
part Tennessee had played in the history of the country, and nessee was represented by a special exhibit of tobacco. All of
paid a tribute to the memory of the men who made the State its sixty-seven ﬁeld crops were shown to good advantage; also
famous. Major Stahlman delivered an address welcoming a large variety of vegetables. In fact, the State exhibited
almost everything
visitors to the
that can be grown
State building.
in the Temperate
Governor Frazier
zone. Tennessee
told of Tennes
boasts that it has
see’s varied re
never experienced
sources and indus
a failure in its
tries, and the
corn crops, and,
Honorable B. A.
naturally, corn
Enloe, in a brief
was given a prom—
address, empha
inent place in the
sized the fact.that
exhibit.
\Vheat
the Louisiana
was
shown
in
Purchase Exposi
I.
F.PE1-gxg,
sheaves
and
in
tion was the ﬁrst
he, w, F“.
THOMAS \V. New L.

Annnnw M. Souuz.
Director of Experiment

E. C. Laws.

E. \Vnrnms.

B. A. ENLOE.

J. M. SHOFFNER.

Director of Exhibits.

btation.
MEMBERS OF THE TENNESSEE COMMISSION.

Joan F. MCNUTT,

D. F. \VALLACE ]n.,
Assistant Secretary.

.
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NUMEROUS AWARDS GIVEN TO TENNESSEE EXHIBITS.
'

UL
W'" adapted to peach C_
ture and that the m

Mrs. Rachael Jackson
in honor 0f Gob

.
radian Band furnished
: earned the celebration of
‘Se interior of the building
rI
Narrations,
American Beautr
.aiety or other ﬂowers.
7:2 resplendent in American
.. 1e day was opened witha

-:;es were made by PMldml

Igor Frazier. lo the afternoon

“on “'35 given to visitors
:ed that it was attended by
56135.

exhibits in the Mines, Agri.
re, Forestry and Educational
ing Gulch, in the department

had in the Live Stock depart

ace of Mines soft, hard and
display of variegated marble
l ﬁtting introduction to the
the State. Lime and sand
;las sand, three varieties of

:rent kinds of mineral water

e also shown. By tablesand

)f the State was set fotlll ill
the Agricultural palace, Ten
ial exhibit of tobacco. Allof
town to good advantage;

In fact, the State exhibited
almost everything
that can begun

in the Temperate
zone. Tennessr
boasts that it he
never experienttd
a failure in its
com Cl’ODS.

naturally. COTE
was gith 10m
inent plate in the

kernels and it com
pared favorably with
the wheat exhibited
from other sections.

dustry is destined t0
become highly proﬁt—
ablcOn its exhibit in

By a proper rotation

the Palace of For—

of crops that
it haswheat
been
proiven

,
estry Tennessee was
awarded another

raising in Tennessee
is proﬁtable. Oats, f' ‘
barley and rye were '
also displayed, and
their straw was freely
used in the decoration
of the booth. Among
the other products
shown were buck
wheat, sorghum,
broom-com and pea

grand prize. The most
valued timbers of the

State were displayed
and the Tennessee sec
tion was easily one of
the ﬁnest and most
comprehensive in this

department. Hickory
thirty inches in diam
eter, poplar two feet
in diameter, white and

nuts.

TENNESSEE BUILDING.
The special display
of tobacco made by

a feTwhyenif‘ezn?r'e::1ee1\l2:ffifflrfeg. vii-,5$.gcggonhttgoirﬁf,»!lgi,§251132135;,ghmmg; 33:13:: 3:12:2361535122 post oak’

the State “'. as awarded

at theinteresting
fair. The feature
money of
expended
in itswas
construction
was
by patriotic
Tennessee.
The
most
the interior
a replica of
thecontributed
room in which
General citizens
Jacksonof
died
in 1845. Here

Chestnut,

~
‘ e 1"] ’ g [m] i
aSh’ bﬁakh'

a grand prize.
It at_ were shown many of the relics of the “Hero of New Orleans" and the seventh President of our country, that red cedar, and {many
d
“are of absorbén: igterestntofviﬁitors._ h‘ilu‘clh furniture thjat had bfeltinged 1t‘o Genera: Jacksﬁn was shown in thcei
‘ ‘
0 er
rooms.
_ n t a eNﬂSthlle
wa _o t artist.
e_mamOver
a the
was mantel
a reproinnation
0 t ewasthe
we paper
0 the"
ermitage.“painte
' '
e‘, ery Vlsnor'
by
Miss
Jennings,
the parlor
original
paintinz
of Mrs. Jackson. other varieties
wef‘e

tr atte

In the center of

the There was also a portrait of the General.

Nearly two-hundred other canvases formed a complete picture gallery.

space was a log cabin completely covered with tobacco
leaves. The lower logs were covered with dark tobacco, from
middle Tennessee, and above this was brown tobacco from the
western part of the State.
The whole cabin was capped
with the bright ﬂue-cured
productof easternTennessee.
The interior' of the cabin
afforded the visitor an 0pportunttyb to examine Tennessee
to acco.
1e tobacco
process
0f
curingand
drying

included

in

the dis

play. Finished lumber, polished to the highest degree possible,
and numerous articles of furniture manufactured from native
woods added interest to the exhibit. Fronting the main
entrance to the booth was a
beautiful mantel made of
Tennessee wood. Above it
was an Old specimen Of the
, ' riﬂe 0f the “Long Hunter,”
and above the latter was a
‘ coon-skin capthat broughtto
;‘ memor
“Dav
" r one ofythe
faniotiscttOIZii€ttif

was shown by actual demon-

the State and who sacriﬁced

stration.

his life at the Alamo ﬁghting

KM-‘-..n-

Around the cabin

stood high columns also

for Texan independence.

prettin decorated with
tobaccf) leavesv supporting a
conemon of native phmw

AS early as 1818 the
Mas. R. J. Lawrence.
Hostess.

Mas. M. C. Dours.

Mus. A. S. BUCHANAN.

Lfl§.J. P. Susan.

LADY MEMBERS OF THE TENNESSEE CUMMISSlON.

were forty-four charters;
academies within the borders

In the Palace of Horticulture tomatoes were the features.
of Tennessee’s exhibit and “tomato” receptions were almost

of
Tennessee. From its ﬁrst settlements the State has b
interested in the intellectual growth of its people In “direln

daily affairs at the booth. A ﬁne display of a large variety of

Tennessee schools were established before a civil-goverliifnen:

peaches demonstrated the fact that Tennessee sorl is especrally

had been formed.

exhibit. \l'llf“
was Show“ in

It was not surprising, in view of this fact,

sheavBS “‘1 1“
totsﬁosr

I.
I
1
I.
‘I
v
t

TENNESSEE TOBACCO EXHIBIT.
The 10!! cabin was covered with different varieties of native leaf. Or. top of the

new ’

mlumns',’sur rmmdmil
'
- tobacco plants were exhibited. The process of curing
.
dry,"
it
and
8 he leaf u as demonstrated to visitors in the cabin.

TENNESSEE AGRICULTURAL Exrmrr'r
The facade that enclosed the Tennessee booth in the Agricu“
.
was chorated wrth
grasses and straws. Glass use; to
“"1 ,depal'ft'mrnt
and cereals. In the center of the space was an artisticaffy‘tiisegtiiiigtellailous] grain!

-

Emp e.

n
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EX POSITION.

TENNESSEE IN THE MINING GULCHI
MINERAL EXHIBIT OF TENNESSEE.
In addition to the display in the Palace of Mines and Metallurgy

f mineral industries in the Mining Gulch.
The display embraced such heavy machinery and apparatus as

Specimens of cannel and hard coal. samples of Ile15th marble

Tennessee made exhibits o

of many shades. varieties of iron ore, together with photographs
and charts of mineral industries. were shown in the Tennessee
exhibit in the Palace of Mines and Metallurgy.

that Tennessee had one of the best exhibits in
the Palace of Education.
Good examples of
work done by school children in every depart
ment of the State’s Educational System were in
the exhibit. By pictures and samples of work

the courses ofinstruction followed by normal.
industrial and

technical

could not conveniently be shown in the building.

that the ﬁrst Constitution of the State was
formulated, which is of historical interest be
cause of the fact that it was the ﬁrst Constitu
EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT,

tion adopted that strictly forbade slavery. The
building was equipped with furniture of the

Tennesseeexhibitin the PalaceofEdu. Colonial period, and contained a restaurant

schools were dem- Zitfii:'Etiimtigiiltlijgy'iigiiirgiiiidiSialvfiii where guests were attended by school teachers

onstrated, The Vanderbilt University occupied “Ubnc SChOOIS' normals and universmes' and college girls.
an extensive space and showed pictures of its splendid buildings, some of its research work and some of the apparatus

that made its work possible. The
display made by Fisk University,

The Vermont quarry was

situated across the road from the Vermont building and called
special attention to the greatest industry of the State, the

quarrying and dressing of marble
and granite_

an institution devoted to the

An old rocking chair which

education of Christian negroes

was used for many years by

of both sexes, created a great
Daniel \Vebster, was on exhibit
amount of interest among edu—
in the Vermont building. Few
cators. Photographs showed the
visitors went through the build
class rooms and laboratories of
ing without inspecting it closely,
the University, and maps and
and sitting in it for a moment.
charts illustrated the various
Vermont's Exposition Com
courses of study.
mission was composed of the
Tennessee was represented in
following gentlemen: Governor
the Anthropology department by
Charles 1. Bell, ex-oﬁicz'o Chair—
4'
an interesting collection of his
man;
\V. Seward \Yebb, Presi
.. -4 “la...
a .
151
torical relics contributed by the
dent; Arthur C. Jackson,
THE VERNIONT BUIL DING.
State Museum and by many
The Vermont building wa s a reproduction of .the famous old Constitution Vice-President and Executive
It also House at Windsor, Vermont. In the original building was written the ﬁrst Con
citizens of .the State.
stitution adopted in America guaranteeing the liberty of the people. The building Commissioner; Frederick G.
occupied a prominent place in at the Exposition contained many relics of Colonial a YS.
Fleetwood, Second Vice-Presi
the Live Stock department, showing the leadingbreeds of horses, dent; J. C. Enright, Secretary and Counsel; F. \V. Stanyan,

cattle, and an exhibit of the most proﬁtable breeds of sheep.
The Legislature of Vermont

Treasurer; and Miss Mary Evarts.
In the character and pre
sentation of its exhibits

failed to make an appropria

tion toward a display at the

Virginia made a lasting ini—

Exposition, and that it was
represented at all was due to

pression. The Old Dominion
was represented in most of the
great palaces and by superior
exhibits.
It reproduced

the public spirit of individual
citizens. The latter provided
for two exhibits, one a State
building and the other an ex

“Monticello,”

hibit that illustrated some of
the processes of quarrying the

slate, granite and marble of
the State, The Vermont build
ing was south of and near the

United States Government
Fisheries building, and was a
reproduction of the famous

old

Constitution House

at

TENNESSEE FORESTRY EXHIBIT.
Tennessee received a grand prize for its forest exhibit. The State has t5.ooo.ooo tory WHS purchased,had lived.

aeres of forests. about 3.000.000 acres so old that the trees are dying of old age. The
It was in the orig— industriesintheState usingwood are many. Woodenware,skewers. ﬁnishing woods, hubs,
spokes and bent wood. handles of a thousand shapes.baskets and boxes for shipping. and
inal OI IlilS building in
'woods for all sorts of purposes. were shown. The display embraced ii9 varieties.
Windsor.

the home of

Thomas Jefferson, and millions
of visitors who had never seen
the original were grateful to
the old State for affording
them the opportunity to learn
how the writer of the Declar
ation of Independence, the
President under whose admin
istration the Louisiana Terri
For COIlCCtiﬂ g, installin g and

maintaining its exhibits the

VIRGINIA MADE A LASTING IMPRESSION.

i THE MINING GULCH.
in the Palace of II'
nineral industries i?
l heavy machinery

how“ in “It buildinrd apparatus. at
Mrs. W. M. eroraan.

.titution of the State has

J. LYMAN BABCOCX.

A. M. Bowman.

\V. \V. BAKER.
MEMBERS OF THE VIRGINIA COMMISSION.
Biwcc C. BANKS.

O. W. Srowc.
Hostess.

Banks, w. w. Baker and J. Lyman Babcock- The hostesses

is of historical interest bit.
at it was the ﬁrst Constitu

\'irginia Legislature appropriated $50,000. Later, when the
people of the State demanded a State building and agreed
that it should be a repro

rlctl)’ forbade slavery. The

PM with iurniture of the
ad contained a restaurant
ittended by school teachers
The Vermont quarry was
ferment building and called
industry of the State, the
yiug and dressing of marble
:ranite.
a old rocking chair which
used ior many years by
cl Webster, was on exhibit
a Yermont building. Few
us went through the build
;ithout inspecting it closely,

of the Virginia building were Mrs. Wlllla m M. Strother, of

Lynchburg, and Miss Sallie
Doswell, of Charlottes
ville. The Virginia build
ing was opened May 23d
and dedicated July 9th.

duction of “Monticello,”
another $10,000 was appro

priated.

The balance

necessary to construct and

Governor Montague and

iumish the structure was
contributed by the Daugh
ters of the American Revo
lution, of Virginia, the Vir
ginia Society of Saint Louis,
and citizens of the State.
The Virginia Commis
sion, named by GovernorA.

United States Senator
John W. Daniels partici
pated in the exercises.
Virginia Day was cele
brated September 23d.
Governor Montague was
again present, being accom—
panied by the famous Rich
J. Montague, was composed
mond Blues and his per
of the following named
George E. Mutual-51.1..
G. W. KOINER.
I. I.. PATTON.
Secretary and Treasurer.
President.
sonal staff. The exercises
citizens: G. \V. Koincr, Executive Commissioner.
OFFICERS OF THE VIRGIAIA COMMISSION.
at the State building
Richmond, President; J. L.
Patton, Newport News, Executive Commissioner; Colonel consisted of an invocation by the Reverend Doctor"
A. .\I. Bowman, of Salem; G. E. Murrell, of Bediord, Secretary, John D. Vincil, of Saint Louis; addresses by President
Treasurer and Superintendent of Exhibits; O. \N. Stone, 13. C. Francis, Governor Montague, Doctor Robert C. Atkinson,

sitting in it for amoment.
ermont’s Exposition Con

on was compOsed of III
ving gentlemen: Governor

lres J. Bell, ex-oﬂitio Chair
W . Seward “ebb. Pren

.r'
I-m-vu\»_r2

Arthur C. lam?“
-President and Extwlltf
missioner'. Frederick
n'ood, Second lice-I’m]
l Counsel; F. \\'. Stant'iﬂ‘
SI

In the character and pit

1

' n of its ex

ssion. T '
represented in most oi tor
it palaces and by suprat
iihits. It reproduc '

onticellO.” ‘ e 3one

tits
ident turde “disc Terri

I“ o
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liﬁ

admill'

(“115mm

nont
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1

hadluﬂ»
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VIRGINIA STATE BUILDING. “MONTICELLO.”
"Monticello -.“,'h¢ home of Thomas JCEerson. third President of the United States. and under whose administration the Louisiana Territory was acquired from F
Yance-'\was rcpt-Q.
duccd as \'irgi ma s State building. It was constructed from the original plans designed by Jefferson. It was near The 'Irail and was visited by millions of ntriotic
'
n the rotunda of t
loaned.wr_thavaluable_art collection, by the University of .v
‘ mi‘ﬂcans.
irginia. The State
also exhibited its be building was a life-size statue of Jeﬁcrson, a creation in marbleby Larrar. Declaration oi American Indcpcndenc
upon which Jeﬁ'erson wrote the
' _
.“mst
valuable
relics
in
the
building.
The
table
c
was
there.
and
the
chair
occupied
by
when he isrcsrded over the United States Senate.
were
letters written by
a in
genealogical
Among interesting d ocuments displayed
_
,
_ Jetferson. original manuscripts
_
of historical articks. and
chart at the Jcﬁerson family. A manth clock that was in the Jeﬁerson family pnor to the Revolution was also among the interestin 1 articles in the buildinz.
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VIRGINIA’S AGRICULTURAL EXIII BIT.

WEST VIRGINIA'S EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT.

A large central pavilion. surrounded by eight subsidiary domes. all decorated with
peanuts. corn, tobacco and samples of other products. Each pagoda was devoted to a
special display of grains, cotton. forage. plants, and sheaf grains.

Few States expend more money per capita on their public_ schools. The
I
State's
exhibit in the Palace of Education embraced work representing the entire system,
as well as colleges and university.

who represented the Yirgiuia Society of Saint Louis,
and Judge James B. Gantt of the Missouri Supreme
Court, who repre
sented the Alumni of
the University of Yir
ginia. Immediately
after the exercises a

pavilions were devoted to special displays of grains from
every section of the State, cotton bales, forage plants, and
sheaf grains; cham
pagne made from the
Scuppernong grape
and a unique pickle

exhibit.

reception was held in __
honor of Governor
Montague, General
Fitzhugh Lee, Pro
fessor Ormond Stone
of the University of
Virginia, and General
John C. Bates of the
United States Army.
DuringtheExposition
m an y distinguished
men and women of
Virginia were enter
tained at the build
ing.
On September
29th, Jamestown Ex
position day, was
celebrated at the \Tir

\VEST VIRGINIA BUILDING.
The “’est Virginia building was seventy-six feet square. colonial in style, with classic Greek domes at the
corners and a large dome in the center of the roof. and cost $20,000. On three sides it had porches sixteen feet
Wide, and on the fourth side was a balcony. Broad. inviting entrances on three sides. with large columns, and
its wide porches gave it a massive and imposing appearance. Throughout the building were ornamental
metallic ceilings. On the ﬁrst ﬂoor was a large reception hall. ()n the left of it was the Commissioner's room,
and on the right a ladies’ waiting room. In the rear were retiring rooms. information bureau, check-room. and
a smoking room. On the second ﬂoor was a large banquet hall, ofﬁces, bath rooms and living rooms for the
ofﬁcials. The building was painted an ivory white. thus producing a pleasing contrast with the green foliage of

ginia building. The
object was to pro
claim to the world
that in 1907 at Hamp the many forest trees that surrounded it._ The
_
ton Roads, Virginia, collection of historical relics of \Vest Virginia.
the ter-centennial of the founding of Jamestown in
1607, the ﬁrst English settlement in America,
would be celebrated with an Exposition.
Addresses were delivered by Governors White of
North Dakota, Herried of South Dakota, Beck
ham of Kentucky and Terrell of Georgia; Gen
eral Fitzhugh Lee, President of the Jamestown
Exposition, and T. J. Wool and Theodore S.
Garnett, Directors, and President Francis of the
Louisiana Purchase Exposition.

building contained a museum in which was an interesting

Across the

aisle was the State’s
special tobacco ex
hibit, the central feat
ure of which was a
twenty-foot statue of
an Indian girl clothed
in tobacco. Around
the base of the statue
were cases containing
leaf and manufactured
tobacco. In the Hor
ticultural palace the
State exhibited 600
plates of apples and
other fruits that were
replenished from cold
storage houses from
time to time.
Virginia made a
striking display in the
department of Mines.
A

massive archway,

built of copper ores
and gypsum and coal, and a partition, the pillarS
of which were capped with onyx, were the attractive
points of the exhibits. Back of these were exhibits
of coal and coke, beautiful marbles, a variety of
copper ores, clays, zinc, asbestos, galena, and gold
barytes. Illuminated photographs of some of the
most interesting scenery of the State completed
the exhibit.
In the Forestry, Fish and Game building Yir
ginia was represented by an immense picture of
Hampton Roads and the site of the Jamestown

One large central pavilion surrounded by eight
Exposition grounds. A very complete exhibit of
smaller ones, decorated with peanuts, corn, tobacco,
cotton, and a variety of grains and grasses, consti MRS. AGNES E. BROWN, mounted game, birds and water-fowl, shell ﬁshes,
Hostess, \Vest Virginia.
tuted the most interesting feature of Virginia's
oysters and clams was also shown.
West Virginia hailed the Exposition as an opportune time
agricultural exhibit. In the central pavilion peanuts and the
uses to which they are applied were shown. The smaller to show to the world the inexhaustible resources of its 11111165,

WEST VIRGINIA

A. H. Wrncnasrarr.
‘IONAL EXHIBIT.

Secretary and Executive Commissioner.

E. C. anrc.

1 displays 0f grains iron

counties and munici'
palities, making a
total of $105,000 at

the disposal of the
Commissioners. The
State Commission
was appointed by
Governor A. B.
White. Its members
were N. E. Whitaker,
of Wheeling, Chair
man; Fred Paul

‘ hibit, the central feat
' ure of which wasa
twenty-foot statue of

' I an Indian girl clothed
1', in tobacco. Around

‘ the base of the statue
. were cases containing

Dawson, Ear-Governor William A. McCorkle, Ex-Govemor
George \V. Atkinson, Ere-Senator Johnson M. Camden, and
Ear-Senator Henry G. Davis, who was the Democratic Vice
Presidential nominee for 1904.
\Vest Virginia was represented by exhibits in four of the
great exhibit palaces.
Its most notable one,
however, was in the
Palace of Mines.
Blocks of coal, each
Weighingseveraltons,
stood at the entrance
of the booth. A model
colliery showed every
process of coal min

ing andcoke manu
facture. The Saint
Bernard W’ashing
Plant was shown by

I leaf and manufactured
Grosscup,0f Charles

. l tobacco. In the Hot
'- ticttltural palace the
State exhibited (m
‘ plates of apples and
‘ other fruits that were

ton, Vice-Chairman;
D. E. Abbott, of
Huntington, Treas—
urer; A. H. Winches

replenished from cold

Secretary and Execu—

storage houses from

tive Commissioner;

time to time.

Frank Cox, of Mor
gantown; E. C. Ger
wig, of Parkersburg:
John T. McGraw, of
Grafton. The hos-

ter, of Buckingham,

Virginia madei
1:" striking display in the
59.5’
"5..

department of limes.

ﬂv
Q

A massiv e archwal'_

as

built 0i coppertol‘ﬁ.

Fnsn i‘nur. Gnosscvr,
Vice-Chairman.

Treasurer.

forests, ﬁelds, gardens, shops and factories, and when it was
over the people of that State had not suffered by comparison.
Fifty thousand dollars was the extent of the State’s appro~
priation, but this sum was augmented by $50,000 supplied by
the coal companies of the State, and $5,000 subscribed by

1 bales, forage plants, and
sheaf grains; cham
‘ Pagﬂe made from the
Scullpemllg grape
' and a unique pickle
‘ exhibit. Across the
’ aisle was the State's
‘, special tobacco ex

I

D. E. Anson-1'.

MEMBERS OF THE WEST VIRGINIA COMMISSION.

on their public'schools. The State's
vork representing the entire system.

,

MADE AN EXCELLENT SHOWING

tess Of the \vest \‘ir‘
ginia pavilion. which

1d a partition, the pilhn
was constructed at a

he attractne

'x, weret
I .
idlybf these were eshihits

a model, and there

was a panoramic view
of the Davis Coal
Company‘s mine.
Clays, shales, silica,
lime and sandstone,
and statistics show
ing the mineral oil
and natural gas pro
duction of the State
WEST VIRGINIA COMMISSION ON THE STEPS OF THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING.
were also in the dis
Seated. from late to right: F. P. Grosscup: N. E. Whitaker, President: A. H. Winchester. Secretary. Standing, play. The coal mines
'
from left to right: Senator kenney.
J. '1‘. Me Graw. D. E. Abbott, and Professor Lewis.
now operating in the
State can produce about 50,000,000 tons of coal annually,
cost of $22,000, was Mrs. Agnes E.
and the development of the coal area is but in its infancy.

‘ltling lib"

Brown, of Wheeling.
The West Virginia building was dedicated on June 29th.
In behalf of the Commission Colonel Grosscup delivered it to
Govemor White. President Francis delivered an address
chPlimenting the State upon its participation in the Exposi—
“On, and Governor \Vhite spoke commentlatoril y of the work
of the Commission. In presenting a ﬁne ﬂag to the Commis

(Jame b‘“ picmre ore
and

sion, John T. McGraw delivered an address in which he gave

of oil.
In the Palace of Agriculture \Vest Virginia exhibited
nearly all the products of its soil. Its chief agricultural
product is com, the soil and climate being well adapted to
its growth. Wheat was the next most prominent product

ailelslgoillfldl review of the growth and progress of the State.
cises lllAmg was tastefully decorated for the dedication exer

shown, and while West Virginia does not try to compete
with the wheat raisers of the Northwest, it raises considerablv

mem-s werreception followed the-addresses and light refresh

n
v
bii)clkewlti:trtl,
illfjgdgrzfgd
{8:02:31
iii“
us'e'

'ul marbles, a variety pd
sbestos, galena, and gitth

tographs of some of] Id
of the State contpe
..
3,‘ immense
Jamestﬂll'n

site 0f the

exhibit of
cry complete
water—fowl, she ll ﬁshes
0 shown.
)n 35 an op

e resources 0 ‘

um time
'

distinguiSthscrved on the spacious verandas. Among the
state 8
Visitors entertained at the building were United
8 enator Nathan B. Scott, Governor-elect \Nilliam M.

Over 2,000,000 tons of coke were produced in the State in
1904, and the State surpasses Pennsylvania in the production

eiehibit. In the Horticultural

oats,
rye, bérley‘"

m were also Show" m the

palace the State made an excel
lent display of all the leading fruits gr0wn by it, Possessing

“1-r

.-~“
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the largest peach orchard in the world, the display of peaches
was the most prominent feature, yet a large variety of apples,
pears, grapes, cherries, and many other fruits were shown.
The State is rich in its forests and made a splendid show
ing in the Forestry building. In 1900 its forests supplied 950
establishments, whose ﬁnished products were valued at more
than $10,000,000; planing mills whose products were valued
at more than $2,000,000; and
car building and general con
struction plants whose ﬁnished
products represented a value
of more than $1,000,000.
In the Palace of Educa—
tion and Social Economy the
State exhibited samples of
work illustrating methods
that equaled the best type
followed anywhere. The
exhibit in every department
evidenced the most careful

instruction.,

The State Uni- M‘s-CanLESS-Mmm

were accomplished. West Virginia had taken part in all the
great Expositions since 1876, but the showing it made in
Saint Louis far excelled its former efforts.
\N'isconsin played a magniﬁcent and important part at the
Exposition. Through displays in most of the great exhibit
palaces it demonstrated that it possesses a wealth of resources
and advantages that easily place it among the leading States
of the Union.
Its State
Legislature appropriated
$100,000 toward making a
showing, and an additional
$75,000 was contributed by
citizens of the State.
\Vith
these sums it was not only
enabled properly to exploit
its most prominent resources,
but to erect a splendid build
ing on'the Plateau of States
for the comfort of visitors.
Governor Robert M.

Mus. Eur“ J. WALsu.

M‘s-Tﬂm‘m“ Y°"“"5'

HOSTESSES OF THE WISCONSlN STATE BUILDING.

versity, normal schools, the
schools for the education of the negro, and several smaller
academies and colleges were represented by photographs of
buildings and laboratories, and some of the work done by
the students. An exhibit by the State School for the Blind
was particularly interesting, as it was in charge of Professor
Howard H. Johnson, who is totally blind himself. It showed
much of the work of the school, and demonstrated how results

Lafollette was an enthusiastic
friend of the Exposition.

Immediately after he had signed the bill which provided for
the State's appropriation he appointed the following as a
commission to take charge of the work: Ex-Governor \N'.
D. Hoard of Fort Atkinson, President; A. I. Lindemann
of Milwaukee, Vice-President; S. A. Cook of Neenah,
Treasurer; Grant Thomas of Madison, Secretary; William
A. Scott of Madison; \Villiam Gender of Milwaukee; \V. H.

\VISCONSIN BUILDING \VIIICII WAS AWARDED THE GRAND PRIZE.
The architecture of the Wisconsin State building was thoroughly American, There were many examples of domestic architecture on the Plateau of States, but none more
pleasing than that which was represented by the Wisconsin building. The rear elevation was three stories and faced the United States Government bird cage. “The front eleva
tion was two stories high and faced Commonwealth Avenue. The ﬁrst floor contained a reading room and ofﬁces, and on the second were eleven rooms which included parlors
and rest rooms for ladies. A spacious assembly room on the ground ﬂoor extended upward through the second ﬂoor. An abundance of porch room was supplemented by pavrllons
attached to the corners. Steep roof and gable windows were characteristics of the building. There was a terraced court where hollyhocks and other old-fashioned ﬂowers grew.
Wild cucumber and other vines clambered over railings of the porches. surrounded the columns and covered stretches of the plastered walls. Because it nearest fulﬁlled theideal
State home the Wisconsin building was awarded a beautiful carved piano by a leading eastern manufactory.

WISCONSIN EXPLOITED ITS LEADING RESOURCES.

INTERIOR VIEW, “’ISCONSIN BUILDING.

MUSIC ROOM. WISCONSIN BUILDING.

The beautifully carved upright piano was presented-to the building by eastern
manufacturers after inspecting the State structures and deciding that Wisconsin's
came nearest to fulﬁlling the ideal of a State home.

Flett,0f Merrill; Mrs. Lucy Morris, of Berlin; Mrs. Theodora
Yournans, of W aukesha. At one of the ﬁrst meetings of the
Commission Mrs. Emma J. W alsh, of Baraboo, was appointed
hostess of the State building.
The Wisconsin State building was dedicated June 29th
and the
a
same was
observed as
Wisconsin
Day. The ,dedicatory
address
was delirered by ex-
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Entertainment was a strong feature at the Wisconsin pavilion. The view shows
the inusic room where a great number of recitals were given by many well-known
musical artists during the season of the Exposition.

residents of that city assisted in the celebration of Milwaukee
Day, October 17th. \Nisconsin’s most notable exhibit was
in the Palace of Agriculture. Its special exhibit of butter
proclaimed the leading position held by Wisconsin as a dairy
State. In its main agricultural booth were wheat, corn, rye,
A
buckwheat,
"
b a rl e y ,
oats, beans,
peas, gar
den seeds,
grasses and
tobacco.
In the Pal
‘

ace of Hor

Governor

ticulture

H 0 i! l‘ (l ,

\\'. I). llomm,

S. A. Coox.

(hum-r THOMAS.

Presi dent

President.

Treasurer.

Secretary and Executive.Conimissioner.

WILLIAM ll. Fusrr.

WILLXAM A. Scorr.

presented a

\Visconsin

OFFICERS AND MEMBERS or THE wiscoNSIN COMMISSION.

miniature

“n=. .\..i'

of the Wis_

consin Commission.
Other addresses were delivered by
Governor Lafollette, President Francis, of the Exposition;
Governor Benjamin B. Odell, Jr., of New York, and Joseph
Chappell, editor of the Nalz'onal Magazine and a native of
Wisconsin. Mayor David Rose, of Milwaukee, and 5,000

in

dexrib“°‘l.w°fk rom every branch of its public
\hsconsin University.
.

exhibited iron, lead and zinc ores, limestone, red sandstone,

granite paving,r blocks, pressed brick and marl.
an extensive'exhibit was also made.

In education
i '

OFFICE OF THE \VISCONSIN COMMISSION.

WISCONSIN‘S EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT.
W
whichlsviggsm
8%,“?le ﬂ lar e and prominent space in the Palace of Education. in
wilch

cranberry marsh.
The rest of its space was devoted to
apples. In the Palace of Mines and Metallurgy Wisconsin

school

system. its

One of the largest rooms was occupied by the Commissioners and their secretary
[or ofﬁce purposes. Its walls were hung with large photographs showmg some of
the best scenery of the State.
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CHAPTER XII.

'

PARTICIPATION OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE STATES.
TIIE TERRITORY ACQUIRED FROM FRANCE SHOWED WHAT COULD BE DONE WITH A WILDERNESS IN A HUNDRED YEARS—ARKANSAS A
LARGE EXHIBITOR IN NEARLY ALL DEPARTMENTS—EDUCATION GOES HAND IN HAND WITH THE PROGREss OF ALL INDUSTRIES——
COLORADO'S MINING, FRUIT AND AGRICULTURAL DISPLAYS—BEAUTIFUL FRUITS AND GRAINS RAISED BY IRRIGATION—THE INDIAN
TERRITORY SURPRISED WORLD'S FAIR VISITORS WITH THE EXCELLENCE or HER SHOWING—THE GREAT STATE OF IOWA PROMINENT
1N PLAZA or STATES AND IN MANY BUILDINGS~I\'IAGNIFICENT DISPLAY BY KANSAS—HER WONDERFUL ADVANCEMENT GRAPHICALLY
SIIOWN BY HER BEAUTIFUL BUILDING AND SUPERB EXHIBITS IN THE SEVERAL PALACEs—LOUISIANA, TIIE MOTHER STATE OF THE
PURCHASE, DISPLAYED HER MANY INDUSTRIEs AND REPRODUCED THE CABILDO OF NEW ORLEANS, IN WHICH THE FORMAL TRANSFER
OF THE TERRITORY TOOK PLACE—MINNESOTA‘S HOSPITABLE BUILDING AND MANY DISPLAYS—MISSOURI, THE HOSTESS STATE, PLAYED
HER PART WITH CREDIT; THE MOST SPLENDID OF THE STATE BUILDINGS AND THE MOST EXTENSIVE OF STATE EXHIBITS—MONTANA
REPRESENTED BY A FINE BUILDING AND EXHIBITS—EXHIBITS OF THE DAKOTAS—SOUTH DAROTA’S GOLD REDUCTION PLANT—OKLAHOMA,

TIIE YOUNGEST OF THE SISTERS, DISPLAYED WONDERFUL ENTERPRISE—THE GREAT TEXAS STAR AMONG TIIE STATE BUILDINGS—
WYOMING‘S EXHIBIT.

,\u\nN'l;r\-.lzi:-\r|.i\.\‘'.\n|-

I )its.
KIA
IN(E

HILE a hundred years had elapsed since the transfer the railroads were built in the ﬁfties did real progress begin.
of the Louisiana Territory from France to the United Yiewed in the light of this knowledge, the Louisiana Purchase
States made a wonderful showing of progress in all arts and
States, the marvelous exhibits made by the Louisiana Pur
chase States represented the development of little more than industries.
Arkansas entered into the spirit of the Exposition with an
half that period. Saint Louis had but a thousand population
in 1803, and aside from New Orleans was the only place of appropriation of $30,000. \Vithin a brief period its ofﬁcials
consequence in the entire country included in the transfer. realized the magnitude of the undertaking, and became con
vincedthat to Show properly the magniﬁcent and varied
ietween the Atlantic seaboard, where nearly all the popula
tion of the United States was still conﬁned, and the Mississippi resources of the commonwealth more money would be required.
River, there existed a vast wilderness to be conquered by the The matter was laid before the Governor and the Legislature,
pioneer before more than a beginning could be made upon and $50,000 was added to the initial sum, making the total
the settlement of the new territory. In 1850 Saint Louis had $80,000. As a result, Arkansas was enabled to make one of
a population of 77,860, the trafﬁc of the Mississippi River and ‘ the most complete Showings 0f the States at the Exposition.
its tributaries making it the chief city Of the valley. Not till In ﬁve of the great exhibit palaces it was probably unsur
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ARKANSAS BUILDING.
. 'n the Plateau of States. All the material used in its construction was a prodpct of the State. It covered
‘prominent avenues. It was surrounded by fl broad vl‘rﬂﬂdil- and two lmP05lnB entrances of the Lolomal

proud“! actests to thc spacioug recepiion him on the main ﬂoor Nalivg hard woods were displayed In the stained oak ﬂoor. thCh was elaborately ornamented Wilh‘lnlﬂlfl
work.
ﬂoral e mm
The Wins of the receplion hall were tinted in empire green. with a frieze border three ieet derp- Alain“ bus 0‘ Clouds and Sky- Imulhs “I 39PM blvﬁﬁoma. the State l
"'1' were Painted. A mantel of Eureka Springs onyx was' the most attractive furnishing.
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Tnouas \V. MILAN.

Gconoz T. LAKE.

Manager.

Commissioner.

Gsoac. i: R. BELDZNG.
President.

J. C. REM BEIT,
Secretary.

II. T. Bnanronn.

Chief of Agriculture.
MEMBERS AND OFFICERS OF THE ARKANSAS STATE COMMISSION.

passed, and every Arkansan who visited the Exposition
returned to his home satisﬁed that the expenditure had been
justiﬁed, and that great returns were absolutely certain. The
Exposition placed Arkansas in a new and higher position
among the States and Territories. Thousands
of visitors had not realized its splendid resources
until they viewed its exhib
its. They were not aware
that it was not only one of
the great agricultural and
horticultural States of the

Miss 1.1211 x CAGE,

Hostess.

sition, visitors to the building were afforded a variety of
entertainment. The State’s Commissioners were George R.
Belding, President ; James C. Rembert, Secretary; George T.
Lake and H. T. Bradford. Miss Lizzie Cage was hostess.
Those exhibits of
Arkansas that will
be longest remem
bered by visitors to
the Exposition were
in the Palaces of
Agriculture and
Union, but that it ranked
Horticulture. In
high in the mining world,
agriculture its dis
and that its educational and
play was of the most
social conditions were equal
diversiﬁed and com
to those of the oldest States.
prehensive charac
The State proved by its
ter, covering nearly
exhibits that few other States
all the products of
or countries oﬁered greater
the farm and garden.
Its collection of cere
FRANK w. GIBBS. opportunities to the home
Awhile? of. Arkansas seeker, to the manufacturer,
als embraced corn,
JEFFERSON DAVIS.
a""‘°“'
or to the capitalist.
"ARKANSAS."
wheat, oats, millet,
Governor of Arkansas.
The Allegory of the "Bear State.’
The Arkansas State building, which was
clover, alfalfa, tim
wholly constructed with material that came from the State, othy. Long and short staple cotton and its by-products were
was dedicated May 16th. Governor Jefferson Davis and staff, shown, and a large variety of garden products, dried fruits,
prominent citizens of the State and the members of the State and fruits canned or preserved in ﬂuids. The State has long
militia participated in the event, which was one of the most been famed for the variety and quality of its apples, peaches,
notable aiIairs of the Exposition. There was a civic and pears and smaller fruits, and its exhibit in the Palace of
Horticulture added
military parade,
to its already great
and speeches at the
reputation.
Th e
State building by
display was one of
Governor Davis
the most extensive
and other distin
in the palace, and
guished
citizens.
evidenced the fact
Arkansas Day was
that it is but a
celebrated Septem
question of a short
ber 22nd, and was
time when no other
made one of the
State can boast su
never-to-be-forgot
. periority to Arkan
ten features of the
sas as a fruit-grow
Exposition period
ing region.
The
by the distribution
largest apple exhib
of ten car-loads of
ited in the Horticul
native red apples
tural Palace was a
among the people
native of the State,
who visited the
ARKANSAS EXHIBIT, PALACE OF AGRICULTURE.
and it was a perfect
building (I u r i n g
Arkansas’ exhibit in the Agriculture Building was one of the most extensive and artistically arranged displays in
specimen of the
that week.
_
that treat structure. It comprised a complete collection of the cereals grown in the State, as well as all the other
products of _the farm and garden. The central piece in the display was a pagoda. outlined with the cereals and
variety it repre
Throughout the decorated wrth cotton bolls. Smaller pagodas at either end of the space were similarly decorated. and were sur
mounted hy bales of Arkansas cotton. The three pagodas were joined by arches, which were also artistically
sented.
Arkansas
period of the Expo
outlined with the various grains grown in the State.
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ARKANSAS MINERAL EXHIBIT—COLORADO ’ S DISPLA Y.

\VILD ANIMALS OF COLORADO.
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COLORADO FRUITS RAISED BY IRRIGATION.

claims that its climatic conditions and the extreme fertility of respect to justify the statement that development will prove
its soil make it possible to raise all the leading crops and it to be one of the most favored mineral-producing States
fruits of America, and its showing in the
of the Southwest.
Agricultural and Horticultural depart
In the Palace of Education more than
ments of the Exposition was the most
three hundred volumes of written work by
convincing proof of its claims. No other
the school children of the State, and more
State exhibited a more diversiﬁed line of
than twelve hundred photographs of inte
products of the soil.
rior and exterior views of schools were in
Seventy-ﬁve per cent of the yellow
the exhibit. The photographs illustrated
pine timber used in the construction of
the improvement that has been going on
the Exposition buildings was cut in Arkan
during the last few years in the char
sas forests. It was, therefore, appropriate
acter of public school buildings erected
that the State illustrate its resources as a
throughout the State. The Eureka Springs
timber producer in the Forestry building.
schools made a special exhibit, and there
Its exhibit in this great department
were displays from the manual training
consisted principally of ﬁnished lumber,
schools at Hot Springs and Fort Smith;
ﬁfty varieties being shown.
Besides
also displays of fancy art and hand work
yellow pine, there were the different
by the students of the school for the blind
species of oak, gum, walnut, hickory, ash,
and the deaf-mute institute at Little
elm, poplar, cypress and cherry. The
Rock.
display attracted general attention, and
Colorado appropriated $100,000 for its
was a valuable advertisement of the timber
work at the Exposition, and so important
resources of the State.
JAMES H. PEABODY.
did it deem the advantage of properly
In the Palace of Mines and Metallurgy Governor of Colorado and President of the World's
displaying its resources, that the idea of a
Fair Commission.
Arkansas was splendidly represented by a
State building was entirely abandoned.
large collection of zinc ores from the northern part of the
In default of a State structure, the Commissioners rented a
State. In addition to zinc, there were bauxite and bauxite
comfortable house on 'Washington Boulevard during the
products, manganese ores, clays, samples of slate
period of the Fair, and there made its headquar
and building stone, phosphate, and one of the
ters. The ﬁrst general social function held at the
most valuable collections of quartz crystals ever
opening of the Fair was a reception to Governor
gathered. As a mining State, Arkansas is only in
James H. Peabody, of Colorado, at the Planter's
its infancy. but sufﬁcient is
Hotel, which was attended by
known of its resources in this
representatives from all the

r. MACLAREN,
Architect, Colorado
inrmssion.

MRS. LIONEL ROSE
I. N. STEVENS.
T. I. O’DONNELL.
ANTHONY.
Secretary.
Vice-President.
MEMBERS OF THE COLORADO STATE COMMISSION.

PAUL WILSON.
Commissioner-in.
IE .

La.
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COLORADO EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT.

States, by President
Francis and mem
bers of his staff,
Prince Pu Lun, of
China, and a large
body of foreign com
missioners.
Colorado was one
of the few States
that was ready when
the Exposition
opened. The State
was magniﬁcently
represented in ﬁve
of the main exhibit
buildings—M i n e s ,
Agriculture, F o r
estry, Horticulture
and Education, and
could her exhibits
have been placed in
proximity, they

the Forestry, Fish and Game
building, Colorado's exhibit
was the most pretentious and
naturally attracted universal
attention. In the Palace of
Education the showing made
by the State surpassed that
made by many of the oldest
States of the Union, a fact
that not only caused favora
ble comment, but which illus
trated Colorado's progressive
attitude in matters of popular
educational work.

Colorado’s

Commission

was composed of Governor
James H. Peabody, President;
T. J. O’Donnell, Vice-Presi—
dent; I. N. Stevens, Secre
tary ; Harry Cassaday, Treas
urer, Marie \V. Stewart,
Assistant; W. F. Sperry, Mrs.
_

would have amazed the visitor and student by their diversity

L.

- :iie inter
<.=
w
.' 5' it Comm
. i'tofllu

Anthony,

was in

STATUE OF COLORADO
‘
_ _ '_ _
The helmet of a Roman soldier is indica

Paul \Nil-

tive ofthe sturdystrqngih of the people of

5011' Executive Commissioner,

hilitiiesiizilt'iivea'ltli? lﬁ‘ihlg'shizidewnaztihgétga

and almost universal range. Statistics are authority for the
.
coat of arms. August Leller,sculptor.
assertion that no other State in the Union is mining such John A. \Vayne, Assistant.
quantities of precious metals, and at the same time produc
Although Colorado is called one of the Louisiana Purchase
ing iron, lead and zinc in such immense volume, or sending States, the Purchase did not include the whole of the present
forth from its ﬁelds and farms such a great variety of food State. It is a noteworthy fact, however, that the corner of
stuﬁ‘s. Colorado had the most elaborately arranged and the State acquired from Napoleon in 1803 embraces all of
the most populous
beautiful exhibit in
the Palace of Mines.
cities, including
Denver, Leadville,
There was a gleam—
Pueblo and Colo
ing pile of gold in
rado Springs, and
the center, nearby a
the richest portion
heap of silver, and
of the State's great
minerals of every
resources. Colorado
hue, from the deep
is well supplied with
blue of azurite to
arteries of travel, the
the sulphur yellow
great Union Paciﬁc
of carnatite, from
System reaching its
which radium is ob
capital from the
tained. So diverse
north and east, and
are the mineral pro
the Santa Fe from
ducts of the State
the southeast and
that its exhibit at the
crossing the south
Exposition would east corner of the
have made of itself a
State into New
comprehensive mu—
seum. The State's
Mexico.
The Colorado
agricultural exhibit
statue on the Ter
told another story of
race of States was a
immense wealth.
woman in the attire
Wheat grown ten
INDIAN TERRITORY BUILDING.
of a Roman soldier,
thousand feet above
Indian Territory's building at the Exgosition was a reproduction of an imposing; Colonial mansion.
It
the interest of all visitors, often (5 ing mistaken for the building of one o the older States.
The
\vith the coat of anus
_ _
_
the sea level, the amused
building was on Lommonwealth Avenue near the State buildings of New Jersey, Utah and Mississippi. It was
famous ROCk)_ Ford

surrounded
greatschools.
trees. and
was one dressed
of the and
mostaspleasant
spots
on pale-faced
the grounds.
Indian
wom
n.
educated
at by
modern
fashionably
reﬁned as
their
sisters.Young
were to
be seen
here.

Of the State on her

enjoying this as their headquarters while visiting the Exposition.

cantaloupes, colossal
potatoes, and sugar beets and alfalfa honey that bring millions
of dollars annually into the State, were in the display. Colo
rado knows no crop failure, because her ﬁelds are irrigated by
mountain streams. In the Horticultural palace, Colorado's
display of fruits attracted as much attention and aroused
almost as much admiration as that of any other State. In

shield. Her seat was
a rock, indicative of the mountainous character of the State,
and the pick in her hands was expressive of its mineral wealth.
The Indian Territory demonstrated splendidly the spirit of
progression when it raised $25,000 by popular subscription

to enable it to appear with its sister States and Terl'itOl'ics
at the Exposition.

An appropriation of $25,000 from the
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INDIAN TERRITORY—DEDICATION OF THE IOWA
B U ILDING.
'
'
' ssociation
tion to the members of the National
Educational
A
Government was contingent upon a like amount being raised
by the people of the Territory. The condition was promptly
met and the result was that the Territory came to the Exposr
tion with $50,000 to expend. Of
this amount, $16,000 was appro
priated for the Territorial build
ing, and the balance was ex
pended upon the exhibits and

from the Territory, in July.
T
ce of States
'
r i tor was represente d on the erra
r

Indian Ter 1

y

showing an Indian woman hav~
ing a basket resting on her knee,

and holding in her left hand sev
eral stalks of corn, typitying the

maintenance.

The First Assistant Secre
tary oi the Interior, Honorable
Thomas Ryan, was made chair—

man of the Commission, and F.
C. Hubbard, of Muskogee, Indian
TerritOry, was made Executive
Commissioner. The following
named honorary Commissioners

HONORABLE THOMAS RYAn.

were appointed: J- E-Campbsll, Fi’s‘{$25332fii’rﬁlaéyi’iriiéi?""°"

F. C. HUBBARD.
(“clnmissioner-inIChieI for Indian

H. B. Spaulding, H. B. JohnC°mmi55i°m
son, A. J. Brown, J'. I. McAlester, \‘Villiam Busby and W. L.
McWilliams.
The Territory admirably showed its development and the
extent of its resources. It maintained extensive exhibits in
the Mines and Agricultural buildings, and in the Territorial
building. Some of the most striking exhibits offered were
displayed in the latter building, which occupied a beautiful
and commanding site near the southeast entrance to the
Exposition grounds. In one of
the large rooms on the ground
ﬂoor were art and educational
exhibits, and in another was a
great variety of photographs,
showing to advantage the beauti
iul scenery of the Territory, and

Territory.

industries of the Indian race.
Iowa made a full representa
tion of her resources, institutions
and industries in eight of the
exhibit palaces. Besides these, a
State pavilion was erected, and
there individual displays were
installed by private ﬁrms.
The General Assembly of the

State appropriated

$145,000

April 12th, 1902, and provided
for a Commission, to be appointed by the Governor, to
arrange for Iowa's participation. This commission consisted of

former Governor William Larrabee, President; \V. F. Harri
man, Vice-President; W. \V. \Nitmer, Chairman Executive
Committee; S. M. Leach, Treasurer; Leroy A. Palmer, S.
Bailey, George M. Curtis, W. T. Shepherd, Thos. Updegrali,
C. I. A. Ericson, James H. Trewin, Will C. Whiting, S. S.
Carruthers, F. R. Conaway, Secretary.
On June 17th, 1904, the Iowa
pavilion was dedicated with exer
cises in which it was estimated that
25,000 natives or residents of the
State participated.
An escort,
formed of the different military
organizations at the Exposition,
conducted Governor A. B. Cum
mins and his oﬁ‘icial stal’f, Honora
ble D. R. Francis, President of the
Exposition, the members of the
State Commission, and m any
other oﬂicials with their guests,
from the Administration building
to the Terrace of States to
dedicate the symbolic statue of

representing almost every phase

of its life. The showing was such
as to impress visitors with the
advantages the Territory otters
to settlers. In the Palace of
Mines the Territory maintained a
striking exhibit of its minerals
and oils. Bituminous coal, gyp—
sum, and other valuable minerals
were shown, and a large number
of samples of crude oil from what
promises to become one of the
greatest oil ﬁelds in the world.
In the Palaces of Agriculture
and Horticulture, the Territory's
exhibits compared favorably with
those of the other western States
and Territories. In the Agricul
llll'al Section a daily demonstra—
tion of how cotton and ﬂax were
Spun was given on a spinning

by a statue by C. A. Hebe ,

the State.

After the dedicatory

address, an enjoyable recital and
reception was held. Many dis
tinguished guests were entertained
on this and on other occasions at
the Iowa pavilion, notably among
which were the receptions ten
dered the State Press Association,
the Iowa West Point Cadets, and
the State Federation of W'omen's
ALLEGORICAL STATUE OF INDIAN TERRITORY.

Clubs.

Iowa was “ at home”

C. A. Heber. Sculptor.

several evenings each month and

Wheel 125 years old. Visitors were also presented With
Souvenir bolls of cotton neatly done up in small boxes. All

on Sundays held regular sacred concerts.

the cereals grown in the Territory were display“, and the'

and Memorial Day were observed with ﬁtting exercises, and
attended by a large number of patriotic citizens. From

showing deserved to be counted among the most attractive in
the Agricultural building.

During the Fair the Territory’s building was the scene Of

Independence Day

October 10th to 15th Iowa week was celebrated. Governor
Cummins had sent programs announcing this, which went

a number of pleasant social events, among willCh was the

to every newspaper in the State, so that the Iowans were
prepared to assemble at Saint Louis in great numbers. Iowa

reception given October Ist by the Commission, and a recep

held open house and her hospitality was taxed to the utmost.

I'M-\-.r*..
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Her reading rooms containing home papers, her rest rooms
with their comfortable couches, and her post ofﬁce were called
into service from morning till night.
In the Palace of Agriculture Iowa made a specialty of
cereals. Some of the very ﬁnest were shown here, with
trophies which different organizations of the State offered to
encourage the best results. Among them were the Farmer's
Tribune trophy, which was awarded to the Muscatine County
Corn Club; the \Vliiting trophy, won by Asa Turner, of
Maxwell, Iowa, and the \Nallace's Farm trophy, which was
captured by the Emerson Corn Club. Another feature of the

of that territory. Beside it in striking contrast hung Iowa's
new capitol, pictured by means of the same materials. Iowa
competed also in the dairy section of this building with a
case of well-cut butter ﬁgures, and an apiary exhibit showing
what good honey she canproduce.
About seven hundred plates of choice apples were shown
by Iowa in the Palace of Horticulture. These represented
eighteen varieties of apples in which Iowa excels.
Comparativer few States had exhibits in the Palace of
Manufactures. Iowa was one of these, occupying a space of
twenty by thirty feet. Samples of Iowa clay products, in'clud

DEDICATING THE IOWA STATUE, TERRACE OF STATES.
The ceremony of dedicating the Iowa statue took place on Iowa Day. June nth. In the morning at 9:30 o'clock a great procession was formed of lcﬁerson Guards. Philippine
Scouts. First United States Cavalry Band, United States Marines, Philippine Constabulary. Indian Band, Frazier Light (iuards. Marion Drill Corps, Simpson College (adeis and
Iowa State College Cadets. Under this escort Governor A. B. Cummins and full uniformed staﬂ. President Franms. members of the Iowa State kommissmn. prominent officials

of the Exposition and ladies of the ofﬁcial party, proceeded toihe Terrace of States. The statue. symbolic of Iowa, was the work of Carl E. Teﬁt, and consisted of a seated
female ﬁgure of heroic size. President Francis presented the statue to the State, Commissioner Leroy A. Palmer. of Mount_T’leasai-it. receiving it on behalf of the State.
statue was then decorated with ﬂowers and the parade i'eformed and marched to the Iowa building to continue the day's exercises.

Iowa section was a display showing the various ways that com
can be utilized commercially, and products made from the
cereal which the average person would never think had their
origin from the grain. Among the products were rubber,
sugar, gum, oil, writing paper of ﬁne quality, syrup, oil meal,
dextrine, gluten feed and a number of others. Exhibits made
by nine individual ﬁrms in this building displayed especially
the ﬁne farming machinery manufactured and used in the
State. There were large pictures made of grain, showing
farm scenes of Iowa. One of these portrayed the 01d terri
torial capitol of \Nisconsin at Belmont, when Iowa was part

The

ing common building brick, face brick, press brick, building
blocks, conduits, pottery, stoneware and many other allied
manufactures, were arranged in such a way as to give the
visitor a clear idea as to what extent Iowa produced these.
The arrangement was pretty as well as instructive and was,
perhaps, the more interesting because it represented practically
every part of the State, and about thirty factories.
In the Palace of Mines and Metallurgy, behind an impos
ing facade built of stone from Stone City, and press brick

from Van Meter and Scliigh, with two scagliola sienna. marble
columns forming the entrance, Iowa placed samples of her
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IOWA MINERALS AND ANTHROI’OLOGICAL EXHIBITS.
mineral resources. A section of the coal vein at Oskaloosa,
and samples of coal from many parts of the State with pic
tures of coal mining plants, formed one of the valuable
resources of the State shown here. Samples of clay and

shales in their natural state, and also converted into paving,
pressed and ﬁre brick; into hollow blocks, drain tile, electrical

conduits and pattery' With Phorograhhs of clay works and
shale pits, fully displayed her resources in this line. There
were good blocks of building stone, ﬁnely marked marble and
litliograplling stone from her stone quarries. Gypsum, too,
was among her building materials, both in its native state

405

was laid upon the exhibit of the manual training school,
which was installed in such a way that the course of instruc
tion could be closely followed throughout the various classes.
Delegations from the educational institutions attended the
Fair at diﬁerent times. Among these were eighty cadets

from the Iowa State University, under the command of James
R. Lincoln, an ex-Confederate soldier, and were hospitably
entertained at the State Pavilion.
For the historian, Iowa had prepared a treat in the form
of an exhibit in the Anthropology building. Precious relics
were installed there, perhaps the choicest of all. being several

a.--,
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IOWA'S STATELY BUILDING.
Go" The {lesizn by Proudioot and Bird combined the best features of the old State capitol at Iowa (‘ity‘and the new one at DcsMoines. The building cost $464100, and former
Yn0r_ arrabee. President of the Commission. donated a large and costly pipe organ and numerous l-rcnch mechanical canarics that decorated the great rotunda. and sang at
ircquent intervals. to the delight of the ever-changing throng of visitors. The low_a building became popularly known as the "Academy of Music" on account of the dnil if“
"titan concerts and other musical events. The site 0
statu
f
s
the building was a commanding one on the Plaza 9 States, near the Kansas. New York and Minnesota buildings. E arge
es 0 Admiral I'arrazut. General Sherman. General G. M. Dodge and David B. Henderson. the gift of Mr. Larrabee, decorated the entrances to the building. Many ﬁne
paintings decorated the interim- of the building. On the second floor was Governor Albert B. Cnmmins' reception room and other sumptuously furnished apartments. A library
pl three hundred books, representing 135 Iowa authors, and a collection of music by Iowa composers. were on this floor- The building was from time to time the scene of

important social functions.

and in the form of reﬁned plaster, and statues of good work

large oil portraits of early settlers and pioneers of 'Iowa,

manshlp- Besides these, good iron and lead ore were shown
here, with pictures of the interior of the mines; also white
safld, and mineral water of hygienic value. In addition to

loaned by the State Historical Association.
building to become noted as one of the great musical centers

tlllS State exhibit, there were ﬁve individual exhibits in the

of the World's Fair. He provided it with a large pipe organ,

Palace 0f Mines and Metallurgy, representing some of the
metal works, the machinery builders and the stone companies.
_ The schools of Iowa placed a ﬁne representative exhibit
1" the Palace of Education and Social Economy. Every
guilt, from the kindergarten to the university, set forth sam
ples Of the excellent work they are doing, Especial stress

which was installed at the head of the grand staircase leading
from the main rotunda, and daily organ recitals were given
for the entertainment of visitors. Mason Slade, of Des
Moines, well known in the musical circles of the west, was

The generosity of ex-Governor Larrabee caused the Iowa

the ofﬁcial organist, and the leading organists of Iowa and
abroad appeared at the recitals.

Sacred concerts every Sunday
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Tuouas UPDEGRAFF.

C. J. A. Emcsox.

\V. C. \VHITING.

DR. S. BAILEY.

afternoon, became a regular feature here.

The

S. S. CARRUTHBRS.

\V. W. \VITM as.

\Nomen’s Auxiliary Commit

representing

tee to the Iowa Commis
sion, composed of Mrs. \V.
H. Baily, Chairman; Mrs.
H. I. Howe, Vice-Chairman,
and Mrs. H. E. Deemer,
Secretary, provided many ob
jects of beauty for the build~
ing: paintings in oil and water
colors, beautiful china minia
tures on ivory and porcelain,
and inlaid woodwork. A bust
of Governor Cummins, by Miss
Walker, formerly of Red Oak,

W. T. Susrunn.

another room was a large collection of books,

many Iowa

authors, and a splendid col

lection of music by Iowa com
posers.
The superintendents of
Iowa’s exhibits who made
the State’s representation a
success, were Charles M.
Sessions, Education; C. B.

Platt, Mines and Metallurgy;
A. C. Hutchins, Manufactures;
Silas \Nilson, Horticulture;
GeorgeS. Forest, Agriculture;
Mas. \Vu. LARRABEE.

.
adorned the Governor’s reception
room.

WILLIAM LARRABEE

Mas. F. R. Comwu.

E_ H,

\Vhite,

Live

StOCk,

,
_
. .
.
In Ex'Gwegg‘fgfggrgigggxfm‘dem
and S. B. Slnlhng,
Dairy
and Apiary.

“1450!
.1
_ “FL”

Yt'

496.10
“willltril

lot: L'.
\

Mas. H. ]. Hows.
G20. M. Cus-rls.
Member Auxiliary Committee.

W. ‘F. HARIRIMAN.
Vice-President.

J. H. Tnswm.

S. M. Luca,

LE Roy PALHER,

F. R. CONAWAY

Treasurer.
Secretary.

MEMBERS OF THE IOWA COMMISSION.

DEDICATING SITEI IOWA BUILDING.
The site was selected in October, 1902.

Ground was broken in April, 1903.

IO\\'A EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT.
This was the ﬁrst exhibit completed in the Palace of Education. and it showed the
practical work of the State’s famous public schools.

KANSAS AT THE WORLD’S FAIR.
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RECEPTION ROOM.
On the evening of Kansas Day a reception was tendered Governor and Mrs. W. J. Bailey, who are seated in this picture. at which the Governor‘s Staff and many other
rominent Kansans were present. a guest of honor being Dav“! J. Brewer. Justice of the Supreme Court. who is a native of Kansas.
Building. had the reception room. beautifully decorated With ﬂowers in honor of the occasion.

The middle spot of North America is occupied by a State
which, because of its health-giving climate, its rich soil, its
progressive inhabitants, is worthy also to become the pivot of
American institutions—Kansas. This State is the heart of
the territory whose purchase was commemorated by the Uni
versal Exposition in Saint Louis, 1904. At this Exposition,
by her displays in the Palace of Agriculture, Palace of Horti~
culture, Palace of Mines and Metallurgy, and Palace of Edu
cation, she conﬁrmed the statements that she is not only the
garden spot of the Louisiana Purchase, but also one of the
mineral treasure chambers of the United States, and the
dwelling place of an intelligent, energetic people.
A Board of Commissioners, consisting of Governor 'W. I.
Bailey, John C. Carpenter, J. C. Morrow, Chas. H. Luling,

Mrs. Noble Prentts. the hostess of the

R. T. Simons, and Wm. B. Waggener, was appointed by
ex-Governor Stanley to represent Kansas by a ﬁtting building
and suitable exhibits at the \Vorld‘s Fair, and great credit is
due them not only for the handsome State building which
they caused to be erected, but also for their cordial hospitality
in behalf of the State toward visiting Kansans and strangers
alike, and for the helpful information they were able to
impart to investigators.
A ﬁne two—story staff building was erected on Common
wealth Avenue in the Exposition Grounds, standing between
the New York State Building and that of Iowa, with the
buildings of Minnesota and Massachusetts opposite. The
large vine-covered verandas on the upper floor afforded a‘ﬁne
vista of the Terrace of States, and a glimpse into Mining
\
D.I
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KANSAS STATE BUILDING.

The State Buildin
Fathering on Kansas I! was the scene of many festivities. Especially was this the case during Kansas week. when social receptions ﬁlled its balls with a round of gayety. The
ml—lowa~
‘ “! was so great that even the spacious rotunda of the Kansas Pavilion was unable to hold the guests. and the kindly offer of the neighboring State Build
*0 Wen its halls to the relief of Kansas. was accepted
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$387,000,000, or more than $260 for each inhabitant, indicate
the richness of her agricultural resources.
Even though her development has only just begun, and
the present ﬁgures are therefore only a hint of future possi~
bilities, she promises to exceed all the other States in the pro
duction of wheat, corn and live stock. Climatically, Kansas
is neither tropic nor arctic, but has the temperature of the
temperate zone in which she lies. The following record is
furnished by the United States \Veather Bureau, computed
from the last seventeen years :
Average temperature during the three winter months, December,
January and February, 30.9.
Average temperature during the

three summer months, June,

July and August, 76.9.
Average annual temperature for the State, 54.2.
The average annual rainfall in the eastern third of the State for the

last seventeen years approximates thirty-ﬁve inches, gradually decreas
ing further west. For the whole State the annual precipitation has
averaged 27.12 inches.
For the three winter months, December, January and February,
0.91 inches per month.
For the three summer months, June, July and August, 3.55 inches
per month.

WILLIS JOSHUA BAILEY.

The State is drained by several important non-navigable
streams, among them being the Kansas, the Arkansas, the
Neosho, the Republican, the Cimmaron, the Solomon, the
Neninescah, and the Blue. There are also innumerable small
creeks which form a network through many hundreds of miles

Honorable “'illis Joshua Bailey. Governor of the State of Kansas. has been a
member of the State Board of Agriculture for twelve years, and has himself been a
successful farmer and stockraiser. At llaileyville, in Nemaha County. he ownsa ﬁne
farm of eight hundred acres. and takes an active interest both in local and State
agricultural matters. Governor Bailey has also other interests: in i889. he served
in the Kansas leizislature: later he was a member of the Fifty-sixth Congress. as
Congressman-at-large from Kansas. During these
ears he was engaged also in

banking. in which business he has been for twenty- ve years. At the time of the
Louisiana Purchase Exposition, Governor Bailey issued a roclamation. which was
printed in pamphlet form and distributed throughout the “tare. urging the people
of Kansas to attend the Fair. The Governor. himself. made several visits to the
Exposition, and with his military staff. presided over the Kansas Day exercises. In
his address upon this occasion, Governor Bailey dwelt upon the virtues of the early
Kansas pioneers. landing the State's achievements, and the loyalty of its people:
"Once a Kansan. always a Kansan. I. On this day. too. the Governor reviewed the
Kansas Day parade from the Louisiana Monument.

Gulch, with its model mines and its twenty-mule borax team
from Death Valley winding through. Over the entrance way
was a stained glass window reproducing the seal of the State
of Kansas, with its motto, “Ad Astra, per Aspera" ; on the
floor of the vestibule was the State emblem—a gigantic sun
ﬂower—done artistically in mosaic.
Fine tapestries decorated the walls, and some attractive
paintings of Kansas scenes. On the second ﬂoor a compre
hensive art exhibit was arranged, under the directorship of
Mrs. C. F. \V. Dassler, of Leavenworth, to whose good
taste were also due the agreeable interior decorations, con
sisting of over two hundred paintings and drawings, besides
an exquisite ceramic display, sculpture, art needlework and
basketry, produced by Kansas artists.
In the Palace of Agriculture at the Universal Exposition
was displayed an entirely different side of Kansas merit.
' Here, behind an elaborate railing completely bound with pale
yellow corn husks, under pillars decorated with grasses and

grain and surmounted by urns made also of ﬁeld products,

“'I LLIAM EUGENE STANLEY.

the Sunﬂower State showed what her farmers could do.
About one-tenth of the eighty-two thousand square miles,
which constitute her area, produced in a single year (1901)
enough wheat to cover nearly four times the original cost of
the whole Louisiana Purchase, according to the United States
Department of Agriculture; and yet Kansas is less than one

Est-Governor \‘l'illiam Eugene Stanley. to whose good indgnient was due the
appointment of the efﬁcient Board of Commissioners representing Kansas at the
\\ orld's hair. has been a resident of Kansas since i870. In that year, he taught district
school in .Jeﬁ'erson Lounty during the spring and summer, and was made County

tenth of the entire Purchase.

This, and the fact that in 1903

alone, she produced farm products and live stock worth over

Attorney _in the winter of the same year. Since that time, he has held many other
public oﬂices. having been County Attorney of Sedgwick from i874 to 1880. in which

year he successfully ran for the legislature as representative of Wichita District. lie
was then appointed Police Commissioner of the City of Wichita. served creditabl)’ {Or
one term. and declined reappointment. The ofﬁce of Judge of the Court of Appeals of

the State of Kansas was then tendered him, but he declined it also. In 1898 he “'35
elected (lovernorof Kansas. and was re-elected in iqoo. At the close of his second term.
President Roosevelt ap ointed him a member of the Commission to the Five Civilige
Tribes. but he resigne in 1904. and resumed the practice of law at Wichita. Duripiz
all these years, Governor Stanle still found time to keep up his duties as Superm
tendent of the First Methodist . unday School of \\'ichita. which ofﬁce he had ﬁlled
continuously from the date of its organization in 1873 until his election as GOvcrnOi“

KANSAS AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.
of rich valley, especially in the eastern portion, which abounds
in excellent timber land.

Wheat is one of her most conspicuous items of production.
Without doubt the three greatest crops of winter wheat ever

grown to maturity in any State in the world have been har—
vested within the ho rde rs of
Kansas in 1900, 1902 and 1903;
and in the latter year, when
her yield was the lowest of the
three, she raised more wheat

by about two million bushels
than the

output of the two

States ranking next highest

lit

that year—Minnesota and
California. Further, it is inter
esting to note that in the past
thirteen y e a rs
K a n s a s has
raised eight
crops averaging

the
is
its

J. C. MORROW,
0f the Kansas Commission to the Louis
iana Purchase Exposition. Honorable
J. C. Morrow was appointed a member

by Governor Stanley. and was _chosen
it: Vice-President. He has resided in
Kansas since 1874, when he settled in
\l'asliin ton County and engaged in farm
ing an stock-raising. In addition to

this Senator Morrow is President of the
First National Bank of Washington. and
has always taken an active part in public
affairs, attending County and State Con
ventions and making his presence there
felt. In 1895 he represented his district
iii the Lower House, and in 1897 he was

chosen Senator and served until the year
INS

wheats are in demand. To represent her wheat production
at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, were high pillars
bound with sheaves of wheat, some ﬁve feet in height, whose
heads formed heavy bushy rings, and challenged the visitors’
admiration. Among the buckets of wheat placed there for
examination were a number
ﬁlled with red Turkish, hard
and dark, which makes the
best kind of ﬂour, and for
which Kansas, the banner
wheat State, is particularly
famous.
Here, also, her corn crops
were exhibited—long rows of
heavy ears, some of them
reaching a length of fourteen
inches. A ﬁne
cornstalk seven
teen feet high,

seventy

whose ﬁrst car
branched out

million bushels.
In 1 901 s he

ten feet from the
ground, was

raised

exhibited to

over

11 e a r l y

one-seventh of
the entire quan
tity of wheat
produced in this
country that
year.
The following
was compiled
from the records
of the St ate
Board of Agri
culture, showing
the acres, prod
uct and value of

w h e at (winter
and spring) in
Kansas, for each
of the y e a r s
given :

1899. 4.988.952
acres,

43,687,013

JOHN C. CARPENTER.
Honorable
ohn C. Carpenter. who
was appointe President of the Kansas
Commission to the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition is a war veteran, having
served as econd Lieutenant, Company
E, Sixty-seventh Pennsylvania Infantry,
during the Civil War. Between June,
1863. and March. 1864. he suffered in
Libby Prison, but immediately upon his
release. lie reioincd his regiment. re
maining with it until July, 1865, when
he was mustered out as its Colonel.
in 1866, he settled at his present home,

Ncosho County.
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He has always taken

an active part in.public affairs, having
represented his district in the Senate in
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show what prod

R. T. SIMONS.

igies Kansas can
produce. This
king of culti
vated plants
grows profusely,
especially in the
counties which
lie along the
State's northern
boundary. The
farmer in this
part of the world
does not meas
ure his corn
crop by the
comparatively
narrow margin
between the cost
of producing
and the selling

Honorable R. T. Simons. who was
Treasurer of the Kansas World's Fair

Commission, represented in _1904 the
Twenty-eighth Senatorial District of his
State, and in 1895 the Seventy-ﬁrst Dis
trict. He has given much attention to

the affairs of his State, not only in regard
to politics but also to education.

As a

success the ofﬁce of County Superin
tendent of Public Instruction. Besides

the performance of his public duties, he
is wound in editing and publishing the
Caldwell News. Senator Simons has ﬁlled
the principal chairs in the lodges of Odd
Fellows and A.(). U. \V., and is alsoprom
inently connected with the Free Masons.

w-n..‘

FW-\-..-

i869. 1870. 1877. 1879. 1893- 1805. 1901 and price, but by its
bushels, value ,9“,
$22,406,410.00;
conversion into

1900. 4.378.553 acrvs. 77.259091
bushels, value $41,974,145.00; 1901,
5,316,482 acres, 90,333,095 bushels,
value $50,610,505.75; 1902, 6,301,040
acres, 54,649,236 bushels, value

$29.139AQO-00; 1903. 5.964.866 acres.
94,041,902 bushels, value $52,426,
C. ll. LULlNG.
Honorable C
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mail. Besides this, he has held
ll: ofﬁces, haying been Clerk of

imemb ici Court of SedizwiCk County.
the

.9; of the Lower House during
ens ative Session of 1901. and dele
gtss gigginty and State Con~
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Mr.
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For years Kansas flouring
mills have consigned heavy
shipments of their produce to
leading markets throughout the
United States and to foreign
countries, where they are
received with much favor. For
mixing the famous soft wheats
0f the Northwest, Kansas hard

beef, pork, poultry, dairy prod
ucts, etc., on his own farm,
from which comes his surplus
with which to build comfort
able homes, school houses,
colleges and churches, that are
such common objects on his
horizon, and so largely a
measure of his ambition.
In growing corn the Kansan
aims primarily at maximum
net corn by weight, minimum
cob weight, and maximum
nutrition; and, as a result,
corn is produced in some
r e g i on s weighing sixty-two

,0

result, Senator Simons has held with

WILLIAM P. \\'AGGENER.
Mr. William I‘. \\'rirzczcner, member f
the Slate lloard of Commissioners froom
hansas. was admitted to practice law in
the district court of Atchison County,
and in the Supreme Court of the State.

in i800.

in 1893. he was appointed

A "sisttint Attorney of the Missouri Paciﬁc
Railroad (ompziny. and two yearslatcr
(renernl Attorney of the Kansas City

Northwestern Railroai Company. posi
tions which he has held ever since. In
r897, he was elected a member of the
City Council of Atchison, and in 1900
(purity Attorney of Atchison County.
Besides his other offices. Mr. \Vngizener
is \Iice-l’resident 0f the Exchange
hational Bank of Atehison.
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HUGE EARS OF CORN FROM KANSAS.

FROM \VHEAT FIELDS TO THE FAIR,

Where it is no rarity to ﬁnd corn growing toa height of seventeen feet, with the
ﬁrst car appearing ten feet from the ground, it is not strange that the cars should be of
uncommon size. That this was true in the case of the State of Kansas, was well
demonstrated by the long tables piled with exceptionally large corn. in the Palace of
Agriculture at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition. Other vegetables were also
displayed on these tables, among them potatoes whose average weight was half a
pound. beets, onions. cucumbers. and watermelons whose average weight was estimated
at forty pounds, and one of which weighed almost double that amount.

Kansas farmers were zealous in their eﬁorts to keep their State exhibit supplied
with the best they had to show. As soon as a new fruit or grain crop was harvested,
samples of it were sent by the various owners to the Palace of Agriculture at the Fair.
It was, therefore. not strange to ﬁnd large buckets of 1904 wheat on exhibit. The grain
was of many kinds. including red wheat, for which Kansas is especially well known.
such as Turkish Red. Russian Red, Crossing Red: also Harvest Queen, Macaroni
wheat, from which the ﬁne Macaroni flour is made, and many other varieties, both
hard and soft.

pounds net (shelled) to the bushel, and not exceeding seven
to eight pounds of cobs.
This corn is usually of the
dent variety, and has roots often reaching ﬁve feet into the
ground.
The following table, compiled from the official records of
the Kansas Board of Agriculture, gives the annual product
and value of corn for the past ten years, together with their
totals:

1894 .....................

Bushels.

Value.

66,952,833 .................... $ 25,354,190

1895 .....................

201,457,396 ....................

46,189,772

1896 .....................

221,419,414 ....................

35,633,013

1897 .....................

152,140,993 ....................

28,555,293

1898 ..................... 126,999,132 .................... 30,298,098
1899 ..................... 225,183,432 .................... 53,530,576
1900 ..................... 134,523,677 .................... 39,581 ,835
1901 . ..................
42,605,672 .................... 21,731,215
1902 ..................... 201,357,102 .................... 78,321,653
1903 ..................... _169.359ﬂ9 .................... 57,078,141
Totals ............. 1,542,009,420
$416,273,786
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THE AGRICULTURAL DISPLAY OF THE SUNFLO\\'ER STATE.
In the whole Palace of Agriculture there were not many areas of sixteen hundred square feet covered by as varied and elaborate a display as that shown by the Sunﬂower
State. High pillars, whose sides were covered with grain straw and whose edges were marked by cars of corn, supported the surrounding railing at intervals. At the top of
these pillars was a vase covered wrth Corn husks in such a way as to resemble sculpture. Perhaps the most conspicuous detail of the booth was a ﬁfteen-foot Indian chief made
also completely of corn husks. These had been (2010er to ﬁt the part Of the ﬁgure represented. and the result wasJiicturesque and lifelike. The Indian chief was so large that
the pedestal on which he stood formed a booth for other exhibits. Of the same material was made a large Unite Stale-"t ﬂag. which hung here. It was the work of the hill!

school girls of Atchison County, and was presented by them to the Kansas State Commission.

KANS
as an exhibit that could
In high wire boxes w here among the ma n y
ot be duplicated anyw
griculture at UK?

Illisplays in the Palace Of-tlitn
Louisiana. Purchase‘ Expos1

This was a

e'of the depth of

display Of foets’ Wh‘Ch’ 1xicausthe ground to all
soil in Kansas, penetrate llltod'ﬁ
nt kinds of
ual depth.
Here were
i ere
I
unus re rass with roots ﬁve feet long, amongf
flight: Bfffalo grass from “the western
“(1)6

mierOll
vhich form in
le t0 3 m
Lconditions favors.)
ed States'
ct of the Unit
produ
e displaye (1 here
Peaches Wel' large juicy pcac

Kansas, the richest grass in the world W1
iSh‘
exception of blue grass, that retains its noui‘f "
ment all winter; here were com roots. from 01
to ﬁve feet long, from which can be Judged the
height of the stalks they produced ; and cat roots
ﬁve feet in length.
T0 judge from this, the
visitor should not have been astonished when he
saw Kaﬁir corn eight feet high, pencilaria nine
feet high, sorghum thirteen feet and broom corn

visitor hungry“

I

TriumPh,

varieties, among them tie
‘
boro, the Champion, the Illberta,
ill e

. ,._ for vpeachehortiwlwm
5
Free and the Heath Cling
in importance to apples in hansas

products, Here, too, on plates and in glass jars
ﬁfteen feet.
Some alfalfa roots of a three-year-old plant
were seven feet long.
Because of such roots,
Kansas alfalfa is grown without irrigation.
It
seems to flourish in well-nigh all sections of the

State. and, after once gaining a ﬁrm root-hold,

THE EAGLE.
This picture represents one

of the two eagles. one of
wheat straw and one of corn
husks. which ﬂanked the
entrance to the Kansas ex~
hibit in the Palace of Agri
culture.

can be safely relied upon to produce from two
to live cuttings each season year, whether the season he wet
or dry. Alfalfa is invaluable in dairying, and the success of
Kansas in this industry is largely due to this.
At the
Louisiana Purchase Exposition the dairies of this State were

ably represented.

In the Palace of Agriculture was a large

were plums and pears, cherries and EPI'ICOtS,
nectarines and grapes, chestnuts and pecans,
each a ﬁne sample of its kind, and showing the

diversity and richness of Kansas soil. Grapes
are one of the most constant and reliable crops,
and yield annual returns regularly.
Nearly six thousand

acres of vineyards attest this.

The merits of the Kansas River system as a fruit-pro
ducing region have been known for some time
The
Arkansas River is still co ni paratively
'
'
.
new region,
and
the

case in which was
modeled in butter 21

Kansas Woman,
i!

almost life size, turn

ing a cream

SBPFP

KANSAS

l

rator. In the rear of
this sculpturing was
an old-fashion ed

churn, also made of
butter, and a picture
of the Kansas Dairy
School. On the wall
at the back hung a

satin banner won by
Kansas in the Butter
makers' Fair of 1896.
Kansas has become
one of the most
prominent and suc
cessful dairy States,
having over eight
hundred thousand
milch cows, and many
excellent creameries
and cheese factories,

re sults thus far in
fruit c u l t u r e have
been such as 'to war
rant the prediction
that this valley bids
fair to become one of
the noted fruit-pro
ducing sections of the
:Ulllted States. To
illustrate this: It
but a few years rig:
suice cantaloupe
culture was started in
this site, and now it

produces the ﬁnest
kind of fruit, and has
3.111081! productive

yield.
The favorable con
ditions have resulted
in making horticul—
ture a profession in

hiansas, so that the
State supports a

including the largest
Creamery in the
world.
In the Palace of
orticultiire was
another display,
which showed w h at

CORN, WHEAT, CATTLE.

STATUES 1N BUTTER.

The central pavilion of the Kansas display in the
Palace of Agriculture contained Kansas' chicf prud
UCiS—corn and grain. On its top stood a model of the
pride of the State—an ox of natural size. He was

Kansas exhibited an interesting ﬁgure. carved in
butter, which could not have been more lifelike had
the sculptor used the ﬁnest marble. It was a woman

dressed in the old German costume of the Middle

c(Impletely covered with grains of corn. On colored
smelt“. upon the frontof the pavilion. were printed
statistics of the value of Kansas agricultural roducts

Ach in the act of churning. and a mod Er“ cream
separator stood at her hand, while an old-fashioned
discarded churn lay overturned in the background.

the K a us a s farmer

l0? Mia—amounting to over two hundre million
dollars. and live stock. amounting to nearly from;

of detail, was. in its way. no less a mirable

hundred million dollars.

Apart from this group stood a model of the hansas
Dairy School. which, in its accurac

and
neainess
‘

horticulture society,
and many counties
h a v e organizations,
w he re the members
meet monthly to dis
cuss v a rio us phases
of the subject of fruit
r a i s i n g and fruit—
ma rkcting.
Such

Fin-Ivon."-.-_

i .e
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wherever desired.
But, contrary to
common belief, the wealth of Kansas is
not to be told in agricultural products
alone, and this was fully demonstrated by
the display she made in the Palace of
Mines and Metallurgy at the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition.
On a space of
about sixteen hundred square feet she
exhibited coal, crude petroleum and oil
sand, lead, zinc, rock salt, brick and glass
and the clays from which they were pro
duced, Portland cement, gypsum, forty
two specimens of building stone, and many
others. To show to what extent she had
exploited these ﬁelds, there were photo
graphs of oil wells, tanks, derricks and
reﬁneries, manufacturing plants that use
natural gas. and model calcining kettles
. he...
a...
one-twenty-ﬁfth actual size, made by the
J. B. Ehrsam Company, of Enterprise,
IN THE PALACE OF IIORTICULTURE.
Kansas.
Under the white pillars. around which the tables holding the display of the State of Kansas in the Palace of
Horticulture were placed, was an ever-changing exhibit. Throughout the Fair. the Kansan farmers sent fresh
The State's mineral resources are thus
fruit and vegetables to supply their State display. and kept it among the most complete and interesting shown
there. Each season. each month. brought a new variety of fruit. In June. twelve plates of the largest straw
clearly seen.
The industries springing
berriesexhibited by any State up to that time. stood on the tables. They were of the Buhach variet . and were
grown in Holton. Kansas. In July. plums of ﬁne size and color were placed there for the admiration o the visitor.
therefrom have an annual value of almost
In ‘August. Kansas farmers sent Japanese chestnuts. in the production of which this State excels. Different
fruits and nuts followed in their turn. making the display attractive at every season. Throughout the duration
thirty million dollars.
of the Exposition. luscious apples could be found here—apples of all varieties: Grimes Golden Pippins. often
measuring eleven inches; Prize Jonathans, measuring from eleven to twelve inches: Wolf River apples. some
Chief among them is coal, which
times reaching a circumference of sixteen inches. Cherries. grapes. peaches, plums. apricots. pears—in fact.
every kind of fruit was here in a preserved state in large glass iars. Chili pepper. cucumbers. and onions. were
extends over a territory of approximately
shown pickled. and elaborately arranged in layers, to represent the canning industry of Kansas. On the whole,
the display on the long white tables could be compared favorably with the exhibit of any other State in the Union.
four thousand square miles, with an aver
age thickness of two and a half feet. This
activity can not but have excellent results on the output. was the ﬁrst Kansas mineral to attract attention, and is now
There are in the State orchards ranging from eight hundred to the most important. Thirty-ﬁve years ago the settlers of
twelve hundred acres belonging to one man. In fact, in one Cherokee County warded oﬁr the chilly winter by ﬁres of coal
instance a farmer owns so many of these orchards that he has taken from the neighboring creek banks.
To-day, twenty—
nine counties are producers of coal in considerable quantities.
come to be called the “ Apple King.”
Not only fruits, but vegetables of excellent quality, are Six of these are mining brown coal or lignite west of the
grown in Kansas, as was shown by the
display in the Palace of Agriculture at the
Louisiana Purchase Exposition, of large
beets, potatoes, squashes, pumpkins, to
matoes, and many others.
With the
advent of the canning factory the produc
tion of vegetables, especially tomatoes,
has received much attention.
In the
vicinity of the large cities, particularly,
there is a ready market. for them. In
order to produce garden vegetables early,
and thereby get a higher price, market

gardening under glass has come into
importance as an industry, and many
extensive greenhouses have been estab
lished for the production of garden vege
tables during midwinter.
And because Kansas is situated in the
center of the United States, and convenient
to all parts of the country by rail, she can
market her produce proﬁtably outside the
State. She ﬁnds a market close at hand
in Iowa, Colorado, Nebraska, Oklahoma,
Indian Territory, and is in the direct line
of travel from east to west. Her rail
roads, belonging to some of the largest
systems in the country, are enterprising,
so that the fruit is carried by them
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IN THE PALACE OF MINES AND METALLURGY.
The exhibit of Kansas in the Palace of Mines and Metallurgy covered sixteen hundred square feet. and
dis laved useful minerals of many kinds from I-‘roriteiiac coal. weighing fourteen tons and piled in a high pyramid.
to ead crystals of small bulk, but weighing thirty pounds. One corner of the exhibit was allotted entirely _t0
gypsum. which was shown in various forms and colors. Kansas ranks second among the States in the Union in
this product. and showed in connecllon with it a working model of the gypsum calcining kettle used. as a rule. In
reﬁning this mineral. The kettle was one twenty-ﬁfth of the actual size. but was complete in every detail. and
therefore of much interest. The ﬁfteen-foot entrance facade was also made of this mineral. and showed to what

uses it could be ut. Ari elaborate mantel of ﬁnely worked clay and samples of pressed brick and tiling. showed
Kansas clays to e workable into good ﬁnished roducts. Lead pyramids and a pyramid of zinc ore stood _for the
chief mineral output of the State. On the back) wall of the booth. hung geological maps and charts sh_owmg the
mineral distribution of the State: photographs of oil wells. tanks. derricks. reﬁneries. and manufacturing plants
that use natural gas. Forty-two specimens of building stone attested how rich Kansas 15 in that respect- IA
golden calcite crystal. reputed to be the largest and ﬁnest ever found. was exhibited here among the eh0ice
specimens of the J. C. Cooper collection.
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others, B 0 u r hon, Labette, Leavenworth and Osage, produce
ninety-eight per cent of the State’s output.
This coal is taken from thirty separate seams.
ranging in thickness from eight inches to nearly
four feet, by two hundred and ﬁfty mines, with

tint

this

throughout the State the

“t on y

from Paola

southwest to Indian Territory has it been devel
oped. This area is under the control of the
Standard Oil Company, which has erected
ALLEGORICAL STATCE' reﬁneries at Neodesha, expending over one million
in its development.
This, however, does not
The products and wealth of the
shafts varying in depth from a few feet to two great
State of Kansas are shown mean that all the oil ﬁelds are already controlled,
this Weinman statue—the bull
hundred and seventy feet. The best of these coal in
typifying cattle raising. the sickle nor that there remains little opportunity for
and the ear of corn agriculture.
seams is found in the middle of the Cherokee
investment except by buying leases at high
shales, and is known as Weir City or Pittsburg coal, with an prices. Of the developed tracts this isI indeed, true; but there
average thickness of forty inches. This seam is mined by shaft remain many acres of undeveloped land where the indications
and by stripping in southeastern Kansas; in the northeastern are 'good for oil and gas. The Kansas oil development has
portion of the State, however, it is reached by deep shafts only. but started, and its future will, without doubt, be much
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greater than even its present, because not only are there

Twenty-two hundred feet above the base of these shales
comes the Osage coal, mined
in Osage County, and found
also in the counties to the
northeast and soutl'iwest.

thousands of acres untouched,
as has been said, but there is

room for many more wells in
the developed tracts.
As her exhibit at the
Louisiana Purchase Exposi—
tion would indicate, Kansas

The average thickness here is
sixteen inches.
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HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.

salt is obtained by solar evaporation. In Lyons,
at a depth of eight hundred feet, a deposit of
salt rock was found, which was over three
hundred feet thick, made up of salt veins and
shale layers.
In 1891 the Lyons Rock Salt
Company was formed, and a shaft seven by
sixteen feet was sunk ten hundred and sixty
ﬁve feet through two hundred and sixty-ﬁve
feet of salt.
A vein of good quality was
selected, and thirteen feet of this is mined in
rooms ﬁfty feet square by undercutting the
rock with compressed air~channeliiig machines.
The rock is shot down, loaded in two-ton cars,
and hoisted to the top of a ﬁve-story mill, where
it is run through crushers and screened into the
various commercial sizes.
The capacity of the mine is one thousand
tons in ten hours, though the average output is
about thirty tons a day, employing one hundred
men. By analysis, the rock is 99.93 per cent

To judge from the pyramids of zinc ore,
from the ton and a half of lead pigs, the thirty
pound lead crystals, at the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition, these would be important mineral
products of Kansas. Zinc is, in fact, the second
mineral in importance, and Kansas has become
the ﬁrst State in the Union in zinc smelting,
and the markets of the world are controlled to

a large extent by the shafts of the Short Creek

AN ENTRANCE.
The State of Kansas surrounded
its school exhibit with a massive
wooden enclosure. which could be
entered from two sides by arched
doorways. Over each entrance was
carved the Kansas State motto,

“Ad Astra per Aspera"—-“ By labor

pure.

It is shipped as far west as California,

one may reach the very stars."

Valley.
The lead and zinc-producing area of Kansas
is not large in surface extent, covering about a
township in the extreme southeastern part of
the State, in Cherokee County, between Short
Creek on the north, Shoal Creek on the south,
and extending to about four miles west of the
Missouri State line.
\Nith the opening of the gas ﬁelds farther
west, and the great convenience and cheapness
of this fuel, these smelters were removed to
Iola, Cherryvale, Chanute and Neodeslia, and
may]
lire
iiﬁies
moi pn'
. "it till)“

ultrtt‘ I",

JI in prize
“it Qlllt,

fi-ilﬁlt'l
til:
limit
Mimi“. ]
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\VHAT THE HIGH SCHOOLS TEACH.

“'HAT THE CHILDREN KNOiV.
Under a large yellow sunﬂower made by the children of Kansas. hung the picture
of Justice David L. Brewer. of the Supreme Bench. a Kansan who was for many years

a leader in Kansas educational circles. All around this picture was the work of the
children whose education he facilitated. so that there was in 19034 an enrollment of
three hundred and six thousand ﬁve hundred and sixty-seven pupils, who are being
instructed according to the best pedagogical methods.

The county high schools are the

compartments Of "118 [100!)1- Were shown pictures of the educational facilities they
enjoy. and samples of their work. whose excellence was a surprise to the Visitor.

today over half of the metallic zinc of the United
States comes from these Kansas smelters. In
this region there are nine smelters with thirty
thousand retorts, giving a daily capacity of
three hundred and ﬁfty tons of metallic zinc,
(requiring over seven hundred tons of ore.

and is distributed over a large/territory.
Besides this there are other salt mines and
brine wells.
The area of salt rock extends
from Saline and Ellsworth Counties southward
to the boundary of the State, and in breadth
covers from two to three counties. The rock is
from three hundred to three hundred and seventy
feet in thickness, and is of exceptional purity.

Products.

1903.

Coal ....................................... $ 9,875.250
Zinc ....................................... 9,464,562
1,215,275

In a belt running northeast and southwest
across the State occur gypsum deposits, whose
exposed rock varies in width from ﬁve miles
at the north to fourteen in the central part and
thirty-six miles near the southern line, with a
length of two hundred and thirty miles.
There are nine plaster mills in Kansas using
the gypsum earth or the gypsum rock and manu
facturing therefrom the ﬁnest gypsum cement
plaster. Kansas gypsum plasters were seen in
nearly all the Louisiana Purchase Exposition
buildings.

ride of Kansas. for she was the ﬁrst
_ State to

organize and govern them successful y. so that they now give twenty-six hundred
pupils. who can not go to the cities. higher educational advantages. In one of the six

Salt .......................................

1,i45,369

Portland Cement ...........................
Oil ........................................
Natural Gas ................................
Stone .....................................
Gypsum ...................................
Lead ......................................

1,125,000
1.120.018
1,115,375
525.000
375000
195.256
175000

Sand ......................................
Natural Cement ............................
Lime .......... . ...........................

100,000
75.000
75.000

REGISTERING.
In the foreground of this picture
are shown some visitors in the act
of writing their names in the books
laced there for that purpose.
tiring Kansas “reek the number
of names written each day by loyal
Kansans ran into the thousands.

Totals............. .................. $26,579,605

-
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Palace of Education- togra’phs’ were
means of largﬁanl:l 10rural elementary

to the

grower amounts fully to $100,000 000
As to pure-bred stock, all breeds
the World's Fair has demonstrated that
Kansas lS now a leading State. The
Kansas Improved Stock Breeders’ Asso
ciation is the greatest organization of‘its
kind in the United States, having nearlv
athousand active members, according to
its Secretary, H. A. Heath, Topeka.
__ Kansas breeders made a creditable
display of ﬁne stock, winning the State‘s
full share of prizes and honors. Kansas
exhibitors showed twenty Percheron and
standard-bred horses, which won over

$2,000 in prizes; one hundred and
thirty-one cattle, Shorthorns, Herefords,
HolsteiirFresians, Red Polls and Aber
deen-Angus, which won $2,500; one
hundred swine,Poland-Chinas, Berkshires,
Dame-Jerseys, Tamworths and Chester
Wltites won a little less than $3,000;
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ti1e

.
565 and mill“, tune

601ill] gl let

weighm 1 other

5:; ever exlnblted,

and ninet _th ‘SIX thousand four hundred

c
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I The Kansa s llVii-stock interest is one of the leading indus
tries of the State
numbers were : Ilo and in the Ofﬁcial report for 1904 the

OO;

5 W01 in gall .1,

represented city h schools, the manna

schools and his: the normal schools,
training schools,
One educational
and the colleges’
ansas is the
institution, of which I’\
ﬁrst successful explOitﬁf, and of which
she is justly proud, is the free country
high school, which forms the link be
tween the rural schools and the higher
institutions.
The lands of Kansas are not yet all

controlled, nor is it necessary to buy

M RS. NOB LE l’RENTlS.
She was the Hostess of the Kansas State building and
for twelve years the Superintendent of the Woman‘s
Councnl 0f the Uttawa Chautauqua. Assembly; one
of the ﬁrst presidents of the Kansas and Western
Missouri Social Science Club, and publisher of her
late husband's "History of Kansas." At present she
lives at Topeka. Kan., but during her residence in
Kansas City she was for eight years the President of
the "George H. Nettlcton Home ’ for aged women, and
was instrumental in brightening the lives of old women
in the County Poor House.

at high prices; there are still many
tracts of unreserved and unappropriated
land. One million acres belonging to
the United States Government are
available to actual occupants by home
steading for a very small outlay of

;l
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money, payment extending over a num

ber of years.
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HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.

The State of Louisiana—the “mother” of the Louisiana
Purchase—brought to the Fair an exact replica of the old
Cabildo at New Orleans, the Town House in which the docu
ments of the ﬁnal transfer of Louisiana to the United States
were signed on December 20, 1803.
That it should be exactly like the original in every detail
was the particular endeavor of
the Honorable XV. \N’. Heard,
ex-Governor of Louisiana, and
the Fair Commissioners of his
appointment, consisting of Gov
ernor N. C. Blanchard, Judge
Emil Roch, Colonel Charles
Schuler, Honorable Henry L.
Gueydan,Major].G.Lee, General
I. B. Levert, Doctor W'm. C.
Stubbs and Robert Glenk.

\Vhen the visitor stepped
within the Cabildo he felt himself
transported into the Eighteenth
century, for all the things there,
fumiture and interior decora—
.
tlons

.
Of

all

klnds’

W. W. HEARD.
were

eXaCt Ex-GovernorofLouisiana.whoappointed

copies of what was really used

‘he C°mmissi°m

when the venerable document was signed by the representa
tives of France and the United States.
Besides the old Cabildo, the State had exhibits in the
Palaces of Agriculture, Horticulture, Forestry, Mines and
Metallurgy, Education and Social Economy, Liberal Arts,
Anthropology and Transportation.

The State appropriated $100,000, one-fourth of which was

set aside for the erection of the State pavilion, while $5,000
was spent in its maintenance. Here receptions in honor of
prominent visitors from the State were held, among whom
were ex-Governor W. W. Heard and wife, Governor and

Mrs. N. C. Blanchard, Mayor Capdeville of New Orleans
1".

and the society of Daughters of
the Confederacy.
Louisiana Day celebration
took place September 14, 1904,
when an elaborate procession
was arranged, in which all the

prominent military organiza
tions at the Exposition took
part and which ended at the
Cabildo, where Professor Alcee
Fortier repeated and explained
the transfer ceremonies of De
cember 20, 1803.
The Treaty
of Concession, the credentials
and the prams verbal were read
again just as had been done a
NEWTON C. BLANCIIA RI),
century before. In the evening
Governor of Louisiana. who carried out
the State's participation.
of the 14th a graphic history of
Louisiana was presented before thousands of spectators by
means of ﬁreworks, which showed the chief historic scenes in
the burning tableaux.
In the Palace of Agriculture Louisiana made an extensive
display not only in the products of her ﬁelds but also of
machinery by which they are converted into merchantable
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THE CABILDO. LOUISIANA BUILDING.
In its building. nnrtiie l‘lateau of States, Louisiana contributed to the‘Exposition a structure of greathistorical interest. It was a reproduction of the famous Cabildo. or
Town House of lNew Orleans, in which the transfer of the Louismna Territory from France to the United btates was consummated in 1803. It was the exact size of the (Inﬁniti
95 by 107 ieet, but it was more than a replica. the actual doors and roof of the picturesque old Spanish structure having been removed and brought to Saint Louis for the new
There were portraits of Livingston. Moan
Sll'llCt‘Ul’Q. The interior was ornamented with choice paintings, some of which were brought to America by Joseph Bonaparte.
and Marbois. who signed the treaty between France and the United States, and of Jefferson, Napoleon. Salcedo. Laussat. \Vilkinson and Claiborne, 1: also contained a
painting showing New Orleans as it was in 1803. In the collection of antique furniture was 3 china cabinet that had belonged to Napoleon, and the desk on which the treaty
of 1803 was signed. Above the desk hum: a fae-slmile of the treaty. The gardens in front of the building sugtzested Jackson Square, on which the original building faces. all
contained a reproduction of the famous hCI'OIC equestrian statue of General Andrew Jackson. hero of New Orleans.

~\__
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IT PALACES

N THE EXHIB
LOUISIANA I
forms.

A complete Sugar

house stood here in model,
showing the vacuum pans

banana,
. e that ﬁlled
plants, jasmin
fame
the air with its Ifragl m
and anthurium in b 00 I
and bearing fruit stoot1

now used instead of open
kettles by 225 sugar fac

tories.

It is not so very

long ago that this change

here.

took place as a result of
the development of the
sugar industry. A model
rice mill was also installed
with pictures showing
methods of rice cultivation
DOCTOR \V. C. STUBBS,
in
Louisiana. In connec
Louisiana
Commissioner.
tion with it was shown an
irrigation plant used to ﬂood the rice ﬁelds. For

The ferns displaye
varieties from r

were of all

the delicate maiden-hair to '

A,

the mammoth tree fern. ‘ W,”
Among the most prized
RPBLRglrnrziisasligcr,
was an Australian tree fern.

of which kind very few have

Assistatgouiosiana.

Y _ d States

ever been induced to grow in the Unite

-

the

merlv all the rice grown in this State was cultivated

In the Palace of Forestry, Fish and Game, 1
bountiful forests of the State were represented hot;

on the banks of the Mississippi River and its out
lying bayous, and watered by these streams—pumps

by ﬁne logs and by numerous articles manufacture

therefrom. Baseball bats of ash and cottonwood,
fruit boxes of the saute woods and also of poplar and
Now, by means of irrigating ditches and
levees.
_
i 4 gum; charcoal from white
' ' oak‘ and pme,
' ‘ slung
' les
steam pumps, thousands of acres of waste land have 1""‘°L°1°“"’d‘°‘5‘a‘“and syphons being used to elevate the water over the

become productive rice ﬁelds. Cotton gins and presses, and
cottonseed oil mills also formed an interesting feature of the
exhibit.
Tobacco of different kinds and in all its forms
was displayed in this booth—yellow leaf, rolled cigars, and

the famous perique in its different states. One brand of this
perique tobacco has been manufactured by the same family
for over a hundred years.
One product in the
booth aroused much
wonder. It was a
mammoth sweet
potato weighing forty

pounds. It had
sprouted and the vine
had run a distance of

forty feet around the
walls of the Louis~
iana section. Its
growth had been en

l

couraged, and sup
ports for it had been
improvised. The
vine was entirely leaf
less but had a dozen ~
or more beautiful
blooms on it, which
were large and red

and had the appear~
ance of big morning
glories. Forage and
garden crops, ﬁber
Plants and products,

and laths of cypress; tool handles of hickory, white and cow

03k; and wagon spokes and felloes of hickory and White Oak,

besides many other wood manufactures. The SpaniSh "1055'
which grows so abundantly on the trees and makes Louisiana
forests so picturesque, was shown here twisted and woven
into horse collars and bales. Another curious exhibit in the
Louisiana booth was the collection of cypress knees. They
_
H
I
"If-"U grow in clusters
'

-

Haj-P"

among the cypress
swamps, are hard,
hollow, conical out—
growths from the
roots of the tree. The
specimens shown he re
varied in size from
one and one half to
six feet in height.
Hard woods cover
much of the alluvial
and bluf? lands of the
State, and are begin
ning to be turned
into ﬁnished timber
by newly erected saw
mills. Of all wood,
however,

piue

pre

dominates, and its
resin is converted
into spirits and oil of

turpentine, into resin,
i=’In.“
_ .. 7‘3.
_
K
,
J
pine tar and other
STATUE OF GENERAL ANDRE“! JACKSON.
products.
grains, clover and
In the garden of the I'(Iabildo’: stood an equestrian statue of the hero of New ercans. a replica of the
In another section
alfalfa were Show“ in hemicvsize bronze which stands m Jackson Square in front of the original Cabildo in New ()rlem-m
of the Forestry build
prefusmn' In {mil-grow'iﬂg 311d the raising of ornamental ing exhibits of the birds, ﬁshes and wild animals of Louisiana
plants, LOUiSiana showed what she could do by a double dis were installed.
playlnthe Palace of Horticulture. The larger exhibit was
An exhibit which drew many a laugh from the visitor was

made in the building Proper, and showed especially ﬁne

the ﬁgure of a woman made of salt and labeled “Lot’s

oranges and persimmons. Her second display was in the
conservatory, where specimens were shown of her native
palg‘s and pecan trees as well as rare varieties imported by

“Fife,” which stood in the Palace of Mines and Metallurgy.
This represented the vast salt ﬁelds of the State, in which

there is already salt enough in Sight to Supply this Country

1____
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for an indeﬁnite period.

hven before

'
'
i
the white
man came into
this
terr |_

i ‘1}:
BE.

Latin.

N

:‘Hll'i

One of the very oldest was

printed in the last-named language

(I
.m
lug!“

and bore the date of 1555.
The
earliest of the maps were of Spanish

tory the Indian of what is now Louis
iana bartered salt with the neighbor

s L,
“as
BARBE-MARBOIS.

LA SALLE.
ing tribes. Salt has been discovered
in various parts of Louisiana, and in
some places borings have been made
through salt for 1,800 feet. A pyramid
of sulphur also stood in this exhibit,

:

"

74

origin and full of inaccuracies, repre
senting, however, the popular idea of
America at that time. Picturing life
in the early days, these rare books

‘

THE "TRANSFER" DESK AND CHAIR.
The Louisiana State building was furnished throughout with

and Inaps fonned a priceless conec“

nti e furniture
the aﬁneitheuiﬁa,
t'l
n . at the
the ac'mjfdcske
t'
fth ,n‘iimi‘ﬁii
I. "
.
to represent the richest
sulphur mine
iur‘c‘ﬂam
Amongofthis
tion,
gathered from many sources in
-

In

-

the

world,

at

'

sulphur CltY: "1
_
BIOCkS
0f

southwestern Louisiana.

used in the formal transfer by the participants in that historic event

December 20. 1803. It has since that day been called "'l‘he'l'ransfer
Desk."
On the
portraits
famous
men,
thtehe
in
the
explorer.
La Walls
Salle.hung
the ﬁrst
white of
man
to go to
the among
mouth of

~

Europe and America
'
0f relics
this
bOOth

For the lover
lleld

anOther

dth'1fthtt,BlMl'.‘
' the form of some straight
marble and
limestone
were shown ,.:;%;1233;F1:m;
Sagg’lgstgngifb, fgggmgit‘QSFQZZ‘Qiggd?' treasure in
from numerous counties in Louisiana. 31‘s“ was pa‘med i“ ‘8‘6'
Petroleum and crude oil, which have assumed such an
important part in present-day manufacturing, attract atten—
tion wherever exhibited. Therefore, the samples displayed
by Louisiana called forth inquiry. Coal cut from seven and
a half foot beds was shown here in big blocks.
Of clays,
sandstone, and even iron ore, this booth ‘
made a good display, showing a promising
future for the State.
A topographic map four feet wide and
thirty-ﬁve feet long, giving a clear picture

pieces of charred c y p r e s s wood
painted at one end. These represented the remains of the
famous palisades which were built about New Orleans by the
Spanish Governor, Baron de Carondelet, in 1794. The pieces
of timber were fairly well preserved, and in connection with
them was displayed an old map showing the exact location in
which they had originally stood.
This
exhibit was supplemented, in a way, by
that in the Palace of Transportation, where

trafﬁc on the Mississippi River was illus
trated from the time of the Indian canoe to

of the levees along the Mississippi River

the present ﬁne steamers; and further sup

from Arkansas to the river's mouth, was
the main exhibit of Louisiana in the Palace
of Liberal Arts. Its purpose was to demon
strate the contention of the State that levee
work should be under the control of the
Federal Government. Louisiana now ex
pends about two million dollars a year to
protect the land of the State from overflow.
Some of the other valuable features of this
exhibit were a working model of the United
States dock at New Orleans, and topo
graphical maps of that city in 1803 and

plemented by a collection of Indian relics

1903. Perhaps most interesting to the
casual visitor were the old books, maps

placed in the Anthropology building of
the Exposition.

The department of State government

i

nearest the heart of the Louisianian is that
of education.
In the Palace of Educa—
tion and Social Economy was installed an
index to the results of his efforts in this
direction. The colored as well as the white
children have been cared for by the State,
and the exhibit of their work showed that
the best educational methods were being

Owned and exhibits“GALVEZ.
byghcldsmte in the Louisiana followed.
tate

and charts shown here, which, after so many years had
become valuable.
These were historical, geographical and
descriptive, all bearing upon the territory embraced in the
Louisiana Purchase.
Some were in Spanish, some in
French; some were written in German, and some even in

ui

.
.
. .
For higher
educatlon
Lou1siana

ing.
has advanced colleges and a State University,
where instruction is offered in every branch of literary as well
as industrial training. In the Palace of Education an exposi
tion was made of the work accomplished by the Sugar Experi
ment Station of Audubon Park, New Orleans, by means of a
complete sugar exhibit of models, pictures, charts and statistics.

1
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MINNESOTA STATE BUILDING.
[he engraving ShOWS the ﬂOVCl design of [he . Il’lllleOla building.
irlSitOfS Weiﬁ WCICOmCd [0 a large I'ECCDUOII hall Whe re large doors of
\ 0t h 81' l‘OOIllS for K h 8 convenience
.
. v.
.
\enetial]
blinds. The OﬂiCCS 0 f (h e ( ‘ ommission and
of Visitors
opened from the YCC¢DUOXI
hall . The cost of the
'

Rap-1

Minnesota, while
lying partly east of
the Mississippi River,
is counted among the
States of the Louis
iana Purchase. This
State was represented
by exhibits in nearly
all the

departments

and they were of gen
eral excellence. One
hundred th 0 u s an (1
dollars was appropri
ated by the legislature
to exploit its varied
resources and attrac
tions and all was
expended upon its ex
hibits and their main
tenance, except about
$16,000, which was
devoted to the erec
tion and furnishing of
its pavilion in the
Plateau of States. It
was one of the ﬁrst

“ tember and was suc

ceeded in the Com
mission by S. George
Stevens, of Duluth.
The dedication of
the Minnesota State

States to endorse the

Building took place
on June 7th and was

proposition to hold
the Exposition, and
its legislature needed

participated in by
Governor Van Sant

no urging to provide

and wife, General F.

for proper representa
tion of its resources.

H. Dearth,

Known as the “Bread
and Butter State,” its
claims to that great

GOVERNOR VAN SANT AND THE MINNESOTA COMMISSION.
' v \ an bant.
~ —’\.. Tawney;
C.LS.
Mitchell.
Super
. _ Pre§l-dent‘
I
I
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-' Representatnelames.
nor 5. R.
'lheodore
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Standinglefttoright.1M8 _
00H 1'“ Presxdmt. Cover
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mtendent;
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left to rig t . Conde
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decorative glass were shaded by
structure was $16000.

distinction were suc
cessfully supported by
its exhibits.
The Minnesota
Commission, ap
pointed by Governor
Samuel R. Van Sant,
: was composed of
Conde Hamlin, of
Saint Paul, President;
J. M. Underwood, of
Lake City, Vice
President ; Theodore
L. Hays, of Minne
apolis, Secretary;
C. S. Mitchell, of
Saint Paul, Superin
tendent of Exhibits.
Mr. Mitchell retired
from the work in Sep

General

M. M. Gasser and
wife, Colonel P. D.
Boutell, Colonel

\Varren Proctor, Col
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i
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‘
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onel I. \IV. Bouck, Colonel Alex: Stewart,
Colonel Robert H. Seng and Wife, Maior
David E, Jones and many other distin
guished citizens of the State. The deth—
catory exercises were held under the auspi
ces of the Minnesota Editorial Assomation
and the opening address was delivered by

C. F. McDonald, President of the Associ

‘ mt:

ation. Other addresses were by President
Francis, of the Exposition, Governor Samuel

:th \l

in
.16 o! I

R. Van Sant, Honorable J. A. Tawney,
J. M. Underwood, Vice-President, and
Theodore L. Hays, Secretary of the Com
mission, and C. \V. Stanton, ex-President
of the Editorial Association. During his
stay at the Exposition Governor Van Sant
was entertained at the State building. Later
in the Exposition Governor Van Sant and
wife and their two nieces visited the Expo—
sition for several days and were accorded
many honors.
Among the other more
notable social functions at the building was
the entertainment given in honor of the
Knights of Pythias lodges of Minnesota,
the reception to the ofﬁcers and men of
the First Minnesota Regiment and the
reception to Minnesota newspaper men, their
wives and friends.
Minnesota’s exhibits were among the most
comprehensive, showing to the best advantage
its splendid resources and their rapid devel
opment. In agriculture and dairying few, if
any, excelled it. In its central booth in the
Palace of Agriculture was mounted inside a
triple-plate glass refrigerator case, a monu
ment made of pure butter. The statue was
that of a woman seated upon a stool. By her
side was a youth, whom she was offering
bread and butter.
It typiﬁed the State's

attitude toward the world as a bread and
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butter producer. The exhibit received two
grand prizes, eleven gold and eighteen silver
medals. A panoramic view of a Minnesota
wheat farm was a highly decorative feature
of the Minnesota section. The picture was
made entirely of grains and grasses. Minne
sota also had in the same department an
elaborate cheese ex
hibit. In the Palace
of Horticulture the
State had two com
plete exhibit spaces,
both of which were
made especially inter
\ \_ esting by moving ex
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Hostess, Minnesota building
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._ My] ment of Forestry,Fish
'

i andGame. One-third
I] of the space was occupied by seventeen lafge

u. .s~.m.

' v V

aquaria ﬁlled with the varieties of ﬁsh found
in its numerous lakes. Another third was

7Q“ devoted to a timber scene in which were

j arranged one or more of the different Wild
; animals found in the State.

‘

The remaining

third was ﬁlled with moose and deer heads,
" mounted bear and mounted specimens of ﬁsh

AN ELABORATE DECORATIVE DISPLAY OF MINNESOTA GRAINS.

found in the State.
Min nesota's mining exhibit was the
‘. recipient of a grand prize, two gold and four
silver medals. The exhibit was enclosed by

MISSOURI GRANDLY EXPLOITED HFR G
a low stone balustrade, made of polished cut 5 tone
different parts of the State.

from

It also included pane

15 of brick.

din

A large granite column three feet in diameter and twenty feet
high, brought from the State

88 w
allowed, the industry

Capitol, and seven large faced
stones, set in cement, showed the
appearance of the stone when used
State ad

in construction.

On the walls of

resources products and industrielrtsS

the space was a large group of

ﬁ (ismed to be th‘: greats“ bene—

pictures showing the mines and

'

quarries of the State, maps of the
State’s great iron ranges, and 21

i fffff
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chart showing the output of every
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inine in the iron region.

e c ose Of the EXDO‘
sition, reﬂected the great
est credit
upon IllOSC gentlemen who were

There

was also a model of the Fayal
Mine, one of the largest'producers
in the world, and an immense
model of the City of Duluth;
models of ore docks and cars,
samples of a large variety of ores,
a collection of Indian pictograpli

burdened with the responsibility
of making for the State the most
magniﬁcent showing possible.

Missouri’s appropriation for
the \Norld's Fair was $1,000,000.

One fourth of this amount was
expended upon- the construction
of its State building, the most
imposing and expensive State

stones, and a complete working

engine made by the Mechanical
Art High School of Duluth.

Minnesota’s installation in the
structure on

the grounds, and

Palace of Education consisted of

a complete exhibit of the work
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its furnishings. The balance,
$750,000, was expended on the
ance
and entertainment.
The
installation
of exhibits, mainten
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M. T. DAVIS, President.

J. H. HAWTHORNE, Treasurer.

MEMBERS OF THE MISSOURI COMMISSION.

N. H. Gen-r“,
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THE GREAT CLASSIC STRUCTURE ERECTED BY MISSOURI.
The Missouri building was the largest and handsomest of the many on the Plateau of States. It was designed by Isaac S. Taylor. and cost. including furnishings, $250,000. It
occupied the high ground south of the Government building and its neat gilded dome surmounted by an emblematic statue of "The Spirit of Missouri," could be seen from almost
every part of the Exposition grounds. It was the scene of many notable social functions. The building contained rooms adapted for various purposes, two large halls in either
Wing. 2! commodim-IS auditorium. a handsorne rotunda. with brilliant electric fountains, a suite for the governor. men’s and women's parlors. press room and executive oﬁices. On
the second ﬂoor were rooms for commissioners. hostesses and matron. The building was warmed by steam in cool weather and refrigerated by cold air in warm weather. The
approaches and elevations of the building were adorned with statuary. heroic ﬁgures of Jefferson and Napoleon being placed at the main entrance. The interior decorations were
among its most interesting features. All the privileges of the building were free. It was partially destroyed by ﬁre on the evening of November 19.

from the State, and Mr. Hawthorne succeeded him as Treas
the interior and exterior of the building, addresses by Gov—
urer of the Commission. The hostesses of the State building ernor Dockery and President Francis, and a reception.
selected by the Commission were Mrs. Emma D. Nuckols and Missouri Week began August 22d, and there was a friendly
rivalry among the various cities of the State as to which
Mrs. Belle Hall Small.
The purpose of the Missouri building was to provide would send the largest proportionate representation to partici
public comfort, culture and social enjoyment. It was the pate in the event. To November 10th more than seven
hundred thousand persons had registered in the Missouri
scene during the Exposition of numerous entertainments, con
ventions and meetings of every kind. It was the greatest social building.
Missouri held the ﬁrst place in the Palace of Agriculture.
center of the Fair. It was dedicated June 3d in the presence
of a great and enthusiastic throng. An address was delivered Its exhibit occupied a prominent position on the main aisle.
upon the occasion by Governor Dockery, who presided and The central thought was to show the attractiveness of farm
life and to demonstrate the wonderful progress of recent years
iormally received the building from the President of the Com
mission, Mr. Davis. Missouri Day was celebrated October ' in agriculture. Missouri having been. chosen by the Exposi
11th and was characterized by a grand decorative display of tion to represent the corn States, the most striking feature of its
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PARTIAL DESTRUCTION OF THE MISSOURI BUILDING BY FIRE, NOVEMBER 19th.
l
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In the eveninng November igth occurred the ﬁrst and only serious mishap of the Exposition. the burning of the stately and lavishly equipped Missouri building. It was a
brilliant last day for the famous strucnire. 1‘ rom 3:00 in the afternoon until nearly 5:00 its large auditorium had been crowded with eople enjoying the oratory, recitation and
impersonations. including a one-act comedy presented by the Perry School of Oratory and Dramatic Art. under the direction of Miss
cssie Morse. Soon after the crowd had
left the ﬁre started front the electric lighting apparatus in the basement under the assembly room. Hale's Fire Fighters and the Exposition's ﬁre companies were soon at work,
but the ﬂames had gained such headway that only a part of the magniﬁcent building was saved, and that in a badly damaged condition. An immense concourse of people
regretfully watched the conflagration. and a volunteer salvage corps of bystanders. under the direction of Walter Williams. who had charge of the Model Library and the distribution
of the“ltlissouri Book." rescued the ten thousand volumes of the library and a large amount of the fine furniture. It was thought that night that all the State's pictures of her
Governors and other art work were irrevocably lost, in view of the fact that they were in the assembly room where the ﬂames had seemed to be most ﬁerce. However. twenty of
the paintings Were recovered unharmed by either ﬁre or water, and eight or ten more so little damaged as to ht: easily restored by retouching. An oil portrait of President
‘ rancis. painted when he was Governor of Missouri, was hung near the stage_and was found undamaged the day after the ﬁre. One thrilling incident of the destruction was the
interest with which the people watched a United States ﬂag ﬂoating a long time over the west portico. surrounded by ﬂames. and the tremendous cheering which greeted its
escape as the fastenings burned and the ﬂag itself came safe to the ground.

exhibit was a great corn temple that aroused the admiration
of every visitor. All the decorative features of the exhibit
were made entirely from grains and grasses. In the artistic
facade was shown a series of pictures, illustrating the marked
contrast between old and new methods of agriculture. Corn
was exhibited in many forms. The Louisiana Purchase
Monument in corn, two
large corn towers and
more than one hundred

varieties of corn proﬁt~
ably grown in the State
emphasized the impors
tance of the cereal. Two
great grain pictures,

showing a representa
tive Missouri farm, and
a six-thousand acre corn
ﬁeld in Missouri, were
among the most notable
features of the exhibit.
The portrait of Gov
. Dockery, made in
eriior
grain, and

the

exhibit was the largest cheese ever manufactured. It came
from Callaway County.
Missouri had 6,000 square feet of space in the Horti~
cultural palace, the largest area of any State. The space was
surrounded by a handsome facade, appropriately decor
ated, and‘was ﬁlled with all the representative and choice
varieties of Missouri
fruits. From eighty
v 4 Av] it," “re
four counties more than
434 varieties were
shown. The exhibit
demonstrated that Mis
souri had few, if any,
superiors. A train of
miniature cars ran on
an elevated platform
around the exhibit
space, the cars being
kept ﬁlled with fresh
fruit in the different
BUILDING AFTER THE FIRE.
seasons—apples,
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a view
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Deadliest plurnsi Cherries

ﬁgures The employes of the Missouri Commission gave a banquet in the ruinsthe Week following the ﬁre.

Of 5‘“ Indian maiden and a modern belle, attracted attention
at the main entrance. Agricultural products of all kinds
were shown, representing every county in the State. The
dairy interests of the State were also represented in the Agri
cultural palace by a. large display, tastefully arranged, 0f the

bun" and cheese produced in the State.

A feature of this

and berries of every
kind. Missouri had the ﬁnest apples and some of the largest
peaches shown in the palace.

The mining resources of the State were shown near the
main entrance of the Palace of Mines. Its space was enclosed
by a facade, upon which ran a miniature train, representing
the great railroad systems of the State, with cars ﬁlled with
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raccoon, beaver, mink, wild turkey and geese, wild duck,'
black wolf, bald eagle, squirrels and rabbits—nearly all of the
varieties to be found in Missouri.
In the lake were rainbow
trout, brook trout, black bass, crappie, channel cat, buffalo,
sunﬁsh, eel and carp.
The State offered premiums supplementary to those offered

by the Exposition in the Live Stock department, and it was
largely represented in every class shown—Missouri mules,
horses and cattle adding to their already wide reputation

for superiority.

COMMISSIONERS“ ROOM. MISSOURI BUILDING.

various mineral products. In the exhibit every district was
represented by specimens and much was put on exhibition
indicating that the enormous mineral resources of Missouri,
despite the great yield in the past, have hardly begun to be
developed.
The exhibit consisted of
coal, lead, zinc, copper, tripoli, build—
ing and ornamental stone, clays, sands,
mineral waters, crystals, mining ma
chinery at work, laboratory specimens
and equipment from the School of Mines
and photographs of 1,200 mining scenes.
An outside mining exhibit was made in
the Mining Gulch where mining machin
ery was shown at work. Special features
were a lead and zinc concentrating
plant, model of a shot tower, and an
illustration of the process of making
Communism b, J. c. Slrluu
babbitt metal and solder.
Mas. E. D. NUCKOI.S.
Hostess of Missouri Building.
Missouri's Educational exhibit was
especially signiﬁcant in the fact that it showed that in three
decades illiteracy in the State had fallen from 13.4 per cent to
6.4 per cent. The State was represented in several places in
the Palace of Education. The public school exhibit showed
the work of the entire system of the State public schools, each
grade being represented by photographs of typical children
and school scenes and by representative work of the pupils.
Mutoscopes presented in moving pictures school-ground
scenes. The work of more than 200,000 children was on
exhibition, and by means of cabinets, tables and wing
frames the exhibits were presented in compact form.
In
the facade appeared illuminated photographs of forty dis
tinguished Missouri educators. Missouri University and all
the colleges of the State were represented in the building,
and out on the Exposition grounds was shown a model
country school house completely furnished. In SocialEconomy
was shown the work of inmates of charitable institutions.
In the Fish and Game department Missouri was the only
State that had an exhibit of live game. This collection was
arranged in cages around a lake, the waters of which were
stocked with ﬁsh. Upon the lake shore was a hunter's lodge
furnished in rustic style and containing all the paraphernalia

of a sportsman.

In the Poultry department the State also

gave supplementary prizes, and the reputation of the Mis
souri chicken was greatly enhanced.
More than sixty varieties of Missouri woods were shown
in the Forestry building. One of the most striking exhibits
here was the display of furniture manufactured from the gum
woods of Southeast Missouri. ()ak, pine, cherry and all the
most useful woods were shown in ﬁnished and unﬁnished
conditions.
The exhibit was installed in two booths, one
devoted to gum and the other to the other woods. In both
were displayed hand-carved mantels, tables and chairs.
The woman's work exhibit had booths in the Varied
Industries and the Manufactures buildings. In the ﬁrst were
shown specimens of fancy embroideries, laces and needle
work by Missouri women. In the second were displayed
china painting, pyrography and paint
ings in oil, water color and pastel, all
by Missouri women. In every one of
the other great exhibit buildings Mis
souri's interests were well cared for by
individual or corporation exhibitors.
The Missouri Commission, in addi- '
tion to its exploitation work and the
collection, installation and care of ex
hibits of Missouri journalism and
literature, caused to be prepared and
published a large bound volume telling
of the resources of the State. It was com
BELLE H. SMALL,
piled and edited by \Valter Williams,
Hostess of Missouri Building.
and 80,000 copies were distributed free
of charge to householders of the State during the Fair.

In the evening of November 19th the magniﬁcent Missouri
building was partially destroyed by ﬁre and some of its fur
nishings badly damaged. The ﬁre started from an electric

“23*.
/

In the exhibit were live deer, wild cat,

mountain lion, coyote, gray wolf, red and gray fox, opossum,

DUTCH ROOM, MISSOURI BUILDING.

in the saving of only a part of tl
' '
the oil portraits of the Goxrernfrgutilfiingl
Plollitunalfly, an
‘
' c tat een rou ht
from the State Capitol and the other works of art that hing
on the walls of the building were saved, only one or two of
them suffering any damage whatever.
Missouri 5 achievements at the Exposition amply justiﬁed

the espenditure of money and labor that made them possible
Missouri embraces an area larger than England and Wales
yet her population is less than one-tenth of those countries,
being 45.2 to the square mile.
It has sometimes been called
a Southern State and at other
times a \Vestern State, but it is
neither. It is the very center of

the United States. Originallya
slave State, it abolished slavery
by its own act, the only State
in the Union doing so. The
assessed valuation of the
property of the State is almost
$1,5oo,ooo,ooo and its tax rate
is 17 cents per $100.
It is claimed that Missouri
possesses more natural re
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many industries she leads and

in many others she is unexcelled.

In

The fertility of her soil

has made her primarily an agricultural State and her farm
products

have

been

the

basis

of

her

immense

wealth.

Missouri grows one-twelfth of the wheat of the world and
one-tenth of all the corn. The live stock of the State is esti
mated to be worth more than $200,000,000 and its proportion

of ﬁne-bred stock is equal to that of any of her sister States.
Missouri excels all States in the production of poultry and
eggs and is the greatest apple State in the Union. She
possesses one-third more apple trees than any other State and
the largest orchards and nurseries. For every one of her
inhabitants she grows two bushels of apples annually and she
grows the ﬁnest qualities of many of the smaller fruits. Of
all the zinc mined in the world Missouri produces eighty per

"AGRICULTURE."
Decorative group on the facade of the Missouri building. expressing the boundless
resources of her fertile soil.

cent and of all the nickel ninety per cent. She produces a
large portion of the lead, and more than one-half of the State
is underlaid with coal.

Although the mineral development

of the State is but in its infancy, it is authoritatively stated
that more than $700,000,000 have been realized from her
mines. As a manufacturing and commercial State, Missouri
occupies a leading position. With great transportation facili
ties, cheap fuel, its close proximity to great markets and its
intimate relation to the great southwestern country, it has the
most brilliant future.
Missouri is in the temperate zone and its average mean
temperature is 54 degrees. The climateis healthful, and the
Bureau of Ethnology of the Federal Government authorizes
the statement that native Missourians are taller and stronger
than are the natives of any other State of the Union. The

annual death rate in Missouri is but 12.2, while the annual
death rate of the United States is 16.3. The annual birth rate
in Missouri exceeds the annual death rate 13.8 per cent.
Since 1872 the total assessed valuation of real and personal
property of the State has almost tripled, while the rate of
taxation has decreased from 45 to 17 cents on each $100

valuation. The State constitution provides that twenty
ﬁve per cent of the general revenue of the State be applied
to the support of the public schools, but as a matter of
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MISSOURI TRAINING SCHOOL EXHIBIT.
MISSOURI‘S MAIN EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT.
a fe
.
. manual training
.
. .
buliﬂleyY werewol’);
2th products of the Missouri
school were exhibited,
Showing a section of the principal exhibit in the Palace of Education. The State
exhibited bespoke n, a-mc‘" 3° demonstrate the value of the institution. Every artlele had seven district exhibits, and in completeness and comprehensiveness the can:
all other States. This section was a part of the public school display.
y
eugd
.

e Ingenuity and skill of the pupils.
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but forty per cent of their
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fact the General Assembly
regularly appropriates thirty
three and one-third per cent
for such purposes, leaving
but ten cents on each hun
dred dollars valuation to be
devoted to general purposes.
The State levies a number of
special taxes, from which it
derives a large revenue,
among them being those on
beer, dramshop licenses, in—
corporated companies, insur- s
ance companies and collateral
inheritances.
In 1902 the
State's receipts amounted to

real value.

Montana’s reputation as
one

of

the great treasure

States of the American Union
was fully sustained by its

exhibits at the Exposition,
which were calculated to give

the world a better idea of its
‘ real importance as a region of
“ untold wealth. In the pro
duction of wealth per capita
Montana ranks second, and
that its citizens are disposed
to maintain its pre-eminence

is indicated by the additional
fact that in school expendi

$10,258,583.81 and its expend- ,
tures, per pupil, it is surpassed
itures to $9,373,601.60.
‘
Missouri contains
45,425,600 acres of land sur
face, of which 33,997,883 acres
are included in farms,
22,900,043 acres of which are
improved lands.
Statistics
show that in 1900 she had
284,886 farms averaging a
fraction less than 120 acres
each, which were valued, ex
clusive of buildings, by the
United States census, at

$695,470,723.

by but two States. The State
appropriated $50,000 for Ex
position purposes, and$10,000
~ additional was raised among
its citizens to make its show
ing more effective. Montana
was represented on the Na

. tional Commission by the
Honorable Thomas H. Carter
of Helena, and on the Board
1 of Lady Managers by Mrs.

Margaret P. Daly of Ana
, conda. Mr. Carter was Pres

The buildings

were valued at $148,508,490,
making the total valuation
$843,979,213.
There were

ident of the National Com

mission.

for

taxes

State

Com
Meme,

It was Missouri's part to lead in the representation of the corn-growing States, as she

listed

The

THE MISSOURI CORN TEMPLE.

mission was

appointed

by

4 I y 8 3 0 ,793 now ontranks all others in the production of th a teerea l . Th'is temple was the most preten- GovernOI-Joseph ’ Toole and
,

acres,assessed at $325,415,250

tious
in
thebeautiful
Palace
'decorative
I
‘
_ ofinterior
_ .Agriculture
_
. Its loft
y dome
wa
"\EHIHSHOI'
drew creation
near it:
'1_ he
decorations
made
of corsriftcgtgriolnigsigiigid
Sta 5. and its easy chairs were a continual Joy to those interested in agriculture.

'
was colnposed Of the fouowlng
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DECORATIVE EXHIBIT IN PALACE OF AGRICULTURE—A MISSOURI \VHEAT FIELD
This triumph of artistic decorative skill. a picture made of grains and grasses. an actual transplantation of things of the landscape to make a landscape typical of Missouri was
intended
to show
the wholesale
wayofinhorses
which and
farming
is. doneinin
the phalanx
home State
' E ytgl‘ighirlzri'aiiirhe
' ' .
_ the army
t of
' ' - (mneral
‘
' been
~
' the wagon and members Of his
‘ Sta“ on horse
back nearby.
Beyond
15
men moving
solid
againstthtiie
M8101ls
m

MONTANA’S MINERAL AND AGRICU
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LTURAL WEALTH.

C. W. Horny/m
losers K. TOOLE.
Treasurer.

President.

Governor of Montana.

MARTIN Macmnrs.
Vice~PresidenL

PAUL MCCORMICK,
Secretary.

OFFICERS OF THE MONTANA COMMISSION.

gentlemen: Lee l\lantle,yButte, President; Martin Maginnis,
Helena, Vice-President; Paul McCormick, Billings, Secretary;
C. W. Hoffman, Bozeman, Treasurer; B. F. White, Dillon;
William Scallon, Butte;
F. A. Heinze, Butte; D.
McDonald, Butte; Con
rad Kohrs, Helena; J. H.

The Montana building was a model of the State Capitol.
represented, with its furnishings, an expenditure of
$25,000, and was dedicated June 14th, with appropriate
ceremonies. Governor
Toole was represented
at the exercises by Judge
George R. \Iilburn,
Rice, Fort Benton; \N. G.
of the Montana Supreme
Conrad, Great Falls; T.
Court.
Addresses were
L. Greenough, Missoula;
delivered by Judge Mil
C. J. McNamara, Helena;
burn, President Francis,
Martin Maginnis, Vice
D. R. Peeler, Kalispell;
President of the State
H. L. 'Frank, Butte; W’il
Commission, and Thomas
liam C. Buskett, Helena,
who was named as Execu
Miss MARY A. Cnvse. Mas. T. R. CARSON. MR5. Ann": MCDOWELL, H. Carter, President of
Mus. W. W. Cues
Hostess.
MEMBERS OF THE LADIES‘ AUXILIARY COMMITTEE
the National Commission.
tive Commissioner. An
OF THE MONTANA COMMISSION.
An address was read from
Auxiliary Committee was
composed of Miss Mary A. Cruse of Helena, Mrs. W. W. Honorable Lee Mantle, President of the Commission, who
Cheeley of Butte, and Mrs. T. R. Carson of Great Falls. was unable to be present. Throughout the Exposition the
It
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"MONTANA."
MONTANA BUILDING. ON CONSTITUTION AVENUE.
Slatuei n the Colonnad

States,

e of

This “'35 a SPacious structure of modiﬁed Doric architecture. The interior was arranged for comfortand COII‘ICHICI‘ICC and was tastefully decorated
and furnished. It occupied an elevated site near the Government Bird exhibit.
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DANIEL McDonALo.
H. L. FRANK.

11115 6;,“

-1 H arms
I:

Ftlftsl

“4 Human

Little :1
’ 1‘ 0i all
'\ Q»

T. L. (.iREENOUGlL
'
_

blilldlng “ 35 fanl-

‘t. lift:

Wu. C. BUSKETT.
The "Gold-Heel Girls"of Montana, thirty-two in number. came to the Ex osition. chaperoned by Mrs. J. M. White. of

Butted, til: take part in the dﬁdicatgoln of the Montana building.“ They {lepéesente ever'y counlt‘y i‘ri th{e State. andl eaclh had been were
awar c< . in a contest eon ucte

y the lnler-Mountain,o

utte, t e

istinction 0

eingt e

am somcst air in

V

Sta":de

at

entrance

to

er county.

ous for the hearty This picture shows them at the entrance of the Montana building accompanied by President Francis, Chairman Carter of the
the National Commission and members of the Montana State Commission.

hospitality it ex
tended visitors. The hostess of the building was Mrs. Addie
McDowell. Montana’s greatest exhibit was in the Palace
of Mines, where ﬁfty thousand dollars’ worth of gold nuggets
formed an important feature, and where great copper bars

the State’s booth
to represent immense towers and to illustrate the State's wealth
in its deposits of copper. A remarkable collection of sapphires
from the famous mines of the State added interest to the
exhibit, which was one of the largest in the mines department.

iii of [lﬂhl
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_ ~riinihi
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MONTANA'S FORESTRY, FISH AND GAME EXHIBIT.
With its immense forests, its great variety of big game, and streams stocked with
ﬁne ﬁsh. Montana was enabled to make one of the most remarkable exhibits in the
Forestry, Fish and Game department. .-\t the main entrance to the exhibit wasa mounted
male bison, and in the background were arranged mounted specimens of all the greater
game of the State. Finished and unﬁnished woods were displayed,

MONTANA‘S EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT.
The work of its public schools was thoroughly demonstrated by Montana in its
exhibit in the Palace of Education. .\s one of the newer States of the Union, its show
ing was generally commended by educators, and especially gratifying to the people Of
the State. Visitors wereimpressed with the information that but two States excee

Montana in the amount of money it expends per capita, for educational purposes

NEBRASKA’S VAST AGRICULTU

RAL RESOURCES.

'

PETER Jansen,

H. G. SHEDD,

Guxoon W. \VATTLES,

Vice-President.

Secretary.

President.

429

MAT-r MiLern,
Treasurer.

MEMBERS or THE NEBRASKA COMMISSION.

An extensive display of the

exhibit included everything from the kindergarten to the col
manufactured products of its lege, and it was especially characterized by the intelligence
mines indicated the rapid
displayed in its arrangement. Photographs illus
development of the in
trated the progress that had been made in the con
dustry.
struction of its school buildings.
The fertility of the
Nebraska, essentially an agricultural State, con
soil of the State was
centrated its energies in the exploitation of the
shown by an exhibit in
products of its fertile soils. With an appropriation
“NEBRASKA,”
the
Palace of Agriculture
by the Legislature of but $35,000, the idea of a State
In the Colonnade of States.
F. H. Packer. Sculptor.
building at the Exposition was abandoned. The
that embraced all the
vegetable food products and agricultural seeds. Its
appropriation and an additional $25,000, raised by
exhibit was enclosed by a highly omamented facade
private subscriptions, was used in the installation
and maintenance of exhibits and other necessary
and was attractively and effectively arranged.
In the Forestry, Fish and Game
expenses. However, in the Palace
building Montana had one of the
of Agriculture there was erected a
pavilion which answered all the
most notable exhibits. Mounted
purposes of a State building and in
specimens of all the wild animals
which the Nebraska Commissioners
of the State, dressed and undressed
made their headquarters.
skins, ﬁsh and birds, were embraced
The Nebraska Commission was
in the ﬁsh and game section. In
the Forestry section immense yele
appointed by Governor John H.
Mickey, and comprised the follow
low and white pine, cottonwood,
ing gentlemen: G. \V. \Vattles, of
red ﬁr and cypress logs and a large
Omaha, President; Peter Jansen, of
quantity of ﬁnished lumber were
Jansen, Vice—President; Matt Mil
shown.
ler, of David City, Treasurer; H. G.
Montana’s exhibit of public
THE NEBRASKA CORN TOWER.
Shedd, of Lincoln, Secretary. Mrs.
school work in the Palace of Edn—
This immense corn tower was a part of the central corn display in the
alace of Agriculture.
Mary L. Eastman,oi Omaha, was
cation arrested the attention of
every person interested in methods of education who visited hostess at the State pavilion in the Palace of Agriculture.
that building. One of the new States of the Union, it already Nebraska Day was observed October 25th, and the features that
excels many' of the old States with its splendid system. The characterized it were addresses by Governor Mickey, President
r71” .
v--;
4%

NEBRASKA’S EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT.
» aoccu
l
attests“
"Om i’hi‘iiids

Nehrask

_

NEB RASKA STATE PAVILION.

'

nviahle position in the educational department. The work
frzarten
. .
Sisles “"5
I
illiteracy
Presented
to thetovthe high schools and State University was shown,
isitpr showing that the State's percentage 0!
smaller than that of
any other State of the Union.

Nebraska's pavilion in the Agricultural palace tool: the place of a State building,

and contained its general agricultural exhibit. It was enclosed by a handsome facade.
artistically decorated, and contained specimens of_ all the farm and garden products.
In a little theater, stereopticon scenes 0 Nebraska lite and resources were shown

an"

guns-w\‘J‘
1'

\
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Francis, of the Exposition, Honorable John L. Webster, of
Omaha, and President Wattles 0f the Commission. A recep

State building.

tion at the Nebraska
pavilion followed the
addresses.
In connection with
its headquarters,
Ne
braska maintained a little
theater, ﬁtted with opera
chairs,stage, electric fans

and all other neccessary
accessories,
where a
moving picture exhibi
tion of Nebraska life
and resources was given
every forty minutes.
North

well

DakOta

represented

“'35

in

R. ]. TURNER.
Secretary and Commissioner

The State’s

appropriation for the Exposi

FRANK WHITE-

BAKE-'Héijﬁ'
.1 N;
we.

~

tion was $50,000, all of
which was expended
upon its exhibits.
Its
agricultural exhibit em
braced every phase ol’
agriculture and dairy
ing; its mineral display
suggested its great
mineral wealth; and its
showing in the Palace
of Education was com
plete and reﬂected
credit upon the State.
The North Dakota

Governor
Dakota and comnnSSlon
' '
PresidentofofNorth
the Commission.
was 601“ _

0‘ Agncul‘we'

agriculture, mining and education. It had no State structure,
but on its space in the Agricultural palace it had the famous

NORTH DAKOTA.

posed of Governor
In the Colonnade of States.
Bruno L. Zimm, Sculptor.
Frank White, President; R. 1.
Turner, Commissioner of Agriculture, Secretary; Lieutenant
was

3“

EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT OF NORTH DAKOTA.
Roosevelt Cabin where its Commissioners established head
quarters and which answered in a measure the purposes of 2.

NORTH DAKOTA‘S MINERAL DISPLAY.

Governor David Bartlett, Executive Commissioner;
Auditor H. L. Holmes and Warren N. Steele.

State

,NORTH 1
DAKOTA
-

'.E.
l

ROOSEVELT C.\BIN IN NORTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXHIBIT.
laogarrlievl‘tiztlgaaglezre‘
COlllntngd
ﬂhgitlglg
rooén,
ged
room and
arrfichlcs
OfIIul'l‘lllul'B
andthe
pieces
of‘ clothin
Sittings
The Rooseveltggsdgsﬁilggrctrl‘lagargtaﬁ
Cabin was the premier hlet
attraction
North
Dakota
to the
Ex
' '
'
‘ furnished
I _ by
- position.
It was
identical
struet ‘tlfigtobi‘igiigirdb{oTlffiPd‘Ii-sggigytﬁvclfnwlll'i:
'
'“
_
lC
occupic w_ l e e wro e_t e greater arto
is "I unting Trips of a Ranch
.’
T
' '
i
' I
'
mg bag, leather chaps and a hat that had been used by him. The cabin was built in 1883 soon after Mr. Roosevelt had puzzliiised nil-c.2131 ziiliiioitci’viatsaublig lid-xiiigifg'ptlii-‘gésyleiii'lé.

0n the outside. at the southeast corner of the cabin, was a Maltese cross formed of empty Cartridge shells driven into a log by Mr. Roosevelt.
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OKLAHOMA AT THE VVORLD’S FAIR.
One exhibit at the VVorld‘s Fair especially well illustrated

American energy and enterprise. It Was the display made by
a ﬁfteen-year-old youngster —— the Territory of Oklahoma.
Bounded on the north by
Kansas, on the east by
Indian Territory, on the
south and west by Texas,

in the middle of active
settlements, these thirty
eight thousand eight hun
dred and thirty square
miles stood practically
uninhabited and waste as
recently as 1889.
On

The Cheyenne and Arapahoe reservations, comprising four
million two hundred and eighty-seven thousand seven hundred
and seventy-one acres, were opened in April, 1892.
The
Cherokee Strip, contain
ing six million fourteen
thousand t w o hundred
and thirty-nine acres, was
opened on September 16,
1893. The Kickapoo
Reservation, comprising
two hundred and six
thousand six hundred and
sixty-two a c r e s , was
opened in 1895. The

JOSEPH MEI BERGEN.

OTTO A. SHUTTEE.
The Treasurer of the Oklahoma Commission to

The Chairman of the Oklahoma Commission to
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition was born in
Missouri. He went with his parents to Mitchell
County. Kansas. where for seven years he worked
on a farm. Hewas'educated in the city schools
of Downs, Kansas. and at Wentworth Military
Academy, Lexington. Missouri.
He married
Miss Anna A. Price. of Lexington. Missouri. in
i389. In :85“ he was in the mercantile business
with his father at Mount Vernon. Missouri. He

the Louisiana Purchase Exposition was born in
Indiana and moved with his parents to West
Plains. Missouri. in 1870.
His education was
received in the log school houses of southern
Missouri. He was married in 1896 to Miss Flora
M. Wood. He was elected cashier of the Dunklin
County Bank of Maiden. Missouri. in 1890. and
cashier of the Citizens' National Bank of El Reno.
Oklahoma. in 1892. the year he went to the Terri
tory. and vice-president in row. which position he
now holds.

made the “run” into the Cherokee strip for the
townsite of Enid. September 16. i893.

-.~

[mac
\n|

THOMPSON B. FERGUSON.
Governor of Oklahoma.
The ancestors of the present Governor of Oklahoma were of that
sturdy class of pioneers that have proved of untold value in the
develo ment of our country. Governor Ferguson was born near
Des It oines. Iowa. in 1857. His father moved his family to Lyon
County. Kansas, in 1859. Ten years later he removed to Labette
County. and soon thereafter Chautauqua County. Kansas. where the
Governor Ferguson is a self-made
Governor grew to manhood.
man. Teaching school oneﬁiear. he attended college the next upon
e early developed a talent for news
the money thus earned.
paper work. and his ability as an editorial writer was well known
all over the State.

April 22, 1889, through

Kiowa,

Comanche.

the energy of HThe Okla
homa Boomer,” Captain
David L. Payne, the ﬁrst
EDGAR B. MARCHANT.
,
5%."1‘31'? oi the Oklahoma Commission to lands, comprising some
a o oull’laiia Purchase Exposition was born in
,tho‘gfa’mln Ohio. hducated in the grammar three million acres lying
s of Greenﬁeld. Ohio. he began his ﬁght
:égtstheqvaorld as a'newsboy at the age of twelve in the center of the Terri
is IJ"-0! tei- studying law in Illinois he practised
“ whi $5510" at Saint John. Kansas. ﬁfteen years. tory, were 0 p e n e d to
‘834 If! Place he married Miss Ellen Kerns. in
The Sac and
‘hc- : salient to Pond Creek at the opening of settlers.
Wherebro ee lamp. and later to Woods County.
Pottawatomie
build the Hill-aged in newspaper work. and helped Fox and
e town of Aline. where he now resides.
reservations, containing
one million two hundred and eighty-two thousand four hun

dred and thirty-tour acres, were opened in September, 189i.

A p a c h e and Wichita
reservations, comprising
about four million acres,
were opened on August
6, 190i. There was also
added in 1890 that por
tion of the country

known as “ No Man's

CAPTAIN DAVID PAYNE. '
M David Payne. the "Oklahoma Boomer." the
Cimarrori Scout." comrade of Kit Carson. oi
\} ild Bill, of Buffalo Bill. of California Joe and of
General Custer. was a vigorousand progressive
frontiersman. He was employed by the Govern
_ment as a scout. and in this capacity discovered.
in the center of Indian Territory. one million four
hundred thousand acres of land. for which. he
claimed. the Indians had no title. and to which
therefore, the American people were entitled.
511:: riotolnlty used I'HS_ intl‘luence as a member oi
e egisa
ure the
to Territory.
gain t is end. bu t 0"“de
' '
bands
to settle

Land,” containing three
million six hundred and
eighty-one thousand acres, and now called Beaver County. In
1896 Greer County was acquired from Texas by decision of
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of plump grains, festooned from arch to
arch, completely surrounding the booth.
A table showing the natural cotton and
the by-products therefrom, such as cotton
oil in its various stages of reﬁning, and
cotton fat, cotton-seed-oil soap, cotton
meal—even cotton ﬂour—showed that
Oklahoma was keeping pace with her
southern neighbors. Bushels of new pota
toes, smooth, large and round, veriﬁed
Oklahoma’s boast that she supplies the
nation in the middle of April with new
potatoes the size of a goose egg. Sweet
potatoes from the northeastern part of the
Territory were displayed there, so large
that one could hardly recognize them as
such. A cornstalk, sixteen feet high, with
the ﬁrst ear of corn eight feet from the
ground, was shown.
On two circular
pyramids were spread over ﬁfty varieties of
‘
wild grasses, ranging as high as eight feet
tap
M.
in length. to illustrate the natural produc
“OKLAHOMA.”
tiveness and diversity of the soil.
land of small farming.
In
the
center
of
.
.
_
This tece of statuary represented Oklahoma
the ﬂoor a pyramid of sacks of wheat and on the wave of biz-tss- It was dssiznsd by
One would hardly associate apples with
_
v
John S. Conway of Rome.
bales of cotton was built up, surmounted
so new a country, and yet the display as
by a bale‘of broom corn, long, stiff and ﬁne. \Vheat, the set forth in the Palace of Horticulture could be favorably
chief product of the Territory, was further displayed in heads compared with that of States recognized as especially adapted

the Supreme Court of the United States
and added to the Territory of Oklahoma.
To represent her remarkable growth
in ﬁfteen years was Oklahoma’s aim at
the \Vorld’s Fair in 1904. To this pur
pose she had not only a Territorial build—
ing where visitors could receive information
about Oklahoma and look at pictures of
her cities and farming lands, but also
extensive exhibits in the Palace of Agri
culture, Horticulture, Mines and Metal—
lurgy, and Education and Social Economy.
In the Palace of Agriculture a large
booth completely surrounded by pictures
of farm scenes represented Oklahoma.
It was notable here that all pictures
represented farming on a small scale.
Though the most improved machinery
was being used, yet there were never
more than ﬁve harrows cultivating upon
the same plantation, which illustrated
clearly that Oklahoma is essentially the
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OKLAHOMA‘S BUILDING AT THE EXPOSITION.
illustration
presents
a splendid
view
of theof
Oklahoma
Building
at the
strucmre
had
'
‘
'
"
ﬁ' ms
' b
was The
of staff
made from
the great
gypsum
deposits
the territory.
It was
6 ExpOsition
f0 t bl ff! The
1 h d
d
t ’ two stories
'
-' and a-'b ascment! an d "5‘
ex‘e'no'r
and Interior
and an immense photograph of that far-seeing and determined man, Captain Olggyxie? "The rSltglaliorgg Bight:st pmmrui Shomng the Chief puth bulldmgs 0f the territory.

OKLAHOMA AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.
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THE OKLAHOMA SCHOOLS EXHIBIT.
The samples of school work shown comprised every branch considered of
pedagogical value by the educators of the_country. In the cases along the wall were samples
of school and college written work, maps.
drawings
and photographs.
were
lb was fastened the symbol and war cry
of the Territory,
“The nextAbove
Star on
the other
Flag.‘ ‘drawings and pictures of district school houses. Over the center arch of the
r

to the production of apples.

Pears, peaches, apricots, plums,

CherrieS and grapes, with wine produced therefrom, evinced

the remarkable enterprise of Oklahoma farmers and the
success attendant thereupon.

In the Palace Of Mines and Metallurgy Oklahoma‘s display
“'35 rather a tribute to her resources than to her development.
The jars of soils containing clay as red as burnt brick, rotted
Yellow sandstone, gypsiferous earth and white lime soils from
file northeast part, where the Oil area of Indian Territory and
I\firlsas crosses Oklahoma, suggested possibilities not only
mlﬂﬁral, but also agricultural, when the aVerage rainfall of

ihlﬂy inches is taken into consideration.
The Educational Exhibit which Oklahoma made in the
Pilate Of Education and Social Economy compared favorably

lation for the last four years was unprecedented. The census,
in 1900, was four hundred thousand people;_in 1904, eight
hundred thousand; an increase of one hundred per cent. But
other sources showed even more clearly the growth of the
ﬁfteen-year-old prodigy. Its schOol census showed one hundred
and seventy-eight thousand nine hundred and sixty-four school
children in 1903 ; two thousand one hundred and ninety-two
district school houses valued at $1,347,257; also seven higher
institutions of learning, the two largest of which had an
enrollment of approximately four hundred and thirty students
each, and a school fund arising from the leasing of school
lands amounting to $181,828.88, which was apportioned dur

ingthat year.

“'“hthat of the most advanced States in the Union. Her

When Oklahoma was ﬁrst thrown open to settlement its

schools (lisplayed not only examples of mental training, but

indigenous ﬂora immediatelyniarked it as a superb farming

exhibits ranging from sample compositions to map-making,
tax‘del'm)’, furniture making and sewing.
.

Gingidallohli has steadily followed her chosen motto, uLabor
C d, Wm" (Labor conquers all), and tO-day stands forth a
San "late for statehood with a population greater than ﬁfteen
\ rages now in the Union. Her percentage of increase in popu

country.

Covering the rolling prairie lands, grasses so high

that a horseman could not be distinguished twenty-ﬁve feet
away were found by the original settlers; also ﬁfteen species
of edible fruit, including grapes, plums, blackberries, dew~
berries and currants. Buffalo, elk, deer and antelope grazed
in rich pasture there. The soils were found to be variable in

composition and character, and this accounts for its fertility
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OKLAIIOMA'S EXHIBIT IN THE PALACE OF AGRICULTURE.
This illustration shows the exhibit of natural grasses of the Territory. More than ﬁfty varieties are in the display, some of which grows to a height of eight and ten
feet.
It is an evidence of the richness of Oklahoma soil. /\t the base of each pyramid different varieties of corn are shown. and in the center on the table the uses to
which the by-products of cotton are put were set forth.
Sheaves of wheat. and wheat kernels in jars, are also shown.

as well as its adaptability to

supporting

a

variety

ten cents per acre.
This north~
western region, however, has been
found most proﬁtable for stock
ranges; three acres to the head is
counted fair pasturage in Oklahoma.
In the agricultural exhibit at the
VVorld’s Fair of 1904 the wheat
exhibit attracted much attention.
This is the chief product of Okla
homa.
The conservative estimate
of the output for 1904 was thirty-six
million bushels, and this amount
represented only a small per cent of

of vegeta

tion.
Although the climate is
classed as southern, because Okla
homa lies in the same latitude as
North Carolina and Tennessee—
between the thirty-fourth and the
thirty-seventh parallels north lati
tude—yet the maximum tenipera_
ture seldom reaches 100° in summer,
nor does the thermometer often fall
to zero weather.
It surpasses the
States to the north in that it has a
much longer growing season for the
maturing of grain, which the farmer
can plant from the last of March
to the ﬁrst of July; it surpasses the
Great Plains to the west in that it
is less arid, and the Mississippi
Valley to the east in that it has not
such extreme humidity.
Still, the
rainfall is such that only the narrow
strip, Beaver County, extending into
the semi-arid portion of Kansas and
Colorado—a strip thirty—eight miles
wide in the extreme northwestern
part of the Territory—has been irri

gated.

the possible output, and is steadily

being augmented as the acreage of
wheat is being increased.
From
seventeen to twenty-two bushels to
the acre is the average yield the
Territory over.
Different parts of
Oklahoma are suited to different
varieties of wheat. In the extreme
west, the most arid section of the
Territory, macaroni wheat, from
which macaroni of commerce is
made, and which needs but little
moisture, was produced with great
success. Oklahoma carried away the
ﬁrst premium for wheat and ﬂour
in the \Norld's Fair at Chicago. At
St. Louis she exhibited on the 15th
of June, 1904, a loaf of bread made
from the Hour of 1904 wheat

And for this reason the

irrigation system of Oklahoma is
undeveloped with the exception of
the irrigating plants established on
this strip by the United States Gov
ernment. By this system the con
sumer pays the Government for the
water until the original outlay has
been paid back ; after that he simply

pays the cost of maintenance, about

Between the years 1899 and 1904 it
was estimated that the yield had
OKLAHOMA CORN.

doubled itself, so that in 1904 the
wheat-growing industry of Okla

‘ Samples of Oklahoma corn and its great corn stalks are shown
in this illustration. Some of the stalks attained alemzth of twenty
four feet. Wheat. barley. rye and oats are also shown.

homa had become a recognizﬁd

OKLAHOMA AT THE WORLD’S FAIR.
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The exhibit of

expects, without irrigation, but with cultivation by a disc

corn was no less remarkable.
On taking, at random, grains
of corn from the exhibits of Indiana, Iowa and Illinois, it
was found that none of these specimens could equal, in depth

harrow after each cutting, to get $78 per acre.
TheI United States GOvernment gave Oklahoma credit for
producing more cotton to the acre than any State in the
Union, notwithstanding the fact that much of it was grown in
new ground, and, therefore, a light yield. In 1904, it was
estimated that three hundred thousand bales of the average
weight of ﬁve hundred pounds were produced. Because of
increased acreage and better conditions the outlook for cotton
is encouraging. Nor has Oklahoma thrift and enterprise let
the by-products escape. From the cotton seed, after the oil
has been extracted, thousands of head of cattle are fattened.
Another source of prosperity to Oklahoma has been its
potato crop, which is grown in the most approved methods,

factor in

the grain supply of the nation.

of grain, specimens chosen at random _from the Oklahoma
display. Three-fourths of an inch depth was the Oklahoma

average. In 1903, sixty-four million bushels of this corn
were produced; in 1904, one hundred and twenty-ﬁve million
bushels were the prospect. A bunch of ten-inch alfalfa labeled
“Planted May 5th; Cut June 4th," told the story of alfalfa in
Oklahoma. The Territory, in 1904, had an estimated output
of two hundred and ﬁfty thousand tons of ﬁne hay from the

ﬁfty thousand acres under cultivation, bringing, in round
numbers, a proﬁt of $2,000,000. By careful experimenting
it has been found that alfalfa can be produced on a well-paying

In the most favored

being dug, sorted, cleaned and loaded into the wagon box

regions there are ﬁve cuttings per year; these cuttings, if

entirely by horse-power. Although potatoes can be grown in
any part of the Territory, it has been found more proﬁtable,
as well as more convenient for the agents of the wholesale
distributors, to centralize different products in different sec—
tions of the Territory. For this purpose, growers’ associations
have been organized throughout its territory.

basis in any part of the Territory.

placed “end on," would reach a height of one hundred and
forty-eight inches. Per ton, baled, this hay brings from $8
to $I2. Usually one seed crop is saved which yields from
four to seven bushels of seed per acre, worth $7 per bushel
on the market. 'In these favorable locations, the farmer
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ANOTHER VIE\V OF OKLAHOMA'S EXHIBIT IN THE PALACE OF AGRICULTURE
wh mg 0 ne corner
of the pavilion was suspended a banner on which was . inscribed.
“Wanted more farmers to grow Oklahoma products." In the forearound samples of
eat
.
1' that
tavy 73:“
G w.35 aWarded the ﬁrst premium at the Chicago \Vorld’s Fair 15 shown.
The archways of the pavilion were draped wrth f estoons of wheat formed into
rain and beans in glass jars, corn, and farm scenes. completed the display.
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OKLAHOMA’S EXHIBIT IN THE PALACE OF MINES AND METALLURGY.
Notable in this exhibit were the specimens of building material shown, granite. sandstone, limc~st0ne, gypsum and pressed brick. Two blocks of cut lime-stone formed
a railing in front_ of the exhibit. In the foreground two pyramids of white gypsum were prominent. Against their bases were large slabs of transparent gypsum. In the
rear were cases in which were shown samples of staﬁ' and other gypsum products.

Expert broom-corn men have been settling in Oklahoma,
and furthering the promising industry of the Territory. The
quality of the brush, both standards and dwarfs, rivals that of
Illinois, which has held the blue ribbon heretofore. There are
other minor products, such as peanuts, castor beans, Kafﬁr
corn and sorghum, which, although they have not been given
much importance as yet, still show the wonderful adaptability
of the soil to a diversity of crops. This is further shown by
the fruit raised. The horticultural exhibit at the \Vorld's Fair
of 1904—the apples, pears, peaches, apricots, plums, cherries
and grapes displayed—could be favorably compared with those
of any State, even though the oldest orchards have been in
full bearing only ten years. The Elberta peach, especially,
has thrived to such a degree that it has not only supplied
local consumers, but has also been successfully shipped by
individual orchardists, and has found a proﬁtable market as
far away as England.

In her educational exhibit at the \Vorld’s Fair Oklahoma
proved that she had not only kept pace with the States
as regards the development of natural resources, but also as
regards the development of her people. Educationally she is
well provided for, her income being derived chieﬂy from the
renting of public lands reserved for this purpose, and amount
ing to over $1,000 per day. The report of 1903 showed that
there were two thousand one hundred and ninety-two school
houses in Oklahoma; the district schools were on an average
three miles apart, and each schoolhouse was provided with
the best modern equipment, and taught by an efﬁcient corps
of teachers. In addition to these there were seven higher
institutions of learning under Territorial supervision, each
well equipped according to approved methods.
A table for 1903, showing that there were over three mil
lion acres of vacant land still subject to homestead in 1903,
and their location is appended:

In her exhibit at the World’s Fair of 1904 Oklahoma
COUNTY

considers her mineral display of much importance, and
this is not strange since she supplied sixty per cent of the
staff used for building purposes at the Fair.
This is only
an indication of her possibilities in this direction, as her
mineral resources are still undeveloped, because the Terri
tory is settled entirely by small farmers, who have not the
capital for mining on a large scale. Gypsum in its natural
state was exhibited in six-foot blocks, a foot wide and

Beaver . .
Blaine . .
Caddo . .
Canadian .
Comanche

Custer
Day

.
.
.
.

the mineral display, and also in two pyramids, the bases
of which were blocks of transparent gypsum, gypsum
selenite, three and one-half feet long, two feet wide, and

so clear that one could read the label pasted on the back,
though each slab was ﬁve inches thick.
This gypsum is
deposited in available beds of approximately one hundred
and twenty-ﬁve billion eight hundred million tons, a prac
tically inexhaustible supply, so much that forty-seven million
three hundred and ﬁfty thousand twenty-ton cars could
be laden with it, which means a train of cars extending
one thousand eight hundred and ninety~two times around
the earth.
It is only a matter of time before Oklahoma
will supply the world.

vaségllm

COUNTY.

Acres.
293,699
1,589
. . . .
. . . .
3,004

Acres.
2,738,709
395
2,867
882
14,610

Greer. . . .
Kingﬁsher .
Kiowa . . .
Roger Mills.
Washita . .

Woods . . .

. . .

974

1,703

. . . .

92,198

109,402

Dewey . .

eight inches thick, in the form of a stone wall enclosing
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Grant. . . .

12,000

7o

Filed 0"

Woodward

7,000

. . . .

\All

HI.

I

5 ill
Vaéant

Acres.
120,000
372
3,226
86,882
400

Acres.
34,000
. . . .
5,08!
16,218
. . . .

67,273

43,916

234,349

114,985

"'4”/
.m1.,

-———-— ———-

Total . . .

916,036 3.0391768

It is a matter for surprise that the taxes in a new country
like Oklahoma are low. The levy for 1903 was but six and
one-quarter mills. Remarkable, too, for the same reason, was
the state of the Territorial treasury. As shown by the
report of the Treasurer on June 30, 1903, the Territorial
indebtedness was $461,766.43. This debt has been decreasing
materially each year. The banks of the Territory show the
same sound ﬁnancial basis, the National banks having an
average reserve of thirty-two per cent, and the Territorial
banks ﬁfty-two per cent. The total resources of all the banks
in Oklahoma Territory at the close of business on June 10,
/
\\\
e

1903, amounted to $28,482,504.69.
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RECEPTION ROOM, TEXAS BUILDING.

TEXAS SCHOOL EXl-ll BIT.

cavern. In the Palace of Mines was a supplement to the
cyanide process exhibited in the Mining Gulch.
In the Palace of Agriculture South Dakota showed her
possibilities as an agricultural State. The main feature was
the corn palace modeled after the great palace erected at
Mitchell, South Dakota. The exhibit in Education was proof
that the mental culture of its people has kept pace with the
State’s great physical development.
Texas had the distinction of being the only State having

‘complete representation at the Exposition without State aid of
any kind, all the money being raised by private subscription.
Governor Joseph D. Sayres and the Attorney—General
held that the State Legislature could not, within the limits of
the constitution, make an appropriation for such a purpose.
An appeal was then made to the people, trusting to their
sense of progressiveness and their inherent love for the State
to save it from the humiliation that it would suffer if it were
not properly represented at Saint Louis. The response resulted

in private subscriptions to an amount that enabled the “ Lone
Star” Commonwealth to make an appearance in a manner that
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THE TEXAS BUILDING. IN THE FORM OF A FIVE-POINTED STAR.
The Texas building was in the form of a ﬁve-pointed star. and in carrying out the general idea of the originator ot the design, Mr. Louis J. \Vortham. the various portiqns 0f
the structure, exterior and interior were arranged to make prominent to the eye of the visitor the Lone Star. symbolic of the State. The building was conspicuous in the

Plateau of States. Its ﬁve wings afforded space for many rooms and abetter arrangement for securing light and ventilation could hardly have been devised. The great central
rotunda was the scene of many social functions and musical entertainments. In it were busts of famous Texans, and a large collection of historical relics that proved of absorbing
interest to the students of American history. Native woods and marbles were effectively used in the ﬁnishings of the building, and the ﬁvepointed star was employed as an

ornament at many points. It appeared in the art-glass, summit of the dome and formed a conspicuous feature oi the exterior illumination of the building. The structure and "5
furnishings represented an expenditure of almost $46.01».

copyright 1004 by L C. Bar-uni, 5:. huh

B. F. Hnnnzr'r,

Jissse SHAIN.

magniﬁcently showed its re
sources and the splen d i d
opportunities that she 05ers

L. J. “long/m,
Secretary.

\V. \V. Seuzv.
Vice-President.

PAUL \VAPLES.
Chairman.

to home-seekers.
A second
appeal was made to the people
of the State and twenty citi

zens responded with subscrip
‘ tions of one thousand dollars

each. This was an illustration
of the Texan public spirit. It
was the same spirit that caused
General Sam Houston and his
men to revenge the affair of
the Alamo, and which brought
about Texan independence.
The mission of the State at
the Exposition was to exploit
"5 immense resources, to sug_
gest its

Extraordinary

possi_

A. W. HOUSTON.

MEMBERS OF THE TEXAS COMMISSION.

TEXAS HORTIWLTURE EXHIBIT_
Texas is an empire in its vast area. and the wide range of its horticultural products
surprised all who were unacquainted with its development. The Elberta peach is one of
the famous products that reaches the northern market in quantity. Tyler. Texas. is one

bilities and to demonstrate its “f "‘° 8”“ “"‘l'gm‘vmg "New
admirable civilization. At the time of receiving the site for
the State b ui l ding
G 0 v e r n o r Sayers
said:
'
“ “e
' shall
come here, Governor

done in this building, but also
upon our stalwart men and
beautiful women, will accord
to us the ﬁrst place among
American commonwealths.
We shall come here with
our cattle, our horses, our
sheep, our com and wheat,
our rye and oats, our timber
and our vegetables and fruit of
every kind; with our oil, with
our rice; yea, Governor Fran
cis, with more products than
those of any other ﬁve States
in the American common
wealth combined.”
The
prophecy
was well fulﬁlled.
Texas had

the

nlost

unique

a“?! 0_ne Of the_ mOSt aﬂirajctnje

buildings, besnles exhibits in
six of the big palaces. The Texas Commission was one of the
largest representing
any State. This was
all the
money
ex_
due
to the
fact that
pended
it was
raised
by by
popular

Francis, more than
one hundred thou
sand strong, and,
among thegreat com-

subscription and
every section of the
railroads
of T e xThe
as
State contributed.

monwealths of our

added abour $35,000

American union, I
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feel that all who may
attend and look not
only upon our re
sources, as Will be
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TEXAS IN THE PALACE OF FORESTRY.
Texas took a grand prize in the Palace of Forestry, Fish and Game on an exhibit of
more than ﬁfty specimens of hardwood of commercial variety and guantitydhereby
destroying the popular idea that it was an agricultural and pastoral . tate instead of a
State of almost unlimited forestry wealth as well. The_entire Texas booth in_tlie
Forestry palace was constructed of native woods. The inside exhibit consrsted mainly
of furniture made from Texas woods.
'

John H. Kirby, President; L. J. Polk, \V. W. Seley, \Valter
Tips, Vice-Presidents; Royal A. Ferris, Treasurer; Louis J. W'ortham,
Secretary and General Manager; A. \V. Houston, Barnett Gibbs, Paul
Waples, B. F. Hammett, Jesse Shain, E. P. Perkins, L. L. Jester,
Monta J. Moore, Commissioners.

The Texas building was formally opened in May. E. P.
Perkins, on behalf of the Commission, presented the building
to Governor Lanham who accepted it for the State. Ad
dresses were also made by President Francis and by the
Honorable Morris Sheppard, of Texas.
The building was then formally turned over to the Board of
Lady Commissioners, comprising the following named ladies:
Mrs. L. S. Thorne, Dallas; Miss Katie DaFfan, Ennis; Mrs. B. F.
Hammett, El Paso; Mrs. Thad Holt, Houston; Mrs. W. R. Roberts,
Brownwood; Mrs. Fannie Foote Emerson, McKinney; Mrs. James B.

Wells, Brownsville; Mrs. A. \N. Houston, San Antonio; Mrs. W. F.
Gill, Paris; Mrs. W. E. Green, Tyler; Mrs. Flora B. Cameron, Waco;
Mrs. Jake Wolters, La Grange; Mrs. F. Huﬂfsmith, Palestine; Mrs. E.
F. Turner, Dallas; Mrs. William Christian, Houston; Mrs. Ira H.
Evans, Austin; Mrs. J. C. Lea, Coleman; Mrs. W. F. Robertson,
Georgetown; Mrs. T. V. Sessions, Garrison; Mrs. Bacon Saunders,
Fort \Vorth and Miss Clara Driscoll.

The celebration of Texas week began September 12th, and
during that period it is estimated that fifty thousand Texans
were at the Exposition, a remarkably large number consider
ing the great distance they were compelled to travel in order
to participate in the ceremonies. The week was one of the
most memorable of the Fair.
The Texas building was the scene of many social functions
and entertainments. An attractive feature was the numerous
musical recitals in which some of the most noted artists of
America took part. Receptions were tendered Governor Lan
ham and wife, distinguished Texas ofﬁcials and ex-oﬁicials,

MINERAL EXHIBIT FROM TEXAS.
In the Palace of Mines and Metallurgy were maps and charts of the mineral.
resources of Texas, slabs and columns of highly polished marbles. blocks of blue and
gray granite. building and ornamental stone and pottery clays. A great iron kettle
contained 1200 pounds of quicksilver from Brewster County in which ﬂoated a twelvev
pound cannon ball. But the State's greatest mineral display was its oils. A few years
since Texas struck oil in paying quantities. and immense wealth to many ofits citizens
has resulted.

the newspaper men of Texas and the \\'orld's Fair officials.
Since Texas was admitted as a State the most marvelous
development has taken place in its Agricultural interests and
no period of its history has witnessed greater development
than the last ﬁfteen years. From 1890 to 1900 its corn pro
duction increased eight million bushels, oats seventeen million
bushels, and the value of its farm products,including wheat,
corn, rye, oats, barley, hay, potatoes, and cotton increased
thirty million dollars. In the same length of time its cotton
crop alone increased almost twenty-six million dollars, and
the value of its cattle increased twenty million dollars. In
view of such rapid progress it was natural that the State's
exhibit in the palace of Agriculture proved to be among the
best, and Texans were not at all surprised when it was
announced that their agricultural exhibit had been given one
grand prize, twenty-one gold medals, thirty~two silver medals
and sixty-one bronze medals. The Texas exhibit was con
spicuous not only because of the products it displayed, but
because of the originality shown in arranging them. In the
ornamentation of the booth the “lone star" constructed of the
grains and grasses grown in the State met the eye in every
direction. \Vords and ﬁgures formed of grains gave statisti
cal information relative to the. State's resources, and their
rapid development. Cotton, wheat, corn, oats, rye, barley,
potatoes, tobacco, and a large variety of the grasses grown in
the State were shown. A cucumber that weighed ﬁfty pounds

was a curiosity and watermelons larger than one hundred
pounds were common. Rice from the new rice ﬁelds of the
State was displayed in glass jars and visitors were given in
formation that convinced them that Texas was destined to
become, in the near future, the leading rice grower of America.

.\ll.\'l.\'l‘l'RE FREIGHT TRAIN IN TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXHIBIT SIIOWl NG " WHAT CAME OUT OF TEXAS."
In the train were an oil tank car. a gondola of lumber, a car of potatoes. 2 car of sheep, a car of cattle, a car of wheat, a car of cotton and other Texas products.
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Secretary.

C. B. RICHARDSON.
BRYANT 1} Banana.
Commissioner-in-L'hiet.
Pre sldent.
MEMBERS OF THE WYOMING COMMISSION.

In the palace of Agriculture Texas proved that it had few
rivals among the states and territories and that its possibilities
as a fruit gr0wer were not excelled by any. During the fair
lruit receptions were held at its booth in the Horticultural
palace and car loads of apples, peaches and other fruits were

distributed among visitors. Its exhibit was enclosed by a
substantial facade and in it was shown every variety of fruit
and nuts cultivated within its borders. Peaches equal to those
of California, apples as big and luscious as are grown any
where on earth, grapes of almost every variety, watermelons,
many of which weighed more than one hundred pounds, ﬁgs
rivaling those of the eastern shores of the Mediterranean,
pomegranates, lemons, walnuts and pecans made the booth
one ofthe interesting centers of the great palace. It was decora
ted with palms and cedars and a profusion of American ﬂags.
This exhibit was awarded a grand prize and many medals.
It is estimated that Texas has almost 700,000 pupils en
rolled in its public schools, and sixteen thousand teachers are
employed. In 1900 the total expenditure for public schools
was almost $5,000,000, and every year since the increase has
been enormous, a condition that justiﬁes the statement that in

its general scheme of development the State's educational
facilities play a prominent part. In the Palace of Education
Texas emphasized its educational facilities by an exhibit that
comprised every branch of public school work. The schools
of all the prominent cities of the State were represented and

several of them were rewarded with gold medals that evi
denced the excellence of their work. Especially interesting
features of the exhibit were maps of the State from the city

schools of Temple and the high school of l/Vichita Falls.
In the Palace of Fine Arts Texas was represented by a
number of paintings from its leading artists and in its State
building was exhibited by the Daughters of the Republic an
immense collection of articles of historic value. Among the
latter were the ﬁrst ﬂag of the Texas Republic, the keys of
the famous Alamo, historic documents that dated back to the

GEORGE E. Fax-row.

1mm 1.. 131mm.

Vice-President.

Spanish occupation, arms that saw service in the Revolution,

in the battle of New Orleans, in the battles for Texan Inde
pendence, and in many Indian wars, and paintings hundreds
of years old. It was the most complete display appertaining
to the history of Texas that was ever assembled.
Texas horses, cattle and hogs were in the live stock de
partment at the Exposition and they carried away a large
number of gold and silver medals.
\Vyoming's appropriation for the Exposition was only
$25,000 but, according to the Exposition blue book its show
ing, considering the amount of money expended, was superior
to that of any of the states. Exhibiting in but three of the
large palaces, it was the recipient of ninety-ﬁve awards, among
which were six grand prizes and thirty-six gold medals.
Owing to its small appropriation \Vyoming decided not to
erect a State building but to devote the entire amount to
making its exhibits as complete as possible. Its Board of
Commissioners, appointed by Governor De Forest Richards,
was composed of B. B. Brooks of Casper, President; George
E. Pexton, of Evanston, Vice-President; W'illiam C. Deming,
of Cheyenne, Secretary; Clarence B. Richardson, oi Cheyenne,
Executive Commissioner; Robert H. Homer, of Laramie, and
C. A. Bodgette. Subsequently Governor Fenimore Chatter
ton appointed W. H. Holliday, of Laramie and John L. Baird,
of Newcastle, to ﬁll vacancies in the board caused by the death
of Mr. Bodgette and the resignation of Mr. Homer. Others
connected with the commission were E. A. Slack, of Cheyenne;
H.C. Beeler, of Cheyenne; Aven Nelson, of Laramie; Frederick
Salathe, of Casper, all acting as chiefs of departments.
Wyoming day was celebrated on July 11th. The exercises
followed a military parade and were held at the Hall of Con
gresses. Speeches were made by President Francis, B. B.
Brooks, Governor Fenimore Chatterton, Chief Justice of the
\Vyoming Supreme Court, S. T. Corn, Ex-Senator J. M. Carey
and H. A. Colleen. The speeches were followed by a recep
tion to Governor Chatterton at the Inside Inn.

“\\'\'OMI.\’G.”

WYOMING MINES AND METALS.

In the Colonnade of States.

PRODUCT OF WYOMING OIL WELLS.
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CHAPTER XIII.
PARTICIPATION OF ALASKA, PACIFIC AND ROCKY MOUNTAIN STATES.
Farm Torsu POLES TO THE BEST THAT CIVILIZATION AFFORDS—BEAUTIFUL NEEDLEWORK, BASKETRY AND SCHOOL WORK FROM THE FAR
NORTH—ALASKAN TIN, COPPER AND GOLD—GRAINS, GRASSES, VEGETABLES AND FLOWERS FROM ALASKA—ARIZONA'S BUILDING AND
PRODUCTS OF HER NIINES~WONDERS OF CALIFORNIA HORTXCULTURE MAONII-‘IcENTLY DISPLAYED—INDEPENDENT EXHIBITS OF MANY
COUNTIES—FRUITS, NUTS AND GRAINS, MINERALS AND Woons FROM THE GREAT PACIFIC STATE—IDAHO, THE New IRRIGATED
COUNTRY OF TIIE NORTHWEST—GRAND PRIZE GIVEN To IDAno’s AGRICULTURE EXIIIRIT—NevADA‘s Snowmc or MINERALs—NEW
MERIcO FRUITS AND GRAIN—OREGON‘S WONDERFUL Snowmo or GRAINS, FRUITS, Woons AND MINERALS—UTAH, A PROMINENT
EXHIBITOR IN SEVERAL DEPARTMENTS-4WAsnmeT0N's UNIQUE BUILDING AND EXTRAORDINARY DISPLAYS or FRUITS, GRAINS,
WOODS AND MINERALS—ALI. STATEs PROUD OF THElR PROGRESS IN EDUCATION.

N a famous cartoon of the time, 1867, the Czar of Russia
was portrayed as an iceman delivering to Uncle Sam a

cake of ice labeled HAlaska, $7,000,000," and bearing the.
legend, “A dear ice bill.” Thirty-seven years of
unwonted activity in this vast possession of the
far northwest have shown the
wisdom of the then Secretary
of State, William H. Sewartl's
foresight into the develop
ment of the United States and
how necessary Alaska has
become to this country’s wel

fare.

Joseph B. Marvin, Special Agent, and Mrs.‘ Mary E. Hart,

of Nome, Hostess of the Alaskan building.
The list of Honorary Commissioners, composed of the
mayors of several Alaskan towns embraced the
following names; M. E. Martin, Ketchikan;
H. Adsit, Juneau; John
G00dell,Valdez; D. B. Miller,
Eagle City ; Anthony Tubbs,
Treadwell; Peter

The \Congress of the

United States appropriated
ﬁfty thousand dollars to have
that district adequately repre
sented at the Louisiana Pur—
chase Exposition and the

MRSMARY
iollowing named persons were

PETER JENSEN.

Jensen,

\Vrangel; Frank Bach, Doug
las; L. S. Keller, Skagway ;
H. P. King, Nome; and W.
H. Bard (Ex-Mayor), Nome.
The following named people
constituted the list of
attendants at the Alaska
exhibit: Frank Ingram,
Frederick E. \Villard, Rev.
'

HART‘ D. W. Cram, Eugene Hart,

JOHN G. BRADY.

Frank H. McConnell, Harry
Hostess of Alaska.
chosen as Ofﬁcials and QSSISIHonorary Commissioner
Executive Commissioner from
Building.
ants for the Alaska exhibit
from mam"
AlaSka'
Pitlgeon, P. D. Range and
Mrs.
O.
E.
King.
Messrs
J.
G.
Davies and D. W. Fales had
under the chairmanship of the Honorable Thomas Ryan, First
charge
of
Minerals
and
Forestry
sections. Out of the appro
Assistant Secretary of the Interior: Honorable John G.
priation
the
Alaska
Commission
spent nearly $15,000 in the
Brady, Governor of Alaska, Executive Commissioner;
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ALASKA BUILDING. TOTEM I‘OLES AND CABINS.

ay'iilrc great concctive exhibit of Alaska was installed on the ground ﬂoor, showing the unlimited resOPfces Pm“? “35‘ “"19"?” A Star-topﬁm“ emertalnmem “'35 gi‘i'c“ "ﬂy
plum 0PiaRtoi
thewere
season.
showinz
hundred
Alaskanspecimens
scenes. On
the second
ﬂwr
Women
5 "dill"? and
fwd Yendintzjooms
w here
the daily and week] y
I laska
on ﬁle.
Hereseveral
were cases
containing
of Indian
baskets
of \\'as
the aﬁnest
workmanship
and"WOW?"
many obiects
Illustrating life in
Alaska.
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erection of the building. This
commodious and attractive
structure was situated on the
Olympian \Vay, opposite the
Palace of Forestry, Fish and
Game, and was completed
on April 30th, 1904. It was
ﬁfty by one hundred feet and
was built in Colonial style,
ﬂanked on either side by
native Indian houses and
Totem poles brought from
Alaska.
October 18th, 1904, which
was Alaska day, commemo
rated the thirty-sixth anni
versary of the purchase of the
Territory, and a marble bust
of \Villiam H. Seward, author
of the purchase, was unveiled

balm}
1
v

if . -

with appropriate ceremonies.

In the grand displays of
minerals and furs, Alaska
made a monumental showing
of her principal products and
sources of wealth. One
INTERIOR OF ALASKA IlUILDING.—GRAIN, PETROLEUM AND CL'RIOS.
single mine, the Alaska
Treadwell gold mine, made a special exhibit of a pyramid of pretty and attractive nuggets of gold, a number of which
gilded blocks repre enting each annual output of pure gold, Weighed several ounces apiece, caused the spectator’s eye to
aggregating nearly $22,000,000, or three times the amount dilate at this unwonted display of wealth.
paid by the United States to Russia for the whole territory.
A very interesting feature exhibited was a large relief map
A large glass case, seventy-ﬁve feet long and ﬁve feet high of the district of Alaska, modeled from surveys by the United
contained a large and varied collection of mineral ores of States Geological Survey, giving acomprehensive topographi
many kinds, including gold, copper, marble, lead, lime, cal view of the country. Under Education, the progress
galena, tin, gypsum, coal, graphite and garnets. Some very shown in this branch by the native schole was very pro
nounced and elicited much praise from all visitors to the
building, while on the walls were to be found mounted heads
wag, vaweo
M i
of moose, reindeer, game, birds and mountain sheep, tastefully
arranged and interspersed with the dressed skins of polar and
la"
black bears, white, silver-gray and red foxes, sables, wolves,
mink and other fur-bearing animals. At other points on the
I ~w I.“ Iiili \un‘ im‘mmu w-i'unm:
walls were to be seen groups of native weapons of offense and
I ruin—hm. nu.- \uu Il'lhll\llfl'l\ﬂ:5.u
defense as well as for hunting purposes. .The fur exhibit from
- ta- w “an: wuelntuv‘h hm‘sn fun Ir '
l
I
Alaska was superb. Polar, black and brown bear rugs,
<
' Q
|
Mlv II“ on i-tns \llll‘ln‘u\ hmwuvsn t-- i~
‘ -.
ranging as high as a thousand dollars apiece; seal, fox, sheep,
M. M. I.“ m .m- we mur- Q, gun-“4.7m 7M ~o
.. N
V
LIT—I
mink, beaver, badger, sable and otter skins at all sorts of
I MM: i.» mums“... ad

" it (i
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I mm"- -:im'. hum-i ,
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prices abounded in profusion.

A select collection of valuable

furs was loaned for exhibition purposes by Mrs. Mary E.
Hart, the hostess of the building. Herring oil, guano, petro
leum, seepage oil, parafﬁne gum, naphtha, crude scale wax, red
oil, anthracite, bituminous and cannel coal represented more

EXHIBIT OF TREADWELL MINE OUTPUT, ALASKA BUILDING,

of Alaska’s products.
In the Palace of Forestry, Fish and
Game there was a picturesque scene of a forest stream, show
ing a salmon ﬁshery, adjoining which was the model of a
modern salmon cannery. In fact, what Alaska could not
actually bring to the Exposition, was shown by an immense
collection of stereopticon views of Alaska as well as several
moving pictures of scenes in the territory, shown by the
biograpli; while the grandeur of this northwest region was
ever patent to the visitor in the window transparencies that
adorned the building. Though so far north, Alaska was not
deﬁcient in agricultural and horticultural products. Oats,
barley, rye and wheat, in jars; hay, moss and hemp were

~é-_—/
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ARIZONA AND THE VARIETY OF ITS RESOURCES.
also to be seen.

Vegetables and fruits embraced

potatoes, turnips, radishes, peas, onions, let
tuce, together with many kinds of wild and
cultivated berries and currants. The ﬂora and
fauna were exhibited in pressed specimens. In
basketry, Alaska loomed up with a large variety

of these useful articles, many of which had been
hitherto unknown in the United States.
Curiosities in the shape of Russian relics,
totem poles, ambergris, and many other equally

interesting objects

abounded

all through

the

place. Much interest was evinced by all visit
ors in the totem poles. which represent the
heraldic sign of each family, the back part of
each totem pole being hollowed out to receive
ARIZONA BUILDING.
the cremated embers of each deceased member
The Arizona building was in the southeast corner of the grounds and was one of the smallesth the State
It wasm the Spanish mission style of architecture, planned and furnished for Comfort. The
of the family. The Alaska Indians attracted a structures.
garden in front of it was planted with specimens of the giant cactus and other plants of the arid region.
1n_the main sitting-room of the building the walls were decorated with pictures portraying scenes in
great deal of attention from visitors, owing to Arizona. 'lhey were framed in the wood of the cactus plant which, when polished. presented many
their quaint manners and customs as well as stranze designs. Large forest trees surrounded the building. making a delightful settinil.
the peculiar music of their band. The social events and delightfulness and healthfulness of its climate, were a few
receptions at the Alaskan building were many and very of the wonderful resources of that territory illustrated at the
entertaining; Governor Brady, assisted by Mrs. Brady and Exposition. Generally placed in the category of mining terri
Mrs. Mary E. Hart, the hostess of the building, extended tories, Arizona surprised the millions of visitors to the Fair
a welcome to all visitors. President Francis, who likewise with the variety of its other resources. The sixth largest
assisted at the exercises on Alaska Day, October 18th, paid political division of the United States, having taxable wealth
estimated at considerably more
his ﬁrst formal visit to Governor
than
forty million dollars, it
John G. Brady, as guest of the
was
dependent
upon such an
latter, on November 7th, accom
event
as
the
Louisiana
Purchase
panied by Director of Exhibits
Exposition
to
exploit
its great
F. J. V. Skiff, Judge ‘Nilbur F.
wealth
and
the
opportunities
it
Boyle, Doctor Theodor Lewald,
has to offer the settler. The
Commissioner-General from
Territory expended more than
Germany, and Mr. Geo Gerald,
thirty thousand dollars on its
Commissioner-General from
display at the Exposition, and
France. Mrs. Mary E. Hart
long before the Exposition
was hostess of the occasion
terminated the advantages that
and entertained the visitors
had accrued were apparent.
royally. Mrs. Hart was also
\'ice~President of they Associa
Previously only a small per
H. B. 51. CLAIRE.
R. N. Lennnwooo,
A. J. Donn,
tion of Hostesses of the Exposi
centage of the people of 'America
Secretary.
Superintendent.
Chairman.
tion. Towards the close of the
had more than the slightest
MEMBERS OF THE ARIZONA COMMISSION.
Exposition, November 25th,
conception of the possibilities of
‘Ilrs. Hart was the recipient of a gold medal, presented to the Territory. In the departments of Mines, Agriculture,
'Alaska‘s Hostess” by the attaches of the building in recogni
Horticulture and Education, Arizona was prominent. Its build
tion of the friendship they bore her.
ing, while one of the smallest of the State structures, was one of
The richness of Arizona mines, the pOSSibilitieS 0f its ten the most interesting. It recalled the better class of the
million acres of farming lands susceptible of irrigation, its Mexican adobe houses. Its mining exhibit showed actual
great cattle industry, the grandeur of its scenery, and the values rather than specimens.
It con
sisted of gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc,
and products from more than three
hundred mines of the Territory. Onyx,
marble, and petriﬁed woods, building
stone of various kinds, many rare speci
mens of different characters of ores, and
photographic views of mines and ma
chinery helped make the exhibit unusually
attractive.

ARIZONA MINING EXHIBIT.

I

~
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The colossal size of the products of its
soil was an especially interesting feature.
It showed huge lemons from Yuma, navel
oranges weighing twenty ounces, dates N
rivaling those_of Sahara, peaches, pears, MISS JESSIE L. DRAIS,
ﬁgs, limes, olives, plums and grape fruit‘
Hostess, Arizona
ul ding,
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in ‘many other places on the Exposition grounds.
It surpassed all it had done at former exposi
tions, large as those exhibits have been.
California had but two Commissioners, J. A.

Its agriczlrzral ;C¢i:\:s were Tieaz. corn. barley.
oats, hay 2:6
Cg: .:. .2.._.-...,, nil camel
breeding are reer bizscres cf Szvizern Arizona.
and plates 52".: in: Lzrgur :scrch: farm in America
were exhi':::e-i. I: 23.: Izztei Scases Government
building there ass slur-l: a :c-iel of the Tonto
basin reserr-zzra 1:: 1
;r:'.: ie a a:er for irrigating
thousands of acres of 3:1 112 lard.
In the Palace of Ei'xazii-n. AriZUna exhibited
the uncorrected u uric of its schools. from kinder
garten to academic a.- lrt'c.
Another feature of
Arizona at the Expr ;ition a as its mining camp in the

Filcher, of the California Board of Trade, San
Francisco, and Frank

G. A. Dennison was

Secretary of the Commission, and Charles L. Wilson

was Superintendent of Installation.

Each Iof the

counties exhibiting was represented by a special
commissioner.
Robert Furlong was in charge of
the Educational exhibit, \Y. H. Mills, Superin
tendent of the forestry installation and George C.

Mining Gulch,whichattracted thousands of visitors.

The Arizona Commissioners were A. J. Duran,
President ; If. I}. St. Claire,Secretary ; L'. l". l'ackard,

“'iggins, of the Chamber

of Commerce, Los Angeles.

ﬁzoloz C. Rozmxn.

Roeding had charge of the displays in horticulture.

Chief of Horticulture.

The California agricultural exhibit was dedicated

l‘rl'tiiei
1‘: Qt'ﬂ
(lzo. A. Dznntson,
Secretary
_
_California
Commission.

Mus. Fun: \Viocins.
Hostess California
Building.

J. A. FILCHER,

From: \Vicoms.

California Commissioner.
California Commissioner.
.
.
.
.
.
. .
.
.\ll‘..\ll}lLRS ()I' THE C.\I.IFOR.\I.-\ COMMISSION.

Mus. ]. A. Fchnzn,

LEWIS E. Aunum'.

Ilostess‘ California

Mines and Metallurgy.
California.

Building.

June 28th, when addresses were made by Governor George
C. Pardee and President Francis. Governor Pardee was
accompanied to the Exposition by his two daughters. Cali
fornia Day was celebrated September 9th with appropriate

Treasurer; R. N. Leatherwood, Superintendent of Exhibits.
To their efforts and energy was due the creditable showing of
immense resources of that vast southwestern territory.
California occupied more space than any other State except
Missouri. No other
State had as great
'

4"

a variety of prod
ucts, and they were
so arranged as to
form magnificent
decorative features.
The State occupied
7| ,000 square feet of

ﬂoor space, and its
exhibits represented
an expenditure of
almost a quarter of
a million dollars.
More than one
hundred thousand
dollars was contrib
utcd by individual
counties and the
balance was ap
propriatcd by the
State Legislature.
The State exhibited
in ﬁve of the main
exhibit palaces, and
its famous products
were demonstrated

1

CALIFORNIA BUILDING . LA RABIDA MISSION AT SANTA BARBARA.
The impulse to stop and inspect the interior of the California building always came with the ﬁrst glimpse of this
picture-nine
‘ ‘ structure. a reproduction of the old Franciscan Mission of La Rabida at Santa Barbara. One feature
of the building was an assembly hall. with movable platform. Above the assembly hall was a roof garden. deco~

rated With plants from California. The cﬁect of old mission construction was carried out by great beams and lamp
chains. lhc interior was embellished with solid oak furniture and ﬁttings of native California woods. On the
walls were portraits of Californians and paintings of California scenes. The building was on "The Trail."

ceremonies and by
the distribution of
ten tons of Califoniia
fruits and several
hundred gallons of
California wines.
Fifteen hundred
native Californians
were present. The
date was the ﬁfty
fourth anniversary
of the admission of
California into the
Union as a State.
An address of wel
come was delivered
by President Francis
and a responsive
address by Hon. L.
F. Byington. Hon.
]. J. Sullivan spoke
for the pioneers of
the State. and C. F.
McLaughlin spoke
in behalf of the Order
of Native Sons. In
the Palaces of Agri

IA’s GREAT
~ .,

.
DISPLAY
or MINERALS.
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ORANGE COUNTY. CALIFORNIA. EXHIBIT.

.
l ts

‘ch embrace l

' sods.
I
_ _
( all ‘ the prod“
fertile
A miniature
rcprOduC
cts of
_
tion
of
the
famous
_Riverside Valley, illust

rating the methods of irrigation
iii the valley was an at
Tl
‘ ‘ tractive as well as an educational
feature.
1e principal county
exhibits are described more in
detail elsewhere in this chapter.

In the palace of Forestry the
State demonstrated that it pro
duced the longest trees, the

worth of gold nuggets, tons of ore, and cases of precious
stones were the important features of the exhibit. Mineral
‘ oils, mineral waters and building material were shown,
and in the outside mining gulch the State had a fully
equipped quartz mill in operation. California was notably
prominent in' the Palace of
Education.
lts exhibit was
enclosed by a facade of natural
redwood and embodied all
school work from the primary

grades to the university. The
exhibit made by the L‘niversity
of California was the most
extensive and one of the most
interesting made by any Ameri
can university. The Leland
Stanford University, the other

Widest planks and possessed the

greatest variety of ornamental
woods. All of its commercial
woods were illustrated bystrik

ing samples.

In ﬁsh and game

lite

the State had a small, but
neatly arranged and interesting

exhibit

;;A-.I“we<_-.

great educational institution of

'
California
had more space

Th 1 d1
1 h LEPIDOLITE
f h
h COLUMN
I
d
f
epi cite or it ia mieao w icht is :0 man was ma ewas taken mm the
Lithia eMineral
Minein San Diego County. California. The lepidolite is lavender

than any other State in mines
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the State, was also represented
~
- by a comprehensive
exhibit.
u

California's

most

notable
i l

and metallurgy.

The arched

hgvfeabergvitaeiirid'iii‘lhing???xgiiie'foi‘ifiiitliibiutithi2:5: LZii't’d'lPAlS3121113525222;

exhibits in the Agriculture

entrance to the exhibit built of (T'iilaemeItZTSthiilgfxll: :giirsrgoigigadcon'iigianiiiiavitiiiiiidiggsiiifig'iiiiiiihgfiiiﬁiiiiiig and Horticulture buildings were

native products, the beautiful Eliggrgagleaiséigé Biihcieiiiggfsk §§;z'a%g?9iiheiioiiéqiiii'iiiiintsgiltigﬁiiigdtﬁa'l made by individual counties,
display of borax from Death Einsliiilgiittixiiiflietiffnitgdl2:21:63:gainehiplgii‘ilmrifzfm'ii‘hgiLiiihgggfgeiizilflenaélwg nearly all of which were repre
snld by Mr. Frank A. Kimball. of San Diego.

\‘alley, thousands of dollars

art owner. to the America Lithia

sented

in

the

two

buildings

and Chemical Companymt a; William sew. ew York City.

THE T\VENTY MULE TEAM DRIVEN BY BORAX BILL.
ﬁr Borax, of which California produces over twelve million dollars worth annually. is hauled from the borau beds in and near Death Valley, by means of huge freight wagons
iciwn tiy reams oftwemy mu1e5_ The Paciﬁc Coast Borax Company sent one of theseteams to the iLXPOSIUOn: where it was on duty for sever-almonihs in charze of one of the
p mew“ dm'ers. William Parkinson. popularly known as Borax Bill. The Phowil'aph “’35 like“ m from 0‘ lhe Arkansas ["111de 0“ kommonwealth Avenue.
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Of the many counties of California there is none that better
represented her manifold resources, industries and attractions
than the County of Sacramento. It lies near the geograph
ical center of the State, in the heart of the great interior
valley of the same name, and along the east bank of the
Sacramento River, a stream navigable at all seasons and
discharging into the system of bays entered from the sea
through the Golden Gate.
Owing to its richness of soil,
advantages of transportation, and other reasons, this was one
of the earliest divisions of the State to develop agriculture,
fruit growing, dairying and other rural industries.
It has
built up a ﬂourishing city—Sacramento—which for many

years has been the capital of California.

The foothill lands, because of their warmth, nature of the
soil and excellent natural drainage, are particularly well
suited to the production of table and wine grapes, olives,

life

um: of I

5111 m

deciduous and citrus fruits.
:ieﬂd 1“

At Fair Oaks and Orangevale, on the American River,
which is a tributary of the Sacramento, are extensive
orchards of the orange, olive, and other fruits. The orange
and lemon ripen in the foothills about six weeks earlier than
in Southern California—so that the fruit may be marketed in
November and December, before the crop of the southern
part of the State is ready for shipment. Superior olive oil
and pickled olives are among the products of the hills,
and the olive also ﬂourishes on the valley land.

~1 Iht ill.“
pun lilt‘

Tyre we

33'. p»

icmle
'rslxrni

The county is
Along the Amer
sixty miles long
ican, Cosumnes and
with a width of
Mokelumne, as well
about thirty miles.
as on the Sacra
It extends into the
mento River, are
foothill region
ﬁne orchards of
which flanks the
cherries, apricots,
western slope of the
peaches, plums,
Sierra Nevada. Al
pears, prunes and
most every variety
other fruits, alfalfa
of soil suited for
and hop ﬁelds. The
farming or horti
county has hundreds
culture may be
of acres of aspar
found within its
agus and many of
the ﬁnest vineyards
borders. Along the
Sacramento River,
in the State. The
and embraced in its
American River dis
numerous islands,
trict is especially
are many thousands
noted for its wine
vineyards and its
of acres of alluvial
splendid Tokay
soil, very deep and
grapes, which are
rich, much of which
shipped to New
was originally sub
York and other
ject to overﬂow,
Eastern markets—
but has been re
commanding the
claimed by means
highest prices.
of levees and drain
Florin, a settlement
age. This land is
in the valley nine
of unsurpassed fer
miles southeast of
tility, yielding enor
the capital, is also
mous annual crops
noted for its table
of green vegetables,
grapes, as well as
alfalfa, fruit, hops,
its great crops of
beans, potatoes, and
strawberries—the
other products. Six
locality being the
crops of alfalfa are
CALIFORNIA STATE HOUSE IN ALMONDS.
chief berry district
cut each year, and
One of the many features of the Sacramento County exhibit at the World '5 Fair was a miniature of the California
of the State. Placer
State
Capitol
Building,
made
entirely
of
almonds.
Almost
all
the
details
of
the
Capitol
Building
were
followed
in
this
the land may also
miniature. This exhibit was especially emblematic of Sacramento County and the valley. because Sacramento is
mining is still
the
capital
of
the
State
and
is
the
center
of
the
largest
almond-growing
section
of
California.
The
many
premiums
be used for pastur—
taken at the World‘s Fair in Saint Louis included fruit. wine. brandies, nuts, olives, olive oil, vegetables. hops.
carried on in the
age after the hay
hills,
and
dre(lging
for
gold
along
the
American River,
crops have been gathered. The higher lands of the valley,
back from the river, are used for the production of wheat, between Fair Oaks and Folsom, is a growing industry.
. Sacramento is the center of the immense deciduous fruit
barley and hay, and for grazing, poultry raising, etc., and
shipping
interests. Sacramento County orchards cover ﬁfteen
also for grape culture, the growing of berries, and other
purposes, especially where irrigation is employed.
Water thousand acres; its vineyards more than twenty thousand;
may be had by means of a well at depths of sixteen feet or while there are about fourteen hundred acres in citrus fruits
more, and pumping is done by means of windmills, gasoline, and ﬁve hundred devoted to the olive, not to mention
or other engines. The ever-melting snow in the Sierra Nevada
Mountains affords an abundance of water for all purposes
throughout the year.

extensive orchards of almonds and other nuts.

The San Joaquin County exhibit made by the Stockton
Chamber of Commerce set forth in a forcible way the advan
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EXHIBITS OF THE COUNTIES OF CALIFORNIA.
tages that exist in that favored part of California.

The exhibit

made in the California Section of the Agriculture Building

was one of the most interesting in that building from an agri
cultural viewpoint.
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the advance registry, and three cows holding world records.
The claim is made that the wonderful record made by this
herd is due entirely to local conditions, and those conditions

The chief feature in this exhibit was that

are explained to be that an extremely excellent pasture grass,

known as Australian Rye grass, grows green upon this soil
three hundred and sixtyﬁve days in the year when mixed
with alsike, white and red clover and orchard grass. The
climate is such that the cattle can graze out of doors on green
pasture every day in the year.
Threading these delta lands in San Joaquin County are two
hundred and sixty-three miles of navigable channel, thereby
making it possible for nearly every farmer in the district
to have his own private wharf, which makes him prac
tically independent of the
railroads. Many ph0~
tographs were shown
illustrating the use of
.steamboats for the trans
porting of farm products
grown on the delta lands.
The agricultural possi
bilities of these delta lands
was one of the principal
points made in the Stock
ton exhibit. Maps and
charts also were displayed,
showing the wonderful
growtth the vineyard and
orchard fruit industries in
San Joaquin County.
A chart was shown,
which stated that out of
the two thousand seven
hundred and forty-four
counties in the United

States, San Joaquin Coun

ty, California, was the
tenth in grain acreage,
quin County.
seventh in total produc
A very striking feature
tion, second in yield per
of the display was a piece
acre, and ﬁrst in value of
of soil taken from the
crop per acre. This state
delta of the San Joaquin
ment was taken from the
River, and being part of
United States Census
a district three hundred
Report of 1900.
thousand acres in extent.
Inside of the rest-room
This soil was explained
of the booth was a col~
to be a fair average sam
lection of photographic
SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY EXHIBIT.
ple of the quality of the
albums which gave a
land in the San Joaquin
In the San Joaquin County exhibit of the California section of the Palace of Agriculture was
comprehensive idea of
At
a
banquet
given
by
the
Stockton
a, sample of every agricultural product of the county.
_
delta, and attracted wide
Chamber of Commerce two years ago, ﬁve hundred people sat down to an extensive menu,
every agricultural indus
everything on the table having been grown or produced in the County of San Joaquin. It is
spread attention in the
claimed that this one county produces all of the things necessary to man and very many of the
try within the county.
luxuries. A prominent feature of the exhibit was a sample of sod obtained frurn the Delta lands.
newspaper and magazine
near the City of Stockton. A chemical analysis of this soil shows that it contains nearl thirty
The object of the dis_
elta to
press
T .
two per cent humus, and as this sample was an average sample, it shows the soul In this
IllS SOll contains
be rubably as rich,if not richer. than any other extensive tract of land in the world. These
play
was to induce immi
lan s are claimed to be peculiarly suited to dairyimz. as they produce the very best of pasture
thirty-two per cent of
three hundred and sixty-ﬁve days in a year and the climate is such that cows can live out of
gration, as the fertility of
doors the year through.
humus, and eminent
the county will support at
2222312213? soils claim that-it was from the most fertile least ten times the present population, and the county is bound
which this soglstrict of its kind in the world. The land from to become, in the near future, one of the greatest dairying
grain and ve was taken 15 devoted chieﬂy to the raismg of and fruit districts of the world. The exhibit was made by
getables, and to dairying.
the Chamber of Commerce of Stockton, California, and the
m;th ePIChlbll'. were shown many pictures of Holstein
people of San J oaquin County who submitted to the levying
atte belongmg to a herd which, at the time the of a tax by the Board of Supervisors for the purpose.
XDOs'
'
- Progress, had eighty-ﬁve head of stock in
_
2; mom
was 1"
It is probable that a booth entirely covered with velvet

farm scenes in San J0a

not
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it showed no less than three hundred varieties of products
from the single county of San Joaquin, each of which products
is grown there in commercial quantities.
There were ﬁve varieties of nuts, sixty-two varieties of
vegetable seeds, ten of grain, sixty of citrus and deciduous
fruits, ﬁfty-one of beans, seventeen of wines, twenty-two of
macaro, and a large variety of ﬂour and cereal foods, chickory,
an insect powder known as buhach, and many other products
of the fertile soil of San Joaquin County. These products
were shown upon a struc
ture
so as
to
‘ '_ l i,
0l
bring arranged
everything
upon
' '4p". i
the eye line, so as to make
all the products easy of
close inspection.
The
booth covered a ﬂoor
space thirty by thirty-ﬁve
feet, and was twenty-ﬁve
feet high at the center.
Fruits processed in jars,
so as to preserve the nat
ural colors. and wines,
were shown in front of
plate-glass mirrors, which
added greatly to the
beauty of the display.
All of the products were
shown on the outside of
the booth. Inside was a
handsomely carpeted rest
room and picture gallery,
the pictures consisting of
sepia enlargements of

:ta
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was never before seen at an exposition, at least such a one
as was created for the vast display of the Los Angeles Cham
ber of Commerce. Here was a booth whose twenty-foot
wings and forty-ﬁve-foot tower were covered with
deep green velvet, like the dark foliage of an orange
tree, and outlining its square pillars and its dome
was a border of fresh oranges. Portieres of pea
nuts stretched from pillar to pillar, and between

these, from gold brackets, hung glass jars ﬁlled with
yellow honey.

produce in plate-glass show cases, mission style, standing
between the velvet pillars of the booth. In one of these were
walnuts, some of which reached a size of three inches in
circumference, exhibited by the L05 Angeles \N'alnut Growers’

Association.

In another were almonds from Antelope Valley.

In a third the Misses McNaughton and Marsh, of Pasadena,
Los Angeles County, showed that California ﬂowers could be
useful in other ways than decoratively. Rose petals of pink,
white, yellow and red were candied in such a way that they pre
served their beautiful coloring and shape. They were rivaled
only by the crystallized violets in the same case. The best

This booth was designed by Mr. C. L. \Nilson,
citrons grown anywhere in the world were shown in a fourth
of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce, with
case by the California Corsican Citron Company. They
which he has been connected for fourteen years,
were
from twelve to fourteen inches in circumference, some
and of which he is Superintendent of Exhibits.
of
them
weighing a pound and a half. A case of ﬁne
to represent the most populous county in South
California
wines of different kinds, was shown by
ern California—Los Angeles. The rich
Jevne, of Los Angeles. Olive oil was displayed in
ness of its structure corresponded with
another case by F. W. Braun. In another, were
the richness of the display it housed.
red and white grape juice made of Los Angeles
Two hundred different kinds of fruit
County grapes, displayed by Mrs. Louise Cary
from Los Angeles County were exhibited
Smith, of Pomona. An attractive case of all kinds
here in large glass jars containing a
of dried fruits was shown by the North Ontario
solution which preserved the original
Packing Company.
In another, the Los Angeles
color of the fruit—credit for which was
Soap Company and the California Cream of Lemon
also due to Mr. Wilson, who coni
pounded it. These fruits ranged from
berries and long clusters of grapes to
citrons fourteen inches in circumfer
ence. One of the largest oranges
ever grown was shown here. It was
of the seedless variety, and, when
picked, measured twenty inches in
circumference
and weighed
two pounds and
ten 0 u n c e s ;
when received
at Saint Louis
it 'measured
eighteen inches,
and weighed
two and a half
pounds. This
was only one of
the many won
ders from Los
Angeles County
which were dis
pl a y e d h e re .
The vegetables
" il'.
5
were of corre
TIIE
VELVET-COVERED
BOOTH
OF
LOS
ANGELES
COUNTY.
sponding size.

Sheaves

of

wheat and bar
ley standing ﬁve
feet, and oats
r e a C h

n g

a

Los Angeles County succeeded in producing at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition a booth such as never before had been built in thde limits-£3:
fairs. It consisted of a central tower, forty-ﬁve feet high. with a pagoda extending on both sides of it. all of which was covered Wilh ﬁe: their
velvet. Upon this rich background a border of oranges ran along the entire booth. outlining pillars and dome With brilliantv yellow. 50 as to C D
bright color, these oranges were replaced from time to time by new ones sent from this country of oranges. Ornamentmg the r_oot of the PBZOdas
°
l lartlﬁst
l d only
were high jars of fruits and vegetables. The tower was decorated with pictured panels made of nuts and seeds and dried fruits, The

these panels was over the main entrance. and represented the famous incline railroad of Mount Lowe, in Los Angeles County. Whmh- 0c“ c
.
.
to Alpine
Tavern.
a 001114"
resor t.
an hour's ride from the City of Los Angeles, takes the visitor ﬁve thous and feet up the mountain
‘ side
_
, mun“
_ ‘ deserved
Mr. Frank Wiggins, Secretary of the Los Angelcs Chamber of Commerce, and at the head of the entire California exhibit at the\ 'orld 5 Fall"
I
_ M r. C. L. Wilson, to whom was due the original plan of the booth, was in charge. and showed to the "5"“
much credit for the_ display his county made.
.
‘ rs.
the unequalled fruit and vegetables which this county, in the ver y center of wonderful Southern California,
could produce- BMW"? the. 5T:;alxgzjos
portieres of peanuts hung: below them stood elegant “mission ' show cases, upon each of which a vase of roses stood—for so ﬁsh 15
County in these ﬂowers that they are even used as hedges to enclose large orange orchards.

height of six
feet were shown
from the grain ﬁelds of Los Angeles County. Another product
of almost unbelievable size were the beans displayed in a glass
jar a little over three feet high, which was not quite long enough

Company made a joint exhibit of fancy toilet soaps and

to allow the beans it contained to hang at their full length.

Ostrich Farm.

Some of the large Los Angeles ﬁrms gave samples of their

“Cream of Lemon."

Ostrich plumes of rare length'and

beauty were displayed

by the Cawston

South Pasadena
‘

Alameda County, California, was able to show to the World 5
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Commissioners to the Fair three leading oﬁicers of the
Merchants’ Exchange Of Oakland: W. H. Weilbye,

Theodore Gier and W'ilbur \Nalker.

Upon Mr. Weilbye

fell the arduous duties of installing the exhibit and look
ing after it most of the time. Mr. \Vebb N. Pearce

was custodian during the entire

m
-trauma
’ \

TIL

Fair. The Board of

Supervisors of Alameda County consists Of J. R. Talcott,
H. D. Rowe, Jos. Kelley, C. F. Homer and John Mitchell,
President.
The chief educational institution among the
many in Alameda is the great Uni

1:11;“.
\II'
li

“

versity of California at Berkeley,
rapidly becoming one of the
foremost in the world.
Alameda, the second
city in this county, is
famous for beautiful
boulevards, homes and
splendid schools, pub
lie and private.
Oakland, with its
dock frontage, is

VORYIOH or TH!
ALAMEDA COU
IXHIBH’

Fair visitors innumerable
evidences of her fertility
and attractiveness to prove
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that it is one of the
most inviting
spots for resi

dence in all
A m e ri c a .
If there is a
spot on earth

where all the
fruit and ﬂowers grow in perfection, and where
the climate leaves nothing to be desired, because
there is never stiﬂing heat in summer and never snow in
Winter, that place is Alameda County. Its exhibit at the
Fair left no doubt in the minds of those who have never
been there,i0r such an abundance of fruit could only come
from acountry especially faVored by Providence. Apricots,
DEHClICS, plums, almonds, apples, pears, grapes, cherries,
strawberries, and every other kind borne by tree or vine,
ﬁlled the large jars in the booth, and
gave the visitor a hint of the riches of
the county whose land is too valuable
for the cultivation Of any less epicurean
DrOduct than fruit. There is a continu~
Ous round of fruits and vegetables there:
one season follows another with no interval
of frozen barrenness ; and one crop is only
exhausted when another is ready to be gar

v..._.
~\

:1??jj»s-A.

nered- Not only are all the glories of a
ailetcggraéltfcapel set down in Alameda County,

i4e:
“1—

thirty-ﬁght rnelilzlssc; the waters of the ocean,

(“San Framisco Broyntage 0n the milder side
advantages ON]
a) , and the added shipping
H In _
ree overland railroads to carry
A Selous fruIt to all parts of the world.

3‘
.

wtpzrctchEI 0f the facade oil Alameda's‘ exhibit is shown in
the
cm 601d Aliaisymg this article.
sixt

“be 1

At‘this Fair she received
e als and one brand PrIze.

lameda 3'33 appropriationv'as made for this work by the
mud of SuperVIsors.

The Board appointed as

42

destined to become a great commercial and manufacturing
city, and is already making rapid steps in that direction. Its
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CALIFORNIA’S GOLDEN WINE TEMPLE.
Situation across the bay from San Francisco and its important
railway terminals give it great commercial prestige.

The structure on block space No. 95, Palace of Agri
culture, known as the Santa Clara County exhibit, typiﬁed

the peculiar Mission churches Of California.

Three varieties

of dried fruits were tacked on the exterior of the structure,
'RIC.rl\laulc‘l'r.

which showed at a glance to the observer what the whole
advertised.

These three fruits—peaches, apricots and prunes——

are the leading fruits of the county, which is a beautiful
valley at the southern extremity of San Francisco Bay. There
is no spot in California which, acre for acre, produces as much
35 this valley. San Iosé, the leading city, is the third largest
fruit shipping point in the State.
Formerly a grain and dairying

Irl'
\s|'-l.'\il.

section,as the fruit business de

monstrated its paying ability
the lands were planted to trees
‘IV

\\lusvrIlI -.él‘N\liI

and vines. The county is
justly proud of its school sys
tem. For a population of

spicuous from any part of the great building. Upon the
columns of the peristyle were written in quaint letters gems
of literature to attract the attention of the visitor and draw
him to the side of the purple grape and its product, the
sparkling wine.
The “ Golden Wine Temple" was a striking illustration
of the wonderful development of the State's viticultural
resources during the past quarter of a century, as well as an
exhibition of the products of the vineyard. It was also a
splendid tribute to the spirit of progressiveness that prevails
among those who are interested in the wine industry of the
State; and an assurance to the world that the quality of
California grapes and wines is
no longer a matter of specula—
tion, but that they are the equal,
if not the superior, of the
grapes grown and the wines
made in any other section of

educational institution in the
world; also a State normal on
a university basis, all of which
are free of tuition. Most of the

the globe.
Few countries are more lav
ishly endowed by nature than
the State of California, and
while its great possibilities
were manifested in all of its
various agricultural products
shown at the Exposition, they ’
were particularly demonstrated
in its viticultural ﬁeld when
compared with other wine pro
ducing countries. Every noted
variety of wine grapes has been
introduced and successfully

grammar schools are graded,

propagated in California.

seventy-ﬁve thousand people in
the county, there are one him-

dred and one public

school

houses, including seven
ma.areMr1.ct
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high

schools, conveniently located
about the county.
'
Besides, Stanford L'niver
sityis here, the richest endowed

and in all the curriculum is
suited for high-school entry.
The achievements of viti
culture and the manufacture of
wines of the most distinct and
precious quality were demon—
strated in the department of
Agriculture by the leading wine
niakers and wine merchants of
Lalifornia. Their exhibit was

the “Golden \Vine Temple,"
which was formally dedicated
bythe wife of Governor George

C. Pardee, and which millions of
Visitors declared to be the most
artistic and comprehensive dis
\V.

Sierra Madre
Com lCalifornia
any. Gundlach.
Company.
H. 8:Jevne,
The California
Wine Vintage
Association.
Winery. Bundsehu
Barton Estate,
Chauche
Bon, great sweet
central feature Of ti“? exhibit Mount Diablo Vineyard Company. Italian-Swiss Colony, Rosenblatt Company. J. H.
“'35 a

'

,

\Voolacott. A. Repsold & Company. P C Rossi. Napa and 50mm Wine company
A. Finke’s \Vidow, H. N. Cross, Theodore Gier Company. Gold Medals' Italian

-

.
Wine
and brandy

emporiums of the State. From

gomell D€TISI§1€ of eight Vineyard Com any. French American Company. C. Schilling {it-Companﬁ, Tiachman Tehama, COlLlSZ, YOlO, Sacra
G. Lyons
by 8: Jacobi. Cali ornia Wine and Brandy Company. Brun 8i: Chalx. The
f Russ‘\company' The
Lyon, gamma?
Qwﬁ‘\rincf,?,%_ gogiiﬁm
can. mento,down to Merced,Fresno,
’ine C i any. .
artinoni. ‘iver
e as:
'i iam
e er, 'e essinger
>
us head, the u. hole sup- &ornia
Bender.
iii-'QpLouise cm,
Smith. \\'m. Hoelscher
& Company,
c. M. Mann RingS,
Tulares, Los Angeleg

columns, each Surnlounted

a Ba 1

CCi

John Swett & Son, Ed ward Germain Wine
PorllnggcrOWn
of gokl‘
Each ﬁofﬂp??y,
8: Compan . , C.H.Mazel‘and
P. B. Kingsbury
f
DelMartinidtthlu-(ilgim:j lfjronze lgeldalg. ghbe Californig
161'
’ine :xhibit as a who e was a so awar e a ‘ran
rize. an <. . a er receive
pied b 0 the space was occll“ acs eciajl mention diploma and él'gold megal for his artistic installation zfghe exhibit.
con

y 3'

'
beautlfuny carved;

highly ﬁnished wine cask

\m schu, P. C. Ra. ' and Tarence 'etmore. representing 1 e ex i itors were
given gold medals as coligborators. and Maybeck and White. architects.reccived a gold

of medal forartisticdesign.
’

mammom Size, which were ﬂanked by artistically carved
32$" panels containing thousands of bottles of the superior
and if 0f the State. Festoons of vines joined the peristyle
‘3 great casks at each corner. As the name implied,
the temple was ﬁnished in gold, and its peristyle was con

and San Bernardino, the gener

'
GUS, “(Ill and fulLbodted types
y0f “ ﬁles

are

in?»
1‘1.“
._

The

State‘s selection of vine stocks
has included the best assort~
ment of the most successful
wine districts in the world, and
the most remarkable results
have been attained by the man
ufacturers in the production of
the very highest types of dry
wines.
The great valleys of the
Sacramento and the San
Joaquin, and south of Tcha
chapi, reaching, out in almost
endless stretches between the
ONE OF THE GREAT TUNS, " GOLDEN WINE TEMPLE."
coast range and the 'foot, hills
The concerns represented in the temple and receivinayawards were: Paul Masson,
Hmomnowen &Company of the Sierra Nevada, are the
h.1\eyes and Dressel & Company. L-rand Prizes;

Pla'int
y
he great palace-

“a
s

_
produced wuh a

success that challenges the most
celebrated types of the old world to comparison. Wines
with every characteristic ﬂavor and aroma of port, malaga,
muscatel, madeira and sherry are ripened and developed to
the highest degree of perfection in this district. Nature pro
vided the foundation for these magniﬁcent results. Assisted

a“,‘

gr...“\nuez'.
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by man's ingenuity, the soil yielded an of high value and hinting at the great hidden wealth of the
abundant harvest. F. A. Haber was in State only now in the beginning of its development. Idaho
is known as the uGem State," and here were shown the ﬁne
charge of the exhibit.
To all the eastern part of the United opals, garnets, topazes and other gems found in the State.
But equally attractive to the fortune hunter and more
States Idaho was as little known, prior to
the \Vorld‘s Fair, as many of the remote winning to the man who is seeking a place for permanent
foreign countries. The exhibits from that residence are the opportunities in agriculture and horticulture
State were a revelation even to the well that exist in many parts of the State, as shown by the exhibits
informed. \Nashington and Oregon were at the \Vorld's Fair. All southern Idaho belongs to the semi
more familiar to the world at large because arid part of the Paciﬁc slope. Snake river, one branch of
the westward travelers have in times past which rises in Yellowstone Park, and another in western cen
ridden on through tickets and passed over tral \Vyoming, ﬂows for 850 miles through Idaho. During
the State of Idaho with only a glance. Two its thousand miles before it joins the Columbia in the State of
F. A. ll.-\BER.
great
factors are now at work in the State \Vashington it is augmented by numerous other streams, all
In charge of California
\"iticulture exhibit.
having their sources in the snow-capped mountains. All along
to make Idaho one of the thrifty common
wealths of the Paciﬁc slope; these are mining and intensive these streams and along the Snake River are many cultivated
farming under irrigation. \Vith the great Oregon Short Line, areas that depend upon irrigation and yield enormous crops
a part of the Union Paciﬁc system, traversing the southern of grain, fruit and vegetables. The wheat, barley, oats, rye,
part of the State from east to west, and the eastern part from grasses and other products exhibited by Idaho in her beautiful
Utah to Montana, and with the Northern Paciﬁc and Great section in the Palace of Agriculture were the ﬁnest ever seen
Northern crossing it in the far northern part, the luxuries of and were awarded several of the grand prizes because of this
civilization have been
high perfection. Dur
carried into the most
ing the season of 1904
remote parts of the
wheat yielded as high
State. These arteries
as seventy-eight
of travel have been
bushels to the acre
wonderful developers
under irrigation, and
of this as well as other
oats 1 10 bushels. The
States, and few States
soil is a lava ash that
are so prosperous as
is very productive.
this vast intermoun
The agricultural ex
tain country that bears
hibit was in charge of
the name of Idaho, an
Martin J. \Vessels.
Indian name meaning
Idaho fruit is even
sunrise, or sunburst.
more famous than her
IDA HO STATE BUILDING.
The appropriation
grains and sells at the
by the State for participation in the \Norld's Fair was so small highest prices on the Chicago and other markets. The quality
that the Executive Commissioner, Clarence B. Hurtt, of Boise, of the fruit is the same as that of the well-known Hood River
was compelled to exercise all the ingenuity at his command to apples and other fruits of Oregon. The Idaho fruit exhibit
make every dollar count for its full value, and he did. States embraced all the best varieties of apples, pears, peaches, prunes,
with two or three times the amount were not more effectively quinces. and canned small fruits of every favored name.
represented. All that Idaho did was done
Most remarkable were the forty varieties
well. The State building was one of the
of grapes grown near Lewiston, a place
ideal structures of the Plateau of States,
as far north as Duluth, Minnesota. The
small but full of wel
varieties embraced
come, and so_ novel
Malaga and Tokay
that every visitor
grapes and several
felt that he would
Persian varieties,
like to build one just
proving the mildness
of the southern and
like it to live in.
western
IdallO
Mining is the
oldest industry of
climate.
Idaho‘s greatest
the State. Gold is
market,
however, is
found in paying
MARTIN J. \\' ESSELS,
CLARENCE
B.
Iiun'rr.
J. 'I‘. MORRISON.
MRS. H. \‘V. Mansnier).
of Agri
within her own
Governor of Idaho.
Executive Commissioner.
quantities in nearly Superintendent
culture.
Secretary.
MEMBERS OF THE IDAHO COMMISSION.
every county, and
boundaries, the min
ing districts demanding practically all the surplus products of
some of the richest mines of the Rocky Mountains are in
Idaho. The Coeur d'Alene lead district is the richest in the the irrigated sections. The cattle, horse and sheep-raising
industries, which are extensive in the foothills, create a largre
world. Silver is in every county, and copper and other valua
ble minerals abound. The exhibit in charge of Senator R. W. demand for alfalfa, clover, timothy and grain.
The most noted 0f the irrigated sections are along the
McBride embraced thousands of specimens from every mining
district of the State. Here were nuggets of almost solid lead Snake River Valley in southeastern Idaho, the Twin Falls
and silver of ten to ﬁfteen tons each. Here were gold ores tract in the northern part of Cassia County, the Boise and
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NEVADA’S MINING AND AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITS.
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IDAHO AS A MINERAL STATE.
lonnguggets
sin thefrom
samethe
class
with Colorado
as_a
State.
Here
wereAlene
seen
lcadlgridlgiliser
richest
lead mines
m mineral
the world,
m the
toeurd
district. thousands of specimens of gold. silver and copper ores and many gems.

Payette valleys.
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IDAHO’S IIORTICULTURE EXHIBIT.
The display of fruit. which was almost that of a tropic clime. opened the eyes of the
visitors to the fact that Idaho. although as far north as Montana. was on the sunny
western slope of the Rocky Mountains. and therefore enloyed a warm climate Similar to
California. Here were Malaga, Tokay and Persian grapes, apples. prunes and other fruits.

The largest tract under one canal in the

United States, or, in fact, on the western continent, is the Twin
Falls country, which received water for the ﬁrst time in 1905.
The main canal is seventy miles long and the area irrigated is
270,000 acres. The opening of this land resulted in a great
inﬂux of settlers from many States. The climate is very
delightful, never oppressively hot in summer and rarely going
to the zero mark in winter.
Executive Commissioner C. P. Hurtt reported that Idaho
was making a strong bid for people who are seeking homes
and prosperity by oﬁering irrigated lands at $25.50 an acre,
including the perpetual water right, on long-time payments.
An irrigated acre easily produces three times as much as an
acre under dry farming methods, a fact that Idaho proved in
her exhibits in Agriculture and Horticulture.
The northern part of the State is heavily timbered and the out
put oflumber brings alarge revenue. The Idaho building was
ﬁnished to some extent with Idaho woods, but the forest re
sources were shown by means of photographs and transparencies.
In the Palace of Education Idaho schools made a ﬁne
display of their work. Photographs showed that Idaho was
well equipped with public schools in all her populated centers
and that in all respects the State educational work is fully up

to date. The exhibit was made at the personal expense of
Mrs. S. H. Harris, of Silver City, and Mrs. C. J. Johnson, of
Pocatello, and was collected by the State Superintendent
of Public Instruction, Miss May Scott. Mrs. Harris person

i-‘i'? ':'=

ally looked after the exhibit during the Exposition.

Twenty

gold medals were received by the agricultural exhibit alone,

with silver and bronze medals in liberal number. Other Idaho
exhibits were proportionatelysuccessiul.
The Idaho Commission was composed as follows: Governor
J. T. Morrison; James E. Steele, President; R. “I McBride,
Vice-President; Mrs. W'. H. Mansﬁeld, Secretary; Martin I.
Wessels, Dr. Harold I. Read, and Clarence B. Hurtt, of
Boise, Executive Commissioner.
Nevada has long been known as one of the great mining
States. It remained for the Louisiana Purchase Exposition
to demonstrate that besides its immense mining resources
the State otters enticing opportunities to the homeseeker,
thanks to irrigation canals which have opened to culti
vation agricultural districts in which are being successfully
grown all the cereals and garden products of the other States
Nevada’s appropriation for the Exposition was but $2 5,000.

As a result, the State centered its energies toward making two
great exhibits, one in the Palace of Mines and the other in the
Palace of Agriculture, and the success attained was highly
creditable to the State, and to the Commissioners.
The Nevada State Commission was composed of Governor
John Sparks, President; Honorable J. A. Yerington, Vice

President and Executive Commissioner; C. H. E. Hardin,
Secretary. Mrs. Herman E. Freudenthal was hostess of the
State pavilion. Mr. Yerington was President of the associa
tion of Executive Commissioners at the Exposition, and last
November was elected to Congress as a Republican by the
voters of his district. He was responsible for the presence at
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IDAHO‘S AGRICULTURAL DISPLAY.
Many Vi‘lmfs 1

EDUCATION IN IDAHO.
'
I h

situated and were

0 the
Faira State
scarcely
knew where
da 0New
was quk. w1tli|
,
:urtmscd
to ~ ﬁnd that
it was
two-thirds
larger than
a sgthogl
mm and modern equipment almost. if not quite. equal to the best States 0 the .as -

This collection of grains. arasses and Vﬂtetables. grown by irrigation, won a grand
rize and many gold and sllver medals. Here was wheat that yielded seventy-eight
iiushels to the acre, oats no bushels to the acre and weighing over forty pounds to the
bushel. Here was the ﬁnest of barley and the only exhibit of white ﬂaxseed ever seen.
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membership in the sisterhood of
States. Irrigationi n New Mexico
in
the areas
last decad
'
large
of ﬁnta: nidallmed

Fair of the famou s Twenty
‘

Niitle Team and its noted driver,
“Borax Bill" Parkinsonx
I
Ranking next to California
and Colorado in the value of. the

lands and provided incu tural
omes for
thousands of families in the ﬁne

output of its mines of precrous

climate of that plateau, 4,000 to

metals, and known almost ex
clusively as a mining State, it
was but natural that it should
lead in its exhibit of the product

8,000 feet above sea level.
The Legislature of New Mex

and resources of those mines.

building and exhibit. Governor
Miguel A. Otero was one of the

ico appropriated $30,000 for its

During the last half Century its
gold and silver products

warmest and most enthusiastic

friends the Exposition had.
New Mexico Day was ob
served November 18th. A dis
tinguished gathering of ofﬁcials

amountedtoalmost$600,000,000,
and more than half of that wealth
came from the famous Comstock
JOHN SPARKS,
J. A. YERINGTONI
lode. The central feature of the
Vice-President and Executive Commis
Governor of Nevada and President
sioner from Nevada.
of the Nevada State Commission.
and citizens of the Territory were
State’s exhibit in the Palace of
Mines was a column showing the amount of gold and silver present, principal among which were Governor Otero and
produced in the State. Nearby was a cabinet of gold and wife, and the members of his personal staff. The features of
silver specimens representing an actual value of $22,000, the the ceremonies were a military parade in honor of the day, and
collection of which extended Over a period of twenty-ﬁve addresses by Governor Otero, President Francis, and Judge
John F. McFie, of the
years. Great quanti
New Mexico Supreme
ties of gold and silver
Court. The addresses
ore were displayed,
were followed by a
and there was an im
reception.
mense exhibit of the
The mineral ex
0 t he r mineral re
hibit of New Mexico
sources of the State,
showed a great diver
many of which have
sity of products.
not begun to be util
Nearly every impor
i z e d commercially,
tant mineral abounds
except in a limited
in the Territory and
degree.
many specimens of
In its booth in the
each were displayed
Palace of Agriculture
in an attractive way.
the State exhibited its
Large blocks of coal
agricultural products,
and iron ore, copper,
and indicated that
lead, zinc, onyx, mar
irrigation would one
ble and building stone
day make Nevada one
were shown, together
of the leading agricul
NEVADA STATE BUILDING.
with specimens of
tural and horticultural
Situated on Colonial Avenue, in the Plateau of States, facing the Pennsylvania State building. this cozy struct
States of the We 5 t
ure was the Mecca for citizens of the State, who enjoyed their rest on the cool piazzas.
gold and silver. In
a collection of zinc ores furnished by the New Mexico School
Wheat, barley, oats, wool, hemp, ﬂax, honey, potatoes, cab
bage, beets, turnips and other products of a ﬁne quality were of Mines were many calcite crystals, carbonates and other
in the display. An interesting feature of the exhibit was a
plowshare made from old tires of emigrant wagons passing
through Nevada enroute to California
during the gold excitement of 1849-50.
This plowshare turned the ﬁrst furrow in

Carson Valley, Nevada, in 1850.
Nevada Day was observed September
20th. Governor John Sparks and other
noted citizens of the State were present. A
reception at the Nevada State pavilion was
the feature of the day’s events.
New Mexico’s immense mineral re
sources, its great possibilities as an agricul~
tural State, and its modern educational

facilities were shown at the Exposition,
marking its progress along those lines of
C. II. E. HARDIN.
Secretary of. the Nevada development, and advancing its claim for
Comnnssron.

beautiful specimens.

In the Agricultural palace New Mexico had a ﬁne display
of alfalfa, Indian corn, kafﬁr corn, wheat,

oats, rye, barley, and vegetables of all kinds
and superior quality, the result of irriga—
tion.
In the Horticultural palace New
Mexico had a large exhibit of its fruits,
which was replenished every two weeks.
An exhibition of 1904 apples was one of
the novel features of the exhibit.
The
excellence of the exhibit was mainly due
to the efforts of J. I. Hagerman of Ros
well, New Mexico.
In the education of its boys and girls
New Mexico expends considerably more
per capita yearly than many of the older MR5. II. E. FREUDEN
THAL.
States, and its exhibit in the Palace of Hostess of the Nevada
Bulding.
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OREGON OCCUPIED A NOTEWORTHY POSITION.
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E d u c at i on

thoroughly
there was plenty of litera

demonstrated its

pro
ture glorifying its wonder

gressiveness.

The exhibit

ful climate andtelling of the
showed a carefully graded
opportunities the territory
course of instruction in the
had to oﬁ'er homeseekers.
kindergarten, through the
In every department where
various grades, high schools
it exhibited, the Territory
and colleges, and com
made a most excellent im
pared favorably with thOse
pression, and it is entirely
made by many of the States.
safe to assume that the
It creditably illustrated
showing very materially
the efﬁciency of the New
advanced the Territory’s
Mexico schools.
M. W. PORTERFXELD,
chances for statehood.
CHAS. A. Dames.
Aaraun Sanctum,
THOMAS Hueuss.
Manager.
The State was repre
Vic e-President.
Treasurer.
Secretary.
The progress of Oregon
OFFICERS OF THE NEW MEXICO COMMISSION.
sented in the Mining Gulch,
has been typical of the
and in its building it showed the oldest bell in the United development of the great Northwest. Possessing mountains
States, a relic that was looked upon with interest by visitors. of minerals, almost endless forests of giant timber, soils that
The bell is known as
induce the most per

the “Maria Josefa,”
iol

and was made in

Spain nearly a cen
tury and a half before
the discovery of
America by Colum

fect and prolific
growth of grains,
g r a s s e s , vegetables
and fruits, and a popu~

lation that has ab
sorbed the spirit and
bus. It was taken to
enterprise of Lewis
New Mexico in the
and Clark, the State's
sixteenth century and
first white explorers,
did service in one of
the anticipation that it
the old mission
would occupy a note~
churches there for
worthy position at the
many years. In the
Fair was fulﬁlled.
same place was also
Oregon expended
an exhibit of beauti
$50,000 exploiting its
lnl rugs made by the
resources and the
Navajo Indians of
advantages it has to
New Mexico; ancient
offer the newcomer.
pottery, handsomely
v,— w
It is one of the great
‘ amp"3).,"
“7.1.,
carved and painted;
fruit growers of the
NEW MEXICO PAVILION.
beautiful drawn work
. throng. were the features of the building
J.
countr y ’ it raises
Cool. shady porches. affording a comfortable view of the passing
and Indian head which, in its architecture. suggested Old Mexico across the Rio (Jrandc.
85,000 bales of hops
work, and many other articles of an interesting character. and more than 20,000,000 bushels of wheat every year, and
Large photographs showed the scenery of the territory, and its annual dairy product amounts to almost $5,000,000. More

BLUE TURQUOISE MINES OF NE\V MEXICO.
M A Temmilmﬁon of the interior of the Porterﬁeld mine wl1ere_the beautiful blue stone
and “bull has given New Mexico the reputation of producing the ﬁnest turquoise.

NEW MEXICO, IN TIIE PALACE OF MINES AND METALLURGY.
Anthracite and bituminous coal. iron. lead. zinc. copper. silver and gold; mica,
gypsum, salt. sulphur. asbestos, marble. onyx, and building sto ne were here exhibited.
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Mits- SALLIE DOUGLAS, HERBERT ]. HAGERNAN.
Hostess. New Mexico
New Mexico Com
Paviliori.
niisSion.

FAYETTE A. Jones,

EUSEBIO Cuacon,

New Mexico Com
mission.

New M_exico Com.

mission.

ﬁsh and game; E. P. Sheldon,
than 600,000 Angora goats graze
forestry; Fred R. Mellis, mines,
within its borders, producing over
and Professors H. S. Lyman, J.
460,000 pounds of mohair every
L. Flanders and R. F. Robinson,
year. Every twenty-four hours
education;
Layton Wisdom, secre
more than 1,000,000 feet of lumber
tary
to
Executive
commissioner.
is sawed at Portland. These facts
The Oregon building was dedi
and hundreds of others pertaining
cated June 15th. This date was
to the business of the State were
also observed as the State day.
made prominent in the various
Exercises at the State building in
Exposition departments.
GOVERNOR MIGU EL A. OTERO AT NEW MEXICO BUILDI no. cluded an invocation by Reverend
Oregon's Commission, ap
Left to right. front row: Adi't-Gen‘l \\'hiteman, Governor ()tero. _Mrs. Otero.
President Francis. Second row: Brigadier-General Rice. Mrs- ball"! DOPBlaS.
pointed by Governor George E. Arthur Seligman. Vinceslado Iaramillo. H. J. Hagerman. Third row: M. W. Por Doctor Samuel]. Niccolls, of Saint
terﬁeld. Mrs. Porterfield. Mrs. J. W. Raynolds. Mrs. Arthur Seligman, Mrs. Max
Chamberlain, was composed as Frost. Back row: Mrs. Steeley. Professor James Edwards. W. C. Porterneld. Louis; addresses by Jefferson
follows: Jeifersori Myers, President; W. E. Thomas, Frank A. Myers, President Francis, Thomas H. Carter, and F. G.Young,
Spencer, G. Y. Harry, J. C. Flanders, Doctor Dav Raffety, Professor of History at the University of Oregon. Music was
furnished by the Philippine
Richard Scott, F. G. Young,
Band. September 23d, the
George Conser, J. H. Albert,
anniversary
of the return of
of Salem; Frank Williams;
the
Lewis
and
Clark expedi
W'. H. Wehrung, Executive
tion
to
Saint
Louis was
Commissioner; Mrs. E. W.
celebrated
at
the
Oregon
McBride, wife of United
building.
Addresses
were
States Senator McBride, and
delivered
by
President
Fran
Miss Ethel G. \Vehrung, of
cis, Judge \V. D. Fenton, of
Hillsboro, were hostesses of
Portland, and Henry E.
the building. Charles V.
Dosch, Commissioner
Galloway was superinten
General of the Lewis and
dent of horticulture; \Villiam
ClarkExposition.
Governor
J. Johnson and Gilbert Scott,
COL. HENRY E. Doscit.
W. H. Weniwno.
Miss
G.
Wizaiwnu.
Chamberlain
was
entertained
agriculture; George T,
Special Commissioner and Commissioner-General of the
LeWis and Clark Exposition
Hostess of the Oregon
General Superintendent
at the building, and it was
Myers, Jr., and W. G, Hare,
Buil ink.
for Oregon.
at Portland, Oregon, 1905.
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OREGON PINE CONE BOOTH, PALACE OF FORESTRY.

A GIANT FROM OREGON FORESTS.
'. timber was 48_ inches
square an_ d 42 feet long and constituted a_ i
OXBJJ‘IIII'; out-door exhibit. 'lhe structure in the background is the Alaska buil

élifé. °

f

The booth was ﬁnish ed in beautiful native woods ﬁr '
_ ‘
—- . pine. larch and cedar—and
the ﬁne grain and absence of ugly knots elicited
favorable Comments from visitors.

OREGON’S AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY EXHIBITS.
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OREGON BUILDING OF FIR AND PINE LOGS BROUGHT FROM THE STATE.
‘ at from
' ﬁrst
' erected
on theinterest.
a costthe
of 90.000.
was a
of of
Fort
Clatsop ,Tllls
the ﬁrst
the Paciﬁc
coast at
by any
the Exposition
explorers. Lewis
C lark .much
I seashore of northern
Oregbr‘ilaisoobuilt
miles
present and
location
ofreplica
the ' City
Portland.
was building
the
buildingon
erected
by' Oregon
and 'it and
attracted

the scene of several notable social functions during the Exposi—
tion. Oregon had extensive exhibits in ﬁve of the main palaces,
and on the grounds it displayed the largest single timber ever

“lav-T'mon

quartz, and special displays of gold nuggets in fancy cabinets.
Samples of the products of its quarries, and photographic
scenes of its mining regions were also shown. The space
brought across the Rocky Mountains. A large dome, made occupied by the State in the department of Horticulture
of grains, with
1 1
contained varie
g r a s s decora
ties of all the
tions on the wall,
fruits for which
was the comit is noted. In
mandiug feature
the Palace of
of its exhibit in
Education Ore
the Palace of
gon was repre
Agriculture.
sented by an
Surrounding the
exhibit that em
dome was a dis
braced the work
play of e v e r y
of the different
variety of farm
grades of the
and garden pro
public schools
duct grown in
and its higher
the State. In the
institutions of
MEMBERS OF THE OREGON COMMISSION.
samedepartment
learning. In
the State made a “Iiulizsxfxts'to‘ right. front row: Frank A. Spencer, Professor F. G. Young. leﬁ'crson Myers. President: I. 11'. Albert. Frank
. L. Flanders. Back row: Doctor Dav Randy. G. Y. Harry. Edmond C. Giltner. Secretary; Geo. O. Goodall.
Special dairy e‘_ Assistant Secretary; Richard Scott.

hibit, the features of which were ﬁgures, in relief, of children
eating bread and butter and a milkmaid churning. In the
Palace of Mines the State had a mineral cabin made of Oregon

every

ment in which
Oregon competed, its exhibits were comprehensive and well
arranged, and few States were given more honors by the Jury
of Awards of the Exposition.

-,

OREGON'S GREAT MINERAL EXHIBIT

OREGON'S GAME AND FORESTRY DISPLAY.
"1: Stat es 0 f the far northwest are rich in deposits of recious and useful metals
d UX'CK
"Mm-trod)“ has her “1" Share-

many in.

-

ut

enoi

But little of her great stoi-Je of wealth has yet been

"1 h l0_m:ike a grand

'.

nds from the leading mines of theslgltig'igg
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This exhibit embraced miner s
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In one end of this long section were shown the lumber resources of Oregon by
means of specimens and photogra hs. The picture shows th e game and ﬁsh displa '.
Here were the several 'varicticso salmon and other food $5 h. the beautiful pheasanls
and many varieties of duck and game birds.
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HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.

,
corm H. SNYDER.

. _ l\ N_
110x. T snERu

L. W. SHURTLIFF.
Hostess. Uiah Building.

Utah Commission.

8.1 WHITAKER“

HEBER
M. WELLS.
“

INE Z THLWIAS.

SAMUEL NEWHOUSE

bovernorCommissiom
of Utah, HOMES-“’- Utah BuildiﬂﬂDirector-Generalior Utah. Chairman

Utah Commission.

'

Utah Commission.

Utah’s appropriation of $502000 enabled Director-General
\Vhitaker to put up a handsome State building and to make
highly creditable dis
plays in Agriculture,
Mines and Education.
The building was
ready on the opening

abundance of onyx, granite, marble and sandstone. In the
Palace of Mines Utah was therefore enabled to make a most
interesting display,

valued at $100,000,
showing that her vast
mineral wealth is as
yet but slightly un

covered. The exhibit
received a grand
prize, twenty-four
gold medals, twenty
silver and four bronze
medals. Besides the
work of the common
schools and photo
graphs of buildings
and interiors, Utah
showed in Education
an exhibit from the
State Agricultural

day of'the Fair. Oc
tober 20th was cele
brated as Utah Day
and two carloads of
Utah’s perfect fruits,
raised by irrigation,
were distributed
among the guests.
Utah produces the
ﬁnest of grains, veg
etables, alfalfa and
other grasses, honey,
sugar beets, and all
the things that grow
on the farm. These

were
displayed.effectively
HMissUtah”

College and Experi

‘

_

" A ~I ‘

. q,

was a beeswax statue
who had many admirers.

ment Station which
are doing excellent

a

work. The exhibit

UTAH STATE BUILDING'
Utah’s mines produce gold, silver,

copper, lead iron, cinnabar and her quarries contain an

received a grand

prize, ten gold and four silver medals.

Willis Johnson was a

member of the Commission and John Q. Cannon was secretary.
Salt Lake City, beautiful and modern, has over 60,000 popu

“7
£
w.

lation and is an important industrial and commercial center.
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EASTERN \‘VASHINGTON EXHIBIT.
booth
devoted
to the
State
_of city
Washington
were
minor booths
In thﬁlorazrﬁSRhe
State.
Spokane
IS the
chief
of ha_stern
\\ ashmgton
and
:ﬁgrtgznhllrgprcséms the products of the ﬁeld in that part of the State.

UTAH AGRICULTURAL DISPLAY.
halioi
Utah,S
s
.
tlfulAlmost
diorama
0! a Utah
vaiaa;§}|‘g“tl?newP:ét\inctiargi
Agriculture was taken up by a beau
made them iruitiul. Utah is dependent on irri gatlon has reclaimed desert lands and
gation for all farming.
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WASHINGTON ILLUSTRATED HER GREAT RESOURCES.

DEDICATION OF “'ASIIINGTON SITE,

SPECIMENS OF WASHINGTON FIR.

G. W. R. Peaslee, Secretary; W. W. Robertson,
The enterprise of the people was reﬂected in the
' " Edward C. Cheasty, Thomas
exhibitsoﬂVashington. Such per- J. Harrington, M. E. Hay,
lect fruits are not produced east
George L. Lindsley, R. P.
of the Rocky Mountains. Such ‘
Thomas, W. W. Tolman, A.
huge vegetables do not develop in
E. McDonald, Deputy Com
the eastern soil. Nowhere can
missioner, Geo. L. Harrigan,
grains of all kinds be grown more
Secretary to the Executive
easily or bountifully. These were '
Commissioner.
the salient facts gathered by the
Development has been so
visitor to the \Vashington build
last in the Paciﬁc and inter~
ing, and the daily registration of
mountain States that the busy
visitors showed how eﬁectively
eastern man has not given
the object lesson which the State
those parts of our country seri
presented was ﬁnding lodgment in
ous thought. What \Vashing
the minds of the knowledge—seek
ton, Oregon, Idaho and other
ers who trailed
States displayed in their many
through the
exhibits came, therefore, as a
building.
In addition
distinct surprise to those who
to the collective
were thus suddenly awakened
WASHINGTON STATE BUILDING.
exhibit in the
The mission of the Washington State building was to portray the timber to the boundless opportunities
resources of that commonwealth. This was the reason of its unique construction.
State building, The design could hardly be called architectural, but rather utilitarian. The building of the Paciﬁc northwest. The
on a site south of the Government Fisheries building upon two of the
\Vashington stood
approaches to the eastern Plateau of States. It was the loltiest of the State struc railroads, particularly the Ore—
tures with the possible exception of the hiqh domes of the Missouri and Texas
made displays buildings. The structure was an eight-sided cone surmounted by a balconierl gon Short Line of the Union
pavilion. To climbto this high look-out was one of the achievements of the ambi
in the Palaces tious
which pene
Exposition visitor. The building was made of Washington fir so ﬁnished, Paciﬁc System
inside and out. as to show the grain and beauty of the wood. At the eight corners
of Forestry, were timbers mo feet long an two feet square to show the imnwnse size of the trates that country, with Salt
as found in Washington forests. The building was designed by Heide & De
Fish and Game, trees
Aut of Everett. Washington, and will be one of the best remembered of the vast Lake City as a base, have been
city of Exposition structures. The lower stories were roomy areas and aﬁ'orded
Agriculture, space for an extensive collective exhibit of Washington‘s minerals, grains. vege for several years developing
Emu E. Jonas-ran,
t'ruitsJurs. pictures and miscellaneous products. Above the exhibit booths
Horticulture, tables.
were reception and rest rooms. all decorated with pictures and interestinz objects these States by a systematic
.Executive Commis
relating
to Washington.
sioner for Washington. Mines and Met
presentation of the advantages
allurgy. The Washington Commission, appointed by GovernOI' to homeseekers, while the Boards of Trade and Chambers
Henry McBride, was as follows; A. L, Black of Bellinghﬂm, of Commerce of \Vashington’s cities and towns have long
President; Elmer E. Johnston, Executive Commissioner; labored with the same ends in view.
‘
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AGRICULTURAL EXHIBIT OF \VASHINGTON.
ForState
the c em."
of the
buﬂdP‘ecc 0f the agricultural

exhibit of Washington a small reproduction
in
'
cereal Sitiate }Vashin§t:natqali'e:de'
_ pr0lusely decorated with grains and grasses. Asa
umid ma e of th
'
' l"ch rank and her agriculture is carried on both in the
ol the Cascade Meningitis“ h ttoral and by irrigation in the vast semi-arid region east

THE FRUITS OF “'ASHINGTON.
Superb fruits are grown in “'ashington east ofthe Cascade Mountains where fruit
growing by meansot irrigation is extensively carried on. On account of the great distance
betwqcn \Ynshington and the World's Fainthe fresh fruit exhibit consisted principally
of apples, although thelarge variety of fruits that are proﬁtably grown to the hizhelt
perfection were to be seen on display, preserved in iars.
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CHAPTER

XIV.

THE PHILIPPINE EXPOSITION AND PORTO RICO EXHIBIT.
S IN TIIE DISTANT ISLANDS—HANDSOME AND TYPICAL BUILDINGS
FIRS1‘ ACQUAINTANCE or AMERICANS WITH THE PEOPLE AND CONDITION TOGETHER WITH A FAMOUS BRIDGE OVER THE PASIO RIVER—AN
FROM TIIE PHILIPPINES—THE WALLS OF OLD MANILA REPRODUCED,
OLD MANILA CATHEDRAL—TYPICAL STRUCTURES FROM TIIE ANCIENT CAPITA L—LARGE BUILDINGS OF NATIVE CONSTRUCTION—Six
NATIvE VILLAGES AND MORE THAN ONE THOUSAND NATIvEs FROM THE SAVAGES OF THE MOUNTAINS AND REMOTE ISLANDS TO THE

REFINED AND EDUCATED PEOPLE OF THE CITIES—THE SOLDIERY REPRESENTED BY Two LARGE DETACHMENTS 0F NATIHZ SCOUTS
AND CoNSTABULARr—Two FINE BANDS or MUSIcIANS—NEARLY FIFTY ACRES DEvoTED To THE PHILIPPINE RESERvATION—MORE
THAN SEVENTY THOUSAND EXHIBITS OF NATIVE ORIGIN, SnowrNc TnE NATURAL RESOURCES OF THE ISLANDS, THEIR COMMERCE AND
PROGRESS IN EDUCATION—MANY CURIOUS THINGS or NATIvE MANUFAcTURE—NoTEwonTnY EVENTS.
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HEN Honorable William H. Taft, now Secretary of
War, was\Civil Governor of the Philippines in 1902)
he saw in the proposed Louisiana Pur
chase Exposition an admirable oppor~

Herbert S. Stone, Chief of Publicity; Captain F. E. Colren, Philip
pine Constabulary, chief of‘ War Exhibit; Doctor Ramon Lacson,
Dirctor of the Philippine Exposition Observa—
tory; Miss Pilar Zamora, Superintendent of
the Model School.

tuuity for combining with it (a Philips

\unIINan“
n Alsu

trial resources and capabilities).

'\IIn

Ofﬁcers of the Battalion Philippine
Scouts:

pine exposition that would impress the
American people with clearer ideas of
what they are doing and have to do for
the Philippine Islanders, and at the same
time promote the interests of the latter
in many ways by exploiting their indus

Major William H. Johnston, Commanding
Philippine Scouts; Chaplain John C. Gran
ville, Fourteenth Cavalry; First Lieutenant
]oseph C. Brady, Fourth Infantry; First Lieu
tenant Carroll D. Buck, Assistant Surgeon
United States Army; First Lieutenant Boss
Reese, Philippine Scouts; First Lieutenant
Wesley King, Philippine Scouts; First Lieu
tenant John A. Paegelow, Philippine Scouts;
First Lieutenant Ray Hoover, Philippine
Scouts; First Lieutenant Charles A. Dority,
Philippine Scouts; First Lieutenant Edward
Dworak, Philippine Scouts; Second Lieu
tenant Robert Dickson, Philippine Scouts;
Second Lieutenant Geo. McCue, Philippine
Scouts; Second Lieutenant Andrew Shea,
Philippine Scouts; Second Lieutenant Crispulo
Patajo, Philippine Scouts; Second Lieutenant
Clay Platt, Philippine Scouts. >

With

this purpose in mind he came home,
enlisted the co-operation of the National
Government and of the Exposition Com
pany. \Returning to Manila he organized
the Philippine Exposition Board,) and
inaugurated the work which displayed
such impressive and edifying results at
the World’s' Fair of 1904. Following
is a list of the Philippine Exposition
Board and its attaches:
Doctor Wm. P. Wilson, Chairman of the
Board; Doctor Custavo Nicderlein, Member
and Director of Exhibits; Honorable A. L.
Lawshe, Member in Charge of Revenues and
Disbursements; Doctor Leon Ma. Guerrero,

Ofﬁcers of the Battalion Philippine
Constabulary :
DR. \‘VILLIAM P. \\'ILSON.

‘ Clark, Purchasing Agent;
Captain M. C. Butler, United
States Army, Commissary

Board.

Octcr Wilson as Chairman.

'-\

Major Amos C. Haskell, Commanding
Philippine Constabulary; First Lieutenant
N. S. Gilpin, Adjutant; First Lieutenant A. A. Cameron, Medical
Ofﬁcer; Third Lieutenant J. S. Manning, Supply Oﬁicer; Captain
Ralph W. Jones; First Lieu
tenant VV. H. Loving, Com
manding Band; First Lieuten
ant C. M. Pendleton; First
Lieutenant Lucien R. Sweet;
First Lieutenant Felix
Llorente; Second Lieutenant
Modesto Colmenares.

Chairman Philippine Exposition Board.

Secretary of the Board; Carson Taylor, Disbursing Ofﬁcer; A. T.
Rm", Cashier; H. F. Kendall, Property Clerk; Captain Geo. S.

A. L. LAwsnE.
Mt‘mber
of P1,;
succeeding D hppine Expoxition

“
\‘-I‘FMI

Ofﬁcer; Captain Lewellyn P.
\Nilliamson, Medical Depart
ment United States Army,
Medical Director; Charles L.
Hall, Chief of Agriculture;
Charles P. Fenner, Chief of
Commerce and Manufactures,
and representative of the
American Chamber of Com
merce of Manila; A. R. Hager,
Chief of Education; Doctor
Albert E. Ienks, Chief
Ethnological Survey for the
Philippine Islands, and Chief
of Ethnology Philippine Expo
sition; Geo. P. Linden,
Curator and Chief of Forestry;
Roy Hopping, Chief of Mines
and Metallurgy ; Jose Quadras,
Chief of Fish and Game;

Doctor W'. P. Wilson
resigned the Chairmanship
of the Board on October
21, 1904, to resume his
work for the Philadelphia
Museums, and Honorable
A. L. Lawshe succeeded
him as Chairman. It was a
leading purpose of the
Philippine Civil Govern
ment to give

large

and

representative bodies of

GUSTAVO NIEDERLEIN.
Director of Exhibits. Philippine Exposition
Board.
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Gomez
Manuel
Dr.
Martinez;
5._ Mr.
Juan
R.
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Simeon
Hon.
EMendoza;
Alejandro
Singson
Vincente
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nMr.
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19.
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Tomas
Hon.
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Marcial
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Ramos:
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Mr.
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Secretary
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Alejandro
Dr.
Albert;
Mr.
O.
8.
Leon:
de
Juan
afael
Ramos:
Hon.
BMr.
Monreal;
e6.
9.
rIO.
7.
nardino
\Non.
Tomas
Mr.
Agcaoili;
Juan
AHon.
Julio
18.
Roxas;
i16.
Brag17.
Dr.
lud15.
eaolmoecrs:o
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HThomas
Eusebio
Mr.
LaSMr.
Juan
urn25.
zdm24.
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rmliaung:a:
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Castro.3;.
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Alfredo
Mr.
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MEMBERS AND OFFICERS, PHILIPPINE EXPO
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EDMUND A. FELDER.

mason TAYLOR.

REV. FATHER JOSE ALGUE,

Disbursing Ofﬁcer.

Chief Meterological Exhibit.

l

‘

Superintendent Electrical Plant.

Filipinos the beneﬁt of a long sojourn

Constabulary—total, one thousand and

forty—six. 'TlleSﬁ ﬁgures 3r}? Copied

tact with the American
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and their civilization,
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June 8th, and the total was increased

same time ito familiarize the American public with the various and
incongruous tribal elements of the
Philippine population, diﬁ'ering‘ in

August 15th to one thousand one
hundred and two by the arrival of
eighteen more Yisayans and thirty—
eight handsome and picturesque Bag

race,

language and

in Y

religion, and

-

obos from MindanaO, who had been

-

representing many stages of somal
progress Iirom the lowest types of
head-hunting savagery to the best
products of Christian civilization
and
f Nculture . A polyglot assemblage

'

>

i

‘ J

,5

ob

egritos,l Igorrotcs, Moros, Bag-

pose, the Philippine Government

I,

0 0s and \iisayaiis—oi Christians,
Mohammedans and hea-

expended $75,000 in sending more
than ﬁftv educated
d

'
- ‘2,

DR' 1" IgggginRERO'

-

detained en mule by a ﬁre on board
the steamship Shawmut, which com
pelled her to await repairs before
leaving Manila.
- pur—
In furtherance of the main

(11

then—was the best pos-
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GEORGE P. LINDEN,
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Executive Secretary of
the Philippine Government and C
' Thomas Hardeman, and
’ remained
ap' CAPT'L'P'WILI-IAMSON
tain
till August 16th, making an intelligent
Medigiilleiiiémor
_
study of the Exposition the city and
the people, and receiving ofﬁcial CO
, and social attenti
ur
tesies
h
7

_

ens t

egritos, eighty

at made

them feel they were among friends
.
The 'following
list of these Honorary.
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_
Commissioners
includes
governors of
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ing Moros,

provinces,
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four Manguins,
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presidents
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Midgets, a battalion of four hundred
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and tliirt} one Philippine Scouts, 3.
. . .
battalion of three hundred Philippine
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judges, solicitor generals, attorney-5’
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editors,
coffee-planters, and native,
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CHARLES P. FENNER.

A. R. HAGER.

ROY HOPPING,

30 “gm “ “’ Exhibit

Chicl Commerce Exhibit.

Chief Educational Exhibit.

Chief Mining Exhibih

G_ 0S_ CLARK
P urchasinz

Agent. -
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ofﬁcials of the Civil
Government: T.
H. Pardo de La
vera, President of
the Honorary Com
mission; Benito

questions about life
in the Philippines,
and about the pol
itics, religions and
economics of the
islands. At the end

Legarda, Victorino

of their stay at the

Mapa, Juan de

Leon, Manuel de

\rVorld’s Fair they

DR A_ E_ JENKS

went to the various

Iriarte,ManueI Go~ Medical Director. Philippine American universi
mez
Martinez, Berixp°sm°m
ties and colleges in
nardino Monreal, Leon Noven—
ario, Epicanio de Los Santos,
Thomas G. del Rosario,Juan Pimentel,
Mariano Trias,
. Simeon Buz, Poten-

which they were to enter upon
four year courses of study.
In the Honorary
Commissioners, the
students, the Visa
yan Village and the

ciano ‘Lesaca, Juan
Villamor, Alfonso

two battalions of ‘
Uncle Sam’s neat,

mgr“;gigiiligimﬁﬁfﬁm;“,E‘iﬁgnglmfg

Hamos ,

intelligent and “yell-

pine Exposition.

Ortega,

MISS I’ILAR ZAMORA.

JOEQUIH
Julio

Ag._

behaved

soldie rs

NEGRITO BOY.
Taking his ﬁrst lessons with the primi

tive weapon of his race.

caoili, Alejandro Albert, Juan Sumulung, Jose de
Loyzaga y Ageo, Ramon P. Genato, Vicente
Nepomuceno, Leoncio Gonzales Liquete Baldomero Roxas, Marcial Callega, Rafael O. Ramos,
Tomas Arguelles, Juan Arantes, Alfredo de Castro,
Guillermo Gomez, Ceferino de Leon, Vicente
Llamas, Eusebio Luzuriaga, Alejandro R. Men
doza, Mariano Ramirez, Hilarion Raymundo, Jose
Rivera, Vicente Singson Encarnacion, Gervasio
Unson, Vincente Noel, Alejandro Roces, D. Van
Voorhis, H. G. Young, James Pettit, John Biddle
Porter, J. R. M. Taylor, \V. Leon Pepperman
and Frank L. Joaunini.
Provision was also made for a month‘s stay in
August and September of one hundred Filipino
students who were being educated in the United

of various Philippine tribes, were revealed the
possible future of the entire population under a
system of government which will successfully fos
ter education and peaceful industry throughout
the archipelago, instead of limiting such efforts to
a small area as Spain did for four hundred years.
In the tribes representing the millions and the
rich districts upon which Spanish civilization made '
no impression, one saw the crude material we have
to work upon and the difﬁculties to be surmounted
in making the islands all seats of productive
industry and enlightened civilization. And as an
incentive to the enlistment of American capital
and enterprise in this work, there were installed
on this reservation over seventy thousand exhibits
illustrating the rich and varied products of those

States. They were detailed in seven different
shifts of ﬁve or six men each for duty from 9:30

fertile lands, the industrial and educational status
of the people, and the vast mineral and timber

a. m., to 6:00 p. m., at the buildings of Ethnology,
resources still awaiting development.
Forestry, Education, Commerce, Agriculture and
MThis Philippine exposition was a big and
Fisheries, in the Philippine Exposition, to explain
I attractive show covering forty-seven acres of roll
the exhibits and answer visitor's questions. Then FILIPINO SCHOOL BOX‘ ing, wooded upland, its northeastern promontory

. in
. English,
.
.
r M“ z
'
- sloping
.
they found excellent practice
answering
one 3....‘ZZ.,32“§J£OZ,P“P“S
down between the long barbs of Arrowhead
:\
.

_

\a

BRIDGE OF SPAIN LEADING TO THE PHILIPPINE RESERVATION.
A copy of the famous bridge over the Pasig River at Manila. In the distance isa reproduction of the walled city in which were exhibited a great museum of war relics and
Filipino curios. Beyrmd (hr walled ley were the eXhlblt blllldlnBS Of the Philippine EXPOSIUOII and the large parade grounds where the Constabulary and Scouts gave frequent
exhibition drills before large crowds that were always present. Around the outer edge of the reservation were the several native villages.

PHILIPPINE AND PORTO

RICO EXHIBI TS."'1"

{ﬁnal

build'

residences. an O und StO ‘
l ings In the foregrohonor 0

i

11 ill
the 'tall COIZmI'Iag‘ellaneS’
lhe

discoverer 0
Islands. Fur
_
e
stately buildings fronting on tltla
four sides of the Plaza San
Cruz. These were the Ayunta—
miento, the cathedral, the coma
merce building and a nil/Plea

,_,ii_..~\\~e<s',~r'_
I ' d><

-

, ~Pq.

h

upper class Manila resnlence.
In the centre of this plaza was
l the Sebastian del Caiio monu
' I ment, in honor of the ﬁrst cir
l cumnavigator of the globe. In

(V

‘ +1

'

~

the Ayuntamiento or Govern
ment building were installed

~~ m-w - 7 ~

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING. PHILIPPINE RESERVATION.
This building faced the Plaza of Santa Cruz. opposite the Manila Cathedral.
iri

Fine Art and

The Philippine Board had its oﬁices on the

second ﬂoor and the lower_story was occupied by an exhibit of Philippine art that was a surprise to visitors. Here were splendid

hibits.

in

Liberal

the Cathedral

ex_
both

7

paintings and sculptures With many specimens of the old and crude work in wood Carving.

' _

‘

Educational and Fine Arts

the

Lake,
led visitors
' across which the “Bridge
y of Spain”
_
_
Ito 'the

exhibits.

“l i

main entrance gate of the Walled City of Manila, an iniita-

exhibits, and the Manila House was the \l’oman's building

iv“

tion of the PaSig bridge and of the heavy stone fortiﬁcations Facing the corner entrances to this plaza were the Agriculture
?
.
erec‘ed
around that my
by the FM” i'
'
building, the Ethnological bui1d_

in
if M

Spaniards three hundred years ,
ago. Alongthe northern arm of

_
'

thelake were disposed the Samal
lllt
made
have
mid
iciira

as an
apiizl
iin
llllllli
the
stain

The Commerce building contained the commercial

I ing the F
. _
'
’
orestry bulldmg and

the cafe‘ I'duzon.

Other promi

Mor05,the ﬁerce river and coast

, nent buildings on the grounds

pirates, with their peculiar boats

l were the F1511 and Game build_

and their huts built out over the
water. Along the southern arm
extended the village of the gentle

mg, the Han Of PilOtograPhy’
the Obswvatory and Relief Map
Stru'Cture, 'the Hospnal, the

\‘isayans with more ornate

sex-Vice bmlding’ the power

dwellings of bamboo and nipa.
The main entrance opened
intoa spacious fort and a great

House, the Mining btlilding' the
Made! SChOOl, the COHStabulary
cuartel, the panlion in the

museum of the weapons and war

MOdel camp 0f the scouts

and

implements used in the islands
from the original Spanish conquest to the present day. There

the military mess houses.
,
In thc Agriculture bmlding
were several hundred varieties

full

was everything in the shape of

< an(1-Stlb_varieties Of rice from an

lit-'5

ﬁre-arms from

lieii

blunderbuss to the m ode rn
Mauser; bows, spears, Igorrote
head axes; swords and bolos;
modern ﬁeld guns of steel, and
all sorts of clumsily improvised

'mlitl‘

the ﬂint-lock

and

the “lands; the exmbits Of 511mb

cannon, some of them of bamboo

wrapped with wire and mounted
on wooden wheels.
Passing within from the fort
the visitor found more than one

hundred buildings

ﬁlled with

exhibits and tastefully grouped
Over the grounds, many of them
belflg the typical villages, habi
tations and shops of the Filipino

tribes made by themselves of
native material imported for the
purlJose. Others were replicas

AGRICULTURE BUILDING. PHILIPPINE EXPOSITION.

or reduced linitations Of the bet-

“rm, ofthe
a nipadistant
roof the
A12icu1mre
building
gave a native
Philippine
atmosphere
structure.
which sheltered
thegreat
field
products
island
The central
conservatory
contained
a large
collection to
of the
Philippine
orchids.
Besides the

tel‘ Cl Z155 Of

r '
' It
igglilgﬁisﬁiI-ifdle

'
.llI. anila
structures.

1iriJIl-eilious
o lucts and
both
edible and The
non-edible,
a display
of agricultural
interesting.
buildingthere
was was
in charge
of Charles
M. Hall. implements suchas are used
1 in

fu~va\‘J‘-

'B.
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cotton and tree cotton and processes of manufacture; all
grades of sugar, hemp and every variety of ﬁbres in use by
the diﬁerent tribes and natives; all of the oil~producing seeds
including copra; also tobacco in leaf and manufactured; every
variety obtainable of fruits cultivated and wild, vegetables
and tubers used as food by the natives; distilled spirits from
different palm-leaf saps, as well as from sugar, rice and corn;
the different kinds of cereals, also all kinds of peas, beans and
vegetable seeds; a large variety of hat and basket work;
models of all kinds representing the different styles of houses
and granaries in use in the islands, models of all the imple_
ments in use by the different manufacturers.
The Fine Art exhibits are noticed in the special chapter
on the Fine Art department, but it may be said here that
they surprised art critics as
nmch as the music of Philip
pine military bands.
One
of the most remarkable ex—
hibits in the Ayuntamiento
building was a semi~nude
statue of a young woman,
so chiseled out of poly
chrome marble that the blue
eyes, golden hair and deli_
cate ﬂesh tints were all shown
in the natural colors of the
marble, as if a painting and
statue were combined in one.
It came to Saint Louis from
Buenos Aires as part of the
Argentine art exhibits, but
as the sculptor, de Tavera,
was a Filipino, it was trans
ferred to the Philippine art
exhibit at the request of
the President of the Hon~
orary Board of Philippine
Commissioners.

dangerous. The Americans, aiming to qualify the population
for orderly self-government, have in three years established

2,900 primary schools in which 800 American teachers and
thousands of native pedagogs are teaching 200,000 children
the primary studies in English. Already there is more
English spoken in the islands than there was of Spanish at
the close of 400 years of Spanish domination. Besides the
government primary school exhibits, and those of the private
and church schools, the Nautical school, the Moro Industrial
school, the Insular Normal college and the Manila Trades
school, were well represented.
But probably the most
effective of the educational exhibits was the Model school
conducted in a neat nipa and bamboo cottage near the
\Noman’s building by Miss Pilar Zamora, an accomplished
graduate of the highest in
stitution in Manila, and a
practical teacher. Here she
taught ﬁfty children from the
surrounding native villages
to speak and write English,
with geography and arith

metic for the more advanced.
At the entrance of the
Cathedral stood a splendid

statue of Rizal, the Philip

pine leader, who is said to
have been assassinated by
Spanish agents. The statue
was by Isabelo Tampinco,
a native sculptor.
The cloistered Ethnology
building, west of the plaza
and overlooking the Bagobo
Village, was a museum of
the arms, implements and
decorations of the wilder
tribes, some of whom have
now progressed beyond the
aboriginal status represented
In the Commerce build
here. The various tribes of
ing were large collections of
Mohammedan Moros, the
samples of native manufac
Bagobos;
those ethnological
tures, and imports and ex
puzzles,
the
Negritos, who
ports. The import samples
were
the
aborigines
of the
were shown to inform Amer
islands,
and
the
Igorrotes
ican merchants and manu
and their various sub-tribes,
facturers about the needs
were all represented in dif~
and preferences of those who
CARDINAL
SATOLIJ.
ferent sections of this build—
buy and use the imported
The dedication of the Visayan Chapel in the Philippine Reservation was attended b
i
' ‘
goods. The leading
exports Cardinal
Satolli, Archbishop Ryan of Philadelphia,Archbishop Glennon of Saint Louis, and -lng- The Mom
eXhlb‘ts
.
othe
m'
t
..
were Cigars, tobaccos, hemp
rpm "m" Dam“
included breastplates and
in all its forms, and sugar, of which the islands exported armor made of the horns of the carabao, and linked with
181,000,000 pounds, valued at $3,120,000, in the year 1903. brass chains; the kriss, a shining curl of steel, very wicked
Straw hats, rum and liquors, harness and saddlery, trunks looking; the straight kriss and the b010, a short sword like
and traveling bags, were among the exhibits of native the Cuban machette, and used for hacking rather than
thrusting. In making hammered brass boxes, crude musical
manufactures.
I
instruments and in weaving gay blankets and making inlaid
In the \Noman’s building were displayed embroidery, hand
loom products, wood carvings in the way of chairs and other silver handles for their knives, the Moros show great skill.
furniture, mattings, and the light, ﬂuffy cloths made of jusi These Moros had the advantage over the milder people of the
north, because they had gunpowder and ﬁrearms of a crude
and pina.
kind from the times of earliest historic record. For years
The educational exhibits in the Cathedral told the signiﬁ
cant story of a few years of American rule. The Spaniards the Samal Moros were the terror of the seaports of the
encouraged a babe] of dialects in the archipelago, believing entire'archipelago. In the center of the courtyard was a tall
that a common language would make the inhabitants too tree, and perched among the branches was a bamboo house,

/
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the home of a Lanao Moro.
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i“b13232rigoplineinetl after the kind used '
the dreadezlt ‘ \\ nch timely warnings of
and Chinese yslixtotitlls arIel1sent to the Japanese
3'

‘
.
e steel towers were
used In connection with a lightning register

'

and within the Observatory were various
kinds of instruments, used for registering
wmd and lightning. An interesting feature

c;

1

“V

.
a
li. karts'i-P'e‘“v

_ 71”," '

pf:—

. _‘.,

was a micro-seismograph, or register of
earth tremors, made at the Manila Observa
tory by Filipino mechanics. North of the

Observatory, encircled by a broad prome—
nade, was a relief map of the Philippine
archipelago, 110 feet long and 75 feet wide.
On this map were shown the 3,014 islands
and islets of the Philippines. Mountain and

TYPICAL MANILA HOUSE, PHILIPPINE RESERVATION.

VOlcanlc fonnatlonsi waterways and all tha

This form of dwelling is much used in the cities of the Philippines. It is (particularly adapted to the tropical

physical conditions of each island were climate on account of the shade afforded by the overhanging second story an wide eaves.
thoroughly depicted. It was like a glimpse of the islands esting of the exhibits were the people themselves, repre
from .a balloon. Smaller relief maps, showing hot springs, senting forty different tribes, as seen among the enlisted men

the location of tribes and mines, were within

‘

the Observatory building. All these maps
were made by and under the direction of
Father Jose Algue, Chief of the Meteoro-

0f the Constabulary and Scouts’ Battalions,
and in the diﬁerent tribal villages, Visayan,
Negrito, Bontoc Igorrote, Suyoc Igorrote,
Bagobo, Samal Moro and Lanao Moro.

logical Station and Director of the Manila

The most numerous and most conspicuous

Weather Bureau.
In the Mines building were given illustrations of the crude method employed by the
natives of Northern Luzon in extracting gold
from river-bed rock by crushing the ore

of these were those ﬁne military organizations,
the Civil Government's Philippine Constab~
ulary, and the United States Battalion of
Philippine Scouts. They graced every parade
function during the Exposition,and wereseen

between large stones and washing out the

every day in drills and dress parades on their

gold deposit. The mineral resources of the
islands are almost wholly undeveloped, but
sufﬁcient indication has been given to show
that there are deposits of copper, lead, zinc
and manganese in abundance. Just at the

own parade grounds in the reservation.- The
concerts given by their ﬁne bands drew large
audiences daily. The larger of the two, the
Constabulary band of eighty pieces, ranked
among the most famous of the military bands

entrance of this building was a novel model

at the Exposition.

ofanative iron foundry, showing the Filipinos
at work bringing in the crude ore, smelting it
and delivering it to the molds. Illustrations
were given of how the Igorrotes mine copper.
An important resource of the Philippines
is the best grade of lignite coal. The black

Next to the Walled City and on the
southern arm of Arrowhead Lake was the vil
lage of the civilized and Christianized Visay
ans. It was enclosed in abamboo stockade and
contained about ﬁfteen typical native houScs
of bamboo and nipa, including a theatre

coal can be mined free from sulphur.

A very

large number of the best seams of black coal

in which a Visayan orchestra and Visayan

_

' ‘ GRINDING
_ CORN.
H

’

actors gave performances, and a Catholic

are from three to ﬁve feet thick, and sufﬁcient
The name methwmthe Ph'hppmes'
Church. This was dedicated by Cardinal
has been done to indicate that a proﬁtable industry awaits Satolli during his visit and in here regular services Were
the colliery companies of the Philippines.

The most inter-

held and marriage and christening ceremonies were performed.
In the various houses different families lived
and followed variOus occupations; weaving
jusi and pina cloth; making mats or manila
hats, wood carvings and canes. There was
also a market in which girls who could speak
English sold the beautiful articles and fabrics
as they were made before the eyes of. the
visitor. \Vithin the stockade were agricul
tural implements and vehicles of native
make, including a carabao cart, with the

water buffalo oxen that drew it.
‘—

PHILIPPINE EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT BUILDING.
The Education buildiruz was a replica of the Manila Cathedral. It contained a ﬁne display showing the
'Thica'ional progress since American occu t' n
Th
.
.
_
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INTERESTING TRIBES OF THE PHILIPPINES.
47I
bushy and ﬂoc
culent rather than
kinky. They are
a shy people of
low intellect, liv
ing on roots,
grubs, snails, etc,.
and are diminish
ing

in

number.

Weather.

crafts, weaving,
spinning, mining,
gardening, and
gave
frequent
IST LT. Axcnrancn Cannon.

151' L1. N. S. Gnu-m.

rsr L'r. W. H. Lovme.
31: L1. 1. 5. Manama.

They gave exhibb

They

practiced their
various arts and

Medical Ofﬁcer.

tions of their Skill

Adjutant.

Commander of Band.

Supply Oﬁicer.

OFFICERS OF THE PHILIPPINE CONSTABULARY BATTALION.

in archery and lance'throwing.

demonstrations of
their skill in ath
letic contests.
Their ceremonies,

Still further south, in a larger

dances and dog feasts attracted more attention than any other

stockaded enclosure, were the populous villages of the/Igor
rotes, a ﬁne race of agricultural, head-hunting barbarians,
copper-colored, with high cheek bones, flat noses, thick lips

native performances.
The inhabitants of the Bagobo village were regarded with
admiration by all visitors, because they were so handsome,

a

<-.-'

$2...."\.-_ﬂ-

5%.

YHILIPPINE CONSTABULARY BAND. LIEUTENANT W. H. LOVING, LEADER.

.

This “flanilﬂtion of native Filipinos attracted the attention of discriminating visitors on account of the high proﬁciency they had attained in music. The Filipinos have a
Enl‘ll'alﬂptitude for music and took an important part in the musical features of the Exposition. The leader. Lieutenant W. H. Loving. is an American Negro. a native of
{amt Paul. Minnesota, whose marked muslca] talent enabled him to graduate with honor from the New England COnservatory of Music. after which he became a musician in the

lniﬁedpitates Anny and was Selected to organize the Philippine Constabulary Band. composed oi native musicians. most of whom had been members of Spanish military bands
Int e

ilippines.

and long, straight black hair. There were three tribes of
them represented here, the Bontoc head-hunters, the Suyoc
miners and the Tinguianes, agriculturists of the lowlands.

Tattooing was
common among

both sexes, and
they seemed to
have no liking for
clothes of any
kind till the rigors
of the American

graceful and picturesquely dressed in tasteful costumes 0rna~
mented with beads made from the shell of the pearly nautilus.
They came from the interior highlands of Mindanao, are skillful
agriculturists and
hunters, and are
said to be ﬁercer
even than the
Moros, practicing

human sacriﬁce as
a cult rather than
as a religion, U"

climate taught

them to appre

151' L1. C. M. PENDLETON.

151' LT. Fizle LLOlENTI-l.

CAPTAIN IRA KIETHLY,

like Other Liin‘
CAPTAIN RALPH W. Jones.

crate any sort of

OFFICERS OF THE PHILIPPINE CONSTABL‘LARY.

danao tribeS, they

covering in cold

The Battalion of Philippine Constabulary was composed of eleven oﬂicers and 280 rnen. of which eighty formed the hand
The battalion was ﬁrst commanded by Captain Ira Kiethly. who was succeeded by Malor Amos C. Haskell.
'

are pagan S r nOt
0 ll Hill 111 Ed ans

1
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and in talking, walking or laughing they showed more anima
tion than any other tribe on the grounds.
On the northern arm of the lake were the villages of the
Samal and Lanao Moros, tribes so hostile to each other that
an armed guard was at ﬁrst maintained between the two vil
lages. The Samal Moros were sea and river rovers, long the
terror of the Philippine coasts, but now friendly and loyal to
the American authorities.

They are the most intelligent

and advanced of the Mindanao tribes, but on account of their
fanatical Mohammedanism regarded as an element rather
difﬁcult to assimilate. They are ruled by Rajah Muda Maud,
whose brother and prime minister, Datto Facundi, was the

head man of the Samal village at the Exposition. There
were several sultans in the Lanao village, each having his
private ﬂag in front of his but. In front of Datto Facundi's

BAGOBO \NOMEN DANCING.

and as these migrated hundreds of years ago from island to
island of the archipelago, they doubtless became more or less
mixed with indigenous races.
In collecting and installing this very complete and
instructive exhibition of the Philippine population, their
social status, and the economic resources and present develop
ment of the islands, the Civil Government had the free use of
the ﬂeet of United States transports plying between the
islands and across the ocean to our Paciﬁc ports. And yet
the collection and installation cost $1,500,000, of which all
but $200,000 was paid by the Philippine Government. In
organizing the work Governor Taft had the co-operation of
the local provincial authorities and commercial organizations,

PHILIPPINE SCOUTS 0N REVIEW.

residence and of each sultan’s residence Moro girls beat drums.
Many styles of Moro boats with different colored sails were
on the lake, and in warm weather the Moro children spent
most of their time in the lake.
In spite of marked differences in language, religion, tribal
customs and physical characteristics, all of these tribes are
supposed to be of Malay origin, except the Negritos. Even
on the Malay peninsula itself there are varieties of Malays,

and the details of selection, classiﬁcation and installation were
placed under the general direction of Doctor IV. P. Wilson,
of the Philadelphia Commercial Museums, and under the
direct personal supervision of Doctor Gustavo Niederlein, of
large experience with colonial exhibits. With him in the
ﬁeld work were associated Senor Don Pedro A. Paterno,
President of the Philippine Senate under Aguinaldo, and
Doctor Leon Guerrero. The exhibits were collected from
more than a thousand islands populated by a hundred dif—
ferent tribes, speaking different dialects. In the prosecution
of their work the agents of the Exposition Board had to pen

etrate mountain fastnesses accompanied only by guides and
It

SAMAL MORO VILLAGE. WEST ARM OF ARROVVHEAD LAKE.
The Samal Moros or _Sea Rovers are distinguished from the Lanao Moros by their practice of building their houses on posts over the Water, 50 as to be convenient t_o_their
boats and to their occupation of ﬁshing. They inhabit the shores and bayous oi Mindanao. lhey are descendants of the Malay race. They are the most aggressive and civilized
of the natives of Mindanao.

BUILDING MATERIAL FROM THE PHILIPPINES.

4513

MORO CHILDREN DO NOT FEAR THE WATER.
One of the amusing sights of the Moro villages was the display of skill in handling
native canoes by the tiny dark-skinned children.
'

MORO FAMILY FROM MINDANAO.
About one hundred Moros were at the Exposition. all living on the shores of
Arrowhead Lake. They were formerly the pirates of the archipelago.

interpreters, and often to visit districts previously unexplored.
A preliminary museum was opened in Manila for collections
as they arrived, and by a system of awards hundreds of spec
imens of work or products were secured with the assistance of
school teachers and patriotic islanders. The catalogue of
exhibits made a volume of over 300 double-column pages,

MUSIC MAKERS OF THE MORO VILLAGES.

and included over 70,000 entries. The ﬁrst body of Filipino
carpenters sent over to Saint Louis to begin the work of con
struction arrived in October, 1903, and erected ﬁrst the
immense two-story building, with 37,000 square feet of ﬂoor
space, called the Cuartel, which was to serve as a warehouse
for exhibits arriving before the buildings could be made
ready for them; as a temporary residence for Filipinos while
building other houses for themselves; and ultimately as the
barracks of the Constabulary battalion and its hand. A vast
amount of native building material, such as bamboo, rattan,
nipa, and thatchiiig grasses, was brought from the islands,
and the use of these by the various parties of villagers in
building their own habitations without nails or other hard
ware fastenings, was watched with much interest by Exposi
tion visitors in May and June.
As the exhibit buildings were completed and ﬁlled they

WEAVING. BY BONTOC IGORROTF. WOMEN
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new

at 56*
LANAO MORO SULTANS.
fia‘llti
From left to right. top row. Sultan Sungud Pitulian. Ambulong.
Datta Asume: bottom row, Dana Marabui, Mandae—interpreter;
Sultan Demasanky, Priest Rajah Muda Sumbayangui. in whose
household Sultan Demasanky served as a menial.

were informally opened
to the public in May
and June of 1904, but not till June 18th were all parts ready
for the ofﬁcial opening, which was then celebrated with
music, speeches and parades in which all the Filipinos partic
ipated, and which were followed by sports, feasts and special
performances in the several villages. The exercises of the
official opening began with a procession of the entire popula
tion of the reservation headed by the battalions 0f Scouts and
Constabulary with their bands, the Negritos, Mangyans,
Lanao'Moros, Samal Moros and Visayans following with the
V isayan orchestra. Edmund A. Felder, Executive Ofﬁcer
MORO WOMAN AND KETTLE.

0f the Philippine Ex
position Board, acted
MORO \VARRIOR WITH SHIELD.
as Grand Marshal and
marched the parade past all the buildings and over all the
avenues of the reservation, halting in front of the Cuartel,~
where music by the Constabulary band and prayer by Rev
erend Jose Algue, S. 1., preceded addresses by Doctor W. P.
\Vilson, Colonel Clarence Edwards, United States Army, Chief
of the Bureau of Insular Affairs; President D. R. Francis of
the Exposition Company, Honorable Thomas H. Carter of the
National Commission and Doctor Gustavo Niederlien. The
exercises closed with a national salute of twenty-one guns.
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SAMAL MOROS FROM THE ISLAND OF MINDANAO.
The Samal Moro village, the Venice of the Philippine section. _was built on piles over the waters of Arrowhead Lake. On the opening of the village for the ﬁrst time' it was
illuminated with briizhtly colored native lanterns and a water carnival was held. bringing into use the varieties of More boats. All day long, from the time of their participﬂ‘w“
in the morning parade, the Moros were dressed in their brightest costumes of silk and satin with gorgeous sashes and tiii'bans, while the women accompanied the Mohammedan

dances with the plaintive music of the ganza and native drums.

DISTINGUISHED PEOPLE HONORED BY THE FILIPINOS.
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CONSTABULARY DOUBLE RIFLE DRILL.

There was nearly always something going on in the Phil

such as were accorded to the Philadelphia party escorting

the Liberty bell and to Cardinal Satolli, Miss Alice Roosevelt,
and the President, her father.

But the most elaborate of

these functions were the ceremonies in honor of the meeting
held there August 9-13 by
the Society of the Army of the
Philippines and the Philippine
Day celebration on August
13th, the sixth anniversary of
the capture of Manila. On this
anniversary Secretary Taft was
escorted to the parade entrance

I

MIDGETS FROM THE PHILIPPINES;
These two dwarfs about the height-of the arms of an ordinary arm chair were seen

m the \’isayan Theater. '1 hcy_were Visayans. Juan de la Cruz and his sister. Mirtina.
Juan was 29 years old and 29 inches high while Mirtina was 31 years old and 27 inches
high. They were well educated in their native tongue, speaking three dialects.

Philippine Reservation, the
procession was viewed and dis
missed. Addresses were then
delivered by Dr. W. P. \Vilson,

".‘ﬁ'f.’

\
-_ n

Honorable D. R. Francis, Hon
orable Benito Legarda of the

Honorary Commission, and
Honorable W. H. Taft, Secre
tary of War. The afternoon
was devoted by Secretary Taft
to a thorough inspection of the
exhibits, visits to the various vil_
lages, enjoyment of their special
performances and concerts and

of the Exposition by United
States Cavalry and was met
there by a grand escort of all
the military organizations then
quartered at the Exposition—
United States Cavalry, United
BONTOC IGORROTES AND THEIR DWELLING.
States Marines, and coast artillery, the Philippine Battalions,
.
the Fifth Ohio Infantry, the Spalding Grays, the Cutler the drills and concerts of the
Constabulary and Scouts. At
Academy Naval Battalion, the Society of the Army of the 5:00 p. m. a salute was ﬁred in his honor, and at 7:00 p. in.
Philippines, and Veterans of the Spanish War. Passing there was a sham night attack repulsed by the Scouts.
along the Exposition avenues to the Parade grounds in the
In the last month of
the Exposition there was
a sacriﬁce sale of beauti~
ful ﬁbre cloths, mantillas,
laces and embroideries
made by the women of
the Visayan village or
brought from the islands;
also bead work; stone,
wood and ivory carvings;
silver, brass, bronze and
gold articles; pictures
and statuary.
A farewell reception
was given at the Alaska
building to the Scouts
and Constabulary on No
vember24th. The music
was by the Constabulary
orchestra, interspersed
with vocal solos by Miss
Lilian Driver, and vocal
SAMAL MORO CHILDREN AT PLAY.
duets by Misses Jennie
TREE HOUSE OF LANAO MOROS.

I-n

HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.
Commemora
tion: Grand Prize,
8; Gold Medal,
140; Silver Medal,
66; Bronze Medal,
53; Honorable
Mention, 22.

SECOND LIEUTENANT
ANDREW Sum.

FIRST LIEUTENANT
J. A. PAEGELOW,

MA10R\\’n.uAM ILJonus'rou
COMMANDER.

FIRST LIEUTENANT
WESLEY hum.

M e d al 5 of
Honor: Grand
Prize, 43; Gold
Medal, 84; Silver
Medal, 75; Bronze

Fms'r LIEUTENANT
Boss R was a.

OFFICERS OF THE PHILIPPINE SCOUTS BATTALION.

Medal, 292; Hon
Rehfeldt and Emma \Yornack and by Miss Rehfeldt and Mr.
L. C. Stumpf. Judge Selden P. Spencer delivered the welcom
ing address, and Major \V. H. Johnston of the Scouts and
Major Haskell and Captain Coffeen of the Constabulary
responded. The Philippines Jury, with the approval of the

orable Mention, 86f. Grand Total Awards: Grand Prize, 136; Gold
Medal, 55.2; Silver Medal, 785; Bronze Medal, 1,226; Honorable
Mention, 4,076.

The only native chieftains receiving gold medals were
Datto Facundo of the Samal Moros, and Chief Antonio of
1
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PHILIPPINE SCOUTS AT DRILL ON THE RESERVATION PARADE GROUND.
The Scouts represented the Philippine contingent of the Regular Army of the United States and were commanded by Maior \Villiam H. Johnston. The basis of this
the
organization was originally Ilatson's Scouts, composed of several companies of Macabebes, organized in [899 by General Lawton. A special act of Congress authorized
_
enlistment of 12,000 natives as scouts and their work in the islands is valuable. The representation at the Exposition consisted of four companies out of the ﬁfty m the home
the Fourth
Twenty-fourth llocanos, Thirticth Tagalogs and Forty-seventh \'isayans. They were neat, trim looking soldiers and many of them
contingent. These are
_
_ '
_ Macabebes,
_
had been under ﬁre m the Plnhppme servrce.

Superior Jury made awards as follows among the seventy
thousand exhibits from the islands:
Collective Exhibits: Grand Prize, 85; Gold Medal, 328; Silver
Medal, 564; Bronze Medal, 881; Honorable Mention, 3,193.

the Igorrotes.
silver medals,
behaved badly
able Mention”

The six Sultans of the Lanao Moros received
with the exception of one or two who had
and received lesser recognition. The “Honor
included a medal and a diploma.
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BONTOC IGORROTES IN THEIR STRANGE FESTIVAL DANCE.
This was the favorite dance of the Bontocs. At ﬁrst they were somewhat shy of the spectators but soon permitted them to examine the tom-toms and other musical
instruments. Finally the men visitors were invited to join in the dance which they frequently did, borrowing the tom-toms while the owners sat by watching and laughing at the"
attempts to execute the peculiar Igorrote gyrations. The savages went so far as to take the tom-tom and give the American dancers lessons while the entire party sat by and
encouraged the efforts of the students to master the steps of the dance and the manipulation of the tom-tom. If the dancer was successful, he was rewarded by cries of "(-ootl boy,
good boy" from the Igorrotes. who found great enjoyment in watching the dance.

477
scouts were organized
in several of the islands,

still paid by the Quarter
master's Department, and
commanded in many cases

BONTOC IGORROTES BUILDING A HOUSE.

Mrs. William H. Taft, wife of the Secretary of \\'ar,
received a gold medal for an exhibit of a chest and chiffonier,
each of narra and camogan '
wood. The medals and
diplomas were identical
with the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition awards with the

by non-commissioned ofﬁ
cers of the Regular Army.
Even thus early they
proved to be valuable, and
their services were so much
appreciated that in 1901
an act of Congress author
ized the enlistment of
twelve thousand natives as
scouts. It was under this
act that the present force
of ﬁfty companies, ﬁve
thousand men in all, were
enlisted,
The same act
provided that a ﬁrst and
second lieutenant should
be commissioned for each

NEGRITO CLIMBING A TREE.

company, and these ofﬁcers
were nearly all made from

meritorious non-commis
sioned ofﬁcers of the Regu
lar Army, and it is to these
ofﬁcers that is due the
credit for the present high
state of drill and discipline
existing in all the scoutcom
panies. The battalion at the
Exposition known as the

word “Philippines” added.
The total awards of all
kinds numbered 6,775.
The Scouts who were
brought from the Philip
pines were organized in
1899, when General Lawton
was preparing to make his

-.

.1;

'-.

“Provisional Battalion of
MORU LlllLDRLiN "SHOOTING THE CUUTES."

Philippine Scouts,” was or
ganized in July, 1903, bydi
rection of the Secretary of “far, the suggestion having

~
to theto Pike,
where by
they
Chutes
for the
ﬁrst timefor
in themselves_
their lives.
campaign
through North- the t\ft~
hioigsavl-lh't't back
their village
thesaw
lakethe
andWater
had these
Chutes
constructed

Iﬂg'ii

em Luzon, and formed into what was known as “Batson’s
Scouts.” They did good service with Lawton, and accom
panied General Young on his march north, where they were
frequently engaged with the insurgents. Following this attempt

come from President Francis, who requested that such a
\I

battalion be sent to the Exposition in connection with the

BONTOC XGORROTE MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN.
SUYOC IGORROTE WOMEN AND CHILDREN.

-_‘

ir-M-\M--.

HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.

HOUSES OF THE BONTOC IGORROTES BUILT BY THE NATIVES THEMSELVES.
In order that the Filipino Villages might be exact copies of the native villages in the Philippine Islands. the huts at the Exposition were built by the natives according to their
own ideas of a home. Three tribes of Igorrotes were represented at_the Exposition; llont'ocspr Head Hunters. Silyocs arid Tinguancs. more than a hundred in all. The 130mg“
and Suyocs build rude houses of poles or planks and cover them With straw or grass. \hthm a stone enclosure in the Village a tribal court is held and offenders are sent to jail
where they remain without guard.
.

Philippine exhibits. Major F. de L. Carrington, First
Infantry, who had served through the Samar campaign, and
had scouts under his command then, had in
' ‘
January, 1903, been placed in command of

formed the constabulary band. The organization of the
battalion was commenced on October 15, 1903, but not
v
entirely completed until just prior to the
I
date of departure from the islands, March

the camp of six companies of scouts, and
the division commander selected him to
organize and command the battalion. The
Major was told to select four companies
from the ﬁfty, the only restriction being
that each company must be of a different
tribe, and one of the four principal tribes.
It was a difﬁcult task, but ﬁnally resulted
in the selection of the Fourth Macabebes,

I 5, 1904. The men were selected from the
various provinces throughout the archi
pelago from members of the provincial
organization, the intention being to give
each province Of the islands an equitable
representation. All the Christian tribes of
the islands were represented in this bat
talion, in addition to which nine Moms,
of the Mohammedan religion, were enlisted

Lieutenant Reese, commanding; Twenty-

in Company “A” of the battalion.

fourth

Moros were selected from the Fifth Con

Ilocanos,

Lieutenant

Dougherty,

commanding; Thirticth Tagalos, Lieutenant

These

stabulary District commanded by Colonel

Dworak, commanding; Forty—seventh ViBandholtz, the district of which General
sayans, Lieutenant King, commanding.
Leonard Wood was the Governor, which
The Constabulary Battalion was housed
is designated as Moro Province.
The
in the Cuartel Filipino, some distance in
Moros not being allowed by their religion
the rear of the Government building. This
to wear the ordinary head-dress were pro
battalion was organized under special
vided with a “fez,” making a distinction
authority of the Philippine Commission as
between the uniform worn by them and
a representation of the constabulary ofthe
_
that of the other constabulary, who had
Philippine Islands at the Exposition. The
ANTONIO,
the campaign hat and khaki forage cap.
battalion was composed of eleven oﬁicers
Chief“ "1° B°m°° IH°"°‘¢§Col. Bandholtz entered into an agreement
and two hundred and eighty enlisted inen, of which eighty with the Moro datto, when the men of his constabulary were

‘

'.

‘4.

r_'

Sal

BONTOC IGORROTES SETTLING A DISPUTE.

1'.

BONTOCS PREPARING A FEAST.

PORTO RICO TOOK AN ACTIVE PART.

ANTONIO PUTTING THE SHOT.

47‘)

RACE BETWEEN IGORROTE AND MORO.

Athletic events by the natives in the Philippine reservation were held at the Constabulary parade grounds during several afternoons in September. attracting large numbers

of visitors. The events consisted of spear throwmg contests between the lam-roles. quzobos and Moros: archery contests between the INcgritos and laorrﬂlvﬂ; runs. hurdle
races; standing and running high and broad Jumps. The improvement of the savages in all the events was remarkable. The members of the teams underwent a voluntary
course of training; taking thﬁ very best of can; 0f lhemselves. so that they might make the best possible showing. But the uneducated savage. contrary to tradition. cut a sorry
ﬁnure beside the trained white athlete either in contests of strength. agility or skill. They deported themselves well in running. The attitude of Antonio putting the shot wrll
brine a smile to the face of the trained athlete, as the savage is likely to have somelame muscles after the exertion. being entirely unacquainted with the science of athletic training.

'_-'r_.=—

enlisted, to the eﬂ'ect that none
of their religious customs
would be interfered with by
reason of enlisting, conse
quently the Moro soldiers were
not required to eat meat as
part of their ration, or wear a
hat as part of their uniform.
Prior to their enlistment in the
Exposition Battalion, the mem
bers of this command belonged
to the constabulary of the
various provinces and were
engaged in the maintenance of
order in the islands and the
suppression of brigandage and
banditti. They participated in
the campaign against the notor
ious outlaw chiefs of Luzon
and neighboring islands.

Porto Rico‘s exhibits at
the Exposition, owing to the
very recent introduction of the
American element in that island
retained much of the foreign
atmosphere which made them
of particular interest to visi
tors. The officials of the
island displayed great interest
in the Exposition from its in
ception and Governor \V. H.
Hunt early appointed a Com
mission consisting of Mr. Jaime
Annexy of San Juan, Mr. Gus
tavo Preston of N aguabo, and
Mr. Antonio Mariani of Yauco,
to supervise the island’s repre
sentation. Arepresentative
pavilion was erected in the
Agricultural I’alace, at a cost
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CURIOUS \VEDDING CEREMONY l.\" THE NEGRITO VILLAG E.
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NEGRITO ARCHER IN THE PHILIPPINE VILLAGE.

NEGRITO \\'OMEN IN THE PHILIPPINE VILLAGE.

of ﬁve thousand dollars, in which were displayed the prin~
cipal products of Porto Rican soil, and an exhibit was made
also in the Palace of Education.
The pavilion was dedicated July 25, the famous Mexican
and the Philippine bands furnishing music for the occasion.
Throughout the day delicious Porto Rican coffee was served
to all visitors, who were also presented with small souvenir

bags of coffee to carry away with them. Specially invited
guests of the Commission were entertained on the second
ﬂoor of the pavilion, where addresses were made by promi
nent Exposition ofﬁcials and Porto Rican Commissioners.
Coffee occupied the prominent place in the island’s agri
cultural exhibit.
Its mining, forestry and manufacturing

-—-

.wlv-v,,

.—~--.-.—.
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BAND OF NEGRITO ARCHERS DEFENDING A BRIDGE IN THE PHILIPPINE VILLAGE.
'l'he Negritos are particularly skillful with the how and arrow and in_tree-climhing. They are the most primitive natives and live without permanent abodes_in the rude“
shelter in the wilds of the island of Luzon. Less than 23.000 of them remain. They are the aboriginals oi the Philippines, all the other tribes being of Malay extraction.

PORTO RICAN SCHOOLS UNDER AMERICAN RULE.
Commissioners was

to

prove the superiority

of

Porto Rican

coffee.

The exhibit of Porto
Rico in the Palace of Edu
cation was as varied as
that of any of the States.
It included work of the
elementary and high
schools, and the industrial
schools, and showed that
the American government
has encouraged the main

The

exportation of Porto Rican
coffee has, in past years,
been almost entirely to
Europe, the French taking
the greater portion of it,
claiming that the product
of this island has an aroma
that is possessed by no
other berry. The exhibit
was given a grand prize.
The exhibit of sugar,
which was shown in all the

‘l’_m—_._,_
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tenance of twice as many

schools as were maintained
under Spanish rule. Both
NICOLAS HERNANDEZ.
Aurouto Marxism.
Jams Axnaxv.
GUSTAVO Pausron.
native and American teach
MEMBERS OF THE PURTU RICAN COMMISSION.
ers are employed. More
diﬂ'erent stages of preparation, was next in importance to than 150 American teachers are assigned to the work of
that of coffee, and was awarded a gold medal. The culture teaching English in the schools of the Island.
Hawaii’s people were clam
of tobacco and the manufac
orous for a territorial repre
ture of cigars were also ex
sentation at the World's Fair.
ploited by a large exhibit.
Their legislature appropriated
Porto Rico's export to the
$50,000. An unique pavilion,
United States in 1902
in the form of a cross with a
amounted to two million dol
central rotunda and four
lars, and each succeeding year
wings, each of 112 feet, had
has witnessed an increase.
been arranged for and de
The island was awarded a
signed by Architect 0. G.
grand prize on its cotton ex
Traphagen. It was to have
hibit. The culture of cotton is
been placed west of the Phil
one of its greatest industries,
ippine Reservation. Mr.
and it is made particularly
\Valter C. \Veedon of Hono
proﬁtable by the use of excel—
lulu, member oi the Chamber
lent machinery. The liquor
of Commerce and Merchants’
exhibit was also given a grand
Exchange had been appointed
prize and other prizes went to
the territorial commissioner to
its exhibits of rice, beans, straw
hats, needle work and pharma
INTERIOR or THE PURTU RICO mvnnox.
the Exposition. ()wing to a

ceutical products.
\I k
\Or

The needle

The Porto Rican Commission had its oﬁice in the pavilion in the Palace ongricul- ﬂaw in the manner of making

l
_
I
ture. The walls were humz wzth photographs of Porto Rican scenes and relief maps of
.
.
lSl) ay \\ 85 made )y the the island. Literature describing the island and its resources was supplied liberally to the appropriation Of funds by
'
's l 's'
'.
'

l’orto Rico Benevolent Society, '"‘°"~ “‘ "' "0“

composed of the prominent women of the island (and was
generally admired for its intricacy and beauty.

PRODUCTS OF IL-“YAII AND I‘ORTO RICO.
“pin a large 5h0wca§c in the United States Government building the Pork} Rico
representative at the island.
i "ment “mun
I Showed a‘ large variety of products
'
""150 were displayed various products of Hawaii.

the Island legislature, the ap
propriation was declared illegal at the last moment, and the
result was that Hawaii was unrepresented at the \Vorld‘s Fair.

PORTO RICO PAVILION IN AGRICULTURE PALACE
The design was made by Mr. Amanda Morales. a native architect The in 'ld‘
twoentertaining
stories highguests.
suﬁ'i clent
‘ in space
~
was
. and contained
ior show ' ~
11 mg
and' [or
1! was ﬁnished
whi
mg the [Sh “dis DYOduCts

“3 and to“ $5.000.
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CHAPTER XV.
,

THE ART GALLERY OF THE EXPOSITION.

FOUR Connonrous BUILDINGS CONTAINING ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-FIVE GALLERIES DEVOTED TO THE ART EXHIBITS or THE
WORLD—A MILLION DOLLARS INVESTED IN TIIE ART PALACE—NATIONAL COLLECTIONS ORGANIZED BY NINETEEN COIINTRIEs—SEVEN
OTIIER COUNTRIES GENERouva REPRESENTED—ESPECIAL PROMINENCE GIVEN TO RECENT WORKS TO Snow THE PROGRESS or THE

DECADE SINCE THE COLUMBIAN EXPOSITIoN—A LOAN COLLECTION EMBRACING A NUMBER or THE OLD A’IASTERS or WORLD—
WIDE INTEREST—RECOGNITION GIVEN FOR THE FIRsT TIME To THE ART CRAFTSMAN—EXHXBITS or THE APPLIED ARTs FROM MANY

SouacEs—How THE HONORS WERE DISTRIBUTED BY THE junv or AWARDS.

The generous response of foreign countries to the invita
tion extended, and the liberal contributions of American
artists, made it possible for the Art Exhibit at the Exposition
not only to maintain, but in many respects to advance the
standard established by former exhibits. The application for
space exceeded by forty per cent the total amount available

in the four art pavilions. Nineteen countries were assigned
space in which to form national collections, but several of
them found the area allotted to them inadequate, and were
compelled to make partial exhibits elsewhere.
The pictures forming the collection were thoroughly repre—
.\IAI

"1.v».\n'l\:

\"\‘,A.N,L.‘

sentative of contemporary art.

As a whole, however, the art

Of the Exposition was not
only modern but recent.
Almost all sections were
devoted exclusively to
works produced since the
Columbian Exposition.
In a division of the United
States section were ex
hibited works that had
been produced between
I803 and 1893, in recog
nition of the historical
signiﬁcance of the Expo
sition. This division also
included the productions
of artists, who lived dur
ing that period and whose
works are presumed to
have had a distinctive in
ﬂuence upon the develop
ment of the art of the last
PROFESSOR HALSEY C. lVES.
l’miessor, Ives, Chief of the Department of Art century'
The history of
a" t“ l-Ouisiana Purchase Exposition, was born
in iiqnmrrans. New York, in .847, in ,374 he art as told by the Exposi
ecame an instructor in the P l t h '
ment of “ashington Univergityyfcb‘gir‘itDIigiii;

‘
‘
“on was consecunve.

giltllonaagrlg:

SBCthl’l there

In the United States
sjéiog%:;i:1ivetrael tivriies 5:5

Ll‘fhheﬂtfgilggiayg

was

a loan

’

sections, ofﬁcials and committees were impressed with the
importance and necessity of keeping in view, while selecting
works, that their standard of judgment should not be based
upon what they might believe Americans would care for in
art, but upon that which was held as the most representative
art productions of the past eleven years. The opinion of the
most intelligent art critics of the respective countries was
asked for, and when secured it was followed. The wisdom of
this method ofchoosing pictures was heartily approved, and
the result was that this Exposition surpassed previous Uni
versal Expositions in America in the quality of foreign art
exhibited. The obliteration of tlieline which has heretofore
separated the Fine Arts
from the Industrial arts
was one of the most strik
ing features, as well as

radical departures, in the
organization Of the Art
Department. Under this
broader and more general
classiﬁcation any art work,
whether on canvas, in
marble, plaster, wood,
glass, porcelain or any
other material was recog
nized as equally worthy
of respect, in proportion
to its value as an artistic
production. In order to
carry out the idea of the
department a special group

entitled HApplied Arts"
was added with roomy

DOCTOR CHARLES M. KURTZ.

galleries, arranged for its while
Doctor
Kurtz
waswas
Assistant
Chief
of A
in Saint
Louis
apaointed
Directorrdflillig

prominentdisplay. In the ,piendiii new AlbrightArt allery in Buffalo. in
is a native of Pennsylvania, was graduated from
history of exposmons in \\';i§hington and jeﬁ'erson College in line and
.
.
America
It

“'35

“R?

ﬁI'S‘

became
student
th
N
liesign. a He
wroteatNatilnalag‘ggzlefhgagigtrgg
is:

.
'
tUnion‘Magazinerin’iggiifufil'gi:'lgii'ggf-loyiii
e New York T ‘b
'
'
time
art craftsmen were

De indifl'g‘isiﬁéyiii exhibit which included

given the full advantage izgtiiii'iadlihiifiiiii:Iiiwl'igifiiiviiiiﬁ;iigiqi%‘ggﬁ.

m“ xposmon atcmcago' many foreign masterpieces
from “some of the ﬁnest public and private collections in

or a broad classiﬁcation. irs‘aéissiizzithistszti'eité‘idrii‘smi ii

Anterica.

which embraced all forms mm“ of ‘h‘ sai'“ L°"is Annual Biggitiiiiit.

Rembrandt, Franz Hals, Rousseau, Constable,

of artistic representations in which individual artists. and

mumbomugh. Gerard Dou, Corot, Diaz, Turner and many

groups of artists. expressed their thoughts through various
mediums. Many illustrations of the greatest work of Euro

Dill? celebrated foreign masters were represented in this
(limiou, made possible by the generosity of the owners of the
iimoils pieces- The United States collection was comprehen
sive" "Winding the work of American artists abroad as well

as a large representation from diﬁ'erent sections of the country.

pean and Oriental craftsmen were shown in several sections
giving splendid opportunity for comparative study in this
important branch of art.
The Art Palace of the Exposition comprised four large

In making the collections for the different foreign national

buildings, known as the central building, the east and west

I
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ARCHITECTURE OF THE FINE ARTS BUILDINGS.
I

-

I.

-_-r_
. A ‘
Ian"

l

three sides, furnishes abundant light for the interior. On
each side of the main entrance is seated a ﬁgure, one repre

pavilions, and the For

,_
'

eign Sculpture pavilion.

Before the commission senting Sculpturesexecuted by Daniel Chester French, and
the other representing Painting, executed by Louis Saint
for designing the build
ings was given out the Gaudens. Over the main portico six ﬁgures symbolize the
department demanded six great periods of art. They are: Egyptian Art, by Albert
that “four conditions be Jaegers; Classic Art, by F. E. Elwell; Gothic Art, by Iohn
kept in view by the Gelert; Oriental Art, by Henry Linder; Renaissance Art, by
architects. These were Carl Tefft; Modern Art, by C. F. Hamann. Crowning the
that the galleries be building above the main entrance is the ﬁgure, "Inspiration,"
adequately lighted; that executed by Andrew O'Connor. Two bronze grifﬁns, used
they be capable of for ornamentation at the ends of the main pediment at its
thorough ventilation; base. were executed by A. Phimister Proctor. In niches, near
that all galleries and each end of the front of the central building, are seated two

‘ilhd

ﬁgures, one representing “ Truth,"
by Charles Grafly, the other repre

senting “Nature,” by Philip Mar~

not possessed by the art palaces of

tiny. Twenty medallions in stone,
containing portraits of the great
architects, painters and sculptors,
were placed in the frieze of the
main building. They were exe
cuted by George T. Brewster and
O. Piccirilli. Surrounding the
base of the building are intermedi~
ate ﬁgures, replicas of the antique.
The cast and west pavilions, with
the central building, gave a total
length on the front of 830 feet, and
extended back 450 feet, forming a
quadrangle in which was situated
the Foreign Sculpture pavilion, the
fourth building of the group which
was built, as were the east and

previous expositions, and an arrange

west pavilions, of brick, ornamented

MOONLIT VILLAGE STREET- Loan Collection .
Eugene Lavielle (France. 1820~1903).
Lent by Mrs. John T. Davis. Saint Louis.
Laveille was pre-emincntly an interpreter of the
subtle charm of moonlight. This canvas is ﬂooded
with that mystic radiance. although the moon is not
visible.

passages be arranged to permit the free
circulation of large crowds without
danger of congestion, and that the
structures be absolutely ﬁreproof. To
comply with these demands the archi

I.
_-..
._<-_‘.
-_.._-._.=

tects produced buildings in which all
the exhibits were installed on the
ground ﬂoor, an advantage that

was

‘4..

t,

ment that meant much to the millions

with staff.

of visitors.

was rectangular, with a semi
circular bay at the east and west

There were no balconies,

and no staircases to ascend and descend,
except for a part of'the Russian ex

TH E STANDARD-B EARER—U. S. Loan Collection.

hibit, which arrived after all the space

Rembrandt \'ari Ryn (Holland. i607—i669).

The plan of the court

ends. It was i5o feet long and 100
feet wide. Its architecture was not

‘
The Standard-Bearer. one of the best known of all paintings by
had been ﬁlled. It - occupled
omce Rembrandt, a picture which at one time belonged to the Earl of so massive, and it was more decora
\Varwick. but now is included in the Private collection of Mr. (-eorge
rooms on the second ﬂoor of the main (iould.
tive than the main buildings. The
was without doubt the center 0 interest in the Loan Collection.
_
It is a magniﬁcent example 0f Rembrandt's style, superb in color,
pavilion.
with the wonderful luminous shadows for which the painter is celebrated. enclosed space was laid out as a
The model in this picture. a strong. mature man Wllh gray hair and keen
In the central building was installed eyes.
was evidently a favorite with the artist. Ovenhis shoulder is the garden, where fountains, shrubbery
standard with the coat~of-arms of the (.ity of Amsterdam.
the entire exhibit of the United States, tri-color
Rembrandt was original in his technique, the greatest of all Dutch and growing plants were intro
and in the east and west pavilions were painters, and his pictures command fabulous prices.
duced with charming effect. The
the foreign exhibits, with the exception of sculpture, which court sug-~ M:
I"!
was exhibited in the Sculpture pavilion. The central pavilion gested the

wasentered from the north, and the east and west pavilions were
entered from the main pavilion, and also from the north.

The

WindDal entrance to the Sculpture pavilion was also from the
north. anti all the pavilions had convenient southern entrances.
The Art Palace was near the center of the Exposition, on
Hill, almost one hundred feet above the level of the
brand Basin. It was directly south of Festival Hall and the
Colonnade of States, and was easily reached by many Paths
"lat gradually ascended the hill, or by steps leading up from
the Grand Basin to Festival Hall. The central building was
Constructed of gray limestone and brick, and remains as the
memorial of the Exposition and a permanent art museum for
the City of Saint Louis. In composition it is a tall nave,
a‘l‘fmed by a Corinthian portico at the main entrance, above

relation of
art to na
ture.

In the
g e ne ra l

classifi
cation of
exhibit de
p artments,
theDepart—
ment of
Arts was
second in
order, the

wh"illaDDitars a large lunette, which, repeated on the other
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SHEEP ON THE DUNES—U. s. Loan Collecfion.
Anton Mauve (Holland. 1838—1890.
Lent by Mrs. Charles M. Kurtz. New York.
Both in color and in poetic feeling. this is one of

O

l C l 315 from the enchanted brush of the matchless Mauve

the be“ picmres
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A PURCHASE EXPOSITION.
Y OF THE LOUISIAN
HISTOR

EVENING—ANTIQUE DANCE—U. 5. Loan Collection.
Jean Baptiste Camille Corot (France. i796-i875)—Lent by Estate of Jay Gould. New York.
Among the epoch-making Barbizon painters. Corot ranks with Millet at the _very innacle of
French art. Yet his work is wholly unlike that of his serious confrere. Many of his lan scapes are
golden with the radiance of evening sunset. and all are pervaded with Nature's sublimest poetry.
His tree technique is the marvel of all painters. The scene is suggestive of Italy. The foreground is
suffused with color from the crimson sky, and though in shadow. the shadow is marvelously trans
parent. Here is the very spirit of evening. along with the spirit of heauty: restful and satisfying.

acting under the theory that, next after education came the
cultivation of appreciation of the beautiful or the develop
ment of
good taste.

It was the
ﬁrst of the
exhibit de
partments

organized.
Professor
Halsey C.
I v e s, o f
S a i n t
Louis, was
selected as

chief of the
(l e p a rt
and
1

Meissonier. although a French artist by birth and training. reveals
a ﬁneness of technique and a ﬁdelity to detail not often met with in
the French school. His " Smoker." lent by Miss Helen Miller Gould.

r- I 131' 65

(if l\_lew \€_rk.]is .ah wonderful eiltample of breadth and accuracy of

nlellt,
Cl

l

THE SMOKER—U. 5. Loan Collection.
Jean Louis Ernest Meissonier (France, 1815—1890.

hurtz,
—

( e tai co m lﬂﬂ vii
't

ar t'.t'
is ic .'
simp "
icity of composition.
"'

of New York, was appointed assistant chief.

The Department

of Fine Arts at the Columbian Exposition was under the
same direction, and, naturally, it was the desire of these gentle
men to organize an exhibit for the Saint Louis Exposition
that would surpass, if possible, the art exhibits at Chicago.
in 1893, and also at Paris in 1900, thereby surpassing their
own former efforts. To reach this result, it was decided by
Messrs. Ives and Kurtz that a more liberal art classiﬁcation
than had theretofore prevailed at international expositions was .
necessary. They felt that this would largely increase the

DUCHESS OF MARLBOROUGH—U. S. Loan Collection.
Sir Joshua Reynolds (England. i723—i792).
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\VASHElUVOMEN—U. S. Loan Collection.
Jean Francois Millet (France, 18i4—1875) Lent by Miss Helen Miller Gould. New York.
Millet knew the peasants of France, for he was one of them. His interpretation of their hard.
icture is expressed but one thought—hopeless monotony.
narrow life is tgaglicauy lfl'nprE‘SSlta.an|g Lilli}:
'
'
k . three easant women are washing
ng 0\ er their tas s
p
I ﬁgurc ls beatmg
Kneeling
on
t
e
)an
o
as
rea
_
‘
‘
f them are sWishing the garments through the water,l t h e ce m"
do'hebi ’ldvegilfpaddle a mass of linen held upon a large stone. This is th e work of a master.
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LANDSCAPE~U. S. Loan Collection.
(iwl’ile lnncss i L'nited States, i815—i894l—lmnt by Mr. Martin A. Byerson. Chicago.
in order to appreciate the work of lnness. one should know that it was he who broke the letters
of academic painting and founded the modern American school of landscape. This picture is among
his best. it records one of Nature's strange moods. a perfect glory of sunshine after a storm. The disk
of the sun is hidden by the dense foliage of two tall trees rising from the foreground. but the glow pervades
nearly all the sky. softening and changing the aslieii gray of the rain clouds into delicate niaiives and purples.
a

A.

l,

Ii

'qtll’lﬁ

THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT—U. S. Loan Collection.

Lent by Mrs. Halsey C. Ives. Saint Louis.

5 C O I) e

Frederich Herman Karl von Uhde (Germany. 1848)-

the

of

ii. ,
k

l‘ '

depart

wouldhave .
ln his portrayal of biblical themes. Von Uhde uses the surroundings
of the peoplefor whom he paints. Christ's followers he pictures as
llavarian peasants. This work is ﬁne in color and feeling.

lt‘" -

decided, might be given credit as the exhibitor, and receive an
award for its assemblage of exhibits, though this award
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that
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from an-

there would
be a greater diversity of exhibits, and that the department
would appeal to a larger number of Exposition visitors. in
conformity with this decision the new classiﬁcation was pre—
pared, which broke down the barrier which had separated the
“Fine Arts," from the so-called “Industrial Arts.” Another
decision of the heads of the department that radically differed
from the conduct of the same department at previous exposi
tions was that the honors to be accorded at this Exposition
should be given to the men who actually did the work, and
not to the concerns employing such men. The ﬁrms, it was
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A CHILD’S PART \’—-U. S. Loan Collection.

Ludwig Kiwis (Germany. 1829l—Lent by Miss Helen Miller Gould. New York
-Knaus
.

BEATA llEA'l‘RlX—U. S.Loan Collection.

.

_ ,_
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- .

r arik
,
.
t
- .
:yglmllgished‘a: 3310"“ the best genre painters of the world. After ﬁfty years his DODUIBUU ‘5
I 91" eticall i
_
a. has. recently demonsrrmed‘ Child namm' in 3“ its . phascs'. is 1Tb:
'8 plume
“Orki
y deplcud- haCh little face is a loving study. and the picture is keenly _lﬂ(€r€S\lﬂi!.
_
urnishes mate '
fair degree of unity iiiatlhfor a do“? pictures. yet its various parts excellently harmonize. and the"
e CQmPOSItIOn. ln color it is balanced and in gradations of lighting. "nth 1' -

Gabriel Charles Dante Rossetti (England. 1828—1882).
Rossetti.althougli born in London, was ftalian both in parentage and
in feeling. He was the animating spirit of the British school of painters

known as l’re'Raphaelites, whose real founder was l'or_d Maddox
Brown. Although his painting. like his poetry, is full of minor unper
fections. it is so brilliant, so full of feeling and earnestness, so peculiarly
his own. that it is always charming. In his painting of _B€3tflCC
l’artinari. the life-long beloved of the poet Dante, he is reminiscent of
the ltalian masters who preceded Raphael. The predella shows the
ﬁnal meeting of Dante and‘ lieatrice. The picture was lent by Mr.
Charles L. Hutchinson. of Chicago.
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CO\\'S IN PASTURE—U. 5. Loan Collection.
Constant Troyon (France. iSio-t865l—Lenl by Mr. F. G. Logan. Chicago.
Troyon was the greatest of all animal painters. IIis cattle not only look like real. living
cattle, but Itheir very natures
are portrayed. In every detail this reture is a masterpiece. The
v
cattle are in the full light of the late afternoon sun. and the gra ations of the light upon their
sleek sides are expressed most subtly and truthfully.

partment, nineteen of which—the L'nited States. Argentine.
Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada. Cuba. France. Germany,
Great

Britain,

Holland,

Hungary.

Italy.

Japan,

Mexico.

Nicaragua. Portugal, Russia and Sweden—had national collec
tions. Seven countries—Ceylon. China, Denmark. Iceland.
Norway, Peru and Switzerland—were represented in the Inter
national section. which was made up from works of artists of
countries not ofﬁcially represented by national commissions or
committees.
Naturally, the United States occupied the most prominent
section of the department. as well as the greatest space given
to any country. Its exhibit was classed under three heads.
The ﬁrst was a contemporaneous division in which were
shown works produced since the Columbian Exposition, in
1893, and in which all exhibits might be in competition for
awards: the second
was

a

retrospective

THF. ORGAN LOFT—Ii. S. Loan Collection.

division.
whichcom
p r i s e d
works pro

(iotthard Kuehl 1(iermany. :85il.
Lent by Saint Louis Museum of Fine Arts.
In the drawing of ﬁgures, in architectural detail and especially in
color values this picture is remarkable. Although the strong light is
in the background. the relationship of the parts is perfect.

duced be
tween 1803 and 1893; the third was the loan division devoted
to especially interesting works borrowed from institutions or
private owners. which could represent any period in the
history of art, and which comprised only master works of the
highest artistic character.
The large exhibit of paintings in the United States section
emphasized what was acknowledged at the Paris Exposition.
that the United States has a distinctive national art. The
works of American portrait painters. including many of
international fame. were notable features of the exhibit, and
they reached the highest standard of modern portrait art.
The display of mural painting emphasized the fact'that this

JOACIIlM—l'. S. Loan Collection.
George Frederick Watts (England. 1818~1904L
Lent by Mr. Charles L. Hutchinson. Chicago.
Watts ﬁrst achieved distinction as a mural decorator;
but his fame rests chieﬂy on his portraits. This one. of
the celebrated Violinist. Josef Joachim. is a strong inter
pretation of character.

»~r.
“M.

-
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CATTLE IN THE HIGHLANDS—U. S. Loan Collection.
Maria Rosa Bonheur (France. 1822—1899).
chieﬂy
her
Rosa Bonheur takes rank among the best women painters of the world: HerV fa‘ he i rests
F ine Arts.
is on
typical
" Horse Fair.” yet the group of Highland cattle. the property of the Saint Louis Mlleﬂlm 0
of the strongest period of her work. As a painter of animals she has few equals.
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NOTABLE ARTISTS REPRESENTED IN THE LOAN COLLECTION.
country has in
augurated a
distinct period

of mural decor
ation. The
school of land_
scape

art

was

largely repre
sented, and iii
the galleries

and upon the
E x po 5 i t i o n
grounds Amer
ican sculptors
were represent

ed

by

much

work of a su—
perior class.

Thomas Couture (France. 18i5—i87g).

L

A in e r i c an
architects. il
lustrators and

x

.\ SEWING BEE 1N HOLLAND—U. 5. Loan Collection.
Friedcrich Hermann Carl von Uhde (Germany. i848).
\'on Uhde is one of the leading artists ol the German "Secession." of Munich.

Couture is recognized as one of the greatest of modern
painters. The "Head ol'a Woman." lent to the Depart
ment of Fine Arts by Miss Julia Wilder Kurtz, of New

The

engravers wet-C

best example of his early work. a Dutch interior with six ﬁgures, girls in Holland costume.

also

represent_

was lent by the Saint Louis Museum of Fine Art.
picture is charming.

ed.

The

in composition. color and theme. the

York. is a representative example of his style which. in
color and tone. is suggestive of the Old Masters.

loan

di_

vision of the United States section was the most notable
feature because of the work of many of the old masters shown.
Among these were “The Standard-Bearer," by Rembrandt;
“The Spurious Coin." by Franz Hals; “Winter In Holland,"
by Aert Van der Neer, and “Woman Playing Harpsichord,"
by Gerard Dou, lent by George I. Gould, New York; “The
Shepherd,” by Corot, lent by Dr. H. C. Aiigell. loston:
uSheep." by Anton Mauve, lent by Mrs. Daniel Catlin, Saint
Louis; “The Faggot Gatherer," by Tassaert. leiit by the
National Academy of Design, New York: “Cows Slaking
Their Thirst," by Jules Dupre, and several other works by
famous artists, lent by \Nilliam K. Bixby, Saint Louis: “On
the Scheldt," by Cooke, lent by Mrs. J. G. Chapman, Saint

Louis; “Views of Amsterdam," by Jacob Maris. lent by
Charles Parsons, Saint Louis; “The Little Politician," by

Ribot, lent by Mrs. John T. Davis, Saint Louis; “View of
Dieppe, by Daubigny. lent by Henry C. Frick, Pittsburg;
“The Housewife," by Saint Bonvin, and several others, lent
by Duraiid-Ruel and Son, New York; “The Bathers.“ by
\lt’illiaiii Morris Hunt. lent by Charles Fairchild, New York;
“Peace,” by Pierre Puvisde Cliavanncs, lent by John G.

Johnson, Philadelphia: “In the Scotch Highlands," by
liOﬂllEtll', lent by the Saint Louis Museum of Fine Arts;
"Portrait of Mrs. Heugh, by Millais, lent by Cottier 8:
Company, New York; “Roadside Harvest," by Cazin, lent
by Edward Mallinckrodt, Saint Louis; “The Sermon on the
Mount," by You Uhde. lent by Mrs. Halsey C. Ives, Saint
Louis: “()n the Highway," by Mauve, lent by Louis Chauveiiet,

Saint Louis; “Regret,” by Millet, lent by H. C. Aiigell.
loston; “Cattle Crossing the Brook." by Van Marcke. leiit
by the estate of Jay Gould: “Cattle ln Pasture," by Jionlieur,

MORNING ON THE OISE—U. 5. Loan Collection.
Charles Francois Daubigny (France, |8|7-1878)—-Lent by Mr. E. Burgess Warren. Philadelphia.

THE SPL'RIOL'S COIN—U. 5. Loan Collection.
Franz Hals (Holland. i584-i666).
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States. Theexhibit
was not scattered
as at previous ex
positions. but was
effectively display
ed in cases, thus
producing the best
impression. ()rig
inality of design.
good workmanship,
and the artful use of
new materials were
the characteristics
of the American
Applied Arts ex
hibit.
The honors con
ferred upon artists
of the United States
bytlie International
Jury of Awards

INSPIRATION CHRE'I‘IENNE—U. 5. Loan Collection.
Pierre Puvis de Chevannes lFrance. 1824~1899)—Lent by Mr. Chauncey J. Blair, Chicago.
Since Puvis de Chevannes preached his sermon in subdued color harmony and classic
urity of drawing, there has been a revolution in the methods of the mural decorator.
'Christian Inspiration." although an easel picture. has all the superb qualities of his mural
decorations. In his treatment of the subject. the artist has conveyed an impression of
seriousness. dignity and spirit of reverence with which art was regarded during the period
in question. The picture is noteworthy as an example of decorative art.

lent by Miss Helen Miller Gould, New York; “Landscape,”
by Constable, lent by Cyrus H. McCormick, Chicago; “ Farm
in Seine-et-Oise," by Corot, lent by Charles L. Hutchinson,
Chicago; “ Portrait of Lady Hamilton," by Opie, lent by

R. Hall McCormick, Chicago; “A Sunny Autumn Day.“ by
Inness, lent by Chauncey J. Blair, Chicago; HLandscape with
Cattle," by Van Marcke, lent by Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Logan,
Chicago; “ Cliffs at Trouville,” by Monet, lent by the Chicago
Art Institute; “The Guide," by Meissonier, lent by P. A.
Valentine, Chicago.
The interest taken in the'Division of the Applied Arts was
evidenced by numerous entries. The same excellent standard
of selection was observed here, as in the other departments,
and the exhibits demonstrated that a great amount of good
work in the arts and crafts was being done in the United

were:

THE MINIATURE—American Section.
George c. Aid (United States, 1875). Silver Medal.
One of the most popular members of the American Art

Colony in Paris is Mr. Aid. the Saint Louis artist. whose

GROUP

IX:

remarkable etchings have elicited such favorable com
ment. The technique and feeling of the etcher are

GRAND PM“! JOh" r_eﬂected in his work in oils. There is a deﬁnitencss of
Singer

Sargent ;
vv
1“

PLOMA

or

1TH

HONOR,

D1-

line and mass in all his compositions. In “ The Minia
ture. the harmony of the green wall and the dull red

EDAL cushion is charming.

Dress and ﬂesh are truthfully

com- Immed

nicmorating Distinguished Service in Art, John La Farge; GOLD
MEDALS, John W. Alexander. \lyron Barlow, Cecila Beaux. Frank W.
Benson. Edwin H. Blashﬁeld, George H. Bougliton, George de Forest
Brush, Emil Carlsen, Kenyon Cox. Bruce Crane. Joseph R. De Camp,
Thomas Eakiiis, Mark Fisher, Charles Fronnitli. Lucia Fairchild Fuller,
Seymour J. Guy, George H. Hallowell, J. McLure Hamilton; Childe
Hassain. Laura C. Hills. WinleW'Hoiner, Eastman Johnson, H. Bolton
Jones, \Villiam Sergeant Kendall, \Valter McEwen, J. Gari Melchers.

Henry Muhrman, Leonard Ochtmaii. J. J. Shannon, Theodora W.
Thayer, Dwight \-'V. Tryon, Frederick P. Vinton. Horatio Walker,
J. Alden Weir, Irving R. Wiles; SILVER MEDALs. George C. Aid.
Thomas P. Anschutz, Frederick Bartlett, J. Carroll Beck-with, Edward

A. Bell, George H. Bogert, Max Bolini, George W. Breck. Frederick
A. Bridgman, W. Gedney Bunce, Adelaide Cole Chase, Frederick S.
Church,

Walter Clark, William H. Coﬁin. Louise Cox, Charles C.

Curran. Charles H.
Davis,Frank DeHaven.

CharlesMelvilleDewey,
Edward Dufner, Frank
V. Du Mond, Gifford

Dyer. Charles Warren
Eaton,

Ellen

Emmet,

Lydia Field Em m ett.
David

Ericson,

Mon

tague Flagg, \Valter
Florian, W. Forsyth.
Ben Foster, Frederick
C. Frieseke. \Villiam J.

Glackens, Mary Shepard
Greene. Edward L.
Groll . Oliver D. Grover,
Charles P. Gruppe, Jules
Guerin. Birge HarriSon,

Herman H a r t w i c h.
Robert Henri, Henry S.
Hubbcll, Samuel Ishani,

John Humphrestohns
ton, Francis C. Jones.
- M

THE THAMES BELOW LONDON— U. S. Loan Collection.

Alphonse Jongers, Ar

Jules Bastien LcPage (France. i848—i884l—l.ent by Mr. John G. Johnson. Philadelphia.

thur I. Keller, Frederick

Bastien Lel’age died at thirty-six. and the world lost a genius. No one could look upon
this broad. sympathetic interpretation of early morning. gray river. murky boats and the soft
tinge of sunrise. Without perceiving the power. the sincerity of the painter. The distant shore,
with its tail warehouses. rises phantom-like out of the mist. There is the very $21"! of early
morning in the picture, which is one of the most attractive works of an artist w ose produc

tions are very rare.

MASTER PAUL—American sedim

W’. Kost, Ernest Law
son, Jonas Lie, \Nilton

3

n

Zelma Baylos (Hungary).
los‘ahhouzh Hungarian by birth.js 8"

Lockwood. Louis Loeb, A4???" time" a":aria.“raisin;
A 1 fr 9d H - M a" r e r ,

Master Paul is charmi
conception. and skilfully executed.

harles‘ Rollo P
' “fry R. Poorefttlir;
Jamlll C. Porter, Edward
H. Potthas't. Henry
Prellwitz. Edward W
Redﬁel'd, F. K, M:
Rehn. Robert Reid.
Julius Rolshoveh. Ed—
ward F. Rook, Alex
ander Schilling, Elmer
W. Schoﬁeld. Sarah C.
Sears, Robert V. V.
Sewell, Rosina Emmet
.\N IDLE HOUR-American Section.
\V. Verplanck Birney (United States. 1858).
Bronze Medal.

Sherwood, Walter Shir
law. Henry B. Snell.
Frederick L. Stoddard,

A glimpse of life in “ ye good old dayes" is given
,
_
u
us by Mr. lhrney's
picture.
Idle Hour. _
in
how "mm? and handling "16 31115! 5|!0W5 the Slrong

Allen B‘ Talcottv Henry
O. ‘Tanner, C_ Y. Tm-_

teaching of} the Royal Academy at Munich. 'l_‘he
ﬁne ﬁgurbe in tlée ffcaJnvashis a (your? man to high

,
ner, Eugene Vail. Rob

untmg oots, u

reec es an re coat.t e coat

CATTLE REFRESIHNG Tl {EMSELVES IN A POOL—17.5. Loan Collection.
Jules Dupre (France. 1811-1889)~Lent by Mr. William K. Bixby. Saint Louis.
Dupre painted every phase of nature. from the tranquility of the forest to the turmoil of
the sea,
yetis his
best
pictures
landscapes
with picture.
cattle and
Hisimportant
techniqueworks
is hold.
and
there
deep
sincerity
in are
all his
work. This
onepeasants.
of the most
in
the painter's possession at the time of his death. represents a French farm characteristic of
the region of Barbizon.

serving to accentuate the prevailing green of the

ert w- van 8 OSerc l‘ '

room.

Doug‘as \folkv H‘ XL \NaL

Book and pipe suggest an hour of repose.

cott. Lionel Walden, Henry 0. Walker, Susan Watkins. William
Wendt. George Wetherbec, Janet Wheeler, Worthington Whittredgc,
Ogden Wood, Charles H.‘Woodhury, Charles Morris Young: BRONZE
.\lEnAls, J. Otis Adams, Ellen \Vetherald Ahrens. .\lartha S. Baker.
Gifford Beal,

Alice Beckington,

W.

Ver

It sufﬁces to explain the high rank of the artist.

_

Planck

Birney,

Charles

Bittingerl Carlc J. Blenncr, John Irwin Bright. Carl Albert Buehr,
Sidney R. Burleigh, William H. Burpee. Brysmt Burroughs, Howard

Russell Butler, Edward M. Campbell. Lyell Car-r, Alson S. Clark,
Emma Lampert Cdoper. E. Irving Con'se, Frederick Cr'ane, Walter L.
Dean, Edward \V. Deming. Mary E. Dickson, Elinor Earle, Henry
F. Farny, Frederick W. Freer. \Villiam Howe Foote, W. Forsyth,
ll. H. Gallison, Robert D. Gaulcy, Edward Gay, Eugene Fish Glaman,

Frank Russell Green. Oliver Dennett Grover. Philip L- Hale.- Adele
Hertcr, E. L. H'en‘ry, Emma Kipling Hess. Louis Herzog, Lucius W.

Hitchcock, Charles Hopkinson. Frank Holloway. John C- JOllallscn»

vogel, William V. Schwill. Alice T. Searle, Taber Sears, Amanda
Brewster Sewell, Charles M. Shcan, R. M. Shurtlet‘f, Mariana Sloan,
George H. Smillie, Letta Crapo Smith, James H. Gardner Soper, John
F. Stacey, Charles C. Svendsen, Frederick 0. Sylvester, Paul K. M.
Thomas, Francis Q. Thomason, Leslie P. Thompson, Henry Stanley

Todd, Jules Turcas, Eugene Paul Ulman, John H. Vanderpoel, Mary
Van der Veer, Clark J. Voorhees, Frank R. Wadsworth, Carl Gustav
Waldcck, Daniel A. Wehrschmidt, Gustav Wiegand, Frederick J. Wiley,

Miss A. B. Wing. Louise Wood, Joseph R. Woodwcll. Cullen Yates.
GROUP X: Ercnmm, ENGRAVINGS AND LITHOGRAPHS, GRAND
Puma. Timothy Cole; DIPLOMA wrrn GOLD MEDAL OF HONOR, Com
memorating Distinguished Service in Art, Henry Wolf; GOLD MEDALS,
Frank French, Arthur 1. Keller. Gustav Kruell, Violet Oakley; SILVER
MED/\Ls. Otto H. Bacher (Retrospective), Victor Bernstrom, Charles
Dana Gibson, Charlotte Harding, Lucius W. Hitchcock, Louis Loeb.
Henry McCarter. George Meinshausen. Frank Mura, Jessie Wilcox Smith.
J. Alden Weir. A. B. Wenzell; BRONZE MEDALS, W. H. W. Bicknell,

g\mia"
e-.t-uni
,< 4

Margarct Kendall, \Villiam F. Kline, Anna E. Klnmpke, Augustus
Koopman, \Villiam l.. Lathrop, \\'illini\i H. Lippincott, Joseph

\

Lyman, Fred
e r i c k Dana
Marsh, Clara T.
MacChesney, M.
Jean M c L a n e.

George

Herbert

NICCOrd, Ju l c 5
Mersielder, F.
Luis M'ora, Gus
tav Henry Mos

lcr, Frank Mura,
Jerome Myers.
Charles A u s t i n
Needham, Rhoda

Holmes Nicholls,
Mabel Packard,
Pauline Palmer,
Arthur PArton.

James William
Pattison, \Villiam
- Paxton, Lilla
Cabot perry. A
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C.W.Chad
wick,MaIid
Alice Cow
les. John
W. Evans,

W J Glack~
ens, Eliza~
beth Ship~
pen Green,

H. Klotz.
Arthur Al
len Lewis,
Daniel S.
McLaugh
lin.ThoInas
R. Manley,
Hiram C.
M e rr ill ,

Stafford M.
THE GOLDEN HOUR—American Section.
Northcote,
William J. Baer (United States. 1860).

M. Rosen

The exquisite modeling and the soft, rich color of this unusual com
position reveal the secret of Mr. Baer s success as a miniature painter.

thal. Fred~
erick DOIT
Steele, MauriceJ. Sterne, Daniel A. Wehrschmidt. Charles Henry White.
GROUP XI: Sculpture: GRAND PRIZE, Paul Wayland Bartlett;
DIPLOMA WITH GOLD MEDAL or HONOR, Commemorating Distinguished
Service in Art, Augustus Saint-Gaudens, John Quincy Adams Ward;
GOLD MEDALS, Herbert Adams, George Gray Barnard, Karl T. F.
Bitter, Gutzon Borglum, Solon H. Borglum, Cyrus E. Daljin, Isidore
Konti, Charles A. Lopez, Charles H. Niehaus, A. Phimister Proctor,
Lorado Taft, Bessie Potter Vonnoh; SILVER MaoALs. Clement J.
Barnhorn, George E. Bissell, John J. Boyle, Victor D. Brenner.
‘
'
R. P. Bringhurst,
Alex. Sterling
Calder,

Moses

Ezekiel. John
Flanagan, Evelyn
B. Lo n gm a'n,
Helen Mears, J.

Maxwell

Miller,

Samuel

Murray,

Attilio Piccirilli.
Furio Piccirilli.
Bela L. Pratt.
Frederick G. R.
R o t h,

H an s

Schuler, Amory
C. Simmons,
Adolph A. Wein
mann;

BRONZE

MEDALS. Charles
Ayton, Louis E.
B a g g . Edward
Birgé, Margaret
S. Carpenter,
Leonard Grun
clle,St. L.Eberlc,
Mrs. E. C. Guild,

EliHarvey.C.A.
Heber,
Hyatt,

A. B.

Al b e r t

Jaegers, Edward
Kcmeys, T. A. R.
Kitson, B. Fran~

ces Lan gton,
Henry L in d e r,
Augustus Luke—
man, Lou Wall
Moore, Elizabeth

Ney, Clara Pfeif
PORTRAIT OF MRS. BECKWITH—American Section.
J. Carroll Beckwith (United States, 1852). Silver Medal.
A most artistic portrait is this, of the painter's wife, a tone

fer, Henry Price,
J. Massey Rhind,

Victor S a l- v a tore, E. Warren
Sawyer, M. .\l.

harmony in green, brown and red._ The textures of cloth, ﬂesh
and fur are admirable and the pose is delightful.

Schwartzott,

Janet Scud~
der, Effie
Stillman, F.

M. L. Ton
etti, Elsie
Ward, Enid
Yandell.
G ROU P
XII: A R CHITECTURE;
GOLD Meo
ALs,

Daniel

H Burnham.
Arnold

\V.

Brun ner,
J 0 h n M.
Carrere, Car

rere 8: Hast
ings,Ferry&
Clas, Cass
Gilbert, T.
R. Kimball;

S l L v E R
M E o A L s,
A n d r e ws,
Jacques &
R a n t 0 ul ,

*

G r 0 5 v e n (g r

I

PORTRAIT OF M RS. ALEXANDER—American Section.

A It 91' b UTJ'.

John W. Alexander [United States. I856). Gold Medal.

Boring&Til
Mr. Alexander's work is unique.

It resembles that of no other

ton, Cope & p‘ainhter, and ibtis delightful._ ghe subdued rich_ color and the texture
Stewardson,

o

t Is super

portrait remm

one of a Gobelin tapestry.

Eames & Young, Wilson Eyre, Heins 81 LaFarge, Rankin, Kello‘gg &
Crane, Shepley, Rutan & Coolidge. J. Knox Taylor, Henry Vaughn;
BRONZE MEDALs, A. W. Longfellow, James Gamble Rogers, Wheel

wright & Haven, Winslow 8: Bigclow.
GROUP XIV: ORIGINAL OBJECTS OF ART \VORKMANSHII'Z
GRAND PRIZES, Henry C. Mercer, Hugh C. Robertson, Bruce Rogers:
GOLD MEDALs, William C. Codman, for artistic rendering of design.
Paulding Farnham, for artistic rendering of design ; \Nilliam H. Grueby.
E. T. Hurley, Agnes Saint John, Mary Crease Sears, D.~Berkeley.
Updike, Artus Van Briggle : SILVER Mam-its, Frances Barnum, Charles
F. Binns, N. G. Bontattler, Collaborator, Jane Carson, William Fuller
Curtis, Harry W. Dudley, J. Samuel Hodge, Collaborators, Frederick
Kasser,

George P. Kendrick, Collaborator,

Mrs. Anna B. Leonard,

Joseph F. Meyers, Marianne Mitchell, Thomas S. Nickerson, Arthur
J. Stone, Louis C. Tiffany, Douglas Volk; BRONZE MEDALs, Cordelia
T. Baker. Clark Conwcll, Rose and Minnie Dolese, Charles Frederick
Easton.

Owing to a lack of space in the Art Palace only a portion of
the art collections of Austria was plated there, the remainder
being shown in the Austrian National pavilion.
Art in
Austria is
organized
into four
great so—

cieties of
national
s c 0 p e.
each so
d i 5 ti n c t
from the
other that
the i r in

d i v idual
ity w a 5
stri c t l y

Observed
i n

t h 8
.

‘

FOREST OF FONTAINEBLEAU—Ameriean Section.
Robert W. Van Boskerck [United States. 1855]. Silver Madal
,

.

~

-

ins iration 0f mi!“

artists as

H u g 0
Claremont,

A l o i s
S C l] r am

and Karl
1' i p p i c h,
the work of
Polish and

g Bohemian
artists was
a?

.y ,

_. his
THE DRE.\MliR-—American Section.
Cecelia lieaux (United States). Gold Medal.

displayed,
each show
ing d i s
t i n cti ve
n at i o n all
traits.
A
commemo

Few painters have ever attained such mastery over the brush as is rative
shown in all the portraits Miss Dean): has sent forth. _Not only in
technique but in color and expression " The Dreamer ' \5 charming. plonla and

gold medal was given to the Imperial Royal Ministry of
Education for the most complete and attractive installation in
the Department of Fine Arts. Other awards to Austria were:
GROUP IX: PAINTINGS AND Daawmcs; GRAND PRXZE, Walter

Hampel; GOLD MEDALS, Alois Delug, Vojetch Hynais, Adolph Kauff
man, Rudolph Konopa, Eduard Lebiedzki, Joseph Mehoffer, August

Schaetfer, Max Svabinsky; SILVER MEDALs, Theodor Axenstowicz,
Gustav Bamberger, Julian Falat, Johann Nopomuk Geller, Gustav H.
Hessh P3111 JoanvitS. Joseph Jungwirth, Eduard Kasparides, Edler von
H. Kempf, Alfons Mucha, Jan Preisler. Hans Ranzoni, Robert Russ,
Hanus Schwaiger, Antonin Slavicek, Victor Stanﬁer, Franz Thiele.

C h a r l es

{Rui‘ W” f"“"""m w i 1 d a,
_
‘wﬁd

'f‘FX .
"TYQLQ'

THE QUESTIUNER OF THE SPHINX-L'. 5. Loan Collection.
Elihu Vedder (United States. 1836).

of iegi‘ﬁiiﬁ‘iithg'itiiiiaQiiiiﬁiiiifgtiéﬁf iﬂﬁhiif‘iiﬁfeii'ciji'lri'éiig53135 2'; whit???
mystical art. His tame rests largely qu his marvelous illustrations for Omar K ayyarn s
Rubaiyat. Since 1868 he has resided in Rome.

Frantisek Simon, Heinrich Tomec, Joza H. Uprka, Leon Wyczol
kowslci,

Eduard

Zetsche. Alfred Zoﬁ'.
G R O U P X:
E'rcnmcs, ENGRAV—
INGS AND LITHO
GRAPHS; Gnu) MED
AL, Fantisek Kupka;
SILVER MEDALs.
Joseph Danilowatz,
F r i t z Hagenbart;

BRONZE M E n A L S.
A l fr e d Cossmann,
Alfred Holarek.
Ludwig Kock. Karl
Tichy.
G R O U P XI '
SCULPTURE: GRAND

Hans “Im'
PRIZE. Kasper Ritter

_.

'

Leon Wyc
zolkowski;
B R o N zE
M E o A 1. s,
E d u a r d
Ameseder,
R u d o l f
Bernt, Rai
mund Ger~
mela, Lud
wig Ferd
Graft, Jan
Honsa, A“
tonin Hude

von Zumbusch:
GOLD ManALs. Henri
Kautsch. Anton
Scharti’lVilhelm Seib;
SILVER

MEDALs,

Peter Breithnt, Theo
dor Charlemont,

Jakob Gruber.

Ed_

mund Hofmann,
Bohumie Katka, Ru_

dolf Marschall, Franz

X' Pan ick. Adolf

cek, Gustav

Pohl. Franz Seiﬁ’ert;
BRONZE M E DA LS_
F. HallSmann' Arthur

Jahn, 105

K a a n , KOnstantin

Evil Kinzel,
F e rd i nand
KTL‘RS.Hans
L a T w i n_

tii’éi'é?‘

‘wivn v2" Sch vvartz.
" stein_ E_

is; Swoboda, Karl

A d o l f

wﬁ-

r. Benson ' a “ks amung thMum.
anthem” °°mt10siti

Luntz,
F,- Car)

'“ratiﬁes?s13:15:..swmmétzza
“m in . '1' “e Hr _
rsal Exﬂwitifatnsir?
tigei’abrigfltbmils'
. 1900,
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'et a suer

,
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Design of the
Austrian Gov
e r n in en t Pa
vilion.

G R O U P
XIV: O R I r: [
NAL OBJECTS OF
ARTWORKMAN
s H i 1'; G o L D
MEDALs, Bruna
Emmel, Jan
Kotera: SILVER
MEDALs. Hilda
Exner, Profes~
sor E.

Novak,

O. Schika
witz,

Em ma

Sclilangenhau
sen ,

V i c to r

Schuﬁnsky.

S.

Suchardo, Karl

Wolf; BRONZE
MEDALs. Joseph
Engelhardt,
Professor Klou
cek. Karl Koeh
ler, K. Petr, F.
Powolny. Juta
Sika. J. Silek,

'l‘lll‘l CLINIC OI" DR. AGNEW—American Section.
Thomas Eakins (United States, 1844). Gold Medal.
‘In a long list of important paintings. this Clinic of Dr. Agnew is Mr. Eakins‘ most famous work.
It Is the property of the University of Pennsylvania.
excellent portraits. and the theme is fascinating.

Hilda

Unger. Karl \Vutscher.

Many of the faces in the composition are

Dampt, Cesaro B. de Quiros, Julia “"ernicke.
GROUP X: ETCHINGS, ENGRAVINGS AND LITHOGRAPHS; SILVER
MEDAL, Pio Collivadino.

The exhibit made
by Argentine demon
strated plainly that
art is being cultivated
with dignity and
proﬁt in this South
American Republic.
Among the artists
represented in the col

GROUP XI: SCULPTURE; GRAND PRIZE, Rogelio Yrurtia; GOLIi
M E D A L,
. V
A r t Ii r o
D r e s c o;

S I L v E R
M E D A L.

Iuiiiﬁoﬁgriiiic‘k°Ii£ﬁ§io§§ifii§ogiaii ITebﬁloitziiii‘iicf lection were Eduardo

Morales L.
C O r r e a;
B Ro N z E
M E D A L,
M a t e O

ons pictures the marvelous Whistler ever painted.

Alonzo.

ROSA C(JRDER—American Section.
James A. McNeil Whistler (United States. t834-1903).

Sivori, Ernesto de la

Carcova, Eduardo Schiaﬂ‘ino, Pio Collivadino, Carlos Ripa
monte, Cesaro de Quiros, Correa Morales, Yrurtia, Dresco,
Artigue, Alonso, Giudici, Garcia and Diana Dampt. Argen
tine Art impressed critics with its individuality, harmony and
purity of style. Argentine received these awards:
GROUP IX: PAINTINGS AND DRAWINGS; GRAND PRIZE, Ernesto
dela Carcova; GOLD M EDALs. Pio Collivadino, Reynaldo Giudici, Eduardo
Sivori; SILVER MEDALs, Emilio Artigue, Emilio Caraffa, Ricardo
Garcia, Carlos P. Ripamonte y Toledo; ’BRONZE MEDALs, Diana Cid dc

Belgi
um's ex
hibit was
a rep re~
sentation

of the art
activity in
that coun

m-L- “£31..
A

_ s -

.

YELLOW'JOURNAL STORY—American Section.
J. G. Brown (England. 1831).

Mr. Brown's boot-blacks are always painted with absolute fidelity to
aggresiiﬁct of a sensational story on the mind of the urchin Is

try in the
last decade. All the paintings shown
were the work of that period. In the
Art Palace and in the Sculpture pavilion
Belgium had splendid exhibits, thor
oughly representative of the great sculp

tors

Of the

country.

Representative

works in ﬁgures and landscape by Franz

Courtens. Gilsoul, Verhaert. Leempoels
and Heymans were the notable features
of the Belgium display. The awards to
Belgium were:

Frederick S. Church (United States. I842). Silver Medal.
"The Sea Serpent " is a splendid creation of a vivid fancy. wrought in iridescent_ hues of green.‘blue._ yellow and
ink. Where only six faces are painted in detail. myriads of mermaids seem to outline the creature s writhing form.
i Ir. Church is both etcher and master of that exacting medium. water color.

GROUP X: PAINTINGS AND DRAWINGS;
GRAND PRIZE, Adrian Joseph Heyinans; COM
MEMORATIVE GOLD MEDAL AND DIPLOMA or
HONOR, for Distinguished Service in Art, Franz
Courtens; GOLD MEDALs, Georges Buys“,
Franz Chat-let, Emile Claus, Franz Courtens,
Alfred Delaunois, Pierre J. Dierckx, Leon
Frederic, Jef Leempoels, August Levequei

t at many ofWas
its
i)est‘kn0\’vn art~
1§ts (lid not par
tICIpate

in

the

Prganization of
Its collection,

I‘Xmong the art
Ists
1“

Figueiretlo,
P.
\Yeingartner, M.

MUSIC OF I‘ll’l". .\.\'l) llRthK—
‘
I
American Section.
t leorge \\ etherhee (United States). Silver Medal
This charming landscape. with its piping

represented

were Aurelio de

“‘.

-

sun-lit sky. is suggestive of the HHS Painted byshepherd. its singing brook and elem
!he crest Corot.

Fernand Khnopﬁ', Ferdinand Willaert; SILVER Menus. Alois Boudry
Henry Cassiers, Andre Cluysnaer, Louise De Hem, Edgard Farazyn,

E u g c n e
Laermans.

R a p h a e l
R 0 b e rt,
Henri Stac
qnet, Louis
Vandivort.
Piet V e r
haert. Ro
dolphe Paul
Wytsman;
B R o N z r.
M E D A L 5,
Pierre Jean

GATHERING SEAWEED—American Section.

teresting exhibit

of

applied

was

art

composed

of original (le¢
signs and pot
tery by E. Vis—

conti.

Brain-5

art interests are

fostered by a

school of Fine
Artswhich gives

THE GIRL 1N GRAY—American Section.

scholarships

M. Jean McLane (United States. 1878). Bronze Medal.

sendng

its art"

ists to European

art

centers

This portrait is a charming study in subdued color. which
attracted instant attention because of the burst of rosy light
which illunlines the ﬁgure from the back.

for

Abattnci.
FirIninBaes,

study.

M a II r i c e

The awards given to Brazil were:

Blieck, Hen
Edward H. Potthast (United States, I857). Silver Medal.

riette Calais,
The blue cart, the carefully drawn oxen and stooping ﬁguretot the

Brocos and B.
Calixto. Anin_

.

_

man- ﬂﬂainsl a backzround of gray sea and sky. form a delightful

1101115

C311?

composition.

bI er,

M arm

At home it maintains schools of arts and trades.

GROUP IX: PAINTINGS AND DRAWINGS; Geno MEDAL, E. Visconti;
MEDALS. A. Figueiredo, Oscar P. da Silva, Pedro Weingartner;

SILVER
BRONZE MEDALs, Modesto Br ocos, A. Delpino, Insley Pacheco.
ENGRAVINGS AND LITHOGRAPHS; BRONZE
GROUP X: Ercnmcs,

De Bievre, Leopold Maeck, Franz Hens,
Ernest Hoorickx, Joseph Horenbant, Lucien
Iottrand, Paul Mathieu, Henri Thomas, Martin
Van Andringa, Alphonse G. Van Benrden,
Emile jean

Van Cauwelaert,

Edmond Van

Howe, Juliette Wytsman.

GROUP X: E'rcnmos, ENGRAVINGS AND
LITHOGRAPHS; SILVER MEDAL, Louis Peeters;

BRONZE MEDALS, Charles Bernier, Francois
Lauwers.

GROUP XI: SCULPTURE; GRAND PRIZES.
Jei Lanbeaux. Constantin Mennier; GOLD
MEDALS, Jules Lagae, Charles Samuel; SILVER
Menus, Paul Dubois, Josue Dupon, Hypp

LCRO)’, P. A. Nocquet; BRONZE MEDALs, I.
Bandl'eﬂghien, T. G. M. Blickx, H. Boncquet,

L- E- M- Jespers, A. Van Beurden, A. Van
nghen. L. Vogelaar.
‘
A GROUP XIV: ORIGINAL OBJEcTs or
41)" WORKMANSHIP; SILVER MEDAL, Pierre
e5mm“; BRONZE MEDAL. ]. B. Zech.

'i“
LOTUS AND LAUREL—American Section.
Henry l‘rellwitz (United States. I865). Silver Medal.

The Brazilian galleries were mostly
Occu
ied by Samtmgs,
' '
landscap
both ﬁgure and
e ’ an

.
r
to a conﬁderablc
extent

The ﬁgure work of Mr. Prellwitz. instructor in painting from life at the Pratt institute, Brooklyn. is always strong
andhsure. In th; itieclorative compositzion. :hLotossnd Lafurell." the collar is delightful. The youth clad like 3 pilm-im
_ e and
maI love.
ens 0Ambition.
peasure.holding
w mac alfxitl
5 n the‘lhaiiiirigl
l '‘ '
'
to or
theuric.
life encoun_ers
of music. Wine
rigézsl‘lsblml
As he

o,“
seemscswny
about ma
to turn0
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MEDALs, William Brymner, Florence Carlyle, Edmund
Dyonnett, A. C. Williamson; BRONZE MEDALS, Frederic
S. Challener, Maurice Cullen, Clarence A. Gagnon, John
Hammond, William Hope, F. McGillivray Knowles,
Laura Muntz. G. A. Reid, Sidney Strickland Tully, Homer

.\IED.\L. .\Iodesto Brocos.

GROUP XI: SCULP
TURE; GOLD MEDAL, A'.

G. Girardet; B R o N z E
MEDAL. Amadeu Zani.

G R O U P

\Vatson.

X I V:
Ceylon was represented by paintings. draw
ings and sculpture and examples of applied art
in the International Section of the Art Depart
ment. Its sculpture was in ivory, and was one

ORIGINAL OBJECTS OF

ART \IVORKMANSHII’;
BRONZE MEDAL, E. Vis
COl'Itl.

Strong and sympa
thetic interpretation
of the national life
was the dominating
characteristic of the
paintings shown by
Inlgaria. A. Mitoff
and J. V. Mrkvitchka
were among the noted
artists represented in
the exhibit. Statues,
busts and bronze me
d a I I i o n s comprised
Iulgaria’s exhibit of
sculpture. Theawards
to its artists were:
GROUP IX: PAINT

\\',\\'SII)I'I INN, \\'.\R\\’lCKSIIIRE—American Section.
I').\.\'IF.I. IN THE LION'S DEN—American Section.

Frank Russell Green (United States, i859). Bronze Medal.

Harry 0. Tanner (United States). Silver Medal.

Mr. Green. who has achieved such distinction as a water color artist.
reveals a touch no less artistic when he works in oils. The Anchor Inn.
with its red brick walls. has all the atmospheric quality of his best

The prophet. standing in a square of light from an opening above_ is

_ yet helpless beasts. IIis attitude expresses
iNos AND DRAW iNos; surrounded by angry'Ihe
water colors.
colors are subdued but luminous.
faith and courage.
GRAND PRIZE, Yaroslav
of
the
most
attractive
Vechin; GOLD MEDAL, J. V. Mrkvitchka; SiLvER MEDAL. A. Mitofi:

BRONzE MEDAL. Christo Berberoﬁ.
GROUP XI: SCULPTURE; SiLvER MEDAL, Boris Schatz.
GROUP XIV: ORIGINAL OBJECTS OF ART WORKMANSIIIP;
BRONZE MEDALs, B. Miehailoff, D. J. Pirponoﬁ.

The exhibit made by Canada was under the direction of

THE LAST ()F WINTER—American Section

exhibits in the sculptural division
Its display of applied arts was in ivory, silver, brass and
pottery. The architect of the Ceylon Government pavilion.
F. Skinner. was awarded a commemorative gold medal and
diploma for his design. Hami Andris and Nami Arnolia
were awarded silver
medals for original ob
jects of art workman
ship, and D. D. Wimal
aratne was awarded a
bronze .medal.
In the International
Section China exhibited
noted paintings lent by
the Imperial Chinese
Government. the works
of several of its most
famous artists, and a
large exhibit in the
applied arts, the work
including pottery, por
celain, textiles. lacquer,

Bruce Crane (United States. i857). Gold Medal.
The bleak. brown hill-top under a soft. gray .sky with streaks of pale
pink and blue running through it. shows lingering patches of snow that
suggest melting weather. the breaking up of winter.

the Royal Canadian Academy, the organization
which fosters the art interests of the country. Art
in Canada is of comparatively recent growth, but
its exhibit was highly creditable. Its works in
the galleries were entirely pictorial, and were by
artists who have studied in European art centers.
Many of them had won honorable mention at
previous Expositions, Canada received the fol
lowing awards:
GROUP IX: PAINTINGS AND DRAWINos; COMMEM—
ORATIVE DIPLOMA AND GOLD MEDAL OF HONOR for
Distinguished Service in Art, Robert Harris; SILVER

BROAD STRE 2T STATION—American Section.
Colin Campbell Cooper (United States.)
Because Mr. Cooper was a member of the Jury of Award, his work
received no medal. However, this picture. with its touch of magic
which has transformed the environment of the Philadelphia railroad
station into a fascinating study of atmospheric effect, was awarded
the Jennie Sessnan gold medal at Philadelphia, i904.

ivory and crystal, a
large portion of which
was installed in the
Chinese section of the
Palace of Liberal Arts.
For their design of the
Chinese Government
pavilion, Atkinson and
Dallas were awarded a
commemorative g 0 l d
medal and diploma.
For original objects of
art workmanship gold
medals were awarded

1

more

it In 0 u 5

LITTLE LOUISE—American Section.

Section.
Edward L. Henry (United States. 18.11), llronze Medal.
Mr. Henry gives ‘us not only the costumes but the very atmosphere

and spirit of \ trauma and the Carolmas 1n the Eighteenth Century.

Robert \\'. Vonnoh (United States, 1858).
This portrayal of little Louise. at once a beautiful child and an
artistic production of great merit. is proof that Mrv Vonnoh merits
his reputation as one of the foremost American portrait painters.

Its exs

~
a
compreieehsitgl
historical

Da'mmgs fr 0 m t h e
D‘u bl i c galleries of
(Jermany were in the
collection. Older Ger
man art was repre
sented by works of
Adolf von M e11 z e 1.
Paul Meyerheirn,
Franz von Defregger
and Ludwig Knaus.
The historical painter.
von \Verner: Lang—
h a n1 “1 e r 1

e l l e r -

S ch us t e r- W'oldau,

space assigned it there, however, was not adequate. and it
also made a large display in the Danish section of the Varied
Industries Palace. 011 original objects of art workmanship

\'. Engelhardt was awarded a grand prize, Herman Kahler
and E. Nielson silver medals and jacob Baden and Hansen

Kaulbach. von Loeﬁ’tz and many others, represented strictly
modern painting, not including the secessionist school. Ger
many's most famous portrait painter, Lenbach, recently
deceased, was represented by ﬁve portraits. A large exhibit
of sculpture, which included many ﬁgures of heroic size, was

and Reistrup, bronze
medals.
The collection of

French pictures was the
Homo-I
5‘422.-

largest and most im
portant that France has
ever sent out of its own
country for exhibit pur
poses.

ltwas compre—

hensive and showed
the splendid versatility

of the French artists of
the present day. Among
works

shown

repre

senting older masters

THE FORD ;\'l‘ EAST QL‘UGUE. l. l.—.>\meric;m Section.

of the French school
of art were those of

Frederick W. Kost (United States. 1861). Silver Medal.
' 1d
‘ water. the cloud-strewn sk)' an d the moist
shade of the
lm
'
trgeisecdmgine to make th1s picture a perfect mornmg anthem.

Robert-Fleury,Carolus I ‘ ' l) u r a n, Bouguereau.
Deraille, Puvis de'
Chavannes, Flameng.
Henner and Lhermitte.
A collection of works
showing the best feat
ures of French art.
represented p r e s e n t
and future masters in
painting and sculpture.

France also had a large
exhibit of the applied
_-_ -_

contributed to by Erich Hoesel. Ernst Freese,
E. Hundrieser. Reinhold Begas, Peter lireur,

A. Brutt and Heinrich Epler.

THE PORTER OF BAGDAD—American Section.
Edwin Lord Weeks (United States.1849—1893).

Aan the numerous portrayals of Oriental hfe from the brush of
that vergatile American. Edwin Lord Weeks. none 1_s more charac
teristic nor more charming than that 1n whlch Zobiede. Saﬁe and
Amine are represented entertaining the Porter of Bagdad. The values
in the work are well expressed. the coloring subtle and attractive.

Germany's awards

were:
GROUP IX: Psmrmos AND Dnnwmcs; GRAND
Piuzn, Adolph von Menzel: Connsuomrnvs GOLD
MEDAL AND DIPLOMA, for distinguished service in art,
Fritz August von Kaulbach; GOLD Maniacs. K. Bantzer.
Hans von Bartels, Franz von Defregger, Wilhelm von
Diez, Alois Erdtelt, Hans Herrmann, Alexander Koester.

Gotthard Kuehl, L. van Loeﬁtz, Wilhelm Schreuer,
Hugo Vogel, A. von Werner; SILVER Menus, Carl Bloss,

YIW

HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXI‘OSITION.
4()eJJ
Unger. Max Uth, Heinrich Vogeler. Olga Wiesinger-Florian, Anna
A. Echler, Otto H. En
gel, Walther Firle,

Maria \‘Virth.
GROUP X: Ercuixos, ENGRAVINGSAND LlTlIOGRAPHS; Gou) MED

Adolph Fischer-Gurig,
.-\1.5, A. Krueger. Georg Luehrig, E. M. Pietschmann ; SILVER MEDALs,
V i c t o r Freudemann.
Richard Friese, Eduard
Gruetzner. \Villy Ha
macher. Franz H och.
Frederick Kallmorgen.

Otto Gampe rt, Oswald Kresse, Heinrich Schlumprecht. Hans Seydel,
W'ilhelm Stienhausen ; BRONZE h'ilil).-\I.S, Ettore Cosomati. Gustav Eilers.
Max Fabian, Ismael Gentz, Ludwig Kuehn, Hans Meyer. Doris Raab.
GROUP X1: GRAND PRIZES, Reinhold Begas, Peter Breuer;

G011) Marx-us A. Briitt, Georg
Busch, Gustav Eberlein. Heinrich

Eplcr. Max Klein, \Vilhclm \Vand
schncider; SILVER MEDALs. Max
Baumbach. Ernst Freese, E. M.

Geyger, Max Heilmaicr, Gerhard
Janensch, Ferdinand I.epke. Mar
tin Schauss. Carl Sef'fner. Daniel
Stocker; BRONZE ManALs. Eduard

chrer. Reinhart Boeltzig. W'il
helm Hahn. Fritz Heiueman, Rich

ard Koenig. Josef Koerschgen,
Rudolf Mayer. Karl Merz, A.

~
“w.
n

Pfeiﬁ’er. H. M. Pagels. Schmidt
Kestner. Constantin Stark, Paul

34 -t' the
vm1 :rhv
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SHE \\'Il(") llESITA'I‘ES—American Section.

Sturm. Theodor Von Gosen, Lud
wig Vordermaier, Ernst Wenck.

' we ~4

Harry \\'. \\’atrus (United States. 1857').

Selmar \Verner, Emil W’uenschc.

'

l
_

The figure is that of an auburn-haired young woman
hesitating in the midst of an important letter. In refine

GROUP

XII:

ARCHITECT

URE; GoLD MEDAL, Gabriel von
Seidl; COMMEMORATIVE Gom

ment of detail, the work is faultless.

Carl Kuestncr. Anton Laupheimer, Adolph
.\laennchen, Otto Marcus, Paul .\fe_verheim.
Fritz Rabending. Joseph Scheurenbcrg. Rat‘fael

MEDAL AND DIPLOMA or HONOR,
Bruno Schmitz. for design of Ger

Schuster—W'aldau. Franz Simm. \Valter Thor,

man restaurant pavilion and treat

.'Q p I
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Bruno Mohring, Joseph M. Olb

John Singer Sargent (Italy. 1950'. (irand l‘rize.

-
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rich, Baron von Heinrich Schmidt,
Emanuel Seidl; BRONZE hil-ZDAIé).

11.
i [of

Y“

Hans Grassel, Max Hasack. George
von Hauberrisscr, \Vilhelm Kreis,
I’OR'HLU'I' OF J.\.\l ES \\'ll l'l‘L‘l l.\l l1 RI l.l".\'—.\merican Section.

\\',
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'’i

ment of its grounds; SILVER
MEDALS, Brcslauer & Salinger,

-

. l1.

' if lht

in landscape and portraiture. (If the many
American
painters
ex celwork
portrait
painters
whose
not only astonished but charmed the Brothers Rank, Franz Thyriot_
European visitor. Sargent must be ranked first* Sargent the American.
GROUP XIV: ORIGINAL
who was born in ltaly and lives lll England. 'l'hree portraits from his
that of Riley provmg the most popular.
masterful
Those
whobrush
havewere
met exhibited.
the Hoosier poet needed to know nothing about OBJECTS OF ART \VQRKMANsﬂlp;
technique to understand that here was a masterpiece.
GRAND
PRIZE, Professor Max

'IT‘QHi ti:
‘35 oil

\

liiuger; Gorn Mucous. Karl I'Ioffacker, George Hulbe, Professor C.
Carl Zeigler;
Eltoxzr.
.\lr:n_\|.s.
Julius Adams. A.
Andersen - |.u‘1db_v.
Fritz Haer. G. von
Canal. Conrad Diel
itz, Hans Fechner.
August Fink. l.. von
Flesch-Brunning'en,
Alexander Fuks, M.
Gaisser,
Heinrich
H cimes, A u g u s t
H olmberg. Carl
H olzapfel, Paul
H orst-Schulze. H er
mann Junker. .'\.von
\Vierusz Kowalski,
H an s Kol')erstein.
Hermann K n op f,
C a r l Kronberger.
Gustav Marx. Kunz
Meyer, Alfred
Mohrbutter. George
L. Meyn, Mueller
Schoenefeld. \\' i l

hehn Nagcl. \\’alter
THE

l’ltf'l'l'RE

ltt')(')K—;\inerican Section.

John C. Johansen (Denmark. 1876). Bronze Medal.
This picture is interesting to the layman as well as the artist.
because of its0pleasmg theme. and because of the admirable
treatment of light reﬂected from the book upon the face.

Petersen, Philipp O.
SchaePfer, Hermann
S c h n e e , George
Schuster-VV old a u,

Otto Struetzel, Gus
tav Schraegle, Hans

Kornhas.Jul Mueller-Salem. Fritz Schumacher, Theo. Schmutz-Baudiss;
Elizabeth Schmidt-Pecht, Robert Macco; BRONZE
Strum .\l|-:n.\|.s.
.\l l-Il).\l.S. J.J. Scharvogel,
ll. Seidler.

Great Britain did
not enter the compe
tition for awards. al

though its collection
was not excelled by

any that was ever sent
from

its shores.

It

was superior to that
made at the Colum
bian Exposition. and
was representative of
the art

of

England.

Scotland and Ireland.
during the last decade.
The

best

English

known

of

artists were

represented

in

the

galleries. among the
BOY \\'l'l‘II AX .\RRO\\'-—.'\merican Section

names being those of
Douglas Volk (United States. 1858). Silver Medal.

Millais, Leighton and
Burne-Jones, who
died during the de
cade just passed.

Mr. \"olk has carried off both the Shaw Purchase
Fund and Carnegie l’rize. His " Boy “'ith An Arrow

is a characteristic composition. the ﬁgure strongly
modeled against a background of far-reachmgland
scape. The color is realistic and agreeable

0" o;

“HI t‘ In
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PROCESSION IN

uonon OF 71515
Frederick A. Bridgman (U

American Section
n:
‘
\ ed States,
1847) Silver Medal

With Mr. llri gmam one of tgznwrgligiglls c
"ment
‘
.has ever
been
'“sestglii'i‘ﬁ‘nglelrlsfor
arqhamlokiacaiaiori

ouis has

generally recog
nized as an exce '
case. Both the desir

tI)tbeme

unusual beauty and Slimlhcance.
v i ~(‘ antasnc any mde Due-“m, rien
he

that British art shoulcel
be well represented and

\l’orks of the most famous 0f its

the desire to helpI our

living artists were also 5110wn_

A clinice selection of small
sculptural works displayed the

lHl; CHESS l‘l..i\ YERS~American Section

\‘t alter McEwen (United States. 1860). Gold Medal

best spirit of modern sculpture.

Great

The eﬁect
of li :ht and sh
_ arrangement
inakes_this
on:d:if subtle and subdued.
the most charming
things in the entire collection.

Britain generously re

sponded to the recognition given
by the Exposition to the applied
arts, and made an interesting
exhibit in this section of the Art
Department.
Owing'to peculiarities of the
British copyright laws, permis
sion for the

reproduction

_

,

’m
E-»_.
II"

aye inclined the amateurs and

the artists of England to be generous. And
the result is that. although the committee have
exercised a somewhat severe method of selec
tion, they can justly point to the British con
tribution in the Department of Fine Art as
among the best. largest and most important
that has ever been sent from our shores. It is
equal or superior to the display made at
Chicago; better than that made at Paris in
1900; and not inferior, in the opinion of good
judges, to the remarkable collection sent to

in

America of the British Art Ex
hibits was obtainable in but a
very few instances, a fact to be
regretted because of the marked
superiority of the display in this
section. A comprehensive idea

E.
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\
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\
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for cruel losses caused by death; IOF, not to

I \‘

a ‘
,

U

of the British Art Collection,
and of the progress and status

John Singer Sargent (Italy. 1856).
The portrait of the Misses Hunter is a masterly piece of technique.
The painting of the gowns is exceo tionally ﬁne.

exhibits:
The exhibition organized
by the Committee of the Brit
ish Section of the World’s
Fair, at Saint Louis. is fairly

representative of the state of
the Arts in Great Britain and
Ireland, and in

the British

Empire generally, during the
last decade. The diﬂiculty of
forming such a collection can
only be realized by those who
have attempted t h e t a s k.

Times are changed since the
HE 1830 GIRL—American Section.

Susan Watkins (United StateS. 1875)~
A. dainty, old-f

ashioned maiden
i n ﬁ lmy white
'
S‘ 3 red background.
_
painted
with exquisite
' this
' " i830 Girl."
and taste. is

It I]! ment

good old days of 1857 and
1862, when the treasures of
the greatest houses were freely
placed at the disposal of those
who were arranging the dis

seemed a great career.

we have lost three paint
ers of the ﬁrst rank-—

Leighton, Millais and 1'
Burne-Joues. The ﬁrst
two died within a few
months of one another,
in 1896, Millais having
succeeded Leighton in
what could be for him
little more than a nomi
nal honor—the presi

dency of the Royal
Academy. The fatal
disease was upon him
when he was elected,

but he and his friends
hoped against hope ; nor
is it too much to say
that the Academicians
were anxious for the
honor of adding so emi
nent a name to their

AT GRAND MOTHER'S—American Section.

roll of Presidents,
though most of them

Henry S. llubliell (United States, 1870), Silver Medal.

knew that he could give

of old in
and
the crown
'
'
a crowninzioy
‘age
ofThe
childhood
are set_for_th
this
picture
withniiigai'jiiaellght
sympathy and ﬁdelity in nature.
Gus

them no help, and that

‘.

Z

i...

at the opening of what

of Art in Great Britain,
may be obtained from the
following descriptive ar
ticle by Mr. Humphry
Ward, prepared for the
British Royal Commis
sion's handbook of the art

J
a

looks back upon the history of his country’s
art during the last ten years is one of regret

speak of many an old man who has paid the
debt of Nature, and many a young man cut off

s“

‘

Brussels in 1897.
The ﬁrst feeling of an Englishman who

THE MISSES HUNTER—American Section.

I

1

6

XPQSITIO\v
J. C Hook"
_
' .
(both I leri.1 exhibt
ﬁCiport rait
of Mr. Gladstone_1,
T1131):

and

of

the

,

is at least suL

caused a proton
i
i in 1898.
poetical any and aiqiilnse _of loss to all who care for
multitude of
t
e occasion of poignant grief to a
no SChOOI E"litirsfonal friends. Burne-Jones sprang from
and m
ounded none; he was the independent
0st leaceptional offspring of that form
f
modern spirit which ﬁnds its
0 the
inspiration in a past that

h {1
:1
n"
m
ii ‘
u my

of long ago. Once he
spoke to the present writer of “ those delicious Floren
tine ‘i’nissal-painters, of whom I ought to have been
one; but in spirit he was more Celtic than Florentine
and the world in which he was most at home was the

world of the “ Morte d'Arthur."

‘
(‘i‘STER'S DEMAND—American Section.

s

Naturally such a man

‘

“in ‘1

is not born to form a school ; and if he had formed one
he would have thought it failure. But our age is wide
in its sympathies and in its adniiratioiis; and it can love
Hume-Jones without demanding that other artists should
pamt h-ke hl-m.

_

Charles Schreyvogel (United States. 1861), Bronze Medal.
This picture. including portrait studies of General Custer, Scout (irover and General Sheridan
is intensely interesting because of its historic foundation as well as its Indian ﬁgures and excellent 0ul~
door effect.

“11th

his we mus’: PlaCe two Other great

Pamés,

the names of men who, though they were not primarily
PraetiCing autism» exerClsed 3" immense inﬂuence upon

the art, and indeed upon the mind, of their time.

Of

he would paint no more. With Lord Leighton there died one who combined more per
fectly than any of his predecessors—more perfectly than Sir Thomas Lawrence, and in
some ways more perfectly than Sir Joshua Reynolds himself—the qualities of an ideal
President. If there is to be such a thing as oiiicial art, no man in the world could
represent it more completely than Lord Leighton—highly accomplished and absolutely
sincere as an artist; a ﬁrst-rate man of business, an orator whose speeches were only
too perfect; a persona gratissima at the Court, in the council chamber, in the drawing

room, and at the. public meeting; admired alike for the goodness of his heart, the
clearness of his intelligence. and for his untiring devotion to what he believed to be
the interests of art. His illustrious colleague and successor, Sir john Everett Millais,
was of a wholly different type, and, just as Leighton had presented an extraordinary
combination of the artist and the man of aﬁ‘airs, so Millais presented a combination
not less extraordinary of the artist and the country gentleman. Who shall say whether
he was happier in his painting room, grappling with a diﬁicult portrait, or ﬁghtingia
big salmon in the Tay? Here, however, it is only the artist that concerns us, and it is
enough if we record the fact that in him we lost one who was beyond dispute the
greatest and the most varied English painter since the death of Turner. He made
many failures; under the pressure of popularity and demand, he painted a number of

‘X
ﬁlm“

pictures which added nothing to his fame. and which are already on the way to be
forgotten: but he was the painter of “The Huguenot,” of “Christ in the House of
His Parents," of “The Vale of Rest," of “Chill October" and the “Portrait of
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IN THE GARDEN
—American Section.
Cbilde Hassam (United States. 1869). Gold Mﬂllﬂ
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‘
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NOTABLE'NAMES IN BRITISH'AR'T HISTORY.
hearts. for it was the death of a prophet and a poet.

The

""i‘v-Y" “*m‘ "rm" ' “w”- H

'

other name is that of William Morris. who died in October,
[896,- the life-long friend and fellow-worker of Burne-Jones,
and, like him, in his own estimation, a man born out of due

time, as half the men of genius are. Alike in his poetry,
his artistic ideals, and in his passionate repugnance to the
present industrial organization of society, Morris pointed

hack to a time that was not ours, perhaps we may say of
him also, as of Borne-Jones,

present.

to a past that

never

was

But the world recognized the loveliness of his

visions arid the beauty of the work that he did or inspired.
and learnt lessons not yet forgotten, whether from his
"Life and Death of Iason." or from his stained glass.

or from the printing of the Kelmscott books. or even from
his wall-papers. No one who has read Mr. Mackall's
charming “Life” can have failed to realize the greatness
of Morris's inﬂuence on his time—not only in his own

DE PROFUNDlS—Ameriean Section.
Gustave Henry Moslcr (Germany. I877). Bronze Medal.
_ Gustave Mosler. son of the distinguished German artist. Henry Moslcr, exhibited at the Paris
Salon when he was but sixteen years old._ tlis De l’rptundis." peasant, horses and funeral pro
cession. is one of the most sterlingly realistic pictures In the entire collection.

country. but

charm, embodied and expressed some of the inﬂuences which had given

all over the
world—or to

new life to English art in the middle of the last century.

understand
the reasons.
As regards
the present
exhibition,

that inﬂu
ence is con
spicuous in
the section of
applied art.

or, as it is
ofﬁciallycall

"NANCY"—-.\merican Section.
'
\\. L.

i d States
L athrop ( u nite
‘ .. I s 59 i . B ro nze t\iedal .

The simplicity and directness of technique render “ Nancy " a most

plasma work. The texture of dress and hair is especially tine.

ed. “Origi

“3‘ Oblms

OfArt “lurk—

- v,
m a n 5 h 113'

This was

Ford Madox Brown. in whom, though he was never a member of the
Brotherhood. the spirit of the pre-Raphaelites was incarnate. His

principal achievement was the series of frescoes in the Manchester
Town Hall. illustrating the history of Manchester—frescoes far from
simple in design. often confused. and not always in any sense beautiful.
but always powerful. always the result of intense thought. and always
amazingly conscientious. Another well-known picture of his is the
“ Christ Washing Peter's Feet,” now in the National Gallery of British
Art; a picture which would alone prove that the painter was a man of
high sincerity, who wanted only a more unerriiig sense of beauty. and
perhaps a more sympathetic temperament, to make him the equal of any
of the English pre-Raphaelites. Besides Madox Brown we have lost a

few men of great age—some of them so old that a man must himch
be elderly to remember them at their prime. In 1896 there died George
Richmond. a delightful personality, the son of one artist and the father
of another yet more distinguished. and himself almost a link. through
his innumerable crayon portraits of eminent people. with the days of

Sir

Thomas Lawrence.

More

lately there

died

the

the section dealing with
what are popularly known
in England as “Arts and
Crafts.“ Its scope maybe
gathered from the names

of the sub-committee of
management,

which

has

Mr. Walter Crane as chair
man. and among its mem
bers men eminent as archi
tects. sculptors, designers
of

furniture,

and

Inucli

beside. Thisand the exhi~
bition itself, will be evi
dence that England has at
last realized the doctrine
of the unity of art which
lay at the root of Morris's
teaching.
Three years before
Morris there had passed
away a man who was in a
certain sense a kindred

Spirit. in the autumn of
l893 there died at seventy
tWt) years of age, an artist

AT THE PIANO—American Section.
THE END OF THE DAY—American Section.
William Sergeant Kendall (United States. i869). Gold Medal.

Charles C. Curran (United States. i861). Silvchedal.

l charm
of a tired
good color
and
The tenderness of a young mot her‘ and the natiiraLY
_
child are united. in this canvas, _wrth _etxe‘eeptional
drawing to produce a most pleasing pic ii .

‘
'
d gﬂd
iaiiograceful
with its ﬁgure.
fascinating
of_hands
and lace.
thligleiegldilgss
form areﬂection
most artistic
arrangement.

{if strong character. who,

"1 a series of works of
3"“ Power though of little

This picture was awarded the Carnegie Prize. 1904.
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Ford
Harry
Bates
In
the and
winter
exhibition
of the present year the

buy his pict
I
ures at '
pr‘ceb' ; not that they

‘i
i

Royal Academy did dc_

ones. but that some eii

served honor to their
memory by the exhibition
of some of the best of

thuSIasts were fascinated

their works. Showing

by the fact of so old a

Bates as wholly admin.
able for his design, and
for the way in which he
wedded Vigorous modern
expression with classical
form, and Ford as the
modeller of subtle por
traits. the dreamer of
beautiful dreams. and the
perfect craftsman.
It was necessary to
say this much about the
vacancies in our ranks.
THREE NOTABLE PORTRAITS—American Section.
partly because several of
(iari Melchers (Gold Medal). Irving \Viles. Kate Carl (United States).
these men are represented
The northeast corner of gallery 18 w as a popular spot. because of the
at Saint Louis. and still
framed portrait of the Dowager Empress of China. Near by hung the Irving resence there of a magniﬁcently
portrait of Mrs. (iilhert. the more because the death
actress. However. the best portrait in the group w as that of Doctor Harper. by‘i‘Viles
Gari Melcliers.
of prominent or inﬂuen

good Pictures, these later

man, after a lifetime of

such strenuous work, be
ing still able to put in
with accuracy the curl of
a ﬂeece or the eye of a
cow. Almostofthesamc
generation were I. C.
Horsley and Thomas

Faed, survivors of the
anecdotic age, whose

pictures. meritorioust
painted. had in their day

given pleasure to thou
sands. A inore important
artist altogether was John Pettie, who with a broad and forceful brush.
and perhaps with too great a fondness for sensational " history." at one
time divided with Mr. Orchardson the
headship of the Scottish school of painters
in London. His death in middle life. in

tial artists must necessarily Inark a stage in the history of art. _Aistage
in the history, if not of art, at all events Of the public appreciation of
art, is marked by important new founda
tions. whether of schools or of museums.

'-::.!.“i'l.'I.

\\’e have had few endowments for schools
during the decade. but it has been marked
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THE PURITAN—Arnerican Section.
Augustus Saint (iaudens (Ireland. 1848). Gold Medal of Honor
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CONTRIBUTIONS BY BRITISH ARTISTS.
s i ii gt 0 n .
This is not
the place to
discuss the

vexedques
tion wheth
e r s u c h
schools do
g o o d or
harm, and

is?

how,grant
ing their
right to ex

_

,
- §€Cfl0fh
. .
WITHOUT BREAD AND WITHOUT WORK-Argentine
.
.
Ernesto de la (arcova
(Argentine.
1867).
-

has received
the most im
portant gift,
far as re~
gards the art
of the past,
$0

that ever a
country re
ceived from
a private in
dividual;
while in the

spacious gal

i s t, they
ought to_ be

lery built on
th e ri \' e r

0 r g a nized

side, through

_ P iiisicruction
f ssor of in
thepainting
Academy
of Fineunder
Arts (irosso
of liuerios
haﬁahighiial
in Rome,
and Ayres.
(haso.

_
and (bred

This picture,strong in modeling and ﬁne color. portrays a har_dy_young

ed_

laborer with his wife and child. lhe stone-cutter 5 tools lie idle on
the table. and the expressions on the two faces tell plainly the tragic
story which is suggested by the title.

,
m.
CIISPQSMOU ate observ_

To the

er the good and the harm that they do are both considerable—

the muniti
cciicc of the
la t e S l r
Henry Tate,

_

>

THE llOL'R OF REST—Argentine Section.
I‘io L‘ollivadino (Argentine. i869). Gold Medal.

The work of Collivadino shows unmistakably his Italian training.
This
group
of plasterers. enjoying ihe noon siesta. is a strong piece of
realistic
paintintz.

room has been assured for the display of ﬁne works by our national

harm in encouraging a number of artists to per
artists of the last. the present. and the next genera"
tion. It may be said perhaps. that these things

severe in a profession for which they are not really
ﬁtted by the possession of any rare gifts; and good

prove nothing with regard to the matter in hand—
the actual work which is being done by British

in guiding innumerable eyes to a knowledge of
the difference between ugly and beautiful design
and color, and hence to some understanding of the
meaning of beauty. If we may apply to art what
Goethe said about poetry, we ﬁnd among its

artists. and the new influences, if such they be, that
have made themselves felt during the decade. This
is perfectly true. if we regard a work of art as an
independent entity, the result of what theologians

votaries there are two kinds of half-informed peo
ple—dilellanli, he calls them—“he who neglects

call "a separate creative act" on the part of the

the indispensable mechanical part, and thinks he

view, however, is hardly tenable in these Darwinian

has done enough if he shows spirituality and feeling,
aiitl he who seeks to arrive at poetry merely by
mechanism, in which he can acquire an artisan's
readiness, and is without soul and matter." Our
schools guard us from the ﬁrst fault; the danger is
lest they should plunge us headlong in the second!
It may be hoped, however. that the works shown at
Saint Louis will prove that this peril has been
understood and avoided. and that the chief positive
result of modern organization of art schools in the
British Empire has been to produce a class of
artists who have at least learned the grammar of
their art.
MARGOT—Arzentine Section.
If the past ten years have seen a development
Eduardo Schiaﬂino (Argentine. 185$.
rather than a series of new foundations in our art
Senor Schiaﬁino is 1:15 irater‘esgng‘as
piclﬁl’ﬁ.
schools,
they have seen much
more in
0‘ 819
Government'
he Minded
‘
~
' the depart _ genicﬁciary
leautifully
ainte
i ea
ear.
imse the
a
ment of museums and galleries. Rich storehouscs Academy of l-ine
A rts, and made the splendid
"

days, so that the establishment of great museums

of ancient and modern art have been set up in

artist, with no relation to its environment.

collections for the National Museum.

London, and many other cities, with Glasgow at their head, have seen
the establishment of a new art gallery. In the magniﬁcent bequest of
the Hertford-Wallace collection. by the late Lady Wallace, London

Such a

has at least this bearing upon the art-production of
an epoch—it is a symbol of the inﬂuences that are
in the air.

It is time to turn from this retrospect. and
to speak, though with all brevity, of the actual con
tributions made by Britin artists to the exhibition
of Saint Louis. In the ﬁrst place, they are much
more widely representative .of the multifarious
activities of our time and country than has been the

case on any like occasion in times past. The
Royal Academy, indeed, is predominant 0n the
organizing committee '. it is but common sense that
make the committee or the exhibition exclusively

."|

academical is

shown by the fact

that

the Art
I

Committee of the Royal Commission includes the
Presidents of nearly all the important art societies in

Great Britain and Ireland. the British Artists, the Painter-Etchers, the
Water Color Society, the Institute, the Society of Oil Painters, the
Institute of British Architects, and even—O sign of the timesl—the
[e \

CARAVAN—Austrian Section.

HIOB—Austrian Section.
Ludwig Hans Fischer (Austria).
Jehudo Epstein (Austria).
.\lr-' Fpsteiﬂ
hass not hecit
'
she is.
‘
. rated to paint
t h e Jewa_

The friends who hayc

90'“ m I” st'mitathize with the sufferer he portrays \vllh 11" "‘8 Heme“' Chamﬂen"

gigs, Thc "(my 0f the tormented Job is startlingly
real. 'lhe
painting
is broad and
.
_
. .
._
ous.

’\.ns.--.l_‘'

it should be so: but that there has been no wish to

In some respects this was the most interesting painting in the Austrian room,
ll'heediﬂnsiilsriingzg?gsed‘ih1iiighing
~
'
desert
in‘ faultless
the blue perspective
sky,
towards
of tawny
the horizon.
and
formed
t he
‘ ' the. wastes
' sand
‘
in
_
. ,
_
a striking and impresswe picture.

"waz,a

IN THE IIIE.‘\I)()\\'~:\USU'IRR Pav
ilion.
Rudolf Konopa (Austria), Gold Medal.

l;

A peasant szirl and a meek-eyed cow against
i
b
:zround of tender sky and
tiower-bcdecked meadow a seriifd‘d
*0 present a picture which compelled the attention of
every \‘lSItOI‘ to the Hagen gallery.

New Engl i s h Art
Club. The Royal Hi
CHILD'S I’OR'l‘ltAIT—Austrian Section.
bernian Academy is
Stanislaus \\'yspianski (Poland).
represented, and
tho ugh the Royal
.\ boyis not the most artistic subiect for a portrait.
\‘I'ysniariski does not hesitate to put the boy on canvas as
Scottish A c a d e my
he is, With no accessdrics save an array of toy pistols.
does not oﬁicially ex
hibit. it will be found that few of the important Scottish artists are
absent. And as the members of these tliﬁerent bodies have readily
followed where their Presidents have led. and have contributed largely
to the Exhibition, it may interest the American reader to hear something

about these different societies. and the part they play in the art of the
United Kingdom. We are far from the days when Hogarth, in his sturdy
iiidependcnce,protestcd against the organization ofartists,and the tendency

of late years has pointed almost too much in the Other direction: “ banded
unions" are everywhere, and it is only now and then that an artist of
great individuality, like Burne-Joncs. honestly prefers to remain outside,
I am well aware that organization and art are not the same thing,

and that it is quite possible to havc a great deal of the ﬁrst and very
little of the second. But none the less we need not regard organiza
tion as so useless in matters artistic as is assumed, for example, in a
curious passage in the newly-published second volume of Taine's Vie e!
Correspandanrr; curious because the denunciation of “ system " comes
from the great systematizer of French philosophy and literature.
Taiiie is attacking the Germans for their constant attempts, since the
days of Lessing and \Vinckelmann, to reduce all the arts to so many
systems; and he throws in a remark about England. “Look at the
English of today." he says, “with their efforts to make painters
(Ruskin. and the exhibitions, societies. ctC.l2 i/s prrmwnt Ia painturea

rebr'014sse~pnil."

We

need not dwell on the
painful fact that these
remarks about the Ger

man

it

PORTRAIT OF A LA DY—Austrian Pavilion.
Max Svabinsky (Bohemia), Gold Medal.

system"

were

written in May, 1870,
and that three months

later France had had

The work of the Bohemian artists is characterized by a
certain vividness of color and directness of treatment
which suggest the rugged Vigor of the nation. Even in
a water-color portrait this Bohemian feelin I is manifc‘it .

hitter experience of its value. \Nhat is to the point is the scorn with
which the critic speaks of the German attempts to form a tlu'ater.
“ The German says to himself, I want a theater, and I will have one,"

Well, Germany has a theater, and at the present moment it is by far
the most interesting in Europe. The future historian Of the drama as
we have it today, when he records the inﬂuences that really count, will
write down the name, not of Sardou and of Capus, but Of Siiderniann
and Hauptmann.

Now. the question for us is whether what has happened to the
dramatic art in Germany may not happen in the graphic and plastic arts
elsewhere? Is it outside the range of possibility that the stirring of the
public interest in the ﬁne arts, of which societies and exhibitions are both
cause and eliect, may tend to the development Of the individual?

Societies can not create genius, but they can attract it. encourage it,
and prevent it from losing itself in efforts out of harmony with its time.
Little need be said about the Royal Academy, for its name is well—
known all over the world, and every

American visitor to London

makes a point of going to its annual exhibition. Its oﬂicial status. its
intimate relations with the sovereign. its wealth. work, and prestige.
have long given it a position apart, the strength Of which may he
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HOME ANGEL— Belgian Section.

HAPPY YOUTH—Belgian Section.
l.. E. M. Jespers (Belgium I. Bronze

Jules Lagae (Belgium), Gold Medal.

The ﬁgure is that of a winged child.

Medal.

bearing the olive twig. emblem of peace.

Four children and an excited chicken
form this lolly group. Childish pleasure
is graphically portrayed.

.-\.\r (ll.ll lil.li\ll.\'ll SUNG llli'lWYlCEN lll‘ICKS—llelgian Section.
l'iet Verbal-rt \llelgiiini). Silver Medal.
'
.\ perfectly h)'llllv\li‘4ll'l(‘1ll composition is this "()ld Flemi~h Song." Yet the most
interesting hgiire in ll IS not the youth ll'lllllﬁ center. but ratherthe girl with the life. her
lair face and strong. round arms revealed in the full llKl'lt from a hatch in the deck above
the singer's head.

estimated by the frequency and the

and at the present time not the

PRAYER—Belgian Seem"

MEDINA—Belgian Section.

vigor of the attacks made upon it

least of the attractions offered by
the annual exhibitions of the

‘l‘l‘ﬂphe Va"l'*‘e,f§l;§:|l8‘l“l“"‘)'“mm”
_ A
.l
_

'I‘. J. Vincotte (Belgium).

by giterillia bands of ﬁghting re
Academy consists in the pictures of

hgﬁdiTﬁﬁpgl',‘ lilie‘ﬁgLﬁe‘l§"§§ZZ'cl‘$

Mr. Sargent, Mr. Abbey, Mr. I.

""d hymng'smmhnincs'

formers. \Nith these we have
nothing to do; let it be enough
to say that no artist, however “ advanced," has in recent years been
known to refuse the magic letters A. R. A., and that nobody, having
once obtained them, has resigned them while still able to work, except
BurneJoncs alone.
Whatever its shortcomings may be, the Royal
Academy remains the central organization of British art; at its annual
The only suggestion of the netrihc
Medusa is the mass of snakes In the hair.

exhibitions more than half its space—though naturally only a certain
number of the best positions—is given up to "outsiders," and the elec
tions toits ranks are carried on as fairly as poor human nature will permit.

J. Sliannon.and Mr. Boughton. At Saint Louis. however, their pictures,
originally shown in Burlington House, will not enrich the British Section.
Scotland and Ireland have also their Royal Academies, with head

quarters in Edinburgh and Dublin.

The former, as has been said. is

not oﬁicially represented on the committee, but numerous Scottish
artists, many of whom are members of it, are exhibiting, and the work

Considering the great diﬂicultics in the way, its members will be fairly

will show that the countrymen of Raeburn and Wilkie are as keen and
as intelligent in the region of the arts as they have continued to prove
themselves in a thousand other of life's activities. As to the remain

and strongly represented at Saint Louis, though four of the most eminent
among them, by virtue of their American nationality. are exhibiting in

title “ Royal" has been conferred on four, implying a certain otticial

another section. From the days of Holbein and Vandyck, England has
always been generous, nay, eager in adopting artists of other nationalities,

ing societies centered in London during the last twenty years, the
recognition of the good work they have done in the past or might be

expected to do in the future. Three are old, and one is compara
tively new. The Royal Society of British Artists holds its exhibitions
in large galleries in SuFfolk Street, one of those quiet corners that
.
)
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WOMEN REPAIRING NETS—Belgian Section.
THE INTRUDERS— Belgian Section.

Edgard Farazyn (Belgium). Silver Medal.

Eugene Laermans (Belgium), Silver Medal.

'
f l-‘araz
canvases.
this one
is a portrayal
the and
boundless
_sea
qltllllllltcllllloslfi
Othe
ﬁsheyrn's
folk.
The beach
is oversprcad
Wﬂhofnets.
the patient

The~ wretched ﬁ Bures\ in
' the foreground and the cro“n a t the __
village care
show
.
too plainly
the application of the
title. The picture has hne dCCOfﬂll\€ qualllllb'

toil of the women is forcefully ex pressed.
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HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.

AN OLD SONG—Belgian Section.

WINTER AFTERNOON—Belgian Section.

Alois Boudry (Belgium), Silver Medal.

(ieorges Buysse (Belgium), Gold Medal.
It is not at all surprising that Flemish pictures most frequently represent canal
scenes. In this composition the canal is alive with crafts of every description. The
atmosphere is dense with mist and smoke.

are still to be found in the west end of London, where tranquility reigns
within a few yards of busy and noisy thoroughfares. The life of this
society was as tranquil as its home until some ﬁfteen years ago, when,
to the surprise Of the world, a little revolution broke out, and no less a
person than Mr. Whistler was appointed president, with the startling
results that might have-been expected. But after a few amusing
seasons the adventure terminated as suddenly as it had begun, and the
society “relapsed to its ancient mood.” Two other organizations
represent the art of water-color, which has for more than a century

been so much in favor in England as sometimes to be claimed as the
distinctively national art. Mr. Ruskin used to encourage that view,
and, though few are now found to maintain it, the country of Turner,
of De Wint, and of David Cox is naturally proud of its water-colors
and interested in those who carry on the tradition. The two societies
were formerly one, but in 1832 they split into two, as artistic societies
are apt to do, and became respectively the “ Old" and the “ New."
These are now the Royal Society and the Royal Institute. Each is
well represented at Saint Louis, though it would be a

.

_‘

mistake to

suppose that the whole strength of the water-color exhibition is to be
found in the work of members of either society. In water-color as in
oil painting, and in all other branches of the ﬁne arts, a great deal of
most excellent work is being done by men and women who are
members of no organization, and no representative collection of the
works of British artists could be fairly made without large contributions

-_ _-

from them.

Of course, the tendency is that when a number of artists

ﬁnd themselves moved by
like impulses, aiming at like
ideals, and working in like

..~.._._.4

In an old Flemish room four peasants form an appreciative audience for a ﬁfth

who sits on the ﬂoor, wholly absorbed in the music he is evoking from his ﬂute. The
play of the light on the ﬁgures is ﬁne.

methods, they should seek strength by co-operation, and should
crystalize into a society or club. That interesting body, the New
English Art Club, is an example of the kind; it is represented on the
Committee, and its work may be judged in the Exhibition; but it does
not follow that painters working on the same lines, who do not happen
to be members, should be excluded.

In point of fact, the British Art

Section is strengthened by the work of many such.
The ﬁfth of our Royal societies is that of the Painter-Etchers,
founded some twenty years ago by an eminent man, Sir Francis

Seymour Haden,'who is still President, though the advance of years
has for some time prevented his adding to his rich production. The
excellent and abundant work done by the society is all the more encour
aging, because it shows that the extraordinary advance of photographic
“processes,” though it has nearly extinguished “reproductive”
engraving, has not interfered with original work. It is true that we
do not hear as much about etching as we heard some twenty-five
years ago, when the revival was new, and when Hamerton's book was
in everybody's hands; but if anyone fancies that thesart is declining, or
that less real interest is felt in it, let him, on the one hand, reﬂect on
the fancy prices which collectors will now pay for Méryons and
Whistlers, and, on the other, examine any twenty or thirty of the

etchings here exhibited.

Often they are the work of artists whose

names are unknown, but how good they are!

With what insight,

intelligence and technical knowl
edge they are imbued! Nor have
we any reason to be ashamed of the
examples of the old and character
istically English art_of mezzOtint

"\
PORTRAIT OF A PRIEST FROM

TIIE COLLAR OF AMBER—Belgian Section.

THE COUNTRY—Belgian Section.

Emile Vauthier (Belgium).

THE OLD BEGUINAGE AT GHENT—Belgian Section.
Ferdinand Willaert (Belgium), Gold Medal.

Comte Jacques de Lalaing (Belgium).

A gorgeously robed Oriental holds in his hands
a strand of translucent amber beads. The head
is strongly painted.

The stately
cathedral. with
historic nunnery in the middle distance ' i s
painted
in a delightfully
mistythe
atmosphere.

The austere face. the stiff. self-con
'
' - har dened hands. all
sclous
pose“ the toll
bespeak the humble country priest.

> THE EXHIBIT OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
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THE TURNING OF THE CANAL OF BRUGES—Belaian Section.
WINTER SUN—Belgian Section.
\‘ictor Gilsoul (Belgium).

Emile Claus (Belgium). Gold Medal.

This picture attracted much attention. both because of the strange corn osition
and because the artist made his trees lean in the direction the water ﬂows.
his is a
clever trick of the realistic school. which is not without its value in art.

A wood interior. put ugon canvas by a sympathetic painter. isalmost sure to be a
pleasing picture. Claus is oth sympathetic and masterly. He paints With wear and
directness. A splendid mastit'f adds the touch of life to the sun-illumincd Winter forest.

here displayed, whether original or reproductive. It is true that the
competition of the camera is ﬁerce, and that photogravure has driven

that architects send to an exhibition and those sent by all other artists I
the latter are complete in themselves, the former are only indications

many a practising mezzotinter out of the ﬁeld. But it is satisfactory to
note that ﬁne work is still being done, and that a certain number of our
engravers can impart to their renderings of Romney and Reynolds an

of what the works, when wrought out in quite other materials, are

interest unattainable by photogravure.

From the nature of the case the exhibition of the work of our
sculptors can only give a partial idea of their real achievement. It is
most difﬁcult to transport across the ocean, for exhibition purposes,
large groups of statuary, and much as the artists may have wished to

gratify the vast public of Saint Louis, and to earn honor for themselves,
by displaying monumental or ideal sculpture of life-size or larger, this
hope has perforce and with all reluctanCe been laid aside. But in the busts,
statuettes, reliefs and decorative objects here shown. it will be seen, we

to be.

When an Englishman is to be taught what American architec

ture is doing, he must be taken, not to an exhibition, but to Boston to

see Mr. McKim’s Public Library, or to Saint Louis to study the
buildings of the World‘s Fair. Just so, if an American wishes to know
what English architects are doing, he must be taken to London to
see the magniﬁcent cathedral built for the Roman Catholics by the late
Mr. Bentley, or the two great blocks of public oﬁices now rising in
Whitehall, or to mark the transformation in domestic architecture that

took its rise in the work of Mr. Norman Shaw. The experts who visit
your Exhibition will be able to understand all this from the designs and

hope, that the British school, which used to be so deplorably weak in
sculpture, has shared to the full in the general modern movement of

elevations that hang in the Architectural Room. For the rest, it must
be largely a matter of faith; but the public may rest assured that British
architecture has, indeed, made great headway during the past generation

this great art; that the days of a feeble conventionalism are over; and

and the past decade; that it is less content than of old to subside into the

w-._.—._- _

that the enlightened study of Nature, in this case as always, has led our

commonplace, or to ﬂutter towards the fantastic; that, just as our artists

sculptors not only nearer to truth, but nearer to an enduring ideal.

in other ﬁelds have been content more and more to seek their inspira

Nor has a less real progress been made in what, from the point of
view of the general interest, is the most important of all the arts. the art

of Architecture.

But there is an obvious diﬁ'erence between the works

tion from Nature, so the architects have set themselves, with increasing
subtlety and penetration, to interrogate the why and the wherefore,

and have come more and more to realize that it is only in the soil
of utility, of ﬁtness, and of simplicity that the ﬂower of beauty grows.

SUN RISlNG IN THE BUGS OFTHE COMPINE—Relgian Setcion.
THE OLD \VILLOWS—Belgian Section.
Adrien Joseph Heymans {Belgium}.
Rodolphe Wytsman (Belgium). Silver Medal.

and‘m‘éculflal‘ly
Charmin
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ground. bordered with
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_In the distance are trees. cool shadows and grazma km:
Wi ows in the foreground rivet the attention of the beholder.

This picture is characteristically
in both color and co m ost
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of the galleries,

In detail of dec
oration. the British

the Arts and

and the aims of
Crafts move—
ment—the unity
of design and

galleries excelled.

The frieze decorat
ing the British Art
section was designed
and,

for

the

handicraft in

most

part, painted by Mr.
\Nalter Crane. The
scheme consisted of
a series of shields
connected by scrolls
of foliage. The
frieze in Gallery 83,
the ﬁrst room of the
British Art section
entered from the
grounds. bore refer
ence to the exhibits
which belonged to
the Applied Arts. or
Arts and Crafts sec
tion-

()n

the

‘

.,-,,.,

THE (it)NVAI.ESCEN'I'—Brazilian Section.
Elysee Visconti (Brazil). Gold Medal.

en—

Rec0very from an illness is a favorite theme with

tablatllre 0f the col- {iiiﬁtigi'iiiisihal'hfi‘iinfiitﬁiiirliiizgif‘ Sh'mmm"
unins at the entrance,

the inscription in Roman capitals ran as follows: “ Great
Britain and Ireland, Art Section. Group I4, Original
Objects of Art Workmanship: Arts and Crafts." In the
frieze panels on either side of this appeared the shields of
His Royal Highness, the Prince of \N’ales, President of the
Royal Commission. forming the center in each case—one
being the three feathers. with the motto uIch Dien.“ and the
other being the royal shield. differentiated by the silver label
and the Coat of Saxony in Pretense, each with the coronet
above. The inscription on the scrolls referred to the contents

adaption, mate
rial and use. In
the frieze occu
pying the tw0
end walls. the
running scroll
between the
shields was in
scribed with the
names of the
various kinds of
Art Workman
ship included in
this
section The
A MOTHER HOLDING CHILD—Brazilian Section.
Royal
Shield
Oscar P. da Silva (Brazil). Silver Medal.
and
the
Prince
As types of the Latin-American middle-class woman and
child. these two are admirable.
of Wales’ Shield
again formed centers and were flanked each side, the Royal
Shield by the Prince's Feathers and Three Leopards of
England, while the Crosses Saltire of Saint Andrew and of
Saint Patrick appeared at each end; bay branches completed
the decorations. The opposite frieze showed a similar arrange—
ment with the Shields of Saint George, Saint Edward and
Saint Edmund in place of others; the connecting foliage
design was the rose. Between the windows the frieze was
broken into smaller panels. the Red Lion of Scotland and the
Irish harp being placed at either end with accompanying
thistle and shamrock. The center panel showed the Royal

. .I,

THE HARVEST—Brazilian Section.
A. Weingartner (Brazil). Silver Medal.

Mr- Weingartner. although a Gcrmim by ancestry. is a thorough Brazilian in his art. His technique is that of the Latin rather than the Saxon school. and his scenes are
laid in his romantic native land. His “ Harvest" iS‘a typical Bralilian landscape. wrought With a profusion of realistic details. The mountain in the background is shrouélcid
in the soft haze of distance. The basket and cloth. in the immediate foreground. are so vividly painted that it seems one could almost lift them from the canvas. The w 0 c
scene is aglow with Brazilian life and color.

HOLLAND REPRESENTED BY ITS LEADIN
(1 ARTISTS.

CHANGE OF FORTUNE—Brazilian Section.
FEELING GOIARA FRUlT—Rrazilian Section.
1'. Weingartner (Brazil). Silver Medal.
Modesto lirocos (Brazil). Bronze Medal.

in spite of the fact that the painting is realistic to the verge of hardness. this
composition is interesting. because of the story it tells.
tation.

Phat story needs no interpre

The artist has given. in this canvas. a real Brazilian interior. characteristic in
every detail. "lhe tempting southern fruit. the swarthy woman at work and
interesting environment form a PleSlﬂI composition.

and English Shields with the rose, shamrock and thistle
combined, anti those of Saint Edward-and Saint Edmund
ﬁlled the intermediate panels designed with branches of the
oak and the rose.

Oak, rose and bay recurred as the decora

Pavia,” by Sir Wyke Bayliss, P. R. B. A.; “ Flamina Vestalis."
by Sir Edward Hume-Jones, Bart, lent by the Right Honor
able Lord Davey; “Portrait of Mr. Rudyard-Kipling," by
Sir

tive foliage in the other rooms, and the shields given above
were varied by the union ﬂag, the red ensign, the blue
ensign and the white ensign. In all. ﬁfteen diﬁerent shields
were introduced and arranged throughout the various rooms.
The same general scheme, varied in detail, especially in the
designs of the foliage was continued in the frieze throughout
the galleries. It was partly stencilled and partly painted.
Mr. Cleobury assisted Mr. \N alter Crane in the work. The
general decoration of the galleries was entrusted to Messrs.
George Trollope & Sons, London.
_ Among the famous painters and paintings included in the
British section, worthy of especial mention were: “The
Coliseum,“ by Sir Lawrence Alma-Tadema, R. A., lent by
J. l). Archbold, Esq.: “Coronation of Edward VII," by
J. H. F. Bacon, A. R. A.; “ The Sanctuary in the Certosa

Philip

Burue-Jones,

Bart;

HThe

Funeral

of

Queen

Victoria," February 2, 1901, by John Charlton; “The Prodi
gal Daughter." by Honorable John Collier: “Portrait of
Vice-Admiral Sir John Fisher, G. C. 13.," by A. S. Cope,

A.; “La Belle Dame sans Merci,” by Frank Dicksee,
R.'A-.; “The Chess Players,” by S. Melton Fisher, lent by the
Corporation of Liverpool; “Hougomont, 1815," by Robert
Gibb, R. S. A., lent by E. B. Low, Esq.; “Washington's
Farewell to the Army," by A. C. Gow, R.A.; “The Makers
of My House," by H. von Herkomer, C.V.()., R.A.. R.W.S.;
“Perseus and Andromeda," by Lord Leighton, l’. R. A., lent

by Messrs. Arthur Tooth 81 Sons; “In Time of War," by
G. D. Leslie. R.A.. lent by Francis James Fry, Esq., l).L.,
J.P.; “Chill October," by Sir J. E. Millais, Hart. 1’. R.A.,
lent by the Right Honorable Lord Armstrong; " The Quar
tette," a painter's tribute to music, by
Albert Moore, lent by Mrs. W'illiam Col
tart; "The Catapult: Siege of Carthage."
by Sir Edward J. Poynter, Bart. P. R.A.:

“Aphrodite,” by Briton Riviere, R. A., lent
by Sir Alfred Hickman. Barn, M. I’.; “The

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

PANORAMA OF SERRA DE PETROPOLIS—Brazilian Section.
_

A. Figueiredo (Brazil). Silver Medal.

m,eallzl'l‘gsgl‘lﬂDosition reminds one Of the magniﬁcent South American landscapes by Church.

ma

"Ce,
undance

of Wild- untrammeled Nature. is conveyed with almost startling effect.

The feeling of

' l °°°'
l '5'm "e
Tm'"

Soldier's Return," by Marcus Stone, R.A.,
lent by Messrs. Raphael Tuck & Sons:
“Rescued from the Plague, London, 1665,"
by F. \'V. \N. Topham, R. I.
The Holland section comprised oil paint
ings. water colors. etchings and engravings.
from which a splendid idea of the art of that
country was gained by visitors. Outside of
their own country the artists of Holland and
the art associations never before made so
large an exhibit. All of Holland's leading
artists were represented. Conspicuous were
the works of Jacob and William Maris,
Mesdag. Blommers and lsraels, leaders of
the school that has made Holland celebrated
as an art center. Some sculpture was shown

. the picture
.
.
m
galleries,
and a display of

'n-.
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THE lNSURGENT—Bulgarian Section.
J. V. Mrkvitchka (Bulgaria. 1856). Gold Medal.
Almost submerged in the water. the Bulgarian
patriot seeks to evade the bashi’bazouk who IS in .
pursuit of him. The expressions of the two laces ;’
are masterly.
-

UNDER THE PROTECTION OF THE

\s!
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GROUP 1)“ PAINTINGS-1"“
DRAWINGS; GRAND PR12E,Joscf Israels;

Willem Cornelis

“i1:

Rip. Martinus Schildt, Dirk VViggers,

m...

Willem Maris. Hendrik Willem Mes
dag; GOLD MEDALs, Marius A. J. Bauer,
Bernardus J. Blommers. G. H. Breit
ner, Theophile de Bock. Jan van Essen,

Willem Maris. Therese Schwartze. Carcl
F. Louis de Wild, Willem Witsen; Sn.
\‘ER MEpALs. Louis Apol, Floris Arm
zenins. Nicolaas Bastert, Arthur Brict.
Onderwatcr H. F. de Court, G. W. Dijs»
selhoff. Arnold Marc Gorter, Bernard

A. L. Koster, Martinus Kramer.

GROUP XI: SCULPTURE; GOLD
MEDAL, Charles van Wijk; SILVER
MEDAL, J. C. Wieneeke; BRONZE MED
ALs, C. J. Begeer, Abraham Hesselink,

“if
. i

Hoppc. P. de JOsselin de Jong, Johannes
mvi'“

Georgina Schwartze.

\'\\\~ n\'~\ \ \

Johan H. Mastenbroek. Wally Moos,
Tony Offermans. Evert Pieters, Albert
Roelols, Bernard Schregel. Willy Sluiter,

Louis l/V. van Soest. J. H. Wijsmuller;

BRONZE MEDALs, Richard Bisschop. B.
Bongers, André Broedelet,

Adolf

le

Comte.]acObD00yeward,EduardFrank_
fort'

recht

Johannes .G‘

Hcyberg’

van Hoynck,

Fr.

papend'

'1. I

GROUP X: ETCHINGS, ENGRAV
INGS AND LITHOGRAPHSZ GRAND PRIZE,
Marius A. J. Bauer; GOLD MEDALs,
Professor C. L. Dake, Professor Pieter
Dupont, Johannes M. Graadt van Rog
gen, C. Storm van's Gravesande; SILVER
. MEDALs, Etienne Bosch, Hendrik J. Hay
erman, Th. van Hoytema. Jacob G. Veld
heer, Willem Witsen; BRONZE MEDALS.

MEDALs OF HONOR, for distinguished
service in art, Hendrik Petrus Berlage,

Kever,

Hendrik Koning,
HenricusJ. Melis,
G. W. Oldewelt,

Trump. L ZoetelieL

,
l
i ”

COMMEMORATIVE DIPLOMAs AND GOLD \vniv-'t't'
nyﬂi\ﬁ'i ﬁin ﬁi“

5.]:

Bulgarian art is largely a protest against the atroc
ilies oiTurkisli rule. Thus. under the hated Cres
cent. the mother mourns her murdered children.

Hulk, Jr., Arnold
5). Anton Louise Koster.
Frits Mondriaan, F.
espust. i\ \p)\ ~\s~\ W. J. Oppenoorth,

applied art in pottery, silver, cop—
per and wood was made. The
awards to Holland were:

Hendrik Jurrcs, Jacob S. H.

CRESCENT— Bulgarian Section.
J. V. Mrkvitchka (Bulgaria. 1856). Gold Medal.

..

'

y

' H "'

'

i '

‘

G R O U P XII: ARCHITECTURE;
BRONZE MEpALs. Hendrik Petrus Ber
lage, Eduard Cuypers.
- V
.
GROUP XIV: ORIGINAL OBJECTS
ii“ .3 OF ART WORKMANSHIF GOLDMEDALS
'
' Jan Brom A ’H t - ’ L
“e and

PORleAlf 333:3“ frglfggsscgg giLfARIA-

Mm, V5,, .Oggfgmjgggm F

The beloved Princess.who. though dea‘d.ssiill.watches :vEeh-l her people. is

Lion Czichet. Jan ElSt’EDlOCTTCl C. Lebeau.

Johannes seated upon an inlaid throne, with a Greek ikon in mosaic fora background.

Mendes da Costa, W. F.‘ G_ Janseny

L. Nienhuis, T. Nieuwenhuis, W. Penaat; BRONZE MEDAL, L. Nienhuis.

Although the list of artists representing Hungary did not

OLD FOUNTAIN IN PLEVNA—Bulzarian Section.

“"don Mlmﬁ (Bulgarla- 1863)- Silver MadalThe oriental structure. built over the spring. and the primitive costumesof the water
carriers are characteristic of northern Bulgaria. The atmospheric eﬁ'ect is excellent.

SHIPKA—Bulgarian Section.

.

Vechin-Yaroslav (Bulgaria. 1860), Grand Prize.

This canvas represents the twenty-ﬁfth anniversary celebration of the battle of
Shipka Pass. by which Bulgaria gained her independence.

@1313“

ITALY DEVOTED ITS GALLERIES TO
MODERN ART.
include the names of
all noted ones in the
art of that country,
those who were rep
resented ably main~
tained the national
standard. The works
of the foremost ar
tists of the Hunga
rian school were
exhibited. Munkac
sky, whose fame is
world-wide. many of
whose best pictures
are owned in the
United States, was _
represented byscenes

typical of

h

h'.

LANDING THE CATCH—Canadian Section.
THE FLOO‘DGATE-Canadian Section.
F. McCillivray Knowles (United States. i860), Bronze Medal.
Homer Watson (Canada. 1856) Bronze Medal.

Watson. the dramatic. colorful. vigorous painter oi_ Canadian land
scape. is at his best when portraying the fury of a “sum 5'0"“

Hungarian

The gray-green of the early niorning sky and the rosy light on the
ﬁshing boats unite to form a delightful color harmony.

modem art.

peasant life.

Nearly all of the paintings and

sculptures shown had been executed within the
last ten years. The International Art Associa

L. Lotz, portrait painter and famous
fresco artist, and L. Paal, one of the
country's greatest landscape artists,
were among the best-known. The
collection bore evidence of a high
standard of selection. The awards to
Hungarian artists were:

tion of Rome, the largest art society of Italy,

assisted greatly in the promotion of the depart
ment. Aside from the work of contemporary
artists, many notable works of the older artists
were shown. The exhibit demonstrated the indi
viduality of the spirit of modern Italian art.
Among the noted names in the Italian exhibit
were those of C. Laurenti, G. I’reviati, A. Ball
’Oca Bianca and A. Rizzi. The following awards
were given to Italy:

GROUP IX: PAINTINGS AND DRAW—
INGS; G'OLD MEDALs, F. E. Laszlo, J. de
Thorma; COMMEMORATIVE GOLD MEDAL
AND DIPLOMA, for distinguished service in

art, L. Lotz; SILVER MEDALs, I. Perlmutter,
H. Poll, Sziiiyei-Merse, T. Zemplény;
Baonzr. MEDALs. S. Bihari, K. Ferenczy, B.

GROUP IX: PAmrinos AND DRAWINGS; GRAND
PRIZE, Antonio Mancini; GoLD MEDALs, Vineenzo Cap

Grunwald, O. Mendlik, I. Reti, F. Szenes.

GROUP XI: SCULPTURE; GOLD MED
ALs, Gyorgy Zala, M.Ligeti; SILVER MEDALs,
A STUDY (A HliAlJl—Cuban Section.

J. Damko, E. Telcs;
George Vastagli.

Baonze

rile, Angelo Dall ’Oca Bianca, Adolfo De Karolis, Gaetano
Esposito, Emilio Gola, Camillo Innocenti, Cesare Laurenti.
Antonio Rizzi; SILVER MEDALs, Leonardo Bazzaro, Giu

MEDAL,
Leopoldo Romanach (Cuba. i870). Gold Medal.

This study, the head of an old woman. shows
GROUP XIV: ORIGINAL OBJECTS OF manifest reserve power. The fut-rowed cheek and
ART \VORKMANSHXP ; GOLD NIEDAL, T_ de sunken eyes bespeak care and suﬁerinit.

Sikorski ; SILVER MEDAL, Professor Paul Horti ; BRONZE MEDALs, Gyula
Betlen, Aladar Kriesch, O. Rappaport, 0. Tarjan.

Iceland was represented by Elin Nielsen, in the applied arts
division of the International section. Mr. Nielsen exhibited
a large collection of artistic embroideries.
Italy devoted all the space of its galleries to an exhibit of

seppe Casci_
aro, Galileo
Chini. Gilg
lielmo Ciar
di, Giuseppe
Ciardi, Fabio
Cipolla, Um
berto Coro
maldi, Pietro
De Francis
co, Giovanni
Fattori. Ar
turo Ferrari,

Luigi Gioli,
Emilio Lon
goiii,

Vin

eenzo Migli
aro. Angelo
M o r b el li ,
F i l i p p o
O m egn a ,

Giuseppe
Pailizza, Fil
iberto Petiti,

mtgl-

Augusto Se
zaniie, A. G.
S t oppoloni,
Andrea Ta

_"~‘»3

THE CONVALESCENT—Cuban Section.
Leopoldo Romanach (Cuba. i870). Gold Medal.

exprcssggz and l:u‘hmque Romanach inclines toward the modern Italian school. The
1n

4

r

4

a

" l e faces of the sick child and the amuous mother are ﬁnely rendered.

v e r n i e r;
B R 0 N z E
M E DALs ,

THE COUNTESS OF MINTO—Cariadian' Section.
Robert Harris (North ‘VHICS‘II852L Gold Medal.
For several years Harris devoted his brush to themes illustrating
Canadian life. ‘Now he paints portraits almost exclusively. This
beautiful portrait of the Countess of Minto amply iustiﬁes the change.

PURCHASE EXl’OSlTION.
HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA

THE WONDERFUL LEGEND OF THE QUEEN OF SllEBA ANI) KING SOLOMON—French Section.
Edouard Rochegrosse (France. 1859).
the realist. the historical painter, comes this triptych. as idealin technique and color as a piece of rich tapestry.
came to visit King Solomon and. by her beauty and wisdom. won his heart. is told Without one suggestion of realism.

The story oi how the Queen of Sheba

From Rochetzrosse.

Romeo Bonomelli.Augusto Corelli, Oreste Damolin, Antonio Discovolo,
Gennaro Favai, Carlo Foriiara, Oscar Ghiglia, Amedeo Lori, Anton
Maria Mucchi, Arturo Noci; Norberto Pazzini. Maurizio Rava, Carlo

Stragliati.
GROUP X: Ercmivos, ENGRAVINGS AND LITHUGRAPIISI BRONZE
MEDALs, Arturo Viligiardi, Francesco Vitaliiii.

GROUP XI:

SCULPTURE; GRAND PRIZES. Giulio Monteverde,

Romanelli Raffaello; GOLD MEDALS. Achille D'Orsi, Carlo Foiitana,

Galetti Stefano, Augusto Rivalta. Mario Rutelli; SILVER MEDALs.
Enrico Cassi, Alessandro Laloret, Michele La Spina, Giovanni Nico

lini, Clemente Origo, Eugenio Pelini. Giovanni Prini; BRONZE
MEDALS, Mauro Benini. Cesare Bescara. Salvatore Buenii, Eduardo De
Albertis, Giuseppe Graziosi. Emilio Marsili. Dante Sodini.
GROUP XII: ARCHITECTURE; COMMEMORATIVE GoLD MEDAL

AND DIPLOMA, Giuseppe Sommuraga, for his work upon the grounds
of the Exposition and distinguished service in art; SILVER MEDALs,
Edoardo Collamarini, Arturo Viligiardi.
GROUP XIV: ORIGINAL OnJi-Lcrs OI“ ART \VURKMANSIHP;
SILVER

MEDAL, Galileo Chini;

BRONZE

MEDAL. Chini Chino, col

laborator.

Japan exhibited noted examples of the old school of
Japanese landscape art. Masterpieces represented the most
famous of the country's casters of bronze. A sculptural
exhibit in ivory, terra cotta and wood showed groups and
ﬁgures illustrating scenes of Japanese life. Oil paintings by
the younger artists. workingr after the European method, were

an attractive part of the exhibit. Among the more promi
nent of the school of landscape art,which was so pronounced a
"'1, i

\YASHINGTON, i783—French Section.
Tony Robert-Fleury (France).
To the lovers of historical and pictorial (art, this canvas is especially interesting.
The distant prospect of the water. in full sunlight. is well rendered.

FOUNIHNG OF THE TUVVN ()F SAINT LOUIS BY PIERRE LACLEDE
IN woa—French Section.
Fernand Le Qiiesne (France. 1863).
However remote ironi fact it may be, this composition. symbolizing the birth of the
World 5 1' air city. was a singularly appropriate Exposition picture.

AWARDS IN FINE ARTS TO JAPANESE ARTISTS.
513

CHRIST’S LAST HOUR—French Section.
Emile Auguste Carolus-Duran “France. I837).

This portrayal of the cruciﬁxion

full (rt-dramatic feeling.

Much of the compo

sition is merely suggested. thus bringing out in startling relief the tragic story.

DEATH AND THE WOODCL'TTE'R—French Section.

feature of the exhibit, were Giokusko Kawabata, Keinen Imao,
Gaho Hashimato and Kwampo Araki. Japan's awards were :

Leon Auguste Lhermit'te (France. I844).
i
Man's love of life. no matter how hard and wretched it may be. is revealed
the
countenance of the death-stricken peasant. TheJandscape is subdued and beautiful.

u‘
‘Tt'Fr-n-rv

GROUP IX: PAINTINGS AND DRAWINGS: GRAND PRIZE, 'Gaho
Hashimoto; GOLD MEDALS, Massao Gajo, Keinen Imao, Suiseki
Ohaslii, Seitei Watanabe; SILVER llilEDALS, Jippo Araki. Kwanpo

Araki, Hoyei Hata, Chokusui Hirai, Toho Hirose, Sodo Ishii, Bunsho
Kanda. Giokusho Kawabata, Giokuun Kawamura, Gokio Kobayashi,
Gakei Kochi, Madam Tokei Komiya, Kinsen Kubota, Ungai Mura

matsu, Giokuden Murase, Bunkio Nomura, Gekko Ogata, Shiyen Sato,
KokkaiTakashima, Manshu Uyeda, Madam Shoyen Uyemura. Shunkio
Yamamoto; BRONZE MEDALs, Madam Giokushi Atomi, Giokudo
Kawai, Kunishiro Mitsutani, Seisho Morohoshi, Chikuha Otake, Gio
kuyen Takahashi, Yeisaka Wada, Hiroshi Yoshida.

GROUP XI : SCULPTURE ; GOLD MEDALs, Kanejiro Kaneda, Choun
Yamazaki; SILVER MEDALS, Insai Abe, Chozo Toyama, Kazuo Uda—

gawa. Koun Yakushiji; BRONZE ll/IEDALS, Gitaro Hombo, Kihyoye Ishii,
Kichigoro Murata, Yeijiro Omachi, Chokichi Suzuki. Osao Watanabe.
GROUP XII: ARCHITECTURE; GRAND PRIZE, Honorable Hayato
Foukuba, for landscape architecture of garden of Japanese Government
pavilion; GOLD MEDAL, Kuru Masamachi, for design for Japanese Gov
ernment pavilion; BRONZE MEDALS, Ichigoro Morita, Iwajiro Sasaki.

sei Okazakei. Shosai Shirayama; GOLD MEDALs, Toyoo Aikawa, Zittoku
Akatsuka, Ihioye Fujiwara, Iwajiro Funabashi, Kuhioye Hoyashi, Kichi
bei Hirano, Shinhichi Iida, Tozan Ito, Yeisuke Jomi, Katsuhiro Kagawa,

Masataro Keida. Sobei Kinkozan, Naoyuki Kumagai, Yasuyuki Nami
kawa. Jihioye Nishimura, Sozayemon Nishimura, Sahioye Shima,

Wmlers him one of the best delineators of bourgeois hie.

.

in

I»

“:
A

Meizan Yabu. Chosaburo Yamada; SILVER MEDALs, Shinzo Fujikawa,
Jisaburo Hayashiya. Seisuke Ikecla. Sadabumi Ito, Taro Kawara,
Kosaburo Mikami, Shigetaro Mukai, Sakujiro Nakamnra, Rihei Shio
zaki, Manjiro Takito. Rihichi Tanaka, Sadahichi Tanaka, Jimbei
Tsukamoto, Yukio Yukio: BRONZE MEDALS, Todasaburo Hattori,
Hichiro Kanamori. Tohei Kanamori, S. Matsubayashi, Katai Teraba

x..-"

yashi, T. Yanagiwara.
f..."

The most notable feature of the exhibit of Mexico in the
Art Department was the collection of paintings by Antonio
Fabres, the leading artist of that Republic. Its galleries also
contained a collection of paintings, which in ﬁgure and

A CORNER OF THE VERDIER MARSHES—Freneh Section,
“5:131:15 this Domjait of his family. Simon reveals his masterly‘realism, his direct

'

Katsuyoshi Shoami, Shoka Tsujimura, Shukio Tsukada, Jinmatsu Uno,

PORTRAIT OF MME. SIMON AND HER CHILDREN—French Section
Lucien Simon (France. 186I).

ill
10‘
-

GROUP XIV. ORIGINAL OBJECTS orARr Wonxnzmsmv; GRAND
PRIZES, Jimbei Kawashima, Kozan Miyagawa, Sosuke Namikawa‘ Ses

Adolphe Marais (France).
The mackede bovine, it seems. will never lose her popular“ with th
'
painters. In this composition the masses of light and shade are pleasingly Mario's-13$“!

HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.
pavilion because of lack
of space in the Art De
partment.
Among its
artists represented were
Leon F. Aragon, Pedro
Arguello, Juan Cuadra,
Miss Andrea Garcia,
Jo aq u i n de Orejiiela,
Pastor Penalva and
Romualdo Roa. Sculp
tures in wood were ex
hibited by Juan Gregor
ico Garcia, and Frutos
Alegria. Gregorio Gar
cia and Ciriaco Vargas
were represented by
carving on leather, ivory
and gold, and work in
palm.
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Norway was represented

in

the

_ a

_.
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S()RRO\\'S 0F L'IAEY MAGDALENE—French
CCIIOTI.

arts, and a medal of sil

Joseph Jules Lefebvre (France. i836).

A ritt of light in the somber sky illumines the
ver was awarded to Ger Magdalene
as she kneels at the foot of the cross.
hard Munthe.
In the International Section Peru exhibited paintings and

~‘ '1'

drawings by its two most noted artists, Anialio J. Franco and

ﬁrm

A. F. Schenck. Mr. Franco exhibited miniatures and Mr.
Sclienck exhibited a group of large paintings.

m
at},

Portugal‘s exhibit was installed in one gallery. Paint
ing and sculpture were attractively grouped together, and
though the exhibit was not so comprehensive as many others.
it was noteworthy in the quality of work shown. The awards
_
given to Portugal were:

SIEGFRIED (SONG or TiiE SVVORD)—French Section.
Theobald Chartran (France).
One of the most popular pictures in the French section was this “ Sword Song."

GROUP IX :

PAINTINGS AND DRAWINGS; COMMEMORATWE DIPLO'

time the sword, Balmung, forged by the dwarf Wieland, with which he is to slay
The beautiful young Siegfried. his lace radiant with delight, handles for the ﬁrst

MA AND GRAND .NIEDAL OF HONOR’ for dlsnngwbhed SCH/Ice .m “It‘
' '
~_
'
'

the Nibelung dragon.

H. R. M. the King of Portugal; GRAND PRiZE, Bardello Pinheiro
Columbano; GOLD MEDAL, H. R. M. the King of .Portugal; SILVER

_The

play of_ light from the sniithy
is very effective.
'

landscape gave illustrations of the life of the country.

The

awards t0 MCXiCO were I
GROUP IX:

mil
3.

\

1

MEDALS, H_ R_ M‘ the Queen of Portugal, Antonio T_ Cumin), Jr"

Ernesto F. Condeixa, José Velloso Salgado; BRONZE MEDALs, José de

PAINTiNcs AND DRAWINGS; GOLD MEDAL, Antonio

Fabres; BRONZE MEDAL, Jesus Coromina Garcia.
GROUP X: ErcniNGs, ENGRAVINGS AND Li'riiooRAPiis; BRONZE

Brito. Arthur V. de Mello, David de Mello, Joao Vaz.
GROUP X: ETCHINGS, ENGRAVINGS AND LITHOGRAPHS; BRONZE
MEDAL, Luciano Lallemant.

GROUP XI : SCULPTURE; GRAND PRIZE, Antonio Texeira Lopez;

MEDAL, Antonio Fabres.

GROUP XI: SCULPTURE; BRONZE MEDAL, L. Prieto.

Nicaragua's exhibit was

installed

in

the

Nicaraguan

THE SIGNATURE OF THE SECOND CONCORDAT. FONTAINEBLEAU. iBiJ—French Section.
\\'.\R IN LACE—French Section.
José Frappa (France. i863).

Ferdinand Gueldry (France).

Napoleon. fearing his early downfall. has taken the Pope prisoner arid-kit“

_
~bit ofin
_ feudal
4 coats
3 With
romantic
'l‘ hehill
char
ing
horses.
cavahers
satin
and , teemin
powdered
the
corpse-strewn
arizdA
delightful
phantasy
' bobwigs,
' suggestion!
'

the presence of the faithful black cardinals. compels him to sign over to! ‘5

ﬁnally the princess and her companion are painted with brillance and feeling.

crown most of the papal prerogatives.

'

RUSSIA REPRESENTED BY TEN

ART SOCIETIES

-u.s‘

.w.
OLD HORSE—French Section.

%

Charles Cottet (France. 1863).
The Ishaggy. ill‘kept horse occupies the ma"Jor part of the canvas.
worked in
a background of surf and sky from his beloved Brittany.
However. Cottet

BRONZE MEDAL, José Simoes d'Almeida (Sobrinho).

ic-l
til
it

Russia's collection consisted of over 600 \mrks- of art,
most of which were paintings illustrating the tendencies
of the art of the country. The works represented the collec
tions of ten different art societies, and were displayed in their
collective capacity, showing the trend of each society.
PORTRAIT ()l" AMBROlSE THOMAS—French

Vladimiroﬂ‘ and Alexander Makofsky, Kasatkine, Volkoff,
Repiu,
Soukharofsky, Doubofsky, Koslieleff, Veuig, Verestcliagin,

Marcel Baschet (France. i860).

_
Nineteenth Century composers.
_
nely intellectual nature are beautifully
The modeling of the head i
sperfect.

Von Liphart and

Maimon were represented.
Besides the
work of these there was a collection
illustrating “Ancient
Russia," “ The Ural and its Riches.’
’ and “Siberia,” pictures
.q

.‘

Section.

that were never before dis

played outside of the Russian
Empire.

The display was unusually interesting, emphasizing

both the historical and social aspects of the people of the
country. The awards to Russia were:

7

GROUP

IX:

PAINTINGS

AND

DRAWINGS;

DIPLOMA AND GOLD‘lliElML OF HONOR. for distin

COMMEMORATIVE

art. T. E. Repin; GOLD MEDALs, M. F. Iv
guished service in
P. D.A.Shmaroﬁ’;
SILVER MEDALs,A. K. Uralsky-Denisoﬁ‘. T. A.anoﬁ,
Djenyaeﬂ’,
R. Eber
ling, C. N. Kahl, D. N. Kardofsky, N. P. Latree. T. L. Makoushenko.
N. P. Pigoroff, N. C. Rohrich, F. V. Sitchoff, l. A. Vladimiroﬂ',
V. T. Zaroubin: BRONZEMEDALS, Elsa Baklund, I. S. Bilit, K. A.

hat“

a.

Y

.‘x.

THE \VIDO\\"—French Section.

“IQ

RETURNING FROM SCHOOL AT PLOUGASTEL—Freneh Se
Louis de Schryver (France).
The artist h
Barb. The face if tcli7 ntrived to express grief solely by the mourning W?“ and blaCk

e widow bespeak

'
s resignation and tender memories.

ction.
Emile “'ery (France).
childli-leii Ito
bepstudied
little npeasant
theinteresting
interest
is
'nter
retation are
of child
.
I
I todoubled
attire isgirls.
always
the artist.

\Vhen the
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EMPEROR WILLIAM I. ON HIS DEI\TIIBEI)-German Section.
Anton vun Werner (Germany, 1843)

Gold Medal.

-

Werner is an ideal ofﬁcial painter. His canvases are impressive and his likenesses
are perlect. In this touching scene the present Emperor bends over his grandfather.
At the foot of the bed stand Bismarck, Moltke and the Grand Duke and Duchess of
liaden.

Feldman, N. M. Foukin, A. F. Haush, P. T. Hel

IIIS MAJESTY, THE EMPEROR. OFFERS HIS CONGRATULATION TO
GENERAL COUNT MOL'I'KE AT THE CELEBRATION OF H15 5
90th Bl RTH DAY—German Section.
Anton von Werner (Germany. 1843).

Vilhelm Behm, K. A. Borgh, Erik Hedberg, Carl

ler, N. T. Ivanoif, A. Z. Koudriavtscﬁ, Emilie
Landan, P. T. Petrovitcheﬁ, V. N. PopoﬁF, N. F.
Root, G. G. Schmidt,

N. A. Sliabouuin G.

Oscar Hullgren, Carl Johansson, Carl Larsson,
Wilhelm Smith, Gustav Theodor Wallen; BRONZE
MEDALs, Ester Almquist, Fanny Brate, Anton

P. ‘

Svietlitsky, N. G. Tseregoty.
GROUP X: E'rcnINGs, ENGRAVINGS AND ’
LITHOGRAPHS; BRONZE MEDALs,

GROUP XI:

P.

S.

Genberg, Anna Nordgren, Lotten Ronquist, Char
lotte Wahlstrom.
GROUP X: ETCHINGS, ENGRAVINGS AND
LITHOGRAPIIS; GOLD MEDAL, Carl Larsson.
GROUP XI: SCULPTURE; GOLD MEDALs.
Theodor Lundberg, Gustaf Malmquist; SILVER

Xydias.

SCULPTURE; GOLD MEDAL, E. '

Y. Ginsburg; SILVER MEDAL, Sinayotf-Bernstein.

Gold Medal.

In an ideal picture there should be a central thought. brought out prominently. and
the accessories should be sacriﬁced to the real theme. In this
canvas each face is a portrait, as perfect in detail as the two
central laces. This is “ofﬁcial art. ’

.

The exhibit Of Sweden made an unusually ‘
strong impression. Its efforts to develop a
distinct national art have been successful, waat“n a-q
and it has a lively connection with the life
and social condition Of the country. Racial
characteristics were plainly evident in its
sculptural and architectural exhibits. Zorn, .1“gumus".Liljefors and Larsson are the best known Of
the artists represented in the Swedish gal
leries. Sweden received these awards:

MEDALs, David Edstrom, Carl Milles, Ruth Milles;

BRONZE

MEDALs,

Sigrid

Blomberg,

Herman

Neujd, Gerda Sprinchorn.
GROUP XII. COMMEMORATIVE SILVER MED
AL AND DIPLOMA, for work upon the Exposition
grounds, Ferdinand Boberg, for design of the

Swedish National pavilion.

Switzerland was represented in the Inter
national Section by a single artist, A.
Benziger. He exhibited two portraits, the
GROUP IX: PAINTINGS AND DRAWINGS;
most interesting being that of President
GRAND PRIZE, Anders L. Zorn; COMMEMORATJVE
McKinley. The other was Of a mother and
DIPLOMAS service
ANn GOLD
MEDALs
or HONOR,
for BOrdis- PORTRAIT
THE EuPREqQ‘Sec‘iOIIH
w
tinguished
in art,
Carl Larsson,
Johan
PR1N‘CESS or
VLCTORM_Q;"mm;
child
jesson, Baron Gustav Cedarstriim; GOLD MEDALs, Fritz Angus, von Knulbach ((krmanLlSsoLGold

Special

Commemorative

awards apart
In

Medal and Diploma.
Olof Aborelius Alfred Bergstrom, G. S. N. Kallste
from the group exhibits were made.
Kaulbach is the most vital force in modern
nius. Bruno A. Liljefors, Bernhard Osterman, Emil C' Erma"
THIS p01‘ t r3]_t 0 f m e E In me“ an d recognition
ar I - .
n
s
of I distinguished
serv1ces
Osterman; SILVER MEDALs, Gustaf Ankarcrona, her only daughter isamasterpiece.

m
'

GENERAL VIEW. ROOM NO. 1— jman Section.

GENERAL VIEW OF ROOM NO. 7—German Section.

I in the by
German
was notable
bee aus(if’1
. Room
.
.~section
oftechniq‘ii:
the tr I iigilsubrti?“
no
- in lhe
German
Emperor
I‘erdinand
Keller.
‘that master
The textures of ermine. metal and cloth In this portraif‘are marveldus
co ens"

~
. painter to the court at iBerliI'.
.
oneIn
of th‘
th'zsgooggrgggeintwoﬁanrvases
by_ Wv erner. oﬁ‘icial
form of the Iron Chan R“

c waimous thPEan Concress at Berlin, has the majestic

cg or’ I "me V°n B'smarck. as its imposing central ﬁgure.
i‘
.,\\

SPECIAL COMMEMORATlVE AWARDS, ART DEPARTMENT.

5'7

cH-IMWH
1"»
W1
‘i'zmsm
'"YQH'vW’.

THE RICH DISCII’LE—Gcrman Section.
MEETING AT THE CROSSROADS—German Section.

Eduard von Gebharclt (Germany. i838).

Louis Feldmann (Germany).
Gebhardt translates the Bible story into the language of his country and times.
German peasants surround the Christ. Despite the numerous ﬁgures, the interest of
the picture centers in the Master and the Rich Man.

The meeting between Christ and the woman is symbolic of the supreme moment in
every life when the decision between good and evil is made. The draperies are
painted with strength and feeling.

t.

.th

v
connec mn“)

.

t.

val-lousna ‘0“ _

-;'~

I

-

Gehr_ Janensch, Professor Wilhelm

'

Kreis, Professor Karl Marr, Pro

al sections of the department

these awards were distributed:

fessor Max Schaefer.

. f

t I

‘

GREAT BRITAIN :
COM
MEMORATIVE HONORS FOR DISTIN—
GUISHED Seances, in connection

ARGENTINE: COMMEMORA—
TlVE DIPLOMA AND GOLD MEDAL:
Eduardo Schiaﬂino.

with the British exhibit, Sir Edward

AUSTRIA: COMMEMORATIVE
DXPLOMAS AND GOLD MEDALs, Pro

J. Poynter, Chairman, Diploma;

fessor Theodore Axentowicz. Archi
tect Rudolf Bernt, Professor Ian

retary, Diploma; E. J. Gregory,
Diploma and Gold Medal for instal

Isidore Spielman, Honorary Sec

Kotera, Architect Joseph Urban.
B E LGI U M: COMMEMORA
TIVE DIPLOMA AND GOLD MEDAL,

lation of collection; Alfred Parsons,

Diploma and Gold Medal for instal
lation of collection: Waiter Crane,
Chairman for Arts and Crafts, Di
ploma; Edward S. Pryor, Hon
orary Secretary for Arts and Crafts,
Diploma; Halsey Ricardo, Di

Ernest Verlant.

FRANCE: COMMEMORATIVF.
DIPLOMA AND GRAND NIEDAL OF
HONOR, for distinguished service in

art, Henri Roujon: COMMEMORA-

vnzw or DRESDEN—(ierman Section.

2m; DIPLOMA AND GOLD MEDAL,

fiotthard Kuehl (Germany. 1851). (and Medal.

ndré sagho'
'

of the celebrated
churches ofKuchl.
Dresden.
the Elbe.
appear
in this
picture.
The Two
atmospheric
eﬁ'cct is excellent.
like near
Fortuny,
delights
in the
painting
of
G E R M A N Y 1 COMM EMO RA- historic cathedrals.
rn'a DIPLOMAS AND GOLD MEDALs, Professor Julius Adam, Professor

ploma and Gold Medal [or install}
do" of collection_
HOLLAND: COMMEMORATIVE

{’3

gsagas-u.
an
wiqziélﬁfaim
“is.
'1
--

\V_

0:.
I

l/
p
s
7

Ill-say;
FIYKE
'
"
‘
NWAERDER FISHING SMACK ON Tu}; ELBE NEAR HAMBURG_

I

.

_
. '.
H
V ' x. > - \ o.‘_
~ '
.
ART CRITILS TN A STABLE—German Section.

German Section.
The Elbe n

Carl H.ompfel
i
. .
(Germany)' Bronze Mkda“

ha! portrayed ietarbHambmg '5 One of the most beautiful rivers in the world. llolzapfel
5 road “Danse with feeling and vigor

f). Gebler (Germany).
I
_
This canvas is full of humor and sarcasm. Woe
to the poor_dog of an artist!

sheep has his criticism and all seem to be adverse.
painted,

Each

Yet trebler 5 sheep are beautiful!)

rT'nrc'y
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Peter Janssen (Germany. 1844).

MA RCH OF COUNT YORK T()\\".\RD KAI-GAN—(ierrnan Section.
Theodor Rocholl (Germany).

_ Janssen. who began life as an engraver in' his father's shop, has drawnpn the early
history of the Rhineland. near his home city. Dusseldorf. for this stirring picture.

Just now this picture is of general interest. since it gives a bit of rugged landscape
from the neighborhood of Manchuria on which the eyes of the whole world are turned.

BATTLE OF \VORRINGEN—German Section.

DIPLOMA AND GOLD MEDALS, Adolf le Comte,
Eduard Cuypers, Willy Martens.
HUNGARY: COMMEMQRATIvE DIPLOMA
AND GOLD MEDAL, Professor Paul Horti.

ITALY: COMMEMORATIVE DIPLOMAs AND
GOLD MEDALs. A. Apolloni, Honorable Angelo
Pavia.

JAPAN:

COMMEMORATivE DIPLOMAS AND

GOLD MEDALS, Masaki Naohike, Niwa Keisuke,
Heromich Shugio.
RUSSIA: COMMEMORATIVE DIPLOMA AND
GOLD MEDAL, V. E. Makofsky.

SWEDEN: COMMEMORATIVE DIPLOMA AND
GOLD h’II-ZDAL, Anshelm Schultzberg.
UNITED STATES: COM MEMORATI vr:
AWARDS, for service in connection with the
Department of Art, Halsey C. Ives, Diploma
and Grand Prize; Charles M. Kurtz, Diploma
and Gold Medal; George Julian Zolnay. Diploma
and

M:it;

Gold

Medal;

Frederick Allen

Whiting,

Diploma and Gold Medal; William H. Fox,
Diploma and Silver Medal: Olive Whiting,
Bronze Medal. Harry W. Watrous was given
a Commemorative Diploma and Gold Medal for
valuable assistance in the formation of the exhib
it in the United States section.

The executive staff Of the department
comprised many men of recognized ability
....‘..

in artistic work, who very materially
assisted Professor Ives in the success
attained by the department. Among
these were: Charles M. Kurtz, Assistant
Chief of the Department; Will H. Low,
Superintendent of the Loan Division:
George Julian Zolnay, Superintendent of
the Division of Sculpture; F. A.W'hiting,
Superintendent of the Division of Applied
Arts; George Corliss. Superintendent of
Exhibit Records, and William H. Fox,
Secretary. Leading artists and art lovers
of the United States also gave valuable
aid to the department in the collection
and grouping Of the exhibits.
Entirely apart from the pictures and
statuary exhibited in competition for
awards, but as fully entitled to recogni—
tion as works Of art, were the sculptures
made especially for the \Vorld's Fair by
PORTRAIT OF BISMARCK—German Section.
the
most prominent American artists.
Franz von Lenbach (Germany. IBM—1904).
for purposes of exhibition,
Lenbach was the Breatest painter of character among Although,
modern artists and this Bismarck was his masterpiece.
All the characteristics which went to make up the master these statues and decorative modeliiigs
statesman oi the iqth century are here. Lenbach died
were reproduced in perishable material,
soon after the opening of the Exposition.
most of them ranked high in artistic merit among the works

}
l
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

/

HOLY COMMUNION 1N HESS—German Section.
SPRING LANDSCAPE IN SILESIA—Germari Section.
Erich Kubierschky (Germany, I854).
It requires the brush of a master to paint bare trees.
color and line. is a veritable poem of spring delight.

This landscape. exquisite in

K. Bantzer (Germany). Gold Medal.
This composition. subdued yet pure in color. imparts a feeling Of solemn reverence
Every part of the picture is in keeping With the central thought.

v

SCULPTURES RANKED HIGH IN ARTISTIC MERIT.

ti!
~'~-

eye-a”.
rpi»

.4.
will
it

l
\

4“ "lq‘lilk-WRWJHJWNPIQM “I? “LWJIEU‘PJICQ‘JltiQ “ . w- ‘ '
THE SON-German Section.
Hans Koberstein (Germany).

at”!

Bronze Medal.

TEMPORARY HEADQUARTERS BEFORE PARIS—German Section,

Ml

Anton von \\'eber (Germany, 1843)_
a“.

l

;

Gold MedaL

_
_
The German troops have taken_possesswn
of a gorgeously furnished
French palace

and“ mmrivmll "WW"- IDH' "me‘ "1” horrors“ war-

This canvas. because of its touching story. had great popularity. The rude sur
roundings. the death pallor on the young soldier's face. the agony of father and brother
are perfectly expressed.

,

_

.

Wide courts With trees and shrubs and ﬂowerin

.m

of their a u t ho r s.

int
t'il'.
in;
U; ,

Some of the most
noteworthy examples
are illustrated a n d
described at length

_ atmosphere of repose
that inVited to the
c o n templation of
beauty, whether in art

’

g, i

elsewhere in this vol~

or nature, combined

\

I

'

'

la y'

mg

gd

~~

laiits I

ing fountains and an

time.
Aside from the
artistic value of each
individual piece of
outdoorsciilpture,the
beauty and interest of
all was enhanced by
their conformity to a

uniform scheme of
sizeand arrangement.
and by their setting
amid scenes of grand
eur and be a u t y.

to bring into high

q—

relief every charming

I

-'
,,

feature of the splen
did works of art with
which the Exposition

was embellished.

l'

The g e n e r a l
scheme of sculptural

,

decoration was de
Vised and planned by
M
r. Karl Theodore

'
PRESIDENT KRL‘EGER RECEIVES A DEPUTATION or BOERS IN THE EXECUTIVE
COUNCI L—(iermari Section.

Fritz \I'ichgraf (Germany).

Francis Bitter, Chief

The South African Republic. whose President was an absolute monarch. held the attention of the world for
several years. Vichgraf. in his portrayal of the sturdy Boers in council. aﬂ'ords an insight into the reasons for the

Spacious esplanades, repeated Boer victories.

’

AS THE OLD FOLKS SING—German Section.
Ludwig Knaus (Germany. 1819)
Kna has “mom repeated himself.
I
I “Children
i
‘s
This is a revised version 0f_his
pa" Y. .. us
.
wdl‘mmy
dﬂailsa
a few c“antes. Here we have an outdoor scene. Wllh background
" army dress costumes.

OI

Sculpture,
.

own

TH

WllOSC

W Ol'k

1n

PILGRIMS—German Section.

Franz von Defrezger (Germany. 1835).

Gold Medal.

Defrcgger delights in the Tyrole. its peasants. landscape and history. Ills color is
rich and his compositions are fascinating. The peasants who have crossed the moun
tains to church may well be called pilgrims.

the

‘
I .' '
_
‘
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foremost
a in 0 ii g
thesculp

to r s of
America.
\Nitli the
general
n>-[--.rewW!»p,.’-0n1nr4u.y

"All
mm".l‘m11“..
~o~_o.

p l a n
passed
upon and
approved
by t h i s
advisory
b o a r (I,
Mr. Bit

terselect
ACROBATS' PARADE—German Section.
Paul Meycrheim (Germany). Sil
ver M cdal.
Meyerheim comes of a family of
distinguished painters.
His com
positions rcvel in color and inter
esting detail. Yet he knows how
to concentrate the attention of the
beholder on the central ﬁgure.

ed seven~
ty - eight
sculptors
f r o in
a mong
t h 0 s e
in 0 s t

plastic art and experience
in similar \\'Ol'l\' for other
Expositions gave him
peculiar pre-eminence as
the man best ﬁtted to
undertake such a tre
men dons task. Mr.
Jitter was assisted by an

Advisory Board of
Sculpture, composed of
Messrs. J. Q. A. Ward,
Augustus Saint Gaudens

FLAMMA VEST.-\LIS—llritish Section.

c a )a h l e
l
i n
t h e

Joseph Scheurenheriz (Germany).

Silver Medal.

This is an idylie landscape with ﬁne atmospheric effect, especially in
the hazy distance. The texture of the veil is perfect and the face of the
\‘irgin is serenely beautiful.

United States, and to them assigned the work of carrying
out the details of the general sculptural scheme. This list,
which may be fairly termed a roll of honor of American
sculptors, was as follows:
V. Alfano, Herbert Adams, L. Amateis, Solon H. Borglum. Karl
Bitter. H. K. Bush-Brown. John J. Boyle, Julia M. Bracken, Clement
J. Barnhorii, George T. Brewster, Theodor Baur. George E. Bissell, R.
P. Bringhurst. A. Stirling Calder, J. S. Conway. Cyrus E. Dallin, F. E.

C. French,

Elwell. John Flanagan. Daniel C. French, F. H. Frolich, A. D. Frazer,

artists whose names are
familiar as being easily

Gustav Gcrlach, Charles Graﬂy. John Gehlert, C. F. Hamann, Ely
Harvey. C. E. Heber, M. Herring, Charles Y. Harvey. J. Scott
Hartley. Albert Jaegars, Isidore Konti, L. O. Lawrie, Henry Linder.

and

Sir Edward Burne-Jones (Great Britain. i833-i898).
This " Vestal Flame “ is one of the most tenderly
beautiful of all the pre-Raphaelite _paintings._ The
_
face is a matchless expression of purity and religious
ardor. The composition is highly decorative.

pro m i iieiit and

Daniel

THE QI'ARTETTE. A PAINTER‘S TRIBUTE TO MUSIC—British Section.
Albert Moore (Great Britain. 1841-1393).
Albert Moore differs widely in his work from his elder brother, Henry A. Moore, the celebrated marine painter_. H15
feeling is wholly for decorative art. beauty Ol‘llnﬂ and reﬁnement of color. In this composition he employs the fascinating
rhythm of (ireek drapery to express the n-iiismal cadence.

His masculine faces are especially beautiful.

GENERAL SCULPTURAL PLAN OF THE EXPOSITION.

52‘

THE FIRST SNOW—Holland Section.
OLD SCRIBE—Holland Section.
Louis W. Van Soest (Holland. 1867). Silver Medal.
Josef Israels (Holland, 1824). Grand Prize.
Usually the simple life of the Dutch peasants gives inspiration to the brush of
Israels; but in this canvas we have one of his own race.a typical Hebrew scribe.
The picture is excellent in its gradations of light and shade.

Van Soest is an example of untutored genius. His landscapes. always harmonious
in color and true in textures, are usually portrayals of winter. In this example the
snows have begun to melt. showing patches of brown and grayish-green vegetation.

ment.

For

the

Chas. Lopez, Augustus

Lukeman, Evelyn B.

vast open area that

Lon gman,
Max
Mauch, H. A. Mac
Neil, Philip Martiny,

faced the visitor on
entering the main

Chas. J. Mulligan, F.
Miranda. W. M. Man
att,

Charles H. Nie

haus, Andrew O'Con~
nor, E. C. Potter, F.
H. Packer, Louis Pot

ter,Phirnister Proctor,
Otillio Piccirilli, H.

entrance, there was

designed the crown
ing sculptural feat
ure, the “Apotheo
sis of Saint Louis."
For this great work,

ﬂ,“

Charles H. Niehaus

_

_

was selected as the Dklr"l'lN(j lCE ON THE RHINE—Holland Section
r\RT POTTERY—Holland Section.
P. Pedersen, R. Hin
_ In both shape and decoration the modern Dutch pottery to" perry' Bela pran’
is very attractive. It has the free. graceful lines of " Mod- 0_ Partridge, John H .

m “"5"

Pike, F. o. R. Roth,

sculptor

w h 0 S e Charles Storm van‘s Gravesande (Holland). Gold Medal.

previous errors .21: .ttiﬁﬁté’lél?‘ $55324?Lilli'l‘ﬁl'lt'ih‘tiiiééii2
“lost alnplyd€nlon_ the ice are perfectly represented.

Alexander Reul, F. \V. Ruckstuhl, Peter Rossak, Frederic Remington,

Rudolf Schwarz, Antonin C. Skodik, Janet Scudder, Louis Saint
Gaudens, Mervin Shrady, Anton Schaal, Lorado Taft, Carl E. Tefft,
Michel Tonetti, G. Trentanove, Douglas Tilden, Adolph A. Weinmann,
I- Q. A. Ward, Paul \Niehle, Miss Wilson, Elsie -Ward. Enid Yandell.
August Zeller, B. L. Zimm, George Julian Zolnay.

strated his capacity to rise to the spirit of the work and
execute it in the most satisfactory manner. The result was a
masterpiece that will always rank with the saute artist's
equestrian statue of William the Silent as among the greatest
productions of their kind.

The general sculptural plan, as laid out by
Mr. Bitter, was to sustain the monumental
note created by the classic style and heroic pro
portions of the majestic buildings. To 'this
end thestatues were heroic in size and treat—
mentas well as appropriate in design and arrange

; .'»‘.A§.'--

.

The central idea was that “The Apotheosis
of Saint Louis " should convey a ﬁtting wel
come to the visitor upon his entrance to the
World's Fair and at the same time remind
him of the historical associations of the scene.
At the foot of the masive architectural base
there was seated, amid proper accessories, an

THE BRIDE—Holland Section.

THE SKIPPER—Holland Section.

Albert Roelol's (Holland. 1822). Silver
Medal.

RET lRNlNG FROM THE FIELD—Holland Section.

Josef Israels (Holland. i824). Grand Prize.

The textures in this composition are mar
dmm
richat heavy
saith.
theallﬁlmy
it“.
the The
quality
hair and
ﬂesh.
are

The simple.
uneventful
baqkzroundJaid
uponone
the for
canvas
broad.
sympathetic
strokes.
is an appropriate
the with
toil

beautifully realized.

hardened mother.

Josef Israels (Holland. 1824). Grand Prize.

9""- can al
cl the
ﬁerce m A. f
'
z - ‘. n
rse.
strugglinging,,éi'ftn'éngofrgflg‘iﬁl‘ﬂur'f
Q "Chnlqlxe is b road and suggestive.
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TUE SHELL FlSHERM:\N——Holland Section.
Bernardus J. Blommers (Holland. 1845), Gold Medal.
Blommers ﬁnds inspiration in Dutch interiors and humble ﬁsher
men. In this canvas the children, the pony and the sea are
sympathetically painted.

()CTOBER—Jlollantl Section.

Nicolaas Bastert (Holland). Silver Medal.

heroic female ﬁgure representing the City of ‘
Saint Louis welcoming her guests. This was BEST iN THE MARKET~Ilolland
seem“
ﬂanked by two boyish ﬁgures typifying the
ChrismmBiSSCh°P(H°"““d~"‘18"
guiding spirits of the city. Surmountiiig the

There is _a feeling of October chill in the atmosphere. the foliage
and sky. The reﬂections in the water are vibrant and realistic.

an excellent horseman,u wrote the historian.

Mr. Potter depicted the explorer sitting as if

monument and arresting the attention at once “Em “23,1133?'{ggcggp‘gg'gigngbgiﬂj born to the saddle, reining in his steed, with
by its dignity and beauty, was the equestrian gin-erg ‘i‘; in: $5,355; ggugﬁgngggu'o‘; his left hand, and with his right lifting his
ﬁgure of that good monarch. King Louis IX "'c ﬁsh“““'
Fair City was named.
This ﬁgure is pronounced by artists and connoisseurs, one
of the ﬁnest' achievements, not only by Mr. Niehaus, but by
any American sculptor. Horse and rider are clad in medieval

steel inorion from his brow as he gazes for the
ﬁrst time upon the mighty “Father of \Vaters." Both man
and horse are masterpieces of poise and modeling.
For the statue of Louis Joliet, facing that of De Soto.
A. Phimister Proctor was the artist selected. Like the
De Soto, the Joliet statue was a colossal equestrian piece. In

costume and accoutrements.

of France, known as Saint Louis. in whose honor the World's

Saint Louis, who was canonized

the case of Joliet, however, the sculptor had less historic

for his services in the crusades, upraises across in his right
hand in dedication of his holy cause. 'He wears armor, his
crown and kingly mantle, and his shield by his side. The

data to work from, and was obliged to draw on his fancy and
the general knowledge of the costumes of the times for the
details of his ﬁgure. He portrayed Joliet as a French gentle

horse has head armor, and the much decorated harness and

man of his period, a century and a quarter later than that of

draperies of the period.
For the further embellishment of the great central plaza,
there were planned and executed two other heroic statues,
those of De Soto and Joliet, which faced each other from
opposite sides of the broad esplanade.
For the statue of
De Soto. E. C. Potter was chosen as the sculptor best ﬁtted
to carry out the predominant idea in an equestrian statue.
Mr. Potter's efforts resulted in a colossal work that is
considered one of the ﬁnest of its class that has ever been
produced. For the portraiture, the sculptor followed the
drawing and description published by Garcilasso de las Vega,
a few years after De Soto's death. “A little above the
medium height, of a swarthy but cheerful countenance and

De Soto, and the result, artistically, was altogether satisfactory.
although subject, historically, to the criticism that an equestrian
statue was hardly the proper way of depicting an explorer
whose journeys were entirely by water, in a canoe.
To complete the ornamentation of the central plaza, Mr.
Bitter conceived and, with the assistance of Emmanuel L. Mas
queray, executed the great Louisiana Purchase monument.
This monument consisting of a shaft one hundred feet in
height and sixteen feet in diameter, upon a splendid pedestal,
was designed by Mr. Masqueray, and was made the back
ground and central feature of the principal historic sculpture
of the Exposition, Mr. Bitter's great has-relief group, entitled

AFTERDTHE FISH AUCTION AT SCHEVENlNGEN—Holland Section.

A STURMY DAY—Holland Section.

Philip Sadée (Holland).

Hendrik Willem Mcsdag' (llolland. i83i). Gold Medal of llonor.

The gray sea and sky. as background. serve it} bring out in sharp relief the ﬁzures
of the ﬁshmongers, toiling up the beach With their baskets.

The waves are lashed to action and the clouds are driven before a stiﬁ’ wind
sun. behind a dark cloud-mass. yet illumines the wave-crests.
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LANDSCAPE NEAR THE HAGUE—Holland Section.

\"lE\\' ()l" .\MSTERDAM-Holland Section.

Bernard Schregel (Holland), Silver Medal.

Jacob Maris (Holland. 1837-1899).
The landscapes of Jacob .\laris, with their marvelously painted clouds, rivers and
quays. rank among the masterpieces of modern art.

“Signing the Louisiana Purchase Treaty." The group occu
pied a prominent position on the south face of the monument.

The entire sentiment of this canvas, expressed in subdued color and bending trees. is
the “weary tranquility of evening. ’

ferred the sovereignty of the great inland empire of Louisiana.
Monroe. Livingston and Marbois—one can see the strong
1
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THE CULTURE OF BUL lS—llolland Section.

Anton Louise Koster (Holland). llronze Medal.
_ Holland is the home of bulbous plants. This picture has ﬁne atmosphere in addition
to its gorgeous foreground of hyacinths.

.

~ \» Amp: in“

ON THE DUTCH COAST—Holland Section.
Hendrik Willem .\lesdag (Holland. 1831). (iold Medal of Honor.
.\lesdag is the world's most famous painter of the sea.

ln this canvas he has por

trayed her m a melancholy mood.

lt depicted the representatives of the Governments of France

and United States in the act of signingr the treaty that trans
i" U

signiﬁcance of the grouping—compact and wrought with
such creative power that the three men and the purpose that
animated them.
live and
again.
A many-branched
candelahrum
stoodappear
on the totable.
four ponderous
volumes

LAREN lNTliRlUR—Holland Section.
EATING—Holland Section.
Hendrik F. de Court Underwater (Holland), Silver Medal.
Josef Israels (Holland. i824). Grand Prize.
as

study in light and shade. Although the highlight is in
i the picture keeps its place.

The pathetic monotony of poverty and age is revealed with masterly touch in this
canvas. livery brushstroke voices the tragedy of waning life and exhausted powers.
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WINTER .\'l‘ K.\'l‘\\'lJK—Holland Section.
\\'illy Sluiter (Holland. 1873), Silver Medal.
In this composition "Winter" is expressed quite as much by the
sullen sea as by the snow and the heavily-clad laborers.

COURTYARD 1N DI NAN— Holland

".

The ungainly hull' of the ship is somewhat
softened by the clouds of steam and smoke. The
technique of the water is perfect.

Section.

Albrecht Felix Reicher (Holland).
This is a characteristic Dutch etching

His hands clasped, in entire un

of interesting architecture. strong in its
arrangement of light and shade.

were piled beside it.

consciousness of self, he sat, his
ﬁnely sensitive face uplifted, with
the light of prophecy in the
steadfast eyes. He seemed to see
into the future, and read there a
glad and prosperous destiny for
the wide new land and the nation
that welcomed it. The authors
of these solemn instruments that
regulate the lot of nations can not
be insensible to the honor of hav
ing done acts useful to their coun
try. A sentiment superior even
to glory seemed to animate the
three ministers. and never, per
haps, did negotiators taste a purer
joy. As soon as they had signed
they rose and shook hands, when
Livingston, expressing the general

Monroe stood

on the left, behind a chair, while

Livingston was seated. At the right
the treaty lay on the table in front
of the books, and Marbois stood in
the act of signing it.
Monroe's attitude was one of
easy relaxation, his hand on his
hip, his feet carelessly crossed. He
seemed visibly interested, but not
vitally moved. His mental attitude
appeared to have an element of the
casual, as if he keenly appreciated
the advantageous features of the
negotiation he came to conclude,
but wondered, perhaps, if the extra
territory offered might not mean
too heavy a responsibility for the
young nation.
Marbois, whose
posture had the lithe and exquisite
precision that characterized his
mind as well, was shown signing,
ﬁrmly and decidedly, his keen and

UNLOADING—Holland Section.
Johan Hendrik Mastenbroek (Holland). Silver
Medal.

satisfaction, said: “ \Ve have lived

to genre subpects. This example is an excellent portrayal
of modern peasant life and dress.

a and

he! by
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kindly face tranquil
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HARVESTING RYE—Holland ﬁection.

T‘5 in 'wh

Martens is one of the strongest forces in modern
Dutch art. llis portraits and ﬁgure work are among the
best that Holland 15 producing. This harvest ﬁeld. under
a luminous blue sky. is a delightful color harmony.
painted broadly and with ﬁdelity to Nature.

GOING HOME—Holland Section.
Charles Van Wiik (Holland. 1875). Gold Medal.
The work of the Dutch sculptors is almost wholly limited

lift die

u out

ti“: Hluit

long, but this is the noblest work of
our lives. The instruments which
we have just signed will cause
Willy Martens (Java.'1856).

a:

\...,
Kim? 5

with the conviction

no tears to be shed:
they prepare ages of

that in signing. he

happiness for innu

was rendering true merable generations
service to his own of human creatures.
war-threatened The Mississippi and
country and to that Missouri will see
land across the them succeed one
ocean, whose for
another and multi
tunes he had fol
ply, truly worthy of
lowed with such the regard and care
active sympathy, of Providence, in
having been the the bosom of equal~
ﬁrst foreign envoy ity. under just laws.
sent to recognize freed from the errors
the new nation.
of superstition and
And Livingston ! scourges of bad gov

ilg'u

PORTRAIT OF MR. WOLMARANS~Holland Section
Therese Schwartze (Holland. 1858). Gold Medal.
Miss Schwartze. although a woman. is one of the bes‘:

artists in Holland. This portrait is hne in both color an
technique.

STA TUA R Y ON THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE MONUMENT.
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I..\ IN ) R—Ilungarian Section.
Edmund Margo (Hungary).
.\NONYMOUS—Ilungarian Section.

There is a deep tribute to Ihe dignity of
labor in this statue of wrought copper.

THE RIO DEL HERBE IN VENICE—Hungarian Section.
Gy Hary (Hungary).
Venice is an exhaustlessﬁeld for the painter. In this charac
teristic example the perspectiveis excellent and the color pleasing.

ernment."

north, the

These words
were chiseled in the obelisk above the group. The rest of
the statuary on the Louisiana Purchase Monument was in

keepingwiththe central theme.
East and west the shaft was
ﬂanked by splendidly modeled

T__
‘

7_ '

M. Ligeti (Hungary). (iold Medal.

Willi its strong, intelligent countenance

'

V i “a

The enveloped head and sinister expression. of this bronze
statuettc are symbolic of the poet who conceals his identity.

base of the monument became a rostrum whence addresses
were made on the numerous occasions of public gatherings at

Adorning the semi-circle which the monu
.

-<-~

"'“'

ment cut into the Grand Basin,
and forming the boat landings,

there were four groups, the sub
jects of which referred to the
people of the earlier settlements
of the lands comprising the
Purchase. Mr. Solon H. Borg

ﬁgures of seated women, typi

fying the Missouri and Mis
sissippi Rivers. while the whole
work was crowned with the
ﬁgure called “Peace,” a noble
and womanly conception. The

luni, the sculptor chosen, was
thoroughly familiar with these

subjects, having been brought
up among Indians, hunters

open palm of the left hand

was extended lightly from the

body as if expressing the bene-

and SCOIIIS‘ Who by the“ rela

diction of peace. The other
held aloft a single spray of
palm. The nobly-poised head

,_

.

tions and tales impressed him

HUNGARIAN PEASANTS—Ilungarian Section.

(leePIY- 50 that he entere‘l "DO"

Mihaly dc Munkacsy ("unsarY- 1846-1900l-

the allegorication of those times

Munkacsy arose from poverty to wealth and glory because of his indomitable
personality. his burning enthusiasm
and originality. His “Christ Before l‘ilate" is
'
among the world's most famous pictures. In these studies from peasant life he reveals

well-equipped With the proper

the restless, melancholy Hungarian temperament.

spirit.

r1;
\’|

0f

the

about

goddess

with

the

was

bound

spiked head-

.
. .

.
.

,

He depicted the Indian

dress in which the Greeks ofttimes attired a female divinity
and the ﬁgure was fully draped with ﬂowing garments. At the

THE FIRST OF OCTOBER

FAREAYELL OF RECRUITS—Ilungarian Section.

Ladislas Paal (Hungary, i846-I879).

Jean de 'I‘horma (Hungary). Gold Medal.

.
biddiThe sorrow 0‘ Darling
is the keynote of this im ressive i'cture.
ind Slfigofarewen to the departing Soldiers. are in full suliilight.
nz‘

I'A RT ()F A FOREST—I'Iungarian Section.

The easants.

The colors are iirimitive

_ individuality.
_
His pictures.
Paal , was a pioneer, in Hungarian art. a man of strong
_
I
in technique and motive._ resemble those of the Barbizon painters. His color is his
distinguishing characteristic.
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sage who advises the youth of
his tribe to embrace the civil
ization of the white man, tell
ing them that the knowledge
of reading and writing gives
power, and civilization en
hances the value of life. He
showed the Indians in their

His “ Buffalo Dance " showed
the Indian engaged iii one of

his popular pastimes. “The
Cowboy at Rest" illustrated the
readiness of the herdsman to
make his bed wherever night
I .
u ,.
mum-A

pioneer battling against the
malevolence of Nature to ﬁnd
the long-sought Eldorado. He
showed the trapper and the
other types that characterized
_. I
the

‘
'
'
eSt In Its vanous Stages‘

\\‘i

,m,

sacred dances. and the early

'

overtakes him. “A' Step to
Civilization” showed the ad

’.

,

.

'

_

t3,
Hi

‘~\-"‘

vancement of the younger ele

ment among the Indians.
At the east and west of the
grand

basin.

the

sculptural

E. JENNER TRYING IIIS DISCOVERY ON HIS SON—Italian Section.

scheme was carried out by the
assignment of Messrs. F. G. R.

Giulio Monteverde (Italy. 1837). Grand Prize.
The enthusiastic man of science. testing the small-pox serum on his squirming child.
is a realistic piece of modeling. Yet it possesses artistic qualities of a high order. which
unfortunately cannot be said of the strictly modern sculpture. The Italian section made
an excellent showing because its walls were not crowded.

Mr. Borglum regards him
self as a Nebraskan, having spent the better part of his life in
that State. He was born in Ogden. Utah, in 1868. In 1896
he moved to Cincinnati to take up the study of art. a talent
which he developed in his western home. Then followed four
years in Paris, Mr. Borgluiu returning to New York in

ROth

and

Potter

to

create groups of American
animals. On the east, Mr. Roth produced two spirited
groups that attracted much attention. Mr. Roth is one of
the youngest of the successful American sculptors. Born in
Brooklyn, in 1872, he studied art in Vienna and later in
Berlin, where he had exceptional opportunities for the study
of animal life. His work has been mainly in modeling
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CONVALESCENCE—Italian Section.
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TIIE SOUI.‘S LOVE—Italian Section.

Angelo DaII' Oca Bianca (Italy). Gold Medal.

Antonio Rizzi (Italy). Gold Medal.
The invalid. surrounded by books an d pictures to while away the tedium of con
valescence. reclines upon a broad divan. The drapery is beautifully painted.

Beside a low mound a young woman is kneeling. her countenance expressing deft)
sorrow. Near by a white-haired man and woman bend over another grave.

1899. He has studied much among the Sioux Indians and is
fond of frontier subjects.
'
H
_
H
One of his World‘s Fair groups he called The Blizzard.
in which be depicted the perils which beset the plainsmaii.

ﬁgures of animals. and his skill in this respect was well dis
.
.
. ’ and .. Sea Lions
.
.
.
played in his
“Grizzly
Bears Fighting
Fighting," at the Exposition. These two groups, representing

LIFE A DREAM—Italian Section.
Andrea Tavernier (Italy). Silver Medal.
triptych n
was
pictures
in the
Italian
sectiothe
'
'
_ excellent.
I of the most
_ . pleasing
._
n. graile1isofofgliii‘itingeﬁilgslahiigltszilﬁma“y
It ' . f If
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tains and the coast,
are regarded as

Mr. Roth's
work.

best

Mr. Potter's
commission was
also carried out in
two

groups

that

were extremely suc
cessful and greatly
adnlirﬂL

SUNSET IN I’OMI’ElI—ltalian Section.

Roth. he sought to
portray

the

cease-

. i

‘

Maurizio llarricelli (Italy).

'I lus picture.
painted
from
perspective
and the
historic
ruinanit elevated
depicts.
position. is interesting because of its unusual

less warfare of the

Indian chiefs of the principal tribes of the \VeSt and the
East_the Sioux and
the Cherokee, the
former by Cyrus E.
Dallin, whose “In
dian Medicine
Man," purchased by
the City of Phila
delphia and the Aus

stud}~

leling

A SAD DAY—Italian Section.

trian.

Government,

Leonardo Ilazzaro (Italy 1, Silver Medal.

brought him endur
ing fame: the latter

This picture, painted with breadth anddirectness, tells
the bitter story of the seaman's wife. lhcre is perfect
realism in the portrayal of wind. water. and the stone wall
and steps.

wilderness.

()ne of

his groups repre—

em"n
m-n'w:“ti/WV“

sented a cougar, or mountain lion, attack—

ing a dying cow; the other, a combat
between a bull and a cougar, in which the
horned beast was apparently the victor.
Both were spirited and lifelike in the

younger sculptors.
To this plan was
".\RT THOL’ CHRIST, SON OF GOD?"—

later
added Chief,
in the
Cheyenne

Italian Section.
ful event to the shepherds. [nice
the Secessionisgs
of Munich, hedpllls modern peasants
"
Lorenzo
Delleani (Italy).
it
The artist's theme is the birthnight of Christ, and the
announcement of the wonder- I) ’

East Court the
‘

hlghest degree) and “on great praise'
.

by J. E. Fraser, a
pupil of Saint Gau
dens and one of the
foremost _0f the

As the predominant
features - of the “1'” his biblical C°mp°5iti°m Th“ heavmly 'ad'an“ '5 mm"
_

East and West Courtsnthe Plaza of Orleans and the Plaza Of
Sal-m Anthony Mn Bitter planned Statuary
representing
,A

,

V

g .

.

,

.,

.
Frederick

Mr. Dallin's “Sioux Chief" was one of the most note
with realistic eﬁ'ect. ingtOl].
worthy works shown.
‘The statue represents one of the
chiefs of the powerful Sioux nation that once held dominion

,4
SPRING—Italian Section.
RA l’TURE—ltalian Section.
Angelo Dall' Oca llianca (Italy). Gold Medal.

b The {Fellnk Of Spring, in this picture, is set forth in the rich verdure and blossom.

Anton Maria Mucchia (Italy), Bronze Medal.

"l e5D€Clally i
n the passionate first kiss of love.

..

Rem

There is ﬁne play of expression in the ﬁve faces. painted in det
revealinl the eFfect of the speaker's words upon each listener.
ail, the attitudes
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Red Man," by
AdolphA.VVein
mann. This last
was one of the
most impressive
groups of sculp

ture at the Expo
sition, express
ing forcibly the

fateoftheaborig
inal inhabitants
ofAmerica. The
Indian, with all
his trappings and
IN THE HARBOR OF NAPLES—Italian Section.

superstitions, is

(iaetano Esposito (Italy). Gold Medal.
The wonderful Bay of Naples has
been the theme of poets and painters
for generations. In this canvas. Esp0>
site has immortalized its matchless,
incomparable color.

.
~§

~

over the territory known
as the Louisiana Purchase,"
says Mr. I)allin in describ

inghiswork.

"The Indian

chief is nude, save for his
war bonnet. He sits astride
his horse, which he has sud
denly brought to a stand.
He leans forward,with right
hand raised aloft in deﬁ
ance, and utters a cry of
pent-11p hatred and despair
against what he feels to be
the wrongs and injustice
that he has suffered at the ,

.\IY STUDIO WINDOW—Italian Section.

" '5 ti
J. ,

Romeo llonomelli (Italy), Bronze Medal.

_

‘hands of the white man—a

_15., 5(th

This picture is painted with such correctness of perspec-

agony

1(2):);slidtzt-rgfsggargbgrtéggobaelholder fancies he IS actually

an

departing along with the bison of the plains.
The group expresses the departure of bar-

71"]"1‘13
M'“ a

barism, driven out by civilizing institutions

U Wit

and inﬂuences that are making the Indian
self-supporting, ﬁtting him for citizenship.
To complete the list of purely decorative statuary, aside from that forming an
essential part of the Exposition palaces,

’i‘i“‘i"ﬁ>
Timid
"Kiri
mgr“:
11ft rill

,la‘st protest in the very pres

before the ascent to Festival Hall is begun,

'l‘tt: I

ence of the apotheosis of ‘ -

there should here be mentioned the famous

Jilin!
’it'n'l,

m
“bu-5".

the white man's achieve
ments, against ’the over
whelming force which he

instinctively feels is surer ‘
gathering for certain de- ,
struction, crushing out his
national life and tribal tra— ‘
ditions."

Situated along “ Louisi

SUNSET—Italian Section.
Angelo I)all' Oca Bianca (Italy), Gold Medal.
The thought in this picture is beautifully expressed. It
is the sunset of life. revealed not only in the aged face and
bent ﬁgure, but in the evening atmosphere. the time
stained cathedral. and the lovely. subdued color scheme.

group, HCowboys on
ana Way," the main
transverse avenue of
the Exposition, were
four- more notable
works of sculpture,
forming part of the
general scheme of
decoration. These

were “The Moun
- V

.

, .

FRIENDS-:Italian Section.
Umberto Coromaldi (Italy). Silver Medal.
andThe
sympathy.
merry lass
The
andpicture
her pets
is full
are of
painted
rich. strong
with brea
cofor.
lth

tain " a n d‘ “T h e
Plain," by Lorado
T 3 ft ;
by

“ Pastoral,"
H€ber, and

H The Destiny 0f “16

a Tear," by Fred
erick

Remington,

which appropriately
stood at the entrance
to

the

Pike,

Mr.

Remington is a na
tive of New York
State. He attended
Yale, and studied
drawing at the

SUNSET—Italian Section.

School of Fine Arts.
Antonio Rizzi (Italy), Iold Medal.
Bef 0 re the V‘/' eSt was
_
This contentment.
canvas preaches
nohopeless,
sermon on
ha py toil
and
cl'mmg
It is
as arepthe
peasant
as far advanced as it
iosfe‘;\‘lci‘lelloi(t:.nL'l‘he color is good and the effect of

.1 4
nu.

STATUARY GROUPS AND PORTRAIT STATUES.
_ now is he turned
; his steps in that di~

rection.

“ref-1'

Most of

1 his work has been
‘.‘I‘mvm qumi-w

of the \Vest, por
traying incidents,

characters and his
torical events of the
so-called Far W'est.
Mr. Remington's
work in perpetuat
ing scenes of the
\hn .l f

earlier (I a y s h a 5
been as an illus
trator. a

painter

andasciilptor. He

great empire to his {'6_
country. The statue
of Jefferson was by
J. Q. A. Ward, that
of Napoleon by
Daniel Chester
French. Both were
represented in seated
attitudes, and each

sculptor followed
contemporary paint»
iiigs for his portrait
ure. The result was
two
masterpieces.
such as the reputa

uni:time.:stssaiaial‘: :ii":.ii*.;i°:s.ii‘i: have been widely

tion of the artists
justiﬁed the scalp
titre committee in
expecting.
On either side of
the curved, tip-slop

"°"""~'and was
enjoyed.
“OH the Trail," as his “Cowboys_ on read
a Tear"
also

led

wields a pen with

SOUL IN 'l‘ROl'llLE—Italian_5ection.

as great facility as
' Q he does the brush,

Cesare Laurenti (ltalyl. Gold Medal.

‘

and many of his
stories of the West

~' ‘

ing promenades that

called. stood on a pedestal six feet high and twelve feet long.
The group represents four cowboys galloping on their ponies,
yelling and ﬁring their six-shooters. They have worked for
long months on the slow and often perilous “drive.” They
are now at liberty and full of “cow-town“ whiskey. On

i)

he.

their

ponies

they

are

making

strides

and

giving

such

nns

iip.

expressions to their joy as would occur to a cowboy. The
men are types of the old-time “cow-punchers," such as could
be seen in Dodge City in the early ’805.
The group is full of life and expression.

to the highest
F ROM TH Ii MOUNTAIN—Italian Section.

part of the grounds,
there

were

Antonio Rizzi (Italy), Gold Medal.
ranged encountersa
in woman.
the path.descending
The expression
of the
A sturdy snake
peasant
the mountain

1
the portrait. statues t "Hive"
2°“ d.

9

of the men whose names are intimately associated with the
history of Louisiana and the West. Foremost among these
in point of interest was the ﬁgure of Pierre Laclede Liguest,
commonly called Laclede, by Jonathan Scott Hartley. The

One of the horses,

with the rider on his back, is ﬂying through the air and none
Of his feet touches the ground. A unique feature of the
group was the fact that only six of the four horses' feet touch
the ground, which prompted the artist to say that the produc
n

tion was quite "airy " for sculpture.
Where the East and “lest Courts in their continuations
formed the terraces of broad stairways leading up to Festiva]
Hall and the Cascades, there stood the two most important
Portrait statues, those of Napoleon I, who ceded the Louis

iana Territory to the Linited States, and Thomas jeﬂ‘erson,
the far-sighted statesman and President, whose wise diplomacy

set on foot the movement that culminated in the addition of a

\

SEASIDE—Italian Section.
PORTRAIT

Petro Cabrini (Italy).
lth The Surl- is it. rushes back from the beach, curliniz and breaking into foam. or

ed to spray 393m“ the rocks. is painted with knowledge and power.

MARK TWAIN—Italian Section.
Eduardo (ielli (Italy. i849l.

Gelli is one of the leadiniz portrait painters of ltaly._ In our Mark Twain he had
an exceptionally good subject, full of character and inspiration.
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BRIDE OF THE GOUD()1.IH).\\'S

PEA'EOCK AND PEAHEN~Japanese

Japanese Section.

Section.

Kunimine Utagawa (Japan).
("hokusui Hirai (Japan), Silver Medal.

FLOWERS—Japanese Section.

Theiridescent glory of this haughty bird
of Juno was neyer more perfectly repro
duced than in this painting by Hirai.

Toho Hirose (Japan). Silver Medal

The modest bride and her attendant are.

like allreal Japanese ﬁgure-painting. absu
lutely ﬂat.
ever.

They have no modeling what

FLYING PH EASA NT AND AUTUMN

historic associations surrounding this ﬁgure go back to Febru
ary 15, 1764, when Laclede founded the City of Saint Louis,
and named it after the canonized Louis IX,‘of France. The
sculptor portrays him wearing a swmd, the badge of the
gentleman, and holding in his right hand a scroll, the grant
he obtained from the French Government, which contains a
seal depending from the parchment and bearing the stamp of
the Government. No portrait of Laclede exists, and the
sculptor obtained his ideas of the appearance of the founder
of Saint Louis from members of the Laelede family now
residing in that city, particularly from a portrait of his grand
son, Pierre Chouteau, who was said to have resembled him

closely. Laclede is said to have been a man about ﬁve feet
ten inches in height, of strong but graceful proportions. He
was an expert duelist, a sign of good breeding in those times.
The costume is that of a captain commandant of the French
army of that period. The pose indicates both boldness and
caution, the right foot being planted somewhat in advance,
giving the impression of one

The pheasant is a favorite with the Japanese artist because of its beautiful plumaze.
Its colors blend with autumn
foliage.

FOREST AND STREAM lNAUTUAlN
—Japanese Section.
Giokusho Kawabata (Japan). Silver
. edal.

_

_

' This landscape is in no sense an imita
tion of nature. Itisabeautiful arrange
ment of elements found in nature.

who stands ready for any emergency. The author of this
work, Jonathan Scott Hartley, is a sculptor of established
reputation. He was born in Albany, New York, and studied
under Palmer, famous for his statue of Livingston at the
National Capitol, and other works.
Mr. Hartley is best
known as a portrait sculptor, although he has done very
'meritorious work in ideal subjects, of which he is fond. He

won his reputation in 1878 by an ideal ﬁgure entitled “The
\Vhirlwind."

He modeled the statue of Alfred the Great on

the Appellate Court building, New York, and another recent

work is his statue of the Reverend Thomas K. Beecher, at
Elmira, New York. He completed a short time ago a statue
of Ericsson to replace one made by him some years since,
which has stood in Battery Park, New York. Among other
well-known works by the same sculptor are statues of Miles
Morgan, Springﬁeld, Massachusetts; John R. Howard, Bur
lington, Vermont; the Daguerre Monument, Washington; and

WALL HANGING, WARM SPRING
DAY, CHERRY BLOSSOMS AND
SH EEP—Japanese Section.

W 1 STA R I .\ AN D _BIR l)—Japanesc Sec
tion.

WINTER MORNING AND WILD DUCKS—Japanese Section.
S. Yamamoto (Japan), SiIVer Medal.

Sozayemon Nishimura (Japan). (707d
Meda .

(iaho Hashimoto (Japan. 1814). Grand Prize,
In this exquisite embroidered hand"!

The graceful wistaria is used in many

decorative Japanese compositions.

lhe

delicate eﬂ'ect is heightened by the heavy
scroll of the body of the vine.

in some respects the great Hashimoto has overthrown Japanese art tradition. Yet
he ignores the laws of perspective, making the fo\vls at a distance as large as those in
the foreground.

there is a suggestion of Occidental per
spective. However.the blossoming cherry
tree is purely Japanese.

STATL'E ()F GEORGE ROG
ERS CLARK BY ELSIE WARD.

53I

with history, and Clark is shown in a very
striking_attitnde, being represented with
his hand shading his eyes, scanning the

horizon."
Comparativer little is known as to the
personality of Clark.

The sculptor ob

tained from Colonel Durett, of Louisville,
Kentucky, the best picture in existence of

him, and also photographs of the gun and
powder horn which he carried. The latter
are shown in the statue, and he is repre

sented wearing moccasins and leggings,
and blouse of buckskin. George Rogers
Clark was a brother of William Clark, of
the Lewis and Clark expedition.

PINE TREE AND STORKS—
Snzaycmon Nishimura (Japan)Japanese Section.

In its ﬁne details this screen is the perfection of artlstic em
so placed that they catch the light and ghsten llke real plumage.
he stitches which form the feathers
lies and cones are marvelously t

‘0 nature

Miss W'ard also won the prize of $3,000
for a drinking fountain at the Exposition,
awarded by the Woman's Christian Tem
perance Union.
The success which this artist has

portrait busts of
Emerson, Haw
thome and \Vashing
ton Irving in the
Congressional L i brary, Washington.
He is a member of
the National Acad
emy of Design, So
ciety of American
Artists, Architect
ural League and Na—
tional Sculpture So

attained came after
no little struggle
with circumstances
unpropitious to an
artistic career. She
is of southern

was born near Fay
ette, in northern

Missouri, On her
father's farm was a

ciety, and President

deposit of clay from

of the Salmagundi
Club, of New York.
Another

historical
Statues

of

the

portrait

‘vPrthy'

'1‘] (1E R—Japanese Section.
veloiigfidﬁilizrigssaiiii':in ‘ihe eminentlgdetails.
This is (Japan),
exactly reversed
in occidental art.
Suiseki ()hashi
Gold Medal.

be

631186 Of ltS artistic

Ohashl s tiger, In every

, 'h'l h ' nores naturein the arrangement of_his compositions, maintains the most mardetail of anatomy and texture. is perfect.

excellence, of special mention, was that of
George Rogers Clark, the hero of Kas

which the children
were in the habit of
making dolls and
animals.
Miss \Vard
tin
v
images
ent
earlyIn displayed
making these
tal
_

-

She

kaskia, whose services to his country in
saving the northwest for the United States

in the American Revolution never were
ﬁttingly recognized. Of this statue by
Miss Elsie Ward, of New York, Mr.
Bitter said :

“It is one of the best examples of
sculpture executed by a woman which I
have received. It is most gratifying to
me to see in what a conscientious manner

this very modest young lady has gone to
work in portraying the character of this
pioneer. She procured all available data
regarding the subject, but not being able
to secure a costume like that worn by the

SUbiect of her work, she made one herself
after consulting books and prints, and
Other sources of information, for the pur

pose 0f accuracy and truth.

The costume

of the statue is, therefore, in perfect accord
'

'

pa

rentage, her ances
tors of Kentucky and
Virginia birth. She

‘

This screen. in tour
clippﬂL
extended or partly close

WILD DUCKS AND MOON—Japanese Section,
Sozayemon Nishimura (Japan). Gold Medal.
53?:E'rioc::pggvelopment
sed as to form
in Japanese
a continuous
art.landscape
The pattern
and tois give
wrought
pleasing
In velvet.
effectsdyed
whether
and
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\
Sumo.

spun“.

Au-ruuN.

Win-rel.

FOUR BEAI'TIFI'L J.\i'.\xi~:sE EMBROIDERIES REPRESENTING THE FOUR SEASONS or TiiE YEAR—Japanese Section.
Sozayemon Nishimura (Japan). Silver Medal.
Nothing in simple landscape could be more exquisite than these four embroidered pictures.
In color and feeling. each suggests the season it represents. There is no crowding
of the canvas in any of them, yet there is enough for artistic completeness and beauty. The dwarf Japanese tree is especially interesting.

studied drawing at
the High School in

_ ' a

and Child," which re
ceived much praise.

Denver, Colorado, to

The ﬁgure of Meri

which city her parents removed from
Missouri. Going to
New York she entered the Art Students'
League, and studied

wether Lewis, leader
of the famous Lewis
and Clark expedition
to the Oregon coun
try attracted much
attention. The statue

under AugiistusSaint

was by Charles Lo~

Gaudcns.

While

Del, Of New York-

"trii

there She won 3 Prize
fora statue of a boy,

The sculptor depicted
Lewis in the long

Mm
.1...

which placed her at
the head of three

buckskin coat of the
period, holding in the

mOdEIlllg C 1 a 5 S 65I" 1898 She went to
Paris,where she spent

right hand the longbarreled riﬂe, so usein} to the pioneer.

a year making there a

and in the left hand

dESign for a fountain

some

emit164- “ The HQ."

The ﬁgure might be

and a Frog,“ which
was exhibited at the

na med “ Explora
tion" without vi0_

,

Saw
Lind
"flirt

documents.

Ina-uh»
nun-u

SOCietY Of America"
M_.-_.

lence to the vet-itiesv
'

Artists and the Acad
emy of Fine Arts at

_

SCL'LI’TURE ANT) PAINTING—Japanese Section.

_

so w r a p p e d with

dreams of discovery

_
_
Plllladelphla_
1‘ ,
,
_
_
Saint Gaudeﬂs lnv1t_

The Japanese art_ collection occupied ﬁve galleries. having both top and side light. and was in some respects the
most interesting section in the Palace of Fine Arts. Its walls were decorated in Japanese style and embellished
ivith beautiful examples of art workmanship. The Japanese may have imitated Chinese art in the beginning; but in
skill. taste and technique they have left the Chinese far behind. Their painters rate beauty of composition above
ﬁdelity to nature. They disregard or actually reverse the laws of perspective, working usually in ﬂat tones. Their

and SO strenuous the
_

ed her to work With

sculptors give more heed to details than to characteristic features.

attitude,

him at his studio in Vermont on her return to this country.

She

did a group for the Charleston Exposition, entitled “ Mother
'

'

“

was

the

.
eXpI'CSSIOﬂ,

“ Robert Livingston," by H. Augustus Lukeman, was 3

masterpiece of its kind.

Unlike Mr. Bitter’s statue of Liv

ingston in the “ Signing the Treaty" group, Mr. Lukeman's

I

‘F

Lin
I'HEASANTS ON ROCK BY LAKE: AUTUMN—Japanese Section.
Kwanipo Araki (Japan). Silver Medal.
This picture has not the texture of water and stone. as_a western artist would
represent them. Y et the effect of the composition. as a whole. is beautiful.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS AND BIRDS—Japanese Section.

“hulk:

Shisen Hashidate (]apan).
The national ﬂowerof Japan is here used with highly decorative eﬁ'ect.
of liaht and dark are beautifully placed. The birds are perfeCt.

will“
The masses

.fi‘etu
laid'
{EMA
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(5 RANDSUN — J
aphaneiiro
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(Japan).
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Section.
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Gold Medal
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,
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old
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u 1 pt 11 re
. This the
bronze
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group is full of tender sentiment and artistic feeling.
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—Japanese Section.
_ U_
Gold
Medal.
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(101d Medal.
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Themarvelous
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childhood.ﬁdelity.
in technique this bronze is exceptional.
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llunslio Kanda (Japan), Silver Medal.

_
_
)
v
‘
(ARI .\T PLA Y—Japanese Section.
p
’
_
__
.\ladame homiya (Japan), Silver Medal.

s

-» “4:.

—Japanese
Section.
THE MOST
MERCIFUL
l\'\V.-\NN()N

This
ﬁgure ' with
its ornament and ped
.
.
(isltalus replete With Japanese symbolism.
n e scrolls of the hack 'r
l
. ‘ tioiially beautiful.
L Cum are mm“)

Fair-i

l'
2“

,9
_
t

li
I
I

_ A realistic effect is produced by paint
ing the foremost ﬁsh large and more in
detail than those at a distance.

D
ii'
l‘\
\
l-

pressed the quiet dignity and

ﬁgure of Livingston is not the
diplomat, but the Chancellor.
The pose of the ﬁgure ex
}

'- 5‘

solemn majesty of the law, and
the whole effect of the statue
was that of great reserved in

;

u.‘

l)l'I\'()TL'Il) HEART—J
apaiiese Section.
Riiia Shimazaki (Japan).

(iRt)l_'l’ ()1: THREE LADIES—
ﬂJ‘B‘

apanese Section.
This painting on

young

\Vﬁlllt’ll

silk represents two

decorating

their

Brand

mother s hair \vith flower
s. lhe reverence
of the Japanese for the aged
and the de
votion to their ancestors are beautifully
illustrated here.

4

-

.

+
.i'izi.7 .Yan». i

.'

,_
s

"

Madame l'yeiiiiira (J apanl. Silver Medal.
This is real Japanese figure painting.
perfectly ti:it and there is
The dress is in the style

Q31...

The heures
are
'
no perspective.
of i300.

'2’ ‘

I

l*'.\Slll().\'.\lll-E
LADY OF FIFTY.
YEA RS AGO—Japanese

yr \

PERIOD“Japanese
Section.
.‘
. '
Sl'..\I

Nanko Kanamori (Japan).
Japanese of the old school invari
ably“"3,
Paint
the he ad

.
laI'tger
e in proportion
to the
body than it should

Section.

CROW .\.\'l) l’l.\'li l.\' SNOW—Japanese Section.
lingai Muraiiiatsu (Japan). Silver Medal.
This artist knows how to mass his composition in one corner of the c
a comparatively bare area for the feature he wishes to make prominent. aiivas. leaving

Kinshu Hookabe (Japan).
i

This painting shows western inﬂuence.

The ﬁizure. instead of being flat. shows

modeling. and its proportions are true to
life.
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'l‘llRl'Zl'l (LUISUNNFZ VASES—Japanese Section.
J ubei .\ndo (Japan i .
'|‘\\.-(, of ilk-5(- vases; have ,1 foundation of copper. the minute parts of the
design endow“ in hymen silver wire to prevent the enamels of different
color from running together in the firing. llie third is enamel on silver
and is in much lmliligr ill-sign, .l‘lll' shapes of ﬁll three are excellent.

.
\
~
Gt-..

l'.\N EL.

Jl'l'l‘ l'UMl’.

('A R \' ii i) l)R.‘\(i( )I\'— Japanese
Section.

DRAGON—Japanese Section.

Sessei ()kazaki (Japan), (irand l’rize.
Shinzo 'l‘aknta (Japan).

This is the same dragon. in the round, that
Takatn portrays in has relief. It is a superb piece
of green bronze.

This characteristic Japanese drziizon, in has
relief, is carved in iron. The workmanship reveals

0|-.._,.4

“upon
I‘
v-.—

’Z.
i

the most masterly skill and knowledge.

France to'thc Paciﬁc ocean, or plant

tcllcctual force. In deriving his
idea of the Livingston represented
in this statue, l\lr. Lukcinzin ob
tained assistance from several well
known port aim of the diplomat,
statesman and chancellor of the
early Nineteenth Century and in
particular from the Livingston
statue in Statuary Hall. in the l’URTRAlT ()F \'()ll.\'(i (ilRl.
—Japancsc Section.
National Capitol.
Ycisaku \\'ad;i (Japan).
Cyrus E. Dallin's “ l’ere Mar
This picture is absolutely un
Japancsc. ln technique. perspective
quette" showed the priestly ex and
modeling it shows l‘arisizin inﬂu
plorer just before starting out to ence. It is beautiful in color.
descend the great river that he might bear the banner of

it side by side with that of Spain at
the Gulf of Mexico. \Vhen Pere
Marquette told the l’ottmvatomies.
who knew and loved him as a mis
sionary. of his plans of exploration.
they tried to dissuade him from his
purpose. They told him that the
nations he would encounter never
llli.\"lil~‘.l{—J:ipanese Section.
Kaneiiro Kant-(la (Japan). (Fold
Medal.
This ivory statue. wrought out in
the minutes! detail with marvelous
skill and ﬁdelity. represents the hunt
er s caution in crossing a steam.

spared the stranger; that their
mutual wars ﬁlled their borders
with bands of warriors; that the
great river abounded
which

in monsters

devoured men and canoes.

and that the heat was so intense that man could not survive.

llut the good father, unshaken in his purpose and ﬁlled with
~ iY-i‘lL'r
: i Erin

i
u
i “u
\
‘0

3".
J

T.

I.
4.4

'oJ;’...

iii-l"
~‘3
\
‘5.
-Q.v

'\
O
Hoot:

LANDSCAPE;

EVENING (“LUI'D AT SlllMlllSL' \\'lTl*l MOUNT l-‘L'Jl l.\’
Tllli DISTANCE—Japanese Section.
Ycisaku \\':\d:i (Japnnl.

\\'ada is among the younger Japanese artists who are imitating western methods.
liuii. the most beautiful mountain in Japan. he has painted \vith exquisite feeling.

l‘.'\.\'lil..

\\'ll.l.U\\' .\.\'l) EtiRliT—Japanese Section.
Kritsuhiro Kagawa (Japan). (iold Medal.

in the art of making pictures, wrought in metal. the Japanese excel.
tive panel. egret and willow, is the perfection of artistic simplicity.

This decora'

POTTER'S HEROIC STATUE OF GENERAL ANDR li\\" JACK St ).\'.

F"!A

.l

ITALIAN SH El’ll l'I RUB—Mexican Section.
Antonio Fabres (Spain. t854l. (iold Medal.
In the treatment of the foliage. the ﬂower-strewn meadow. the animals and ﬁnally
the two shepherds. this canvas shows the brush-work of a master.

5‘!

that
am

am

holy zeal, lifted his cruciﬁx aloft and said: "I shall gladly
lay down my own life for the salvation of souls." The sculp
tor's success in portraying the splendid heroism and devout
faith of the missionary is remarkable.

Louis Potter's heroic statue of Andrew Jackson suggested
the nervous strength. the stern
vigor and conspicuous will of W“botany:!
\ﬁ-‘q; .‘5'
..
the man. As far as consistent
3%
"_V
with the desirability of repre
senting a violent action in a
medium like sculpture, the
..i

at

‘

'§.

-

'l'll li \'ll)l.lNlS'l'—-l’l1ilippine lixhibit.
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with the material, assisted in
giving an impression of alert

.3'7..

Maw»

and nervous action. as well as
ii
“\a.w‘.\
‘

costume, as most of the repre

sentations of Jackson are gar
mented. The costume of a
citizen of his time being some
what picturesque, gave consid
erable more scope to accentu
ate his characteristics. The

long cape overcoat permitted
of emphasizing angles. and
allowing the wind to play

’ , 3.1
-

l.

'

ment suﬁicient to e x p r e s s
jackson's characteristics as a
man of impetuous action. The
sculptor refrained from rep
resenting him in a military

Felix Resurreccion llidalgo ( Manila). (iold
Medal.
The Philippine art exhibit. containing
many surprisingly good pictures. was_|n
stalled in the_l’lnhppme Reservation. .1 his
"Violinist" is a strong. colorful. direct
piece of painting.

g
l "‘1;

~\

V

giving more dignity than the
simple long—tailed undercoat
could do. It also enabled a
picturesqueness of lines and
masses otherwise

MARKING CATTLE ~Mcxican Section.
Antonio L’rbina y ()rtiz (Mexim).
When one takes into consideration the history of Mexico. this picture gives great
promise of a future for the cause of art in the republic.

unobtaina

ble, without detracting from
the essential characteristics.
Louis l’otter was born .in
Troy. New York, in 1873. and

l"l .\" l': .\ HTS—Mexican Section.
_ M‘llCh of the wall s
su -d|rector of the Mex pace in this gallery was occupied by a collection of atrocious portraitsof American chsulgntx. » lhle be? pictures were t'r om the brush of Antonio Fabres,

Ican Academy of Fine Arts_ _»\n10ﬂg these are [he superbly painted l'emale 'I had and Lhrist lv cum to a (olumn.
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JAN STYKA.

Jan Styka that reached the Exposition too late to secure a place for exhibition

'Jt‘Et‘

J
S k
l
P l. h
.
f
f
._ .
‘
. .
- ‘fm _ U;
,- (1) IS mastuagyedvor .h‘,”,,'"""trat“e
pam‘zl‘“gi-“’°. i. L ‘h‘I'l'i T’cenej‘ .m h~uph ad's: .imd on“?
tier _;~lt_epictingh o y sCfcnes m t Ic 'll LfOI UV)“ and h"
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as, Bachelor 0i,-'\rts. he made his way to the Academy of

or classiﬁcation in the Palace of Fine Arts. The series was exhibited in a build
ing specially designed for the purpose on the Exposition grounds. The scene
from "Quo \'adis?" here represented is where the untamable aurochs. bearing
on its back the unfortunate Lygia. is being skilfully slain by Lygia's faithful
hcnchiuau. llrsus. 'I'he aurochs had its neck broken by the victorious Ursus.
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l'tne Arts at

tenna.

Receiving a gold medal there after

two years. his career was assured. and he became what
he ts'today: one of the most famous of Il\’lTIR artist_s._

_

_

In 1896 was gt'atl-

Ills
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the
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Instruction of Mr. Llial‘les

‘
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spade

.\.

_

gut in,

5on- lads htvka- 81801!" sxhihitorat the \\0r1,<l_sl'air.1lw- uated from I ruutv
lay-ed precocrous artistic talent. having exhibited Ill the
Q
_
'
’3“ halo" of 1904 when only "misc" Years oldLollege.l larttord.
Connecticut. While in college he began his art studies in the

l'lagg. After graduation he went to
_
Paris. In the fall of 1899 Potter
went to Tunis, Africa, where he

TAD-A STYKA-

night classes of the (onnecticut League of Art Students under

studied the Arab and t\egro types.
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Reproduction of one of the famous paintian by the renowned Polish artist.
Jan Styka. illustrating one of the very vivid scenes in the amphitheatre in Rome
during Nero's time. as depicted in the widely'read novel of the l'olish_author.
Stcnkiewicz. “Quo \'adis? " This picture is one of a series of paintings by
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PAR LE FER ET PAR LE FEU (BY S\~\"ORD AND FIRE).
Jan Styka (Poland).
It represents \\'ith. the young Prince of ‘l.ithuania. swearintz Venh cance
the Order.
ha
This famous painting from the Paris Salon of IQOI was exhibited in the Palace of Liberal Arts.
an (mm
\\'inrich. the brand Mastc r of
before
his
father.
Kieistut.
upon
the
hostile
order
of
German
Knights.
who
had
destroyed
the
town
of of
Kowno
ﬁre inby136.!
OW-‘Tcome the Lilhuaﬂian Prince-Q. Ki¢i$tlm I’Illl'yk. Ulgerd and Skiriziello. when Witold, then a boy
ﬁfteen.by swore
l’erkum. the God of Fire. to be avenge ~
which he carried out in 1411 on the plains of Grucnwold and Tannenburg.
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STATUE ()F L.\SALLE, THE EXPLORER, BY GLIDEBROD.

SCI '1. PTL’ R E— Portuguese Section.

and “The
Widow."
Portugal has at least one sculptor of exceptional ability. Antonio Teixeira-I.opcz.~ In one view of the Portuguese gallery may be seen his “ Charity"
"
g
_
the latter a faultless work. technically. and full of deep human feeling. In the other Vle are his " Santo lsidorn," carved in wood. and “ Old People. a bronze has relief..

early pioneer days. The sculptor is an admirer
of the great Frenchman whose fame he seeks

.\lr. Potter has executed portrait busts of
Senators James K. Jones and F. J. Pettigrew.
Honorable Charles A. Towne, Professor Elmer
Gates and Doctor Thomas R. Pynchon, ofTrin~
ity College. Another of his prominent works
is a group in granite, “Saint Anne and the
Blessed Virgin," designed for a tomb in Saint
Agnes Cemetery in Albany.
Sieur (le La Salle, the French explorer, who

to perpetuate, and in speaking of his subject
said: “It would be hard to ﬁnd a more inter
esting character than that of La Salle for the
hands of a sculptor to portray. Not only the
strong individuality of the man, but the pleasing manner of dress and customs of the period

was the ﬁrst white man to make a thorough

the niches in the Electric Tower at the Pan

and leggins, and the broad briniriied hat of the

American

Students' League, New York, afterward going

executed a ﬁgure of Luke Huron for one of
F'lz'

Exposition.

He was director
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to Paris, where he remained two years study
ing with Jean Dampt, and also assisting Saint
(iaudens. ()n his return to New York he

AIi”?
_.L

TASTE-

_|_'

in which he lived tend to appeal to the mind
and imagination of the artist."
Mr. (indeber is one of the younger Ameri
can sculptors who has shown promise of a
brilliant career. He was born at Middletown.
Connecticut. in 1872, and studied at the Art

exploration of the Mississippi River, to take
possession of the land west of- it in the name
of the French King. and to bestow upon it
the name of Louisiana, was the subject of a
portrait statue by Louis A. Gudebrod. The
statue showed La Salle as he ﬁrst stood on
Louisiana soil. his right arm outstretched. his
carbine resting in his left arm, taking posses
sion of the Territory in his King's name.
La Salle in the statue wears the buckskin coat

"a"
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SMELL.
Sicii'r.
‘ n . HEARING.
_
TIlF FIVE SENSl-IS—Portuguese Section-Julio leixeira llastos (Portugal).
l
' and accurate in detail. evidently_faithful co ics of excellent model.‘

~ H

>

...

05 has symbolized. In human ﬁgure!“ the ﬁve sense,“ The ﬁgures argriicfllll'gligviinvenerahle Dadr¢_in the act of taking sniiﬁ'. P' Sizht." an aired "le:6“' pedal-:Fanlds
'
'
.
.
_
.
A
..a 1312:1385 robust blacksmith,
his
hand to his
ear in
an attitude
of listening.
_ u
h_
' a Tutti-in drinking from a ﬂagon. are interesting; but the best of the ﬁve is Touc - ' a blind man Wllh hands extended.
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()X C.\ RT—Portuguese Section.
ll. R. .\l. Amelia, Queen of Portugal (France. 1865). Silver Medal.
The sun. almost overhead. casts meager shadows of the
sturdy oxenand wooden-wheeled cart. 'I he sky is tender. ltimi
nous blue. vibrant with heat.
‘

‘

bCillpturc

at

the

SCI-1th

‘ [)1 )N Kl'l Y—l’orluguese Section.
ll. R. M . Amelia. Queen of Portugal (France i865). Silver Medal.

-

The Queen of Portugal is an artist of marked ability.

(/3T0hlla Inter-“ate

Her

i'lf'l

technique is broad and direct and her compositions are usually
typical of rural Portugal.

and West Indian Exposition at Charleston in
.
.
.
190i-i902. He is the author of various ideal

u

n
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by

Evelyn
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Longman, that

ﬁgures and Other Sublﬁ‘ts-

crowned the great central dome of the Expo

The other portrait statues on the hillside,
all of them worthy examples of the sculptor's

ioone," by Enid Yandell; “William Clark,“
by F. \V. Riickstuhl; “ ll‘amﬁlo Narvaez," by

sition, on Festival Hall.
Miss Longmaii's “Victory” proved a sur
prise to those accustomed to the typical ﬁgure
of the Greeks who represent both war and
victory in female guise. This young artist
was sufﬁciently hold to depart from precon

Herbert Adams; “James Madison," by Janet
Sciidder: “James Monroe," by Julia Bracken;
“Barbedilarbois,” by H. Herring: “Philippe
Renault." by A_ 5_ Calder and "Anthony

ceivable ideals, and she depicited her Victory
as a young and virile male ﬁgure, as being
more expressive of strength and conquest.
The exquisite statue stood ﬁrmly poised 0n

art were:

lienville," by Charles Lopez; HDaniel
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PURTRMT OF THE ACTOR. Join
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his sandaled feet. as if in the act of aliglitiiig.
while in the left he held aloft the oak and olive
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Festival Hall and Cascades, With their rich M" “"85"” “he “’“rk °‘ \ “'“sq‘m'
wreath accorded to Victorious heroes. The
embellishment 0i statuary. Chief among these works was the supple and well knit ﬁgure was clad in a light leathern cuirass,
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CATTLE DRINKING—Portuguese Section.
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_l'or distinguished serum: to the cause of art. the king of Portugal was awarded a diploma and grand medal of honor in addition to the go ine
‘ h 0‘ green pasmrb
beautiful pastel. 'l he water. in the foreground. linipid and dappled with reﬂections of floating clouds. is relieved by a thirsty herd. a bank of clay and a 5": c
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H. R. M. Carlos. King of Portugal (Portugal. i863). Gold Medal.
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STATUARY AND FOUNTAINS NEAR FESTIVAL HALL.
While the legs were clothed in the armor worn' by Greek
warriors of the classic era. The heavy mantle fell in grace

symbolic statues, "Music," by August Lukemann, and
I
“Dance,” by M. Tonetti, while above was the great group in

fnl folds, and was modeled to give the impression of being

classic style, HTriumph of Apollo," by Philip Martiny.‘

blown back from the shapely shoulders by the wind.
Fitting pendants to this masculine “Victory” were the
exquisite twin Victories of Miss Enid Yandell, which decorated the restaurants on each end of the Colonnades of States,
and which elicited the well-merited encomiums of connoisseurs.
Jetween these two stretched the great curved Colonnade,

Mela“
i lln
.Jsillil
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in the niches formed by whose pillars were enshrined the
allegorical
and symboli
cal figures
typifying the
f 0 ti r t e e n
States of the
A me r i c an
Union that
have been
carved out of
de0i'ﬂavdlri
jefferson 's

The three cascades that leaped down to the grand basm had
their origin in three great fountains at the top of the lnll.
The central of these, immediately in front of Festival Hall.
was H. A. McNeil's “Fountain of Liberty." Twelve colos
sal groups surround'ed its waters, which sprung from a niche
surmounted by an heroic composition, in which statues typi
tying Liberty, Justice and Truth ﬁgured prominently. The
surrounding
groups re
ferred to the
human quali
t i e s t h at
sprung from
and are fos

tered by Lib
erty.

The two
minor cas
cades, one on
either side,

pn rc h a se.

irtisi

Each of these
was in the
form of a
seated wom~
an of colos

'a ﬁi l ﬂvpfq'.1‘q

had

I

luff

fountains
designated,

sal size, and

respectively,

each in pose,
mode I i n g
and accesso

the “Foun

ring

5;

their

origins in

tain

of

the

Atlantic"
and "Foun
tain of the
Pacific."
lloth of these
were the

ries symbol

ized in some
way the re~

sources and
achievements of her

work of Isi
dore Konti.
'These sym
bolic groups
Were expres
sions of the
'peaceful or
stormy char
acteristics of
these two

State. The
list of these
State statues
was:

l'Louis
iana," by R_
Sell w a r1;
“Missouri,”
by A. S.
Calder; “Ar
kansas,”

great bodies

by

of water.

A. Jaegers;

,

uIowa," bv

Tefft,

l\ansa5_"
by A'

.

_
the pla
cidInocean
ly

i

‘

ing between

GENERAL Vlli\\'—Russian Section.

America and

em'

The lower one of the two central ictures is the " Portrait of Madame K.,” by T. E. Repin. the most noted portrait painter in Russia

man". “‘1.
' i "1'
ll€50ta H
I
'
)y
G
C 1
u '
,er ad];
Nebraska,"

and "u. rem-pie"! of ll". diploma andpgoltl medal of honor. lbe ﬂesh is beautifully modeled and the delicate tints of the lace‘trimtned
gown, the brown of the boa and the blue of chair and curtain form a delightful _c_olor harmony. The picture above this one is interesting
because of its theme. It is the “'(‘onsecration of a Government Drain-Shop. by N. V. Urloﬁ'. The former proprietor stands apart,
isconsolate because his lucrative business has been absorbed by the state.
I
I 4
_
_
'
Russia made no ofﬁcial exhibit at the Exposition. The collection of pictures was sent by the art societies. under the direction of the
Councillor of Commerce of Saint l'etersburg. :irrivinz in midsummer. Hence. it was necessary to hang the pict‘hres wherever available
wall space could be found. Rooms on the second ﬂoor of the Lentral .\rt palace were therefore given up to the Russian art exhibit.

93" F- H. Packer; “ North Dakota," by Bruno L. Zimm;
South Dakota," by L. O. Lawrie; "Colorado," by August
Zeller; H Montana,” by A. C. Skodik; “ Wyoming," by C. F.
Hamann; “ Oklahoma,” by I, L, Conway and HIndian Territory," by C. A. Heber.
Flanking the main entrance of Festival Hall were the two

graceful ﬁgure of a
albatross, made one
.
.
pose
of maiden
and
of the Exposmon.

girl
feel
.
bird
The

the
7'.

Orient
V
.
I\ Olltl

f

d
Ollﬂ
a "105!
}
.
C I a r "l 1 ng
fancy.
The

ﬂoating in the air, attended by an
the calm of that watery waste. The
.
.
.
was one of the delightful
impressions
chaste and Simple conception was

ﬁnely sustained by a group of cupids and ﬁshes around the base

of the pedestal.

What tyPes of babyhood the sculptor used
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T" F. GOLDEN CLOUD—Russian Section.
V. l’. \Y'erestchazin (Russia. IBM).
This symbolic composition. the morning mist rising from the mountain, was painted
by the brother of the famous artist who lost his life on a Russian battleship.

as his models was not told, but the infantile charm of the faces
was most happily caught. Konti never lacks poetic feeling.
A spirited companion piece for the Fountain of the Paciﬁc
was the ﬁgure of a youth. He stood in the clouds, with
upraised arm controlling the tempestuous Atlantic. \"igor
and power, with the grace of young manhood, were the stamp
of the composition. At his feet soared the eagle, king of
birds, typifying the restless and turbulent nature of the
Atlantic. The infants and the ﬁshes were repeated around
the base of this pedestal. Each group surmounted a globe
from which gushed the waters for the ﬁrst plunge down the
sparkling and refreshing cascades.
Other ideas associated with the same theme were presented
in a series of groups extending down the successive water
leaps to the grand basin. The length of each cascade was 300
feet, giving splendid scope for fourteen groupings, mounted
on pedestals stationed at each leap.
This work was highly imaginative. the kind of sculpture
which appeals to the love of beauty and sentiment inherent in
most, whether art critics, connoisseurs, or mere lay lovers of
the dreams of fancy.
Babes and dolphins
gamboled along the
dancing waters, girls
with sea gulls and
petrels. and boys
worrying cub bears,
sea (gods riding sea
lions—all rode on
the rushing ﬂood, as
it fell toward the
great pool below.
On each side of
the Paciﬁc fountain,
twenty-ﬁve feet be
low the pedestal of
the surmounting girl
and albatross,

A FROSTY DAY IN SAINT PETERSBURG—Russiau Section.

-'31- in ,

E. E. Volkoﬁ (Russia).

a cin
i~ slttl
:{c in‘

intense cold is the theme of this canvas. The foreground is occupied _by barges.
frozen in the ice-locked river. In the distance a cathedral of characteristic Russian
architecture, azainst a rose violet sky, is tinged with crimson by the morning sun.

symbolizing the fauna of the countries bordering the Paciﬁc

and its islands. Proceeding down the cascade Stairways,
the cascade statuary became more j0yous, with simple aban
don. Children were buffeting the waves with ﬁsh. Some of
the urchins rode dolphins through the foaming spray. They

Ure “'1th a sea bird,

:;-.\.l!|i!l
.‘ l" 54
b' \l

represented the play of the waters and the abundant animal
strives

wealth which they contain, while the ideas of navigation over
the depths of the sea, and the importance of communication

between the continents, were typiﬁed by other groups which
the imagination of the sculptor called into life.
The sculpture plan, so far as the general embellishment of
the grounds was concerned, was completed with the decora
tion of the cascades. About each main palace of the Exposi
tion, however, sculpture was used freely in spandrels, has-relief
panels and ﬁgures, all hearing some deﬁnite relation to the
purposes and contents of their respective buildings, and adding
greatly to the beauty and charm of the Exposition as a whole.

Many of these are
worthy of especial

mention.
Particularly of in
terest was the work
of Robert Porter
Bringhurst. which
embellished the Pal
ace of Education.
Mr. Bringhurst was
born in Jersey Coun
ty, Illinois, March
22, 1855.
In 1880
he entered the Saint
Louis School of Fine
Arts, where, in addi
tion to his study of

the plastic art, he

were

groups that harmo
nized with the quiet
atmosphere above;
one a boy playing
with a polar bear
cub, and the other
a draped female ﬁg

has a
~..i" linr

learned drawing and
perspective.
After
three years of study
there he went to Paris
where
NAPOI.EON’S LAST DAY IN MOSCOW IN 18iz—Russian5ection.
J. K. Feodoroﬁ (Russia).
Never were the valor and patriotism of the Russian people more conclusively shown than when they burned to
the ground their ancient capital, Moscow. in order to check the insolent advance of Napoleon.
[his paintinZ represents the bafﬂed conqueror in the Kremlin, the city outside all in ﬂames.

he

attended

the Ecole des Beaux
Arts, studying be
Sides

in

the

,
Archer

('Iillti
me) u
it mid
‘ti me

s4!

SCULPTURE ON PALACE OF EDUCATION, BY BRINGHURST.
Dumont. He return
ed to Saint Louis for
a three years' stay.

comprised eighty-four
separate pieces.

and again went to
Paris and remained
three years. during
which time he main
tained his own atelier

of the structure, which
was repeated in the
center of each of the
four facades. formed
the principal massdec
oration of the build
ing. It was in the
form of a triumphal

The main entrance

in the French capital.
Mr. Bringhurst has
conducted the class in
sculpture at the Saint
Louis School of Fine
Arts for seventeen
years, and has exe
cuted many commis
sions in addition to
his class work. He
was selected by the
Civic Improvement
League as a commit
tee of one to observe
Exposition sculpture,
and to select such

W4

arch,

and,

like

all

triumphal arches,
carried sculpture in
abundance. The dis
position of this sculp
ture was the same as

in the great triumphal '
arches 0f the world,

such as the Arc de
Triomphe. at Paris;
the arches of Trajan
K.B.Venig(Russia).
and Constantine, at
This important canv as. portraying the death scene in the tomb of the Capulets attracted much attention
Rome. and recently
pieces as would lend because of its excellentt extures. Satin, hair and the death hue were perfectly represented.
‘
the Water (rate, at
themselves to permanent decorative uses in Saint Louis. the Columbiau Exposition. and the Dewey Arch. in New
On the Palace of Education Mr. Bringhurst designed and York. On the top of such an arch there is a crowning
executed every piece of sculpture. There were twelve sepa
rate models, each of which was duplicated from four to
Sixteen times. so that the sculptural decorations of the building
a"
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“3:~g.,
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THE 'I‘SAR. IVAN H". AND 'I‘HESHl-IRMIT. NICHOLAS SOLAS—Russian
PINE WOODS-Russian Section.

s CCHOI'I

I. A. Veltz (Russia).

P. T. Heller (Russia). Bronze medal.

\‘eltz has several atm05 Pheric eﬁ'ects, among which this wood interior is the most
Pleasing, The Stately trunks.
wnh glimpses of a radiant blue sky. are Dilimfd With
nowledge and sympathy.

the hermit
Terrible
butchered
the _ inhabitants
of paintging
\Iov or 0d.
meatIvan
by the
_ as .a having
symbol of
his
' bloodthirstlness.
_
The
hasﬁs‘bﬂiiizeélxlcivlf
1.'

. .
lent qualities.

calm;
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SHALLCHV “'ATER—Swedish Section.

Olof Arborelius (Sweden, '84z—). Gold Medal.

EVENING IN THE “'IEDERNESS—Swedish Section.

Arborelius usually paints the dazale of summer sun and the
glitter of snow. This canvas. With its dappled foliage and
rippling water. reveals a milder mood.

0le Arhbrelius (Sweden. 1842—), Gold Medal.
This picture reveals all the characteristics of the Swedish
school. hold brush~w0rk. strong color. dramatic feeling. The
clouds. although broadly painted, are ticccy in texture.

sculpture. usually the four-horse two-wheeled
Roman

racing

chariot, called a quadriga,

from the four horses that draw it. The spandrels or triangular spaces above the curve of
the arch, are ﬁlled with ﬁgures, and others are
grouped in front of the coupled columns
which support the massive attic and entablature. This traditional sculpture treatment of the triumphal arch was carried

THE VIRGIN MARY WITH THE
DOVES or SACRIFICE—
Swedish Section.
This
shows

building.
The crowning piece of the arch of the
Palace of Education was called “The
Louisiana Quadriga." In the composi-

an 7.1?
“lili'f

tion, the two-wheeled Roman chariot was
drawn by four powerful. prancing horses,

the fact that they carried the eye of the
spectator along the pleasing line to the

Iii:
IT“

hitched abreast as always in quadrigas.
They had the short-cropped mane of the

top of the ﬂag surmounting the quadriga.
The groups balanced each other perfectly.

I“?
if"

-J’v

sories, the central ﬁgure in each group
was thrown above the other by a series of
steps which rose to a pedestal. The sculp

female ﬁgures guided and restrained the
outer horses by grasping their bridles.

“11R;

In her free hand the ﬁgure at the left carLWV

,

_

_
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d_ hg r

tor called these groups “The Flight of

.. -. —. we is .ecton.

_

ried an olne branch,- that at the light a

Johnnorjesonmwedem

palm branch, symbohcal, respectively, of

The symbolism “this Smueinimnwis notammem;

'Peace and Mctory.
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In the disposition of ﬁgures and acces

Roman steed. The center horses were
thrown back on their haunches, and two

I-Iu'n»

mt}

female ﬁgure, holding in her upraised right
hand an American ﬂag that dropped in light
folds about her, and in her upraised left
hand a blazing torch symbolical of
Education.
To the right and left of the big quadriga were pyramidal companion groups of
three ﬁgures each, occupying pedestals
separate from that on which the quadriga
stood. These groups formed a part of
the quadriga composition, however, in

out in the main entrance of the Educational

-a>1>_-‘__

horses gave excuse for strong movement in
the guiding ﬁgures. The center ﬁgure in the
chariot was a svmbolical conception of the
_ _
-_
Louisiana Territory—a well-draped, erect

: - th- 111'
1'1' .l ' | t h “it”
- .
The prancing
of the 5:510";Quichegggfeliioiirgrgtiiiiticsg

n

u

Time .and
In

Th e tional
-
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The Thread of Eate.

The Night of Time.

ﬁgure

of

s
Father

.

the tradi

Tune,

aged,

DIRECTOR LAMM'S “'IFE AND CHILDREN—Swedish Section.

“YINTER EVENING__Swedi5h Section.

Carl Larsson (Sweden 665—). Gold Medal of Honor.
In color this portraitgroup is typically Swedish. The rich red gown againstthe dull
.
mahogany and gold of the chest of drawers is most eﬂ'ective.

.~\nshelm Leonard Sehultzbera (Sweden..1862—)
b. to (mm a
Drifted snow.somber forest. distant mountains and lllXUI'IOI-IS sky com me
landscape of rare harmony and charm.

8.

NOTABLE SCULPTURAL GROUPS OF THE FAIR.
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EVENING SUN—Swedish Section.
VIEW OF THE VALLEY OF THE HUSKVVARNE—Swedish Section.

Charlotte Wahlstrom (Sweden). Bronze Medal.
In technique this painting is extremely broad. The water“ with “5 Vibrant “ﬂan-“"5
is remarkably limpid and true to nature.

Alfred Bernstriim (Sweden). Gold Medal.
The vigor and genuineness of the Norse peo le are revealed in their art.

Their

painting is broad. sympat hetic and direct.

wrinkled, bearded and winged, carrying
the traditional long scythe, pointed with
upraised left hand the warning that time
stays for no man. The male ﬁgure below.
awakening from sleep, typiﬁed Morning.

qlu
gilt
‘eii
Iii.

The female ﬁgure, wrapping herself in

ﬂowing drapery that hooded her head,
typiﬁed Evening. Between the ﬁgures
was the winged hour glass, symbolical of
the ﬂight of time.
In “The Thread of Fate," a winged
ﬁgure of the beautiful one of the three

on each main entrance, or sixteen times

in all, was one of the most chaste and
charming of the ﬁgures in the Exposition
sculpture collections—an angel gathering
in her full, bare arms, in close embrace
over her breast, a great spray of the
feathery golden rod, which grows in every

State of the Union, and has come to be
regarded as the national ﬂower of the
United States. The closely ﬁlleted hair,
the close-folded wings, the downcast eyes
and the bended head gave an impression
fates—Clotho, the spinner of the thread
of physical and mental repose that made
of life—occupied the center of the group,
a ﬁne foil for the strong action of the
corresponding with Father Time in the
quadriga, and its ﬂanking ﬁgures just
other group. Below was the winged
above. The ﬁgure was a study in bilateral
' Spinning Wheel," on whose smooth tire T '
symmetry which only the drapery pleas
the hands of the male and female ﬂanking
ineg varied.
CALIBAN—Swedish Section,
ﬁgures meet in a light touch.
David Edstrom (Sweden), Silver Medal.
()n pedestals about ten feet high, at
Back g [‘01] "16(]
(
'
"The Tempest"
is interpreted.
by the heavy an“:
of in The
thisdeformed
bronze. slave
with inmarvelous
understanding.
The the base of the coupled Corinthian col
the triumphal arch, repeated four thnes mouth and eyes especially show the want of moral sense.
umns on either side of the main entrance.
were two big groups that balanced each other. They were in

__
-_

—_

"
I...

A FIR BANK—Swedish Section.
Gottfrid Kallstenius (Sweden). Gold Medal.
He re

.
Kallsltimus

shows

_
his

.l‘
.
..-s
J

WINTER EVENING IN THE WOODS—Swedish Section.
Anshelm Leonard Schultzberg (Sweden. 1862—).

daring, his soreness of touch. Every brush-$111)ke mums‘

0 effect of distance and the varied foliage are perfectly reallled'

In color this wood interior is remarkably bea_utiful. The snow, gray-purple in the
foreground. is tinged by a glorious golden afterglow.

..‘

“
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Sigrid Blomberg($wedenl, Bronze Medal.
This is a beautiful conception of the \"irgin. at the moment when her glorious mission was made known to her. The modeling is strong and reﬁned.
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Bernhard Osterman (Sweden). Gold Medal.

general
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VOICB
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and
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stru In ent
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PORTRAIT OF MR. JAMES

In u 51' C '

I t

ception

not
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()sterman
is notand
afraid
of violent
contrast to
in unusually
light and. shade.
The
face. n_eck
hands
are subiected
strong

u n l l' l‘p 6

th 6

\

light. rendering the shadows dense though not opaque.

groups

-‘

ﬂanked the Qitatlriga seventy-ﬁve feet above them.

it
:
‘

consisted of three ﬁgures with accessories One of these was
entitled
Music.“ the other, "Industry."
In Music an upright female ﬁgure stood upon a broken
renaissance columnibetween two leaning ﬁgures. She was

the part of the artist of the proper function of each of the
sources of musical sound which he portrays. The sculptor‘s
representation of the violin in use is far above the usual repre
sentation of this instrument,maligned oi sculptorsand painters.

t
fi.
til
..I.
'f}

playing upon a harp whose curving lines reach some distance
above her head. Her music seemed to supply an accomaniment for the music made by the su ortin
ﬁ ures
below—a youth engaged in operatic song and a maiden per-

In Industry the central ﬁgure was of Minerva, easily identi
ﬁed by the winged helmet onher head. Sheleanedwiththeright
hand on an anvil and held with the it p -raised leftascul tured
\"ictory surmounting a globe. She was supported by two

1%.

forming an obligato on a violin.

ﬁgures leaning at a lower level so that their heads reach to

'

n

3.1.;
‘ 4mm

.

PORIRAII‘OI‘ MR5. B—Swedish Section.
I

THE ANNUNCIA'l‘iON—Swedish
Section.

7

DEERINc'_Swedish section

- .
I
_Ander: I; '1m“ (Snider
‘860 __I)" crarllllpnze'

t h a t

showed a clear

Each

conception on ”“‘“‘°'°fme"5°°"""5he hasmsupemr'

The composition gave a

ﬁne idea in plastic of the proper blending of the sound of

0d
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the level of their knees.
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()ne of these ﬁgures represented
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FULL MOON IN JULY—Swedish Section.
Ester Almqvist (Sweden). Bronze Medal.

SEV ENTEEN YEARS—Swedish Section.

C8" Lemon (Sweden. 1856). Gold Medaloi Honor.
ing is excellent. the ﬁgures are gom

The tree technique in this painting is interesting.
produced by the somber foliage and the full moon.

A peculiarly ghostly eﬂ‘ect is

The detail of the inlaid woodwork in this paint
and the shadows are singularly luminous.

‘

STATUE OF HORACE MANN, BY BUSH—BROWN

dressed in the old-time frock
coat, with short vest, and
trousers buttoned down the
side. His left hand, hanging
by his side, is holding a book
as though he were interrupted
in his reading. His right
hand is affectionately resting
on the shoulder of a youth,
who has just rushed up to the
great master to show him the

model of a waterwheel which
he has just made and which PORTRAIT or THE PAINTER 1.—

he holds before him in his '

,,

swedbhsecuon'

right hand. His left arm is Emilosmma"(swcdm)'G°1d MEM
thrown .around Mr. Mann, handsThe
of full
the brow,
painterserious
arein eye
iiiii and
light.shapely
The
THE EVENING STAR—Swedish Section.

_

This picture is genuine impressionism. without a superﬂuous brush-stroke.
point there is no line between sea and sky. Misty

beautifully portrayed.

vn

_

.0), s

.

who looks (10‘
at the b
,
faccisa superb character study.
wheel
Wltll sympathetic
interest.
The boy looks up at him

Gomrid Kansteniuﬂswedenxcold Med“
At one

Starlightaud nocturnals'mne“ “e

Architecture, as shown by the scroll in its hands; the other,
.
. .
Mechanics,
indicated by the sledge it held.
A big cog-wheel
.
.
.
_
.
.
and an electric generator formed further accessories.
.
.
In addition to the sculpture on the building itself, an inter
esting feature of the Palace of Education was the statue of the

“Nth Intense carnesnless- '
-

n
“The
whole group is7, expressive of the great affection

and “Flint!” “hwh Mr Mann had for young pecip e’ and
'
Y '. .
‘ _
I .
. .
,,
emphaSizes the fact
that
he
was
one
of
the
leaders
in
estab
J i
V
ishing manual training as an accessory to book learning.

WOOD GROUSE—Swedish Section.

Bruno Liliefors (Swenden). Gold Medal.
The realistic in this composition is so blended with the ideal as to produce an effect
Of rare charm.

It is a perfect woodland interpretation.

calling for aid. The wmd. the terror
the goats
and the driving snow are well repre
A. F.ofSchenck
(Peru).
“med
This picture

ortrays a shepherdess in the Andes. overtaken by a ﬁerce snowstorm,

‘

3

Hreat educator, Horace Mann, by H. K. Bush-Brown, which

Each of the Exposition palaces was decorated With the

SIOOd at the northeast entrance, “The statue is treated as a
group of two ﬁgures,” said the artist in speak-

same regard for a ﬁnished and artistic result. On the Mann
factures and Varied Industries buildings were

ing of his work, “ Horace Mann, with a long
ClOﬂk thrown lightly over his shoulder, is

beautiful spaiidrels and decorative ﬁgures. .On
the Mines building were several characteristic
groups by Charles Mulligan.

'. \.
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iliefors (Sweden). Gold Meda .
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Section.
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CHAPTER XVI.
EDUCATION, SOCIAL ECONOMY, LIBERAL ARTS, PHYSICAL CULTURE, OLYMPIC GAMES.
-\ GREAT EXHIBIT PALACE ALLOTTED To EpucATION FOR ma FIRST TIME AT AN EXPOSITION—DEVELOPMENT IN klND‘ERGAzl/Tlsixltlrilfsl‘lj
.
MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOLS—SPECIAL EDUCATION IN ARTS, INDUSTRIES AND COMMERCE—LECTURES BY EMINLNT
IB
INSTITUTIONAL Exnnm's IN THE DEPARTMENT or SOCIAL ECONOMY—~DEVELOPMENT or A New SCIENCE WiiosE AIM Is
ETTER
LivING FOR TIIE MASSES—MODEL STRUCTURES or TIIE lViUNXCIPAL STREET—SEVERAL LEADING CITIES REPRESENTED—GOOD ROADS
ExiiInIT—TIIE MODEL PLAYGROUND AND ITs MANY DELIGHTED CHILDREN—~DEPARTMENT or LIBERAL ARTQ AND THE SPLENDID
PALACE 1N Wincii TIIE EXHIBITS WERE INSTALLED—MANY COUNTRIES REPRESENTED BY ELABORATE ﬁisrLAvs—DEPARTMENT
or PHYSICAL CULTURE AND THE OLYMPIC GAMES—INTERESTING SCENES AT TIIE INTERNATIONAL EVENTS.

OR the ﬁrst time in the history of Expositions the W'orld‘s
Fair of 1904 provided a grand palace covering 2Io,ooo

square feet for the educational exhibits, and not only accorded
them the place of honor at the head of
all the classiﬁcation groups, but made

HvAaln.“'l

education the keynote of all exhibit
classiﬁcations.
Educational exhibits could not be
interesting displays of ﬁnished products
as in other departments, and even the

Illmlll",\in‘lA.I\ l-|l

“live exhibits” of processes had to be
limited to laboratories in operation,
manual training schools with pupils at
work, domestic science classes from the

Saint Louis schools and the actual
nuu.

HOWARD 1. ROGERS.
IN.ruIGJQ‘H
.\an“

instruction of the deaf, dumb and blind.
But with photographed demonstrations

Chief of Ed r
.
s.c;amconom;f°,ang°’b,3§§
of actual class work and of school life
tr
' .
‘
I
o o iConwmes
and methods; With
monographs covering
every phase of educational systems and results; with charts,
maps, models, apparatus, specimens and printed matter

describing educational processes and achievements from the
kindergarten to the university and technical schools, there
were installed here comparative exhibits from all countries
noted for educational effort—from thirty Of
our States—from the famous universities
_oi the world—from England, France, Ger
many, Sweden, Belgium, Austria, Italy,
]apan,t China) Ceylon, Mexico, Cuba,
Brazil and Argentine.
The interest in these exhibits was inten—
siﬁed by the general recognition of the fact
that the struggle between nations for indus
trial and commercial supremacy during the
present century is to be decided in fav0r of
the countries most successful in training ALVIN E. POPE,
their people for the highest elhciency in the Magglerggfggntogf 3::
arts and crafts, and in Industrial production Deaf and for the Blind.
generally. Nowhere else has there ever been installed such a
comprehensive and complete exhibit of the world's educa
tional institutions and activities—Elementary Education,
Secondary Education, Higher Education for Men, Higher

\|I-I.\I

LOUISIANA PURCHASE 'EXPOSITION.
B. Vinyl-“idem.
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WASHINGTON‘UNIVERSITY EXlllBIT.
Education for Women, Special Education in

WISCONSIN UNIVERSITY EXHIBIT,
combined CXllibit Of the Agricultural and

Fine Arts, Special Education in Agriculture,
in Commerce and Industry. Besides the State

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.
McChalliCal Coneges and Experiment Stations
Main entrance mthedcpmmemdcvotcd of the United States, for which Congress made

I1
l-n

no

“:55;

and foreign school exhibits and those of the litilgggiziioiiciinnéiiilpalace 0‘ Emma“ a WWW appropriation 0f $100,000
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EVOLUTION OF THE SCHOOL HOUSE, AS SHOWN BY MODELS IN THE COLORADO EXHIBIT.

Universities and Polytechnic Schools, independent exhibits of
their municipal schools were made by New York, Chicago,
Saint Louis, Cleveland and Indianapolis, and there was a

Part of the Palace of Education was ﬁtted out as a lecture
hall for stereopticon and lantern lectures, with seats for 250
auditors. Here many lectures were delivered on a wide
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DEMONSTRATING WORK OF SCHOOLS FOR DEFECTIVES.
Nebraska
The youthful violin glayers were from the Kansas School of Music for the Blind; the four pupils and teacher shown in the illustration at the right represented th ehibit
made
School for the Deaf. T e lower picture at the left is a view of the model school room of the Missouri School for the Deal; at Its side is illustrated a section of the ex
by the Illinois School for the Blind.

PALACE OF EDUCATION.
SOCIAL ECONOMY EXHIBITS,

MANUAL TRAINING EXHIBIT, WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY.

PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COMPANY'S EXHIBIT.

The work of students in all the departments of manual training at the University
was shown. the exhibit being one of the most comprehensive in the building.

13 tables, charts and maps the Prudential_ Insurance Company of America illus
trate the development of Industrial Insurance In America.

range of subjects by distinguished visitors, and here many
lectures were heard from educators and many discussions of

including ﬁfty-eight classes.
Even then it was found that
exhibiting nations would insist on installing in connection

educational topics by bodies of school teachers. Howard J.
Rogers was chief of the department and Miss Minnie Bronson
was superintendent of primary and secondaryeducationexhibits.
More detailed reference to
the exhibits will be found in
the chapters relating to the
participation of the various
states and countries.
Social Economy as a science
takes note of every effort or
instrumentality to promote the
general welfare or ameliorate
the condition of the masses of
mankind. Everything that has
contributed thereto since the
cunuz Mnnuv Ami-cur
origin of the race and, in fact,
Cun'm IM).
nearly everything in the volu

with some of their other exhibits many things embraced in the
groups and classes of Social Economy. Moreover, as the
Model Street would house another large part of the Social Econ
omy displays, the department
was allowed the south corridor
of the Palace of Education,
and Howard 1. Rogers, Chief
of Education, was made also
Chief of Social Economy.
The exhibits were classiﬁed
under four general heads: ﬁrst,

minous catalogues of a Univer
sal Exposition might be em
braced in exhibits illustrating
tentative solutions of the prob—
lems of So ci al Economy.

CULVER MILITARY ACADEMY EXHIBIT. EDUCATION PALACE.
The exhibit illustrated the course of training pursued at the Academy. The picture
at the right was the artist’s inspiration for the statuary exhibited by the Academy,

illustrated by the picture on the left. (.eorge ,l. Zolnay was the sculptor.

Social Economy proper; second,
Charities and Corrections;
third, Hygiene and Public
Health; fourth, Municipal Im
provement. Under the ﬁrst
were included studies of social
and economic conditions, eco
nomic resources and organiza—
tion, State regulation of indus
try and labor, organization of
industrial workers, methods of

This embarrassing comprehensiveness of the subject and its
tendency to appropriate the whole show, constrained the

remuneration, co-operative institutions, provident institutions

Louisiana Purchase Exposition, while recognizing it as a
separate department, to limit its catalogue to thirteen groups,

ities and Corrections were exhibits ofinstitutions for defectives.
Noteworthy among the important educational exhibits was

BERTILLON SYSTEM.

ILLUSTRATING THE

'

t en 1’s exhibilt i“ “‘e I algae

of

and housing of the working classes.

Under the head of Char

E DEPARTMENTS EX HIBIT.
EL JAIL, SAINT LOUIS POLIC
‘ i
MOD
'
'
l Model Jail there was also exhibited a TOZHLB gallery and a
In con “fiii'i'idiigiildea large variety of burglars tools.

collectiono

.
- pollcdcscrivlwns
' Dwﬂ'. m 0 ferimina 5
This was apart of the Saint
Lou's

Education. It showed how ti"? P°lice Ohm
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that of W'ebster’s International Dictionary, which again won
the highest literary prize in an international exhibition, is an
example of evolution and growth contemporaneous with that
of the country itself. Its ﬁrst germ was formed far back in
1806, at a time when the name America, as well as United
States, was almost a by-word among the nations. W’hen we
had still to win our complete emancipation from England by
the war of 1812, a Yankee schoolmaster brought out a bit of a

dictionary, “\Vebster’s Compendious,” and started at work
upon a more ambitious undertaking. After more than twenty
years of continuous labor, an “American Dictionary” of the
English language was published. It was a handsome quarto
of two volumes, and was in some respects the most extensive
literary enterprise that had up to that time been undertaken
on this continent. The story of how Noah \Nebster was sup
ported during the years devoted to the dictionary, by the

Speller,” is one of the romances of early literature in America.
As early as 1847, more than a score of million copies of this
book had been sold, and to its inﬂuence, together with that of
the dictionary, has been credited much of the uniformity that
characterizes American speech.
The Dictionary, which was published in 1828, quickly
achieved a reputation for scholarship and accuracy, as well it
might when the painstaking care of its editor is considered.
After several years’ labor, and when the work was nearing com
pletion, Doctor Webster grew into a realization that without
further research it would be deﬁcient along etymological lines,
so he ceased from his direct work in deﬁnition and began
investigations in many foreign languages. In his research he
even took the then trying trip abroad, and pushed his studies
among the libraries and universities of Europe.
The ﬁnancial success of

the work, however. was not

income derived from the sale of the well-known “Blue Back striking, and only a few thousand copies of the original edition
and a revision of it, that was made
in 1840, were issued. Indeed, it was
not until after Doctor Webster's death
in 1843 and the subsequent sale of the
rights of publication to George and
Charles Merriam, that the book started
on its career of popularity. As practi
cal business men and expert printers,
they appreciated the value of Doctor
Webster's book, particularly in the line
of accurate deﬁnitions. They therefore,
with his work as a basis, brought out
the revision of 1847, a one volume dic
tionary, which, for the ﬁrst time, made
the book thoroughly practical and
ﬁnancially valuable. Then came the

edition of 1859 with a supplement of
lgsuii-n
"mg-Iv

4".,_

new words. Later followed the com
plete revision of 1864, which was pre
pared under the leadership of President
Porter of Yale University, and became
widely known as \Yebster's Unabridged
Dictionary. To this was added in
1879 a supplement of new words, and
in 1884 many valuable appendix tables.
Then in the year 1890, was brought out
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EXHIBIT OF \VEBSTER’S INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY.
at immense expense, an entirely complete revision, with the

title “ Webster’s International Dictionary.”

To this was

added in 1900 at large expense, a valuable supplement of
25,000 new words, and still more recently a revised Gazetteer
of the World and a Biographical Dictionary.
While these later editions have been founded upon the work
of Doctor Webster and have retained so much of that work
as has stood the test of time, a hasty comparison of any part

of an early edition with the corresponding portion of the
current book reveals how much of the early matter has been
displaced by the results of modern philological study, and how
vast have been the additions to the English vocabulary since
Webster’s day. Since the ﬁrst editions of the dictionary were
published, science, in its modern sense, has almost been made
anew and its vocabulary has demanded dictionary recognition.
Evolution and other basic theories have been formula—
ted. Electricity and its manifold applications have every

year given us before unthought-of words and meanings.

The

growth of both England and America in political importance
has brought them into closer contact
with foreign peoples and has crowded
the English vocabulary with borrowed
words. That the publishers have real
ized the greatness of this growth and of
their duty to the dictionary is shown by
the numerous editions they have issued,
and by the almost constant editorial
work in progress for nearly three score
years. Over a million dollars have been
invested in the dictionary since it left
Doctor Webster’s hands and the assist
ance of the most eminent scholars at
home and abroad has been secured in the
\vm,
,
t
or ASUPPtmm

effort to keep it abreast of the \\ orld s
progress.

lint
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later the editor-in-chief of one of the revisions. With Doctor
Goodrich worked Professor Porter, later president of Yale,
and received from him the best traditions of the Webster
genius. Associated with Professor Porter and trained by him
were Doctor Loomis J. Campbell, who was the head of the
office corps on the International Dictionary, and F. Sturges
Allen who later became the head office editor of the 1900
supplement.

It is probably due to this co-ordination of high scholarship
with carefully elaborated plans, that the fame of Webster's
Dictionary has grown as the country has grown, and that,
just as today the name of America has become synonymous

with the United States and our country has become one of the
world’s powers, so the American Dictionary of Noah \Vebster
has grown to be truly international and one of the world's
books. Not only is Webster’s International Dictionary the
standard of the school books of the country and of the United
States Government printing ofﬁce, not only is it recommended
by every state scliool superintendent who is in office, or has
4’
i
been in ofﬁce for the last thirty years,

but it is also the authority of all of the
state supreme courts and 0f the present
United States supreme court ; it is in use
in every library in the land, and is con
, suited by college presidents throughout
the country.

Its international character is shown
by the fact that it is the standard in the
postal telegraph department of the
United Kingdom, of. the Australian
i Commonwealth, of Cape Colony, Natal,
the Orange River Colony and the Trans
vaal. This is the only British Gov~
ernment department that requires an
absolute standard. In spite of the
English prejudice against American
spelling, it is one of the most popular
dictionaries in the United Kingdom. It
is the standard in use in the offices of
upward of twelve hundred English jour
nals, while in the great British Common
wealth of Australia it has achieved a
pre-eminence that is second only to its

:DDnmNALWORDS

German scholarship has con- \‘ N"MEANINGS

tributed the work of Doctor Mahn and
Doctor Pick; from Australia has come
the work of such men as Joshua Lake of
Melbourne, J. H. Maiden, the govern
ment botanist of Sydney and Edward
Tregear, the noted student of Polynesian
tongues; while among American scholars
few names stand higher than those of
THE GRAND PRIZE—(HIGHEST AWARD)
President Porter of Yale and Vt’illiam T.
place in America, being authorized by
'
.
Vhich the Sn erior Jury of lhe \\'orld's Fair at Saint Louis
.
Harris,
the United
States Commissioner
has
given t0VtPcbster's International Dictionary, is but aﬂOtllCl' the Educational
Departments of New
ﬁtting recognition of the superior excellence of this famous

of Education, who have successively up-to-dalcreierencebook.

been intrusted with the important supervisory work of the

editor-in-chief.

In various departments of literature, science

and art, the deﬁnitions have been prepared by such men as

William D. Whitney, President D. C. Gilman of Carnegie
Institute, Justice D. J. Brewer of the United States Supreme
Court, President Ira Remsen of Johns Hopkins University,
Professor G. L. Kittredge of Harvard, Professor Lounsbury
of Yale, Reverend S. M. Jackson of the University of New
York, President Mendenhall, formerly of Worcester Polytech
mc Institute and General A. \V. Greely of the United States

Army.

7 In connection with all this new work, the tradition 0f the
l\ ebster method in deﬁning has been followed to 50 remark

able a degree that the book seems still to bear the impress of
Doctor Webster’s personality. This is not the result of
chfmce but of careful method. As a co-laborer with Doctor
\l'ebster was his son-in-law, Doctor Chauncey A. Goodrich,

South \Vales,

Victoria, Queensland,

South Australia, \Vestern Australia, Tasmania and New
Zealaud for use in state schools. That such a position has
been attained and so long held by a product of American
scholarship should certainly be gratifying to all Americans.

It is, as has been stated, a growth from a fruitful seed, guided
and trained by those who early adopted and never deviated

from the motto, “ Get the Best."
The publishers, George and Charles Merriam, who secured
control of the book after Doctor Webster’s death, later admit~
ted to their partnership 2. third brother, Homer Merriam, but

the ﬁrm name of G. and C. Merriam remained unchanged
until 1882, when other interests were admitted and the style
of G. & C. Merriam & Company was adopted.

In X892 the ﬁrm was incorporated as the G. & C. Merriam
Company, but there has been no change in the interests
represented nor~ in the business and scholarly ideals followed
since the foundation of the enterprise by Doctor \Nebster
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accompanying illustrations will
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THE “SCHOOL ROOM.”

The students who did the si.oll€§iliéalaii?§?;€$.B'itlgnlia?;‘il§‘.‘53.Eﬁliﬁfﬁﬁiiiii‘ggiig‘jgﬁg‘ggoggm; Indiana, Iowa and Missouri,

in.
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upon merit from the several isiii'soglsii'atEgiliiliigil'ligfiiliiivﬁlillii5 gtdgiill'lttcdbllicyiltiisli‘lbiljlsc’k cases that lined 'he “"5 °l many thousands of students of
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A CLASS DRILL.
This showsa corner of the "school room" with the class in shorthaan at work
Class drills demonstrating methods _of teaching shorthand. lypcwritingg, [mohkeeninm
rapid calculation. penmanship. billing. correspondence, etc., wch giycn ma"). liméS

each day to large crowds.

1°95! it"?liq.st x

THE NORTH AISLE.
This~ view shows
.
- 1] distance
_ the arran
Hement of the book cases. These extended entirely
Zirco‘u‘nitlltt‘he
of two hundred feet. and contained a wonderful collection
b
tn “or iy students. Above the cases were placed many pictures of sch
ui ings. portraits and busts of well known commercial teachers. etc.

MODEL STREET, EMERGENCY HOSPITAL AND DAY NURSERY.
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LOOKING DOWN THE MODEL STREET.
The broad. smooth pavement, laid in sections of seven different paving materialsuwas an interesting object-lesson. The buildings erected by various cities lined both sides of
the street. The street was 1.200 feet long and was immediately in front of the mam entrance to the Exposition grounds.

all ages and both sexes from all parts of the country.
Thirty or forty great cities were invited to erect model
municipal buildings on a “Model Street” and exhibit in them
models of civic iniprovements, in the
way of municipal institutions, sanitary
arrangements, parks,
playgrounds, the paving and beautifying of

responded. New York, San Francisco,_the Twin Cities of
Saint Paul and Minneapolis, and Kansas City, erected hand
some buildings for their municipal exhibits. Buffalo and other
'
cities installed exhib
its in the Mo del
Town Hall,whichwas
designed by {Albert
Kelsey, of the Ameri—
can League for Civic
I m prove ment. In

streets, etc.,the whole

front

street to be a “Model

civic pride monument

City” in miniature.
But the original artistic, scientiﬁc and
admirable plan, proiected by the American League for Civic
Improvement, met

designed by Mr. I.
Massey Rhind,ofNew
York. There was
erected the Model
Emergency Hospital
of the Exposition,
to which sick and

with obstacles and 110—

of it stood a

injured employes or
BIRD'S-EYE VIEW OF MODEL STREET FROM THE WIRELESS TELEGRAPH TOWER.

derwent modiﬁcations

or transformations, until the very name was officially changed
to The Municipal Street.” Only a few of the invited cities

visitgrs

were

.'

(’

"(:OMMISSIONERS m anRG
E OF THE MODEL STREET.
ow
ﬁeld‘ Model0w. left to right: Thus. W. "ynes, New Y
cumin ‘
“ngund; 1» L .
_
_ _ork Lity: Mrs. Ruth Ashley Hirsh
Lily-C1320;Tan1m5°9 Buildigg;§.dlvi‘?igtt;amage- ("Did “all. Upper row: Chas. l'. \\'il

‘ ornman, Minneapolisfrson. Saint rain; Edward 0. Wild, Kansas
s.\¢

taken.

There were also two restaurants and a pharmacy. New Jersey,
noted for the superior construction of its public highways,

CHILDREN OF ALL NATIONS AT PLAY.
An interesting scene frequently observed in the Model Playground
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BABIES FROM THE FOUR QUARTERS OF THE EARTH.
On thelcft.two Esquimau children are playing in the swing.

On the right are a

beautiful little _]cwess from Jerusalem and an Indian child from New Mcxrco. . The
central group is a cosmopolitan aggregation of (.hinese, Japanese. Indian. Filipino.
Cingalese, African and Oriental youngsters.

installed there an interesting

“good roads” exhibit and the
street itself was an exhibit of various kinds of road materials.
There were also various commercial exhibits of sanitary plants
and appliances.
The street itself, 1,200 feet long, with a center roadway
forty-two feet wide and grass lawns on either side between

materials. But the most
attractive and popular feature
of the Municipal Street was the Model Playground, where
hundreds of children over the day-nursery age were daily
cared for and provided with hammocks, swings, and equip
ments for all sorts of plays and gymnastic exercises, while
their parents were seeing the Exposition. It was beautifully

‘1‘“\

,4_.

SCENE IN THE MODEL PLAYGROUND.
For the little
" '
N at only were they allow' ed to play without
"
'
_ _ ones , this was the most interesting and entertainingfeature of the Ex position.
restraint.
but grown folkswere actually
really and WIUIHR l0 hL'lD them play and teach them new and wonderful games. To this playground all lost children were brought when found by the ofﬁcers of police and Ella“!

roadway and sidewalks, was in paving, parking and entire
equipment a Model Street indeed, worked out according to
the most approved methods of the most advanced cities, and
showing the ﬁnest examples of curbing and of paving made
with asphalt, vitriﬁed brick, wooden blocks, and other paving
r

IN THE SAND-PILE—MODEL PLAYGROUND.

landscaped and amply provided with buildings, shower and
tub baths, lavatories, dressing rooms and toilets for both
sexes, by the ExpOsition. The kindergarten pavilion con
tained a piano and a complete kindergarten outﬁt; the nur
sery cottage, hammocks, go-carts, cribs, and other comforts
for mothers and babies. The large open hammock pavilion,

\2
SAND, SPADES, BUCKETS AND BLISS.
TH]
.‘ ‘j
(‘5
“Han

MODEL PLAYGROUNDS AND LOST CHILDREN’S BUREAU.
had a deep sand ﬂoor.
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There was a diet kitchen in
found inadequate. The system kept track not only
of those who were brought in but also of all reported
lost, and this Exposition has to its credit 3 lost
children’s bureau which quickly found and restored
every child separated from parents or escorts.
The Board of Lady Managers gave $5,000 of

which food for children was prepared, a play room,
a room for the storage of games and toys, and at the

gate a three-room structure containing an ofﬁce, a
living room and a coat room. The crowning feature
was the outdoor gymnasium equipped with parallel

bars, spring boards, jump standards, see-saws,
trapezes, ﬂying rings, traveling rings, inclined poles,
inclined ladders, horizontal ladders, climbing ropes,
climbing poles, horizontal vaulting bars, and mat
tresses for tumblers. There were also croquet and
basket-ball games. Throngs of happy children

their government allowance towards the expense of

carrying on this popular feature of the Exposition.
It checked and cared for, without a single case of
injury or sickness, 7,349 children, of whom 2,405

were between two weeks and one year old; 1,567
between one and two years; 1,907 between two and
ﬁve years; 1,470 between ﬁve and fourteen years.

enjoyed themselves here, and their enjoyment was
shared by thousands of adults who witnessed their MRS-RUTHASHLEY Of the total checked 1,237 were cared for free of
Hl RSllFl ELI).

romps and sports through the surrounding wire
charge. Every child that came to the playground
The big-hearted lit t l e
fence. Babies were cared for all day by trained womanwho Klanned and needing care was admitted and taken care of. And
achievedthe 'lodel l‘lay
nurses, while the older ones at play enjoyed their ground for the World's besides those checked, 20,91! were admitted free, as
sports or their kindergarten exercises, and two Fair babies.
many as 600 at a time, and there were 3,000 in one
luncheons were served daily, prepared under the supervision day. Including 1,166 lost children restored, the total number
of trained nurses and according to the instructions received of children who enjoyed the beneﬁts was 29,426. The working
from their mothers. Here, also, all lost children found on the force in the busiest period was twenty-two, including four

_

FILIPINO GIRLS IN THE MODEL GYMNASIUM.

YOUTHFUL ACROBATS.

'These Visayan young women found their ﬁne dresses an impediment to American
methods of sport, but enjoyed the novelty with youthful zest.

ropes Playground
and rings, with
a nice soft delight
bed of sand
the Wonderful
gymnasiumladders.
in the Model
a never-ending
to thetot
laan mm‘ made
rzer children.

grounds by the Jefferson Guards were cared for as the others
were till restored to their parents, and in not a single instance
was the system devised by the manager, Mrs. Hirshﬁeld,

trained nurses and eight practical nurses.
This very successful adjunct of the Exposition was orig
inated and managed by Mrs. Ruth Ashley Hirshﬁeld, of
Yv—mvw— To

a W __
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WQ'M'M' '.
Th “
1313 MUNICIPAL MUSEUM—MODEL SI REE'I‘.
9 Iwin Citics”_M- and 5. . t P
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mneapolis
- ligétfitisgiagfsphmg
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1: i ions. Attracuve
charts
and maps
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THE CASINO-MODEL STREET
'ansas City
a s 1* d‘
' '
’
.
enterprising
and erected
thrifty wes‘felrrxla
to (“sway
her mum)“
auraﬂions' This
great pride in its municipal beauty spots
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American Exposition and reproduced it
on a more elaborate scale in the Palace
of Education at Saint Louis. She has
been for years an earnest promoter of
the playground movement of the civic
improvement societies, and the establish
ment of this Model Playground as an
object lesson at the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition has assuredly given a great
impetus to that movement. It has been
made a permanent feature of Forest
Park, and reports, pictures and descrip
tions of it and its equipment and man-

RICHMOND CHILL

agement have been sent to cities all over Represenwive'of the City of

.IA

the world.

H.

The Social Economy Jury “Maw-MW °' -

THE TOWN HALL—MODEL STREET.

-:
Erected by the Civic Improvement League and used

‘

of the Exposition awarded it a

‘

grand prlze_

New York, a graduate of New York
University with the degree of LL. B.,

Mrs. Hirshﬁeld frequently
entertained as her guests the
children of city schools, orphan
asylums and schools for deaf and
blind children, and it is interest
ing to note that the blind children
joined eagerly in the fun and
repeated their visits many times.
Mrs. Hirshﬁeld arranged the

, a

l
L

'--‘a

n
am
‘

. ,i

parade of the children of all
nations, the notable feature of
the ﬁrst Children’s Day, August
2d. The children participating
formed

CIVIC PRIDE MONUMENL
It stood in front at the Town Hallon the Model Street.

rm
saws-"1.

,5.

l

for various municipal exhibits.

_

THOMAS w. HYNES.

in

am)“

line at the Model

Playground, clad in their native
costumes and riding donkeys,

ion]
lifeni

camels, elephants, or in jinrick—
slias, travois, South African

{gala/i"

spiders, Esquimau sleds, or other

,_ ix

and a member of the New York State i§§pB§ist°£iim§iﬁfiilfiilé'ltgi Ilifrwmcliirkci’iiSiam???“cgi‘r'fclilﬁﬁ Style Of conveyance in use in
bar.

She'exhibited the much praised 3."..ﬁtéi‘f,.“lﬁ‘ié‘éiﬁl‘ll‘o‘gli‘él‘ilfill} liiig'oiliiigsiiyfgi:iiiinliaieﬁi: their own country.

i
{Jejpfi

—-';.:,_

v

)

AIOdel HousehOld Nursery at the I all'
.>

identiﬁed With charitable work for the past thirty years. being at the

HonorableFrederickA_ Betts’

present time President of the Saint Vincent de Paul Society.

c, *.

ALONG THE EAST SIDE OF THE MODEL STREET.
NL-w York City liulllllnil.

The Bungalow Restaurant.

San Francisco Building.

Guild Hall

,.

CHILDREN’S GATHERINGS AT THE MODEL PLAYGROUND.
of Connecticut, a member of the National Commission to the
World's Fair, gave a children's party at the Playground on his

birthday, August 8th.
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delighted the little ones by placing a toy in the hands of each
one.

These gifts have since been carried by the youthful

As it happened to be Children’s Day at

recipients to all corners of the earth.
The Model Playground was the scene Thanksgiving Day
the Fair, they came in hundreds, had a jolly time and did ample
justice to the refreshments provided. The ﬁrst of the famous ,of the greatest of its triumphs. Three hundred and twenty—

parties of the Children of all Nations took place June 14th, the
formal opening day
I \_
h
._ , a __

six children of all nations sat down to an American Thanks

giving dinner. There
was a band that
played airs that
pleased the children
during the feast.
Commissioner Betts,
M a y 0 r Wells and
President Francis
m a d e speeches, to
which t he children
did not object, as the
supply of turkey was
inexhaustible and
continuous. National
Commissioner Fred
, ,
erick A. Betts inspired
‘2':
and planned the
Thanksgiving dinner,
callingtohis aid prom—
inent men and women,
w h o worked under
his direction to make
the affair a success.
9.,
4"
These gatherings of
foreign children have
KANSAS CITY DAY ON THE MODEL STREET.
The Kansas City Casino was naturally the center ofinterest on Kansas City Day, and the crowds which contin aroused interest in all
1 a m e n t ary Peace ually gathered there showed the interest which Missouri's second city took in the Exposition.
parts of the civilized
Union. November 2d, Miss Helen Miller Gould received world, and the tale, as the children themselves-will tell it, will
the Children of all Nations at the Model Playground. Her be carried to the uttermost parts of the earth. The children of
earnest efforts for the comfort of mothers and children visit
civilized and uncivilized countries in Europe, Asia, Africa,
ing the Exposition made the occasion peculiarly appropriate Oceanica, North and South America—the children of all the
and happy. Spectators crowding about the Playground gates races of mankind—have been represented in the Playground
showed their appreciation by the tribute of lifted hats as she at one time. Never did such gatherings take place before.
entered and departed. At the close of the day Miss Gould Never were they possible except in the Model Playground.
of the Model Playground, although it
had been in actual
operation for some
weeks.
Another gathering
of the foreign children
took place July gist,
at a reception given
on the Playground to
the ofﬁcers and direc
tors of the Exposition
and the Foreign ,
National and State
Commissioners.
A m 0 n g the guests
were the sons of Presi
dent Roosevelt. The
Children of all
Nations again assem~
bled at the Model
Playground Septem
ber 15th, to greet the
members and d e l e gates of the Interpar

‘
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IN THE GREAT PALACE OF LIBERAL ARTS.
The Liberal Arts palace was a splendid structure of im
mense size, cavering nine acres, its largest dimensions being

750 by 525 feet.

It stood near the

actual ﬁnished work. Several va_
rieties of type-setting and compos

facing the famous Forest Park.

ing machines were also shown in

The style of architecture was a
skillful and pleasing treatment of
the French Renaissance, combined
with the classic, particularly for
the exterior facades. It was built
chieﬂy of wood, covered with staff,
and cost $480,000.
The following foreign countries,
thirty-ﬁve in number, were repre
sented in this’department: Argen—
tine, Canada, Ceylon, China, Costa
Rica, France, Haiti, Japan, Nic
aragua, Portugal, Sweden, Cuba,
Germany, Hungary, Mexico, Nor
way, Russia, Switzerland, Den
mark, Egypt, Great Britain, Italy,
Netherlands, Peru, Siam, Vene
zuela, Guatemala, India , New
Zealand, Porto Rico, Spain. Prac
tically all of the Chinese exhibit was
installed in this palace. Colonel

actual daily operation. Photo
engraving processes were shown in
a well-equipped plant as were also
the methods employed in bookbind—
ing. Books and publications from
many different countries were dis
played in generous numbers with
many examples of the ﬁnest class
of typography and binding. In the
British section were shown 138
beautiful exhibits of engravings
and prints and 730 exhibits of
books and publications covering a
wide range of subjects. The book
industry was particularly well rep
resented iu the German section
which also displayed excellent ex
amples of engraving, lithographing
and printing. The exhibits of
France in these lines were especially
ﬁne as to _bindings_ and illustrations,
_

John A. Ockerson, an eminent civil

Charts, statistics, pictures and other information upon Salvation Army and the installation WES especrally
work were displayed in this booth. The memorial decorationswere in honor

"17:.<\
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engineer and seientist, was chief of Mrs. Booth-Tucker.
of the department.~\The term Liberal Arts has had
a difierent signiﬁcance at each Exposition. Here
it covered all phases of the graphic arts: pho
tography;

books and publications;

attractive throughout.
In the Liberal Arts section devoted to type

writers were a large number of exhibits showing

maps and

apparatus relating to geography, etc. ; instru*
ments of precision, coins, weights and measures,
medicine and surgery and the appliances relating
thereto; music and musical instruments; theatri
cal buildings,costumes and appliances; chemical
and pharmaceutical arts, apparatus and appli—

n.s.|-.\
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ing this were exhibits showing the latest inventions in ﬂat-bed
presses, platen, job and rotary presses, all busy turning out

eastern extremity of the grounds

\lI("al‘ lA .

-

ances; paper and machinery for its manufacture;

Civil and military engineering models, plans and
designs; public works models, plans and designs;

and architectural engineering. For the ﬁrst time
a magniﬁcent building of great proportions was
assrgned to this department and a prominent
place in the classiﬁcation Was given to it, cover
mg as it does the various pursuits, professions,
and industries included under the above headings
and it justly ranked as one of the principal
departments of the EXpQ_.

COLONEL I. A. OCKERSON,
Chief, Department of Liberal Arts.

sition of 1904.\

machines with all of the latest developments of
visible writing, interchangeable type for different
languages, and typewriters which are operated
by electricity on the slightest touch of the oper
ator. The aim and object of all these improve
ments is to produce better work in less time and
with a minimum amount of effort on the part of
the operator, and the exhibits showed that great
strides have certainly been made toward the
accomplishment of that result.
The domestic display of photographs did not
come up to expectations, although of a high
order of merit. On the other hand the display
in the foreign sections was exceptionally good.
Great Britain contributed a large number of
pictorial, scientiﬁc and other photographs by
well-known experts in their respective lines
which were very highly commended by all who
viewed them. Germany and
France displayed consider
able high-grade WOI‘k in
amateur and professional

Group ﬁfteen, relating to
graphic arts, was represented
By working exhibits in the
omestic 5e '
ﬁnished
Proiiift: i: Iiid b y

photography. An exhibitor

hibits of German

from Switzerland displayed
a mammoth bromide en
largement of Swiss moun—
tain views measuring seven
feet high by twenty-two feet

16 ex‘
y, France

and Great Britain. A great,
Octuple, perfecting n e w s _

Paper Dress, havi
ﬁg a capac
l

g!)ng
Eight—Page
workin
our, in full
.
g order, was installed
m block twent
S
Y-

urround

long.
\&ki

'

It was an excellent

piece of work and proved to

be a great attraction.
C. M. TALBERT,
Custodian.

T. T. MAXEY,
Chief Clerk.

A

very attractive series of pho
S. \V. BOLLES,
Superintendent Graphic Ans, tographs Of Characteristic
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GENERAL VIEW OF LIBERAL ARTS.
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scenes in Alaska was located in the domestic section. They
embraced natives in costume, sledges, dogs, reindeer and
landscapes. Many of the foreign countries brought collections
of pictorial photographs showing natural scenery, buildings
and various objects of interest. In fact, at no previous expo
sition has photography been put to such general use for the
purpose of illustrating the objects of interest in the various
countries whence they came.
France easily took the lead in the displays of photographic
instruments and apparatus. Her lenses, cameras and related
appliances were quite complete.
In photo mechanical printing the
best displays were to be found in
the German section where photo
gravures, chromotype and similar
work Was shown to excellent ad
vantage on walls designed to give
the best impressions.
The displays of maps and geo
graphic apparatus were of large
proportions and much high-grade
work . was shown. This was
especially true of relief maps .
Japan devoted more space to this
class of work than any othe r
country. Several 1a r g e m a p s
showed in much detail the Islands

of Japan. The State of Louisiana
exhibited relief maps of that por
tion of the Mississippi river lying
within the limits of that State, with
its line of levees built along the
banks for the purpose of control]

ing the ﬂoods.

NATIONAL CASH REGISTERS IN LIBERAL
ARTS.
.
.

There were three domestic exhibits of instruments. Two
were devoted to surveying instruments and mathematical
appliances and in these lines were very complete and satis
factory. The third consisted of a ﬁne equatorial telescope
with a six-inch objective; 8. theodolite with a twelve-inch
limb reading with three micrometers to seconds; a range
ﬁnder of the most modem type for use in coast defense work,
by means of which the distance to an approaching vessel can
be quickly and accurately read. This display also contained
some examples of ﬁne lense grinding for great telescopes.
One objective in particular, twelve
inches in diameter, was ground to
within an exceedingly small frac
tion of theoretical exactness. The
same exhibit also displayed pris
matic ﬁeld glasses of excellent
quality.
Great Britain showed a small
equatorial telescope somewhat
novel in its appointments. The
tube was made of aluminum and
the movement was governed by
an electric attachment. In the
French section the display of ﬁeld
glasses, opera glasses, lenses and
prisms was very complete, the best
work of their noted makers being
on exhibition. Added to these
was an extensive line of project
ing apparatus and the ﬁlms needed
for their operation, spectroscopes
and optical instruments of various
kinds.
In the German exhibit was dis

A relief model

sliowed New Orleans as it was in
1803 and another on the same scale
showed the same city as it is to

played by far the most satisfactory
TRIPLE PAI-LOU OR ARCHED ENTRANCE.
Memorial main northern entrance to the Chinese section in the Liberal

Great Britain and Germany

Arts palace. 'lhis is a triple-roofed l’ai-kou and was tl1e_main entrance to
We the win me Sign "China"
China's prinCipal exhibit at the Fair.
betokened the country in the English language. the 'hinese characters,

exhlblted 50111e ﬁne exanlples of

‘TaTsmg Kno”on the center panel underneath the uppermostroof. showed

day_
_

_

projectoscope, by means of which
an Object can be projected on the

screen in its natural colors.
_

_

It is

.

accomplished in tlllS way: Three

the Chinese that he was entering the realms of his own country.

wall maps, topographic, hydro

graphic and cadastral.

China also displayed some excellent

maps of harbors and coast line.
In the line of instruments of precision it can be said that
the exhibit made by Germany was unusually large as well as

complete.

The ﬁnest instruments known to science in the

realm of astronomy and geodesy were among these exhibits.
There were instruments for the use of the physicist and
the chemist.

Many of the best instrument makers of Germany

were represented in this most creditable display.

negatives are taken from the same
point of view through red, blue and yellow screens respectively.
The projecting apparatus is arranged to take in the three neg—
atives at the same time and is provided with adjustments so
that in focusing on the screen the pictures will exactly coin
cide. Then if screens of same colors as used in the negatives
intervene the result will be a picture on the screen in all the
beauty of the natural colors. The invention is a very useful
one and will be found to be very valuable in the illustration
of intricate subjects on the lecture platform.

DISPLAYS OF COINS, MEDALS AND SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS.

BALDWIN PIANO COMPANY OF CINCINNATI.

5(H

REGINA MUSIC BOX COMPANY OF RAHWAY. N. I.

In the low temperature exhibit made under the direction
of the Royal British Commission, a temperature of minus 259
Fahrenheit was obtained. The production of liquid air and
hydrogen was easily accomplished and even solidiﬁed hydro

very unique ancient coins. One copper coin from Sweden
was ten inches square and weighed six and a half pounds.
The smallest coin was of gold about one-eighth of an inch in

gen has been reached.

including glass and porcelain. Great Britain had several
cases of coins and medals, exhibited by the Royal mint,
among which was a complete series of coins from the earliest
times down to the present day. Quite as elaborate a display
was to be seen in the Chinese
section, where there were coins
from the very earliest dynas—
ties. The Ku Pu coins, which
are generally conceded to be
long to the period about 2250,
B. C., the knife coins and the
iron cash of the Nau Sung
dynasty comprised a very un
usual and attractive collection.
There were also coins of the
present unit as well as Jap»
anese and Corean coins.
Group twenty, devoted to
medical and surgical appli
ances and apparatus was quite
well represented. The inﬂu
ence of the modern craze for
massage was well shown in
the great number of mechan
>
ical vibratory massage ma
!‘ijlmhum ‘
chines which Were displayed.
’“"mu, l
Remarkable progress has been
. ‘l/M
. i.,

These experiments are of great scien

tiﬁc interest and value and much credit is due the Commission
for presenting such an extremely important exhibit, the in
stallation and operation of which cost a large sum while the
exhibit itself was not in any
sense a commercial one from
which there could be any hope

of gain from its display. Lec
tures were given in the Liberal
Arts jury room twice each
week in connection with this
exhibit and these lectures were
well attended throughout the
entire Exposition season.

In the section devoted to
scales, weights and measures

there were many attractive
displays. The novelty in the
line of scales was in the gro

cer's computing scales, of
which several varieties were
shown. The purpose of each
of these was to determine
mechanically the amount in
weight to be given for a given
sum embracing multiples or
fractions of the unit price per
pound. For instance, an
article sells for seven cents per
Pound and the customer wants

diameter.

The coins were made of many kinds of material,

;

' hth c'f'm
u

made in inventions of many
new and important surgical
twenty cents worth. The
mstruments,and to these
pointer is quickly set at the
ENTRANCE TO BALDWIN PIANO COMPANY‘S EXHIBIT.
should be credited the progress
illogierzgrred and it only remains to fill the scale pan until
that has been made in surgery
itself. Intricate operations req uire not only great skill at the
any mental 33:6? and the correct quantity lS insured without
hands of the surgeon but inst ruments fashioned with great
tieswith equal in flllilOn. They handle all sorts of odd quanti
ingenuity
and mechanical skill.
DOunds, and the am lty‘ s-cales Of great Cilpamty’ up to IOO’OOO
The X-ray machine, though
of
very
recent
origin as far as pr
Sizes and for all most del‘cate balances with all the intervening
actical use is concerned, has
become a necessity in the hospit
Yery interestipurlZJQSes’ were eniered as eXhibits'
al and the oﬁice of the up-to
date
surgeon. A ﬁne display
y several C
{18‘ ileays of coins and medals were made
of these and other intricate
Ountnes- A domestic exhibitor showed a case of electrical adjustments of a wel l-equipped hospital were dis
played in the section devoted to
this purpose.
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Nebulizers and like devices

for treating diseases of the

_

i“

respiratory organs were shown

ated throughout its vast ex—
panse. In the German section

"if.-\iit ‘ .‘f,

was a mechanical organ whose

in several forms, as were also

“Q

tone and volume vied with the
devices for the application of
best pipe organ handled by a
disinfectants which in the pres- ,l,|tl'|'m1“>““llu¥
skillful musician. One in the
ent day practice is regarded as
a
~
French section was also an
an essential feature in the miti' i~
excellent instrument. The
gation
of
disease.
Much
domestic section contributed
attention was given to the
A
its share of music through an
display of anti-toxins, the
orchestrion of great power.
methods of production, their
There were also several kinds
application, and, by means of
of piano players, music boxes
anatomical models, the results
and reed organs. Quite a dis
of treatment were vividly por
play was also inade of pianos,
trayed. Germany had a ﬁne
both domestic and foreign, of
exhibit in this line. A very
various grades. Germany ex
full line of hospital furniture
hibited some of the ﬁnest
and other equipment was dis
pianos. France did nearly as
N. K. FAIRBANKS COMPANY’S SOAPS AND “GOLD DUST."
played. Cabinets, chairs ,
well, while the domestic ex
lathes, compressors and other paraphernalia of physicians and hibit must be regarded as third best, owing to the indifference
dentists ofﬁces were also in evidence. In the line of artiﬁcial of our great manufacturers. The talking machines were all
limbs the inventor has shown great ingenuity in imitating domestic exhibits. They proved to be very attractive and
crowds were always found around them, interested and
nature so closely that a lost limb can be replaced with one,
not of ﬂesh and blood, that adds much to the comfort of pleased with the entertainment of songs or talks.
Chemical and pharmaceutical arts were well represented.
those who have the misfortune to be maimed. The surgical
appliances in the Chinese section showed no little ingenuity; Many foreign countries contributed to this section. In these
lines Great Britian had a ﬁne display not excelled by any.
despite the fact that the instruments seem very crude as com
In the display of paper the Japanese easily took the lead;
pared to the highly polished keen edged tools of our up-to
France came next and the great industry of the United States
date surgeon.
Musical instruments of many kinds and from many lands representing a capital of hundreds of millions of dollars was
were on exhibition. Leading them all was the great organ very meagerly represented, and the foreign displays in these
lines easily won the
installed in Festival
laurels. There was
Hall. At the Colum
one
domestic display
bian Exposition was
which
deserves more
an organ with sixty
than
passing
notice.
three speaking stops
It
consisted
of
paper
which was considered
made
by
a
new
pro
as an extraordinary
cess,
the
base
of
which
instrument. The
is the outer ﬁber of
great organ at this
cornstalks or sugar
Exposition had 141
cane.
speaking stops and
Exhibits of engi
10,059 pipes. It had
neering
relating to
ﬁve manuals and its
public works were
valves were operated
numerous. Germany
electrically. A forty
took the lead with a
horse-power motor
v
_
a...»
supplied the airunder I 1
' .
.
very large display of
an automatic regula- , ,_
' '
y‘ I
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models by the Min
" '
i
I
i
a
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Public
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This organ proved to
be the greatest single

attraction and
of the
Exposition
thous-'
ands ﬂocked to hear
and see the largest
organ ever built. A
pipe organ of thirty
stops was installed in
the Palace of Liberal
Arts and beautiful
tones often reverber

.
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BAND INSTRUMENTS OF C. G. CONN. ELKHART. INDIANA.
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ain also had a ﬁne
line of models relat
ing to engineering
works, among them
the great Assouan
dam across the Nile,
the largest irrigation
dam in the world.
The great array of
photographic app a
ratus and materials
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uses.
the

interested in photography a
of ﬁne lenses in the world. Among the
many things in the booth was a lens
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Prize at the St. Lo
uis Exposition, which is the highest aw
that was given.
ard
The booth of the G
oerz Optical Vt’orks was a rendezvous

for opticians and the professional and

grinding machine in full operation,
showing how every component part of

amateur photographers whom the Expo

Sition attracted in such great numbers.
By the aid of photographs and literature

each lens is ground and polished individ
ually, thus demonstrating to the layman
in a small way the amount of care and
skill necessary in the turning out of a
high-grade photographic lens. One of

distributed among them they were given

a correct idea of the manufacture of the
famous lenses of the Goerz \Vorks. The
literature contained a detailed account of
the different stages in the manufacture,
the text matter being accompanied by

the most attractive articles displayed by
these people was what is known as their
—

photographic illustrations that assisted the
Goerz Anschutz camera, which represents

—_-_—_

in the most compact form imaginable a
complete photographic camera, supplied
with a focal plane shutter, by means of
which exposures as quick as one eighteen
liimdredth of a second can be made, thus
enabling the operator to photograph suc—
cessfully the fastest running horse or the
speediest moving train or automobile,
something which it is impossible to do
with the ordinary hand camera.
Here were also shown the Goerz
Trieder binoculars, which represent the

THE GOERZ CUP.
Of especial interest to everyone was a handsome
silver loving cup twenty inches high and valuedat
$600.00. which the Goerz Company offer in competition
among professional portrait photo raphers of this
country and Canada who are users 0_fGoerz lenses
‘ _
for
their work. Pictures entered for this competition are
exhibited at the National Photographers Convention
every year. and the winner of each year 5 competition
has his name inscribed on the cup. together With the
year in which he was the successful participant.

reader to better understand the various
processes. Every lens manufactured at
the Goerz \Vorks is repeatedly tested.
Thus every lens turned out of the factory
possesses the same degrees of excellence,
and the buyer is assured that he has a
perfect lens, in every way superior to
other makes of the same design and con
struction produced with less care. Not
the least attractive feature of the booth
was the large display of ﬁne photography.
The pictures represented scenes in every
portion of the world, and the fact was

most improved form of modern ﬁeld
glass, by means of one of which the user
was enabled to follow not only the motions of the operator of
the successful airship ﬂights which took place at the \Vorld s
Fair, but was also
able to follow the
revolutions of the
propellers by which
these airships were
manipulated, and
on days, too, when
the airship itself
was hardly visible
to the naked eye.
These glasses pos
sess not only the
very great advan
tage of having a
ﬁeld four times
larger than that of
the ordinary ﬁeld
glass at the same
magniﬁcation, but
also have the very
imDortant advan
tage over the other
glasses in that they

are only about one
qllarter the size of
the ordinary style

of binocular, such
it

made prominent to the visitor that in
securing them the Goerz lenses were
employed. The exhibit embraced every article manufactured
by the Goerz Works, and those in charge courteously and
ably expounded the
advantages of the
Goerz goods. All
of the lenses used by
the official photog
rapher of the Expo
sition were products
of the branch fac
tory of the concern
in New York.
The home office
of the C. P. Goerz
Optical \Vorks isin
Berlin, Germany, as
is also the main
factory. They also
have branch offices
in Paris, London
and New York. The
latter ofﬁce is in
charge of Mr. L. I.
R. Holst, who is the
recognized author
. aawigﬁ'
ity on photographic
optics in this coun
EXHIBIT BOOTH OF THE C. P. GOERZ OPTICAL \\-'ORKS.
try. This New York
This illustration represents the exhibit of the C. P. Goerz Optical Vii orks.
val-t—

-

_

was without doubt one of the most
attractive of all the exhibits in the Palace of Liberal Arts.
as is usually carried "is-"ts
M W rious kinds, many of which were in contlnu Surrounded as it which
was by booths containing musical instru_
al and noisy operation. considerable relief was felt by the
“$le
"1
Betting
beyond
direct
hearing
of
all
this
noise
an
by the tourist,
the (Boer: b ooth. This booth was most attractively decor (i into the seemingly more peaceful, quiet_neighborhood of
T he C_

GOerZ

.
Dtical “7 orks were

awarded the

rand

were made With th e lenses manufactured by the (ioerz ated with pictures of all sorts and descriptions, all of which
from all parts of the
world, and also some magniﬁcent s Company. Here the visitor saw pictures illustrating scenes
amples of portrait work done in the_stuilios of some of the best
photographic artists. all of which demonstrated quite forcibly
the wide range of uses to which the beer: products are
successf ll
1‘ ,

artractivle daapp "‘d
th _ Ahc ompletelinedofhthe varjious
'
articles manufactured by this Company was shown in-a most
y in alleir
s
' c as“. , an t e 3 tt en an t s
ﬁ'm’s Roods over
Othefs‘:
were never tired of ex plaining the great advantages of their

.

ofﬁce 15 at 52 East
.
UTHOl'l Square, and
,
a branch factory IS
.
maintained at I 30th

Si. TCQ t and

Park

_
_
lenses
were
used exclusively by the oﬁic in! photographer, from whose pictures
most of the illustrations
in thisGoerz
History
were
made.
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THE DEPARTMENT OF
PHYSICAL CULTURE.

PHYSICAL CULTL' RE BUILDING.
INTERIOR. PHYSICAL CULTURE BUILDING.
The
st
f tl ken}!qu
' ed gymnasium
-‘
‘1n the
where the Goerz lenses are ﬁnished and mounted.
1d. 1] ury of Awards declar e d thi.s the ‘ in
0135;53:an
war
I was completely outﬁtted by A
rot
ers
and
was
awarded
the
grand
prize
and
a
gold
medal.
The wisdom of the— creation of a Physical Culture De
partment was evidenced by tl 16 interest exhibited in it. stituted the third Olympic
Its purposes were athletic competitions, and the presentation gathering since Baron Pierre
of a course of lectures by De Coubertin, of Paris, re—
world-famous authorities on vived the games by a tourna
the scientiﬁc aspects of phys
ment at Athens in 1896. The
ical training and athletics. second was in Paris in 1900
They were accomplished by during the Exposition. All
the holding of the greatest 5 p o rt 5 and competitions
athletic tournament known were designated as Olympic
to history, and the most ex~ events, excepting contests of
tended exposition of the local associations. One week
science of physical culture was set apart for Olympic
that has ever been made.
games proper. The program
Chicago had long before was much larger than was
JAMES E. SULLIVAN.
been selected as the scene of attempted in Paris in 1900, or
Chief of Physical Culture Department.
the Olympic games to be held in Athens in 1896. Events
in 1904, but generously agreed to give way to Saint Louis, were standard, and England
recommending that the Olympic games be transferred to the Scotland, Germany France,
Exposition grounds. The events held at the Exposition con
Ireland andAustralia showed OLYMPIC can1as~nannnox CUP.

.~;
T J “-

.

OLYMPIC GAMES—READY TO START IN THE MA

RATIION RACE FROM THE STADIUM.
Amk'ﬁc'Clai’khgambiiﬂze Young Men’s Christian Association. Cam
. lr'd,
mm; 3 hours, 28 min“!
0“1! C
bridge,
Massachusetts,
won; toA. I. Care y, Chicago Athletic Association. second: A. L. Newton, New York
_ u u yy_ ﬁn
‘
_
_
es, 53 secon d 5. 1'he race
was 40
kilometers, equal
lympm' G c
M the Stadium. The entries were: George D. Vamitaitis Kenori (irccc
:4 miles 1,;00 leet, from the Stadium over the up-and-down hill roads oi Saint
G":
_
r ece,"5mm!
Domitris
T. k
'
'
-cn;c:d;§‘N: COGO!R_OU,G'I‘CEC:TO;

I I Veloms,
_ lnuntos, Greece:Constant1nos
,
c;_llarry
Jenakas._Sparta,
Greece;
JohnD.
Thirla,
Tcgea,Greece;
(ireece;George
l'etros Drosos,
I'ipiles,
Greece; Domitns
Lontos.1’cl1as.
(-reeee;
Lhristos
Zehouritis.
“YIengltérkiAFred Lorg, M 21. Cuba: B. \V. H arris. South Alrica; John C. Lordon. C. (1., Cambridgeport. Mass.; S. H.
A. ( .. New \’01]';c;\\"illian§l\leye1;,Ehiladelghix;\gé. R. Gailcia. P.(A. JC..rS.-1n Freéncgsco;
P
Hatch. River Forest, lll.: Thos. .
-. Cambridge, Mass.;
y _
a‘ z; Q'AJ'CKIIAGZK-zlndafankt
V _ II.A.A .A.,raw
ey. .Mass.;
aintA p onsus
. ., oston,
ass; CNA“
i. . 'Oster,
. Devlin.
Mott
Haven
A. C..
New
Farthiiicsacés
rid;
lj hillips
Boston.
Sheé'rlingéﬂam‘ilton
ganrli‘dag: .John J. Daly,
Ireland:
John
J. Foy
S. A
C Yorli
New
1.. Cambridgeport, Mass; R. A. Fowler, C. B.,
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Amateur Athletic Union of the
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7. ll. P. Sullivan. 28.
John Burkhardt.
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4. ((llléarles
P. Senter. 29.35.Charles
J. E. decided
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the' Olympic
series.
mum“ 37' 'J' ﬂrvw' 38' om“ a' 39' re tone'
Including the team competi.1

United States, and through it the assistance of the other gov,_
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mastic apparatus known.
The power of the American
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eming bodies of the United States was enlisted.

tions and mass exercises, the number of athletes that par
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ticipated in the different events was 9,000.

OLYMPIC GAMES—CROVVD WAITING FOR THE OPENING OF THE DAY'S EVENTS.

It was the largest
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OLYMPIC GAMES—100 YARD_S HANDICAP.

OLYMPIC GAMES;

C. Hastedt. Missouri A. C.. won: C. H. Turner. \. A.

.’\., Saint Louis. 2d; J. I). McGann. Central Y. M.
Chicago, 3d.

Time. ten and two-ﬁfths seconds.
i

.

PLE CHASE'

OLYMPIC GAMES—
xoo METER TROPHY
WINNER.

I. D, Lightbody, Chi.
cazo A. A. | Won; . -

Ambleggrll-n'JiI-“ll132::

2'5“ METER

A"
.

entry ever received at a series of athletic

STEE'

ﬁihgjgt‘t't‘i; alibi/Lt

c.. d. thwxjfgecmggld
T' , »
-.
meetings,
and the ﬁnal results of the “to;
Olympic games proper strengthened the "'"e'm'h "mmls
prediction that has often been made that the champion
athletes of the future will be furnished by the American colleges.

A. Hahn. Millwaukee A. C.. won: \V. Hozenson. Chi
cagoA. A., 2"comm
; ‘. R. M on It on , kansas
'
T'
' 3d.
Time'sevcn
Lny
A. C..

covered a wide

'

well-.Louigyme .Y‘ M
' range of subjects. The
a?“ ZigOWAIIo‘g‘ensggz
plane upon which the work was carried
Time.clevcnscc0ndsout IS indicated by the persons who
delivered the lectures, as well as by the distinguished positions
they hold in the physical training, educational and medical
world.
F
_
"
T"
The names of
the lecturers

and their sub
jects were:
E. H. Arnold,
M .

D . ,

i.

N ew

H"
-

Haven Normal
School of Gym
nastics, New
Haven, Connec

ticutguThe 0"
ganization

and

OLY\IPIC onncs
‘

' \IETILR HURDLE Rice
40° ‘

:

i

H. L.
New York
A. C.. won:
Mﬂwauk
ConductofSchool ,\_ C__
2d;Hillman,
(;_ Q 1.03“.
Milwaukee
A F_
C"wan“.
3d. TimeI
Mac

OLYMPIC GAMES-READY FOR 1.500 METER RUN.

651ng ’ ’

].D. Lightbody. Chicago A. A., won: W. F. Verner, Purdue University, 2d: L.
E. Hearn, Chicago A. A.. Jd. Time. four minutes, ﬁve and two-ﬁfths seconds.

The only disappointing feature of the season was the

“Anthropology days," when savage tribes from all over
the world com
, peted in vari
ous events. The
Anthropology

'
-

three seconds.

C. \Vard Crampton, M. D., High School of Commerce, New York
City—“The Co-relation of Hygiene and Physical Training;" “Some
Recent Advances in the Science of Physical Training."
G e o r g e T.
Hepbron, New
Y o rk C it y“The Equip
ment and Con
st r 11 ct i on of

Gymnasiums
days were only
and Athletic

OLYMPIC GAMES—no METER IIURDLE RACE.

successful in
that they were
destructive of
the common
belief that the
greatestnatural
1 l
,

A ﬁl‘lﬁehule. Milwaukee A. C., won; T. Shideler, Chicago A. at 1 etes “v C re
-- 2 . L. Ashburner. Ithaca. New York, 3d. Time, 16 seconds. to be f0 u n d

Fields.”
H. 5. Curtis,
Ph. D., DeWitt
Clinton High

School, New

Y 01' k City—
“The

Play-

Ground

.
. _ I. A.H..»\..
L.2 I 1 illman.
. ew orMilwaukee
A. C.. won:
‘. Castleman.
N. Y.
LIO‘C
G- C. Peace.
A. C..
3d. Time. G.
twenty.

ment, ’ ’

among the uncivilized tribes in various parts of the world
Lectures were given in the Gymnasium during the period

'

a

-

‘

OLYMPIC GAMES—FINkSgégF zoo METER HURDLE
I
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r

four and three'ﬁfths seconds.

Cassius H. Watson, B. 5., Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, New York.—

“ Muscular Movement and Human Evolution."

of the Olympic
events on the
science of phy~
sical culture
and athletics.
The lecturers
were authori
ties on the va—

rious) subjects
S_
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A
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OLYMPIC GAMES—FINISH OF 800 METER RUN.
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greatest athletes of the world. The contests surpassed any
thmgthat modern athletics had ever witnessed. Many world’s
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OLYMPIC G.\l\lES—-THROWING 16 POUND HAMMER.
ohn Flanagan,
N. Y. I.R.A.W.
A..Rose.
won , breaking the world‘s record: J. R. De\\'itt.
PrinJceton
University.G.second;
_ _
_
LhicazoA..-\., third.

1__.__I_
"

.

J

Distance, 168 ft.i in.

OLYMPIC GAMES—TURO‘NXNG 56 POUND \\"EIGHT.
E. Desmarteau,
Montreal.
. Fl
G. N. ’ I- A' A" scum“.- I. S.
Mitchell.
New York A.
C.. third.won:
Distranceagizaffizihainches.L

in

.

' _ OLYMPICGAMES—THROWING THE
,
DISCUS. HANDICAP.

'Y‘L
OLYMPIC GAMES ~PUTTING THE
16 POUND SHOT.

'

l

R. W. Rose. Chicago A. .\., won; \V. \\ .
5!

’

-

Coe. Jr.. Somerville, Massaehusettsgsecond;

OLYMPIC GAMES—RUNNING HIGH JUMP.

l.. E. J. Fcuerbach. N. Y. A. C., third.
Distance. 48 feet 7 inches.
record.

M. J, Sheridan,ﬁ. N. Y. I. .\. A.. won.
making a new world's record; J. Flanagan,
G, N. Y. I. A. A.. second; J. A..“iller.
Newark, New Jersey, third. Distance

132 feet.

New world 5
S. S.
., Ne(ilerrnany,
York A.
C., won:
G. ﬁve
P. Serviss,
second; P.
Weinsteiriﬁriieegi-lin,
third.
Height,
feet andCornell
elevenUniversity,
inches.

T

.

OLYMPIC GA M ES—POLE VAULT.
.-i-_

McClanahan, of Yale. as he appeared
comm; over the bar. He was not a winner.

OLYMPIC GAMES—JUMPING
CONTESTS.

records were broken and new
ones made, and Olympic
records were equaled and, in
several instances, surpassed.
The rivalry was keen, develop
ing the best that was in the
competitors. The donation of
handsome Olympic souvenir
cups in many of the eVents
added interest to the games.

F. Engelhardt. Mohawk A. C.. New
York, winning the running - broad - inmp.
He made a record of 22 feet 5 1-2 inches.
Runge, Berlin. Germany. won; J. B. Peek.

Montreal A. C., second; F. C. Roth, Los
Angeles, California. third.
Four hundred meters run—49

l~5

seconds, Harry Hillman. New York A. C..
won; F. Waller. Milwaukee A. C., second;
II. C. Groman. Chicago A. A.. third.
One hundred and twenty yards hurdle.
handicap—t5 4-5 seconds. L. Ashburner.
Ithaca. New York. won; F. \V. Schule,

688 events, with the names

Milwaukee A. C., second; T. R. Shideler.

of the winners and the records
made, were:

Chicano A. z\.. third.

Throwing 16 pound hammer—168 feet
1 inch. John Flanagan, G. N. Y. I. A..\..

_ Sixty meter run-7 aeconds‘ A_ Hahn.

won; J. R. DeWitt, Princeton. University.
second: R. \V. Rose, Chicago A. A.. third.

sec " "m"; w- HoHCnson, Chi.
Ci“.

Crtllirfli‘d- F. R‘ MOUlion. Kansas

171"?“
hundred and ei h
,
baadrup_l
minute
8 IV yards run_
53 3-5 seconds. John

Putting i6 pound shot.handicap—-a5 feet

OLYMPIC GAMES—POLE VAULT.
. E. __Dvorak,
_
Chicago A. A., won: Leroy Samse._ Indiana University, sccgnd;
L. \\‘ ilkins. Chicago A. A.. third. Eleven feet and six inches. new Olympic record.

11 inches,\V. W. Coe, Somerville, Massa
chusetts. won;

L. E. Feuerbach,

New

York A. C., second; M. J. Sheridan, G. N.
Y. I. A. A.. third.

HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.

OLYMPIC EVENTS—CARLISLE-HASKELL FOOTBALL GAME.
This was the ﬁrst time the two great Indian foot ball teams ever competed against each other on the gridiron.
Standing broad iiimp—ii feet 4 7-8 inches. R. C. Ewry. New York A. C.. won; C. M.
King, McKinney. Texas, second; J. A. Miller. NationalT. V.. Newark, New Jersey,third.
Running high jump—5 feet 11 inches, S. S. J0nes. New York A. C.. won: G. P. Ser
viss. Cornell University. second: F. \Yeinstein, Berlin. Germany, third.
Running broad iuinp. handicap—22 feet 5 1-2 inches. F. Englehardt, Mohawk A.
C.. New York, won; G. H. Van Cleve. Olney. Illinois. second; J. P. Ilagerman, Paciﬁc

A. C.. Pasadena. California. third.
Two thousand ﬁve hundred meter steeplechase—7 minutes 39 3-5 seconds. J. I).

Lightbody, Chicago A. A.. won; J. J. Daly,
Ireland. second; A. L. Newton, N e w

The score was. Carlisle. 38: Haskell, 4.

seennds, J. J. Daly. Ireland. won; I). C. Manson. New York A. C.. second; Peter Deer.
1
Montreal A. C.. third.
Two hundred meter run—21 3-5 secondsI A. Hahn, Milwaukee A. C.. won; \\'. J.

Cartmell. Louisville Y. M. C. A.. second; W. IIogenson. Chicago A. A.. Chicago, third.
Pole vault. handicap—i1 feet IO inches. Leroy Samse. Indiana University.won;

\Y. R. Dray. Oxford School, Chicago, second; C. Allen, G. N. Y. I. A. A.. third.
Putting 16 pound shot-48 feet 7 inches. R. \\'. Rose, Chicago A. A.,won'. \Y. \\'.
Coe, Jr.. Somerville, Massachusetts. second; L. E. J. Feuerbach. New York A. C..third.
High iump.handicap——5 feet ioinches.
E. J. Barker. Cresco. Iowa. won; L. Gone

zky. Budapest. Hungary. second; E. Frey
niark. Missouri A. C.. Saint Louis. third.

York A. C.. third.

“i

l

:1

' ::1":

OLYMPIC EVENTS — 145 P O U N D
WRESTLING CHAMPIONSHIP.
O. F. Roehm.CentralY. M. C. A.. Buf
falo. New Y or k . won; R. Tesing. St.
George's A. C.. second; G. Zukel. National
T. V.. Newark. New Jersey, third. The
wrestler on his head is Roehm. the winner.

OLYMPIC EVENTS — 135 PO UN D
WRESTLING CHAMPIONSHIP.
OLYMPIC EVENTS—158 POUND \VRESTLING CHAMPIONSHIP.
Charles Erickson. Norwegian T. S.. New York. won; \Yilliam Beckmann. New \\'est
Side A. C.. New York, second; J. \\'inholtz, Central Y. M. C. A.. Chicago. third.

Marathon race—3 hours, 28 minutes. 53 seconds, T. J. Hicks. Cambridge Y. M.
C. A.. Cambridge. Massachusetts. won; A. J. Corey. Chicago A. A.I Chicago, Illinois,
second: A. L. Newton. New York A. C.. New York City. New York. third.
Four hundred meter hurdle—53 seconds. H.L.IIilIman. NewYorkA.C.. won;F.\Vallcr.
Milwaukee, A. C.. Milwaukee.second; G. C. Poage. Milwaukee A. C.. Milwaukee, third.
One hundred yards. handicap—lo 2-5 seconds. C. IIastedt. Missouri A. C.. won; C.

twain“

H. Turner A. A. A.. Saint LouisI second: J. I). McGann, Central Y. M. C. A.,
Chicago, third.
One mile handicap—4 minutes :7 2-5

_qr

OLYMPIC GAMES—L 0 UI SI A N A
PURCHASE TENNIS CHAMPION
SHIP, SINGLE.
This is Dwight C. Davis, Saint Louis.

Standing high iump—4 feet 11 inches, R. C. Ewry. New York A. C.. won; J. F.
Stadlcr, Cleveland. Ohio, second; L. Robertson. G. N. Y. I. A. A., third.
Lifting bar bell—246 pounds. P. Kakousis. Athens. Greece. won; 0. C. Osthol'f. Mil

waukee, A. C.. second; F. Kungler. Southwest Turn Verein, Saint Louis. third.
Two hundred meter hurdle race~z4 3 5 seconds, H. L. IIillman, New York A. C..
won; F. Castleman, G. N. Y. I. A. A.. second; G. C. Poage. Milwaukee A. C.. third.
Two hundred and twenty yards hurdle, handicap—27 1-5 seconds. L. G. Sykes. Mil
waukee A. C.. won; \Y. II. McGann. Chicago Y. M. C. A.. second; E. J. Saddinﬂiorl

Xavier A.C., New York, third.

TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP SINGLES.

OLYMPIC GAMES—\YORI.D‘S TEN
NIS CHAMPIONSHIP. DOUBLES.
Heals C. \I'right and E. \V. Leonard.

OLYMPIC GAMES—TENNIS CHAM
PIONSHIP DOUBLES AND SINGLE.

Edgar \V. Leonard won ﬁrst prize cup.
A. E. Bell SCCOIIGFI'IZE cup. The above is
a portrait of llell, o LosAngeles.California.

Bostonkﬁrst prize cup; A. E. Bell. Los An
geles, Lab, and Robert Leroy, New York.
second. '1 he above isa portrait of Wright.

This is a portrait of Leonard. of Boston.
who was winner.with Wright, in the doubles.
and who won the singles. defeating Bau

OLYMPIC GAMES—WORLD'S FAIR

winner_ﬁrst prire cu :1). Y. \‘ernon. s 'c
ond._\\ 1th Ralph .\lcl\ittrick,of Saint Lodis.
Davis also won the World‘s Fair doubles
championship.

B. J. Bradshaw. Boys' _Club, New
York, won; T. Mcher, National T. V..
Newark. New JerScy, second; (. E.'Clap~
per. Central Y. M. C. A.. Chicago. third.

RESULTS OF THE OLYMPIC GAMES.
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OLYMPIC EVENTS—NATIONAL ARCHERY CONTEST.
41H _.

'
ant.
Boston. \‘Vashington.
winner of American
chompiqp.
shiplthhlIdiiil
R. of
Williams.
Districtronnd
Columbia;
\\ Ill

OLYMPIC EVENTS—WOMEN ARCHERS‘ CONTEST,
Mrs. M. C. Howell. Cincinnati. won; medal winners. Mrs.

ll Thompson. Seattle. Washington: Ilarr _. Richardson. Boston;
(L'D. Allen. Boston. and C. S. \Voodrufl'. ilnClnﬂ‘i/lll. medal win
ners. L. W. Maxon. Washington. District of Columbia. ﬂight
championship winner.

H. C. Pollock. Miss Mabel Taylor. Mrs. C. S. \\"oodrull'. and
Miss L. Taylor. of the Cincinnati Archery Club. and Mrs. 15.
C. Cooke. of Washington. District of Columbia.

Eight hundred-meter run—i minute 56 seconds. I. D. Light
body.Chicago A. C.. won; II. V. Valentine. New York A. C.,
second; E. \V. Breitkreutz. Milwaukee A. C.. third.
Two hundred and twenty yards run. handicap—2:45 seconds.
I l). McGann. Central Y. M. C. A.. Chicago. won; I. T. Luke.
man. Montreal. Canada. second ; C. II. Turner. A. A. A.. Saint
Louis. third.
Throwing the 56-pound weight—34 feet 4 inches. E. Desmar
teau. Montreal. won; J. ‘Flan-agan. (i. N. Y. A. A. second; I. S.
Mh'crhhe". sew {TIME-A Quilngeer 1 feet vl J qhuidan

rowm

e

n. N. Y. 1.

156115.

1

L2

, . .

_ .

~

\

A C.. Baltimore. third.
I'Iop-stcp-and-iump—u feet. M. I‘rinstein. G. N. Y. I. .\. A..
won; F. Enzlehardt, Mohawk A. C.. New York. second; R. S.

Strangland. New York A. C.. third.
Tug~ol~war~Milwaukee A. C.. won: Southwest 'l'. \'.. Saint
Louis. second and third.
Dumb-bell competition-J). C. Osthoi‘f. Milwaukee A. l' ,
won;
F. Winters.
New
“'est
Side
A. C..
New York. second; F.
Kungler'
Southwest
T. v“
Saint
Louis‘
third.
.

.

A.. won; J. Flanagan. G. n. Y. I. A. .\._ second;

J. A. Biller. Newark. New Jersey. third.

Y

OLYMPIC EVENTS-NAT I 0 NAL
ARQHhRY A55O£1A1 IUN
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b a dDiarrjnk
_ m —24New
fa e t “Vest
I inchSide
prinsuin
. M - AvC.
‘ . CYork
I. N .
Y IR Y‘manwoga
New
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One hundred meter run—n seconds. A. IIahn. Milwaukee
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p_ Bryanh ofCONTESTS.
1305mm won the American

Four
hundred
handicap—
4-5
_ O.
. and forty
. yards
. run.
.
y ‘ C1. 50Lnderwooil
. seconds.
I
T.
Darcy.
Findlay
City.
Michikan.
“on.

round championship. making_ eight and
three-ﬁilhs POIMS ("1‘05 ﬁlms-$11)“! len-

New York A. C.. second; J. B. Peck. Montreal. third.
One thousand ﬁve hundred meter run—4 minutes 5 3~5
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w
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v
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G. E. Sheldon. Mucgge Institute. Saint
Louis.won: A.Brausehwerger, (-ermziny.
second: l".ll. Kehoe. Chicago A. .\..third.

OLYMPIC EVENTS.

OLYMPIC EVENTS.

A. Hrauschwerger. of (lermany. who
was second in the fancy diving contest.

F.II. Kehoe. of Chicago. in iqncy diving
contest of the swnmmin: championships.

second; R. S. Stancland. of Columbia University and New York A. C.. third.

Throwing the 56 Pound weight. handicap—25 ieetSinches. A..'\. Johnson. Central Y.
M C_ A" won; a Chadwick. New York A. C" Second: N_ L_ nude“. Marylamh

OLYMPIC EVENTS.
E. Rausch. of Germany. winner of the
one-mile swimming championship.

seconds. I. D. Lightbody. Chicago A. A.. won; W. F. \‘erner. Chicago A. A.. second:

L. E. Ilearn. Chicago A. A.. third
One hundred and ten meter hlirdle—iﬁscconds.F. \\’.Schulc.l\lilwaukec A_C..won;

OLYMPIC EVENTS—ROQUE CHAMPIONSHIP.
013"" Jacobus. Springﬁeld, 31;..qacp,\‘se"<_ won 5“; lost one; 5. 0. Streeter. Thawville. Illinois. won four. lost two; D. C. Brown. Onarga. Illinois. won three. lost three.
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OLYMPIC EVENTS — GYNINASTIC
CHAMPIONSHIP.

v

4
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OLXMPIC EVENTS—GROUP OI' SWIMMERS.

As they appeared iust before the Championship Swimming Contests began.
Anton Heida: Philadelphia T. _V.. and
Rd; A. “enme- (‘levckmd' T' v" "ad wnh
forty points each; George Eyser, Concordia

'

()LYllIPlC EVENTS — SCENE
“,ATER POLO CONTEST.

IN

\ ANCW vitrk A-C-- 6 20318. W011: ChicaEO
r . ..ogoa s.

F' SChidder‘ Chicago A' A" second: I"
,
.

I. A. A.. won; A. A. Johnson. Central Y. M. C. A.. Saint Louis. second; J. S. Mitchel.

Igi‘vam-nt Lama. had-éhiray_pine pginti Agiburmir, Ithaca. Nzw :ork. third.
. 22:02:32“
'
'
—— ahzzzuisi
' t
e. a cm“ a an - 52
2?" . Jalailzzﬁr

\Icw York A C third
‘ Three standing
' ." jumps—34
. ‘
.
v
~ won .. C._l\l.
feet 71/4 inches,
Ray Ewry. l\ew
York A. (,.,

.
.
. T. V. .. second.
A. C , won; G. C. Kruiger.
Saint
Louis

King. McKinney.
Texas. second;
.
. J. F. Stadler. Franklin A.- C.. Cleveland.
1
~Ohio, third

i
51.1:de t we 5 (ms

‘'

'

'

'

‘

Sixty yards run. handicap—6 1-5 seconds. C. Hastedt. Missouri A. C.. won; E. F.
Anms. G. N. Y. I. A. A.. second; F. Engelhardt. Mohawk A. C.. New York. third.

A. (J. D. Lightbotly. W. F. Verner, L. H. lIearn, A. Cory. S. H. Hatch). second.

- 34
.

‘~
-‘.]

Besules the Olynlplc ganlesi the {OllOwnJg O yleC events
were
at the Exposition:

International team race—21 minutes. 17 4-5 seconds. New York A. C. (A. L. New-

ton. P. H. Pilgrim. II. V. Valentine, G. Underwood. D. C. Munson), won; Chicago A.

‘

a. .w
.

'

.

.

.

May I4—Interscholastic meet for State‘ of Missouri,
entries 136.
_
May zr—Open handicap athletic meeting, entries 90.

ﬁtmnnzs
t

1
1

.- .G

,‘H
"
it“?!
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OLYMPIC EVENTS—READY TO START IN MILE SWIMMING RACE.
.,;

E. Rausch. Germany. won; Francis Galley. Olympic Club. San Francisco. second;
G. Kiss. Budapest, Hungary. third.
ﬁlth seconds.

-

Time. twenty-seven minutes eighteen and 0ne~

Pole vault—u feet 6 inches. C. E. Dvorak. Chicago A. A.. won: LeRoY Samsc.

M;
'si‘k'ﬁ i-vn

Indilalnla Ul'tilgICIZIIyd,_SECOnd;BI}- \1'ilki;s.Cl;icag;;.t;1irsdk; ‘d
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OLYMPIC EVENTS—mo YARDS SWIM.
Zolton de Holomay, Budapest, Hungary. \_v0n; C: M. Daniels. New York A. Cl
second; ]. S. Leary. Olympic (.lub. ban 1‘ rancisco. third.
four-ﬁfths seconds.

_ M
a“

'Iime. one minute two am

.
"3.?

May 28—Interscholastic meet, schools of Louisiana Purchase Ter-

“‘Ii

ritory, entries 122.
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. J ., won;

R. \V. Rose. Chicago A. A., second: 1:. P. Georgantas. Athens, Greece. third.
Throwing the 16-p0und hammer. handicap—I53 feet 4 inches, J. Flanagan, G. N. Y.

-

-

'

Alay so—Elementary SChOOI ChaI-PPIOHShlPS' emncs 68'
June 2_A- A- U- handicap meeung, entries [.95-

June 3—A. A. U. junior championships, entries 187.
June 4—A. A. U. senior championships, entries 183.
June—Amateur base ball tournament, entries 99.
June II—Western college championships, entries 124.
June 23—anners' mass exhibition, entries 3,500.
June 25—Olympic college championships, entries 110.

.-.-.
.

June 29, 3o—Interscholastic championships, entries 258.

July I, 2—Turners' international and individual team contest,
entries 789.
July l—Athletic games in honor of Cardinal Satolli, entries 68.

OLYMPIC EVENTS—\VINNERS OF TEAM RELAY SWIM.
New York A. C.. won: Chicago A. C., second - 1l‘lissouri A C

third

T'

minute. four and three-ﬁfths seconds. The \Ie
‘k‘: -'
. n
l‘me. o'ne
c.
M. Daniels, E. J. Giannini. J. A. Ruddy ahd in dill.
352512;?
ware 1' I3' booclwm'

OLYMPIC EVENTS—ANTHROPOLOGY DAYS.
The illustration shows one of the giant Patagonians trying a high lllm P

2.7"

“‘13
3 \"

-.:.::1
(If-t;
A;

MANY NEW ‘NORLD’S RECORDS WERE ESTABLISHED.
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September 5, 6, 7~Swimming and water polo
championships, entries 308.
September 6, 7, 8-—World's fencing champion
ships, entries 42.
September 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24—Goli tourna

ment, entries 74.
September 21, 22, 23—World's boxing cham
pionsltips, entries 28.
September 19, 20, 21—Archery, entries 35.

October 14, 15—A. A. U. wrestling champion
ships, entries 62.
October 28, zg—A. A. U. gymnastic cham

OLYMPIC EVENTS—ANTH ROI‘OLOGY DAYS.
w
z.|r-

The picture shows a More throwing the iavelin. He defeated an Alrican Pygmy and an Ainu from Japan.

~ pionships, entries 38.

July 4-A. A. U. all-round championships,
entries 7.

I

_

July 4, 5, 6—Public school championships,
elementary and high, entries 415. _

July 5, 6 and 7—Lacrosse, entries 33,
July it, 12-—Olympic basket ball champion
ships, entries 44.

'

July 13, 14~Collcge basket ball,
July 20, 21, 22, 23—Irish sports,
July 29, 30—— Olympic world’s
tries 131.
July 29~Handicap meeting of

entries 15.
entries 140.
regatta, en
OLYMPIC EVENTS—ANTHROPOLOGY DAYS.

the \Vestern

The Ainu from Japan as he appeared in the archery contest.

He won second place in the contest.

it

/
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November Iz—College foot ball, entries 340.
November 16, 17, 18—Association foot ball,
entries 50.

All of these events were largely'attended
by those interested in the promotion of pl1ys~
ical culture and athletics. In a number of
instances new world’s records were estab
lished and in many others old records were
'w

‘

‘

.

'

OLYMPIC EVENTS'-‘NTHROPOLOGY DAYS'

Lk‘_ _ _ _ _4

Shamha. an African. shooting in the archery contest.

,

equaled, the results surpassing the anticipa

_

tion of the ofﬁcials of the department.

He was defeated by a Cocopa Indian and an .\inu.

Association, entries 90.
July 30~Clia1npionshipsol the \Vestern Association, entries 100.
August I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6—Bicycling, entries 124.
August 1-12——Roque, entries 3.
August 11—Bol1emian gymnastics, entries 800.
August 15, 16, 17, I8, 19, 20—Y. M. C. A.
athletics, entries 393.

.
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August 29, 30, 31, September 1, 2, 3—Tennis,

\

entries 92.
August 20, 30, 31, September 1, 2, 3—Olym
pic games, entries 545.

'

OLYMPIC EVENTS —ANTIIROPOLOGY DAYS.
The illustration shows the Pawnee tribe of American Indians in the archery contest of the Indian athletic meet.

OLYMPIC EVENTS—ANTH ROPOLOGY DAYS.
-Ol~war contest
“mulled Mb
between four Sioux Indians and an equal number of Arapahoes. The only disappointing features of the series of events were those in which the
- partlci
aim,“
of the :5Kaﬁrw‘orated.
The world had heard of the marvelous qualities of the lndian _ as
a runner and 0! his splendid power
of1 endurance.
_
_
_
It had read much of the
Ina ‘ I
the remarkable athletic feats of the Filipinos. and of the great aglltty
and muscular strength of the giant
latagonians.
All\\'these
traditions were
'
C
ua
com
e
petition
the
re
rescnm‘ives
of
it“:
saw;
e
and
uncivilized
tribes
proved
themselves
interior
athletes,
greatly
overrated.
Doctor
_MeGee.IChielot
Dnepazlnnéi'ggZgAdntgrogqlogy' auributedp‘he Pom. performances 0% the savagfs [Q the fact that they had not been shown or educated. An Americanlzed
Sioux
indian won the
the

aim Pat

5 a5 ' n remarkamy 510“, um: and an Ame“, p . m in the same event made a r_ec_ord that can be beaten by any twelve-yearpld American schoolboy. The
,
chamDion?!I’l’omans entered the sixteen-pound shot. uttinl Contest. )Tgheiyr best performance was so ridiculously poor that tt_aston1_shed al1_who witnessed it. Every high school
standing ﬁrm has been won with a better rem; _ In the running broadJump the best record was made,by an Americanized Sioux Indian bunt was not equal to Ray Ewry’s
oad'lump record. The Patagonian could throw the shot only ten and a hall feet. John Flanagan s score exceeded the combined throws of three I’ataaomans.
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CHAPTER XVII.
EXHIBITS IN TRANSPORTATION AND AERONAUTICS.

DEVELOPMENT or MEANS OF TRANsIT DURING A HUNDRED YEARs—TIIE HIou-W IIEEL BICYCLE AT PHILADELPHIA IN 1876, TIIE SAFETY
WIIEEL AT CIIICAOO IN 1893, THE AUTOMOBILE, TIIE AlRSHlP AND MOTOR BOAT AT SAINT LouIs IN 1904—HISTURIC EXHIBIT OF SIXTY
TIIREE LOCOMOTIVES FROM TIIE FIRST EVER BUILT To THE LATEsT MODERN LE\'IATHAN——“THB SI-IRIT or TIIETWENTIETII CENTURY"—
DEVELOPMENT OF TIIE RAILROAD FROM TIIE SIMPLEST STRAP RAILs TO TIIE MODERN HEAVY IRONs—Exannrs 0F TIIE BALTIMORE &
OIIIo, PENNSYLVANIA AND New YORK CENTRAL AND OTIIER RAILROADS—LOCOMOTIVE TESTs AND REMARKABLE RESULTS~DE\’ELOP—
MENT OF THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY -—THE LUXURY or TRAVEL As SHOWN BY TIIE PULLMAN COMPANY—MAONII-ICENT TRAINS EMBRACING
EvERv New AND APPROVED DEVICE-SPLENDID EXHIBIT OF THE SAINT LOUIS CAR COMPANY—MODERN METIIODS OE HEATING
AND LIGHTING AS SHOWN BY TIIE SAFETY CAR HEATING AND LIGHTING COMPANY—DISPLAY or TIIE CONSOLIDATED RAILWAY ELECTRIC
LIGHTING AND EQUIPMENT COMPANY—FOREIGN EXHIBITS 1N TRANSPORTATION —TIIE GREAT STEAMSHIP LINes— VEIIICLE DISPLAYS
0F ALI. KINDs—TIIE AERONAUTIC SECTION—ILLUSTRATIONS 0F MODERN AIRSHIPS AND A REPORT OF TIIEIR FLIGHTS.

"

F all inventions, the alphabet and printing press alone
excepted, those inventions which abridge distance

have done most for the civilization of
Macaulay, and the dictum was most
profusely illustrated and conclusively
conﬁrmed at the Exposition of 1904.

rAl.Au.m:.

There'had been transportation exhibits
l(ll' lu_l\~n‘.akr"l“

,N.

at all former Expositions, but the
World’s Fair of 1893 at Chicago was
the ﬁrst to accord transportation the
dignity of a great exhibit department.
The exhibits there had been most in
structive and inspiring, especially as they
made a graphic presentation of the devel
opment of transportation on land and
water from the “dugout” and bark
canoe and the ﬂatboat to the ocean—
liner,

‘\"‘JuAwkw

and

fron‘

the

ox_cart

Hlightning express” train.

to

the

The history

a network of steel railways that make Saint Louis nearer
now to London, Paris and a hundred of the world's greatest
our species,” wrote cities, than she was to the Ohio Falls in 1803.
The Louisiana Purchase Exposition
marked the close of the ﬁrst hundred
years of the locomotive, and its present
giant development from the ﬁrst crude
attempts was to be shown step by step,
as a matter of course, at Saint Louis;
and not only the progress made since
I893 in railroading and locomotive
building, but in the invention of new
motors and their successful application
to transportation on land and water, on
electric tramways and on common roads.
The common use of the bicycle began
w. A. SMITH.
E. C. I-‘INLEY.
with the exhibition of the high wheel
Chief of Transportation.
Supt.RailwaySection.
with solid
rubber intireI876.
at theThe
Philadel
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT OFFICIALS- phia
Exposition
safety

of LOuisiana Territory’s development was a history of rapid
transition in an inventive age from canoe and barge to steam—
boat, and from pack-horse transportation in the wilderness to

wheel with improved gearing and pneumatic tire remained the
latest transportation novelty at the Chicago World’s Fair of
1893. Not a single automobile was shown there, nor a single

I-;|-.\|.1~t

MhMBERS 01. TIIL TRANSPORTATION cLUL. LOUIsIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITlON.
'I Mail" I. G. Pangbom. President. 2. “'illard A. Smith, Chief of Transportation. 3. C. G; BII-d, VIec-Prestdent. 4. C. M. Mendenhall
Efeasurer. 6. Raymond D. Aldrich. 8. Jose Ortiz Monasterio. 9. C. J. Metzzer. ID. A. II. Remke. II. (,. W. 'lownscnd. I2. M. barcIa L . Set:I-I=:tiI{I-y.h 5, F_ 1)
. Casszmavc.
'iohnson- 15. C. Mottsinger. 16. Erle H. Hand. I7. F. A. Nickerson. _ I8. R. H.. llIlls., I9.
. I. E. Hal
, l. 20.. A. L. Alexander. gt _ Lhas. tmpsen. 22. rF. A. Corey
Brigg.
23 L'1‘
‘4w. .l‘ruzz- 24. Chas. H. Beecher. 25. James Davis. 26. H. Ryder. 27. MIss Harriette IL. Hills. 28. \\. E. btreeter, :9. W. B. LIT-Inger.
ﬂan-y C_ 0 [an SL Geo .w.

'

T, bwmw. 2. A. o. Goehring. 33. Geo. Ira Herrick. 34. William M. Lloyd. r- as- Phillw HoﬁmﬂnJ-mu-

~

.

u o- Is. it: a d N.

6- “’A H- "RYIS- 3;,- dwm Gordon

’ilson.

_

.~

s. c‘ A'

“Sm'l- 89- fohn E. Dixon. 40. E. A. Condit. Jr. 4!. Thos. H. Hayes. 42. H. . V0281. 43. Frank MCCOY- 44- - 13- nominal}. 45. . V. Wallace. 46. Walter
Green.
47. Fred. . Cameron. 48. \V. M. Lalor. 49. R. F. Harrison. 50. Frank Wooster. 51. George RObeflSOn. 52._P. B. Eversden. 5;}: Chas. Hoffman. 54- Maior S. Garcia Cuellar.
55-105. Devantcry.

56. W. K. Aurande.

57. Ed. Sill.

58. F. E. Gilmore.

59. F. E. “war. 60. O. W. Metsner. 61. O. W. “Ittmer.

62. C. P. Lovell.

6 . \\'m_ p_ Evans'

ﬂail-'1"? Vlsserinz- 65. F. D. Fenn. 66. L. E. Butler: 67. L. L. Fest. .68. Geo. W. Sherman. 69. Gem-:9 P. Horne. 70. John‘ 1.. Thomson. 7,, w_ 5_ ﬁriom 7L Mermi
Plames. 71. J. S. Gimzer. 74. R. M. Wiggin. 75. G. E.Elhs. 76. E. C. Finley. 71. J.P.HIlam-l5- 78- Amos N-Hoagland. 79. J. h.btanquist. 80- ClaI-enceA. Scott. 8|. John
im- 82. A. A. Shattuk- 83. Luther L. Mack.
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FIRST SUCCESSFUL AMERICAN AUTOMOBIL
Exhibited by the Haynes \
‘
E
‘
. -: pperso
'
'
vented by hlwood
Haynes. senior
“\Elnbgl' gintlhgafiirymoi hOkomo'
Indiana'

It was in'

FAMOUS TOURING CAR.

. the forby
w York to‘
1. he car m
the White
Machine
Company.
eground
madeSewing
the trip
from Ne

Saint Louis without

the' -fastest
. the \\‘ 011d, is now hall'
p
g er en gme
m
- "5
- assen
milk tram’
power
and Speed
having been far surlmslsieldgba

light pleasure boat propelled by any one of the new motors,
now seen everywhere. These were all in evidence at Saint

larger engines of_new types, untried a few years ago Th,y
twenty-nine heaviest locomotives exhibited at Chicaéo h :1

Louis in 1904, th€ display Of 140 a}‘t°m°b“es being espec‘any
magniﬁcent. Here also were witnessed the. ﬁrst SllCCeSSilll

an average weight Of 128,588 Pounds, and the largest weighid
I95,000. At Saint Louis twenty-nine locomotives averaged

ﬂights ever made at an Exppsrtion byua dirigibleralloon,
propelled by one of the new Hercules motors. Iialdwm 5

195,239 pounds, and the largest weighed 393,012 pounds
light.
One German high-speed engine exhibited at 53in;

Tm: RAMBLER. MADE IN KENUSIIA. WISCONSIN.
’ did "0t succeed in capturing the grand
UCalifornia
. 1rizeArrow
but its performance satisﬁed thousands of spec-

PANHARD TYPE. FRENCH AUTOMOBILES.

Louis had a record of maintaining a speed of eighty-two
miles an hour with a Six_car train weighing 240 tons, eighty—

?aigsrgllzhgt the problem of aerial navigation is on the verge of
t ' iphant solution
And as to the show of locomotives,
riun
the one which at the Chica go Exposition held the record as

seven miles an hour with ﬁve cars of 200 tons, and ninetytwo
miles an hour with three cars of 120 tons. ,
_
_
I
In accordance With the importance of its contents and their

accident. It was built
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BIRD S-EYE VIEW OF THE AUTOMOBILE AND BICYCLE SECTIONS IN THE PALACE OF TRANSPORTATION.

THE GREAT PALACE OF TRANSPORTATION.

LAUNCHES AND GASOLINE ENGINES.

HANDSOMELY EQUIPPED PLEASURE BOATS.

bearing on the commemorative purpose of the Exposition,
the Palace of Transportation was the largest of all the exhibit
palaces, excepting only the Agriculture building. It was
1,300 ieet long and 525 feet wide, and under its roof there

were four miles of railway track. Yet the exhibits largely
overﬂowed that vast space. The motors and power genera~

\

‘éhi
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purpose in every feature. Everybody at ﬁrst sight recognized
it as the Palace of Transportation. At the east end of the
building and extending across it was a gallery sixty feet
wide, affording space for the ofﬁces of the department, United
States customs ofﬁcial’s guard rooms, and a reading room
large enough to seat 500 people. Fitted up and maintained
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COLD STORAGE FREIGHT CAR. EXHIBITED IN THE TRANSPORTATION BUILDING.

tors used in electric railway transportation were installed in
the Electricity building. A large out-door space was devoted
to the German State Railways exhibits of tracks, terminals,
signals and switches. Along the north side of the Trans
portation palace on a double track a quarter of a mile in
length was another out-door exhibit of traction systems. The
aeronautic exhibits were installed in the Aeron
autic! Concourse west of the Administration
building, except one large balloon in the Palace
of Transportation, exhibited by the Aeron
autical Society of Berlin. The palace itself,
even after Masqueray’s original design had
been greatly modiﬁed to bring the cost down
to $700,000, was a massive, imposing and

by the exhibitors and the Saint Louis Railway Club, this
room became the meeting place of the annual convention of

Roadmasters’ and Maintenance of \Vay Association, Sep
tember 13—15; of the Chief Joint Car Inspectors’ Associa
tion, September 22; Railway Clubs, September 27; American

Railway Mechanical and Electrical Association, October
10—14; American Street Railway Association,

appropriately ornate structure, proclaiming its

“ NEW YORK CENTRAL RAILWAY BOOTH.

ELEPHANT'S HIDE.

October 11—13; Wood Preservers’ Associa
tion, October 11 ; Railway Signal Association,
October II‘TIZ; Street Railway Accountants’
Association, October 13—15; Voluntary Relief
Department of the Pennsylvania Railroad

System, October 31; American Institute of
Mining Engineers and British Iron and Steel
Institute, November 5—7; Saint Louis Rail

GERMAN SECTION, TRANSPORTATION.

HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION
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OLDEST AND NEWEST LOCOMOTIVES.
Stephenson’s "Rocket" was built in 1829. and the giant “St. Louis" beside it was built 1 I
in 1904. They were photographed together in the Transportation building to illustrate
the advance of seventy-tour years in the construction of locomotives.
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Bauu-ron. 1813.

Hauuzv‘s “Purrmc B11.L\'.‘ 1813.

HISTORIC LOCOMOTIVE EXHIBIT.
Ohio's great visual resentation of locomotive history at Chicago.
The B a l timore
at St.& Louis
with additional, originals and models since added to the col
was repeated
lection,
Beginning with a model of Sir Isaac Newton’s theoreticat steam vehicle,
suggested in 1680. but never' actually constructed. this collection contamed sixty-three
locomotives. nineteen'of which were origtnals. and the others absolutely exact models
of originals still existing in museums. or of ortgmals reproduced from contemporary
drawings and still preserved remnants. _ Here was the ﬁrst of all steam locomotives to
draw freight-wagons on ra1ls, the 'lrcvithick of 1804. the ‘mvention of Richard Trevi
thick_ The engine was a reproduction. but the cars. rails and stone sleepers were
originals. Here also were two others of Trevithick's. dated 1800 and 1808. '1 he “Puff.
ing Billy” of 1813. was built by W1_ll1am Hadley. of England. The original is now in the
South Kensington Museum and 15 the oldest_locomot1ve m existence. Stephenson's
little "Rocket," the winner of the Rain H111 trials in 1829. was shown by the side of the
monster Mallet compound locomotiye. the largest ever built. The Blenkinsop locomo

tive and cog-wheel track were the 1nvent10n of John Blenkinsop in 1811 to secure posi
tive traction. The Cugnot was the ﬁrst locomotive made in France in 1769. but was not
a success. The earliest American attempt at locomotive construction was the "Read"

of 1790, followed by the
STEPHENsON‘s "BLucnen." 1814.

Evans"ot 1804. The "Brunton" was an English experiment

of 1813.

way Club, November 12; Association of Engineers of Main
tenance of \Vay, Pennsylvania Lines west of Pittsburg,
November 17—18.

The Chief of the Department of Transportation exhibits

was Willard A. Smith, editor and publisher of the HChicago
Railway and Engineering Review,” one of the leading weekly
technical publications of the world. He held the same position
at the Columbian W'orld's Fair and under the United States
Commission to the Paris Exposition of 1900. The members

of his Saint Louis staﬁ were: Commander A. C. Baker,

HADLEY'S "Monet." 1812.

United States Navy, Assistant Chief; Percy Hudson, Super
1ntendent Marine Division and Aeronautics; E. C. Finley,

..~_.
M

'5‘“ t
' kmht

Superintendent Railway Division; L. L. Fest, Superintendent
Vehicle Division.
The largest railway exhibits were installed by the Balti—

“jihad

more & Ohio, the Pennsylvania, the New York Central and

L: ‘i, lllc

Big Four, the Wabash, the Chicago & Alton, the Santa F6,
the Union Paciﬁc and the Mobile & Ohio.

They co-operatﬁd

Edit-er,

_':'l"“€h n
F'J-lfof
' 7'45 had

in such a way that their installations jointly included a com
plete historical presentation of the evolution of the locomotive
A

‘ “H1511

-

-_-

Sir ruzusou ‘ s ' ‘ IIERcuRY." 183
"Si-ounnnince Lion.“ 1829.
Inn-:5. 1331.
HISTORIC I.OCOMO'I‘IVE EXHIBIT.
The "Howard" was the thir
Amer ican experiment. Besides the
"Rocket"
of 18v , h
.
, d notcworthy_'
,
later. The ﬁrsiglociirc “as Shmm mph
. tubular boiler was ."the
th Edcnlopment Of a year
_
Stourbridge Lion." built in l- n
main." of i827.
. Bland and i mported in $29 was the
turn a'wheel in the United States.
ﬁrst locomotive to
orth's "Sans Pariel" took part In the Rain
11111 trials oi 1829 in England. but the Haekw
exhaust
created
such
a
drai
t as to blow all his ﬁre
"N
out through the stack. Ericson's
_
. ovelty"was built in England in 1829. The ﬁrst
locomotive built in the Unite d States as well as the ﬁrst to dra
Thumb." built by Peter Cooper to demonstrate the practicabili w a car was the “Tom
V
ty oi: steam power. It
drew a car ﬁlled with Directors of the llaltimore & Ohio R ailroad a. distance of eighteen
_

As e.’

miles in one hour and twelve minutes up a grade of eighteen feet to the mile. returning
in ﬁfty-seven minutes. The ﬁrst locomotive to be put to ractical use in America was

the“llest Friend." built by E. L. Miller at the West Point "oundry in 1830. .It'exploded
its boilerin 1831 but was rebuilt and called the Phoenix. The original '\ ork" was
‘ '
'
' 8 . The
"Johnson"
was built
in America
In was
the same
York. who
Ila‘1‘iiiinlrs""\i)rieirslgtzavi‘a‘s!batiilt
by William
T. 1am”
of New
ﬁrst toyear.
applyThe
the
'
Seourn. 1817.

link motion. preceding Stephenson by some ten or twelve years.

American invention of 1831.

and of the progressive development of railroading, track-mak
ing, terminal facilities, bridges, and the latest improvements in
all equipments and appliances used in the operation of up-to
date railroads,
Though not under the direction of the Transportation De
partment, there were two other testing operations at the Expo
sition, one of which was closely related to the locomotive tests.
and both had a direct bearing on transportation problems.
Congress had made two appropriations of $30,000 each
{01' the construction and operation of a fuel-testing plant at

The Costell was an

'JAints. 1831.

the Exposition, under the direction of, Charles D. Walcott,
Director of the United States Geological Survey, but had stipu
lated that the testing machinery and the coals and lignitcs to
be tested should be furnished free of charge. On account of
this stipulation the complete equipment of the plant with the
requisite machinery was delayed until September. But at the
close of the ExpOsition sixty-four carloads oi coal for testing
had been received from Arkansas, Colorado, Illinois, Indian
Territory, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Missouri, Mon
tana, New Mexico, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, Texas, West
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GENERAL VIEW HISTORIC LOCOMOTIVE EXHIBIT.
The'New
Central
and allied
contributed
to the
historicalcars?bii)itl‘tvliek:,gtlalilgg
loe m '
' '
the
original York
"De Witt
(.linton”
train.roads
an engine
and three
passenger

coaches to carry nine passengch instde and six outside. which made seventeen miles
an hour between Alban and Schenectady in 1831. This was shown alongside the
"Camp." i83i.

Virginia and \Vyomiiig and

Empire State Express.’ which represents the perfection of luxurious railroad travel
and hasattained a speed of 100 miles an hour. In the Baltimore 81 Ohio exhibit the
(,hlld showed another successful invention of 1831. power being applied by means of
gears. as in all the locomotives of that period. The "Atlantic" of 183! was the oldest
original locomotive in this remarkable exhibit and the oldest original in America It

has also the most remarkable record of any locomotive in any part of the world being

boiler tests, foundry tests,

in continual use for Sl‘Xty-lyVO years. from 1831 to 1893, when it was placed on exhibition
at the Chicago World 5 Fair. t_was designed by Phineas Davis,of York. Pennsylvania

coking tests, gas tests and
briquette-inaking tests were
made at the rate of several
dozens of determinations

The bailer and‘cylinders are upright and the driving is through two sets of gears giviné

daily.

American type of wheel arrangement and has the general form of the modern locomo.
I’ve. The,Baltir_nore & ()th “Traveler,” “Jefferson” and “Mazeppa,” the Norris
' Lafayette ' and improved York" illustrate the American types invented in the ’30‘s

This work was all

done under the direction of
university professors and
engineering experts, and in

two speeds.

Old _Ironsides' was Baldwin's ﬁrst locomotive.

“The Experim'ent" of

18;: was the ﬁrst with swwel front truck, and made remarkable speed, running fourteen
mules in_thirteen minutes and a single mile in ﬁfty seconds. This was designed by John
B. Jerv_is_, engineer of the Mohawk 8: Hudson Railroad. It was the result of his study
of the rigid wheel base, which. be determined was unsuited to the sharp curves necessary
in American railroads. The Campbell" of 1836 was designed by James Campbell of
Philadelphia. and built by James Brooks. It illustrates the ﬁrst appearance of 'the

The

Lafayette" was the ﬁrst American locomotive to be exported. and it gave sucli

satisfaction in England that seven more were ordered. The "Mississippi" was the ﬁrst
locomotive seen in the LmiISiana Territory. It was used over ﬁfty years, The "\Vinans“
of 1842 showed the great increase of weight in construction.

BAanrn’s "OLD lnonsmiss." 1832.

December, 1904, Congress
made another appropriation of
$25 ,000 for continuing the
tests at the same place, with
the same plant and staﬁ‘.
An Electric Railway Test
Commission appointed by
President Francis planned a
series of electric railway tests,
approved by Professor W. E.
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English roadbed of ninety-pound steel rails laid on
model
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I
seasoned
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to preveii t

jolting.
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Besides the railways already mentioned, the Chicago &
Alton, the Wabash, Union Paciﬁc, Missouri Paciﬁc, Santa
Fe, Missouri, Kansas & Texas

and Mobile & OhiO, all had

M
“gait-ha
1_
r4.-

notable installations of im
proved rolling stock and
equipment, automatic brakes,
signals, terminals, interlock
ing switching systems, etc.,
showing marked progress in
all lines since the \Vorld's
Fair at Chicago. There were
experimental types of loco
motives shown at Chicago
that no one would think of
HUDSON RIVER TUNNEL.
showing now. Of the thirty
standard-gauge locomotives exhibited at Saint Louis, all were
of the most approved models, with tested improvements;
ﬁfteen for passenger service, thirteen for freight and two for
switching; representing a very large increase in weight and
efﬁciency over those installed at Chicago. Fifteen years ago
130 pounds of steam pressure were the highest attainable. At
Saint Louis there were
twenty locomotives,
each capable of a
steam pressure of 235

LOCOMOTI VE TESTING PLANT.
P
lvania Railway Company in the Palace of

stalled at a cost of about $250,090,
The most noteworthy exhibi t by the ennsy
Transportation was the locomotive testing laboratory in
lant of the kind ever assembled. ' 1n the construction
the most elaborate and complete gennsylvania Company's engineering ofﬁcers acted in
e ui ment
thisChief
plant,
_
_ I
_
‘
:giisuliatihn
withofthe
of the
the Transportation
exhibits;
an advisory
committee
of'thc
American Society of Mechanical Engineers; a committee representing the American
Prussxan Railways;
'
M h
’ As ciation; Carl Steinbiss. Director of _the Royal
_
Q __ ~
'll'iaEierispSiSwiiilll‘fécnei-gl Manager Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway. and H. 1'. \\ illic,

Engineer of Tests for the Baldwin Locomotive \Yorks. The object was to_test in a scien
tiﬁcally accurate manner the relative merits of different locomotives in action at all points
of comparison. in proportion to fuel consumed, speed developed, power exerted, friction
3d, and that
of bearings, wear of machinery, etc. The tests were begun May
_
_ month was
largely consumed in getting the apparatus into perfect working order. but in that month
an the remaining six months of the Exposition 100 complete tests were made and
recorded. with tables of tests in 400 particulars of results for each test. thus throwing
a great ﬂood of new scientiﬁc light upon all the details of locomotive construction. It
is believed that the record of these tests and of others to be continued by the same plant
wlien_re-erected at Altoona, Pennsylvania. will inaugurate a new epoch in locomotive
'
building. The most satisfactory results of the tests at the Exposition were obtained in
three tests made on Thanksgiving Day. The locomotive on the testing plant was one of

the latest designs. known as the Cole Four-Cylinder Balanced Compound. exhibited by
the New York Central. The ﬁrst test was run continuously for two hours at a speed of
ﬁfty-seven miles per hour. The second test continued for an hour and a half at a speed
of sixty-six miles per hour. The third test was for a full hour at the remarkable speed of
seventy-five miles. The drawbar pull was equivalent to a load of ﬁve of the heaviest
Pullman cars—the number of revolutions per minute. 320. In none of the previous tests
of locomotives had it been possible to exceed a speed of 260 revolutions per minute with
out heating
the bearings and some of the parts. The performance of this locomotive was
_
consuiered very remarkable, not merely on account 0 the speed attained and maintained
for so long a time, but because of the smoothness of the running. there being almost no

perceptible Vibration and the locomotive showing very perfect balancing. The locomotive
testing staff and all connected With the Transportation Department were exceedingly en
thuSiastic over these remarkable results, which have a world-wide importance. The whole
work accomplished on this
plant during the Exposition :- esultecl in
' accumulating
'
. testing
-.
an enormous mass of engineering data, the value of which cannot be over-estimated.

and one from the shops of Henschel & Son at Cassel.

compound, built in France by the Societé Alsacienne des Con
structions Mechauiques. This was a passenger engine of the
most approved and successful French type, and it was imported

pounds. One of these,
owned by the Bur
lington, hauled a train
of 562 tons 202 miles
in four hours and
twelve minutes. The
American Locomo
tive \Norks exhibited
eight, the R o g e r s
Locomotive Works
three, the Baldwin
VVorks twelve. There
were two German
locomotives, one
from the von Borries

Works at Hanover

The

Pennsylvania exhibited a De Gehn four cylinder balanced

.'
._
q!“
'3':

that it might be tested
at all points in com
parison with the most
advanced American,
English and German
engines.
The displays of
passenger cars, nota

bly those of the Mis
souri Paciﬁc, the
Illinois Central's steel
frame side-door sub
urban c o a c h , the
Empire State Ex
press, and the Pull
man Vestibiiled Sleep
THE “BIG FOUR" EXHIBIT, "THE SPIRIT OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY.”

ing Car trains, showed

On entering the Palace of Transportation through any of its many portals the visitor‘s eye was soon attracted to
‘ vast_ hall by a moving embl cm of the speed and force of modern civilization. This was :1 200.000
the center of the
pound locomotive, with a ﬂashing headlight, and wheels going at a lively gait. while the locomotive itself had only
the motion given to it by the elevated turntable which kept it slowly turning its headlight on every part of the build
ing._ This trophy bore the legend “The Spirit of the Twentieth Century" as the pro er blazon for the surroundinz

that great strides have
been taken in recent
years in providing for

exhibits. It was installed by the "Big Four" System. the great southwestern lines o the Vanderbilt railroads.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT.
PROGRESS SHOWN IN

WESTINGHOUSE AI R- lt R.\l\' [5 EXHIBIT,

the comfort, pleasure and safety of the passenger. American
railways have long led the world in the luxury of their
passenger equipments, and even so long ago as the Exposi
tion of 1893 it was made plain that the accommodations
Offered to private citizens in this country on railroads were
scarcely inferior to those provided exclusively for royalty in
other countries. While there was less profusion of ornamen
ration and luxurious upholstery in the palace cars exhibited
in 1904, there was a

1..-m1-.. .

2x435

commendable sim
plicity of decoration
and a marked in
crease in comforts;
better provisions for
warmth, ventilation
andcleanliness. Elec—
tric lights were sunk
in the window frames
so that people might
read after retiring to
their berths. The
chairs in the C h a

r

RUSSIAN BOOTH, WESTINGHOUSE EXHIBIT.

freight cars, there were included logging cars, hopper dumpers,
center and side dumpers and combination ﬂat and hopper cars.
The numerous and instructive transportation exhibits of
Austria, Belgium and Nicaragua were installed in their respec
tive national pavilions; those of Argentine and Haiti in the
Palace of Forestry, Fish and Game; those of China in the
Palace of Liberal
Arts; those of Cuba
and Hungary in the
Palace of Manufac
tures; those of Den
mark and the Nether

lands' in the Palace
of Varied Industries;
New Zealand’s in the

GERMAN ENGINE—RECORD ONE HUNDRED MILES AN HOUR.

P a l a c e of Agricul
ture. Brazil, France,.
Ge rmany , Great
Britain, Italy, Japan,

This engine, the highest development Of steam locomotion in Germany. was made by lIcnschel 8: Son to compete
in a measure with the birth speed electric engine with which the German (iovernmentis experimenting on the hIeXico and Siam, all

coziches rt, 01
d
RoyalPrussIan _RaIlway. The result of comparison is much in favoroi the electrically driven car. The feeling in '
v
ve le (-ermany, in spite of the remarkable showing which this engine made. is that steam has reached here its highest had
overhead racks were development and that the future power for rollIng stock WI" be In the form of electrIcIty.

being superseded by baggage storage spaces under the seats.
The progress shown in freight cars exhibited a manifest
tendency towards higher capacity, and, excepting refrigerator
cars, towards steel construction wholly or in part. Of ﬁfteen
cars exhibited as samples of improved freight carriers, nine
were entirely of steel and
three of steel and wood corn
bined.
Besides o r din a ry

the Palace of Transportation.

well ﬁtted sections in
Brazil exhibited saddles, har

motors, railroad works, ship-building yards and the equip
ment of her city ﬁre departments. France made a magniﬁcent
display of automobiles, carriages, cycles and their accessories
and ﬁttings; motors, saddlery
and harness, with models,
drawings, and photographs of

E WORKS EXHIBIT.

BALDWIN L OCOMOTIV

and

ness, ambulances, models and photos of river craft, boat

If .
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AN I893 COMPOUND ENGINE.

llltel'estmg'

A ,9“ COMPOUND ENGINE.
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LIMA, OHIO, LOCOMOTIVE AND MACHINE COMPANY.
A MODERN METHOD OF TRANSPORTING VINEGAR.

railways, terminals, harbors, and steamship lines. The Ger
man section contained the interesting exhibits of the Ham—
burg-American Line, the North German Lloyd Steamship
Company, the Bremerhaven ship-builders; the German rail
ways, drawings and models of hanging railways, and auto
mobile exhibits by
Benz 8: Company of
Manheim, the oldest
automobile makers in
the world, who pat—
ented the ﬁrst car
January 29, I886.
The British exhibits,

east along the main aisle. It contained an immense h0rizontal
relief map of the empire, including Formosa, and showing
coasts, harbors, postal and telegraph lines and steamship
routes. There were also models of Japan’s splendid merchant
marine and maps of their oceanic routes and much graphic
illustration of Japan and her railways. The Mexican section
contained a ﬁne ex
., ,,
177.7%",2 31“
.
I ~
I
V {Ma-2.:
hibit
1nstalled
by

!
,

"'7'

Mexico’s W a 1' De
;

besides those made '
by her railways, in
cluded models of
steamships and docks
installed by her great
navigation and ship
' '
bulldlng

, AN OLD STATE COACH.

'
Th ciéii-ﬂiflegdc
'
f goiii
K' g with
of PSemis
rtugal Martin
400 years
ago,
conlpanles'
ﬁnishecd
ginda
panels.

Italy exhibited a Sic_ Exhibited in the Benguiat Museum of Ancient Art.

\Iﬁ“.0~
1'-

ilian cart and horse and a collection of maps, drawings, models,
photographs and pamphlets, illustrating the latest progress in
railroad building and operation. The Japanese section occu

pied the southwest corner of the building, extending 200 feet

QUEEN ADELAIDE’S CAR.

“\R
~,
l

partment and also a
great deal of ﬁne
M e x i c a n saddlery
and harness, photo
graphs of steamships
belonging to M ex
ican N avigation
Companies and ster
oscopic views of
Mexican railways.
Siam’ 5 many queer

Built in 1842 for the Queen Dowager Adelaide. widow In 0 d e l s , of coats,
of King William IV, a stage coach on trucks in strange
contrast with the modern roomy private car.
bullocks carts, ele

phant howdahs, bullocks and elephant harness, made her section
exceedingly novel and interesting to untraveled Americans.
The display of vehicles by American and foreign manufac
turers proved that even in machines which many generations

BIRD'S~EYE VIEW OF THE TRANSPORTATION EXHIBITS.

ROAD-MAKING MACHINERY AND BRIDGE-BUILDING.
of men have been perfecting, recent years have made great
improvements. both in looks, lightness of draft and durability
of running gear and material. Of course, in electric railway
rolling stock there has been more manifest illlproyement Since

the ﬁrst little trolley car was operated in Richmond, Virginia,
in 1887, than in any other passenger conveyance_
Bearing upon the subject of transportation were the
exhibits of road-making ma_
W
chinery, steam shovels for

‘

'

pin-jg:

535

The exhibit was full of instruction for those who are giving
attention to this subject, which has an important bearing upon
the welfare of established communities.

Various forms of rock crushers, used in the preparation of
ballast for railroads and for the construction of improved
highways were shown. New methods of cement construc
tion with steel reinforcement for culverts, abutments and
’ other work were demonstrated.
Here were illustrations of re
inforced concrete beams and
concrete piling.
Many ‘of the nations exhib
iting at the Exposition
showed, in some part of their
exhibit, models of railroad
bridges of latest forms of con
struction, which gave the in
quirer an insight into what
the world at large is doing in
bridge engineering for rail
road and highway purposes.
Not the least interesting
were the exhibits of electric

railroad construction, dump
cars, excavators, and model
highways. In the Palace of
Liberal Arts were several dis
plays of graders for highway
construction, and huge steam
rollers with which to smooth
and pack the crushed rock
and asphalt covering in the
making of a modern street.
In the Palace of Machinery a
huge steam scoop of the clam
shell type was in daily opera
tion, picking up nearly a ton
of earth with each plunge
MOVING PLATFORM FOR CONVEYING FREIGHT.
locomotives, showing what
into the soil.
The many
_1n the Transportation and other buildings the Link-Belt Machinery Company of (leﬁlllte p To gres 5 has been
Chicago showed many forms of conveyers for all sorts of purposes.
styles of dump cars were
made in this line of develop
shown in the Palace of Transportation. In the Municipal ment. The original electric locomotive was exhibited in the
Street were samples of good roads, laid by the Good Roads Edison display. Here it was just as when ﬁrst operated on
Association. New Jersey, which has given much attention to his private experimental track at Menlo Park, New Jersey,
the problem of good road construction, made an exhibit in in May, 1880. The new inventions were the Hunt Storage
the Municipal Street of forms of roads adopted in that State. Battery locomotive and the Baldwin-Westiughouse types.
ti*"‘QY-.’
’
,~[~.'
I
. ~,.yf'
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GRAND PRIZE-WINNING. FOUR-CYLINDER COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE BUILT FOR THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILWAY COMPANY.
_ This locomoti
. b uilt by the Societe' Alsaciennes de Constructions Mécaniqucsat Belfort. France. and was one of the important exhi bits of the Pennsylvania Railway
Lqmvﬂny
in the ye “as
scientifically t

tTmnsponaﬁO“ bilildil‘lg- It was of the dc Glehn type, and an example
the latest type_ used _ on French
railways
in fast
servic¢_
_ ofofthe
‘ v
_ passenger
assen er SCI'VICC
Pennsylvania lerpad. 'l_ he Societé
Alsaeiennes
de Constructio 1 fter h 3 v'mg been
‘
ES ed at the W'orlrl's Fair it was placed in the regular
ns Mécaniques ha
.“1 \mo" than 5.000 locomotives for France. Germany, Switzerland, taiy, pain, Portugal, Russia. Rournama, (,hma, Algeria. America and England_
lts exhibit at the Expos:
“n “’35 award

ed a grand prize as a result of the test. and because of its design and workmanshlp.
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lilRD'S-EYE VIEW OF THE WORKS OF THE SAINT LOUlS CAR COMPANY.

I

It was at this large group of buildings that the cars exhibited at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition were made. The entire works Cover an area of ﬁfty-two acres. while
the ﬂoor space is nine hundred thousand square feet. Under its roof are em loyed three thousand men. and they turn outa car for each man employed. In fact, if the results of
one year’s work were coupled together on one track they would make a train a most twenty miles long. Everything relating to a car—seats. arc lights, curtains. vertical wheel
are turned out: and it also has
brakes. bearings. and_cven paint—is manufactured here and the company also operates its own brass foundry. where all brass and bronze trimmings
.
.
a malleable an gray iron foundry. The iron laundry and the Laclede plant. two branches located at a distance from the main works at Baden. Saint Laws. are shown on the
left-hand side of the picture.
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In this wonderful age of invention and progress, when
the utilities of to-day may be relegated to the scrap-heap
tomorrow; when the earth's vast distances are constantly
shrinking before man‘s ingenuity and space is being prac
tically annihilated, the momentous changes that have taken
place are given but little thought by the great public, which
is the chief beneﬁciary of them. For instance, it is a far cry
from the days of the old stage coach to the present period of
electrically propelled palaces of travel, and how few there are
who ever give a thought to the wonderful evolution that has
meanwhile taken place in vehicular trafﬁc, or credit to those
few captains of the industry who, by their energy, skill and
ingenuity, have produced the present high standard in the
methods and means of street-car transportation, one of the
elements of progress which has done its full share towards
the upbuilding of the American Nation.
This story of street-car development which is so closely

interwoven with the progress of the United States might be
told in several volumes, perhaps, but it could not be better
presented than it has been in the comprehensive historic
exhibit which the Saint Louis Car Company, the greatest of
all car-building concerns, had in the Transportation Building
at the World‘s Fair. No other company could have pro
duced such a display, for the Saint Louis Car Company and
its officers have been identiﬁed step by step with the evolu
tion of the street railway car. The history of the one is in
reality the history of the other. They have been inseparable.
The Grand Prize for excellency in the manufacture of street

cars, trucks, seats,headlights, vertical wheel brakes (patented),
Spiral journal bearings, brass car trimmings, gray and malle
able castings and other specialties, which was awarded the

Saint Louis Car Company by the Louisiana Purchase Expo
Sition, is but another of the many triumphs of this great
concern,

The" display at the \Vorld's Fair showed at a glance all
that has been done for forty years or more in car building ;
and itrevealed, of course, that the greatest degree of excellence
“'35 the result of the ﬁrm’s push and energy and inventive
Capadly within recent years. Formerly the idea uppermost

in the municipal public mind as regards transportation was
simply “get there." The means or method did not enter into
the question at all. All that was required was that a horse
or mule-drawn car should hold the rail. As time flew by
and business increased with the growth of population, the
demand for quicker and more comfortable facilities began to
develop. How well the Saint Louis Car Company met these
demands in the different periods of street railway construc
tion, cannot be better illustrated than by the line of street
cars, headed by the old 'Westcm stage coach, which constituted
their display.

No contrast could be greater than that between the old
coach and the present street-car palaces of to-day, and in fact

the workmanship and material seen in the types of horse cars
reveals the big improvement made over the old stage that
bowled over mountain roads.
Next to the old coach in the exhibit was a horse car of the
type ﬁrst used. Its capacity was but twenty passengers, and

while it ﬁlled a “ long-felt want ” in its day, it was but a sorry
specimen compared with the present substantial coaches that
carry hundreds of persons.
The car that is used on Cuban
and Porto Rican plantations, and the ﬁrst cable car ever put
into service, are interesting in showing the ﬁrst changes and
improvements in construction.
Then there was an electric car only recently taken out of
service, which, when it was built in 1887, was considered a
model. Perhaps comparison between this and the coaches of
to-day revealed the greatest improvement in all points of con
struction. After a glance at the .“old timers" it was refreshing
to turn to the model cars now used on the surface, elevated,
underground and interurban railway systems. These types,
combining durability with elegance and comfort and conven
ience, represented the class of work that the Saint Louis Car
Company is now engaged in. They were not made for
exhibition purposes by the builders, but were parts of Orders
already ﬁlled or being ﬁlled at the plant.

In this part of the modern exhibit was a type of car built
for the Interborough Rapid Transit Company, of New York,
one of two hundred ordered.

This no doubt represented the

k
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HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.
a_i

acme of excellence in car construction. It was ﬁfty-one feet The Oakland coach was equipped with reversible seats and
i was mounted on the Car Company's interurban trucks N0.
long, almost nine feet wide and nine feet high. The body
tapered, and the entire plan showed that it was designed to 2313. The interior, which was richly ﬁnished, was illumin
give the greatest seating capacity. The car was ﬁreproof, being ated with are lamps, and the headlight was also of the arc
sheathed in copper. The interior ﬁnish was African mahogany, type, both of which were specialties of the Saint Louis Car
Company.
It seated ﬁfty-six passengers.
the seats ran crosswise in the center of the car, and longitud
Perhaps the most interesting part of the exhibit to laymen,
inally at the ends. Each coach was ﬁtted with air brakes and
other modern appliances and was heated with electricity. For and maybe street-car men, was the various stages of street-car
easy running it could not be surpassed, as the trucks were of construction that were illustrated, from the lumber set up as it
was ﬁnished in the woodworking department to the ﬁnished
the swing bolster type, with solid forged frames.
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Other cars in the same exhibit which revealed the won
derful capacity and perfect workmanship 0f the Saint Louis Car
Company were a forty-six-foot combination motor and trailer
built for the Northwestern Elevated Railroad Company of
Chicago, and an unusually large and handsome interurban
coach built for the San Francisco, Oakland and San Jose
Railway Company, of Oakland, California. The former was
mounted on No. 50 trailer trucks and had eight cross seats
in the center, and the remainder of the longitudinal style.

product with all its appliances and burnishings. Reference
to this exhibit would be incomplete were it to ignore what

ill to
[0

was without doubt the ﬁnest private car ever constructed for

1mm“)

use on a street railway. It was built for John I. BeggS, Of
The Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light Company.

These are but a few of the striking artistic and useful evi

Eil‘tlret

._ (t

dences of the great enterprise located in Saint Louis, and every
citizen of the city should feel proud that the Saint Louis Car

5‘16 th

Company leads and supplies the world with street cars. The
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plant where all this vast work is done is the largest and
busiest in the country, and at the same time the most system—

lamps for interior car lighting; curtains, vertical wheel
brakes (patented), spiral journal bearings, and many other

atically operated.

specialties that are essential to an up-to-date, modern car.

Its growth, like the street cars it manufac—

tures, has been progressive.

The ﬁrst plant was but a speck

compared with the monstrous one now in operation.

The

company’s great success has been due to the honesty of its
product and the push and enterprise and skill of its ofﬁcers and
employee. That the best results might be obtained, the com
pany has always made it a practice to look after the interests of its

employes.

The admirable relations existing between them has

done much to promote the concern’s success. The employes
take an interest in their work beyond that of earning a day‘s
wage. They always strive for something better for their em
ployers’ good, and their loyalty and efforts are liberally re

warded. This spirit has enabled the ﬁrm and its men to keep
abreast of the times in the manufacture of standard cars, and
also to take the initiative in the creation of new types looking
to the betterment of street railway service. The company
employs three thousand men, and there is not so much as a

nail or screw in the product that is not turned out in the
plant. All upholstering, painting, molding, electric wiring,
lamps and ﬁnishing are done in the various departments, so
that every department has a hand in the construction of the
cars.
The company was organized in 1887, and its growth for
the ﬁrst ten years was sure and steady. Mr. J. H. Kobusch
was its founder. He was succeeded by his son, Mr. Geo. I,
Kobusch. During the last six years the progress made has
been so remarkable as to excite the wonder and admiration
of all who have visited the mammoth works. That this com—
pany has grown so rapidly is, in a great measure, due to the
systematic and up-to-date methods of manufacture and
modern equipment, as well as a thorough knowledge and
understanding of the requirements of the electric street car
industry.
The original works of the company were located at
No. 3000 North Broadway.
It was an humble beginning,
some two hundred and ﬁfty men being employed at the time.
and the capacity being between four and ﬁve hundred cars,
average length about twenty feet. The work of the shops in
the early history was distributed among three or four depart
ments. To-day there are thirty distinct and separate depart
ments, each one of which has a share in turning out the work
from inception to completion.
In 1898, new works were
erected at Baden, a suburb located in the extreme northern
part of the city. The present manufacturing equipment is
the most modem that can be found anywhere.
A com
parison of the original works with the shops of the present
day illustrates the expansion of the company more than mere
words possibly can.
The capital stock of the company in 1887 was $25,000.00;
in 1888 it was raised to $150,000.00; in 1894 to $500,000.00,
and this latter amount was tripled in 1903, making the

Papilalization $1,500,000.00.
increased to $2,000,000.00.

In 1904 the capital was
The sales of products in 1898

amounted to $601,478.10, while in 1903 the sales exceeded
$5,000,000.00. In April of 1903 the Saint Louis Car Com
pany acquired the Laclede Car Company of Saint Louis, by
Pllrt‘hase.

Besides this there is a large output of trucks, the trucks
Of this company being noted for their easy-riding qualities,

Strength and durability.

The Saint Louis Car Company

also manufactures its own seats, are headlights and are

The company also operates its own brass foundry, where all
brass and bronze trimmings are turned out, also a malleable
and gray iron foundry. Manufacturing these specialties and
material themselves has proven quite a factor in the meteoric
career of this company, as it enables it to take large
contracts and make quick deliveries.
The products of the Saint Louis Car Company are not
only to be found in every State and Territory of the United
States, but also in Germany, France, England, Russia, South
America, Mexico, Australia, New Zealand, and other foreign
countries.

The oﬁicers of the company are: George I. Kobusch,
President ; H. F. Yogel, Vice-President and General Manager;
Geo. A. H. Mills, Secretary and Treasurer; W. B. Phelps,
Assistant Secretary ; E. I. Robinson, Manager Laclede Plant;
Geo. L. Kippenberger, Purchasing Agent; Chas. G. Ette,
Secretary Saint Louis Malleable Casting Company; Warner
S. McCall, General Sales Agent, Saint Louis; Frank E.
Huntress, General Eastern Agent, Boston, Massachusetts;
Frank McCoy, Pittsburg Agent, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania;
Gus Koch, Paciﬁc Coast Agent, San Francisco, California;
H. H. Becker 8: Co., Remscheid, Germany, and A. S. Everest,
London, England.
Recognizing the large ﬁeld in this country for a perfectly
designed and careful] y constructed automobile, the Saint Louis
Car Company decided upon the manufacture of this new and
wonderful addition to vehicular trafﬁc.
A new factory, specially built and adapted for turning out
automobiles, has been added to their present mammoth works,
already covering over ﬁfty acres.
After a series of exhaustive tests of the best foreign motors,
they were impressed so forcibly with the merits of the type
automobile selected, that, believing it to be the best suited to
meet successfully conditions in America, they purchased the
American rights of this company, and are building a machine
which they conﬁdently expect will excel any of the present
American makes in strength and durability. That same care
ful attention paid to details and high-class workmanship,
which has earned for the Saint Louis Car Company a reputa
tion for excellence and superiority in the manufacture of its
products, enters into the construction of automobiles.
The accompanying cuts give a general idea of the appear
ance of their machine. Three different models are contem
plated, of, respectively, twenty-ﬁve, thirty-ﬁve and sixty horse

power.

The motors are of the vertical, four-cylinder type,

and all the latest improvements of motor construction, such
as automatic carburetor, mechanical inlets, make and break
spark ignition, etc., are applied.

The Saint Louis Car Company enters the ﬁeld under the
most auspicious conditions, owing to the fact that they own

and operate their own gray and malleable iron and brass
foundries, and are, in consequence, able to obtain perfect
castings for cylinders and other parts.
Another ﬁeld but recently entered by the Saint Louis Car

Company, and in which it has already been an assured success,
is the manufacture of a steel—frame side-door steam passenger
car, a sample of which was exhibited in its display at the
Exposition, attracting great attention, owing to the new and
novel features connected with it. It will construct the steel
frame side-door suburban ear in addition to the regular class
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THE EVOLUTION OF THE STREET CAR—A SIDE-DOOR PASSENGER COACH.
This is the steel-(tame side-door passenger car exhibited at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition. showing side»doors open.- It attracted considerable attention. owing to the

many novel features that enter into its destgn and construct_ion._ These features were originated by Messrs. A. W. Sullivan and William Renshaw. in this steel-frame
side-door car. with vestibules and of handsome destgn and beautiful interior ﬁnish of polished mahogany, the public has been provided with the most perfect vehicle ever destgncd
tor the safe. ra id and emcicnt transportation_for a dense passenger trafﬁc. and one especially adapted to protection against ﬁre and telescoping. owing to the cxcluswe use of
steel in the un erfrarnc: also thatitoﬂ'ers an intelligent and practical means of relief from the discomfort. distress and dangers incident to the use of the end~door type of car
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oi wooden construction.

stcam-railway coaches. In December, 1904, the Company
secured the largest single order for steam~railway equipment
ever kit. It consisted of one hundred and thirty-seven coaches
for the Harriman lines, distributed as follows: The San
Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake Railway will receive ten
coaches, eight chair cars, ten baggage and eight postal cars;
the Southern Paciﬁc Railroad gets twenty-six coaches and
ﬁfty chair cars; the Oregon Railway & Navigation Company
eight coaches and the Kansas City-Southern Railway C0m~
pany ﬁve coaches, four chair cars, four baggage and four
postal cars. The Company also has under way ten coaches
for the Pennsylvania Railway and two for the Saint Joe &
Grand Island Railway Company.
In a general way the steel-frame side-door passenger car
may be described as follows: It is adaptable for suburban,
interurban and elevated service and its advantages are the
same whether the motive power be steam or electricity. Its
interior is arranged with a row of bench-form seats, so placed
in sections across the width of the car as to leave side and end
aisles following the walls around the entire interior, and
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section aisles between each group of seats; thus providing
for an expeditious movement to any part of the car when
necessary, or from one car to another, there being ordinary
swinging doors at each end for the latter purpose. Ingress
and egress to the car is by side doors, of which it has twelve
on each side, or a total of twenty-four side doors to the car,
which doors open opposite and directly in line with a section
aisle. It will hence be seen that, the car being entered by
these side doors from an elevated platform the height of the
car ﬂoor, the passenger has, at the least, to take but a few
steps from the platform to any of the eight seats directly in
front of him that may be vacant, or at the most, in case the
opposite seats are full, has the means of readily getting to the
nearest vacant seat. The side doors are mounted at the top
on ball-bearing rollers and slide in and out of the spaces in
the walls of the car. The thresholds are ﬂush with the floor,
equipped with safety treads and grooved to receive the lower
ends of the doors. The side doors are connected by mechanism
concealed within the hollow walls of the car, and arranged to
be operated in series by compressed air or by hand. The con
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GRAND PRIZE LIMOUSIN CAR.
This WIS on
of the
T
e 0 fJim fa pious make of French automobiles. shown in the foreign section
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"de at the \\’orld's Fair, and it was awarded the brand l'rize.
"lamﬂannre the a 3" ComDany secured the American rights from the French owners to
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PRlZE-WINNING TOURING CAR.
The above illustration gives
a splendid idea of one of the machines built in th S ‘
.
Louis Car Company. Machines
of twenty-ﬁve,thirty-ﬁve and
sixt h
. y
e a-mt
constructed at this style. The motors are of the vertical,
‘
y arse 90“ Er are being
four-cylindertype
_
. and h ave all
the latest improvements of motor construction, such as automatic
carburetor. mechanical
inlets and make-and-break spark ignition.
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trolling mechanism is located at the ends of the car and is
operated by the trainman. The mechanism is arranged so
that the doors can be operated by either of two systems—
that of the positive opening, closing and locking of all the
doors on a side at one time, or the closing, locking and
unlocking of all the doors at one time, leaving the opening
of such doors as are to be used to be done by the passengers
from either the inside or outside of the car.
The bench-form seats are of an entirely new design, and as
has been said, are arranged transversely in sections, each section
seating eight passengers. They are constructed throughout of
mahogany, with straight backs forty-two inches high, pro
vided with swell panels for back rests. No upholstering is
used. The seat bottoms of solid mahogany are of modeled
form, mounted on trunnion bearings in front and supported
on springs in the rear; each passenger having an independent
seat separated from adjoining seats by short arms. There are
twelve sections of seats, with two additional seats at each end
of the car, making a total of one hundred seats.
The aisles between the seat ends and the walls on each
side of the car are eighteen inches in width, and as they
extend the entire length of the car, they connect with the end
aisle, or vestibule area, and in addition to affording a passage—
way on both sides throughout the length of the train, give
standing room in an emergency for two hundred people, thus
making the emergency capacity of the car three hundred.
_
The unusual height of the side walls of the car has made
it possible to carry the glass in the doors and windows to a
height of six feet above the ﬂoor, thus giving an outside view
to standing passengers without the necessity of stooping.
Another convenient feature resulting from the use of side
aisles is found in the arrangement of the roller shades and
blinds in the windows and doors, which in their drawn
position leave exposed a strip of the window glass ten inches
high and extending the entire length of the car on the line of
vision of the seated passengers, so that a clear view of the
outside can be had at all times of the day without exposing.
the passengers to the direct rays of the sun.
Pintsch gas is used for interior lighting, the lamps setting
about sixteen inches lower than is usual, to give a better
distribution of light for reading. This arrangement is made
possible by placing the lamps over the backs of the seats, one
lamp of three burners being used for each section, and quite
out of the way of passengers using either the side or cross
aisles when entering or leaving the car. Ventilation is secured

by adjustable sashes in the upper deck and by a sliding sash
in the side doors.
A little consideration will make apparent the following
advantageous features of this new style of car:

The idea ordinarily suggested by the term “side-door
car” is that of a car divided into separate compartments in
which the seats are arranged transversely from side to side of
the car, with no communication between the compartments,
access to which is provided by doors swinging outwardly
from each compartment over the station platform. This
style of car is still in general use in Europe and Great Britain,
but offers no advantage over the end-door car used in America,
as it is even slower in its operation. In fact, the disadvantage
of the side-door car as used in England is so great that serious
consideration is at this time being given there to the end-door
car used in America as offering means of relief from the
difﬁculties now experienced. The side-door car of the Illinois

Central is quite unlike that used on English railroads, not

alone in the details, but in the principles of its design. In
the ﬁrst place, the swinging door is discarded, and the
danger to which passengers on the station platforms and
in the car are exposed by doors opening unexpectedly when

trains are in motion is eliminated.

Instead of the swinging

compartment doors of the English cars, each one of which
has to be opened and closed separately, sliding side doors
are used, which are operated and Controlled by ingenious
mechanism within the walls of the car, so that all the doors
may be opened and closed together or separately, as occasion
may require, by the trainman in charge of the car. This
arrangement admits of the instant and perfect control of all
the doors from either end and both sides of the car, effecting
great saving in time over the swinging door method.
Next to the sliding door, the abolition of the interior
compartments and the opening of side aisles are the most
noticeable differences, affecting not only the appearance, but
the use of the car. In English practice, when a train arrives,
the passengers to take it must go along the station platform,
looking ﬁrst into one compartment and then another until
vacant seats are found, thus consuming much time and greatly
delaying the train. By the use of aisles extending the entire
length on both sides of the car, as in the new cars, the
passengers may enter at once any of the side doors, and if
vacant seats are not found immediately at the entrance, they
can pass along the aisles to other parts of the car; or, if
necessary, through the communicating end doors of the
vestibules to other cars where seats may be found; hence, the
train meanwhile having resumed motion, no time is lost
waiting for passengers to ﬁnd seats.
It will thus be seen that while the English idea of a side
door is used, the method of its application is quite different;
and, while utilizing the side-door principle, there is combined

with' it all the advantages of the central aisle peculiar to the
American end-door car, thus producing a type of car having
the advantages of both systems without their disadvantages,
and of much greater seating capacity.
In this country, with the steadily increasing density of
passenger traffic upon railroads having a suburban business,
and particularly upon the elevated and subway lines handling
a heavy metropolitan traffic, the limitations of the end-door
cars have become too plainly apparent, as demonstrated by
the unreasonable detention of trains at stations in discharging
and taking on passengers during the rush hours of the morning
and evening. These detentions have a material inﬂuence in
diminishing the earning capacity of the properties, to say
nothing of the inconvenience to the public occasioned by the

inability of the lines to afford the requisite accommodations.
The remedy usually applied of increasing the number of trains
at such times does not afford the desired relief, for the reason
that no improvement can thus be effected in the crowding of
passengers at the ends of the cars, with the incidental surging,
struggling efforts of many persons to gain immediate entrance
through the narrow gateways and end-doors. The system is

a defective one and must necessarily remain so, as it produces
a concentration of passengers at the ends of cars and congests
the passageways whenever the traffic becomes heavy, and the
congestion continues to increase with the density of traffic

until ﬁnally the blockade is complete and movement ceases.
The railway and electrical Juries, composed of some of
the ablest railway and electrical experts in the United States,
awarded a gold medal _to the Consolidated “Axle Light" as

the best system of electric car lighting on exhibition at the

EXHIBIT OF ELECTRIC CAR LIGHTING.
world's Fair.

This was to be expected, for the reason that

efficiency and so manifold are its advantages over all other
systems of car lighting that it is today in use on the best

when required, insuring the highest efﬁciency from the storage

cars constituting the ﬁnest trains of most of the leading rail

s 01 i d a t e d

battery and conducing to the durability of the batteries, as
well as all other parts of the system. The regulation main
tains a uniform voltage on the lamps, insuring the longest
possible life for the lamps.
The means employed for transmitting the power from the
car axle is the most simple and elastic ever yet devised, namely:
by the use of a ﬂat rubber belt, which requires no special skill
to apply it and which runs equally well under all conditions
of weather. The dynamo is suspended outside of the end sill
of the car
truck, thus
insuring per~
fect align
ment of the

“Axle Light"

a r in a t u r e

s y st e m o f
electric lights
and electric

shaftudththe
ca r ax le.
This method
of suspen
sion makes
it ea 5 y to
a p p l y a

most efﬁcient system of electric car lighting ever yet devised.
This exhibit was a center of interest to railroad men be
cause of the clear demonstration given of the simplicity and
effectiveness of this method of providing light for all kinds of

cars. A brief inspection usually convinced the most skeptical.
While the Consolidated “Axle Light” system has only
been perfected in the past four years, yet so satisfactory is its

way lines in the United States.

It has been the electric light~

ing system used on the ‘iTwwtieth Century Limited" trains
of the New York Central and Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
roads since those trains ﬁrst went into service almost three
years ago, and it is today the electric lighting system in use
on the ﬁnest and fastest trains of many of the great trans
continental lines between Chicago and California.

In addition

to this, nearly all ofﬁcial cars of railway companies, as well as
all Pullman
private cars,
are equipped
with the con

fans.

rrtnl;

fine!

The most
eminent and

In tilt

p rogressiv e

iiiiﬁi

railway ofﬁ
cials in the
United States
concede that

rigs.
in if

where

this

The method of suspending the dynamo outside of the truck was clearly demonstrated by this showing in the Palace of Transportation.

light for all
classes of railway passenger cars, and that it is only a question
(If a short time when it will entirely take the place of gas or

. -.

will

oil lamps for car lighting.
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EXHIBIT OF THE CONSOLIDATED “AXLE LIGHT" SYSTEM.
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consist of a dynamo, suspended from the Car truck and driven
from the axle; a storage battery, hung in a suitable box
underneath the car, and a regulator installed in any con
venient location on the car.
This system carries the current direct to the lamps when
the train is'ruiining over ﬁfteen miles an hour, depending upon
the storage battery for current only when the car is stationary
or running slower than ﬁfteen miles an hour, thus lighting the
car with the least expenditure of power.
The regulation being automatic, the development of
current is controlled to any degree required to keep the lamps
supplied and the storage battery charged ready for service

this system of electric car lighting from the axle has been pro~
iioiinced by the chief mechanical ofﬁcials of nearly all leading
railway lines as the cheapest to install and maintain and the

Illif'
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_. ._-. _
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For years it has been recognized that the correct principle
forlighting passenger cars was by electricity with power taken
from the car axle to light the car while in motion, storing the
excess current in a battery to light the car while stationary;
each car carrying its own electric lighting apparatus, so that
no matter to what train the car may be attached or to what
point the car may be sent, it will always have electric light,
and is never dependent upon any extraneous source for its
Supply of light, as is the case with cars equipped with gas tanks,
which are entirely dependent for gas upon stationary gas plants.

is desirable.
The cost of maintenance of the equipment, on the basis of
per car per annum, is insigniﬁcant when compared with the
cost of maintaining any other system of car lighting, and the

greater the number of cars equipped with “Axle Light" by
anyone railway company the less the cost of maintenance per

car. This is being constantly demonstrated by railway
companies Usingalarge number of “Axle Light” equipments,
their employes easily becoming familiar with the mechanism
and operation of the equipment.
_

The company owning the Consolidated “Axle Light"
system of electric car lighting is the Consolidated Railway
Electric Lighting & Equipment Company, Hanover Bank

_ The Consolidated HAxle Light” equipment of electric car

Building, Pine and Nassau Streets, New York City, with
branchoﬂ-ices in Cliicag0,Saint Louis, Saint Paul, and Montreal,

llgllllllg meets all the requirements of an ideal and perfect
System of electric lights for passenger cars from the stand
DOint of efﬁciency, economy and safety, to say nothing of the

Canada. Its President is Mr. Isaac L. Rice, and its Chief
Engineer is Mr. Patrick Kennedy, who is also the inventor of
the HAxle Light” system, which is protected by United States

advantages of electric light over gas of any kind, as well as

and foreign patents. The other ofﬁcers of the Company are
Mr. I. L. \Vatson. Secretary and Treasurer, and Colonel
Ino. T. Dickinson, Vice-President, who has charge of all nego
tiations for the sale of “Axle Light” equipments.

Preference by the traveling public for electric lighting as the

Twentieth Century method of lighting passenger cars. The
pump?“ Parts of the Consolidated “Axle Light” system

“Us
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EXHIBIT OF THE PULLMAN COMPANY.
The exhibit of The Pullman Company in the Palace of
Transportation was easily the most attractive and popular
display in that department. The two magniﬁcent trains de
luxe, that stood side by side on the main tracks in the center
of the building, were a revelation even to those somewhat
accustomed to railway travel. To the thousands of visitors
whose railroad experience had been limited, these splendid
cars, through whose softly-carpeted and brilliantly-lighted

aisles the courteous Pullman porters conducted more than
seven thousand persons daily, were a veritable fairyland,
revealing unknown possibilities in luxurious travel, demon'
strafing how a journey, even to the ends of the earth, might
be made with less discomfort than one would experience in
a trip down town in a street car.
By comparison with earlier types of Pullman cars, an

inspection of these ten vehicles showed how rapid is the
progress of

railway

architecture.

Modern

conveniences,

unknown at the last century's end, are provided as lavishly
as though they were ancient and indispensable institutions.

Especially was attention directed to the security which the
Pullman traveler is justiﬁed in feeling, since, in spite of the
lOng list of railroad wrecks, it is an adage with railroad men
that the Pullman passengers always escape.
“But these are especially built cars, designed solely for
exhibition purposes," was the quite natural comment of many

skeptical visitors.
'1\1x\r~|\1l.N'\rl\.i'‘lIi-z

Nothing could be further from the truth.

Except that the names of the ten cars were chosen with
especial reference to the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, and
what it commemorated, the cars were in every way exactly the
same standard types that are being used all over the country,
differing no whit in safety, comfort or beauty, from those in
which everyone who so desires is privileged to ride daily.
The main points of construction were alike in all the cars.
In each the double diagonal wood ﬂoor was covered half an
inch thick with monolith, to give it the most sanitary stirface,
in that it was non-absorbent, smoother and, therefore, more
easily cleaned than a wooden ﬂoor. Over this cement com
pound the usual ﬁne W ilton carpet was laid.
In decorating the interior, it was the aim of the company
to obtain room-like effects, wherever this could be done con
sistently with utility. Therefore, mouldings and carvings
were avoided as far as practicable, and instead, beauty of
material and design substituted for elaborate ornamentation.
First in order in the ﬁve-coach Limited Train, came the

>urr(1|-<-.\1 |

composite buffet smoking car, “Jefferson.”

Twelve deep

leather-upholstered chairs invited the smoker, rivaling in

luxurious comfort the lounge in an alcove off the same apart
ment. Conveniently adjoining this was a buffet, with a
barber shop and white-tiled bath room annexed to it. A
Simpliﬁed treatment of the German nModern Style,” adapted
to the structural outlines of the car, was used throughout

so high as to interfere with the passenger's view. In this car,
too, the lighting was unique, for besides the lamps in the ceil~
ing, a small candelabrum branched over each of the ten tables,
and antique lamps hung at intervals along the sides of the car.
From here the passenger walked into the sleeping car

“Livingston,” which contained twelve Pullman sections, a
drawing room and state room en suite, with white-tiled annex
and commodious toilet rooms. “ L'art Nouvmu ” prevailed
here in the interior decoration of vermilion wood from the
Andaman Islands.
Fourth in succession, but equal in beauty, was the parlor
car, in dark vermilion wood, the “ Napoleon.” The sense of
luxury conveyed by its richly-colored upholstery was deepened
upon trying its comfortable seats.

The drawing room cona

tained a wide davenport and two easy chairs, cushioned in
old rose to match the satinwood ﬁnish of the room.
To complete this palatial train of cars was a ﬁfth, the
“Louisiana,” containing six communicating state rooms.
Each compartment had its individual color-scheme and fur—
nishings and its complete toilet appurtenances, each rivaling
its neighbor in exquisite furnishings. Adjoining the last of
these compartments was built the observation room, paneled
in light vermilion wood to within eighteen inches of the
ceiling, below which electric bulbs, fashioned like a cluster of
ﬂowers, shed a soft light.
Opposite this ﬁve-car “Limited” stood another train of
equal length. Passenger coach “1803,” the ﬁrst car of this
train, finished in Mexican mahogany, was very different from
what its number might suggest. No comparison could be
made between its comfortable furnishings and those provided
travelers a century ago. Thirty~six reversible seats uphol
stered in green plush, were provided for the comfortable
accommodation of seventy-two passengers.
The second car in this train was named “ 1903,” and was
similar in every respect to the “ 1803 ” except that reclining
chairs took the place of the reversible seats.
On this train, too, a comfortable smoking—car was pro
vided, which also was a café car. Six tables covered a space
of twenty-six feet, while the usual pantry, kitchen and buffet,
and a smoking room twenty-one feet in length, ﬁnished in
“ Moro” wood, ﬁlled the rest of the car. Square-beamed
English oak ceilings and wainscoted walls, upon which side
lamps and candelabra hung, gave the dining-room a home
like and tasteful appearance.
Noteworthy, especially because of its comfortable accom

modations, was the tourist sleeper “Mississippi.” Except
that the car lacked the rich decorations and upholstering of
the more palatial standard Pullman sleeper, it fulﬁlled in
arrangement every desire of the traveler‘s heart.

The decorator practised his art to the utmost in furnishing
the private car “President,” which formed the ﬁfth car in

the “Jefferson,” the ﬁnely-grained “ koko ” wood being dark
brown in color, with a conventional ﬂower molz'f in marquetry
tollend color to the paneling. To blend harmoniously with
this, the rest of the interior furnishings were of deep olive
311d brown, with which the side lamps, of burnished gold

the shower in the white-tiled bath room. Each room contained

metal, contrasted effectively.
No less attractive was the second car, the diner “ Monroe,”

journey could be indeﬁnitely continued in comfort.

although entirely different. Here the Flemish style prevailed;
Fhe Milly-carved oak, stained an Antwerp brown, extended
"1 a‘wainscoting to the lower deck, which was squared off,

makmg the car seem like the (lining hall of a palace. Leaded
E1358 windows were set unusually high from the ﬂoor, but not

‘
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this train and was a ﬁtting climax to the display of modern

luxuriance in travel. In the suite of three large private
rooms, in the bath, observation and dining rooms, the
arrangement was complete.

Nothing was lacking, not even

a dresser, a wardrobe and every toilet convenience, so that a

And with

all this attention to conveniences, the beauty of the car was
in no way neglected, so that the sumptuousness of it appealed
even to the most fastidious.
Views of the interior of the cars are found on the two
following pages.
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PL'LLMAN COMBINATION BUFFET. BAGGAGE AND SMOKING CAR “JEFFERSON.”
‘3

Twelve deep. leather-upholstered chairs. and a leather lounge in an alcove offered luxurious comfort to passengers. Adioining was a buﬂ'et. with barber-shop and white tiled
bathroom annexed. Beyond was the baggage room. '1 he wood work was the German modern style. and the furnishings were of deep olive and brown. with which the side lamps
of burnished metal contrasted effectively.
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PULLMAN DINING CAR “MONROE.”
The interior of this car was in richly carved oak. stained an Antwerp brown. extending in a wainscoting t0 the lower ilecks. The leaded glass windows were set high from
the floor. Besides the lamps in the Ceiling, a small candelabrum branched over each of the tables and antique lamps hung at intervals along the Sides of the car.
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l’llLLMAN SLEEPING CAR "LIVINGSTON."
This car contained twelve Pullman sections. a drawing room and state room en_ suite. with white tiled annex and commodious toilct rooms. The interior was ﬁnished in
Vermilion wood.

1' or the greater comfort of travelers electric reading lamps were prowded in each berth.
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PULLMAN PARLOR CAR "NAPOLEON."
The parlor car "Napoleon" presented the most luxurious appearance. It was in_dark vermilion wood. The richly-colored upholstered seats sueccsted_tlie_greatcst degree
of comfort. The draw-ing room contained a Wide davenport and easy chairs, cushioned in old rose to match the satinwood hnish. The toilet rdoms were in white tiling.
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PULLMAN OBSERVATION COMI‘ARTMENT CAR “LOUISIANA.”
There were six communicating state rooms in this car and eaclicompartment had its individual color scheme and furnishings and its complete toilet appurtenances. Adloimng
the, last of the compartments was an observation room. paneled in light vermilion wood to Within eighteen inches of the ceiling. Clusters of electric bulbs furnished light.

PULLMAN EXHIBITION TRAIN No. I.

THE PULLMAN COMPANY’S EXHIBIT.
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PULLMAN PASSENGER COACH "1803."
Thirty-six reversible seats upholstered in green plush provided comfortable accommodation for passengers in this coach.

The interior was ﬁnished in African mahogany.

To

keep the car abscimely it“ {mm draﬂs' “vhging Partitions hung at each end. No comparison could be made between its comfortable furnishings and those provided for
travelers a century ago.

PULLMAN CHAIR CAR "1903."
Richly upholstered reclining chairs were the most interesting feature of this coach. The wood work was of African mahogany. and all its furnishings were designed with a
view to the greatest possible comfort of the traveler.

“HA

I‘ULLMAN CAFE SMOKING CAR “CENTENNIAL.”
Six dining-tables occupied more than half of this car. while the pantry. kitchen and buffet._and a smoking room ﬁnished in Moro wood occupied the rest. Square-beamed
English Oak ceilings and watnscoted walls. upon which side-lamps and candelabra hung. added to its attractiveness. The smoka room held etght large. leather chairs.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _I

MIUUIHHII'FI

J“*"4 *'
*_

i

PULLMAN TOURIST SLEEPING CAR “MISSISSIPPI.”
_ This ton rist sleeper was provided with the most comfortable accommodations. fulﬁlling, in arrangement, every desire of the traveler's heart. At one end was a heater provided
with an oven for warming food and there was an enameled sink for washing dishes.

PULLMAN PRIVATE CAR "PRESIDENT."

The art of the
irrangement was c

decorator was practiced to the utmost in the furnishing of this car. In the suite of three large private rooms. in the bath. observation and dining rooms {ht
Ornplete. Each room contained a dreSser, wardrobe and every totlet convenience. the car was a ﬁtting climax to the display of modern luxuriﬂncg in "MEL

PULLMAN EXHIBITION TRAIN No. 2.
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The Safety Car Heating and
Lighting Company, with general
offices at No. 160 Broadway, New
York, and branch ofﬁces at Chicago,
Philadelphia, Saint Louis, San Fran
cisco and Montreal, exhibited its
devices for lighting railway cars by
the Pintsch system and heating by
steam.
The columns of the building
divided the exhibit into three sec
FIGURE 1.
tions. The compartment at one end
commanded a ﬁne view of
surrounding exhibits, in
cluding the revolving turn
table and the Baltimore & ‘
Ohio Railroad installation,
and was comfortably fur

nished and used for a recep

‘-*-“av-._
'3‘“v

As a four-ﬂame center lamp has an efﬁciency of at least
forty-candle power, it will be seen that a brilliant illumination
will be given by employing a ﬁxture at about every nine feet
in the length of a passenger coach, or slightly closer in cars of
the higher classes. \Vhile all of the devices used in this system

of lighting have been improved as experience has dictated,
constant and careful attention has been paid to increasing the
efficiency of the lamps, and
it is in this respect that
several important improve
ments have been made, ex
tending over the last two
or three years, and these‘
were shown in the lamps
exhibited, some of which
are reproduced here.
TYPE OF PINTSCH GAS SIDE DECK LAMP.
The lamp which is
shown in elevation (Figure I) and section (Figure 2) repre
sents the general type of the newer designs. \IVl'lEH in service
it gives the appearance of being a sphere of light, affording
improved ceiling illumination, increased efficiency at the
lower angles where required, and brings into use the opal
dome as a means of reflecting light. The improved interior

tion room. The next section
contained three models of
car heating systems and
exhibits of various appli
construction also admits of the greatest facility for cleaning.
ances used in heating and
lighting cars; and in the
It will be readily appreciated that the lamp represents a
third compartment there
part of the car equipment which can be made to aid materially
FIGURE 2.
were shown several exam
in the decorative and artistic effects which are desired in the
ples of car receivers, a standard Pintsch gas
different classes and designs of cars constructed.
compressor, and a welded storage tank, all of
To meet and fully care for this condition, there
full size.
were exhibited many designs of four-arm center
The spacious ceiling of the exhibit admitted
lamps, center deck lamps, side (leek lamps and
of a most tasteful display of the latest designs of
bracket lamps, both with ﬂat flame and Argand
lamps of all types for car lighting, embracing
burners, showing that the manufacturers of the
those applied in the center of car and the side
equipment are prepared to supply an assortment
deck lamps. Bracket lamps and other ﬁxtures
from which can be selected ﬁxtures for interior
FIGURE 3.
were appropriately arranged on the columns, and
schemes from the most simple to the most
elaborate. This Company’s lamp exhibit also contained a full
the lighting of all ﬁxtures by Pintsch gas produced a beautiful
illumination.
‘
line of railway car ﬁx
tures for use in com
The Pintsch system of gas lighting is now universally used
bination with gas and
and the record of progress made by this system is striking,
electric lighting, as
for while in 1885 there had only been equipped 17,600 cars,
well as electroliers,
this number was increased in 1895 to 64,800, and to January
brackets and pendants.
1, 1905, to over 135,000 cars. In the United States, Canada
The excellent work~
and Mexico the system has been applied by 170 railroads to
manship in ﬁxtures of
25,500 cars.
This record surely indicates that the older
this description was
methods of illumination are fast being replaced by one which
seen to marked advan
carries with it the greatest safety, economy, simplicity and
tage in the lamps ap
efficiency in operation.
plied in almost all of
The illuminant is oil-gas, made from crude petroleum,
the exhibits of railroad
which is manufactured and compressed at special plants, from
cars at the Fair. A
whence it is conveyed by pipe lines to the railroad passenger
combination ﬁxture is
stations and car yards for delivery by hose temporarily con
nected to the receivers under the cars.

There are now over

380 Pintsch works established and the gas manufactured is
very rich in illuminating power, one cubic foot being equal to
six of ordinary city gas compressed. A detailed description
of the practice used in lighting railway cars by this system
seems hardly necessary, but it may be well to mention that
the equipment on the car consists, in the main, of a receiver
or storage reservoir, ﬁlling valves through which the gas is
supplied to the receiver, a gauge for indicating the amount of
gas in the receiver and a regulator for delivering a constant low
pressure in the pipes leading to the lamps for using the gas.

FIGURE 4.

illustrated by Figure 3. One of the in
novations in the use of gas on railway
trains introduced in the past few years is a
gas broiler for buffet cars. Three styles
of broilers or combination broilers and
stoves were exhibited, but detailed men—
tion will be made here of only the one

(Figure 4) in most general use.

This is PINTSCHGASBRACKET
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for hot beverages and side dishes, all of which has added

automatic discharge of the water conden~
sation, especially in direct steam heating,
and for its operation is dependent upon the
difference in expansion of brass and iron.
The trap, being' connected to the steam

greatly to the possibilities of a menu on this class of car and

system, condensation is permitted to blow

thereby to the comfort of the traveler.
Thecarheatingmeth'
'
ods exhibited consisted
of the Company's standard steam heating by
water circulation, as
shown by two models
and a system of direct
steam heating covered

into the trap, and it will be apparent that
as the ﬂow of condensation decreases and
the live steam with its greater temper
FIGURE 10.
ture causes the brass pipe to expand more
than the iron pipe, the valve is closed sufﬁciently to allow

a broiler having a capacity for three large broiling irons and
over the broiling compartments a buffet um, and is remarkably
compact in construction. The variety of utensils permits the
rs of

serving of broiled and fried dishes, while the urn has capacity

by one model.

The hot

water systems are used in

conjunction with the
Baker heater stoves
without interfering with
the complete series of cir
culating pipes installed
with the heater itself, so
that in case of necessity FIGURE 5. the car can be heated by
ﬁre. The aim of heating by steam is accomplished through
the use of three jackets, and by their means heat is communi
cated to the water. These jackets are applied at three points
of the circulating pipes, each at a successively lower level.
The steam is conducted from the engine to the cars by a pipe
extending the length of the train. A branch on each car, con
trolled by a regulating valve, supplies the steam to the highest
jacket, after which it passes through the second and then to
the third or last jacket. To discharge the con~
deused water from the steam pipes and at the
same time prevent the escape of steam before it is
condensed, recourse is had to an automatic trap.

There is also incorporated in this equipment the
latest improvement in train pipe valves as ap
plied at the ends of a car with extension handles,
which admit of their being operated at the side of

only the condensation to escape.

A horizontal trap is con

structed on the same general lines,

m

and b 0 t 11
have prov—

en v e r y
satisfact
ory and
economi cal in oper

ation.
Another
style of steam trap is shown by Figure 8, and this device
depends upon the expansion of liquid contained in a ﬂexible
vessel to close the swing valve H against the valve seat G.
Figure 9 illustrates a straightport coupler, used
in conjunction with rubber hose for connecting the
ends of train pipe from car to car.
It is simple in
construction, consisting of an integral casting, ﬁtted
with a gasket and provided with a lock to prevent
uncoupling in service. As the gasket, which is
FIGURE 9.

made of composition, becomes worn, the feature

of being able to remove and replace it easily and
FIGURE 8.
quickly is recognized as ideal, and this has assisted
the car, immediately under the car steps.
A system of direct steam heating was shown by the third in the coupler's adoption to a remarkable extent. All surfaces
model and represented a design which the company has of the head or casting which come in contact with the connect
planned to meet the requirements for a simple and efﬁcient ing head are milled to exact lines so that in being placed
method of direct heating. The steam is intended
together there is an exactness in the coupling causing
to be taken from the locomotive through the “train f _
the gaskets to face correctly.
line” in the usual way. At or near the center of
i
The train pipe valves, Figure 10, have been espe'
the car at the highest point of the “train line” is
cially designed for use with one and one-half inch train
Placed a cross and from this a steam pipe is carried
pipe (or two-inch train pipe by removing the bushing K)
up into the car on either side, to inlet or controlling
and serves to prevent an outflow of steam at the rear
valves (Figure 5).
From these valves the steam is
of the train. The stem S has a double pitch thread and
admitted to the highest point in coils of two-inch radi—
gives a full opening with one full turn of the handle. In
almg pipes located on either side in the case of a
order to insure circulation of steam throughout the
Passenger coach. The condensation of the entire system
length of the train pipe a leakage groove has been pro
is drain“ by the use of automatic traps. The valves
vided in the seat R, allowing a slight quantity of steam,
used on the train pipe are applied at the ends of the car
or steam and water, to escape.
the same as in the other equipment.
The Pintsch gas-lighted buoy exhibited at St. Louis
ingciivsttléle devices which aidin carrying out these heat
represented a type which would burn continuously from
jackets $1115 particular mention should be made of the
10““ "1 Flgure 6; Traps, shown in Figures
'
7 a n d 8:
Couplers,
shown in
T Figure 9;

kn

I
we may

—am1m—

FIGURE 6.

tin-“mil Elm-mm

80 to 365 days and nights without attention, and its
brilliant and steady illumination can be seen a distance of

six miles.

In operation it is economical and reliable,

and there are now over 1,800 gas buoys and beacons
in service,—adopted

by

English, German,

French,

Russian, Italian and United States Light-House De
End Train
partments for channel and harbor lighting.
The Safety Car Heating 8: Lighting Company’s ex
Pipe Val
ves, shown
hibits received the Grand Prize for the Best System of
FIGURE 7.
in Figure
Car Lighting, the highest award for Car Heating
IO. The Vertical Apparatus, the highest award for Gas Buoys and a medal for
Steam Trap. Fig
Electric Lamp Fixtures, distinctions that evidence the super
ure 7, is for the ior position occupied by its products.
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BUCCESSFUL FLIGHTS OF DIRIGIBLE AIR SHIPS.

PERCY HUDSON.

Wide public interest centered in
the effort of the Exposition manage
ment to bring about some signal
achievement in the navigation of the
air. Large prizes were offered for
various results, but the knowledge of
aeronautics was proven to be not
sufﬁciently advanced in America to
secure the number of contestants that
the management had hoped for. The
aeronautic feature of the Fair was
nevertheless intensely interesting on
account of several successful ﬂights
of dirigible air ships. The grand
prize which the Exposition offered
was $i00,ooo to the person who
would navigate an air ship over an
L-shaped course not to exceed ﬁfteen
miles in circuit at a speed of at least

the plateau west of the Administration
building and embraced about twelve
acres, surrounded by a fence thirty
feet high. \Nithin the enclosure was
an aerodrome, or balloon house.
Mr. Percy Hudson, an experienced
aeronaut, was appointed superintend
ent of aeronautics by \Villard A.
Smith, the Chief of the Transporta
tion Department, which embraced
the aeronautic section. The ﬁrst of
the aeronauts to arrive was Santos
Dumont, on June 26th, but his air
ship' was found to have been slashed
with a knife between the day of its

ﬁfteen miles an hour, returning to

The machine had propellers at each
end with rudder at the rear. Santos
Duniont returned immediately to

the point of starting.
The aeronautic cconourse was on

arrival and the following morning.

The gas envelope was 155 feet long
by a diameter of twenty-three feet,
and the engine was sixty horse-power.

Superintendent of Aeronautics.

SANTOS DUMONT.
Owing to an accident to envel
opeof his airshipNo. 7, he did not
compete for the $00,000 prize.
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CROWDS IN THE CONCOURSE WATCHING BALDWIN’S AIR Sllll" PREPARE FOR FLIGHT.
TM spicmre
k was take" from the captive balloon which operated within the aeronautic enclosure. It shows an unusual view of an air ship. Roy Knabcnshue is standing on
01" magma?!
TC
~ hasﬁnzlne
'
~
, cleared from the fan in
.
.
. under Rood headway. the aeronaut gives the word tolct no.
gomg.
The-crowd is
front. After the engine
is
The
5 3D rises "a,
_
ir. riven along
by the Wind.
When it arrives at a sale height above the fence and trees, the- daring naVigator begins to steer it across the wind. This
5 ID avin
'
B only a s
.
.
(he framew

"I must day;
1" hone-Power engine and a single screw propeller, was not able to navigate against a strong wmd: consequently the successful trials were made on the
was fifty-tw w hen I t s mﬂxmmm
'
speed was about twelve miles an hour. With the gropcllers measuring eleven feet from tip to tip, making 200 revolutions per minute. The ship
0 feet lon and R
limit: and reinforceif
b
_ venteen feet in diameter. The framework was in t e shape of an equilateral triangle. tapering to a point at each end, made of vertical grained

y Piano Wire. The ship weighed :20 pounds and. when inﬁalﬂ-l- could 1i“ 544 pounds“
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(his; _was not sufficient to 1466 p
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the

ariletmg southward far vbeyon
Ound
S 0f the Exposition.
was by f Baldwin's “California {\T row
trial beinar “46 most successful, its ﬁrst
accident 0g. made on OCtOb.“ zst 1.h ' An
ht
of
LCurred to the engine at 3 61g

‘ 1

21000 feet, so that this trial was only 2‘
Pfirtial Succe55_
On October alst 'Roy

knabenshue, aeronaut for Mr. Baldwin,

made the most successful ﬂight of the Sea
$01.1 ’ ascending to a height of 2,000 feet,
gomg southwesterly over the Exposition
and returning in thirty-seven minutes to
the point of starting, the ﬁrst achievement

0f the kind in America.

_\____

_ THE FLIGHT
knabenshue in mid-air.
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tanninch

Thelargest of the air ships was that Of

' Ameriahe
a keel of hls‘
TH omits s. BALDWIN.
dome The ﬁrst man in
the EXPOSithII at great expense for freight, wlt'iitiilieiiili/tgiforusiziiidi‘nc:bhrsidleehiethootof.
I
HyppOlyte Francois, of France, brought to

salaries and maintenance of his force of machinists and helpers.

Mr. Baldwin's home is in Los Angeles,

airship successlu ly.
ship is seen over his shoulder.

The Berry air ship consisted of an envelope the shape of two

the ﬁrst time the wind whilJDCd a 11016 in it and the gas @563le

saucers, placed edges together, with propellers above and below
. shaft passing
. through the envelope. \Nhen inﬂated
_
on a vertical

On the second attempt the wo
'
0d 1'1111
. the Ellvelope
broke and tore the envelope . theen
enurCllllg’

Ding,

an n
. .| ""lllllli
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BALDWIN‘S AIRSHIP, "CALIFORNIA ARRow_., LEAVING THE CONCOURSE
ship sailed
the of
wind
on this
hence
the
curiousowing
indented
of the balloon
It
'
‘
shi Baldwin‘s
travels the‘greater
theinto
danger
blowmq
outflight,
the tail
of the
balloon,
to a shape
releaseofofthe
thefront
air pressure
due td spee‘di‘s
i233; alyiba:
which did not compete, he had a propeller at both ends: but Baldwm had one propeller at the front. because he found that it steadied the ship. which wo_uld not he the case 12:2;
eller was at the rear. Santos had a basket in the keel of his ship, but Knabenshue stood upon the frame work. and changed the direction of the Ship up or down by “10
DI'Oﬁ

bac

and forth on the frame.

.
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FAMOUS BERSON BALLOON, FROM GERMANY, EXHIBITED

i

,

5333‘
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FILLING THE AIR SHIPS IN THE AERODROME.
The balloon shed consisted of two bays_ forty-four feet wide. ﬁfty feet high and 185

BALDWIN’S AIR SHIP ON THE FENCE.

feet long. made of corrugated iron. The big doors were of canvas on a frame. A six
Every one of the three ships which attempted ﬂight at Saint Louis sooner or later
inch gas pipe from the hydrogen gas plant outside terminated with a valve and connection came to this (once. but fortunately nu_serious accident occurred to the men. although
in the center of the building for inﬂating the ships.
the ships were always more or less seriously damaged.

The total cost of the aeronautic feature of the Exposition
was $45,864. The aerodrome cost $13,888, the fence $6,559;
the two gas plants cost $16,052; salaries were $7,028, prizes
$l,000, and miscellaneous $1,335.
The famous Berson balloon, with a record of seventy-ﬁve
ascensions, exhibited by Germany in the Palace of Transporta—

tion, was a center of popular interest. It was while attempt
ing to get out of this balloon on making a heavy landing that
Mr. Berson met his death, his foot catching in the netting and
causing a fatal tall. The balloon was equipped with full
scientiﬁc paraphernalia for tests and records in the upper air.
One of these was a camera on a gunstock, enabling the operator

at
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BENBOW’S AIR SHIP ON THE FENCE.
BENBOW READY FOR A TRIAL TRIP.
After each encounter with this obstruction the air
ships were not seen again for two wee 3*5-

By means of an eccentric hub the blades of the fans were col
lapsilile during a portion of the revolution and were regulated by a

Ill was Mr. D€lliSCii “1110

lever in reach of the operator.

to aim more

accurately.

Captain

100,000 francs t0 the inventor 0i El 5116

Von Tchudi, of the balloon corps, declined to permit a trial
with the balloon at the Exposition, fearing that it might
contain some defect after so much use, and being 50 Old.

cessful (lirigible air ship, which w

as won bv Q
made another offer oft antos lhimonl.
ill cross the 0C
100,000

Mr. Deutsc 11 has now
to anyone who W

ean in an air

\

ship,

francs

v-xv,“
win-I

‘

COMING FROM THE AERODROME.
cois’ air 5hip could hit a dozen persons, and when
it aslgg‘iied it carried Captain Adreon Monchernnd. the min
aut‘ Henri Schneider. the engineer: with Joseph Pasqnier

i". "-4

l

talnd 'Genrge lilcuze as his assrstanth
and sometimes Mrs. Llemence Mag;
nier.intcrpreter_, It was a iiuge at;
fair, the bag being 160 feet orig, ~3

feet in diameter. an

\

\

had an ascen

sionalfm'ce of 4.420 pounds. The "‘5‘.
chine weighed 3,950 pounds. It ma e
no successful flights except at the
end ofarope.

if
A‘nong the visiting
students and experirnent—
ers in aeronautics during

A very ﬁne and com
plete model of the (lirigi
ble air ship invented by
Henry Deutsch was ex
"
hibited in the French sec FRANCOLS' AIRSHIP, "LA VILLE DE SAINT MAEDE.

the air-ship tests was Pro
fessor S. P. Langley, Sec

retary of the Smithsoxxian
AT THE END OF A ROPE.

7/
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AEROPLANE EXPERIMENTS AND BALLOON RACE.

If!
_ . -r=—!_',yI

ANOTHER METHOD OF FLYING—THE GLIDING MACHINE.
'l we methods occii y the attention of scientiﬁc men in their efforts to ﬂy.namelv. to
steer a balloon or to glii e. like a bird units outstretched wine. by means of the aeroplane.
\\ illiain Avery. of Chicago. was the only one to attempt the gliding method. Ile attached

WIRELESS TELEGRAPI'IY.
’

the aeroplane to his body and secured momentum to rise by standing on a little car on 8
track. which was pulled forward by his assistant.

His flights were artly successful. but

Roy Knabenshlle 5 biolhef demonstrated they demonstrated that the dirigible balloon is far more advanced).

at the end of along rope. giving to vi5itors

in this balloon that Wireless telegraphy is

the most commanding of all views of tlic

;-'|I
'lieri the sending station has no Institution,
.
_
Egiti'iiiceaiiiiinthegrouniiiiymeivingmes.
who desired
to

mes mm H“ mm in his men"

enter for competition in the

aeroplane experiments an engine invented by
him, claimed to develop more power for its
weight than any engine yet produced. But
there was no competition of this sort.

The balloon race for the $5,000 prize
attracted two aeronauts, George Tomlinsoii, of
Syracuse, New York, and Carl E. Myers,0f
Frankfort, New York.

The conditions were

.
Myers landed a few miles

,

Exposition.

northwest of Saint Louis, near Saint Charles, and Toniliiison
at \Vyoming, Illinois, 200 miles away. The
prize was not awarded.
Another noted visitor was Jaques Balsaii,
of the Paris Aero Club, a rich young ban
w'z/z'er and celebrated aeronaut, who is trying
to have Americans organize an aero club,
with the view of future international tourna
ments in aeronautics.
The practical results to be attained in the

that the winner must land within 200 miles of
the Washington Monument at Washington,
D. C., and east of the western meridian
of Ohio. The race took place on LiberalArts
Day, August 27th, but a contrary wind carrried
the contestants in a direction opposite from
that which they wished to go.

THE CAPTIVE BALLOON.
This balloon made hundreds of ascension s

aeronautic science are in the more general use
of balloons for war purposes, balloon pho
tograpliy, the
use of kites in

photography

Iii”; “
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A GROLP OF KITE-FLYERS.

’

h

“ks ramming

he scientiﬁc kite-flying contests. I 19hr: ﬁr“ pm: 0
Nineteen entries were mad :Cfgtiltd kites to rise at least 5o0 ‘eitiw used a pox kke‘

B of\\'ardwell,of
Stamford. CongeclécluohiSI and the thqu $290!;
the use of at least 800 feet
Ii
ROLAND ARYLEWRZLAMC
$5M) was awar'ded i0 1' was given to . N. l-‘atoiit,of_ ain_d.
it”. The mgr ggy
'lhe sCQOXﬁszliegi \siiéggstei- Groves, issouri, both using “st altitude reafhigh {mun
-_
A
plane havml
sail attachmcn
to H. B,- . "2 ° ' n $800 rile did not siiccee . 1 J Conyne of Chicago. nwoédward With iiiiigniigteeiitc
. ﬁgtﬂellzfallsllsonS‘og-cgt this kl)": being in charge

I TYLER CARROLL.
n the Kite-Flying Contest.
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CHAPTER XVIII.
MACHINERY, ELECTRICITY, MINES AND METALLURGY.
EXHIBITS SHOWING MARVELOUS PROGRESS IN SEVERAL GREAT INDUSTRIES~LAROEST POWER PLANT EVER ASSEMBLED AT AN EXPOSITION—
ENOINESOF THE LARGEST AND MOST POWERFUL TYPE—PRIME MOVERS WITH ELECTRICAL GENERATORS DIRECTLY ATTACHED—ELIMINATION
OF THE BELT IN POWER TRANSMISSION—STEAM TURBINES—TIIE GREAT BOILER HOUSE AND THE EXHIBIT OF WATER-TUBE BOILERS, CHAIN
GRATES, AUTOMATIC STORERS AND SYSTEMS 0F FORCED DRAUCIIT—MACIIINE TOOLS AND GAS ENGINES~PUMPS FOR ALL PURPOSES——
ELECTRICAL DEVELOPMENT As SHOWN IN TIIE PALACE OF ELECTRICITY—THE MANUFACTURE OF INCANDESCENT LAMPS SIIOWN IN DETAIL
—WIRELEss TELECRAPIIY~TIIE LATEST TELEPHONE SYSTEMS—OTHER WONDERFUL DISPLAYS—~THE MINES AND METALLURCY BUILDING
AND MINING GULCII—STATES, NATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS LIBERAL EXIIIBITORs-GOLD REDUCTION PLANT FROM SOUTII DAKOTA—
MISSOURI LEAD h/IINE~WELL-DRILLING WITH PONDEROUS DRILLs—DEMONSTRATIONS OF TIIERMlT—THE MODEL FOUNDRY AND METALS
PAVILION.

HE Department of Machinery Exhibits, of which Thomas
M. Moore was Chief, ﬁlled two large adjacent build

ings, the Palace of Machinery, 1,000 feet long by 525 feet
wide, covering nearly ten acres, and, 100 feet west of it, the
ﬁre-proof Steam, Gas and Fuels building, or Power House,
330 feet long and 300 wide. The seven lofty towers Of the
palace, the mountainous sky-line Of its rooﬁng, its massive
portals and picturesque facades, made it by night or day, but
especially when illuminated at night, one Of the most conspic
uous and beautiful features of the “Main Picture.” There
was no interior court and the only galleries were the switch

lal(luxv
l)\l~.‘lu“.- .A-nuh'l‘

board gallery at the west end and gallery for the executive
Ofﬁces at the east end in which were also the headquarters of
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
On Chief Moore‘s executive staff were enrolled: Lieuten—
ant Godfrey L. Carden, the Assistant Chief; C. K. Mallory,
Superintendent of steam engines; Peter Eyerman, Superin—
tendent, various motors; R. H. Pierce, Chief Engineer of the
Exhibitors’ Power Plant; E. H. Roberts and Harold Osborne.
The nations exhibiting in this Department were the United
States, Belgium, Brazil, France, Germany, Great Britain,
Japan, Mexico, Netherlands. Here at every turn the visitor

\MAI-“IN-u‘

II“mal:l\$-l\

TaouAs M. MOORE,

L1. GODFREY L. CAIDEN‘

ChiefLPeglartment of

Assistant Chief, Dcpart- Superintendentof vari- Superintendentofsteam Chief Engineer Exhib- Superintendent of Mc- Electrical Engineer of
Itors’ Power Plant.
chanieal Tools.
Exhibitors’l’owerl‘lant.
OUS mOKOI'S.
BHBH‘RS.
ment of Machinery.

‘

ac Inery.

PETER ETERNAN,

C.k.MAu.onv. U.S.N.. RIcIIARDHENRYPIHRCE.

E. H. ROBERTS.

HAEOLD OSBORNE.

MEMBERS OF THE MACHINERY CLUB. LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.
I.
qommlftScc Ho‘mcs'
Machineg‘resident Machinery Club. 2. H. B. Aller. Secretary Machinery Clu b. . G. A. Walker, Executive Committee Machinery Club. 4. M. B
m. wan" I. wmoughbyrlown _ Executive
memo“. n. “1'
Club. 5. JOhn
‘ Cabot. Jr. 6. A. M. Hall.
. Chas. S. Brown. 8. G. eli'arren Snyder. q. Chas. E. Meech.
1" Chas' H'
Skinnq; m S_ Nikdlggrlleqydﬂ on
13. Emery
Charles Wheel
F. Foster.
14. Albert
ortong.
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E. Lyman
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TheHoward.
H covert—Owens Rentschler Com p an y . I6. W'll'
Company.
19. Otto
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_ 26. Ed.U. Roth. .1 L .
Sheiwgod¥ugihier825~
C. Narelm.
,

Hart.

28. Walter S. Starkey.

21. Geo.
_ L. Cooke.
lB. P. A. Haradnn.
.
r
.

agnM. H. Joy.

30. K. Nurian.
A
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.R
H. Marat.
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d- I. Swmne. 35. G. Burton Hall. 36. C. W. Meacham. 37. Emil Mosonyi.
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MEMBERS OF THE MACHINERY CLUB.
1. F. H. Gale, Second Vice-President. 2. Edwin H._Roberts,Third Vice~PresidenL 3. F. C. \Voodrongh. Executive Commissioner. 4. H. Froelich,Executive Commissioner.
5. \V. H. Arison, Executive Commissioner. 6. J. W. Gardner, Executive Commissioner. 7. Graham Smith, Executive Commissioner. 8. R. I. Pierce. 9. Charles Foster.
10. W. (i. .\lunyan. 11.1". E. Rainier. 11. Chas. K. Mallory. 13. E. \‘V. Taylor. 14. David H. Mason. 15. O. \V. Paddock. 16._ Geo. R. Reamer. 17. W. M. Rashlin.
18. R. M. Stotler. 19. C. W. Higgins. 20. C. J. Darson. 21. W. C. Walker. 22. J.].Swaby. 23. J.W. Parker. 24. Lloyd Clute. :5. Stephen H. Brooks. 26. F. M. Holbrook.

was startled with some new proof that the industries of the
world are beginning the twentieth century with wonderful
impr0vementsin their
“prime movers,” their
tools, their tool-making machinery and
automatic devices.
The Department
in its entirety was an
_
_
_ awe-inspiring repree
'
' i
. e "' ""T 'F ' ._
sentation of the tre.
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ing grounds and buildings with the equivalent of 6,660,000
candles—all done by automatic connections as mysterious to
the layman in their
operation as the move—
ment of the stars.
There were in
stalled here over
$8,000,000 worth of
n'omr. cgim“. , ‘I
V , If .umnz n'hvuit‘
machinery, undevel
,
' '
_‘
opedwhentheChicago
' \
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\Norld's Fairwas held

mendous power of
in 1893 and not shown
modern industry in
even atthe Pan-Amer
action;sendinggiganican Exposition in
tic waves of energy,
Igor—newly invented
noiseless and unseen,
gas producers in the
through a dozen imPower House, fur
mense structures;
nishing gas for new
driving innumerable
_ explosive gas engines
GENERAL VIEW’ OF STEAM-DRIVEN ELECTRIC GENERATORS.
machines; keeping in
in the Palace of Ma
motion dozens of conveyors and automatic machines making
chinery, where were also the new gasoline engines, the new
other machines; pumping the great Cascade torrents, and lightsteam turbines with the electric generators attached, a mar
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PART OF THE MACHINE TOOL SECTION OF THE PALACE OF MACHINERY.
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HAMILTON-HOLZWARTII STEAM TURBINE.
\\’ESTINGHOUSE-PARSONS STEAM TURBINE.
Made by the Hooven-Qwens-Rentschler Company of Hamilton. Ohio. Directly
connected to_i.noo kilowatt Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company “ml-awn Used
for general lighting and motor work.

marvellous simpliﬁcation of the “prime mover.”

At Chi

cage, a huge piston steam engine with immense ﬂy-wheel and

belt operated a big eleCtric generator some distance away;
at Saint Louis, 3. smaller generator on the same shaft with a
pistonless steam turbine, made a plant only one-ﬁfteenth as

large as the one

Q!

used at Chicago but
equally efﬁcient.
The gas engine at
Saint Louis was
another novel sim
pliﬁcation. It re
tains the piston but
eliminates the
boiler, coal being
roasted to supply it
with gas instead of
steam, the rapid
explosive combus
tions of gas driving
the piston.
Th e
steam turbine and

the gas engine, ex
hibited for the ﬁrst

_ Madeby fhe)\\'estinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. Driving 400
kilowatt looo ll.-l .I turbo-generator 3.boo revolutions per minute. which ran without a
stop. night or day from June 20th to December 2nd. 3-96: hours without showing wear.

power house at 150 pounds, at 225 pounds and as high as 300
pounds. France exhibited a steam engine producing 1,500
horse-power by speeding at the rate of 330 revolutions a
minute, using 3oo-pound steam at 200 degrees of superheat.
Such performances indicate great progress in the power
house, the steam and gas generating plant. The steam gen
erators here devel
oped ﬁfty-four
thousand horse
power, conveyed to
the Palace of Ma
chinery by pipe lines
varying from ten to
eighteen inches in
diameter, enclosed
in a tunnel seven
feet broad by eight
feet deep.
Beside
the pipe lines con
veying the steam to
the engines were
other lines that de—
livered it back to

the boilers when
condensed to water

time as available for
plants re q u i r i n g

CURTIS STEAM TURBINE.

g reat p 0w er! pron] -

Made by the General Electric Company Of Sdll‘mcm‘ly

W ESTINGIIOUSE GAS ENGINES.

again.

156d 3 great revolu_ New \ ork. Developing 3.000 horse-power. Directly con
t_
'
_
_
nceted to a 2,000kilowatt A. C. generator. USed for general
10 n "1 Industrial pumping. motor and lighting service.

Three hun

dred and ﬁfty tons of water were hourly changed to steam,
passed through the engines and next through huge condensers,
to be feilelivered to the. boilers and again converted into live

power appliances. Even in the ordinary reciprocating engines,

g
.
p rogrels‘iive
development was very conspicuous
at Saint
Louis.
1e steam pressure available at the Centennial Ex
position in 1876 was on] r s' '

at Chicago.

n

The
um

) _ 1.\ty
_ pounds. It had reached 100
illnt Louis it came to the engines from the

I S _

THE FOUR ‘VE

se engines
w‘
horse1mwer inllnlhclectric
. an

STINGHOU

‘

SE ENGI
“5:11;:31?“ attached de
NES
or When“ “chant!
.
Velo 2n?!
c ﬁthorsc‘pmver
1‘ war

each
I

steam. The gigantic boders, all of the most improved patterns,
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HOT AIR PUMPING ENGINES.

included two French, two English and
two German, the others being American,
and the entire steam plant was mechan

ENTRANCE TO “'ESTINGHOUSE EXHIBIT.

lcal‘and Tutonlzuc’ repre?enﬂng thedlateit
engineenng

m‘\ '"~I‘-» '1-“

'0.,.,

a

\."Ilnces

In

8"r cry

eta] .

Exact size model of gigioot stationary nrmaturusfuf seven
plants-,ooo
of the
Manhattan 'cstinghouse
Elevated and generators
sub-way roads.
teen
orse-power
or power

Coal dumped from railroad cars into
hoppers beneath the building was carried by improved con
veyers so as to keep a 5oo-ton storage bin constantly full,
whence other conveyers delivered it as required to the me
chanical stoker hoppers. From these it passed into furnaces
upon moving grates, and the cinders and ashes were delivered
without human labor to the railroad cars which carried them
away. There was no handling of coal or ashes by man from
the coal car to the ash heap. The boilers were all of the
water-tube type, mostly horizontal and built for 175 pounds
working preSsure. but some for furnishing steam turbines at a
pressure of 250. There were also ﬁve vertical boilers and
seven marine type boilers of European make, several of which
were operated at 300 pounds pressure. The feed pumps,
heaters, puriﬁers and other accessories, as well as the boilers,
were exhibits by leading ﬁrms.
Among the prime movers in the Machinery building sup~
plied from these boilers was the 6,500 horse-power Allis~
Chalmers-BuIIOck engine with electric generator directly

SCIIUTTE 500 B. H. P. CONTI BOILER.

attached, furnishing the current for light
ing grounds and buildings. This great mass of machinery
was forty-feet high and weighed 720 tons. Near by stood the
four 2,000 kilowatt generators of the \Vestinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Company of Pittsburg, developing 14,000
horse-power, also used in the lighting and motor service of
the Exposition. This plant weighed entire over 1,000 tons.
The largest of the engines shown at Chicago were of 750
kilowatt capacity. The three centrifugal pumps in operation
pumping the 90,000 gallons per minute required for the Ex
position fountains and cascades, Were driven by three 2,000
horse-power induction motors. The actual capacity of these
pumps was II5,000 gallons per minute, and they could force
that amount of water against a total head of 158 feet.
In these acres of machinery weighing over 60,000 tons the
noteworthy things were far too numerous to be speciﬁed in
detail here.

'Some of the machines for planing metal were

over seventy-ﬁve feet long by eighteen wide. There were
huge lathes for tuming the largest cannon or the shafting for
an ocean liner. These machine tools ranged down to the
smallest used in cutting and forming the tiny screws, gears

',

h)"

z'

E."

a

wip

THE DIESEL OIL ENGINES.
These engines were designed to use the common fuel oil. They furnished the electric
current for the Tyrolean Alps. They are among the most economical of power gen
erators because of the direct use in the form of as of a very cheap fuel.

...

V

HUBER HYDRAULIC PRESS.
A Gerrnan invention for _making seamless. hollow relief and ornamental wqu in
memli- "5""! W31" Drcwure in place of the male die. by means of a pressure 010-0“,
atmospheres. 01' 45 tons to the square inch.

It is a very remarkable invcnuon

THE EXHIBIT OF AUTOMATIC MACHINERY.
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700 KILOWATT, THREE-PHASE ALTERNATING CURRENT GENERATING SET.
In the Department of Machinery the Societe Alsacienne de Constructions Mccaniqucs exhibited a complete alternating current gem-rating set. with surface condenser in the
basement, and all of the latest and most improved auxiliaries. comprising a typical modern electrical power station. It was entirely designed and built by the company to he a
part of the exhibitors' power plant. and to supply current for the lixposition‘s arc lmht service. The steam engine and alternator were directly connected: no so arate ﬂy wheel

ﬁ-

ft

was used. but the necessary weight for the regulation was put in the rcvolvin

h'e

awarded two grand prizes, one for the steam engine and accessories, and one

ﬁeld of the alternator. The excith was also directly mounted on the main sha t. The set was

"-c
m

and bolts of a watch. There was a similarly wide range in
the wood-working machines. In milling machines, shapers,

or the generator and accessories.

Two gold medals were awarded for design and workmanship.

machines there were ﬁne displays by many manufacturers.
A great variety of automatic machinery to do everything but

t
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“UNDERWRITER” FIRE SERVICE PUMPS.
lincgslesefourtcen pumps were always in action, maintaining a pressure on the ﬁre

i

roughout the Exposition of 150 pounds to the square inch.

I

drills and grinders,

I

there has been great

I

.
I
I
;
|

progress since 1900,
and in stamping,
punching and shear
ing machines the
progress since 1903
has suﬁiced to de
velop nearly a dozen
new industries and
revolutionize some
old ones. In air com—
pressors and pneu—
matic tools there has
Ben an enormous

EXHIBIT or THE INTERNATIONAL STEAM PUMP COMPANY.
think—t0 feed them
selves with ir011,wood
or other raw material
and turn it out as
ﬁnished articles.
Barrel-making m a -

chines, box-“nailing
machines, and ma~
chines for every con
ceivable purpose
seemed to proclaim
that the time is near
when all the work
formerly done by (left
PUMPS DRIVEN BY OIL, GAS AND GASOLINE ENGINES.

d

development in the last ten years which has revolutionized
n Work of steel construction in every ﬁeld, and of these

human hands is to be

done by Power driven maChines' Ya by no means an Of the
exhibits catalogued in the Machinery department were to be
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EXHIBIT OF THE (ROCKER-WHEELER GENERATORS.

A 7 _Z_J-r _

THE GREAT ALLIS-CHALMERS-BULLOCK ENGINE.
This majestic work of mechanical engineering embracing both steam and electricity,
developed 6.5m horse-power when in'opcration under tull load. Itwas used in the light
ing and motor service of the Exposition.

found there. The exhibition of live processes in nearly all the
other departments, led to the installation of machinery in
many of the exhibit buildings, and in scores of exhibits great
and small machines were showing how well-known and useful
articles are produced. Long-distance conveyors 0r telferage
devices and machines for the wholesale handling of ore and
coal, and all varieties of mining machinery were in the Mining
Gulch in the Palace of Mines and Metallurgy, just as shoe

tl\iJ.

I\'\l.vrn-“nu-M

making and textiles machinery were seen at work in the De

partment of Manufactures. But considered altogether, the
collection was the most startling showing ever made of the
displacement of man's labor and hand-work skill by automatic
devices of steel or iron, operated by any of the new, compact
and portable engines.
The display of gas—engines was not so large as the Expo
sition authorities arranged to make it. Europe is ahead of us
in this branch of engineering, and the representation of large
power units of this description from Europe was prevented by
the impossibility of getting insurance on the building and
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contents, if gas were
to be generated there
on the scale neces
sary to make these
big gas engines suc
cessful.
\Vliile the last ten
years have been a
period of great pro
gress in every art,
science and industry,
in electricity they
have: been an e p och. w. 1!. GOLDSBOROUGH. CLOYD MARSHALL.
The visitor to the
\Vorld's Fair found

Chief of the De artment
roiessor
of Electricity.
ofElectricalEngirieering

abundant evidence

at PurducUniversity.

Its beauty by night
was due to the won
derful display of the
electric current and
the cascades them
selves ﬁowed with

water pumped by
electricity.

tramural railway,

PAUL WILLIAMS.

the automobile ser—
vice and the launches
on the lagoons were
driven by power
PERCIVALETANSLER,
.
communicated elec

Superintendent of Elec-

Electrical Engineer, Sii-

Electrical Engineer and

tricalMachint-ryandSecretary Electricity De
partriient Jury of Awards.

perinteiideut of Special
Groups, Department of
Electricity.

Assistant to the Chief of
the Department of Elec
trieity.

,,
.
.
..
Ia

_
tncany_

The Palace

of Electricity stood

in the heart of the main picture, fronting the Grand Basin and
surrounded by lagoons. Its ﬂoor space was about ﬁve acres.
The beautiful coloiinades and she
means of communication was per
cessive roof lines were the admira
haps the most interesting and
tion
of visitors, while at night
striking feature of this develop
twelve
thousand in can descent
ment. In 1835 Professor Morse
lamps,
a
larger number than placed
invented the electric telegraph and
on
any
other
building, preserved
demonstrated the practicability of
the architectural “features. The
instantaneous communication be
earliest plans in the organization
tween distant points. Then came
of the Department of Electricity,
the invention of the quadrupch
of which Professor \N. Elwell
machine permitting the sending of
Goldsborough was the chief, con
four messages over the same wire
at the same time without interfer
templated a series of working ex
ence. In the late seventies the
hibits. It was the aim of the
telephone became a reality, repro
department to show the whys and .
ducing the sound of the human
wlierefores of electricity rather
than to impress the public with its
voice over great distances. At
the present time scarcely a village
mystery. The fruit of these plans
of the United States is without
was found in the incandescent lamp
Copyright, 1905, by Percival E. Fansler.
telephonic communication. The
factory in operation, the fully
LACE WORK OF LIGIIT.
wireless telegraph was a further
How a sparls caused by the discharge of one million volts of electricity looked equipped telegraph oﬁice showing
to a camera. This demonstration was made daily in the Palace of Electricity.
development in the science.
all the modern apparatus, the wire
less telegraph station doing a commercial business with distant
The entire Exposition owed no small share of its attract
iveness to the various effects made possible only by electricity. pomts, the telephone exchanges operating in full view of
of this revolution in electrical development in the beautiful
The application of electricity as a
Palace of Electricity.

lnsﬁfn.»

The In

A PORTION OF THE INTERIOR OF THE PALACE OF ELECTRICITY.

THE MANUFACTURE OF INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
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AN EXHIBIT OF MOTOR DRIVEN TOOLS.

CORNER or GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S EXHIBIT.

m.

sightseers, the radiophon‘e experiments, the electric kitchen,
and other operative exhibits.

that in the next step called “ﬂashing,” the ﬁlaments are so
treated as to bring them to a uniform diameter and resistance.

{and

The factory of the United States Incandescent Lamp ICom-

This is accomplished by suspending the ﬁlament from metal

ms.
mm

pany was one either most carefully workedont exhibits in the
entire classiﬁcation. Although the use .of incandescent lamps

clips in a bell jar which is ﬁlled with a hydro carbon gas.
Electric current now being supplied to the clips, the ﬁlaments

is almost universal, hardly one person in a thousand had any
idea of the way in which the. small bulbs are manufactured.
In the ﬁrst place the light-givmg ﬁlament is made of celluose,

are brought to high incandescence anil,'the hydro carbon gas
being decomposed, carbon 15 deposited in a thin hard skin on
the surface of the ﬁlament. In case the ﬁlament has been

m
high:
_

.
'

a vegetable compound formed by dissolving absorbent cotton
in nitric acid. The molasses-like substance thus formed is

dented at any place due to pressure during the carbonization
process, the resulting increase in remstance at thisupomt pro
m , “Sawﬂy, En _
duces more heat; decomposition takes
my", "mm" ‘ {a
place more rapidly and the carbon is
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First Electric Locomotive and Car.

[m

Fir“ Dynamo-

0116 Of the early Dynamos

IIIsroRic Exmm'r or THE iissocnmzp Episoiv COMPANIES.

run;
my;
in I
iéltill I

forced through a glass die into a solution of alcohol where it
liardens as a long white thread resembling catgut. This is
dried and cut into lengths of about nine inches. These threads
are then placed on a carbon form to give them the shape of
The carbon

deposited at this point more rapidly than along the rest of the
ﬁlament, the consequent tendency being to render the ﬁlament
uniform throughout its entire length.
When the deposition of carbon has proceeded to such a

jl't'll I

the ﬁlament common in incandescent lamps.

1
,

blocks are then packed in ﬁne graphite and placed in an oven
which is heated to a temperature of over 2,000 degrees, This

rent is automatically shut off. The ﬁlament is now ready for
the lamp. At the base of an incandescent lamp and running

point as to make the ﬁlament of the right resistance, the cur

carbonizes the celluose and the ﬁlaments come outblack, hard
and more or less brittle. It is of course impossible to pro-

from the neck up into the bulb, may be seen a small glass
tube. This is sealed, at its inner end through which run two

three ﬁlaments of exactly the same diameter and length, so

FrrirrFPrrr
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TELEPHONES AND THE TELEGRAPH. PALACE OF ELECTRICITY.

F

ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY FROM PHILADELPHIA.
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GENERAL VIEW WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRICAL EXHIBIT.
small platinum wires.

BALDWIIWWESTING HOUSE ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES.

These are termed “leading in” wires

are ready to be sealed into the bulb. Previous to this opera
tion, however, a small glass tube is attached to the large end
of the bulb. This is for the
purpose of exhausting the air,
and in sealing this tube the
small tip on the end of the
lamp is left. Until recently air
was exhausted from bulbs sim
ply by means of an air pump,
and six to eight hours was
required to exhaust the bulb.
Now, however, through the
adoption of a chemical process
Glass tubing is broken into
the air is exhausted in less
lengths of about two inches.
than a minute. After this,
tests are made to determine the
These are placed one at a time
voltage upon which the lamp
in a chuck and one end heated
\"l; '-.
should be burned in order to
in a glass-blowcr's ﬂame and,
NEW TYPE OF WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC RAILWAY TRUCKS.
produce a standard candle
by means of a cone of carbon,
a flange is formed. The next operator takes the ﬂanged tubes power, the metal base is afﬁxed and the lamp is ready for
and, inserting two of the platinum wires at the proper point, market. The factory in the Electricity building had a capacity
seals them in. On account of the cost of platinum, less than
a quarter of an inch is used for each wire, copper wire being
soldered to the platinum to connect it to the terminals of the
lamp. The ﬁlaments are next attached to the leading-in wires
with paste composed of sugar, carbon and water, and after
baking the joints to expel the moisture the stem and ﬁlaments
and are made of platinum because of the fact that platinum
and glass, when subjected to
I, 51“ ' u
heat, expand at the same rate.
If copper were used it would
expand more rapidly than the
glass, resulting in a cracking
of the glass at this point, and
if silver were used the wire
would not expand as rapidly as
the glass and the lamp would
leak. This part of the lamp is
made as follows:

'“III-1
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THE POSTAL’S MODERN TELEGRAPH EXHIBIT.
The Postal Telegraph-Cable Company's exhibit, in the Electricity building. cm
bodlcd all the progress made In the telegraph since its invention. From this ofﬁce \\ ilh
Its many wu-_cs. Its array of ﬁve motor-generators and delicate instruments. all PM"; oi

the United blatcs and Lanada could be communicated with. and through its exclusive
Paciﬁc and Its ﬁve Atlantic cables, all parts of the world could be reached. Anion?
other Improvements Introduced by the Postal have been the pin jack. slate and porce'
lam base sWItchboard equipment. the employment. of the typewriterin copying ""15

s_ages_dIrectfrpm the Wire. the use of the bicycle in delivering telegrams. employ/(‘65,
lIbrarIes. readmfgﬁ rooms and classes In instruction.

The Postal Company mmnlIIiMd

giteen'giranch 0 ces at the World's Fair and handled about one thousand messages 8
REVOLVING FIELD AND STATIONARY ARMATURE.

bgymbcl: 13stzll1aatgoln€wa€\n-Iif_tle uncle-{l t‘lge dilrection an S. I]. Nudge. superintendent.

._
‘ charge
.~IIam
.aer.*rai
E. B.
barlock. was In
of the exhibit.
M s v'. Jones and Ld“ 3rd J - Nauy Tube general.“ set, Westinghouse exhibit. Palace of Electricity.

I)E FOREST WIRELESS TELEGRAPH STATION.
of 1,000 lamps per day, and was at all times a point of interest
to the visitors. In this connection it is interesting to note
that the year of the Exposition marked the twenty—ﬁfth anni

versary of the perfection of the incandescent lamp by Mr,
Edison and this fact was made the occasion of a very interest
ing collective exhibit by the Association of Edison Illuminat
ing Companies, p o rt ra y i ng Mr.
Edison's activities and inventions in
many ﬁelds of electrical research.

been appointed, three of whom, Dr. Hertzog and Dr. Langs
zorfI of New York, and Gaston Rous of Paris, stationing
themselves at the De Forest Tower on the Fair grounds, while
\V. J. Hammer of New York, and Professor Kelsey of Purdue

University, were at the Chicago end.

v

Of the “Seven Wonders” of the
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by long-distance telephone. In the
United
States Government
Building
at
the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition
was shown of what importance the
De Forest Wireless Telegraph System
has become to the nation.
Another device of the De Forest
\Vireless Telegraph Company is used

high tower representing the art of

il'ﬁ—lﬁdili

The test was successful

in every way, the messages being repeated back to Saint Louis

Louisiana Purchase Exposition, the
wireless telegraphy was deemed one
of the greatest. At no other World's
Fair had this art been demonstrated.
On this account, as well as because of
its height, the De Forest \Yireless
Telegraph Tower, located on the
Plaza of Orleans in the grounds Of
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition,
attracted universal attention and in
terest. From every point in the
Exposition grounds it served as a
prominent landmark, being much
higher than any other structure; and
for that reason a bird's-eye view could
be obtained from its summit not only
of the entire Fair, but of the City and
County of Saint Louis as well.
On this tower the art of wireless
telegraphy was practically demon
strated, regular news service being
furnished from here to two Of the
leading newspapers of Saint Louis—
messages aggregating from three to
ﬁve thousand words per day, trans
mitted at the rate of from twenty-ﬁve
to thirty-ﬁve words per minute, there
being no limit of speed except the
skill of the operator.
The De Forest \Vireless Telegraph
System has been able to send its mes
sages over land a distance of ﬁfteen
hundred miles and over water to a
much greater distance, thus giving
promise of supplanting the Atlantic
cable, which was laid only forty-ﬁve
years ago, and was considered, at that

623

by the Government.

This was one of

the unique exhibits at the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition—an automobile
furnished with a pole and apparatus
to catch wireless telegraph signals.
There were three of these machines
on the Fair Grounds, and visitors
found them an unending source of
interest and amusement, for.froni
these, as well as from the De Forest
stations in the Palace of Electricity,
they were allowed to send messages.
III operating the De Forest re~
ceiver, a sharp, crackling sound is
made, caused by the resistance of the
local circuit of the receiver. It is
operated by the simple Morse code,
and there is no limit to the speed.
After the receiver becomes accustomed
to the sounds, he ﬁnds no more difﬁ
culty in receiving wireless messages
than the ordinary ones.
It generally happens that each
great World’s Exposition may be
characterized by the initial presenta
tion of some new and epoch-making
invention. At the Centennial the
telephone was ﬁrst presented as a
scientiﬁc curiosity. Chicago saw the
incandescent lamp applied for the ﬁrst
time on an adequate Scale for general
and ornamental illumination. \Vith
DE FOREST WIRELESS TELEGRAPH TOWER.

out doubt, the Louisiana Purchase

Exposition may be similarly charac
Of the seven stations operated by the De Forest \Vircless Telc
h Com
on the Exposition
Grounds.
Forestcould
Tower
iii-Psptlie
mosptany
attractive.
Being three
hunderthe
feetDe
higli._it
be

terized as the

seen from every part of the Fair. An elevator took the Visttor to the
summit where an operator sent and received Wireless messages-

adequate and con‘prehenslve way the
.

ﬁrs t

to

'
prSSent 1“

an

cw lurk fzmes have adopted this from three to ﬁve thousand words being sent _e:ich day to two of the new art of Wireless telegraphy_ \Nhile
. .
.
leading Saint Louis dailies to supply them_ With news from the Fair
_
lllClelS ft)? transmitting tllCll' war ne\V5

Grounds.

Almost incessantly the crackling sound which accom-

several \VH-elgss telegraph companies

panics the process was heard—messages being_scnt from hereto the
.
other stations within the Exposition andtooutsule Slall0n5.' \ isnnrs are 111 the
abroad, "One of these
were allowed here to examine the apparatus. whose WOTkInZS were
The long-distance land service was made clear to them. From this vantage Point the Fair Grounds and made any display worthy of the 113.1116.

from the Russo-Japanese W'ar.
<
denlonbtrated

at

. .
the LOlllSlaIla PUT-

the l. ity and County of Saint Louis spread 0u_t map-like far below
the Visitor. It was from here that the long-distance message was

AS a result of the demonstrations

sent to Chicazthe message which proved that the lle Forest Wire
chase Exposition by a station on Art 1m
Telegraph System was priactical over land asﬂwe‘ll 1.1.. 0.1" waiteré made by the De Forest Company, the
-

'
n \\.-'llllll'l
the I'lel'
grounds, “Hill
3.

F
h
.t
, th e neratuatory
messaize wasanniversary
as (*1 to ’reSI
en
pigmiscgf.
tigganeehunndred
and twenty-eighth
of Inde-

“'OPdﬁﬂ mast two huiidied feet high. penden“ 0""
Tins station was formally opened for commercial business on

Itlcctfidty Dil)’, September I4, 1904, and from that time on
“'35 "1 constant communication with Chicago, Springﬁeld,
Palmas City and other points. At the ﬁrst test of long

dlsrance telegl‘apliy made from this station, ﬁve jurors had

.
llltel'natlonal
Jury OfAWEll'dS granted

to the company the Grand Prize for
superiority in the transmission of wireless messages and the
gold medal for excellence of its installation and the perfection
of its instruments.

As Chief of the Department of Mines and Metallurgy,
Professor Joseph A. Holmes, had an executive staff composed
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PALACE

THE PALACE OF MI
NES AND METALLURGY
of Victor C. Heikes, Assistant
Chief; W. 5. Ward, Field Di
rector, and H. A. Wheeler,
Superintendent of Outdoor
Exhibits.
The Palace of Mines and
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economicall
- .
with
a simgljnélqdliphiiiiitly’
of

portable furnaces and cupolas,
obtainable in all sizes for
melting, conveying and pour
ing even the smallest quanti
ties of metal into the moulding

Metallurgy, erected at a cost
approximating $500,000 and
covering an area of about

ﬂask.

. -

proportion of the visitOrs pro- nocroa GEO. F. KUNZ.
nounced it the most beautiful l-eqmrer on Radium. in
_

_

_

Mines and Metallurgy.

and signiﬁcantly appropriate
of all the exhibit palaces.

DOCTOR W. S. WARD.
Field Director, Department
of Mines and Metallurgy.

l-AIr|‘l I-l\i 'o

vu\|.\.h-.l\l

"

Iw\an“l

AP1I)

_ .-_ _. -_

__

~

VICTOR c. names.

The metals pavilion housed

.\S§iani2igggertziigimig;-Oi a number of interesting metal—

I

lurgical processes and novel—

With more ﬂoor space than was

ties, including the production of aluminum from bauxite and

ever before provided for mines and metallurgy at an exposi—

its manufacture into wire and various utensils. But the dem
onstration that drew the largest crowd to this pavilion at a
stated hour every day was the instantaneous and wonderful

tion, the department exhibits occupied not only all of the vast
indoor space, but covered with outdoor exhibits about thirteen
acres more in the Mining Gulch, a shallow ravine extending
about 1,200 feet southward from the palace and averaging

usel5.

Duplicate parts of the

equipment are obtainable at
any time, as in the case of
. standardized machinery and
equipment generally.

nine acres (750x525 feet), was
an unique and striking unit in
the“i\Iain Picture." A large

welding work done with thermit on iron and steel pipes,

beams, shafts and railway rails. Thermit is a heating and
welding compound in the form of a powder. After
about400 feet in width. Forty-one of the States and
a pinch of a special ignition powder has been placed
Territories of the United States and twenty-nine
upon it, and lighted by a bengal 0r storm match, a
foreign countries were represented in this depart
powerful chemical reaction takes place, and within
ment. The foreign exhibits were from Argentine,
a
quarter of a minute the temperature of the whole
Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Cey
mass,
no matter how large the quantity used, is
lon, China, Cuba, Guatemala, Egypt, France, Ger
raised
to 5,400 degrees Fahrenheit, and a pure
many, Great Britain, Haiti, Honduras, Hungary,
liquid
steel
is precipitated, the rest of the com
Italy, ]apan, Mexico, New Zealand, Nicaragua,
pound
rising
to the surface in the form of aluminum
Peru, Portugal, Siam, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland
slag
or
corundnm
in the proportion of three parts
and Venezuela.
to
one.
The
molten
steel, amounting by weight to
The exhibits were classiﬁed in ﬁve great groups,
one-half
the
thermit
powder,
will melt at once the
which were subdivided into ﬁfty-three classes cov
surface
of
any
metal,
no
matter
how cold, and unite
ering all stages of mining from the preliminary IOSEI’H A. HOLMES,
Chief
of
the
Department
of
with
it
in
one
solid
mass.
It
is applicable to
prospecting and surveys, and all stages of the con Mines and Metallurgy. Mr.
Holmes
is
a
native
of
South
girders,
bars,
angles,
shafts,
locomotive
frames
version of mine products into articles of utility. Carolina and a graduate of
Cornell
University.
New
York.
and
any
possible
section
of
rolled,
or
wrought
iron
Wherever possible the processes were shown in For ten years he was Professor
of Geology and Mineralo y in or steel.
It has already been extensively and suc
actual operation.
the University of North ‘aro
The larger plants in operation were installed in lina and State Geologist of that cessfully used in closing cracks in metallic plates
State. Since :84» he has been
the “Mining Gulch." Entering it the visitor en— ofﬁcially connected with State or surfaces, the welding of street railway rails, and
and Government surveys. Mr.
countered at the beginning a cement house, a Holmes installed mining ex of steel and wrought iron pipes and shafts.
hibits at the Atlanta, New
pottery,aniron foundry, a metals pavilion, the train Orleans and Chicago Exposi
The mine railway running up the Gulch exem
tions and served as a juror at
of an electric railway running up the Gulch, the ter the Omaha, Buﬁalo. Atlanta. pliﬁed a novel and effective utilization of the third
Nashville and Chicago Expo
minal dumping bins of a system of automatic over sitions.
or central rail in operating electric coal, trains
head tramways conveying raw material and waste to and from around sharp curves and over steep grades. The automatic
the several gulch plants.
overhead tramways illustrated one of the most economic fea
The cement house was the principal thing in a collection tures in the operation of mines located at otherwise inacces
i
of exhibits illustrating the methods now in use for preparing sible points.
and mixing cement and making “artiﬁcial stone" building
Occu py'in g t l1e space between the elevated tramway cables.
materials. A
cement-testing
the visitor saw well-drilling
equipment was also shown.
and boring outﬁts at work
The pottery was a working
exhibit showing in operation
demonstrating the operation of
the crushing, grinding, mixing
sinking oil wells, artesian wells
shaping and drying of ﬁre clay
and potter’s clay, as it passed
onto the ﬁring ovens, to the

gas wells, and prospecting
subterranean minerals with th
core drill; showing all the pr e
tical methods of sinkin ae

decorative artist’s studio and
to the ﬁnal glazing process.

greatdepthsthrou

m

sting in a small way,

g to

gl‘ r°¢l\',sand,

“703;: foulndry was another
any sorgt ex 11bit showing how
own a of factory can do its

gravel;extractin

g brOken tools,
applying sand
Dumps 3,id
tor_
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YOSEMITE CALIFORNIA MINERAL \VATERS.

On one of the slopes stood the South Dakota gold reduc
tion plant crushing the ore, collecting the precious metal on
plates, and extracting it from the tailings and slimes. Another
equipment in operation applied the cyanide and other chemi
cal processes to the extraction of gold from tailings that had
passed over the plates and concentrating tables.
Beneath a typical miner's cabin was a New Mexico tur
quoise mine with the turquoise inclosed in the native rock and
a lapidary at work reducing the gem t0 merchantable form.
Further on were the huts of Mexican Indians illustrating the
primitive methods of smelting copper ores in use when the
Spaniards ﬁrst conquered Mexico. There was a complete
representation of a Missouri lead and zinc mine, in which at a
considerable distance under ground the visitor saw how the
ore was mined, and was afterwards shown the processes of
crushing and screening the ore and extracting the metal. A
coal mine of modern type with workings nearly 2,000 feet
long gave the visitor the privilege of witnessing up-to—date
coal mining operations, including coal breakers at work auto
matically crushing, sorting and conveying coal.
All through the Palace of Mines and Metallurgy the visitor
saw amazing displays of mineral wealth of all kinds and from
all countries—great piles of gold nuggets; pyramids of silver.
copperand their ores, with the free metal showing all over the
surface; brilliant collections of many colored gems; carloads
of wonderfully colored onyxes and petrifactions; towers and
arches of coal; columns of marble in endless variety; ﬁnished
constructions of slate, building stones and artiﬁcial stone;
clay and clay products; salt, borax, carnotite, from which

BETHLEHEM, PENNSYLVANIA, STEEL COMPANY EXHIBIT,

radium is extracted, and'the California mineral from which
lithia is made. Louisiana exhibited a statue of Lot’s wife in
salt; Alabama a gigantic statue of Vulcan ﬁfty feet high, com
posed of iron and steel. There were great displays of mineral
oils and their products, and of mineral waters, including
Utah’s jars of Salt Lake brine, ﬁve barrels of which produce
one barrel of dry salt.
In short, twenty-nine foreign lands,
and forty-one States and Territories of the American Union,
made lavish and expensiver installed displays of their vast
and varied mineral wealth. Nebraska, indeed, kept busy
utilizing her surface fertility, and not having prospected beyond
“its depth made only an exhibit of jars containing rich prairie
soil and gilded and silvered ears of corn, with the legend
“Gold and silver nuggets extracted from the agricultural soil
of Nebraska to the amount of $200,000,000 a year. It is the
surest of all mining and the wealth is distributed among a
greater number of people.” But altogether this great palace
contained the grandest and most comprehensive displays that
were made of the world's mining resources, and the most
instructive exhibits of its latest mining methods and appliances.
There were working models showing the underground
arrangements of mines, reproducing in miniature every detail of

3 in;

ii!“ 0
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l 57m

it Eii
shit.
The
JESUS TOP-ANO. MEXICAN COPPERSMITH.
This descendant of the Aztecs possessed a secret 0f_imparting by ﬁre to copper

PRODUCING THE BLAST FOR COPPER SMELTING.
Th6 Drimitive copper smelting plant in the Mining Gulch operated by Mexaea‘n
Aztecs showed the simple methods employed by natives for centuries in smelting CODPC '

utensils a variety of beautiful color eﬂ'eets. The secret is said to have been handed

The picture shows the bellows o erated by the feet alternately to produce a stea y

down from father to son for many generations. At the World’s hair the primitive
worker was the center of curious interest, and his wares had ready sale.

blast l0 heat the copper.

The bel ows are pulled back each time by slflnlls

l {Um-i

. item

‘ [it

LEADING EXHIBITS IN THE PALACE OF MINES AND METALLURGY.
mining and handling materials.

J

Through the glass encasing

the models all the secrets of the mines were revealed at a glance
and the visitor could learn more about practical mining in
half an hour than he could learn by spending days in the coal
minesoi Pennsylvania, thei ron mines of Michigan, the lead and
zinc mines of Missouri or th e gold and silver mines of Colorado.

In the middle of the'
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Here were models of the vast and rich workings showing the
various levels and shafts, while all about were rich specimens

of ore and beautiful formations of native copper. Alongside
were quantities of the gold-bearing gravel from the six thou—
sand acres of the Green Consolidated Gold Company, whose
holdings are near Cananea. The visitor was privileged to run
his hand through the gravel

Palace, the B ethleh-e 111
Pennsylvania Steel Com
pany had a spacious section
sunk below the ﬂoor level
and ﬁlled with exhibits of
shot-marked armor plates,
automaticquick-ﬁringguns,
range ﬁnders, etc., and
towering above was the
model of a full sized battle
ship turret with two huge
thirteen-inch guns project
ing. There were many
separate exhibits by private
ﬁrms of marvellously eﬁi
cient mining machinery,
coal cutters, rock drills,
hoists, conveyers and mill
apparatus, all going to show
that in place of a great
crowd of miners with picks
and other hand-work imple—
ments, it is now a single
man with his ﬁnger on the
lever of a steam engine or
electric switch, or on the
trigger of a compressed-air
tool, that does the most of
the work.
In a small, dark room
was the largest exhibit of
radium ever collected, and
at stated times the prop
pcrties of this strangest of
elements were shown to
visitors in experiments con
ducted by Doctor George
F. Kunz, the Radium Com
missioner of the Exposi
tion. Missouri, of course,
had imposing displays in
this department, with her
coal tipples, stamp mills,
lead and zinc mills, a mag
CALIFORNIA'S COMPOSITE MINERAL ARCH.
netic separator for lead and
'
the
and character
of the structural
material
respurqes
of Cali
forniiiic £1l'rhcirlriiaitigiiiiiﬁuesdt-d
indiversit
its consytruction
was furnished
by the Raymond
(,ramte
Company
of
zinc ores, and her great Madera County: Simpson-I’irnie Granite Company of San Diego County; Los [\ngeles Times,
the Deelez Quarr of Riverside County: lily Brothers of Los Angrles; Ikréckhn
variety of ores, clays, clay representing
Granite Company of Placer (.ounty; Colusa Sandstone Company of Colusa .Copnty, cespe
\Pentura Company of Ventura County: Alamo Quarry Company. Solano Cour‘y".I L.
Hoyt or:
products, building stones, San
Luis Obispo County: Stony Point Ouarry Company. Sonoma (.ou'nté'.l \lIfSOle Lyon an
Contra Costa County; John McGrlvray. Santa Clara County6 o um lli'l ar Ce Com
cement and glass industries. Company,
any_ 'l‘uolumne County: Colton} Marble Company. San llernardino _ounty,
tam-{r wer5:

'1‘th
_ -.~

Not even an enumeration

n

can be given here of all the

is

remarkable displays, but many of them are referred to on

\g

other pages devoted to State s and countries.

. Clark and Sons. Steiger Terra Cottatompany, (daddmg. McBean and Company. San l'ﬂnCliCO,
Western Art Tile Works. Tropico; Eureka Slate Lompany. laldorado Lounty. and the .os
Angeles Pressed Brick Company. of L05 Angclcs.

A conspicuous exhibit in the Palace of Mines was that of

the Green Consolidated Copper Company, whose vast mines
are at Cananea, Mexico, in Sonora, near the American line.
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that was being washed in
the exhibit and pick O“t
particles of gold.
The Niagara Falls
Board of Trade made a col
lective exhibit of the elec
tric furnace products of
that city. These included
carborundum in all its
forms of grinding wheels,
bones and polishing ma—
terials; graphite, emery
wheels, siloxicon, carbide
of calcium for making

acetylene gas, aluminum,
and washing powder.
There were also paper and
othermanufacturedarticles.
The Pittsburg Chamber
of Commerce took advan
tage of the opportunity to
show the activities of that
great center of steel and
iron production. This was
done by means of a large
relief map, on which the
story of the city’s greatness
was portrayed graphically.
Pittsburg, Allegheny and
the various suburbs have a
combined population of
900,000, and the tonnage of
the city’s business by rail
and boat aggregates in a
single year over 90,000,000

tons. The exhibits of the
Chamber of Commerce
included cold-rolled steel,
rail sections and steel rails,
tile, nickel steel, seamless
tubing, underground wire

cable, iron chain, alum
inum, plate glass and salt.
The exhibit of models of
Pennsylvania coal mines
was not only very large

but highly instructive and
interesting.
Each of the States in
which mining or the pro

duction of other useful

minerals forms an important industry was represented by a
creditable display, while several of the foreign nations,notably
Belgium, Brazil, France, Great Britain, Italy, Mexico, Japan
and Germany, made very large displays. Each nation vied
with the others to make its display thoroughly illustrative
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CEMENT EXIIIIIIT SHOWING TIIE METHODS OF PREPARING CEMENT FOR BUILDING PURPOSES.

of its resources, and productive in results. .The Japan exhibit
was a revelation, in that it showed the rapid strides of
that country in adopting in mining, as in all else, the latest
improvements and methods. The exhibit showed models of

coal workings extending far out under the ocean. The dis
play contained many models of mines and photographs of
workings. The exhibit of ores included gold, silver, copper
and iron, together with various building stones and clays.

I'uof.

(‘m__3-‘“:

MEMBERS OF THE MINES AND METALLURGY CLUB. LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.
I. II. C. Banks, President Mines and Metallurgy Club. 2. Wm. S. \Vhitacre. Vice-President Mines and Metallurgy Club. 3. \V. M. Bowron, Secretary and Treasurer of
. R. I.. Ilroadbent. Executive Committee. 6. S. W. McCallle.AtIanlﬂ~
Associated Mines and Metallurgy Club. 4. Senator II. E. Freudenthal. Chairman Executive Committee.
(in. 7. Geo. Bell, Denver, Colo., "American Democrat." 8. Mrs. Lena Seavers. _bt. Louis, Mo. 9. .II. (icysheck. 10. M. A. I‘lirschberg. 11. Sarah Wantling. 12. l..I
\Vyizant. Denver, Colo. 13. I. Q. Grant, Denver, Colo. r4. Otto Altenberund, Brazrl. 1
H. Hussa. ew York City, N. Y. I6. J. B. Sharp, (.oatesville. Pa. 17. R. Paul Stout.
Bethlehem. Pa. 18. I. E. Stevens, Chicago. Ill. 19. G. C. Stoll, \\'heaton, III. 20. II. B. ilunroe. Greenwood, B. C. 2!. J. B. Rhodes, Austin M fg. Co., Chicago. Ill., Kalamazoo.
23.
T.
M.
Lehman.
I’ittsburg,
Pa.
24.
Geo.
L.
Grosvenor,
Cananea Consolidated Copper Co., Cananea, Sonora, Mexico. 21;].1 “'m- T- Mmh?"'
Mich. 22. S. P. Jones, Georgia.
29. G. “m.
St. Louis, Mo. 26. M. B. McGIenn, Boise City, Idaho. 27.110ward I'. Depew. Jacksonville,1ll. 28. Leonard Woods, "The Mining World,” Chicago.
l.os Anzeles, Cal. 30. L. Douglas, Sovereign. Cal.. Chamber of Commerce. Los Angeles, Cal. 3!. A. 0. Jones, St. Louis, Mo, 32 C, W. Pilcher, Custer. 'S. Dak. 33- Geoflle

Madeira. San Francisco. Cal. 34. Carlo Massa. Genoa. Italy. 35. Antonio Olyntho. Cora. Brazil. 36. Ernest E. Ford. Phoenix, Arizona. 37. H. P. Landry. New Brunslvflcg.
- -

Canada. 38. B. C. ()Ii hant. Standard Oil Co., Oil City. Pa. 30. W. R. Thompson. Lemont, Tex. 4o. H. A. Erwood, New York City, N. Y. 41. N. ].Gillis. Canada. 42Flewellin. New York 'ity, N. Y. 43. E. E. Jones. Albuquerque. N. Mex. 44. Geo. F. Cornell. Toledo. Ohio. 45. J. A. Dry. Brooklyn, N. Y.

LARGE EXHIBIT OF FAMOUS MINERAL \VATERS.
In the Department of Mines and Metallurgy, through the

Poland Spring House was erected, and this event marked an

united efforts of the United States Geological Survey and
many of the prominent owners of spring waters of national

epoch in the success of Poland Spring as a resort, giving it
new impetus, and bringing thousands of guests. From that

fame, there was collected a comprehensive group of the
natural spring waters of America. This display comprised

time on, not a year has passed without seeing some important

upwards of one hundred and ﬁfty representative waters from
every section of the United States. It was in this group that
the famous Poland \Vater from Poland Spring, South Poland,
Maine, achieved the distinction of being granted the only
Grand Prize awarded in the group.
Owing to the importance of the award achieved, which
thus pronounces Poland W'ater the acknowledged leader of all
natural spring waters in America, it is proper brieﬂy to relate
somewhat of the history and remarkable success of that spring.
Poland Spring was
acquired in 1793 by an
ancestor of the present
tillS

owners, but its medicinal

llS of

value was unknown until
1844, when the late Hiram

9W

Ricker became convinced
through personal experi
ence in drinking this water
when snﬁ‘ering intense
agony from stomachic dis
orders, that it possessed
qualities curative to a
wonderful degree. Several
times his early beliefs were
conﬁrmed by the experi
ences of others.
In 1859 a neighbor who

this

betterment in the property.
In 1894, in celebration of the one hundredth anniversary
of their ownership, as well as ﬁttingly to commemorate the
high award acquired at the Chicago World’s Fair (the highest
award granted for purity and medicinal value) by the Poland
Spring water, the Maine State Building, a beautiful granite
structure, was purchased, transported and re-erected here for
use as a library and art gallery.
To look on Ricker Hill to-day, having in mind the picture
it presented when Poland Water ﬁrst was placed (in 1859) on
the market, is indeed to
see the realization of a
dream. In the midst of a
property, increased from
its original three hundred
and ﬁfty to many thousands
of acres, backed on two
sides by pine an d oak
groves, and with over
eighty acres of v elv ety
lawn stretching out in front,
is the Poland Spring House,
now one of the largest, best

equipped and most famous
summer resort houses in
the United States. The old

H\Ventworth Ricker" of
1794 has become a beauti
ful hotel of colonial design,

had an ox (which for
I .‘~‘
R

1
i

\r
llj‘.
v

months had been growing
weaker and weaker until it

now known as the “Man
sion House,” and open all
the year to guests.
On the other side of the
hill there is now under pro—
cess of erection one of the
most elaborate and perfect
b o t t l i n g establishments
ever erected. Nothing has
been spared to make this a
c row ning effort in the

would fall while walking)
decided, half in ridicule,
‘ half in despair, to put this
spring of his friend Ricker
to a test, to which end the
0x was pastured in the ﬁeld
where he could get nothing
but the water from this
spring to drink. The animal
began to improve rapidly,
and in a short time was
absolutely well and sound.

perfection of bottling, in

From this incident sprang

EXHIBIT OF THE POLAND MINERAL SPRING.
W t .Fdiii'l
E h'b't
' dsui'mourited
n are than three
hundred
squareplate
feet in
the containing
Mines and
bletzlliirgyalmiildirilg?
tiedcgs‘tca‘l:
by cases
of heavy
glass

Of

'
' to_
become unlversal’
untll

' t
'
l 'tE qugegg’elsidi’teles,
k
re the
predominating
cases
supported,'on
fi'oc‘tzigsilo‘fvtzlizlfdiiigdsl
a heavy
cornice on features.
which wasThese
erected
a beautiful
leaded

“, aters'

day Poland “rater is known

izlass dnme teased by a cupoleu The whole was ﬁnished in ivory and gold and was brilliantly

put

'
‘ ' '
and sold In
every CIVIhzed

et'ween the two front pedestals a revolving tower of illuminated transparencies
illuminated.
'
- ,
h' ll , th
th ten
and fears.
regression
of the was
famous
resort at on
South
Poland.
R1122:"dSrigzofligrrilrgit‘gﬁe)liiindrgidoaahd
The tower
surmounted
three
sides

- _
and goes to every largé cny

country in the world.

th
l
d h t
a haof of
the walls
Poland
Sprin ahotel
grounds
in being
their
[lifesti‘iltlitgai’gicgeiil'écticfr‘i.orThepfrieggl-i:e
these
presente
solidand
blaze
of color.

'
1 In
the Llllted
States, Call

an_illuminatecl series of beautiful oil paintings on glass. embracing practically every important
point of view of and from the great resort.

ada and Europe_

Each tilne it “.as tested
.

1t Proved again its thera
peutic Qualities, until ﬁnally doctors, at ﬁrst somewhat
\_

htSitatiiigly, put it to clinical test.
were enthusiastic support.

7
'F'Ha.\

a manner so scientiﬁc,
hygienic and complete as
‘ to preserve every quality

'
. hICh
'
' '
areplltatlon“
has since

-

3“
'1;i1=
5..
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The results of their tests

That was the beginning.

To-day

'
HHS

purest

0f

POIand

~
numeral
, r ater 15
-

into sterilized bottles

It exceeds

the sale of every other nat

ural spring water. Hiram Ricker & Sons, the owners of Poland
Spring, have special depots established in Boston, New York,
Philadelphia and London. Poland Spring is 25 miles north of
Portland, Maine. It is in a solid ledge of gneiss and porphyry.
From this eminence the Presidential Range of the \Nhite
Mountains, 54 miles distant, is visible. Poland Spring is

Poland Water is prescribed by the leading physicians of the
United States and some of the most prominent in Europe.
The Property purchased in 1793 was on the Portland and
Montreal Pike, and in I794 the “Wentworth Ricker” Inn was

reached via the Maine Central or Grand Trunk Railway, the sta

erected and became a famous stage station.

tion, Danville Junction, marking the junction of these railroads.

In 1876 the
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CHAPTER XIX.
EXHIBITS IN MANUFACTURES AND VARIED INDUSTRIES.
Two 0F TIIE LARGEST ENIIIEIT PALACES DEVOTED To DISPLAYS OF MANUFACTURED ARTICLES IN GENERAL—FORTI'-FI\'E PER CENT 0F
TIIE TWENTY-EIGHT ACRES RESERvED FOR FORElGN ENIIIIIITs—LARCE SECTIONS OCCUI-IED BY GERMANY, GREAT BRITAIN, JAPAN,

HOLLAND, BULGARIA AND OTHER COUNTRIES IN TIIE PALACE OF MANUFACTURES—AIIERICAN CARI-ETS AND FURNITURE or TIIE
LATEST DESIGN—MANY LIVE ENIIIEITS IN BOTH BUILDINGS—A DISPLAY OF TIIE CROWNS OF EUROPEAN L'IONARCHS—RARE ENIIIIIITS
or GEMS AND JEWELS OF ALL SORTS HY AMERICAN MANUEACTURERS~CTIICACO GOWNS COMPETE WITII THOSE OF LONDON AND PARIS-—
TIIE TEXTILE INDUSTRIES GIVEN ELABORATE DISPLAY—LABOR-SAVING DEVICES AND SYSTEMS IN TIIE MANAGEMENT AND CARE OF
MERCANTILE STOCKS AND SALES—ITALY, MEXICO, AUSTRIA, HUNGARY AND OTIIER NATIONAL EXHIBITS IN TIIE PALACE OF MANU
FACTURES—BEAUTIFUL GLASSWARE IN COUNTLESS PATTERNS AND RAREST COLOR COMBINATIONS—LARGE DISPLAYS 0F CIIINA WARE
FROM EUROPEAN CENTERS.
-

HE Department of Manufactures, of which Milan H.
Hulbert was Chief, at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition
had a classiﬁcation devised to comprehend the best products
of over nine hundred industries, covered
by 232 classes and thirty-two groups.

To these were assigned the two great
palaces of Manufactures and Varied
Industries, each 1,200 feet long by 525
feet wide. Their cost was $1,340,000,
and standing conspicuous in the foreground Of “The Main Picture" as the
visitor passed between them by way Of
the Plaza of Saint Louis, they were
two of the most imposing structures in
that grand group. Of the nearly twentyeight acres of space in them, ﬁfty-ﬁve
MILAN H. IIULBERT,
per cent was reserved for the 5I2,726
Chief of the Department of
lanufactures.
manufacturing and mechanical establishments of the United States, and forty-ﬁve per cent for foreign
exhibits. Yet before the Exposition opened every square foot
0f the twenty-eight acres had been applied for eight times over.
At the Paris Exposition of 1900, the Palace of Industries,

l.I-nl. ‘“

the most popular section of that Exposition, was I200 feet
long by only 160 feet wide, less than one-ﬁfth of the space
devoted to the corresponding department at Saint Louis.
The prominent exhibitors at Paris were
France, United

States, England, Ger

many, Italy, Austria and Japan. These
were all largely represented in the
Department of Manufactures at Saint
Louis, and also Argentine, Cuba, Bel—
gium, Holland, Hungary, Denmark,
India, Mexico, Persia, Sweden, Switzer
land, Siam, Turkey and China. Neither
France nor Germany ever before sent
abroad such large and splendid exhibits
as they had at Saint Louis, and the
same may be said of nearly all the other
TOM L JOHNSON,
countries.
Supt. Special Exhibits, De
parlment of Manufactures.
The vast space in the two palaces was
divided into blocks by aisles laid out and named like city
streets, and each exhibit space was numbered, each exhibitor
enclosing his allotment with elaborate partitions and ornate
booths. III other exhibit buildings it was possible to get
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MEMBERS OF THE MANUFACTURES AND VARIED INDUSTRIES CLUB, LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION,
D avl5._
‘
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.
. Club. _a. Jefferson I. hf c'G a_ry. First_\Ice-Pregrdem
.
7.
.
'
_1\ 1' A"i'm'aitiI'Ie
~
PresIdent
Manufactures and Varied
IndustrIes
Manufactures and yam
.
M' Tl‘mﬂle. Second Vice-President Manufactures and Varied IndustrIes Llub. 4. Geo; \\ . Stockett, Secretary Manufactures and Varied Indusgigsgrusbnes 8"]?

H

.: "35""! Manufacture-sand Varied Industries Club. 6. Merrick R. IlasPd-J- ToyoquhiWﬂSF- 3- KIHIIIO hﬂmalﬁu.

Faith Babcock Kent. Io. Rikiya Kati; ash"

white-la“; anlon. '12. Geo. W. Ellis. I3. Katherine F. Gnnn. 14. George D. MacAlhste-r. I5. Miss Lueia Holmes. 16._ Mrs. E. .Talbot. I7. Mrs. Geo. B.Spath IS NO);
.
' 19' 5“?“ Albimzh. 20. Mrs. Helen B. Weitkam. aI. II. Leizh “'lmelaW. 2:. Theo. IIerkert. :3, Aaron Warren. 24. Lulu Tooth 25_ wilkie L warmer" 26

L

34. Mrs w
ShInshIshI Matsuda. 28. Mrs~ Sewell Frye. 29. Esther _%u|gley. 30. Alexander Galt. 3I. Clara J. End. 32. Addie T. Snow.
3. Miss Clara Holmlss
.
.. . Corey. 35. Mrs. N. Flanders. 36. Saniuro Kitahama. 37. , h w. L. Magnus.
38. \\ . H. Scott.
39. R '_
D. “oodhall. 43. Josephv,
Blascheclz.
44. M. 1.. Sanderegl
ALAIRHQ
_.
..
v

“JAY-112::I'Qrd.

46. Mr. Morey.

47. A. J. Dockarty. 48. L. H. Smlth. 49- C- L bChICY- 50- A- (1‘ 5'1"!“ 51- l‘- A- Mmeh‘msc- 52- “ - 5- Lorey- 55. Robt. Kercheval.

ONE OI" THE IMPORTANT TEXTILES EXHIBITS.

occasionally a general view of the entire contents in one
sweeping survey, and thus to plan a sight-seeing route that

would take in everything.

.Tﬁi‘i
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But in these two huge palaces the

space assignments were so walled in, in separate enclosures
of varying dimensions ranging up to the size of a whole city

block, that after returning for the twentieth time the visitor
would still keep ﬁnding something here that he had missed
before.

OF PARTICULAR INTEREST TO MEN—RAZORS.
,
electricity, and with each of these the machinery and live

In bOth Palaces the eXhibitS came under theﬂ'iheral head

exhibits of the processes especially adapted to their production.

0f “ 111"Chandise," ihdhdihg everything 501d in the Shops 0f

In installing this comprehensive collection of merchandise

3 great City; Stationery, jewelry, men‘s fumiShihgsi artist’s
supplies. ladies, tailoring, leather KOOdS, furniture, I'llhhel‘
£00115, hardware, (er 300(15, men’s tailoring, lhilhner)’, China

an effort was made to locate them in three great d1v1s10ns
as follows: In the Palace of Manufacturers the more-utili
tarian classes of exhibits, in two divisions, a textiles dwision,

and glass “laws. funeral SUDPUBS, everything Pertaining to the

containing textiles, tissues, clothing, fancy work, etc.,, and a

interior equipment and decoration of public and Private

hardware division containing hardware, glass, heating and

bUilthES, Plumbing, heating, Ventilation, lighting, except by

cooking apparatus, modern plumbing, lighting appliances,

“nub- ‘1“,

cutlery and sporting goods; in the Palace of Varied Industries
4‘..

the industrial art division, devoted to things made to please

l.
x
g
'11 a.a-

the eye, such as art pottery, art glass, art jewelry, bronzes,

silver ware and precious stones.
The Indiana section of the Palace of Varied Industries was
graced by the exhibit of china, glass, and pottery made by
Mrs. Walter S. Day, of Indianapolis, Indiana. The exhibit,

HANDSOME GOWNS EXHIBITED BY FAMOUS DESIGNERS.
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EXHIBIT OF A FAMOUS SHOE MANUFACTORY.
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as a whole, was awarded a silver medal.
of a silver medal was also
given Mrs. Day. This was the
highest award given in the
class in which she was competing. All contributions to Mrs.
Day's exhibit received from
her a copper-plate copy setting
forth the honors that were
awarded her exhibit at the
Exposition. At the Pan
American Exposition, at Bui
ialo, New York, Mrs. Day
received a diploma for the best
decorated glass. Mrs. Day
has been teaching the various
lines of art since 1880. Her

APPAREL DISPLAY OF BROWNING, KING AND COMPANY.

A special award

Haltz, and she was born at Tiﬁ‘in, Ohio. Her ﬁrst classes
were formed at Ottawa, Ohio.
In 1888 she removed to Indian~
apolis, and has since been 10—
>
_.
cated there. Her studio, one
"i7... ..
I .'
\ ‘
of
the most complete of its
A1.ququ
‘00
kind in America, is located at
316 North California Street.
Mrs. Day teaches all lines of
ceramic art, water colors and
tapestry painting, and her
I
'
i-i‘rel
classes
are composed of pupils
Jim I , Lb“ {L91
from every section of the
I, i? 5.10 it.
country.
Among all the wealth and
THE NEWEST THING 1N KITCHENWARE.
luxury displayed at the great
maiden name was Laura E. Exposition, the gowns for women, in a way, represented the

' i .‘ at

lt‘lilii
pleat

CHICAGO AFTERNOON GOWNS \VHICH PARIS COULD NOT EQUAL.
Fri Ofithe 51x gowns designed by Madame Caroline. of Chicago. and awarded the Grand
bull“? Whihc Jurors of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition. the afternoon costume of

“on Eamon velvﬁ. Shown in the above illustration. attracted._perhaps. most atten

THE GOWNS FROM CHICAGO THAT TOOK THE GRAND PRlZE.
In the com etition of dresses in which all the great fashion .3
of the
United States. ut of Europe—including London. Paris, Saint 112.3335not
andonly
Vienna_
ioinedhthe display of six go'wns from Madame Caroline. of Chicago. took the highest

wns Show};
mlo'r T; ﬁfaceiul folds of the full skirt were bordered by giiipure lace of the same award II'W'HS [)OSSlble to receive—the Grand Prize. The ﬁrst of the three
mean-s f c waist was of rare lace. over which the brown velvet surplice was ﬁtted by in this picture was of pale blue crepe. a meteor princess dress, the shade 0 which grad
warn of} elabm‘ate him! work. To complete this costume2 a Riissmn sable coat was ually deepened toward lheheni into Robelin blue. Clusters of mignonette in raised
its much" "f"! Whole. As a model of simple elegance. the white cloth tailored gown With embroidery combined artistically with the folds of silk and shirrings of chiffon which
clahormes" Mac“ VElvcf. and its dainty. embroidered borders. was _faultles_s. More were used as garniture. The second of the decollettes was of real Venetian point and
lung b0: ‘3“? {he 06an Era? costume, which forms the third in the illustration._ 'lhe Margarita lace, falling over yellow silk which served to bring out the s lendid workm'm
mm Hagan“ at the side 0 the skirt were bordered by corded rosettes. while in the 5‘th of_ the lace. The third, of heliolrope chiffon. was elaboratelh' trimmed w‘iih
:i enci ennes
lacecoral.
of the same color. and bordered h y ha rid . embroidered
‘ 1
._ in
- suit
short m t ‘? back a ﬂoiince of soft chiﬂ'on embroidered a I‘Auglaise tell to the ﬂoor.
yenow'
blue and
roses
a “"91 a border of corded rosettes over a chiffon blouse, completed the costume.
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MERMOD AND JACCARIYS MANUFACTURING EXHIBIT.
For the execution of prize medals. badges. insignia, and class pins. rings and tro

MERMOD AND JACCARI)’S GOLDEN PAVILION.
This was a most beautiful and ﬁtting
installation in the Palace of Varied Indus‘
tries for the precious jewels and wares
within. Its town clock. striking the hours
on a mellow. sonorous iour-hundred-pound
bell. was recognized by visitors and other
exhibitors as the ofﬁcial timepiece of the
building. and the various departments of
this exhibit became the mecca to which all
lovers of the beautiful naturally tnrncd.
Covering 2.200 square feet in area, this ex
hibit was a most comprehensive display of
all the elegance and richness that has
made the name of Mermnd and Jaccard
world known for its treasures of jewelry.
of art ware. and of all the lines that go to
make up the many departments of this
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famous house.

climax. The ha rm 0 n i on s
combination of laces, furs and
jewels, and the exquisite hand
work shown in embroidery and
painting, made each dress as
much a masterly creation of
decorative art as some beauti
lul vase might be. Like this,
too, each dress carried out
some motive, which was elab
orated by every line and tint
of the gown, by every fold of
lace, and by every piece of

phies, the ﬁrm showed a splendid equip
ment. With enamelers who are artists in
their line. and with expert chasers and
engravers for the ornamental work. Mer
mod and Jaceard's work stood forthe very
best in this line of production. Their pro
cesses of manufacturing as shown by them
were most complete. The ﬁnest designers.
most expertdie cutters and latest im roved
resses for striking medals and
adzes
mm the steel dies. assured the finish to be
the highest and of the most artistic charac
ter. llcre. also. was an exhibit of new and
dainty forms of stationery. elegant copper
plate and steel engraving. and appropriate
ideas for luncheon and menu cards.

JEWELS IN THE GOLDEN PAVILION.
Several pieces that particularly attracted attention were an emerald and diamond
necklace. the drops being of oblong emeralds surrounded by diamonds. alternating with
ten brilliant cut diamond solitaires set on the chain; a corsage pendant. the exquisite
earl center encrusted in a scroll design of platinum-mounted diamonds; a brooch, the
arge. ﬁery opal center surrounded by entwined snakes: a magniﬁcent necklace composed
of thirty-six large and beautiful diamonds. of wonderful perfection in color, cutting and
brilliancy'r a massive diamond heart brooch, which contained I50 pure diamonds of varied
sizes: an “Indian Head." the face of jasper. the head-dress a wonderfully beautiful
baroque pearl. and the neck-chain of platinum-mounted diamonds.
,

hand embroidery. Just as
much originality of design as
the French models, and per
haps a quieter tone of color
and a greater simplicity, made
the six gowns displayed by
Madame Caroline, of Chicago,
almost more attractive to
American critics than those
from abroad. In the eyes of
the Jurors of the Louisiana
P urc h a s e Exposition, this
modiﬁed French taste was the
highest expression of beauty
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CRYSTAL ROOM IN MERMOD AND JACCARD'S GOLDEN PAVILION.
The brilliant zlitter of the most_pcrfcct cut glass ever produced. in the_Crystal Seetion of the Golden Pavilion. formed a dazzling exhibit. One of the great features of this
exhibit was a cut-glass table. the price of which was $1,200. Also a magnlficent punch bowl. the largest and most elaborate ever produced. valued at $2.700. Punch bowls.
tumblers, wine glasses. ice cream sets. vases, bowls and other pieces and sets to grace the home or the club room. composed the largest portion of this disp lay of the glass cutter's
art. these pieces being executed at the "Libby" factory2 This particularly unparalleled exhibit resulted in the company receiving seventeen Grand Prizes. Gold. Silver an
Bronze Medals for diamond jewelry. Paragon watches.silver wares,umbrellas. medals and badges. copper-plate engraving. die cuttinz. society stationery and collaborators.

OPERATIVE EXHIBITS IN THE PALACE OF LXIANUFACTURES.
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ROSENTHAL-SLOAN MILLINERY COMPANY OF SAINT LOUIS.

in dress, and was worthy of the Grand Prize which they
awarded.

Madame Caroline, being a French woman by birth, dis
played all the grace and originality for which her nation

is unexcelled, with American discrimination, which avoids
everything conspicuous in color and form. The result was
a harmony and distinction which could not be surpassed.
In richness of material the dress of the American woman
is exceeded by none.
So in these gowns, comparatively
simple and quiet as they seemed, the materials were of
unsurpassed quality. This was most apparent in a costume
of brown chiffon velvet, the silky folds of which were bordered
by guipure lace of the
same shade, while the
piece dc resistance was

a superb Russian sable
coat. The pale gray
cloth of another was
trimmed with a deep
flounce of soft chiffon
embroidered a l’An
glaise and with folds
of rich white velvet
and satin. The last
of the three afternoon
costumes displayed
was a model of sim
plicity, made of white
cloth exquisitely tail
ored, with narrow em
broidered borders and
touches of black and
white velvet ribbon.
Upon the three decol
lctegowns,which com
meted the e X h

b it

EXHIBIT OF THE CINCINNATI PLAYING CARD COMPANY.

sions with the merchandise,throughout both palaces, as far
as practicable, the processes of manufacture were exhibited by
machinery in actual operation. In the Palace of Manufactures
there were machines weaving cottons, silks, woolens, and other
machines turning out hats, handkerchiefs, suspenders, corsets,
stockings, Indian blankets, hammocks, gloves and many other
articles. Hides were converted into leather and then made
into shoes by a model factory, turning out 300 pairs a day.
There were also in operation high-speed envelope machines,
the latest type of wire-weaving machine, a model paper-box
manufactory and a blank-book manufactory. In the Palace
of Industry also were
many operative ex
hibits, including the
hammering of silver
ware by Indian ex
perts, the manufacture
of imitation diamonds
and the grinding, pol
ishing and setting of
turquoise.
When the visitor
reached these two pal
aces, after looking for
new inventions, im
provements and other

evidences of progress
in other exhibit build
ings, he saw many
things here that
seemed in some re
spects to discredit our
modern progress, and
THE FAMOUS EXHIBIT OF PARIS DIAMONDS.
The above illusimms the magniﬁcent exhibit of M. Eknayan. of Paris. France. the lamest cutter and dealer in
diamonds and precious stones in the world_

The collection embraced the mpst Perfect diamonds ever exhibited

“I! l
.
’ or known to exist. including single stones valued at $ion.000;00. Unusually interesting was the display 0‘ C°l°r°d
‘ ( ame (J a r 0 1 1 n e diamonds_ which M. Eknayan makes a specialty of collecting. Many years of persistent effort were required
la - I
i
‘to perfect this collection, which included exquisite diamonds of the followmg colors:_red- timk' camryi 30mm

VlS ied her sense of
elaboration in gami

to be desirable

and

Costly Ill spite Of an

'
‘
thtuty 3 n (l

'
u n l 111..

4 i

brown, green brown. blue white, brown.stecl green, golden yellow,reddish brown’and iet black.

Aside from the

prOVed

processes

of

intrinsic value of this exhibit. which was of itself sufficient to arrest attention. admiration and wonder. that fascination which precious stones Seem to exert over all was manifested by the crowds which tlironged the exhibit from

.
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- Euresof exquISIte
lace

the
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f
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I .~ . andedgaler
Th
cntleman
standingand
in the
right foreground
of theLouis.
exhibit
case
is Mr.and
F.
\V. D‘i-Tiigtgn,(fliglg‘aﬁiirijglisngoliigr
in diamonds
precious
stones in Saint
and
behind

.
_
tapestries
and Persian

Jewels and

slightly to the right of Mr. Drosten is his son. Mr. \\'m. G. Droslen. who has made a scientiﬁc study of gems. and
is one of the most expertiudges of precious and semi-precious stories in the West. As illustrating the enterprise
and business sagriciiy of Mr. F. W. Drnsten. it may be mentioned that a large number of the most perfect speciniens of colored diamonds in this exhibit were urchased by him for retention and disposition among the mllliOn'
'
ggéggnirioisseurs
and collectors of the Uni‘t e d gtates. of whom the middle West contains an annually increasing

hand em '
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SOME NOTEWORTHY DISPLAYS IN VARIED INDUSTRIES.
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DIAMOND CUTTING DISPLAY FROM CHICAGO.
unknown a generation ago or were too costly for families of
moderate means.
The great German section with its forty-eight rooms, each
BOWLING AND BILLIARD EQUIPMENT.
designed and furnished by an architect and an artist to show
and price the most perfect productions of the most improved the suniptiiousness and elegance of modern German home
life in the Palace of Varied Industries—the exquisite arts and
modern machinery. He saw antique hand-made laces sini
ilarly outclassing the latest and most dazzling creations of the crafts exhibits of Italy—the unequaled exhibits of ladies
Parisian dressniakers. He saw displayed there $10,000,000 costumes and niillinery in the French section—the famous
worth of perfectly useless jewelry, and he saw at the same .time ceramic and cloisonne productions of Japan—the textiles, the
that the desirability of merchandise is often a matter of art industries and useful manufactures of all the nations
represented here are particularly referred to in other pages of
decorative taste or fashion, irrespective of utility.
this
volume, and many such volumes could be ﬁlled with
But, looking further in the same two palaces, he saw many v
fuller
descriptions of them.
evidences of the most gratifying progress, not only in the
The
exhibits of stationery, desk furniture and ofﬁce equip
way of improved utilities, but in combinations of utility with
ment,
were
chieﬂy from the United States, although nearly all
beauty—and not only in the largest and ﬁnest exhibits ever
the
foreign
countries were represented in some features of the
made by foreign nations at a World's Fair, but in the vast
group.
Notable
among these were the metallic ﬁling cases
array of surprising proofs that our own industries have in the
and
ﬁxtures,
marking
a distinct advance in the safety of docu
last ten years surpassed all foreign achievements in the pro
ments
without
sacriﬁcing
anything in the matterof convenience.
duction of artistic merchandise, art silverwarehart pottery,
The most conspicuous exhibit of cutlery was that of the
glass, bronzes, jewelry, china, furniture, interior decorations,
and in short a thousand other commodities now made as Simmon’s Hardware Company, a tall windmill, with its sails
decorated with axes. The Arts and Crafts Shop, of Buffalo,
satisfactorily in the United States as anywhere in the world.
Another gratifying evidence of salutary progress was found New York, exhibited most interesting hand work in metals,
from carved jewelry and odd stones to brass and enameled
in the evidence presented by the exhibits of our own and for
sign countries, as well as by those of individual ﬁrms, that copper ware, desk sets, candlesticks, plaques and jewel boxes.
One special attraction in the Yaried Industries building
there has been a great advance recently in providing comforts,
conveniences and even luxuries for mankind in general, that was Lotus Lodge, a beautiful cottage, in which were displayed
were at ﬁrst devised for the very rich exclusively, and a little the productions of the National Oil Cloth and Leatherole
earlier were not deemed attainable. even by them. There were Companies, of New York. Here was the new (lull—ﬁnish oil
innumerable articles of this description, now brought within cloth called Sanitas, designed in many beautiful patterns to
the reach of any thrifty laborer's home, that were either take the place of wall paper, a wall covering that may be
washed with a sponge, but having the delicacy in appearance
of the ﬁnest wall papers. Leatlierole, also for walls, is a
perfect imitation of embossed leather, with color eﬁ'ects.

MRS. WALTER S. DAY'S EXHIBIT OF CERAMICS.
In th: lridiana section of the Palace of Varied lndustrics was the exhibit of china.
glass and pottery made by Mrs. \\ alter 5. Day. of Indianapolis. The exhibit. was awar.
dcd a silver medal. A special award of a silver medal was also given Mrs. Day.

THE INGERSOLL WATCH HEADQUARTERS.

a
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\Vith the manufacturers of the entire world as a clientele,
a large percentage of whom enthusiastically co-operated with
them in their work, the officials of the \Vorld's Fair in charge
of the Department of Manufactures were enabled to obtain
results far beyond their most sanguine expectations and
greatly surpassing those that had been obtained at any pre_
vious Exposition. The Department's scope was so extensive
that two immense palaces were required in which to exhibit
the best of manufactured articles produced in this and foreign
countries, and never before was such a grand collection
assembled. In the Palace of Manufactures proper only
articles of a utilitarian character were shown and the compe
tition engendered among leading manufacturers of articles of
necessity was of the keenest character. In the division
devoted to textiles where
manufactured clothing
was displayed intense
rivalry was inspired
among the most

. '¢¥IFetc.;?r‘
:;=*’ :

Mr
!‘\“.'L~h

notable

the modern weaves and fabrics, cut after the very latest styles,
and ﬁnished by hand, differing in nothing from the tailor
made garments but exceeding them in many respects, for
approximately one-half the amount of money that a similar
suit made to order would cost him.
In the \Vorld's Fair contest were many of the most cele
brated French manufacturers of men's clothing, Paris, capital
of the world of fashion, being represented by a dozen or more

of her greatest designers and builders.

In former competi

tions in this line Paris and London had usually had matters
their own way, but the Louisiana Purchase Exposition
marked a new era by establishing the fact that New York is

now the leader in the art of building ready-to-wear clothing,
and that in the future it could be depended upon to maintain
the position of leadership.
The cast, too, was a large
exhibitor of men's cloth
ing, but the product of
its manufacturers, the jury

decided, was in no respect
manufacturers' of men’s
wearing apparel. Experts
equal to that displayed by
Were required on the Jury
Hornthal, Benjamin &
Riem. Several other for
of Awards to properly
decide the merits of the
eign countries made
exhibits in the same de
various exhibits. When
partment, but they were
the claims of every ex
easily outclassed by the
hibitor had been carefully
superior exhibit made by
considered the Jury of
the New York manufac
Awards conferred upon
turers.
the wholesale clothing in
dustry of America the
IIornthal, Benjamin &
Riem’s display was made
highest distinction by
in an artistically con
awarding to Hornthal,
structed case, two sides of
Benjamin & Riem, of
which was of heavy plate
New York City, manu
glass. It included all
facturing clothiers, the
styles of men’s and youths’
grand prize and gold
clothing, and commanded
medal. Quality of mate
the critical attention of
rial. workmanship and
the thousands of visiting
style entered into the com
clothing manufacturers,
petition and the success of
jobbers and retail dealers.
Hornthal, Benjamin &
The case' in which the dis—
Riem, an American ﬁrm,
play was made was ﬁn
brought to the front an
ished in black and gold,
industry that had hardly
and stood in the most fre
been considered beyond its
quented section of the
own limitations, but
great Palace of Manufac
which, nevertheless, has
tures. In addition to the
been one of the rapidly
GRAND PRIZE EXHIBIT OF MEN'S CLOTHING.
exhibit being the ﬁnest in
advancing industries of
quality, it was also the largest made by any single manufac
the country and is now one of the most important.
It-is not so long ago that every prosperous business or turer, either domestic or foreign.
The product of the ﬁrm of Hornthal, Benjamin & Riem is
professional man had his tailor, and would no more have
thought of doing without him than the housewife would of made by the most experienced workmen and after the most
doing without the grocer.
Int recent years have witnessed approved and up-to-date methods and styles. The splendid
radical changes and many old ideas have been replaced by quality of its goods is known to all clothiers who desire to
modern ones, as was indicated when the Jury of Awards at provide their patrons with the best for the least money. 1"
the \N'orld's Fair conferred upon the ﬁrm of Hornthal, recognizing the superiority of Hornthal, Benjamin & Riem's
Benjamin 8: Riem awards which attested that the clothing clothing the World’s Fair jury expressed its appreciation of
manufactured by this ﬁrm was not only equal to tailor-made the labors of the ﬁrm in contributing to the cause of industrial
clothing but in many respects superior to it. The fact was progress as shown by the high character of its product.
established by the jury that men can purchase ready-made
Hornthal, Benjamin & Riem are located at 22, 24, 26
clothing, made from the ﬁnest material obtainable, in any of East Fourteenth street, New York City, New York.

EXHIBIT OF THE WINKLE TERRA COTTA COMPANY.
.
ti,

Terra Cotta is peculiarly adapted for decorative architect

ural effects, and The Winkle Terra Cotta Company made the
most of its possibilities in their exhibits at the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition. Two W'inkle booths—the main one

Ibis

III:
lily

in the Palace of Manufactures and a smaller one in the
Etlt'
pint

Palace of Mines and Metallurgy—held samples of every
variety of ware turned out by the company's factories at

Wt

Cheltenham.

The Manufactures Building exhibit absorbed

about twenty-ﬁve thousand dollars of the company's money,
and was considered by experts in the profession to be the
most striking and complete exposition of the uses of terra
cotta yet made at any \Vorld's Fair.
Fenced

put
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ﬁllhl‘,

till
it a
liar.

with

a

broad

balustrade,

beautifully

constructed of terra cotta, the
Winkle pavilion needed
only turf and ﬂowers to
make it the center
of some elaborate
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were incorporated into the sides of the pavilion, and carytids
over the capitals supported the ornamented roof. At each of
the four corners was a Statue representing one of the elements
in the composition of terra cotta—miniug, sculpture, archi
tecture, and chemistry, were in turn given sculptural form.
Over the entrances were four terra cotta eagles, with out
Stretched wings, modeled in the exact semblance Of living
birds. Eight cupids supported the pedestals upon which they
Stood, holding between them Shields, upon which the mono—
gram of the company was engraved. Monograms were also
inscribed in the tiling before each portal. Surmounting the
entire Structure was Atlas, his muscles straining
as he upheld the massive globe on his
Shoulders.
Without being inhar
monious in the slightest
degree, the pavilion em
bodied every form Of
terra cotta decora
tions which the
wide range in
the style of
m0de r n
buildings

mate
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THE \VINKLE TERRA COTTA COMPANY’S PAVILION. WIIICII WAS AWARDED THE GRAND PRIZE.
In additio n_to_the grand prize for the most artistic terra cotta display in the Manufactures Building. this company received a gold medal for their display in the Mines and
Metallurgy 1} uIldmz. LIke manufacturers of the more delicate porcelaIn, terra cqtta makers are constantly searchmg {or new methods of adding to the appearance and strength
0 their produc'" In fact, terra Cotta must, for all practical urposes. be idenucalmform and durabIhty wnh the marble whose place it sup lies. For grace and color and
anrac'l"! abpearanre
'
'
'
‘ the I ’ alace of Manufactures at the _I_.oumana
'<
s
- _. the pavllloﬂ
dlsplaycd
by The \\ “Inkle erra (.otta
Company in
I ‘ urchase prnsttion,
co“! 1 n H1 1

“gig? by one limit of more ambitious material.

It embodied the spiritpf chiseled marble and combined with It the utility of the clay.

SO much of the worl; ofqrhg‘\i'iiilltelg

0‘“ Company IS done by hand under the direct supervision of artists, that their completed product Is a work of art.

guarded the paved way to the pavilion, which was con
structed entirely of terra cotta pressed into the various
Shapes in which it is put upon the market.
In fact, the
pavilion was built with the object of displaying terra cotta
In all the architectural forms in which it is seen in the

is likely to call into use.
Although the pavilion was
the central feature of The \Vinkle Terra Cotta Company's
display, the elaborate balustrades and other examples of the

"‘0de building or residence.

red terra cotta; another showed a female proﬁle exquisitely

Ribbed and Corinthian pillars

factory’s product formed an interesting exhibit in themselves.

On one plaque was the face of an Indian cleanly cut in the
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molded and ﬁnely finished.
Known throughout the
world for the exceptional and
beautiful styles and designs of
its modern colonial furniture,
no protest was possible when
the Nelson-Matter Furniture
Company, one of the great
manufacturing concerns that
have made Grand Rapids
famous, was awarded the
Exposition Grand Prize on its
exhibit of an Empire Colonial
Suite, consisting of seven
pieces that had commanded

Q .
E41.
COLONIAL BED.

the admiration of every
visitor to the Palace of
Varied Industries. The
suite was in handsomely
ﬁgured mahogany. It
was not composed of

U show pieces,” designed
for a special purpose, but
was selected from the regu
lar line of the company,
and different in no respect
from the
ordinary
output of
t h e fac
tory. The

Fl’
J
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5"???”

DRESSING TABLE.

,
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m“

suite com

prised a bed, lady’s dresser, toilet desk,
bureau, chiffonier, cheval glass and a table.
In design, material, construction and ﬁnish
they excelled the so-called hand-made furni
ture, and the exhibit was only one of the
numerous designs that has given the Nelson~
Matter Company such an enviable position in
the furniture manufacturing circles of the world.
The principal object of the exhibit was to

A COLONIAL BUREAU.

show the possibilities of a vast
American furniture factory
with its elaborate subdivision
of labor, its specialization of
skill, and the substitution of
mechanical for hand labor
whenever possible, and that
object was attained. The out
put of the Nelson-h-‘Iatter fac
tory is almost exclusively
conﬁned to medium and high
grades, and its skill is recog
nized in every portion of the
civilized world.
While its
methods of manufacture have

resulted in cheapening the
cost of ﬁne furniture, they
have also resulted in a
superior style of internal
and external ﬁnish.
The most striking feat
ure of the pieces shown in
the exhibit of the Nelson~
Matter Company, was the
originality displayed in
theirexecution. Although
the Colon- _
ial s t y l e
w a 5 gen
erally fol
lowed, the
LADIES’ TOILET DESK.
s u pe r i o r
ideas, and the better facilities for manufactur
ing were employed to add greater attractive
ness. The higher skill of the present day
mechanic was apparent in every piece of the
suite. The exhibit was not only admired by vis
itors, but brought many orders for duplicates.

THE TABLE.

THE CHIFFONIER.
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AN EXPERT DESIGNER OF STORE EQUIPMENT.
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Those visiting
the Palace of In—
dustries while at the
Louisiana Purchase
Exposition will re
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:ion of
labor
d that

member the “War
ren Model Hard
ware Store” "as one
of the most interest
ing features, being
inspected by over
one million people
as shown from the
records and was
awarded the two
highest medals.
There is prob
ably no man in the
hardware ranks per
forming a more in

lie I)“.
er lat.

isii'ely

flhigh
recog
Jl the
it its

have
_.

JOHN D. WARREN.

teresting or important service for the elevation of the trade
than the one whom hundreds of readers will quickly recog
nize in the portraiton this page, Mr. John D. Warren, ofChicago.
Learning the hardware trade at an early age, in Buffalo,
with Pratt & Company, afterward being their Western repre
sentative in Chicago, his success has made his name and his
work well known throughout the United States, which work

is to him, a congenial and suitable ﬁeld of labor.
His acute judgment, coupled with genial personality, early
distinguished him in business and social circles,his skill being
sought at expositions, festivals, etc., when decoration of

‘

of his character, are beyond question, and I am happy to
bear testimony to the same."
_
He shortly afterwards began the manufacture of this
shelving, which is now in popular use throughout the United
States and revolutionizing the hardware store methods in
this and foreign countries, having been adopted by many
leading dealers in nearly every state in the Union, consign
ments having been sold in England, Germany, Scotland,
Ireland,South Africa, Australia, Hawaiian Islands, Sweden
and Norway, South America and the West Indies. In the
construction of his shelving, Mr. Warren has sought to main
tain

the

commendation

of

his

former

employer.

The

practicability of the goods are universally endorsed. Their
marvelous beauty and completeness win the favor of every
aggressive hardware dealer—as well as the salesman—and the
material advantages they render over the old method of stor
ing hardware will probably only become fully realized by
the hardware man during the next quarter of a century. He
has worked incessantly and traveled extensively in making
his goods known, and in addition to his great personal
magnetism as a business man, has displayed extraordinary
capacity for bringing out new ideas with every step‘ of his
progress. He has made vast research among the economies
in practice and brought into practical use—time and labor
saving devices, that none but a life spent in the hardware
business and his love for the work could ﬁnd it possible to
originate. Mr. Vl-iarren—energetic, aggressive and persistent
—with conﬁdence in the usefulness of his product has dein~
onstrated to the hardware trade and his friends, the great
feasibility, utility and advantage which the perfection of his
plans has developed.

superior taste was wanted.

As a salesman he was
cur

loyal to the house and up

tire

right with his trade, and

dii

it is needless to say that

'vis
its,

this long experience had
taught him the need of
better store methods.
When his ﬁrm with
drew from business, a posi

tion was tendered him by
the

Simmons

Hardware
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to embark i yﬁars later
and

manufa 1:

originating
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hard
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netecn feet high.

i
‘
n ﬁsh! feet
sections.
Manufactured
by the
J. D in. retail store two hundred and twenty-ﬁve feet deep. ﬁftY-ﬁW
. Warren Manufacturing Company, of Chicago, Illinois
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CHAPTER XX.
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, LIVE STOCK, FORESTRY, FISH AND GAME.
LARGEST 0F THE EXHIBIT PALM‘ES DEVOTED TO AGRICULTURE—DISPLAYS FROM STATES AND NATIONS-NEARLY TWENTY ACRES UNDER
ONE ROOF—WHAT SCIENTIFIC AGRICULTURE HAS ACCOIIPLISIIED~HIGIIEST DEVELOPMENT OF FARII VEHICLES, MACIIINERI' AND
IIIFLEMENTs—DAIRY PRODUCTS DISPLAYED IN HUGE COLD STORAGE ROOMS—DAIRY FIXTURES AND MACHINES—SPECIAL EXHIBITS
OF COTTON, CORN, RICE, TOIIAcco AND SUGAR-WONDERFL'L PRODUCTION OF GRAINS av IRRIGATION—FRUITS FROM MANY STATES
AND COUNTRIEs—FINE SPECIMENS FROM TuE IRRIGATED ORCIIARDS OF THE MOUNTAIN STATES AND TIIE PACIFIC SLOPE—FLOWER
Snows 0F UNUSUAL INTEREST—LARGEST DISPLAY OF FOREST PRODUCTS EVER BROUGHT TOGETIIER—FISII AND GAME FROM
ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD —A LIVE STOCR Snow WITIIOUT PARALLEL—TEE FINEST BREEDS 0F HORSES AND CATTLE FROM THE
MOST FAMOUS REGIONS~SHEEP OR MANY VARIETIES~SWINE OF THE MOST PROFXTABLE TYPES—BEAUTIFUL SPECIMENS OF POUL
TRY AND PET STOCK FROM LEADING BREEDERS.

exhibits of the Agriculture and Horticulture departments, of
which approximately twenty acres were cov

REDERIC W. TAYLOR,
Chief of the Departments of
Agriculture and Horticulture, had
an executive staff composed of
T. K. Bruner, Superintendent of
Special Exhibits; E. Sudendorf.
Superintendent of Dairy Exhib
its; Paul Pierce. Superintendent

ered by the Palace of Agriculture (I,600
feet by 500), the largest structure on the
grounds, and six acres by the Palace of Hor

ticulture (800 feet by 400).

of Food Exhibits: J. T. Stinson,

Superintendent of Pomology
(Horticulture); I. H. Hadkinson,
Superintendent of Floricultu re
(Horticulture).
More than seventy acres of the
space on Agriculture Hill was set
_ ,
_

FRIIIIERIC w. TAYLOR.

apart for the InSIde and outSIde L‘hiefoi Agricultureand Horticulture.

The former

cost $550,000, the latter $240,000. So much
of the seventy acres as was not covered by
roadways, buildings, or such outside ex
hibits as wind mills and other power equip
ments for farms, was devoted to profuse
formal and informal landscape gardening,
showing beautiful groupings of grasses,
bulbs, shrubs, creepers, conifers, roses, a
bewildering
variety .of ﬂowering
‘
. plants and
.
tIny lakes ﬁlled With blooming aquatics.

PAUL PIERCE,
Superintendent of Foods
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MEMBERS OF THE AGRICULTURE CLUB. LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.
1. J. H. Durkee. President of Agriculture Club. 2. L. B. Clore. Secretary of Agriculture Club. 3. Matt. \V. Hall. Treasurer of AgriculturaClub. 4. Mrs. S. W. Reid. 5.

'

Mauricio Mandil. 6. H. H. Brimley. 7. H S. Harrison. 8. Mrs. Bertha Hat’t'ner.
R. Walters. 10. Mrs. “ilson. 11.
. \‘ Abell. 12.
. H. Abaza. 13. J. H \\‘ills.
14. W. N. Harris. 15. \V. D. Nichols. 16. Calvin 5. Morris. 17. Iverson C. Fanton. 18. Kennosuke Ohashi. 19. James “J. Ellis. . 20. Kaichiro Shindo. 21. A. J. Dickensnn.
22. R. J. Sanford. 23. A.T. McLargar. 24. Frank A. Kimball. 25. Robt. D. Oakley. 26. Wm. W. Green. 27. Roy L. Brooke. 28. Henry F. Ellis. 29 T. Graham. (gnaw.
H. Brown. 31. F. A. Spragg. 132. I‘. M. Randall.
M. J. wessels. 34. H. C. \\'arner. 35. Jas. A. Sickner. 36. J. Stanley Winger. 37. William James. 18. J. D. 2 en
f.
R.Overstreet. 40. Geo. a. Hy de. 41. C. A.
lack. 42. Chas. S Fish. 43. A. E. Jones. 44. Miss Anna Davis. 45. E. Owen. 46. A. J. Currie. 47. F. lenges. 48. M.
can. 49. M. lsoda. 50. C. Nagashima. 52. A. J. Ash. 5'4. l". S. Doud. 54. S. F. Green. 55. L. D. Stilson.
J. Dunning. 57. C. F. \\'yer. 58. Wm. Moore. 59. Mrs.
Freda Ehrnann. 6o Jas. Walsh. 61. H. K. Loomis. 62. H. R- Daniels. 63. H. E. Crain. 64. C. V. Floyd. 6 .
I. Riddle. 66. C. A. Copley. 67. E. U. Maxwell. 68. W.
H. Lawson. 69. . H. Sage. 70. G. D. Danks. 71. W. S. Bretz. 72. W. H. Oren. 73. J. \‘V. Rawlings. 74. \i'. H. Holmes. 75. M. F. Goddard. 76. Geo. P. Dennis. 77. W.
A. McCoduck. 75. Geo. A. Hunt.

The purpose was to make Agriculture Hill a model of orna
mental setting for the homes and outbuildings of the farmer.
The Agriculture exhibits were classiﬁed under Groups
78 to 96 inclusive, subdivided into Classes 485 to 586 inclu
sive, covering generally all products coming directly or
indirectly from the cultivation of the soil, with the tools,
implements and methods used in planting, cultivating and
harvesting, and the manufactured forms and by-products; the
preparation and preservation of everything derived from land
cultivation and entering into the home life and commerce of

the world. The exhibits of forty-two of our States and ﬁfteen
foreign countries, not only covered all the twenty acres of
floor space in the Palace of Agriculture, but in nearly every
case the applications were for more space than could be
spared. Before the Exposition opened Mr. Taylor had on
ﬁle applications showing that he could have covered more
than forty acres of ﬂoor with most excellent and instructive
exhibits. After the Exposition opened nobody disputed his
statement that there was installed in the space devoted to his
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departments Hthe most comprehensive and intelligent epitome
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GENERAL VIEW OF THE SPECIAL CORN EXHIBIT.

INDIANA AND VIRGINIA IN THE CORN EXHIBIT.

CLASSIFICATIO N OF EXHIBITS IN THE PALACE OF AGRICULTURE.
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THE HEINZ PICKLE BOOTH.

EXHIBITS or CYPHERS INCUBATOR.
products of all the States growing them on a
commercial scale, so as to illustrate charac
teristics and peculiarities of products resulting
from varying soils and climatic conditions, or
from varying local methods of cultivation and
handling. Thus, in the 15,000 square feet of
space devoted to com, the
visitor could compare the
exhibits from many States,
the relative importance of
their crops, and compare
also the commercial utiliza~
tion thereof in the forms of
starch, glucose, dextrine,
sugar, syrup, oil, rubber,
oil cake, germ oil meal,
gluten meal, corn meal,
samp, grits, hominy, stock
foods, clover, ensilage, fod
OFFICERS OF AGRICULTURE CLUB.
1. I. H._Durkee, New York. President. a. L. ll. Clare. Indiana, Secretary. 3. Matt W. Hall, der, shucks, shuck mats and
Missouri, '1 reasurer. 4. A T. McCarizar. 5. Robt. T. Willits. 6. Coivin B. Brown. California.
mattresses, canned or pre
. James \Valsh. .Nebraska‘. 8. E. B. Maxwell. 9. R. Walters. ro. Jas. A. Defiery. it. ll.
oomis. \\'isconsin. 12. Doctor R. M. Green. California. 13. D. Bartlett. South Dakota. 14. .\I
F. Goddard, Canada.
served corn, malt, whiskey.

0f husbandry yet seen by the world."
Eight longitudinal and sixteen cross aisles
divided the immense hall of the Agriculture
Palace into one hundred and ﬁve spacious
exhibit blocks, with aisles on every side of
them, and between aisle and wall, at both
ends and both sides of the
building were forty-four
other and narrower blocks
of varying length, making
149 in all. In the central
bay, 1,600 feet long by 106
feet wide, and with roof
girders 60 feet above the
ﬂoor, Were ﬁfteen blocks

devoted to “special ex
hibits” of corn, cotton,
tobacco, cane sugar and
beet sugar, pure foods and
experiment station exhib
its. These installations
\\'cre compiled from the
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CALIFORNIA II L'T'I‘ER.

To the average visitor
there was a succession of
surprises in learning about the
EXI’ERT COOKING IIICAIONS'I‘RATEI) IIY MRS. RORI'IR.
great number of marketable
illustrations in detail of the im
mense tobacco industry of the United States, three more products obtained from corn in the form of oils, paper, pith
blocks or 15,000 square feet told the story of cotton growing used to stop shot-holes in ships. corn-rubber used for rail
and its by-products. and in still other blocks, devoted to the way car butters, celluloid. collodion. sizing, varnishes, ﬁlms,
beet sugar and cane sugar industries, there were elaborate ﬁlaments for incandescent lamps. artiﬁcial silk. gun cotton.
illustrations of cane and beet culture from the planting to the smokeless powder, in addition to its numerous and very
varied food elements
ﬁnished products in the
w
and products. The
forms of sugar and
story of corn improve
syrup.
ment from the Indian's
Throughout the en
scant yield of primi
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etc. Fourblocks,20,000 square
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demand; the new cylindrical bale compressed to one-fourth
of the btilk of the old square bale of equal weight and tied

institutes. This progress was distinctly marked in the im
proved agricultural implements to which large spaces were
conceded both inside and outside the palace—about seven or
eight acres. A steam-driven eight-gang plow, capable of
doing the work of eight horses, was shown by the
side of a primitive one-horse plow said to have
been used by Daniel Webster. There were three
row cultivators and four-row corriplanters; disc

its nutiierous and very

i
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with a cord made from the bark of the cotton plant.

As mere displays of agriculture's products
nothing approaching the exhibits on this twenty
acre ﬂoor was ever seen before. No man saw
them without feeling that he had never before

formed any adequate conception of the productive
plows with which a man and team can do the
iiess of our country or of the progressive achieve
work of several men and several teams using the
ments of those who till its soil. It was a common
ordinary turning plow; disc grain drills, mowing
remark that. if all the other departments had been
machines, hay loaders, hay carriers and baliug
omitted, the exhibits in the Palace of Agriculture
machines showing great improvements over those
alone were fully worth all the cost in time and
of ten years ago; harvesters of increased working
capacity, made lighter and more durable at the
money of visiting the Exposition. There was
nothing monotonous 0r commonplace about them.
same time; a corn harvester that cuts, binds and
State governments, the agricultural colleges, and
shocks; a corn harvester that picks and shucks the
E. SUDENDORF,
farmers' and planters' associations everywhere Superintendent Dairy Exhibits, ears, leaving the stalks uncut; threshing machines
Department of Agriculture.
took up the work with enthusiasm and spared no
with wind stackers, baud-cutters and self~feeders
expense or eFfort in making each exhibit more attractive. that have come in since the Chicago Exposition: steel wind
more impressive and more instructive than any other. Rice,
mills, pumping machinery, feed cutters, feed grinders, all
p‘eas, beans. oil seeds, root crops and ﬁber plants were all showing marked improvements made in the last ten years,
given prominence and illustration by the States most which have more than quadrupled the use of such conveniences,
interested in them. Everywhere there were evidences of the
Among the most important and interesting of the demon
Progress inaugurated in our agricultural industries by the strations were those connected with the pure food exhibits and
agricultural colleges, experiment stations and the farmers'
the laboratory work by which they were tested for deleterious

other cereals.
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and a complete record was kept of the kind, quality
ingredients. An interesting group of exhibits demon
and weight of the food consumed by each cow at
strated the processes by which farm products are
each feeding and of the milk obtained from her at
converted into a great variety of foods. In one of
each milking. This milk was delivered fresh from
these wheat was seen going into the mill at one end
the cow to the Model Dairy in the Palace. The
of the booth and coming out at the other end in the
temperature of each compartment of this dairy was
form of hot rolls. Foods, drinks,c0nfectionery and
regulated properly by the most improved refrigerat
pastries were manufactured in plain view. A Pure
ing apparatus, and through the plate-glass sides the
Food Commission, made up of dairy and food
visitor could watch all the model machinery in
officials of the States, conducted a series of Pure
.
‘
operation within and all the processes to which the
Food Congresses and a series of practical lessons in
I
milk was subjected; the weighing and testing; the
cooking, testing food preparations for impurities
I
separation of the cream from the milk; the making
and adulterationsand mercilessly exposing them.
b
A great deal of instruction was given in the prepara- Mas. Fume N. Bran-us. of butter and cheese, and the methods and means by
tion of food for babies, for the dyspeptic and for Supcrimendentoflhe B" which perfect cleanliness and freedom from germs
and Honey Exhibit.
were secured at every step. After studying this he
the fat and the lean.
While some of the foreign countries limited their agricul
could obtain from a booth at the south end of the Model Dairy
tural exhibits to the ﬁbers, oils, wines, liquors and table a glass of milk or buttermilk, a plate of ice cream or a piece
supplies which they export, these were always made large and of cheese, of which he knew the entire history running back
attractively picturesque. But others less distant made displays to the cow that gave the milk and the food she had eaten.
as comprehensive as those of our own States, and made them Across the aisle he could look through plate glass into
at the same time very interesting and instructive to American another series of refrigerated apartments in which were
visitors. Canada’s ranked among the most conspicuous, spectacular displays of butter and cheese from the leading
ornate and lavish displays of varied products. France, Mexico,
dairy States; a 1,7oo-pound cheese from Missouri; life
New Zealand, Ceylon and Brazil all made large and interest
sized portrait statues in butter; a portrait statue of Presi
ingly varied exhibits of their agricultural resources and dent Roosevelt in butter; landscapes, bas-reliefs and groups
methods. The large sections of Germany and Japan were in butter; farm scenes in butter, with life-sized statues of
more educational in scope and purpose, dealt more with the dairy-maids and cows.
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PALACE OF IlORTICULTURE—CENTER, FOUR HUNDRED FEET SQUARE; TWO W'INGS, EACH T\VO HUNDRED FEET SQUARE.

commercial articles derived from agricultural products and
with the means and processes of agricultural education,
experimental farms, fertilization, etc. Japan, however, made
large displays of teas, tobacco, rice, liquors, canned goods
and other table supplies, while Germany also made ﬁne dis
plays of foods, conserves, bottled sausages, wines, beers,
cakes, etc., besides a comprehensive showing of the products
of her East African colony.
Nothing in the Palace of Agriculture attracted larger
crowds of interested people than were generally found inspect
ing the dairy exhibits at all hours of the day. These were
emphatically “live exhibits,” showing improved processes
and decided progress in the perfection of dairy machinery and

processes since the VVorld’s Fair at Chicago.

One hundred

cows of the various favorite breeds had been selected by the
several breeding associations to_ compete in the protracted
milk tests for the great prizes offered by the Exposition. In
the nearby barns of the Exposition these cows were scien
tiﬁcally fed and curried and bedded and milked by experts,

Pictures of each State's display and of every feature
thereof will be treasured in its archives to be shown with
pride to coming generations.
For they had reason to be
proud not only of the marvelously excellent things exhibited
but of the manner of presenting them to the eye, and of the
attractive and signiﬁcant inclosure and decorations of each
State’s exhibit space. There was some feature of unique
design or artistic skill by which each State’s display was sure
to fasten on the memory. There were towering domes,
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pagodas and pyramids of staple products; colossal statues of
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cotton, corn, sugar and other products; has-reliefs, portraits,
mural pictures, and panoramas of farm scenes. looking like
paintings, but in reality mosaics made of vari-colored corn
and other cereal grains, comstalks, corn silks and tassels, com
husks, and different hued forage plants and grasses. And
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looking at these the eye was sure to fall on a proud array of
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State statistics and valuable facts.
The largest individual exhibit in the PalaCe of Agricultllfe

tsinI

in,“

was that of the International Harvester Company of America
ngn a

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA.
which occupied three entire blocks with a complete and com
prehensive display of agricultural machinery of all kinds.

It is estimated that more than nine-tenths of the harvesting
machines made in America are manufactured in the plants which

produce the farm implements marketed by the International
Harvester Company of America.

The same statement will

probably hold true of the machines used in harvesting the
grain and grass of the entire world. These factories are
located as follows: Deering, McCormick and Plano Works,
Chicago, Illinois; Champion Works, Springﬁeld, Ohio; Mil
waukee \Vorks, Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Hamilton ‘vVOl'kS,
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.
In the production of the enormous output of these plants

more than twenty thousand men are employed, and perhaps
as many more are engaged in the production of iron, steel,
lumber and other materials used. Iron mines, steel mills,
mines producing fuel and coking coal, lumber mills and rail
roads are operated in connection with these plants.
The marketing of this enormous output of agricultural
machines has given rise to one of the largest and most com
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During the past twenty years, or since the manufacture
of the modern grain binder began, there have been many
important changes, and the establishments that lead today in
output are those which have been the most progressive in
methods of construction and shop organization.
At ﬁrst,
harvesting machines were made chieﬂy of wood. Now steel,
drop forgings, malleable iron and gray iron castings make
modern harvesting machines models in strength and in case of
operation; and it was the demand from the farmers for these

modern ideas in construction that concentrated the manufac
ture of harvesting machines in a few great factories. The
development of factory machinery and the expense of equip
ment has been enormous. For instance, at the McCormick
Works at Chicago in 1872 a three hundred and ﬁfty horse-power
engine was installed, furnishing for several years all power
needed for the machinery then in use at that \X'orks. Today
there are seven large power houses in that plant with engines
aggregating about fourteen thousand horse-power.
At the
DeeringWorks they use about as much power, one central station
developing twelve thousand horsepower of electrical energy
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EXHIBIT OF TIIE INTERNATIONAL IIARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA.
This exhibit was by far the largest in the implement section of the Agriculture Palace. ‘A little‘rnore than sixteen thousand square feet of space was used in cxhibitin samples
of the grain and grass harvesting machines, seeding machines, earth-stirring‘tools, gasoline engines, and other farm implements marketed b this great Company. %'he main
exhibit s ace comprised Blocks 32. 3. and 34 entire, making one continuous exhibit of machines ninety-two feet Wide. and inlength extending hal wa across the huge Agriculture
Palace, t ve lar est building
of the xposition. In addition to this main exhibit, Section _ii was used for showing the product of the
_ '
_ _ factoryI of the nternational'ﬂarvester Coni
pany of Lana a. Limited. at Hamilton, Ontario. On Section 7 was an exhibit illustrating the methods in the manu acture of Binding Twme, machines illustrating the complete
Kroccsses of spinning and balling having been taken direct from the Twine Mills of the Company in Chicago. ‘Complete lines of the well-known Champion. Deering. McCormick.
lilwaukee and Plano machines were shown. The exhibit was noteworthy, from the fact that to one or more lines of these machines the highest awards have been given at all
other great International Expositions since the manufacture of grain and grass harvesting machines began. Prior to the opening of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, in response
toaunanimous request of all exhibitors of grain and grass harvesting machinery, a ruling was made by the Exposition ofﬁcials that all such machines should he entered hon
ammurs. For this reason the Louisiana Purchase Exposition gave no awards on harvesting machines. The exhibit of this Company. however, received from the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition four Grand Prizes for implements shown outside the class of harvesting machines.

plcte selling organizations that has ever been engaged in
carrying on the world's commerce. With its headquarters
at Chicago, the greatest agricultural implement center in
the world, it has ramiﬁcations consisting of branch houses
and local sales agencies in practically every inhabited quarter
of the globe. The machines are in use in every country where
there is a vestige of agricultural pursuits. In maintaining a
selling force of this character, more men are employed directly
and indirectly than in the manufacture of the machines. In the

which is transmitted to motors in the various departments.
The development of special factory machinery for making the
various parts entering into the construction of the modern

grain binder and mower has been little short of marvelous.
These special machines, together with the highly organized

system which has been developed in these factories, has made
possible the perfect interchangeability of the parts entering
into the construction of the machines. These pieces entering
into the make-up of the machines are duplicated in such a

United States and Canada alone, the International Harvester

perfect manner that parts are shipped to the other side of

Company of America maintains more than one hundred
branch houses and has upwards of ﬁfty thousand local selling
agents. To this number, of course, must be added the large
iiiimher of branch houses and local selling agents employed
m lowlgﬂ ﬁelds. It will thus be seen that with the facilities
under the direct control of this Company, it takes the raw
material from the mines and forests and places the complete
machines in the hands of the consumer, insuring economical
PFOduction and the most efﬁcient workmanship.

the earth for machines sold many years ago without any
trouble in ﬁtting them to the machines.
This system of
standardizing parts was originated by American manufac~
tiirers, and has done more than any other one thing to excite
the admiration and imitation of manufacturers of machinery
the world over, and to place the United States far in advance of
all other nations in the production of agricultural implements.
This and other interesting and important features of the
International Harvester Company's display attracted much
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attention from foreign visitors, especially from the large agri—
cultural nations.

the stomach in a manner more easily penetrated by the
gastric juices. Free from sugar and all other preservative,

In the Palace of Agriculture, in the section given to dairy

it can yet be kept indeﬁnite without losing any of its
valuable properties.
That these facts are generally recognized, was shown

products, the Helvetia Milk Condensing Company made an
attractive display. A white enameled booth, to typify the
purity of the article manufactured, represented the Company’s
factories at Highland, 111., at Greenville, Ill., and at Delta,
Ohio—factories that send their produce to every part of the
world; that have not only domestic distributing stations in
all the large cities of the United States, but also foreign
agencies that form a chain of distributing centers circling the
world. In the Hawaiian
Islands, in Japan, in China,
in Asia, in Burma, in Cey
lon, in the Straits Settle

ments, in South Africa, in
Chile, and in Holland, such
distributing agencies a re

located.

In the Philippine

Islands all the milk used by
the United States troops
has been supplied by the

Helvetia Milk Condensing
Company.

guns»
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For the very reason
that they are already so
well known, and because
even now the three factories
running at their highe st
capacity can not keep up
with the market demand,
the Company did not make
a very extensive exhibit at
the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition. The b 0 0th ,
for which $2 ,200 was
appropriated, was elegant
in appointment but modest
in size, and did not attempt
to advertise their wares to
any great extent. The
interested visitor, however,
was there given aglass of
delicious evaporated cream
of the Highland Brand. It
is this Highland B r a n d
upon which the Company
especially prides itself,
because by scientiﬁc experi
menting in processes and

.
mm!”
'

clearly at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition by the number

of souvenirs distributed daily at the Helvetia Milk Condens
ing Company's exhibit. These souvenirs, which were not
given to the public at large, but only to interested visitors
at the Company’s booth, reached an average of eighteen
hundred per day. That this popularity was founded upon
scientific merits, was
testiﬁed by framed diplomas
hanging in the interior of
the booth. Here was
further indicated that this
pioneer company in evapo
rated cream has received
premiums ever since the
product was ﬁrst exhib
ited—that is, two years
after its invention in 1885.
This ﬁrst exhibition was
in San Francisco before
the Mechanics’ Institute;
and since that time it has
continued to receive
*"
awards wherever exhib
‘
ited—at Paris in 1889;

in; "f ilelveih hilt Condensiigit'o. “tiff” "
' "tg-E-r—r-zxi

at Boston in 1890; at
Chicago in 1893; again
at San Francisco at the
Midwinter Fair in 1894.
It was not in competition
at the Charleston Ex~
position.
Three factories running
at their highest capacity
'can not keep up with
the market demand, so
that at the opening of
the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition the manufac

t u r e rs declared them
selves ﬁve months behind
their orders. The great
amount of their output will
be realized more clearly,

when it is explained that, to
supply the Philippines trade

alone, seven carloads of

machinery rare excellence
HELVETIA MILK CONDENSING COMPANY.

has been gained. The
cream is smooth in consist
ency, containing no gritty
sediment or

coagulated

In a white enameled booth among the other exhibits of dairy products in the Palace of Agriculture, the Helvetia Milk Condensing Com any made its displa of evaporated cream. In the
center of this booth, upon a'lpyramid of daintily labeled cans, stoo the statue of a mother caress
ing an infantin her arms.
“his ﬁgure indicated that the purity of the Company’s cream is such
as to adapt it pre-eminently for an infant food. Pyramids of cans. corresponding with the central
one, were placed upon the pillars and upon the interior wall. A gilt dome with stained glass win
dows. ornamented at the base with carved wood work, beﬁttingly surrounded the booth, upheld at

evaporated cream are
shipped each 111011t11,

The

great care exercised in the
processes of evaporating
and sterilizing, the stringent
rules in regard to cleanliness
in milking, the proper

albumen, All its compo
the corners by groups of three slender pillars decorated to complement the ornamentation around
nent parts are quickly the dome. Lettering in gilt around the top explained that the Company was established in 1885
With its ﬁrst'factory at Highland, 111.. whence its evaporated cream received the name of “Iligb~
soluble in water, and it is land Brand.
absolutely free from pathogenic and other living germs, feeding of the cows, the sanitary surroundings, etc., make the
as well as from the poisonous products of such germs, Helvetia Milk Condensing Company's plants models from
caused by their action on milk, which products can not a sei'gntlﬁc St"1111(1P0int. Evaporated cream is a marvelous
be removed by sterilization. It has been proven to be invention, adding to the convenience, comfort and health
more digestible than raw milk, because it coagulates in 0f housekeeper-‘1, travelers and soldiers. The purity of the

MAPLE SYRUP AMONG THE' PROMINENT EXHIBITS.
Helvetia Milk Condensing Company’s brand recommends it

as a food of the highest excellence for infants.
When you were a youngster did you ever, in the early
springtime, put a gimlet in your pocket and steal out to the
woods where sugar trees grow; and did you ever bore a hole
in one of those sugar trees, place your month over the open

ing and let the sap trickle down your throat? If you never
did, maybe you have gone into a sugar camp after the sap

was caught, and drank your ﬁll from the barrels and tubs or
other receptacles, and then sat around and watched the inter
esting process of turning the sap into maple syrup, one of the
most delicious articles, in its purity, ever manufactured for
the dining table. If you ever had these experiences you fully
appreciated The Towle Log Cabin Maple Syrup exhibit in the
Palace of Agriculture at the Exposition.
If you never had,
then you have missed something in life, yet it is never too
late to learn to appreciate something good.
The Log Cabin Maple Syrup exhibit was made by The

Towle Syrup Company, of Saint Paul, Minnesota, a concern

guarantee of the excellency of its contents, and a pledge of
perfect satisfaction. The syrup is made under the most care~
ful conditions, the primary object of the company being to
provide an article for the trade absolutely free of criticism.
It is put up in gallon, half-gallon, quart and pint cans, and
the Company stakes its reputation on every can containing
the good, old-fashioned, simon-pure article, appetizing, whole
some, healthiul, and possessing the flavor that you will never
forget. The cans contain all the sweetness of the maple trees
caught and imprisoned in perfect purity for table use.
The Towle Syrup Company issues a little book of recipes
which gives a general idea of the many uses to which its Log
Cabin Syrup can be put. The experienced housewife who
secures one of them will be able readily to devise many other
equally dainty and other appetizing dishes that can be
prepared with this dainty and naturally ﬂavored syrup.

The book is sent free on request, and for one dime the
Company will send in addition one of its famous Log Cabin
Souvenir Spoons. The Log Cabin brands of syrup can be

that is known wherever pure maple syrup is demanded. It found in every ﬁrst-class grocery in America, and customers
was one of the most novel individual exhibits made at the who desire the pure maple syrup can get it by remember
Exposition, and it was educational as well as attractive. The ing the name when they make their purchase.
Towle Company is no
Over sixteen years
stranger at international
ago The Towle Syrup
and universal exposi
Company began business ,
tions. Its goods were in
establishing To w l e ’ s
competition at the Paris
Log Cabin brand of
Exposition in 1900, and
Maple Syrup. In con—
.
was? ‘7
at the Midwinter Ex'
junction with the build
' MAPLE SYRUP
position, San Francisco,
ing of a reputation for
itself and its goods, it
1894.
has operated a campaign
In every instance it
of education, on purity
swept the ﬁeld, taking
the highest awards for
in food products, and
the standardizing of this
absolute purity and rich—
ness of ﬂavor. Its ex
educational work by
hibit at the Louisiana
using a name for its
products that will endure
Purchase Exposition was
the most extensive it
for a century to come.
ever made, just as this
Its aim has been to make
TOWLE'S LOG CABIN MAPLE SYRUP EXHIBIT—GOLD MEDAL.
Exposition surpassed
its goods the standard
The log cabin erected by The Towle Syrup Company, of St. Paul, Minnesota, in the Palace of Agri
all those that had pre
in America and it has
culture. was ﬁlled with thousands of cans of samples of the famous maple syrup manufactured by the
concern. The cabin was artisticall constructed of maple logs, and its style was a fair representative succeeded.
ceded it.
Not long
of the home of the early settler o timbered countries. except that it was. perhaps, more neatly ut
Again its maple together. A fence of maple logs enclosed its front. Its sing e door was never closed and the visitor ago when a certain great
was always welcome to enter and inspect its contents. Another cabin, a miniature aﬁ'air, was coni
pletely ﬁlled with small cans of the Log Cabin brand of syrup, and the Company distributed six hundred
syrup was thrown into
\Voman’s Magazine
dollars in prizes during the Expositlon to visitors who came nearest to estimating the number of cans
competition with the it contained._ _The_ (,ompany received the highest award in its class, duplicating its success at the asked its readers,
I distributed literature
Paris Exposition, in 1900. and Midwinter Exposition. San Francisco. in 1894. It
best of the world, and describing and illustrating that process of manufacturing pure maple syrup which has made celebrated through its editorial
the Log Cabin brands.
once more it came out
columns, what brand of
of the contest with the highest honors awarded in its class. maple syrup was used in the homes of those readers, the
For absolute purity, richness and deliciousness of ﬂavor, the replies indicated that the Log Cabin brand, manufactured by
Jury of Awards of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition declared The Towle Company, was used in eighty-eight per cent of
that the Towle Log Cabin brand was not equaled by any them. A good illustration of the immensity of the business
other. The award was especially gratifying to the Company, done by the Towle Maple Syrup Company, is the fact that it
wlnch, for sixteen years has striven for the reputation it now purchases annually considerably more than one-third of the
possesses.
total output of pure maple sugar manufactured in the United
Towle’s Log Cabin Maple Syrup is made from the genuine States.
Sal) Of the sugar maple tree by a process that gives it a uni
The Towle Syrup Company had a small beginning. It
form shade and the exquisite ﬂavor for which it is noted. It started modestly. Its output at ﬁrst was insigniﬁcant com~
15 always uniform in quality as well as ﬂavor, and thousands pared to its present production. Every year of the sixteen it
of connoisseurs authorize the claim that it is the ﬁnest grade of has been in business has witnessed an increased demand for
maple syrup on the market.
The absolute purity of the its goods, and it is now the greatest manufactory of its kind
Towle article has made the reputation of the Company that in the world. W ithin the past few years a large number of
mimufactures it. The “Log Cabin” brand on the can is a foreign countries have called for its product, and to supply
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the constantly growing demand, the company has found it
necessary to increase the size of its manufacturing plant.
The exhibits in the Department of Horticulture were from
twenty-six States and Territories of the Union, and from
seventeen

foreign

countries—Argentine,

Austria.

Brazil,

Ceylon, China, Costa Rica, Cuba, France, Great Britain,
Haiti, ltaly, japan, Mexico, Nicaragua, Portugal, Siam and
South Africa. Mr. John T. Stinson was Superintendent of
the pomological exhibits, Mr. F. W. Taylor being Chief of
the Department. Exhibits from some distant countries were
limited to seeds, botanical specimens, nuts, pictures and
models of fruits and ﬂowers, gardens and parks.
Some of
the foreign horticulture displays were installed with collective
exhibits in other palaces or in national pavilions. Again, a
large part of the entries catalogued in this department were to
be found growing either in the gardens and grounds about
national pavilions, or .
among the outdoor
exhibits of the more
than forty acres of
living landscape gar
dens surrounding the i

Palaces of Agricul
ture and Horticulture,
where were shown
numerous shades and
varieties of lawn
grasses,

seventeen

thousand roses, one
hundred thousand
bulbs, and a bewilder
ing variety of ﬂow
ers, ﬂowering plants
and ornamental

shrubbery.
guru“
u

sf!
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Th ere

from insects and fungus diseases.

The Hall of Pomology

was divided into ﬁfty-six large exhibit spaces for the various
exhibiting States and countries, conveniently and accessibly

disposed about a central reservation of 40,000 square feet, in
which the Department, with the cooperation of all the States,
maintained on tables collective exhibits of specimens of the
same apple grown in many different localities and climates.
This was done to enable those interested in studying varieties
to compare specimens of the same variety from all sections of

the country, and to note the variations in size, color, texture
of ﬂesh and ﬂavor.

With this collective exhibit of leading

varieties were also shown collections of high quality seedlings

of recent origin.
Each of the fruit-growing States did its best to excel all
the others in displays of apples, pears, grapes, stone fruits,
oranges, lemons, grape fruits, persimmons, currants, goose
4. N,
,
berries, ﬁgs, bananas,
' ‘Q'
pineapples, melons,

"

berries and nuts of all
kinds. So many va
rieties and such ﬁne
specimens of them
were never before seen
under one roof. The
displays of the Paciﬁc
Coast States were cer
tainly magniﬁcent,
and very artistic and
ingenious d e vi c e s
were employed to
make them conspic~
_ uous. California had
in one place a prune
bear rampant, with a

,

were more than two
acres of shallow lakes
ﬁlled with the rarest
and most beautiful
specimens of aquatic
foliage and ﬂowers in
existence. Every de
sirable plant known to
be available for out
door growth in our
summer climate was
EXHIBIT OF ALMONDS AND
shown in these gar
dens, and never before was a palace surrounded by such a
profusion and variety of decorative plant growth as the
seedsmen and nurserymen of our own and other countries
exhibited on those ﬂowery slopes.
The Palace of Horticulture, the largest building ever erected
for a show of fruits and ﬂowers, included a vast square, lofty
and well lighted Hall of Pomology for the display of fruits,
nuts and melons, and two immense wing halls, the east wing
being the largest conservatory ever built for ﬂower shows and
for the exhibition of conservatory plants, rare exotics, etc.
The west wing, a hall of equal size, was devoted to exhibits
of cut ﬂowers and horticultural implements. There has been
in recent years great progress in the production of gardening
tools that do better work with a great saving of labor, and
this is especially true of watering apparatus, and of spraying
equipments for the prevention of injury to fruits and ﬂowers

red light in his mouth
and a sign offering
prizes for the closest
guesses as to the num
ber of prunes used in
his make-up. In an—
other she had a huge
elephant composed of
almonds. It was not
easy to decide whether
California excels most
in apples, pears.
OTHER CALlFORNIA NUTS.
peaches an d other
fruits of the temperate zone, or in the many varieties of sub
tropical fruits which we formerly received only from the islands
of the summer seas. Oregon and \Vashington did not attempt
to compete in this respect with California, but contented them
selves with exhibiting as magniﬁcent specimens of apples,
pears, stone fruits and grapes as ever delighted the eye of man.

When the great Hall of Pomology was ﬁrst opened, April 30th,
everything in sight came out of cold storage, and no such a
display of fruit had ever before been made anywhere, or had

ever before been possible at that season of the year.

All the

great apple-growing regions from Canada to the Gulf and

from the Atlantic to the Paciﬁc had kept in cold storage great
quantities of the ﬁnest specimens of summer, fall and winter
apples, and there they were, fragrant and beautiful—acres

of them—in bountiful array, kept fresh from week to weﬂk
by further drafts from the abundant cold storage reserves

UNEQUALLED DISPLAY OF FRUITS AND FLOWERS.
At the opening there were ﬁne displays of berries and other

early fruits from the Gulf States.

As the season progressed

the crops of I904 appeared on the tables as fast as they
ripened.

The early Strawberries from the Gulf States were

succeeded by strawberries from States further north, till at
last they came altogether from localities north of Saint Louis,
the late arrivals from
Tritish America ap
pearing Side by side
with second cr0ps
from the South. It
was the same way
with melons. peaches,
cherries and Stone
fruits generally, as
the ripening line
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oranges, but exhibited many varieties of potted plants, fruit
seedlings, etc. Except oranges, lemons, pineapples and ban
anas from Central America, and ﬁgs, almonds and nuts from
Italy and Portugal, most of the foreign entries in Horticul
ture were installed in other buildings or in the outside exhibits.
In the immense conservatory there was a gorgeous array
of tropical palms,
ferns. rare orchids
and exotic novelties
in profusion. As the
season progressed
there were held here
and in the west hall
a series of grand
ﬂower shows for
prizes. for which pur
pose there were set
apart a Gladiolus

passed northward
from the Gulf to
Canada. The latter,
Day. a Rose Day,
by the way, exhibited
a Carnation Day, an
apples not only from
Orchid Day, a Chrys
SEVERAL ACRES WERE DEVOTED TO FLORAL EXHIBITS.
Ontario but from
anthemum Day, etc.
Manitoba. From April 30th to December Ist there was never The liberal prizes produced immense competition, and made
a day when the fruit-growing capacity of the country failed tO

these ﬂower shows the greatest ever seen, both in the number

be demonstrated with a splendid profusion of exhibits. in a of exhibitors and in the variety and magniﬁcence of the ex
wonderful range of varieties, including many formerly supposed hibits. And no other ﬂower shows were ever inspected by
to be limited to climates of perpetual summer. The (iulf such large and enthusiastic throngs of people. When a ﬂower
States as well as California exhibited many new fruits, the Show was going on, the conservatory, brilliantly illuminated,
culture of which has been recently introduced from distant was kept open day and night, and the approaches were
countries, and which had never before been seen by the mass thronged with carriages until the doors were closed at night.
In the Palace of Horticulture, without encroaching on the
of Exposition visitors. California's collective county exhibits
in horticulture were amazing in range and in size and beauty exhibit space, a large gallery hall was provided for the meet
of specimens. whether apples. pears. peaches. grapes, citrus ings and discussions of fruit-growing associations and horti
fruits, nuts, ﬂowers or ornamental plants. Of course, every~ cultural, ﬂoricultural and pomological societies. A library
body expected that all the leading fruit exporting States would and ﬁles of periodicals devoted to such topics made this an
make displays of fruit previously unequalled. and nobody was inviting headquarters for the numerous bodies of that kind
who came to inspect the exhibits and discuss the many ques
disappointed in this respect. And not only these, but Colo
tions they suggested or illustrated. And the probability is
rado, New Mexico, Arizona and Nevada made displays indi
that there were far more of new questions raised
cating that they will soon cease to be importers and
here than there were of old ones decided. There
become exporters of ﬁne fruit. There were apples.
' ﬁg
‘
were tItTered here the most comprehensive and con
nuts. oranges, limes, lemons, pineapples. bananas,
clusive data for the settlement of the “Black Ben
pomegranates, mangoes and strawberries from Mex
Davis" question, and sundry other questions re
ico, as well as ﬂowers and valuable plants. japan
garding
the origin and identity of fruits classed as
was too far away to exhibit any fresh fruits except

NUMBER OF VARlETIES AND FORMS.
LAY EMBRACING A GREAT
.. .
MEXlCO CONTRIBUTED .-\ (.ALTUS
Dl SI,
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different varieties
under different
names.
But there
were many excellent
seedlings of recent 9
discovery to be in
vestigated and rated.
There was a wonder
ful exhibit of trans
lucent apples from
Colorado, and also
an exhibit of seedless
apples said to be
immune from frost
because produced
directly from the
bud without the pre-

2
:

L
-

liminary bIOSSOm- COLONEL CHARLES F. MILLS.
Among the wonders

peaches, especially
gathered and shipped
for the purpose, were
handed out to vis
itors. The day 011
which Colorado dis
tributed to visitors
a train load of Rocky
Ford melons was
another festive occa
sion. October 4th,
Horticulture Day,
was signalized
by all the States
giving away fruits
of all kinds asked
for. California made

AssistgettefxierfdofgﬁiivciStock

to be investigated
was an exhibit of well-known varieties of apples
whose familiar color had been changed to a very
different one by chemical treatment of the soil.

in
iii"?
5‘ ‘f

slur-s» ;'aIaa,

a number of days

United States Senator and Special Live memorable to EXDO_
Stock Commissioner to Europe.

_ _

.

s1t10n Visitors by
glvmg away at various times oranges, grapes,
wines, pears, peaches, raisins, prunes, etc.
The Live Stock shows Were not to open till late
in August. The planning of the divisions, classes
and sections for competitive entries, the appor
tioning 0f the prize fund among them, and the

Iowa exhibited a “Yellow Glass” cherry; Arkansas

M

in;

w. A. HARRIS,

F. D. COBURN.
Chief of Live Stock; resigned on
account of ill-health.

a proliﬁc cross between the strawberry and the
raspberry. In the ﬂower shows there were many
remarkable novelties, the products of cross-breed

work of enlisting the cooperation of hundreds of

ing, hybridization and grafting. So there was no
lack of interesting things to claim the attention of
the American Apple—Growers’ Congress, which met
in the Palace of Horticulture November 2d and
remained in session three days.
Following it on
November 12th the Congress of Horticulturists
met in the same place. But, apparently, the most
popular days in
"e

breeders’ associations and organizations of live
stock dealers in securing entries of the best in
every class and section, was entrusted in December,

1902, to Mr. F. D. Coburn, Secretary and Execu
JouN Wrrnscx.
Superintendent of Grounds

and Buildings.

tive of the Kansas State Board of Agriculture. He
was granted leave of absence by that Board to act
as Chief of the Live Stock Department for the

the history of this
department were
the many days on
which some State
gave away its
peaches or melons
or/all. the States
united in giving
away apples to all
comers. August

15thwas “Missouri
Peach Day,” when
50,000 Missouri

O.P. UPDEGRAFF,
Superintendent of Horses.

A. G. Mianmm,
FRANK B. W'nr'rz,

Assistant Marshal.

Superintendent of Incubators.

J. B. Dmsuomz.
General Superintendent.

T.E.W Hm ,

Exposition, and
chose as his Sec
retary and assistant
Colonel Charles F.
Mills, of Spring
ﬁeld, Illinois, who
had charge of the
1‘ Live Stock Depart
ment at the Chi
cago Exposition.
As an editor of
live stock journals,
an author of stand
ard works and

Veterinarian.

CHARLES R. Tnomts.
Cannes 5. PRIME,
T. E. 01m,
COLONEL H. H. Hmns,
Superintendent of Cattle.
Superintendent of Swine.
Superintendent of Poultry.
Chief Marshal.
OFFICERS AND SUPERINTENDENTS OF LIVE STOCK.

Fxso. H. RANKIN.
Secretary.

l

LARGEST SHOW OF LIVE STOCK EVER HELD.
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GROUP OF l‘ERCIlERf)NS.
Exhibiggd by J. Crouch & Son. of Lafayette. Indiana. large cxhibitorsof German Conch.
Percheron. French and Bﬁiﬂlﬂﬂ draught horses. and other breeds.

A QUARTET OF DRAUGHT HORSES.
was ever attempted anywhere on earth. When failing health

encyclopedia articles on live s tock industries and agricultural
topics. Mr. Coburn had even

impelled him to resign his position before the beginning of

zed

iltS

more than a national reputation

his

among farmers and stockmen,
and Mr. Mills was scarcely less
well and favorably known to
them. 1\lr.C0burn,a born or
ganizer with a wonderful

41h.

at .

bid
made

do
Lin
'5 by
apes,
ii '12::
lists
Pilol‘

in enlisting their cooperation

the show, hehad the satisfaction
ofknowing that his successor
as Chief of the Department,
would be his chosen adviser
and assistant, Colonel Mills.
In marshaling the exhibits.
Chief Mills was assisted by the
following show-yard staﬁ‘ com
posed of gentlemen well and
widely known in live stock
circles throughout the United

and in organizing the greatest
show of domestic animals that

“Rankin, Urbana. lll.; General

familiarity with all the ramiﬁ

cations of the live stock inter
ests, was eminently successful

States:

Secretary, Fred H.

d ti:
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will

E LIVE STOCK FORUM.
UDGES AND VISITORS IN TH
HORSES BEFORE THE]

Ad
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SHIRES. GORI'I'S FLOWER ANI) GORE‘S
BOUNCE.

“I’I RATE,"
Largest Belgian draught stallion
1893.
M eeus on
de exhibition.
\Vyneghem. Born
Belgium.

Exhibited by Hi pp 01 )'1e

TR UMAN‘S 'l'll REE-YEA R-OLD

i‘!’
rT-Ttn
e...“
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3w\1‘~»
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Superintendent, J. B. Dinsmore, Sutton , Nebraska; Chief
Veterinarian, T. E. \Vhite, D. V. S., Sedalia, Mo.; Superintendent Horses, 0. I). Updegraﬁ’, Topeka. Kansas; Super
intendent Cattle, Chas. R. Thomas, Kansas City. Missouri;
Superintendent Sheep. John L. Thompson, Gas City, Ind.;

ton, Massachusetts; Secretary, Fred H. Rankin, Urbanaf

Illinois.
The live stock cash premiums awarded at the Chicago
\Norld's Fair amounted to $132,725, and Chicago held the
record for the most liberal recognition of stock-breedingthat
was ever accorded at an Exposi
Superintendent Swine, George S.
tion. But the magnitude of the
Prine, Oskaloosa, Iowa; Super
live stock industries of the Mis
intendent Dogs. J. A. Graham,
sissippi Valley, and their eager
Saint Louis, Missouri: Superin
ness to date a new epoch of
tendent Poultry, T. E. Orr,
higher standards in their busi
leaver, Pa.; Superintendent
ness from the Louisiana Purchase
Pigeons. Henry Tieman, Balti
Exposition, called on it for a
more, Maryland; Superintendent
wider extent of classiﬁcation and
Rabbits, R. J. Finley, Mexico,
for more liberal provisions for
Missouri; Superintendent Incu
prizes and for the comfort and
bators, Frank White, Chicago,
proper exhibition of the entries,
Illinois; Superintendent of Dogs,
without charge for entries, stalls
A. P. Vredenburgh, New York:
7 _
\
or pens.
The cash live-stock
Chief Marshal, Colonel H. H. 1".
“ ~ ~‘
4,"
_V
prizes offered by the Exposition
Hinds’ Sta " “to n’ MiChigani
PRESIDENT FRANCIS AND DIRECTORS.
ASSIStant AlarShaL
A’Iad‘ Viewing the big French draught horse and the Shetland pony, Alumni, Both at Saint Louis amounted to
den, Kingman, Indiana; Assistw'" W" w‘"“°'s'
$280.3o7—$94,300 for horses,
Louis, Missouri: Superin- jacks and mules; $65,520 for cattle; $44,390 for sheep;
ant Marshal, R. E. See, Saint
tendent of Grounds and Buildings, John \Vitbeck, Saint $30,311 for swine; $15,582 for poultry. pigeons and pet stock:
Louis County, Missouri; Department of Live Stock Jury: $10,204 for dogs and cats: $10,000 for southern breeding
cattle: $10,000 for carload
Colonel N. M. Bell, Chairlots of cattle. Special prizes
man, Saint Louis, Missouri;
offered by live stock associ
First Vice-Chairman, L.
ations raised these amounts
Grabensee, CellavGermany;
to $115,790 for horses, jacks
Second Vice-Chairman, S.
and
mules; $105.106.25 for
Noble King, Bloomington,
cattle;
$50,110 for sheep:
Illinois; Third Vice-Chair
$47,306
for swine: $22.081
man, H. W. Mumford,
for
poultry,
pigeons and pet
Urbana, Illinois; Fourth
stock
;
$15,289
for dogs and
Vice-Chairman, George F.
Th 0 m p s 0 n, Washington,
cats; $13,570 for southern
I). C.; Members: Edward
breeding cattle ; $12,150 for
Klever,James
Bloomingsburg,
, "Cincm."
Ohio:
Mortimer, ,
_~ ..
Car-load lots of cattle; a

Hemvstead. Long Island; i.time:at:ttisstts'si.fsztr:1::as: a... .h..."iRANDEE"'
.
}) hllander
“I ;-“hauls,

Taun_

of72inFr
(.olumbus‘glﬁiz.

O Wﬂﬂ'. J. R. McLaughlin,
'
'

ml.“ $381,402-25 in EX

. I‘rince
Dion Shetland pony stallion. posnion and special prizes.
"
‘
Slre.
of Wales; dam. Fancy. Owner
Chas.E. Bunn. Peoria. 111111015.
State and provincial pre

LARGEST AMPHITHEATER EVER ERECTED FOR A LIVE STOCK SHOW.
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Grand champion lielgian draft stallion.

J. ('rouch &- Son. Lafayette. Indiana.

v'i

miums amounting to $57.300 pledged to the winners of these

prizes. made a grand total of $438."02.25 to be awarded by
the judges of the competing entries in these shows.
2|!

.-_ _

In what

were designated the “breeding rings." it was possible under
the rules for a single stallion to win. or aid in winning. $1,350
of the Exposition's offerings and a proportional share of the
special prizes that were oFfered by various associations.
To these unprece
dented inducements were
added many others never
before found in the
aggregate at any exhi

. -_

bi t i 0 n of live stock.
Free entry and free
stalls were provided for
all exhibitors. A b 0 u t
thirty acres of land were
covered with forty-ﬁve
"(L-\Sl NO."
up-to-date buildings for
First prize winner.
them and their animals.
There were four octagonal dairy barns too feet in diameter.
with silos, feed bins, etc., for the cow test. lasting 120 (lays,
and thirty-three stock barns. each with roomy stalls, mange"
and hydrants for 80 or 100 horses or cattle. and With 10“

room for forage and for herdsmen to sleep in. The Live StOCk
Forum was the largest amphitheatre ever erected for a live
stock show. Its roofed seats rose tier above tier, about an

“FRUNTHN.”
Grand Champion Percheron glalliun. owned by William McLaughlin. Kansas
City. Missouri.

elliptical show ring 500 feet long by 250 feet wide. There was
a Live Stock Congress Hall, 200 feet long by 100 feet wide.
with a seating capacity of 2.500; a sale ring and an abattoir
laboratory for the work of the Government experiment sta
tions. This was for
meetings of stockmen.
for stock-judging demon
strations, for slaughter

ing and carcass-dressing
contests, and for lectures
on all branches of ani
mal husbandry. There
was also a Live Stock
review park wherein the
animals of each section,
Sl X-Y l£.\ RADLI) MA RE.
after the awards It a (1
Sire. Scorpion Vicar. Dam. Blaze Daughter.
been made. we re as
sembled for close personal inspection by the public who had
seen them from the seats about the big show ring.
Alert stock-breeders were satisﬁed that such inducements
would bring to Saint Louis from far and near the ﬁnest exist
ing specimens of all breeds. and that the result of the judging
would have a far-reaching and most salutary effect on all

branches of stock-breeding.

Their expectations were fully

Fl“

i

“DOCS nAle."
Morgan class.

“CADET.”
Grand champion three-year-old Erlﬂlish "Mime y Stallion.

"my-m HARUM.‘

aned by T. ('. ltruner. Rochester,
Missouri.

J-J
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"ISABEL" AND “CL.-\RlBEl.."

“KENTUCKY PEAK."

tifff'ii'oii'li'il'il’lTLRNSfi‘de'i’iT153115?iiiii‘h'c'ligihil'f’m'

“PALETTE."

Grand Champion l’ole Team. Roadster Class. three years old.
Owned by Thomas Wilson, Pleasant Plains. lll.

realized. Before the shows began on August 24th the entries
in Division A', horses, jacks and mules. numbered 4.113, and
the entries in Division B, cattle._ numbered 2,792, one
entry sometimes representing a pair, a group or a herd.
The stock shows were, in fact, a series of exhibitions in

eight divisions lettered from A to H, inclusive, and so timed,
with their beginnings about two weeks apart, that the inter
vals between the
judging of two

Grand Champion German Coach Ma". owned by
Oldenburg Coach Horse Society. Oldenburc.Germany.

recognized breeds in each division were catalogued as “Class
1, 2, 3," etc., and under each class the entries were judged in
numbered sections according to age, sex or other conditions

qualifying them to compete for the section prizes. Thus in_
Division A, standard trotters composed Class 1, and other
breeds followed with class numbers in the following order:
2, Thoroughbred; 3, French Coach; 4, German Coach (in
cluding East Fries
land, Hanoverian,

4-',H"

Ii
. “H.

"TORRENT."

"ESMERALDA."

Grand Champion French Coach Stallion; owner. Wm, Mc
Laughlin. Kansas City. Mo.

Grand Champion French Coach Mare; owner.
E.
. Barton. Hinsdale. Iowa.

cattle;

Division H,

of carload lots of
cattle. The different

"RANGER,"
First Prize Winner weanling-Nor an St ll’ owned by C. F. Dewey, Ambiy. lll.a mn

‘ izpc
rI 11f

‘3-\)\.-»

succeeding divisions would suﬁice for one set of animals to
vacate the barns and the next set in Order to occupy them
before its appointed show date. Division A was formed of
horses, asses and mules; Division B, of cattle; Division C, of
sheep; Division D, of swine; Division E, of poultry,» pigeons
and pet stock; Division F, of dogs and cats; Division G, of
southern b ree ding

~1

“HANNIBAI.."
Grand Champion German Coach Stallion; owned by J
Crouch 8: Son. Lafayette, 1nd.

Holstein, Oldenburg and Trakehnen); 5, English Coach (in
cluding Cleveland Bay and Yorkshire); 6, Hackney; 7. Mor
gan; 8, Saddle; 9, Shetland Pony; 1o, Percheron; 11, French
Draft; 12, Clydesdale; 13, Shire; 14, Belgian Draft; 15, Suf
folk Punch; 16, Arabian; 17, Asses; 18, Mules; 19, Roadsters;
20, Roadsters for others than dealers; 21, Harness Horses;
22, Ponies in Harness;
23, Business Horses in
Harness; 24, Horses
of Commerce; 24-A,

_
"ROYAL" AND "HARRY."
First Prize Pair of Geldings. Owned by Thomas Wilson, of
Pleasant Plains. lll.

“BANDIT.”
rl. French Coach Horse:
First°Wned
Prize.bythree
years 01
Wm. McLaughlin.
Kansas City. Mo.

DJ

and ‘1

Llama,

"Gas
gal L".
luiort
hit it _

other

'

mltr.

1 l ll}

PRIZE~\\'INNING JACKS.

_
EXHHHTIZI) “Y L.
.\l. MONSEES
.
_~_

Three-Gaited Saddle Horses.
Class

1, Standard Trotters,

competed in 35 age, sex, produce or stud sections, for ﬁrst,
second, third, fourth and ﬁfth
cash prizes, ranging from $100
down to $30, and a ﬁrst and
second commendation divided
among the seven best in each
section.
In this way $10,325
was awarded among 502 en
tries of standard trotters.
There was only one prize sec
tion for the Suffolk Punch class
and one for the Arabian class,
but there were twenty or more

\ND SONS. sitt'ru'roN.
MissoURI.
comparisons could hardly fail
ing and feeding standards, an

to promote a resetting of breed
improvement of existing types

and the ultimate development
of new and specially valuable
types.

_ _

_

f The horse show was opened
on August 24th with a grand

parade in the Live Stock
Forum, from 9 to IO a. m.,
of Standard Trotters and
Clydesdales. It was con
tinued, forenoon and after
noon, from day to day, Sun

prize sections for each of the
more prominent breeding “

day excepted, till the evening
of September Ist. Each of the
eight days witnessed a grand
morning parade of two or

classes, and from six or eight ‘ '
to a dozen or more for each of
such classes as mules, the com

more of the leading classes.

mercial roadsters a n d three—

In this time entries had all
been judged in their respective
sections and the awards of

gaited saddle horses.

For numbers and
high - class specimens
of all the favorite
breeds it was incom—
parably the greatest

> the judges had been
announced.

It may

be remarked here
that at the close of
each division exhibi
bition the exhibitors

show of horses, asses

and mules ever
brought together for

held meetings, made
comparison any

speeches and adopted

where in the world.
People who had heard
of the famous coach,

resolutions landing
the treatment they

had received. and

draft and other breeds

highly commending

of England, Belgium,
France and Germany,
could here compare
them all with each
Other and with the
ﬁnest products of
American breeding
establishments. Such
EXHIBITION ()l" PRIZE-WINNING CATTLE.

the admirable man
agement and success
> ful efforts of the Live
Stock Department.
Under the rules all
prizes were awarded
by individual judges
on the “one judge
system," and by

HISTORY OF

Giants and d warfs are hot]
'
to s
i
.
i expected,
as
p thow some deformity of feature some ~Ill mle,
ori oned development, some displeasing
,
l _£21—

0 be judged l
'
them. On];
such animals )v
as
lad been awarded ﬁrst prizes
in their respective classes were

_

of symmetry.

I
But at this Exposition

were seen the largest horse and the small
est horse of whi ch there is any authentic_
record, and both were admired as diffe
ently sized models of perfectly developerd
h o r seH e s h .

H e r e
were seen
also t h e
largest
asses and
m u l e s
e v e r
show n ,

HEAD OF
lIlGH l..\Nl) HULL.
This interesting ani
mal was "Sir Andrew,"
174.2. \Varner M. Van
Norden, of Rye, New
York, was the only ex
hibitor of animals of
this class. His exhibit
consisted of two bulls.
ﬁve cows and th re e
heifers.

siJx-'an

"FLOR INF. OF RIVER M I'I.\I)O\\"'—(irand Champion, Brown Swiss.

v1?!.-.
‘l

‘4?

W. A. Banks, La Porte, Indiana; Von Fritz Bardeleben, Germany;
Hamilton Busby, New York City; John S. Castleman, Louisville, Ken
tucky; John A. Craig, College Station, Texas; Major Thomas Cruse,

UnitedIStates Army, Saint Louis, Missouri: W. A. Dobson, Marion,
Henry Fairfax, Adlie, Virginia: N. H. Gentry, Sedalia, Mis

souri; L. Grabensee, Celle, Germany; George B. Hale, Kansas City,
Missouri; S. Noble King, Bloomington. Illinois; Mr. Mernieuwe,
Brussels, Belgium; Amos F. Moore, Polo, Illinois; Van Outgarden,
Tirlemont. Belgium; Walter Palmer, Ottawa, Illinois: E..A. Powell,
Syracuse, New York; W. E. Pritchard. Ottawa. Illinois; C. L. Bailey.
my
Th"
_“!I\
r;--,

Lexington, Kentucky; G. R. Robinson, Saint Louis, Missouri; \V. C.
Talbert, \Nabash, Indiana; Charles S.Turnbull, Philadelphia, Pennsyl
vania; Charles R. Taylor, Williamsville, Illinois.
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time per

fect mod~
els of the
ideal development of such animals, showing that there has
been wonderful progress in breeding those classes since the
Kentucky breeders, in the ﬁrst half of the last century, began
to explore Spain and Malta for the largest jacks and jennets
obtainable, no matter how clumsy 0r ungainly. During the
progress of the horse, jack and mule show, there were several
grand parades of all the classes of Division A along the prin
cipai avenues of the Exposition, and multitudes of people thus
had the opportunity of a lifetime to study and compare the
ﬁnest specimens of twenty-four diﬁerent types, all in great re
quest on account of their special merits.
The exhibition of cattle, Division B, opened in the fore
noon of September 13th and was brought to a close on
September 23d. The show opened the ﬁrst day with a big
“LUCINDA'S B()Y"—Ayrshire Grand Champion.

eligible to championship awards, and the championships
were in each instance awarded by the judge who awarded
the breeds class prizes.
The judges for Division A were:

Iowa;
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ALL THE
LEADING B
REEDS OF CATTLE

...

"JOLLIE JOHAN NA."
Grand Champion
‘
' Cow. Exhibited by World‘s Fair ll 1"
Holstein
.‘\SSOCl3liOn.

parade of cattle of a

ll classes through the Exposition grounds.

The beef breeds w ere

entered in the following numbered

classes: Class 25, Shorthorns:
26, Hereford; 27, Aberdeen
Angus; 28, Galloway; 29. Red
Polled; 3o, Devon; 31, Polled

"Hum; OF HOME.“
, ,
. Oi \l “who
't n.
(lrand Champion Guernsey. ten years 01d- SXh'b‘tcd
by J" L' “opt.

N- J

14th to September 22d. inclusive, the dairy breeds compﬁtﬁd
with each other for special
prizes and championships in

Durham; 32, Brown Swiss.
twenty-four sections.
To each breeding class
prizes were awarded in nu
merous sections, in which the
animals of that blood were
classiﬁed to compete with each
other for prizes, according to

til lilt
It has
cc the
brill!

ltrttttf
iig 1h:
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it do
Ire [lit
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The numbered classes of milk
breeds were: 33, Jersey; 34,
, Holstein~Friesian; 35, A y r
shire; 36, Guernsey. Other
classes not included in the
foregoing were: 37, Dutch
Belted; 42, Highland; 42-A,
Kerry; 4.4, ()xen. There were
no entries in the catalogue of
Classes 38, 39. 40 and 4I, the
French Canadian, Norman,
Seninienthal and Sussex.
From September Igth to Sep
tember 22d, inclusive, fat
cattle of all the beef breeds
were awarded prizes and
championships in twenty-two
Sections. From September

age, sex or other special con~

dition. The decision carried
from three to ﬁve cash awards
to each section. The Short
lioriis competed with each
other in twenty-six sections
for as many sets of prizes.
All the leading breeds were
treated with Similar liberality,
but a few of the breeds, less
"Sll.\l)\"l¥R()(.)K GERBEN“ No. 43-753.
generally introduced and nu
.-\dvanced Registry Holstein Cow. Sire. Gerben Foul-:h Sgiltané‘ Darn, Zicdkoline.
.
bS§O£rCOaW.n5:ﬂ€)d
tt f tI
i lit'days
in the Louisiana
urcFrieSIan
ase .xposmow
enion
‘95 . 7‘ Domaicgft
by World's
Fair Holstein
Association.
merous in the country, were
stration.
Shown at the Exposition in only a limited number of entries.
There was exhibited here, however, the most numerous col~

lection ever shown of the ﬁnest specimens of all the approved

JULIANA DE KOL, FAMOUS CALIFORNIA HOLSTEIN COW.
E

“Scimse 05 her fame as a milk and butter producer Juliana de Kol was sent to the

“19°51‘10" by the California Promotion Committee as a regularly accredited delegate
m l e _C°ﬂzress of the National Butter Malcers‘ Association. She came across the
IS???“ and plainsfrom San Francisco in a special car attached to the Overland
h." '.e- £35561?" train and was cared for by two attendants. Juliana de Kol produces
wi‘hWhﬂRﬁt in milk every two weeks. and her record in this respect as a_ two-yearxold
_ "en‘s PM Calf has never been equaled. Her record by ofﬁcial tests Is as follows:
milk 2 “5' “7 minds of milk. 22 pounds of butter fat; thirty days, 1.852 pounds of
Juua-HQ gounds o 'butter fat: 100, days 5.886 pounds of milk. 283 pounds of butter fat.
3 1' Kol arrived at the Exposition October 20th, and remained two weeks.

“FIGG IS 76.106."
Grand Champion Jersey Cow, Exhibited by Thomas W. Lawson. Boston.
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trating in a comprehensive way the practical adaptabilities of
During the live stock exhibitions there
the different breeds of pure-bred cows. The strictly dairy
was in progress in the four great model dairy barns of the de
partment, a “cow demonstration” of 120 days' duration, which breeds were encouraged to beat their best previous records,
while further tests enabled the dual-purpose breeds to demon
dated from the ﬁrst month of the Exposition. and the prepara
tion and training of the cows for this protracted testing had strate their value for both dairying and beef production; and
the entire demonstra
been in progress for
tion was so con
a solid year before
the opening of the
ducted as to reveal
Exposition, in the
the food cost in each
case, and to illustrate
case of the Jerseys at
food values and the
least. The Jersey
breeding associations
relative tn e ri ts of
different r a t i 0 n s.
of the United States
installed forty Jersey
Every mouthful of
cows selected from the
f0 0 d consumed b y
each cow was weighed
famous herds in a
and recorded, and the
model dairy at Jer
cows were fed for 120
seyville,Illinois,early
days for the butter
in I903, and a corps
of experts began a
and cheese test, feed
HEREFORDS IN THE CATTLE PARADE.
course of feeding with
ing, mi]king,weighing
balanced rations, acclimatizing and training them for the Ex
and recording being done in the most careful manner by ex
position demonstration. In this herd were many for each of perts. It was not so much a competitive test as a demonstra
which $15,000 had been refused. After this year of prelim
tion of all that is best in each breed. l’rizes were awarded to
inary testing, twenty-ﬁve of the forty Jerseys were selected the herds and to individual cows, and the same cows were
and entered in the demonstration at Saint Louis. Associations allowed to compete also in the cattle show for individual and
breeds of the world.
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Ul‘l.AND HOBBY AND I-‘LORINE.

PRIME LAD AND LORNA DOONE.
Grand Champion Hereford Bull and Cow.

0f Holstein breeders, Shorthorn breeders, Brown Swiss breed
ers and Devon breeders entered at the same time selected herds
of those breeds, the Shorthorns equaling the Jerseys in num
ber, the Holsteins numbering ﬁfteen, the other herds being
composed of fewer cows.
While this demonstration retained the dairy test as devel
oped at former Expositions, it provided for further tests illus

“milyl
'i-mlmi

Grand Champion Brown Swiss Bull and Cow.

herd prizes. The barns in which these cows were kept were
models of cleanliness, comfort and sanitary equipment. The
milk of each cow was delivered to Chief Taylor, of the Agri
culture Department, whose corps of expert chemists and
butter-makers with their mode] dairy equipment, weighed,
analyzed and recorded each cow’s cheese, butter and beef
making product. The complete records of the prolonged

's'b at
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"CHOICE GOODS."
Grand Champion Shorthorn Bull, ﬁve years old.

Aim-Jo - .
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"WORTHY III."
Grand Champion Galloway Bull.
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DAIRY COW DEMONSTRATIONS AND BUTTER TESTS
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One aim of the den‘1.
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onstration was to show the relative v8 lue i
The Short~

was regularly tabulated and PUlll‘Shed'

purpose cows.
between the dual purpose and Single
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the dual purpose breeds, sho alts have
and beef qualities.
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been extensively tabulated.

“MERRY MADDERN'S THIRD SON "
Grand Champion Jersey Bull.
I

“PRINCE ITO 11."
Grand Champion Angus Bull.

the live stock div isions, were:
To shield northern herds from
W. S. Carl yle, Fort Collins, Colorado;
Thomas Clark, Beecher, Illinois; T. S.
any dangeer contracting the dreaded
Cooley,
Amherst , Massachusetts; John A
southern cattle fever through contact
_
Craig, College Station, Texas; C. F. Curtis;
with southern range cattle at the Expo
FIRST l'RlZE ANGUS. CAR LOAD LOTS.
Antes, Iowa; T. S. Haecker, S
aint Anthony Park, Minnesota; W. A.
sition, the Southern Breeding and Range Cattle Show was
Harris, Chicago, Illinois; F. B. Mumford, Columbia, Missouri; H.W.
made the last, beginning on November 9th and ending 0"
Mumford, Urbana, Illinoi s,' C. S. Plumb, Columbus, Ohio; W. R.
Spann, Dallas. Texas.
November 12th. The breeding classes were judged individ~
Southern Breeding Cattle: Thomas
. ually in the Live Stock Forum, and
Cook, Beecher, Illinois; Isaac Forbes
were very fine specimens of the
Henry, Illinois; N. H. Gentry, Sedalia.
favorite pure breeds. The entries in
Missouri.
cluded over a thousand head when
Jersey Cattle: J. S. Cooper, Coopers
the judging began. The range cattle
hurg, Pennsylvania.
The dairy cow demonstration
began in June and continued for 120
days, ending October 13th.
It was
conducted in accordance with strict
rules, under the superintendence of
Professor E. E. Farrington of the
University of Minnesota, representing
the Committee of the Agricultural

were judged in pens of ﬁfteen each.
and were all liiglrgrade cattle in ﬁne
ﬂesh. The importance of the show,
from a commercial standpoint, caused
it to be attended by all the-large
cattle buyers and representatives of
the big packing ﬁrms.
The show
closed with a free \Vild \Vest show

Colleges and Experiment Stations.
The cows were weighed individually

of broncho-busting, fancy-roping.

cattle-tying, etc., in which in the
"KING HENRY."
afternoon of November 12th many
for six successive days at the begin
Grand Champion Devon. First Class.
of the most famous cow-boys oi the
ning and at the close of the period,
each cow to be credited with four cents a pound for weight cattle ranges won great applause from crowds of spectators in
gained and charged with four cents a pound for weight lost. the Live Stock Forum.
During the summer and fall a long succession of butter
The record of each cow for each succeeding ten-day period
tests for prizes were conducted under the auspices of the
National Creamery Butter Makers’ Association.
Hundreds

TWO-YEAR-OLD HEREFORDS.

SHORT HORN CHAMPIONS.

First prize. car load lots.

Range cattle show.

HISTORY OF TIIE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.

HEREFORD BULLS IN THE ARENA.

HOLSTEIN BULL, SAREAR'I‘EE LAD. No. 23.971.
Sire. Maurice Bonkin. 24,394. Dam, Belle Sareartee, 23.039. Owned by World's
Fair Holstein Friesian Association. He has more daughters in advanced registry and
more sons the heads of herds than any other Holstein hull.
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of samples entered by butter-makers of many States were
tested in these contests, and credited with merit marks upon
the aggregates of which the awards were to be based. The ning nearly all the prizes for rams in the Southdown, Dorset,
Merino, Oxford, Leicester and Lincoln classes.
In other
Association held its Eleventh Annual Meeting at .the Exposi
classes,
including
Shropshires
and
Cotswolds,
the
breeders
tion from October 24th to October 28th, inclusive.
of
the
United
States
competed
more
The Sheep and Goat show
successfully.
The
premier
champion
(Division C), and the Swine show
ships for breeders of sheep were
(Division D), were conducted
awarded
to Canada on Shropshires,
simultaneously. beginning October
on
Southdowns,
on Leicesters and
5th and ending October 13th.
on
Lincolns;
to
England on Cots
The principal breeding classes of
wolds,
Oxfords
and Hampshires;
sheep and goats—Shropshire, Cots
to
United
States
breeders
0n Chev
wold, Oxford, Southdown, Hamp
iots,
Merinos,
Rambouillets,
Dor
shire, Cheviot, Leicester, Merino A,
‘
sets
and
Angora
goats.
Of
the
Merino C, Rambouillet, Dorset,_
premier
championships
for
sheep
Lincoln and Angora goats—were
exhibitors ﬁve were awarded Cana
judged in forty-ﬁve sections, be
dians and seven to United States
sides the fat sheep and champion
exhibitors.
ship contests. Other breeds—Tunis,
s
“3-.
An international sheep and goat
Kent or Romney Marsh, Persian
"MOR NI NG GLORY."
shearing contest was held in the Live
and Suffolk sheep and Cashmere
Dutch Belted. Grand Champion sweepstakes cow.
Stock Forum on October 12th for
and milch goats were judged in
the following sets of prizes:
additional sections.
All dressed sheep seen in New York
City meat shops are labeled uCanada mutton." and Canada
(1) Professional for speed. ﬁrst prize $125, second $65; (2) Profes
sional, for quality, same amounts; (3) Agricultural College Students

was also conspicuous in the sheep show at Saint Louis, win

IN THE LIVE STOCK ARENA.

PRIZE HIGHLAND COWS.

I'arade of IIolsteins. Shorthorns. Herefords, Brown Swiss and other famous breeds.

Owned by \V. M. Van Norden. Rye. New York.

PERSIAN FLAT-TAILED EWE.

for speed and qual
ity combined, same
amounts; (4) Shep
herds for speed and
quality combined,
same amounts; (5)
I

HEAD OF COTSWOLD RAM.

and quality, same amounts; (6)
machine shearing, $125.

Free for all

Angora G0at
shearing for speed
, hand shearing against

The Judges of sheep and goats w
li‘t’lt

ETC:
A. A. Arnold, Galesville, Wis;
W.
N. Cowden, Quaker City,
Ohio; C. F. Curtiss, Ames, Iowa'
E. L. Davis, Davisburg, Micl1.;

>11

I. C. Duncan,

tlrrs

Lewiston, Pa.;

’

lra L. Hiller,
West Bay City,
Mich; E. D .

urn
lint.

sections, includ
ing the fat bar

row sections.
The Cheshire,
Victoria, Small
Yorkshire or
LINCOLN RAM
S at? o l k a n d
Hampshire were likewise judged for awards. \Nhen the PE
mier championshiPs were announced on October 14H], Canal,
was awarded the championship for breeders on Lafé‘.’e Yf)‘: “
shires and on Tamworths, and the championship for exhlblt'
ors on Tam—
worths.
It was the
unanimous

King, Burling
ton, Kan.; John
Marshall, Cass

opinion of the
breeders pres

City, Ztlich.; B.
F. Miller, Flint,
I\Iich.; W. T.

cut that there

Potts, Chicago,

and best col»

was shown

here the largest

lll..' I. H. Skin

lection ever
assembled of
all the im
proved breeds
Washington, D.
C.; I. H. Wood—
of sheep, goats
iord, Paris, Ky.
and swine from
The princi
all the breed—
pal breeding
ing districts of
cl a s s e s o f
1
I ION QOKYTPIIX) VQ R \ M h RA \1) ( l‘IAlIPI
¢\
‘
.. t h e w o r l d .
i
l d (l \4 l
. \ A
.
.
0N0 FURII] \NF
5 “ '1 n e_ P 0
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R ALI.(1R.\.\1)C}{A.\P
They predicted
land-China, Berkshire, Duroc-Jersey, Chester W'hite, Large that nothing approaching it in extent and high quality would
Yorkshire, Essex and Tamworth, were judged in forty-ﬁve be seen again in twenty-ﬁve years, if ever. The Swine exhibit
consisted of 1,827 hogs. Eleven breeds were represented,

ner, Lafayette,
lnd.; Geo. F.
T h o m p son ,

v

g—l

GRAND CHAMPION MERINO RAM.

GRAND CHAMPION DORSET RAM.

HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.

11...“; ﬂit
'I‘OGGENIIERGER. Swiss Buck and Doc (Milch Goats).

GRAND CHAMPION AND IIYNIIIR L‘II.\.\II‘I().\'
ANGORA BUCKS.

with one hundred and thirty-seven exhibitors, representing

ﬁfteen States and Canada, viz:
Missouri, twenty-eight exhibitors, 304 head; Illinois, twenty-one
exhibitors, 387 head; Indiana, eighteen exhibitors, 186 head; Iowa,
ﬁfteen exhibitors, 184 head; Nebraska, nine exhibitors, sixty-one head;

Ohio, eight exhibitors, 103 head; Kansas, eight exhibitors, 103 head:

show of Poultry, Pigeons and Pet Stock (Division E), and of
Dogs and Cats (Division F), drew large crowds of people
every day to the coops, cages and kennels in the live-stock
barns. The visitor who was not a breeder or a "fancier" saw
there hundreds of distinct and strongly marked varieties of

barn-yard fowls, pigeons, rab
bits, dogs and cats, entirely
new to him and whose names
he had never heard before.
Prizes amounting to $22,081,
induced poultry and pigeon
and pet-stock breeders to re
veal the wonders they have
wrought in the way of develop
ing so many ﬁxed and dis

.\MERlC.-\.\' MILCH (BOATS.

Ontario, six exhibitors, 187 head;
Tennessee,

six

eight head:

Kentucky, five exhib

exhibitors,

COTSWULD RAM AND EWE. GRAND
CHAMPIONS.

forty

itors, seventy-six head; Minnesota.

tinguishable breeds of chickens,

three exhibitors, ﬁfty-seven head:

geese, ducks, turkeys, guineas,
peacocks, pigeons, and rabbits,

Wisconsin, three exhibitors, forty
two head; New York, two exhibit
ors, nine head; Pennsylvania, two
exhibitors, ﬁfty-six head; Massa
chusetts, one exhibitor, eighteen
head; Arkansas, one exhibitor, six
'-_-__

head.

Of each herd there were:

-

.0
'_1'1'.
)\~'-_
‘9“
‘

M

Poland Chinas, thirty-eight ex
hibitors, 312 head; Berkshires.
thirty exhibitors, 368 head: Dur

AMERICAN BREED KIDS.

ocs, twenty-nine exhibitors, 336
head; Chester Whites, twenty-two

each highly prized for some
distinguishing quality of

. .
eXhlb'torsv 362 hea‘l' Large York“
‘

'

'

' 't rs

Sh‘fesi 5": “M” O 1

1v

29

head'

'

GRAND cn.\.\11-io.\' ANGURA non.

beauty or meritorious produc
Essex

’

four exhibitors, 12

5

head;

Tamworths, four exhibitors, eighty-six head; Victorias. two exhibitors.

thirty head; Cheshires, one exhibitor, ﬁve head: Hampshires. two exhibitors, thirty-six head:

Small

Yorkshires, one exhibitor, thirteen

head.

The liberal cash prizes ag
gregating $50,000 for the swine
show was greatly in excess of
any amount ever before of
fered. The National Live
Stock Exchange held sessions
at the Exposition during the
exhibitions of sheep and swine.
The judges of swine were:

.
tiveness.

_

_
,
,
There were over 10,000 entries,
including
over ﬁfty

_

Hargan,

Glencoe,

the bantams.
An incubator
demonstration with the hatch
ing of chickens by the thou

sand accompanied the show.
The rabbit show included
everything from the Flemish

Oklahoma:

E. D. Klever, Bloomingsburg,
Ohio; I. A. Shade, Kingsley,
Iowa; W. E. Spiccr. Bushnell, III..
F. M. Srout, McLean, Ill.

Giants weighing twenty
pounds to the diminutive pink~

eyed bunny.

Opening October 25th and
closing

November

5th,

the

_

miniaturereproductionsamong

E. N. Ball, Hamburg, Mich.;
J. I. Ferguson, Chicago, 111.; B.
J.

_

vanehes 0i plgeonsi some 0f unusual varlet)’ and beauty
There were rare, and to most
of the visitors previously un
known, types of peacocks,
turkeys. geese and ducks, as
well as all the standard breeds.
The bantam show was espe
cially rich in Lilliputian novel
ties.all the large utilitybreedsof
chickens being represented by

GROUP OF PERSIAN SHEEP.

There were

twenty-one I) reeds, some of

“/“'1in
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BROUGHT our THE CHOICEST SPECIMENS
Ciallvf
r

reede
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Tics-s no,n
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ne of the pr '
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In spite
class, the Live St“ N
sisted Oﬂ Preservmg ‘trh‘mp‘

raven l)lac
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and the result was a
my years
which will be felt for ma ducted on
The show itself was confour best

k. while

IS snow “.
llite. A
)'
one
in
A
.
.
1“enca,
admired
.

the highest plane. ' f'glrletheir partic_
judges in the country d

They were:

I
’ ames
James Mortimer, of NewYOBhéritnof

‘ ular breeds were selecte

Association was in

XDOSition wh-ile thisShow was Progressing

Cole. of Kansas City, Henry B ers, of
With prizes amountin
Philadelphia and Marsch C. Iyens of
a to $15,204.
there was brough
Grand Rapids. Typical specngresent
t together at Saint
Louis in October
'
all the leading
bree (15 were
_ 5],the choicest specimens
of the leading k
One of the large barns, prevail: 5)
enne‘ls, foreign and
used for dairying tests, was dexho
of
domestic.
.
Of the seventy-four classes
the purpose. Joseph
Gra atm,and
for w hich liberal prizes were offered,
Saint Louis, was Superintenden‘. 0
the various kinds of Setters, Pointers
HEAD OF VICTORIA BOAR.
Doctor George W. Clayton. of Clncag ,
Spaniels, Collies,
‘
Saint Bernards, Terriers,
“ ' Louis, had
Assistant Superintendent. Henry Besch, of Saint
Bull Terriers,
Great Danes, Beagles and Toy
charge of the benching.
.
the
sented, and only a few of the se Dogs were largely repre
Under the instruction of the Live Stock Departtitei-iit;1ew
in the prize offerings were left \ venty-four classes included
'ithout nominations.
The benching was made of fresh planking and was entire y
-

n5.
1‘.

its.

"PREMIER LONGI-‘EI.LO\\'."
Grand Champion Berkshire Boar.

"(ULSTON ECLIPSE."
Irand Champion Yorkshire Boar.

Show of dogs had the especially valuable effect of‘creating
a movement in the direction of shows for the benefit and
encouragement of breeders. Heretofore, dog shows in this

llRANI) CHAMPION TAM\V()RTH BOAR.

were dealers rather than students.

HAMPSHIRE BOAR AND SOW.

This plan was adopted largely to avoid the danger of con
tagion from benching which had been previously used.
The pigeon exhibit embraced nearly 1,400 pigeons, repre

"BIG MARY." GRAND CHAMPION WHITE SOW.

country had been largely for mere professional exhibitors}, who‘
cared nothing whatever for the improvement of breets an

“THE MEDDLER."
Grand Champion Poland-China Boar.

GRAND CHAMPION YORKSHIRE 50W.

senting the best fanciers. One exhibitor came all the way
from Germany. The quality in all classes was of the highest
standard. The collection of English carriers was particularly

"LADY LL'CILLE.“

GRAND AND JR. CHAMPION BERKSHIRE SOWS

5E EXPOSITION.
RY OF THE LOUISIANA PU RCHA '
HISTO

sch of
ﬁne, Charles Jen
winning [110“ Of
Chicago.
The honors

the prizes.

could not see it that 831
altogether, so he dwt

the honors with Mr. Dun
ling, who showed clean—
legged birds, though not

display of

in the ﬁne
dragoons were divided
“’right and
between Mr.
C. E. Twombley. Most
of the ﬁne exh ibit of
Magpies w as from the
collections of A. W.
Drake and Doctor Gib
the latter having
50“,
most of the prize-takers.
Russian Trumpeters rep
resented the best in the
country, owned by L. A.
Jansen, of Milwaukee.
Swallows were also a ﬁne
collection, owned by Mr.
Jansen and A. Samuels, of
Buffalo, New York. Mr.
Jansen secured most of
BRO\-\"N CHINESE GANDER—First Prize.
Charles McClave, New London. Ohio.

_.Ia

“up-h

a.
Prat“

fa,

large as the
nearly as
i
I
other birds. Next 111 llne
were Tumblers of all va—
rieties, and honors were

divided.

Méssrs Jaeger,

Lauterbach and Schaefer,
of Baltimore, won many

prizes; also Messrs \Vallin
and Muir, of Chicago, Mr.
Diekman, of St. Louis,
Howard Young, of Buf
falo,N.Y., Mr. Jenner, of
Detroit, Mich., and a few
In the other varieties
there were only a few in
each class, but they were
all ﬁne specimens; Mr.

the prizes.

COCHIN COCK—First Prize.
M. T. Burn, Tilsmburg. Canada.

Ewald, of Cincinnati, showed most of them.

Nearly every

Oriental Frills made an excellent showing, and honors were
fancier left the great pigeon show of the World’s Fair feeling
divided between Doctor C. H. A. Meyer, H. Strauf, C. Clus
well satisﬁed that a record was made that will
man, and Henry Juste, all of Baltimore. Tur
live forever. The judges of poultry, pigeons,
bits made an attractive show, but there were
and rabbits were:
not many of them; the same with owls.
Mr.
Poultry: Henry Berrar, San Jose, Cal.; George
Ewald exhibited some ﬁne owls in all the
Burgott, Lawton Station, N. Y.; Sharpe Butterﬁeld,
classes and was the principal prize winner.
\Vindsor, Ontario; Charles T. Corman, Carlisle, Pa.;
English Pouters were exhibited by Mr. Hofer,
M. F. Delano, Millville, N. J.; W. C. Denny, Roch
of Cincinnati, \Vagner Brothers, of Chicago,
ester, N. Y.; C. A. Emery, Carthage, Mo.; W. R.
Graves, Springﬁeld, Mass.; D. T. Heimlich, Jackson
and Mr. Miller, of Saint Louis. The display
ville, Ill.; George D. Holden, Owatonna, Minn.; S. B.
of Pigmy pouters included many imported birds,
Johnston, Fairland, Ind.; F. J. Marshall, Atlanta, Ga.;
among them those of Mr. Ed. Schmid, of
Charles McClave, New London, Ohio; Charles F.
\\-"ashington, D. C., who won a big share of the
Rhodes, Topeka, Kas.; Thomas F. Rigg, Iowa Falls,
prizes. Dr. C. H. Jones, of Rome, N. Y., also
Iowa; W. S. Russell, Ottumwa, Iowa; F. H. Shell
showed some prize-winning birds. The Maltese
barger, West Liberty, Iowa; Eugene Sites, Elyria,
Ohio; James Tucker, Concord, Mich.; Philander Wil
Hen Pigeons were a grand sight. They are very
liams, Taunton, Mass.
peculiar pigeons. Mr. Korb, of Milwaukee, was
Pigeons: Joseph F. Bardroﬁ, Washington, D. C.;
the largest exhibitor and won most of the prizes.
L. A. Jansen, Milwaukee, VVis.; Thomas Jenner, De
Pack Brothers, of Cleveland, Ohio, showed a lot
troit, Mich.; A. D. Robinson, Sioux City, Iowa.
of Polish Lynx, Austrian Strassers, and other
Belgian hares and rabbits: R. J. Finley, Macon, M0.
varieties.
The two departments of Forestry and of Fish
Among the pigeons were some of the Giant
and Game were under the same Chief, Dr. Tar
Runts, which brought forth considerable dis
leton H. Bean, and shared the space in the
MRS. DELLA MAXWELL,
cussion. Messrs. “'ood and Moore, of Cali
Palace of Forestry, Fish and Game. Dr. Bean
fornia, showed some large specimens, as large as Fayette. Mo., and her favorite hen. IS the author of standard works on ﬁsh and
Pekin ducks. These monsters had feathers on their legs, which ﬁsheries
He had long been connected with the work of

some damn“ were a disqualiﬁcatlon‘

However, the indge

the United States Fish Commission and with Government
,
.

‘s- -

WIIITE WYANDOTTE COCK.
First Prize.

BUFF PLYMOUTH ROCK COCK.
First Prize.

LIGHT BRAHMA COCK.
First Prize.

LIGHT BRAHMA COCKEREL.
First Prize.

IN THE PALACE OF FORESTRY, FISH AND GAME.

BUFF COCHIN COCK—First Prize.

\VHITE \VYANDOTTE COCKEREI.. BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK PULLET.

researches relating to forests and plants, and was made Chief

of the Department of Fish and Fisheries for the Commissioner

General of the United States at the Paris Exposition of 1900.
His work there won him a gold medal.

Dr. Dean was assisted at Saint Louis by J. C. Van Hook,
as Superintendent of Special Groups, and by F. T. Charles, as
Superintendent of Commercial Forestry.
The Palace of Forestry, Fish and Game was 600 feet long
by 300 feet wide, and was admirably adapted to the display of
the interesting exhibits with which it was ﬁlled. But there
were exhibits belonging to the two departments which covered

many acres of outside space or
were placed in other buildings.
Canada, in addition to her large
and well ﬁlled section in this
palace, had at the rear of her
pavilion a forestry building of
her own, ﬁlled with commer—
cial forestry specimens.

5‘“1‘- _. _;=

Besides her large aquarium
displays of ﬁsh, and her large
exhibits of forestry in the pal
ace, Missouri had an outside
park of live deer, bear, racwmra LEGHORN COCK.$200.
coons, opossums, squirrels, wolves, foxes, skunks, etc.; game
birds such as grouse, quails, wild turkeys, and many varieties
ofwild ducks, geese, pelicans and swans, swimming in small
lakes. A hunter’s lodge in this inclosure contained innumer
able mounted specimens of the ﬁsh and game known to Mis
souri hunters. Much outside ground was covered with
enormous tree trunks from various lumber
districts, and of course they could not be
shown in any building. New York's model
forest tree nursery, and the United States Bu
reau of Forestry's demonstrations of the prin
CiPies and practice of tree planting, were

necessarily out-door exhibits.
Nineteen of our States were represented by
Forestry exhibits: Arkansas, California,
Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan,
Missouri, Mississippi, Montana, New Jersey,
New York, North Carolina, Oregon, Tennes
563, Texas, Virginia, \Vashington, Wisconsin,

BUFF ORPINGTON COCK.

work, wooden wares, cooperage and basketry, included sec
ondary forest products, such as the industries based on wood
pulp, dyes, gums, resins, turpentine, vegetable wax, alcohol,
tan-bark, medicinal plants, rubber, and materials for brooms
and brushes. Probably the widest range of valuable forest
products appeared in the great exhibits made by Brazil and
Mexico. They included rubber, resins, gums, varnishes, dye
stuffs, cordage, ﬁbres, rattans, tanning materials, quinine and
numerous other medicinal products, oils, wax, vegetable wool
and basketry, with innumerable cabinet woods and building
timbers of remarkable beauty and excellence. Japan installed
a wonderful revelation of such
forest products as camphor,
wax, turpentine, varnishes,
and the countless utilities of
bamboo, with her varied show
of cabinet and construction
woods. France and her col
onies seemed to challenge any
other government to surpass
her in f0rest resources or in
the products obtained from
them by her industries. Ar
SILVER LACED \VYANDOTTE HEN. gentine exhibited 216 different
kinds of wood. Venezuela, with her collection of 303 varieties
of construction timber, made exhibits of soap, chemicals,
medicinal preparations, dye-woods, rubber, resins, ﬁbre plants,
vegetable wool, silk and cotton, as the products of her forests.
Peru, Porto Rico, Portugal, Siam, the Central American Re
publics, Haiti, Cuba, Ceylon and Canada all made most inter
esting displays of forest resources. Th e
Canadian section of the palace was orna
mented with a very handsome rustic structure
composed of 3,000 varieties of native Canadian

woods. The German section was devoted to
graphic illustrations of the management of the
State forests, pictures of the forests them
selves, maps, implements, reports, statistics,
forest regulations, elucidations of arboricul
tural science and the education of foresters.
The lumbering interests of the various
States of the American Union took care that
their forest wealth should be demonstrated in

Wyoming. The twenty-six foreign countries BRONZE TURKEY COCK—First Prize. the most eﬁ’ective manner at the Exposition.
rePresented were: Argentine, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Can
Sections, quarterings, dressed surfaces and panelings, were
ada, Ceylon, China, Costa Rica, Cuba, Egypt, France and
French Colonies, Germany, Great Britain, Guatemala, Haiti,
Honduras, Japan, Mexico, New South \Vales, New Zealand,
'Perll, Porto Rico, Portugal, Siam, Spain, Venezuela. The
mside displays of woods, tree sections, ﬁnished lumber, wood

shown of all sorts of woods. There were hubs, spokes, axe
handles, plow beams and handles, and thousands of other
things made out of oak, hickory, elm, locust, or whatever

wood is best for such purposes.

Baskets, barrels and pack

ages of all sorts were in evidence, as well as ﬁne specimens

HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.
of _ furniture or join e rs ’
work. Besides the exhibits
in the'Palace, the House of

H‘oo Hoo was a most com
prehensive museum of wood
work made out of nearly
every kind of timber used
in America. California ex—
hibited seventy-one varieties

of cabinet woods; a yellow

railroad and

other construction

timber from insects or decay,
and illustrating wrong methods
in lumbering and in tapping
turpentine orchards.
In a large
arcade illuminated by natural
light were large colored and un
colored

transparences

on which

yet 2 feet 6 inches in diam
eter at the top; a sugar pine

were depicted magniﬁcent pic
tures, typical scenes and timbering
operations.
Large collections
nearby of diseased construction
timbers, and of others surviving

log 84 inches in diameter;

uninjured after many years use,

pine log 3 feet 6 inches at
the butt and 144 feet long,

:r4hlwr e?!
r

treatment for the preservation of

a single piece of timber 44 illustrated results of treatment by
nu. TARLETON H. BEAN.
feet long squared to 22 x 22 various preservatives.
GII-‘FORD PINCHOT,
Chief of the Departments of Forestry.
inches. The State of W'ash
Fish and Game. Dr. Bean was Director of
It was not easy to estimate Representing the United States Gov
Forestry and Fisheries for the United States
ington exhibited enormous how much of the building was emmemDepmmemo’Fms‘ry'
at the Paris Exposition in 1900. He was
Assistant Commissioner of the Department
cross sections of giant trees; devoted to ﬁsh and game, so many States and countries
of Fish and Fisheries of the United States
Government. Curator of the Department of
a ﬁnished spruce plank 10 having shown their forestry. ﬁsh and game together in
Fisheriesin the United States Museum. rep
resentative of the United States Fish Com
feet wide; another 22 feet their own space allotments. Transparencies, pictures and
mission at the Chicano and Atlanta Exposi
t\i,onili(and Director of the Aquarium at New
long by 5 feet wide.
or .
mounted specimens were everywhere in view, and occasion
Perhaps the most beautifully ﬁnished structure of wood ally a coop of live game birds. Every class of ﬁsh and game
that was ever seen anywhere was the cottage erected in the exhibits was fully covered by domestic and foreign exhibitors.
section devoted to the exhibit of the Southern Long-Leaved Eighteen of the United States and twenty-two foreign coun
Yellow Pine interests. It was a surprising example of the tries were represented in the ﬁsh and game catalogue.
perfection, beauty and won
Canada made a magniﬁcent
derful variety of ﬁnish of which
and comprehensive display of
the famous hardwood pine of
her attractions for sportsmen,
II
the Gulf States is susceptible.
with mounted specimens of
lull.
V
a.
_I-—
A large space near this
moose, elk, caribou, deer,
.
cottage in the west end of the
muskox. and all sorts of game
ET
A,
Palace was ﬁlled by the United
ﬁsh from river and lake. The
States Bureau of Forestry with
water fowl and game-ﬁsh
exhibits illustrating processes
resorts of the Atlantic Coast
of forest culture and manage
were impressively represented
CUIIAN FORESTRY DISPLAY.
ment, forest topography, geo
by North Carolina, Virginia,
graphical distribution, ~forest works, maps, statistics, timber New Jersey, New York and New England, without at all
sanitation: planting to hold the surface of sand dunes: pro
neglecting their great shellﬁsh beds.
The Paciﬁc Coast
cesses
and
examples
of
testing
and
comparing
the
strength
of
States
did
ample
justice
to
their
great
salmon-canning
indus
(Clifferent‘woods; object lessons showing results of artiﬁcial
tries and other ﬁshing resources.
Minnesota, Montana and

ll
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PALACE or FORESTRY. FISH AND GAME, THREE HUNDRED BY SIX HUNDRED FEET. COVERING .xuour FOUR AcuEs.

I

EXHIBIT OF FISHING AND HUNTING EQUIPMENT.
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GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY EXHIBIT.
'
(I t n t'o al Railway
System
of Canada
and the
United
States
made,
in [lileh'PsaIai-cesofriigitesiltiiymiish
and Game.
an eﬁeetive
display
of the
charms
of Canada
as a sportsman‘s and tourist_'s country. Many branches of the Grand Trunk penetrate
remote and picturesque regions where ﬁsh and game abound.

the Rocky Mountain States exhibited their big game and
game ﬁsh. An aquarium in the east end of the building occu
pied a space 190 feet long and 35 feet 'wide, and was divided
into compartments in which Missouri, Pennsylvania and
other States had ﬁne displays of live ﬁsh
swimming in clear water.
Missouri had a
special pool ﬁlled with big catﬁsh and
buffalo, and a special aquarium showing
black bass, pike-perch, crappie, rainbow
trout and other varieties. There were two
pools representing beaver ponds in which

EXHIBIT OF THE CATALI’A SPECIOSA.
In this display Mr. John I’. Brown. of Connersville. lndiana._as Secretary of the
International Society of Arboriculture aimed' to show the great utility and uncommon
lasting qualities of the wood of the Catalpa Speciosa, a tree that originated along the
Wabash Rivcrin Indiana. Railroad ties that had been in use thirty-two years. sound
and well preserved. were shown. The picture shows the cabinet uses of the wood.

It is a very fast grower and does well _in all parts of the United States. A number of
railroads are planting this tree for their future he supply.

live beavers were swimming about or at

work on the banks cutting wood. A central
pool forty feet in diameter was kept sup
plied with sea water for New Jersey’s live
exhibit of marine ﬁshes. Among the Paciﬁc
Coast salmon ﬁshery demonstrations, the

13$”
H. R. CHAR LTUN.

R. MCC. SMITII.

Advertising Agent.
Grand Trunk Railway.

Special Agent.
Grand Trunk Railway.

State of Washington exhibited a remarkable
collection of specimens of aquatic life, and a
salmon hatchery illustrating methods of ﬁsh
culture and showing the evolution of the
salmon from the egg through every stage of
- growth.
Within the portals of this building the
visitor could study the ﬁshing and hunting
- equipments, ﬁshing tackle. sporting weapons.
and industrial fishery methods of all coun
tries and races of men, savage and civilized:
ﬁshing with trained cormorants in China;
Japanese hunting and ﬁshing methods and
w—____._

PART OF FUNSTEN BROSI (SAINT LOUIS), EXHIBIT OF STUFFED ANIMALS IN AiFOREST SETTING.
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CHAPTER XXI.
OPOLOGY AND ETHNOLOGY.
DEPARTMENT OF ANTH R
‘
i
r PRIMITIVE
RACES
TRATWE 0F THEGSDILIZEZESJT'lilyElllZSI-ZXK'EPTHE
HMRY
MEN
LIVING Sumac-rs ILLUS
mm DWELUN LOWER CALIFORNIA—WICIIITA AND SIOUX
AR'IS OF 'IHF‘ NVORLD DRAWN [IPUN FQ R
’ anon CENTRAL Acrncigg,
prnnnzs .
A INDIANS FROTMI: PAWNEE EARTH LODGE—NAVAJO INDIANS
.
REMOTE P
H FRO“ PATAOONIA
A ND
THUR CURIOUS
IONs—— o
“G‘ANTS NORTH JAPAN AND CinYENNIss, mitigzgﬁw MANY OTHER ngss5‘— 3THE GOVERNMENT INDIAN SCHOOL, SHOWING
FROM E‘snou THE PLAINS-“THZD 10THER INDUSTRI E5—~SOME Famous INDIAN mars
ARTS OF CIVILIZATlON—ARCHAZOLOGXCAL ENHIBI'rs
INDIA"
1N WEAVING A
AND THEIR SKILL GIVEN TO INDIAN YOUTHS AND MAIDENs IN THE User-“or. ‘ PRESENTS or QUEEN VICTORIA.
s—EGYPTIAN ANTIQUITIEs—JUBILEI.
~ UCTION
THE Igbirizmr.
STATES AND DISTANT COUN mm
FROM

E ’

THE belief of Mac

some measure by the series of international. and national

hiavelli that the world neither grows
that it is always the slime, 11$ (.lfnslecelIZ);

better nor worse,
unliNltI“‘In.DYINv‘I‘I

.
'
that development
ranc1 0 c1 for
the seience Of $13; ofsli'licriaiii,
racial
lhatﬁggezfdilsqu‘isry
the pessimism of the Italian author
:lissputed. Anthropologists are optimists: I .
' '

The development of man from 1118 primitive condition to
the present height of achievement was Illustrated In the
Louisiana Purchase Exposition by object
lessons. The Department of Anthropol
ogy concerned itself with the presenta
tion of these object lessons in such

sequence as would show the evolution of
industrial art, and the expansion of those

mental and moral forces which obtain in
modern civilization. The Department of
Anthropology was devoted mainly to the
study of Man, while the other depart
ments of the ExpOSition exhibited his

congresses devoted to various branches of learning.
In the organization of the several departments of the
Exposition the ofﬁcials asked Mr. Frederick W. Lehmann, of
Saint Louis, to take the chairmanship of the Committee on
Anthropology. Mr. Charles E. Hulbert was the Secretary of
the committee and of the department from its beginning to
its successful conclusion after the close of the Exposition.
Doctor WJ McGee, formerly ethnol
ogist in charge of the Government Bureau
of American Ethnology, took up the
active work of the Department of Anthro
pology as its chief. Under his direction
the department was organized, the
exhibits formulated and the active work,
of the department carried forward. Asso
ciated with Doctor McGee and his depart

ment was Professor 8. M. McCowan,
Superintendent of the United States

multifarious works.
Ex posmon

AnthmpOlOgy was represented at the
by the department presided

DOCTOR W] McGEE.

over by Doctor W'J McGee; by the great

Chief of the Department

of Anthropology.
Philippines exhibit, which was in
fact an exposition within an
exposition; by an importa
nt part of the Government exhibit;
by various State and f0
reign governments in State and
national buildings and in
several of the exhibit palaces; by
several of the special a
ttractions on the Pike; and in

Indian exhibit, thus bringing the Gov
ernment
Indian exhibit and the Depart
COL. S. M. McCOWAN,
ment
of
Anthropology
into direct relation
Superintendent of the
Indian School.
and co-operation.
The Department of Anthropology proper was divided into
six sections: Ethnology, Indian School, Archaeology,
History,
Anthropometry and Psychometry.
(ffhe section of Ethnology exhibited actual race types of
varieties of mankind, living as at home in primitive huts or

CONVENTION OF TEACHERS IN THE INDIAN SCHOOL SERVICE.
These
teachers
“1
k I‘ tlower
Low;
(0 attend
the National
Educational
Association
lune.States
_
‘ am"!
- of The
. In the
' employ
‘ the
' in
‘United
Professor
McCO wan and his wife. with Miss Estell Reel,
of the
Indian
sol-mo}had
scrgiice‘eggguagystah:
partthe
of convention
tht. Picture,
teachers
are
of
bovernment.
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tepees.

These living groups "5"??-

occupied dwellings erected by'
themselves chiefly from mate-

Q' '

v

r T"
Y‘

i.

i Y
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s i

Yezo, brought in by Professor

~

Frederic Starr, with Mr. Y.

'~

Ynagaki as interpreter.

rials brought from their native _
lands for the purpose.

They ;

engaged in their accustomed
occupations, prepared and ate '

_ They are notable for small

' '

) . .

_

I J’

i 1

' '

"f

"

5: stature, light color of skin and

,K'Q' abundant hair and beard.

their accustomed food, so far
as possible, and wore their ,

usual apparel,

Individuals, > i

" men show little trace of Mon
golian or Malayan affinity,
more nearly approaching the
<_ _ Caucasian type and suggesting
relationship with the Cossacks
of Siberia rather than any other
_: Asiatic people.
The women

of the Exposition period this;
S'

Simnls‘ as €thnologist in

_ >

,

, » __

~

g

'. wore their luxuriant hair some

XINU FAMILY AT WORK_

what longer than that of the

The Ainu are clothed in distinctive garments woven and fashioned by themselves. men’and their nlomhs (bOthlips

chief material being elm hast. The twisted threads are partly dyed and woven in
Charge, “nth a nunlber of Specla] the
patterns
of black and brown. which are evidently emblematical and suggest Oriental
agents’

each

Charged with

and adjacent skin) were tattooed

and Alaskan devices. These patterns, conventionalized from archaic originals and as w
an interesting to the ethnologist as written history. were partially reproduced in toys and

expedition and an ethnic group. me“ Which we" 8°“ ‘° visi‘m-

an-.

In

deed, they are frequently spoken
of as the uHairy Ainu.” The

typical of their races, were .
brought from the section "
stretching \from Alaska to
Patagonia in America, from '
Northern Japan, and from the
African interior. Through part
section was conducted by Mr.

(The

word “Ainu” means men).

The Ainu, the aborigines of Japan, were represented in the
Department of Anthropology by a group of four men, three
women and two children from the island of Hokkaido, or

a

5y mbol ic

nlustache

andbeard which play a role in
social and religious ceremonies. {\The Ainu were chosen for
the purposes of the department chieﬂy because they have been
reputed to display those bodyward or centripetal movements
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HAIRY AINU FROM NORTHERN JAPAN IN FRONT OF NATIVE HOUSE BUILT BY THEM AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.
The Ainu were domiciled in a reed house originally erected and occupied in their own home and reconstructed on the Exposition grounds. Soon after com letion the house
was dedicated or consecrated by an elaborate new ﬁre ceremony : and it was protected by several inao, or prayer sticks. erected at roof comb and corners, toget er with. a fence
or barricade of similar emblems outside of the sacred eastern Window-opening. The inao are dextrously whittled from green willow wands cut in springtime: the knife being
drawn bodyward in such manner as to produce a cluster of thin curled shavings perhaps afoot in length, remaining attached to the wand. which wave in the breeze as perpetual
invocations to the powers of the air, earth, water and life. The principal feature of the easterly barricade was the partly dissected head of a bear. borne on a large double mm.
but after the ﬁrst night or two this was kept in the house as a more effective protection from depredation than even the unlimited mystical powers imputed to it. One of the mm
in the group was Kuturoze. a bear hunter renowned throughout his native Hokkaido. Occasionally in the Exposition period he would chant with the aid of his fellows the bear
hunting song. one of the principal intellectual productions of the people.

“GOOD MORNING" SALUTATION.
AINU MOTHER AND CHILD.
It was noted by scientists that in color
of skin. form of feature and general appear
ance. the women of_ the Ainu group
approach a Mongolian or Mongols
Malayan type rather than the Caucastan
type of the men.

AN AINU FAMILY GROUP.
The men of the Ainu group were abun
dantlv bearded and wore their black hair
hanging to the shoulders though cut shorter

at the back of the neck. They show_no
Ceremonies marked many hours in the daily lives of the Ainu. Their‘ houses had a
sacred eastern window opening, and the coining of the day was the signal for the
performance of special rites. The "good morning” salutation has been preserved by
the camera.

traces of Mongolian or Malayan aﬁimty.
more nearly approaching the Caucasian
type, and suggesting relationship With the
Cossacks of Siberia than any other Asiatic

people. The women wore their hair longer
than that of the men, and their mouths. both

characteristic of the lowest culture (and presumably ves

the “lost gentle and reﬁned lips and adjacent skin, were tattooed with a

tigial) in decided degree; yet they were found to abound in
both physical and activital characteristics of great interest to

{Olk on tlle grounds.

symbolic mustache and beard which play a

the ethnologist.

Withal, and despite their primitiveness in

some respects, they were the most cleanly and courteous,
‘.

- '

role in social and religious ccrmonics.

The Batwa Pygmies, the smallest known type of mankind,
were brought to the Exposition by the Rev. Samuel Phillips
Verner who conducted in behalf of the department one of the
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BATWA'PYGMIES AND RED AFRICANS OF THE CENTRAL AFRICA FORESTS.

M hfom the African interior came the Pygmies of the Upper Kasai Valley. The group comprised four Batwa Pygmies with ﬁve representatives of o
ther tribes. including 2.
D ew of the local potentatc. King Ndombe. The men averaged four feet ten and one-eighth inches in height. It was found that none but the mo st vigorous and stalwart
miter-warriors could be induced m venture on the long journey to America.

The Red Africans are noted for their coppery skin-color and ﬁne physique.

HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.
most notable expeditions
ever known.
The group
comprised four Batwa
Pygmies with ﬁve represeiitatives of other tribes, ineluding a nephew of the
local potentate, King
Ndonibe. They were from
the Upper Kasai Valley,
Central Africa, of the Bel~
gian-Congo Protectorate,
and brought by special favor
of King Leopold. Unfortunately, the Pygmy group
was not an ideal one, the
women and children of the

what he learned upon his trip.
This man rcprescnted a tribe
who symbolize their devotion
to cannibal practices by artiﬁ_
cially sharpening their teeth.
TliePygmieslivein ratlierclose
association with parrots and
monkeys, and their erratic
behavior showed the inﬂuence
ofthelowercreatures upon their
habits of thought. On the Ex
position grounds the Pygmies
were capricious and trouble
some to control; more
so even than the headstrong
Patagonian, and inﬁnitely
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A SAVAGE'S IDEA OF MUSIC.

.ZAm‘

An instrument fashioned like {a blud-
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PYGMIES BUILDING THEIR HOUSES.

Prophecy of the modern ﬂute.
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saw the sights of the Exposition with
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tribe having proved too timid to trust themselves to travel;
only the most vigorous and stalwart hunter-warriors could be

worse than the peaceful Ainu.
The Patagonian group com-
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induced to venture on the long journey.

The men were

prised ﬁve adult men, one adult woman, and a ten-year-old

@Libeg,

slender, lithe and active, averaging four feet ten and .OIIICeighth inches in height. In the group on the Exposmon

girl of the Teliuelclie tribe inhabiting southern Argentinethe Patagonians, or Patagonian Giants," of early American
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grounds were ﬁve distinct

literature. They were brought

languages, one of them know-

by an

ing nothing of any other

by the late Professor J. B

expedition projected

tongue than his own save
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THE HOME OF THE PYGMY.
WILD ASSOCIATES OF PYGMIES.
The Pygmies live in rather intimate
association with parrots and monkeys
which seem to be regarded as tutelaries.
and theirinconsequent habits of thought

are curiously akin to those of the lower
creatures.

HO\V THE SAVAGE MAKES A FIRE.
The rude method employed by the Africans in ﬁre-making is here illustrated.

In

common wtth other primitive peoples, the making of ﬁre is one of the most important of
their achievements.

In house building the Pygmies follow~
ed no well-conceived plan, but let chance
rule. The little fellow shown in the le
ture was ex ierimenting to see if his our
would ﬁt.
his man was found to be most
mischievous. Indeed, on the grounds the
Pygmies were often very capricious an
troublesome.
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GROUPS OF FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC INDIANS

The Klaokwaht

6
\77
4

and Kwakiutl In
dians, brought
from Vancouver
Island by Doctor
C. F. NeWCombe,
are notable for the
light colorofskin,
and for an elabor
ate heraldic sys
tem, including
crests (or totems)
of a symbolic
character.

£1.

The

Klaokwalits build
communal houses
A I‘ATAGONIAN GIANT.
He wears a characteristic robelof giianaco
skin. The head of the Patagonian 1s habitually
uncovered save for a ﬁllet bound above the
brows to conﬁne his luxuriant hair.
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PATACONIAN \\'O.\I.-\.‘-'. -

expressing a so
cial organization

She wears the accustomed ﬁllet ahouththe lllllCll liliC th€ ITO“
forehead. The women of Patagonia wear t eir
.
hair full Ien gth. while the men wear it half q U 0 IS a n
length.

10 H g

Hatcher, organized by Doctor Victor E. A. Fenton, of Gellegos,
but led by Sei'ior Vincente Cane, who, with his interpreter,
Seﬁor Juan \Volilers, spent the Exposition period on the grounds.
The men average about six feet and the women but an inch
or two less in height. They are accomplished horsemen, and
brought their own saddles and riatas to the Exposition.
Despite their unfamiliarity with American range stock, they
repeatedly competed creditably in riding and roping contests
with American cowboys.
Their characteristic weapon is the

h 0 u s e . Such a
house was re-erected
on the Exposition
grounds.
In addition to the
foreign groups, the ex
hibits in the Section of
Ethnology comprised
va ri 0 us bodies of
'
United States Indians“.

bolas—three stone balls attached by leathern thongs.

Most of them occu- hofiefg,“g;h?g§;§‘3l5°33;ngiﬁgwggggxygggygigg

‘ PATQGOQAN GIANTS ‘
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Another group from the limits of the United States were

“mm” “awn'fmmed binaltach'"
"‘“H‘m’
use this device in

'

the Cocopa Indians, brought from Lower California by Mr.
'E. C. Cushman, jr. This group numbered over a score,
including Pablo Colorado, chief of the tribe, with men, women

volves the
principles
of sling.
and simple
pro~
of typical character. keg-lg
PM",
by reason
of riata,
the ski"
and Wm.
Conspicuous among Sgi'éfiﬂsserlfh'c'c ggmo‘ﬁ‘g?‘fge‘ﬁ,0§§°e§e’§':f,f;"2?
them was the Pawnee “mm” ma'ms‘
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andtribe
children.
One of the notable
physical
characteristics
of
the
is the consistently
maintained
difference
in stature of

pled native habltatlons

,

balls to leathern thongs.

group
brought
to the
by Mooney;
Doctor George
A. Dorsey,
with the
assistance
of grounds
Mr. James
the Wichita
group

"*‘i'. l

the two sexes, the men being among the tallest, and the

from Oklahoma, brought by Doctor Dorsey;

in?

women among the shortest of North American Indians.

The

Indians from North and South Dakota; Indians of the desert,

the Sioux

m: I

Cocopa are essentially agricultural; they are a peaceful and

a group of twenty Pima, Papago and Maricopa Indians from

fig:

timid folk and were not easily induced to come to Saint Louis.

Arizona, and notable as makers of pottery and basketry;

iii-1

Mr. Cushman Spent nearly three months with them in their

Arapaho and Cheyenne Indians, brought by Doctor Dorsey;

I ’

camps before they would consent to undertake the journey.

Navajo Indians from Arizona; Apaches from Arizona, and
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BEING NEIGHBORL“
A" Mn" “,0
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mm?“
' Wilh themaaiitzi‘i'lgli'lensil?
' ._ . .
WT'IIII:H\i{ili-iinils lsjr‘iitiiiitg‘i:
ffifizmielli/
while
subicct
theforl‘atJthe
Roman wears her usually grim'ex r f'o s i
hat softened however by the evident
800d Wlli of her visitor
p :55] n' on cw
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CHIEF MCGEE AND HIS \VARDS.
of [110
Doctor
various
_ McGee.
ﬂflnlc
. Chief
group?
of the
“hemmed
_ Department
3‘ the.
of Anthropology.
hxpoili'on.
'5
. and
thethe
“"5"”
big chief
ﬁgure
and
“lmc
, host
gfgupof l'qragonians posed infrontofpne oftheir primitive dwellings. '1 he Patagonian:
were brought to the hair by Senor \‘ incente (.anc.
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PATAGONIAN GROUP FROM SOUTHERN ARGENTINE.
_
This group Comprised _t'ive adult memone adult woman and a ten-year-old girlof the'Tehuclche tribe.
inhabiting southern Argentine. the i’atagonians. or "Patagonian giants" of early American literature. 'l hese
nativesare notable for their high stature and stalwart frames. The men average about six feet and the women
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so robust and their limbs so large as to place them easily in the lead of the known primitive tribes of the world
in physical development.

ably in riding and roping contests With expert American cowboys.

representatives of the Jicarilla band from New Mexico; Ge
ronimo and his band; Kickapoo Indians from Kansas, and a
group of Pueblo or Hopi Indians from Arizona.
A leading feature of the department was a model Indian
School, so conducted as to illustrate the educational methods

of the United States Indian Office. (The exhibit scheme

.

.a.'~~n._._-_ds

A GROUP OF PATAGONIANS.
_ In the costume of _civilization. These _ young men brought
their own saddles and riatas to the Exposition, and despite their
unfamiliarity
, _ _ with American
_
range_ stock they competed credit~

but an inch or two less. so that in mean stature they probably exceed any other native tribe of the Western
hemisphere. while their heads and faces are so broad and massive, and their chests so deep. their bodies

“TIarIn-r:-
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.iembraced contrasting expositions of the old Indian and the
young, the old life and the modern, as developed in the Gov
ernment policies and processes.xIn addition to the old
Indians, one hundred and ﬁfty students were brought from
Chilocco, Haskell, Genoa, Fort Shaw and Sacaton Indian
schools, thus representing every section of the country
and embracing
most of the rep
resentative tribes.
This number in
cluded a ﬁne Indian
band of forty pieces.

5
2
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The little Indian children were trained in kindergarten
work; the older children showed their proﬁciency in the
three R's, and, while the elders carried on primitive
industries, their sons and daughters exhibited skill in
civilized handicrafts. A modern dining room, the furniture
of which was made at the Haskell School, was arranged
in the Indian School building, and in one exhibit of the
Chilocco school the whole story of Indian transformation
was graphically symbolized.
In addition to the ethnic groups shown in the section of
Ethnology, there were individual and institutional exhibits,
such as the collections of Professor Frederick Starr, of Super
intendent O. E. Ed—

wards, of Herbert

.
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SIOUX WOMAN AND CHILD.
WICHITA MOTHER AND BABE.

One of the notable physical characteristics of this
Indian tribe from Baia ('aliforiiia.is the consistently sustained diﬁ'erence in stature of the two sexes. the men
being the tallest and the women among the shortest of
the many and varied tribes of North American Indians.

_

u _
_
_
_
'l he Wichita Indians are a southern plains tribe.
They dwell in grass _houses of ty ical character. :lhey
are noted for symbolic games ant as artists in painted
and headed buckski... These were from Oklahoma.
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Irown, of J. \V.
Benham, and of
Allen Hutchinson.
A Field School of

COCOPA WOMAN AND CHILD.

nitrt'i

.ialftri

From the Rosebud Reservation.
South
Dakota.
_
_
They represent the peaceful side of the fierce norther:
plainsmen who have caused the Government so miled
trouble in the past. but who now produce decor?!it
buckskin and calumets or peace pipes to sell tothe whiRS

PREHISTORIC RELICS IN THE ARCHZEOLOGICAL SECTION.
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TEPEES IN WHICH THE NOMAch PLAINSMEN LIVED.
While showing the inﬂuence of the whites. these dwellings, built at the World's Fair, retain typical characteristics of primitive conditions.

the basis of modern mechanics.
The Ohio Archaeological
and Historical Society made
an exceptionally ﬁne exhibit of
archaeology. The exhibit was
arranged and maintained under
the direction of Doctor \Villiain
C. Mills, Librarian and Curator
of the Ohio Archaeological
and Historical Society. One
of the notable collections ex
hibited by this society was
that of scrapers made of the
metapodal bone of the deer and
elk, and one of the largest
collections of its kind in the
world. Another unique col
lection was that of prehistoric

Ethnology and General An
thropology was conducted by
Professor Fredrick Starr in
lectures and class work in camps
of alien groups.
In the section of Archaeol—
ogy the prehistoric relics were
arranged in such a manner as
to illustrate the progressive
advance of mankind from lower
toward higher industrial planes.
A synthetic series was ar
ranged by Mr. Gerard Fowke
illustrating the greatest among
the early advances of mankind.
Here was elucidated the con
quest of Fire, the develop
ment of the Knife, and the
evolution
of the \N’heel,

Qth.
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K\\';\KIUTL INDIANS FROM VANCOUVER.
They are among the lighest in color of all _1\merican
aborigines. The taller of the twois klalish. which means
"\\'liale~on~the-beaeh." He answers to the English name
of Charles James Nowell. The shorter and stputer man
is Klakmzlas. or “Man-who-has-copper." IIis English

nameis linb Harris. The head-dress of hlalish repre
sents “Thunder Bird." The head-dress of klnltoizlas
represents “Killer “'hale.‘

CHEYENNE MOTHER AND CHILD.

CHEYENNE INDIAN BABY.

NAVAJO \VOMAN AND BABY.

With
the Blackfeet
Ch
- thlagosgueile’}:in‘¥xeyie'fhaﬁrstn-gagy
the mostwestcm
branch
of thegreat

' wearing
'
h- prLewrsand
ized _ l U ck VClark
is
It is
t h e muc
DI'ecefound
- a mlthe
bedecked
in headsand
shells.

The Nava'o
m e n women
of A rlzotm
' as blanket
- Ill 1
_I
are noted
for sk Ianud
horsemanshlp,
the
weavers

made mm the United States by the Cheyennes wasin
1815. at the mouth of the Tewn River_

Cheyennes located near the eastern_face of the Black
Hills, in the valley of the Lheyeune River.

vi-orkersm silyer._shell_ and torquoise. At the Exposi.
tion the Navalos lived in typical hogans.

n_l.1.
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SIOUX \VOMAN \VITII TEPEE.
Representing the Southern Cheyennes who. in i875, after open warfare under
Chief “Stone Calf" against the whites, surrendered at Fort Sill and went on their res
ervation in the Indian Territory.

“ The tepcein the background is typical of the tribe. A number of bands of the
bionic are senii-eivilliged. _bome remain “blanket Indians.” but few. if any, are roamers.
They are now domiciled in reservations adjacent to their original country.

copper implements found outside the walls of Fort Ancient.
Relief maps of the great Serpent Mound, of Fort Hill, and a
large drawing of Fort Ancient were displayed.
The exhibit of aboriginal relics made by General Gates P.
Thruston, of Nashville, Tennessee, comprised a ﬁne collection
of pipes and pottery from stone graves in Tennessee, shell
gorgets and ceremonial or symbolic ornaments of copper,
bone and stone, and a unique collection of chipped ﬂint.

The Missouri Historical Society exhibited one of the ﬁnest
collections of chipped ﬁiiit in the world, including the
Meadows' cache of forty-ﬁve objects from Tennessee, and the
largest known ﬂint sword (twenty-seven and one-half inches
in length). Other notable displays by this society were a
collection of stone agricultural implements, hoes, spades, etc.,
grooved axes, celts, gouges, scrapers, including a celt ﬁfteen
and one half inches long, six inches wide and three inches

'-____
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GROUP OF COCOPA INDIANS.
These were brought from Lower California. They are essentially agricultural and brought with them pre-Columbian corn and beans in addition to the saplings and tools used
in the construction of their houses. The roopa Indians are notable for the luxurinnce of their hair, which is a sacred appendage, somewhat like that of the Seri, or the heard of
the Ainu. In their native _eostur_ne theirlongandluxuriant locks, adorned with chaplets and tufts of feathers, render them peculiarly picturesque: though of late their genera
adoption of white men's clothing ruins the picture. giving them an air of poverty and squalor. Like the Seri. they are exceptionally dark of skin. The Cocopa are a peaceful and

timid folk. The tall old man at the right is Chief Pablo Colorado.

:lst

INTERESTING COLLECTIONS OF PREHISTORIC RELICS.

68‘

PAWNEE EARTH LODGE NEAR TIIE INDIAN SCHOOL BUILDING.
.1“a.

The Pawnees were a wild and hostile tribe. often ioining in war and chase with the Comanches. and‘now domiciled in Oklahoma. They are a typical plains tribe and dwell
in an earth "medicine lodge." or structure that is both temple and home. Traditional religious ceremonies invest the erection of these lodzes. which are rare. indeed, as only the
oldest of the tribe are now familiar With the details of rites in its architecture.

thick, weighing twenty-two and a half pounds; a grooved ax
from the Bushnell collection, twelve inches long, and weigh
ing thirteen and one half pounds; the Clayton stone ax, taken
from beneath fourteen feet of undisturbed loess; an aboriginal
salt pan, thirty-ﬁve inches in diameter and seven inches deep,
and several cases of prehistoric pottery from regions tributary
to Saint Louis.
The Egyptian exhibits which proved most interesting and
popular were largely from the museum in Cairo, transferred
under the direction of the Egyptian Commissioner, Honorable
Herman E. Lawford, and installed by Doctor I 2.11165 E. Qui
bell, with the aid of Mrs. Quibell and Miss Cox.
Mexican Archaeology was represented by a large and valu
able exhibit which illustrated various phases of development
and culture in that interesting and wonderful land, such as
the Teotihuacaneca, or Mexican culture, Chiapaneca culture,
and the Toltec, Maya and Aztec cultures.
v~sm
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Brazil brought her share Of interest to the Department of
Anthropology. A series of collections were installed and
maintained by the Brazilian Commission, with J. C. Alves de
Lima, Commissioner in charge.
The Louisiana State Commission made an exhibit of
aboriginal relics, arranged by Professor George T. \Villiam—
son, and the Territorial Commission of New Mexico made an
exhibit of blankets, baskets and other artifacts in the Harvey
collection, arranged by Mr. F. J. Huckel. The Davenport
Academy of Science, Miss Elizabeth D. Putnam, president,
aided by Doctor I. H. Paarman, curator, exhibited a
collection of copper implements, ceremonial relics and
other prehistoric remains.
Phillips Academy, Professor
Charles Peabody, director, exhibited a number of aboriginal
relics, photographs and maps, and the \Vyman brcithers, Of
Chicago, displayed a collection of copper implements, silver
crosses, Indian treaty medals and wampum treaty belts.

a a
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PAWNEE INDIANS AT A STATION OF THE INTRAMURAL RAILWAY.
The Pawnee Indians are descendants of the Pani tribe mentioned by early French explorers in the Mississippi Valley.

They were brought to the Fair by Dr. George A. Dgrsgy_
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NAVAJO INDIANS FROM ARIZONA.
They are engaged in building one of their typical hogans. Mud and straw enter largely
> into the construction of these primitive dwellings.
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PUEBLO INDIANS FROM ARIZONA.
They are notable for elaborate ﬁducial_eeremonies. and for interesting social and
domestic customs.

recent years) of sen
sitiveness t0 tempera

Other Archaeologi~
cal exhibits were made
,by Argentine, Ceylon,
China, Japan, Nicar
agua and Porto Rico.
The Sections of An
thropometry and Psy
chometry comprised
laboratories
installed
and conducted by Dr.
R. S. Woodworth and
Mr. Frank C. Bruner.
The anthropometric ex
aminations included
measurements of stat
ure, arm spread, girth,
weight, head form,
facial angle, attitude of
eyes, chest expansion
and rate of pulsation.
The psychic examina
tions included measure

ture, delicacy of touch
and taste, acuteness of
vision and hearing and
other sense reactions.
A special exhibit
of the Victorian Jubilee
Tributes (Queen's

Jubilee Presents) was

NAVAJO BLANKET WEAVER.

ments (by means of
She“ 9789*"an the W001 for one Of the famous

MEN OF THE SIOUX TRIBE.
They are wearing their typical primitive costume.

apparatus devised for
_l he (lyflﬂﬂ 0f the WQOI for a trmcal Navalo blallkﬂ special occasions, The costof such robes and ornathe purpose during is one of the tests of its value as a native production. menu is astonishingly great.
blankets. in the making of which .her tribejs noted.

INDIAN ARTISANS FROM ARIZONA.
Chief Blue Wing and his family. representatives of the Pima tribeof Arizona. or In
dians oi the desert. \Vith the Pimas came a number of Papagn and Maricopa Indians
irom the Arizona reservations. They are notable as makers of pottery and hasketry.

made under the direc—
tion of the department
of
Anthropology.
These selections from
the gifts made to Her
Majesty, the late Queen
Victoria, on the occa
sion of the jubilee cele
brations of 1887 and
1897, were exhibited
by the interest of King
Edward VII, through
arrangement by Miss

a dress that has now been abandoned except [m-

Hayward.

The
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ents CXl'llbltCLl.

d
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THE MAKING OF A HOME.
\\'iehita Indians erecting one of their typical grass lodges, the women doing th'
The Wichita are a southern plains tube
more tedious and tiresome part of the labor.
and came to the Exposition from Oklahoma.

\
1m

MISSOURI HISTORICAL SOCIETY MADE A LARGE EXHIBIT.
buta small proportion of the
thousands sent to the Queen
from all parts of the Empire.
The selection and arrangement
was entrusted by the King to
Professor Vt’yndham Dttnstan,
F. R. 5., Director of the Im~
perial Institute, Sir C. Purdon

Clarke, C. I. E., F. S. A.,
Director of the Victoria and
Albert Museum.
The exhibits of the Section
of History at the Exposition
were designed to illustrate im—
portant steps in the settlement
and development of the Lou—
isiana Territory, from the days
of the ﬁrst explorers through
the time of the transfer to the
United States, to the achieve
ments of this centennial period.
The Chairman of the Com
mittee on History, Mr. Pierre
Chonteau, together with the
ofﬁcers of the Missouri Histori—
cal Society, assisted the Depart—
ment in framing the plans
for this section. The Missouri
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Historical Society of Saint
Louis made the largest ex—
‘ hibit in the History Section.
It was arranged by Honorable
.Walter B. Douglas, Mr.
Pierre Chouteau, M r. Malcolm
Macbeth, Mr. John H. Terry,
Mr. D. I. Bushnell, Doctor
C. A. Peterson, Doctor W.
F. Parks, and Miss Mary
Louise Dalton, librarian of
the Society.
This exhibit
illustrated by means of pic
tures, maps, sketches and
manuscripts the progress of
Saint Louis front its earliest
history, the development of
Missouri and of the part
played by that State in the
exploration, settlement and
development of the \Vcst. A
notable portrait was that of
Reverend Jacques Marquette,
S. 1., the discoverer of the
Mississippi River in 1673.
This recently discovered paint
GERONIMO. THE APACHE CHIEF.
ing was loaned to the Society
He led his warriors in many campaigns against the whites, and his desperate ﬁghting
and treachery cost many lives.
by Mr. McNab of Canada.

gm

CIlE-SIIO-IIO\V-KAH OF THE OSAGES.
Bellfit‘lrnowna
He is the lieut s Claremore, for whom a thriving city in Indian Territory has been named.
enant governor of the Osage Nation, the richest of the Indian tribes.

CHIEF BLUE HORSE OF THE SIOUX.
This chief has signed every treaty between his tribe and the United States in the
last ﬁfty years,

lie now lives in peace on his Dakota reservation.

medal of which he is proud.

He wears a treaty
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RELICS OF EARLY AMERICANS.
Models taken from the ruins of ancient civilizationin Mexico, with models in
plaster of stones extsting in the National Museum of Mexico.

EARLY AMERICAN CIVILIZATION.
View of the exhibit of Mexican Archaeology showing a collection of reproductions
of Mexican antiquities and reductions of several monuments and buildings.
Q

From the portraits of founders of the city and princes of the

“HEY:
~

State Regent of Missouri, Mrs. George H. Shields.
fur trade, the visitors passed explorers of the distant west, to
The Iowa State Historical Department made an exhibit
those of men who led Missouri
of historical records and por
in the Mexican “far, in the
traits, arranged through the
Civil \N'ar, and ﬁnally to por
favor of Governor A. B. Cum
traits of men who have written
mins and the courtesy of Mr.
their names in the history of
Charles Aldrich. by Professor
Missouri because of achieve—
Charles A. Cumming.
ments in directing those politi~
The exhibit of the Chicago
cal and moral forces which are
Historical Society comprised
not less potent than those of war.
documents and manuscript re
A remarkable collection of
lating to the early history of
manuscripts is owned by the
the Mississippi Valley. This
Missouri Historical Society.
exhibit was arranged by Miss
Among those exhibited were
Caroline M. McIlvaine, libra
ofﬁcial documents relating to
’ rian of the society, and installed
the transfer of Upper Louisiana,
,___ 64 by Miss Valentine Smith.
March 9 and 10, 1804, and the
SCENE FROM ANCIENT EGYPTIAN LIFE.
The Franco-Louisiana So
in life size group, reconstructed iromrelics and portraits. The ﬁgures ciet
of
L ui
correspondence between De wereReproduction
in plaster. the heads modeled after ancient statues, and the furniture modeled
y
0
s ana made an
iassus, last Spanish GOVCI'IIOI' after obiects found in tombs. The group represented a well-to~do Egyptian at dinner, interesting

display

in which

a.
of Upper Louisiana, and Amos Stoddard, Commissioner for
the French Republic, and agent of the United States for the
transfer. Among other manuscripts exhibited
was an autograph receipt of Daniel Boone, the
manuscript petition of Saint Louis citizens
for the incorporation of the city, 1808, and
the original commission, the Company of the
Indies to Bourgmont, dated 1720.
The
Society also exhibited the ﬁrst church bell
ever rung in Saint Louis, a portrait of the
Veiled Prophet of Saint Louis, the series of

portraits of Queens of the Veiled Prophet's
Ball, and papers, minutes of meetings and
correspondence in the initial movement which
resulted
in thevAuspices
the Louisiana of
Purchase
Exposition.
Under
the Missouri
His

was shown the work of Frenchmen in the history of Louisiana
Territory. In one section the society exhibited works on
history and legislation; in another, documents
and manuscripts, works on literature and art
4
in the Territory, with engravings, miniatures,
paintings and portraits; in another, papers and
periodical publications, and in another, propa
ganda from Louisiana.
The Louisiana State Historical Society
made valuable exhibits of manuscripts, books
and relics which were loaned to the Exposi
tion through Miss Florence Hayward. In
the same room the Cabildo Archives of New
Orleans were exhibited, the Arkansas Post

“We

,

Records loaned by Honorable \V. H. Hali—

burton of Arkansas, manuscripts loaned by
Mr. \V. H. Seymour of Algiers, Louisiana,
torical Society, the Daughters of the American
books and rare pictures loaned by Mr. Thomas
Revolution made an interesting exhibit of
MRS. WALLACE DEI.AFIELD.
historical relics, records and documents con R Illustess of the Daughters omie Amegican P. Thompson of New Orleans, and a number
evo ution room in the history section 0 the
' .
i
necting the Revolution_ with the Louisiana Anthropology Building. In this room many of other interesting relics loaned by proﬁts
interesting revolutionary relics were displayed

Purchase.

This exhibit

was collected and by the Daughters of the Mississtppi Valley. Persons in the State.
.

exhibit having been arranged by M s.
arranged by the Daughters of the American the
Delaﬁeld
saga numbeiiof Tll‘l)€ml)er5 of the

'
The 1651M
H15“)?mal
Commons
from

_
_ _
.
societyregenizot
in
issouri.
elaﬁeld (fit
is the
the Saint
—.
'
Revolution
of the LouisianaTerritory,
through itate
Missouri rs.Daughters
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of America. and Vice-Presf
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chairman of Committee
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RARE MANUSCRIPTS. JOURNALS AND MAPS FROM THE VATICAN.
Relations, with many precious manu
scripts, journals and maps were brought
to Saint Louis by Father Jones, Archivist
of the College, and arranged by him with
the assistance of Reverend J. C. Burke.
S. 1., of the Saint Louis University.
Father Marquette’s original journal of
his second voyage to the Mississippi,
together with his original map of the

Roman Mosaic Laboratory were displayed
in the Vatican collection. Mosaics are
among the most ancient forms of art, and
their manufacture developed in Rometowards
the end of the Republic. The inlaid marble
ﬂoor of the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus is

mentioned by Pliny as the ﬁrst remarkable
specimen of this art. Geometrical forms
were ﬁrst used and with the development of

C. W. FOSTER.

Inch..." or Queen's Jubi- great river, were among the chieftreasures
lee Presents.

of this exhibit.
arranged by Father Ehrle,
Librarian of the Vatican, and

The Vatican exhibit was

the art at the beginning ofthe Christian Era
the ﬁgures of birds, animals and ﬂowers
were worked
signs.

installed under the direction of '- ,
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POpc Jubilee presents.

Sixtus V established a school
of mosaic art and Pope Leo
' XII made it a permanent
‘ institution of the Vatican, mo
15 sales being extensively used in
the decoration of churches,
chapels and religious houses of
all sorts. The forty-nine ex
hibits 0f mosaics at the \Vorld's
Fair were composed of colored
glass specially made in the
Vatican and were the work of
Vatican artists during their
leisure hours. The duty of these

Mr. Francesco Cagiati, Com
missioner in charge. Excellent
photographic reproductions of
some of the rarest manuscripts
in the world were displayed,
among them the earliest spapal
documents regarding America,
letters of the thirteenth
century regarding Greenland,
and letters from the Pope to
Ferdinand and Isabella. The
Vatican Virgil, manuscripts
written probably in the ﬁfth
century, the famous Greek
JUBILEE PRESENTS OF QUEEN VICTORIA.

i‘ftli

KS

A massive irory casket. supported by {our Corinthian‘pillars
of gold and croeidolite. containing an address. from Kimberley.
South Africa. Large wooden casket. supported by {our metal
swans on blocks of gold quartz containing an address and
gold key. from the Legislative Council and egislativeAssem
bly oi \\'estern Australia. An address on a gold plaque. made
with the gold and set with the diamonds taken from the Randt
district. in a case with doors. from 36.000 British subiects in
the Transvaal. Fourteen Ne aulese gold coins,on stand, from
Sir Rir Shumshere. of Nepaui). A prayer printed on white satin
on ivory. and silver mounted rollers. enclosed in an open work
silver casket and litter. from the Loyal Parsee Community of
Hong Kong. An address engraved on a silver plate. in an ivory
frame. with gold crown set wuh diamonds. on ehony standards
and plinth. irom the leading members of the Malay. Chinese,
Cingalese. Hindu and Selangor Communities. Set of three
medals struck in commemoration of the jubilee on a velvet stand.
from the Royal Mint.

Vatican Bible, and
the Palimpsest manu
scripts of Cicero's
“De Republica" were
especially
noteworthy
QUEEN’S JUBILEE PRESENTS.
“3:? ‘;f Plsphant's tusks mounted as ﬂower vases on a exhibits from Rome.
fa,“ of [Fﬁl‘wood covered wtth ivory. from the Maha
org‘e o d ravancorr'. This was one oi‘the most elab Many ﬁne examples
va
3" COFMY Obiects in the collection. which was
lued as a whole at about $6000.00).
of mosaics from the

artists is to restore and
keep in repair the an
cient and historic 1110
saics of the churches
in Rome.
In the
Roman Mosaic Lab
oratory 22,000 shades
of color are made.

QUEEN‘S JUBILEE PRESENTS.
Pair of elephant's tusks, mounted on a buﬁ'alo's head
carved in ebony. which is su orted by {our griﬁins.
The tusks rest on the heads oi)?our ﬁgures representing
some of the incarnations of Vishnu. All the ﬁgures
were carved ebony, from the Maharaiah ol Travancore.

QUEEN VICTORIA'S IUBILEE PRESENTS.
\. ic “' of ""3 (“airs containing
. .
saddles. purple velvet. gold embroidered: stirrups attatehed to saddle. gold
Bits
and reins. enriched
head-stalls.
saddle-pads.
breast ornament ' Silver
'
.
embroidery.
with
precious stones.
p‘ates' me.
phant trappings. tiger chains oi silver.

Saddle-cloth. blue velvet.
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CHAPTER XXII.
CONGRESSES, CONVENTIONS AND FRATERNAL ORGANIZATIONS.
MEETINGS or SCHOLARS REPRESENTING ALL PROFESSIONS AND DEPARTMENTS or THOUGHT wERE NUMEROUS DURING THE ExI-OSITION——
INTERNATIONAL PRESS PARLIAMENT ATTENDED nv DISTINGUISHED EDITORS FROM THE WORLD‘S INTELLEcTUAL CENTERS. PRESIDED
m'ER Rv SIR HUGH GILzEAN-REID 0F LONDON—MEETING OF THE NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION THE LARGEST IN ITs HISTORY-—
THE CONGRESS OF ARTS AND SCIENCES. EMBRACING MANY BRANCHES (IF THOUGHT, WHIcII BROI'GIIT TOGETHER THE MOST EMINENT
or THE \VORLD's TIIINKERs——.\IEETING OF THE INTERPARIJAMENTARY UNION, OR PEACE CONGRESS AND THE BENEEIcENT RESULTS
THEREFROM—THE UNIVERSAL CONGRESS 0F LAWYERS AND JURISTs—INTERNATIONAL LIBRARY CONFERENCE—CONGRESSES UPoN GOOD

ROADS, INDIAN EDUCATION. DENTISTRY, ELECTRICITY, PURE FOODS, Vl-IGETARIANISM, AERoNAUTIt's, ENGINEERING. MILITARY SURGERY.
SUNDAY REST. INSTRUCTION OF THE DEAF AND TRANS-MISSISSIPPI Ct)II.\IERt7E—I\IEETING OF FRATERNITIEs AT THE TEMPLE or
FRATERNITY—CON FERENCES AND CONVENTIONS Rv MANY ESTABLISHED INTER-STATE AND NATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS.

\ l/\l <

tn“.
|-\I|u~\l

NTERNATIONAL CONGRESSES have gradually come

involved the direction of large and variegated groups of men

to be an important part of International Expositions, and

and women, and it was carried out with surpassing ability.

have added immeasurably to the knowledge of the world. Real
izing this fact. the authorities of the Louisiana Purchase Expo
sition provided for a Congress which exceeded in scope anything
before attempted. As educational inﬂuence was made the
dominant factor of the Exposition, it was
especially ﬁtting that the management make
a special eﬁ‘ort to assemble congresses of
the world's leaders in the acquisition, elabora
tion and application of knowledge. The suc
cess of the effort was recognized long before
the Exposition closed. The whole range of

Three kinds of Congresses. or conventions, were held under

modern civilization was represented in_the

\lil\vIiIII4-\I|n

.“\|-|.\.|

great international gatherings that were held.
Many of the greatest workers in the ﬁelds of
general science. philosophy. literature, art,
agriculture, trade and labor met and pre
sented the results of their researches and
experiences obtained in all those lines of
thought. The assemblages afforded a com

the auspices of the Exposition.

The ﬁrst and most important

was the Congress of Arts and Sciences, which was specially
promoted by the Exposition. It was a wide departure in the
matter of international gatherings previously
undertaken. Under the second division, con
gresses limited in number but not unlike those
that had been held at former Expositions, were
held. Only such were included in this division
as were worthy from their character and the
inﬂuence of those promoting them to be
placed on an international plane. Under the
third division were the miscellaneous meet
ings, or conventions. that desired to take

advantage of what the Exposition oﬁ‘ered by
holding their annual meetings there. The
Exposition invited all, and furnished halls
and meeting places free of expense. The
Chairman of the Committee on Congresses
mon meeting ground for the display of the HONORABLE RICHARD BARTHOLDT' was Frederick W. Lehmann, of Saint Louis.
President of the International Inter arlia
varied talents possessed by delegates from all mentary
Union. or Peace Congress, Mem er of and the director was Howard J. Rogers, of
the L'nited States Congress forthe Tenth .\lis
nations, and these events became a perpetual souri District. and one 0! the most inﬂuential New York.
monument to the spirit of American enter- mend“ 0‘ lhe lgstmo“ auhsmgmn
The ﬁrst of the more notable of the gath
prise. Through their relation to the Exposition the con
erings held was the International Press Congress, an account
gresses derived ideal advantages that they would not have of which will be found under the engraving showing the
otherwise experienced.
Congress in session. on page 688.
The Departmenth Congresses provided for hundreds of
In the number of delegates attending. the Congress of the
conventions and meetings of international bodies. The work National Educational Association was the greatest held during

THE "ALL OF CONGRESSES.
in this handsome stone structure. constructed as the library building of Washington University. most 0! the great International Congresses held their 5g§5i0n5_
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Dori-on HERMAN Dnzs.
llerlin, Germany.

MEMBERS OF THE WORLD'S PRESS PARLIAMENT.

the Exposition, and in importance it occupied a leading
position. It began its sessions June 27th and ended them

July Ist.

It was estimated that its meetings were attended by

In his annual address President Cook discussed “ The Need
of a New Individualism.” It was the ﬁrst of a series of
addresses in the Congress that aroused the deep interest of
the thousands of delegates present. Among the most notable
speakers of the session were: Edmund J. James, President of
the Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois; Captain
Percy Atkin, British Educational Represen
tative at the Exposition; O. K. Kern,
Superintendent of
Schools, \Vinnebago
County, Illinois; J.
H. Phillips, Superin—
tendent of Schools,
Birmingham, Ala
bama; E. B. Bryan,
Professor of Educa
tion and Social Psy
chology, Indiana
University, B lo 0 m
ington, Indiana; Z.
X. Snyder, President

ﬁfteen thousand educators. It was undoubtedly the most
largely attended meeting in the more than forty years of life of
the Association. The Congress was called to order by
President John W'. Cook, of De Kalb, Illi
nois. Musical selections by the Banda Rossa,
and an invocation by
Nathan C. Schaeﬁer,
Pennsylvania, w e r e
followed by addresses
of welcome by W. T.
Carrington, State Su
perintendent of
Schools of Missouri;
Doctor C. M. VVood—
ward, President of the
Saint Louis Board of
Education; Doctor F.
Louis Soldan, Super
CAPTAIN I'IENRY KING,
Gsoxcz 5. Jonas,
intendent of Instruc
Post-Dispatch. Saint Louis. Of State N o r m a l ’
Globe-Democrat. Saint Louis.
tion of Public Schools
Member Committee of Ar- Greeley, C010ra(lo; 1'
Temporary President of
ran“
's.l'ressl'arliament. J. Sheppard, Ne“,
of Saint Louis; Rolla \\'orld's Press Parliament.
SIR Ilucu GILZEAN-REID. London. England.
Wells, Mayor of Saint Louis; David R. PRESIDENT OF THE WORLD'S PRESS York City; Rear-Admiral Caspar, F. Good
PARLIAMENT.
Francis, President of the Exposition; How
rich, United States Navy; Samel McCune
ard J. Rogers, Chief of the Department of Education; Chan
Lindsay, Porto Rico; Booker T. W'ashington, Tuskegee,
cellor W. S. Chaplin, of \Vashington University. Responses Alabama; George A. Gates, Claremont, California; Doctor
were made by W. T. Harris, Commissioner of Education of the Leopold Bahlsen, Germany; Margaret A. Haley, Chicago;
l'nited States, and Charles D. McIver, President of the State Aaron Gore, Denver, Colorado; Mosuke Matsumnra, Secre
Normal and Industrial College at Greensboro, Nerth Carolina. tary oi the Educational Department of the Japanese Exposition
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ll. vow KL‘PFFER.
Lokal Anzeiizer,
llerlin, Germany.

Josaru R. FISHER.
Northern Whig.
Belfast, Ireland.

EUGENE ltcvus.
Paris. France.

Ilueo Valor-1s nann.

Fnlrz Rornzns.
lrussels. Belgium.

Budapest. Austria.

PRINCE Esmzn ()uxm'onsxv
Yiedomosti,
St. Petershurg, Russia.
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Commission; Doctor N. G. \V. Lagerstedt, Swedish Commis
sioner to the Exposition; Walter H. Small, Providence,
Rhode Island; Samuel T. Dutton, Columbia University, New
York; Isaac W. Hill, Montgomery, Alabama; Francis P.
\‘enable, Chapel Hill, North Carolina; Delos Fall, Lansing,
Michigan; I. Y. Joyner, Superintendent of Public Instruction
of North Carolina; Arthur Lefevre, State Superintendent of

H. H. S. I‘EARSE.
London. England.

Fnemsmcx \\'. Drums“.
Richmond, Surrey, England.

RICHARD NORDHAL'SEN.
llerlin. Germany.

William H. Maxwell, New York City, New York; Walter B.
Hill, Athens, Georgia: Lawton B. Evans,Augusta, Georgia;

Charles W. Dabney, Knoxville, Tennessee; F. Louis Soldan,
Saint Louis, Missouri, and F. D. Boynton, Ithaca, New York.
The Congress of Arts and Sciences brought together many
of the leading scholars and thinkers of the world. Almost
all of the great colleges, universities and higher institutions

Ilon V. or. Norseman“.
Paris. France.

(leo. ,l. SALEM.
Representing:\l
Aloayad.
_ _
(.atro. JUN.

Fun-z Mounts,
New York Press Club.

MEMBERS OF THE WORLD'S PRESS PARLIAMENT.

Public
Texas;
York:
Balliet,

Instruction of Texas; L. E. Wolfe, San Antonio,
Miss Evangeline E. Whitney, New York City, New
R. H. Halsey, Oshkosh, W'isconsin; Thomas M.
Springﬁeld, Massachusetts; Henry M. Leipziger.

New York City. New York;

C. N, Kendall, Indianapolis,

Wham; Miss Alice E. Reynolds, New Haven, Connecticut;

of learning in America and other countries were represented,
although more than one hundred of the participants were
scholars not engaged in college or university work. The latter
comprised experts in government scientiﬁc bureaus, represen

tatives of research institutions, observatories, the army and
navy, legislative bodies and diplomatic embassies, school

/

BANQUET OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF ARTS AND SCIENCES.
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SESSION OF SECTION ON METHODOLOGY OF SCIENCE, CONGRESS OF ARTS AND SCIENCES,
Pnorizssnizs

Rorcn, Annnznius. CHAS. NYPHER. II. H.

CLAYTON. Doc-mu 1.. A. BAUER

Front row,left to right: Professors Duncan; Hammond. of Yale: Boltzmann. oi the University of Vienna:
Cottell.oi Columbia University; l)swold.oi the University of Leipzig: Creighton. of Cornell Universitysllnﬁ
ding. oi the University of L‘oienhagen; Erdmann. of the UniverSity of Leipzig; Loch. of the Universny of
California; Arrhenius. of the 'niversity of Stockholm.

administrators, editors, librarians, engineers, architects,
artists, physicians, clergymen, lawyers, jurists and social
workers. The ofﬁcers
and speakers of the
Congress numbered
more than 500. and
the total registration
was 2,000.
Almost
one hundred of the

addressed the Congress in their own languages. The arrange
ments for the Congress were made under the direction of the
Director of Congresses and an administrative board com
posed of Nicholas Murray Butler, President of Columbia
University, New York; William R. Harper, President of the
University of Chicago; R. H. Jesse, President of the Univer
sity of Missouri ; Henry Pritchett, President of Massachusetts
Institute of Technology; Herbert Putnam, Librarian of
Congress; Frederick J. V. Skiﬁ, Director Field Columbian

waif-Avian»>.

\

v.2“ Di
Kfelnl‘
in

Paorsssoii Siiiou NEWCOI'B,
President of the International Congress of Arts
and Sciences.

J. V. FERNANDEZ.
Argentine: Vice-President Con
SAVANTS OF CONGRESS OF ARTS AND SCIENCES.

speakers were foreign scholars, sixty per cent of whom

gress of Lawyers.

Museum; Frederick \V. Holls, member of the Hague Tri—

Tie ('

bunal. As ofﬁcers of the Congress, the Board chose Doctor
Simon Newcomb, retired professor in the United States Navy,
one of America’s most profound scientists, President; and

i"; Pi

Hugo Munsterberg, brilliant psychologist, philosopher and

CONGRESS OF ARTS AND SCIENCES.
Members of the section on Paleontology: Doctor M. M. Snell at the extreme right.

j
: :Fllli'

I. EMILE PIDCARD, Paris; :- IIEINRICH

MAscnitE, University of Chicago; 3, C.
ll. Moons. University of Chicago.

OF LA‘VYERS AND

JURIS'I‘S.
Attilio Brunialti.Chevalier Zczlio

\
-

OFFICIALS OF THE CONGRESS OF ARTS AND SCIENCES.

Alt:

'
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DISTINGUISHED DELEGATES, CONGRESS OF ARTS AND SCIENCES.
Front row,left to right: Professor Capps. University of Chicago; R._R. Richardson, University of Athens.
Greece; A. F. “'est, Princeton University: 1. ll. liury. Cambridge University, England; P. Shorcy. Chicago
University: Horace White, Editor, New York City; Professor Wright, Harvard Uni versity; Proiessor Moore.
Dartmouth University.

n@--_.- .—_

CONGRESS OF ARTS AND SCIENCES.

man of letters, of Harvard University, and Albion \\'. Small,

'
‘
p_rellnnnary
sch~_

Professor of Sociology in the University of Chicago, Vice_
Presidents. Honorary Vice-Presidents were Right Honorable

Slon, and in an Berlin; Professor Pﬁeideres. of University of Berlin,

James Bryce, M. P., England; M. Gaston, Earboux, France;
Professor \IVilhelm \Valdeyer, Ger
many; Doctor Oskar Backlund, Rus
sia; Professor Theodore Escherich,

Austria;

Signor Attilio

Brunialti,

Professor
Karl Budde.
University
of Marburg;
Edward
Siesers,
University
Leipzig;
Adolph llarnoek,
University
of

address of welcome he declared the Congress to be the crown
ing feature of the Exposition. On behalf of the Administra
tion Board, Director Skiff made an address in which he char
acterized the Exposition as a world’s university, the exhibits
being its museums and labora
tories, and the participants of

unlin

!

hues HAcsiuux,

JUDGE DAVID J BREWER.
President of the Congress of Law~

yers and Jurists.

GROUP ON MODERN HISTORY. CONGRESS OF ARTS AND SCIENCES.
E. J. Bourne. of Yale University: C. N. ('0lby,o_f Toronto University; J. B. Perkins.
of Rochester University: J. B. Burg. Cambridge Lniverslty. England.

Italy ; N. Hozumi, Japan. Doctor L. O. Howard was chosen
Executive Secretary of the Congress.

The Congress was in session one week, September 19th to
25th. President Francis, of the Exposition, presided at the

SUN SZE YIL AND CHOU ISZDIE.

President of the American‘Bar Association
a_nd a memberofthe Committee on Plan and
Scope of Congress of Lawyers and Jurists.

the Congress, its Faculty. President Harper, of the University
of Chicago, delivered a brief address, in which he gave a
history of the plan and preparations for the Congress.
Responses were made by the honorary vice-presidents. In

_ Okakara.
FineMunsterberg.
Arts Museu m.
B033:f:esigr‘biessor
Hugo
of
GROUP OF ARTS AND SCIENCES DELEGATES.

Chinese Lawyers.

Harvard University.
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CONGRESS or ARTS .\.\'I) SCIENCES.
CONGRESS ()l" l..\\\' Y ERS.
EIGHTH INTERNATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CONGRESS.
Professor. )lerli.of Sweden: Baron von
Stibral. of Austria.

the absence of the Honorable
James eryce. England was
represented by Sir William
Ramsay. Professor in the
Royal Institution of London.
l\I. Gaston Darboux. perpetual
Secretary of the Paris Acad
emy of Sciences. spoke for

Lower row from left to right: Professor Israel (f. Russell. of Michigan; Doctor
H. R. Mill. of London. England; Doctor H. C. McCormick. of \\'ashington. D. ('.:
Professor ()ldham.Doctor Robert llell. J. Americo Santos. Upper row: Doctor \\"n1.l’.
\\'ilson. of Philadelphia; Professor Uheihommenof Vienna. Austria; Professor George
Illundel. of France; Professor .\lhrecht Penck. of \'ienna..-\ustria: Professor lllache.
of France: Professor Mertonne. of France; Maior Gibbons. of England.
The Congress was held in connection with the Congress of Arts and Sciences in
Festival Hall during the week of September 19th. Professor Israel C. Russell. of the
l'niversity of Michigan. was its chairman. and Doctor H. R. .\lill. Director of the
llritish Rainfall Society. of London. was the principal speaker. A number of interest
imz papers were read and discussed by the delegates. The most notable address was
delivered by Captain Robert Peary. the famous arctic explorer The delegates devoted
one day to a study of the peoples at the Philippine Reservation. the Indian School. and
of the various savage tribes at the Exposition. and to a reception held on board the
"Discoverer." at the New York to the North Pole concession. A committee of promi
nent educators. of which Professor (‘alvin .\l. Woodward. of \\'ashington University.
was chairman. attended to their entertainment during their stay.

Professor \\'ilhelm ()swold. University
of Leipzig; Professor Cattell. of Columbia
University.

France in the French language.
Professor \Vilhelm \'\"aldeyer.

of the University of Berlin.
spoke for Germany; Doctor
()skar llacklund. Director of

the Russian

(f)l)servatory at

Pulkowa. for Russia: Profes
sor Theodore Escherich. for
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JUDGE Amos .\l . 'l'naven.

DorToR Earmass.

St. Louis.

liniversity of Leipzie.
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51" \\ ILL'A“ kH‘NF-m‘
l’aorassok Svssrr:
Hon. JOHN W. POSTER.
.\RRHl-INIUS. _ Former .\ss't. Sec'y. of State.
laughs-h Lawyer.
PIOCkhOIm L"1\’€T>'lly.
Lawyers' Lionzress.

INTERNATIUXAI. CONVENTION ()[f CHIEFS ()1: POLK-F"

Left to right: \Yilliam Desmond. ('hief of Detectives.Saint Louis; Chief of Police
Mason. of Memphis. Tennessee; Richard Sylvester. Chief of Police. \\'ashington. Dis
triet of Columbia; Mathew Kiely. Chief of Police. Saint Louis; [I_ j_ Rogers. ('hief‘
Department of Education. World's lj'air: l'rank Utheill.,(hief 9". police. Chicago;
.-\lvin Pope. Superintendent of Umrities and Lorrection. \\orld‘s l-air.

l’RoFEssoR ()TTO

jest'sasos.
Sweden.

Austria. and Signor Attilio Brunialti. member of Parliament
and Councilor of State. for Italy. These addresses struck
the keynote of the Congress. The scientiﬁc part of the
program was inaugurated by the introductory address of
Professor Newcomh. President of the Congress. who declared
that the scientiﬁc investigator was the primary agent in the
movement which has elevated man to the
masterful position he now occupies.
The Congress was divided into seven
grand divisions. Normative Science. His
torical Science. Physical Science. Mental
Science. L'tilitarian Sciences. Social Reg
ulation and Social Culture. These divi
sions met simultaneously. each being
addressed by an American scholar. who
opened the gates of their respective ﬁelds
of science. Hundreds of other addresses
followed.
lhe Exposition celebrated the opening
F. B. Davtnsou.
of the Longress by special illuminations
Teniplelnn.

INTERNATIONAL CGNGRESS OF LAWYERS AND JURISTS.
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ot the Grand Basin.

_‘J

prising the judges
of the United States
Supreme Court:
United States Cir
cuit Court of Ap
peals,Chief_Iustices
of the Court of
Appeals and Court
of Claims at Wash

During the week
the members were
formally entertain
ed at the French

pavilion, the Ger
man State House,
bv

the

Japanese

Commissioner—
General. the Board

ington: lawyers of
of Lady Managers.
and by the ofﬁcials

the President's
Cabinet: Ex~attor

of the Exposition
neys—General,
with a great ban

Wait.

|

lllrytr.
lit'lllli.

Mas. L. .\I. N. Srevens.

Miss ANNA A. Gannon.

Miss SUSANNA {\I. D. FRY.

So

.\’1RS.F_H.INGALLS.

licitorsGeneral,Ex
President.
Vice»l'resident~at-Larke.
Corresponding Secretary. President Missouri \V.C.'I‘.L‘.
quet at the Tyro
Presidents of the
OFFICERS OF THE WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN TEXII’ERANCE UNION.
lean Alps. ,
American Bar As—
Fourteen sovereign nations and four autonomous colonies sociation, presiding judges of the Courts of the United States
of Great Britain were represented in the International Con
Territories and foreign possessions, lawyers of the Senate and

l-Itlﬂt

1-“ of
it; It
limits
ll. it‘ll

.— |
l

“'ILLIAII F. Bonn.

Cannes 0. Bonus.

Alaskan-:21 Lllunpeﬂa.

E. M. GALLAUDE'I'.

W. I). \YARn.

lanes Demon HANCOCK

Chairman Press and
Pu bl I c | t _y Department.
Temple of Fraternity.

Member of the Committee
of Organization of " The
\\'nrld‘s Unity League."

Vice-President General
0i the Federation of
\\'omen's Clubs.

President of the Inter
national Convenuon for the
Instruction of Deaf Mutes.

President of the Con
gress for the Improvement
of Waterways.

President of the Sons of
the American Revolution.

REPRESENTATIVES OI" VARIOI'S ORGANIZATION'5 THAT MET AT THE FAIR.

.-

gress of Lawyers
jurists. which was

and
held

in Festival Hall, Septem~
her 29th and 30th and
October Ist. The Con
gress was held under the
auspices of the Exposi
tion and the American
BarAssociation. Itsmem
bership included the most
famous lawyers and jur
ists in the world. The

House of Representatives
and eminent lawyers from
various parts of the coun
try. Foreign delegates
were named by their re
spective governments

II. I“. Snwus'res.

JAMES D. McNmL.

J. L. Scnlzx,

Panza B. McCAnv.

Director of Exploitation.

President.

Treasurer.

Secretary.

named by the American

OFFICERS (IF THE NATIONAL FIREMEN‘S ASSOCIATION.

President of the United States named

H. I. BURKHART.
President of Dental
Congress.

in

response to invitations ex
tended through the Amer
ican State Department.
()ther delegates were

Cvnus E. Jones.
Delegate to Dental
Congress.

Bar Association, State bar

[25 delegates. com

DOCTOR G. V. I.

Known.
Delegate to Dental
Congress.

OFFICERS OF THE DENTAL CONGRESS.
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THE HOUSE OF IIOO IIOO AFTER THE FIRE.

THE HOUSE OF HOO IIOO.

lhi

The oﬁicers of the Congress were David J. Brewer,

associations and bythe Faculties of law schools.
Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United
The Committee on the Plan and Scope of
States, President; Doctor Jose Fernandez, Argentine;
Adalbert Ritter von Stibral, Austria; Professor Alfred
the Congress was composed of Frederick W.
INTERIOR OF TIIE HOUSE OF
HOO llOO.
Nerincx, Belgium; Doctor L. Gonsalves, Brazil; Sir
Lehmann, Chairman of the Exposition Com
\Villiam R. Kennedy, British Empire; Chow Tszchi, China; Professor
mitteee on Congresses, and a distinguished lawyer of
Ferdinand Larnaude, France; Doctor Adolph Hartmann, Germany;
Missouri; Amos M. Thayer, Judge of the United States
Signor Angelo Pavia, Italy ; Don Manuel Azpiroz, Mexico; Doctor D.
Circuit Court of Appeals; James Hagerman, President of the Josephus Jitta, the Netherlands; Vice-Judge Gustaf Fahlcrantz, Sweden;
American Bar Association; Jacob Klein, of Saint Louis, Doctor F. Meili, Switzerland, and Honorable Simeon E. Baldwin, United
States, Vice
Chairman of
Presidents. The
the American
Committee on
Bar Associa
Program was
tion Committee
composed of Jus—
on the Univer
tice Brewer,
Jud g e Baldwin
sal Congress of
and Judge Amos
Lawyers and
M. Thayer.
Jurists; Ed
The Con
ward 5. Rob
gress discussed
ert and Charles
\\'iLuAM H. MILLER. the history and
Tnaonoue A. H uev.
Claﬂin Allen, \\'1LL1AM R. Emson, CHARLES. F. HA"! ELD JUDGE NOAH .\l. GivAN.
Second Vice-President.
President.
Secretary.
Treasurer.
First Vice-President.
efﬁcacy of the
of Saint Louis,
OFFICERS OI" THE FRATERNAL BUILDING ASSOCIATION.
various s y s members of the
Exposition Committee on the International Congress of Law
tems of jurisprudence, and questions of international, munici
yers and Jurists. This committee selected as its secretary pal and maritime law. It was the ﬁrst international gather~
V. Mott Porter, Secretary of the Saint Louis Bar Association. ing of lawyers and jurists ever held for the purpose of
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and
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Mas. 61-10.]. FRANKEL, Mas. MYRA B. ENRIGHT. {\Iiss Bnu M. Wes-r, Mas. GINEVRA MILLER.
Secretary.
3rd Vice-President.
1st Vice-President.
President.

Mas. L J. PITKIN,

2nd Viec‘l’residcnt.

Mas. Eunice Msu'iLuz, Miss Gzoncnu RABY,
Cltr. Press Committee.
4th Vice-President.

AUXILIARY BOARD OF LADY MANAGERS, FRATERNAL BUILDING ASSOCIATION.

Mls.Ln.uAN M. IIOL- Miss ANNA .\I. Youno.

Mus. FRANK LESLIE
Inca/m.

LISTER,

Supreme Mistress of Fi
S u p r e m e Commander
nance. Rathbone
Ladies of the Maccabees;
Sisters.
Treas. (‘uuncil oi\\'omen.

President Insurance
Ilranch. Rathbone
Sisters.

M as. DELL Pun.st
GLAZizx.
Past Supreme Chief,
Rathbone Sisters.

Mas. NELLIE E.
MERRIAM,
Secretary Insurance
Branch, Rathbone
Sisters.

Docron qum S.
utm
Medical Examiner.
Rathbone Sisters.

LADY MEMBERS OF VARIOUS SECRET AND FRATERNAL ORGANIZATIONS AT THE FAIR.

ELIZABETH M. BOYNTOK
BARBER-r. Pa. D.

Associate Chairman of
“ 'l'he \\"0rld’s' Unity
League. '

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE CONGRESS OF LAWYERS AND JURISTS.

KNIGHTS TEMPLAR AT THE TEMPLE OF FRATERNITY.

ed
and
the
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discussing general questions of law and methods of jurispru
national interest were presented and adopted. Among‘these
dence. The committee on program selected as the principal sub— were: Expressing sympathy with movements to bring about
jects to be discussed
..
peace among nations
two topics dealing
by international
with public interna
agreement; that the
tional law, one topic
patent laws of the
dealing with private
different countries be
international l a w ,
harmonized, so that
and two topics deal
patents can be grant
ing with the admin
ed accordiug to the
istration of justice,
same principles, and
which brought out
on like terms and
expressions of opin
conditions in each ;'
ion relative to the
rccommending that
merits and demerits
all nations enter into
of the legal systems
an agreement for the
of the various coun
mutual exchange of
tries, and the extent
publications contain_
to which judicial ac
ing the statutes of
tions of one country
each, and the decis—
1"». L I .~I:>_r~>
‘ Mu“- ..
_4
m.
should be recognized
ions rendered by
IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN—STANDING ELK TRIBE No. 36. SAINT LOUIS.
by the courts of
courts of last resort;
another country. Resolutions concerning matters of inter
recommending the organization of' a permanent association of
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OFFICERS OF THE MACCABEES AT THE TEMPLE 0E FRATERNITY.
at the Exposition was a mag

lawyers representing the diﬁerent nations; favoring modiﬁcation of the laws of maritime
warfare; regretting the death

_. _
1- 2‘.

a

if‘ﬁ'
i '

“"

of Senator George F. Hoar,
of Massachusetts, which oc
curred during the Congress.
The members of the Congress
were shown many social hon
ors during their stay.
The Congress of the Inter
parliamentary Union, in which
ﬁfteennationswererepresented,
was held September 12th to
14th, inclusive. A11 account
of its sessions, and the names
of those who participated in
it, will be found under the
illustration of the Congress in
I-_..

session’ on page 69!“
The Temple of Fraternity

WHY-:Junpn»">.I___

., _.

_

_

PARADE OF THE MYSTIC SHRINERS PASSING THROUGH MODEL
_

STREET.

niﬁcent achievement of fra
ternalism in America. It
was the ﬁrst of its kind, and
its value to the Exposition
will be better understood
when it is known that the
average daily attendance of
members of Fraternal bodies
was twenty thousand. The
total membership of the dif
ferent organizations that con
tributed toward the erection
and maintenance of the Tem
ple was 8,130,000, and they
were represented by a fraternal
press whose combined circula
tion was more than ten mil
lions, every one oi which per
mitted the free use of its
columns for exploiting the

.,.c.. .
1
.1_“‘

.
.~.

OFFICERS AND MEMBERS OF VARIOUS FRATERNAL ORGANIZATIONS ON THE STEPS OF THE TEMPLE OF FRATERNITY.
1. Wm. R. Eidson. First Vice-President. Chairman Finance Committee

2 Judge Noah M

Civan Pr

'

.walks and Later}?
58¢"?"gem
4. Easter Fredgick
Hatﬁeld Rein.
5. L.
Secretary. 6.
M. (iivaii.. Txei)ori\tor}\llilleiil
v
‘
I
_
_
_ F. Hatﬁeld,
.
.
. Mrs.
1
,Noah
e51dent.
.
.
'
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'
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\Sldgesi-rifelgdgiit
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m gMargciv .L is. lb. d. a is. i(istehsg. 9. "red M. Wood, Host Odd Fellows Headquarters. :0. Mrs. Caroline Allstatt, Hostess Ladies of the, Maccabees Heidquarms
rs. w. d.
ucurI .
os IelssR :3; cm]: iasters Headquarters. 12. Mrs. Lulu Case, Hostess Royal Neighbors of America Headquarters
13 Mrs Mary A. Gardner
\{O§lteﬁts Hoe; ﬁner-1 I Arcce. 14.H . d . erme . ost Km hts of Pythias Headquarters. 15. Mrs. Geo. J. Frankel. Secretary Auxiliary Board oi‘Lad'y Manage“ 16 John 1".
. air , Joslf oéa
ll'uanugl! ea gait-heirs.h 1 . Miss race Chamberlain,_Hostess Degree of Honor Headquarters. 18. Miss Edna Miller Hostess A O U W Mead-(luancrs
“,2 erg“; Ila-1:2: Lens o‘slt‘esls] e)e ab
ead uarters._ 20. Miss Lucille Givan, Hostess Protected Home Circle Headquarters 21 Mrs C F Hatﬁeld '22 Mrs \\'.1\.
Eékﬁardéhnost wwdme'.‘ ductile worolsitilzis dmted ommercial Travelers Headquarters. 24. Miss Rozella Biby, Hostess Knigh'ts aild Ladies'oi Security .25 Tllco- F
Ileadquar,ters 28 J E Turner Ho“ Meoai quznwersa 26. L. F. Borntraezer. Host Knights of Honor Headquarters. 27. Doctor Milton Chase Host National Protectiw: Lesion
w Miss Mar; C .Léftwkch
z .E w Bib erln‘ to‘ohmen of_Amerlc_a Headquarters. :9. Reverend V. \Nilcox, Assistant Host Modern \Voo'dmen of America Head uarters.
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ordér
éd Men.
Mega,
11'st iii-stirs
lCC-Pfeildﬁnt
I\'l_l590\.ll'l Fraternal Congress. 32. Mrs.
Sallie
E. Dillon
Hostess Eastern
Head uarters
33
hos'
1'
Iiuarre'rsHostlm
(Gran {paved
Lodge).
36. Mrs.
Margo
110333;.
lilerri-giaiiriielzidrzsli:iiilel::‘1;?55653‘l50men}?
Relief.
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Head'uarters35‘ Thos.Star
A. Milburcil1105! Masimiii
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eadquarters Royal Arch Masons. 39- A. H. Buehnz. Host Royal League Headquarters. '4o?t(?eo
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MAGNIFICENT TEMPLE OF THE FRATERNAL ORGANIZATIONS.

lie

J. Hanna-r STAFFORD.

W. ."t. Kracaorr.
Vic e-President.

C. H. \Vrcxltim,

Geo. “7. SMITH,

President.

Secretary.

[.0qu T. LAREAUME.

Louts Ross".

TRAVELERS' PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION BUILDING COMMISSION.
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Exposition. The object of the Temple was to provide a
resting place for members of fraternal societies visiting the
Fair. Comfort'was the prevailing idea of its arrangement.
Every modern convenience was afforded Fraternalists and
their families, and the success of the building was a source of
pride to every organization that participated in its establish
ment. In the building a free
dispensary was maintained
throughout the entire period
of the Exposition. It was in
charge of Doctor \V. F. Callfas
and his wife, also a regularly
licensed medical practitioner.
More than 4,200 patients were
treated without charge.
The Temple of Fraternity
was ﬁrst suggested to the Mis
souri Fraternal Congress, by
Frank Thoma, of the Modern
Woodmen of America. The
TRAVELERS' PROTECTIVE
suggestion was taken up by
that organization, and the proposition was laid before others.
It met with universal approval. As the basic principles of
nearly every organization were concord, fraternity and unity,
it was contended that a combination of their efforts toward
the building of the Temple, would in itself be a splendid
exempliﬁcation of the cardinal principles taught by them.

\
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LADIES’ ROOM,T. 1". A. BUILDING.

Before July, IQOI, the national bodies of societies representing
more than two million members had unanimously endorsed
the proposition.
The movement was eventually incorporated under the style

of the U\Norld‘s Fair Fraternal Building Association,” and
the work of interesting the various societies was vigorously
continued, and the magniﬁcent
temple was the result. The
corporation was careful in the

selection of its ofﬁcials, as
upon their devotion, energy
and perseverance largely de
pended the success of the
venture. Judge Noah M.
Givan, of Harrisonville, Mis
50uri, was chosen President;

\Villiam' R. Eidson, of Saint
Louis, First V ice-President;
William H. Miller, of Kansas
City (now deceased), Second
ASSOCIATION BUILDING.
Vice-President; Theodore H.
Huey, of Saint Louis, Third Vice-President; and Charles F.
Hatﬁeld, of Saint Louis, Secretary. These gentlemen also
constituted the Board of Directors. Mr. Eidson and Mr.
Hatﬁeld were the active and aggressive spirits of the Board,
and to a large extent the Temple was an evidence of their
indomitable energy and splendid executive ability. The

cl

l
Mas. M. FLETCHER.

Mas. NATA MiLLs.

P. G. M. cl‘ Missouri.
'
Joplin. Missourl.

G. Sec’y.llukc Center.
Pennsylvania.

I\IRS.DELLA BENNETT,
G. Sec'y

of

Kansas,

Sylvia, Kansas.

Mus.ANNAL.T1L1-on.

Mas. MARY MARTIN.

\V. G. M., Prescott.

I’. G._ M., Paterson.

Arizona.

New Jersey.

Mus. Lizsz
MARsn.

Mas. E. J. FLANDEIS.
P. G.

M. and P. G.

Butte. Montana,

Sec'y oi Missouri.

Mas. S. P. \VXLLIAIS.
I‘. G. M., Providence,

.3713“ E'| “

M as. M. E. l’AR'rRchE.

Mas. ANNA BRISTOL,

P. M. \V. G. M.0f U. S.,

P. G. .\I.. Wyoming.

MRS. II. D. CHAFFEE.
Montgomery, Ala

Oakland. California.

Mas. KATE M. BRYAN.

Mns. G. C. N. BEAN,

MRs. \V. L. Howano,

G. M., Texas.

Readﬁeld. Maine.

Honolulu. Hawaii.

Rhode Island.

bama.

\Villiam R. Eidson, chair
man; Corwin H. Spencer,

Omaha, Nebraska; J. J.
Ackcr (deceased), Albany,
New York; L. B. Lockard,
Toledo, Ohio; E. M. Alex
ander, Paris, Missouri; G.
Del Vecchio, Chicago, Illi

\V. H. Woodward (now de

nois;

ceased), Samuel M. Ken
nard, C. H. Huttig, Charles
F. Wenneker, A. S. Robin;
son, J. T. M. Johnston and
E. E. Murphy. It appointed
a building committee com~
posed of Hiram J. Lloyd,

D., Topeka, Kansas; J. G.
Johnson, Peabody, Kansas;
E. G. Stevenson, Detroit,
Michigan; \Villiam E.
Hyde, Chicago, Illinois;

board appointed a Com
mittee on Finance com
posed as follows:

!‘.q‘,>_
“v
1".r._,

chairman ;

R.

B.

\Vebb McNall, Gaylord,
Kansas; F. H. Duckwitz,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;

Ander

_
’on'
“'7 H' Hughes' Frank

Mas.
PARTRIDGE.
(1. H.
M.,L.llolliston,

Mas.
Lou M.
Run.
\Veiser,
Idaho.

Massachusetts.
Thoma and Jere Haldeman,
MEMBERS OF THE ORDER
and a press and publicity
committee composed of William F. Bohn, chairman; M. F. Van
Buskirk, B. \V. Blanchard, Ed. L. Young, R. N. Denny, W. S.
Campbell, Joseph Abrams, H. F. A. Spilker and A. M. Smith.

The \Vays and Means Committee included members of a
majority of the organizations. Theodore A. Huey, of Saint

Louis, was its Chairman.

The members were:

D. P. Markey, Port Huron, Michigan; \Nilliam A. Northcott,

Greenvillc, Illinois; Joseph C. Root, Omaha, Nebraska; W. L. \Vild,
Akron, Ohio; Fred Gaston, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; W. B. Kirk
patrick, Topeka, Kansas; D. S. Biggs, Boston, Massachusetts; Charles
E. Bonnell, Chicago, Illinois; M. W. Sackett, Meadville, Pennsylva

nia; Campbell Wells, Platte City, Missouri; Oronhyatekha, M. D., S.
C. R., Toronto, Ontario; Lillian M. Hollister, Detroit, Michigan;
Major N. S. Boynton, Port Huron, Michigan; Captain C. H. Robinson,
Des Moincs, Iowa; Edmund Jackson, Fulton, Illinois; J. A. Langﬁtt,
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania; A. L. Hereford, Springﬁeld, Illinois; W. S.
Palmer, Sharon, Pennsylvania; Major C. \V. Hawes, Rock Island,
Illinois; George J. Siegle (deceased), Port Huron, Michigan; H. E.
Don

Carlos,

Lawrence,

Ontario; D. \V.

H. A. \Varner, M.

Kansas;

John A.

McGillivray,

Gerard, Crawlordsville, Indiana;

F.

Toronto,

F. Roose,

MR5. Euuiu Fouev.
District of Columbia.

“*5; gefhgijugggn- s. H. Tattersall, Baltimore,
I .Or‘e‘gon.

'

Maryland; J. W. Myers,

OF THE EASTERN STAR.

Toledo, Ohio; E. B. Plost,
Kansas City, Missouri; C. C. Linthicum, Chicago, Illinois; Frank B.
Sliger, Helena, Arkansas; J. C. Sheppard, Edgeﬁeld, South Carolina;
“I. S. Linton, Saginaw, Michigan; S. C. A. Rubey, Clinton, Mis
souri; James M. Goodell, Jr., Austin, Illinois; Emma B. Manchester,
Omaha, Nebraska; Ella H. Mantor, Wilmar, Minnesota; Leo Can
man, Chicago, Illinois; E. C. Spinney, Omaha, Nebraska; H. M.
Gilmore, Delavan, Illinois; J. C. Finagin, Saint Louis, Missouri; A.
C. Harwick, Buﬂ‘alo, New York; Frank Brust, Chicago, Illinois; E. E.
Rogers, Buffalo, New York; Doctor D. H. Shields, Hannibal, Mis
souri; W. S. Robson, LaGrange, Texas; J. H. McGregor, M. D.,
Montague, Maine; James R. Miller, Springﬁeld, Illinois; Albert 0.
Allen, Jefferson City, Missouri; Major Joseph Boyce, Saint Louis,
Missouri; Judge J. F. Thompson, Iola, Kansas; Mrs. Laura B.
Hart, San Antonio, Texas; Mrs. E. D. Watt, Omaha, Nebraska.

There was also created an Auxiliary Board of Lady Man—
agers, whose duties were to interest those organizations
composed of and controlled by women. This board was
composed as follows: ,
Mrs. Ginevra L. Miller, Past Supreme Chief of Honor of the Degree
of Honor, Saint Louis, Missouri, President; Miss Bina M. West.

CELEBRATIONS OF MANY FRATERNAL ORGANIZATIONS.

Mus. ANNA W. McAn~

rnuu.

Mus. HELEN E. C.
BALMl-zn.

. Mas. O. 5. “Mann.

G. M., New Mexico.
G. M., Granville. New
York.

Lansing. Michigan.
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Mus. J. C. AURLAND,

Mas. H. H. Dzutm,

Mas. Many BARRY.

P. G. M.. Minot. North
Dakota.

Atlanta. Georgia.

P. G. M., Denver.

Colorado.

Mas. JENNIE

MAT

mews.
P. M. W. G. M. of
United States.

__

_

______i
Mrs. S. E. DILLON.

Mus. L. 15. Ilnnr.

MR5.M.J.S1LL0WAY.

.\l RS. W. C. De Vaumm.

Mas. ANNA D. S-ror-

C. Sec. G. Chapter of

M. \\'. G. M.. San An
tonio. Texas.

l’. G. .\l.. Hartford.
Connecticut.

P. G. M.. Waldo,
Arkansas.

Baltimore. Maryland.

Missouri. Saint Louis.

FEL

Missouri.

MasJuu/t L. GAINES, Mrss L. J. Buccxeu
.

'

.

BRIDGE.

G. .\[.. (tallatln.

Tennessee.

P- G- AL-aigenaaff'yene

m),

Supreme Record Keeper, Ladies of the

mittee. The formal opening of
the Temple took place June 4th,
vice-president; Mrs. Lorraine I. Pit
a few days more than a month
kin, Grand Secretary of the General
after
the Exposition opened.
Grand Chapter, Order Eastern Star,
Chicago, Illinois, second vice-president;
President Francis took an im
.\Irs. Myra B. Enrigbt, Supreme Re
portant part in the ceremonies.
ceiver, Royal Neighbors of America,
His speech, commendatory of the
Kansas City, Missouri, third vice-pres
enterprise
evidenced by the mag
ident; Mrs. Eunice Melville, Editor
niﬁcent ediﬁce, was responded to
National Rebekah, Minneapolis, Min
nesota, fourth vice-president; Mrs.
by Judge Givan, Mr. McArdle,
George I. Frankel, Federation of \No—
vice-presidents Eidson and Huey,
men's Clubs, Saint Louis, Missouri,
Secretary Hatﬁeld, E. M. Sloan,
secretary.
Miss Georgina Raby, of
Saint Louis, Missouri, was appointed
Grand Secretary of the Odd Fel
Mas. M.
STRYKER.
Mus. Rurn McNeiL,
st. E. C. W: Lcox,
chairman of the press committee.
lows
of Missouri, R. B. Anderson,
P. G. M., Saint Charles. P. G. Mn'l-lenriettaJndian W. M.. I.awton,Okla
homa.
Territory.
The Auxiliary Board of Lady
llinois.
Colonel John I. Martin, Chair
Managers zealously carried on its REPRESENTATIVES OF THE ORDER OF THE EASTERN STAR. man of the Committee on Cere
part of the work, raising a considerable part of the money for
monies, Mrs. Lulu Case, of the Royal Neighbors of
the construction of the Temple. Later its members were con
America, and Mrs. Sallie E. Dillon, of the Eastern Star.
sllicuous in all the social functions at the building.
While these ceremonies were being held the funeral of
The contributions from the different organizatiOHS William H. Miller, of Kansas City, who had been active
amounted to about $93,000. The site for the building was in the promotion of the Temple, was occurring in his
selected October 2, 1902. It was near “The Trail,” and one home city. The cost of constructing the Temple was
Maccabees, Port Huron, Michigan, ﬁrst

The

$63,000, and $6,000 was expended in its furnishings, the

site faced the east and was more than one hundred feet above
the main picture of the Exposition. Appropriate ceremonies
accompanied the selection, W illiam R. Eidson, acting as Chair'

0i the most ideal spots of the Vt’orld’s Fair grounds.

balance of the money contributed being used for main
tenance purposes and entertainment. The ﬁrst great

man. The plans for the building were made by architect

position grounds took place before the Exposition opened,

M. P. McArdle, and contemplated a structure that would not
only add attractivamss to the Exposition but that would
“wrougth conform to the purposes for which it was erected.
Tilt building was erected under the supervision of Mr.

October 24, 1903. It consisted of a grand parade, music
and oratory. and a flag-raising in celebration of the
progress that had been made on the Temple of Fra
temity. Two processions, one of which was composed of

McArdle and Hiram J. Lloyd, chairman of the building com

members of variouslraternal organizations, took part.

demonstration of the fraternal organizations on the Ex
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CHAPTER XXIII.
ENTERTAINMENT—MUSIC AND THE PIKE.
THE BUREAU OF Music AND How ORGANIZED—AN APPROPRIATION or $450,000 FOR TIIE MUSICAL FEATURES—ENGAGEMENT or THE
LEADING BANDs or EUROPE AND AMERICA—THE EXPOSITION ORCHESTRA ORGANIZED FROM TIIE BEST ORCHESTRAS IN AMERICA—
ENGAGEMENT or DISTINGUISHED EUROPEAN MusICIANs—TIIE OFFICIAL MUSIC—THE GREAT ORGAN IN FesTn-AI. HALL—SOME or
THE ITEMS OF Cos'r IN TIIE MusIc BUREAU— TIIE PIKE AND ITS MULTITUDE 0E ATTRACTIONS-TIIE SPECTACULAR Bonn WAR—
THE GALVESTON FLOOD, BATTLE ABBEY, AND New YORK To TUE NORTH POLE—CREATION AND ITs NOVEL SPECTACLES—THE
SCENIC FEATURES OF TIIE PIKE~THE PEOPLE OF ALL NATIONs SEEN UPON TIIIs GAY TIIDROUEIIFARE—THE GREAT ANIMAL. Snow—
TnE COMIC FEATURES—~EDUCATIONAL ENTERTAINMENTS—JERUSALEM,

REPRODUCED UPON AN ELABORATE PLAN—THE MEN wno

CREATED TIIE PIKE.
_ _._.

OTH the lovers of high-class popular music and the
most advanced advocates of the highest musical culture

Imperial Guard Band, and the famous “Philharmonische Blas
Orchester," of Berlin, known here as the “ Berlin Band."

applauded the eminently successful work of the Expositiou's

Mr. Alfred Ernst was engaged at a salary of $6,000 for the
season of seven months to conduct symphony concerts, and
the best Symphony Orchestra ever formed in this country was
organized, regardless of cost. The best per
formers of the Saint Louis Choral Symphony,
the Boston Symphony, the Boston Festival,
Philadelphia, Pittsburg, Chicago and Cin
cinnati orchestras were engaged to the num
ber of eighty-two, to give symphony concerts
in Festival Hall one day in each week and
popular music ﬁve days. To conduct the
popular concerts, Manager Stewart, while in
Europe, engaged two famous conductors,
Karl Komzak, 0f Baden-Baden, and Richard
Heuberger, of Vienna. To have these popu
lar concerts given in the Tyrolean Alps, the
managers of that concession paid the Expo
sition Company $67,500 and the Exposition
sent a military band to perform at the Tyro
lean Alps on symphony concert days.
GEORGE D. MARKHAM.
The largest organ in the world and the
Chief of the Dcpartment of Music.
most improved in type was secured for Fes
tival Hall as an exhibit, the Exposition
agreeing to pay $15,000 for the use of it to
the Los Angeles Organ Company. Mr.
Charles Galloway, of Saint Louis, was
appointed Official
Organist at a sal
ary of $750 for the
season.
Before the Ex
position opened
nearly all the con
tracts with bands,
organists and
members of t he
orchestra had been
signed, and all the

Both classes were provided with a rich
abundance of the kind they liked; performed by the ﬁnest
musical organizations and the most famous
virtuosos in the world. At the same time,
in the revision of the daily programs, there
was a steady effort, by blending both kinds,
to popularize the works of the great masters
and promote higher standards of musical
education.
Mr. George D. Markham, a member of
Bureau of Music.

the Exposition Directory, was its chosen

adviser in musical matters on account of his
long connection with musical circles in Saint
Louis. By his advice an appropriation of
$450,000 for music was made, to be expended
on military bands playing in the open air,
the engagement of a high-grade orchestra,
the giving of ﬁne choral performances,
Uu.“.iIp.s.

organ recitals, and great choral and band

contests. He was made Chief of the Bureau
of Music in May, 1902, with authority to
select men to do the work under his supen
vision, he offering to serve without salary.
To act as Manager of the Bureau, he
appointed George ~\V. Stewart, the well
kuown Manager of
the Boston Festi
val Orchestra, and

_ .-_ _-.

ErnestR.Kr0eger,
of Saint Louis,
was appointed as
Master of Pro—

grams.

They

consulted and cor
responded with
representative
musicians in many
Cities, and Mr.
Stewart went to
Europe and made
arrangements with

contracts were
ERNEST R. KROEGER.
GEORGE W. STEWART,
Manager of Bureau of Music.

the

Master of Musical Programs.

famous organist,

the “ Musicians’ Musical Beneﬁt Associa

Alexandre Guilmant; the Guarde Republi
came Band, of Paris; the British Grenadier
KARL KOMZAK,

Guards’ Band, of London; the Russian

r-.

made with due re
gard to the rule of

Leader of the Exposition Orchestra.

tion” that the salary for all band and orches
tra performers must not be less than $45 per
week, four hours each day, six days aweek.
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At the Dedication Ceremonies, April 30, 1903, a chorus
of 2.800 singers comprising the principal choral organizations
of Saint Louis, took part, accompanied by an orchestra of 100
performers, Mr. Alfred Ernst conducting.
At the opening,
on April 30, 1904, Mr. Ernst again conducted the Choral
numbers, rendered by a chorus made up of members of the

Even if the $15,000 the Exposition agreed to pay for the use
of the great organ were added, the net cost of the music would
still be $119,901.47 less than the appropriation of $450,000.

Of the Bureau's total expenditure, $264,787.34 was for
bands ; $129,783.03 for the orchestra, including the conductors,
Komzak and Heuberger; $14,390 for organists; $3,925 for

'llII
.hlll

HENRY KIMBALL HADLEY.

I‘RorEssoa 101m K. I‘AINE,

EDMUND CLARENCE S-nznuAN.

FRANK VAN DER S-rucch.

Composer of the Ofﬁcial Louisiana'W'altz.

Composer of the music for the Ofﬁcial

Author of the "Hymn of the West," the
Oﬂicial \Vorld‘s Fair Hymn.

Composer of the “Ofﬁcial Louisiana
' are ."

entitled. “ Along the Plaza.

Hymn.

Choral Symphony Society, the Morning Choral Club, and the
'Apollo Club. Two compositions especially written for the
Exposition were rendered: “ Hymn of the West,” poem by
E. C. Stedman, and music by I. K. Paine, sung by the chorus,

and “ Louisiana March,” by F. Van der Stucken, played by
Sousa’s Band. “The Star Spangled Banner” and HAmer
‘,u\,>,.

.“3
“I

ica,’ were also sung by the chorus.
At the close of the Exposition the Bureau had expended

L1 EU'I‘. \V. H. SANTELMANN.
Joan PHILIP SousA.

soloists; $16,000 for choral contest prizes; $6,000 for salary
of Alfred Ernst; $750 for salary of ofﬁcial organist Galloway;
$24,121.96 for administration expenses.
The amount expended for bands was distributed as fol
lows: $20,000 to Sousa’s Band, sixty-ﬁve men, four weeks
at $5,000; $13,000 to Innes’ Band, ﬁfty men, four weeks at
$3,250; $6,750 to Conterno’s Band, ﬁfty men, three weeks
at $2,250; $4,250 to \Veber’s Band, forty men, two weeks at

\VILLIAM \Ver.

LEADERS OF FAMOUS BANDS \VHICII PLAYED AT THE EXPOSITION.

$459.754.33. But it had to its credit $57,500 received from
the Tyrolean Alps, and $77,155.80 received from the sale of
ten cent and twenty-ﬁve cent tickets to the Festival Hall con
certs-—a total of $144,655.80. Deducting this credit from the
total expenditure, leaves $315,098.53 as the net cost of the
Bureau. This is $134,901.47 less than the appropriation.

FREDERICK N. INNES.

$2,125; $9,750 to Fanciulli’s Band, ﬁfty men, three weeks at
$3,250; $37,500 to the Boston Band, sixty men, ten weeks

at $3,750; $5,000 to Phinney’s Band, ﬁfty men, two weeks at
$2,500; $5,400 to the Kilties’ Band, ﬁfty men, two weeks
at $2.700; $4,800 to the Banda Rossa, ﬁfty men, two weeks at
$2,400; $61,820 to \Neil’s band, forty men, thirty and ﬁve

'tnpi

FAMOUS BANDS GAVE DAILY FREE CONCERTS.
l
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H. Baooxs DAY,

\VALTER C. GALE,

CLARENCE DICKINSON.

New York City-

Brooklyn. N- Y-

New York Ciw-

New York City.

‘ S. Ancuzn Ginsou,

J. “Human ANDREWS,

N. J. Cour-:11.

New York City.

Detroit. Mich.

HEN“ Ilouszuzv,

Air-mug XNGHAM,

FRANCIS L. You.

GUSTAVE Fuse,

MARY CHAPPELL FISHER.

R. K. MILLER.

F- P- FIBR

Denver. Colo.

St. Louis. Mo.

Detroit. Mich.

Louisville. Ky.

Rochester, N. Y.

Philadelphia. Pa-

K3115“ CitY- MO

HAMLIN Hum,

E. II. Lune.

Wu. C- CARL.

CLARENCE EDDY.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Pittsburg. Pa.

New York City.

New York GU

New York City.
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MIFS G. SANS Soucr‘

Fggpnumn DUNKU-jy,

("ARLES GALLOWAY-

\\"ALLJ\CE A. SABIN‘

Minneapolis. Minn.

New Orleans.

5L Louis. MO.

San Francisco. Cal.

I
ALEXANDER GUILMANT AT THE ORGAN.

I

z i

gs

J: J- Kisser,

w_ J, (10mm.

sPl'mHﬁcld. Mass.

Buffalo. N. Y,

sixt
I} hsiweeks

at

, 000.’
$2’

.
$30350

‘

to

,le (Jame Repubhcame band,

.

.w
\hFucm.
Yo‘iizlil'iiy.N. I.Auburn.
N. Y.

Lows
Fan.
cummlu.

(3-Cleveland.().
15- CLEKF-"s-

PORTRAITS ounmous MUSlClANS wno PLAYEDON THE

at

A. J. H. Bassoon.

G. \V. Axnkews‘

Cincinnaiibhio.

Oberlin, omm

,
.
$3,437-50,

$5,000 to Ellery‘s

band, ﬁhy‘ﬁve me“, two weeks

11
$5

e‘ghty me“, ﬁve weeks at $6,170;
GREAT ORGANat $2,500; $1,500 to the Haskell
$1,600 to the Garde Republicainé band for transportation; Indian band, forty men, two weeks at $750.

L,
r .

$30,000 to Grenadier Guards band, sixty men, six weeks at
25,000; $27,500 to the Berlin band, ﬁfty-ﬁve men, eight weeks

Besules these several world-famous organizations there was
a continued successmn of United States Government bands,
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G. M. CHADWICR.
Chicago. Ill.

Juan A. O'SHEA.
Boston. Mass.

ARTHUR RAYMOND.

DR. GERaIr Slum,
New York City.

chmouth. Mass.

such as the Marine Band and crack reg
imental bands of the Regular Army.
The Canadian Government sent a
ﬁne band from Victoria, Vancouver
Island, and the Mexican Govern
ment also lent its famous Artillery
Band which gave daily free concerts
till ordered home in the latter part
of October. There were generally
.
.
.
bands enough 111 service besides the
two ﬁne ones in the Philippine Res
ervation, and others in the various
military camps, to ﬁll all of ﬁve
great band stands, and also to give
occasional concerts in the several
exhibit palaces.
Massed band concerts were tried
in Festival Hall, in July, \Neil's,
Fanciulli's and the Boston Band
playing together, but on account of

Swan‘s: Eritrea.

the acoustic peculiarities of the hall

New or

E. M. BOWMAN,
New York City.

lIonA'rlo PARKER,
New Haven.

Stun! Newau. PENFIELD
New York City.

of concert programs the Bureau took
good care to infuse specimens of
high-grade music into all of them
without making them too severe for
the average taste.
The Exposition’s truly great
Symphony Orchestra began its en
gagement at the Tyrolean Alps, on
. O. S. Howe.
w York City.

\V. K. STEINEB,

Pittsburg. Pa.

EVERETT E.Tnuar'r|s.

Bosmn' Mas”

April 30, 1904, and Its weekly sym

phony concerts at Festival Hall, on
June 3d. It was a really grand ag~
gregation of star performers from
the most famous orchestras in the
United States, as the following roster
will show :
First Violin—Max Bendix, Concert
Master; Hugo Olk, Christ Jacob, Max
Schulz, Henry Hornberger, John Crowley,
Alfred Spell, Arno \Vaechtler, Isaac Mas
sel, Emil Vollrath, Gustav Fischer,Vict0r

G. E. Wmnnc.

“y'

w-Mlggigjsg‘gf‘w‘ Lichtenstein, Paul Donath, Chas. Kaub,

Boston.

Jacob Blumberg.
Second Violins—Julius Scheel, Alfred
Lorenz, Oswald Thumser, Alfred Davidson, C. A. Preusse,
Max Gottschalk, Fred Schillinger, Otto Dierker, C. F.
Steinkuehler, \Vm. Oberkircher, Nils Pearson , Otto
Kuettner.
Violas—Gabriel Peyrc, \Vm. A. Hochheim, Carl Tholl,
H. J. Falkenhainer, \Vm. Kaltenthaler, Louis Kielsmeier,
Frank Goll, Hans Boeck.
Violoncellos—Leo Schulz, P. G. Anton, Paul Kefer,
Richard F. Schubert, Carl Webster, Julius Sturm, Max
Froelich, Walter Gobelet.
Basses—Karl A. Keller, Max Kunze, Robert Buhl, Ole
Outman, Paul Rahmig, Henry Broeckaert, Otto Ostendorf,

MEN WHO PLAYED ON THE GREAT ORGAN.

they were discontinued.
But even
ing concerts by the Mexican, Berlin and other bands '
were given there occasionally very successfully, and
when the nights became cool the Berlin Band

J‘J‘Z‘,’“"
.4

played there four nights in each week.
The Bureau planned a series of band contests
for prizes, and sent circulars to nearly 8,000 bands,
with offers of prizes to the amount of $30,000, but
as the rules called for the international concert pitch,
so few responded that the contests were called off.
The only contest held was between the Newsboy
Bands of Indianapolis and Minneapolis for a prize
of $50, which was
won by the Indian
apolis boys.
In its censorship

Copyright. “0., by J. C. Btraull.

Dom FRANCISCO DE Soon.
First Barytone of the Royal
Opera of Lisbon. Portugal.

J. A. Pznmuc'ron.

THEODORA STURKOW.

RICHARD H sun ERGER,

Scranton, Pa.

Russian Pianist.

Conductor, Festival Orchestra.

Karl Thul.
Flutes—Charles Mole, Leopold Broeckaert.
Piccolo—E. S.
Timmons.
Oboes—Jacques
VVouters, J a m e s S .
McConathy.

lawn: E. IIASSELL,
Pianist.

I. F. Woch
Bethlehem, Pa.

MUSICIANS WHO APPEARED AT VARIOUS CONCERTS.
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kowsky, six; Van der Stucken, four; Beethoven,

{‘5’

w

three; Grieg, three;

Mozart, two;

Schumann,

two; Mendelssohn, two; Schubert, two; Liszt,
tWO; Berlioz, two; Krocger, two; Dvorak, Cha
bricr, Rossini, Bach, Footc, MacDowc-ll, Parker,
Foerster, Chadwick, Farwell, Converse, Haydn,
Raff, Saint—Saens, Moszkowski, Humperdinck,
Houseley, Mole, Svensden, Scharwenka, Carter,
Glazounow, Schulz, Brahms, Rubinstein, Masse
uet, Baermann, Penﬁeld, Von Weber, Klein,
Rheinberger, Curry, Goldbeck, Lewis, Herbert,
Crane, Elgar, one each.
The following composers were represented by
vocal numbers: \Nagner, four; Verdi, four; Gou
nod, three; Saint-Saens, three; Elgar two; Leon

cavallo, two; R. Strauss, two; Gluck, Beach,
Tschaikowsky, Chaminade, Clough-Leiter, Jen
sen, Harris, Godard, Mozart, Von Weber,
Schubert, Beethoven, Bach, Gounod, Bruch,
Marschner, Meyerbeer, Bartlett, Handel, Masse
nct, Rene, Bemberg, Bendix, Knapp, David,
THE "KILTIES" BAND OF THE FORTY-EIGHTH HIGHLANDERS. TORONTO. ONTARIO.
Dell’Acqua, Thomas, Buzzi~Peccia, one each.
French Horns—Anton Horner, Joseph Horner, Carl Weinelt,
The following composers were represented by violin, violoncello and
Albert Riese.
pianoforte numbers: Joachim, Vieuxtemps, Laub, Bruch, Popper, Von
Trumpets—Gustav Heim, Nils Pearson, Wm. Leeder, Otto Kuettner.
\Veber, Grieg, Schutt.
Trombones—Oscar Hallback, Frank Henninger, Edw. Gerhard.
Of the above mentioned composers, the following were Americans
English Horn— Eugene Dcvaux.
by birth or residence: Van der Stiicken, Kroegcr, Foote, MacDowell,
Clarinets—Fritz
‘
Parker, Foerster, Chad
Dietcrichs, August
wick, Farwell, Converse,
Meyer.
Houscley, Mole, Carter,
Bass Clarinets—
Schulz, Baermann, Pen
Anton Steppan.
ﬁeld, Klein, Curry, Gold
Bassoons—Fred
beck, Herbert, Crane,
crick Fischer , Noel
Harris, Bartlett, Bendix,
I’oepping.
Knapp.
C on t r a Bassoon——
Some of the works
John Helleberg.
of these composers
T u ba — C. Stanley

received their ﬁrst
public he ar i ng at
onti, \Vilhelmina
these concerts.
Lowe.
Twenty-ﬁve Sym—
Tympani — O s k a r
phony concerts were
Schwar, Rocco Vcnuto.
given at Festival
Drums—Geo. Eek
Hall during the Ex
ardt, Louis P a ude r t ,
Moritz Waechtlcr.
position, the price of
Librarian—A u g u st
admission being 25
Guentzel.
cents. Mr. E r n s t
The following ar
conducted twenty
tists appeare d at
two of them, the
TIIE BOSTON BAND, ONE OF THE FAMOUS ORGANIZATIONS.
these concerts:
other three being
Sopranos—Mrs. A. I. Epstein, of St. Louis; Mrs. Bertha L. Heustis,
conducted by Messrs. Emil Mollenhauer, \Valter Dam
0f Dubuquc, Iowa; Mrs. Georgia Lee Cunningham, of Saint Louis;
rosch and Frank Van der Stiicken, one each. As a rule, one
Mrs. W. I. Romer, of Saint Louis; Mrs. H. D. Nathan, of Boston.
soloist,
usually a vocalist, appeared at each concert, and the
Contraltos—Miss Jessie Ringen, of Saint Louis; Miss Pauline \Volt
Mackcy.

Harps—E. T r a In '

Keir.
lb:

{,0}

man". of Boston; Mad. Ada Soder-Hueck, of Saint Louis; Mrs. L. A.

total receipts for the series amounted to $6,199. 50.

Birmingham, of San Francisco; Mrs. Grace W. Misick, of Chicago;
Mrs. R. T. Burnham, of Connecticut; Miss Mari
etta Bagby, of New York.
Tenors—Mr. David D. Duggan, of Detroit;
Mr. Arnold Inauen, of New York; Mr. Theodore
Van Yorx, of New York.
Baritones—Marquis de Souza, of Portugal;

the close of the Exposition, with the same orchestra, Mr.

Towards

Mr. Gwylym Miles, of New York; Mr. \Villialll
Porteous, of Saint Louis.
Bassos—Mr. Louis Bauer, of Cologne, Ger—
many; Mr. Carl Gantvoort, of Cincinnati; Mr.
William Harper, of New York.
Violinists —Mr. Hugo Olk, of Philadelphia;

Mr. Theodore Spicring, of Chicago.
VIoloncelIists—Mr. Leo Schulz, of New York.
Pianists—Mr. W. B. Spry, of Chicago; Miss
Theodora Sturkow, of Chicago.

The following composers were represented by
orchestral works: Wagner, fourteen; Tsc hai

FIRST UNITED STATES CAVALRY BAND FROM JEFFERSON BARRACK5_
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Karl Romzak inaugurated a series of popular concerts on
Tuesday evenings in Festival Hall.
The music was of a
character in strong contrast with that of the Symphony con
certs and was received with much favor.
Owing to conﬂicting circumstances the organists engaged
to give daily recitals from May lst, had to be transferred to
later dates, as the
recitals were not be

Heath, Sumner

Salter, I.

J.

McClellan, F.

charge,

“ea

FEM-nun

“French

“ King Olaf,” was
given in Festival Hall
I by the Kansas City

_V

Philharmonic Society
and the Leavenworth
Treble Cleff Club, the
GRENADIER GUARDS AND LE GARDE REPUBLICAINE BANDS.
Band of the Royal Body Guard of King Edward VII. and the leading French military band. which took a composer conducting.
prominent part in the musical program of the Exposition. The photograph was taken on the steps of Festival Hall.

\)‘~n

a

Historical Music”
recital. The attend
ance at the organ
' "- recitals demonstrated
1 their popularity as it
often ﬁlled the seat
‘ ing capacity of the
hall.
On June 29th, a
notable choral per
formance of Carl
Busch’s cantata,

H. Barbour, F. L. Sealy,
Minor Baldwin, A. Guil

Peters, G. M. Chadwick,
J. T. Quarles, A. Scott
Brooke, H. LI. \Vild, E.

The

the engagement was
so successful that he
was induced to give,
at the same rate,
three recitals during
his last week. On
Sunday afternoon,
October 2, he gave,
without additional

Charles Galloway,
H. M. Dunham, I. 1.
Bishop, Mrs. M. C.
Fisher, E. M. Bowman,
\V. Middleschulte, F. W.
Riesberg, N. 1. Corey,
R. H. Woodman, G.
Dethier, H. M. Parker,
G. W. Andrews, W. I.
Gomph, I. A. O’Shea,
\V. S. Sterling, H. G.
Thunder, A. Raymond,
G. Frese, S. A. Gibson,
Hamlin Hunt, A. Ing
ham, \V. H. Bush, A. J.

.!~-u

\V. Gage.

give thirty-six recitals for $5,500. \Yhen he began his recitals
the charge for admission was raised to 25 cents from 10. and

which date they were
given daily. by the
following organists:

MissG.SansSouci,R.H.

Chace,

most important engagement was that of the famous French
organist and composer, Alexandre Guilmant, who was to

gun till June 9, after '

mant, W. C. Gale, H. R.
Shelley, F. L. York,
R. K. Miller, F. J.
Benedict; W. A. Sabin,
\V. H. Donley, J. F.
Wolle, L. E. Becker,

C.

Most of these were engaged for two recitals each.

R. Kroeger, O. 5. Con
don, Miss C. A. Allen, G. E. \Vhiting, \V. K. Steiner, G. Smith,
F. P. Fisk, I. \V. Andrews, G. H. Fairclough, S. N. Pcnﬁeld, A. I.
Epstein, H. Houselcy, C. O. S. Howe, H. D. \Vilkins, Louis Falk,
I. V. Flagler, S. Baldwin, H. I. Zehm, C. E. Clemens, W. C. Carl,
F. Dunkley, I. L. Browne, W. Kaffenberger, \V. C. Macfarlane, E. E.
Tructte, I. A. Pennington, H. von Tobcl, C. Dickinson, Mason Slade,

This was a high-class

production by a resident American composer.

A series of

choral productions was begun July 9, with the production of

Handel’s “Messiah,” by the Exposition chorus, under the
direction of Alfred Ernst; followed

on the 11th by the

Dubuque Choral Society, with Haydn’s “Creation,” under

the direction of W. H. Pontius ; Elgar's cantata “Caractacus,”
.,

‘7

w‘hoi'f.

MEXICAN GOVERNMENT

.

CHORAL CONTESTS IN FESTIVAL HALL.
by the Evanston and Ravenswood Choral Societies, under
the direction of P. C. Lutkin, on the 13th, and Men
delssobn's “Elijah,” by the Scranton Oratorio Society, on

lags.

Pllfli
the 10th, under the direction of J. T. \Vatkins.

Miscellaneous

5 lo

choral concerts were given on July 12th by the Colorado
Oratorio Society, and on the 14th by the Denver Choral
Society. August 9th, Gounod's cantata “Gallia” and Paine's
“Hymn of the \Vest” were given under the direction of
Alfred Ernst. The unsatisfactory attendance of the members
of the Exposition Chorus on this occasion led to the abandom

ital;

. nil

in
ll he

the.
are,

ment of the projected series, but there were other choral per

“ll”!
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In the second grade, the following Societies entered: Colorado Ora
torio Society, Claude Rossignol, Conductor;

Pittsburg Cat h edral

Choir, Joseph Otten, Conductor; Denver Select Choir, Henry
Houseley, Conductor; Ravenswoocl Choral Society, P. C. Lutkin,
Conductor.
The Judges of the contests were: \Vm. H. Pommer, of Saint Louis.
Chairman;

William ap Madoc and Charles E. Allum, of Chicago;

Edward Broome, of Montreal, Canada; John Towers, of Saint Louis.

On Saturday night, July 16th, during the performance of
the Oratorio “Elijah,” President Francis read the report of the
Vice-President of the Superior Jury, Mr. F. J. V. Skiff, con
taining the result of the contests decided by the reports of the
adjudicators. The awards were as follows:

formances in Festival Hall by different clubs; the Hesperian
First grade: ﬁrst
Women’s Chorus, of
prize,
Scranton Oratorio
Dallas. the Colum
Society, $5,000; second
bus Republican Glee
prize, Evanston Choral
Club, the famous
Society, $3,500; third
Arion Male Chorus,
prize, Denver Choral
Society, $2,500.
of Brooklyn, the
Second grade: ﬁrst
Euterpean L a d i e s ’
prize, Denver Select
Chorus,0f Columbus,
Choir, $2,500; second
Ohio, and the Con
prize, Pittsburg Cathe—
cordia Seminary stu
dral Choir, $r,500; third
prize, Ravenswood Cho
dents, of Saint Louis.
ral Society, $1,000.
Prizes amounting
In planning these
to $23,500 were of
choral contests, the
fered for choral con
Bureau of Music felt
tests to take place in
that the Exposition
Festival Hall the ﬁrst
Company would
“week in July, one to
greatly stimulate
be a male chorus
SANTELMANN’S UNITED STATES MARINE BAND AT GOVERNMENT BUILDING.
efforts in the direc
contest. The latter
was withdrawn on account of the small number of responses. tion of high-class choral work in the United States in
The artistic work
For the remaining $16,000 in prizes there were nine entries: ﬁve awarding prizes of such magnitude.
in the ﬁrst grade (for choruses of 90 to 200); four in the second done by the choruses convinced the Bureau that the results
grade (for choruses of forty to seventy). The following achieved were worthy of the trouble and expense.
Pianoforte recitals were given in Recital Hall during July
were the choruses entered in the competition:
by Seﬁor Pedro L. Ogazon, of Mexico, and Seﬁorita Laura
In the ﬁrst grade: Dubuque Choral Society, W. H. Pontius, Con
ductor; Scranton Oratorio Society, J. T. Watkins, Conductor; Denver
Rayneri, of Cuba. Others were subsequently given by Miss
Choral Society, Gwilym Thomas, Conductor; Belleville Choral Sym
Mary Hallock, of Philadelphia, but the small attendance at
phony Society, Ludwig Carl, Conductor; Evanston Choral Society, P.
these recitals proved that the Bureau of Music acted wisely
C. Lutkin, Conductor.
in not arranging for many of them.
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PHILIPPINE SCOUTS BXND.
Mr

F-ﬂ

Scouts Band
_
was organized by Lieutenant King. who though not a musician. was a lover of rnusic and appreciated the need} and the opportunity. The Chief Musician was
' “her. a skillful player and superior
' leader. The musicians were selected from the four companies and carefully drilled. providing for the Exposition one of the best bands_
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THE DIVISION OF CONCESSIONS AND ADMISSIONS.

CAPT. A. W. stxs.
CARRYYNG on Tue Wouumw.

CAPT. Fu.us AND ms Tmunen House

SCENES AT THE GREAT BOER WAR EXllllllTION.

The Division of Concessions and Admissions, Norris B.

Gregg, Director, was organized with two departments. John
A. Wakeﬁeld was Chief of the Department of Concessions;
Charles B. Piahler, Chief Clerk; Warren A. Tyrrell, Consult—
ing Engineer; C. E. Brownlee, Chief Inspector; M. F. Brown,
Chief Accountant; Arthur I. \Vebb, Chief Pass Clerk. E.

Bom Tnoors on Tue Mum.

or amusements charging an admission fee; the gondola ser
vice on the lagoons, the automobile service, the roller chair
service,_ the miniature railways, slot machines, automatic
scales, inns, hotels, restaurants, cafes, refreshment and con

fectionery stands of all kinds; telegraph and telephone service;
booths for the sale of souvenirs, pictures, curios, novelties, or

SCENES DURING THE PROGRESS OF THE BATTLES 0F TIIE BOER WAR EXHIBITION.

any kind of merchandise; booths for the exhibition and adver
tisement of private business of any kind; the official photo
graphing; the publication and sale of ofﬁcial programs,
view-books and ofﬁcial catalogues—in short, any business
conducted within the gates at the risk and for the proﬁt of its
manager, except Philippine Reservation concessions, which
were under another
jurisdiction. The
Exposition opened
with 57 concessions
to shows, and 138
miscellaneouscon
cessions.
Among
contracts b i n d i n g
them may be men
concessioners in these
tioned a broker's of
respects, and at the
ﬁce, and a World’s
THE BOER WAR ARENA FROM THE OUTSIDE.
same time to dispose
'
Fair Bank, kept open
of the concessions so as to yield revenue to the Exposition, not only during the usual banking hours, but during
while contributing to its attractiveness and t0 the Comfort unusual hours till late in the evening for the accommoda—
and pleasure of visitors. The concessions included all shows tion of visitors.

Norton W'hite was Chief of the Department of Admissions;
F. L. Turner, General Chief Clerk; Grant \Vomer, Chief In
spector; John B. Kessler, Chief Pass Clerk; Horace E. Sher
wood, Chief Clerk of Statistical Department; Hunter C.
Dalton, Chief Clerk Inspector’s ofﬁce.
It was Director Gregg’s duty to scrutinize the applications
for Exposition con
cessions; to see that
no discreditable show
or business of a n y
kind was permitted
on the Exposition
grounds; to m a k e

1p"....

BOER \VAR—THE BATTLE OF COLENSO-BOERS TRIUMPHANT.
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Director Gregg’s De
Pike." It extended nearly
a mile along the north

partment of Admissions
was charged with the

rather

side of the Fair grounds,

onerous duty of

from DeBaliviere
Avenue to Skinker
Road, and was the most
novel and expensive
amusement domain ever
conducted in connection
with an Exposition. Its
broad scope and char
acter, its wonders and
splendors, its variety of

providing checks upon the
unauthorized use of free
passes and upon the collec

tion of the admission fees.
It is probable that the pass
books bearing the auto
graph and the photograph
of the rightful owner, with
admission coupon num
bered for each succeeding
day of the Exposition,
together with the use of
the Allison turnstile
counting the free admissions and
the paid admissions separately,
and keeping in safe custody both
the admission fees and free tickets,

the cosmopolitan spirit
that pervaded it combined
to make it a popular and
appropriate part of this grandest
of all universal shows. The lead
ing impression of visitors upon

work and the most accurate ac—
counting for gate receipts that
was ever done at an exposition.
On January I, 1905, the report
of Treasurer Thompson showed

1'

E. W. McCONNELL,
Manager Criterion Concessions Co.

E. A. AUSTIN,
Artist and Designer “Nor th Pole,"
“Battle Abbey,” ‘ Galveston Flood."

him

ﬁrst beholding it was probably
the stupendous sum that was re
quired to produce it. Estimates
of its cost widely differed. It was

5m
Mill 1

called the “Ten Million Dollar

lrfﬁl

Pike,” and it is probable that'it

it ti
it'd

Thousands of performers re
produced the life 0fthirtyjiations4

Exposition was called “The
w._._.
\)\~n

"--.

9312;?!

$355

A HISTORIC

AL PI KE FEATURE.

4-.

‘ibi

ml

lid/a
iiiiti

represented an expenditure ap
proaching that amount. It was
a mile of marvelous creations, in
teresting in its noise and variety
of colors, and in the merriment
that likened it to a continuous
carnival.

“Admission collections, $6,234,
976.40; Concession collections,
$2,958,343.65,” making a total
of $9,192,320.05 of revenue col
lected and paid in by the Division
ofVConcessions and Admissions.
The amusement street of the

m4

architectural fancies, and

resulted in the most correct gate

Ti

1.

L llul't

1:6 tl
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THE PIKE, ITS WONDERS AND SPLENDORS.
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SURRENDER OF YORKTUWN—BATTLE All-BEY

CUSTER’S LAST FIGHT—BATTLE ABBEY.
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thousands of animals being employed to
add realism to the varied scenes. No pre
vious Exposition ever attempted such a
vast number of superb spectacles. "Ori
ental scenes faithfully depicted novel and
interesting phases of life in the far East.)
Tribes of people never before seen on ex
hibition, and representatives of the bar—
barous clans of many countries were there
with their instruments productive of wild,
weird, timeless sounds, mixing freely with
the civilized, throngs, contributing to the
Babellof tongues and toward making the

and experienced sensations that were not
to be secured from the libraries of the
world. The mannerisms and methods of
living of the polyglot population scattered

along the entire mile of “The Pike” offered
the student of sociology a variety of valu
able suggestions, and their industries fur
nished those interested in the questions of
economics many instructive lessons.

Opposite the east entrance to “The
Pike,” as a ﬁtting introduction to the
amusement features of the Exposition, was
Remington’s statuary group of mounted
cowboys engaged in the exciting recreation

i: 1p
l WIS

ns, in
army
imam
inuuus

‘lS lt
M15x

W

whole a thing of vivid human interest.
The ethnologist reveled in the scenes. As
he mingled with the crowds, listened to the
strange murmurings and was jostled by
people of all lands he absorbed information

of “Shooting up a town.”

L. A. THOMPSON,
Inventor and Prop. Thompson’s Scenic Railways.

It was a life-like production, imbued
with the spirit that animates and dis
tinguishes Remington’s paintings of
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1
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GEQ. G. HASTINGS,

Run. 0. HOLLAMAN

"I'alais du Costume."

“l’alais du Costume."

\Veste rn life and
scenes, and

it

arrested the atten
tion of all visitors.
Several of the
most attractive and successful amusement features of the
Exposition were not on the Pike, notable among them
being the Boer War, Jerusalem, New York
to the North Pole and the Observation f .
W'heel concessions.
The conception of a
great spectacle like the Boer War, repro

to face with heroes
who played con
5 picu 0 us roles.
General Piet Cronje,
gallant leader ofthe
Boers in South Africa, hero of Paardeburg; General Kemp,
commander in the engagement that resulted in the wound
.z; ,3 ing and capture of Lord Methuen, and
'
General Ben Viljoen, who was second in
I command at the battle of Colenso, were in
, charge of the Boer forces. The battles of

’“i’F‘ﬁ»l'i

.

"‘3? \

"nM
_._,.‘,I

\|\-.» h-_-.

“*1. ".-:'.Jw
EMPRESS JOSEPHINE‘S GOWN, P.\L.\IS
DU COSTUME.

- ducing original battle scenes with original
characters, in fact with many of the
_ ‘
supreme characters of the war itself, had nu. BAYLISS.“INFANTINCUBATORS.”
probably never before been suggested.
The concession was I”
located on a wooded hill, and the battles of the Transvaal
were reproduced twice daily. Audiences were brought face l k

THE MAGIC WHIRLPOOL.

INTERIOR VIEW. PALAIS DU COSTUME.

Paardeburg and Colenso were reproduced
with uniforms and guns that were worn

in the actual conﬂicts.

In connection with

NEW YORK TO NORTH POLE, GALVESTON FLOOD, BATTLE ABBEY.
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UL.

E5.

rue.
A BATTERY OF INCUBATORS. INTERIOR VIEW. "INFANT INCUBATORS.”
The “Baby Incubators" Were among the scientiﬁc concessions ot' the "Pike." They were an actual demonstration of the proc
ress that has been made in caring for the undeveloped baby. The incubators were square metal-framed. glass-sided boxes. in which
the infant could be seen in its battle for life. A temperature of ninety degrees was maintained within the incubator, which was kept
Constantly supplied with fresh air. This interesting concession was organized and successfully managed by E. M. Bayliss.

the ship “Discoverer.”

the war spectacle there was an exhibit of South African curios
and villages of Zulus, Swazies and other tribes of South
Africa, making a strange and interesting aggregation.
HNew York to the North Pole” was another of the con

Beautiful pan

oramic views of New York by day and
night were presented.
The “Galveston Flood,” at the west
end of the Pike, was a realistic and
spectacular reproduction of the great
tragedy enacted by the elements Sep
tember 8, 1900, in which 6,000 lives
were destroyed in a single day, the
most sorrowful catastrophe that ever
befell an American city.

cessions having no connection with the Pike, but easily
proving one of the superior amusement features of the Expo
sition. It was on University \Vay just West of the Palace
of Transportation. In twenty minutes the visitor here was
transported from New York harbor to the North Pole with
,.~
E, ﬂ-

ONE OF THE INFANTS.

0,.

The theme of the l'l3attle Abbey,”
A. R. ROGERS.
Owner of Jim Key.

another of the greatest Pike attractions,
_was the battle history of the American
Republic. The Abbey was at the western

end of the Pike. and with its stately towers, bastious and

embattlemeuts was aprominent feature of the architecture of

M
L

naLe FIRE'FIGH'FEEH'“
mmr

J.

R .
e lure NEWYth.

JIM KEY. THE EDUCATED HORSE.

"n Key. celeb
Entree-1
“an? t ed

' the world, a purely
lewd the most
_ ~ wonderful] y e d ucate d horsejn
rep patronized this (tan. was one of the magnetic and superior attractions. More

is “menus with feats ofoncession than any other on the Pike. The horse entertained
mathematics and a variety of intellectual performances.

CHIEF HALE AND HIS FIRE FIGHTERS.

V
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EXHIBITION BUILDING OF HALE'S FIRE FIGHTERS.
Hale's ﬁre~ﬁghtcrs. at the extreme west
of the Pike,
was a faithful
and thrilling
exhibition
ci'ties v battle
~ end
‘
'
'
' '
' ' ' of the _manner in_\\hich
' ' ' ﬁre departments of the great American
'
'
' ' ' . were given
'
anoramic
View
of New York
after night.
Quick by
hitching.
hose was
coupling,
dexterity
respond
wnh
ﬁre . The exmbmom
I'n a lar g e arena in which was shown a reman
were
illustrated.
The City
intelligence
displayed
the horses
one of
the mostinenjoyable
ing to alarms. climbing ladders. and all the other dangerous work of the city
features of the entertainment. In a museum was shown many ancient pieces of_ﬁre apparatus. among which was an engine purchased by George Washington for the Alexandria.
Virginia. ﬁre department. and an engine which Benedict Arnold often assisted in operating. The most modern ﬁre engines were also shown.

as of
An

‘35”

the amusement street.
Its most notable attractions were
cycloramas of the battles of Gettysburg and Manassas, and

0f Yorktown, the battle of New Orleans and the Spanish
American' War.
In connection with these was a large
and interesting museum of war relics.

liediv
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The uPalais du Costume,” an attractive structure near the

em:

Z'illlll]

-

central portion of the Pike, illustrated the fashions from
the period of the Roman Colonies to the rich creations of
the Parisian dressmakers of today.
There were thirty
different settings, reproducing with ﬁdelity the styles and
fashions with their accompaniments, the architecture and
furniture of the times. The history of the coiﬁ’ure was also
illustrated. and the exhibition appealed strongly to women.
Costumes of the present were displayed on live models.
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CUMMINS' INDIAN CONGRESS.
Cummins’
Indian
Congress
and riders
Wild \\’e
Show,
comprising
cowboys.
rough
frorsnt

the

1\I€)\1C3.11

Revolutionary

Y

\\ 81',

was one o

e greatest entertainment f
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Pi'ke}; dAnﬂaboriginal I;01‘£22 of all fgeuilciigi
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in
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the Indians was the famous Chigf 62:1:nim221:d1§
band of his braves who for years deﬁed the

“prod

battle authority of the United States Government.
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PAIN'S FIREWORKS IN OPERATION.
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GROUP OF SIOUX. INDIAN CONGRESS.

The A. L. Thompson

CHIEF EAGLE HORN, SIOUX.

Scenic Railway was the most
elaborate of its kind ever built.
The main pavilion, the start

ing and ﬁnishing points of the line, was a striking structure,
Willis

one of the leading architectural features of the Pike.
An exhibition of deep-sea diving attracted great crowds.
The diving apparatus of the United States Submarine Diving
C o m p an y
was s h o wn
and fully ex
plained. The
methods of
recovering
the drowned
and raising
sunken ships
were dem
onstrated,

old Court House, as well as
the Government House, in
which was produced a play

N.\\‘.\JO CHIEFS.

bearing upon the Louisiana Purchase. Expert horsemen gave
exhibitions of rough riding, roping and marksmanship.
The production of “Hereafter” was conceived from Dante’s

“Infemo.”

The visitor was taken ﬁrst through the under

ground domain of Satan and thence through Daphne’s Grove
to the Gates
of Paradise.
In the
Moori s h
Palace was
a historical
wax -w o r k
exhibition
of the cus
t oms an d
manners of
II. J\.DI.\.\1:\NT,
MAJ. T. S. CLARKSON.
FRANK L. TALBOT. C. A. \\'IND.\IUEI.LI£R.
\V. .\l. TOBIN,
t he E a s t
divers work
Roller Chairs.
" Cliﬁ Dwellers. " "Hunting in the Ozarks."
Launches and Gondolas.
“The Pop Corn King."
Indian races,
in g u n d e r
models being used to illustrate the characteristics, dress and
the water in full view of the audience.
industries of the people.
In Old Saint Louis were replicas of the dwellings cecu
The Hagenbeck animal paradise was contributed to by
pied by Auguste, Pierre and Venrve Chouteau, Laclede and
Gratiot in the early days of
every country and was the
the city.
The attack by
gre atest assemblage of the
Indians on the village of
Saint Louis in I770 was

brute creation ever seen in
any country.

reproduced in an arena.
There was a replica of the

In an open-air

panorama wild and domesti
cated animals roamed at
large with nothing betWeen

I.

PUEBLO BOY AND PET.

h a tunnel whi h

'

y burros. 1
c vlerced the cliﬁs,
- ‘m'ancc to the sh
‘
putmmed. ilnlslieatclenter of the Pueblo villand visitors were earned
was
aue was
a theater where :3 Khe tops of [he0won“
work in pottery. weaving.
blank

ct and basket-mainahve dances were
in: were exhibited

PUEBLO INDIAN
F.\LIILy_

’—

IlENRY ROLTAIR,
Creator of "Creation."

llamas, ostriches and
horse-zebras. In a
museum section were

A. M. “7 HEELER.
MA].
" Creation."

them and the Spec"
Animals _ of
tatoi's.
every zone , Wild
_

large snakes and

great sea turtles,

beasts of the tropics
mingling with those

lizards, giant mon»
keys and the hybrid
breeds of the lion and
tiger with their pa
rents. Open cages

from the arctic re
gion, representatives

of every kind that
.

p

has ever been in cap

— 7
MAGNIFICENT
PORTAL or "CREATION" ON THE “PIKE.”

tivity were there- A

Man.

ou. the "Pike"_ con

tlleater!seati“g 3'000’

"Creation," a magniﬁcent spectacular illusion. was founded upon the description given in the book of Genesis.

had a caged arena

Th
b 'ld'
'
hich
scenesglidedj
were illustrated
in thetigenty
form ofcenturies,
an immense
blue dome.
Along a water
end-irc‘lilnguigdxddim
thethevisitor
backward was
th‘rouizl'il
entherin%
a Rorr‘iiariitelmgle
of tgecanal
ﬁrst

-

century. Within the dome was an au icnee room w iere t ie

-

'

1“ WhICh contlnuous
De rforrnances were

rst spectac e wast at o 3 won er u c aos.

v0iee

repeated the story oicreation. The appearance of light was followed by that of water and earth. the sun and moon,
trees and shrubs and animals. The appearance of the ﬁrst man and woman completed the effect.

given daily. Open dens of beasts faced upon the foyer back
of the seats. Encircling the panoramas was a riding track
where VISltOI'S enjoyed mounts upon elephants, camels,

talned a varlety Of
'
blrds
Of b r1- 1 l 1~ a “t
pl n In a g e and 200
nlonkeys
H agen_

beck’s was easily one of the greatest amusement features of
the Exposition and it was one of the best patronized.
/ Mysterious Asia and Empire of India reproduced historic
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THE OLD PLANTATION, A REMINDER OF ANTE-BELI.UM DAYS IN DIXIE.

"The Old Plantation." with colored mammies and pickaninnivsi the Picturesque darky of ante-helium days. negro cabins, and buck and wing dancing and minStrel entertain
ment was a pomt of interest to thousands of Visitors.

Huts and log cabins were scattered about the grounds each offering something attractive within.

THE IRISH “LL
AGE AND JERUSALEM.

Tllll,

s and
In a
‘il'tl't

and
GROUP OF ESQUIMAUX “"l'l'l‘I THEIR DOGS AND SEALSK-IN TENT IN W'HICH THEY LIVE IN SUMMER.

int
‘lirit'
1 and
. pa_
'igcs
tn
_l‘ of

The Esquimau Village showed the Esquimau in an en viroriinent of artiﬁcial icebergs and arctic landscape. living in huts of reindeer skinspn the banks of a miniature lake.

Alaskan dogs and reindeer drawing heavily weighted sledges. Esquiniau women_prcp:iri_ng food. the men_cxliibitli1g their proﬁciency in throwmg the spear, native sports and
strange Wedding and burial rites, Alaskan mining and arctic curiosities were interesting features of this Exhibition. far from the frozen North.

and educational buildings and scenes. The concession embraced an oriental theater, and numerous bazaars where many
of the industries of the far eastern countries were illustrated.

restaurant, a theater and a band of musicians from Ireland.
Cairo contained many buildings of Arabic architecture,
numerous booths where the wares of Egypt were sold by na~

INHABITANTS OF TIIE OSTRICH FARM.

l#.

An ostrich farm with a drove of sixty birds was an interesting attraction. They were
ICE~LIKE FRONT OF THE ESQUIMAU VILLAGE.

brought from a Southern California ranch. and weighed from 250 to 450 pounds each.

In the Irish Village at the east end of the Pike was exliibited what was probably the largest collection of Celtic historic
art that has ever been made. The artistic industries were illustrated by he
8

tives, and camels, donkeys and other animals that gave life to
its streets. Constantinople, operated by the same company,
_
reproduced the bazaars 0f Stamboul, all
under covered arcades and attended by

similes of the gold and bronze Work 0f a
Period antedating the Christian e ra.

Lat.

/z¢_

.7 / \ 1% I
/

'

Turkish people.
',

V

Outside the bazaars

was a typical Turkish street

ispecfmens 0f beautifully carved ITlSh

Imitation stone walls enclosed a thir

urniture were also shown, among which
was the’ onlv
I. existing example of a
member s chair from the Irish House of
Commons. There was a large collection
‘
.
. portraits
'
OI-Il‘lSh
historic
and of Irish
Prints and engravings. The village con_
_
“i tamed
at

teen acre plot of ground on which was
re produced Jerusalem, the H
'
CYOOkEd
Oly City
s t re
W
e et
F e5
lined
on
either

‘1
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“ DICK CRANE.
Esquimau Village."

THE OBSERVATION WHEEL.
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"COVVIIOYS OFF THE TRAIL.“
A group of rollicking herders placed near the cast entrance
to The Pike. l‘redenck Remington. sculptor.

"SHOOTING TIIE CliUTliS."
The Water Chutes on The l’ike were 250 feet long and were
said to be the longest and highest ever built.

fiery”
a
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\,s.,_
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side by shops and bazaars conducted by natives
of Jerusalem. There were Jews, M oslems and
Andreas Hofer stood in the village street which
Christians, numbering more than ﬁve hundred.
was surrounded by Tyrolese cottages, repro
ductions of originals. There was a Tyrolese council hall,
Through the Jal’fa Gate visitors entered David Court, a mar
ket place, where the people from the country came early in with wide verandas and terraces, a barn where the native
the morning to dispose of their produce. It was a busy scene; dances were executed, and a native band that played the
a dozen strange tongues crying wares created a continuous Tyrolese airs. An electric fountain of changing colors was
babel. Mingling with them were priests in their rich robes, another feature. A tram-car conveyed visitors on a trip
Turkish soldiers, Sheiks of the various tribes, and dark skinned through the mountain valleys, halting occasionally for views
women and children. It was a typical Jerusalem scene. The of famous alpine villages, one the birth-place of Mozart. At
the end of the line an elevator carried visitors to the top of
Church of the Holy Sepulchre was reproduced in size, decor
the mountains for other views.
ation and arrangement. Here visitors were shown
a reproduction of the Holy Sepulchre and repre
There were many other interesting features,
sentations of the cruciﬁxion. The Mosque of
small houses with queer little gables, towerlets
Omar where
‘
nestling side
the Moham
by side, and
medanswor—
m a s s i v e
ship was
castles. A
reprod nc ed
s t r e a 1n ,
E. J. STOKES.
and in its
s p an n e d
"Hereafter."
center there
by several
was a repro
bridges, ran
duction of
through the
the rock of
street,andon
Abraham.
the ground
CAPT. PAUL BOYTON.
WILL S. IIECK
The “\\'ai|_ Lows WOLLBRINK. Jonxiouxsxaviwr.
floor of all

ing Wall,”

"Old Saint Louis."

"Hereafter."

“Water Carnival."

"Moorish Palace."

the cottages.

where the Jews go to weep and pray that the

Holy City may be restored to the sons of David,

Tyrolean girls, in bright national costumes, sold

GEQ MILTENBERGER_ souvenirs and needle work.

"Cider on The Pike."
was also reproduced, and there was a diorama of
The Magic \Vhirlpool was a fascinating place of
the Mount of Olives, showing the Garden of Gethsemane, Dead diversion.
Near the entrance, within the building, was a
Sea and Valley of Kedron. The spot of the ascension, the circular cascade eighty feet in diameter, with a fall of nearly
way of sorrow along which Christ bore the cross, the barracks thirty feet, while from its base, within the center of the circle,
where Christ was tried, Saint Stephen's Gate, the houses of sprang an electric fountain of crystal water, rising like a
Lazarus and the rich man and of Simon, the Cyrene, who moving.prism, for almost sixty feet. An enchanted lake lay
assisted Christ in bearing the cross, were all pointed out.
sixty feet above the ﬂoor, ascent to which was by boats that
The Tyrolean Alps \vere at the extreme eastern end of The glided over its surface and were ﬁnally swept over the circular
Pike and the imitation snow-capped peaks were visible from
waterfall, swinging six times around its circuit beneath the
almost every part of the Exposition grounds. A statue of descending waters, ﬁnally shooting into a submarine channel,

"OLD SAINT LOUIS."

"HEREAFTER."

“MOORISH PALACE."
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THE BATTLE or SANTIAGO.

PARIS THEATER.

ONE OF THE “'ARSHIPS

past tropical gardens and back “H1211?famoushattllelwasi'efoughtdaiglylbyﬂaﬂeetofminiamrevnikdStates'warships reproduction of the Plaza de
pr»
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was a musical entertainment. Spanish airs and Spanish girls
arrayed in bright costumes were its leading features.

The Temple of Mirth was a labyrinth of mirrors and

sashes gave a Romany setting to the male ﬁgures. A leading
feature of the Streets was the theater, beautifully decorated
and illuminated, where Spanish National dances were given.

trip

in:
.l:
rid

REALISTIC "TRIP TO SIBERIA.” BY RAIL.

RUSSIAN DANCERS AND OTHER PERFORMERS.

A trip to Siberia was an enioynble diversion. It was over the Siberian Railway. the
train passing panoramic viewsof many of the notable places on the lum.I route. stopping
at Port Arthur where the famous fortress and its surroundings were shown.

In the Russian_ Theater. adioilning the " Trip to Siberia." a troupe of Russian
pcrformerspntertamcd Visitors Wllh sintzmg. dancmiz and other performances. The
troupe consisted of ﬁfty performers from Moscow. wearing their native costumes.

confusing effects, including a spiral chute down which the
visitors were projected as they left the second story.
The entrance to The Streets of Seville was through a

The Deknatel Glass Blowers attracted great crowds.
In plain view of visitors they made all kinds of glass articles.
Glass cloth, glass ribbons, and beautiful and unique dresses
made of glass were exhibited in the Concession.

NA:

£805
is a
2:1?
rill.
\ifl

UNDER AND OVER THE SEA.
f

TEMPLE 0F MTRTH.

The visitor ﬁrst entered an airship and seemingly sailed away from the ExpOSition

ar over land and sea to Paris. where he landed at the Eiffel Tower.

Disembarkmg

t: c“ﬁred a submarine boat [or the. return trip. (In the way back he u-asintroduccd
Wonderful specimens of sea-life Seen by searchlight throurrh the glass Sides of the
5an“
“W 'l‘_ he whole
‘
I
h5 ch. gm e was ingeniously
wrought out. the l' llus \' ons ha v'121 I 8 stron 8
‘6

'

The Temple of Mirth was a labyrinth ofmirrors and confusing eﬂ'ects. and included
a spiral slide down which men. women and children were precipitated from the
second story to the_outside where crowds of spectators received them with peals of
laughter. It contained floors that disappeared with the visitor and which reappeared
with a suddenness that tossed him off his feet. It was a popular amusement resort and
was liberally patronized. particularly by the younz.
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G. B. HARTFORD.
LEE TOY.
Chinese Village.

Chinese Village.

Hunting in the
Ozarkswasarealis
tic reproduction of
a picturesque por
tion of the Ozark

Xlountains. From
the streets of The
Pike visitors en—
ELABORATE ENTRANCE TO THE CHINESE VILLAGE
tered a forest of
The Chinese village embraced anative theater, a fuss house where the religious rites of the people
tea house and a bazaar where Silk weavers and carvers were employed.
natural landscape
where moving game was plentiful
and riﬂes were at hand to enable
them to take a shot. Real trees,

coin of required
denomination.
The Golden Cha
riot was an elabor
ately decorated
merry-go-round,
the patrons being
carried around in
cars
on an undulat
were explained. a
ing circular track.
It attracted the children as well as
many of the older folks.
The Observation Wheel was
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MUSICIANS IN “SEVILLE.”

“'OMEN OF "SEVILLE."

growing shrubs and underbrush
gave the scene all the appearance
of reality.
M

CELEBRATED SAINT LOUIS TRIPLETS.

not on the Pike, but it was one of
the principal amusement features
of the Fair. From its cars, as the

William'knningsmd 3"“ Taylm' on‘hel’ike'

great wheel revolved, visitors

my h

I\,\-'_
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In a Byaphone theater were

numerous slot machines where one could hear the latest songs
and witness the latest dances by dropping into a slot the

obtained a magniﬁcent view of the Exposition grounds. The
wheel was 264 feet I'llgi1,\\'6igh€(l4,200 tons, and was supported
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THEATER IN THE CHINESE VILLAGE.

IGORROTES SEEING THE ELEPHANTS IN HAGENBECK’S.

UNPACKING THE TURTLE.
|iltD.
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1 Un
labor

rated
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being
nd in
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track.
veil as

l “'35

ne of
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by two steel towers. The wheel
itself was 250 feet in diameter
MAMMA AND BABY.
and 850 feet in circumference.
It had thirty-six cars, each
character of Exposition enter
with a capacity of sixty pas—
tainment was heightened, yet
sengers, so that 2,160 persons
sufficient coloring was given
could be carried on a single
to the whole to satisfy the
trip. On each car was a guide
exacting. Two shows on the
who preserved order and gave
Pike represented an outlay of
information.
$1,400,000,
twenty cost not less
IIAGENBECK‘S "ANIMAL PARADISE."
The Miniature Railway was
than $I00,000 each to produce,
a popular concession, operated by the Cagney Brothers. Its and very few of them less than $50,000 each. The average
trains ran the full length of the Pike and landed passengers general admission was 25 cents, the highest 50 cents, and
It was estimated that the total cost
near the Boer War, Philippine Reservation,~and many other the lowest 10 cents.
of seeing all the attractions was twenty dollars.
places of interest. It was liberally patronized.
The celebration of “Pike Day,”]une 4th, was one of the
The Statisticum presented a collection of facts and ﬁgures
great
spectacular events of the Exposition. Its feature was
by means of moving models and otherinterest'ing object lessons
‘ a magnificent pageant in which the people of every
in comparative statistics. Births, deaths, marriages, '
concession were represented.
and the consumptionofcigar—
' 4
Thirty nationalities and
ettes were thus illustrated.
hundreds of beasts were in
There were many other
the caravan that moved out
attractive thin g s on the
of the Pike and traversed
a m us e m e n t street that
the main avenues of the Ex
o ff e r e d relaxation to the
position grounds between
visitor after he had spent
enthusiastic, cheering lines
many hours going through
of spectators that placed
the exhibit palaces or walk
ing about the grounds,and it
the day among the most
FER DINAND AKOUN.
CARL HAGENBECK.
GASTON AKOUN.
is probable that eVery
largely attended of the Fair.
“Animal Paradise."
“Mirror Maze."
"Asia."
visitor to the Exposition
After the parade, the ballet
was alsoa visitor to the Pike, not once, but usually many times.
of nations was given on a large stage erected on the Plaza
The numerous concessions offered a wide variety of amuse
of Saint Louis. Two hundred dancers from the villages of
ment, and while imagination and almost every taste was the Pike took part. An illumination of the Pike with thou~
catered to, the entire domain embraced little that tended sands of colored lights was the climax of the day’s celebration.
to offend or shock the senses of the most rigid moralist. The
Not the least interesting attraction on the Pike were the

ENTRANCE "MYSTERIOUS ASIA."
THE BALLYHOO. “MYSTERTOUS ASIA "

HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.

JERUSALEM, T l I F. MOSQth OF OMAR.

crowds that frequented it, the

“King of the Midway” many

“spielers” that regaled them

years ago. A n o t h e r was
Major C. A. Donaldson,

with what their concessions
oﬁered in
the way of
entertain
ment, the
souvenir salesmen who confronted one at
every turn, and the free shows that were

- ~~

,

“ﬁfty years in the service," with the Baby

"I "

Incubators. Others were Frank Cook and
\Villiam Crawford of the Galveston Flood;
Mr. Richards, New York to the North
Pole; Colonel R. M. Hughes, Battle
Abbey ; \Nilliam Rhodes, Indian Congress;
Geo. F. Parker, Palais du Costume; Mr.
J. Callison, Fair Japan; Slim Wren, Mys
terious Asia; Geo. Voris. Esquimau Village;
\V ill Eddy, Hagenbeck's.

given by the “ballyhoos” which were some
times specimens of what was produced on
the inside but often otherwise. Some of

.
GEO. PANGALO.

the greatest spielers in America were there,

Hum—Cm"

and many of the shows owed their ﬁnancial success to their
ability to draw the crowds and to hold them with entertaining
talks until the ticket seller was ready to begin business. The
rivalry 0i spielers of shows in close proximity afforded great
enjo y m cut to spectators who generally

STREET IN JERUSALEM.

T. G. CAGNEY,
Minamfe RailwaY-

(The Pike’s greatest business was at night, after the doors
of the exhibit palaces had been closed, and often the crowds
were so large that it was difﬁcult to make one’s way along the
thoroughfares, Despite the immense throngs, however, there
was little disorder of a serious nature on the
street during the period of the Exposition.
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GARDEN IN TYROLEAN ALPS.

HERMANN KNAUER.

K.\RL MENKING,
SCENE IN TYROLEAN VILLAGE

Architects of Tyrolean Alps.

recognized superior ability by surrounding the one who
appeared to possess it. Among the most notable and clever
of these was \V. Maurice Tobin, of the Cliﬁ Dwellers, who
was both lecturer and concessionaire, who won the title of

The special illuminations and pyrotechnical displays made
by the Pain Pyrotechnical Company of New York were fea
tures that were enjoyed by millions of visitors. Besides the
ﬁreworks in the Stadium, special illuminations of the Cascades,
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TENS OF THOUSANDS ENTERED HERE DAILY.
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LISTENING TO THE TYROLEAN SINGERS.

SPECIAL ILLUMINATIONS UPO
N NOTABLE DAYS.
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CHAPTER XXIV.
ADMINISTRATION OF THE EXPOSITION'S AFFAIRS.
THE BusINEss ORGANIZATION THROUGH WIIIcu GREAT RESULTS WERE AcIuEvED 1N TIIE BUILDING OF THE EXPOSITION, THE AssEMBuNG
0F EXHIBITS, TIIE MANAGEMENT OF TIIE FAIR DURING SEVEN MONTIIs, AND TIIE FINAL WINDING UP OF THE ENTERPRIsE—TIIE
DIVISION OF EXPLOITATION—THE SacRETARr‘s OErIcE—TIIE DIvISION or CoxcEssIONs AND ADMISSIONS—THE DEPARTMENT OF
PRESS AND PUBI.I(‘ITY~CO-OPERATION OE TIIE RAILROADS IN PUBLICITY \VORK-—FOREI(‘-N AND DOMESTIC EXPLOITATION—TIIE
TREASURER'S OFFICE AND AUDITOR'S DEPARTMEI'T—THE INTRAMURAL RAII.w.-\v—-TIIE TRAFFIC MANAGER'S OEFII‘E AND ITs
IMPORTANT \Nonx-TIIE BUREAU OF ExI-EDITIoN—PROTErTmN

AGAINST

FIRE—~INsuRANcE DEPARTMENT, AND TIIE AMOUNT AND

CosT or INsuRANCE CARRIED—Poucmn or THE EXPOSITION—TIIE JEFFERSON GUARDS.

NLIKE other business organizations, the Exposition
Company was a temporary assemblage of fumes with
a single purpose in view, and, with that accomplished, to be

ments, each with a chief.

again dispersed. There was no time for training men to
perform with best results the multitude of duties, and the

exhibit departments and the work performed are indicated in

Where the departments were large

they were subdivided, with a superintendent or assistant
in charge of each subdivision. The organization of the

Chapters XV to XXII, inclusive, devoted to exhibit depart
ments. An architect, L. B. Pendleton, was assigned to this
division, to pass upon all plans for booths
and facades for exhibits, to insure a pleasing
result and conformity to the necessary rules
of construction. Another branch of the work
Responsible to the more than 20,000 stock
was the Bureau of Expedition, whose function
holders were the board of ninety-three direc
was to trace exhibits from the time of their
tors, who elected as their executive Ofﬁcer
shipment by the exhibitor till they were on
Honorable David R. Francis. Immediately
their proper spaces in the exhibit palaces.
assisting President Francis Were eight Vice
Exactness of method was necessary to avoid
Presidents, the Treasurer, Secretary, General
complication and delay in the placing of
Counsel and the Executive Committee. The
exhibits. The exhibitor was ﬁrst furnished
entire Board of Directors was organized into
an application blank, on which the request
nearly thirty committees, each having a deﬁ
for exhibit space was made. Upon the assign
nite line of work. The personnel of these
ment of space, its exact location by section
committees is indicated in Chapter I\'.
and aisle in the exhibit building was indi~
The working forces of the entire Exposi
cated, and on his boxes of exhibits the space
BRIc..-0EN. EDMUND RICE.
tion were organized in four divisions: Exhib
assigned to him was marked. The Bureau of
Marshal and General Director of Ceremo
nial Events of the Exposition.
its, Exploitation, VVorks, Concessions and
Expedition was notiﬁed when shipments were
Admissions. Besides these, there were several bureaus directly made, receiving the bill of lading showing car number and
under the President. The organization of the Department of time of shipment. The shipment was then traced by the
Works, and the duties performed by the various chiefs and bureau, if delayed, and upon arrival the General Service
assistants are indicated in Chapter V. The Director of Company, which had the carting concession within the
Exhibits, Mr. F. J. V. Skit‘f, had as his assistant Edmund S. Exposition, took charge of it, by direction of the bureau, and
Hoch. The division was divided into sixteen exhibit depart
delivered it upon its space. This bureau was organized by
President and the various heads of divisions, departments and
bureaus aimed to secure the help of those
whose previous training seemed best to qual
ify them to take up immediately the tasks to
be performed.

Nu.l\uA‘lnM‘-l.NnI|N-

ROBERT FULLERTON.
Disbursing
Agent for the U. S. Treas~
.
my in the matter of the 34.607.0m loan.

MA 10R THOMAS U. RAYMOND. U. S..A-.
Supervisor of Sanitation.

DOCTOR SEIJM H. PEARODY,

EDMUND S. HOCH.

\\'ell-known educator who, until his death,
was assistant to Director of Exhibits.

Assistant to Director of Exhibit&
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F, E. MARSHALL,

\V. I. LEMP, ]R..

A Director and Member of the Committee!
on Finance. State and Territorial Exhibits.
Represented Banking Interests.

Member of the Board of Directors, sue
ceeding his father upon the latter's death,
February i3, 1904.

Tom L. Johnson, and later turned over to J. Staley Teager,
upon the promotion of Mr. Johnson to become Superintend
ent of Special Exhibits. By adhering to the system laid
down by the bureau, the exhibits were installed without loss
or serious delay, and at the close of the Exposition ninety
per cent of the exhibits were removed within sixty days, and
practically all in ninety days.
\IV alter B. Stevens, Secretary of the Exposition, was also
Director of the Division of Exploitation, and commanded
the force of commissioners sent to the many countries of the
world to secure their participation. In this work, from ﬁrst
to last, a considerable number of persons were engaged. The
list of names will be found on page 990f this History. In its
domestic exploitation work, this division took care that the
cause of the Exposition should be effectively represented on
all proper occasions, in Congress, in State Legislatures, in
commercial conventions, press and teachers' association
meetings, and at all sorts of public gatherings throughout the
,._, -.,

W. M. GREENE,

GOODMAN KING,

Director and Member of the Committee Director and Vice-Chairman of the Com
on Fish and Fisheries. Vice-President and mittecs on Manufactures and Liberal Arts.
General Manager B. & O. S.-W. Railroad. Pres. Mermod & Jaecard Jewelry Company.

Union, where there was a possibility of awakening interest or
promoting favorable action of any sort. Not only Exposition
oﬁicials and members of the Board but outside friends of the
enterprise were freely pressed into this service, and well-chosen
delegations of able speakers and inﬂuential men were nearly
always on the go from Saint Louis to all points of the com
pass diiring the three years preceding the opening day.
In this division were three publication bureaus. In one,
R. H. Sexton had charge of the printing and distribution of
all printed matter, the circulation of advertisements through
railroad folders and otherwise, and the correspondence by
which club gatherings, association meetings, and conventions
of all sorts, were assigned meeting places and dates at the
Exposition. When he resigned to take the news stand con
cession, these duties were assumed by Mr. Edward Hooker,
Secretary of the Press and Publicity Committee. Of the two
other bureaus Mark Bennitt was manager of the General Press
Bureau, and W'. A. Kelsoe of the Local Press Bureau.

‘7

a- 55")‘4”

ISAAC \V. MORTON.

JOHN SCULLIN,

Member of the First Board of Directors.

Director and Member of the Executive
Committee. and _Committee on Grounds
and Buildings; Directorof Transportation.

representing large wholesale interests.
Died October 18, 1903.

ISAAC SCHWAB.
Member of the First Board of Directors.

GEORGE J. TANSEY,
A Director and Member of the CommittteS

representing large mercantile interests.
Died May it. 1902.

on Ceremonies. Education and Educational
Congresses.

9:.

GENERAL AND LOCAL PRESS BUREAUS.

JOHN C. WILKXNSON.
1e ﬁn
al \l'i.
iana.

"es: or
lililUil

of tilt
them
near];

com
it on.
ion of

rough
e by
rims

ll the
cor.

Former President of the Business Men’s
Leazue and active In the ﬁrst promotion

HANFORD CRAWFORD.
A Director of the Ex osition and Member
of the Committee on ‘upplies.

of the Exposition.

Mr. Bennitt had been Superintendent of the Press Department
of the Pan-American Exposition at Buffalo, and assumed the
management of the World's Fair General Press Bureau at
Saint Louis, September 3, 1901, remaining in chargetill its work
was ﬁnished on November 30, 1904. Assisting in this bureau
from time to time were some of the best known and capable
writers of the west. The list included Robertus Love, humor
ous writer and author of “Poems from Pike;” Mrs. Emily
Grant Hutchings, magazine writer and contributor to the
press; Frank E. Eberle, writer on mining interests; Claude
H. Wetmore, author of boys’ books; William C. McCarty,
John C. Small and \(Vm. C. Smith, newspaper men; Frank L.
Merrick, later manager of the general press bureau of the
Lewis and Clark Exposition; Louis Larive, of the Canadian

press; Thomas R. h-Iach'lechen, writer of newspaper “feature”
0hr.

31W
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articles;the Countess de Montaigu, magazine writer; Dr. Mer
win M. Snell, the orientalist who organized the section of

H. B. SPENCER,
Dingo" Memb" 0f the Committees on
Til"i’lilortallm’l and Fine Arts.

J, ], TURNER.
Member of the Committee of Two Hundred
and of the ﬁrst directory of the Expostlion

ELIAS MICHAEL.
Director. Member of the Committees on
Ways and Means and Manufactures and
Liberal Arts.

73I

\V. K. BIXBY.
A Director of the Exposition and Chair
man of the Committee on Fine Arts.

Asiatic religions for Dr. Barrows in the \Vorld's Congress of
Religions at the Columbian Exposition of i893; Dr. J. M.
Hines, United States Government expert in sugar beet cul
ture; E. D. Kargau, well known editor of Saint Louis Ger
man papers; and A. C. Cantley, writer of technical articles.
In New York City a branch of the General Press Bureau was
established by Edward Hale Bush, well known magazine and
newspaper writer; who was assisted and later succeeded by
L. R. E. Paulin, also of the metropolitan press.
Mr. W'illiam A. Kelsoe, a well known Saint Louis news
paper man, was in charge of the Local Press Bureau from the
inception to the end of its work. This Bureau employed a
corps of reporters to record for the local newspapers every
thing done from day to day by any of the Executive Divisions;
the progress of work on grounds and buildings; the news con
tained in reports and dispatches from Commissioners in
foreign countries; or from committees and speakers engaged

GEORGE A. BAKER,
Member of First Board of Directors. repre
sentinz banking interests. Died 1‘ ch. 3. 1902.

FRANKLIN FERRTSS,
General Counsel of the Exposition and
member of the Board of Directors.
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BENJAMIN McKEI-IN.
Director, Member of the Committees on
Ways and Means. and State and Territorial
Exhibits.
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ROLIA \vELLs.
Mayor of Saint Louis. Director and mum
btfr of the Executive Committee and ComInittee on Reception and Entertainment.

JAMES G. BUTLER.
Director. representing large financial inter—
ests. Member of the Committees on Police
and Ceremonies.

A. A. ALLEN,

F.
"m

Director. Member of the Committees on
'l‘ranspurtaliun. Electricity and Electrical
Apparatus.

m 0‘
..|
1

in domestic exploitation; the daily history of the Exposition
from the dedication to the close, with reports of social functions and ceremonies of all sorts. In addition to the matter
type-written, mimeographed and delivered to the daily newspapers, this bureau provided the \Vorld’s Fair matter and
pictures which appeared monthly in the \Vorld’s Fair Bulletin, published by Colin M. Selph.

performed an important part. Besides distributing through
established channels the publications of the Exposition, the
railroads themselves, at considerable expense, issued elaborate
folders, booklets, maps, leaflets, and carefully compiled information of every sort concerning the Exposition, the city, and
the conveniences provided for the traveler and stranger.
Alfred Darlow, the manager of advertising for the Union

kgim
rm
mf
i145
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Mr. Kelsoe’s bureau staff included John C. Lebens, \V.
C. McCarty, Thomas W. Kemp and F. T. Marsh as assistants; Samuel VViIliams as editorial writer; and William Lenz,
G. Prather Knapp, Howard Bryan, E. M. \Vatson and others
as reporters. Mr. Thomas R. MacMechen was the Pike
representative of the Bureau.
Mr. H. F. McGarvie, as Chief of Special Exploitation,
was occupied in arranging for and advertising special days.
In the work of securing publicity for the Exposition the
advertising departments of the railroads centering in St. Louis,
as well as many remote lines having St. Louis connections,

Paciﬁc System, published an elaborate pictorial folder which
was a complete guide to the Exposition and distributed it to
prospective visitors throughout the long list of \N’estern States
traversed by the lines of that far-reaching system. Repeated
editions of this were printed, with the best results.
Dudley Walker, advertising agent of the Chicago &Alton,
began early and kept up to the end, a vigorous campaign,
issuing hundreds of thousands of folders, leaflets and advertising matter in all forms and reaching every possible prospective visitor in his territory and winning them if they were
amenable to the inﬂuences of well-directed advertising.
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GREAT ELECTRIC SWITClIllOARD.
This was on a balcony in the west end of the Palace of Machinery near the great
power plant. Here all the electric currents delivering light and power throughout
the Exposition were Controlled.

CENTRIFUGAL PUMP AND MOTOR.
of J‘hce‘rtivczztﬁ;fgat’l-Le‘Etgpgigtg;1C333355hm25e232:11£22512:azalxégﬁaﬁig 2:53:11:
This illustration shows one of them.
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RAILROADS PROMOTED THE INTERESTS OF THE EXPOSITION
'
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RICARDO DIAZ ALBERTINI.

COLONEL EDWARD C. CULl’.

ALLEN V. COCKRELL,

Secretary Committee_ on Reception and

Secretary Committee on Ceremonies.

Secretary Committee on Ceremonies.

Entertainment.

until his death in June. 1904.

.ilver

F. R. Eshelman, advertising manager for the Pennsylvania
Lines west of Pittsburg, with headquarters in Pittsburg, was
one of the ﬁrst on the ground in Saint Louis to gather pictures
and ﬁrst-hand information with which to exploit the \Norld's
Fair in his vast and populous territory. He began issuing
a series of handsomely illustrated folders almost with the
beginning of construction and followed
- '
one edition with another until the num
ber of copies printed ran into the hun
dreds of thousands, and if the people
in his territory were not reached it was
because they could not read or hear.
The \Vabash was alert in several
ways, erecting a beautiful terminal
station at the main entrance and putting
in many tracks for parking special cars.
A service of shuttle trains was run
between the Union Station and the
World's Fair which proved a great
convenience and carried many thouALEX S. VEST.

W”

sands of passengers.

Wt?!

vertising agent of the \iVabash, caused
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- THEODORE HARDEE.
Assistant to the Secretary.

traversedby Vanderbilt roads. C. L. Hilleary, Ass’t. Gen'l. I’as
sengerAgent of the“l$igFour"in SaintLouis, and \V. P. Deppe,
his successor, were particularly active in exploitation Work.
The Grand Trunk system was early in the field, represented
by H. R. Charlton, the advertising agent. General Passenger
Agent George T. Bell, of Montreal, also came to inspect per
sonally the big Exposition before the
opening. The result was the publica~
tion of one of the handsomest illustrated
booklets that was ever issued from a
printing press, an elaborate and costly

presentation of the Fair for the infor
mation of Grand Trunk patrons.
These are but examples of the
activity of the railroads in promoting
the interests of the Exposition in con
nectionwiththeirown. Mr.A.Andrews,
of the Santa Fe; O. P. McCarty and
F. D. Gildersleeve, of the Baltimore 8:
Ohio Southwestern; H. C. Townsend, of
ARNOLD SHANKLIN.

B. V. Chase, ad- Chiemcmumam'Audim‘s
m"

to be issued folders, booklets and other publications in which
the Fair was thoroughly exploited and from which the returns
in traffic became so marked as to show passenger earnings in
excess of the freight department earnings.

\Varren J. Lynch, general passenger agent of the “Big

vﬂ.

Speciamommissiomm
MW“-

the Missouri Paciﬁc; Franz L. Harris,
of the Mobile & Ohio, and the repre

sentatives of the Illinois Central, the Burlington, the Louisville
& Nashville, the Clover Leaf, the Missouri, Kansas & Texas,
and all the others of the twenty-ﬁve or more railroads center
ing in. Saint Louis, spared no efforts to bring the attendance
up to the highest ﬁgure possible. The chief handicap of the

Four," took a great personal Exposition was the fact that, by
interest in the exploitation of the provision of the act of Congress,
Fair, not only on the Big Four not even the gates were permitted
system but throughout all the to be opened on Sunday. Many
Vanderbilt lines in the East, to people went back to their homes
Boston and New York. Upon on Saturday who might have _
remained a part of the following
his solicitation the veteran passen
week but for the expense of an
ger agent of the New York Cen
tral, George II. Daniels, the dean extra day of enforced idleness.
The business affairs not within
of the passenger agents of America,
cameto Saint Louis with all the gen— the scope of the four Executive
Divisions, but more immediately
eral passenger agents of the \"an
derbilt system months before the under the personal direction of
opening of the ExpositionQ This President Francis, Treasurer
visit was follmved by the issuance Thompson, 0r Secretary Stevens,
of a beautiful and complete folder were transacted in their ofﬁces or
DR. LEONIDAS H. LAIDLEY, in colors, which was distributed
in some bureau oﬂice in the
Medical Director.
throughout all the cities and States Administration building.

MAJOR T. W. PARK.
Assistant to the Secretary.
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GEORGE W. RISTINE

J. R. JOHNSON,

JOHN W. DUNN,

FREDERICK GABEL,

Traffic Manager until September.
1903.

Assistant Superintendent World‘s Fair
Terminal Railroad.

Assistant Auditor and Chief of Bureau of
Collections.

Auditor.

Under Treasurer Thompson there was a local treasurer's
ofﬁce, with John W. Dunn as local treasurer, succeeding
Captain Perry S. Bartholow on the latter's demise; F. H.
Madden as chief record clerk and George S. Calhoun as pay
master; also a Collector's Depart
ment with John W'. Dunn as Chief
of the Bureau of Col

“5‘”

lections and George

‘"{Bran

L. Burrell as custo~
than of moneys and
sales.
The Auditing De
partment was in
charge of Auditor
Frederick Gabel, with
John W. Dunn and
Edward Perry as as
sistant auditors, and
Alex. S. Vest as chief

'5
‘

Jw\)\~v~

accountant.

The Supply De
partment was in

'1' -.¢

Charge

Of

Janles 5‘

H. Laidley as Medical Director and Doctor J. G. Moore
as surgeon - in - charge.
The Bureau of Transportation, John Scullin, Director; L. J.
McKenzie, Secretary, presided over the operation of the Intra
mural Railway : Thomas WV. Murphy, manager;John J. Lichter,
superintendent. The total net earnings of the Intramural Road
were $568,772.09. The receipts from cash fares were
$627,473.80; from advertising in the cars $2,294.17;
total operating expenses, $60,995.88; total number
passengers carried, 6,274,738; total number of days
in operation, 177;total number of trips made,70,125.
The Philippine extension carried 58,305 passengers
at a cost of $459.80. No fares were collected on
this branch and but one car was operated.
The General Service Company, which was
organized to handle all the exhibits of the Exposi
tion between the cars and the exhibit spaces, and
to do all other trucking, was under the manage—
ment of J. M. Allen.
Over the Trafﬁc Department was C. L. Hil
leary, Traﬂic Manager; and J. E. Reagan, Chief
Clerk. Mr. Hilleary was General Manager of the
c. L. HILLEARY.
World’s Fair Terminal Railroad; W. S. Carson,
Trafﬁc Mgr;._anfi_ Gen'l Mar. of

“mm 5 1"" “"“mal 1" R~
Supt., J. R. Johnson, Asst. Supt. J. C. Peyton,
Coyle, Chairman of
JOHN TAYLOR LEWIS.
the Committee on Supplies, with Agent, Geo. R. Burton, Chief of Check Clerks. \Vithout rail
C°mml59i°ncr '° Brad"
J. G. Stadelman as secretary.
way terminals, connections and ample transportation facilities
The Legal Department was in charge of General Counsel the Exposition could neither have been built in time for open
ing in 1904 nor have been visited by 19,000,000 of people after
Franklin Ferriss and his assistant counsel, Nathaniel S. Brown.
the opening. \Vhen the \Norld’s Fair Terminal Railroad had
The Medical Department was quartered in the Emer
gency Hospital, \Vorld's Fair grounds, with Doctor Leonidas been constructed and connected with the railroads running

[44:

x;

'/

L. J. McKENZIE,
Secretary Bureau of
Transportation.

J. M. ALLEN.
F. H. MADDEN.
General Manager General Chief Record Clerk,
Service Company.

Treasurer‘s Ofﬁce.

\N. S. CARSON,
J. STALEY TEAGAR,
Supt. World’s Fair Ter~
Supt. Bureau of
minal Railroad.

Expedition.

H. G. AGNEVV,
Assistant Secretary.

J. G. STADELMAN.
SCCY- Comﬂfmcc °n

Supply Department.

Suppl!“

FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT AN
D PASSENGERS.
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CHAS. B. PFAHLER. MRS. PERRY BAR
THOLOW.

JOHN A. WAKEFIELD.

Chief Clerk, Department
of Concessions.

GRANT \VOMER.

FRED SHAPLEIGII.

Home“ of the Adminiy Inspectorof Admissions. Chief Clerk- COMM“
tration Building.

sionaires Passes.

E. No RTON WHITE.

Chief, Department of Concessions.
Chief. Department of Admissions.

to Saint Louis from all points of the com~
pass, Trafﬁc Manager Hilleary still had to
secure favorable transportation rates and
facilities both for freight and passengers. As
Manager of the \Norld's Fair Terminal Rail
road, he and his terminal staff, during the
building period and all through the Exposi
tion period, had to take care of from 50 to
300 carloads daily so as to avoid congestions
or delays. During the building period the
lumber and other building materials were
promptly switched to the proper sites, and
sometimes a car with a miscellaneous load
would have to be switched to several different
Sites. It was the same way with the exhibits,
’ a carload generally containing consignments
N35

October 31, 1904, over numerous tracks
of maximum curvatures and difﬁcult
grades rendered necessary to avoid defacing
grounds or obstructing avenues.
There
could be no such facilities here as gravity
yards and long storage tracks. Yet even
when the records showed arrivals of over
300 cars of exhibits daily, to be delivered all
over 1,240 acres of ground, besides deliver
ing the carloads of empty boxes at the ware—
houses of the General Service Company,
there was at no time what might be called a
congestion.
When this Department. was organized Mr.

George W. Ristine was Director Iof Trans

portation, and compiled a book of rules and
regulations gov
Mr. Ran was the ofﬁcial photographer. He is
one of the best known and most skillful photo
erning the ship
graphers of the United States. He was honored by
France in being made an Ofﬁcer of the Academy.
ment of exhibits,
for half a dozen (liFfer showing the routes and rates of all the
ent exhibit buildings. railroads in the United States, and the
Often one car cori
names of agents of all the express com
tained freight for as panies in the world. He resigned Sep¢
many as twelve dif
tember I, 1903, and this book was printed
ferent exhibit palaces. and distributed November I, 1903, by
This great volume of Mr. Hilleary, who had been appointed
business, 26,348 car
Trafﬁc Manager of the VVorld’s Fair and
loads, was handled in General Manager of the World's Fair
the twenty-three Terminal Road. Mr. Hilleary had been
months between No
the Assistant General Passenger Agent
H. F. McGAlvrz,
. .
.
. ChkgofspecialExploitaﬁm
vember 20, 1902, and of the ‘Big Four” With headquarters in
WILLIAM H. RAU.

at
“3'

Eil
liitl

son.
nu.
tiil'
itie
titer
I. Brssau. “'ARZ,

in:

Assistant to the Secretary.

CAPTAIN I'IAROLD Younc,
Chief Clerk, Secretary’s
Ofﬁce.

GENERAL VIE\V OF THE WORLD'S FAIR FROM THE \V'1\BASH RAILWAY'S TERMINAL STATION AT THE LINDELL ENTR
ANCE.
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WILLIAM A. KELSOE,
MARK BENNITT, MANAGER OF GENERAL PRESS BUREAU.
To the
eneral Press Bureau was assigned the work of supplying to the
ress
of tlie_l_lnite States and _Canada information concerning the development 0 the
Imposition and special articles upon its many features. Editorial passes were issued
through the same Bureau and a record kept. showing that over 50,000 representatives of
newspapers Visited the Fair. About halt a million admissions were issued to the press.

Saint Louis and in that capacity was one of the most earnest
workers for the success of the Exposition. It was with the
same spirit that he took up the duties of his ofﬁce at the head

of the railroad interests of the Exposition.

ﬁrst?
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He

SAMUEL “"ILLIAMS.

Manager of Local Press Bureau.
Editorial Writer, Local Press Bureau.
The Local Press Bureau maintained a considerable corps of editors and reporters to
gather the news of the Exposition from day to day for the press of Saint Louis. The
Bureau was a center of information concerning the daily events of the Exposition,
large scrap-books being kept, thus making a complete record of the development and
progress of the undertaking. All passes for the local and resident press representa
tives were issued by this Bureau.

sanitary precautions were left to the Committee on Sanitation
and to inspectors under Chief Civil Engineer, R. H. Phillips,
whose duty it was to look after the enforcement of the sanitary
police regulations, with the co-operation of the
City Health Department. But after the opening
of the Exposition there were to be located on the
grounds for six months, in tents and temporary
liabitations, a resident'
population averaging
about 12,000, savage
and civilized, coming
from many distant

succeeded in inducing the various groups of rail
ways to make concessions in passenger rates and
agree to low-rate coach excursions and special
train services that contributed so
materially to swell the attend
ance at the Exposition.
As to the amount of freight
handled by the Trafﬁc Manager
the records show that there were
received up to November 31,
1904, 3,315 carloads of exhibits,
2,029 cars with less than car
loads of exhibits, 405 cars of 1512114?xii-@tNTCHUTsiIfINGS-

countries, and, besides ‘

these, large camps of
soldiers; and the
grounds thus occupied
were to be visited daily
.
peeia
vl'l Cl" ICHBI'
TESS
by hundreds of thou
livestock, 18,244 car loads of
Bureau.
construction material, 2,069 car loads sands of people from all parts of the
of coal, and 286 car loads of supplies; world. That this mingling went on
PAUL OEKERtotal, 26,348. During March, April, May for six months without the outbreak
Kgggmgjigggg’gssfggg; and June, 1904, the receipts were 9,786 car of any contagious or epidemic dis
ease anywhere traceable to the
‘° ‘1‘“ “"11" 1"“5loads, sometimes 300 cars a day.
Close attention to the sanitary condition of the grounds Exposition grounds, must be largely
and buildings, dormitories and military camps was another credited to the skillful and careful
important care of the Administration. During construction work of Major Thomas 1:. Ray
mond, Surgeon
U-

S-

COLIN M SELF“

r 111 y , Publisher lVorld‘s Fair Bullm‘n.

who was detailed for special duty as
SupervisoerSanitation on the Exposition
grounds for the whole period of the Exposi

tion. The Sanitary Department remained
otherwise unchanged and distinct from the

Medical Department, the Supervisor’s rec
ommendations and reports of actual conditions
being made daily to President Francis. The
character of the water supply, the sewerage,

disposal of garbage and waste, the food
stuffs and drinks offered for sale, the general
sanitary police at grounds and buildings,
the adequacy and sanitary maintenance Oi
PART OF OFFICE FORCE OF THE GENERAL PRESS BUREAU.
Standing. left to right: L_0uis Larive, writer; John C. Small, writer: Misses Anna Kirkpatrick and Pen 1
MacCoy. Abraham Tulin. Misses Freyda Breuchaud and Gertrude lleymann; Frank L. Merrick. writer; ll‘ran'k
E. Eberle. chief
writer.
Sitting:
Freer. Robertus
Love.
writer;
Mark Bennitt.
mana e; \\, J _
Stevenson.
clerk:
Miss Miss
EmmaEmmelyn
Demon. custodian
of ﬁles of
letters,
photographs
and literaturij

/

toilets and lavatories, the sanitation 0f the
. .
Illllltal'y

CZlI'llPS,

.
Illtllal'l (13.111135, \Vlld

\v've5t

camps, and all the concession camps and
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ORGANIZATION OF THE JEFFERSON GUARDS.
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JULIAN RALPH.
R. II. SEXTON.

EDWARD HOOKER.

ii'l

Secretary, Committee on Press
and Publicity, and Custodian of.
publications. ﬁles. passes and other
property of the Department.

EDWARD IIALE BRUSH.

CHARLES M. REEVES,

Supt. of Publicity Bureau. De
partment of Press and Publicity;
resigned at the opening of the
Exposition.

Famous New York newspaper

Secretary of the Committees

Magazine writer and author;

on State and Territorial Exhibits

Manager of New York branch

and Legislation: afterward Chief
of Domestic Exploitation.

of the General Press Bureau
after the death of Mr. Ralph.

man and author. who. until his
death before the o euing of the
Exposition. was the ’astern Press
Representative.

n4

III

on
Di,

villages with their motley array of inhabitants, including even
the special sanitation of the Baby Incubator concession on the
Pike, were kept under his close attention, while he exercised

constant vigilance to prevent any contagious or infectious
disease from gaining a foothold on the grounds.
“3

This was the ﬁrst time the importance of an Exposition
had been recognized by the detail of an ofﬁcer of the Army's

the

JOHN C. LEBENS.

WILLIAM C.l\-IcCARTY.

LOUIS LARIVE,

Saint _Louis newspaper
man: Assistant M a n a g e r .
Local Press Bureau.

“'riter. General Press
Bureau: later Asst. Mgr.
Local Press Bureau.

Representative to Cana

dian Press. General Press
Bureau.

Medical Department to supervise the sanitation of the Expo
sition grounds, but the salutary result of the experiment will
have great weight in the future.
Last but not least in President Francis’ daily labors, were
the Jefferson Guards, organized in close relation to the Expo

sition Committee on Police, Harrison I. Drummond, Chair
man, and Edward I. Prickett, Secretary. The preservation
of order, the guarding of buildings and their w”:

Captain C. H. Conrad, jr., of the Third Cavalry, as Adjutant.
Colonel Godwin was succeeded as Commandant by Lieuten
ant-Colonel H. P. Kingsbury of the Eighth Cavalry, and he
by Lieutenant-Colonel S. W. Fountain of the same regiment.
Major A. P. Blocksom of the First Cavalry, also served for a
time as Assistant Commandant, and Lieutenant C. B. Clark
of the Fifth Infantry, as Quartermaster. The Guards were
comfortably quartered in one of the big Washington
University buildings, though detachments were occasionally
quartered nearer to points at which their presence was
needed. They ﬁgured prominently as escorts on all cere
monial occasions and became so well qualiﬁed as walking
“information bureaus" and so politely attentive to visitors
that they were universally regarded as an indispensable ad
junct to the Exposition.
Under the Chief Civil Engineer of the Division of
\Vorks, Richard H. Phillips, who took up his work Sep
tember I, 1901, was the designing and construction of the
engineering features of the cascades, cascade gardens,
intramural railroad stations and round house, service
tracks and classiﬁcation yards; ﬁre engine houses gar
bage plant, lakes, lagoons and lagoon bridges; topograph
ical surveys, grading, roadways and paths, sanitary sewer
system, including pumping plant and pump-house pavilion,
division and lining of the River des Peres channel and sub
sidiary storm-water drains; domestic water supply system
and high pressure ﬁre protection,which for ﬁre ﬁghting service
no exposition has ever equalled, and which has given to Saint

contents by night and day, the giving of

J

._'.

'm

information and directions to visitors, and

the care of lost children, called for a large
cOIDS 0f polite, gentlemanly, handsomely
uniformed and well disciplined guards, such
as the Columbian Guards at the Columbian

World's Fair, and the Jeﬁ‘erson Guards at
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition. The
Jefferson Guards were, almost to a man,
c‘mlllosed of honorably discharged soldich
0‘ volunteer regiments that served in the

SDanish and Philippine wars. They were ﬁrst

use

Ofgamz‘id by Colonel E. A. Godwin oi the
Mnth Cavalry, who was detailed by the W'ar
FDﬂrtment to serve as their Commandant,

wuh Major A. G. Hammond of the Third
arzalry, as Assistant Commandant, and

LOCAL PRESS BUREAU.
First row. from left to right: W. T. Marsh, Chief Clerk: Mrs. Jessie B_ T

llamas. in char c of F ' '
news; Thomas W. [\emp. Assistant Manager; \V. A. K elsoe, Manager: John C. Lebens. r’ilssistantsl‘tihziilagei'li
Samuel Williams, Editorial
Writer;
Mrs.
Jessie
Tarbox Assistant
Beals. l’hotogra
h r:A.M"
‘
'
Second
row:
\V.
C.
McCarty.
Managperc:
Ol‘thIIealrtsiiiFIS‘wﬁ?C:eilhalifzedii
supplies and clippings.
Powell. N. W. Dunhau t. J .
Lasswell.
Wyatt Frank
Dancy.]. Grifﬁn
R.
Barry. IlodenstetfiiItibagéxvgsloiifi
D. H. M ‘
‘ ‘ lliti'tiiirtjl'i
ones.
(1.
Prather
Knapp.
\Vehb,
Harrison
Paul Edwards, Ira L.
row: Isaac I.i plncptt. E. M. \Vatson, Doctor Donald L; . McCaskey. Charles G. \Viestling, Otto Jaeger.
William C. F.

cnz.
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Louis the distinction
of having the ﬁrst

high pressure system
‘of the kind in the

world in full opera

PETER V. DEGRAW.

' tion.
To supplement
3 the work of the ﬁre
‘department com
panies about 100
special fire watch
men were enrolled
and to their watch
fulness in preventing
ﬁre as well as to the
efﬁcient work
of the
_

Eastern representative of ﬁremen 15 due the
the Division of Exploitation
Formerly Washington inan- laCk 0f any dlsas‘

ager of the United Press. Mr.

-

DeGraw’s wide acquaintance trons ﬁre dunng the
among newspaper men and
.
' ‘
public oﬁicials made him a Exposnlon'

gggiiigisieii'ilizcriliigrggie5;};
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LOST CHILDREN GATIIERED IN BY THE JEFFERSON GUARD ON JULY 4TH.
All lost children were taken by the members of the Guard immediately to the Model Playground, iivherc they
Were comforted and cared or.

The installation of the plumbing

giggiigiiiii. ii‘irfi‘iieﬁlﬁigi was also done under the supervision of

f§2§,§,§,f,°iioi?§§;1§d£352} Mr. Phillips’ department and although
°f the United Sm“

a concession was granted to a company

.rii'
93"":
1'
I17:

for handling the toilet rooms, it devolved upon this 'depart
ment to see that they were kept in a sanitary condition. This
work was performed by a sub-department which was formed
during the pre-exposition period, with a head inspector in
charge whose duty it was to see that the grounds were cleared
of all unsanitary nuisances and kept healthful by the free use
of fumigants and disinfectants, all this being done in har
monious co-operation with the Medical Department.
Even the convenience of banking was provided to the ex

I‘,‘-A
‘u.__.

H. Huttig, August Gehner, \V. A. McMillan, “’m. H.
Thomson, Vice-Presidents, and C. E. Bryan, Cashier. The
hours were 10:00 a. m. to 8:00 p. m. and the deposits
ranged between $1,000,000 and $i, 500,000, the . money being
placed in the Saint Louis banks. The building cost nearly
$15,000, but even after paying for this and other extraord
inary expenses Cashier Bryan was able to showa ﬁne dividend
and no losses whatever. The bank had a very wide and
diversiﬁed class of business, dealing with foreigners from
every land, many of whom only spoke their native language,
but the management had provided for this so that foreign
visitors were well cared for without causing them delay or

inconvenience.

The bank bought and sold all kinds of

foreign coins, issued drafts and bills of exchange on all coun
tries, made payments on letters of credit both foreign and

domestic. and transacted a general banking business in all
particulars. Bankers from everywhere visited the institution
and were very much interested in the arrangement. A safety

deposit vault was provided in the same building and was
nmCh used by Patrons of the bank.
The feature of ﬁre prevention throughout grounds and
buildings was pitched on a scale in all
respects commensurate with the Expo
Sition itself.

The provisions laid out

wefe largdy those demanded by the
Saint Louis Fire Prevention Bureau,
an orgamzatlon comPTiSng the insur

Tlce representatives of Saint Louis.
exllfibifegﬁfdlme uDOn each of the
ings was about
$2,100
for each company_
The premium paid
was
almuat the rate of four per cent per
in and this was maintained to the

enctll, notwithstanding the enormous
'
iou ay for ﬁre prevention.
cial interest was

ee“ 11° pictorial

(n
3135121

hibitors, concessionaires and others. The institution, known
as the Bankers’ W'orld's Fair National Bank, was organized
by the leading banks of Saint Louis and the stock of$200,000
distributed among the seventeen banks and trust companies
of the city. The ofﬁcers were H. A. Forman, President; C.
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COST OF FIRE PREVENTION AND FIRE INSURANCE.
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opening of the Exposition
or, indeed, from the begin
ning of construction to the
wind-up of the whole.
Besides the insurance
shown in the appended
table, by request of the ex~
hibitors in Fine Arts, arep- I

Electricity: models, $5,200; en
largements, $11,300; total $16,500.
Transportation:

models,

$3,250;

enlargements,

$10,560;

total

$13,810. Totalformodels,$149,45o;
for enlargements, $174,880; grand
total, $404,530. The expenses for
transportation and afterthoughts,

rentals, administration, etc., .

11:: 1'11;

1010111

305101
200.00
101150
01; t.

vm. H. l
. The
101.11
I being
1111111

mori
livil‘ud
is and
s from
151100
foreign

:liyor
tilt of

from l
31 101
it al

resentative
brought the ex
pe n ses of the
was selected
statuary some
having no
what above the
interestinthe
estimates.
affairs of the
The wreck
Exposition
ing of an Ex
C 0111p a ny,
position of
to care for
such propor
exhibitors’
tions as this
LIEUTENANT-CQEONEI. II. P. Kiucsiwnv.
L1 EUTENANT-CQLON 1:1. SAMUEL W. F01: NTAI N, interests, and
is a tremend
Commandant. Jeﬁ'erson Guard, who
Commandant. Jefferson Guard.
succeeded Colonel Godwin.
through this
ous under
representative there was carried in addition
taking and it is accompanied by great risk
to the item in general account the sum of $522, 500
to life and limb.
Months are consumed in
at an outlay of$5,225 and this may be added to
the work of ta king down the great palaces
the general account.
and removing the materials piece by piece to
The ﬁre plant in general, which embraced
be applied to useful purposes elsewhere. The
the buildings necessary for housing, laying
thousands of tons Of plaster used in making
M1110: ANDREW G. 1101110110.
water mains and pipes, attachments, appliances Assistant Commandant Jcﬁerson Guard. the staff decorations of buildings and other
and apparatus cost $528,973.14; the general maintenance architectural features are made merchantable again by reburn
of the ﬁre department, which embraced every feature of ing and reﬁning, restoring again the quality of cement. The
care and preparedness for ﬁre prevention cost $202,777.87; to
FIRE INSURANCE AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.
Report showing total insurance, total 00s 1, returned premiums and net cost. Com
which add the amount of premiums paid for ﬁre insurance
piled by Humphrey's Castlcman. Chief of Department of Insurance.
cost,net, $231,660.40, making a total cost of ﬁre prevention
l
Total In- Total pre- Qfmoum
and insurance of $96341 I .41.
surance miums
- prc' Net 605*
PROPERTY INSURED.
.
.
in 111 ms
, carried.
Paldreturn'd
The appropriation for Sculpture with which to decorate
the grounds and
$35,152.94,I $6582.01,1 $211-$700:
Varied Industries Building ......... ....... ‘
buildings was Educational and Social Economy Building. .
17,511.37. 2.127.69 15.211.68
Electricity and Machinery Building....
20,575.26 2,788-79 17.78647
$500,000, The Machinery Building ....... . .......
597
23,888.00 7.148.61 16.739-39
22,934.00 4,968.67 17.96503
Liberal Arts Building ........
original estimates Manufactures Buildin .... ._. .
51,705.06 7.12205 14.672111
Mines and Metallurgy Building .
,
197,451.
10808-01 5389-75 10008-11
by the Director of Transportation Building .........
,
21,213.35 51332-07 “£81.23
Agriculture Building . . .
.. 17.6275? 4.74118 12.88639
Sculpture, Karl Fish, Forestry and Game Building.
137
5.500.00 2.421.61
3.07809
191
7.660.001 2,584.55
5.075-45
Horticulture Building: ..........
Bitter, were as fol
East Restaurant Building
1,200.00
190.60
1000.40
lows:
Grounds: models
$87,750; enlargements
and setting $63,560;
total $161,310. Fes
tival Hall: models,
$7,000; enlargements
$6,650; total $13, 650.

ituliu
SAW-l
(i Mi
5 iii

Art building: $77,800.
Manufactures: models,
$7,500; enlargements,
MAJOR HUMPHREYS CASTLEMAN.

$12,400 total $19,900.
Chief of the Department of Insurance.
$6.500; en
Ma "Pr Humvhreys Castle-man. son of David and Virginia Mines:

.01thangson) Castlenian. was born and raised at Castleton,

Le: ome of the (.astleinans” in Fayette_ County, near
he Ington' K‘quCkY- \\r_ hen the Southern States rebelled

largements, $18, 700;

total 25,200.

Liberal

. was attendlng school In Saint Louis from the home of

mumhs

Judge S. M. Breckinridge.

When

Was conﬁned as a political prisoner for seven

total $25,000. Machin

imo th 3R 37119 Chase and Jphnson’s Island. He was sworn
models $4,500;
at Vic; b ebelarmy while In prison, and was exchanged ery:
served :h "1’8. MiSsisSippI; oined Morgan‘s Cavalry and enlargements,$11,960;
from “a 20:18}! the war.
0 rode the historic Ohio Raid
rm credl' Reﬁnish. was never captured and never sur total $16,460. Varied
andwem‘b 'k e" LEE surrendered he simply quit ﬁghting
models,
Castlemanac to his old Kentucky Home. ' In 1868 M aior Industries:
of w_ w aandHFIEd Miss Eva M. Garrard, eldest daughter

1‘1

Dairy Barns... ...............

$7,950; enlargements,

umbus Ge
. “"698 Isabel (Urquhart) Garrard, of Col
hclped'm bmigla- 'lhey lived about twenty years in and $12,600; total $20,550.
“um tI‘llllllLbeautiful Atlanta. Georgia.
rated ,hey (:8 Ouisiana_Pui-chase Exposition wasinaiigu Education: models,
assumed the “Inc to Saint Louis. Major Castleman was $9,000; enlargements,
which he m so e charge (1‘ic Department of Insurance
“and to the Winding up of the Exposition.
$15,950; total $24,350.

Landscape O

1,200.00
600.00

172.00
335.00

600.00

190.10

309.90

1,900.00
60.00
4.1000
30.00
160.00

313.40
18.00
154.20

1,586.60
42.00
285.80
30-00
104.00

275.00
140.00
300.00
210.00
140.00,
405.00,

17.40
50.00

37.50'
240.00
360.00,
3,710.00,
1,500,00
2,062.50l
12,017.55
359.85l
23.1.00
395.501
800.00
234.00,

Barracks Nos. 1, 2 and 3..

Arts: models, $10,800
,0 gap Jackson" surrendered to the Federals he returned enlargements,$14,200;
arrestefgothcr 5 home in Rentuckly, from which he was
ll“ bromer-iﬂ-law-

\\'est Restaurant Building. ..
East Colonnade
........
“'est Colonnade ...........
Covered Waterway
Police Station
.......
Press Building
Press Building Contents...
Fire Engine House No. 1. . .
Fire Engine llouseNo.2.....
Fire Engine House No.3 .....
Fire Engine House No. 4. . . . .
Contents Round House ...
..
Frame Stable and Shelter ........ ........ ..
Contents pre-Exposition Power House. .
Boilers pre-Exposition Power House ..
Property Mexican Government
Pumpwell Pavilions .._.... ......
Mechanical and Electrical supplies
Fine Arts Building, east Wing
Fine Arts Building, west wing .
Festival Hall. ....................
Freight House No. 1 ...........
Freight House No. 2. ........
Sculpture Hall.. .............

56.00

6.80
114.40

8.22
53.00
969.80
62.50
5.76894
102.00
20.65
281.10
148.55
88.70

1.028.00
265.00

257.60
90.00
300.00
203.20
140.00
200.00

20.28
187.00
360.00
2.740.:0
1,500.00
2,000.00
6,243.61
257.85
213.35
114.40
651.45
145.30

..:._..

45.00

37.10

7.90

Machinery, New York Pav1l10n
Town Hall..... ........
Boilers in Power House .. . . .
Hook and Ladder Truck .....
Ice Plant. . ............... . .....
Machinery in Power House. .

940.00
240.00

73.75
205.60

866.25
34.40

401.00

Hospital Buildlng............
IntramuraI Cars ..............
Music....... ........... ..... .....
Machinery in Power House... .. .
Machiner in Cascades .. .. ..

Stock an Bari-is .......
Exhibit Buildings. ultimate value.

Traveling Crane. Electricity Building.i
Paintings......... ........... . ......

Contents Machinery Hall ..................

T0111 .. .................................. '

491.00

140.00
350.00
210.60

9.35
277.50
114.90

130.65
72.50
95.70

060-00

149-55

310.45

137.70

1
110.1
51
27

1,148.00
400.00
1,500.00
120.00
1.340.115
15361.83
2

180.00
19.20
171.50
560.55
40.71

1,011.20
400.00
1.320.00
100.80
2,177.5
15,301.:
66.18

_
434004.

.
.00
16.90109

524.90
1.08423

2.1 .
11-83-111:

,$=98.186-08,$66.szs-68,$_2:i1.060-4°
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lumber, doors and glass, the iron rods, bolts and girders; the
gas and water pipes, the electric wires and ﬁxtures—in fact
everything has a value in the eyes of the wrecker who ﬁnds a
market for the materials in all parts of the country.
The Exposition Company decided to turn the task of
wrecking the Exposition over to experienced hands. With a
few reservations the property was sold on November 30th,
1904, to the Chicago House \Vrecking Company for $450,000.
This concern had executed the contracts for wrecking the
great \Vorld's Columbian Exposition of 1893 and the Pan
American Exposition of 1901, and was consequently in a
position to estimate exactly the value of the materials which
it would acquire by reason of this purchase. \Nith the tre
mendous demand for building material throughout the Middle
\Vest, the market for the World's Fair spoils lay close at
hand. Within a month after the close of the Exposition,
houses were being constructed in Missouri and Arkansas out
of lumber and ﬁttings that had formed

part of the “ Dream City.” Even the nails

Ji]~."‘-":f'—anr

.u.‘
'1
.1

-ova,“
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with which the buildings were fastened
together were carefully extracted, sorted
and marketed.
The large exhibit palaces were left stand
ing until the warm spring days of 1905, the
exhibitors being allowed all necessary time
in which to remove their exhibits, but the
smaller structures were rapidly demolished,
and on April 30th, 1905, a year after the
opening, the \Vorld's Fair was a scene of
desolation and destruction.
The property sold is stated in detail in
the contract as follows:
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CONTINGENT OF THE SAINT LOUIS POLICE FORCE.
In addition to the Jeﬂ'ersqn Guards. a strong body of the city police of Saint Louis
was detailed for duty at the Exposition.

building, freight and express warehouses; camps and platforms; barracks

buildings, all toilet pavilions and Intramural railroad stations; all band
stands, entrances, stockw barns, dairy barns, hothoiises, the undivided
one-half of the refrigeration building; all bridges and approaches; the
Cascades and work connected with them; the approaches to the res
taurant pavilions if the Exposition can deliver
possession of such approaches; and all buildings of
every kind and nature owned by the Exposition
Company used in connection with the Exposition;
all fencing except the fencing around the Stadium;
also all machinery of every kind and nature where
ever situated, and all tools and appliances of every
kind and nature owned by the Exposition Company;
also all wire and cables of every kind, all electrical
appliances, tools and instruments; all electrical
conduits, all draughtiiig material, engineering
instruments, tools and machinery of every kind;
all shrubs, plants and ﬂowers in the green houses
and

LIATIIE\V

KIELY,

Chief of Police. St. Louis.

hothouses; all

ﬁre

apparatus,

all

OFFICERS OF THE JEFFERSON GUARDS.
i. Commandant—Lieutenant-Colonel
Samuel_4.W.Quartermaster—ist
Fountain (8th U. S.Lieutenant.
Cavalry). Charles
2. Assistant
Command
A d
Cagtain
H. Conrad. Jr. (3d U. S. Cavalry).
Brooks
Clark (522 t—M
U. Sit ' orifaiiitrygiv
Ingram (10th U. S. Infantry).

Reed (6th U. S. Cavalry).

aim

horses,

harness and equipment; all beds, bedding, furni
ture, tools, hose and property of every kind
WILLIAMDESMOND' wherever situated used in connection with the
Chief!“ Detectivﬁs- ﬁre department and owned by the Exposition
Company, subject to whatever rights the city of Saint Louis may be
entitled to in certain underground pipes, sewers and conduits in Forest
Park; and all tools, ﬁttings, ﬁre plugs, hydrants, and all plumbing; all
hose reels, turrets and pipe connections; all road rollers and supplies of
every kind; all horses, harness, wagons, buggies, carriages, saddles
and vehicles of every sort owned by the Exposition Company;
also all turnstiles, chopper boxes, coin machines, ticket boxes and

I‘7????
.'

aptain George Vidmer (iith U. S. Cavalry).

is,
irrinal
:ia'lip

The

The Varied Industries, Liberal Arts, Mines and Metallurgy, Educa
tional, Manufacturers, Electricity, Machinery and Transportation
buildings; Sculpture Hall, Festival Hall, Forestry, Fish and Game,
Agriculture, Horticulture, Steam, Gas and Fuels buildings; Coliseum
and Congress Hall, the two restaurant pavilions and connecting colon
nadcs on Art Hill; ﬁre Engine houses 1, 2 and 3; the stables, hospital

6.

Z‘it‘aii
ham
rim“

7. Captain (necrge E. Welsh (30th U. S. Infantry).

10. Captain Howard R. Hickok (15th U. S. Cavalry).

9. Captain Rakg'h

11. ist Lieutenant W.
Ca les (U. S. Corps of Engineers). 12. ist Lieutenant
14. ist Lieutenant Austin A. arker (24th U. S. Infantry). 15. ist Lieutenant-J- M- Lol'd
i7. ist Lieutenant A. C. Seaman (15th U. S. Infantry).
18. ist Lieutenant hirwni T. Smith

13. ist Lieutenant Frank “I. Rowell (iith U. S. Infantry).

(28th U. S. Infantry). 16. ist Lieutenant Abraham U. Loeb (9th U. S. Infantry).
(6th U. S. Infantry). 19. 2d Lieutenant J. A. Higgins (30th U. S. Infantry).

H
). U? .S.Adiutant—
anfgignlgoliaedrtulléldgsl‘zr: l i-(i'th
Cavalry .

8. Captain George H. Shelton 11th U. S. Infantry).
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THE SALE OF THE EXPOSITION COMPANY'S PROPERTY.

ofthc President, the Secretary's desk and Silk i" the Laclcde building;
all trees and shrubbcry outside the greenhouses; all roads and roadway
d as the Exposition
material except brick and planks; 511d! Bugplies 0" :an‘ltaining
the Pope's
‘ its business; t e cases 0

iiirsngii Zigscgiliiiguxsmropology and History bundingi the cement
house if the City of Saint Louis desired to retain same for Permim‘mt
use in, Forest Park; the use of the metals pavilion, model foundry ind

coal testing plant; all medals, coins, money, b01145, SIOCkS’ securmcs
and all choses in action belonging to the Exposition Company.

The Wrecking Company paid $100,000 in cash and gave
four notes, one for $100,000, due February 1, 1905; one for
$100,000, due March 15, 1905; one for $100,000, due May 1,
1905; and one for $50,000, due June I, 1905. These notes
were signed by Abraham Harris, Frank Harris and Samuel
H. Harris. The notes were secured by a chattel mortgage upon
practically all the propertyembraced in the sale, with provisions
for insurance and complete protection to the Exposition
Company. In placing the chattel mortgage, an estimate of
value was placed upon the Exposition buildings as follows:

E.
' 5am Lani

=.' banal-ii
if all ban-f
11.111111
Kim; 11:
n :11: is
1: delim
:iirli '

Forestry, Fish and Game, $5,000; Agriculture, $12,000; Horticulture,
WAHASH RAILWAY TERMINAL.

Stalin?

Built specially for \Vorld’s Fair trafﬁc at the main entrance of the Exposition.

'6 what—
ni erq
11119111:

tickets; all furniture, furnishing and ﬁxtures of evey kind; all carpets,
draperies, curtains, rugs, Settces, crockery and glassware of every kind

and nature; all uniforms, arms, flags, buntinganddecorations; also all rails,
ties, frogs, switches, ﬁshplatcs and all appliances of the World's Fair

:ltttrin'
elertri 1.‘

Terminal railroad; also all rails, ties, frogs, switches, poles, wires, bonds

innit;
1y hill
1 inns

and allappliances of the electric railway known as the Intramural Railroad;
also alltrestles and property of every kind in the road-bed of that railroad.

lWNE.

The contract of sale was meant to embrace all physical
property of the Exposition Company except the following:

g, 5111:5

$3.000; Transportation, $18,000; Machinery, $12,000; Electricity, $10,000;
Education, $8,000; Mines and Metallurgy, $10,000; Liberal Arts,
$16,000; Varied Industries, $16,000; Manufactures, $16,000; stock barns,
Coliseum and Congress Hall, $5,000; restaurant pavilions and colonnadcs

on Art Hill, $9,000; World's Fair Terminal and Intramural Railroad,
$60,000; wire and cables, $150,000.
'

The total original value of the insurable buildings and
property, as given in the insurance table shown elsewhere in
this chapter, was $8,766,665,27, which serves to show the
enormous shrinkage in the value of Exposition structures.
It may be here noted that State buildings, that cost
thousands of dollars were sold in some cases for less than

ry ial

The Art building and unattached east and West wings, except that

1111 1'11

the Exposition Company might elect within a year to include the wings

$100.

piiti :

in the transfer; the Intramural cars with their equipments attached

may be
has
21;: a!

thereto; the horsss, vehicles, equipments, buildings and other property
belonging to the General Service Company; such statuary as the
Exposition Company might Select prior to June 1, 1905; all
books, papers, plats, drawings, records, pictures and models and
theuse of cases containing them for one year; furniture in the ofﬁce

ing Companies it was provided that any differences should be
settled by a board of arbitrators. From the date of sale the
Exposition Company insured the buildings for mutual protec
tion at a cost of $3,445; rate, ﬁve per cent for eight months,
with a diminishing clause in the policies.
The removal of the Inside Inn was done by the company

11,".0 7:

Min
"n21.
11 101i

In the contract between the Exposition and the Wreck

Owning the structure and was begun even before the closing day
of the Exposition. The State and Territorial buildings dis
appeared one after another even_more quickly than they had

I.

appeared, until they were soon cleared away.

The one great

remaining memorial of the Exposition is the Central Palace
of Art. \Vashington University can also count substantial
gains in various structures erected by and for the Exposition.

WINTER scans 1x CASCADE GARDENS AFTER THE CLOSE or THE cxrosmon.
_._.,'-
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CHAPTER XXV.
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IURIES AND AWARDS.

bun“.
‘

or THE ARRANGEMENT or TuE SEVERAL DEPARTMENTS—THE EXPOSITION AN
URATE
DATA
OF
THE
WORLD'S PROGRESS-THE SY sun or AWARDS—GROUP PORTRAITS or MANY
ENCYCLOPEDIA or COMPLETE AND Acc
S—NOTABLE EXHIBITS IN THE VARIOth DEPARTMENTS
URIES OF AWARos~MEMBERs 0F TIIE JURIEs IN ALL DEPARTMENT
or TIIE J
JURIEs—BEAUTIFIII. PIANos FROM NEw YORK STATE
EXCELLENCE
WHICH
WON
RECOGNITION
WITII
TIIE
CONSPIcuous FOR THEIR BREWERY PRODUCTs-ers ENAMEL REFRIGERATORS—UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITERs—A FAMOUS SAINT LOUIS
AUTOMATIC FIRE ALARM-—
-—CI.AY WORKING MACHINERY—ACETYLENE GAs APPARATus—WATERMAN FOUNTAIN PENS
WAGON FAGTORY~VIcTOR SArEs AND Locxs
MAKING RUBBER HOSE—RAILWAY EQUIPMENT—PRIZE WINNING MULES~A FAVORITE
~DISTILLERY PRonucrs—MACIIINERY FOR
BRAND OF PICKLEs—LuanERRY WOOD FINISH—RAILWAY APPLIANCEs.

PIAN or CLASSIFICATION or TIIE EXPOSITION—THEORY

HE classiﬁcation scheme arranged for the Exposition by
T Director of Exhibits F. J. V. Skiﬁ‘, has been highly
commended by the Exposition authorities of the world as
resulting in a more effective presentation of exhibits than was
ever obtained at any former \Vorld’s Fair. Its object was to
make the Exposition a great encyclopedia of complete and
accurate data, so installed and catalogued that an investigator

1IN
)h’
SYESSION.
\ \'4\l{l‘l$

SlTIIE
JR'X{Y
YI'ERl )l

of any branch of humanity’s progress or present condition
could readily ﬁnd the line of exhibits he desired to study, and
consider the whole series together, without having to mentally
assemble them from different and far-apartsections, where
their relations to each other were obscured by unrelated sur
roundings. This classification was developed in sixteen
departments comprising I44 groups and 807 classes, in the
following order:
First—Education, by which man is prepared for the
achievements of social life—exhibits classiﬁed in eight groups
of twenty-six classes under the group heads of Elementary

Education, Secondary Education, Higher Education, Special
Education in Fine Arts, Special Education in Agriculture,
Special Education in Commerce and Industry, Education of
Detectives, Special Appliances and Forms of Education.
Second—Art, by which the status of man’s culture is
shown—exhibits in Groups 944, inclusive, and Classes 27-45,
inclusive.
Third, Fourth and F ifth—Liberal Arts, Manufactures and
Machinery, Groups 15-66 and Classes 46-427, inclusive, show
ing the results of man’s education and culture,'the products
of his applied science, inventive genius, skill and taste.
Sixth—Electricity, Groups 67-7I and Classes 428-45I,
inclusive, showing the many recent utilizations of a formerly
mysterious and uncontrollable force.
Seventh—Transportation, Groups 72-77 and Classes 452
484, showing progress in the means of overcoming distance.
Eighth, Ninth, Tenth, Eleventh, Twelfth, Thirteenth—
Agriculture, Horticulture, Forestry, Mines, and Metallurgy,

RT?"

MEMBERS OF THE LIBERAL ARTS JURY. GROUP I7, LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.
S1' w'
'

n~ “imam-rd. Chairman. 2. Dr. A. de Graca Come. First Vice-Chairman.

1)
“\mm“

4. Volkmann.
H.D.Chapin.Secretar y .
3. 1-152an Le
\' ice-Chairman.
m.Soudier.
jnse tie Second
Olivares.
II. Dr. Ludwig

6' him 1- lones- 7. Charles Dexter Allen. 8. George French; 9. Herman Strike.

5 . M rs .H on c e
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MEMBERS OF THE HORTICULTURE JURY.
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Fish and Game, groups 78-124 and classes 485-738 inclusive; Regulations” promulgated by the Exposition Company, with
all showing the great range of raw material at man's com- the approval of the National Commission, included twenty
mand and what he is
three articles, each
doing with them.
subdivided in num
Fourteenth, ﬁfteenth
bered sections, relat
and sixteenth—Aning to the classiﬁca
thropology, Social
tion and installation
Economy, Physical
ofexhibitsandvarious
Culture, groups 125exhibition details.
144 and classes 739Article III, provided
MEMBERS OF THE ANTHROPOLOGY JURY.
807 inclusive; the
for further rules by
study of racial types and tendencies, of social conditions and
authorizing directors of executive divisions to promulgate
ameliorations, of health-giving sports and pastimes.
special regulations governing the more minute and technical
All rules and regulations affecting the rights, privileges or details of operation of their respective divisions. The general
interests of exhibitors
classiﬁcation ofexhib
or the public were,
its in sixteen lettered
under the act of Condepartments, in 144
gress, “to be ﬁxed or
groupsand8o7classes,
established by said
was made a part of
company, s u b j e ct
these rules and regu
however, to the modilations, and it was
MEMBERS OF JURY NO. 6. DEPARTMENT OF MANUFACTURES.
ﬁcation or approval
provided that each of
of said commission," meaning the National Louisiana Purthe departments might promulgate special rules and regulations
chase Exposition Commission. The “General Rules and
in addition and not in conﬂict with the rules and regulations.
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_ MEMBERS OF THE AGRICULTURE JURY.

\Vith reference to awards, Article XXII provided that
they should be determined by 3. Jury of Awards and mani
fested by the issuance of diplomas in four classes: a grand

prize, a gold medal, a silver medal and a bronze medal; that

subject to the approval of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition
Commission. The appointment of members of the 144 Group
Juries was made in a way to secure for each group an
unbiased and especially well-qualiﬁed body of judges drawn
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by
{are
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enl
MEMBERS OF GROUP JURY No. 93.

MEMBERS OF GROUP JURY No. 84.

llllJ
while sixty per cent of the jury membership, approximately, from many different parts of the world. Each foreign Gov
should be citizens of the United States, its international com
ernment Commission submitted a list from which its repre
position should be based upon a predetermined number of sentatives were to be chosen and assigned to groups. Each
judges alloted to each group of the classiﬁcation, and upon chief of an exhibit department submitted lists of men selected
the number and im
by him as best quali
:0
portance of the exhib
ﬁed to serve in each
its in such group; that
particular group of
a chairman of each
his department.
Group Jury should be
Nominations m a d e
elected by his col
from these lists by the
leagues in each group;
Director of Exhibits
that this chairman
for each Group Jury
should be, ex-oﬁ’icio, a
w e r e published fo r
member of t he Depart
the consideration of
ment Jury, w h i c 11
all concerned who
should in turn, electits
might, for any reason,
chairman, who should
challenge any partic
thereupon become a
ular nomination.
member of the Su
The Group Juries
perior Jury; that spe
appointed by the Ex
cial rules and regula
position and approved
tions governing the
by the Louisiana Pur
system of m a kin g
chase Exposition
awards and determin
Commission after all
MEMBERS OF THE JURY ON INDIA TEAS.
ing the extent of
these precautions were
foreign representation in the several juries shonld be promul
not expected to perform the miracle of giving complete satis
EatEd subsequently; and that the appointment of judges and faction to every competing exhibitor who failed to get the
examiners and the awarding of premiums should be done and award he considered himself entitled to. But the fair and
performed by the Louisiana Purchase Exposition Company, careful method of constituting the Group Juries and the high

HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.
The Group Juries differed in the num
ber of members according to the number
of classes and exhibits they were to judge.
In number of members they ranged from
half a dozen to a score or more, with apro

portional number of alternates to take the.
places of such as might at any time be
unable to serve. Each elected a president,
MEMBERS OF THE JURY ONﬂTEXTII.ES.

a vice-chairman and a secretary, and occa

character of the appointments commanded a more universal

sionally second and third vice-presidents.

acquiescence in the justice of the awards than was ever before

tions were ﬁlled by representatives of foreign countries, and

realized at an Exposition.

Article XXIII of the General

Rules and Regulations provided for the joint consideration of

Many of these posi

this representation was generally apportioned according to
the numbers of national exhibits.

Group 9 Jury, in the Depart

TIIE ENTIRE JURY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MACHINERY.

complaints submitted to the Exposition Company through the
Exposition Commission by ofﬁcial representatives of State
or foreign governments against any ﬁnal judgment of the
Company. But, with the approval of the

ment ofArts, included twenty—two Americans, one member each
from Argentine. Belgium, Brazil,Bulgaria, Canada, Hungary,
Japan, Mexico and Portugal; three each from Germany, Aus

r_

National ExpOsition Commission itself, the
a"?

Article further provided that: “This rule
shall not apply to a matter of allotment of

-?

“liq

space or award of premiums, nor aﬂ’ect the

\,\-,~ -___

I___
41.0
I

rules heretofore promulgated governing such
allotment or award." The manifest purpose
of this was to make the decision of appeals

4:»
_p . '.':‘a

by the Superior Jury a ﬁnality.

I"?!

appointed exhibitor could appeal from the
Group" Jury to the Department Jury, and from the Depart-

The dis
MEMBERS OF JURY No. 4, DEPARTMENT OF MANUFACTURES.

tria and Russia: two each from Italy and Sweden,and fourfrom

ment Jury to the Superior Jury, and to carry appeals any

Netherlands—making twenty-six foreigners.

further than this would have been productive only of ineffec-

Where the work 0f Woman was brought into the “Impetition

tual and interminable controversy.

there was a juror nominated by the Board of Lady Managers.

.v. cq1‘", a; >-

In each case
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MEMBERS OF JURY No. 4. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.

'
l ll"or 5 Of Awards ls
' as ionowq
'.:
Internanona

GrouP 5. Special
in Agriculture.——Chairman:
Pickard.
I‘h. D.
Vice—Chairman:
PaulEducation
de Vuyst
(Belgium).
Secretary: John
Eugene
Davenport.

DEPARTMENT
A~-EDUCATION.
.
.
_
Group I, Elementary Education—President: E. O. Lyte. Vice-Chairman:
Benjamin Bum-‘0" (France)- sec'elafyi Eduardo Morales de los Rios (Cuba).
Members: L. D. Harvey, Miss Anna TOIHIiln Smllh. T- L- TI'aWidt. A. M.. amt‘s

cm" 5, special Educatinn in Com",ch and Industry'_£haltmans phees.
man A.
errich. VieeJChairman: Eugene Charabot (France). \tce-Clmrman:
Macliike Masaki (Japan). Secretary: Robert Kissaek. Members: Mr. I. Ed

A. Robbins. Benjamin Blewett, James \\'inne, Charles M. Carter. Miss
annie
.\l. Bacon, Prof. A. O. Leuthcusﬁer, .'\. Genonceattz (Belgium). Miss Matilda Wide- '
gren (Sweden), Ernesto Nelson (Argentine), Miss Elizabeth Fischer (Germany),

wards Clark, Prof_ J_ R_ Collins (China), Mr. Carl Lidrnan (Sweden), Signor
Adolfo Apollini (Italy).
Alternates:
Sukesaburu Doi (Japan). Mr. Edward
“'ollhot’t' (France).

'
The hSt

0f

Members:

Hon. Norman I. Colman, Mr. Andrew McNairn Souleu

, ._ l.“4......
I $3 \ _
.
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MEMBERS OF THE EDUCATION JURY.
bliss Nina' Prey (Porto Rico).
Alternates:
Jose J. Berrutti (Argentine),
lurnestmn A. Lopez, Ph. 1). (Argentine), Mrs. Mary Stahl (Porto Rico).
Group 2. Secondary Education.»-'Chairman:
Dr. Henry L. Taylor.
ViceChairman: Herr Geheimrat P. Albrecht (Germany). Secretary: \‘V. J. S. Bryan.
Members: I'rof. Will S. Munroe, Miss Anna G. McDougall, Rev. T. J. Shealey,
Madam Charles Henrotin (Belgium). Miss Anna Kruse (Sweden).
Group 3. Higher Education—{hairmanz William W. Falwell. Vice-Chairman:

Group 7, Education of Defectives.—Chairman:

vVicei‘hairman:

U Group 4, Special Education in Fine Arte-.Chairman:
\iceChairman: Edwin Gilbert Cooley (Austria).
Members: W. A. Grifﬁth, William John Hall.

Frederick L. Stoddard.

Secretary:

Mrs. E. A. Thaycr.

J. W. Jones. Superintendent

Secretary:

Percival Hall.

Members:

MEMBERS OF JURY No. 3. MANUFACTURES.

MEMBERS OF JURY No. 5, MANUFACTURES.
Prof. Dr. H. \V. G. “’aldeyer (Germany). Vice-Chairman: Dr. Henri_(}autlticr
(Ifrance). Vice-Chairman: Georges Lccointe (Bel ium). Secretary: I'rank
“00¢ Members: Dr. II. W. Loeb. Rev. John F. 5mm, Rev. James J. Conoway,
5: 5" Maiy 5- Temple. Prot'. E. A. Hall, Dr. Otto Cohnheint (Germany). Count
L‘mburg stiﬂlm (Germany). Alternate: Dr. August Wasserman (Germany).

J. B. da Mot-ta (Brazil).

Samuel M. Green. Superintendent Missouri
School for Blind; Richard Otto john
I
son, Mrs. A. E. Hecker (Germany). Miss Hope Loughborou 11.
Group 8,_ Special Forms of Education—Text Books,
chool Furniture and
School .»\ppltances.—£hairman:
Timothy Nicholson. Vice-Chairman:
Guido
Biazt (Italy). '\'ice-Chairman:
Miss Ellen Terserus (Sweden).
Secretary:

George I}. Cook.

Members:

Mr. Robert Duncan Patterson, Dr. Leopold Ilaltlsen

(Germany), Mr. Paul Oeker (Monaco).

DEPARTMENT B—ART.
Group 9. Paintings and Drawings.—Chairman:

man:

Willy Martens (Netherlands).

Thomas Allen.

Second Vice<Chairmanz

Vice-Chain

Ernest Verlant

(Belgium). Secretary: William ll.‘l“ox. Members: R. Swain Gifford. Will H.
Low. A. T. van Laer. Carlton Wiggins, S. Seymour Thomas (France). Collins C.

MEMBERS OF THE EDUCATION JURY.

HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.

MEMBERS OF THE FINE ARTS JURY.

MEMBERS OF THE FINE ARTS JURY. DIVISION OF SCULPTURE.
Cooper, Edmund C. Tarbell, T. C. Steele, Ralph Clarkson, Edmund H. \Vuerpel,
Frank Duveneck, Willtam M. Chase, Frederick Dielman,
. C. Nicoll, Mary
Solari, B. L., Hugh H. Breckenridge, Robert \N. Vonnoh,
arlton T. Chapman,
Bessie Potter Vonnoh, Eduardo Schiaﬂino (Argentine), Adolph Kraus (Austria).
Nicholas»Staits Dr. Paul Cohn (Austria), J. Americo dos Santos (Brazil), Paul
Harnoy (Cana a), Gonzalo de Quesada (Cuba), Max Schlichting (Germany), W.
h Baer (Germany), Bartalon Karlovslty (Hungary), Ugo O'etli (Italy), Marchese
ajoni d'lnti rano (Italy), Isador Aldasoro (Mexico),J. C. Schullcr (Netherlands),
William H.
owe (Netherlands), Marcel Horteloup (Portugal), . M. Godberg
(Russia), Emil \‘authier (Russia), Anshelm Schultzberg (Sweden , Dr. Eugene
Wagner (Sweden).

Group 10, Engravings and Lithographs—Chairman:

Joseph Penncll.

Chairman: Alice Barber Stephens. Secretar : Hubert Vos (Netherlands).
bers: Henry Wolf, C. F. Nielatz, Prof. Richard Mueller (Germany).
Group 11, Sculpture.—

‘5’”-

Vicc~
Mem

Zimmerman, Frederick Dundas Todd, S. L. Stein, Miss Frances Benjamin John
ston, Antoine Lumiere (France), Leon Gaumont (France), Paul Boyer (France).
Baron Ido Von Redcn (Germany), J. Craig Annan (Scotland).
Grou
17, Books and Publications—Book Binding—President:
\Villiam
Henry \ oodward. Vice~President: Dr. A. da Graca. Couto (Brazil). Vice-Presi
dent:
Henri Le Soudier (France). Secretary:
Henry D. Chapin.
Members:
Dr. H. Volkmann (Germany), Herman Stilke (Germany), Francisco de Armas
(Cuba),
olm Fred Jones (France). Jose de Olivares (Argentine), Paul
Guerard Nicaragua), George French, Charles Dexter Allen, Mrs. Horace S. Smit .
Group 18, Maps and Apparatus for Geography, Cosmography, To ography.—
Chairman: Prof. A. H. Thompson. Vice-Chairman: General James Vaterhouse
(England).
Secretary:
C. \V. Clark.
Members:
Prof. \VJ McGee, Mrs. F.
H. \Voolwlne.
Group 19, Instruments of Precision, Philosophical Apparatus, Etc.~—Coins and

Medals—Chairman: Dr. Ed.
mund A.
Engler.
Vice
Chairman:
Prof.
Stephen

Chairman: Richard E. Brooks
(France), Vice-Chairman:
Guillaume de Groot (Bel

raw-m

Lindeck (Germany). Secre
tary:
William
R.
Hoag.
Members: Ira 0. Baker,
Burkitt \Vehb, George_ .
Saegmuhler, Dr. L. B. Baille~
Lamaire (France). Dr. II. A.
Kruess (Germany), Angelo
Salmoiraghi (Italy). ’
Group 20, Medicine and
Surgery. — Chairman:
Dr.
Leonidas
Hamlin
Laidley.
Vice-Chairman: Dr. Mederic

§ium). Secretary: Geor e I.
olnay

(Argentine).

em

bers: Daniel C. French, Her
‘W

._a?‘
"I

man A. MacNeil, Elizabeth
St. John Mathews, Charles
Grafiy, Prof. Erich Hoesel
(Germany),
Mr.
Gantala
massa (Italy), Tooru Iwa

mura (Japan).
Group

12,

Architecture.

—Chairtnan: A. S. Beman.
\'ice~Cl1airman:

Prof.

Von

(Germany).

Thiersch

Thomas

Fr.

P. McArdle (Netherlands).
ubﬂ
h--__

PIE:
9.“
J.!

Gerin

Legaie

(France). Secretary: J. T.
Kennedy.
Members: Cyrus
Graham, Major Thomas Un
dt:rwood Raymond, Dr. Johr.
Young Brown,
Dr. Matt
Shrewsbury
Dibrell.
Dr.
Adolph Alt, Dr. John Sayre

Secretary: Frank Miles Day.
Members: H. Langford \Var
ren, J. L. Mauran, Walter
Cook, Miss Rose \Veld M.
Grou
14, Original Ob
jects of
rt \Vorkmanship.—
Chairman:
C. Howard
Walker, Vice-Chairman: Hi
romichi
Shuglo
(Japan).

Marshall.
Group

'
21,

Musical

In

struments—Chairman: Prof.
Ernest R. Kroeger.
Vice
Chairman:
Emilie Dclt'aux
(France). Secretary: N. .
Corey.
Members: Max
Mattes,
Oliver C.
Faust,

Second Vice-Chairman: \Yil
liam J. Kin (Austria). Se_e
retary: Frc erick Allen Whit
ing. Members: Miss Kate A.

Carl (China), Lockwood de

MEMBERS OF THE FINE ARTS JURY.

Adam

Jakob.

Charles

J.

Kunkel, Theodore B. Spier
ing, Richard R. GertzI John A. O'Shea, Emil Mollenhauer.
Grou 22. Theatrical Appliances and Equipment.—Members: Emile Terquem

Forest, E. A. Batchelder.
Charles Percy Davis, Mrs. Eugene Field.

DEPARTMENT C—LIBERAL ARTS.
Group 15, Typography—Various Printing Processes.—President:
Stephen
\V. Belles. Vice-President: Prof. W. A. Roese (Germany). Secretary: Ernest
A. Sap er. Members: Oscar J. Rikette, S. J. Kuebel, \V. F. Prescott, John
Clyde )swald, Cyril Davenport (Great Britain), Frank Taeschner (Germany).
R. Emanuel Cremnitz (France), Julien Perdreau (France). Jacques Bidermann
(France), Takao Noma (Japan).
Alternates:
Horace Anasagasti (Argentine),
Dr. Benjamin del Castillo (Argentine).
_
Group 16, Photography.-—Chairman:
Charles M. Kurtz.
Vice-Chairman:
Julio Poulat (Mexico). Secretary; N. Lazarnick. Members: Curtis Bell, Walter

(Siam),

r. F. G. Rieloff.

_

Group 23, Chemical and Pharmaceutical Arts—Chairman: Edward H. Kelser.
Vice-Chairman:
Au uste Behal (France), \V. R. Orndorﬁ, Ph. D.
Members:
“'ilhelm Bodemann,
rancis E. Nipher, Peter T. Austen, Dr. F. \V. Frcriehs.
Otto Zwinifnlrerger, Ph. D. (Germany), Louis Roure (France), G. A._Chirls
(France),
. J. Helm (Great Britain), Walter Vieweg (Germany). Maxnmlian

M. Chahert (Mexico), John D. Pennock (Bel ium), Alberto Jacobson (Branl).
Dr- Elmo Sander (Bulgaria), M. A. Gomes I imalaya (Portugal), L. A. CaSlro
(Porto Rico), Henry Kippenberg, Ph. D. (Germany).
Group 24, Manufacture of Pawn—Chairman: George W. Knowlton.

MEMBERS OF JURY NO. r. DEPARTMENT OF MANUFACTURES.
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Chairman:

“ran” F__R¢id (England).

Secretary:

Addison \Veeks.

Members:
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DEPARTMENT I‘D—MACHINERY.

Joseph H. Wallace, Michel A_badie (l-rance), H. Potthort (Germany), szaemon

or...Group
capo»
quisww Psalm (Ilaltl- .
.
25, Civil and Military Engineering—Chairman;
Chairman; Alfred, Schultz (Germany).
Ferstcl (Austria). Member!!! William

R_ E‘ McMaﬂL ‘ Vicb

Vice-Chairman". Baron Wolfgang Von
Thornton, E. S. Wheeler.

Group 26, Models, Plans and Designs for Public \\'orks.—~Cliairman:
Mr.
L, F. Vernon Harcourt (England), \ice-Chairman and Secretary: George S.
Wilkins.
Members: Rudolph Herring, Major S. Garcia Cuellar (Mexico), Leo.

Symphrr (GwmnYL.

.

.

.

Group 27, Architectural Engineering—President:
E. G. Cowdery.
Vice
President: I. Bernard (France). Members: (merges Morin Goustiaux (France),
Richard Eger (Germany),‘l:mil l’robst (Austria).

DEPARTMENT D—MANUFACTURES.

Group 28. Stativnﬂy. Group 3°. Silversmiths’ and Goldsmiths' Ware, Group
31, Jewelry, Group 32, Clock and Watch Making—Chairman:

E‘e

5‘5
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J. C. Gregan.

Secretary: Mr. Alfred G. Stein. Members: Mr. AlbertB. Lambert, Mr. George
E. Ball, Elid Weill (France), Gustav l-lerz (Austria). H. B. Burrows,
J.
Ardeshir (E. India). Walter Bz‘Frost, George H. Haslitt, J. L. Mulford,
he0.
Xeuhauser, S. Geusbeek, J. \‘lO‘l'LPapin, B. Thorp, R. D. Williams, Prof. J.
llerpel, Peter Alsted, George M. lungsbury, Georges Henry (France), Prof. Paul
llorti (Hungary), Otto Lange (Germany), ‘D. Percebois (China), Francois Raitnez
(France), Marcel Estieu (Siam), Paul Lilling (Germany), Sei ai 0mm; ( apan),
H. Reisin er (Germany), I'rof. F. Ruecltlin (Germany), M. Langani (Ita y), G.
Spera (Ita y).
Group 29, Cutlery, Group 4i, Hardware, Group 46, Plumbing and Sanitary
Materials, Group 48, Apparatus and Processes for llcating and Ventilation, Group
9, Apparatus and Methods, net Electrical, for I.igliting.—~Chairmaii:
Charles
H. Turner.
Secretary:
J. \‘andersteen (Holland).
Members:
Paul Doty.
Robert Kercheval, August Goertz (Germany). Henry Hamclle (France), Louis
Maison (France), F. B. Archer, W. A. Baehr, M. M. Beck, E. C. Hanralian,
Rom n Hitchcock. T. D. Miller, . M. Moorehead, S. Norvcll, O. O, Thwing,
(l.
Witte, Fred Neudorff, baurice Fourchotte (France), Georges brunet
(France), Felix Lamy (Siam), Motaiclii Fukuchi ( apan).
Group 37, Decoration and Fixed Furniture of uildings and Dwellings, Group
38, Office and Household l'urniture, Group 40, Mortuar Monuments and Under
takers‘ Furnishings.——Cliairman:
J. Burr Tlﬁany.
ecretary:
P. A. Hoch.
Members: Dr. II. Mutliesius (Germany), F. Litehﬁeld (Great Britain), Keisuka
Niwa (Japan), R. A. Barnard, W. J. Beattie, George F. Clingrnan, Mrs. R. A.
Egcrton, \V. A. Giraldin, L. Bl. Pendleton, E. F. Seidel, P. Rossi, Ernest Schneider,
P. R. Sliankland, Hal H. Smith A. T. 'l'hoits, \V. H. Miller, A. F. Strassburger,
Fred Vl'iederholdt (Germany), Felix Kuhn, r. (Austria). P. E. Pieris (Ceylon),
Miss Tliekla Berna 's (Germany), J. C.
arvalho (Brazil), Francois Soubrier
(France), Georges I oeritsclicl (l'rance), Chia Kuo llsing (China), Achille Mainoni
(Italy), Alejandro Bermudez (Nicaragua), Teuchiro chio (Japan).
Group 42, Paper Hanging, Group 43, Carpets, Tapestries and Fabrics for
Upholstery, Group 44, Upholsterers” Decorations—Chairman, Harvey Lewis Jones.
Secretar : Hant'ord Crawford (Bulgaria), Members: Mototario Adaclii (Japan),
W. E. reorgia C. R. Cliﬂ'ord, Rene Henri Remon (France), Albert Gall, John
Getz, Charles Deckerson, William Harrison, R. T. Hazzard, Mrs. G. H. Lan Worthy, E. P. McPherson, Martin Voorhees, \V. E. Wadell, A. K. \Vorinworti,
O. N. Guldlin, H. H. \Vilson, W. C. l’ortcrﬁeld, John R. Kendrick, Alfred Vinet
(France), Henri Chenee, Fils (France), l’aul Cornille (France), Eugene Desfosse
(France), Miss Martha von Tscbirnhaus (Siam), Gewerberet Waetzold (Germany).
llarry_I’i-ufrock (Austria). L. G. Wong (China), Tetsujiro Inumaru (Japan).
Custodian Schulze (Germany).
Group 33, Productions in Marble, Bronze, Cast Iron and \Vrought Iron. _Group
4, Brushes, Fine Leather Articles, Fancy Articles and Basket \\’ork.—-Chairnian:

Secretary:

\N. A. Douglas.

Members:

J. Takamin’e‘ (Japan), E.

W. Dayton, E. D. Bartholomew, Clarence Hoblitzelle, Jr., “I. E. l'xtlhurn, 1'. F.
Knapp, Prof. E. S. Morse, \V. S. Smyth, Edward Beltz, E. M. Bain, Frank
Ilerscheda, Freres Leloir (France), Theodore Millet (France), Adolphe Schloss
(France), Prof. Dr. Rlelis (Germany), George Franke (Germany), 0. Santarelli
(Italy), Toyozo Kobayashi (Japan), ‘laonumi Araki (Japan).
Group 39, Stained Glass. Group 45, 'Ceramics, Group 47, Glass and Crystals.—
Chairman:
F. A. Drew.
Secretary:
Charles H. Binns.
Members:
Director
Pukall (Germany), l-lniil S. Fischer (Austria), C. \V. Benedict, James W'. Black,
Mrs. Isaac Boyd, E. D. Dittridge, Mrs. J. H. Gore (Siam). R. B. Grey, Mrs.

bers:

R. Flesch (Germany).

,

Group 65, Machine Tools.-—Chairman:
Robert J. Gross.
Vice-Chairman:
Frederick Froelick (Germany). Secretary: Henry Hess. Members: C. '1‘. Hig
ginbotham, ohn Riddcl, William F. Wendt,‘J. E. Brown.
'
_Group 6, Arsenal Tools—Chairman: Capt. -C, F. Shoemaker. Vice-Chairman:
Emile Couanard (France). Secretary: Lieut G. L. Carden.

DEPARTMENT F—ELECTRICITY.
Group 67, Machines for Generating and Using Electricity—Chairman: W. V.
N. Powelson, Vice-Chairman: Jacques G. Holzschuch (France). .'ecrctary:_ Prof.
II. II. Norris. Members: Elire Solcri (Italy), C. \V. \Vason, P. O. heillioltz,
ll. Floy, Prof. E. P. Roberts, Prof. G. F. Baum, Prof. J. P. Jackson, 0. T. Crosby,

l’rof. (i. F. Sever M. II. Gerry, R. B. Owens.
Group 68, Electro-Chemistry.—Chairman:
Reg. Rat. Dr. Kalil (Germany).

Secretary:

Carl

_
Vice-Chairman:

Hering.

Charles F. Burgess.

Members:

A.

J. l(Ila Costa Couto (Brazil), Dr. F. B. Herzog, Prof. J. C. Kelsey, Dr. A. E. Ken
ne y.
_Group 69, Electric Lighting.—Chairman:
Prof. Harold B. Smith.
Vice
Chairman: Guido Grassi (Italy). Secretary: Prof. B. V. Swenson. Members:
Prof. George D. Sliepardson, Warren Edward Weinsheimer. Prof. C. A, Adams.
Alfred Dennery (France), Prof. E. P. Anderson, Prof. E. L. Nichols.
. Group 70, Telegraphy and Telephony.——Chairman:
William J. Hammer.
Vice-Chairman: Gaston Roux (France). Member: Prof. A. S. Langsdorf.
_ Group 7i, Various Applications of Electricity.—Chairman: Prof. E. B. Rosa.
Vice-Chairman: Dr.
harles V. Drysdale (Great Britain). Secretary: Capt. M.
C. Duckey. Members: Dr. F. A. Wolf, Prof. Frederick Bedell, Dr. William J.
Morton, Andre Silva (France), Dr. I\. E. Gauthe, Col. Samuel Reber, Dr.
Samuel Sheldon.

DEPARTMENT G—TRANSPORTATION.
Group 72, Carriages and Wheelwrights' VVOrk—Automobiles and Cycles.—
Cliairman: Major J. W. Howard, C. L Vice-Chairman: M. Georges-Rellner
(France).
Secretary:
Henry Souther.
Members:
Leon Auscher (France).
Eugene Blin (France), Adol he Clement (France), T. W. Gutbrod (Germany),
J. ‘. Stewart (Sialn), H. V. Ville, M. E.
Group 73, Saddlery and Harness—Chairman: L. C. Bartley. Vice-Chairman:
Altino Correa (Brazil). Secretary: Manuel Garcia Lugo (Mexico).
Members:
Same as Group 72.
Grou 74. Railways: Yards, Stations, Freight Houses, Terminal Facilities of
All Kin s.~Chairman:
J.
" Kendrick, V. P.
First Vice~Chairrnan:
Mr.
Stcinbiss (Germany). Second Vice-Chairman: Henri de Grieges (France). Sec
retary: Hean Bartlett. First Assistant Secretary: H. F. Ball. Members: W.
C. Arp, \V. C. Berg, J. B.
erry W. H. Brimsou, Theodore H. Curtis, W. McG.
Grafton, T. A. Lawcs, W. H.
Rosingl. Felix Gain (Bel ium), Jean Serruys

(Belgium), Howard 1). Taylor, J. W.

‘bomas, Jr., D. Fan Alstyne, B. A.

\\'0rthington.
Class 463.—Manager: John Murphy.
Members: I. A. Trawiclt, C. D. \Vyman.
Group 75, Material and Equipment Used in the Mercantile Marine—Chair
man:
Francis E. Cuming_ (Great Britain).
Vice~Chairman:
George llrowll.
Secretary; Richard' H. Phillips, C. E. Members: Keiyiu Takayanagi (Japan).
Joseph . . Wear (Siam).
Group 6, Material and E uipment of Naval Service: Naval \Varfare.-—-Chair
man: E. . Stoddard. Vice- hairman: Capt. chbinghaus (Germany).
Secre
tary and Members:_ Same as Group 75,

Group 77, Aerial Navigation.—Chairman:

Capt. Von Tschudi (Germany).

Vice-Chairman: Matare Kurizulta (Japan). Secretary and Members:
Groups 75 and 76.
-

Same as

DEPARTMENT H—AGRICULTURE.

Bettie C. Hagenstab, J. M. Kasc, David Nash, L. H. Nicholls, Harry Hill, Dr.
“I. S. “'ard,

. 'l‘. Croicall, J

M. Ashby, Rene Sachot (France), Henri de Luze

(France). Kar Stein (Sweden), G. A. Puente (Argentine), Gerritt H. Tenbrock,
Gilbert R. Redgrave (Great Britain), Leliaron Nothomb (Belgium). Masahiclii
Yahu_(Japan). Leopold Appert (France), Francois Legras (France), Dr. Karl
TausSig (Austria), E. Fusselli (Italy).

Group 150, Textiles, Group 51, E uipment and Processes Used in the Manu
facture o
extile Fabrics, Group 52, ‘l'lquipmcnt and Processes Lscd in BleKChmg.
’d-1

Dyein , Printing and Finishing Textiles in Their Various Stages, Grou
54.
Threats and Fabrics of Cotton, Group 55, Threads and Fabrics of Flax',
cinp.
Etc-v Group 6, Yarns and Fabrics of “bah—Chairman: Robert MCI\. 01185.
qufllﬂryl
. E. Frank.
Members:
James McCall. J. M. Campbell
Great

"'elkfi

Britain), Thomas J. Hoyt, \V. E. \Vamsley, Jihei Nishimura (Japan). pm’re M?“

it};

(Belgium), Etienne Mascre (France), G. M. Black, F. J. Byrne, H. M. Dirt.
)1). .. France, I. II. Lellyard, James A. McMeekin, Frank B. Mehane, Francis
q.” Bonmel' (France), Paul I’errin (France), Mrs. A. Jacobsen (Brazil), ._ M.
bunt“) (Mexico), Jacques \‘an Fx-Toclcn (Belgium), Liin Fong Yong (C Ina).
Paul Masse (France),

,
I

Group, 62, Steam En bios—Chairman:
Edwin S. Cramp.
Vice-Chairman:
M. Leon l’iaud (France).
ecretary: Prof. Storm Bull. Mem ers: S. G. Neiler,
. E. Denton, F. S. Sargent, Frederick Fosdiclt, Lient. C. K. Mallory, U. S. N..
(ene Duge de Bernonville (France), Motoji Shibusawa (Japan), R. H. Pierce.
Group 63, Various Motors.—-Cliairman:
Ambros Swasey.
Vice-Chairman:
Fritz Neuhaus (Germanly). Secretary: Charles T. Malcolmson. Members: Peter
Eyerman (German),
. F. Phinney, Louis R. Alberger, Kasimer Sosnowski
(France), William
Anderson.
Group 64, General Machinery.—Chairman:
\V. A. Doble.
Vice-Chairman:
Alfred H. Savy (France). Secretary: Hippolyte De Vlemincl: (Belgium). Mem

Group 57, Silk and Fabrics of Silk—Chairman:

Franklin Allen.

Secretary:

Group 8, Farm Equipment—Methods of Improving Lands.—Chairman:
I).
L. King.
ice-Chairman: Dr. L. Wittinack (Germany). Secretary: Mrs. W. H.
l-‘elton. Members: Mrs Myra Dock.
Group 79, Agricultural implements and Farm Machinery.-—Chairman: James
MacMullan.
Vice-Chairman:
M. Pecard Auguste Achille-Mabille (France).
\Eisce-Chaiynan: Paul Pierce (Canada). Members: C. R. Dodge, Jules Meloite
( el ium .
Group So, Fertilizers—Chairman:
Max Furlaud (France).
Secretary:
Yoshinari Otsuka (Japan).
_
Group 8:, Tobacco—Chairman: M. L. Floyd. Vice-Chairman: Gaston A.
Cuadrado (Cuba).
Secretary:
E. A. Hail.
Members:
R. C. Faben, Oscar
Thoinison (Brazil), _Prof. Dr. Jentsch (Germany), C. I). Lyon, William H. Hahn.
roup 82, Appliances and Methods Used in Agricultural Industries—Chair
man:
E. Chester.
Vice-Chairman:
Richard Riess (Germany).
Illembers:

H. D.

ce.

Group 83, Theory of Agriculture—Agricultural Statistica.-—Chairman: C. G.
Hopkins. Vice-Chairman: Hitoshi Nakamura (Japan). Secretary: Wm. M. Hays,

Group 84, Vegetable Food Products—Agricultural Seeds—Chairman:
Carlton.

Vice-Chairman:

Lauro Viadas (Mexico).

Secretary:

B. C.

M. . .
Bufi'um.

Pira Lelestino.
Members:
Etienne Cliarbin (France). Robert Johnson. Dania
C. Mercein, George R. Richardson, H. L. Gargan, H. D. Klots, Fred E. Past, Jr.,
{gacob \leidinann, dJames \Vatlswortli, Geor e Singleton, E. F. Crooks, Georges
01"" (France).
abriel Forest (France), Imile Garriere (France),
Paladin!

Members:

(“a”)

Group 85, Animal Food Products—Chairman: Ma'or H. E. Alvord. Vice
Chairman: Enrique M. Nelson (Argentine). Vice- liairman: Louis Dupont

J-__O. Nicholson (Great Britain), A. E. Ballow (Siam), Ti Su Chih

(China). l\iyoshi Sugawa (Japan).

_

Group 53, Equipment and Processes Used in Sewing and Making Wearing
Ware." Gm“? 6|, Various Industries Connected with Clothing.—_Chairman:
Dan hugent.

Secretary:

Charles W. Farmer.

Members:

J. E. Wilson. J0m

Capl'er' J' Moulihﬂll (France), Mrs. F. K. Bowes. Mrs. A. G. Harrow, V). E.
Nicuﬂhndr Charles E. Moore, Fred L. Rossbach, Miss Celia Nelson, Matsuyemon
‘91:.“ (Japan). Lucien Blum (France), Louis Eugene Leonard (France), Miss
.\ellie Saxton (Brazil), Miss Matilda Ripberger (Germany).

'

_

Group 53. Laces, Embroidery and Trimmings, Group 59. IH‘IUSITICF Pmducmg
warm! Apparel for Men, Women and Children—Chairman: Frederick C. Lake.
SechIqYY:

A.

F.

Becker.

Members:

Leon Perdoux

(France),

E. N. Beach.

Mrs. In. T. Campbell. Miss Daisy Cherry, Miss Jessica Eberhardt. W. E-‘ 61W",
1}".5- W- S. Majors. Miss L. s. Winn, its... Anna Wolf, E. D. Wood. c. Eckhardt.
""m'e lien-311d (France), Edmond Deltenre (France), Yi Hung Chung (China).

-(_rs. S. Garcia Cuellar (Mexico), Prof. Max Guertler (Germany). A- Blad‘bmne
(Iﬂreat Britain), Antonia Mariana. (Poito Rico), Matayuki O'tagawa (Japan)
? "5°", J. M. McGary, Miss Margaret Summers, Miss A. M. \\ oodward (Italy).

- Okicbi Takarnino (Japan), C. M. Rosenthal (Austria).
P

Group 35. Articles for Travelin

and for Camping, India Rubber and Gutta

Strchs Industries. Group 36, Toys, ran 60, Leather, Boots and Shoes. F1!" and
bran Fur Clotliing.-—(Ihairman: J. M. {Hays Secretary: H. C. Pearson. Mem
Ars: E. Dahno (Brazil), Mr. Adolph Richter (Germany), Alfred Scannell, W. B.
glislma". \V. L. Desnoyers, Tom L. Johnson, I. C. Paul, George Perry. 6‘15"!”

‘°.°°ht. Otto F. Schwerdtmann, R. E. Tommerson. Arthur G- Julesu'slfam . Arthur Tirroll

w

uan P Thomas (Argentine). 1‘11” Lam" (Fl-3F“):

men“ nP-Allmagne (FramchI Louis Vuittcn (FranCt‘). Frill V0" Barddehen (Ger.

any). Risaburo Ola (Japan), J. O. Monasterio (Mexico).

C. H. Edwards, C. B. Waldron

Adam Currie, Mrs. C. T. Herick,

aime Annexy (Porto Rico), Mrs. E. \V. \Viiliains, German: Courre e (Portugal)
bomas K. Bruner (Bulgaria), Andre Antonne (Siam), L.
Ringslan
(Guatemala).

(France). Secretary: C. F. Doanc.
Group 86, Equipment and Methods Employed in the Pre aration of Foods.—

Chairman:

Prof. James W. _Wllson.

Vice-Chairman:

iC.

. Waterous (Great

Britain). Secretary: Mrs. Virginia E. Bland.
Group 87, Farinaceous Products and Their Derivatives—Chairman:
LeClerc. Vice-Chairman: Dr. Alexandra Barthe (Italy).

Group 88, Bread and Pastry—Chairman:

Mrs. F. H. Pugh.

J. A.

Vice-Chairman:

Prof. F. Ferrera Ramos (Brazil).
Vice‘Chairman: Auguste Machin (France).
Members: Ichihei Ito ( a an).
Group 89, Preserve .Ieat, Fish, Vegetables and Fruit—Chairman: Dr. W.
B. Bigelow. Vice-Chairman: Dr. C. Ladewig (Germany). Secretary: Mrs. E. L.
Lamb. Members:
F. R. Meyer, Francois Lecourt (France), Jean Teysonneaii
(France), J. de Souza Bettencourt (Portugal).
Group 90, Sugar and Confectionery—Condiments and Relbhes.—£haiman:
Ina, H, .ong. V ice-Chairman and Secretary: Peter de Abrew (Ceylon). Meni
bers: G. E. Fuller, E. R. Dias Brazil), Leon Poullion (Belgium), A. E. Niclml
son (East India) Tetsunosuke
antaguchi (Japan), Stanle
Bois (Ceylon), R.
Blechynden (
yon). Miss Caroline Hempstead. E. H. ’Falbot (MexiCO), M.
Mignet (Franc), Alfred Duche (France), Kee Owang (China), C. F. Irigoyen
(Guatemala).
Vice-Chairman:
Emile
Grou
9r, VVaters.—Chairman:
J. H. Haywood.
Marat (-rance). Secretary: Os_car Texter.
Grou 9a, Wines and Brandie‘s—Chairman: \V. B. Alwood. Vice-Chairman:

Gustave

ester (France).

Secretary:

Alexander Konta (Austria).

Members:

H. Lachn-ian. John Ludwig, Julius Schuller, Leo J. Vance. Jean Favraud (France).
M. Foucauld (France), Eduoard Laporte (France). Andra Mandela: (France),
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Pierre Wursthorn (France), Francois Daniel Guesticr (France), Jean Calvet
(France) Alfred_ Scligler (France), M. Paul Buhan (France), Emile Dubois,
Alfredo dc Mesquita ( ortugal). J. R. Gomes (Brazil), Miss Mary Cruse, Amadore
Serafino (Argentine), Mrs. W. C. Ralston, Enrico Rouﬁ' (Italy). W. H. McNeil,
F. Simon, (Germany).
Group 93, Syrups and Liqueurs, Distilled Spirits; Commercial Alcohol.—~
Chairman:
P. Hoctor. Vice-Chairman:
Alfred Bertrand (France).
Secretary:
Nicolas Hernandez (Porto Rico). Members: 0. B
'bergo, M. Levitte (France),
Itr/l. thziitenot (France), Gaston Gazalis (France), Ricardo Diaz Albertini (Cuba),

. S. A oore.
Group 64, Fermented Beverages—Chairman: H. A. Winters. Vice-Chairman:
Prof. T.
anzenmueller (Germany).
Secretary:
John C. Weller.
Members:
Herman Meinhard.
_ Group 95, Incdible Agricultural Products—Chairman: Hon. A. D. Hamburg.

Vice-Chairman:

M.

Sonncrischein

(Austria).

Abazza (Egypt). Members: H. C. Cliatham, R. G.
R. A. Weaver,_ Sojiro Yokoyama (Japan), Alberto
Murdock (Brazd).
Group 96_, Insects and Their Products—Plant
James W. Wilson. Secretary: Dr. George Syogeiiy
Jose Zelaya (Nicaragua), Dr. D. Buchner (Germany).
Dr. L. Besserman (Germany).

Secretary:

Abd

El

jHB-mld

.\lusgrove, A. T. McCallum,
McDowell (Mexico), R.
.
Diseases—Chairman:
Prof.
(Austria). Members: Juan
Richard \Verner (Germany).

U. P. Hedrick, W. F. Heikes,
Herrington, H. C. Irish, W. N. Irwin, S lvcster
Johnson, E. A. Kanst', F. C. Kimball, S. T. Maynard, T. V. Munson, Pro. Wari
dell Paddock, W. E. Paber, Harold G. Powell, W. H. Ragan, W. N. Rudd Mont
Serr ,, W. R. Smith, H. C. Stiles, W. A. Taylor, James Troop, Ernest Wal er, C.
L. Watrous, J. C. Whitten. F. A. Waugh, M. J. Wragg, Mrs. Mary B. R. Day,
Abel Chatenay (France), Jules Vaeherot (France), Philippe de Vilmorin (France),
Y. Itchikawa (Japan).

r:
DEPARTMENT K—FORESTRY.

41'.

Group 112, Appliances and Processes Used in Forestry—“Chairman: Assessor
Scheck (Germany). VicedChairman:
Charles T. Millspaiigli.
Secretary: F. N.
Meyer. Member: J. A. Filcher.

Group 113. Products of the Cultivation of Forests and_ of Forest Industries.—
Chairman:
Charles R. Dodge.
Vice'Chairman:
Dr. William Trelease (Siam).
Second Vice-Chairman: Jules \Veitz (France). Secretar : John P. Brown.
Members: A. Pinto Lcite (Portugal), William H. Perry,
. C. McLeod, Dr. H.
van Schrenk, Mr. Riebel (Germany), I. Cordeiro da Graca (Brazil), E. H. Garibay
(Mexico), Dr. Gustavo Niederlein (Argentine), Manuel M. Giron (Guatemala).
Group 114, Appliances for Gathering Wild CFOYS and Products Obtained.—
Chairman: Prof. B. E. Fernow. Vice-Chairman:
"usaji Goto (Japan). Secre
tary: Dr. . Arthur Harris. Members: E. P. Walcott, \N. E. Barns, Dr. Lopez
Goncalves Brazil).

DEPARTMENT I——I.IVF. STOCK.
Group 97, Horses and Mules—Charles Avoline (France), \V. A. Banks,
Hamilton Busby, Maj. Thomas Cruse, W. A. Dobson, Henr Fairfax, A. Galbraith,
N. H. Gentry, L. Grabensee (Germany), George B. Hale,
oble S. King, Thomas
Lafon, Mr. Merniuwe (Belgium), Amos F. Moore, Van Outgarden (Belgium),

‘r

DEPARTMENT L

MINES AND METALLURGY.

Group 115, Working of Mines, Ore Beds and Stone Quarries—Chairman:
Frank K e!) etko.
Vice-Chairman:
V. Watteyne (Belgium).
Secretary: C. E.
Van Vorneveld.
Members:
Arthur Thatcher, P. N. Moore.
Alternate: John
de Berc (France).
-

'ri:
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THE "MASTER WORKMAN“ GASULlNE ENGINE, EXHIBITED BY THE TEMPLE PUMP CO.
This illustration shows a six-horse power "Master \Vorltman" gasoline engine operating a corn husker and shredder. The engine is mounted on a truck. the wheels 0! which
are nearly twelve feet apart. The character of the mounting could not have been more primitive, yet without anchorage._ and connected With a twenty-four-foot belt. tliis SIX'hOl'SC
power engine runs up to the full capacity of a machine which taxes the power of ten>horsc power engines. Vibration in the "Master Workman“ is practically overcome. As a
result it can be mounted on any light wagon for portable purposes and can be placed anywhere without expense for foundations. One-cylinder engines weigh from two to three
times the weight of the "Master Workman" of the same rated power: at the same time their weight fails to control the violence of their vibrations.

Walter Palmer, E. A. Powell, W. E. Pritchard, C. L. Raile , G. R. Robinson,
George Rommel, W. A. Talbert. Charles S. Turnbull. \V.
Carlyle, Thomas
Clark, T. S. Cooley, F. S. Cooper, J'. A. Craig, C. F. Curtis, 1. M. Forbes, T. S.
Haecker, \V. A. Harris, F. R. Marshall, F. B. Mumford, H. W'. Mumford, C. S.
Plumb, W. R. Spann, C. A. Stannard, John \Velsh.
I
Groups 99, 100, Sheep and Goats—A. A. Arnold, W. N. Cowden, E. L. Davis,
J. C. Duncan, I. J. Hiller, E. D. King. {fhn Marshall, B. F. Miller, W. T. Potts,
J. H, Skinner, George F. Thom son, J.
. Woodford.
Group :01, Swine—W. N.
all, I. J. Ferguson, B. J. Hargan, Edward Klever,
J. A. Shade, W. E. Spicer, F. M. Stout.
Group ioz, Dogs. ~Jaines Mortimer, Marsh Byers, James Cole, Henry Jarrett.
Group 103. Cats, Ferrets, EtC.—~R. J. Finley.
Group 104, Poultry and Birds.—-Philander Williams, Charles T. German, F. J.
Marshall, George Burgett, Thomas F. Rigg, Charles McClave, Charles F. Rhodes,
\V. R. Graves, Henr iBerrar, \V. C. Denny, Geor e D_. Holden. M. F. Delano,
C. A. Emrv, James
uclter, Eu ene Sites, D. T.
eimlich, W. 5. Russell, S. B.
Johnston, F. B. Shallaberger,
harpe Butterﬁeld, Fred L. Kimmey, Charles S.
Greene, Edward W. Wickey.
I
Pigeons.——\V. J. Stanton, C. H. Sheldon, L. A. Jansen, A. D. Robinson.

DEPARTMENT J—HORTIICULTURE.
Groups 105, i06, :07, 108, :09, no. 111, Appliances and Methods of PomolOgy,
Viticulture, Floriculture and Arb0ricul-ture.—S. A. Beach, C. C. Bell. . C. Blair,
G. B. Brackett, C. P. Close. J. Craig. Robert Craig William Dickham. . C. Evans,
5. H. Fulton, H. R. Gould, Prof. E. C. Green, Samuel B. Green, N. E. Hansen,

Group 116. Minerals and Stones, and Their Utilization.—Chairnian: _C. R
Van Hise. Vice-Chairman: Pro.
. Bauerman (Great Britain). lion. Chairman;
A. Olynthe (-Brazil).
Chairman (resigned):
W. N. Page.
Secretary: J.
Pratt.
Members:
G. P. Merrill, E. A. Smith, G. Pantaleoni (Italy), Edward
Orton, Jr., H. Reis. W. 1). Richardson, F. W. \\"alker, W. R. Ingalls, Hamilton

Saw'ef (Brazil), John E. Moore. A. A. Brenneman, E. W. Parker. B. F. Busli.
W.
\Veed, H. V. Winclioll. Milton Moss. \V. F. Hillibrand, R. W. Raymond.
H. J. Slaiker, Eduardo Martinez Baca (Mexico), F. C. Mesa (Cuba). 0. C. Far
rington. J. F. Kemp, li. H. Keiser, Charles Catlctt, Marcus Benjamin, John Hays
Hammond.
Group 117, Mine Models, Maps, Photographs—Chairman:
C. W. Hays
Vice-Chairman:
Yoshitaro Watenabo (Japan).
Secretary;
M_ R, Campbell.
Member: H. Reis.
.

Group 118, Metallurgy—Chairman:

F. E. Drake.

Vice-Chairman: H. Albert

Hon. Vice-Chairman:
Frederick Kraft (Belgium).
Members:
G. W. MelVille.
T. W. Robinson, R. Moldenke, E. H. Benjamin, J. C. Robinson, Joseph Harts
horne. C. 5. Robinson.
GT0"
119. Literature of Mining. Metallurgy, Etc.-—-Chairman: GEd¥gcd
Grnner
France).
Vicefhairman:
Regis Chauvenet.
Secretary:
C.
Members: M. Ahumada, Carlo Masa.

DEPARTMENT M

FISH AND GAME.

Group 120. Hunting Equipment.-Chairman:
Milward Adams.
Vice-Chair
man: Capt. P. H. A-tkin (Great Britain). Secretary: Frank “I. Remsen. Mein'

hers:

Seth W. Cobb, J. R. Hegeman, Jr., Capt. Armand Morel (Belgium).

_ ‘___— -‘a_~

TEMPLE PUMP COMPANY‘S GASOLINE ENGINES.
ts f Huntin
.——-Chairman:
Alceley.Member:
Vice~Chairman:
w gggiiioiiziiefdo?giazilo).
Secretgry:
Dr. E. H.Carl
Kessler.
Charles
r.“

at.
:0,

H..Dreun8n.. .
.
_
.
. __
~
, 1- ‘lim
E uipment and Products,HProduct_s _of Fisheries.
h
"2:385
1:.23W.
1Crani'ptori].
Vice~Chairmanz
IClliJlfO
Itani
(Japan).
Vice
E‘hzaiiimani Etienne Mirnard (France). Secretary: Prof. C. W. Greene. Mem
.

I

I

I

Bi

6‘

unﬁt-1;]? 54,AFisiirgCiilture.——Chairman:
H J Elwes, F. R. (Great Britain).
Member: H. ll. Brimley.

:AE
5
ml.
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Dr. H. M. Smith.

Secretary:

d,

1w

.

Eugenio M, Amibard (Venezuela).

DEPARTMENT N—ANTH ROPOLOGY.
Gmu
r25, Literature—{hairmanz Prof. Alcee Fortier. Vice-Chairman:
L. liiradford Prince. Secretary: Prof.
F. Sliambaugh.
_ _
V
Group 126, Class 740,‘Soniatology.—~(.hairman:
Dr. Ales Hidlicka.
Vice
Chairman: Miss Alice C. l'letcher.
'
V
‘
Hon

group ‘26, Class 741, Anthmpometry.—Chairman:
My

.

Vice-Chairman:

Prof. J. Mckeen' (.attell.

Vice-Chairman: Prof. Hugo Muensterberg. Member: Prof. Edward
Tirschncr.
Group 127, Ethnology—Chairman:
Dr. George A. Dorsey. Vice‘Chairman:

Prof. F. W. Putman.

Secretary:

Dr. George Byron Gordon.

Member:

Mrs.

Alice Palmer Henderson.
‘
Group 128, Ethnography.-—Chairman:
C. A. Peairs.
Vice-Chairman:
Dr.
Hugo Hardy (Germany). Secretary: Jesse McCallum. Members: Miss Cora
l'etcrs, Prof. M. H. Saville, Dr. J C. Alves De Lima (Brazil). Secretary: Dr.
George Grant MacCurdy. Madame Zella Xuttall.

DEPARTMENT O—SOCIAL ECONOMY.

it?

Groups 129, 13t, Study and Investigation of Social and Economic Conditions.
_Chairman;
Prof, N. l‘.
lilman.
l/iceChairman:
Charles Morissenux (Bel
gium).
Secretary:
Barnwell R. Heyward.
Members:
M. Andre Siegfried
(France), lsauro Bustarnorte (Mexico),
Carlo Spruyt (Belgium), Miss Caroline
’
(iraisheinier.
'
Groups 132, I34, Organization of
industrial \Vorkers.~—L'hairrnan: N. 0
Nelson.
Vice-Chairman: A. Mancury
(France).
Secretary: Joseph P. Mc~
Keehan.
Group 135, Provident Institutions.
—Chairman: \Valker Hill. Vice-Chair
man:
Leo 1d
Mabilleau
(France).
Secretary: 'ranklin M. Danaher. Mem
bers: John S. Lowry, Hon. Maggeorini
Ferraris (Italy), Dr. G. Marcello (Bel
gium).
Group 136, Housing of the Work
ing Classes—Chairman: W'illiam H.
'l‘olmnn, Ph. D. Vice-Chairman: Com
mander Dr. Diomede Carito (ltaly).
Groups 137, 138, The. Liquor Ques
tion.-Chairman: W. H. McLain. Vice
t‘hairman: Dr. J. O. Zacher (Germany).
Secretary: Prof. W. T. Butcher. Mem
bers: Rev. Dr. J. P. Sankey, Miss Mar
garet Wade, M. Georges Conte (France).
Group 139, Charities and Correction.
—Chairman-. Dr. Charles R. Henderson.
Vice-Chairman: Ur. Dunbar (Germany).
Vice-Chairman:
M. Paul S t r a u s s
(France). Secretary: Edward T. Devine,
Ph. LLJ').
Members: Miss Mar
E.
Perry, Ushitaro Beppu (Japan).
iter
nates: Miss Josephine Woodward, Kan
roku Kubota (Japan).
Group no, Public Health—Chair—
man: John N. Hurty, M. D.
Vice
Chairman: Joseph L. Luis (Cuba). Sec~
retary: Antoinette E. C. Russell, M. D.
Members: Prof. Severance L. Burrage,
M. S., John H. Simon, M. D., John
Breger, M. 11. (Germany).
Group 141, Municipal Improvement,
——.Chairman: Dr. Wilms (Germany).
thee-Chairman: Dr. Frank L. McVey.
secretary: Mrs. Conde Hamlin. Mem~
hers: C. G. Rontzahn, Mrs. E. P.
Turner.
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explosion. Because of this the company was wholly war
ranted in reducing the weight and bulk of the 'Master
Workman” to less than one-half the weight of the lighest one
cylinder engine manufactured, and in accomplishing this
notable achievement no part of it was strained or overtaxcd.
When it is understood that the "Master Workman" can be
locatedanywhere without expense for foundations. or that it

can be mounted upon any light wagon or truck, a thing im
possible with a one-cylinder engine, its popularity will be
appreciated.

The “Master Workman" is the acme of simplicity in con
struction.

Its mechanism is in full view, its parts are easily

accessible, and without breaking a packing joint the interior of
the cylinder can be reached. Any person of ordinary intelli~
gence can operate it. Another of its superior features is perfect
lubrication. As is the case in
many other makes of gasoline
engines, it is impossible for
the lubricating oil to contact
with the sparking points in

the “ Master \Norkman." The
construction of the carburetor

used with the “Master VVork
man" is such that the amount
of air and vaporized gasoline
is always proportionately the
same.
The two cylinders in the

H M aster W'orkman," working
as they do reciprocally, main
tain a perfect running balance
whether the speed is high or
low, which with the lessening

of the shock of explosion
practically overcomes vibra
tion. facts which account for
its great reduction in weight,
which is from ﬁfty to eighty
per cent. less than that of the
average one-cylinder engine.
The company manufactures

DEPARTMENT P—PH YSICAL CUL

the “Master \Vorkman" in

TURE.
Group 142, Training of the Child
and Adult.—'l‘heory and
Practice.—
Chairman: George T. Hepbron. Vice~
Lhairman: A. E. Kindevater. Member:
Dr. Luther Halsey Gnliek.
Grou p 143. Games and Sports for

THF. “\\'lZ.\RD" GASOLINE ENGINE.

four, ﬁve, six. eight, ten,
twelve, fourteen,sixteen, eigh
teen, twenty and twenty-ﬁve

The above is an illustration of the "Wizard." a two-cycle gasoline engine. It is Simple llOI'SC DOVVCI' SlZCS.
Children and Adults—laresidem; Fred. in construction. and is adapted for any kind of work. and has no superior in quality of
erick Toombes.
Group 144 . Equipment for Fame:
,1
.
and Sports___pre5;demz "L Clark w_

material or workmanship, beauty of design or_reliability in use. The fuel feed is automatic
and absolutely safe.and the cost of running it IS about ten cents a day for each horse power.
The engine is light and easily handled.

In the Palace of Electricity
the Temple Pump Company

lictherington.

exhibited one of its famous
Notable among the exhibitors at the Exposition was the
Temple Pump Company, of Chicago, with a record of more
than a half century as a successful manufacturer and maker

of the famous “Master Workman" and "Wizard" Gasoline
Engines. The “Master \Norkrnan" is the most perfectly
reliable portable farm engine manufactured, and is doing
away with most of the drudgery of the labor world and is
assisting greatly in revolutionizing work on the farm.
The “Master Workman" differs from all engines hereto

"Wizard" gasoline engines.

It was a working exhibit and

attracted. general attention.
The "Wizard" is a two-cycle engine, but radically different
from, and a vast improvement over, two-cycle engines of other

makes. In the “Wizard” a poppet valve admits the charge
to the explosion chamber, the valve being located in the pis
ton head. Its valve stem extends the length of the piston
and far enough below to permit contact with the governor
cam when the piston is at the bottom of the stroke. The gov

fore manufactured for shop and light farm work in that it is

ernor consists of a weight adopted to slide in and out on the

a two-cylinder upright. All other makes have but one cylin—
der. The most notable advantage of two cylinders is that it
decreases the vibratory violence by dividing the shock of each

crank arm.

The centrifugal force draws it away from the

crank axis in the direction of the crank pin.

An integral

part of the governor weight is a cam faced with tool steel. It
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is so related to the piston valve stem that the valve is lifted
the proper distance when the engine is not in use.
The exhaust of the “\Vizard" is similar to that of the
regular two-cycle engine. The valve is lifted and the charge
admitted to the cylinder by the cam turning under the valve

Manufacturers made repeated attempts to ﬁt him with an arti
ﬁcial limb that he could wear, and every attempt failed. Mr.
Erickson, being a mechanic, began experimenting on his own
account, with the result that he ﬁnally succeeded in inventing
a limb that he could wear with perfect comfort. His improve

stem.

ment was in the movable socket, and his success consisted in

The centrifugal force draws the governor weights and

In

“\Vizard” the most perfect and

tral

even government. One ring is
used at the bottom and three at the
top of piston. All the journals are
lined with a serviceable aluminum
composition, and the cranks are
drop-forged. Years of continuous
running of the “Wizard” engines
have not been accompanied by fail
ures due to wear or breakage, a rec
ord made possible by the fact that
the mechanical details of the gover
nor and piston valve are the results

of intelligent and thorough “Peri-.,I._

his having made a socket that became, practically, a part of
the stump. The invention soon became known, and although
Mr. Erickson had never thought of
making artiﬁcial limbs for others,
he soon found himself called upon
to do so. So satisfactory did his
invention prove to others that the
Erickson legs were soon in large
demand. It was then that Mr.
Erickson abandoned his other work
and organized the E. H. Erickson
Artiﬁcial Limb Company. At the
Pan~American Exposition at Buf
falo the Erickson leg was proclaim
ed the best artiﬁcial limb, and re
ceived the only gold medal awarded
on artiﬁcial legs exclusively. At
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition
the Erickson legs were again pro
nounced the best manufactured, and
were awarded the Grand Prize
and diploma, the highest award,
and the only grand prize offered
on artiﬁcial legs and sockets.
n. ERICKSON MAKING HIS OWN ARTIFICIAL 1.120.
In view of the numerous ad

the governor spring is sufﬁciently compressed to allowthe cam
to miss the valve as the engine gains speed, and the speed is
at the same time held at the rate
desired. In the movement of the
governing parts there is the most
perfect freedom.
This, together
with the fact that the greatest
movement in the governor weights
necessary is less than one-eighth
inch, and that the governor acts in
part as a throttle, gives to the

Inentatlon'
,'
'

This illustration shows Mr. Erickson making an artiﬁcial leg for himself,

These

parts
-

COHtaCt

,

'

after several manufacturers of artiﬁcial limbs had attempted to provide vantages POSS€SSEd by the eleCtnc
him with a leg that he could wear and failed. \t this time he had no idea ,
- '

“1th the SllghteSt POSSIble pressure; of ever becomingarnanufactnrer of artiﬁcial lifnhs for others. The success light, as “en as the adaptability Of

\ls.,\
>-_ __l

the electric current for domestic
operate in an oil bath and are thor of his invention, however. drew him into the business.
oughly protected from dirt, accident and tinkering, making operations, the public prejudice against everything elec
the “\Vizard" the best and most practical engine for rough trical is rapidly disappearing and the electric current is found
work in the hands of those who have no special mechanical today in a large number of homes where formerly kerosene
knowledge. The “\Vizard” is manufactured in two sizes, two and coal were the only light and heating agents. The very
latest development in this line of apparatus is what is known
and three horse power, respectively.
The business of the Temple Pump Company was founded as the “Prometheus” system, which, after nine years’ success
in 1853 by J. F. Temple, now deceased, and for many years ful working in European countries, has been introduced into
was conﬁned exclusively to the manufacture of wooden pumps. the American market with decided success. It possesses the
undeniable advantages of electric heating and cooking in gen
Its magniﬁcent plant on \Vest Fifteenth street, and \Nest Fif
eral, namely, the entire absence of smoke,
teenth Place, was built in 1885, since which
flame
and soot, no vitiation of the atmos—
time it has been greatly enlarged, owing to
phere,
the absence of a large, cumber
its rapidly increasing output. M. D. Tem
some
cooking
range, no labor in making
ple, is Prest.;T. R. Fleming, Mgr.-Treas.;
and
maintaining
a ﬁre, absolute safety and
A. I. Miksch, V.-P.; C. P. Miller, Sec'y. '
small
cost
of
working,
if properly used.
The story of the evolution of the arti
A
full
line
of
handsome
and useful de
ﬁcial leg is a long one, but it was brieﬂy
vices
for
the
household
and
traveling pub
told by an exhibit made by the E. H.
lic
are
manufactured
by
The
Prometheus
Erickson Artiﬁcial Limb Company, of
3
k.)
Electric
Company,
No.
39
Cortlandt
Minneapolis, Minnesota, in the Palace of
INGENIOUS ELECTRICAL DEVICES.
Street,
New
York,
who
were
awarded
Liberal Arts.
The exhibit was a simple
I
Some of the varied applications of electricity in
_
_

demonstration of the development from the , ""Y'dayl‘fe “’h‘chfhe P’°'“°"‘e“s Elem“: C°m‘

a medal for electric heating and cooking

pany's apparatus makes possible.

crude peg leg, or wooden stump,“ to a
limb that enables the legless man to go about the ordinary
duties of life with almost the same speed and graceful gait
of his uninjured brother. Twenty centuries ago the invention
of the Erickson artiﬁcial limb and socket would have been
considered the result of some miraculous intelligence. Mr.
Erickson's invention was due to an injury he sustained while
in the service of a railway company, the loss of his right leg.

apparatus.
When the Jury of Awards in the Agricultural Department
of the Exposition began its labors what appeared to be one
of the most difﬁcult duties it would have to perform was that
which involved the proper bestowal of prizes and medals upon
the beer exhibited by the numerous competing breweries. The
question at issue was that of quality and experts were required
to decide it justly. In forming its conclusions precedent could

at
an
m
it
In:
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EXHIBIT OF INDIANAPOLIS BREWERY PRODUCTS.

facade, under and upon which the exhibit of the Company was
'
t
' lisivel
The displayuascomposed
CM
1
y Of
samples of the famous Duesseldorfer beer in
at stake to permit any guessing. Owing'to
the fact that millions of people recognize
bottles of Various sizes, pints, quarts and
that when beer is pure and is properly
several larger sizes, employed only for dis
used it is a beverage that promotes tem
play purposes. Their artistic arrangement
perance, the jury realized the importance
elicited many admiring remarks from
of its decision, and consequently exercised
visitors. On either side of the rear of the
the utmost care in arriving at a verdict
booth, suspended from the facade, was a
that could not be successfully assailed.
medallion which illustrated the fact that
High-class beers were entered in the ,
the product of the Company’s plant had been
contest for supremacy. The interest .
‘ awarded signal honors at former Universal
aroused among their respective manufac
Expositions in competition with the out
turers, as well as connoisseurs, was intense.
put of other noted manufacturers. Under
They impatiently awaited the outcome.
each medallion was a potted plant that
The jury was composed of men of various
added attractiveness to the decorative
nationalities, each ranking high in his
scheme of the booth, and at either side of
profession. Samples of each exhibit were
these were beautifully decorated trays,
thoroughly tested and submitted to the most
souvenirs of the Company. The front of
searching chemical analysis. INhen the
the booth was enclosed by a polished metal
expert tests were announced, the members
railing behind which were two large
of the jury unanimously decided that Dues
couches that invited the weary visitor to
seldorfer beer, the product of the Indiana
stop and rest, and thousands of them took
polis Brewing Company, of Indianapolis,
HONORABLE ALBERT LIEBER.
advantage of the opportunity to do so,
President, IndianapolisBrewinz Company.
Indiana, was entitled to the Grand Prize.
the booth becoming noted as one of the
When the decision was announced and the award made popular resorts of the building. A large, square rug of beau
there was not a single unfavorable comment. Four years tiful design, small tables and
chairs, and potted plants
previously, at the Paris __
completed the furnishing
Exposition, the same beer
and decoration ofthe booth.
had been awarded the Gold
Brewers from every section
Medal, the two awards
of the globe were visitors at
being the highest honors
“I”.
the Exposition and many of
ever conferred upon any . \
them exhibited great inter
alp- III-I
American beer. An addi- “
est in the display made by
tional distinction of honor
the Indianapolis Company,
‘ -‘
was conferred upon the
'-_
w.-r*
ea
and in the outcome of the
cut no ﬁgure, because the past few years have wrtnessed 1m

'
attractivelyarranged.
mens e strides in the art of brewing beer. There was too' much
/-\

"intimates

Indianapolis Brewing 1 I ' A
contest.

Company, when the Jury
The Indianapolis Brew
ing Company has one of the
most perfect brewing plants
in the world , having a capac

of Awards bestowed upon

Mr. Albert Lieber, Presi
dent of the Company, as
collaborator, a gold medal
in recognition of his success
in the attainment of perfec
tion in the manufacture of
Duesseldorfer beer. In
giving both the Grand
Prize and a Gold Medal to
Duesseldorfer beer, the

ity of 650,000 barrels annu

ally. Its growth in recent
years has been rapid. The
same conditions that have
brought it success in busi
_‘ 1-4?
ness secured for it the
honors of the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition.
Jury of Awards established
H yew: ' Home: .7.
The enthusiastic co-op
it as the World’s standard
eration of the manufac
0f perfection, the most en
turers of the United States
viabledistinctionthatitwas
and foreign countries ac
possible for it to confer.
complished for the depart
The booth in which the
ment oflnanufactures of the
Indianapolis B r e w i n g
Exposition results that far
Company exhibited the
surpassed the most san
bottled product of its great
guine expectations of the
Plant was conspicuously
ofﬁcials most intimately
located and fronted upon
connected with the work.
INDIANAPOLIS BREWING COMPANY EXHIBIT, PALACE OF AGRICULTURE.
one of the most prominent
In no other department
thoroughfares of the immense Palace of AgfiCUItl‘re-_ Its of the Fair were visitors more impressed with the advance
two Sides and rear were enclosed by a handsomely ﬁnished ment of the world during recent years. The goods exhibited
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7S4
in the Manufactures build
ing were of apurely utili
tarian character and there
fore of interest to almost
everybody. The list in
cluded the products of
thousands of factories.
arousing the admiration of

visitors and compelling
them to wonder how such
a vast collection of articles

damp and foul refrigerators. a fact that emphasizes the value

lv'i'lf'fl

of a thoroughly sanitary article.

featun

The White Enamel Refrig

erator Company uses in the woodvmrk of its refrigerators
selected oak or birch. The hardware is of solid brass and of
handsome design and ﬁnish. The latches have patent lever
catches that draw the doors perfectly tight. preventing the
escape of cold air.
In the l'lohn air-syphon refrigerator the cold air passes
through a galvanized iron grating in the bottom of the ice
chamber into the provision chamber. It then rises through the
openings provided in the shelves, and is drawnback through
the syphons into the
ice chamber. and
through and around

FUR .\ SMALL FAMILY.
This is a two panel refrigerator. built
especially for the _smaller class of homes. It
is handsomely ﬁnished and made to hold 250
pounds of ice.
Economy of floor space and
plenty
of shelving
make it a po p ular addition
to the household
ﬁxtures.

were secured for exhibit purposes.
An exhibit that commanded ex
traordinary attention, because the
virtues of the product shown
were plainly apparent to the most
casual looker, was that of the
White Enamel Refrigerator Com
pany of Saint Paul, Minnesota,

manufacturers of the Bohn
syphon system refrigerator. The
display of its goods was en
closed by a neatly constructed

lain
err-ill
‘1) Fill
Zi'llal'l

l'er'rigi
truila
mini
5:0)"

ice

the ice. whereby all

liken

vapors and odors
given off by the pro
visions are condensed
and deodorized, thus
leaving all impuri
ties to pass off
through the drip
pipe with the melted
ice. The pure, dry
air returns to the
provision chamber,
thus providing the
most favorable con
ditions possible for
the preservation of
all articles stored in

it in

the food chamber,

WHITE ENAMEL REFRIGERATOR commuy's EXHHHT. PALACE 0F
MANUFACTURER
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white_
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The above presents a corner view of the booth of the White Enamel Refrigerator Company of
St. Paul. Minnesota. The facade was ﬁnished entirely in white.

comprised the most popular
specialties and sizes made in the Company's factory.
The principal feature of the Bohn air-syphou white
enamel-lined refrigerator is that it is so constructed as to give
the very lowest temperature in the shortest time that is
possible to be obtained. From a sanitary standpoint it is the
most perfect refrigerator of its kind that has been invented.
Every refrigerator is lined with white enamel 0f the Company's
own preparation. baked upon galvanized metal and subjected
to different degrees of heat. It is constructed upon approved
scientiﬁc principles, and aside from being perfectly sanitary it
is durable and neat. In the provision compartment the air
is always pure and dry, and onions, bananas. melons, fish,
cheese or any odorous foods can be placed indiscriminately
upon the top shelves. together with milk and butter in open
vessels on the lower shelves of the same compartment, and
no contamination or transfer of odors result. The white
enamel lining is used both for cleanliness and purity. The

material being non-porous and non-absorbent. a little rinsing
or wiping keeps them absolutely clean.
Intelligent housekeepers and others interested in preserv
ing perishable food and other articles in a fresh and uncon
taminated condition, realize the value of a refrigerator whose

atmosphere remains pure and dry, which has a free circulation,
is free from moisture and which is provuled with perfect

Manv epidemics of typhoid. diphtheria and other
drainage.
i
been directly traced to ’imperfect,
contagious diseases have
I

10h“ refrigerators,
Till

An important
feature of the Bohn
Air Syphon System
is that of drainage.
which is entirely
from the bottom of
the ice bunker, re—
quiring a drip pipe
only three inches
long, which disposes
of a long drainage
pipe and thereby
avods the accumula
tion of slimy matter
and bad odors so
often found in drip
pipes in all other re
frigerators. The pat
ent trap is placed on
the inside of the re
frigerator, where it
is always in sight
and readily reached
forcleaning. Usually
the

trap

is

Pia-CCd
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FAMILY REFRIGERATOR.
This refrigerator has two panel doors and it keeps
erfectly everything in the provision line that is put in it.

is 225 pounds. and it weighs 520 pounds.
underneath, w h e r e iIttsisiceonecapacity
of the most popular sizes manufactured by the

it is generally over'

Iii-$2 [

\Vhite Enamel Refrigerator Company.

EXHIBIT OF WHITE ENAMEL REFRIGERATORS.
alue
lrig.

nors
r1 ol
lever

looked, resulting in the overﬂow of the drainage pipe. Another
feature that is thoroughly appreciated is that it is not neces

Southern Paciﬁc, Canadian

sary to remove the contents and the ice every time it is desired
to clean the refrigerator. It is only necessary to keep the

and Santa Fe; Illinois Cen

(1min pipe and drip pan underneath clean.

If materials

It

shire and Hudson River.

ates

toward saving ice than all other features combined.

tltt
lllllt

respect the refrigerators manufactured by the White Enamel

It is admitted

by refrigerator builders that insulation and dry air do more

Hire
and
“\lllllfi

economy of ice that is impossible under any other system.
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In this

Refrigerator Company surpass all other makes. The complete
circulation provided in their construction insures a degree of

When ice gets low in
the ice chamber the
circulation of air be
comes retarded. under
which conditions the
refrigerator will 11 ot
work as satisfactorily.
The Company guar
antees its refrigera

r all

tral, Michigan Central,Wis

is economy to keep the ice chamber \vell ﬁlled, as it will take
less ice. and if this be done the circulation is kept more active_

are spilled they should be wiped off at once.

nigh

Paciﬁc, Atchison, Topeka

cousin Central, Western
Railway of Alabama, At
lanta and West Point. Great
Northern, Southern Rail
way. Minneapolis, St. Paul
and Sault Sainte Marie:
Chicago, Rock Island and
.Paciﬁc: Union Paciﬁc, and

l tht
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SMALL REFRIGERATOR FUR THE
HOME.
This refrigerator is intended for flats or
apartments where space is limited and occupant
is desirous of eeonomizing. It has two panel
doors. an ice capacity of 1.65 pounds and weighs
412 pounds. It is a popular size.

They have also been adopted by
the Barney and Smith Car Com
pany. and the Yellowstone Park
Association have purchased many

be up to the guaran
tee. the Company
agrees to make good
any deﬁciency or
take back the refrig
erator. paying the

of them for its hotels.

The great

rai I w a y s y st e m s mentioned
adopted them for their dining,
buffet and refrigerator cars after

cost of transportation

both ways.
a severe test had proven their
The merit Of FRONT VIEW OF THE WHITE ENAMEL REFRIGERATOR COMPANY'S EXHIBIT. superiority.
exhibit was in the Palace of Manufactures. It included a variety _of sizes and styles of
these refrigerators “0hThis
The Company builds all sizes
n's patent dry air syphon system of refrigerators. the superiority of which was demonstrated
'
ls
atteSted
d reds

S's—e >

by the
Company
during
Theconsumption
special virtues
claimed
foruniform
them are.
absolutely perby, hun' feet
sanitation.
pure.
dry the
air. Exposition.
economy inthe
of ice.
low and
temperature.
free Of

.
refrigerators

Ol'l

Sl'lOI'lI

.
"ONCE

of unsolicited circulation and absence of odors. freedom from moisture and casein keeping clean.

..
THE anF's FAVORITE.

testimonials and the
factthat the principal
railway systems of
the country, the Pull
man Company, the
Harvey railway sta
tion eating houses,
have adopted them
to the exclusion of
other makes. Among
the railway systems
using them are the
Pennsylvania lines.
Chicago, St. Paul,
Minneapolis and
Omaha; Chicago,
Burlington and
Quincy: Chicago.
Milwaukee and St.
Paul: Chicago and
Eater" Illanis»

“Lilla agg'igei'artor [has two upper class and two lower Chicago and AlIOl’l,

ls‘made to die lashriéﬁﬁdif'lipic'éf"ei‘iiéli'iiihiﬂig'fni‘ig M is s 0 u ri P a c i ﬁ C.
“'"h
' swizighSBzL; gritnds. as wo ‘\v 0 rt he rn
__doors
-paneledmtdfl‘.lth.t
3"" upper
PFOVISIOI'I
chambers
and

P a c I‘ ﬁ 0 ’

and it guarantees them to be just
as represented. Those that are built to order are put up in
sections and can be shipped in the knockdown ready to be set
together by any carpenter. Its success in business has been
due to the fact that it has applied science. experience and skill
in the construction of its refrigerators, the combination result

ing in the most perfected article of its kind. At the Trans
Mississippi and International Exposition at Omaha in 1898.
the White Enamel Refrigerator Company received the highest
award for the excellency of its exhibit. and this victory was
repeated at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition. The lum
dreds of testimonials received by the Company from those
who have used various refrigerators. and who by experience

are capable judges of their value. are eloquent endorsements
of the great merits of the splendid modern scientiﬁc triumph
of the Bohn White Enamel Air Syphon Refrigerator. A

sample of these is one from the Pennsylvania Railway System

which says: “We are more than satisﬁed with your system of
refrigerators in service in our dining cars.”
The award of the Exposition grand prize for typewriting

machines by the Jury of Awards was an event of great moment

to the business world.

That this most valuable of all awards

fell to the Underwood typewriter, in competition with a large
number of well-known makes, was not unexpected by those
familiar with its merits. The Underwood was exhibited

HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.
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construction and

old method of blind writing has been superseded and that this

ﬂashing rich colors, which proved to be a center of admira
tion on the part of all visitors in the Palace of Liberal
Arts. All aglow with hidden lights, it stood in unique
beauty from the deep pinks and greens of its dome to the

Writing in Sight of the Underwood machine is the only way.

in a stained

glass

pavilion,

soft yellows of its pillars.

..,

-»-_ .

11”»
4-.-_.

“1 1":
-‘.
“1'

elegant

in

Made of cathedral glass, set in

a solid iron frame, it was substantial as well as beautiful.
The four square pillars which supported its roof were com
posed of small stained glass panels leaded together to form
an exquisite design of a conventionalized ﬂower, which stood
out artistically from its setting of opalescent glass and richly
cut jewels. In the interior of the pillars were cunnineg conq
cealed electric bulbs, which caused a living glow of color as
their light ﬂashed through the stained glass. Mosaic pedestals
supported these pillars, in which the same design and coloring
was observed, and
which in themselves
were works of ex
quisite art.
Above
this mass of softly
gleaming color rose
the dome, twenty-ﬁve
feet above the ﬂoor.
Here the ﬂower design
was elaborated in
deep pastel coloring
“a ﬁtting culmina~
tion. The interior
sides of this pavilion
were enclosed by two
large mirrors, which
were framed at the
base by mosaic like
that of the pillars,
and at the top by a
border of delicately
stained glass portray

The same spirit of progressiveness which invented the ﬁrst
\IVriting in Sight Machine, in the face of discouragement
from all sides, has persisted, so that in the experimenting
room of the Underwood Company skilled mechanics have
been continuously bending their -energies to perfecting the
machine in every detail. In consequence the typewriter has
been steadily improving, and is now as nearly ideal as human
ingenuity can make it.
To save time is the universal
demand, and the Underwood Company has successfully
ﬁlled it, because no time is wasted in lifting the carriage to
see what has been written; the touch is light and elastic,
and the manipulation has been further simpliﬁed by the
removing of attachment nuisances which were formerly
necessary when the
operator wrote in the
dark . Another de
mand has been the
reduction of noise,
and here again the
Company has been
able to successfully
comply, so that now
in the Underwood
Typewriter only the
click of the type
striking against the
cylinder is heard.
The Company has
designed its machine
for strength and built
it for work.
From its plant in
Hartford, the Under
wood Typewriter
Company sends type
writers to all parts of
the world. Foreign
nations have at once
recognized its excel

ing a ﬁeld of ﬁeur
de-lis. These mirrors
softly
scintillated
with the reﬂection of
the glowing pillars
and the warm lights
ﬁltering through the
opalescent glass of
the dome.

lence, so that now
the Company manu

Within, the Under—
wood Typewriter
Company exhibited

THE UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.

y of Its
‘
‘
twehe
Inadnnes

View
of ofthe
thethe
Palace
of Liberal
Arts. which
was one of
the chief were
centers
of attraction
on
account
its booth
beautyinand
pleasing
way in which
the Underwood
Typewriters
demonstrated
there.

as perfect in construc
tion as the booth.
Six of these stood on specially made
pedestals, with adjustable mahogany chairs for the operator,
Nothing showy or pretentious was to be seen; everything
bore the closest scrutiny; and this is the spirit of the whole
Company; and this is what it stands for. By their inven

factures special
machines adapted to
the language of Ger
many, of France, of
Italy, of Spain, of
Portugal, of Switzer
land

and

Of

R Llssia.

These machines are
shipped not only to the countries mentioned, but also to
Austria, which uses the German machine; to South America,
which uses the Spanish machine; to Australia, China, Japan
and England, which use the English machine. To show the
enterprise of the Company and the recognition of the excel

tion of a machine which enables the operator to see what

lence of its machines abroad, it may be cited that for years

he is writing, and what he has written, without lifting a
hand to raise the carriage, they have inaugurated a new
era in the art of typewriter construction and have revolution
ized the typewriting standard by facilitating greater speed
and accuracy. Ever since their machine was ﬁrst put upon the

the Orient has been demanding of it a machine in its own
characters, and to ﬁll this demand many experiments have
been made. As the largest keyboard practicable has approx
imately eighty-four keys, and as the minimum characters to
which Japanese writing can be reduced is two hundred, an
Oriental machine has as yet not been found possible. The

market, in 1896, the typewriting world has realized that the

EXHIBIT OF THE UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER.
Russian alphabet, on the other hand, has been found adaptable
to writing machines, and the Underwood Company has sup
plied hundreds of such. The Czar himself uses one designed
especially for him and
beautifully ﬁnished in
white enamel and gold.
The Underwood
Typewriter plant at
Hartford c o v e r s an
area of one hundred
and thirty thousand
_ square feet, and em

"-_ ploys over a thousand
skilled mechanics. It
has b e e n producing
' one hundred and
twenty-ﬁve machines
per day—approxi
mate] y thirty-ﬁve thou—
sand per year— from
V which supply the forty
nine branch ofﬁces in
the United States are
furnished.
In their display at
T! l E AUTOM ATI C UNDE R\\‘()l)1).
Wriling in sight, as demonstrated by mechanical

means at the W'orld’s Fair.

the Louisiana Pur
.
' '
Chase EXPOSIUOU,
tllﬁ
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been improved by the addition of a new key—the Tabular

Key—by means of which all the spacing in billing and tabu
lating can be done with the assistance of an automatic brake,
which controls the carriage and prevents the jar and wear to
the machine, peculiar to all other attachments made to
accomplish this purpose. This insures accuracy and increased

speed.

The Tabular Stops are placed on a bar at the back of

the Carriage, and are graduated to correspond with the scale.
The movement of the Carriage is so governed by the Auto
matic Brake that it
jumps quickly and
accurately to the
point where the
stop is placed, when
the Tabular Key is
depressed. \V i th
the aid of this val
uable and effective
addition, and with
the work directly in
front of the opera
tor and always in
full view, bills, in
voices, etc., can be

a .
OPERATING THE UNDERWOOD.

made out with great
rapidity, legibility

The writing of one line forces the conviction that it is and satisfacti0|1_
the speediest machine ever written upon.

Company exhibited
two machines which attracted much attention. Apparently
they manipulated themselves without any operator, and
wrote in clear and even type on long strips of paper with
which the machine fed itself.
This result was, however,
obtained by means of an ingenious device, and such man
ipulation could only be possible, with absolutely perfect
mechanism, as fur
nished in an Un
derwood Type
writer. The written
results were fault
less.

Experts from
different parts of
the

country

were

attracted to this

display, and exam
ined with interest
this product of
typewriter evolu
tion.
They were
invited to test the
machines and

THE UNDEIUVOOD TYPE\VRITER.

make minute CX—
annnatlon.
AS a

Beauty. simplicity and ease of operation are the strong
features of this \tstblc writing mac me

result, not only the product, but the exquisite temple which
housed it, received universal appreciation, and was one of
the most widely sought exhibits in the section allotted to

writing machines in the Palace of Liberal Arts.
111 appearance the Underwood machine is neat and com
pact. Constructed on an entirely new principle, without the
mechanical devices and expensive attachments necessary in a
machine which is operated blindly, it naturally excels in
Peal")! and strength. The only part of the typewriter which
Is undlanged is the Standard Keyboard, and even this has

The phenomenal
success of the Underwood, in less than ten years of competition
in the open market with the standard machines which had
been in use and constantly improved for nearly twenty years
before this, the ﬁrst practical writing-in-sight machine,
entered the ﬁeld, its exclusive adoption by the Navy Depart
ment of the United States Government at Washingtou, after
sixty exhaustive tests
before a specially
appointed board of

mechanical e x p e r t s ,
and its use in all the
Government depart
ments, has resulted in a
general tendency
among the other manu
facturers to abandon old
patterns and endeavor
to substitute something
which will enable them
to recover the ground
which the Underwood's
manifold advantages
has taken from them.
The ideal of W'ritingin
Sight, however, has not
yet been achieved by
any other typewriter
em b o d y i n g modern
principles and the essen-

WATCHING THE UNDERWOOD.

_

I
\\ hatever the attractions elsewhere. there was
t1al features Of 6856 Of always an interested group around the Underwood
.
Typewriter Exhibit.

operation, beauty and
durability, which are the Underwood's most striking charac
teristics. These merits are what won the Grand Prize.
Visitors in the Palace of Transportation stopped often

to examine an old farm wagon that bore the name of

HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHA SE EXPOSI TION.
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EXHIBIT OF THE LUEDINGHAUS-ESPENSCHIED WAGON COMPANY.
“Bois d‘Arc.’ 7

To the users of vehicles it had a forcible

meaning. The wagon had been built in 1852, and had
been in constant use until the very day it was sent to
Saint Louis for exhibition. \Vith it the owner had sent a
certiﬁcate, which he had nailed upon the wagon, and in
which he stated that the wagon had been used upon his
farm for ﬁfty-two years, and would still see many years of
service when it should be returned to him. This wagon was
built for a Texas farmer and obtained by the Luedinghaus
Espenschied Wagon Company of Saint Louis, and was placed
on exhibition by them among their modern stock to show

the durability of Bois d’Arc wood under severe usage.

Beside this pioneer stood a “Bois d'Arc,” such as the
Company builds now, modern in
every detail, with indestructible
skeins, with tough hickory axles,
singletrees, neckyoke, etc., white
oak hubs, spokes, etc.; completely

ironed in every part, yet light-run—
ning.
The contrast between the
two was striking, the old model
being without paint, and compara
tively clumsy; the new model ele
gant in construction and ﬁnish.
Both were alike, however, in that
they were built for durability, of
stock

thoroughly

seasoned,

with

wheels made many months before
they were ironed, and with heavy
.\I

1s\\u.e“:

\i i.

tires shrunk in such a manner that
they could not become loose—
wagons made by men virtually
reared in the manufacture of
wagons.
A part of this exhibit was
arranged in the form of a pyramid.
The
base of the pyramid was com
posed Vof four of the celebrated
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here see how carefully the stock had been selected from the
toughest wood, how strongly the tongued and groove“
bottom had been constructed with double thickness where
it rests and wears on the bolsters. Finished neatly in every
detail, painted carefully with the best quality of paint, they
were handsome as well as durable.
This pyramid of wagons was a copy of the trade-mark of
the Luedinghaus-Espenschied Company—a Company whith

has always had for its motto “ the wagon will speak for itself."
Lightness in running is to be considered of equal import
ance with durability; and this ﬁrm, by virtue of its long
experience, has now produced a wagon; which for the saving
of horseﬁesh can not be excelled. There is not an ounce of
superfluous weight, and yet the
wagon is completely ironed in
every part. This has made it pos
si ble to increase the carrying
capacity, so that now a Lueding
haus-Espenschied wagon, by means
of its adjustable sides, can carry
a greater amount to the horse
power used than any other wagon
upon the market. By means of its
adjustable sides, moreover, the
wagon can be adapted to numerous
purposes, such as lumber hauling
or any heavy transportation over
country roads, or used for market

ing and light delivery, with running
gear for the city, where lightness
and rapidity in turning is essential.
Climatic changes do not affect
a wagon whose parts have been
thoroughly 5 e a s 011 e d . In the
Luedinghaus- Espenschied wagons
the wood can not warp, for it has

been seasoned in the Company’s
own yards for two years before

being used; nor can the tires
Luedinghaus-Espenschied wagons,
become loose, because they have
built for the heaviest hauling.
been thoroughly shrunk on the well
Upon these stood three substantial
seasoned wheel. Of this, the Corn
wagons for t ra n s fe r purposes.
pany gives a written guarantee to
These, again, supported two heavy
every purchaser.
combination express wagons; and
MR. HENRY LUEDINGHAUS. SR.
across these stood a wagon of
On North Broadway, Mound
Mr. Iienrvailcdinghaus, Sr., the president of the Luedinghans
agon Company, has been a wagon maker since 1856, when '
Espenschied
somewhat lighter build, especially he
and Eighth Streets, Saint Louis,
ﬁrst came to Saint Louis. At that time he worked for various em
ployers. thus receiving a thorough training in every department of wagon
adapted for city use. Surmounting making.
the Luedinghaus-Espenschied Com
In 1859 he started business for himself at North Market and
Twelfth Streets. St. Louis. Having no capital, he started in a very small
them all, and towering toward the way, working at such jobs and contracts as he could handle by his own pany have their factory, which has
labor. most of the time without any assistance. As a result of his thorough
roof of the lofty Palace of Trans
occupied that site since 1866.
understanding of the business, he was able to move into a larger place on
Broadway. in 1864. and in 1866 his merit was so well known. that he was
portation, the eleventh wagon able
Here is situated also their stable
to locate at North Broadway, Mound and Eighth Streets, where his
stands today. In 1887. without relinquishing his own prosperous
stood—a miniature—such as might factory
and their lumber yard, where,
business, he became interested in the Espenschled Wagon Company,
whose stockholders he bought out three years later, combining the two
be used for cross-country travel
under their own supervision, the
firms under the name Luedinghaus-Espcnschied Cqmganymnder which
now stands. Mr. Luedinghaus has taken into his usmess his sons.
mg, covered by a canvas top, and itMr.
stock
is seasoned and prepared,
Henry Lnedinghaus, Jr.,as manager and vice-president of the ﬁrm,
Mr. A. E. Luedinghaus as secretary. For the Louisiana Purchase
prettin decorated wit h ﬂags. and
and
every
part of the wagon is
Exposition, sixty~one s ecial wagons for the handling of exhibits by the
World‘s Fair General . ervice Company were furnished by Mr. Lucding
Remarkable to observe here was, haus‘
made
by
experienced
workmen.
Company. Besides being president of the Luedinghaus-Espen
schied Company, Mr. Henry Luedinghaus,Sr., is interestedin numerous
that of its kind, each wagon was other
They
supply
farm
and
log
wagons,
enterprises. among them being the St. Louis Car Company. the St.
a perfect specimen, built with the Louis Malleable Casting Company. and the (Jast Brcwmg (.ompany.
dump carts and various other heavy
Same skill and care, and ﬁnished with the same accuracy as to vehicles of all kinds to farmers and city users. They furnished
detail. iesides being a unique way in which to exhibit sixty-one wagons to the General Service Company of the
wagons, this pyramid gave the visitor excellent opportunity
Exposition, for hauling exhibits, and all wagons were in
to examine every partrof each wagon, from the heavy-tired excellent condition at the close of the Fair.
Wheels with fclloe joints accurately ﬁtted before the tires
To construct a safe that shall protect its contents against
had been set, to the tough hickory singletrees. He could the intense heat of a burning building and the skill and
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ingenuity of a burglar, has long been a difﬁcult problem. In has it ever been burglarized. The peculiar properties of the
the section allotted to iron and steel products in the Palace of metal render it of sufﬁcient hardness to resist drills, either
Manufactures was an exhibit of safes, that showed in an in~ ratchet or power, and its malleability or elasticity prevents
fracturing 0r shattering of the metal if
teresting manner what modern invention
subjected to severe shocks of either an
has accomplished in skillful locksmithing—
locks so intricate in structure and so simple
explosive nature or the use of heavv
sledges or battering rams. As already
in manipulation as to astonish the visitor
and force the burglar out of business.
observed, when the door of the safe is
Twenty years of scientiﬁc study and
closed it resembles a cube, and a metal
experimenting by the foremost mechanics
lurgist would not think twice before reply
and chemists in their shops at Cincinnati,
ing “No,” if asked if a four-ton block of
Ohio, have given the Yictor Safe and Lock
manganese steel could be shattered or even
Company precedent over all other com
effected in a building without completely
demolishing the building.
panies in this respect. The visitor saw in
Upwards of ﬁve hundred artisans, repre
this exhibit locks so delicately constructed
senting the various branches of work as
as to be veritable works of art, and yet so
embraced in the manufacture of safes are
arranged'tliat no lock-picking device in the
employed by the Company, and competency
world could serve to break them. These
of the highest order in their respective
locks are put on the Victor Manganese
lines is the essential requirement. After
Steel Screw Door Bank Safe, and are used
AT LAST—A BURGLAR-PROOF SAFE.
examining the ﬁre-proof box weighing ﬁfty
in combination with the Yale Triple Move
Victor Safe & Lock Company, of Cincin'
pounds, and then seeing the large double
ment Time Lock. The movements of this nati,The
Ohio, was the ﬁrst Company to [ace upon
marketa Solid Manganese Steel i crew Door
door ﬁre and burglar-proof safe weighing
lock are of the highest workmanship and the
Bank Safe in which no hole pcrforates the door
to receive or support parts of the construction or
twelve thousand pounds, we immediately
can be wound to run any desired number locking
devices; their safe being locked and un
by the means of a Triple Movement Yale
form an opinion of the great number of
of hours, from one to seventy-two, so that locked
Time Lock. So accurately is the door ground
the jamb that the naked eye cannot detect
safes which are required to supply the
in the event of a holiday immediately into
the place where the door enters.
intermediate sizes. In striking contrast to
preceding or following Sunday, or where
it is desired to lock for two successive days, the movements the symbol of ingenuity as displayed in the high-class safes, was
can be set to remain locked until the third day following the old Cabildo safe, a relic of the Seventeenth Century, and
the locking of the door. The Victor screw doors, on which originally made for Louis XV, King of France, a clumsy affair
these automatic

with inch walls

locks are placed,
are so accurately
ground and ﬁtted
that if a human
hair is intro
duced between
the door and the
jamb it is crush
ed flat when the
door is screwed
into its seated
position; while
the ﬁnest piece
of tissue paper,
if inserted, will
prevent the door
from being en
tirely drawn up
to its locked po
sition. This
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THE VICTOR SAFE AND LOCK COMPANY—GRAND PRIZE.

ments.
The
bolts are of the
ﬂat variety and
the agency of

both a crude
combination ar
rangement and
ahiddenkeylock
is required to
operate them.
After a number
of transfers and
change in owner
ship, the safe
eventually be
came the prop
erty of the city
of New Orleans,
and its historical

shows how im
DOSSibie it \VOUId

Behind massive white pillars and surrounded by a heavy iron railing, elegantly gilded, was the exhibit of the Victor Safe
and Lock Company in the alace of Manufactures at the Louisiana I‘urChase Exposition. The massiveness of the booth was
well suited to the display within, which consisted of safes of all kinds made by this company at their factories in Cincinnati.

be to wedge any

Ohio. ()ver four thousand bankers Were entertained at the display during the Exposition, and were generous in their

-

Sharp lnsn-ument

value dates from
the da

and construction, which dispels the general idea that a burglar-proof safe is an unknown quality.

between (1 o o r
and safe wall in order to pry it open. This manganese steel
screw door safe has undergone a series of remarkable tests
to prove that its composition is impenetrable by drill,
powder, dynamite, thermite, or nitro-glycerine.
Great satisfaction is given the manufacturers by being able
to report that it is the only safe made up to the present day
which has never been opened in a competitive test, and neither

the pa_

y

expressions of approval, especially after seeing the operation of the bank safes and ascertaining the method of manufacture

*mfrita

crs ‘vhich ceded

p

the Territory of
Louisana over to the United States were depOSited the"? for
H
safe keeping.” The safe was discovered in the LouiSiana
Building and its purchase by the Victor Company was imme
diately made. It was the receptacle for papers which made the

Mill in

tunes a]
ill [Um
'i iile c

*lilri.
on i

i.. .

great Louisiana Purchase Exposition possible and a reality.
The great variety of articles made from clay is astonishing,

.ihlmca

and cannot be easily enumerated by anyone who is not rated

“lumaii

c'i‘iitiii

AMERICAN CLAY-WORKING MACHINERY COMPANY.
as an expert in the business of manufacturing clay products.
Men have realized the inexhaustible supply of this material
available, and so have invented machinery by means of

which clay can be used for the most diverse purposes, from
the rock-faced brick for street paving and house building to the

most perishable bric~a~brac and china dishes. Necessarily,
the machinery which produces such different articles from
practically the same material is as diverse in character as the
product it manufactures.

Models of some of these machines were sent by the
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bottom horizontal discharge fan, and a style B four-mould
dry press, all driven electrically. Surrounding these machines
was a various display ranging from graceful urns and bas~
reliefs, ﬁnely glazed pottery and dishes, to electrical conduits
and ﬁne lining, building blocks and tiling, representative of
users of these machines in widely separated places.
A collection of sand-lime brick manufactured by the
American Clay-\Vorking Machinery Company in their own
testing department at their plant at VVilloughby, Ohio,
showed what can be done by their heavy dry press

1' CLAY A", L

‘5 ll!- ‘11

and. » ~=
THE AMERICAN CLAY-WORKING MACHINERY IN THE PALACE OF MINES AND METALLURGY.
The American Clay-Working Machinery Company employed an unusual and eﬁective manner in which to make their display. Comparativel little s'Fialce was liven to their
machinery. most of the room being taken up in showing articles made by the patrons of their machines—such as rooﬁng tile made by the Western ooﬁng
e Company of CotIey~
ville. Kansas. and by the Cincinnati Rooﬁng Tile and Terra Cotta Company. Cincinnati, Ohio; terra cotta b5 the Atlanta Terra Cotta Company, Atlanta, Georgia. and the Steiner
Terra Cotta and Pottery Company. San Francisco. California: paving brick by the Streator Paving Brick ompany. Streator. Illinois. and by the Nelsonville Sewer Pipe Com
pany. Nelsonville. ()hio. Hollow building blocks and conduits were shown by Ayer & McCarel. Brazil. Indiana: special blocks for grain elevator construction from the Vigo Clay
Company. Terre Haute. and hollow blocks and drain pipe from the Weaver Coal and Clay Company. Brazil. Indiana: ﬁreprooﬁng. ue lining and conduits from the National Clay
Manufacturin
an . South
River. New
erse
. and
blocks
from
thePlatt
Greer-Beatty
Clay Company.
Ohio.
andthe
theChandler
Pittsburg
Terminal
Manufacturing
Company.
Weast Com
Elingetyh,
Pennsylvania.
ThJere
was
alsohollow
dry press
brick
from
Brothers Brick
Com any.Magnolia.
Van Meter.
Iowa:
Press
Brick Clay
Conipan
, Chandler.

Oklahoma Territory. and the Kittanning Clay Manufacturing Company, Kittanning. Pennsylvania. _an enameled press brick from _the Tiffany Enameled Briev Com any.
Momence. Illinois. Paving brick and blocks were from the Barr Clay Company. Streator. Illinois; Trimblc Clay Lompany.Tr1n1ble. Ohio: Wabash Clay Company-\ ceders ure.
ndiana: United States Penitentiary. Fort Leavenworth. Kansas: Athens Paving Brick Company. Athens. Ohiogand the Townsend Brick and Lonstructlon Company. Zanesvllle.
Ohio. Rock-faced paving brick was shown by the Purington Pavinlz Br'le COmIJBHY- and rock-{369d brilldln
rick by the Alton Paving and Brick Compan . Alton. Illinois.
There were
two&skeleio
e
hin war mm the otteries Sewer
of the Edwin
M. wall
Knowles
China
Company.
ast Liverpool.
Ohio. and pottery
and iardinieres
_r0m New
the plant
of
Hawes
Compgifyflqodrﬁgeccambzl-idggfltfassacliilisetts.
ipe and
coping
came
from the National
Clay Manufacturing
company.
South River.
Jersey.
and the Great Eastern Clay Manufacturing Company. New York. The aclede Fire Brick Compan . of saint Louis had samples of its ﬁne llnll'lﬂS, ﬁre-brick and paving brick:
the Saint Louis Vitriﬁed and Fire-Brick Company showed ﬁre and paving brick. and the Evanston lire-Brick Company. Saint Louis. high-grade ﬁre-brick. Fineglazed sir-lo.
walk tile came from the Hocking Clay Company. Logan Ohio. and enameled brick from the Sayre-Fisher Llay (,ompiiny._Sayre_sville. New Jersey. Street curbing sidewalk tilt-s
and paving brick were from the Moberly Brick. Tile and Earthenware Company. Moberly. Missouri. and rock-faced building brick. aving brick and hollow blocks from the Iowa
Bric Manufacturing Company. Des Moines. Iowa. Stoneware was from the Navarre Stoneware Company. Navarre. Ohio. and re-prooﬁnz from the Pennsylvania Clay Com

any. Saint Mary's. Pennsylvania. Electric insulators were shown by the Akron Smoking Pipe Company. Moeadore. Obie. and street-car track insulating blocks by the Standard
ltriﬁed CCEmIganyo‘tyf‘légiiifigiii‘;
d 't C
'
_ gtwtlllhnngt
' '
h8fd terii:
be
em by
C. W.
Wainwright
all the
way from
Manitoba. and Company
nearby was
the terra
American
Fire-Clay
\giiliie
:otta
were
shown
by the North
Western
TerraVirden.
Cotta Manufacturing
of ﬁre:brick
Chicago. from
Illinois:
cotta
ﬁgure: and urns were shown by the Saint Louis Terra Cotta Company; and the Winkle Terra Cotta Company of Saint Louis displayed glazed and unglazcd ﬂoor tiles and ﬁgures.

American Clay-Vtrorking Machinery Company from their
Plant in Bucyrus, Ohio, to be displayed in the Palace 0f
Mines and Metallurgy at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition,
and together with them the wares manufactured by users

their patrons; also the diﬂ'erent samples of clay sent them

machinery. In this testing department the Company keeps
a large body of skilled workmen employed in testing the

produee of their machines as sent in from the factories of

of the company‘s machinery in all parts of the United

from all parts of the world for this purpose.

States.
On a table in the center, the exhibit proper of the

the American Clay—\Vorking

American Clay-Working Machinery Company was made.
consisting of a working model N0. 42 brick maClline, 3"
automatic side-cut brick-cutting table, an Eagle repress: a

machinery to the public.
That wonderful illuminant, acetylene gas, played an im
portant part in the displays at the Exposition. Its discovery

Machinery

Hence it is that

Company 05ers

today the best and greatest variety of clay manufacturing
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was followed by the invention of such machines as shown in
the exhibit of Acetylene gas apparatus made by the Davis
Acetylene Company, of Elkhart, Indiana. The brilliancy
of the new illuminant, and its adaptability for use in farm
and suburban homes, as well as for lighting schools, hotels,

feeding lump carbide which has yet been produced. The
present type is now in its ﬁfth year of successful operation, so
it cannot be considered as at all in the line of an experiment.
The fact that lump carbide gives a yield of ﬁve to ﬁfteen per
Cent more gas than the ﬁnely crushed, makes the desirability
of apparatus which will feed lump carbide self-evident.
factories and the smaller towns and cities, made the exhibit
The use of independent power for feeding carbide makes
an object of especial interest to many thousands of visitors.
The compactness of the gas generators and the fact that possible the application of a number of simple devices which
they could be placed in basements and attached to ordinary absolutely control the discharge of carbide, insuring the
gas piping, that no mantles or chimneys were required, that greatest possible degree of safety, as over-production of gas
the gas could be used for cooking as well as for lighting, and is practically impossible.
A town lighting plant of three hundred pounds carbide
that recharging a generator once a month is all that is
necessary for ordinary house use, was information that capacity was contained in the exhibit. This plant was but
ﬁfty-six inches in diameter and eight feet in height. Its
surprised the greater number of inquirers.
The International Acetylene Association had secured six mechanism was driven by a two hundred pound weight which
thousand feet of ﬂoor space, intending to have made Acety
gives four times the power required to operate the machine,
lene illumination a prominent feature of the Fair, but owing giving a factor of safety which makes the plant practically
to delay in securing necessary concessions, there was not time infallible in operation. The lighting from a single charge of
carbide in this appa
in which to arrange
ratus is equal to
with the various
eighteen
thousand
manufacturers of
,
,
s
apparatus, and the
" its 0
i ' 111
cubic feet of ordin
ary city gas. It can
project failed.
'
The Davis Acet"97' ie'éir
be operated by any

“ DAVIS AcerviisNE

u-._ ,

"\~_" U,--.

sonal charge of the
FF,
711.19;
i

intelligent laborer.
The application of
electricity for light
ing the gas is a most
interesting feature.
The mere pushing of
a button will ignite
the gas in any
desired place, such
as lighting a porch
or hall light, a jet
in the interior of a
barn or other build
ing. Keys can be

ylene Company
determined that
Acetylene should be
represented, and with
d ifﬁculty ﬁnally
secured a limited
5 p a c e which had
previously been as
signed to another
company. Mr.
Augustine D a v is ,
the President of the
Company, took per
matter
installedanda not
lineonly
of
generators, b u t a
display of calcium
carbide, lamps,
stoves, meters, bum
ers, chandeliers, gas
ﬁxtures and electric
gas lighting appa
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DAVIS ACETYLENE COMPANY’S BOOTH.

if wished, so that
merely turning the
key will light the
gas, thus avoiding
the use of matches.
The Acetylene
stoves for cooking
also attracted wide

a n

To supply the gas for lighting a town, one would expect to see a whole building ﬁlled with power plants. At
the Loiiisiana Purchase Exposition. however, in the Palace of Manufactures, was shown a_plarit but ﬁfty-six
inches in_diameter. which. with a lighting power equal to eighteen thousand cubic feet of ordinary city gas. was

interest,

Investlgator c O u l d

ably equipped tocperform this function. The machine was one of the many interesting exhibits made by the
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Davis Acetylene ompany. of Elkhart. Indiana. and had a capacitypf three hundred pounds of carbide. Acety
lene stoves for cooking were also an attractive feature of this exhibit. especially to such visitors who had country
homes where city gas could not be sup lied. To such ersons. also. the application of acetylene gas inthe ordinary
gas ﬁxtures was of no small interest.
he Jury of the .ouisiana Purchase Exposition. composed of American and
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foreign gas manufacturers and experts. recognized the excellence of these devices in their award of a gold medal
to the Davis Acetylene Company. In addition to this. the President of this Company, Mr. Davis, was also awarded
a gold medal. as the inventor of improved apparatus for the generating of carbide gas. He is seated at his desk.

with Acetylene.
The introduction of light of any character in the buildings
being prohibited by the insurance authorities, it was not
possible to show the plants in operation.
An ingenious
method, substituting the carbide by gravel in a generator
from which a section had been cut was contrived, and not
only the whole of the interior was shown, but the actual
operation as well.
So far as is known, the Davis Generators are the only ones
in the world that have independent power for feeding carbide,

and they have the mOSt successful feeding mechanism for

The Davis Acet
ylene Company was

awarded a Gold Medal for the excellence of its devices, by a
jury which was composed of men prominent in the manu
facture of gas and gas-making apparatus, and containing an
American and a French expert of high repute in Acetylene
gas production. The President of the Company, Mr. DaVis,
was also awarded a Gold Medal as an inventor of Acetylene
devices of unusual merit. The year of the Fair was the ninth
in the development of the Davis apparatus and its extensive use
Time and labor-saving devices are in great demand in this
age of haste, and the world is quick in recognizing any worthy
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L. E. WATERMAN COMPANY’S EXHIBIT.
saver of energy. The general use into which the fountain
pen has come in recent years is an example of this. Every
unnecessary second, every unnecessary movement, is begrudged
by the busy man and woman of today, and greater perfection
is demanded in every line. Therefore a writing device which
need not be dipped into an inkstand, and which produces the
same kind of a line continuously, becomes popular. Such a

pen is the Waterman Ideal Fountain Pen, now so universally
used by men and women, boys and girls, in every walk of
life. An Ideal Fountain Pen is a badge of industrv and a

passport to the realm of the intellectual.
To represent the importance of their production to the
business world, the L. E. Waterman Company erected a
booth at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, which, for
originality and appropri
ateness of structure, had no
peer. It was a glass-roofed
pavilion supported by pil
lars in the form of huge
fountain pens twenty feet
high, exact copies of their
famous gold and silver
mounted ﬁligree holders
in heroic size. These pil
lars projected above the
roof and ended in shining
gold pens three feet long,
which sparkled in the light
and caught the eye of the
passer-by. The roof of this
pavilion was of glass, inlaid
with huge gold pens, and
culminating in a dome
which represented a por
tion of the geographical
globe, with the continents
and countries mapped out
in various colored glass.
This design seemed espe
cially appropriate, em
bodying, as it did, the
trade mark and motto of
the L. E. Waterman C0.:

“The \Vaterman Ideal
Fountain Pen making its

markallaroundtheworld.“
Within, the booth offered
a luxurious place of enter
tainment where the visitor
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up attractively and interestingly for distribution among the
World's Fair visitors. From this little booklet and because
of the pleasant hospitality accorded to visitors, the head—
quarters of the \Vaterrnan Ideal Fountain Pen was called the

“Shrine of the Dip-no-mores," and numberless “pilgrims”
wended their way thither to add their testimonial to the long
list in the leather-bound book placed there for that purpose.
The size of this book showed the popularity of the “Ideal”

as well as the allegiance of the “Dip-no-more Pilgrims.”

A

ﬁne oil portrait of Mr. L. E. \IVaterman, who, as the inventor
of this pen, is truly a public benefactor, was an interesting
feature of the booth. Diplomas and medals obtained at the
expositions in Chicago, in Paris, in Buffalo, in Atlanta, in
Omaha, in Glasgow, and in other places, made an impressive
7
showing.
The furniture
was mahogany and ebony.
There is a special feat
ure of the Vv'aterman Ideal
Fountain Pen,of which the
Company is justly proud;
this is their latest patented
device, the spoon feed.
For years they have been
carrying on experiments
to secure an absolutely
certain and uniform ﬂow
of ink from the barrel of
the pen to the pen point,
and have now succeeded
by means of this patent.
This insures, by its pecul
iar construction, a uniform
ﬂow of ink without the
necessity of shaking, jar
ring or dipping, until the
last drop of ink in the bar
rel of the pen is exhausted,
and is the reward of twenty
years of study and experi
ence in the manufacture of
fountain pens. The pen
has become so clean and
easy to handle that it has
gradually been taking the
place both of the pencil
and the ordinary pen, and
every school boy and girl,
every man and woman,

SOME GIANT FOUNTAIN PENS IN THE PALACE OF VARIED INDUSTRIES.
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been ound large enough to wield one 0 these pen pillars. he would have been able to use it with
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an exhibit Of fountain pens
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Cases of all varieties of Waterman Ideal pens mvnted” l'us inspection, and an amusing

descriptive pam hlet “ From the Diary of the Dip-no-mores was presentedfhima“
a pgsénl
bearing a colore picture of the attractive booth, as souvenirs. Many Visitors mm It I; ex 1 lé
an excellent headquarters at the World 5 Fair. where there was much of Interest to 00 at, an
where comfortable chairs and a cordial welcome always awaited them.

m the g01d and jeweled

Pen for a lady’s escritoire.

for his conven-

p rofess‘10 n a l

p_e(?ple

“1, he

have nluch Wnnng to do

‘
and cannot aﬁord the tune
_
conquned by repeated dlp_

ping into inkstands, and

A beautiful pen, incrusted with

Sfflail diamonds costing one hundred dollars, was on exhi

b‘tion- Here, too, the visitor could entertain himself by
Poking Over the clever booklets, “Points for Penmen” and
From the Diary of the Dip-no-mores," which were gotten

whose work must be more legible than is possible with a pen,
which, when full, produCes a different kind of line than when
almost ready to be dipped into the inkstand again.
The very interesting sight of a thoroughly equipped model
distillery in full blast daily, was one of the wonderful features
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INTERIOR VIEW OF THE MODEL SUNNY BROOK DISTILLERY.
Showing Cooler and Fermenting Tubs.

THE MODEL DISTILLERY,
Of the Sunny Brook Distillery Company, exhibited on the World‘s Fair Grounds.
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of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, furnished by the Sunny
Brook Distillery Company of Louisville, Kentucky. The
Sunny Brook Model Distillery was situated south of the
Palace of Forestry, Fish and Game, north of the Canadian
Pavilion and near the intramural road leading to the Philip
pine exhibit. The buildings were of log cabin construction
on the order of the dwellings of Kentucky’s ﬁrst settlers and
consisted of a United States Government Bonded warehouse,
store rooms for barley, malt, rye and corn, the distillery
proper with boiler house, also apartments and ofﬁces for the
representatives of the company. An Internal Revenue ofﬁcer
was detailed by the United States Government to superintend
and inspect the output of the model distillery, so that all
requisites of the Internal Revenue law governing the manu
facture of an absolutely pure whiskey might be complied with.
The Sunny Brook exhibit was unique for the fact that this
was the ﬁrst time in the history of any Universal or Interna
tional Exposition that a full working model of a distillery had
ever been placed on exhibition, and it remained for the Sunny
Jirook Distillery Company to be the ﬁrst to show to the
world at large how pure whiskey is made. Every detail in
the manufacture of whiskey was carried out with scrupulous

'MT'“QI..__
1T

‘

.

exactitude, from the weighing of the corn, rye and malt to
the measuring, testing, gauging, packing and sealing in casks
of the ﬁnished product. Many hundreds of thousands of
visitors to the Exposition were interested sight-seers at the
Sunny Brook Model Distillery. Eight large registers, ﬁlled
with names from every quarter of the globe, bear witness to
the popularity of this exhibit, but even the well ﬁlled registers
do not tell the full story of the immense crowds that thronged
the distillery daily.
It has been a matter of pride with the Sunny Brook
Distillery Company, to produce a whiskey of the highest
grade and absolutely pure, and it was with the object of let
ting the people of the world know how the celebrated Sunny
Brook \Nhiskey is made, that the Model Distillery was erected
and operated as one of the great features of the Exposition.
The original distillery located on the Sunny Brook grounds
in what is now the metropolis of Kentucky, began opera
tion more than ﬁfty years ago, the capacity at that time
being ten barrels per day. Ten years thereafter the capac
ity was increased to twenty barrels, and about the year
1870 it became necessary to increase the capacity to ﬁfty
barrels per day, and again in 1885 to one hundred barrels per
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INTERIOR VIEW OF THE MODEL SUNNY BROOK DISTILLERY.

INTERIOR VIE\V OF THE MODEL SUNNY BROOK DIS'I'ILLERY»

Showing Still and Mash Tubs.

Showing Doublcr and First and Secund Distillation Tanks.

My

SUNNY BROOK DISTILLERY COMPANY.
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SUNNY BROOK DISTILLERY. AT LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY.
SUNNY BROOK DISTII.LERY. AT LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY.
View in warehouse No. :2, showing the most modern and best equipped warehouse
View of the Company's plant. looking southwest from Broadway.

in the United States.

day, continuing at that rate until 1895,.when the business of
the Sunny Brook Distillery Company had increased to such
an extent that it necessitated increasing the plant to two hun
dred barrels per day capacity.
From time to time since then the distillery has been
increased to its present capacity of three hundred barrels per
day, which, with a storage capacity of one hundred and
seventy-ﬁve thousand barrels, makes it the unquestioned
largest distillery of ﬁne whiskey in the world.
The whiskies made in this distillery—both rye and sour
mash-are distilled from the ﬁnest grain that can be procured
in the market, and the barrels used for storing the ﬁnished
product are made of cypress oak seasoned three years before
being used for cooperage purposes.
Every barrel of Sunny Brook \Nhiskey is placed in steam
heated bonded warehouses, in patent racks, such as shown in
the accompanying illustration, and left there for a term of
years to insure a complete evaporation of all deleterious oils,
so that, at the time whiskey is withdrawn for use it is fully
matured, absolutely pure and palatable. These warehouses
are in charge of United States Internal Revenue Storekeepers,
and are continually under Government lock and key.

As a sort of side issue, the Sunny Brook Distillery Com
pany feeds twenty-ﬁve hundred head of cattle from the by
products of the distillery, and it is generally acknowledged
by expert cattle dealers that the quality of the grain used at
this distillery is of such a high grade that the cattle fed at
this plant bring the highest prices of any distillery-fed cattle
in the State of Kentucky.
An important adjunct of this vast plant is the extensive
Government bottling house for bottling whiskey in bond.
This is operated under the direct supervision of the Govern
ment, and according to the revenue regulations no whiskey
can be bottled under four years old. Each bottle bears a
Government guarantee stamp over the cork, showing the exact

age, strength and quantity of the whiskey contained therein.
Sunny Brook Whiskey Bottled in Bond is sold throughout
the entire world, the export business of the Sunny Brook

Distillery Company being quite a factor of their total output.
The principal ofﬁce of the establishment is at Louisville,
Kentucky, other oil-ices being located in the larger cities, such
as New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, St. Louis, etc.
Each succeeding Exposition of large scope has

noted

the progress of the world in almost every line of human

SUNNY BROOK DlSTILLER\'. AT LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY.

SUNNY BROOK DISTILLERY, AT LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY
View from roof of warehouse No. 1, looking east on Lewis Avenue. showing ware
View in mash house, showing big fermenting tubs full.

houses I\os. 4. 6. 3 and 12.
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employment. Ten years of progress now mark a greater
advance of scientiﬁc knowledge than centuries have done
formerly. In fact, there was no science a few decades
back, or, if so called, it was exceedingly crude.
It is
no exaggeration to say that the Exposition of 1904 led
all others in exploiting and illustrating the progress
made in art and industry and in general scientiﬁc knowl
edge.
In the inventions and improvements that were
shown at the Exposition it was noticeable that those
which have resulted in beneﬁt to the physical body of
man attracted the greatest degree of interest. In substan
tiation of this statement it
will only be necessary to
remind the visitors to the
Exposition and the readers
of this history of one of
those exhibits. It was that
of the Ideal sight Restorer,
located in the Palace of
Liberal Arts.
It was an
appliance for the massage
0f the eyes, the invention
of the late Benjamin F.
Stephens, of New York,
and it arrested the atten
tion of all'who were inter—
ested in the ills that are
always threatening the
human family.
The Ideal Sight Re
storer is an ingenious
mechanical device made by
the Ideal Company, of 239
Broadway, New York City.
By its use massage of the
eyes is accomplished in an
effective and perfect man
ner. It ﬁts the eyes over the
closed eyelids, and is held

in position by mere atmos
pheric pressure. The ef
fect is soothing and de
lightful, no pain or un
pleasantness accompanying
the application. It is ap
plied either at night or in
the morning for from one
to two minutes, or as long
as the strength of the eyes
WI“
are

bear'

The

thus gently

eyeballs

button front and rear, and air tubes, proceeding right and
left. The air tubes, after leaving the ball, curve to assume
the parallel, and receive securely into their open ends the
necks of two eyecups. The eyecups are made of the ﬁnest
solid ivory, amber and shell-colored celluloid, are mathemat
ically correct, and their interiors are so constructed as to
correspond in size and shape with the normal eyeball. Each
of the air tubes at its junction with the eyecup is surrounded

by a metal band, and the tubes at this point are connected by
means of a metal sleeve with right and left-hand screws pro

ceeding at right angles from the metal bands. The operation
'
of this metal sleeve upon
the screws brings together
or separates the eyecups,
so that they must corre
spond to the pupillary dis
tance between the eyes.
When in operation the
parts of the Restorer serve
to exert both pressure and
s u c t i o n , simultaneously
and equally upon each eye.
In near and far-sightedness
the eye is moulded to its
proper shape, while the
normal eye is strengthened
and made more beautiful
by the operation. A fur
,ther function is the start
ing up and the maintaining
of a vigorous circulation of
fresh blood which brings
nourishment to every por
tion of the eye. The germs
of disease cannot stand the
onslaught of healthy blood,
and the vigorous circula
tion induced by the Re
storer, it is said, eliminates
them.
Those of experience say
that no injury can result
from the use of the Re
storer, and the claim is made
that persons who use glass
es, presumably to correct
any defect of vision, may be
relieved of the necessity of
wearing
them.
THE LATE BENJARIIN F. STEPHENS.
Mr. Stephens, the inventor of the Ideal Sight Restorer. was a native of New York, having been
It is said that John

born at Coeymans. October €ij1839. He died at Brooklyn. New York, October 16, 1903. He was a
massaged son of Nathan and Caroline
arsons) Stephens. whose ancestors were among the early Connec
ticut colonists. He was educated in the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn and the University of
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to be a restorative and
preservative, and a curative for near or far-sightedness,
astigmatism and presbyopia or failure of sight from any
cause, provided the eyes are not subject to reﬂex organic
diseases.
The appliance consists of a pure Para rubber exhaustion
ball about one inch and a half in diameter, with a press

cause
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for

the

and

he

decline

of
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pracuLed

upon himself his remedy
for preserving to old age the youthful luster and vigor of his
eyes. His custom was to manipulate and exercise his eyes
frequently with his ﬁngers, always rubbing them inward
towards his nose. This he did to restore the normal shape
of theeye and to keep in vigorous circulation all its ﬂuids
necessary to the healthful condition of the eyes.
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EXHIBIT OF RUBBER TUBING MACHINES BY JOHN ROYLE AND SONS.
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the article produced was uneven in thickness and not uniform

mechanical work upon a rubber factory can be readily
supplied by this machine—linings for garden, ﬁre, steam
and compressed air hose; stock for moulded articles, carriage

in size.

tires. and innumerable other purposes.

It is only a comparatively short time since seamless rubber
tubing was made almost entirely by hand. In consequence,
Even at the present time there exists only one make

The whole machine is built upon a sturdy iron pedestal,
the interior of which is devoted to closet space for holding
taking much time and expensive machinery.
small tools, etc., and when the side drive is used, an inclosure
At the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, in the Palace of for the bevel gears. This casting is in one solid piece, and
Machinery, there was displayed this machine, representing the forms a most reliable foundation upon which to build the
only ones of its kind made, standing, therefore, in a class superstructure of the working parts.
alone. This machine was exhibited by John Royle and Sons,
Superimposed upon the pedestal is the cylinder of the
of Paterson, N. J., and was so simple it could be run by anyone machine, which is so made at its forward end that different
of ordinary intelligence. Two horsepower was sufﬁcient to head sections may be used interchangeably upon the same bolts,
operate it and produce rubber tubing as fast as the com
and that changes of this nature may be quickly accomplished
pound was fed into it—
when desired. T o w a r d
from forty thousand feet
the rear is the throat,
upward per day, accord
which is so formed that a
ing to the rapidity with
minimum effort is suffi
which the operator sup
cient to keep the machine
plied the feeder. Its sim
well fed. Internally, the
plicity and complete
machine is of novel con
adequacy for the function
struction. The barrel,
which it had to perform
which is three and a fourth
made inspectors marvel—~—
inches in diameter, is in the
since tubing has been
form of a bushing, and is
produced for so many
removable, thus providing
years by elaborate and
a means, in the event of
unsatisfactory methods.
wear, for restoring the
For twenty years this
bore to its normal condi
pioneer company, John
tions. Surrounding the
Royle and Sons, have been
barrel is a series of care
manufacturing tubing
fully devised compart
machines. If one were to
ments, which are so
compare this m 0 de r n
arranged that by the
machine with some of the
proper application of
ﬁrst models made, one
steam or water there can
would see a change in
be maintained an evenly
each separate part. There
graded temperature
is not a detail which has
throughout the entire
not undergone remarkable
length of the stock-worm.
evolution, so that now, for
The machine is com
cheapness and rapidity of
plete with either back or
running and for perfection
side drive, as preferred,
of the ﬁnished product,
together with cone pulleys
it has no peer. This is
and countershafts. \'V hen
directly due to the persist
desired, a mechanism for
ent and untiring efforts
moving a light fabric belt
FEED 1T RUBBER AND IT camps our nose.
of John Royle and Sons,
or delivery apron, by vari—

of machine that can produce ﬁnished tubing without requiring

a corps of skilled men, and without elaborate processes

When the Jury of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition came to the rubber-tubing machine of
W h 0 S e

careful

attention

John Royle and Sons, Which was turning out rubber tubing at remarkable speed _in the exhibit of
the Voorhees Rubber Manufacturing Company. of Jersey City, New Jersey. in the Palace of

has been directed toward

Machinery, 3 problem faced them. _ As the only machine of its kind. it could only take, under
the rules, a Silver medal in the distributing of awards.

every

able speed, can be supplied.

The four sizes in which

On the other hand. as a machine

element and every

absolutely suited to its function. groducing a perfect article at a speed impossible to exceed.

these

point in the machine, \-Vith
.
.
_

the exhibit deserved an award muc higher than the Jury were permitted to give. On every side.
praise and surprise was accorded this machine. for the step made by John Royle and Sons was in
advance of anything hitherto conceived of.

ﬁt them tO prOduce tubing

the result that it 18 built
more nearly upon the lines of a machine tool than upon the

lines that are usually followed for factory machinery.
By feeding strips of the rubber compound, two inches
wide, into the throat, this wonderful machine will turn out
tubing of any size, from the very smallest t0 hose two inches

and a half in diameter, without any time wasted in ﬁltering—
the tubing being produced as fast as the compound enters the

feeder.

Absolutely seamless, smooth and uniform in texture

and size, the product bears the test of the closest scrutiny.

All the various demands made by a widely varied line of

machines are

built

from one-fourth inch in
diameter for druggists' sundries, where smoothness and even—
ness are especially necessary, to four-inch tubing to meet
factory requirements, where strength and capacity of produc
tion are of prime importance. Any one of these machines
can, by very simple changes, be made to produce tubing fully
ﬁfty per cent in excess of their normal die limits.
In its every detail the machine, as displayed in the rubber
exhibit of the Voorhees Manufacturing Company, of Jersey
City, New Jersey—where the visitor could see the machine in
operation—called forth approval and acclamation on all hands.
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CHICAGO RAILWAY EQUIPMENT COMPANY‘S EXHIBIT.
Pre-eminent among the important exhibits in the Trans
portation Building was that of the Chicago Railway Equip
ment Company of Chicago, Illinois, the pioneers and leading
manufacturers of Metal Brake Beams, successful Anti_Friction
#1.,"

Side-Bearings and Automatic Slack Adjusters.

Few manu

facturers of railway equipment have enjoyed the phenomenal

success of this Company, and none have a more enviable
reputation for anticipating and solving the problems created
by the rapidly changing conditions of modern railway
transportation, or for the efﬁciency or workmanship of its
products.
Since the inception of the Company in 1888, it has had
the most skillful mechanical experts constantly engaged in
experimental tests and investigations, and has been identiﬁed
with every advance made in the methods of railway trans
portation pertaining to its devices. It is the only Company
designing and manufacturing the highest classes of brake
beams, and its devices are covered by more than one hundred
patents, owned by the Company. The extent of the Com
pany’s business may be better understood when it is known

769

imperative demand for greatly increased braking power to
overcome the enormous momentum. The Chicago Railway
Equipment Company then produced a brake beam that oper
ated successfully under the heavier pressures, and also inter~
changed with the beams formerly used in the lighter service.
This achievement was appreciated by the railroad world in
the adoption of the improved beams by the Pullman Com
pany and leading Trunk lines.
The comprehensive and attractive manner in which the
brake beams were displayed at Saint Louis by this Company
made the exhibit unusually interesting and instructive. It
was possible to follow the improvements made from time
to time and study the relative values of the various types
of beams by comparing their diﬁerent weights, deﬂections
at established loads
and ultimate
strengths.
The light
weight

(I()I.Z\IQl'tIl\NR'\.R.iI('l"fill"
1.‘I\"N('‘T/4\(Y1()

and great strength of the high capacity beams graphically
illustrated what the intelligent and painstaking manufacturer

can and has accomplished.
Side Bearings were originally placed upon the bolsters of

cars and locomotive tenders as safety devices, but the increas
ing capacities made the maintenance of clearance between the
Side Bearing impOSsible, and disastrous friction resulted.

The Anti-Friction Side-Bearings exhibited by this Company
that ﬁve millions of its various types: of beams have been
placed in service, over half of these being of the Hollow type
originally manufactured.
‘

were designed to eliminate this friction, and have met with
extraordinary success in face of the opposition and prejudice

Brake beams, everything considered, Operate under more
severe conditions than any other mechanical structure. The

.Under the trying exigencies of heavy rapidly moving

correct this trouble.
This bearing is now generally used
and accepted as solving this problem.
The ingenious Adjusters for automatically taking up the
slack which is created by the wear of shoes and various
other parts, represents a device that is seriously needed in
order that the efﬁciency of the air brake may not be inter
fered with by slack in the transmitting medium.
The Chicago Railway Equipment Company for years has

trains some few years ago the increase in weights and Speeds

conﬁned its efforts to the highest development of its few

efficiency of the entire brake mechanism is seriously impaired,
if its very purpose is not defeated, by the use of inadequate
brake beams, and the importance of carefully Selewng brake
mun-yVrfelin

beams of proper strength and design cannot be over-estimated
from the standpoint of safety to passengers and property.

developed by the various failure of all other attempts to

ofﬂpassenger equipment presented a difﬁcult problem in the specialties. In the years of experiment conducted by it, the
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Company has discovered that improvements in car bolsters
have not kept pace with their kindred devices. The Com
pany has embodied its investigations in a variety of patents
on an improved form of bolster, and with a new and
modernly equipped plant at Detroit is prepared to furnish
bolsters which represent the latest develop
ments in the art with reference to this detail
of the railway car.
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the Revolving Filler and the Improved Filler.
The Revolving Filler was designed with a special view
to meet the requirements of large bottling establishments,
owing to the great speed, the simplicity of construction, the
very simple manner of cleaning the machine, on account of
the entire interior being accessible by only

removing the top cover; the revolving device,
making it possible for the operator to stand in
one position during the process of ﬁlling, and

The growth of this Company has resulted
there being no hose connections, which are
in its acquiring and building other plants in
always difﬁcult to cleanse properly.
addition to enlarging that of the Chicago
Missouri's reputation as a breeder of ﬁne
plant. It now has plants at Chicago, Jersey
stock was fully sustained in the Live Stock
City and Detroit, as illustrated on page 769,
Department at the Exposition. One Missouri
and also at Montreal and Walkerville, Onta
rio, and has ofﬁces in the principal cities of
ﬁrm,
L. M. Monsees & Sons, proprietors of
I”,le . u ., w.
the
Limestone
Valley Farm, near Smithtou,
the country. The General Oﬁices of the
ORPHAN BO Y 696.
Pettis
County,
Mo., was awarded seventy
Company are in Chicago, Illinois. The high
Grand Champion, World's Fair. A son of
Mark, he by Tarkington’s Napoleon. Dam.
est prizes were awarded for all the devices by
premiums
on
its
famous herd of Jacks and
Cecil Giant. he by Caldwell's Giant 3:.
by L. M. Monsees 8: Sons, propri
exhibited, and the past promises a great future. Owned
Jennets,
more
than
was received by all other
ﬁsts of Limestone Valley Farm, Smithton,
exhibitors, in the same class, combined. Its
The invigorating and pleasant taste, the o.
foaming and inviting appearance of beer or mineral water, celebrated Jack, “Orphan Boy,” and Iennet, “Belle of Lime
is principally produced by its carbonic acid gas. This is kept stone," were given grand prizes, a distinction that marked
in the liquid under pressure, and on reducing or removing them as world champions. In the twenty-seven sections the
this pressure the gas shows a tendency to escape. \Nith the prizes awarded it were as follows:
old process machine beer was bottled without pressure and
Jack, 4 years old or over, Ist and 2d prizes; Jack, 3 years and
under 4, 2d and 5th prizes; jack,
practically allowed to run
2 years and under 3, Ist and 6th
into an open vessel, coming
prizes; Jack, I year and under 2,
in contact with the air; and
2d and 3d prizes; Jack, under I year,
the results were that the liquid
Ist and 4th prizes; Jennet, 4 years
old or over, Ist and 2d prizes; Jen
lost considerable carbonic
net, 3 years and under 4, Ist and 2d
acid gas and was, moreover,

exposed to infection from the
outside air.
To avoid this, Henes and
Keller Company, of Menomi

nee, Michigan, have con
"h-.

717/!
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rm,

structed and patented a ma
chine by which the liquid is
under continuous pressure
during the entire process of
bottling, and by which no loss
of carbonic acid gas or infec
tion can possibly occur.
These machines were
shown in the Palace of Agri
culture and their operation
demonstrated to the visitors.
The machines were connected
with the necessary pressure
apparatus, which included a
power pump designed and
built especially for this pur
pose by the Henes and
Keller Company, being one
of the methods of obtaining
the required pressure. How
ever, carbonic acid gas, a
modern steam or hydraulic

lst prize; Jennet, 2 years or under,

One
iId-fas
wit 5

sire—Four animals of either sex,

any age, 1st and 5th prizes; Prod
uce of one Iennet—Two animals of
either sex, any age, 1st and 3d
prizes; Aged Stud—Jack and four
Jennets, 3 years old or over, Ist and
2d prizes; Young Stud—Jack and
four Jennets, under 3 years, Ist and
3d prizes; Stud bred by Exhibi
tor—Jack and four Icnnets, all 3
years old or over, ist and 2d prizes;
Premium Championship for
breeder—Best showing of jacks
and Iennets in sections one to ten
inclusive, as determined by the
largest aggregate amount awarded
to animals bred by any one breeder
represented, 1st prize; Premium
Championship for exhibitor—Best

to

win
of
acks and Jennets in
Sho
g
1
sections one to ten inclusive, as dc—

Two kinds

nected engine
with a for
compressed
air tank
used
to force the
liquid
into
by a
special
that purpose.
Careful
examination
and
testing
of the
theirbottles.
powersrun
brought

term‘HEd
by the large“ agg re g ate

amount awarded to animals owned

of ﬁllers were shown by the

forth _universal approval from the visitors, and this 0 Pulamy has be"! accorded "1°
“mm” “crywmre'
_
During the seven years in which the Henes and Keller Company

have been established two thousand of these bottle ﬁllers have been sold to the breweries

by 0118 exhibitor, ISt Pl'll -

can

also

)
good advantage

Henes and

be

used

Keller Conlpany
I

and mineral water depots in the United States and in toreign countries, while distributing
agencies have been established in all the large cities.

lulu;
Izit, lli

The exhibit of the Henes and Keller Company in the Palace of Agriculture at the
\Vorld's Fair was always the center of a circle of interested s ectators, who watched the
operation of the Counter Pressure Bottle Filling Machines.
hese machines were con-

pump

in, La

prizes; Jennet, 2 years and under
3, 2d and 5th prizes; Jennet, I year
and under 2, Ist and 5th prizes;
Jennet, under I year, Ist and 4th
prizes; Champion Jacks and Jen
ncts—Iack, 3 years old or over, Ist
prize ; Jack, 2 years old or under,
Ist prize; Jennet, 3 years or over,
Ist prize; Grand Champions—Jack,
any age, Orphan Boy, grand prize;
Jennet, any age, Belle of Lime
stone, grand prize; Get of one

COUNTER PRESSURE BOTTLING MACHINES.
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MERITORIOUS EXHIBITS THAT RECEIVED AWARDS.
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cut at the Exposition. One Missouri
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cstone \‘alley Farm, near Smithtou,
Utility, 310., was awarded set-enn
is on its famous herd of Jacks and
more than was received by all other
rs, in the same class, combined. Its

n Boy," and Jennet, “Belle ol Lime

Eunson‘s Paton,
Ist Prize. Three-Year-Olds.

IlLAcx PRINCE,
2an Prize, Aged locks.

Goon Boy,
and Prize, ThreeYear-Olds.

CAr'r. Ancnrla,
3rd Prizc. Aged Jacks.

TAxPAvEn,
Trrror.
2nd Prize, Two-Ycar-Olds. 2nd Prize, Aged Jacks.

nd prizes, a distinction that marked
_

'15. In the twenty-seven sections the
5 follows:

The distinction of leadership in lheimportation and breeding of mammoth jacks and iennets belongs largely to Luke M. Emerson, preprietor of the Pike County Jack Farm,

at Bowling Green. Mo, whose stock captured thirty-seven prizes at the World's Fair. This farm is sixty miles northwest of St. Louis. 100 miles east of Kansas City, and twenty
miles north of Hannibal. Mr. Emerson has imported over two thousand head of ﬁne: mammoth acks. which is said to be more than all other importers combined. He goes himself

rcr, lit and 2d prizes;]ack, 3yea'snd

to Spain and other sources of the best breeds and makes his own selection of the best animals.
c has brouuht over as high as 380 head in one shipment. He also has a ﬁne line: of
native breeds. A large numberofthc prize winners at the World‘s Fair were from this farm. where he keeps about three hundred ﬁneiacks on hand. The (arm has won first prizes
at thirty-seven fairs and expositions. among them the Royal Azricultural Exhibitions in Enaland. The great: farm at Bowling Green is a development of over sixteen years,
during which time Colonel Emerson has ransacked the countries of Europe for the best iacks and iennets and has bred some of the ﬁnest animals in the world. His market extends
to other countries. a large number going to South Africa. The Pike County Jack Farm is an enterprise of large proportions and is the source of much of the best mule stock in the
world. Mr. Emerson's jacks are all registered in the American Stock Stud Book.

_, under 4, 2d and 5th prizes; In.
2 years and under 3, tit and tr';

’

prizes; Jack, I year and under 1.
ad and 3d prizes; Iaelr, underiycu.

I

lst and 4th prizes; Jtllntl,.|yt2t>

PRIZE WINNERS AT THE WORLD‘S FAIR, FROM LUKE M. EMERSON’S PIKE COUNTY JACK FARM.

winners were Orphan Boy, Mikado, Limestone Cap, Limestone Perfec

tion, Lady Mack-in, Belle of Limestone, Clarmont Belle, Limestone
Duplex; Second prize winners—Limestone Duplex, Limestone Head
light, Miss Donlcy 2d, Pride of Limestone, Maggie Oneal, Limestone
Bess, Limestone Wonder; Third prizes—Miss Donley, Dumonth,
Limestone Corrector; Fourth prize—Clarmont D; Fifth prizes—Mam
moth Star, Limestone Lady, Belle Oneal, Dumont; Sixth prizes—
Clarmont Chief; Grand Champion—Orphan Boy, Belle of Limestone;
Senior Champion—Orphan Boy, Lady Mackin; Junior Champion—

old or over, ist and 2d prizes: in.
"£1,3yearsandunder4,ntnj;3

Prim; Jenner. 2 years and ttflin‘
3- 2d and 5th prizes ; Jenner, t
and under 2, iii and 31h piers;
Jennet, under 1 year, or ard it:
Prim ; Champion lacks and lo
nets—Jack, 3 years old not-ents
prize; Jack, 2 years old arm-k.

Mikado, Belle of Limestonc;

Reserve Grand Champion—Limestone

Perfection, Lady Mackin.
tst prize; Jenner, 3years ororr.
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One of Kentucky’s most
old-fashioned, hand
made Sour Mash \Vhis
key distilled by the Old
Times Distillery Com—
pany, at Old Times Park,
Louisville, Ken-t ucky,
the same kind of whiskey
that was made in Ken
tucky one hundred years
ago. At the \Vorld's
Columbian Exposition,

lst prize; Jenner, 2 yearsornia,
ist prize; Grand Champions-ltd.
any age, Orphan Boy, grandprx:
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and Mr. Thos. S. Moore, of Bardstown, Kentucky (distiller
of the well-known and popular brand which bears his name),

“Old Times” was awarded Grand Prize, Gold Medal and
Diploma for purity and general excellence.

uOld Times,”

known as “the whiskey that made Kentucky famous,” won
at both great fairs in competition with all leading brands
of the world with high credit, by reason of the fact that it is
distilled, as it has always been, from the choicest grain,
purest of limestone water, and under the old-fashioned pro
cess, which assures the highest standard of merit.
The Missouri Ath
letic Club, of Saint
Louis, immediately
upon the Grand Prize

_'

being awarded to “Old

_ _

Times,” adopted this
brand for the exclusive
use of its members.

“Old Times" \Vhis

, 7191.7!) rinsswm
l

i

Arum-m hair "in; y,‘

key has been continu
ously distilled in the
old-fashioned way with
out change of mode or
method, or the introduc—o
tion of any labor or
money-saving devices.

The

HOld

Times"

Distillery Company's
exhibits at both great
Prize, gold medal and
world’s fairs were visited
OLD TIMES DISTILLERY COMPANY'S EXHIBIT AT \VORLD‘S FAIR.
diploma,
by many millions of
_ Eleven years later, at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition people. This company’s main ofﬁces are at Seventh and Main
"1 Saint Louis, 1904, by a jury of awards consisting of whis
Streets, Louisville, Kentucky, with branch oﬂiccs in each
key experts from six great nations, in consultation with Mr. of the large cities of the United States. The ofﬁcers of the

P. Hoctor (the well-known whiskey man of New York City),

company are: Chas. E. Lemmon, President; M. C. Donnelly,
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Secretary and Treasurer, and the business of the com
pany extends to many States and countries.
Exposition exhibitors were early impressed
with the importance of making their exhibits
instructive as well as attractive and compre
hensive. They readily adopted theidea, thereby
enabling the Louisiana Purchase Exposition to
far surpass all its predecessors from a purely
1 -educational standpoint. In none of the
great exhibit buildings was the idea
more pronounced than in the Palace
of Agriculture. One of the notable 1

W
Fv'tr'
I.

The display was reﬂected by mirrors set back of the cases on
which was tastefully arranged everything in pickles and pre
serves. Aside from this were seventy-two large glass jars
handsomely packed with fruits that retained their original
shape and ﬂavor. representing the full line of the Cupid brand
goods manufactured by the Company. The booth was bril
liantly illuminated and was provided with electric fans, easy
, 7
chairs, and other accommodations for the conziort of visitors,
and it was one of the most popular resorts in the Palace of
Agriculture. During the Exposition it was visited by more
than twelve million people.
5
The Dodson-Braun Manufacturing Company is a typical

exhibits there was that made by \‘v'

American concern in its marvelous growth, as well as in the

Dodson-Braun Manufacturing Com—L

enterprising and progressive management of its business.

pany of Saint Louis, and t0 the fact
that it was in perfect harmony with
the general educational scheme of the
department it owed a great part of its
prominence. Its display embraced
almost everythingin the fruit and

The business was originated by John \V.Dodson in 1882. Itwas
a success from the beginning. Several years ago Adolph Braun
became a member of the Company, and today the establishment
is one of the largest of its kind in the world. Through the use of
the most modern machinery and the highest knowledge the
industry has been made a science. The Company main

il'is be
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vegetable line—pickled and pre-

tains twenty stations in the great cucumber dis

manul
pay l
“'1
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served—sweet pickles, catsups,
ﬂlustards, horse-radish, salad

tricts of Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa,
Missouri andIndiana,andit securesthe choicest

5'2:an

dressings,tomato chutney,olives,onions,

product.

mangoes, Chili sauce, peppers, fruit but-

quently handles ﬁve thousand bushels of toma

During the tomato season it fre

Q

ter, and an inﬁnite variety of the other
products of its immense establishments.
And as an educational feature the Company employed at its booth ﬁve
young ladies to thoroughly demonstrate its goods for the
'

/

toes a day at the home plant alone. Its goods
go to every section of the United States, Canada,
Mexico, Europe, Asia, South America, Austria,
the Philippines and Cuba.
The Company was
awarded the Grand Prize at the Exposition for
the excellency and purity of its prod—

beneﬁt of visitors.
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DODSON-BRAUN MANUFACTURING COMPANY‘S EXHIBIT. PALACE OF AGRICULTURE.
This illustration shows the booth of the Dodson-Braun Manufacturing Company, of Saint Louis. manufacturers of the Cupid brand of pickles and preserves. It occupied eight
hundred square feet of ﬂoor space in the Palace of Agriculture. and was ﬁnished in white. black and gold.

In it were displayed samples of all the products of the Company's factory.

EXHIBIT OF BERRY BROTHERS’ ARCHITECTURAL FINISHES.
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AN ENGLISH noon.

PHILIPPINE FORESTRY EXHIBIT.

This beautiful and artistically furnished room constituteda yellow pine exhibit in the
Forestry Building. The woodwork was treated with Luxeberry Wood Finish.

This illustration shows desks. tables and other articles of furniture in the Philippine

manufactured under the careful processes by which this com—
pany has won the wide reputation it now enjoys.
When confused recollections of the Exposition resolve
themselves into permanent impressions, among the latter will
be, no doubt, the exhibits in the Forestry building and the
many handsome interiors of natural woods, such as were
shown in the State buildings, the Philippine Forestry exhibit,
the yellow pine display, the Hoo-Hoo building and others.
The beautiful appearance of these woods was largely due
to Berry Brothers' architectural ﬁnishes. Nature had supplied
the raw material, but Lukeberry \Vood Finish transformed it
into a thing of beauty by developing the charms of grain and
color, and imparting the mirror-like ﬁnish to the wood that
called forth such general admiration from visitors. Practically
all the varnish used on the ﬁne woodwork oi the buildings at
the Exposition and of the many exhibits of native and foreign
woods was Berry Brothers’ Luxeberry “’ood Finish.
The lesson intended to be taught by the exhibition of
ﬁnished woods at the Exposition was the importance of a
little varnish knowledge to the general public, as all persons

high commercial value. Among the latter were the Narra,
Calantas, Tindalo, Lauan, Acle and Molave woods, perfectly
adapted to the manufacture of the very highest grades of
furniture. The millions of visitors will remember the beau
tiful and artistic display of tables of every variety, desks,
chests, wardrobes, cases and chairs that occupied a large
section of the Philippine Forestry Building. The woods from
which they were manufactured were equal to, if not superior,
to the mahoganies and rosewoods of South America. The
most attractive feature in connection with this furniture was
the beautiful polish that had been given to it, which made
more prominent the quality of the wood, and imparted to it
a ﬁnish that aroused the admiration of every visitor. Every
piece of furniture in the Philippine display had been treated
with Berry Brothers’ Luxeberry Wood Finish, a fact, that
was not generally known among visitors, but true, neverthe
less. In the main palace of Forestry, in all of the State and
territorial exhibits, the same ﬁnish was used in adding charm
to the beauty of the woods shown. In the Missouri and
Michigan State Buildings, in the palatial structure erected by
Brazil, and in almost every one of the more notable buildings
at the Exposition, the Luxeberry Wood Finish was adopted

building or reﬁnishing a house should know enough about
varnish to enable them to choose it wisely and without having

to rely entirely on the opinion of their contractor or painter.
The illustrations on this page were selected from a great
number of buildings and exhibits of woods ﬁnished with the

Luxeberry Wood Finish, and give an idea of the superior
character of the article.
If the Philippine Islands had no other resources than their
immense forests of ﬁne hardwoods, the United States Gov
ment would be fortunate in their possession. The most
extensive and magniﬁcent display of woods made at the

I'orestry Exhibit that had been treated with Luxeberry Wood Finish.

because of the beauty it added to the raw material supplied
by Nature.
The interior woodwork of many of the most handsome
booths in all of the great exhibit palaces at the Exposition
was made more attractive by the addition of the Luxeberry
wood ﬁnish. It was also largely employed to beautify the

interior trim in many of the foreign buildings on the Expo
sition grounds.

Berry Brothers’ factory and main ofﬁce are in Detroit,

Exposition was that made by the Islands

Mich., and those interested will receive
from them, upon application, ﬁnished
samples of wood and instructive literature
upon the best methods of wood-ﬁnishing,

in the Philippine Forestry Building.
There were more than ﬁfteen hundred
varieties, four hundred of which were of

THE MISSOURI BUILDING.
Missouri's Building. the most expensive State structure.
adopted the Luxeberry \Vood Finish.

TIIE BRAZIL BUILDING,
This artistic structure was made more beautiful by being
ﬁnished with Luxeberry Wood Finish.

THE MICHIGAN BUILDING.
Luxeberry Wood Finish was used to beautify the interim.
of Michigan‘s Building.
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whether for the interior of the home or other uses.
In the Transportation building the Railway Appliances
Company, of Chicago and New York, at Post 49, Aisle

wood Tread type were shown on the Vandalia Company's
engine No. 200, exhibited by the American Locomotive
\Vorks. These treads are designed so as to permit water and

“E,” made a ﬁne display of the Q and C Bonzano Rail

‘ '

Joint in several forms, Q and C Bryant Rail Saw,
Q and C Samson Rail Bender,
American Guard Rail Fastener,
Stanwood Step and Stanwood Ship
Tread,
Fewings Car and Engine
Replacers.
All of these devices are in exten
sive use on both steam and
electric roads in the United
States and foreign countries.
The Q and C Bonzano
THE Q AND C IlONZANO RAIL JOINT.
Rail Joint is in general use
This joint is in general use on many of the large rallway systems
on many of the large systems,
gigll‘vecf‘xz‘ggll It was exhibited in several forms and was awarded

“‘35?!
_..‘
naq

v

o
.4

one in particular having the
densest trafﬁc handled in the United States. The Bonzano
Joint was awarded the silver medal of the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition.
The Fewings Car and Engine Replacer is designed for
successful handling and for rerailing cars and engines, and it
is in use by systems operating the very largest type of modern
locomotives
which weigh
up to 450,000
pounds.
T he
Fewings Replac
ers received the
bronze medal,
which was the
highest award in
Q AND C STANWOOD CAR STEP.
The Stanwood Step was given the highest award. It is
in general use on street cars throughout the country. It is
designed to prevent the accumulation of dirt or snow and
ice on the step.

~a.--_,
N,“.

72,1?

ltS class
In

. .
addition

to the booth ex
hibit. the Railway Appliances Company should be mentioned
for the Vestibule Diaphragms, with which the elegant day
light passenger train exhibited by the American Car and
Foundry Company was fully equipped. The highest award,
a bronze medal, was given to the Railway Appliances Com

pany for its Ajax Vestibule Diaphragms, thus testifying to
the excellent quality and high merit of the riveted form of

diaphragm.
The Q and C Stanwood Car and Locomotive Step is a
steel car-step which is in very extensive use on street cars
throughout this country. The Running Boards of the Stan

‘
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FEWINGS CAR AND ENGINE REPLACER.
The highest award offered in this class was a bronze medal. and this
Replacer received it. The Replacer is deslgned for successful handling
and rerailinz cars and engines. and IS in general use.

snow

dropping

through, and

thus

received

the highest award.

In the Automobile Section
this Company had in the
Oldsmobile Company’s booth one of
the Oldsmobile Railroad Inspection
Cars, for which the Railway Appliances
Company is the exclusive agent in the
United States.

practical, and it is

OLDSMOBILE RAILROAD INSPECTION CAR.
These cars are used for track, bridge and other railroad
inspection work. They are rapidly coming into use in
America and foreign countries.

but a question of
time until they will
be in general use
on most of the
steam and traction
roads of America
and Europe.
The Company is
now ﬁlling orders
for these cars from
every

seCtlon

Of

America, and their

construction h a 5
become a very important branch of the company's business.
The Rail Saw and Rail Bender exhibited by the Company
are in very exten
sive use throughout
the United States
and are especially
adapted for their
clas 5 of railway
work. T h e re is
hardly a railway
sy stem in the
country that has
not adopted these
machines because
of their superior
qualities as com
pared with all other
machines intended
for the same pur
pose. An expert is
not required to ban
dle them, and they
can be moved from
one point to another
the

greatest

it the

avoid accumulation of ’ ice which
makes solid running boards a source
of danger. The Stanwood step

The Oldsmobile cars are especially
ﬁtted for track, bridge and all other
railroad inspection work. A large
number of them are now in use in the United States, Canada
and Mexico, and not a few have been sent to Europe. They
have been proven
to be thoroughly

with

taken f‘
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The portable saw shown above is especially adapted
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EXHIBIT OF THE AMERIC AN RADIATOR COMPANY.
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"Art, Pureness, Comfort, Economy”—this quotation was
taken from the beautiful Konti has-relief which was exhibited
at the “Colonial Model Home" of the American Radiator
'
Company at the Saint Louis Fair. It
declares the entire range of objects
demonstrated by the use of the highly
perfected products of this Company for
making homes, churches, schools,
stores, ofﬁces—all buildings—more
reliably comfortable and with good
practical economy.
This exhibit particularly illustrated
the application of "American" radiators
and “Ideal” heating boilers (made for
steam and hot water) to the problems
of home comfort, home cheer and
IDEAL COKE BOILER.
furnishings.
These boilers are especially
made for burning coke and
The visitors who saw this exhibit
they produce the most thor
ough and economical results.
will not soon forget the delightful
impressions which they received from the partial representa
tion produced in this exhibit of a Colonial home completely
furnished in inexpensive yet
exquisite taste, and repre
senting a structure which in
its complete form would
cost about $5,000. The im
pressions of the very salutary
improvements worked into
the designs and ornamenta
tions of the radiators made
by this Company, as com—
pared with the crude models
of even a decade ago, are
lasting. The lady visitors
~
were especially pleased with
“'- \
'.
the special pains taken to ele
\\
v _
vate all the features of the ex
hibit to their viewpoint, and
freely expressed their pleas
ure with its rich simplicity.

and reﬁnement in art iron work.
Although these goods
are now more extensively used than any others in all classes
of homes, from the modest four-room cottage way through
the entire range of domiciles to the chateaux of France, the
homes of English royalty, the castles of the Rhine, the United
States Embassy at Peking, the palace of the Crown Prince of
Japan, it should be remembered that these radiators are also
made in every adaptable form for all classes of public buildings.
The warming radiator is a very welcome instrument in the
uptrend of human affairs towards more harmonious conditions

of living, assemblage and industry. Modern social and indus
trial developments as manifested in our high storied ofﬁce
buildings, universities, opera houses, auditoriums, etc., have
been much assisted by reason of the uniformly distributed com

fort insured by the “American” cast-iron sectional radiators
Many years ago this Company, with a view to making
their radiators more effective from viewpoints of economy and
eﬁiciency, added one line of “Ideal” cast-iron heating boilers
for generating steam and circulating hot water. Today they
make thirty-six different types bearing this trade name and
suitable to all fuels—coke, hard coal, soft coal, lignite, wood
or gas. One line is made
especially for burning gas
house or process coke and is
growing rapidly popular be
cause of its eminent ﬁtness
for the purpose, and further
because of the ease of hand
ling, economy, smokeless
character and cleanliness of
the fuel.
The Company also makes

several patterns of “Ideal”
tank water and laundry heat

;ifkliiﬂi {a H

The “American” radiators
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A "COLONIAL MODEL HOME "

_ ers, for supplying a constant
faucet service of hot water
and for heating ﬂatirons,
for domestic and other uses.

They are very extensively
used for furnishing hot water
for homes, hotels, barns,

liveries, green-houses, poul
are so choiccly modeled and
This novel booth was in the Manufactures building. It displayed the simple application
of "American" radiators and "Ideal" heating boilers. made for steam and hot water. The
try-houses, stock raising,
moulded, so carefully ﬁn
home was completely furnished and reprcse nted a structure which. in its complete form,
ished in detail, that when would cost about $5,000.
bottling concerns, church
decorated they very much assist to furnish the rooms in which baptistries, swimming pools, barber shops, engine houses, and
they are placed. They are made in about thirty-six plain, to prevent water from freezing in ﬁre extinguisher tanks and
semi-ornate and extra artistic designs and in many different railroad' tanks, etc. Standing always ready to serve the public
Shapes, for narrow and contracted spaces, for corners, bay
through thousands of expert and com
petent selling connections, the Com
window seats, side walls, etc.
The exhibit served a very beneﬁcial purpose in showing pany cordially invites every interested
how to select and decorate radiators for certain rooms and property owner to send for valuable
odd places; and how to make them harmonize with the wood
booklets. The Company maintains
work or color schemes of rooms. This was well demon
branchesand warehouses in all parts
strated by a white enameled radiator located in the upper of the United States. The business
Sleeping room, which very tastefully blended with the light blue is thoroughly localized, with goods
decorations of the dainty little apartment. A radiator of the always near at hand for prompt service
Rococo" type, decorated in black Bauer-Barf’f, and located and accommodation of the public
against the Flemish oak wainscoting 0f the dining-room, illus
through all responsible dealers in
trated the ﬁne degree of consonance which can be established heating apparatus, heating contractors,
between a radiator and a dark wood background. An exquisite plumbers and steam ﬁtters engaged in
pattern called the “Verona,” in the lower hall, with its planning and erecting warming outﬁts.
RADIATOR.
elegant ornament and surface, as smooth as polished bronze Address inquiries: American Radiator VERONA
The V_erona patterns illus
trate the idea of symmetry and
and richly gilded, illustrated the idea of artistic symmetry Company, Department 56, Chicago.
reﬁnement in art iron work.
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It was naturally presumed that only persons having some
technical knowledge of mechanics would be greatly interested
in the exhibits of machinery at the \Norld's Fair, but this
presumption proved wrong. Of the millions of visitors to
the Machinery building but a small percentage were persons
familiar with machinery, yet this department was one of the
most interesting at the Exposition. This is explained to a
great extent by the many working exhibits that were installed.
The intricate and ponderous machinery in motion aroused the
interest of the layman as well as the admiration of the skilled
artisan. Many of the greatest machinery manufacturing con
cerns in the world were represented in the building and a
large proportion of them by live exhibits. As an educational
department the Palace of Machinery was surpassed by no
other department of the Exposition.
Among the more notable companies that were represented
by working exhibits was the Platt Iron \Vorks Company of

apparatus.

The success of the operation of the condensing
Culllpl

apparatus in connection with the Corliss engine was testiﬁed
m llt

to by the Exposition by the award of a gold medal to the
Platt Iron Works Company.
Under its contract with the Exposition the Platt Iron
Works Company also installed a condensing apparatus in
connection with the Hamilton-Holzwarth Steam Turbine of

1,000 kilowatts.

pump
iacktt
{he sta
deride
was lc

The machinery furnished consisted of a

surface condenser of 7,000 square feet capacity, a Smith-Vaile
cross compound crank and ﬂy wheel pumping engine, having
a capacity of 6,000 gallons of circulating water per minute
through the condenser. In this connection a Smith-Vaile
two-stage dry vacuum pump, together with a vertical crank
and fly wheel dry vacuum pump and all the necessary acces
sories for a complete condensing apparatus for the steam
turbine was also supplied by the company. This exhibit was
successfully operated by the company for the beneﬁt of
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EXHIBIT OF THE PLATT IRON \VORKS COMPANY.
Showing improved condensing and feed water pumping machinery, which was used in connection with the Hooven-Owens-Rentsehler Corliss engine and the Hamilton
llolzwarth turbine. This exhibit was successfully operated for the beneﬁt of visitors and attracted the attention of everybody possessing mechanical knowledge.

Dayton, Ohio, successor to the Stilwell-Bierce and Smith
Vaile Company, the greatest manufacturers of water power
machinery in the world, the company that manufactured the
splendid 5,000 horse power turbines in use at Niagara Falls.
The company’s greatest exhibit was covered largely by a
contract it had with the Exposition Company, which was
completely and successfully carried out by it. This contract
was the furnishing of condensing apparatus for the 3,500
horse power Corliss engine. The apparatus consisted of a
surface condenser of 4,000 square feet capacity, together with
a Smith-Vaile compound condensing circulating pump of the
rotative valve type and having a capacity of 2,000 gallons of
water per minute; and a Smith-Vaile wet vacuum pump with
all the necessary accessories to complete the condensing

visitors, and attracted the attention of everybody who had
any knowledge of machinery.
For feeding the high pressure boilers in the boiler house
of the Exposition plant the Platt Iron Works Company
installed a Smith-Vaile duplex, end-packed double plunger
boiler feed pump, and one marine type of vertical boiler feed,
single cylinder pump, both of which commanded great atten
tion from mechanics and performed their duty in a highly
satisfactory manner throughout the entire period of the
Exposition.
The company had another interesting exhibit at the United

aim I

States Government Geological Survey fuel-testing station on

lhe it

the Exposition grounds.
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All the machinery in this exhibit
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was loaned to the government by the Platt Iron Works
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EXHIBIT OF THE PLATT IRON WORKS COMPANY.
Company for testing purposes solely. It consisted of one
600 horse power Stilwell cast iron heater, one boiler feed
pump for feeding 600 horse power boilers and one pump for
jacket water for the Westinghouse gas engine employed at
the station. At the close of the Exposition the Government
decided to extend the period of its fuel tests and the machinery
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of fuel; or the advantage may be applied partly to give
increase of energy. and partly for economy.
In the east end of the Machinery building the Company
maintained an office and had an exhibit of small pumps.

The Platt Iron Works Company, successor of the Stilwell
Bierce and Smith-Vaile Company, is one of the great manufactur
ing institutions of America. Its immense plant, located at Day

was loaned to it until these tests were completed.
The Company has had an extensive experience in the

ton,Ohi0, on the bank of the Miami River.c0vers an area of sev

designing, construction and operation of pumping machinery
of every type, and with an engineering and designing corps
unexcelled in this line it is enabled to guarantee patrons that

eral acres and employs many hundreds of men. Besides the
machinery mentioned, the Company manufactures cottonseed.
linseed and corn oil mills, ﬁlter presses, steam and power

their requirements will be fully met in efﬁciency, workman
ship, operation and durability.
It has made pumping
machinery for municipal water supply a specialty, and the
general satisfaction that its pumps have afforded in the past

is a guarantee that in point of durability and eﬂiciency they

pumping machinery, Victor turbines of from ten

to

two

thousand square feet capacity, feed water heaters and puri
ﬁers, abattoir machinery, and much other kindred machinery.
The Company maintains branch houses and agencies in New
York, Boston, Philadelphia. Saint Louis, Chicago. Baltimore,

EXHIBIT OF THE PLATT IRON WORKS COMPANY.
Showing the 7.000 square feet surface condenser. crank and fly-wheel circulating pump and two-stage vacuum pump. which formed part of the Exhibitors' Power Plant.

are not surpassed. The Company's designs incorporate the
latest improvements, and the material that enters into their
Construction is selected with the greatest possible care.
The Company also manufactures a complete line of air
compressors of the straight line type, as well as duplex.
Si"file and multiple stage compression; steam actuated with
SimDle or compound steam cylinders, or belt-driven, for
PumDiflg

deep

wells.

elevating

fluids, operating

railway

Signals. pneumatic tools, hoists for mining purposes.

It

also manufactures a complete line of condensing apparatus,

the advantage of using which is obtained by a reduction in
the amount of steam consumed, that is, less water to be
evaDorated by the boilers and consequently less fuel: or
greater power may be Obtained with the same consumption

Pittsburg, Cleveland, New Orleans, Dallas, San Francisco,
Atlanta, Salt Lake, Los Angeles, Kansas City, and in London,
England. The plant at Dayton has been manufacturing devices
for heating and purifying feed water for more than thirty~ﬁve
years, and its product goes to every civilized country of the
globe. For the Munoz Boiler Company. the plant manu
factures the Munoz water tube boiler, which is conceded to
be the finest boiler made.
The Platt Iron Works Company was organized especially
to take charge of the business that had been so well established
by the Stilwell- Bierce and Smith-Vaile Company. In the
past third of a century the plant has been enlarged several times
because of the increasing demands for its products. and an even

greater growth in the future is assured the new company.
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At the Louisiana Purchase Exposition in the Palace of
Liberal Arts, there were displayed by the Kelly-Springﬁeld
Road Roller Company, of Springﬁeld, Ohio, steam machines
designed for road construction in all its details, either in
breaking up the surface of old and uneven roadways, rolling
and consolidating new roadways, and rolling and ﬁtting the
foundation for all kinds of paving.
One of these machines was shown ﬁtted with spikes for
tearing up old roadways.
The spikes were in the rear or
main drive wheels of the roller, and in use have a tearing
or disintegrating motion as well as a puncturing one, so as
to thoroughly 1005en the surface of the hardest roadway, and
what is especially desirable, loosen it to regular depth. After
the road is thoroughly torn up, the spikes are easily replaced by
smooth plugs, and the machine is ready for use as a roller.

Tandem rollers—of new design—in sizes of three and a
half tons to ten tons, used for rolling asphalt, golf grounds,
brick pavements, roadways, etc., were also displayed by this
company at the \Vorld’s Fair. Different from all others,
because the engines were low on the main frame, thus doing
away with the objectionable features of the old tandem
rollers in not being top heavy or likely to tip over, even
if the grade were as great as twenty-ﬁve per cent.
They
were supplied with a vertical boiler, horizontal engine and
a patented front gear, which allowed the wheel to pass over
obstacles without disturbing the center of gravity of the roller.
Rollers built by this company, by reason of their great
power and heavy steel gearing, may be used as locomotive
engines for pulling heavy loads. They are also ﬁtted, when
desired, with band wheel for transmitting power for driving

. -~ I'Tr'ﬂE’R'EIIEngPRINGFIELD a
ROLLER COMPANY.
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MACHINES “'HICH MAKE GOOD ROADS.

Machines of from three and one‘half tons to twenty tons_ weight were displayed by the Kelly-Springﬁeld Road Roller Company in the Palace of Liberal Arts at the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition. Two of these were run by electricity to give the visttor opportunity to see them in working foriii. Remarkable were their patent beveled wheels for
ﬁnishing the surface of a highly crowned mac_adam road; their adiustable spikes_._by_means of which their wheels could do the work of plows; and the gear of the front wheel.
which permitted it to pass over obstructions Without disturbing the center of equilibrium of the machine. In the tandem machine on exhibition here. the engine had been placed
low on the main frame. so that the old danger of to pling over was entirely eliminated. an d the machines could be worked sidewise with success upon a twenty-ﬁve per
_ cent
incline. The machines were universally recognize as the best upon the market. and a number of them were sold to parties visiting the Exposition, among the buyers being lhe
City oi Saint Louis. which had ordered the new eight~ton tandem displayed in the Kelly-Springﬁeld exhibit.
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In proportion to its weight, the engine and boiler of this
machine were very large, giving an unusually high driving

power over the worst obstacles and steepest inclines.

Cast

stone crushers, concrete mixers and other machinery needed
Fair,

in a contractor’s or municipal plant.
They may be ﬁtted
with corrugated wheels for rolling embankments.

Illilt!

In every State and Territory Kelly-Springﬁeld machines
are being used, and they are being imported by Mexico,

itma

Cuba, Porto Rico, South American countries, Philippine

Illt m

Islands, Haiti, Hawaiian Islands, Japan, and other countries.
At the \Norld's Fair in 1893 their excellence was recog—

limar

nized by the award of the First Premium, and they received
the Highest Award at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.

lhil i;

steel had been substituted for cast iron in intany of the

working parts, so that the rigidity, strength and power of
the larger roller had been preserved with the advantages
of lighter machine.
Its water capacity and coal capacity
were comparatively large, the boiler and longitudinal steam

compartments being so designed as to enable the roller to
work forward or backward, even on steep grades.
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THE CONSPICUOUS PART PLAYED BY THE CAMERA.
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any other make of camera. Most of the illustrations in this
history were made from photographs furnished by the Ofﬁcial
Photographic Company and were, therefore, made with cameras
manufactured by the Folmer 8L Schwing Company.

The Folmer 8: Schwing Manufacturing Company ha\e fur
nished a great amount of apparatus to the various departments
of the United States Government. Many of the largest hos
pitals, colleges, and agricultural experiment stations use.
exclusively, apparatus designed by them to meet their indi
vidual requirements. Among the many cameras which the
Company manufactures is the uGraﬂex,H which has given it
a world-wide reputation. These cameras, being designed with
especial reference to the photographing of rapidly m0ving
objects, and by means of an optical mirror placed within
the cameras permit of the object photographed being seen
full size and right side up on the focus screen at the in_
stant of exposure.

The practical value of these features can readily be seen
by even the novice, as aside from the ability to photo
graph objects in rapid motion, the elimination of all uncer
tainty as to deﬁnition and proper placing on the sensitive
plate is of inestimable value.
.
Graﬁex Cameras are in great demand by journalist photog
raphers, as these special features are not provided in a.
practical manner by any other instrument.
TH E "SKYSCRAPER “ CAMERA.

The Folmer 81 Schwing Manufacturing Company make
a most complete line of cameras and special apparatus, aside

At every Universal
Exposition that has
been held the camera
has played a conspic
uous and important
role. At all of them
it has been assigned
the duty of preserving
by photographs their
most commanding
features. Pictures,
perfectly made, often

from the Graﬂex, including the long focus Reversible Back

give a better idea of a
.
subject than the most
thoroughly written
THE CYCLE GRAl’HlC
text matter, which is
the best explanation of the camera’s value in connection with
Expositions.
The photographer selects and makes per
manent the most wonderful things shown at Expositions
for future generations.
The camera, with its operative, is

therefore an educator.

Following the same line of reasoning,

the best camera in the hands of the most expert operator
excels as an educational factor.
The official photographs at the Exposition were made
under the direction of the Ofﬁcial Photographic Company, and
it is no exaggeration to say that they are the ﬁnest examples of
the Photographer-5‘ art that have been produced at a World‘s

‘

* ‘-.
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SPECIAL.

Graphics, Stereo
scopic Cameras of sev
eral types, The Crown
Portrait Cameras, the
F. & S. enlarging
cameras,theDeceptive
Angle Camera, The
Skyscraper Camera,
The Folmer X-Ray
Reﬂecting Stereo
‘| scope, The Folmer X
Ray Table and a num
ber of accessories of
great practical utility.
The Company had an
interesting exhibit in
the Liberal Arts build
ing, where the various
kinds of cameras were
inspected by experts
and amateurs.

Fair. The Oﬁicial Photographers used, exclusively, cameras
made by the Folmer & Schwing Manufacturing Company, of
New York, because they believed them to be, without doubt.
the manufacturers of the most perfect cameras made in America.

The magnitude of the work of photographing the Exposition
demanded apparatus of the highest grade that could possibly
be secured and the Ofﬁcial Photographers, thoroughly realizing
that fact, did not hesitate in their selection of the Folmer 81
SChwing cameras, as experience, which had embraced every
test, had taught that they possessed qualities unequaled by
THE GRAFLEX.
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FINE FURS EXHIBITED BY FUNSTEN BROS. & CO.
\Nithout a doubt, the largest, most complete and grandest
exhibit of furs ever shown at any \Norld’s Fair or Exposition

tigerS, grand and massive grizzly, polar and other kinds of
bear—among which were shown the largest and ﬁnest speci

was that of Funsten Bros. 8r. Co., Fur Commission Merchants mens of polar bears ever known to the fur trade.
of St. Louis, U. S. A., shown in the Palace of Forestry, Fish record grizzly was especially a grand specimen.
and Game. This ﬁrm, being the largest receiver of furs in
America, was in a position to show to the world the very
rarest and most costly furs that could be obtained in various
parts of the world.
This exhibit was not only a most pleasing and attractive
one to the millions of people who visited the \Norld's Fair,
but it was decidedly the most educational from every stand

point, as millions of people saw furs that they did not know

The large

Funsten Bros. & Co. are neither manufacturers nor retail
furriers; their business is to receive and sell furs for the trapper,
hunter and trader from all over the United States, Canada
and Alaska. They do not buy furs at all, but sell raw furs 0n
commission, receiving them in any size quantity, from one
skin to unlimited quantities, giving the same careful attention
to every shipment that they receive. It is their purpose to
obtain the very best possible net results to the trapper or

were in existence. There was absolutely nothing that was shipper of raw furs. They send out no traveling men to
overlooked in making this exhibit most instructive and com solicit shipments, but depend entirely upon the results of their
plete. Every kind of fur from every part of the earth was sales for further business. The fact that they have built up
displayed, from the great
the biggest business in the
bison and musk 0x down
world, of its kind, shows
quite conclusively that
to the tiny mole skin and
their methods of doing
the ermine. Among some
business are progressive,
of the rare and costly furs
and that they must net
was seen three of the ﬁnest
the fur shipper in the
black fox skins, which
country from all over
were obtained in Alaska,
America more money for
valued at $6,000.00. Many
his furs than he can get
other silver and black
through any other source.
foxes, valued at from
Their sales of raw furs
$300.00 to $1,500.00 each,
during the active season
were shown; also very rare
range from sixty thousand
specimens of the sea otter,
valued at from $1,000.00
skins to a hundred thou
to $2,000.00 each; the
sand skins a day. Their
beautiful sable, royal
enormous receipts of furs
ermine, and many other
are sold daily on sealed
rare and costly skins for
bids, and these sales are
garments were displayed
attended by the largest
in quantities. A most
dealers and exporters in
beautiful collection of fur
the country. It is a most
skins of the kind that come
interesting sight to see
from different parts of the
from twenty to thirty men
United States were also
bidding, in great excite
azs-m-rw
most interesting, such as
ment, for these large
raccoon, mink, skunk,
'oﬁ‘erings;
and the sharp
-|
l
i ._
opossum, beaver, fox,
competition
assures the
’1'
.
otter, etc. These Ameri
best prices obtainable for
can skins form a large
the shipper—hence the
factor of the fur trade of
great success of this ﬁrm.
the world. The wonderful
St. Louis is the largest
effects in dyeing and imi—
primary
fur market in the
FUNSTEN BROS. 8: CO.‘S NEW HEADQUARTERS.
tating, which have been
world,
and
the fact that it
On the ﬁrst of the year the ﬁrm moved into their new building, northwest corner Second and
Elm Streets, erected by them, and said to be the largest and ﬁnest building designed for the sale
attained in recent years, of
is,
more
credit
is due to
furs in America. having the best-lighted salesrooms and every (acrhty for conducting econom
ically the great business which this ﬁrm has'built up, and which, as a result of their fair,
was shown in a most in
the
ﬁrm
of
Funsten
Bros.
enterprising and pushing business methods, continues to increase from year to year.
structive way. Fur gar
& Co. than any combina—
ments, made of the imperial sable, royal ermine, chinchilla,
tion of houses in the fur trade. They sell more furs for the fur
mink, fox, and other kinds; in fact, everything of this kind, shippers of the entire North America than any house in the

from the low priced to the most costly and elegant.

world.

Another beautiful feature of this exhibit was the unusual
collection of magniﬁcent fur rugs, made of the ﬁnest specimens
of skins of various kinds of animals used for this purpOse.

several hundred thousand, which they send to their shippers

The largest and ﬁnest specimen of the black mane lion W215
made into a rug, the head of which was mounted, life-size, With
mouth open, in a most life-like way. All Of the taxidermy
was the ﬁnest and most artistic possible. Other exceptional
Specimens of the lion, Manchurian, Mongolian and Bengal

They issue a fur market report with a circulation of

every month.

This house has been a great beneﬁt to the fur

trade, as through its efforts it has been the means of concen
trating large quantities of fur. The members of this ﬁrm are:
\V. F. Funsten, P. B. Fouke, Henry Renth and C. A. Parker.
Winning the Grand Prize, which was the highest award at the

greatest W'orld’s Fair in history, is indeed a tribute to the
success and enterprise of this ﬁrm, and well deserved.
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THIS EXHIBIT RECEIVED THE HIGHEST AWARD AT \VORLD'S FAIR. i904.
To thousands of visitors to the Palace of Manufactures. one of thomost interesting exhibits was that of the International Steel Post Company of St. Louis, which showed the
advance in fence-building since the days of the forefathers. Its exhibit occupied a splendid location in the West Section of the building and occupied a space ﬁfty feet long by
eighteen and one-half feet wide, which was surrounded by wrought iron fencing. manufactured by the Company, in eighteen diﬁerent designs. Inside the outer fence was an
exhibit of wire fabric fencing with steel posts of varied designs. Tree guards. all kinds of lawn furniture. T-head fencing for farm, orchard and park purposes. and a Williams
fence machine for making the Williams lawn fence on the International's steel posts. were prominent features of the display on the ﬂoor of the booth. ()n the back wall of_tlie
exhibit. extending to the rafters above, was shown everything required in the construction of a wire fence—tongs. collars. caps. posts. T heads. maul, \Villiams' fence machine.
all arranged so artistically as to command the attention of every passer-by. On the same wall were framed certiﬁcates showing that the International Steel Post Company had
secured three se arate awards at the World's Colombian Exposition when the Company was but an infant. An iron reservoir vase for park. cemetery. or private lawns was
also shown. the .ompany manufacturing vases in one hundred designs.
_
The stoma and brush fence are almost things of the past, and the board. rail and picket fence. are rapidly following them into disuse. giving way to wire and steel, which long
ago were found to be stronger. more durable and more ornamental. The up-todate farmer. the railroad company and the owner of city property have realized that steel and WIN!
for fencing purposes have a hundred advantages over wood. and that they are_much cheaper. It does not obstruct the view, nor mar the harmony of the landscape: it costs less
to build a steel fence and kee in repair than wood; weeds, grass and rubblsh along steel fences may be burned without iniuring it. The International's steel fence post 15
declared to he the only success ul metal fence post ever invented. No post holes are required to be dug for it. It is driven into the ground, and as it pierces the earth it spreads

at the bottom and securely anchors itself.

A NOVEL DISPLAY OF BARBERS‘ SUPPLIES.

In the Palace of Varied Industries stood a chair which. though in a reclining positioﬂ- “’35 "1"“ feet high- “'lih 3" its 93$“ in proporiion- The Chair Was built of substantial
materials. and was not only' complete In
. every delml-' “"1 °l "“"‘“a
‘ 1] y g 00d workmanship, being
an exact
reproduction
i548pattern
koken barber
chair.
ith its back
tilted
This
monster
chair was ofofthe
the.\umber
hydraulic
audit was
the \\
hydraulic
pressure
and its foot-rest i n Place.
' '
e fourteen foot Kiln! to occupy “5 cusm‘ms'
' '
‘
‘ continuous
as th0ugh
to
which caused it to move c0 rilgtlv::‘t;-dric‘iglz?$ m ‘he right of to‘hekfhmin mm moving upward or downward,
'
‘
'
' 'invite a thorough
'
' inspection. This
'
motion
gave
,
,-S- .
m,
of “5nilans.
gvery
line
and
into "5
_view
at some time
in itsovc'hcad
evolutions.
'Needless
say. this billbs
opportunity
“"55
taken.
and]inblngcgﬂeggfgagrétgoﬁsfri‘rilth‘goli‘irigyoth
while
chairsince
turned
from
side
toangle
side tocame
dI§Play
PerlemlonF'Qm
“mm
and "dto el‘ﬂr'c
'h'cw
bright light upon the chain

Around ii stood barber 0|“. stri ed in carminc and white. the bands being separated by narrow lines of gilt. _ These poles were arranged In clusters.

springing from a common base at each corner of the 00th. an represented the barber’s lde?‘ 0‘ h's “fade “gm "0‘ only aS-m minim“ “mums and glossy ﬁmih‘ but also as m suc'
BEFWEEH these groups of poles Koken barber supplies of the ﬁnest pattern and workmanship Ware displayed- amonga Sines 0‘ d'ﬁcrem Myles. 0‘ barber chmrs' QMh one 3? mOd‘ﬂ
of us kind_ The styles ranged from the most elegant to the simples“ but each one displayed the same excellence of deSIgn and the same skill of execution.
whole exhibit. on a platform at the keystonc of the double arches, stood another barber chair, this one completely gilded and glintinz as the light fell upon it.
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STEINWAY PIANOS SHOWN AT THE EXPOSITION.
Although making no ofﬁcial exhibit, Steinway 8: Sons of

the more prominent buildings.

' 785
These pianos proved great

New York, the world-famed piano makers, upon request,

attractions and a genuine source of delight to music-lovers,

placed several of their ﬁnest instruments on loan in some of

musicians and art connoisseurs.
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STEINWAY GRAND PIANO. STYLE LOUIS XV.
mas'tl‘elie‘maeniﬁcent Steinway piano exhibited and in use in the New York State building. illustrated on the opposite page. was a wonderful creation in its design as we]! as a

~Thslelce showing the high development of piano construction in America. The design represented the waterways of New York State. beginning with majestic Niagara.
The Ist:?:1|;3;13n aabove shows. anothlfr mill‘ﬂﬂiﬁfeélt (3:518; orliginateg agd producid hby Steliéiwalyhdi Sons. d
d b
h
.
_
PI nos Liszt,
are universa
ac now
e ge Gounod,
to e t estan
ar Thomas.
pianos o Anton
t e wor
. Luigi
ey are
en orse Arthur
y t e Nikisch.
greatest Joseph
artists. amon
whom
‘
ﬁatzris‘liagner.
Franz
Hector y
Berlioz,
(harles
Theodore
Seidl.
M‘aneinelli.
Joachginh
langzyll’eprrggglaiskdi.
Marcelh Qinstbeiri, Rafael Joseﬁ‘y, Moriz Rosenthal, Josef Hofmann: Jean de Iteszke. Edouard de Reszke. Eugen Albert, Doctor Richard Strauss. Adelina Patti, Nellie Melba.
Bloomﬁeld int rich. Emma Calve. Lilli Lelimann, Emma Eames btory, Lillian Nordiea. Schumann-Hunk, Marianne Brand. Sofie Sealchi, Teresa Titiens, Teresa Carreno:
stein - eisler. Aus der Ohe, Sofia Menter, Zelie de Lussan, Emma Nevada Palma. etc.
pmssia; my & Sons have been ofﬁcial ly appointed manufacturers to His Majesty Nicholas Il,Czar of Russia: His Majesty William ll, Emperor of Germany and King of
5 MﬂieSty
Joseph I. Emperor
of Austria
Kin: of
Her Norway;
Majesty Victoria,Queen
of Great1,Britain;
Royal
Th ’ ‘
‘
Per-“r Hedge.
DukeFranz
of Edinburgh:
His Majesty
()scarand
ll, King
of Hungary;
Sweden and
His Majesty Umberto
King ofTheir
ltaly;
His Highnesses
Majesty Mousacffleil-lng-Eig
igliiihezsi

of \A'ales an

'

VIL K'in If Galrsty Maria Christina, Queen Regent of Spain: His Majesty Abdul Hamid II, Sultan of Turkey; His Majesty Albert, King of Saxony: His Maiesty' Edward
Indiviﬁd: l reat Britain and_h.mpemr of India; Her Majesty Alexandra. Queen of Great Britain and Empress of lndia.
memes: oi in :iiembers of the Steinway family have also been made membersof the academies of Berlin and Stockholm. as well as of the Saint Ciecilian Society of Romhone o( the
‘he present ta tan honors: the order of the Red Eagle has been conferred by the German Emperor, the order of the Linkat has been conferred by the Sultan of Turkey,
. .
. .
.
.
and
the superi head'of the house of Steinway
81 Sons. Charles H. Steinway,
has yust
been conferred the cross of the Legion
of Honor by the French Government, in recognitidliimolf
Steinwogymgl'sl’ls thtlie Steinway pianos and of the conspicuous services rendered by the house of Steinway in the realms of music and art
- a" centers
'
ons ave it, eir
‘ own branch houses at London, England,
‘
.
H
- pianos
m
everywtle".
and Hamburg , G er man y . and t hey are represented by azents~ all over the world.
lheir
are found

HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.
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THE PILLSBURY-WASHBURN FLOUR MILLS COMPANY.
Under the head-line, “The Story of Pillsbury," the North
westem Miller for December, 1904, published the following
article, which clearly sets forth the reasons for. the award of
three Grand Prizes to the Pillsbury-Washburn Company:
“To attain pre-eminent individuality in the manufacture of
a Staple commodity is obviously far more difﬁcult than to

787

where ﬂour was bought and sold, the fact that ‘Pillsbury's
Best was the best’ became an axiom.

“It was disputed only by competitors, vainly trying to
secure a portion of the business which had been so ﬁrmly
intrenched, not only by the ,quality of the ﬂour itself, but by
the consistently wise methods of its introduction and contin-'

accomplish the same thing in the making of a specialty.

ued sale.
‘
“To make Pillsbury's Best not only the best but the most
“One may invent a distinct, peculiar, previously undiscov
ered implement; he may devise and manufacture a useful and uniform ﬂour in the world; the same at the end as at the
hitherto unknown product and, by simply attaching his name beginning of the crop season ; as good one'year as it was the
to the article, secure a reputation the extent of which is year previous ; always and ever, at home and abroad, intrin
dependent only upon the merit of the creation, the need for sically better than any other ﬂour in existence, became 'the
dominant ambition of the establishment founded on a small
it, and the enterprise with which it is exploited.
“ If, however, the object of his effort be the apotheosis of scale but growing greater every year of its life.
“This note was the key to which the whole industrial fabric
an article of commerce in ordinary use; manufactured every
where; found for sale in hundreds of stores in every city: one was attuned, and it has ever remained so ; throbbing in unison
of the necessaries of life and almost as common as water, the
with the machinery which ground the enormous output;
undertaking becomes gigantic and, instead of a mere fortunate heating time to the system of oﬁice work ; pulsing to remote
stroke of business, it assumes the seriousness of a life work.

“The recent award of three Grand Prizes, one for the high
'“\,"rl'h~\.--,lry
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“Vigor and industry went to the making of the business.

for the best loaf of bread, given to the Pillsbury-Washburn
Flour Mills Company, Limited, at the Saint Louis World's
Fair, merely emphasizes the merit of individuality in ﬂour
making, and crowns the long record of sustained effort which
is the story of Pillsbury.
“When the founders of the institution bearing this name
ﬁrst came upon the scene of its future operations, over a third
of a century ago, ﬂour was simply ﬂour. It had grades, but
no individuality known and recognized beyond very narrow
limits.
“Certain qualities of flour bore distinguishing names, some
of them, such as ‘Haxallf derived from the original makers

The tremendous vitality of the founders imparted itself to
every arm of the great undertaking; even the most inconspic
uous factor was inspired with pride in his share of the work
and responsibility undertaken by its head.

of that particular grade.

Certain localities gave title to ﬂours

Ilrl l a

i.H,
.<n1'4.-|.

who labored for the commoii cause.

est grade of ﬂour, another for the ﬁnest exhibit, and a third

.u“.4,.,

h\l l|\|r

agencies and salesmen; permeating and inspiring everyone

possessing characteristics supposed to belong to them and,
within the comparatively limited markets reached from these
localities, innumerable individual brands of more or less
merit contended for control with varying success.
“But there was nowhere one pre-eminent, individual Amer
ican ﬂour, standing alone, out of the mass of staple Produc
tions; dependent for success not on its location, not on its
type, not on generic worthiness, but upon its merit alone.

“The originators of the Pillsbury ﬂour saw that distinction
and success awaited the man who could bring his product out
of the ruck of competition, and place it in a position by
itself. Realizing the opportunity for the miller whose ﬂour
could step out of the ranks and become captain, they deter
mined to make use of it.
“ Pillsbury's Best was the ﬁrst demand for individual recog
nition for a particular brand of ﬂour which the world's ﬂour

markets had ever seen.

It was put forth boldly on the basis

of character, and character went into its making from the

beginning.
“The courage and vigor of the stand conﬁdently assumed
by the makers of Pillsbury's Best ﬂour compelled attention.
Men like positive assertions, and since the Pillsburys insisted
that their best was what it claimed to be, actually worth more
than any ﬂour on the market, they accepted them at their
Word. and paid them more for it. First, experimentally;
then, as the real quality of the brand was demonstrated, with

nging conviction, which was passed on with conﬁdence
t0 their customers. Finally the conviction became ﬁrmly
1mPlanted in the trade of two worlds, and, in every place

“Not alone in the selection of the choicest wheat or in the
utilization of the best processes and the employment of the
most approved machinery is found the pre-eminence of .this
flour.

Lives have been'given to it; character, enthusiasm;

loyalty, force, strength, optimism and continual endeavor
have their important part in its making.

“ ‘1 do not gauge the success of this business by the result
of a single year,‘ said Mr. Charles A. Pillsbury. 'It must be
judged in periods of ﬁve years.’
“Absolute
belief
in the integrity
of establishment.
the cause in which
all
labor
has always
pervaded
the entire
Main-I
taining with its customers the most admirable relations,
cementing each year by renewed ties of mutual respect and '
conﬁdence, the connections made, in many instances, long ago,
the Pillsbury-\Vashburn Flour Mills Company (limited) has
acquired and held a trade that has been always satisﬁed.
i
“ ‘Once a customer of Pillsbury's, always a customer,‘
has become a statement of self-evident fact.
“Thus founded, fostered and built up, from 1870, with
three hundred barrels daily capacity ; [872, with ﬁve hundred
and fifty barrels; 1874, eight hundred barrels; I877, sixteen
hundred barrels : I88l, ﬁve thousand barrels ; and so, gradually
increasing to its present capacity, the great business of the

Pillsbury-Washburn Company has gone on, a testimony to
the farsightedness and wisdom of its founders.
“Today it has one mill, the largest' in the world, and the
largest the world has ever known, which has a capacity of
ﬁfteen thousand barrels of ﬂour a day, and four others beside ;
making its total daily capacity thirty ﬁve thousand barrels.
All this ﬂour is made in Minneapolis, and the name of that

city is branded on every package. There are times when even
this enormous output is inadequate to supply the demand of
the trade.
“A barrel of Pillsbury’s Best stands today as the embodi
ment of what all this labor and effort has brought about;
what it was for; what it has meant; what it still means and
what it will always mean as long as the Pillsbury-\Vashbnru
Co. (limited), Minneapolis, Minn., continues in existence.
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“It is eloquent of long, intelligent, steadfast, honorable
effort. Every stave tells the story of constant improvement.
The very hoops are distinctive. The brand is familiar the
world around wherever ﬂour is used. The entire compact,
strong, handsome package, is characteristic and individual.
“In a word—it is the story of Pillsbury."

which combines the features of a phonograph and a telephone

talking transmitter. It automatically connects itself with the
regular telephone service line to the building, calls up the
Central Exchange and in tones of the human voice informs
the operator that there is a ﬁre in that building and the
presence of the ﬁre department is required.

The alarm transmitter contains a phono
graph record cylinder bearing two messages,
a ﬁre alarm message and a trouble alarm

message. Thus, one side of the cylinder
will say, 'fFire at 54 Congress street, send
the Fire Department." The other side will
say, “\Nires are in trouble at 54 Congress
street, send an inspector.” Both sentences
being repeated a number of times.
The system being connected to and
operated over the lines of the local tele
phone companies, permit of the extension
of automatic ﬁre protection to the most
isolated business plants, due to the univer
sal use of the telephone.
Among the many prominent ﬁrms who
are protected by the Automatic Fire Alarm
Company, are the following:
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EXHIBIT OF THE AU'I‘().\I.~\TIC FIRE ALARM COMPANY.
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Much interest in the subject of ﬁre protection was aroused
by the working exhibit in the Palace of Electricity of the
Automatic Fire Alarm Company of New York. This company
operates automatic ﬁre alarms, manual alarm signal boxes and
automatic sprinkler alarm connections.
The system known as “The Watkins System," has been
in practical operation since its introduction by the inventor,
Mr. \V. B. \Vatkins, in 1873, and has been carefully studied
and improved by expert electricians for thirty years.
Over one thousand business buildings in New York City,
and over ﬁve hundred in Boston, are protected by this system,
which has the approval of the Fire Departments and all ﬁre

“’KJw‘J;
.~

insurance underwriters.

I‘M;.

reduction in rates where it is introduced. It comprises a
series of thermostats, or heat indicators, placed at frequent
intervals on the ceiling of each room and made sensitive to

In New York z—Acker, Merrall 81 Condit Co.; American

News Co.; Arnold, Constable &C0.; Astor Estate; John Jacob
Astor; William \Valdorf Astor; B. T. Babbitt: Bliss, Fabyan
8: Co.; Brooks Brothers: Browning, I\'ing & Co.; The H. B.
Claﬁin Co.; Dommerich 81 Co.; Faulkner, Page & Co.; Garner
& Co.; Goodyear Rubber Co.; Gorham Manufacturing Co.;
A. D. Juilliard & Co.; Lesher, Whitman & Co.; Mills & Gibb;
Rogers, Peet & Co.; Sawyer-Man Electric Co.; Siegel-Cooper
Co.; Simpson-Crawford Co.; W. & J.Sloane; Stern Brothers;
Tefft, \Veller Co.; Tiffany & Co.; Trinity Church Corporation;
Trow Directory Publishing Co.; United States Leather Co.;
John Wanamaker: James F. White 8: Co.; Young Men's
Christian Association.
In Bostonz—Jordan, Marsh & Co.; A. H. White & Co.;
C. F. Hovey 81 Co.; Macullar, Parker & Co.; Oliver Ditson
Co.; Hunnewell Estate; Emerson Piano Co.; Revere Rubber

Insurance Companies make a decided

heat at any required degree.

In case of a

ﬁre breaking out in a building thus protected, an alarm is automatically sounded

,

_ __ g

‘

“'6‘
WATKIN's/WMQWIIQM

SYSTEM.
at the main ofﬁce of the Alarm Company
“owe/M. __,
and Fire Department. The automatic
signal designates the street, number and
the ﬂoor of the building where the ﬁre is.
This immediate and speciﬁc notice consti
tutes the value of the system. The arrival
of the ﬁremen is often the ﬁrst knowledge
the occupants have of the existence of ﬁre
in their premises.
It is well known that
the ﬁrst ﬁve minutes at a ﬁre are worth
more than the next ﬁve hours.
The company has a record of Over one
thousand ﬁres in which the Watkins System
has worked successfully. giving an early
alarm to the ﬁremen and saving many
ANOTHER \'| raw or THE SAME EXHIBIT IN THE PALACE OF ELECTRICITY.
millions of dollars to property owners and insurance Co.; Joy. Langdon & Co. ; Harvard College; Ashton Valve
Company; Fitchburg Railroad Co.; Bigelow, Kennard & Co.;
companies.
Dame, Stoddard & Kendall; Boston & Maine Railroad Co.;
The company also operates “The Hale System" of auto
matic ﬁre alarm.
In this system the thermostats in the Noyes, Campbell & Co.; Boston Belting Co.; Estes 8: Lauriat;
Bowditch, Clapp & Pierce; L. Barta & Co.; Horace Partridge
building protected are connected to an alarm transmitter,
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8: Co.; Pope Manufact
uring Co.: Cushing, ()lm

stead & Snow; Simons,
Hatch & Whitten; \V. S.
Butler 8: Co.: Coleman.

. us.i
‘n'

Mead 81 Co.; Cobb. Bates

)xny‘ “

& Yerxa; I’arker.Wilder
81 Co.; William F. Weld
estate;

we:q.exam
Q_.

Fred L. Ames

~18
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estate; H. H. Tuttle 8:
Co.; Dudley. Iattelle &
Hurd.
lefore the gates of the
World's Fair were opened
fear was expressed in

1'

nu.,

.

“
'

some quarters that Saint

\\'. Ii, WILLIAMSON.

Louis hotel facilities were
not sufﬁcient to properly
care for the city's guests
during the Exposition
'I‘llli HAMILTON HOTEL, SAINT LOUIS. MISSOURI.

Proprietor of the Hamilton Hotel.

term.

.Such a fear was

Upon the great days of the Fair. which

the Exposition ofﬁcials upon the fact that they had heard the

were characterized by the inﬂux of hundreds of thousands of
strangers to the city, the hotels were not even inconvenienced.
The crowds were Comfortably cared for from the beginning

service of the Hamilton more favorably commented upon than

proven unwarranted.

and the world was given to understand that the city of the Fair
was ably equipped for the duties devolving upon it as a result
of the Fair. Just previous to the Exposition and in prep
aration for it a half dozen or more magniﬁcent hostelries
were completed, among which was the Hamilton Hotel at
Hamilton and Maple avenues. one of the ﬁnest constructed
and most completely equipped structures of its kind in
America, possessing all the facilities notable in the most
modern hotels of Europe and America. The Hamilton was
designed by its proprietor and manager. W. F. \Villiamson,
who spent more than a year visiting leading hotels of the
United States securing ideas to be incorporated into the con
struction of the Hamilton. Mr. \Villiamson is the youngest
of the large hotel proprietors of this country and the success

0f the Hamilton is entirely due to his managerial abilities.
The Hamilton entertained a large proportion of the dis
tinguished foreign and American visitors to the Fair and at
the end of the Fair Mr. Williamson was congratulated by

that of any other hotel in Saint Louis.
The Hamilton was built two years ago. It contains more
than two hundred rooms and is furnished throughout in
mahogany. birds-eye maple and quarter oak furniture. It
possesses many costly and rare pieces of furniture and bric
a-brac, much of which was purchased from foreign exhibitors

at the Fair. and it is said to be the ﬁnest furnished hotel in
the West. This in addition to its excellent service has caused
it to be known as uThe Hotel Success of Saint Louis."
The large number of permanent guests of the Hamilton

adds greatly to its social life. the management taking particu
lar care that none but the most desirable people. are enter

tained.

Its apartments consist of one. two. three or more

rooms, aﬁording accommodation for large or small families.

Every suite has a bath. and large outside windows aﬁording
abundant light and ventilation.

Turkish bath rooms. free

plunge baths. bowling alleys, ladies‘ and gentlemen‘s billiard
parlors. a roof garden. children's play ground. perfect tele
phone service and an unexcelled dining service are other
features that have added to its splendid reputation.
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Among the institutions which contrib'
uted to the success of the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition, none stands higher than the
Mississippi Valley Trust Company. This
company, as a corporation, subscribed for a

JuLius S. “'11 1.511,
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liberal amount of the capital stock of the
Exposition Company, and all the ofﬁcers,
directors and employes, individually, took
a substantial number of shares in the enter
prise. Some of the directors and oﬂicers of
this trust company held highly responsible
positions on the Exposition Board, and they
have a most creditable record in the fulﬁll
ment of their respective appointments.
This trust company made special prep

arations to take care of the increased business incident to the
\Vorld's Fair. lt established a bureau of information, in
charge of a competent linguist, and through this bureau it was
enabled to serve the ﬁnancial and_social needs of various
foreign peoples. lts private library and reading rooms were
placed at the disposal of visitors by elegantly engraved cards
of admission, where a clerk and stenographer rendered
gratuitous service. The company acted as depositary, among
the most notable, perhaps, for the Royal British Commission,
and the Queen's jubilee presents
0f incalculable value were stored
in its safe deposit vaults pending
the opening of the Exposition.
The great care exercised by the
British Government over these
presents endorses the safety of
this department. It also acted
as depositary 0f the funds of a
number of the different State
commissions, and handled the
ﬁnancial matters of various dis
tinguished individuals, large
domestic and foreign ﬁrms, and

Fde

corporations.
It also acted as
HOME OF THE MISSISSIPPI
local correspondent for many
foreign banking and ﬁnancial institutions.
This trust company has always taken an active interest in
the welfare of Saint Louis, and is ever ready to lend a helping

hand to any worthy undertaking.
The Mississippi Valley Trust Company was organized in
1890.
In the panicky times of 1893, the company being then
only a small institution, its strong character, nevertheless, was

shown by the manner in which it took care of the demands
made upon it.

In addition to maintaining

the position it had attained up to that time,

the capital. of the company was increased,
besides enlarging its deposits all through
that period, while ﬁnancial failures in
other sections were numerous. In 1900 the
full authorized capital was paid in, making
its capital $3,000,000, and surplus $3,500,000.
After payment of dividends ranging from
ten per cent in 1900. and sixteen per cent

Jon" D. DAVIS,
Vice-President.

since January, 1903, the undivided proﬁts of
the company have accumulated and now
amount to $1
making the combined
capital, surplus and proﬁts at this time
$8,400,000. This trust company has suc

cessfully coped with the trials and demands
incident to a long ﬁnancial existence, and
now stands as a monument of solidity and

to

strength.

its

and a ﬁnancial

refuge

Ili

for the

patrons of the company. The ﬁrst home
of the company was at 303 North Fourth
Street, where its quarters were quite modest.
In 1896, by reason of its increased business,
the present substantial and modern building
at the northwest corner of Fourth and Pine
Streets, was erected. The dimensions of
this building are 87 feet on Fourth Street,
127 feet on Pine Street, and 49 feet high.
,
The exterior suggests massiveness, dignity Bzfc‘lunl?“ Ions“
ice-Presnflent and

and simplicity, and the interior is strikingly

C°“"S"'

beautiful in its architectural adornments, and is replete with

all modern improvements for facilitating the handling of the
business. The company transacts its business under ﬁve
classiﬁcationsfviz; Financial or Money Deposit; Trust or
Fiduciary; Bond or Investment; Real Estate; Safe Deposit
or Storage Vaults. Each of these departments is fully equipped
for taking care of the business within its scope.
The Bond Department of this trust company is peculiarly
adapted to the handling of large bond issues and syndicate un
derwritings, many of which have

been advantageous to Western
interests. The sphere of the
company's transactions extends
all over the world. It issues its
own letters of credit available
everywhere, being the ﬁrst
ﬁnancial institution west of the
Mississippi River to inaugurate
a system of its own for both
domestic and foreign circular
letters.
It is a liberal user of printer's
ink and its name can be seen in
nearly all the leading ﬁnancial
VALLEY TRUST COMPANY.
publications. At certain times
it also advertises abroad. Some of the largest enterprises
which have been undertaken in Saint Louis have been ﬁnanced
by the Mississippi Valley Trust Company. Among the most
prominent of its proteges may be mentioned: Saint Louis &
Suburban Railway, an electric system of 100 miles: Kinloch
Telephone Company, a local system of about 15,000 sub
scribers; Kinloch Long Distance Telephone Company:
I. Kennard & Sons Carpet Company; National Candy Com
pany; Union Electric Light 81 Power
Company, and reorganized Laclede Gas Light Company, all having main oﬁices in
Saint Louis; Saint Louis, Toledo & New
Orleans Railway; Blackwell, Enid &
Southwestern Railway, now a part of the
Frisco System; Denver, Enid 8: Gulf Rail—

way: Arkansas Southern Railroad, and
Best Line Construction Company.
The management of the company is
one of the best obtainable. The Board
of Directors is composed of men promi
nent in the ﬁnancial and business world of
Saint Louis, some of whom are of national
repute. The ofﬁcers and employes have

James E. oncrt.
Secretary.
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MISSISSIPPI VALLEY TRUST COMPANY.
been carefully selected and are well qualiﬁed to administer
the large and complex affairs of the company. The
company is progressive and conservative in all branches of
its business.

The following are the directors of the company, showing
their business connections:
John I. Beggs, President Union Electric Light & Power

Company and Laclede Gas Light Company; Wilbur F.
Boyle, Boyle, Priest 8: Lehmann, Lawyers; James E. Brock,
Secretary of the Company; Murray Carleton, President Carle
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inridge Jones, V ice-President and Counsel of the Company;
Wm. F. Nolker, Treasurer Saint Louis Brewing Association;
Saunders Norvell, President Norvell-Shapleigh Hardware
Company; Robert J. O'Reilly, M. D., Practicing Physician;
Wm. D. Orthwein, President Wm. D. Orthwein Grain Com
pany; H. Clay Pierce,v Chairman Board, Waters-Pierce Oil
Company; Joseph Ramsey, Jr., President Wabash Railroad
Company; Moses Rumsey, President L. M. Rumsey Manu
facturing Company; Robert H. Stockton, President Majestic
Manufacturing Company; Julius S. Walsh, President of the

ton Dry Goods Company; Charles

Company: Rolla Wells, Mayor‘of

Clark, Capitalist;

City of Saint Louis.
'
The ofﬁcers of the company are
as follows:

Horatio N.

Davis, President Smith & D‘avis
Manufacturing Company: John D.

Davis, Vice-President of the Com
pany; Harrison I. Drummond,
President Drummond Realty and
Investment Company; Auguste B.
Ewing, Capitalist; David R.

Julius S. Walsh, President:

Francis, President Louisiana Pur

chase Exposition Company and
D. R. Francis & Bro. Commission
Company; August Gehner, Pres
ident German-American Bank;
Ge0.H. Goddard, Capitalist; S. E.
Hoffman, Vice-President of the
Company; Chas. H. Huttig, Pres
ident Third National Bank; Breck

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY TRUST COMPANY.
General Interior View.

Breckinridge Jones, Vice-President
and Counsel: John D. Davis, Vice
President; Samuel E. Hoffman,
Vice-President; James E. Brock,
Secretary; Hugh R. Lyle. Assist
ant Secretary ; Henry C. lbbotson.
Assistant Secretary: Fred eric k
Vierling, Trust Ofﬁcer; Henry
Semple Ames, Assistant Trust
Ofﬁcer; William G. Lackey, Bond
()ﬂicer; Eugene H. Benoist, Real
Estate Ofﬁcer: Wm. McC. Martin,
Safe Deposit Ofﬁcer.
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I... .
Intenor V1ew... 355 Court of Cascades ........ 14o
Roosevelt Cabin ........ 430
Roosevelt in Butter ..... 379
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San Joaquin Co., Cal.
449
anl'lI sTerrltory ........ 402 Crowd at Olympic Games.. 566
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' n .. ........... 160 Culver Naval Cadets ...... 164
Special Corn ........... 644
I"?
........... 405
Sunnybrook Distillery.764, 765
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Pavilion ........ 274 De Forest Tower at Night. 137
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M6,
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Tennessee Tobacco ...... 391
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Eagle and Hare ........ 545
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Emperor \Vm II, Portrait 250
Empress of Germany.... 576
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Landscape Near the Hague 523
Larcn Interior ......... 521
Last of \Vinter, The ..... 496
Legend of Queen of Sheba 512
Le Secours ............. 545
Life a Dream .......... 526
Little Louise ........... 407
Lotos and Laurel ...... .10‘
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March of York to Kalgan. 518
Margot ................ 503
Marking Cattle ......... 535
Mark Twain, Portrait of. 529
Mary Meets a Shepherd
Boy ................. 520
Master Paul ............ 490
Medea (sculpture) ..... 505
Meeting at Cross Roads.. 517
Mexico, Gen. View. ..
535
Mid-Summer Morning
S45
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Mrs. Lamm and Children. 542
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Mexico, Entrance to ..... 229
I
\\'intcr Afternoon ...... 506
Mexican Pomological
231
“Lorna Doone" ......... 662
Mexico. Section of ...... 229
\l'inter at Katwijk ...... 524
Mexcan Tuna (.actus .. 231
“Lucinda's Boy" ....... . 66;)
Mexican Shoes .......... 228
I
\l'inter Evening ......... 542
Michigan ............... 37ol
“Meddler, The" ........ 667
Napoleon Relics . ........ :43
Winter Morning and Ducks 530
New iork .............. 379
“Merry Maddern’s Third
Nelson-Matter Furniture. . 640
I
Winter Sun ............ 507
Out-Door Floral ........ 653
Sort" ................ . 663
Netherlands, Pottery .. . . 279
1
Wisteria and Bird ...... 530
Texas .................. 439
Monsees, L. 1\l., 6 Sons.
I
North Dublin Brushes... 273
\\"ithout Bread and \Vork 503
523 I
Vt ashington ............ 460 I
Jacks ................ 659 1
Paris
Diamonds ....... . . 635
491
\Vitches’ Sabbath ....... 504
Liberal Arts.
“Morning Glory" ....... 664 1
A1116116111? -------------- 194 ~ “Palette” ...... . ....... 658 I Persia .......... . ....... 313
\Volmarans, Mr., Portrait 524
488 I
Persian
Art ............. 318
Baldwin Piano Company. 561 1
Parade of Prize Cattle . . . 660 \\'onien Repairing Nets. . 505
538
534 I
China, General \-'iew. . . . - 239 I Percherons ............. 655 i Playing Cards .......... 635
\Vood Cutter (sculpture). 533
Radiators
and Boilers . . . . 775
China, General View ..... 290
Persian Flat-tailed Ewc.. 665
499 I
\\'ood Grouse ........... 545
Razors
.........
633
Chinese Ancient Porcelain 296
Persian Sheep
_______ 666I
Yellow Journal Story.... 494
525 1
Refrigerators, White
Chinese, Arched Entrance 566,
Pike County ja.ks ...... 771 I
484
Education.
Chinese
Archery
.........
29.1
I
“Pirate”
...............
656
Enamel
...........
754.
755
53o I
Argentine .............. 197 ‘
Clllns'b‘v‘ Aft l'OI‘Cﬁlﬂlll- - -- 393 I
Plymouth Rock Pullet . . .' 669
Ricltter's Music Box ..... 159
Colorado ............... 402
RosenthalSloan
Millincry
635
Chinese
Bronze
Art
Work
.395
“Premier
Longfellow"
.
667
484
Cuba ................... 224
Chinese larval Betlﬂeal- 299
“Pride of Home" ...... (>th Textiles ................ 632
509
Culver Military Academy. 549
\ictor Safes and Locks. 750
Chinese Carved Furniture 298I
“Prime Lad" ......... .- 66: 1
530
Entrance to Department. 548
Chinese llcviws in Mug-- 291 l “Prince Ito lI" .......... 663 I Warren Store Equipment- 641
532
Evolution of School House 548
Winkle Terra Cotta Co.. 639
Chinese Ebony Furniture,
I
Prize. Highland Cows
. 664
498
German ................ 255
. ,
299' 30° ,
Prize-“inning Cattle
659
579
Mines and Metallurgy.
German Bacteriolog. Lab. 255
Chinese Funeral ........ 294l Quartet of Draught Horses 655 I Alabama "Vulcan"
531
343
German Court of Honor. 256
Chinese Furnitqu
- H 291}
"Ranger"
........... 658‘
Alaska-Treadwell MineCo. 444
541
German, General View... 255
Chinese Inlaid Tables. . . 293 '
"Royal" and "Harry". . . . 658 ‘
497
Anthracite Coal Mine
175
German, Pictorial ....... 256
(.‘lllllCSC .Iiltlt‘SIOllt‘. \VOI'I'C. .295
“Safearteg Lad," liolstein
I
564
Argentine ............‘ .. 193
German Scientific Inst. . . 256
Chinese .lcwﬁlf)’ "-295. 297
Bull ............ .
. 664
538
r\l‘iluflil ......... . ...... 445
Idaho .................. 455
Clllllcsc .lu'ﬂks- M04615 Ol- 198
Scene in Arena ......... 664 I Arizona Mining Camp... . 186
544
Illinois ................. 352
Chinese Lacquered Ware. 294i
“Shadybrook Gerben" . .. 661 1
545
Bethlehem Steel Co ...... 626
Indiana ................ 356
(-‘llillt‘ﬁc Mllﬁical IHSI’SH 297
Short-Horn Champions . 663
534
Blue Turquoise Mines... 457
Japan .................. 312
Chinese Orlicial Hats ..... 296I
Six-Year~()ld Mare ...... 657
537
Brazil .................. 209
Kansas ................ 414
Chinese Porcelains. ..292, 2931
Thoroughbred Colts ..... 655
505
Brazil Cement .......... 216
Kentucky .............. 361
Chinese Skins and Rugs. 297I
Toggcanrger H _________ (5be
506
Brazil Manganese Ore . . . 210
Manual Training, Wash
Chinese Terra Cotta. .. . . 296
“Torrent” ............. . 658
502
Brazil Precious Stones... 21.19
ington University ..... 549
Chinese \N'edding ....... 299i
“'l‘rappiste” ............ 657
520
Brazil. Sectional View... 210
Massachusetts .......... 368
Conn
Band
.lnst1'11111ents..
5621
Truman’s
Sires
.........
656
493
British ................. 268
Mexico ................ 229
Cuba
. . .............. 224 I
Tw0-\ ear-Old Herefords. . 663
536
California Borax ....... 447
Missouri ............... 425
Erickson Artincial Limb. 752i
"Upland Hobby" ________ (,6;
527
California Mineral Arch.. 627
Model Gymnasium ...... 555
Fairbanks, N. K., S0ap.. 562
\'ictoria Boar, llead of._ 667
515
Canada Arch . .......... 219
Montana
...............
428
vNorth
Dakota
..........
430
l’l'ﬁllCC
...........
.
.....
247
\\'l1i[(g Leghorn _________ (>69 I
521
Canada Cobalt Ores ..... 219
French Bookbinding
249, “bite \l'yandotte Cock... 668
517
Canada Timber . ........ 210
North Dakota Mineral. . . 430
French Medical labTHTY- 249
\\‘h.tc Vl'yandotte Cockerel 669 I
49$
Cement Exhibit ........ 628
New York .............. 379
General View .......... 560;
Worthy III ............. 662
525
Clay Working Machinery. 761
Oklahoma .............. 433
German Court of Humor. 257
“'yandotte Hen ........ 669. Cuba .................. 224
541
Pennsylvania ........... 383
German Entrance ....... 257 I Ma(.h|n,.n-_
494
Schools for Defectives. . . 548
German, Exterior View. .. 262
German Golden Book.... 257
Allis-Chalmers .......... 619
539
German Interior . ....... 262
Tennessee .............. 392
German Portal ......... 257
Centrifugal Pump ...... 732
527
German
Model
Mining
Texas .................. 438
Ideal
Sight
Restorers.
.
.
.
766
I
Crocker
Generators
......
619
494
Village ....... . ....... 262
\Vashington Univ. . . .548, 549
Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . .228, 229 I Current Generating Sch. 617
5.:9
Hungary, Medicinal “'atcr 271
\Vcbster’s Dictionary.55o, 551
Michle Printing Press
564,
Diesel Oil Engines ....... 616 I
489
Itlilllt) ......... . ..... . . . 455
\l'cst Virginia .......... 394
National Cash Register. . . 566 I
Electric Generators ...... 614
487
Japan Mining .
. ..... . 312
\\'isconsin .............. 397
Organ,
Festival
Hall
.
7021
Electric Switchboard ..... 732
569
Kansas ................. 412
Wisconsin University . . . . 548
Peking Indus. Inst. Rugs. 298I
Fire Service Pumps. . .
61';
544
Kansas
Coat
of
Arms...
. 413
Electricity.
Photograph Cameras ..... 779
Gas Engines ............ 615 .
542
Kansas Crude Oil ...... 413
.-\n Early Dynamo ....... 621
Pianos ............. 784, 785
Hot Air Pumping Engines 616 ,
485
Kansas
Salt
.............
413
Argentine .............. 19;,
I’yrheliophor ........... 281
Huber Hydraulic Press. . . 616 I
522
Kent ucky .............. 36 3
Automatic Fire Alarms... 788
Regina Music Box ...... 561
Machine Tools .......... 614I Kentucky Clay, trick and
498
Bayno's Electric Range.. ,
Road-Making Machines.. 778I
Pumping Machinery..776, 777‘
510
Tile .................. 363
De Forest Wireless Tel..
Underwood
Typewriters,
Rubber Tubing Machinery 767
514
Lepidolite Column ....... 447
Dynamo, The First .....
756, 757i Schuette Boiler ......... 616
537
Mexico
........... . ..... 232
Electricity, Interior View.
Live Stock.
Steam Pumps ........... 617
New Mexico ........
457
First Electric Locomotive
“Abelard,” Shetland Pony 656I
Steam Turbines ......... 615
514
Oklahoma
.............. 436
German Alchemical Lab“
American Breed Kils. . . . 666
Westinghouse Engines... 615 ‘
493
Oregon
.................
4 59
('ierman Analyt. Lab’y... 254
American Milch Goats. . . . 666 '- Manufactures.
521
Poland Spring Water.... 629
German Precision Inst... 255
Angora Bucks .......... 666
Argentine .......... 192. 193I
537
Smelting
Copper
........
626
Italy ................... 275
Angus ................. 663
Argentine Arsenal ...... 193
486
Tennessee Minerals
.. 392
“ landit'I .............. 658
Acetylene Gas Plant . .. - 762
Master “'orkman Engine. 750
Tennessee, Mining Gulch. 392
Million
\"olt
Discharch
620
Berkshire
S0ws
.........
667
Austria Art Pottery . . . . 239 I
514
Texas
Minerals.
.......
..
44o
Motor Driven Tools ..... 621
“Big Mary," Grand CnamAustria Faicncc ........ 239
529
Tiffany 8- C0.’s Exhibit. . . 625
Postal Telegraph ........ 622
‘
pion Sow ............ 667 '
Austria Glass ........... 239
_26
\Vyoming
......
.
.......
441
Prometheus Elect. Co.... 752
Bronze Turkey Cock
669
Bissell Sweepers ........ 632I
527
Yosemite Mineral W'aters. 626
Storage Battery ......... 621
lrown Chinese Gander .. 663
Boots and Shoes ........ 633
532
Telephone and Telegraph. 621
Bull Cochin Cotk ....... 669
Bowling and Billiards . . 637 I Philippines.
518
Bagabo Women Dancing. 472
\\'estinghouse Exhibits
622
Buli Plymouth Rock Cock 658
Brazil Cotton Goods ..... 214 l
489
Band of Negrito Archers. 480
\l'izard
Gasoline
Engine.
751
Bull
Orpington
Cock
.....
(>ng
Brazil
Furniture ........ 215
485
“CadetH ................ 657
British Doulton \Varc
268
Bontoc
Igorrotes ........ 475
522
Fish and Game.
Bontoc Igorrote Group... 477
"Casino" ............... 657
British Model Nursery .. . 268 l
536‘
Brazil Tiger Skin ....... 207
Bontoe Igorrote I'IOUSC .. 478
“Chiclii” ............... 6501
British Royal Stateroom. 268
536
Colt 113 do ............... 4o 1
Bontocs Preparing Feast. 478
"Choice Goods" ........ 662.
Bulgaria .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 2 ‘
532
Fuusten Bros .......... 671
Filipino School Boy ..... 466
Cochin
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............
668
l
Ceramics
...............
637
:
484
Furs and Fur Garments. . 780
Grinding
Corn .......... 47o
Colston Eclipse ......... 667 1
Clothing ................ 633 '
507
German Kaiser as Hunter 262
Igorrote-Moro
Race ..... 479
Cotswold
Rant
and
Ewe.
.
666I
Corsets
................
632I
528
i\lexican Birds .......... 233
lgorrotcs
Building House. 477
Cotswold Ram, Head of. . 665
Denmark ............... 243
5271
North Carolina ......... 382
lgorrotes'
Festival
Dance. 76
"David
Harum”
........
657
I
Diamond
Cutting
........
637
I
528
lgorrotes Settling Dispute 478
“Doc's Daisy” .......... 657
East India Temple . ..... 3oz
283 I Forestry.
Igorrote
\Yomen
\Neaving
473
Argentine
Timber
Boat...
192
"Esmeralda" ........... 658 I
Fountain Pens .......... 763 ‘
537
Midgets ................ 475
"l-‘iggis 76106" .......... 661I
French Limoges \Vork . 247
4911 i Argentine \Voods ....... 192
Moro
Children
at
Play.
475
Black Walnut Log ...... 381
“Florine” .............. 662l
French Raw Silk ........ 247l
499
Moro Children in Water. 473
Brazil, General \'iew.. .. 207
“Florine of River Meadow" 660 '
French Statuary ........ 245 I
499
Moro
Family
.........
..
473
Brazil Medicinal Roots... 208
French Draught Ilorse. . . 656
French Vase ............ 245
516
Moro Music Makers
. 473
Brazil Rubber .......... 207
“prUmOn” .............. 657 I
German-American Eagle. . 258
Brazil Tan Barks ....... 208
“Gore‘s Flower" ........ 656
German Court of Honor. 258i Moros Shoot the Chutes. 477
Moro
Tree
House
......
475
Brazil
Tree
Fiber
........
203
Gr.
Champ.
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Doe.
666I
German
Decorative
Statue
259
517
Brazil \\-'ood ............ 208
Gr. Champ. Cheviot Ewe. 665
German Fountains (two). 259I Moro Women and Kettle. 474
502
Moro
Warrior
..........
474
Brazil \-\'ood Fiber ...... 208
Gr. Champ. Dorset Ram. . 665 I
German Garden ......... 258
531
Canada ................ 220
Grand Champion Jack. . .. 772
German Iron Chandelier. . 259] Aegrito Archer ......... 480
i537
Negrito
Boy
............
466
Catalpa Speciosa ........ 671
Gr. Champ. Lincoln Ewe. 665 I
German Porcelain Arch. .. 258
Segrito Climbing a Tree. 477
Cuban ................. 670
G. Champ. Merino Ram.. 665
Germany. General \'iew.. 258I
507
.\_egrito Wedding ..... . . . 479
German, Exterior ....... 262
Gr. Champ. Oxford Ewe. 665I
Germany Greeted by Am. 258
500
)cgrito \‘t'onten ......... 48o
German, Interior . . . . . . . . 262
Gr. Champ. Oxford Ram. 1565
Germany, Terrace ....... 258
Samal Moro Group ...... 474
Gr.
Champ.
Shropshire.
.
665
l
Gowns,
by
Mme.
Caroline.
633
I
Grand
Trunk
Railway.
671
510
Samal Moro Village
. 472
Japanese Bamboo ....... 312
Gr.
Champ.
Southdown
I
Haviland China ......... 247
524
Suyoc
lgorrotc Group .. 477
Rant
.................
665';
llornthal,
Benjamin
8'
Kentucky
..............
364
543
Topographical
Map
of
Isl.
469
Gr.
Champ.
Tamworth
'
Riem ................. 63S
Kentucky. General View. . 364
513
Boar ................. 667
Hungary ............... 271
Luxeberry “'ood Finish. . 773
Physical Culture.
523
Gr. Champ. Yorkshire Sow 667
Hungary, Embroidery
. 271 '
Mexico, Forest Products. 233
.-\inu in Archery Contest. 573
517
“Grantlec’ .............. 656 .
Hungary, Pottery ....... 271
Montana ............... 428
Anthropology Days ...... 5~2
535
Hampshire Boar and Sow . 667
Ingersoll \l'atches ....... 637
New York .............. 380
Archery Contests ..... . . . 5;;
542
New York‘s Out-lloor.
380
“Hannibal” ............. 658
International Steel Post
Carlisle-Haskcll Football. 570
484
Hereford Bulls ......... 664
C0. .................. 782‘,
New Zealand ........... 315
Dumb-bell Competition.. . ‘568
497
l-Ierefords in Parade
. 662 I
Irish Furniture ........ 273 '
North Carolina ......... 381
Fancy Diving .......... 571
514
Highland Bull. Head of. 660‘
Irish Homespuns ....... 273
Oregon ................ 459
Finish of Boo-Meter Run. 56-;
530
Horses in Forum ....... 655
Italian Marbles ......... 276I Finish of One-Mile Race. 568
Oregon Giant Timber. . . . 458
484
“Isabel” and “Claribel".. 658 ‘
Italian Statuary ......... 27
Oregon Pine Cone Booth. 458
Finish of zoo-Mile Hurdle 567
486
“'lollie Johanna" ........ 661
Japanese Cloisonne ..... . 311 I
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. . .°.
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Printing ........ . .......
Projecting Apparatus . . .
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Steinway Pianos . . . .784,
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Typewriters . . ..........
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Live Stock.

Abbatoir Laboratory
Breeds of t'attle Ex.....
I-Juttei' Tests .. ........ .
Cattle Show
........
Cow Demonstration . .. . .
Dairy Barns ..... . ......
Dairy Tesls ............
Dog Show .............
Emerson, Luke M .......
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655

.........

Famous Jerseys ........
Forum . . . .......... . . . .
Horse Show
Juliana De Kol .........
Monsces. L. .\l. 8' Sons..
Pet Stock Show ........
Poultry Show ..........
Premiums Awarded . . . . .
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Terra Cotta ............ 639
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Copper ................ 627
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Radium ................ 627
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Axle Light System ......
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Big Four Ry ............
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